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PAINTING.

HISTORY OF THE ART.

ramtini,. HISTORY OF ANCIENT ART.

To renew that inquiry of the over-curious, as to the

country wherein the Art of Painting- was first invented,

is nearly as absurd as to raise a question with regard

to the persons who may have originated the Art of

dressing skins or cooking meat, or introduced any of the

commonest occupations of life ; so natural is imitative Art

to man, and so common is it to find some efforts in this

line even among the rudest people, and those who are

the farthest removed from the chance of intercourse one
with another. We shall only observe, then, generally,

thai the extreme antiquity of this Art is fully shown,

when it is admitted as a fact, that the use of representa-

tion by outlines, imitating the external forms of things,

preceded the use of arbitrary and conventional si^ns

amongst Mankind. Hieroglyphics were used before

Letters, and the Art ofDrawing is therefore undoubtedly
prior to that ofWriting ; and we might fairly substitute

'...is simple statement for the more common and fabulous

part of its History. Of the fact we have proof enough
in the painted and engraven monuments of Egypt,

Persia, and India, as well as in the stained leather of

the savages of the Ohio and the Mississipi, who relate

a battle by figures of men fallen and falling, just after

the same fashion. Very forcibly indeed are these ancient

and primitive, and necessary habits of the human race

brought before our (yes, in the accounts we daily receive

of those uncivilized nations, among whom we view Man
as a social animal during the time that the state of so-

ciety i- in its infancy.

Raphael Mengs remarks with great truth, that it

might have happened that the An of design was invented

at the same time in Greece, Egypt, and in Tuscany, or

that some of these people, of whom Historians speak
a-- inventors, did themselves receive the Art from others

who practised it before their day ; but, alter what has

been observed above, this is of little consequence. We
must consider, therefore, the stories related by ancient

authors, as to the invention of the Arts of Painting and
Statuary, not as relating actually to the first discoverer,

but to that person of whose successful efforts the earliest

tradition has been preserved,—to the improver, rather

than the originator. Such was Gyges, a native of Lydia,

who, as Pliny informs us, was a teacher of the Art of

Painting amongst his countrymen in Asia Minor; and
bywhom the practice was afterwards carried into Italy by

a colony from those part*, known under the name of the

Hetrutci or Tuscans. Of the degree of skill possessed

by these Hetrurians, some writers have asserted, that

specimens maj yel be seen in the
|
ainted figures dis-

covered in the tomb of an ancient monarch, on the site

of I'liisium, and in some similar relics at Arezzo and
\ iterbo.

In a like view must we regard the stories of the

love-sick girl tracing the shadow of her suitor's profile

Vol v.

on the wall, by the light of a lamp, or of the shepherds School

marking with their crooks the outline of their shadows, of
.

,he

rVtlClCIlt"*

projected by the sunshine upon the sand. Such, too, «,

'

are the claims usually put forward on the part of the

Egyptians to the invention of the Art of design ; that

people probably were inventors, as many other people

were so; but only among themselves, and tor them-
selves. And no doubt there were attempts made by other

countries as well as these, and perhaps at as earl] a date:

we certainly read of Pictures being in use amongst the

inhabitants of the land of Canaan, at the time that the

Israelites took possession of it ; the words in our trans-

lation of the Bible, in which Moses addresses the

Israelites, are these, " destroy all their Pictures, and
destroy all their molten images. ' Exod. xxxiii. 52. And
whether borrowed from Egypt or otherwise, it is clear

that the Art of design was not unknown amongst the

Jews themselves, either as Statuaries or Painters : for

we read of the image of a calf set up by them in Dan ;

and we read in the prophet Ezekiel, of the " form of

creeping things," &c. " portrayed upon the wall."

Ezekiel, viii. 10.

All that is here mentioned under the name of Picture

or Painting was probably no more than a simple deli-

neation of form, the interior of which was occasionally

filled up with colour; such as the earliest specimens of

Egyptian Art present to our view ; the capacity of

executing such matters in such sort, being, as we have
said, natural to Man as an imitative animal.

The further developement of the Art of Painting, of Ils progres*

that, indeed, which alone gives it a title to the name of

Art, has been to a certain extent detailed to us by the

ancient writers of Natural or Civil History. And the

successive degrees of improvement which were achieved

in these early days, aflord to our contemplation a

curious analysis of the nature of those ideas relative to

Painting, which in the present more advanced state of

our knowledge appear so simple in themselves, and to

need so little elucidation. In our Historical and

BIOGRAPHICAL Division, we have already stated a few

particulars relative to some of the Early Painters of

Greece, (vol. ix. p. 40-1.) Without repeating what has

there been said, we shall here notice the several steps

by which they appear to have advanced the Art of

Painting. One of the first instances of the progress of

this Art is shown in the attempt to give a greater

durability to the colours than had hitherto been attained.

PolygnotllS, (the elder of that name,) an Athenian, is L'seoffiit

said to have been the first who subjected his works to by Poly-

the action of fire for this purpose : but it is uncertain = notu '"

whether it was the encaustic method, the mode of

Painting in enamel, which he invented ; or, whether it

was simply that he first adopted the use of wax with his

colours, which of course could not be applied without

some degree of heat ; or it may be, that he merely invented

the style of delineating by means of burning the surface

3 o 2 -163
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Punting, of wood with hot irons, producing something similar
v*—v—' to that which we now know under the name of poker

drawings. Polvgnotus lived about the XlVth century

before our Saviour.
Monochro- The next step in Art was made, as we are told, by
mauc style, tne QreekSj wno invented what is called the Monochro-
or tan-

mat jc sty]e or tne use f a single colour, or that

which we now describe under the title of Painting

in ehiaro-oscuro. It might be black and white that

was made use of for this purpose, or a brown or a

gray colour, or indeed any other, so long as the dif-

ference of the parts was marked only by the inten-

sity or strength ot' the respective shades of colour, not

Reason why by a variety of colours. It may seem singular at

this was not first sight, that the use of many colours should have pre-

ceded the simple use of one colour only : but when we
regard the nature of the means by which an effect is to

be produced, we must instantly recognise the proof of a

greater progress in Art having been made in this case

than the former ; for to paint trees as green, or sky as

blue, is one of the easiest and most obvious of the efforts

of imitation, but to distinguish them by degree of shade

alone, or, which is the same thing, by the intensity of the

colour, when one only is employed, requires no small

degree of knowledge and skill : it is, in fact, the power
of giving relief to one body beyond another, and repre-

senting on one even plane surface the appearance of a

variety of objects or parts which stand out or recede

one from the other.

We have an account given us by Cheselden, of a

young man originally born blind, and afterwards re-

ceiving his sight from the operation of couching, at

a time when his judgment was sufficiently advanced

to give an account of his observations ; namely, at

the age of thirteen years. He says, " we thought

he soon knew what Pictures represented, which were
shown to him, but we found afterwards we were mis-

taken ; for about two months after he was couched,

he discovered at once they represented solid bodies,

when to that <ime he considered thein only as parti-

coloured planes, or surfaces diversified with variety of
paint ; but even then he was no less surprised, expect-

ing the Pictures would feel like the things they repre-

sented, and was amazed when he found those parts,

which by their light and shadow appeared now round
and uneven, felt only flat like the rest ; and asked which
was the lying sense, feeling or seeing ?" (Smith's

Optics, 1, 5, p. 43.) This story makes us acquainted with

the progress of the human mind in these particulars.

The distinctions of colour were natural, they seemed,
from the first, familiar to the patient's comprehension, or

at least were acknowledged as soon as perceived : but

that an apparent variety of prominence and recess should

result from adopting a variety of shade, was by no means
an idea so soon to be acquired. His mind had not made
the necessary observations on the appearance ofobjects in

Nature to enable him to comprehend this fact ; and hence
it seemed to him quite easy to distinguish the object by
different colours, but he required an explanation with

respect to their distinction by means of light and shade.

It is difficult for us in these days to recur even in imagi-

nation to the thoughts and ideas of an unenlightened

mind ; but we may learn much from this story. Thus, it

is clear that the Painters in ehiaro-oscuro showed greater

skill than the Painters in various simple colours : it

was indeed, perhaps, the most important discovery yet

made by the artist ; and we may add, that it was only

the application of this same principle of the monochro-
matic style to a number of colours so combined
together, that afterwards introduced the most perfect

and beautiful of ail the artificial processes with which
the Art of design is acquainted. All the exquisite

delight that is to be derived from variety of light,

shade, and tint, flowed from the developement of this

single principle of the monochromatic style.

The next invention of which we find notice, re-

garded skill in Drawing, with respect to the attitude

and posture of animate figures ; and as former Painters

had made all their figures stiff, alike, and upright in their

lines, he was a great improver who first ventured to

represent them with their heads looking upwards or

downwards, or sideways, (the catagrapha of the ancient

writers ;) in short, who represented them in any way
except that which was the most inefficient representa-

tion of the original, and yet the easiest to accomplish.

The honour of this improvement is attributed to Cimon Cimor. <>f

of Cleone ; who also, with similar boldness of mind, c|eone

ventured to make a fresh innovation in established ,.V?'[
practices, by marking out the muscles and veins of the

human body, and the folds of garments.

We next hear of Phidias, a person most cele- V

brated indeed as a Sculptor, but who also exercised

the sister Art of Painting : he flourished about the IVth

century before the era of Christ. He is stated by

Pliny to have painted a Medusa's head at Athens with

wonderful skill. Of other artists of this date we may
mention the name of Mycon, also an Athenian born, Mya n.

and, like Phidias, a Sculptor as well as Painter. He is

celebrated for his preparation of a famous black pigment

out of some part of the vine, (trigynon,) and seems to

have turned much of his attention to the materiel of the

Art ; he is said also to have been the first person that

made use of Attic ochre as a colouring 6ubstance in his

Pictures.

Apollodorus of Athens also possessed skill in both Apollndonu

these lines of Art. It is recorded of him. that he was

so fastidious as to destroy his finished works, and Wi *

in the practice of breaking them up, (whatsoe\er might

have been the pains and cost expended,) if they did not

correspond in the end to the conception which he had

formed in his mind. The expression of Pliny with re-

gard to him, that he was the first whose Painting fixed

and absorbed the attention of the spectator, leads (is

to form a high idea of the improvements which he

{fleeted in this Art ; and this idea is strengthened by

the fact of his being noted as first showing the method

of discriminating with delicacy the various gradation of

shades in Painting. He seems also to have noticed thai

he colours of objects were to be preserved even in

those parts which were darkened in shade, and hence

he obtained among his countrymen the name of the

Shade-Painter. It must be added, that this merit,

asserted of Apollodorus by Plutarch, is attributed by

Quinctilian to Parrhasius.

Parrhasius was a native of Ephesus who flourished Pa:rha<;uj

about the same time, and a person who certainly greatly

added to the advancement of the Art. He is univer-

sally praised for the attention which he paid to the

sv/nmetry of the human figure in Drawing, for his at

tempts to give an improved expression to the counte-

nance, to form the curls n( hair with grace, and care-

fully to finish the extremities of the hands and feet. But

of all the great names among the Painters of antiquity,

none, perhaps, are more celebrated than that of Zcuxis. Zem.s.
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Paintm,-. a native of Heraclea , one of those artists who came
n—

.
v-~' to Athens at the call of Pericles, and subsequently

acquired great wealth by the practice of his profes-

sion. He it was that painted The Venus at Crotona,

from a selection of iiie several beauties of all the

fairest virgins of that city ; and he it was that main-

tained the noted content with 1'arrhasius, to which we
have adverted elsewhere. Some of his designs, such

as figures on vases and vessels of pottery, seem to have

been collected ami preserved with great care by the

connoisseurs ofancient Home.

Anslidw. Ariitides of Thebes is reported by Pliny to have

been the first Painter who represented the various

emotions of the mind, in the delineation of the human
countenance. He depicted passion and sentiment with

great success ; but his works are said to have been harsh

and unpleasant in their tone of Colouring. We presume

that he limited himself to the province of History; for the

subjects ascribed to him are chiefly such as the follow-

ing, Bacchus and Ariadne, The Sacking ofa Town, and

A Battle between the Greek* and Persians. We are

furnished too, by the same author, with some clue to the

pecuniary value at which the labours of an artist were

commonly estimated ; since in the last-named Picture,

which contained one hundred figures, Aristidcs received

ten tninaWoreach ; thepurchaser being fyfnason the Tyrant

ofElis. Attains of Phrygia also purchased one of the

Pictures of this artist at the price of one hundred talents;

and when Greece fell under the arms of Rome, such was
the rage of amateurship, that the price of six thousand

sesterces at a public sale for a Picture was offered by

the same King Attains, and refused. Attains, too, who
seems to have been a great collector, went so far as to

oiler sixty talents for a Picture by Nicias of Athens ;

but here also unsuccessfully, for the Painter gave it to his

Country.
Pamphilus, We may mention here, as relative to this part of

our subject, the name of Pamphilus of Macedon, the

master of Apelles, whose terms for instruction were so

high, that those who complied with them must have

entertained a vast reverence for Art. He received no
less than a talent tor ten years of tutorage, or, as the

passage has sometimes been explained, a talent for each

year as far as ten. It was bj the influence of this same
Pamphilus, that the law was first passed at Sicyon

(where his School was held) which afterwards was
adopted throughout Greece, That all boys born of free

parents should be taught the Art of design ; and to prove

their admiration for it, the study was interdicted to

slaves.

A pellet The story of Apelles, the Painter of Alexander the

Great, is well known. He fell in love with Campaspe
while painting her Portrait, and received her as a gift

at the hand of that truly munificent monarch. It was

Apelles too who once making a visit to a brother artist,

to whom he was personally unknown, and finding that

lie was absent from home, left a sketch of a head in

the hands of the domestic. Upon the return of Pro-

togenes the sketch was shown to him, and he cried

out, as it were intuitively, it must be Apelles himself,

for no other mortal could have made this design. The
most noted works of Apelles were an allegorical Pic-

ture of Calumny, Alexander bearing a Thunderbolt,

Venus riling out of the Sea, The Procession of Mega-
byzus, The Priest of Diana at Ephesus, Clytus arming

fr Battle, Menander King of Caria, Anccrus the

Argonaut, &c, besides which, during his visit to

Koine, he painted a Castor and Pollux, a figure of

War with her hands bound behind her, Alerander the

Great in a triumphal chariot, a figure of Victory, &c.

Sandrart makes mention of' a specimen of ancient

Painting, preserved in the Academy of Si. Luke at

Home, which was certainly of Grecian origin, and gene-
rally considered as the work of Apelles. He has given
an engraving of it in the .trail,una .litis Pictorite,

lib. i. c. iv p. 75. The improvement in the Art, for

which Apelles is most celebrated, is the varnish with His\»rnish.

which he used to cover his Pictures, mi which we shall

presently have occasion to insert a remark by Sir J.

Reynolds.
Protogenes of Rhodes will be readily recognised by Protogenes

the reader of History, as the Painter who succeeded in

making the representation of foam at the mouth of a

horse, by dashing his sponge in a lucky fit of passion

upon fiis Painting-. It was his Picture of Temperance
which forced from the mouth of his rival Apelles that

extravagant compliment, that it was a wink worthy of

being carried to Heaven by the Graces. Protogenes
also painted the beautiful Cydippe, A Satyr named
JalySUS, Tlepolemus son of Hercules and Astioche,

Pkiliscus (the Tragedian) in meditation, King Antigo-

nus, Alhleta the mother ofAristotle the Philosopher, and

A Sea-piece. With his name we may close our account

of Grecian Painters, as the Art seems to have declined

greatly after his time, which, though he long survived that

conqueror, we may call the Age ofAlexander the Great.

As to the Romans, and the skill which they acquired Roman

in the Art of design, we know that no great taste for School.

the Arts, either of Painting or Sculpture, was visible

amongst them before the time of the capture of Corinth ;

and that almost every specimen which they possessed,

even as late as the time of the Empire, was either

imported from Greece, or the work of Greek artists

settled at Rome. There was, indeed, one Pacuvius of Pacuviui

Brundusium, a nephew of Knnius the Poet, who prac-

tised Painting; and we learn that one of the Fabii, who I'abiui.

was living in the Hid century before our Christian era,

made great proficiency in the Art, and painted with his

own hand the walls of the Temple of the Goddess of

Health and this work was preserved even in the days

of Pliny. We gather, indeed, amidst the profusion of

praise lavished on him by Cicero, that he was remark-

able for the variety of his attainments, and in point

of taste ranked far higher than most of his countrymen.

An account is given us of a Picture, representing the

battle in which he overcame the Carthaginians and
Hiero King of Sicily, having been placed in the Curia

UostUia, by Marcus Valerius Messala, in u. c. 409.

Lucius Hostilius Mancinus also, who first made an
inroad into Carthage, exposed a Picture of that assault

in the Forum, and used to seat himself there to explain

it to the People. L. Scipio moreover put up in the

Capitol a tablet to commemorate his conquest in Asia :

we have no reason however to imagine that these monu-
ments possessed any great merit as works of Art. We
have the testimony of Virgil to show, that, even in

his more civilized Age, these peaceful Arts were not

held in much honour by the Roman People. Never-

theless, in a later day, the Art of drawing seems to

have been taught to the youth of both sexes, and we
find upon record the names of many females who
attained a considerable degree of skill : Martia, the

daughter of Varro, is mentioned in particular for her

excellence in this line.
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Paintin;.

Painter? of

the Au-
gustan Age
Ludius

Several Painters were resident at Rome during the

reigns of Augustus and Tiberius. Of these, Ludius
is celebrated for the taste and skill with which he

decorated, with Painting in stucco, several apart-

ments in the houses of wealthy individuals ; and,

as far as we can collect from Pliny, to him the Romans
were chiefly indebted for the fanciful and grotesque taste

with which these ornamental works were conceived.

Manv specimens of this description are to be seen at

Pompeii, as also in the public Baths at Rome ; and we
know that from these Raffael, in after days, drew the

ideas upon which his arabesque or einquiecnto style

was founded. Augustus seems to have been a con-

siderable amateur ; it was at his command that Apelles

was employed in Painting at Rome. Some Pictures

by Nicias also were placed in the Temples, and in

the more conspicuous parts of the Forum, both by

Augustus and Tiberius. Of the former we must pre-

sume, that he entered into the pursuit of the Art with

all the enthusiasm of a private collector and virtuoso; for

we are informed, that the curious sketch which Apelles

left as a memento at the house of Protogenes, (as above
related,) was purchased for the Imperial Palace. The
Emperors Nero and Hadrian were not merely amateurs,

but possessed considerable practical skill in Painting,

and the latter in Sculpture also.

Thus we have briefly noticed the gradual develope-

ment of the Art of Painting, from the days of its earliest

invention to the period of the decline of that, as well as of

every other Art, under the Roman Emperors. We have
yet, however, to speak of the degree of excellence that it

had at one time attained. With regard to the testimonies

given by authors who were the contemporaries of some
of the above-named artists, they can be considered only

as speaking of their relative merit, that is, of each indivi-

dual as compared with others of his day, or, at the most,

with those who had preceded him ; and of course their

expressions furnish no criterion by which we can ascer-

tain the degree of merit they might claim, when put in

competition with the works of the modern School. But
we have some specimens of ancient Art open to our
inspection, it will be said, and we may form our judg-
ment upon them ; still, however, there is this difficulty,

that we do not know the repute in which the artists who
executed them were held in their day. If, for example,
the Pictures in the Museum at Portici, taken from the

excavations at Pompeii and Herculaneum, are to be
regarded as specimens of the best powers of the ancient
artists, (though it seems hardly fair to expect so much
in the embellishments of a remote country town,) we can
at once pronounce a decisive opinion on the subject.

They are certainly very inferior to the productions of
modern skill, with regard both to colour and general
effect ; but it must be admitted that they have, at least

some of the best of them, a purity and elegance of
design such as none but the most eminent and most
illustrious of the modern School have ever attained.

The very elegant figure commonly known under the

name of The Dancing Girl of Herculaneum, is an ex-

ample of the best taste. The Nereid riding on a Sea
Monster, (Antich. di Ercolano, ii. 46,) the two sitting

female figures in the Picture representing the Sale of
Cupids, (ibid. 38,) The visit of Juno and Minerva to

Venus, (ibid. 11,) Ascanius and the Nine Nymphs,
(ibid. 3, tav. 13,) The Europa wrought in Mosaic, in the
Barberini Palace, and the Apollo giving a chaplit to a
Poet, taken from the Baths of Titusj are specimens

\ui.. v

which may be said to be of the very first merit in point
of design ; certainly nothing better than the three first-

named has been produced in after times, unless by
Raffael or Corregio. It is well known, that, at the time
of their discovery, certain ancient frescoes were actually
attributed by some virtuosi at Rome (strangers to their
history) to those very masters. (See quotation in Turn-
bull, On Ancient Painting, p. 4.) Raphael Mengs, too,
expressly says, that he thinks the design of the Ancients
was much superior to that of the Moderns ;

" because
among the ancient Paintings that I have seen, many
are as well designed as the best of Raphael, notwith-
standing they were done at Rome when the Grecian
taste was a little vanished.'' R. Mengs, p. v. ch. iii. As
another instance of beauty of design, we may mention
the figure of the Girl playing on the harp in the Nozze
A/dobrandini, as they are called, the most valuable of
all the specimens of ancient Painting that have been
yet -discovered; it has been frequently made use of
by N. Poussin in his compositions, as those who are
acquainted with his works will allow. Not only
the figure of the Harp-player, but many others in that
piece, possess inimitable ease and grace of attitude. In
short, we may declare that in these figures we recognise
all that charm and power of the Art of design, which the
excellence displayed by the Ancients in the sister Art of
Sculpture might have led us to expect in their Paintings.
To this, however, we must limit our encomiums upon the
Ancient School.

It is evident from the still remaining bright colours, Defect ot

scarlet, yellow, &c, which are seen on the walls of the colouring

apartments at Pompeii, that the colouringmatter in gene-
ral, as used by the Ancients, has lost little or nothing of its

original freshness and vigour. Yet there is no science
discoverable in their principles of colouring, as applied
to their better Pictures ; no richness of tint, no fulness
of colour is attempted to be displayed ; they have the
harmony arising from universal meagreness and lowness
of tone, but that is all. It is fair to add, perhaps,
that real excellence in that line was scarcely attainable,

until the invention of Oil Painting furnished newer and
more promising methods of producing picturesque effect.

As to the secret of Oil Painting, we are sure they were Oils un-

not in possession of it, from the story related on the sub- known,

ject of the Picture of Bacchus and Ariadne by Aristides

the Theban ; for this Picture was carried to Rome and
placed in the Temple of Ceres, and M. Junius the Praetor
having ordered it to be cleaned, previous to the com-
mencement of the Ludi Apollinares, all its beauty was
destroyed by the application of water.

Sir Joshua Reynolds, in his comment on Dufresnoy's Opinion or

Art of Painting, makes the tbllowing remarks on the s ' r J°snu»

state of ancient Art, which are worthy of notice as
Re >'nold

c a*, on ancient
coming from so great a master. " What disposes me colouring
to think higher of this colouring than any remains
of ancient Painting will warrant, is the account
which Pliny gives of the mode of operation used by
Apelles ; that over his finished Pictures he spread a
transparent, liquid-like ink, of which the effect was to

give brilliancy, and at the same time to lower the too
great glare of the colour. ' Quod absolutu opera
atramento illinebat ita tenui, ut id ipnm repercussii

claritales colorum excitaret ; et cum ralione magml, ne
colorum claritas ocitlorum aciem qffinderet.' This
passage, though it may possibly perplex the Critics, is

a true and an artist-like description of the effect ot

glazing or scumbling ; such as was practised by 'litian

3 p
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Painting.

Examined.

Judgment
of ancient

Painters

founded

upon

ancient

criticism.

and the rest of the Venetian Painters. This custom,

or mode of operation, implies at least a true taste of

that in which the excellence of colouring consists

;

which does not proceed from fine colours, but true

colours ; from breaking down to a deep-toned bright-

ness those fine colours which would otherwise appear
too raw. Perhaps the manner in which Corregio prac-

tised the art of glazing was still more like that of

Apelles, which was only perceptible to those who
looked close to the Picture, ad manuin intuenli demum
apparerei ; whereas in Titian, and still more in Bas-

sano, and others his imitators, it was apparent on the

slightest inspection. Artists who may not approve of

glazing, must still acknowledge that this practice is not

that of ignorance."

Perhaps it is hardly fair to argue in favour of the

general state of the Art, as Sir Joshua has done here,

from a practice which Pliny states to have been a secret

of Apelles alone, and known to no other artist; and
there may, after all, be nothing more meant by the pas-

sage, than that he used a thin, transparent liquor, which
he spread over the surface of his Paintings, in order to

give them that depth of colour and general appearance
of harmony, which such a process would naturally

impart to a piece of dry colouring. Carlo Dati, indeed,

in his Treatise Delia Pittura Anlica, translates the

word atramentum, with a reference to this very passage
of Pliny, simply as varnish ; and it is obvious, that the

use of a simple varnish would produce all that effect

which Pliny describes ; it would unite the clearness of

the colours, as well as destroy their hardness. A varnish,

indeed, which gave greater transparency than had ever

been produced by the encaustic style of working.
But we may assume, fairly, from the state of criticism

exhibited in the writings of Philostratus, Pliny, or

Quinctilian, or indeed any of the best informed ancient
writers, that no great power was possessed by any of
their Painters in the more artificial parts of the study.

Unless we consider this passage of Pliny in the way in

which Reynolds does, (which seems rather an over-

strained interpretation,) there is nothing in any of their

remarks which would lead us to suppose, that the
delicacies and higher refinements of the Art were at

that time known. Nothing can be more unartist-like

than the general ideas expressed by these writers, and
nothing less profound than their observations. They
labour, like modern Commentators on the Classics, to
display their own ideas rather than to illustrate the
ideas of the author on whom they are emplo\ed, and
present us with conceptions which could have originated
only with themselves. The very course and line of
their critical remarks is faulty ; and as they were, no
doubt, persons the best informed of their day, we must
presume their ignorance was the natural result of the
real imperfection of the state of the Art.

The works of VVinkelmann, On Ancient Painting, and
Junius, De Picturd Veterum, are too well known to

need mention here. In Turnbull, On Ancient Painting,
much matter and several plates are given, illustrative

of the imperfection of the Ancients in this department.

1 listen o'

Modern Art

HISTORY OF MODERN' ART.

As in ancient times the Italians drew all their stores of Derived

Art from Greece, so we find even as late as the Xllh trom

and XHth centuries, which are times comparatively *J rte(e

modern, that all the best Painters came from that

country. There are, indeed, some specimens of the
works of native artists of that period still in exis-

tence, such as the Paintings in the Crypt of the

Cathedral at Aquileia, at St. Primerano, at Fiesole,

and in St. Brigio at Orvieto ; but, still, the chief artists

of any repute (for we cannot say skill) were natives
of Greece, who were almost invariably employed not
only in Painting, but in Sculpture and Architecture,

—

in short, in till that passes under the name of the Arts nf
design. Whether in these times there were not some
examples of native talent in Italy, has been made a mat-
ter indeed of question; some perhaps there were; but the

point in debate is of very little moment : greater admira-
tion is due to the production of excellent works, than of
those the merit of which lies only in their antiquity ; and
here the case is clear, the modern Italians owe none
of that skill and power which distinguished the Age of
the revival of the Art to any foreign quarter, but they
drew it wholly from the resources of native genius,
and from exertions both excited and rewarded Dy
themselves. The Greek artists, it is true, were driven
in abundance to Italy, as the Mahometan power began
to encroach upon the countries wherein they had lived,

and they brought with them the mechanism of their Art:
but this is all that can be said ; the first Painters whose
names deserve a place in History were Italians born.

First we must mention the names of Cimabue and Cimabue
Giotto, both Tuscans, who probably studied under the •md Giutm.

Greek artists, but enlarged the principles ofArt, and car-

ried on their labours with a new and bolder aim than
their masters ; and having succeeded in forming a new
style, travelled throughout many parts of Italy, and
disseminated their knowledge in every direction, laying

the foundation of that fame which the several Italian

Schools in time acquired. Cimabue died in 1300,
Giotto in 1336.

Towards the close of the Xlllth century the then Cemetery ol

powerful Republic of Pisa designed a splendid cemetery. Pis*-

in which were to be entombed the most illustrious of her

citizens. It was named the Campo Sanlo. The super-

stitions of the day led them to import earth from the

Holy Land for the reception of the dead, and a spacious

cloister was raised around this sacred ground, in deco-

rating the walls of which the most distinguished artists

of Italy were employed. First Giotto and Bujf'almacco

commenced this work, then the two Orsagni, Laurati,

Simon Memmi, Antonio Veneziano, and Spine/la ; and
in the following century we find the works of ftennozzo

Gozzoli added to the number. This last displayed

great originality of mind ; and the grace and expres-

sion of his figures, which were designed after a man-
ner hitherto unknown, show him to have been the

greatest regenerator of the modern Art of design.

These Paintings, which were all executed in stucco, are

yet remaining in the Campo Santo, though they may be

better known to the world by the engravings of Lasinio,

an artist of Pisa, which possess considerable interest,

from the proof they give of the comparatively advanced

state of Art in Italy, at a time when its inhabitants were
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so uninformed and uncultivated in other branches of

study. Still, we are not to suppose that the Art s'rarted

at once to perfection, or that (however superior to the

contemporary exertions of artists in any other part of

Europe) these Paintings bore any proportion to those

glorious designs of a succeeding Age, which now form

the chief boast of the country. The following are the

remarks of a man of sense and observation, and show
us the effect these Pictures produced on a mind not

learned in the Art, but still capable of forming' a correct

judgment of what was presented to its view. " They
(the artists employed in the Campo Santo) betray a

thin, timid, ill-fed pencil ; they present corpses rather

than men, sticks rather than trees, inflexible forms, flat

surfaces, long extremities, raw tints, any thing but Na-
ture. As you follow the chronology of the wall, you
catch perspective entering into the Pictures, deepening

the background, and then adjusting the groups to the

plans. You see the human figures first straight, or

rather stretched, then foreshortened, then enlarged

:

rounded, salient, free, various, expressive. Throughout
this sacred ground Painting preserves the austerity of

the Tuscan School : she rises sometimes to its energy

and movement, she is nowhere sparing of figures, and
has produced much of the singular, the terrible, the

impressive;—but nothing that is truly excellent." For-

syth's Italy, p. 13.

In the next Age we see great advance made in the

Art by contemporary men of talents of a still higher

order, and who seem to have mutually elicited fire from

each other's minds, improving the general knowledge

of the profession, and advancing its common interests

bv their honourable emulation and rivalry Such were

Ghirlcndaio, Paolo Uccello, Massaccio, Filippi Lippi,

&c. It was at this period that the study was first culti-

vated in a scientific form, and Ghirlandaio greatly

improved the principles of Painting. His figures

being grouped, and their draperies distinguished by

just gradations, he contrived to give an air of depth

in his works, such as had not yet been seen. These

men flourished in Tuscany, chiefly indeed in Florence ;

but we are not to suppose from that circumstance, that

that city was the only School of Art, or that the seeds of

taste sown by Cimabue and Giotto had borne fruit in no

other quarter. Rome boasted a great master in her Pie-

Iro Perugiiio ; Venice had her Jacopo and Gentile Bel-

lini; Padua her Andrea Manlegna ; Bologna her Fran-

cesco Francia ; all of whom, in their several lines, added

to the gradually accumulating knowledge of the times.

It is difficult for us to attempt to give an idea of the

true nature of any style of Painting, by verbal expres-

sions alone ; but those who are familiar with the works

of these quattrocentisti, as they are called, will recog-

nise in them a strict and accurate portraiture of Nature,

unembarrassed by any want of power in Drawing, and

free from the seeming affectation of men who are unable

to compass their thoughts. They are chiefly to be dis-

tinguished from the works of the following Age, by

the absence of that ennobling of expression which re-

sulted from the study of the antique, and the deficiency

of that power of selection amongst the various works

of Nature, which admitted only the most excellent and

most perfect forms as fit to be painted. The figures of

these quattrocentisti are generally meagre, or, at least,

thin ; as if they thought themselves unable to express

grace, or to accomplish any expression otherwise than by

adhering to the mode which gave an opportunity of

showing their changes and variations in anatomical de- Florentine

tail. These remarks apply to all the Painters of that School,

day indiscriminately, whether of Florence, Venice, or
x-—v^''

Rome, &c.

In the following Age, that is in the XVth century, XVth ceo-

arose Michael Angela, Raffael, Titian, and Corregio ; fry-

and upon their principles and their works were formed
the chief styles of Painting which distinguish to this day
the several Italian Schools ; works which displayed a

degree of vigour unknown either before or since, and
fascinated us with an approach to perfection that has
been the admiration of every Age. From this period
therefore we must follow the Historv of Art separately

in the several States of Italy, rather than attempt to

combine that of all the Schools into one view.

Florentine School.

A History of a School of Painting is a narrative of
the different Painters, and different styles or manners in

Painting, which have obtained successively in any par-

ticular State or city. And we shall limit our inquiries

to this point only. The Florentine School stands

first in the catalogue, as much on account of its claim

to antiquity of origin, as of the splendour it derives

from the peculiar greatness of style which characterises

the works of its chief professors. For this it is indebted
chiefly to the transcendant genius of the great boast of

Florence, Michael Angelo Buonaroti. That we may
not, however, be carried too far away from the truth by
the fascinations of this celebrated name, it is necessary

to premise, that a certain degree of greatness of manner
had already begun to distinguish the works of one
who, though contemporary, was much his senior in

point of age, namely, Leonardo da Vinci. This artist Leonardo

worked slowly, and finished his Pictures in the most da Vinci,

laborious style, yet he never lost sight of that nobleness

and freedom both of conception and style which elevate

and dignify the Art. In the Picture of Donna Lisa,

now in the Louvre at Paris, we see an example of his

industry; for he was employed, it is said, during four

years in painting it. And from the Painting of the Last

Supper, of which a splendid copy by his scholar,

Marco da Oggione, is now in the possession of the Royal
Academy, we may learn, better than any words can in-

form us, how great were the merits of mis master. He
left Florence, it seems, for Milan, as early as the year

1499; and we may consider him, in regard to Schools

of Art, as having exerted still more influence on the

general taste and fashion or the artists of that city than

of those of Florence.

The first occasion on which Michael Angelo exhibited
jj;c j,3f i

his talents in this department of Art, was in a spirited AngeloBno-

representation of the Battle of Pisa, v. ith which, al- oaroti.

though a young man, he was employed to decorate the

Hall of the Council at Florence, jointly with Leonardo
da Vinci, who was then in the zenith of his fame. A
copy of this work, said to be from the hand of his scho-

lar Vasari, is preserved at Holkham, in Norfolk, the seat

of Mr. Coke. The great sensation, however, that was
excited by this, as well as his inimitable works as a
Sculptor, caused him to receive a call to Rome during

the reign of Julius II., in the year 1504, where
he soon attained the highest eminence, and displayed

the most gigantic powers of genius that had yet been

known to the world. The ceiling of the Sistine Chapel,

and the Day of Judgment, as also the Stoning of Ste

phen, and the Conversion of St. Paul, in 'he Pauline

.3 p 2
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Painting. Chapel, as works of the pencil ; and the Pieta in St.
V^~V~"-' Peter's, and the Monument of Pope Julius in St. Pietro

in Vincoli, in sculpture, sufficiently attest the powers of

this wonderful man.
" The figures of M. Angelo are less Classical and

studied in their form than those of Ratrael, and though

filled with equal, or perhaps sometimes superior force of

expression, are yet more natural. Nevertheless, to call

them purely natural, would be to give a poor idea of his

excellence ; it is seldom in Nature that we see person-

ages who move as his figures seem to do : there is a

species of internal intelligence exhibited by their externa!

attitude, that few persons in common life appear to

possess, and there is a degree of impressiveness in their

air, that arrests and fearfully rivets the attention."

(James's Italian Schools, p. 111.)

As to specimens of his style in Painting, there are

few works in existence beyond those above mentioned

which can be authenticated as genuine; but in the

His pupils, works of his best pupils and imitators, such as Pellegrino

Tibaldi, Sebastian del Piombo, and Daniel di Volterra,

we may trace the elements of what the Italians justly

name it grandc gusto. Michael Angelo is said to

have furnished the design of the Taking down the

Body of our Saviourfrom the Cross, which was painted

by Daniel di Volterra for the Church of the Trinita di

Monte at Rome ; the engraving of which by Dorigny
may be quoted as a specimen with which the Tramon-
tanes are generally familiar; while we have, in the in-

valuable Picture by Sebastian del Piombo, in our
National Gallery, a still more tangible illustration of
the force of conception, and dignity of manner, in-

herited by the pupils of this great master.

We are not, however, to suppose that he was the only

Painter of eminence at that day at Florence ; we have
mentioned the name of Da Vinci, and we may also

add those of two other Painters, scarcely inferior to

him, Fra. Bartolomeo di S. Marco, and Andrea Van-
nuchi, called, from his father's profession of tailor,

Andrea del Sarto : both of whom had Schools of Paint-
ing, and numerous followers, at Florence. Of the

former, there are but few specimens in England which
can give a fair idea of the noble simplicity of his

composition. They are formed of few figures, seldom
more than three, and mostly of a size larger than
Nature.

Andrea del Sarto added another grace to the Floren-
tine manner ; his works partake, indeed, in every way,
of what is called greatness in point of style, but it is

combined with a certain suavity and gracefulness, which
infinitely heightens the pleasure we receive in their con-
templation. As far as he was an imitator of the manner
of M. Angelo, he will be observed to have caught the

feeling which that master showed in some of his earlier

works in marble ; that of the Pieta, for instance, in St.

Peter's at Rome, or that more subdued conception of
the beauty of form, which may be discovered in the

Picture of the Creation of Eve, in the ceiling of the

Sistine Chapel, and in some other of the compartments.
His mind was naturally averse to that terrible sublimity

of ideal Nature, with which, in later years, the mind of

Michael Angelo seems to have been absorbed. The
finest Painting of Andrea del Sarto is the Madonna del

Sacco, as.it is called, in the cloister of the Annunziato
at Florence, an engraving of which is published by
Volpato. We have a few Paintings of this master in

England ; but those who have seen only his early

Bartnln-

meo di S.

Marco.

Andrea dol

Sarto.

Pictures can form no conception of the greater talents Florentine

which were developed by him in liis works in fresco. School.

Towards the middle of the XVIth century there Vr"P
'""*"

arose among the Florentine artists a style which was .'

l ce:v.... ,. ,
J turv.

rather imitative or the more unessential peculiarities ot

Michael Angelo, than of his dignity and force; there

is a certain heaviness, and empty ambitiousness of
design, in the works of his scholars and imitators in

general, but still we trace the remains of that noble
spirit with which this great man inspired the Florentine
artists. Of these we may make mention of Giorgio
Vasari, the Historian of the Florentine School, who was
much employed by the Pope at Rome, as well as by the

House of Medici at Florence ; Lazzaro Vasari, his

brother; Marcello Venusti, who also settled at Rome;
Rossi, or (as he was called from the name of his patron)
Rossi dei Salviati ; Marco da Pino, who lived chiefly at

Sienna ; Jacopo Carucci, {alias Pontormo,) of whom
Michael Angelo is said to have prognosticated greater

talents than he ever lived to display ; Rhidolfo Ghir-
landaio, descendant of the master of Michael Angelo ;

and Pierino del laga, a native Tuscan, who became
the pupil of Raffael. We see the remains of Michae.
Angelo's style kept up, though in a still lower state of
degradation, in the works of the pupils of these men,
such as were Angiolo Bronzino, Jacopo del Conte,

Alessandro Allori, Zuccaro, &c.

With regard to colouring, we cannot trace many
symptoms of improvement until the days of Cigoli and
Pagani, about the end of the XVIth century. Cigoli

was a Poet as well as a Painter and Musician, and
certainly succeeded in introducing a greater softness

of manner, and higher brilliancy of colouring, than

the Florentines had hitherto been accustomed to see.

We may say, indeed, that this taste accorded better with

the feelings of the Age in regard to these matters, at

a time when the bouquet-WVe Paintings of Baroccio were
generally rising into fashion throughout Italy. It was
then that colouring, not expression, became the chief

object of the Artist.

Great skill with regard to the management of colour Carlo Dole*

appears in the works of another master of that day,

namely, Carlo Dolce, who attained high reputation,

and had, like other great artists, his scholars and
imitators. There was now no longer a demand for

large Paintings as formerly in fresco, by means of which

the Heroic style of Painting, if it may be so called, had
been created and fostered from its birth ; they were easel

Pictures that were chiefly sought after by the wealthy.

Yet Francischini, Jacopo Empoli, Giovanni di S. Gio-

vanni, who belong to this period, are respectable names
even among the Painters of large works, or opere di

maehina, as they are called.

After the middle of the XVIIth century a rich and XVIIth

harmonious style of colouring, and the more pleasing century,

graces of Art, were brought more and more into fasLion.

Pietro da Cortona, who came to Florence from that city, p,etro da

which gives him his name, was engaged in the decoration Cortona.

of the Pitti Palace; and this public employment alone was
enough to give currency to the style which he introduced at

Florence. Of succeeding Florentines, none attained more
celebrity than Gio. Bat. Cipriani, a name well known in Cipriani.

England, both by his Pictures and the engravings made
after them ; elegance and beauty are their chief charac-

teristics, and we see nothing of the original greatness of

manner that once so proudly distinguished this School. Academy ot

The present Academy of Florence offers no remarkable Florence.
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Painting, distinctions of style and manner ; but its professors are
^^"v"™"' fully equal to those of Rome or Bologna, or Venice, and

conceive their designs in that dramatic fashion which

may be ?aid now to be common in all parts of Europe.

A very interesting Historical collection of Pictures, illus-

trating the different masters of Florence, and all the

glories of their line, is preserved in their establishment

in that city.

Roman School.

The Roman School comprises an extensive variety of

styles, as all the Painters of eminence, from all parts of

Italv, were attracted in succession by Papal patronage

to the Eternal City. But the Roman manner, properly

fUffael. so called, is that of Raffael and his followers. With him,

therefore, we commence its history.

Rafcif/h Sanzio da Urbino was born in the year

1483 ; he first studied Painting under his father, Sanzio,

a tolerable artist, a specimen of whose style is still pre-

served, for the inspection of the curious, in the Brera at

Milan. He next was placed under the tuition of an

artist of great merit, Pietro Perugino, but he soon ex-

celled his master : Pietro, indeed, only sought to give a

true and faithful copy of Nature as she presented her-

self; while the ardent genius of his pupil aimed at a

style drawn from the observation and selection of her

excellencies only. Leaving Perugino, Raffael paid

a visit to Florence, where the first objects that

attracted his attention were the works of Massaccio,

in the Church del Carmine ; from these he began

to acquire a little of that taste for the antique, which

afterwards so much distinguished his character : and

here it is, says Mengs, we find him " laying aside

the style of broken and short folds of his late master."

In a second visit to Florence, he seems to have been

greatly taken with admiration of the style of Michael

Angelo ; and the new insight into the nature of his

Art, which he derived from the view of that great mas-

ter's works, taught him how necessary it was to abandon
that mechanical manner which had distinguished all the

artists of the last Age. He is supposed also to have
gained great advantage as to his views in Painting, from

the acquaintance which he then formed with the cele-

brated Fra. Bartolomeo di S. Marco.
" Being returned to Urbino he soon made known his

progress, and discovered his new taste in a Painting of the

Deposition of our Lord, painted in a Chapel. He was
invited on that account by his uncle, Bramante, to go to

Rome, where he was commissioned to paint in the new
apartment, called Di Borgia, or Delia Segnalura. He
there began (according to different writers) by the four

circles of the ceiling, in which he still preserved, as is

very observable, much of the style of Father Bartholo-

mew. This, however, pleased so much, that the Pontiff

ordered the Paintings of the other Painters who had
painted upon the walls to be cancelled, not being able

to reign in competition with Raffael. He began,

therefore, to paint one of the walls, representing the

meeting of the Doctors of the Church, or, as it is gene-
rally called, the Painting of Theology, with the Trinity

above, and with the Patriarchs intermixed with other

Saints and Angels. The time in which he lived, and the

little experience of his age, which could not be more
than twenty-five years, made him renew the ideas of

Perugino, from whence he drew the rays of light in

gold relief, and there strung Angels and Cherubims,

with other similar extravagancies. All the parts of that

Painting are done with the highest attention, and one Roman
sees that he began with the right side, and terminated School,

by the opposite. The parts which are towards the first
v-^"-\'—

-

side, one observes to be dry, painted therefore with dili-

gence, and well impasted with colours ; scarce any thing
is retouched, and it is there one discovers the taste of
Father Bartholomew. One sees that all the parts are

taken from Nature ; that is, copied from designs done
from Nature ; but the more the work advances, the

more one beholds the successive progress of his good
style, and one discovers also that, surmounting every
timidity, he worked with more liberty." Raphael
Mengs, Remarks on (he Style of Raphael.

These remarks are valuable, as coming from one who
was himself a very distinguished Painter, and one the
greater part of whose early years had been consumed in

constant and unremitting study of these works, so that

no writer could be more competent to give an opinion
upon them. The father of R. Mengs, indeed, is said to

have obliged him to copy some of the Pictures by Raffael

in the Vatican, no less than twenty several times. We
must here observe, and the observation will be easily

allowed by all who are familiar with Volpato's engrav-
ings of these subjects, that the Borgo Incendiato dis-

plays some little approximation to the style of compo-
sition and design before mentioned, as peculiar to the

Florentine School, and the imitators of Michael Angelo •

but in the rest of the noble works which adorn the
Slanze di Raffaello, we trace the gradual formation and
introduction of that new and peculiar style, which was
from this day to become the pattern nf the Roman
School. Perhaps the School of Athens, in fresco, and
the canvass Picture of the Transfiguration, may be
quoted amongst the most illustrious and most perfect

specimens : but in every figure that comes from the
hand of Raffael, we mark that happy combination
of grace and expression with dignity of form and
manner, which has raised him to a reputation un-
equalled by any succeeding master. The Cartoons are

familiar to all people in England, and afford us an
admirable idea of the true Roman manner of design.

Raffael was assisted in his fresco Painting in the

Vatican by a numerous band of scholars and followers

;

they executed, indeed, from his designs, the greater

part of the works which boast his name. Raffael and
his style now became the fashion of the day, though
in some sort a rivalry existed between him and the still

greater Michael Angelo ; and sometimes a good deal

of acrimony was displayed by their respective partisans.

But all this tended to the general advancement of the

Art ; for upon the capture of Rome by the troops of the

Emperor Charles V., the scholars of Michael Angelo,
and those also of Raffael, who were far more numerous,
flying thence were dispersed over all parts of Italy, and
carried with them and disseminated the various principles

of Art which they had imbibed from these two master-
spirits of the Age. Thus Pippi, or Giulio Romano, as Mis pupiU.

he is called, returned on this occasion to his native

place, Mantua, where he set up a School of design,

after the fashion of his master Raffael; Benrtnu'o
Tisi, or II Garofalo, did the same at Ferrara ; Gau-
denzio Ferrari, again, at Milan ; Pellegrinoda Modena,
again, at that city ; Bagnaeacallo at Bologna ; Pmni,
(II Fattore, the steward of Raffael.) with Polidoro
Caravaggio and Perin del i'aza, also taught the Uaf-
faelesque style at Naples ; and the last-named, who finally

took up his residence at Genoa, communicating a new
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Zuircro.

Painting, spirit to the artist-; of that wealthy place. There were

—v-^»- others, again, of his pupils and followers, who continued

their residence at Rome, chiefly employed in finishing

many imperfect works of Ratfael, who was carried off

by death at the early age of thirty-seven ; nor, indeed,

did they ever feel the want of engagements, while those

Were yet living who had known their master's merit.

Of this class were RajffaeUo del Colli-, Timotheo ililhi

Hi*. Vincenzio da S. Gimignano, Vincauio Pagani,

and Giovanni da Udine ; the last-named being chiefly

celebrated for his skill in designing the arabesque style

of decoration, or cinquicento, as it has been called; a

taste for which had been introduced by Rafl'acl, being

chiefly formed upon the antique remains discovered

in the" Baths of Titus.

As the taste of succeeding Popes varied one from

the other, and as, in addition to this, there was an ever

restless spirit of intrigue amongst those r >y whom the

Popes were surrounded) it is not to be supposed that

the followers of Ralfael always maintained their ascen-

dancy, or were constantly the subjects of exclusive

patronage. First Giulio Romano, and then Perino del

Vaga, had been promoted to the great object of pro-

fessional ambition at that day, namely, the superinten-

dence of the works carrying on at the Vatican. After

these came Daniel di Vollerra, the scholar of Michael

Angelo, who introduced again the Florentine style;

while, after a few years, the Raffaelcsque manner was
revived by the employment of Frederico Zuccaro.

Though,we must confess, this last was but a very feeble

and inefficient artist, yet he was a man of considerable

influence in his time ; and it is to his exertions that the

Romans are mainly indebted for the establishment of

the celebrated Academy of St. Luke, lor the benefit of
native artists.

The next work of importance which was undertaken

by the Popes, namely, the ornamenting the interior of

St. Peter's with designs executed in Mosaic, was in-

trusted chiefly to Florentine artists, who thus became
once again in fashion. There were also Schools of

Painting, of considerable reputation at the beginning
of the XVilth century, established at Rome by Mu-
ziano, Raffaellino da Regio, and the Cavalier itArpino;
and these too, for a while, exerted an inlluer.ee on the

public taste, and claimed a share of popular admira-
tion.

But the chief and most splendid novelty which ap-
peared after the day of Ratfael, was the brilliant method
of colouring adopted by Barocdo, who embellished
the Roman manner by the introduction of a vivid, one
might almost say a spotted, style, united with some-
thing of that graceful mode of design which had first

bet n seen in the works of Corregio. But this inge-

nious and deserving artist was driven away from
Rome by the envy and jealousy of his contemporaries;
he died in the year 1612, as is generally supposed, by-

poison.

Caraiaggio. M. A. Caravasgio also obtained great success at

Rome by the invention of a new style : his peculiarity

was the use of a dark background to his figures, which
gave them a strong and forcible relief. Great was
the admiration it excited ; and hence he had many
followers. A Flemish artist, by name Honthorst, or

Gherardo delle Notte, ami also MM. Valentino, and S.

Vouel, both natives of France, painted after the fashion

of Caravaggio with great success at Rome.
But that which most occupied the public attention

XVIIth
century.

Baroccio.

His follow-

er-.

at the beginning of the XVIIth century, was the novel Roman
manner of design adopted by the family of the Caracci, School,

at Bologna, They formed themselves alter the purest
v-""^~""-'

principles of Nature, in opposition, as it were, to the
Tnct:aracc '

Classic stylesofRamiel and Michael Angelo; and as they

gave great force and expression to their Pictures, they

succeeded in rivalling the most admired productions of

the previous century. This new manner was first

shown to the Roman Public in the Paintings executed

for the Cardinal Farnese, in his Palace, which is

to this day one of the greatest boasts of the city.

Being once known and approved in the Papal Metro-
polis, the taste for their style soon became very general

throughout Italy ; and the magnificent productions of
the scholars of the Caracci, who soon followed their

master to Rome, such as the Aurora of Guido, and the Grids,

St. Jerome of Domenichino, sufficiently attest the nature Domeni-

of their success, and the merit of their inventive tnino-

(lowers.

Lanfranc of Parma, the Painter of the Cupola of
S. Andrea della Valle, and Guercino, the Painter of the

Aurora at the Ludovisi Palace, illustrated this period,

and contributed many specimens of their skill to

adorn the Palaces of the wealthy Nobles of Rome.
Indeed, at no time were there more men of genius and
talent attracted to that city, than during this and the

succeeding Age. By the time we have arrived at the

middle of the XVIIth century, we find the names of

SeUoator Rosa, from Naples: Claude Lorrain, and El-

sheimer, from Germany ; Anton: Tempatd, from Flo-

rence ; the two PoilbSttU, from France ; Velasquez, from

Spain ; and Vandyke, from the Low Countries ; all of
whom 'eft behind them numerous works, which are

numbered to this day amongst the rarest treasures of

Rome.
Pietro Berrcttini da Cortona, a Tuscan by birth, was pietro U

the next person who may be said to have had an in- Cortona.

fluence on the taste of the day. He came into favour

at the Papal Court, chiefly in consequence of his inte-

rest with the sculptor Bernini; an able artist in his

way, but who may be said to have introduced much
the same sort of pleasing diffusiveness of style into the

Art of Sculpture, as his protege displayed upon the can-

vass. P. Cortona was in favour under the reigns of

Urban VIII. and Innocent X., and has left a rich spe-

cimen of his taste in design, in the celebrated painted

ceiling of the Barberini Palace at Rome. He died in

lo"70 ; and we may mention as one of his best followers

the name of Ciro Ferri. CiroFern.

Contemporary with him, and superior in merit, though

less the favourite of fame and fashion, was Andrea Andrea

Sacchi, a man of undoubted genius, and who would, Sacct''-

if duly patronised, have shed more honour and lustre

on the declining days of the Roman School than any

other Painter of this period. We must look, however,

to still more degenerate days, when his pupil, Carlo Carlo Ma-

Maratla, as was the case a short time afterwards, be- ra,u -

came the leader of the public taste, and the idol of

the profession. The style of this master is sin-

gularly heavy and dull ; and yet towards the end of the

XVIIth century, at which we are now to consider our-

selves as having arrived, he was regarded as the best

artist in Italy ; many of his Pictures have been engraved,

and they need no comment, they speak for themselves.

Raffaelle Mengs succeeded ; a native, it is said, of Raffaellf

Saxony, but who was naturalized by long residence at Mengi.

Rome, and still more so, by a long course of Rom in
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Painting, study. He possessed unwearied diligence, and at least

"—
-
v"™*; so far deserved success, though he had no kind of pre-

tension to that fire of genius and originality, which had

formerly been supposed necessarily to belong to one

who was the leading artist of Rome. In his Pictures,

however, he exhibited great delicacy and elegance of

colour; nor was his design void of grace ; but beauty

rather than greatness of manner was his aim, and in

this he was successful. The traveller in Italy will re-

member his Paintings in the Villa Albani. Pomprio

Butoni. Battoni was an artist of the same stamp, though much
his inferior; and the modern School of the present day

Cimuccini. is generally formed after the same fashion. Camucrini

is perhaps the most eminent amongst its disciples.

Venetian Sekool.

Under the title of the Venetian School are generally

comprehended all those artists who flourished in the

territories of the Venetian Republic on terra firma, as

well as those of Venice itself. If, therefore, we were to

enter into every branch ( f Historical research to which
we might be led in this wide field, we should wander
amidst early details of various incipients in Art, among
numerous petty States, which would be viewed with little

or no interest. We may observe, therefore, that as the

Venetian School dates all its splendour and fame, and
most of its distinguishing characteristics, from the days
of the great Titian, the contemporary of Raffael and
Michael Angelo, the founders of the Schools of Rome
and Florence, its real History commences with him. Lest
we seem to pass over this period too lightly, we will

just remark, that a taste for Art had even before his dav
displayed itself in these parts ; that at Vicenza and
Verona we find the names of Liberate, II Marescalco,

Merone, Montagna ; at Rassano, some of the earlier

artists of the family of Da Ponte ; while at Padua a

famous School was formed by Squarciojie, where no less

a person than Andrea Mantegna received his education,

who was largely and honourably employed, both by Pope
Innocent VIII. at Rome, and by the reigning family

at Mantua. In Venice itself, too, even at this early period,

we find Giovanni and Gentile Bellini, and Vittore Car-
paccio, exhibiting great diligence in the prosecution of
the Art, and exciting the public attention by their efforts.

The Government indeed thought it of such consequence
to encourage the School, that it purchased for it the
secret of the newly discovered Art of Painting in oil, or,

to speak more correctly, the improved method of Paint-
ing in oil, which had been brought from Flanders by
Antonello di Messina ; and a specimen of his painting
made for this purpose, is now preserved in one of the

public buildings at Venice. Of the style of design
adopted in this day, we have before spoken, and have
only to add, that it is remarkable that even at this early

period the attention of the Painters was directed more
especially to the improvement of their system of colour-

ing, than to the other points of excellence, and in that

respect they were already advanced far beyond any of the

other Italian professors. It would be unjust, however,
to pass in silence the merits of so great an artist as

Giorgione Giorgione, the pupil of Bellini, who in the course of a
short lite attained to such a degree of perfection in

colouring, as excites the highest admiration even at the

present day. He is said to have been the first artist

who introduced the fashion of decorating the exterior

walls of houses with painted figures ; and some

specimens, traditionally assigned to him, were till

within these few years to be seen at Venice: one or

two of them were engraven by Zanotti. As the easel

Pictures of Giorgione were very few, it is rarely that we
meet with his works in the cabinet of the amateur. He
died at the age of thirty-two, just when Titian was Titan,

advancing to the zenith of his reputation. The length

of this last-named Painter's life, for he lived ninety-nine

years, greatly contributed to his advancement of the

Art at this early period. Titian died a. d. 1576\
" Titian displayed much of the beau ideal even in his

colouring, and though his design possesses much of
dignity and expression, yet it was in this he chiefly

excelled, and to the perfection of which, rather than of
any other branch of practice, that his attention was
chiefly directed. He knew perfectly well, from having
made it the object of his study, the characters and
degrees of each colour, as also the proper place in which
to apply them. The science of placing a red cloth in

preference to a blue one, is not so easy as is imagined;
and this is what Titian understood in the highest per-

fection. He likewise very well knew the harmony of

colours, which is in part ideal, and which one sees not

in Nature, if it be not first comprehended in the Ima-
gination." Raphael Mengs, p. iv. ch. v.

The Portraits painted by Titian (or Vecelli) are now
regarded as the most masterly examples of skill in that

department of the Art. His Historical compositions are

some of them of a rank scarcely inferior ; and such was
his universality of talent, that even when he turned his

pencil to Landscape Painting he succeeded in that also.

As a strong proof of the esteem in which he was held at

Venice, even during his lifetime, we may relate that he

was by a public decree of the State exempted from taxa-

tion ; and this honourablefaclaffordsusevidenceenough

of the generous ardour with which the Arts were at this

day encouraged. That a Prince should become a patron,

is no more than natural from thefeelingsof the individual;

but that a Republic should publicly reward talent of this

description, is attributable only to motives of the most
enlightened and exalted liberality. Titian had several

brothers who also followed the profession, and whose
names, and consequently their works, are sometimes
improperly confounded with his. The scholars ofTitian His Pupils,

and imitators are, however, of more consequence to our

inquiry. Of these Jac. Robusti, better known under

the nickname of Tintoretto, (the dyer,) stands first in Tintoieito

point of eminence. The object at which he aimed was
one that required no ordinary boldness of mind to

attempt ; it was nothing less than to unite the noble

skill of design of Michael Angelo with the rich and
graceful colouring of his master Titian, and he has to a

certain extent at least succeeded in his aim. It is indeed

chiefly by the general air of greatness of style in his com-
positions, that his Pictures may be easily distinguished

from those of other masters of the Venetian School.

Rut let it be observed, that the easel Pictures by this

master, which usually find a place in every collection

throughout Europe, will serve to give a very feeble idea

of the powers of his mind ; it is at Venice alone that the

connoisseur is enabled to form a due estimate of the

merits of Tintoretto. He, too, had his scholars and
followers, amongst whom may be reckoned not only

many Venetians but also Rothenamer of Munich,
Martin di Vos of Antwerp, and several other north

countrymen.

Next in point of reputation stands P. ('agliari.
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or Paul Veronese as he is more usually called, for

his residence was. at Verona. His style is more brilliant

and diversified in point of colouring than even that of

Titian ; but he possesses none of the greatness of

design belonging both to him or to Tintoretto. The

same air of ease and profusion which distinguish his

system of colouring, are seen to pervade the character of

his design ; all thai comes from his pencil is rich, har-

monious, and free. He may be easily discernible

amidst all the other leading masters of this School, by

the intrusion into his composition ofa black-faced Moor,

or a Venetian nobleman or lady, or a dog; all of which,

though introduced in direct contradiction to common
ideas i f propriety and truth, yet in his hands are so

admirably managed, as never to appear unpleasing or

unnatural. The Fiiruiati. Brusasorci and their School,

the family of Del Moro, were amongst his best scholars.

We may add the name too of Batista Zelotti, who
perhaps' approached the nearest to his manner of any,

and whose Pictures are often confounded with his.

Jacomo da Ponte, or J. Baxxano as he is more com-

monly called, together with his brothers and his sons,

fumed a large School at the city of Bassano. They all

painted much in the same manner, that is, with dark

backgrounds and sharp, cutting lights; but it must

be allowed, that from this practice, combined with

the Venetian mode of colouring, resulted the most

harmonious, rich, and mellow effects that can be pro-

duced on canvass. Bassano, in fact, seized upon a

species of effect which is sometimes to be remarked as

produced in this fashion in one or two Pictures ofTitian ;

and building a manner upon these, perhaps, almost acci-

dental examples of his master, appropriated and made
it his own. Other illustrious names besides these are to

be found among the scholars and imitators of the great

Titian, such as Paris Bordone, II Pordenone, (A. Licinio,)

Bonifazio, Andr. Schiavone, Aless. Bomicino, (or Moretto

di Brescia,) who also had his School at that city. In the

following century an inferior race sprang up ; still,

followers of Titian, still, admirable colounsts, but be-

traying both in the principles on which their system of

colour is conducted, as well as in their general design

and conception, that littleness of mind which always

belongs to the imitative class. Of these, Palma the

younger may be mentioned as having attained the

highest reputation. We might add the names also of

some other Painters not unknown to fame, and who
owed their success, in great measure, to their happy

method of combining with the peculiarities of this

School some of the novelties of style, which we have

elsewhere said became fashionable in the course of the

XVIIth century throughout Italy. Such were Canta-

rmi and TineUi at Venice; Dane Varotari of Verona

;

and Alessandro Vfurolari, or // Paduannino, a name
which he attained from his School being removed to

Padua, where it became one of the most celebrated of

the day ; in saying, indeed, that Pietro Liberi was one

of its ornaments, its excellence is sufficiently proved.

In the XVlIIth century we find few names of any

great account among the Venetian Painters ; yet those

who attempted, after their fashion, to redeem the lost

fame of the School, chiefly showed their talent in the

same line as their predecessors, namely, in the art of

colouring. G. B. Piazzitta and his scholar Tiepolo, as

well as Sebastiano Ricci painted, it must be admitted,

though not in the great style, yet with much spirit and
beauty. And no individual, certainly, ever contributed

to make the scenes of his native city more familiar to the School of

eyes of the rest of the world, than the last great Painter k«logn»-

ofVenice, Antonio (anal, lor (analetti.) His tidiness of
"~"""V~—

^

tone and colour in his best Pictures stands unrivalled " L

in its way: nor does he deserve less praise for the

decision and firmness of his touch. There are two
of his followers, Mariesihi and Guardi, whose Pictun •,

are sometimes sold under his name ; but those of

the former may easily be known, by their timidity of

touch, and heaviness of colour ; those of the latter, by

his frequent use of hard lines, to give precision to his

buildings and figures, resembling the marks in pen and

ink sketches.

School ofBologna.

The works of Francesco Francia, a contemporary of Francis.

Ratfael, will always be the subject of great admiration

with the amateur who pays a visit to the city of Bologna,

and not less so because he will seldom have heard the

name before ; nor will he less admire, perhaps, those of

Ramcnshi, (or Bagnacarallo,) a pupil of Halfael, and

the frescoes of Pellegrini Tibaldi. This last was the TibaUi

pupil of Michael Angelo, and one who, had he perse-

vered in the Art of Painting, might have risen, ifwe may-

guess by what he has left behind him, to the highest

possible eminence. He certainly possessed a great part

of the sublime conception of his master, while at the

same time he had the taste and sense to avoid his ex-

travagancies : he is usually called II Michael Angela

riformato. He was also an Architect, and designed the

Cathedral of Milan after a semi-gothic fashion.

Primaticcio and Nicolo del Abate, who afterwards

left their country to prosecute their fortunes under the

French Court, also belong to the early days of the School

of Bologna. But this city owes its chief fame, as is well

known, to the family of the Caracci, who began in the The Caracci

Wllth century to attract universal attention, and

fiually gave the law to the rest of the Italian Painters.

The style they introduced was formed from the study

of Nature; anil in this respect is opposed to the more
learned and Classical manner of Halfael and M. Angelo,

which hitherto had been in the highest repute. It was

not, however, pure Nature which they cultivated, but

rather Nature assisted by all the picturesque science

which had been brought to light by the sagacity of

the preceding Ages : for the example of each of the

more eminent of their predecessors was recommended

in the instructions which the Caracci gave to their

pupils. Ludovico Caracci (whose Picture of his family

is now to be seen in the Library at Christ Church,

Oxford) was the first to commence this new era of the

Art ; but he was ably supported by his cousins Agostino

and Annibale. It was from their benches came the

most distinguished Painters of this Age, and to the

truth of the principles which they inculcated we owe

some of the most brilliant specimens of Art. Domeni- Doment-

china, the Painter of the famous Communion of St. chino.

Jerome ; Guido, the Painter of the Aurora in the Ros- Goido.

pigliosi Palace at Rome ; Albani, the graceful Painter of Albani.

women and children ; Lanfranc, a Painter of frescoes Lanfranc.

and opere di inarhina, as they are appropriately termed

in Italy ; all these were the scholars of the Caracci,

and from the wonderful talent they exhibited, were soon

called to share the patronage of the Papal Court at

Rome. Once established there, they too had severally

their Schools and their scholars, and contributed in their
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turn to form a fresh supply ofvigorous artists, and carried

down to a third generation the principles of the School

of the Caracci.

Guereino was a native of Cento near Bologna, but it

is not known that he ever studied under the Caracci,

though his manner approaches so near to theirs, that

(as he was their contemporary) it has often been so

suspected. His particularity of style chiefly lies in an

happy method of scattering1 and interchanging his

light, and still preserving his harmony. In his design

there is a grace that approaches sometimes nearly to

that of Guido ; but he is generally verv faulty in the

drawing of the hands and feet, and this is a mark
whereby his Pictures may be known. Both these

masters for a certain period of their lives adopted the

fashionable, and then novel manner of Caravaggio, by
introducing a black background in order to force out

their figures.

Some of the School of the Caracci remained behind

at Bologna, and attained a very high reputation, which

will be seen to be amply merited bv their works re-

maining at this day in that city. Among these may
be named Tiarini, L. Spada, Cavedone, and II Gobbo de'

Caracci, an Here of that familv, a Painter of fruits, &c.

Carlo Cisnani may fairly be said to have maintained,

even so late as the XVIIIth century, something of the

original character of the design of the Caracci, or rather

he followed their style, such as it became in the hands
of Guido, end met with well deserved honours as a

Painter. Gioseffo del Sole also, and Passis;nani, had
Schools under them of much reputation. In the next

generation, Francheschini and Crespi, the scholars of

Cignani, were the most in repute. And even at this

day, while we notice a very curious and valuable series

of Bolognese Paintings in the Academv at Bologna, we
iiiu-t not forget, that there are also many living pro-

fessors of the Art of considerable talent, still zealously

pursuing the great line of Historical Painting.

Other Italian Schools.

In the valuable history of the Italian Schools by the

Abbe Lanzi, the account of no less than fourteen is

historically detailed : they are not, however, or at least

ought not to be, reckoned Schools in the same sense in

which the preceding loir are so named. He gives us, in

fact, no more than a narrative of the efforts made in the

prosecution of this Art by the other chief cities of Italy,

but in which no general style and manner was ever pro-

mulgated, nor did they ever give the law in Art to the
rest of their countrymen. Of these the History of
Parma should stand first, in regard to the merit and
reputation of its Painters. The style of Corresio. (or

AUegri,) the great boast of this city, was, if ever such an
assertion may he made of any one. purel_\ his own. His
example, however, exerted hut little influence on others,

and his style was soon supplanted by the introduction

offoreign novelties,

Corregio's style is the favourite theme of Baphael
Mengs. nor can we do better here, perha s, than quote
the following passage from his writings. " In C'orrejrio

one finds a spirit mild and soft, which <rave him an
aversion to all that which is too powerful and expres-

sive, and made him choose only such parts as were
pleasing and tender. He began to study almost only
the imitation of Nature; and since he possessed more a

gracelul and pleasing genius than a perfect one, he

VOL. V.

Other

Italian

Schools.

found out the way at the beginning, by means of unifor-

mity, and depriving his drawing of everv angular and
acute part. He drew his outlines in a serpentine man-
ner. In general his design was not too just, but great

*""""v-—

—

and pleasing." p. ll.ch. vi. Mengs adds a remark too
which is not void of a certain degree of sagacity, namely,
that he should not advise any artists to study Corregio,
unless they felt they had a sensibility like his; a re-

mark that may be extended to many other cases of
imitation. " When a Painter," savs he, " in the mean-
time that he invents can transform himself, as one may
say, into that which he would wish to imitate, he will

imitate well ; if he cannot, it will always be better to

follow that which he feels of himself,*' i.'p. 67.

The chief Paintings by Corregio are the frescoes

which adorn the Cupola of the Cathedral at Parma,
and that of the Church of San Giovanni, at the same
place ; there are, besides, some other splendid Paint-

ings in fresco by this master to be seen at Parma ;

as to his easel Pictures, though they are to be found
scattered through all the great collections in Europe,
no one being held complete without such a specimen,
yet we may particularize the Boyal Gallerv at Dresden,
as being the richest in this respect, and possessing his

best productions. The two cabinet pieces placed in our
British National Gallery are beautiful in themselves,

but too small to give any just idea either of the great-

ness of conception which distinguished Corregio, or vet

of the graceful beauty and peculiar fleshiness of his

forms. Of this master perhaps may be said with justice,

that he combined in himself more of the qualities re-

quisite to form the perfect Painter than any other man
upon record.

Pannesiano, (or Parme^ianino, as he is generally Parmey'anr

called in Italy.) tltough inferior to Corregio, was in some
respects an inheritor of his talent, but he rather carica-

tured the spirit of gracefulness and elegance which he
studiously sought to imitate.

The name of Lanfra/ic deserves a place here ; for, Lanfranc

though afterwards a follower of the Caracci of Bolo<rna,

lis style was first formed at his native place Parma, and
chiefly from the imitation of the works of Corregio.

His greatest work was the Painting in the Cupola of

St. Andrea della Valle at Rome.
The great boast of Sienna is Giantonio Razzi, Sclio<* c'

commonly known by the name of Sodoma : his easel Sienna.

Pictures are few in number, and therefore his name is -
u<Jo'"-

not so familiar to the world as it deserves to be ; where-

ever they are to be seen, they will always be acknow-
ledged as the works of a first-rate master. He was one
of those artists who were called to Home, and employed
by the Pope in adorning the chambers of the Vatican

Palace, and whose Paintings were effaced by order of
Julius II., when the commission to paint the Stanze. as

they are called, was transferred, on account of his ex-

traordinary merit, to llalfael. There is a fresco Picture

by Sodoma, in the cloisters of the St. Caterina at

Sienna, which marks him as being, if inferior, neverthe-

less inferior to Kalfael alone. St. Catherine fainting in

the arms of her attendants is one of the most successful

pieces in point of expression, simplicity, truth, and
delicacy of feeling, that ever was produced.

The designs of his scholar Beccafumi, executed in

jiiitra commessa (or marble inlaid) on the pavement
of the Cathedral at Sienna, are also conceived in a grand
and classical style.

Baldasar Peruzzi, Architect and Painter, as well as
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Marco da Pino, were also of Sienna ; and in more
modern times ire have the names of Casoloni, Salim-

bem, and I'aniii. A scries of the Paintings ofthe native

artists is preserved in the Academy at Sienna.

MiIiiii first became celebrated for her school of Art

in the da\s of hi onardo da I'tnii, who, as Has before

observed, was brought hither from Florence by the

order and under the patronage of the Government, and

was employed here as Architect, Civil Engineer, and

Painter. The famous Picture of the Lust Supper, in the

Relcctorv of S. M. delle Grazie, is one of the most cele-

brated composition? in the world; and although but

faint traces are left of the original work, it is happily

preserved to us in the faithful engravings of Morghen
and others, and also in the copies made by the Milanese

scholars of this great man : of him, however, we have

already spoken under the head of the Florentine School.

Bernardino Luino, if not his Bcholar, is at least the

most successful and the best of his imitators, possessing

indeed so much of original talent himself, as scarce to

deserve the name of imitator, if applied to the servile

fashion which it commonly describes. Many frescoes

from this master are placed in the Picture Gallery of the

Brera at Milan ; but there are some still finer specimens

of his talent to be seen in the Hotel of the Croce di

Malta, and in the Church belonging to the village of

Sarouo.

Ilandrnzio Ferrari, the pupil of Raffael at Rome, was
also a Milanese, and formed for himself a School of his

own, upon bis return to his native city. Of later names
which do credit to Milan, we may mention the family of the

Procaecini, who were three in number, Camilla, Giulio

Cesare, and Ercole: and in the beginning of the present

century Appiani was living at Milan, a Dative artist

who has given the best specimen of fresco Painting in

the last century, in the Church of S. M. in (Also.

Among the Neapolitans we find but little origin-

ality : the respective styles of Michael Angelo and of

Raffael were taught by their scholars, who had settled

in this city, and to imitate them well was all that in

their days was required. Spagnuoletto had talent, and
he seems, from the best accounts we have met with, to

have been born in the Neapolitan territory. There is,

indeed, a singularity and boldness in his style which
stamp him as no ordinary genius. But we cannot

consider him as in any shape the inventor of a style :

that which he possessed was chiefly built upon the prin-

ciples of M. A. Caravaggio ; but his lights had less of
breadth and of glaringness of effect in them, than those
of that master. Contemporary with him was the Cava-
lier Calabrese, a no mean Historical Painter in his day.

Sahator Rosa was the pupil of A niello Falcone, who
migrated to France, and settled there ; he too left his

Country as soon as he had attained anv degree of emi-
nence in the Art, in order to seek his fortune at Rome :

and he must be pronounced by all to be truly original.

He was a Poet, a Musician, and Satirist, the life and
spirit of the Carnival in the year in which he arrived at

Rome, and one of the best Landscape Painters of the

day, even while Claude and Poussin were yet living.

A certain contradiction of humour, however, for it is

difficult to give it any other name, was the cause of
his being perpetually involved in troubles : and if it

promoted a disposition in him to seek out and pro-

duce of himself what was new and original, because
it was in opposition to the taste of others, it cer-

tainly, so far, was advantageous to the Art. But we

must say this only of his effects in Landscape Painting,

fiir this same pride of mind led him quite astray

when he attempted the Historical line; and his life

was unhappy, because he was perpetually struggling

against the public voice, which condemned, and justly

too, all his Pictures of that description.

Luca Giordano flourished at Naples towards the Luca

middle of the X\ I lib century ; he was one of the best Giordano.

imitators of the ^tylc- of other Painters in general that has

ever been known. Pictures, as if from the hand of

Albert Durer, Titian, Kallael, P. Veronese, P. Cortona,

all were produced with equal facility by his free and
happy pencil. As for his own style, there is an

azure colour which seems to form the standard of his

composition, and with which the most brilliant and
fascinating combinations are sometimes most skilfully

formed; in his figures he chiefly reminds us of the

the stolen beauties of the above mentioned Painters.

His Pictures are very common in the collections of

amateurs, and those of bis scholars, who are numerous,
are often sold under his name. Paolo di Mattel* is

reckoned the best of them.

The first Painter whom Manilla can boast is Andrea School ol

Mantegna, who is generally classed under the head of .Mantua.

the Venetian School, being a Paduan by birth; he is Mantegna

one of those great men who may be classed among the

fathers of modern Art: he died in 1506; some very fine

specimens of his manner are preserved in the Palace
at Hampton Court.

Soon after his day appeared in this city one of the

ablest of the pupils of Rallael, who was a native of
Mantua, namely, (Pippi) Giulio Romano,—" that rare Giulio

Italian master, who, had he himself Fternitv, and could Romano

put breath into his work, would beguile Nature of her

custom; so perfectly is he her ape." (Winter'* Tale

act v.) Shakspeare was mistaken in one point, as Giulio

Romano never practised Sculpture, of which he is speak-

ing in this passage. Nor is the remark otherwise just,

for it was not the exact imitation of Nature in which he

excelled; his merit is this, that hi:; conceptions are

filled with Poetical imagery, and all the beauties of ideal

scenery. The Battle of the Giants, a fresco Painting in

the Palazzo del Te at Mantua, is one of the best examples
of his ability; all the lesser Paintings of varied sorts in

the several compartments of the walls and ceilings, and
even the arabesque ornaments, are also designed by
him. He was, moreover, the architect who planned and
executed the structure itself, which, in spite of a few
whimsical irregularities of design, has infinite merit

:

there are many effects of picturesque grandeur in build-

ing, which impose upon the Imagination far beyond
any of those Classical delicacies which the rule and
compass can effect almost of themselves. His own
house, or Palace it might be called, is here still pointed

out to the attention of the traveller ; for he spent the

latter part of his life in his native place. Ippolilo and
Lorenzo Costa were among the best scholars that he

left behind him. Domenico Fed, from Rome, lived for

some time at Mantua under the patronage of the Court.

Modena boasts of having contributed one distin- School of

guished artist to the School of Raffael, namely, Munari, Modena.

better known by the name of Pellegrino da Modena ;
<'Snno

for his best works we must go to Rome.
Ltlio Orsi was also a native of this place ; but he too Orsi.

remained here but a short time, having been banished by

the Court, and afterwards settling in Piedmont, in which

Country many very fine compositions by mm arc to be
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Painting. met with : there is no foundation, however, for the

story commonly related, namely, that he was a pupil of

Michael Angelo.

Schedoue Burtolomeo Schedone, a not unsuccessful imitator of

Corregio's style, comes under the head of the School of

Modem*
School of Cremona has the merit of having sont forth some

Cremona. Painters of considerable talent in the earlier days of Art,

such as the two Boccacini, father and son, and Bernar-

dino Gatli, or II Sojaro.

But its chief fame is owing to the School formed here,

in the middle of the XVIth century, by the family of the

The Campi Campi, who were four in number, Ghilio, Antonio,

Vincenzio, and Bernardino. Their style was partly com-
posed from that of Giulio Romano, but its strange

features were softened down by the addition of the Cor-

regiesque gracefulness of attitude and beauty of colour-

ing. They were very successful in their day, and their

Pictures, if not common elsewhere, are often to be seen

in Lombard}'. They too had a follower in Gio. Bat.

Trotti, or Malosso.

School of
^e ft'"' one °* tne PU P'' S °f Raffael settled at Fer-

Kerrara. WW, who retired from Rome with considerable reputa-

tion, and gave up his latter years to his native city.

Garofolo. His name is Benvenuto TM, (or II Garofolo, as he is

called, because he used to paint a clove or violet upon
his works, as his private and peculiar mark.) In him
may be traced much of the elegance of the School from

which he issued ; and his colouring savours of those

principles which guided his master in his latter and
better days. GiroUtmo da Carpi was the scholar of

Garofolo at Ferrara.

The style of Michael Augolo too was cultivated here

Filippi. by Camilla Filippi, who lias left a specimen of his

talents in a Picture of the Last Judgment, in the Choir

of the Metropolitan Church.

Scarsellino, with his pupil, Camillo Ricci, may be
classed among the imitators of P. Veronese, and Gian.

Mazzuoli, (orBaslaruolo,) together with his pupil, Carlo

Bonone, of Titian, and with their names we must close

the account of Art as cultivated at Ferrara.

School of Perina <Ul Vaga, another of the School of Raffael,

Genoa. introduced the manner of that master at Genoa, soon

after the general dispersion of the artists from Rome
upon the sacking of that city by the troops of Charles V.

By his instructions were formed two brothers, Lazzaro
and Pantaleo Calvi, who were verv respectable Painters:

and it is to be presumed that the other Genoese be-

longing to this era, such as the two Semini and Li/ca

Cambiaso, (the same who went to Spain,) drew the

principles of their style from the same source, though
they were not actually his scholars. A certain Noble,

G. B. Pairgi, (the first instance at Genoa of a Patri-

cian so devoting himself,) continued the profession

towards the end of the With century, and became one

of its most distinguished ornaments. But far from

limiting their patronage to their countrymen alone, the

wealthy Genoese sought in an after Age the assistance

of those who bore a high reputation abroad, inviting

and encouraging the residence among them of some of

the most celebrated foreign artists. Rubens, Vankyke,
Simon Vouet, and many others, in this way, remained a

longtime engaged upon Painting in this city, and have

left behind them many splendid memorials of their skill

and ability. Native talent, however, was by this means
considerably depressed ; and we find the latter annals

of this School, as it mav be called, filled with few

names of any note or distinction. The two Carloni, Dutch and

and Bernardino Slrozzi, (II Prete Genoveee,) were Flemish

respectable Painters, as also were, in still more modern
days, TV Grechetto, or Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione,

and his two sons: these last, however, chiefly excelled
in painting animals.

In Piedmont and Savoy also we find that foreign Of Pied-

ers. (for so they call the natives of other States f
montand

Italy,) chiefly engrossed the public patronage, and
1>oy '

there are few instances of native artists who rose to

eminence. Giorgio Soleri, of Alexandria, however, in

the XVIth century, appears to have painted several
altar-pieces for Churches, and to have made some
Historical pieces which are now remaining. We may
quote also the name of Gul. Caccia, (or Moncalvo,)
of Monferralo, with those of his two daughters, Fran-
cesca and Orsola. Antonio Molinari, (or Caraccino,
as he is sometimes called from his imitations of the

Caracci,) was a native of Savoy, but he expatriated
himself, and passed the greater part of his days either

at Rome or Bologna.
In the X\ llilh century we find a School established

at Turin by another distinguished native artist, namely, Of Turin.

Claudio Beaumont, by whose means and interest a Royal
Academy was first established in the Capital ; some of

his Pictures are to seen at the Church of Santa Croce
and in the Royal Library.

DUTCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOL.

In turning our attention to Holland and Flanders,

we find certain peculiar and distinctive qualities belong-

ing to the Painters of these countries, and a perfectly

new department of Art established; new, at least, in

comparison with that which we have hitherto been re-

viewing, and indeed invented, one might almost say,

by the rude Ultramontanes. It is a style of a lower

description ; it aims at a more homely representation

of Nature than that which the polished Italians had

ever thought worthy of being represented on canvass
;

but still it is excellent in its kind. Whether Figures,

Portraits, or Landscape are subjected to the pencil,

strong characteristic exnression everywhere gives an

interest to the scene; and Nature is vividly brought

before our eyes: neither is skill nor science want-

ing, nor are the picturesque refinements of colour,

grouping, or striking effects of light and shade, by an\

means absent from the better style of Dutch and

Flemish Pictures ; on the contrary, their artists have

laboured long, both judiciously and industriously,

and now exhibit all the advantages which the mosl

accomplished practical experience can expect to attain.

All that can fairly he objected against them is, that

they possess no refinements of dignity, or loveliness

of attitude; none of the tempered delicacies of sen-

timent are ever expressed by the personages whom
they represent in their compositions

; it is Nature

—

plain Nature—and Nature, too, as she shows herself

amongst the ruder nations of the North; unadorned,

and unassisted by those Poetic feelings which in realms

of higher polish and civilization have ennouicu .-ia:>-

kind.

This School dates its existence from the day? of J. Vm Eyck.

Van Ki/r/c, the reputed inventor of Oil Painting, and

of his brother, Hubert, both of whom passed their lives

3q 2
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at Ghent and Bruges. Two fine Pictures by the for-

mer of these artists are in the possession of the Duke
of Devonshire, and in them may be traced the first

symptoms of that distinctiveness of feature and attitude,

which «as to be regarded in after-times as the peculiar

characteristic of the School. As to the invention of the

art of Painting in oil, it is clear that it does not belong

to Van Eyck ; many Pictures in Italy, and even in

England, were SO painted long before his day: but he

certainly made some great discovery with regard to the

use of oil as a \ ehicle (as it is called) for colour, and it

is probable that his secret may have regarded the pre-

paration of a drying oil for the Painter's use; than

which, indeed, no discovery can be conceived of much
greater importance, as far as regards the mechanism of

Art; nor need we lie surprised at the sensation which

it created both in Flanders and in Italy. On this sub-

ject we ma\ refer lo James's Flemish and Dutch Schooh
ofPainting.

J. Van Eyck was horn in 1370. Contemporary with

him was Hans Hemmelink, who, though he mixed his

colours in the old fashion, with white of eggs or gum,
obtained much harmony and power of colouring. He
too was of Bruges.

We next com.- to Volkaert Klaa.iz, of Haarlem,

chiefly celebrated for his designs for the Painters on
jrla^s ; an Art for the invention of which we are indebted

to a Frenchman, [Gulielmo aV Marcilla, or WUliam of
Marseilles,') as appears, but which was nowhere car-

ried to so great perfection, or so extensively practised,

as in Flanders. In all the Pictures of Klaasz we
observe sober-looking, sedate figures, placed in angular

and awkward attitudes, and yet t>\ no means void offeree

or expression. The same remark may be made of two

other Painters of an earlv date, Quiiiliu Matsys, of

Antwerp, a name well known in England, from his

celebrated Picture of the Misers, at Windsor Castle, and

Cornelius Engfu Ibrechlsen, (or Cornelius It Cuisinier,) of

Leyden, so called from being cook in his own family;

he was greatlj patronised by Henry VIII. of England,
and his works were highly esteemed in this country.

Bnt Leyden has still higher claims to notice in a

Historical account of this School, from being the birth-

place of Lucas Jacobs, (or Lucas de Leyden,) the

friend, and we may add, in some sort, rival of the cele-

brated Albert Durer. He was an Engraver, Painter

Hi _i ss, is well as Designer of Landscape. History,

and Portrait, and excelled in all these several depart-

ments of the Art ; some of his engravings, which

by no means uncommon, will give a better idea of

his style than can be furnished by any verbal descrip-

tion. Still, however, the School furnishes no examples

of more spirited st\U> than those which have been de-

scribed : nor does it exhibit any great advancement in

the ideas of its professors on the subject of their Art.

About the beginning of the XVIth century a con-

siderable change seems to have taken place; the fame
of the Italian Painters, which had now reached its

zenith, the universal admiration which they had excited,

and the overwhelming praises which were accumu-
lated upon them by all the writers of the day, induced
these northern artists to enlist themselves under their

banners, rather than, as bolder spirits would have sug-

d. to enter into competition with them. Most of

the Dutch and Flemish artists of this century thought
it absolutely necessary to visit Italy, in order to qualify

themselves for the exercise of their profession; and

their own natural powers and natural resources were Dutch and

neglected, in the hope of sharing the fame of the Ptanun

Italian School. Hence arose a new style of Painting, Scbuo>

not indeed a very successful one, but it nia\ be described v~"~'

as approaching nearer to the reigning fashion of the

day in Historical composition, than anv thing that the

a: lists of this School had hitherto produced. Lambert

of Liege was one of these travelled artists, and one
who contributed more than tiny other, perhaps, to

fester and to encourage among his countrymen this

rising predilection for Italian Btudy. He established for

himself a School on the Italian principle, in which were
tunned many of the better artists of the succeeding Age ;

William Kill, of Breda, who is said to have painted
both History and Portrait in good style, gained his in-

structions here ; as did also Hubert GoUziiu, of whose
proficiency we can form a good idea from his engrai
mm extant. Last, not least, we may quote the m
of Franc Floris, (or Francis d'Criendl,) to whom is FrancFlurn

attributed, even by a Florentine writer, (Vasari,)

the surname of the Flemish Raffael: it must be con-

fessed, indeed, that in point of the Classical air with

which he litis invested his figures, he Went tar beyond
any of those Painters of the Low Countries whose
names have been mentioned above. The Life of St,

Luke, and the Day of Judgment, painted for a Church
at Brussels, arc reckoned among !iis best works. We
may be enabled to form some judgment of the esteem
in which he was held by his countrymen, from the num-
ber of young artists who crowded the benches of his

School, each desirous to begin the world under the

auspices of so celebrated a name : his scholars were
a hundred and fifty in number, amongst them were

his two sons, J. li. Floris and Franc Floris, Martin His cho

/">">', Lucas ih- Heere, (who was much employed in Eng- ' ars -

land,) Old Frank and his family, and Porbus and his

family, who both seem, like the Bassano family in Italy,

to have cultivated a style that was hereditary in descent

together with the name of their family.

The city of Brussels, too, nitty exult (and it is no
small matter of boast) in having contributed one of

the artists who formed the School of Raffael at Rome,
Bernard Van Orlay, or liarent of Brussels was Ids name. Barent.

His most celebrated original compositions were Carl

for the tapestry of the Palace of the Prince of Orange
at Breda; but both he and Michel Coxcic, of Mechlin,

who also had studied in Italy, were most successful in

their copies and pasticcio imitations of the Pictures of

Raffael ; many of those bright and soft Paintings,

which are now highly valued as undoubted originals

of that great master, having in fact issued from

their manufactory. // Sordc Barent, as he was called

in Italy, was the son of Van Orlay, but a follower of

the style of Titian rather than that of his father. We
find a few other Historical Painters of note at Brussels,

as Lucas Gassel von Helmont, Peter Moel, and Roger,

de Weyde.
At Utrecht we meet with Jan de Mabuse in high repu-

tation towards the middle of the XVIth century. At
Amsterdam, Jan Schooret ; and Antonio Mora, the pupii

of this last-named artist, rose to so high a reputation

as a Portrait Painter, that he received invitations to

foreign Courts, and was treated with the highest

attention tit London, Madrid, and Lisbon; a great

honour for one who was not a native of Italy, hitherto

regarded as the natural and exclusive country of the

Fine Arts.
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Painting. Though the Italian taste, and a general rage for His-
v—"~\'~~~' tDiical Painting had now completely gained the ascen-

dancy in public estimation even in Holland and the

Low Countries, yei we tarn with pleasure to that

raciness of native talent, which here and there ap-

peared to recall the natives of these countries to a

just appreciation of their own natural peculiarities.

The Heroic vein never seems to have been adopted,

willingly at least, either by the Dutchman or the

Fleming; they are in this line imitators, and awkward
ill their imitations. It is only when we see from his

spirit and vigour that a man is following a natural

call and inclination of his genius, that we can allow

to him a full tribute of praise and admiration. The
first master who struck out a new line, and thus

boldly dared to leave the fashionable and beaten track,

L
,"
e

. , was Peter Breughel, or Breughel the Old or the Droll,

as he is called; not but that he, too, has painted His-

torical pieces, in compliance with the fashion of his

day; but it is in his lighter pieces alone, such as fairs

or kermesses, marriages of the peasantry, and other

rustic revelries, that we recognise the full force and
power of his talent. He painted first at Brussels, and
next at Antwerp, and left behind him two sons, who
attained great eminence in their respective lines, P.

Breughel the young, (or Breughel dtEnfer,) a Painter

of conflagrations, &c, and Jean Breughel, (or Breughel

de Velours,) so named from die bewitching softness of

his style.

P. Aertsen. Peter Aertsen, (or Peter the Long,) who was born at

Amsterdam in 1519, may be regarded as an inventor

with regard to another branch of Art, namely, the

Painting pieces of still life; a walk of Art that may
be said to have been carried by the Flemish and Dutch
artists to the highest degree of perfection: pots and

kettles, and other kitchen furniture, in the hands of

Aertsen became materials for a Picture ; and with him
they were made to produce a beauty of colour and

effect equal to that which might be exhibited in the

best executed Pictures of more promising imagery.

His style presently attracted notice, as much from

its intrinsic merit as from its air of novelty, and was
followed with great assiduity by many succeeding artists,

such as P. van Bochls, IV. Kalf, T. Dicht, Peter Ar-
nold, and Birch Pieters, &c.

A third walk of Art, which now came into culti-

vation in these countries, was the Painting perspectives,

or architectural vistas ; but by the Dutch the rich

combinations of Gothic architects were exhibited, not,

as by the Italians, the symmetric and rectangular

forms of the Grecian or Roman buildings ; a most
important difference in the eye of the Painter. The
sublime effects of chiaro-oscuro, which these gloomy

interiors, piles of building afforded, and the mellowness of

their colouring, invited men of high talent to employ
their time in their delineation ; and it may be stated

with truth, that there are few compositions wherein

more skill and ability is shown, than in the Pictures of
J <k Uries. Churches produced by this School. Jean de (Tries,

a native of Friesland, born in 1527, was the first to

commence this line ; it was carried to a still greater

Steenwych. degree of perfection by his scholar, H. Stecnwych, and
airain, in after-times, by one who was the scholar of the

r terNe Is. last-named, that is, Peter Neefi.

Some successful attempts also were made at this

day in the department of Landscape Painting by

Molenaer, Matthew, and Paul Brill, who are, or, at

least, the two last are, better known at Rome than in

their own Country. Marine views al-o, for which this

School became in after-times so celebrated, were painted
even in this early day by A'. ( 'orn Uut Vroom, the same
artist who furnished the designs for the tapestry repre-

senting the defeat of the Spanish Armada, now hang-
ing up in the English House of Lords.

There is no branch of Art, perhaps, in which this

School showed so much real merit, as in Portrait

painting; there is an apparent breadth arising from
their Portraits, a management of their subject, and
an air of fidelity of character preserved in all their

winks of this nature, which were bevond praise.

Cornelius Kelel and Mirevelt are both well known
in England in this line. Many others obtained esta-

blishments at foreign Courts ; nor ought we to con-

sider Courtly favour as limited to professors of this

branch alone, when Bartholomew Spranger, for his

Historical designs chiefly, was employed both by Pope
Pius V., at Rome, and the Emperor Maximilian II., at

Vienna, from the latter of whom he received a patent

of Nobility:

But neither was the rage for the style of Italy sub-

dued, nor were the Dutch and Flemish artists less desi-

rous than before of finishing their education in that

Country : there was, indeed, formed, towards the end of

the With century, a very large Society by them, during
their residence at Rome, under the title of the Bande
Academique. Thev had regular meetings, accompanied
with ceremonies and libations in somewhat a freer Style

than that to which the Italians are accustomed, but they

imitated the example of that people, in giving a sobriquet,

or nickname to every one of their countrymen, upon
his first admission to their Society, by which he conti-

nued ever after to be distinguished amongst them-

selves.

Dionysius Calvart, of Antwerp, may be mentioned as

one of the most noted of the Dutch Italian Painters.

His native country may be justly proud of him, as he
was the first ultramontane who was regarded as eminent
enough to establish a Schooi of Painting in Italy. It

was in his School at Bologna that Guido, Domenichino,
&c, studied, before they attached themselves to the

maxims of the Caracci.

In the works of Otto Venius, the master of Rubens,

we see a fair specimen of the Classical turn which had
been acquired by these sons of the North, and the pro-

gress they had made. His Emblemata Horatiana
abound with designs conceived with as much taste as

spirit and ease.

Henry Goltzius was a master scarcely less successful

in his way. Adam Van Ort also may be mentioned

here, and his pupil, H. Van Balen, of Antwerp, many
of whose elegant and spirited little figures will be re-

membered by the Italian traveller, as holding a distin-

guished rank among the marvellous productions of

that Country. Among his pupils were Sneyders and
Vandyke.

A. Bloemart is a still more singular instance of the

labour and zeal with which Italian studies were pursued

at this time: in his compositions we see a grandeur of

thought, and a noble simplicity, far bevond the usual

productions of the imitative class; from his turn of

thought he would have done credit to the School of

Rome herself, and yet, as far as we know, he never left

the boundaries of his native land, and framed himself

wholly by the models and examples which were afforded

Ketel.

Jlirevelt.

Spranger.

Bande Aca-
demiinie.

Calvart.

OUoYenms.

Goltzius.

Van Ort.

Van Balm.

A.BloemarU
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Pointing in the Academics of the Dutch and Flemish cities, and
'"' v *' the private cabinets of connoisseurs.

But we now touch ii|ii>n the most brilliant period of

the Dutch and Flemish School : all that had hitherto

been displayed in Art in these Countries, was to disap-

pear before that bright constellation of masters, which
beamed forth in it- lull lustre in the course of the

XVIIth century. Of these, the firet and greatest is

Peter Paul Hubens. So wondrous was the merit of

this extraordinary man, that he seems to have advanced
the condition of the Prolessors of the Art itself to

higher honours than it had hitherto been thought

worthy to hear. lie was invested with singular distinc-

tion, and, (though without relinquishing his regular

professional occupations,) was often selected for em-
ployments of a diplomatic nature. In Italy, Spain,

and England, he was known and accredited, either

publicly or privately, a- a negociator; and in all these

Countries he has left specimens of his talent which are

to this dav held among the most precious and most

valuable of their treasure-. The series of Paintings re-

presenting the Lite of Marie de Medicis, in the Louvre at

Pari-, and the ceilingof the Banqueting-house at White-

hall, in London, ma] he mentioned as splendid exam-
ples of his style, though there is no private collection

of Pictures throughout England that does not boast

some of his works. Though, as it should seem, without

an) perception ofgrace and beauty, he still is considered

to have excelled in more points of the Art than almost

any other Painter on record, except Corrcgio : there is

an exuberance of design, a floridness of colour, and a

general richness ami fertility of invention, pervading
all his works, which till the mind, or rather, we should

say, overwhelm it, with their power and prodigality.

To give an idea of the marvellous extent of his

talent, it is indeed enough to say, that he painted

llistoiy. Portraits, Landscapes, Animals, &c, all with a

degree of facility and spirit that was excelled bv none
of hi- contemporaries.

We may readily, suppose that a man who moved in

so elevated a sphere, and became tor a time the idol of

the Public, would be followed by a host of imitators, and
so it eventually turned out ; the names of some of the

more eminent are worth recording, because their Pic-

tures are often confounded with those of Rubens him-
self. We may mention, therefore, Erasmus Qi/c/lin. of
Antwerp, A. van Diepenbeke, Theod. van Thi/lden, Jan
Thomas, Fr. FPouters, of Liege, J. rem Oost, J. van
Koeck, and last, though far more eminent than all the

others, Vandyke.
Antony Vandyke, as well as his master, Rubens, was

•very favourably received at the Court of Charles I. of

England, and has left in our countrv very manv beautiful

imensofbis inimitable Style of Portraiture. Scarcely

were hi- talents more jus'.lv appreciated, or his works
more generally admired, during his stay at Genoa, or

in other parts of Italy, than thev were in Loudon. lit-

is an imitator, doubtless, to a certain extent, of Rubens,
in hi- style ol' colouring; hut in his Historical compo-
sition-, in the attitudes and postures of his figures,

there arc peculiarities that afford, even to an unlearned

eve, the easy means of distinguishing between the

Hi. luilow- works of the two Artists. Vandyke had many scho-

lars and imitators, such were Bertrand Fouchier,

Adrian Haiimman, Jean de lieyn, and David Beck, of

Delft; the two last of whom, it may be important to

add, resided many years in England.

Hi follow

ers.

\ andvke.

We have before stated, that the middle of the XVIIth
century was the proudest era of the Flemish and
Dutch School, and it seemed as though, hv the collision

ofcontemporary geniuses, a light was then kindled which
illuminated tin-many a year all the Transalpine seminaries
it \ri. Francis Sneyders, who was sometimes employed
as an assistant of Rubens, painted animals with a spirit

and fidelity which, since- his dav, have never been equalled.

Jacques Jordaeni laboured in the Historical department
with a degree of miiti-s only interior to Rubens him-
self. Daniel Seghers, by his inimitable taste ami skill,

introduced a taste and fashion Ibr a hitherto despised
line of Art, namely tin' Flower painting ; and he mav he
considered as the father of that School, which In after-

times gained so much Celebrity in Holland and the Low
Countries. David Teniers too, the elder, whose son

became in the next generation so celebrated lor his Pic-

tures, cultivated that taste which was before said to

have been originally introduced by Breughel the Droll,

namely, the characteristic scenes of common lite. All

these great Painters were then Stationary at Antwerp,
and thus this city gained a name as a nurserv of the

Art.

At Brussels we find Breughel de Velours enjoying a

high reputation lor his small pieces in Landscape and
History. Philippe <I>i Champagne, an artist better

known in France than in his own Countrv, was :i native

also of that city. Francis Hals, of Mechlin, too, be
longs to this day. who painted Portraits in so excellent

a style, as to be regarded by general estimation as v
unworthy rival of Vandyke.
Nor were the United Provinces less fertile in talent

at this period ; Albert Cuyp, of Dorl, is unquestionably
the best Painter of natural Landscape, such as it appeared

within his own Countrv, that ever existed. While from

Utrecht came Polenburg, so celebrated lor his cabinet

Pictures; Gerard Honthorst, tor Gherardo delle !\'<>tti,

as he is called in Italy,) the happy imitator of Cara-

vaggio; and the family of DeHeem, so far famed for

their Paintings of Flowers. Haarltrn, too, at the same
time, contributed her quota of genius, and boasts of

Esaias Vandevelde, the first of that family afterwards

so will known in England; and that most indefatigable

of all artists, (if till Pictures hearing his name are really

from his hand,) Van Gaycn.

But it is to Li-ydin we must turn our eyes, if we
would behold the chief glory of the Dutch School,

namely. Gerrett, or, as he is more commonly called,

Rembrandt van Rhyn.
Of all men who have ever devoted their time and

study to the Art of Painting, Rembrandt may, perhaps,

lav the highest claim to originality of genius. Scarcely

does he seem to have gained the mechanism of his Art

from the three masters under whom he studied in suc-

cession, before he quitted them, and shut himself up in

his father's mill, where he became, by his own labour

and study, a finished Painter of first-rate merit, the

founder of a new School, as it were, and a new
Style of Art. His novel and very imposing method
of managing and concentrating the light, in all his

compositions, first attracts our attention: then we

obsi i\e with amazement the variety of colour produced

by his deep transparent tints, enlivened here and then

with the aid of touches of extraordinary vigour: the

whole composition harmonized and united by the use

of a greyish greenish background, of an invention

peculiarly his own. Add to this, a truth of character
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Painting, and expression in his figures, which though conceived in

—^v-»^ the same taste as those of many of his fellow-country-

men, yet were distinguished from them all by their

superior force and strength. Hence one may form some
idea of the magical effects of a genuine Picture by

Rembrandt. Disdaining all learning, and despising

the then fashionable study of the antique models, with

which, indeed, he never gave himself the trouble to

become fairly acquainted, he seems to have attained the

nt plus ultra of the Dutch Heroic style, if any Dutch
style may be so called.

Like many other persons of strong but half-culti-

vated minds, he had his humours and eccentricities of

character ; and they showed themselves even in his

Painting room : nor can we deny that these too were

made eminently subservient to the peculiarities of his

style. For instance, his cabinet was filled with what he

called his antiques; tin pans, brass pots and kettles,

and rubbish of every description ; and from these, as

from the cabinet of a virtuoso, he supplied the materials

requisite to fill up his Historical compositions. The
single hole or crevice, through which alone the light

was admitted to this apartment, furnished him with his

ideas of chiaro-oscuro, and aided his conception of

those singular effects which he produced, both in his

Pictures and his etchings. Some have fancied that this

conceit was originally suggested to his mind during his

days of study in his father's mill, which was probably

thus lighted by a single small window ; yet, though this

idea seems plausible enough, it may have been that

his practice in this respect was the result of the deepest

reflection. When it is considered, that a Picture is

meant to represent, not the whole view around us, but,

as it were, the fraction of any scene presented in Nature,

who shall say that Rembrandt did not in this way seize

upon the most perfect principle of the picturesque, as it

regards the effect of li£rht and shade, that we yet have
known ? Does it not, indeed, appear to be the refine-

ment of an artifice, in these graphic representations, of

which some symptoms may be traced in the works of

all our best artists ?—Rembrandt's etchings bear that

value with the world of cognoscenti which the touch of

genius ought to stamp upon them ; and they did so

even in his lifetime. Though we are bound in justice

to add, that this very circumstance induced him often

to resort to a mean and base trick, in order still far-

ther to impo-e on the generous partiality of the Public :

for he would bring them out sometimes in a half-

finished state, and sometimes with false dates of place,

and such other unartist-like deceits, as prove too

fully that his moral principles were no less removed
from any correctness of rule, than his eccentricities of
manner were from the common practices and pre-

possessions of his fellow-creatures.

Rembrandt had, as may be expected, a larire School
of imitators, many of whom were eminently successful.

We may quote the names of Jurien Opts, Ferdin Bol,

Adrian Verdod, and yet still more celebrated, Eeekhout,

Hoogstraaten, Nic. Maas, Sir Godfrty Kneller, and
Gerard Dow.

Gerard Dow, like all true men of genius, not content

with following Rembrandt's manner, brought to his

work something of his own: he adopted that which
best suited his own peculiar talent, and, bj adding a

new style of colouring, became in some degree

himself the founder of another School of Painting. His

Pictures, which are of a small size, and exquisitively

1 1 is follow-

finished, are generally composed of single figures; D-.".

they are beautiful models of the Art of colouring. Rtmua

He generally introduces a carpet, for the sake of the S*'1001 -

richness of its varied hues, or sometimes, perhaps, to '

bear out by its brilliancy what might, in other parts

of the scene, appear too fine and gaudy. Mieris was iiieris.

his scholar; an artist of great simplicity of taste, as to

colour, but in all respects a worthy disciple of such a

master: he painted Portraits for the most part, but they

too are always of a small size.

Haarlem produced two very celebrated men, who
were bom in the beginning of the XVIIth century:

namely, Gerard Terburg, an admirable Painter of cabi- Terb'j.-o.

net Pictures representing scenes in common life; and
Adrian Brauwer, a profligate and incorrigible drunk- B rali «er.

ard, who, nevertheless, possessed great talent, though
he seems never to have entertained a thought of looking

out for subjects for his pencil, beyond those drunken
scenes with which his libertine life made him daily con-

versant.

Adrian and Isaac Ostade. whose names are also Adrian ami

celebrated in this same walk of Art, were natives of Isaac

Lubeck, in Holstein ; but since they formed themselves °itade -

chiefly by their studies at Antwerp, and as they lived in

Holland for the most part, may be fairly included among
the Flemish and Dutch Painters. Though the School

will lose almost as much by the adoption of this rule in

another instance as it will gain in this ; for an artist of

great reputation, namely, Peter de Laar, (or Bamboccio,) Bamboccio.

a native of these parts, not only studied in Italy, but

passed the greater part of his life there, and therefore

may be classed among the Italians. He it was by

whose skill a taste was introduced into that Country fbr

these ultramontane humours.
We have now arrived at another generation, when Teniers.

the sons of the earlier contemporaries of Rubens were

coming into vogue ; and among these we find the name
of a Painter who certainly, next to that great man, has

most contributed to the fame of his Country, namely,

David Teniers the younger. He was an admirable

Painter of Landscape, and equally successful, for one

cannot say more so, in his representations of fairs, con-

versations, shops, and subjects of that homely description :

in which it is difficult to decide, whether one should ad-

mire most, the discrimination with which they are treated

in respect of character, or the skill and artifice dis-

played in their colouring, arrangement, and design.

Of Landscape Painters, we may mention Herman Swaneve.u

Swaneve/t, (the hermit of Italy, as he was called,) a

Dutchman born, who at Rome became a scholar of

Claude Lorrain; and A. Pynaker, of Del/l, who also Pmaker.

wandered to Italy, and completed his studies there.

Much more celebrated was Nicolas van Haarlem, or

Bershem, as he was nick-named, a pupil of Fan Goyen, Ber^liem.

and one who, like his master, had the special merit of

limiting his views to those subjects which the country

around him naturally supplied, instead of migrating to

the less congenial land of the south. His style is re-

markable for the clearness and freshness of his colour-

ing ; and it is enough to Saj that, all Dutchman as he

was, he is universally acknowledged to have been the

best Painter of pastoral scenery that ever appeared.

True genius finds matter enough to work upon, where-

soever it may by chance have been placed.

From the same city came J. IFynank, also an ex- VS.^anu

cellent Landscape Painter: his Pictures are conceived

certaiuly in a more lively, but still a more finical stylo.
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Jacques Ruytdad, too, was from the same place. This
last artist, as well as his contemporary, Hobbema, of
Antwerp, mokes use of the same brown ground li>r a

middle tint, of which Van Goyen had so happily availed

himself. Their Pietures seem, indeed, generally, little

more than a lew touches of opaque colour upon this

transparent brown, relieved occasionally with black.

The forest scenery of these two artists is always ex-

cellently depietid.

Philip Wouvermans was also of Haarlem, and one

of those unhappy men who met with success in his lili-

time very ill-proportioned to hi* real deserts. That
which inclined him so to compose his Pictures

that his horses, not his Landscape, caught the eye, and
formed the main feature, was, indeed, peculiar to him-
self alone: and it must be observed, that in this, and
all cases of a similar nature, it is absolutely necessary

for the artist to be able to create a taste in the Public

tiir this species ofPainting*, and to enure them to it before

anj great demand for his Pictures can possibly, arise;

and this is seldom done without the intervention of a
Patron.

Far different was the fate of Paul Pollrr, of Amsler-

dam ; with him, indeed, cattle were not merely brought

forward so as to be prominent from their situation, but

actually formed the chief part of his Pictures; his Land-
scape was but an accessary in the style of composition

which he adopted : and he tilled the same place with

regard to representations of the domestic animals, winch

Sneydera did with regard to the wild ; nor was he less

successful in his delineations of their character, than

ih'! great artist had been in his line. They were
painted with surprising fidelity of manner and expres-

sion. Even during his lifetime, though this is less

extraordinary in those golden days of patronage, every

Picture that he wrought, however homely the subject, was
Mini the greatest avidity: anil an extensive cata-

logue of imitators preserved the memory of his style long

after their inimitable master was gone. Of these Karl

du Jardill, also a native of Amsterdam, was, perhaps,

the best ; he was an imitator, however, and a successful

one, too, ofBerghem as much as of P. Potter; and still,

with all this servile power, he possessed much original

talent of his own. .Some other distinguished natives of

Amsterdam occur towards the middle of the XVIIth
century : such as Weeninx, (both father and son,) ad-

mirable Painters of Landscape and of Game. Likewise

Eglon VanderNeer, a Painter of Moonlight pieces, and

William Vandevelde the younger, a Marine Painter.

//'. Vandevelde the elder was a native of Leyden; and

both passed the latter part of their lives in that city.

Utrecht boasts at that time two couple of brothers

who greatly excelled in Landscape Painting, namely,

11 1 Andre Both, and Herman and CorneliusZachl-

Hut Portrait Painting seems to have met with

most encouragement from the wealthy; and the rage of

the (lay seems chiefly to have been for small Pictures.

i\!ieiis introduced this fashion, and it was now kept

up bj G. Metzu, of Leyden, whose colouring may be

saitl to approach in small, very near to that which \ an-

dyke produced in large. Godefroy Schalken, of Dort,

famous for his candlelight compositions, was much en-

gaged aKo in Portraiture; and so was Jacques Dmys, of

Antwerp, though he ventured also into the Historical

line, and raised himself so great a reputation in Italy,

that he was received on his return to his native city

wjth a public procession in his hotioui.

We are not to suppose that Historical Paintinsr was
wholly neglected in Holland and the Low Countries,

(luring this latter period of the School; but the truth is,

that tfnose artists who Struck out the brilliant novelties

of style which form the real ^'lory of the Flemish and
Dutch .Schools, have so far eclipsed the Classical and
imitative band, that those who would give a true and
just idea of its History must limit their account to the

former. We can mention only one artist of these

parts whose ideas seem to have been really naturalized

in the soil of Italy, and that was merely in the line of

Landscape, namely. Van Bloemen, or, as he is com-
monly called, Orisonti : every other artist seems to have
sunk in reputation, the farther he attempted to advance
in what was to him neither natural or congenial.

Gerard Lairesse, of Liege, is called the Flemish
Poussin, and few men ever displayed more fertility of

genius than he did; but unfortunately, like many of his

compatriots, his sensual indulgences brought upon him a

severe misfortune, and he became blind in the fiftieth

year of his age.

Battle Painting was now grown very much into

vogue : Vandertneulen, of Brussels, was one of the most
eminent in this branch ; an artist who had the good
fortune to be employed by Louis XIV. of France, in

order that he might immortalize b\ his pencil the military

exploits of his reign : Hughtenburg, of Haarlem, (his

scholar,)also followed him in the same style of Painting,

and he celebrated, on the other side, the glorious actions

of Prince Eugene of Savoy, and the Duke of Marl-
borough.

The family of Van Huysiim, of Amsterdam, in the

beginning of the XVIIIth century, succeeded in carry-

ing to still greater perfection than it had yet attained

that style of Flower Painting which had excited so

much admiration in the days of Seghers, Mignon, and
De Heem : so great, indeed, was the passion which had
grown up in Holland for the cultivation of flowers

themselves, that the artists who made them the objects

of their study were sure to meet with abundance of

patronage, and therefore it ought not to seem surprising

that many of the Pictures of the Huysums were sold at

as high a price as 1000 or 1 J0O florins.

In the elegant and highly-finished Pictures of Adrian
Vanderwerf, we trace a similar taste to that which

formerly inspired the pencil of Polenburg; and it seems
to be the only line in which any degree of elegance of

form or attitude has been attained in the compositions

of this School. His Pictures fetched immense prices

even during his lifetime; for they were of a style that

could not fail to be pleasing to all the world, from the

wise to the vulgar. With regard to his style of attitude,

&C, he may be regarded as affording a happy specimen

of what may be called unclassical grace. He died

in 1722.

The Painters of the modern Flemish and Dutch
Schools are very successful in their imitations of their

mighty predecessors ; and though many men of ability

have appeared amongst them, and even now are

living, vet, perhaps, these imitations may be classed

among the most happy productions of their pencil.
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Nuremberg was the first city of Germany wherein a

taste for the Arts of design appear to have been dis-

played. In the XVth century Martin Schoenfidd was

resident there, who is celebrated as the reputed inventor

of the art of engraving upon copper : and there, too,

AlbertDurer flourished at the end of this same century Albert Durer,

the chief leader of early Art in his Country. He was,

as many other of the earlier artists were, a Professor of

more than a single branch of Art, and gained a high

reputation as a Painter of History, an Architect, a

Goldsmith, and an Engraver. The correspondent of

Raffael, the friend of Lucas de Leyden, and honoured

towards the close of his life with a patent of Nobility

from the Imperial Court, he may be regarded as having

attained the highest honours and most extensive fame

of any man of his time. His general style is well known,

for his engravings are in the hands of almost every one:

he possessed great force and even sublimity of design,

but had, it must be confessed, little perception of grace

Pens and or beautv. Pens and Gruenwald, whose Pictures may
Liruenwald. oe seen j„ t jle Royal Gallery at Munich, and were con-

temporary with Albert Durer, afford no mean specimens

of the professional skill of the artists of that early day.

There was another artist of this period who was
endowed with natural faculties much of the same stamp

l.ucas von and order, namely, Lucas von Mutter, (or Kranach,) of
Uuller. Augsburg: and something similar, in point both of

ability and skill, was a person better known to us in

Holbein England than any of the above, that is, Hans Holbein,

of Basle. He is first recorded by the Chroniclers of the

time, as having been engaged by the municipality of that

city in furnishing Paintings for the Fish Market and the

Town Hall of his native City; these were public works,

and therefore, that he should be selected for the purpose,

is some proof of the honourable estimation in which he

wits held. He also, as it appears, painted the celebrated

Dance of Death, then a favourite subject of represen-

tation in Swisserland, and which has exercised the inge-

nuity of many Painters of allego'y in a later Age. We
can discern nothing now remaining at Basle of this

work, or nothing rather which can, on any good ground,

be credited as having come from his pencil. It was

not until the period of his settlement in England, how-
ever, that his style was matured, or that his fame rose

to its zenith. \Ve learn that he undertook this journey

Upon the strength of letters of recommendation, of which

h;.' was the bearer, from Erasmus to Sir Thomas Menu ;

and so pleased was his patron with his industry and
talent, that it was through his means that he finally re*

ceived the appointment of Painter to King Henrj \ 111.,

and was established as a favourite of the Court. Besides

painting numerous Portraits of our Nobility, Holbein

was engaged also in making some large allegorical

Pictures for the Surgeons' Hall in London ; for the

Bridewell Hall, and for that of the Merchants of the

Steelyard : and it will be allowed, that lie certainly

was possessed of great power and fertility of invention,

though nothing can be more remote from Classical grace

than was his stvle. His Portraits, with which we are

most familiar, carry with them the appearance of great

truth and force of character, though chastened DJ a

soberness and dignity, both in mien and attitude, which

were peculiar in some measure to the manner of that

day.

vol. v

Tobias Slimmer, another Swiss artist of the XVItli
century, furnished some very spirited and clever designs

illustrative of the Sacred History, meant as accompani-
ments to an edition of the Bible. The manner of con-
ception of these prints much resembles that of the works
of Holbein and A. Durer. Toward the end of this

same century we find abundance of Painters on glass,

and some few authors of Historical pieces, as Kranach
the younger ; Aldegraaf, of Nuremberg, whose engrav
ings are not uncommon ; Swartz, of Munich, and
Haintz, of Berne. We must suppose the Painters of
this part of Germany not to have possessed any very
great or extraordinary talents, when we find the Em-
peror Maximilian II. sending to a distant country for

some decorative works which he had in contemplation,

and employing Bartholomew Spranger, of Antwerp, for

that purpose. Nor have we any reason to believe

him to have been found unworthy of this preference, as

he was continued in his employment during the reign

not only of this Emperor, but also that of his successor,

the Emperor Rodolph. Many of his works are still to

be seen in the Churches of Vienna and Munich. &c.

We now come to a native artist who does infinite

honour to the Country that bore him, namely, Jean Rottenha-

Rottenhamer, of Munich. He was an imitator of Tin- mer>

toretto, both as to his manner of colouring as well as

the general air of his compositions ; and so successful

was he, that he received commissions in many places for

large altar-pieces for Churches, while he was no less

sought after for his small subjects painted on copper,

such as are not unfrequentlv to be found in England.
But for his extravagance and profligacy, Rottenhamer
probably would have amassed a large fortune bv his

labour. After his return from Italy he lived chiefly

at Augsburg.

While the South of Germany was thus comparatively
fertile in the production of genius, we shall find some
artists of eminence who came from the more distant

and Northerly regions. Such was Jean Lys, a native L. .

of Oldenburg, who painted both in large and small

size ; History, village feasts, dances, &c. : he, too, like

the last-named artist, was a great admirer and imitator

of the Venetian colouring, and. like him, was thoughtless

and profligate, and died in poverty.

At Frankfort on the Main were born Adam Et-

sheimer, in 1574, an excellent Painter of Historical

pieces of small size, and in 1606, Sandrart, the His-

torian of the Art. Portraiture was the chief employment
of this last-named master, and he made his residence

at different periods, in Bologna, Frankfort, Amster-

dam, Augsburg, and Nuremberg. J. Lingelback, the

Painter of market-places, marine views, &c, was also a

native of this place.

Among other Painters of the XVIIth century we
must mention J. If. Bauer, of Strasburg, the author

of designs tor Ovid's Metamorphoses; and next, one

who, as far as locality of situation is regarded, ought to

be classed among the (ierman artists, namely, ('/audio Claude

Gelee, or, as he is commonly called, Claude Lorrain :
Lorra'"-

for that Province was not at that time annexed to France.

His studies, however, were made, as his fame was
gained, on the Italian soil ; and every touch of his

magical wand, every shade of his rich and sunny Pic-

tures, savours of a taste that can only be acquired by

a residence in that delicious country.

There are manv other native Germans of this century

who are usually classed under the head of other Schools

3 R
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Mating, than this, on account of the eminence they attained
"»"v"—* after thej quitted their parent land. ./. ran Bockhortt,

(Langhen Jan.) a native of Minister, an excellent

Painter of Portraits and Sacred History; Adrian
and T$aac Ottade, from Lubeck, celebrated Painters

of e;rotes<pie subject! arid low life; Henry Roos, a

pupil and imitator of Du Jardin, who was horn in the

Lower Palatinate; Louis Jiarkhnysen, of Bmden, a

Marine Painter; A. Mtgnon, at Frankfort, and Ernest

n, of Hamburg, Flower Painters; als.i (,

her, of Heidelberg, an inimitable Painter of Por-

trays of a small size, are all of them in common con-

versation attributed to the Flemish and Dutch School :

to which, as far as they were artists, it must be allowed

that they belong-

So, again, F. Maucheron, a Landscape Painter, was
a native of I'.mden, who passed most of his life at Paris

and Amsterdam. Philip Roos, {Rosa da Tivoli,) a

native of Frankfirl, who combined pastoral scenes and
architectural ruins, in his rapid and spirited method of

Painting, so as to form admirable Pictures; yet he is

usually ascribed to the Italian School, having1 chiefly

lived in Italy. And Pefer Fonder Faa, or, as we call

him. Sir P. Lely. became so naturalized in England
during his long residence here, and is so much iden-

tified, by means of his Portraits of our great personages,

with the History of our Country, that one is surprised to

find that he was not a Briton, but a native of Soot, in

Westphalia. The same remark may be made of Sir

Godfrey Kneller, who was born at Lubeck, in 1648.

Yet, in spite of these numerous examples, it must be

said, that it was not for want of patronage at home that

these artists could be fairly said to have been driven

from their Country : for not only the Emperor of Ger-
many, but most of the German Princes laid out large

sums at this period in the purchase of Pictures ; and
many of them retained artists in their service, and ad-

vanced them to titular honours, as well as rewarding

them with liberal pensions. The Courts of Hesse
Cassel, Munich, Dusseldorf, &c, were always open to

Painters of merit and 'renown. But the fact is, that

there was no common centre of union in Germany
among the artists themselves—no common tie—no
general place of meeting for kindred minds; and Ger-
many under that single name, dismembered as it is, and
has been, is in reality no Country at all for any man. It

includes a number of People speaking different dialects

of the same language, but having in no other respect a
community of feeling.

In the next century, we may mention the names of
Uengs, 6:c. Raffael Men^ am | Zoffani, native Germans, who

lived in Italy : Lutherburgh, of Alsace, and Angelica

Kaiifl'man, a Swi^s, who expatriated themselves in a

similar way, and bestowed, the three last at least, many
years of their lives upon England.

In returning to our notices of Southern Germany,
we must not omit the name of Paul Ferg, a native of
Vienna, who died in London, in the year 1710, many
of whose pleasing compositions of Landscapes, and
pieces with figures, are often to be met with at thisday.

There was also J. Elias Ridim;er, a native of Ulm, a

Painter and Engraver of extraordinary merit : though
the line in which he exerted his abilities is one that

does not equally excite the admiration of all people ; he
painted animals, and chiefly those of the chase.

Balthasar Dewier belongs also to the XVIIIth
century, an indefatigable Painter of human heads :

Denner.

one whose works are so highly finished, th.it they would Buaniah
hear the critical inspection even of a microscopic eve.
We might call this, however, but a vulgar style of Paint- —"/-"-»

Big, when placed in comparison with the works of
genius which we have heretofore been enumerating.
He was, nevertheless, greatly patronised by almost
foreign Courts, and received oflera of pensions and
establishments in more instances than one, which his

spirit of independence induced li-im to refuse. It must
still be allowed, that in these Paintings, however minute
the attention paid to details, the general character and
the air of the whole was never forgotten : and his tone
of colouring is sometimes very beautiful.

Painting is much patronised at the present day in

Germany, not only in the Imperial and Royal Courts,
but in many of the minor Slates ; and there are large

lies formed from the works of the best masters,
as well as public Academies instituted at Vienna, Berlin,

Munich, Dresden, Stuttgard, and many other of the
chief cities of Germany.

SPANISH SCHOOL.

The dominion of the Moors in Spain, and the rich

and gaudy style of ornament with which their Palaces
and Temples abounded, gave a turn to the Arts in this

country, which rather retarded than assisted their pro-
gress; or, at least, prevented the Spaniards from acquir-

ing so early as the Italians had done, the just and
simple principles which ought to regulate public taste

in this respect.

And when their attention was once awakened on this

point, they were for the most part obliged to have re-

course to study in Italy, and thus to expatriate themselves

for a time, before they could attain any very considera-

ble eminence in this refined and difficult branch of Art.

The artists of Spain present themselves generally

to our notice, under the head of three different Schools,

namely, those of Madrid, Seville, and Valencia; in Madrid,

which, if no very strong and distinctive peculiarities are

to be observed, as characterising their several styles,

yet the series of artists which are commonly attributed

toother places, warrant us in making such a distribu-

tion here in a Historical point of view.

There were in Madrid several Painters who at-

tained some degree of celebrity even as early as the

XVth century ; and a few of their works, indeed,

are still preserved for the inspection of the curious,

affording interesting examples of home-bred talent

and industry. Such was Antonio del Rineon, a native

of Guadalaxares, born in 1446, the first Painter who is

said to have ventured to abandon the dry, timid Gothic

manner of his predecessors, whoever they were, and to

have made a nearer approach to the full proportions of

the human form. His manner has a striking resem-

blance to that of Ghirlandaio of Florence ; though,

as it appears, this similarity arose from no other

circumstance than their having made like efforts to im-

prove their style, and from being placed in like circum-

stances. Both he and Peter Berrequete, (the elder,) p_ jjerre ,

were greatly favoured and patronised by Ferdinand and quete.

Isabella.

In the Pictures, again, of Ferdinand Gallrzos, who Gillegos.

i in at Salamanca, in 1475, we might fancy that

we traced a strong savour of the manner and style of his

great contemporary, Albert Durer; so much, indeed,

does he resemble him, that it has actually been conjee-

School of

Madrid.

Antonio de

Rineon.
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iotiiisj. tmed that he was placed under him as a scholar. Nor
"V"~^ is it improbable, thatGallegos may have formed himself,

to a certain extent, upon the published engravings of

that master, which already had come much into fashion

throughout Europe ; as to any other causes of resem-

blance, we may, in the absence ofmore positive reasons,

fairly attribute them, as we did in the last instance, to

the natural similarity of efforts made by men of ability,

when placed in similar and correspondent situations.

In the XVIth century the wealth which had

accrued to the Spaniards, from their foreign commerce,

and their enterprise in trade, paved the way for the

establishment of the Fine Arts on a more brilliant and

permanent footing ; and, in the course of a few years,

such talent developed itself, and such eminence was at-

tained, as serves at this hour to shed infinite honour on

the Schools of Spain.

erra. First may be mentioned the name of Gaspar Beeerra,

a native of Baeza, born in 1520. He was a pupil and

assistant of the immortal Michael Angelo, at Rome
;

and, on his return to his Country, he painted many ex-

cellent Historical pieces in fresco, at Madrid, Valladolid,

Salamanca, &c. The air of his style, as may be sur-

mised, was like that of the master under whom he had

studied ; and the Italian tourist will, perhaps, call

to his recollection with pleasure, a Picture by Beeerra,

in the Trinita di Monte at Rome. Nor ought the name

vara. of DouPhilip Guevara, an amateur Painter, to be omitted

here ; he studied in Italy the manner of Titian chiefly;

and there is no doubt, but that from his high rank, good

taste, and natural ability, he materially contributed to

the advancement of the Arts at Madrid.

Still more celebrated is the name ofLouis Morales, or

ales. Morales the Divine, as he is generally called, either from

excessive admiration of his talents, or, as some will

have it, from the nature of the subjects which he

painted. He first came into notice as a Painter at

Valladolid, but his meiit caused him soon to be invited

to the Capital, where he found employment enough in

the Palace of the Escurial, under the reign of Philip II.

His ostentatious manners, however, were displeasing to

the Court, in consequence of which he seems to have

received his dismissal, after which he returned to spend

the rest of his days at the city of Badajoz. His sub-

jects are generally single figures, and are very re-

markable for their excellent Drawing and force of

expression, as well as for their peculiar chasteness

of colour. J. Labrador, a Flower Painter, was his

pupil. We next find a foreigner, Pellegrino Tibaldi,

of Bologna, employed at the Escurial, in conjunc-

tion with Barroso, and two other native Spanish

artists; indeed, the visits of foreign Painters seem :it

all times to have been frequent at this Court, and there

can be little doubt of their having greatly influenced

the fashion, (for such it is,) as to the prevailing man-
ner of Painting at Madrid. We may next mention

the names of Panloia de la Cruz, a Painter of Portraits

and History ; J. Ball. Mayno, the master of Cano ; and
a still more celebrated artist in the line, namely, the

rdslan. Historical Louis Tristan. The last-named learned his

Art, it seems, in the School of a Greek Painter, domi-

ciliated in Spain, named Theutocopuios, whom, how-

ever, like some other precocious pupils, he soon sur-

passed in strength and power : his Pictures are remarked,

in general, for their correctness of design, and their very

harmonious tone of colouring; many specimens may be

seen in the Churches of Toledo and Madrid.

Fernandez Nazarn/e, or ii Mudo, as he was called, Spanish

was another native Painter whose talents were brought School

forward under the patronage of Philip II. ; he painted _,""7V'™""''

Historical pieces with great spirit and talent, having ••*"**'**<

studied in Italy, and formed his style chiefly by what
he had seen in that Country.

Eugene Cazcs being a pupil of his father, who had tn Sene

formerly gone through a course of study in Italy, con- Caxes.

nects himself with the style of Painting in that favoured

land, as it were, only by inheritance : but, nevertheless,

he was a good Painter of History in fresco, and was
much employed at Madrid, by those who seldom
threw away their money, the members of Ecclesiastical

establishments.

But we have now arrived at the period when ap-

peared the greatest genius, in respect of the Fine Arts,

that had yet dawned in Spain, namely, Velasquez, or, to Velasouet

give his name more at length, Jaeopus Rodriguez de

Silva et Velasquez. He was born at Seville in 1599,

and was first initiated into the mysteries of the pro-

fession by Herrera, a Painter of that place; but he

soon quitted his instructions for those of Frances

Pacheco, a Historical Painter of far greater merit and
celebrity. It is probable, however, that his ardent spirit

caught more vigour from the sight of those numerous
Paintings, which early in the XVIIth century were
imported to Seville from Flanders and Italy, as well,

indeed, as from Madrid, or at least, we shall otherwise

find it difficult to account for the progress which he
made. It is upon record, moreover, that the works

of Tristan, whom we have mentioned above, parti-

cularly engaged his attention ; and, so much was his

enthusiasm excited, that in the year 1622 he left Seville,

with the determination to go and seek his fortune, as

well as prosecute his studies, in the Capital. His success

in Portrait Painting soon established him there in easy

circumstances, and finally led to his employment at the

Court ; and, owing to this engagement, he had the good
fortune of being introduced to the acquaintance of the

celebrated Rubens, who was at that time residing there.

Of course, he received considerable advantages, if it were

only from the conversation of so eminent a Professor, and
the practice of visiting his Painting room. Still, however,

dissatisfied with his progress, and anxious to improve

himself to the utmost, he sought and obtained leave

from Philip IV. to make a voyage to Italy, where

the works of the great masters at Venice long occu-

pied his time and his attention. Upon his arrival at

Rome, he was received with distinguished marks of

favour and attention by the Pope, so great already was

his fame; and after renewing his studies in that city

also, and employing his leisure hours in painting the

likenesses of some of the distinguished personages

about the Papal Court, he returned to Madrid in the

year 1631. From this time he devoted himself to Por-

trait Painting, in which he attained such skill, that

none but Rubens or Vandyke could produce Pictures fit

in anv sort to be placed in competition with his. Some
years afterwards, Velasquez made a second journey to "

•barged, it seems, with a commission to make a

:ollection of Pictures, Statues, and Hirsts, for the

decoration of the Royal Palace at Madrid ; which

served as guides tor the succeeding generation of the

artists of this School. After this, we hear little more

of him till his death in the year 1660.

No man certainly had so great an influence on the

profession in Spain, or contributed so much to improve

3 it 2
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Punting, the ideas of his countrymen in general, both by precept

'—v"—» and example, as Velasquez. As a Painter, indeed, of

a DBtnr 1 Style, he has rarely been surpass. id b\ the great-

est masters ; while wcma\ add, that his just distinction

of distance, his brilliancy of effect, and the beauty and

harmony of his colours, entitle him to a still less quali-

fied approbation in the ornamental branch of the \>i

With regard to the peculiar gracefulness of his touch,

we need onlj quote die words of Rafiael Mengs :
" the

pencil," he Bays, speaking of a Picture by Velasquez,

" seems to have no share in execution here, it seems as

a simple exertion of the will.

His pupils. Martinez dd Mayo, a Portrait Painter and Painter in

water colours, was one of his pupils, as was J. Carrcno

de Miranda, a Painter of History in fresco, who also

excelled in Portraits, and was in many respects a most

successful imitator of his master. It is observable, that

many Historical Pictures, and those, too, chiefly works in

fresco, were produced about the middle of the X^ Ilth

century, in Madrid, Valladolid, and other great towns,

by Matthew Ccrego, and Claud Coello. Of this last,

who was greatly patronised at the Royal Palace, it is

said by the Spaniards, that he united the design of

Cano to the brilliant effects of Velasquez, and the

colouring of Murillo ; thus combining the excellencies

of the chief heroes of the Spanish School. He is con-

sidered as being the last of the better class of Painters

belonging to Madrid,

School of There is preserved in the Cathedral at Cordova a

Seville. small picture of the Annunciation, painted upon

wood by one Pietro, a native of Seville, and bear-

ing the date of the year 1500. This is, however,

merely a matter of curiosity ; and though some other

names of the same period are preserved, they only

serve to prove that Painting was rudely cultivated in

these parts even at that da\ . The first person of note of

whom we have anyaccount is Louisde Vargas, who was

living at Seville in the former part of the XVIth cen-

turv. He had made a voyage to Italy, it seems, and

studied there under Perino del Vaga ; and such was his

proficiency in the line of History, that there are those

among his zealous countrymen who compare him to

Rafiael. We have honourable mention made, too, of

Paul de Cespedes, who was born at Cordova in 153S,

and became eminent as a Sculptor, an Architect and

a Painter in fresco. He Hint too, as others did in his

day, to improve himself in his Art, by studying in Italy,

and placed himself under some of the followers of

Michael Angelo ; and there are specimens of his pencil

\ct to be seen in some of the Churches at Rome.
In 1577 he returned to Spain, on the occasion of

being appointed to a Canonry at Cordova; and it was

between this city and Seville that he subsequently

divided the remainder of his days. L. de Vargas cer-

tainly possessed a more Classical turn of mind than

any of the other Spanish artists, and we cannot deny

him the merit of being a good colourist. But in

speaking of the Spanish School, we must regard with

still greater feeling of interest those who never had re-

course to foreign study, and who formed themselves with

a truly national spirit, from resources purely their on n.

One such Painter we find at Seville, in this period,

Hen-era. namely, Fr. Herrera, (the elder,) many of whose His-

torical works are to be seen in the Churches at Seville.

And though, as has been already related, Velasquez

disdained him as an instructor, the traveller in Spain

recognises in him a degree of skill and talent which

Spani.T

School.

Lou s de

Vargas.

Paul de

Cespedes.

docs honour to his country. It was his son who was
patronised by Philip IV., and, though professedly a
Painter of History, was so successful in still-life pieces,

>—v-™"
particularly fish, &C,, that he obtained the name of It

Spagnolo delli pesci.

Alphonso Cano was born at Grenada in 1601, and Cano.

lived and painted chiefly at Seville, though there are few
Churches or Convents in Madrid, Grenada, or Cordova,
that ilo not possess some specimens of his pencil. He
studied in Italy ; and it is not uncommon to hear his

works in Sculpture compared to those ofMichael Angelo,
and his Pictures to those of Albano ; and from these ex-

pressions, though we may not be prepared to admit the

justness of the application, we may yet be enabled to

form some idea of his style arid maimer in those two
lines of Art. We must also add, that, like some of the

Florentines, he studied in a third department, and was
a Professor of Architecture, lie left behind him a very

numerous band of scholars, and certainly must be con-
sidered as having greatly contributed to the success

of the Arts in Spain. Michel Jerome Cieza is the one
of his scholars who comes nearest to his master's

style.

Fr. Zurbaran, the Spanish Caravaggio, as he is Ziu-baran.

called, was bom in 159S, and formed himself chiefly by
copying the Pictures of that master which were to be
seen at Seville, for he never travelled to Italy. His
chief works are, the Pictures over the high altar in the

Church of St. Thomas at Seville, the Paintings for the

Convent of the Carthusians at Xeres, and the Labours of
Hercules for the Retiro at Madrid. Barnabi d'Arzala,

and the Polancos, were among his best scholars.

P. Maya was born at Grenada in 1610, and first Maya.

learned the principles of his Art at Seville ; but in the

course of his journey to Flanders, he saw some of the

works of Vandyke, and thenceforth would study no
other master ; he even went to England, in order to

place himself under his instruction. Some of his works
are in the Churches at Grenada, for he was a Histori-

es 1 Painter ; and there are many others in the hands of

individuals both in Spain and England. J.Athanasius

Bocanegra came nearest of any succeeding Painter to

the style ofMoya and Vandyke.
Barthelany Esteban Murillo however is the chief Murillo.

glory of the School of Seville. This great artist, for

such he is universally allowed to be, was born in the

year 161S. With regard to his earlier studies it is

worthy of remark, that he did not, as his predecessors

had done in general, form himself upon the Italian

model, but turned his attention to the Flemish Painters,

or rather, as the last-mentioned artist had done, addicted

himself to the principles of Vandyke. It is said, in fact,

that it was from the visit of Moya to Seville, that he

first gained an idea of what might truly be called

excellence in Art ; or, in other words, that line which he

followed was the only one wherein were displayed

those peculiarities which were congenial to his own
natural ideas. Launching into the world without money
or even friends, we see this young man sitting down
and painting a few pieces of canvass, which he sold

to a hawker to be carried out to the Indies, and with

money thus raised he went to Madrid, and intro-

duced himself to Velasquez Velasquez was at this

time a great man about the Court; but, far from
being offended with his conduct, or feeling as a more
vulgar mind might have done on such an occasion, he

received him at once with kindness and even fami-
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Painting. liarity ; taking care to lay open to his inspection all the
* choicest works in the Palace of the Escurial. In con-

sequence of the advantages thus offered to him, we
learn that Murillo staid there three years, and, from his

studies and diligence so unremittingly pursued at the

Capital, started at once as a finished Painter. This

kind act of Velasquez was a moral lesson to Murillo,

which he never suffered to be obliterated from his mind,

and he, too, in his turn, when afterwards he had risen to

eminence, always showed a generous readiness of disposi-

tion to every young artist who was presented to his notice.

He it was, indeed, who first formed the project of esta-

blishing an Academy of design at Seville, which he
finally succeeded in accomplishing, in spite of the great

opposition with which he met. Murillo exhibited great

talent, both in Historical composition and in the more
homely figures of common life. As to style of design,

he is one of those whom the Italians call a naturalista,

that is, without any pretensious to Classical grace; but

the truth and strength of character that pervade his

Pictures, give him with the world in general a higher

recommendation; to this he added a force and richness

of colour equal to the best productions of his mighty
prototype. The greatest and most perfect Painting by
Murillo is said to be the St. Antony ofPadua, which is

placed in the Cathedral at Seville, and for which he
received no less a sum than 10,000 rials from the

Chapter. Some of his Pictures are to be met with in

the Royal Palaces in Spain, and almost every collection

of note throughout Europe will afford some example of
this great master. It may be said that no artist, if we
except Rubens, ever had the reputation of painting so

many Pictures as Murillo.

Of the pupils of Murillo whose Pictures are often

confounded with his, it will be sufficient to mention
the names of Antolinez, Villa Vicencio, Tobar, Menesco,

Osorio, &c. Sebastian Gomez is, perhaps, still more
successful in his imitations.

Another follower of the style of Vandyke and Rubens
was Nino de Guevara, who also lived in the XVIIth
century ; if, indeed, it is fair to introduce any such

person as a parallel to the name of Murillo. We
may close our account of the School of Seville with

the names of P. Camprobin and J. Arellano, Flower
Painters ; Joseph Antolinez, (scholar of Ricci,) a
Painter of Landscape, and Henri des las Marinas, as

his title imports, a Painter of Sea-pieces.

Nicholas Factor (le beat,) the Painter of Madonne,
is the first name on the catalogue, in point of time,

at Valencia; he lived early in the XYIth century.

Of still more note, in regard to the degree of skill

which he attained, was the Pere Nicholas Borras, who
filled the walls, cloisters, altars, && of the Convent
of St. Jerome di Gaudie at Valencia with his Paint-

ings. He seems to have been indebted for his great-

est proficiency in the Art to his acquaintance with

the celebrated Vincent Joanes, a person of whom it is

our duty next to take notice. Joanes, who is the glory

of the School of Valencia, was horn in 1523. He
studied in Italy for some time, according to the fashion

of the day, and there he learned to imitate, and not

unsuccessfully, the manner of Raffuel ; so much so that

some have supposed him to have been his pupil ; the

date of his birth however renders this impossible, The
piety of his feelings deserves to be recorded, as well as

his ^ kill ; for the same fact is related of him as of Louis

Vargas, namely, that before entering upon a sacred

subject he invariably prepared himself for the task by Spanish

taking the Sacrament. At the Palaie at Madrid - c,,o° l -

are six magnificent Pictures by Joanes, representing ^~*v-—

"

the History of St. Stephen; and many of his works
are to be seen in the Churches at Madrid, Segovia,
Valencia, e-;c. His manner of Painting is not alto-
gether free from restraint, hut still there is so much of
energy, such skill in foreshortening, and such a flow
and fulness in his draperies, as to make ample amends
for this fault, and banish the imputation of poverty
or servility from his style : his colouring, as might be
expected, savours much of the Roman School. He had
a son, Vincent Jean de Joanes, who must not be con-
founded as a Painter with his father, to whom he was
greatly inferior in talent.

Matarana and Yacarri were also respectable Painters
of Historical subjects at that day, and chiefly in fresco.

There were, too, three Historical Painters at Valencia
of the name of Zarinena.
The Venetian style and manner of Painting seems at

all times to have had great attractions for the Spanish
artists : but there are few, if any, amongst their number
who were more successful in seizing its peculiarities

than Petro Orrente, of Montalegre, in Murcia. His
favourite master was Bassano, and it was after his
fashion that he used to paint both Historical subjects
and those of common life. Examples enough are to be
met with at Toledo, Madrid, Cordova, Badajoz, Valen-
cia, and in his native Country ; those which gained him
the most admiration are eight designs from the Book of
Genesis, in the possession of the family of De Huertas:
he lived in the latter part of the With century.
Contemporary with Orrente was the Augustan friar,

Leonardo, a Painter of History, Portraits, and Battle
pieces. He received a commission from the General of
his Order to decorate with Paintings his Convent at

Madrid ; and he was employed also in many works at

Toledo, Cordova, Valencia, &c.

Francis Ribalta was born in 1551, and chancing Ribalta.

during his state of pupilage to fall in love with the
daughter of his master at Valencia, and being refused

the honour of her hand, he betook himself to Rome;
probably as much for a diversion of his thoughts, as for

the purpose of making himself considerable by his

talents. There he employed himself in copying the

standard Pictures of Rafiael, the Caracci, and more
particularly those of Sebastian del Piombo; and at his

return, so gratified was his master by the talent he dis-

played, and so satisfied that he would make his way in

the world, that he freely gave him his daughter in

marriage. His colouring is rude, but in Drawing and
composition he is excelled by few; and so much are his

Pictures esteemed at Valencia, that the citizens of that

place very unwillingly part with any of his works,
lie painted also for many of the Churches at Madrid,
Valencia, Segovia, &c Castaneda and liausa were his \\ = upits.

best scholar-. Hi- son, too. Julian Ribalta, equalled his

father, though he exerted his talent in a different

branch of the Art, confining himself almost wholly to

Portrait Painting. HyacinthusJerome dt Espinota also

is said to have been a pupil of Ribalta, born in 1600; he
painted Sacred History in good sl_\l.- ; but there are threr

other Painters of this name and family, who were
also Historical Painters, Stephen March, or March des -; Mirch,

Baiaillea, so called from the usual subjects of his

pencil, acquired great fame from the bustle and spirit

of his designs, as well as from their colouring, which
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Painting resembled thai of the Venetian mode. He had a
v—»v^—' pupil, named Sotomayor, of considerable merit in the

same line.

Mathieu G ''>/, a Painter of History, was a pupil

of oik' of the Hibalta School, who served to keep alive

the memory of that greal artist: his Pictures are in

most of the C invents of Murcia, Toledo, and Madrid;

he was horn in 1648. We must not omit the name

of Auaiitlus Gasal, who was formed in the School of

Carlo Maratla at Rome, and whose heavy manner he

followed: his Paintings are to be found chiefly in the

Convents and Churches of Valencia, where he died at

the beginning of the XVI 1 1th century. Don Vincent

Ha (the Canon) was a scholar of the same, and

many of his Pictures, both in Italy and in Spain, pass

under the name of that master.

FRENCH SCHOOL.

The art of Staining glass with a variety of permanent

colours was, as we have before mentioned, the invention

of a Frenchman, William of Marseilles; but except in

works of this description, which, however beautiful in

themselves, are of a totally distinct nature from the

usual studies of a School of Painting, little or no pro-

gress appears to have been made in France before the

day of Francis I. We find, indeed, the name of Jean

Cousin, who was born at Soucy near Sens in 1462, the

author of certain Treatises on Art, and a few samples of

whose practical talents are preserved by the engraver.

We have also the name of F. Clow ' or Janet, a Portrait

Painter, and, in the Historical department, those of

Dubreuil and Freminet, who were flourishing towards

the middle of the XV 1th century. But with the reign

of Francis I. was introduced a new and more brilliant

a;ra of Art. That monarch commenced his patronage

by inviting Italian artists of high reputation to reside at

his Court, Rosso, Nicolo del Abate, awd Primaticcio ; their

style was captivating, and became fashionable ; and thus,

through a raire tor Italian study and Italian taste, was

loped the Latent germ of native genius in France.

The first Painter o eminence who was thus brought for-

Vouet. ward was Simon V' Uet, the son of a Painter at Pari-,

horn in the year 1582. He was fortunate enough to

meet with the patronage of the French Ambassador to

Turkey, by whom he was carried to Constantinople, and
afterwards sent to Italy, where he remained upwards of

fourteen years; and let it be observed, that, though a

Frenchman, his talents were such as to acquire for him

even in that great seminary of Painters no ignoble

name: the Picture of The Assumption, for the Chapel ol

the Chapter of St. Peter's, i s reckoned one of his best

works: there are many others, however, which have

become familiar to the Public by the hands of the

engravers. In the School of this artist were formed
Hre pupils. Valentino, Le Brim, he Sueur, Dufresnoy, Mignard,

Testolin, La llyre, and many others, who in their day

Jacques did honour to their Country. Jacques Bianchard was

hard, a contemporary of Vouet, but far inferior to him in

originality and talent: he, nevertheless, gained a gnat

reputation from his successful imitation of the Venetian

style, his compositions abound with female forms,

and he gained the name of the French Titian.

A still greater artist ne\t appeared, namely, Nicolas
Poussin. Poussin, who was 1 orn at Andely in Normandy in

159.5. The greatest part of his life was passed at

Rome ; and by his unceasing application, during his

residence there, he formed for himself a more truly Fren.n

Classical and learned Btyle than any other Painter up. mi School.

record, Bearceiy excepting rXaffael himself. Still, it was
^^~v"™^

not a cold or tame and lifeless grace which his figures

exhibited, but a lull OerVOUSneSS ol' expression, tha'

showed the deepest knowledge not only ol the external

and anatomical movements, but also of the inward

emotions of the human heart. We have in England,

in the collection of the Marquess of Stafford, some of

his most perfect pieces, namely, The Seven Sorramenls

:

engravings of his other more celebrated piece-, such as

The Deluge, The Philistine* mitten by the Plague, The

death of Germanii us, and The discovery of Moses, are

in the hands of all amateurs, and give a Letter idea of

his s|\lc than any words can express. \. Poussin had

no actual scholars under his charge, but there are few

Painters of France of his day who were not indebted to

him for advice; and still fewer ofany day who have not

profited by his example: we may safely say, indeed,

that his manner gave the turn and fashion in France to

all the artists that came alter him; in short, the Pons.

sinesque style is as truly the characteristic of the French

School as the Rafiaelesque is of the Roman.
We may mention Jacqut i Stella ofLyons, a friend of stcila.

Poussin, as one who closely and successfully imitated

his manner of composition ; he was patronised by t'ar-

dinal de Richelieu. .Many of the first People of the

Court seemed to have 'unbilled a taste for Art from the

example set them by Francis I., and there was no want

of patronage to a voting artist who displayed at this

period any symptoms of talent.

Franris Perrier, a native of Burgundy, born in l.'iito, Perrier

went to Italy, and placed himself for a while under

Lanfranc; but his unfortunate instability of disposition

became his ruin, and he painted but very few Pictures,

being at this day known in the world chiefly as an

engraver. Francis Bianchard, of Paris, is recorded F.Biandiaru

as a Painter of History about this period, and a very

respectable if not a great one. He too studied in Italy,

and followed the manner chiefly of the Venetian School.

To these we may add Jean If Main\ a Painter of per-

spectives, and Jrini Mosnier, a glass Painter. They also

went through their course of study in Italy ; for it

seems as if fashion had now made this journey an ab-

solutely necessary part ol almost every Painter's educa-

tion.

The next person whom we shall mention is one who
did honour to his foster Country, and who deserves to be

remembered by all his countrymen for his talent ; the

traveller in Italy will recognise a very beautiful Painting

from his hand, which has the honour of a place in the

collection at the Vatican Palace. His name is Moise le

Valentin, or Valentino, as he was called more usually Valentino

by the Italians; he was born at Coulomiers in 1600;
it appears that he left the School of Vouet, at Paris, in

order to study in Italy, where he became a great

admirer ofM. Caravaggio, and after his fashion painted

his figures in a strong, forcible style upon a dark or

rather black background. His Concert, Judith with the

head of Holofernes,aad some few other of his Pictures,

are well-known.

./. i:<i]>t. Mo/a, or Mula da Franria, for he too was a Mola.

Frenchman horn,was another of those who abandoned the

School of Vouet fortlujse of Italy: he may be remarked,

however, as having adopted a style directly opposite to

the last-named artist, becoming a lollower of the graceful

and soft Albano; many of his Pictures are, indeed, often
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Painting, passed under the name of that great master. Jacqui !

v—-
v-—'' Callot, also, whose little military pieces, the Temptation

Callot. f St. Anthony, &c, are so universally admired, was

of this day, and, like the others, studied in Italy. We
li'le. might mention, too, Ferdinand ElU, who as a native of

Malines rather belongs to the Flemish School, yet con-

stantly resided at Paris, and is hut little known else-

where", lie painted Portraits chiefly. He left a son

behind him in the same line, usually known under the

name of Ferdinand the younger.

Up to the time of which we now speak, the Painters

in France seem generally to have exercised all the

several branches of the Art of design ; this appears

evident upon considering the very various specimens

sent by them as their contributions to the earlier exhi-

Koyal Aca- bitions of the Royal Academy of Paris. Many diffi-

rfemy of culties, it seems, here, as in other Capitals, stood in the
'

way, and much was to be done before this establishment

was settled on a proper foundation. The name of the

Academy, indeed, existed as early as the year 164S ; but,

notwithstanding, it is quite clear, that it was not till

seven years afterwards, that letters patent were obtained

for its formation under Louis XIV. In his reign it re-

ceived great encouragement, its funds were large and

numerous, and Chairs and Professorships, and honours

of various sorts, were accorded to it. A most important

addition was afterwards made to it, by the establishment

of a second Royal Academy of France, in the seat of

the Arts, at Rome itself; where young French artists,

who were deserving of patronage, might he received and
assisted in their studies. This plan was not finally ac-

complished until the year 1765. The Palazzo Medici

on the Monte Pincio, having then been purchased for

this purpose, is the present residence of the young
Frenchmen during their period of study at Rome.

Lf Sueur. Le Sueur, one of the most zealous partisans of the

Academy, and who uniformly supported its interests

against those who were adverse to its Formation, was
born in the year 1617 ; and his name is commonly men-
tioned by the French writers with more than ordinary

delight, as affording the best specimen of what pure,

native French talent has been able to effect. It is true,

indeed, that he never studied in Italy, hut at the same
time it is evident to the most casual observer of his

works, that he must have formed himself chiefly by

attention to the works of Italian Painters ; and though
there are few who have been provided with a greater

stock of invention and natural feeling, yet, again, there

are few who exhibit in their compositions such strong

lineaments of imitative Classical study. His colouring

is not forcible, but still possesses a certain degree of

harmony, which soothes the eye of connoisseurs, and
makes them forget his faults. Harmony, indeed, and
milder affections of the soul seem alone to he natural to

Le Sueur; hut still he was sufficiently powerful to excite,

by the manner of his design, a strong interest in the

mind of the spectator, and may be fairly classed among
the best of those whom a Roman would place at the

head of the Transalpine School. He died at the

age of thirty-four, but left even in this short life many
works to attest his ability and skill : of these we may
mention the Life of St. Bruno, St. Paul preaching at

Ephesus, The Martyrdom ofSt. Laurence, Our Saviour
with Mary and Martha, Our Saviour carried to the Se-

pulchre, and Alexander receiving tht < ,i the hands

ofhis Physicians; most of which have been made known
to the public by the labour of the engraver. Nicolas

Claude

Colombell, of Sotteville, was his only scholar who attained French

any great name. Sclioyl.

The name of Claude Lorrain has of late years been
inserted in the catalogue of French Painters, but they

have little claim to this great man, since his native

province was not yet annexed to France : it docs not

appear indeed that he ever set his foot within the limits

of the French Monarchy, and his style was formed where
his life was almost wholly passed, namely, at Rome.
The name of Dufresnoy is known rather from his Dofre

Poem on the Art ofPainting, than from the specimens

of his pencil, and therefore may he passed over in

this brief History of the Art ; but the next name occur-

ring on the catalogue, is that of one of the most dis-

tinguished French artists, namely, Sebastian Bourdon. Bourdon.

He was one of those instances of precocious talent

whose life, contrary to vulgar prejudices, was prolonged

so as to enable him to justify the promise of his early

years: he was born at Montpellier in 1 GIG, and at the

age of fourteen designed and executed in good style,

as it is said, a plafond in the house of a gentleman near

Bourdeaux. In a later period of his life, after his re-

turn from Italy, we find him equally happy in his com-
position in all the three chief branches of the Art, in

History, Landscape, and Portrait; while it may fairly

be said, that his imitations of Poussin, Caracci, and
Sacchi, are of a nature to deceive the eye of even an

experienced connoisseur. Jacob carrying away the

idols ofLaban, TheVirsin and Child, The Siren Lab

of Piety, and some others, have been engraved; and a

beautiful Landscape, given by the late Sir G. Beaumont
to the National Gallery in London, is familiar to the

public.

Owing to a reputation which was enhanced beyond
its due merit, by the favour and partiality of the Court

of France, there are few Painters of that Country whose
names have a more extensive reputation than that of

Le Brun. He had some talent, certainly ; but he will Le Brun.

be quoted always by the judicious connoisseur, as

affording a sample of the worst style of Historical Paint-

ing that e\pr forced itself upon the public notice; I,<

Brun peinl a nos yetUS lefier d le terrible, says the Poet,

nor can we characterise his style better than by these

two words : and yet it is not that sort of fierceness and

terror which interests us in looking at a Picture, it is one
continual bustle, that distracts the attention, and oilers

no rallying point for the Imagination or the feelings.

Repose is a quality utterly banished from his works ;

and though he represents, in sonic of his Pictures, the

Passions of the Soul, and even wrote a Treatise upon

the subject, it is only in their vulgar and most staring

forms that they are ever depicted by him on the cam ass.

No one is farther removed from the Poetic dignity of

the Art, which alone enables it to interest and ennoble

the mind. He gives the most perfect sample of thai

deficiency of sedateness and grandeur of style, which

the Classical Winckelmaun describes, by borrowing from

the Ancients the term parenthyrsis.

Ferdier, Houasse, and Attdran, were the scholars and His pupil*.

assistants of Le Brun, whose style they imitated with

but too much servility: indeed, it may be said, that in

consequence of the splendour of a name honoured as

his was bj Court favour, his style not only became the

fashion of his own day. hut has stamped a character on
the French School, which it retains in great measure

even to this time; and ii: spite of the ingenuity of mo-
dern declamation andthe judgment developed by modern
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Lcnains.

Philip de

Champagne

Bnurguig-

non.

Parrocel.

Coypel.

l)c l.i

Pesnc

Jouvenci.

Sophie

Cheron.

connoisseurs, tlie annual exhibitions at the Louvre

savour more strongly of the fierceness and audaeity

of Le Bran, than of (he chaste energy of Poussin.

Peter Mignard and Nicolas htignard, two brothers,

horn al Troves, and both distinguished Painters of por-

trait and History, llourished during the earlier part of

the XVIIth century. Peter, however, who studied for

many years in Italy, was the more celebrated id' the

two : he succeeded Le Brim in his place of thief Painter

to the King- of France, and some splendid specimens

of his talent are still to he seen in the Royal Palace at

Versailles ; where the connoisseur will observe, that if

he fail in force and dignity of expression, there is yet a

softness and harmony of composition, and freshness of

colouring, demanding our admiration.

The two Lenains, Louis and Antony, were excellent

Portrait Painters, and they have left behind them also

some groups of figures, designed in a picturesque style,

which are remarkable for their freshness of colouring,

and happy facility of expression : they died about 16-iS;

little else is known of their history.

Philip de Champagne belongs, by birth at least, to the

Flemish School, but he passed the greater part of his

life at Paris ; and his Portraits, or compositions con-

taining lew figures, possess great merit.

Jacques Courtois or Bourguignon, (as he is usually

called,) is well known from his spirited Battle pieces ; he

passed the best of his days, and painted his best Pic-

tures, in [taly. He left behind him a successful imitator,

in his countryman, Juxrph Parrocel, who, upon his

return from his studies in Italy, obtained employment

at the Court under the reign of Louis XIV. ; this was

at the time, too, that Vandermeulen had long enjoyed

the chief favours of his Majesty, and was regularly

retained by him to detail with his pencil the military

glories of the day.

A. Coypel was one of the best Historical Painters of

Paris towards the end of the XVIIth century; in his

Pictures we first trace the appearance of French faces

and French manners in the personages represented on his

canvass; a fault which afterwards became very common
amongst the secondary Painters of the French school :

Athaliah, Jephthah, Solomon, Susannah, Venus, &c,
are all so many French men and French women in

disguise, as may be seen in the engravings after his

works. There were four artists, however, of some
note belonging to the family of Coypel; nor were the

stocks of Halle, Boulogne, and Detroit, much less pro-

lific in Painters, though their fame is not very much
extended beyond the limits of France.

De Lafosse deserves our notice for the neatness of

his colouring; some of his chief works were his Paint-

ings at the Palaces of Versailles and the Trianon, and

he was also much employed in England by the family

of the Duke of Montague. His nephew, Ant. Pesm ,\\ as

a respectable Portrait Painter, who established himself

in the service of the King of Prussia at Berlin, where

he finished his da;, s.

Jean Jouvenet is celebrated fir his Picture of the

Descent from the Cross, which is said to be one of the

best compositions of the French School : many other

of his works have been engraved, and it must be con-

fessed, that he is not devoid of originality or greatness

of manner: he died in 1717.

At the same time flourished Sophie Cheron, who
attained a high and deserved reputation in her day :

her style of design was tasteful, and her colouring

excellent : it was her brother, Louis Cheron, who was French

driven to England at the time of the Revocation of the School.

Edict of Nantes; his works are often to be met with, '*~~*v~mm

and never fail to attract our attention bv their verv ,.,""_,....
, ,

- , .
J

. ' Cheron.
C lassical and pure style ot design : we have many
of his designs in one of the large-sized editions of the

Bible used in Parish Churches.

Another French artist, who found employment in

England at that time, was Nicolas de Largilliire, who
even at the early age of eighteen surprised the King, fJJSnJ

e

Charles II., by the vigour and freedom of his pencil:

he did not live in England, however, but went back to

his native Country, where he attained the favour and
applause of his brother Academicians, though he cannot
be said to have been honoured by the patronage of
the Court.

Hyacinthe Rigaud, a native of Perpignan, gained Ri<raud
great admiration at Paris, for the bcaut\ of his Por-
traits. Rigaud is the Vandyke of the French School, as

J. li. Monnoyer is their Van iluysuin : there are, per- Monnoyer.
haps, few men who have attained greater reputation in

this line: he was generally assisted in his labours by
his relative and scholar, De Fonteney, who perhaps DeFonicne
painted with more truth and fidelity, if with less of
Poetical spirit than his master.

The Pictures of Waiteau, whose name next occurs \VaUeaii.

in the list, are bouquet-like in point of the exquisite

effect of their colouring: though, perhaps, thev enchant
us still more bv the lively comic grace of his figures,

and the spirit of his design.

Le Pa ii Ire, La Fage, Le Maire, Le Moine, Cazes,

Itani/r, Nanteueil, L. Ferdinand, &C., as Painters of

Portrait or History; I'etilol, as an Enamel Painter,

./. Forest, J. Rousseau, his pupil, Meusnier, and /'. Patet\

as Landscape Painters, and many other artists of a

secondary rank, were nourishing about the end of the

XVIIth century, and beginning of the XVIIIth, at a

time when the Court had shown a most indulgent spirit

of patronage for the Art, and almost every great officer

of State, every farmer-g-eneral of the finances, every pre-

late of the church, or even every banker of eminence,

became anxious to signalize his wealth or his taste by
becoming a purchaser of Pictures, and an amateur of
the beaux arts.

Some of the best works executed at this time at Paris

were the architectural pieces of Servandoni, a native of
Florence, and pupil of P. Panini : and of those of the

native Painters, we may mention the Brazen Serpent by
P. Subleyras, a Picture which displays talent of a high Sublcyraj

order. Some other valuable Paintings by this artist are

now to be seen in the Louvre.

Of merit scarcely inferior are the Historical composi-
tions of Fr. de Troy; his Salniaris and Hennaphro- Dc T:oy

ditus, Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, &c. Those
of Reslout, also, (in spite of an almost tedious man-

jjeslnut_

nerism, displaying itself in a certain precision and
angularity of design,) are pictures of merit.

Fr, Boucher, a scholar of Le Moine, gained also a Boucher
great mime at Paris ; and there are few artists whose
works have been more largely made known than his have

been by the assiduity of the engravers ; but his reputation

was chiefly obtained by the facility with which lie re-

presented the graces of the female sex, and by scenes in

which their unveiled charms might be exhibited toad-

vantage ; he sought, in fact, to allure purchasers by ex-

citing their passions, because he was unable to produce

air, admiration by his taste or skill. He had many
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Puutiog. scholars and followers who were successful in his style,

»^-v~»' if success it may he called,— for it was only success in

finding a vent for their productions,—these were Bour-

dovin, Mettai, Des Hayes, Fragonard, and Juliard, who
was also a tolerable Landscape Painter, and Le Prince,

a Painter of Pastoral pieces, &c.

The names, however, which reflect the highest

honour on the French School, in the middle of the

XVIIIth century, are those of Fernet, Chardin, Greuze,

and Latour.

/emet. The Sea pieces of Vernet, for the boldness of his de-

sign, and the strength and force of his effect, are beyond

all praise; but he introduced, it must be confessed, a

certain air of artificial peculiarity not only into the

attitudes of all his figures, but even into his tone of

colouring. He may truly be called a complete French

Painter.

;hardin. Chardin painted Portraits, animals, fruits, figures,

&c.,all with the same true spirit of execution, happi-

irenze. ness of touch, and fidelity to Nature. Greuze succeeded

chiefly in his fortunate power of seizing and portray-

ing the more common and familiar emotions of the

soul ; his subjects are not heroes or demigods, but are

usually taken from the middling classes of common life,

and there are few people that will not feel a sympathy

in the scenes which he represents : he stands alone in

atour. the French School in this walk of Art. La/our excel-

led only in the use of the crayon, but by his spirit and

truth of manner he gained a well deserved name.

Louis XV., the Dauphin, Voltaire, and many other

persons of rank and fame, were painted by his

hand.

anloo Under the name of I'anloo we have Charles, the son

of a Painter at Nice, born in 170."), and who had com-
pleted his studies under Benedetto Luti at Rome. At
Paris he soon excited public attention, received the

honourable appointment of chief Painter to the King,

and was decorated with the Order of St. Michel. The

flaying of Marsyas, The chaste Susannah, The Three

Graces, &c, are among those of his works which are

most known, and best deserve to be so. He must be

regarded, however, as a man shining in consequence of

the weakness of his competitors and contemporaries in

the profession, rather than by the vigour and force of his

own ability. His scholars are Lagrene, (the elder,)

Doyen, Julien, Olivier, &c. His brother, Charles Philip

Vanloo, and his son, Louis Michel I'anloo, both were
Painters of Portrait and History: but the chiefglory of

the family is derived from ,/. B. i'anloo, of Aix, born in

1684, but who of course does not belong to this School,

at least if we regard the locality of his birth.

We may close the list of the School of France with

the names of Nicolas Laneret, a successful Painter of
familiar scenes, and a pupil of Watteau ; J. Pillemont,

a tolerable Painter of Landscape ; Robert, a Painter of
architectural ruins and picturesque compositions of that

u.id nature; and, though last not least, David. The works
of the last are full of the restlessness of the style of Le
Brun, and are familiar to all visitors at Paris of the

present day. Yet here it is but fair to say, there ap-

pears to be more talent in the Painters now living, and
more promise of honour to the French School in the

Historical line, at least, than the latter part of this

sketch would have led us to infer. They must
be allowed to have succeeded, in some respects be

yond their contemporaries, either in England or yet

in Italy. If we were to hazard a critique upon them,

vol, v

we should say, that the line they have adopted savours English

too much of an artificial imitation of the antique on the School,

one side, and of theatrical gesture on the other : and
v"—*v"^-'

they certainly never succeed in entirely divesting them-
selves of a certain Frenchified air, as to the attitudes of
their figures, which stamps them, in spite of their real

merit, with incontrovertible marks as the most decided
mannerists of the Age.

ENGLISH SCHOOL.

The most diligent researches of the Historian afford
but few notices of native British artists, or, at least, of
such as deserve that name, previous to the XVIIIth
century : and certainly there are none who can, as to
their style, boast of a character of their own, or who pos-
sess such merit as to enable us to speak of them as form-
ing a School of Painters. From the earliest times it

seems to have been the custom, both with the Court
and with the Prelacy, to send for foreigners either from
Italy or from the Low Countries, for the execution of
any important pictorial decoration. Thus were intro-

duced P. Cavallini, in the reign of Henrv III., and
in after-times John of Mabeuse, H. Holbein, Lucas de
Heere, Marc Willems, Sir A. More, C. Ketel, F. Zuc-
chero, Gentileschi, Honthorst, C. Jansen, Rubens,
Vandyke, Vandevelde, Sir P. Lely, and Sir Godfrey
Kneller

; and a host of other foreigners, with whom it

was difficult for the homeliness of native skill to main-
tain a struggle. The very names of the workmen and
inferior artists employed in the more mechanical part
of the works intrusted to the Painters just mentioned,
appear in early times to have been generally foreign,

and the Art seems to have been regarded as a mystery
of a rather occult nature. We must suppose, however,
that the example afforded by the labours of such illus-

trious strangers, and the extreme admiration excited by
their works, would have some effect in exciting a spirit

of emulation, or, at least, of imitation, amongst our
Countrymen; and to this circumstance we are indebted
for the formation of those few British artists who,
though of an inferior description, are all that this Coun-
try can boast of in days of yore. Such was Master

ft"alter, employed by Henry III. upon certain Paintings

in the Palace at Westminster. Such was John Thorn-
ton, of Coventry, who painted the east window in York
Cathedral, during the reign of Henry VI. Such were
Andrew Wright and John Brown, Serjeant Painters,

as they were ca led, and Members of a chartered

Society, which was formed in the reign of Henrv VIII.

Such, in the succeeding reign, was John Bossam, of

whom, however, we know nothing more than is to be

gleaned from the commendatory remarks of a contem-
porary attist. Such, too, was Hilliard, in the reign of

Elizabeth, who has some little claim to our notice, as

being one of the masters of Oliver.

Isaac Oliver is the first British artist on record of Oliver.

whom we can safely speak with any degree of com-
mendation ; am! whencesoever his family was originally

derived, for this is a disputed matter, he, at least,

was certainly horn on our soil. His province was
Portrait Painting in miniature, many specimens of

which are now preserved. Those of his works which

are most known, are a head, supposed to be that of

Mary Queen of Scuts, and others of Qmeit Elizabeth,

Ben Jonsou, &c. He died in 1617, leaving a son, Peter

Oliver, who imitated his father's style with much success.

3s
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Punting. Thomas and John Bettes also were living in this reign,

v—~v-"—^ and painted Portraits with much truth and fidelity of

manner,—their fashion being evidently built upon the

taste introduced by Zucchero, or some other Italian.

Lyne, Peake, Arnold, Hilltam and Francis Segar, and

Peter Cole, also are chronicled as Painters of renown

in this reign; but, as to their deserts, they may ho

passed over. We find that the munificence of Charles I.

and his Court, called forth some latent sparks of genius

from amongst our countrymen, but even these artists

were formed after the examples and precepts of the

foreigners who were then so largely employed in En-

gland. The decoration of the Banqueting-house at

Whitehall, the purchase of the Pictures of the Duke of

Montrose, and the encouragement and patronage given

by the Court to such men as Rubens and Vandyke,

inspired a new feeling into the People of England

towards the Arts of design, and left an impression the

effects of which were visible during the succeeding Age.

Dobson. William Dobson was born in 1610 : he came to London

while young, and some of his Pictures, exhibited for sale,

having by chance attracted the attention of Vandyke,

that irreat artist had the generosity to recommend him to

the favour of King Charles. From that day his fortune

was secured, for he had merit enough to ensure his

success, as soon as an occasion of displaying his talent

was offered him. He gave so much satisfaction to his

Majesty, that he finally succeeded, at the death of Van-

dyke, to the place of Serjeant Painter. He painted both

Portrait and History; and his General Monk, &c, at

Chatsworth, and The Beheading of St. John, at Wilton,

may be mentioned here as being among the best speci-

mens of his skill in these two departments of \rt : as to

merit, he may be classed (and it is no small honour)

among the most successful imitators of Vandyke.
Jim son. Georse Jaiihsmi was a pupil of Rubens, whose man-

ner he chiefly followed : most of his works are to be

found in the seats of his Countrymen in Scotland, and,

if not quite equal in beauty to the pieces of the last-

named artist, they are of a degree of merit by no means

to be despised.

/.Cooper. Alexander Cooper, an excellent drawing by whom,
representing Acleon and Diana, is preserved in the col-

Jection of Pictures at Burleigh, was also an eminent

native artist who flourished in this rei<rn, as likewise

Ho»*ins. did his uncle, John Hoskins, a Portrait Painter.

After these we may mention Robert Walker, a Portrait

Painter, who was much noticed and patronised by

Cromwell, during his usurpation. The Protector had

his Portrait taken both by Walker, and another Painter

of the name of Edward Maseall ; as well as by Sir

P. Lely. Samuel Cooper, and Gibson, the Dwarf.

"Uler. Isaac Fuller's inimitable Picture of himself, when in

a state of intoxication, will be called to mind by every

one who has visited the Picture Gallery at Oxford.

He showed more talent as a Painter of Portrait than

of History ; nevertheless, there is a Historical compo-

sition from his hand, executed in chiaro-oscuro, at the

altar of Wadham Chapel in the same University, which

shows no mean talent, even in that arduous and difficult

province of Art.

We must have recourse to the same University, for

illustration of the manner of the next Painter on record,

Streator. namelv, Isaac Streator, Serjeant Painter to his Majesty,

who designed the pictured ceiling of the Sheldonian

Theatre : it is a remarkable fact, that these men, who
were two of the chief Painters of the reign of Charles II.,

made their early studies not in Italy, as was the general Encli»h

fashion, but ih France,—the one placing himself under School.

I'errier, the other under Du Moulin. We niav here ^""v""*''

also mention the name of Henry Anderton, though

there is not miii'h more to be said of him, except that

he was a pupil of Streator, and obtained favour at the

Court
Sir P. Lely became in the latter part of the XVIIth Lely.

century the great artist of the day, and though we can-

not class him in a catalogue of Briti-h arti-ts, (for he

was a native of Westphalia,) he formed many scholars

among the People with whom he settled, and influenced

more, perhaps, than any other man the progress of

the Art in Great Britain. Of these John Grcenhill, of His pupils.

Salisbury, may be named as the best: specimens of his

manner may be seen in any large collection of engrav-

ings; also Thomas Sadler, a favourite of Cromwell,
wIhi, upon the Restoration, was in the latter part of

his life obliged to have recourse to the profession of

a Painter for bis subsistence ; nor did he discredit the

Art which thus adopted him. Davenport was another

of his scholars, who, however, died young; another was

John Dixon, a Painter in miniature and cravons. An
imitator, too, if not a scholar, was Mrs. Beale, who
painted several Portraits of distinguished personages

of the Age, some of which are in the possession of Lord

Ilchester, at Melburn. Richard Gibson, the Dwarf, was

an imitator also of Lely, being almost wholly formed

upon his model.

Of those who were formed on a more liberal system

than the trammels which Court fashion and favour had

imposed on the Art, we may quote the names of

Michael Wright, a Scotchman, who was employed to

paint the Judges in Guildhall; Henry Cocke, sometime

a scholar of Salvator Rosa in Italy, the Painter of

an equestrian Picture of Charles II., at Chelsea Col-

lege ; and John Riley, who came into notice at the death

of Lely, to whom he can scarcely be said to be inferior.

Both Charles II. and James II. sat to him for their Por-

traits ; but perhaps his best Picture, after all, is that of

Lord Keeper North, at Wroxton Abbey. Far beyond

these, however, in fame, is the name of Samuel Cooper, S.Cooper

who is well described by H. Walpole, as "owing great

part of his merit to the works of Vandyke, and yet

an original genius, as he was the first who gave the

strength and freedom of oil to Miniature Painting.' ' He
lived a long time in France and Holland, but died in

London in the year 1672, and was buried at St. Pancras

Church : he is, perhaps, the first instance of an En-
glish Artist who met with employment and favour at a

foreign Court, as he is reported to have done at that

of Pari--.

We now come to the opening of the XVIIIth century. Kneller

The days of Sir Godfrey Kneller had passed away,

but vet long ej Under waists, and balloon gowns, and

branching caps, and five-curled perriwigs, remained ;

and the artist was incumbered with difficulties of dress

that seemed almost insurmountable to a lover of the

picturesque. Jervas, who had studied awhile under Jcnas.

this artist, seems, as we learn from Pope, to have stood

highest in the public estimation in the reign of George

I. ; he deserves, however, but little credit : Richardson, RicbarJsoa.

at least as far as painting a head may qualify him,

was a better artist ; and we may leam from hi.s writings,

that his ideas had attained a yet greater perfection than

his hand was able practically to display. Jos. Highmore, Highmore

another pupil of Kneller, is an artist now better known
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Painting, to the Pi'blic by the productions of the engravers, than
—-v—^ from the works of his own hand.
Sir J. Sir James Thornliill belongs also to this reign,
Tiornlnll. whose designs, illustrative of the Life of St. Paul, for

the interior of the cupola of the Cathedral dedicated

to that Saint in London, and whose Paintings in the Hall

at Greenwich Hospital, have made his style familiar to

our recollections. If he does not attain anv very high

degree of merit, at lea^t we feel a satisfaction in seeing

that a native artist, who was of consequence enough
to be selected for the execution of these public works,

obtained that favour in the public eye, which had lately

been lavished on foreigners alone. R. Brown was
his pupil and assistant , and some original Pictures

by his hand are to be seen in the Churches of St. Bo-
tolph Aldg;,te, St. Andrew's Holborn, and the Chapel
in Bedford-row. Ch. Collins and Luke Cradock, also

Britons born, deserve mention at this period for their

pictures of still life, birds, game, &c.

About the middle of this century flourished Jo/in

'Won. Wooton, a landscape painter, who had formed a very

creditable style on the principles of Claude and Pous-
sin ; many of his pieces of this sort, as well as hunting
and racing pieces, are to be seen in the country-seats

of our nobility, at Badminster, and elsewhere. He
died in the year 1761. George Lambert was afterwards

a follower of his style and manner, and, perhaps, as

good an artist as he.
udson. Thomas Hudson was a verv respectable painter of

velvet coats, and tied-wigs, and satin waistcoats; be-

sides which it must be said, that he now and then struck

out a head with considerable truth and fidelity to Na-
ture. Whatever were his merits, however, he certainly

took the lead of the profession in England, until the

day that his great pupil, Reynolds, arose, to teach the

nation a new lesson on the Art.

We must not, however, suppose these times were
otherwise devoid of that which may more immediately

lyman. deserve the name of native talent. Frank Hayman,
whose designs for Newton's Milton are well known to

every one, certainly was an artist of considerable ability :

we might add, indeed, that his paintings for the Gar-
dens at Vauxhall are examples such as will serve to

prove that want of invention is not among the defici-

orlidge. encies of our national character. Thomas Wbrlidge,
too, has left behind him some good Portraits both in

miniature and in oil ; and his etchings and imitations

of the style of Rembrandt are deservedly held in the

highest esteem, bearing a high price when offered for

sale even at the present day.

It is time however to mention those illustrious names
who are the boast of our Country in the XVIIIth cen-

tury, and which give us the only title to the name of a
British School of Art, namely, Hogarth, Reynolds,
Gainsborough, and Wilson.

igarth. William Hogarth was the son of a tradesman in the

parish of St. Bartholomew, in London ; he was ap-

prenticed by his father to an eminent silversmith, but

urged by that ardent passion for Painting, the early

effects of which are so often related by the Biographers

of artists, he devoted himself to this pursuit as soon

as the term of his apprenticeship to the trade had ex-

pired. He soon showed talents, and found employ-

ment, though at first only among the booksellers, who
engaged him in making various plates of illustration,

and works of that nature; of this description, indeed,

was the first work which gained him any great share

English

School.

of public approbation, namely, the Designs for Hudi-
bras, which are found accompanying the common duo-
decimo edition, published about the year 1720. The V^"V
Painting of Modern Midnight Conversation was an
effort of a higher nature, and one which at once dis-

played the greatness of the talent of Hogarth ; and at

the time when his next work, The Harlot's Progress, was
produced, subscriptions were poured in most eagerly
from all persons and from all quarters, every one seeming
anxious to see it engraved. This engraving was done
by the hand of Hogarth himself; but so great was the
demand for the plates, and so extensive their sale, that
pirated prints forged by other hands were quickly
brought forth, and the inventor was cheated of nearly
half his reward. So highly was the subject in favour
with the public, that it was not long before it made
its appearance on the stage as a melodrame, which
was performed many nights with infinite applause

;

the enthusiasm which it excited, redeemed England
from any accusations of indifference to Art, or, what
is still worse, fastidiousness to the produce of our
own native realms. We need not follow Hogarth
through the long and successful series of publica-

tions that ensued : every Picture which he conceived,

showed that he, and he alone, of all that had vet been
known, possessed the power of exhibiting the true

spirit of Comedy upon the canvass; and hence fie be-

came remarkable, as being in some sort the author of a
new department in the Art. Perhaps it would be more
just to describe his line as the serio-comic, and in that

phrase we shall see enough of distinction to prevent
us from confounding his style with that of the humor-
ous Painters of Holland or Flanders. His Portraits

are not very common ; but those which are now to be
met with, for instance some at the Foundling Hospital,

possess apparently a truth of character that has rarely

been surpassed ; they are also extremely well painted,

in regard to the more mechanical part of the Art. In
this respect, indeed, they possess higher merit, and are

er executed, and their colouring is more chaste than
that of some of his other compositions. In his Danae
with the Shower of Gold, and the Sigismunda, he

afforded us a very strong and forcible illustration of
the truth of the old adage, Naturam expellas fared
tainin usque recurrit : either of the figures would have
done credit to The Harlot's Progress or any other «f

his Pictures of that description ; but neither the one or

the other were at all in accordance with the grace

of the Mythological story, or the ideas of gallantry

which attach to Romance. Hogarth's Analysis of
Beauty is an erroneous visionary Treatise, yet by no
means devoid of merit ; it contains, indeed, much
matter that may be read with advantage. In private

life Hogarth vt as an eccentric character, and showed, that

if he thoroughly understood the foibles of the world

in <reneral, he had but too little bestowed his leisure

in contemplating his own. He died in the year 1764.

Sir Joshua Reynolds was of a character directly Reynold*
opposite to the last-named artist; he had, like him, in-

deed, talent enough to excite the attention of the Pub-
lic, and, in fact, to create a taste and relish amongst
hi-- Countrymen for those graces of form and character

which are so peculiar to his pencil. But these were

of a directly opposite nature to the fancy of Hogarth.

lli~ style as a Painter may be said to be chiefly founded

on the study of Corregio. assisted and enriched by

gleauiiiir whatever suited his purpose from the modern
3s2
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Wilson.

Painttnc Italian and French schools. In Portrait Painting he
~*s'^,~^ stands unrivalled, notwithstanding the very absurd and

nnpicturesque fashions and dresses which prevailed in

his time, and which it required no small skill and
ability to handle in a way fitted for the canvass. In
hi'- larger works, and generally in his attempts at His-
torical composition, we have to lament a want of skill

in Drawing, which very materially detracts from the

pleasure afforded by his Pictures : but there is still a

grace of form, and a truth of character, together with a

chaste and harmonious glow of colouring in all that

he does, which forbids us to dwell too much on
those faults which the keenness of criticism might
detect. The collection of his works in mezzotinto
plates, now in course of publication by his namesake
Reynolds, is a noble monument of native British talent

and taste, creditable to the engraver as well as the

painter himself; and be it remembered, that the very

distinguished Portrait Painters of the present day, who
raise our name so lar above that of any other contem-
porary School in Europe, as to that branch of the

Art, may chiefly be considered as followers of this

great man.
Richard tfilson was a native of Wales, who was

happily diverted from the profession of Portrait Paint-
ing, in which he had originally embarked, to the siudy
of Landscape ; and this change he is said to have been
induced to make in consequence of the commendations
which he received from Zuccarelli. The style he adopted
was, indeed, an improvement upon the manner of that

master; his principles and his objects are the same,
but they are simplified as to light and shade, and even
to colour, in a way to which the foreign artist was
wholly a stranger; and hence arises that majesty in

point of composition, that depth of tone and colour,

and that sublime breadth of effect, whirh characterise

the best Pictures of Wilson. In his journey to Italy,

his Pictures excited the genuine admiration of the French
artist, Veruet, who was at that time much in fashion at

Rome: and this first made the English People sensible

of the merits of one whom, perhaps, they overlooked, as
being their Countryman. It was on the Italian soil alone

that Wilson found scenery congenial to his taste, and
having so found it, he soon discovered the way to per-

fect himself as an artist. The collection of his sketches,

in the possession of the Earl of Dartmouth, and of Mr.
Bowles, of North Aston, display certainly some of the

finest samples of Classical elegance in Landscape, that

ever were produced by any artist of this Country. For-
tunately, however, we need not have recourse to private

portfolios to enable us to scan his merits ; many of
his best pictures have been immortalized by the en-
gravings of Woollet, and other samples of his noble
genius are preserved in our National Gallery, by the

generosity of his munificent friend and scholar, the late

Sir George Beaumont.
Gainsborough excelled both as a Portrait Painter and

as a Painter of Landscape : there are few better native

Pictures than that of the Misses Linlry, painted by this

master at Knoll. But it is by his skill in the other

line, that his great and deserved reputation was chietly

acquired. II is works have, indeed, a peculiar charm
in our eyes; because their beauties are purely of home
growth, unadorned by Classical ideas of form, and
stripped of all those pleasing but false associations,

which sd often attract our gaze in the compositions of
other Painters ; he pleases, because he presents us

with the true features of our own verdant Landscape; English

he shows the swelling forms of our hills and dales. School,

and exhibits faithfully and accurately the rusticity ^""v"^"'

of our island habits ; but to all these he has lent

their own peculiar beauty and touch. He has given

them that interest which truth of character never fails

to impart, and by his possession of skill as an artist,

he has blended them into one rich and harmonious
whole. It was, indeed, remarkable how much Gains-
borough rose in general estimation during the exhibition

of the works of British Artists, some few years ago, at

the Gallery in Pall Mall, and that, too, even in oppo-
sition to the more learned style, and to the acknowledged
talent of Wilson. But the truth was, that the touches
ot his pencil came home to every man's own bosom,
and we felt that we had, in every sense of the word,
a British Painter.

Of other artists in this line we may mention Wright, Wright,

ol Derby, as one of very high power and attainments
;

his moonlight and firelight effect are inimitable in their

way ; though his Pictures are not much known, for they

are not often to be met with except in the country-seats

ofgentlemen in his own part of the country. Webber, too, Webber,
demands our notice ; the artist who accompanied Captain
Cook on his third voyage to the South Seas, and who
has depicted the features of the Austral islands and their

inhabitants with admirable fidelity. He died in 1793.

Mortimer, of whom it is no small praise to say that he Mortimer,

was a successful imitator of Salvator Rosa, is also an
artist of whom his countrymen may be proud ; his

pictures are ill coloured and heavy, but his design, such
as is seen in the common engravings, is full of energy
and vigour of soul.

Francis Wheatley may be considered as one of Wheatley.

our most respectable artists, both in the department
of Landscape and Portrait. We cannot close

without allusion to the name of George Morland, Norland,

one who, in even the low and groveling line which
he pursued, yet showed, by his manner of treating

his subject, that abundance of picturesque beauty

may be found, b> a sagacious eye, in every object, how-
ever unpromising it be commonly considered. His
character, that is, his character in a moral sense, is

said to have been spoiled, and his education stinted,

through the avariciousness of his father ; and so far he

deserves our pity, not blame : his mind felt its own
unfitness for that rank in society to which his talents

entitled him, and which his friends and admirers gladly

invited him to assume; from this he was driven to low

and profligate habits, and ultimately conducted to scenes

of dishonesty, in which there seems to be some sus-

picion that he was but too deeply implicated. Under
such circumstances, (for no man betrays his moral cha

racter more than a Painter,) it must be supposed some
pieces betra\ the idleness and carelessness of his habits

;

nevertheless, a well-finished Picture of Morland, and
such many of his earlier works may be called, is a

jewel in the cabinet of the connoisseur. He died in

1804.

Hamilton is as well known, or perhaps better known, Hamilton

by his works at Rome, than in England or his native

country ; they are chiefly Historical compositions, filled

with tall elegant figures, employed in the gentlemanly-

heroic style. He died in 1801.

Historical Painting, however, is the great walk ofArt,

and there are few, in modern days, who may be consi

dered as having attained even a commendablf degree of
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Pacing, advancement in their endeavours to abide this much
s—»./«•~^ neglected, but universally acknowledged, test of genius

and of highest intellectual merit. If we except some
ephemeral productions of the Panorama, exhibiting, not

•infrequently, considerable power, and inducing us to

regret the short period of existence that has been allotted

them; the only efforts which we may consider as having

been made on any large scale,—the only opere di

fea/ry. machina—are the Pictures of Barry, for the Society of

Arts in the Adelphi. If, in point of colour, they neither

equal the richness of the Middle Age of Italy, nor the

severity of the earlier Italian Schools, they exhibit a

grace of form, and, in some instances, a degree of energy,

not unworthy the followers of Raffaelle. They well de-

serve the public attention. The works of Barry's pencil,

like the eloquence of his great Countryman and early

patron Edmund Burke, betoken splendid ability and no
ordinary daring ; and he seems to have been incited to

most patriotic enthusiasm by a taunting assertion of his

contemporary Winckelmann, that " the English are in-

capable of any great excellence in Art, from their natural

deficiency of genius, and the unfavourable temperature

of their climate."*

After an absence of four years in Italy, spent in the

usual course of Academic study, Barry must have hailed

at his return to England, in 1770, the establishment of

the Royal Academy, founded in the preceding year.

His labours, both as an authorf and a Painter, were
incessantly directed towards the refutation of YVinckel-

mann's severe aspersion. He advised a similar plan to

that adopted of late years in the Academy, of employing
the students, in addition to a course of drawing and study

from the antique and Irom the life, to make copies under
the eye of their Professor from Paintings of established

merit. By this practice, they not only acquaint them-
selves with the materiel, or vehicle of their Art, but

they also form a profitable acquaintance with the faults

as well as excellencies of those masters, whose authority,

indiscriminately followed, might mislead ; and whose
fascination of colouring might otherwise, not unfre-

quently, ensnare the youthful artist into palliation, or

even imitation of glaring errors.

It was to be lamented, for his own sake, that the

violence of Barry's tamper hurried him into those con-

tentions with his eo academicians, which impeded his

projects, ruined his fortune, and seem, towards the close

of life, to have impaired his reason. And yet, lor the

sake of his professional fame, perhaps his liability to

excitement is to be considered fortunate. Had his per-

sonal character been less ardent, his pencil might have
been less happy.

West. It has been doubted whether West, who, in 1791,
succeeded Sir Joshua Reynolds in the Presidency of
the above-named Royal foundation, should be numbered
among the English School. He was a native of Pen-
sylvania. But he was one of the first members and
founders of the Academy in England, over which he
afterwards presided. Placed over English artists, he

• Hisloire de t Art chez tes Ancient. Par Winckelmann. Tra-
dmle tie fjH/emand, -It . 3 vols i P.iris, 1790—1803. See p. 73 of

the 1st Vol, at the end of Chap. iii. of Book i. where the author
repeats the theory of Montesquieu {Esprit lies Loix, lib, xiv. ch. ii.

and xii. and lib. xix. ch. xxvu.)and of Du Bos. [Reflexions Critiques

svr la Pocsie et sur la P"inturr. 'Ide Partie, ch. xiii. and xiv.)

f-
Inquiry into the Real and Imaginary Obstacles to the Acqui-

sition of the Arts :n England. By James Barry, K. A., 8vo. Lond.
1775.

must be looked upon as having influenced, in propor- English
tion to the general respect for his undoubted talents, School.

the progress of the Art of Painting in this Country. v-^,'"»-'

His was a learned style, formed, like that of Reynolds,
Wilson, Barry, and Fuseli, after consummate study
abroad of the sublime fathers in Art. His smaller and
earlier Pictures are superior to his later and larger pro-
ductions, in which his forms, though not deficient in
simplicity or in correctness, generally want intellectual

elevation. Opie, still less refined, is more vigorous. Opie.
Opie, in design, betrayed the disadvantage of having
wanted Academic initiation ; but his pencil, true to in-

dividual Nature, was bold and unaffectedly impressive,
and his colour excellent.

Of Fuseli we may observe, that he united much of pUJeli.
sound classical learning, with much also of eccentricity

and love of mysticism. He was born at Zurich about
the year 1739. The lavish praise of Reynolds on some
of this artist's early drawings, turned him from his in-

tention of entering Holy Orders. He was the fellow-

student and friend of Lavater, a translator and corre-

spondent of Winckelmann, and himself an author of
Reflections, which appeared in 1763, on the Painting
and Sculpture of the Greeks. His Lectures as Professor
in the Royal Academy excited general attention, and, like

those of Barry, Opie, and others, his predecessors in the

Professorial chair, have been published. Towards Barry
he entertained a mortal and, perhaps, national antipathy,

which in his edition (1810) of Pilkington's Dictionary

of Painters has betrayed him into most uncandid bitter-

ness. Fuseli, however, was behind none of his contem-
poraries in zeal lor the promotion of his Art. He con-

tinued to paint till within a week of his death, in April,

1S25. He is generally believed to have suggested to Al-
derman Boydell the idea of a Gallery to illustrate scenes
from Shakspeare.* To this collection he contributed

eight of his be-i Pictures; and afterwards being ad-

vanced, in 1790, to the rank of Academician, he painted

a series of forty-seven subjects from Milton, exhibited

under the title of the Milton Gallery.

The mind of Fuseli was replete with critical sagacity

and inexhaustible invention, but he possessed also (and
of this no man was more unconscious) a hand unequal
to the difficulty of embodying his own conceptions.

II is character- are almost every where excessive. They
are in perpetral torture. They never know repose. The
instructions of Hamlet to a Player, that "in the very

torrent, tempest, and whirlwind of passion, he must
acquire a temperance that may give it smoothness," are

no less importantly applicable by every Painter, and
most especially by any worshipper, as Fuseli devotedly
w;>*. at the shrine of Michael Angelo.

The public taste, however, in England has never vet

been so alive to the claims of Historical Painting, as

to make it an object of univer.-al interest and permanent
favour ; or a source of effectual and persevering emula-
tion among artists in this Country. Notwithstanding the

alleged bluntness and inaccessibility to flatter)' which
have been said to stamp our national character, there is a
refined speciesofadulation in the Art of portraiture which
has been found irresistible; which Ii is called forth and
secured the almost exclusive patronage of the titled and
the wealthy; and which, consequently, in this depart-

ment of Painting, has raised the English School far

above every other in modern Europe. For we may with

* Annual Bwjrauhy for 18'JG.
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Painting, strictest justice pronounce of our native Painters, that
s—•*mm-/ ttiey have attained excellence in those provinces of their

Art which have received of their Country adequate en-

couragement. In depicting scenes of familiar life and
such appearances of Nature as are associated with our

home-thoughts and domestic endearments ; or in land-

scape, and especiallv in such Pictures as recall to

memory the sports and habits and occupations of British

islanders, we unquestionably equal, if we do not sur-

pass, our neighbours. The fault of deserting the lofty

and the heroic for the pastoral and the homely, lies not

with British artists but with British patrons. A succes-

sion of remarkable men, from Homnev, who died in 1802,

to Lawrence, whose death, in 1830, has deprived his

Country of talents not soon to be replaced, have left us

examples of genius aspiring secretly to historic emi-

nence, but devoting the best years of life to the service

of the public in Portrait-painting.

Somney- " Romnev,"savs Fuse I i, in his caustic manner, "quitted
" the unprofitable visions of Michael Angelo and Shak-
speare for the more substantial allurements of portrait

He divided the tributes of fashion with Gainsborough

and Reynolds. History, if not absolutely abandoned,
was reserved for that distant moment when satiety of

gain should yield to a pure desire of glory—a moment
which never came."

Blake. Blake, whose most eccentric, yet most harmless,

life, has been well drawn by Mr. Cunningham, in his

Lives of the British Painters, was an example of the

indiscretion of attempting to lead the public taste by
efforts unintelligible to the public eye. But Blake's

originalities were near allied to madness, and probably

often not intelligible to himself.

Copley, a native of America, admitted member of

the Academy in 1786, and well known by the popular
engraving of his " Death of Chatham ;" Hoppner,

R. A. in 1794; and Owen, R. A. in 1814, must be

added to the number who, to talents in Portrait-painting,

have united (and Owen more especially) higher merit, re-

quiring only to be fostered and matured bv public favour.

In Portrait, however, the palm of modern victory has

been won, and ably won, by Lawrence. With respect

to Colouring, he may have been exceeded. But few of

any School have surpassed the graceftd ease of his forms,

joined to general fidelity of likeness ; his combination

of polished exterior with intellectual character ; his

judicious backgrounds ; and his consummate arrange-

ment of 1 i
<jf 1 i t and shade. His was indeed a courtier-

pencil, and could elevate at will features almost " in-

nocent of meaning." In his " Satan arousing the

fallen Angels,"' he has left a solitary proof that he shared

at one time with Fuseli a draught of inspiration from

the fountains of Miltonic Poesv ; and he was certainly

ambitious of the higher Historical honours of his pro-

fession. He possessed a charm of natural eloquence

which will long be remembered bv all who witnessed

it, and which enabled him, from his chair as President,

to enforce with admirable clearness and effect, the course

of study best adapted to advance the Art. We must
not neglect to add, that while few were more accessible

or more persuasive in words, none could he, in deeds,

more activi Is munificent towards the cultivation and
reward of real meiit. Sir Thomas Lawrence was born

in 1769, the same year with Owen, and was admitted

R. A. in 1704.

Harlow. His pupil Harlow, who died in 1819, at the prema-
ture age of thirty-two, was likely, had he lived and

Copley.

Hoppner.

Owen.

Sir Thomas
Lawrence.

been reclaimed from discreditable habits, to have Bagful
risen into similar estimation. The clever picture " the School.

Trial of yueen Katharine," by this artist, is well known, v"""v~~~

His facility of hand was extraordinary. While at Rome,
during the year before his death, he excited the admi-
ration of the whole city, by Completing, in eighteen

days, a valuable copy of the "Transfiguration" of Raf-
fuele, of the same size with the original.

Another name which belongs to the list of eminent sir Henry

British Painters in Portrait, is that of Raeburn, R. A. tUeburn.

in 1821. He was an example, as well as a patron, of the

Art among his countrymen of Scotland ; presided in

an Academy of Painting at Edinburgh ; and was
knighted on the occasion of the visit of George IV. to

that city. He died in 1823.

The fame on the Continent of our artists in Portrait- Dawe.

painting has been in no instance more conspicuous than

in that of Dawe, an artist of some talent, (R. A. in

1814.) who migrated to Russia, and is reported to have
realized £100,000. He died in 1829, shortly after his

return to England.*

Edward Bird was admitted all Academician two Bird,

years after the last-mentioned artist, and died in 1819.

He was self-instructed, and had been singularly happy
in painting ballad subjects and popular scenes of com-
mon life. But he aspired, too late, to a more elaborate

six le of Art for which neither education nor experience

had qualified him, and his last attempts were lailures.

It would be invidious to select from works of living

Painters further evidence to prove our artists in no
respect inferior to such of our rival neighbours as adopt

the same walks of Art. We shall, therefore, conclude

these brief memoirs with one further example of de-

parted merit, and .shall only recall to our readers the

memory of a rising artist, Bonington, not long deceased, Boiuugton.

whose early celebrity, both abroad and in his native

Country, held forth the promise of a distinguished career.

That the English School, however, has done its

utmost, we are very slow to believe. Progressive efforts,

both by artists themselves and by individuals of rank

and influence, have now for eighty \eurs been making
for the advancement of public taste; the only safe

foundation on which any hope of success in Art can

ever be raised. Some ground has been gained. A taste

for good portraits is not bad taste. We have mentioned

the institution of the Society of Arts. It was founded in

1750. Next arose, in 1769, the Royal Academy. In
1S05, a Societv, at the sun;veslicn of a liberal baronet.

Sir Thomas Barnard, was incorporated for the en-

couragement and improvement of British artists, which
continues to flourish under the title of the British

Institution. Other Societies, for like purposes, both in

the metropolis and in the principal towns of the united

Empire, might be here enumerated. Galleries have been
opened. Bourgeois, R. A. in 1792, Painter to the then Sir Frcncif

King of Poland, who conferred on him the honour of Bourgeois,

knighthood, left, at his death in 1811, a very fine col-

lection, which forms the well-known public Gallery at

Dulwich College. At Cambridge, the Fitzwilliam

Gallery, subsequently founded, bids fair to introduce

an acquaintance with this pure source of intellectual

refinement into our seats of learning. And at length

* "His remains were interred in St. Paul's Cathedral, attended by
a huge oorlige of artists and literary men, the Itus^ian Ambassador
and Sir Thomas Lawrence (the latter ot' whom was so soon after to be

hi.me to the same spot" acting as pali-beareis." Obituary. Gent.
Mug fur Feb. 1830.
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Pa'mtinj. our Legislature, by the purchase of the Elgin marbles,—

-

v—-' followed by the esiablishment, in May, 1S24, of a
National Gallery of Pictures, has gradually drawn the

public eye to critical examination of some of the sublimest

works of Art, familiar hitherto to few, and to the million

utterly unknown. Opportunity, also, is thus presented

to all future benefactors, who, like the late Sir George
Beaumont, are honourably ambitious to bequeath
their works and collections to their Country. When
these and other various means and instruments of

forming- and improving public taste in England shall Of Outline

have had due leisure for operation, we expect with >-^v,~»,

confidence far nobler and far higher labours of native
genius; and, to use the words of the Committee of the
British Institution, 1805, "we feel no apprehension but
that the spirit of the British artist will be awakened
and invigorated, whenever a free and fair scope shall be
given to his talents ; whenever he shall be stimulated
by the same patronage as that which raised and re-
warded the Italian and Grecian masters."

THEORY AND RULES OF THE ART.

Somk information both as regards Theory and Prac-

tice, in the Art of Painting, may be looked for, anne-xed

to the foregoing Historical account. This expectation,

as far as is consistent with our limits, must be answered :

while we, at the same lime, remind the reader, that the

efTorls of the Encyclopaedist cannot fairly be presumed

to afford means of complete proficiency, but rather to

point out, on subjects of this kind, such authorities as

mav be consulted and followed with advantage to the

student. Indeed, this Art, and that of Music, as well as

many others, are to be taught perfectly only by a living

teacher, who disciplines the eye, the hand, or the ear by

repealed tiials ; and with his pencil, or upon his instru-

ment, exemplifies every precept as he proceeds. Ele-

mentary reading, without actual practice, is either alto-

gether unintelligible, or is always likely to mislead.

No Treatise upon Swimming, or upon Horsemanship,

was ever yet of itself sufficient to make even an indiffer-

ent rider or swimmer: nor would any pilot, in his

senses, intrust his helm to the mere theorist (however
skilful theoretically) in Navigation. To instructors in

the Art of Painting, the same observation peculiarly

applies. With this understanding, therefore, that we
are not expected to do more than may be generally

useful, and that what we do, is chiefly in the way of

reference to Works which treat at large upon the subject,

we shall first introduce some rules and comments on
the Art of Painting, under the several heads of Outline,

Composition, Chiaroscuro, Colouring, and Style. Se-

condly, we shall proceed to mention, in chronological

order, such authors and their writings as afford upon
this subject the most valuable information.

Of Outline.

(1.) The first step to be firmly attained in the course
of study by every artist, and without which, firmly at-

tained, no step afterwards can be attempted with credit

or safety, is correct outline. An Art which appeals to

the e\e for the truth of its performances must depend
primarily for success on its adherence to the form of any
objects imitated, whether of the animal creation, or in-

animate, or belonging to the vegetable kingdom. For
this purpose, such an acquaintance, both with Natural
history and with works of human invention, must be
instituted and pursued, as will lead to clear and vivid

ideas of the shapes and appearances of bodies, and
enable the student to draw from memory, as well as
from immediate observation.

(2.) This familiarity with the visible surface of
things, although it should penetrate no deeper, and
should abstain from all philosophic concern about their
uses and properties, yet amounts evidently to no incon-
siderable share of knowledge. The landscape Painter,
for example, whose correctness of outline can satisfy, or,
whose degree of proficiency, at least, will not provoke
the censure of Botanical criticism, must possess a mul-
titude of facts and of ideas in common with the Botanist.
The correct designer of public or private works and
buildings cannot avoid Architecture and Mechanics.
The Painter of animals must be experienced in Natural
History. The marine Painter can make no pretences to
faithful delineation without intimate acquaintance with
the structure, use, and management of shipping. And,
above all, the Painter of History and of the human
subject, must unite anatomical precision to many other
various acquirements of the highest intellectual order.
We may further observe, that if this talent of the
draughtsman admits him into connection with almost
the whole circle of the Sciences, it is also to almost
every Science an indispensable auxiliary. If it derives
advantage from literary and scientific sources, it often

repays, with interest, the obligation ; since, but for the

skill and fidelity of its professors, the most important
discoveries would often tail of being generally compre-
hended, or even known. After premising thus much on
the necessity and importance of accurate delineation,

we proceed to the practical requisites introductory to

its attainment. The practice of correct outline may
be comprehended in two words,—Perspective and
Anatomy.*

(3.) Perspective may be defined, the art of represent- Definition of
ing objects on a given surface, in the same forms and rela- perspective,

tive proportions which they present in Nature to the eye,

according to their respective distances from the beholder, Po"]t of

looking from a given point, called the point of riew.
>iew'

(4.) Aerial Perspective represents the several grada- Aerial

tions, depths, and breadths of light, colour, or shadow, perspectife.

* // giovane drbbc prima tmpnrnre prnipettiva : poi If misure
ttotrnt C'tsa ; poi di manti in mono imparare da bu.n ma'ilru, prr
auurfarsi a bmmt membra. Lion, ila Vinci. Tialialo drlla Pitiura
Iran.: da un Cjdice delta Bib. k'ut. da Gul. Manzi 4lo. Bonn, la 17,

p. 50.
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Perspective
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caused bv the intervening atmosphere in objects more said, the point of sight, or point of view, determined Of Outline.

or less remote. Aerial perspective, therefore, relates to by the place of the spectators eye. (Art. 3.) Its other L

Chiaroscuro, a further branch of the subject of Paint-

ing, which will be noticed in its proper place.

\$.) Linear perspective (which belongs especially to

the branch of Art now under consideration) delineates

the outlines only, or boundaries of objects, and repre-

sents them in the same form and relative magnitude

which they exhibit in Nature, according to their respec-

tive distances, and the position of the spectator's eye.

(6.) The surface on which this delineation is made,

may be plane, concave, convex, cylindrical, (as in the

case of Panorama painting-,) conical, or, indeed, of any

o-iven shape: but the few practical rules which our

hmits admit will be confined to the Art of representing

objects on a plane surface that makes right a/isles with

a straight line drawn from the spectator's eye. This

plane is of indefinite extent ; is supposed to intercept

the ravs in their passage to the eye from all objects to

be represented ; and is called the Perspective Plane, or

plane of the picture. In illustration of it, let apiece part, of the ln<nz<>u. viz. 90 degrees, and the visible
,he spccta.

of plate ulass be imagined extending every way to portion of the perspective plane is in all cases the base tor looking

i . i.u TkT..u:__ f a C0Ilej the apex of which is the spectator's eye, or horizontally

extremity is its point of perpendicular contact with the

perspective plane, and is called lite centre of the picture, Principal

or the principal point. point.

(11.) A line drawn through this latter point, level Horizontal

with the horizon, determines the height of the eye in a "ne -

picture, and is called the horizontal tine. A circle,

having this point for its centre, and the principal dis-

tance for its radius, will be the circle already noticed.

It will be found to comprehend upon the perspective

plane, the whole field of vision,— that is, will include

all the objects which the eye, at that principal distance,

and from the corresponding point of view, is able to

take in. For from any fixed point of sight, the utmost

limits of the prospect are determined by two lines,

forming a right angle at that fixed point of sight,

(12.) The prospect, accordingly, of a spectator, look- One fourth

ing (as is supposed the case in most pictures) in a Par^
of lhe

led the Perspective Plane, or horizontal direction, embraces at every view a fourth ™'™JL

any imaginable height, depth,* and breadth. Nothing

is more^ manifest, than that if the rays proceeding

from any object through that transparent medium,

could, in their passage to the eye, be made to leave

impressions on the glass at their respective points of

contact, the result would be, on the transparent plane,

a faithful picture of the object to he represented.

(7.) It is also ecpjally evident, that only a certain

circular portion of the plane in question is visible, the

portion, namely, which contains the picture. But the re-

mainder of the plane, or invisible portion of it beyond the

circumference of the circle of vision, contains other most

essential points, from which the tactician in perspective is

to calculate his outlines, as well as from points in the

visible surface. It is for this reason that the perspec-

tive plane must be supposed of indefinite extent.

(8.) If it be asked how the spectator can thus deter-

mine points on an invisible surface ? The answer is, by

removing his eye at any time from the given point of

view to some other at a greater, or more convenient

distance from the plane. This change of position

enables him to command any portion of the surface

necessary to his operations. But it is from the given

point of view only that his picture is intended for in-

spection. The points and lines used for calculating any

form in true perspective on his picture, are, like the

joints and wires of a puppet-show, absolutely requisite

indeed for the performance, but not designed for any

eye except that of the performer. They are only tem-

porary materials, only a scaffolding, to be removed

immediately when the work they are to do is over

point of sight
;
(Art. 3 ;) its altitude the principal dis-

tance, (Art. 10,) and the diameter of its base equal to

twice its altitude, so as to make the angle at its apex a

right angle. A familiar illustration of this may be

constructed by means of a card, shaped similarly to the

right-angled triangle D R E, (pi. i. fig. 1,) and having piate ,.

a piece of wire affixed to it in the direction II W, so as Fig. 1.

to divide the angle DUE into two equal parts, (viz.

4 5 degrees each.) Next let the projecting portion CVV of

the wire be thrust through the centre of a circle drawn

on a separate card, or any other flat surface, to represent

the perspective plane, and let the radius of the circle

be equal to C H, C E, or C D, in the triangular card.

If the card be then made to revolve on the wire It W,
with its edge D E applied close to the surface as above,

and with C R perpendicular to it, the points D and E
will be observed to move in the circle I) R E W, and

the lines 111) and R E will, by the revolution of the

card, form the right cone above described.

(13.) Here let the learner observe, that there is no

necessity for every sketch or Painting to contain the

whole area of the circle of vision on the perspective

plane. Let, for example, the circle DREW (pi. i.

fig. 1) be the circle or base of the right cone above de-

scribed, DC its radius, being equal to the principal Slze c r lne

distance, II L the horizontal line, and C being the picture,

centre of the picture. It is at the painter's option to

cut out any part of that circle from the rest, provided

the principal point C, or centre of the picture, be found

somewhere on his canvass. Thus, the rectangles, £ t

(9.) Here another property of the perspective plane ft i, a bfd, and m nop, may each of them comprise

Principal

distance.

will have occurred to the reader, viz. that the circle.

upon it, comprehending all visible objects, increases or

lessens with the perpendicular distance of his eye from

the plane.

(10 ) It is this distance which is principally neces-

sary towards determining the size of the picture, and

the relative proportions to each other ofobjects delineated

a sufficient number of objects proper for the composi-

tion of a picture.

(14.) It is recommended, however, to every artist Arrhiteciu-

who would avoid the charge of allected singularity, "I subjects.

particularly in architectural subjects, to keep the edges

of his work quite clear of the circumference of the

circle D R E W ; otherwise the lines of his foreground.

thereon. This line is, therefore, called the principal although perfectly correct in their original design, will

distance. One extremity of it is, as we have already appear distorted when viewed at any other principal

distance than the altitude of the visual cone C R, equal

... , . ... ... to D C or (
' E

* Bv tne terms hc'glt and depth, is meant the extension of the #,., a.m •
i li i i

p.ane above a„d below the level of the spectator, as by breadth is (1*0 Mill more improbable would appear any attempt

meant its extension towards his right and left. whatever at delineation bevond the circle DREW,
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Pauling, since all beyond that boundary must be invisible to a
v-^v'

-
spectator at its proper point of sight, the apex, viz. of

The picture the cone above described. Indeed, so essential is it to
tn take in a tne p llrp0Ses of distinct and correct outline for the artist

the hcfriion
to conmie himself considerably within the extreme

circle of vision, (exemplified by the circle DREW as

above,"* that a much smaller circle and a much smaller

cone, of which the apex is an angle of 60 degrees, has

been generally adopted. To illustrate this, let the angle

D R E (fig. 1) of the card above constructed be re-

duced to an angle of 60 degrees, viz. to the angle

Q R S divided as D R E was, into two equal parts;

and made to revolve, as in the former instance, on the

axis C R representing the principal distance, and held

also, as before, perpendicular to the surface used to

signify the plane of the picture. The points Q and S
will be found to move exactly in the circle Q gfS,
and the sides R Q and R S of the equilateral triangle

Q R S will form a cone, of which the angle at the

apex will be an angle of 60 degrees. Its base will be

the circle Q gfS, and its axis the principal distance

C R as before. This inner circle Q gfS may be not

improperly called the circle of distinct vision. For
although it would be untrue to say, that the eye at R
cannot take in objects beyond this inner circle, or even

to the verge of D R E W, yet such objects are seen at

best but imperfectly, and they become fainter and less

decided in proportion to the extension of the base of the

cone above described, until they are utterly lost in the

circumference of the outer circle. These particulars

cannot, perhaps, by beginners, be acknowledged with-

out some hesitation ; a circumstance not surprising when
we consider the involuntary and imperceptible quick-

ness with which any change in the position of the eye

is naturally made in order to command a better view of

any object. In the ordinary uses of the eyesight,

scarcely, for anv person, does the field of view remain

the same for two moments together. Whereas the laws

of perspective suppose the eye, during the process of

delineation, to continue fixed immovably at one point

of sight, (Art. 3, 10,) without any the slightest varia-

tion, either of its distance from the perspective plane or

of its field of view. According, then, to experience in

the application of perspective,a sixth part of the horizon

(i. e. an arc of which the chord is equal to the principal

distance) will be found the utmost that can safely be

attempted in one picture. In drawing from Nature, as

in the case of landscape scenery, let the learner consider

himself stationed at one angle of an equilateral triangle,

as at the angle R of Q R S, with C R for his principal

distance, and Q S for the limits of his drawing. He
will thus take in no more at one view than would be

contained between two poles fastened perpendicularly in

the ground, say, for example, three feet and a half apart,

and each of them also three feet and a half distant from
the spot or station where he is placed. In the several

examples, however, which follow, we shall not find it

convenient to adhere strictly to the rule just given, and
shall often refer to figures drawn indiscriminately

within the circle of vision, in order to obtain as much
compass for practical illustration as possible.

Having so far defined the perspective plane, and
settled the limits of vision, within which the representa

lion or outline must be drawn, we have next to consider

the original forms of which the outline is to be a copy,

and from which innumerable rays are conceived to pass

through the jilane of the Dicture to the spectator's eye.

VOL. V

(16.) An original plane n a plane containing any Of Outline.

original point or line, to be copied or represented on '-—~^—^-'
the plane of the picture. In what follows it will be An orieinal

necessary to distinguish all original planes into three Pliae -

classes: 1st, planes parallel to the picture; 2dly,

planes perpendicular to the picture; and 3dly, planes

neither parallel nor perpendicular, that is, inclined to

the picture at less than right angles. To even1 original

straight line, not parallel to the picture, belongs a point

in the perspective plane, called its vanishing point;

and to every original plane, not parallel to the picture,

belong two peculiar lines, called its vanishing and its

base line. (Art. 19, 20, 60, and 62.)

(17.) Two original planes require especial attention ; Of origin*.

the horizontal plane and the station plane. The latter planes t! e

has by some been called the vertical plane, from its horizontal

passing through the zenith, but as it also passes through
aud

.

su "

.u ,. ., . , , ... ' , .. ° tion plane
the centre ot the picture, (a point always depending on 1o (,e

the station of the spectator,) it is better known bv the especially

term station plane. The relative situation of the hori- eowUetied.

zontal and station planes may be thus familiarly ex-

plained.

Suppose the spectator stationed at the side of a room,
and looking on a wall directly opposite him, towards a

number of book-shelves, one of which is exactly level

with his eye.* This shelf belongs to the horizontal Horizontal

plane, and any number of other shelves, above and p'a-'e

below it, are portions of its parallels. Suppose, further,

these planes, or shelves, to he supported by other

planes perpendicular to the horizon, or floor of the

room, and let one of the supporting planes be directly

opposite the spectator's eye. It will be a portion of the

station plane, and nny number of similar supports to Station

the right and left of it, are parts of as many planes, its P 1,lie -

parallels. Every book placed in its proper, or upright

position, and indeed every leaf in every book so placed,

will be in a separate parallel to the station plane. In

like manner, if any of the volumes are laid flat on the

shelf, these, and every leaf in each, will belong to planes

parallel to the horizon. So, also, if any volume lie

ever so little out of its erect position, and with a lean-

ing to the right or left, this volume will be in a separate

plane, inclined to the horizontal and station planes at

some angle, which it is the business of perspective to

ascertain. And it is easily conceivable how any book
may be placed half open in such a position, as that its

cover and its leaves shall form every possible angle

with each other, or with any of the planes mentioned.

(18.) When both these planes (the horizontal and
station plane) and their innumerable parallels added

to the multitude of others, at which, in the foregoing

popular illustration, we have briefly and imperfectly

hinted, are invested by the mind of the spectator with

the property of expanding themselves over infinite

space, he will readily apprehend that in any original

object there is no point or line whatever, which does

not belong to one or other of these planes, or to their

parallels.

(19.) He will also understand that extending from Vanishing

. .
line.

* The horizon, in Astronomy, is described to be •' formed by a

plane touching the surface of the earth where the spectator -lands,

and infinitely extended towards the heavens." (Keill's Ailronomi/,

Led. I.) To this plane the term in perspective is usually gireo

of ground plane. (An. 41.) The horizontal plane, properly so called,

is another plane parallel lo it, and passing through the spectator's eye.

Both plane-, brinj; parallel lo each other, vanish, of course, in the

same vanishing line, namely, the line ot the horizon. (Art. 19,01 >

3t

288090
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his eye to infinite distance, every plane not parallel to

the picture will appear to vanish in a straight line, (Art.

61,) called its vanishing line.

(20.) On the other hand, each plane in its .direction

toward* him will he intersected hy the plane of the

picture in a line called its bate line. (Art. 62.)

(21 ) The impossibility is evident of delineating any

object nearer than this base line, tor which, however, a

parallel is most frequently substituted. Other lines

between the spectator's eye and the picture also require

substitutes, as,

(22.) I. The principal distance, which, as already

defined, (see Art. 1'),) must be perpendicular to all

vanishing lines pasting through the principal point,

and which, as we have seen, (Art. 10, 11,) is always

equal to the radius of the circle of vision. That radius

is, therefore, the constant substitute for the principal

distance.

(23.) II. The direct distance, a perpendicular from

the eye of the spectator to any vanishing line not paus-

ing through thi- principal point, and which meets that

vanishing line in a point called its centre. Before we
can find a constant substitute on the plane of the pic-

ture for this line of direct distance, a line must be de-

termined, which is always to be found on the picture,

called the central distance, being the distance between

the principal point, or centre of the picture, and any

other centre of a vanishing line.

(24.) The central distance is a perpendicular drawn
from the principal point to any vanishing line. Being

always found on the plane of the picture it requires no

substitute.

(25.) A right angle being made by the central dis-

tance with any radius of the circle of vision, these will

be two sides of a right-angled triangle, of which the

hypolhenuse will always equal the direct distance. This

hypothenuse, therefore, is the constant substitute for the

direct distance.

Thus any one of these three lines, the principal, the

direct or the central distance, is sufficiently ascertain-

able on the plane of the picture. To illustrate the

foregoing statement, let the learner describe a circle,

D A X B K Z Y, which is to be supposed equal to the

circle of vision. Its radius C A, on this supposition,

is equal to the principal distance. Let him next draw
two lines, as II S, S T, (fig. 3,) on a piece of card,

meeting each other in a right angle at S, and from one

of the lines let S P be cut olF equal to the radius A C,

(fig. 2,) or the principal distance. From the othet

line, viz. S R, let any given central distance be cut off,

as S V, anil the triangle S V I' being cut out from the

card, let it be placed perpendicularly on the circle,

(fig. 2,) so as that the point S shall coincide with the

point C, the side S V lie in the direction of any radius

of the circle, and the side S P represent a perpendi-

cular from the eye.

(26.) If the triangular card be then made to revolve

on the point S, the line S V, used as a radius, will form

the inner circle OIK. It is important to observe,

that every point in the circumference of this circle, O I

K, may be the centre of a vanishing hue, to which line,

as to a tangent, the perpendicular from C (viz. the cen-

tral distance) may be drawn. In other words, the

circumference O I K. is composed of all the centres

of any vanishing lines that can be drawn as tangents

to it. Such as, for one example, the tangent or vanish-

ing line B E, of which the centre is O. In this ex-

ample (' O is the central distance of the vanishing line *" I'udtn*.

Or tangent It E ; of which the direct distance will be
~~~^™"~''

equal to a straight line, drawn from its centre O to the

point N. or Y, in the circumference of the circle of

vision, the line X Y, being previously drawn through

C, parallel to It B, or, what amounts to the same
thing, drawn perpendicular to C O, just as S P, on the

card, was made perpendicular to S V.

Thus, haunt;- the siihsiitutc CX for the principal

distance (fig, 2) drawn parallel to the vanishing line

It K, we obtain O X, the substitute fir the direct distance,

and the triangle OCX (fig. 2) will be equal in all re-

spects to the triangle V S P, on the card, (fig, 3,) via.

The side C X = principal distance, or 1' S.

The side (' O = central distance, or S V.

The side OX = direct distance, or P V.

In the same manner any other central distance, as

S L, may be set off on the line S II, (fig. 3,) and also

the new direct distance PL, corresponding to it. The
card may then, as before, be transferred to the circle of

vision, where the point L revolving round the point S,

Oil the card, will make the small circle M W ; and L,

transferred to some point, as M, in its circumference,

will touch the centre of some vanishing line, or tangent,

suppose DZ. To this vanishing line draw the parallel

A E, through C ; and then a straight line from the point

A or from E to M (the centre of the vanishing line D /)
will give A M or E M, the substitute for the direct dis

tance, P L.

(27.) An important general principle may be here

premised; and in what follows, will apply universally

to the representation of angular objects, (which is, in

fact, the chief business of perspective,) viz. that any

angle may be represented by determining the vanishing Represent*

points of the lines which form it. Thus Ihe centre of tion of an

any vanishing line being known or determined hy the anS le

methods already stated, (Art. 24,25,26,) let a peipeu-

dicular be raised at that centre.

The length of this perpendicular depends upon
whether the vanishing line does or does not pass through

the centre of the picture. In the former instance this

perpendicular is equal to the principal distance ; in

the latter, to the direct distance.

An example for each will explain our meaning.

(28.) Let any two lines, A L, and L B, (plate i. fig. 4, |,t. On a

No. 1.) making an angle at L, be produced to their plane ol

vanishing points A and 11, which in this instance are wh,ch lh «

V ' , . ., • , i. a r» • vanishing
supposed to be in the vanishing line A It, passing

| inc 1>S

through the centre C of the picture. Let C E, a per- through the

pendicular equal to the principal distance, be raised at centreof

C, the principal point; and an angle funned at E bj two Hie picturi

lilies A E, It K, drawn from the two vanishing points.

The angle ALB (with any other angle made by two

lines vanishing at A and B) will alwa\s represent the

angle A E B. Also, if the angle A K B be divided

as in the figure by any lines, as EC, E K. meeting

the vanishing line, the divisions of A E B will be

represented by proportionally corresponding divisions

of A LB. Thus ALC represents A E C; CLE
represents CEK; and K. L It represents K E B. ,

(|, y 0n t

(29.) Secondly, for an example in which the vanish-
p|ane f

ing line does not pa^-s through the centre of the picture, which the

suppose the two lines already given as forming the re- vanishing

presentative angle at L, to have their vanishing points "" '

"*

at F and G, in the vanishing line F (i. Find the centre . liruu gi! trie

I), of F (i, (Art. 24,) and the direct distance U It. cenlreoflhc

l\rt 25.) At D, the centre of the vanishing line picture.
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F G, raise the perpendicular D H, equal to D R, the

direct distance. Here, as in the last example, lines

drawn from the two vanishing points to the furthest

extretr.ity of the perpendicular, will form at II the ori-

ginal angle represented at L. Thus the angle F II G
will be represented by F L G. And any number of

divisions in this, as in the former instance, may be made
of the angle at H, which will be represented by corre-

sponding divisions at L.*

(30.) Hence we may observe, that the vanishing

point of any given line, being known, and likewise the

vanishing line of the plane to which it belongs, any

other line representing any proposed angle with the

given line, may be drawn. Thus, if the given line be

L F, and its vanishing point be F, and its vanishing

line be F G, the representation of any proposed angle

may he made either at L, or at any other point in the

line LP. Let L be that given point. Having found,

by means of the central distance, C D, the centre D, of

the given vanishing line ; draw at D, the perpendicular

DH, equal to D R, the direct distance. Next draw
H F, and at H, make with F the proposed angle, say

F H G. A line, G L, joining the points G and L,

will complete G L F, the representation of the proposed

angle.

(31.) Also, if any two vanishing points in any va-

nishing line are known, the vanishing line is soon found,

for it is itself the straight line uniting them. Thus, F
and G (fig. 4, No. 1.) being known, F G is the vanish-

ing line of the plane, in which any two lines, vanishing

at F and G, contain the angle F H G. Or, again,

the points A and B, or A and K, being known ; A B
is the vanishing line of the plane in which any two
lines, vanishing at A and B, or A and K., form the

angles A E B, or A E K, represented at L.

(32.) It will be seen from this (fig. 4, No. 1.) and

numerous future examples, that the representation of an

angle varies, in most cases, from its original, and is

almost always larger or smaller than the angle which it

represents. This is a constant puzzle to beginners.

Thus the representative angle A L B is larger than its

original angle at E, and the same angle FLG is

much larger than its original at H. To convince any
learner of this as popularly and familiarly as we can, let

a piece of card be cut into the shape of a triangle of

larger and more convenient dimensions than the triangle

A E B, but having exactly the same angles at A, E,
and B. Next, construct at E (on the card) (fig. 4,

No. 2.) the angle C E B ; and with C E (taken from the

card) as a radius, describe on another card the circle of

vision. To the side A B of the triangular card affix

a piece of wire, on which it may turn us on an axis.

Then applying this axis to the diameter of the circle,

and keeping your eye exactly over the point C. turn the

triangular card on its side A B by means of the wire,

and observe attentively the various changes of the

angle at E. At first laid flat on the circle, the real

angle and the apparent will coincide, and be equal to

A E B. But as you turn the card towards you, the

apparent angle goes on increasing through an infinite

series of magnitudes, such as A r B, A « B, until, alter

attaining its greatest possible magnitude, it vanishes

in the line A B. Alter this, continue the revolution of

'Hie perpendicular, it is to be noted, will produce tne same
results bv being raised on etth>r sitte of the vanishing lines A B or

F G,a» their re-peolive centres.

the card until the apparent angle again coincides with

its original at N, below the line A B. The triangular

card, as it now recedes from your eye, will form another
series of angles, continually diminishing, as A t B,
A it B, until it equals and coincides with A N B.
The very same appearances will take place if the

circle above mentioned be drawn on a piece of glass, to

represent the perspective plane ; and then the wire A B
be applied, and made to revolve on the side of the glass

furthest from the spectator. Infinite varieties, as l>e-

fuie, of angles between E and N will he now observed

through the glass during the revolution of the trian-

gular card on its axis A B, receding from or advancing
towards the spectator. These varieties are but so many
different appearances or representations of the original

angle seen under so many diflerent aspects.

Also, if another triangle of card, constructed simi-

larly to F G H, he made to revolve on its vanishing
line, as F G, and the spectator's eye be kept fixed as

before over, or opposite, the principal point C, every

change of representation of the angle FUG will be

given according to the situation of the plane it belongs

to, vanishing in the line FG. But in this latter in-

stance fewer of the gradations can be noticed, as many
of them, those between H and L for example, (fig. 4,)

will he out of the circle of vision, and consequently in-

visible to an eye kept exactly at that perpendicular dis-

tance from Cor principal distance. (Art. 15.)

(33.) Another preliminary observation, which may
give clearness to what follows, is, that the same straight

line is not to be considered as confined invariably to

the same plane. On the contrary, the number of planes

is infinite, to all of which, in common, the same straight

line may belong. Thus, the axis o n, (plate ii. fig. 2,)

or C X, belongs not only to the plane of i v C, but lo

the plane of k w C ; to the plane of S z C ; and to the

plane of t in C ; which planes, it is evident, might be
multiplied to the extent of any number of radii possible

to be drawn to the centre n. The same observation is

to be made respecting the line is, (plate ii. fig. I,) which
is common to the plane i M s, and the plane H B o. The
axis rv, in like manner, (plate ii. fig. 3,) is common to

all the several planes that appear to revolve upon it.

(Art. S6, 87.)

(34.) It will be useful here to recapitulate our defi-

nitions by a reference to plate ii. fig. 4, 5, and 6.

A D B G. (Fig. 4.) A portion of the perspective plane.

(Art. 6.)

C. The centre of the picture or principal point.

O. The point of view. (Art. 10.)

O C. The principal distance, on which, as on an

axis, the right-angled triangle F U R, being made to re-

volve, forms the circle of vision. (Art. 1 1 to 15.)

C R, or CF. Radii of the circle of vision, and sub-

stituted for the principal distance, being equal (Art. 11)
to O C, and perpendicular to the vanishing line at its

centre C.

V O X. An angle of 60°, which, by the revolution of

the triangle X t) V on the axis O C, forms the inner

circle, or circle of distinct vision. (Art. 15.)

M O N 1\ A portion of the horizontal plane. (Art.

17.)

H C L. Intersection of the horizontal plane, called

the horizontal line. (Art. 11.) It is the vanishing line

of all planes parallel to the horizontal plane. (See
further Art. G5.)

B O U Z K. (Fig. 5.) A portion of the station plane,

3 i
>
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of which the intersection I N with the perspective plane

is culled tlie station line. (Art. 17.) It is the vanish-

ins line of all planes parallel to the station plane. (Art.

65.)

CTSand CTR. Original planes passing through

the centre C, and perpendicular to the plane of the

picture, but not parallel to the station plane.

C W. Line of intersection of the plane C T S, and

vanishing line of all planes parallel to the plane C T S.

(Art. 74.)

C L. Line of intersection of the plane CTR, and

vanishing line of all planes parallel to the plane CTR.
(Art. 71.)

S R N. (Fig. 6.) A portion of an original plane making
with the plane of the picture the angle R S E, (to

which C O P is constructed equal.) and having B S for

its base line, and V L lor its vanishing line, (Art. 19,

20, 64.) and for the vanishing line of all planes parallel

to the plane of S It X. (Art. 65.)

P. The centre of the vanishing line V L. (Art. 75.)

P C. The central distance. (Art. 24.)

O C. The principal distance, and C P its substitute.

(Art. 22.)

OP. The direct distance, and PD its substitute.

(Art 22. 25. 75.)

We have now generally stated the nature and position

of original planes, together with the lines and points on

the perspective plane, which are necessary towards

correct representation. The rules and observations

which follow relate to the application of these materials.

Practical To know the reasons for each rule, the student must
perapective consu it |,j s Euclid, or any geometric treatise on the

e
subject, but to know the rules themselves may be enough

as practical

geometry.

reduced to

three

for the merely practical draughtsman. As practical

Geometry is all that commonly is requisite for the en-

gineer or surveyor, so practical perspective suffices for

the artist. It remains for us to give some leading ex-

amples of representation in the several cases to which
the Art extends.

All cases for These cases may be reduced to three, i. Planes
perspective which have no vanishing line. (Art. 67.) ii. Planes of

which the vanishing line passes through the centre of
the picture, iii. Planes of which the vanishing line

does not pass through the centre, of the picture. But
as this division will be expressed more clearly by terms

referring to the illustrations we have given, we shall

describe the same three cases in other words.

Case I. Of planes parallel to the perspective plane.

Case II. Of planes perpendicular to the perspective

plane ; which include three varieties :

1st. Planes parallel to the horizontal plane.

2dly. Planes parallel to the station plane.

3dly. Planes neither parallel to the horizontal nor to

the station plane.

Case III. Of Planes neither parallel nor perpendi-

cular to the perspective plane ; containing also three

varieties, viz.

1st. Planes whose bases are parallel to the horizontal

line.*

2dly. Whose bases are parallel to the station line.t

* In which examples the plane is perpendicular to the station

plane.

f In which examples the plane is perpendicular to the horizontal

plane.

8dly. Whose bases are neither parallel to the horizon- Ql n il no.

tal nor to the station line. v«--s^—-^

(35.) To exemplify the several foregoing cases. In fnenrai

plate ii. fig. 2, the diameters it), k w, s z, t wi, cist

are in a plane parallel to the perspective plane, and
consequently belong to Case I. To the same case he-

long, in plate iii. fig, 1, two sides ol each of the lour

boxes, viz. the side in each nearest the spectator, and its

parallel, the side most distant. Also two sides similarly

circumstanced in the lids of the box o p r, and of the

same box as seen resting on a different plane, of which
the vanishing line is C Q.
Of Case 11. examples are abundant. The plane Tn« second

P j e, plate ii. fig. 3, is parallel to the horizontal <Ul'

plane. Also (plate iii. fig. 1) the square bottom of

each of the three lower boxes, and of the b<>\ in each

of the figures. (Plate ii. fig. 1, plate iv. tig. 1, and
plate v. tig. 2.) Parallel to the station plane we have

examples in the sides (plate iii. fig. 1) d x and ig, qj
and s k, x y, &c. of the boxes there introduced. Also,

(plate vii. fig. 1) in a picture-frame suspended from the

point s.

Planes neither parallel to (he horizontal nor to (he

station plane, but perpendicular to the picture, are re-

presented in plate ii. fig. 2 ; also in plate iii. fig. 1, the

bottom of the upper box, with the top of its lid, together

with those sides of both which are perpendicular to the

plane of the picture.

Case III. may he thus illustrated. The planes T! - third

(jilate iii. fig. 1) si V and d h Z, in the lid of the ">'•

box df, and the plane laW, in the lid of the box y a,

form examples of planes the basts ofwhich are parallel

to the horizontal line.

Again, to exemplify planes of which the bases are

parallel to the station line. The base g b, (plate ii.

fig. 3,) of the plane P 6 g, is similarly circumstanced.

And, lastly, for an example of a plane neither parallel

to the horizontal nor lo the station line, observe the

plane of the lid of the box (plate ii. fig. 1) e u s i,

which vanishes in the line ML. Also, (in plate iv.

fig. 1,) a similar lid A" I s e, vanishing in the line X M.
Likewise (in plate v. tig. 2) the lid k h i w, vanish

ing in the line V M.

CASE I.

Of Planes paralld to the Perspective Plane.

Rules and Observations.

(36.) That if any number of parallel straight lines be

all parallel to the plane of the picture, their representa-

tions are parallel to each other.

(37.) That the representations of all equal straight

lines in a plane parallel to the plane of the picture, are

all equal to each other.

(38.) That if an original straight line be parallel to

any straight line on the plane of the picture, its repre-

sentation is also parallel to that line.

(39 ) That the representation ot a plane figure,

parallel to the perspective plane, is a similar figure;

that is, its angles are equal to those of the original, and
its sides proportional. Thus, if the principal distance

be divided into a number of equal parts to stand lor

yards, feet, or any other measure expressing the distance

of the original plane from the spectator, the represen-

tation may be given of the sides of the figure according

to that scale.
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Plate V.

Fig. 1.

Problem I.

To prepare the Perspective Plane for Case I.

(40.) Describe any circle AGBD with C for its

centre, representing the principal point; and within that

circle of vision, let the line E F represent a plumb-

line, (or the nearest upright object in the foreground,)

divided into any number of equal parts, say seven ; each

of which suppose, in the original plumb-line, to be one

foot ; and in the representation of it, as here given, to be

one-fifth of an inch.

Draw to the line E F two parallels, G I, H K, at

pleasure, (according to the size of the drawing, and the

intended extent of the view,) and to these parallels two

perpendiculars meeting them at the four points G, H, I,

K. Let the sides of the drawing be next divided into

equal parts, according to the scale of E F. The sides

G I,H K, will represent 18 feet each. The sides G H,

I K, 22 feet each. It will be manifest that these four

lines, or sides of the drawing, are parallel to the hori-

zontal (Art. 11) and station lines, (Art. 17,) and that a

line drawn from anv given number, as 7, and passing

through the centre of the picture, to the same number on

the side opposite, would be the horizontal line. Also a

line through C parallel to the plumb-line, would be the

station line. (Art. 17, 34.)

(41.) The lower side of every drawing is commonly
called the ground line, and the plane of which it is the

base, the ground plane. (See note * Art. 17.)

(42.) In sketching from Nature, a substitute for the

plumb-line may occasionally be found in the upright

edges of a wall or other building, the height of which

is known ; or in the height of any other object per-

pendicular to the horizon. Having now fixed at the

sides of the picture the proportions of the nearest ob-

jects, or, rather, the nearest points of objects that it is

possible (Art. 11, 12) to delineate upon it; let the

learner next divide the principal distance (or radius B C
of the circle of vision) according to the same scale.

(Art. 39.) In the present example it will contain sixteen

parts. So that according to the perspective plane now
prepared, the principal distance (or distance of the

spectator from the plane of the original plumb-line) is

16 feet; the height of his eye from the ground plane is

7 feet ; and the utmost limits of his prospect along the

ground line (viz. the side I K) produced both ways to

the circumference of the circle at A and D will be about

26 feet. It is recommended to the student to practise

this preparation of the perspective plane in various

scales, and not confine himself to the one here given,

which, in fact, must refer to many objects indistinctly

seen. (Art. 15.)

Problfm II.

To draw (parallel to the perspective plane) any sur-

face which shall be simitar to any other surface also

parallel to the same plane; and which shall represent

that surface at an equal, a greater, or less distance from
the spectator.

(43 ) The student is expected to be familiar with the

construction of regular figures, the circle, the triangle,

the square, parallelogram, (Sic. as taught in elementary

• books of practical Geometry, liaise at any point, as

O, in the ground line, a perpendicular; and describe a

circle, OPK, the centre of which is in that perpendi-

cular ; and the radius of which is equal to any given

number of the divisions on the ground plane, say three.

It is required to make a representation of this circle in Of Outline,

any part of the picture, either at the same distance, or *-~*s^s
at any other greater distance.

(44.) To represent the circle at the same distance. First pan M
nothing more is requisite than, with the same radius, Proh - U>

(Art. 37,) to make at any given point a circle of exactly

the same apparent are;i. This done, any regular figure

within the circle may be represented, such as the equila-

teral triangle OPR. If the sides of the original

figure are parallel to those within the circle, their re-

presentations must be also drawn parallel. (Art. 36 and
3S.) This is the well-known case of architectural ele-

vations, which are drawn in conformity to a ground
plan previously determined.

(45.) Next, to represent the surface O P R at a greater S»cond pjri

distance. Take any radius, as U V, less than that of of Prob. II.

OPR, and construct a circle at the point given. The
circle thus constructed will represent a breadth of six

feet (the diameter of O P R) on some plane parallel to

the picture at a greater distance from the spectator than

the plane of O P R, («'. e. greater thun 16 feet, the prin-

cipal distance ;) and it is evident that a similar figure to

OPR drawn within the circle at U, according to that

scale, (of U V,) will represent the figure O P R, at that

greater distance.

If it is required, on the ground plane, to find the dis-

tance of the last constructed circle ; draw the lines O C,

T C, cutting off a portion from the ground line equal

to the radius of OPR. Between O C and T C lie all

the parallels to the ground line that can be drawn less

than O T. From O T cut off O 5, equal to U V, and

draw 5 S parallel to O C. The line X S equal to O 5,

or U V, drawn between O C and T C, parallel to I K,
will be the radius required ; and will show the distance

of the plane of U V on the ground plane. In other

words, the surface to which U V belongs, and the sur-

face to which N S belongs will be in the same plane

parallel to the picture : and the triangle at N will be

equal to its similitude at U, and will represent OPR.
at the distance of the original at the point N on the

ground plane. It is moreover evident, that according

to this new scale of N S, or U V, the same figure may
be repeated in any other part of the picture. (Art. 44.)

Thus will be formed faithful representations of O P R
on a plane parallel to the picture, and intersecting the

ground plane, of whose line of intersection XS (being

parallel to the ground line) is a part.

(46.) It was next required to draw the representation Third part

of a surface, parallel to the perspective plane, at a lesser of Proo. 11.

distance than any given. This given distance must not

be the distance of P It O, or of any Ggure drawn by

the scale at the sides of the picture, since nothing

nearer can be represented than by that scale. (Art. 21.)

Let then the equilateral triangle b m d be the figure

given, of which a copy is required at a nearer point, as

N on the ground plane. Parallel at m to the ground

line draw a straight line m e, equal to the radius of the

circle b m d. Through the extremities of this parallel

draw C O, C T. These lines will cut from off the

ground line, a portion O T, here representing 3 feet. At

X, draw N S parallel to m e, or OT, and meeting C T in

S. N S will be the representation of a length of 3 feet,

the radius of b m d, removed to X, on a nearer plane

parallel to the picture ; and having X S for part ot its

line of intersection with the ground plane.

(47.) It may often be more convenient to draw ine

scale of the ground line (or rather the scale of C B, the
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principal distance) on a line parallel to some line in the

figure to be copied. Tims the side PO, in the triangle

O 1' It, being equal to about S feet, the lines O C, PC,
drawn from it-* extremities, will cut off NX and 6 to,

representing a length ot' 5 feet at the distances N
and m.

(49.) Another method of determining the size of

objects ->n a plane parallel to the picture, according to

their distance from the spectator, is oy dividing, or mul-

tiplying, proportionally to the distance required, any

line in the figure to he copied. Thus the radius of

O P It, or the line O T equal to the radius of O I' It, may
be used to express the distance of the required object

from the spectator: and maybe divided so that one

portion of it shall express the distance of the figure

t) P It from the spectator; and the other portion of it

express the distance of () P It from its intended copy.

Let it be required, for example, to represent OPltata
distance of 24 feet, OTmay be conceived to consist

of twenty-four equal parts, sixteen of which express the

principal distance, or distance of the plane of () P It

;

(Art. 39 ;) and the remaining eight the distance of the

plane of O P It from that of its copy at N or U. O T,

therefore, being divided into three equal parts, will

express the required proportions, viz, two thirds for

the distance of O P It; the remaining third lor the

distance of () P It from the copy at N or U : and the

whole (as was before said) for the distance of the plane

of N from the spectator's eye. One of these two por-

tions of OT will give the scale of the representation

sought for, i.e. will be the size of the copy of OT at

the point N. It will be that portion of O T, expressing

the distance of the figure of which the copy is to be

made. viz. the portion 5, two-thirds of OT. This

portion will represent, at N, or U, or any where in the

picture, the radius of O P It on a plane parallel to the

perspective plane, and 24 feet distant from the spec-

tator.

(49.) Accordingly, N S is equal to two thirds of OT,
and is a representation of a line of the same length

with OT at the distance of 24 feet from (he spectator.

But O T measures 3 feet. N S, therefore, divided into

three, will form a scaie of feet for the copy of the figure

O P It at N or U ; or for that of any other figure on the

same plane of N or U, parallel to the picture. Or the

copy may be made by lines parallel to O P R, each of

which is two-thirds of the length of its original.

(50.) Again, as another example, let it be required

to represent a copy of the figure X Q N at twice the

distance of N. The line N S, divided into two equal

parts by a parallel from its centre to CO, cutting C T
at e, will give the radius to e of the representation re-

quired : and in e, accordingly, divided into three, will be

a new scale of feet for the figure copied at in, or for

any other figure on the plane to which it belongs parallel

to the picture.

(51.) But if a given surlace, as bmd, parallel to

the picture, is to have its similitude represented nearer

to the spectator, and consequently on a larger scale :

multiply its diameter, its radius, or any other line in the

figure, by the denominator of the fraction expressing

that portion of its distance at which yon mean to place

the given surface. If, for example, you wish b in, or bd,

or d m, or in e, to be drawn in perspective at half their

present distance, multiply any one of those lines by 2,

/. e. make it twice its present length. If you desire it to

be one-third of its distance, multiply by 3, i, e. make it

three times its present length. If you reduce it to two-

thirds, multiply bj '.i and subtract I. If to one-fourth,

multiply by 4. If to three-fourths, multiply by 4 and
subtract 1. If lo two-filths, multiply by 5, and subtract

3. If to three-filths, multiply by 5, and subtract 2. If

to four-fifths, multiply by 5, and subtract 1 The quan-

tity subtracted being always equal to the difference

between the numerator and the denominator of the frac-

tion, whenever the numerator exceed- 1.

(52.) In this latter operation, care must be taken

that no distance nil the picture he attempted less than

the principal distance; (Art. 21 ;) for instance, if the

triangle bm d is represented 18 feet distant from the

spectator, and it is desired to represent the same triangle

at a fourth part of that distance: the answer is, that

such a representation on the picture I O II K, with the

principal distance B C, is impossible ; because a fourth

part of 48 feet is a distance of 12 feet ; consequently 4

feet less than the principal distance B C, and situated

out of the plane of the picture, on some other plane

between the spectator and the nearest object, (as O P It,)

that can be drawn on the picture.

(53.) The optical principle upon which both the fore-

going methods are founded, may be thus briefly ex-

plained. Let the eye of the spectator at E (plate vi.

fig. 1) be directed towards P O, X N, and b m,

each equal to O T, that is, to a radius of the circle

O P R in the last figure : (plate v. fig. I :) each upon

planes parallel to each other, and to the perspective

plane: (O P being on a surface (plate vi. fig. 1) in the

perspective plane itself; X N, and b to, on parallel sur-

faces in planes beyond it :) and each at the several

distances, O E, N E, and m E.

O E, being the distance of the picture, or principal

distance, equal to C B, (plate v. fig. 1,) will be 16' feet.

Consequently, N E (half as far again) will he 24 feet ;

and in E (three times the distance O E) 48 feet. It is

evident that the line P O, at the distance of O, appears

to the eye at E under the angle P E O. Removed to

N it appears under the angle X E N ; and removed still

further to to, the same line appears under the still

smaller angle 6 Em. These differences of its apparent

magnitude are expressed on the line P O itself: its

apparent length at the point of distance N being ZO;
and its apparent length at the point of distance TO being

Y O. Also, observe, that PO, divided into two parts

OZ and P Z, having the ratio of 2 to 1 ; OZ may be

used to express 16 feet, being the distance OE; PZ
8 feet, being the distance PXorON, and therefore

PO (the whole line) 24 feet, being the distance N E.

Or if the division is made at Y, (O Y being one-third

of O P,) then O Y expresses the distance O E, 16 feet

;

PY, twice that distance, 32 feet, being the distance

P b, or Om; and P O expresses the whole line E to,

being a distance of 4S feet.

(54.) It is further manifest that Y O, the representa-

tion of b m on the plane of the picture, must, in order

to represent 6 to (half that distance) at N, be multiplied

by 2, t, c. must be increased to the length of O Z ; and

that if X N be brought one-third nearer, or b m be

brought to O, Y O must be multiplied by 3, i.e. increased

to the whole length of O P. (Art. 51.)

(55.) Another remark to the purpose of our illustra-

tion is, that if O Y be multiplied by 3, (that is, increased

to the length OP,) it will either represent b to, three

times greater at the distance to E, or the same s'«e at

its nearest distance O E Also that if X N be moved

Of Outline.

No distance

to be at-

tempted less

than the

principal

distance.

The fore-

going me-
thods a« cord

with optical

phenomena.
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Fainting perpendicularly to and fro, along and between the lines

v™^^™^ in O and 6 P; a line drawn from X to E, (at any time

during' the progress of X N,) will intersect O P in some
one of the several points between P and Y, and show
the apparent magnitude of X N, or of its equal O P, at

any point of distance between O and m. So that the

lineO P is at all times divisible into two parts; of which

(if the whole line be used to express the furthest dis-

tance, as E m, required for the object) one part shall

express the distance (as O rri) of the plane of the object

from the plane of the picture ; and the other part shall

express E, or the principal distance. The learner

will see, therefore, that the scales by which OP may
be thus divided, are infinite in their variety; since

every new distance of the object demands a new scale

greater or less, according to that distance. This scale

of O P, once determined, he has only to deduct the

principal distance in feet, inches, or any fixed measures

of length from the line O P, expressing similar measures,

[lie perspec- and graduated according to a particular scale deter-

livc plane, mined by the distance of the plane of the object from E.

(56.) Other examples (plate v. fig. 1) are added, to

which all the foregoing rules and observations may be

again applied, g a cfh represents the gable end of a

cottage, 9 feet broad from g to h, 13 feet high from g to

a, or from h iof; its ridge at c, 17 feet from the ground

;

and the edges of its roof a c, and cf, each equal to

nearly 6 feet. These dimensions are ascertained by

drawing lines from C, through g and h, to the scale on
the ground line, and thus at r and n on the plane of the

picture will be shown, by lines parallel to g a, ac, c f,
and /A, (see the dotted lines in the figure,) the magni-
tude of the object at its nearest representation (Art.

52) on the plane of I G H K.

(57.) Or these dimensions may be also known from

a scale upon g h, drawn similar to that at the ground
line, by means of straight lines from C to the divisions

of the ground scale.

(5S.) To represent the same figure g- a cfh at any
greater distance, and consequently on a smaller scale :

draw lines, g C, a C, c C, /"C, h C, within which any
parallels to the lines ofgacfh will give the represen-

tation required ; and the scale of this new representa-

tion is found by lines, as before, from C to the ground
scale, dividing I i into nine parts, representing 9 feet.

According, then, to these three scales (:' I, g k,

and r n) are determined, in this example, the relative

sizes of the square window, and of the chimney, at the

several distances of each plane : viz. the scale of the

ground line, or r n, for the plane of the picture ; the

scale of gh for the plane of gh c ; and the scale of / i,

for the plane of tiy.

It is evident that the side of the cottage g a cfh may,
(Art. 44, 45, 46,) at any distance, be represented (ac-

cording to the scale of that distance) in any other part

of the picture : for example, on the plane of t i y it

may be drawn either at the intersection with, and on

the same level with the ground plane, as at L; or 18

feet higher, as at W ; or 23 feet lower, as at Z.

(59.) Next, to proportion the apparent dimensions of

the surface g a cfh to its distance. Let the divisions

on that portion of the ground line {pis. r 71) which is

cut oH'by producing Cg-, and C h, be changed to signify

the number of feet (or any other measures of length)

at which the plane of ga cfh is distant; say 24 feet.

Out of these 24 equal parts, sixteen (the number of

feet in B C, the principal distance) will be found

equal to g h. Or, without altering the ground scale, Of Outline.

g- h may be found thus, 24 : 16 :: 9 : 6, giving 6 feet, v—v——

'

taken from r n, for the length of g h. In the same
manner, I i being compared with g h, (according to the

scale of »A,) its distance from gh is found. Multiply-

ing 24 (the distance of g h) by 9 its length, and divid-

ing the product by 4J, (the number of feet which t i

measures on the scale ofg h,) we obtain 48 feet for the

distance of t i. In other words, t i being equal to one-
half of g- h, must be twice (Art. 54) the distance of

g h, viz. 48 feet from the spectator, the half of which,
viz, 24, will be its distance from g h : gi th may, there-

fore, represent the floor of a room 24 feet by 9, the

nearest side of which is 24 feet distant from the spec-

tator.

A Gothic window, 18 feet high, is also represented. The student

according to the foregoing methods, at the distance of *dv"ed t0

48 feet from the spectator. It is recommended to the . 1 . ;11 exam-
student to practise the above problem with any other

p|es of hit

principal distance; that is, with any other radius to ihe owufor

circle of vision than C B : and not confining himself to tlie *e P ro
*

16 lor its divisor, to choose any other number.

Clearness and facility will also result from drawing
every example on different sides of the picture.

CASE II.

Of planes perpendicular to the perspective plane;*

which include three varieties, viz.

I. Planes parallel to the horizontal plane.

II. Planes parallel to ihe station plane.

III. Planes neither parallel to the horizontal nor to

the station plane.

Rules and Observations.

(60.) That the point where the perspective plane

intercepts a straight line drawn through the spectator's

eye, or point of view, parallel to any original straight

line, is the vanishing point of that original line.

(61.) That the vanishing line of any original plane

contains the vanishing points of all straight lines in

that plane, which have parallels intercepted as above.

(62.) That of the two extremities of every straight

line, infinitely produced, or extended both ways upon its

original plane; one extremity extending/rom the spec-

tator, reaches a point represented in the vanishing line

of that original plane. The other extremity towards

the spectator, reaches a point in the base line of the

same plane. (Art. 19, 20.) This extension of any line

to its vanishing and base points is called an indefinite

rept escalation.

(63.) That all lines whatever of intersection with the

plane of the picture by original planes extending to-

wards the spectator are base lines ; and all points of

intersection with the plane of the picture, by lines

similarly extended, are base points.

(64.) That the vanishing and base lines of every

plane are parallel to each other.

(65.) That every plane has its own base line apart

from every other; but that all parallel planes have the

same vanishing line. For example, the horizontal line

H L (plate vii. fig. 1) is the vanishing line of all

planes parallel to the horizon ; and the station line B D
is that of all planes parallel to the station plane. (Art.

* Otherwise denominated (Art. 34) planes of which the vaniihing

hue passes through the centre of the picture.

Vanish "ng

point.

Vanishing

line.

Indefinite

represenU-

Ba.se line*.

Base points.

Vanishing
and base

lines paral-

lel.

Same i;i-

nisbing line

serves for all

parallel

planes.
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11, 17, IS, 34.) Ami, indeed, any straight line what-

ever, passin° through the ventre of the picture, is the

vanishing line of such plains perpendicular Id the pic-

ture as have their bases parallel to that vai ishing Hue.

A similar rule holds (as will be seen in Case III.) with

any straight line nut patting through the centre i

/' the

picture. It is the vanishing line of all planes parallel

to each other which have their bases parallel to it, and

which admit of no other central distance.

(66.) That, in most instances, when the actual base

line of any plane is difficult to be reached on the per-

spective plane, another parallel base may be substituted.

(Art. -21.)

(67.) That planes parallel (as in Case I.) to the

plane of the picture, having no intersection with it, I, e.

no base line, have likewise no vanishing line. (Art. 34.)

(68.) That the vanishing and base lines become one

and the same line for any plane, that, passing; through,

the centre of the picture, is perpendicular to the per-

spective plane.

(69.) That, therefore, the vanishing and base lines of

the horizontal plane are one and the same straight line,

called the horizontal line. (Art. II and 17.) And that,

also, the vanishing and base lines of the station plane

are one and the same, called the station line. (Art. 17.)

(70.) That the horizontal and station lines intersect

each other in the form of a cross at right angles at ihe

centre of the picture. For example, the horizontal line

II L (plate vii. fig. 1) is at right angles with B D, the

station line.

(71.) That a perpendicular from the eye of the

spectator to any vanishing line, intersects the plane of

the picture in a point called the centre of that vanishing

line. (Art. 22, 23.)

(72.) That the centre of any vanishing line is the

vanishing po nt of all lines perpendicular to the base of

the plane to which they and their vanishing line belong.

For example,

The centre

of a vanish-

ing line is

the vanish-

ing point cf
all perpen-

diculars to In plate II. fig. 1.

the base of

ila plane.
fig. 2.

fig. 3.

Plate III. fig. 1.

II

L
C
P
c
c
z
V
w
X
V
V
L

Plate VII. fig. 1. C
c

Plate IV.

Plate V.

fig. 1.

fiff. 2.

i

m t

mx
n o

u r

Sf
J P
h I

bh
y "

b a

bf
a e

of
An
al

S o

s a

>.i

q m
q m
i r,&c

bg
f g
jk
dh
a b

y*
be
b e

s a
s a
AX
a b

With many more examples which might be mentioned,

and which the reader will discover for himself. The
above are here given to render him familiar with the

plates. He will observe that the distance between C,

the centre of the picture, and any other points denoted

above (in the left-hand column) by capitals, is the

central distance. (Art. 24,26.)

All line* (73.) That, consequently, the vanishing point of all

perpen.licu- original straight lines perpendicular to the perspective
lar to the

piane j s \\)e centre of the picture.
D'P'ijre

»anish in ("4.) That the centre of all vanishing lines passing

'Ucentre. through the centre of the picture, is that central or

Of Outlin;.
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principal point itself of the picture ; and is the extremity

of the line called the principal distance, which is per-

pendicular both to the vanishing line and to the plane
of lhe picture. (Art. 10, 22.)

(".').) That the centre of any other vanishing line, i. e.

of any not passing through the centre of the picture,

is at the extremity of a perpendicular, drawn, like the

pri cipal distance, from the spectator's eye, and called

ihe direct distance, perpendicular to the vanishing line,

but not perpendicular lu the plane of the picture. (Art.

23.)

(76.) That all parallel lines in the same plane, have
the same vanishing point. For example : (plate ii.

fiir- 1 :) L is the vanishing point of the parallels i I and
eu in the same plane, and of is and q v parallels in

another plane. Again, the vanishing point is C (plate ii.

fig. 2) of the line n o, and also of the lines m C, i C,

k C, * C, I C, c C, &c. represented in the same plane

with no. (Art. 33.) See further the vanishing point

P (plate ii. fig. 3) of u r, and also of its parallels a P,

b P, d P, e P^ &c. In like manner V (plate v. fig. 2)
is the vanishing point of the parallels i h and wk. in the

plane i V w, and also the vanishing point of ih and
u, parallels in the plane s V i. E is here the vanishing

point of the parallels af si, e d, and x h. Observe,

moreover, (plate vii. fig. I,) C the vanishing point of
all the perpendiculars to the perspective plane.

(77.) That if the extremities of any number of equal

and parallel straight lines lie between two parallel

straight lines, the representations of the latter meeting
in their vanishing point, shall determine the perspective

proportions of the former. (See Prob. II. Art. 43 to 59.)

Problem III.

To prepare the Perspective Plane for Case II. viz. the Prob. HI.

Cate of Planes perpendicular to the Plane of the Picture.

(78.) Draw the straight line H L, representing the Plate VII.

level of the horizon ; and in that horizontal line, choose F'g- »

a point for the centre of the picture, opposite to which
is the spectator's station. Through (draw the perpen-
dicular B C D, to mark the intersection of the station

plane with the picture. (Art. 70.) Describe, with the

principal distance P C for radius, the circle D P B 9.

This will be the circle of vision ; the base of a cone, of
which PC is equal to the altitude. (Art. 12, &c.)

(79.) Or, if the line of the horizon is not conve
niently found, draw BD; the original of which, by-

means of a plumb-line, may be at any time most accu-

rately obtained. (Art. 40.) Then with the centre C,
(the height of the eye,) on that station line, and with

15 C, or DC, equal to the principal distance (Art. 10,

11) for radius, describe the circle of vision as bel'ore ;

and draw H L through C, perpendicular to B D. Let

nest the parallels E G, F I to the station line, and EF,
G I to the horizontal line, be drawn ad libitum, any
where within the circle, and limiting the intended re-

presentation. (Art. 13.)

(80.) These rectilineal boundaries will, it is evident, Boundaries

he useful asoccasional ba>e lines. (Art. 21.) E FandG I of the pic-

occasionally as the base lines of planes parallel to the ture 1,tK"

horizon ; E G and F I occasionally as the base lines of"
c^io'-al »«b-

i ,,i i
• i /. - s ...i stitutes for

planes parallel to the station plane. (Art. 17.) I hey uas<.
| ine9

may be substituted for base lines of any planes, whose
vanishing lines are parallel to them. (Art. 64.) For
example, EG may sometimes stand for the base line o!
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Painting, a plane of which F I is the vanishing line, or vice vt rsa.
N-""^-'~-/ FE may stand tor the base line of a plane, of which
All bases re- j q j s tne vanishing line, or vice versa. Indeed, any

raUru'toUie
s^ r"'"^ 1 ^" e parallel to the plane of the picture may be

picture. represented as a substitute for a base line of the plane

to which it belongs. (Art. 123.1

Division of (81.) Where an exact measurement of objects is to

theprincipal be made, divide, as in Case I., the principal distance
distance

into equal parts, representing poles, yards, feet, or any

to be trans- measures of its actual length. These parts it will be

ferred to the convenient to set off, as before, on the sides G I, F I

grounJ line of the drawing. (Art. 40.)

(82.) Where a number of angles are required to be

put into perspective, it is convenient at the points B
and P, S and D, to make a number of angles, from
10° upwards on each side of the radius or principal dis-

tance ; i. e. in the present example on each side of

CP, CB, CS, or C D. The lines forming these an-

of a certain gles will intersect the horizontal and station lines ;

number of (plate vii. fig. 2 ;) and the points of their intersection,

such as those marked 10, 20, 30, 40, &c., on H L and
B D, will be the vanishing points of all lines in any
planes parallel to the horizontal and station planes :

(Art. 61 :) according to the angle made by each line

with the base line of the plane to which it belongs; or

made with any parallel to that base line.

(S3.) The whole difficulty, indeed, of practical per-

spective, may be said to consist in drawing such a

straight line as shall represent any required angle made
by the original of that line with the base of the plane

to which it belongs, or with any other line: and also,

secondly, in representing a straight line, divided into

any number of portions, according to any given ratio.

The first part of this difficulty may be termed the

division cf angles; the second pait the division of
lines.

(S4.) The dividing points of any angle are the re-

spective vanishing points of the lines which divide the

Istof angles, angle. Thus, the points C and K (plate i. fig. 4, No. 1.)

are dividing points of the angle A L B, to which points

the lines L C, L K being drawn divide the angle ALB
into portions A L C, C L K, K L B, corresponding to the

divisions A EC, C E K, and K E B, of the original

angle A E B. (Art. 28.)

tdlyof lines. (85.) The dividing point of any line is to be found

in the vanishing line of the plane to which the line to

be divided belongs; ami is the point from which inter-

sections being drawn to a scale, on the base, or on its

parallel, will divide the line according to its required

proportions. No example could occur in Case I. to

show the division of angles; since the planes there con-

sidered are all parallel to the plane of the picture, and

can contain (Art. 34, 67) no line with a vanishing

point.

(S6.) But respecting the division of lines, it will have

been evident that in Case I. the dividing point for all

Straight lines in planes parallel to the perspective plane is

///( rt-ntre of the picture. (Art. 77.) For example, C
(piate v. fi<r. 1) is the dividing point of the lines t i, gh,

m e, X S. t) T, H, O P, P R, X Q, b m. U V, &c, be-

cause C (Art. 72, 73) is the centre of the vanishing line of

the plane of O C P, R C P, and O C R, as well as of the

plane of O C n, or ground plane ;• to which planes the

divided lines t i. gh, m e, X S, &c. belong, as well as to

planes parallel to the picture, (Art. 33.)

(s7.) For we may here take occasion to observe

that, as every straight line whatever is liable to be the

voi. v.

Dividing

joints.

ii Case I.

he dividing

mint of

ines is the

entre of the

licture.

common intersection of any number of planes; so the Of Outline,

expert tactician in perspective will choose that plane v-»^-«-''

which enables him to makt his representation with most
facility. (Art. 33.)

(88.) In the preparation of the perspective plane for

Case II., it will be often necessary to provide for a great Further pr<-
roany other vanishing points besides those marked on paration of

the horizontal and station lines; since the number of vanishing

vanishing lines of planes perpendicular to the plane of l '.'
J"" 3

f

or

the picture, is equal to the number of diameters that
CaaeI1-

can be drawn to the circle of vision. (Art. 72, 74.) To
provide, therefore, for any other vanishing line besides One eiatn-
H L or B D, (see plate vii. fig. 1,) arcs of circles may pie given"

be drawn, with a common centre C, cutting any vanish- out '"' "tru-

ing line of Case II., as K M, at the same central distances l'encs '

with those marked on the horizontal and station liues,
°

C 10, C20, C30, &c
(S9.) The points thus found (in the vanishing line

K _\1) will be the vanishing points of lines making the An»!e mada
complements of those angles 10°. 20°, 30°, &c. with the bv any lias

base of the plane to which K JI belongs. For example, wi,n tne

in the graduations upon this or any other vanishing line Vs*

the complement (or difference from 903
) at the vanish- he*^^^

ing point marked 10° is 803
; at the vanishing point bv means of

marked 20° is 70°; at the vanishing point marked 30° degrees

is 60° ; and so of the rest. marked at

•lishing

point.

Problem IV.

To find the vanishing point, and to give the inde- Prob
- ,v

finite representation if a line that belong* to any plane

perpendicular to the plane of the picture, and to Jind
also the original angle madr by the given line with the

base of the plane to which it belongs.

(90.) If the given line be found to vanish in the cen- Plate VII.

tre of the picture, the angle made by its original has Fiv;. 1

been already stated in Art. 73. Otherwise let ed
(plate vii. fig. 1) be the given straight line. As in

this proposition the base of the plane to which the line

belongs (or some parallel to the base) is supposed to

be known, draw two parallels to the base; one, as

O G 11, for a vanishing line through the centre of the

picture ; (Art. 72, 74 ;) the other, a b, as an occasional

base, (Art. 21,) and let these parallels be so drawn as

to include the given straight line between them. Then
continue the niven straight line at both extremities e and

d. till it reaches both the parallels at/and O. O /will Vanishing

be its indefinite representation. (Art. 62.) Its inter- j^'l
3 "

section (marked 40°) with the first parallel or vanishing repre ,enta-

lineOCwill be the vanishing point, (Art. 62.) Its tion found,

intersection with the latter parallel or base line af at

f will be the base point. (Art. 63.)

(91.) Xext, to find the original angle represented by

Ofa, (namely, the angle made by the gicen line with

the base of the plane to which it belong*,) raise at the

centre of the picture a perpendicular, as C M, to the

vanishing line, and let this perpendicular equal the prin-

cipal distance. (Art. i"i , 28.) Join by a line, as M O,

the furthest extremity of this perpendicular with the

vanishintr point. A right-angled triangle will thus lie Original

formed ; in which, out of the two angles ;it each cure- »»glefoa«d

mitv O and M of the hypotlientise, the one at O oppo-

site the principal distance is equal to the angle required

In the above problem ; viz. equal to the angle repre-

sented by Ofa, made by the given line with the base

of the plane to which it belongs: and the other at M
3u
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equal to the difference of that angle COM from 90°

represented by O / C.

(92.) Both these angles at O and M, by means of

parallels to C M and Si O, may be transferred to the

base at the point /, where we have K/«, equal to an

ann-le of 50° made by the original of ? '/ with the base

of°the plane faltb; secondly, afO, the perspective

representation of tltat angle ; and thirdly, Kfm equal

to OM C. an angle of4<T as marked upon the vanish-

ing line OCR, of which latter angle the representa-

tion will be 0/C as above stated, if a line, as/C, be

drawn from the base point to C. (Art. 28.)

(93.) The learner will here perceive that the angles

of the triangle O/C are representations of those in the

triangle O M C, viz.

:

The angle O C M represented bv O C/
COM = K/«...b'yCO/= Ofa

O M C = K/to . . by O/C (Art. 28, 92.)

(94.) And as the vanishing point O belongs to a

side, as O C, of these triangles which is common (Art.

33) to both, so every vanishing point, as O, takes very

properly the name of the angle at /or M opposite the

common side O C. Thus,

10°
fcD

C

a £2 TS

i —

be

80°

20 70

30 ^— 60

40 C^ 5°

45 *°
,,,

45
* fe .a wi 1 be <

50* °~
40

60 g f 30
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The convenience also of this mode of marking the

vanishing points will abundantly appear in the next and

following problems.

Thus far has been laid down in general terms a rule

Examples for the operation in Prob. IV. Examples of the rule in

to illustrate each of the three varieties mentioned in Case II. may
Prob. IV in now be statet).

(95.) i. To exemplify it where the plane to which the

"•iven line belongs is parallel to the horizontal plane.

Let the lines representing the top and bottom of a .small

rectangular box at x, (plate vii. fig, 1,) be extended

(since both surfaces, upper and lower, are parallel to

each other) to the vanishing line II L (Art. 65) of both

planes. Two lines in each will be found to vanish at a

point L marked 50°, and two at a point marked 40°,

on the opposite side of the perpendicular B C. Next,

lines B 50° and B 40° being drawn, will show the angles

made by each line with the base of the plane to which

it belongs, or with any parallel to that base, such, for

instance, as the ground line. (Art. 28, 66, 80.) The
lines vanishing at the point 40° will be found to make
an angle of 50° with their base. The lines vanish-

ing at 50° will be found to make an angle of 40°

with their base. (Art. 93.) The two books on the floor

and a bird-cage at the upper part of the picture are in-

troduced for similar illustration. The lines bounding

the cover of the lowest book, will, if produced, meet the

horizontal line at their two vanishing points marked

* As in this particular example.

three va-

rieties of

Case II.

45° in the, circumference of the circle of vision. An Of Outline

angle of 45° will consequently be the angle made by •—».^—

'

each of those lines with the base, or with any other pa-

rallel to the horizontal line. Another book above this,

supporting the portfolio albt, has two edges of its

cover parallel to the base, i. e. to II L, or to the ground
line. These have, therefore, no vanishing point, (Art.

67,85,) and are drawn according to Case I. The re-

maining edges reach their vanishing point (Art. 73) at

C the centre of their vanishing line, and are accordingly

perpendicular (Art. 72) to the base line of the plane to

which thev belong. The wires of the bird-rage being

parallel to the picture, have no (Art. 67, 85) vanish-

ing point; and being also parallel to the station line,

are, therefore, so drawn by the method in Case I. : but

the lines which complete its sides being in horizontal

planes perpendicular to the picture (Art. 33, 87) have

their vanishing' points in the horizontal line; and will

be found to make angles of 45° with the base line

FE.
To avoid confusion from multiplicity of lines, the

several indefinite representations just mentioned have

not been drawn on the plate, but are left to be supplied

by the learner. We shall now, however, give other

examples, which, to some readers, may prove more satis-

factory. Let the lines which bound the representation

tmxo, of a square, (plate ii. fig. 1,) be produced to

their vanishing points at H and L. From the extre-

mity W of the perpendicular WC, (Art. 27, 28, 91,) a

line VV II, to the vanishing point of the representation

to H, will give the angle WHC = fmB; (the incli-

nation of the original ofm t to the base gz, or to any other

base parallel to it;) MZ.an angle of 45°. Again, the angle

made with the base by the original of to r may be simi-

larly found, and ascertained to be equal to zm F; and

also the angles at which the originals of q i and q v are

inclined to a base drawn through q ; or inclined to g z,

>r to any other parallel base. In plate ii. fig. 3, the

sides of the parallelogram j r e vanish in the points P
and Q, which (as CP and CQ are each equal to the

principal distance) will be found, as in the last example,

and as they are found always, the vanishing points of

all lines in Case II that make 45° with their base. The
square bottom (plate iii. fig. 1) of each of the three

lower boxes was hinted (Art. 35) as another example.

The lines em, gf,jp,kr, &c. vanish in the centre of

the picture, and therefore represent right angles with

their bases eg,jk,&c. (Art. 71, 72, 73.) Another box

(plate iv. fig. 1) is introduced, to the bottom of which

(parallel to the horizontal plane) belong the lines b a and

bf vanishing at X and V, and representing, by the

angles a b I and fbc, the original angles PXC and

PVC equal to the inclinations at b to the base Ic.

Lastly, tiie originals of the angles bat, and f a z,

(plate v. fig. 2,) made with the base 6;, are obtained

by raising the perpendicular PC at C the centre of the

picture and drawing P V, P L. The original angles

will be PVC and PLC. If further illustrations be

required, they may be easily made by reference to the

steps of the spiral staircase, pi. viii. fig. 1.

(96.) ii. To give examples in a plane parallel to the \\. Exam-

stalion plane. Of all such planes the station line (plate plestoProh

vii. fig. 1) B D is the vanishing line, (Art. 65,) and their IV.inpUne

occasional base line on one side is E G, or its parallel ; on {^"staiion

the other side is F I, or its parallel. The picture-frame
p |ane

i v g hangs by the cord i s r, against the side of a room

parallel to the station plane. Two sides of the frame
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Paiating. parallel to the base FI, and therefore parallel to the

^—v^-' perspective plane, (Art. 67,) have no vanishing point,

and are drawn according to Case I ; but the remaining

two sides have their vanishing point in the station line

at C, (Art. 72, 73,) and the parts of the cord is, and

vs, have their vanishing points also in the station line,

(Art. 61, 62,) each marked 55°. Fifty-five degrees

subtracted from 90° will leave 35°, the angle made by

is, or s v, with the base I F; so that if either of them

be continued to its base point, and at that point a pa-

rallel to P.f)5 be drawn, the angle of 35° will be found

made by the line s i, or sv, with the base of the plane

to which they belong. (Art. 91.) Again, the glass door

in the opposite wall at E has its parallels to the base

E G drawn according to Case I. (of parallels to the per-

spective plane ;) but the boundary lines at its upper

and lower edges, together with the horizontal divisions

of the glass, have their vanishing point in the centre C
of B D, their vanishing line, (Art. 72, 73.) and are

therefore perpendicular to the base E G. (Art. 72, 73.)

The divisions E z, and y z, of the semicircular window
will have their vanishing points at 72° and 36° on the

station line; that is, E z inclined 18° to the base; and

y z 54°. The indefinite representations are, in the

examples following, drawn at large. Such boundaries

of the planes (plate iii. fig. 1) dznie, kifg, jpo,
srk, &c. as are not parallel to their base line, or (what

is the same thing) not parallel to the plane of the pic-

ture ; will vanish in their vanishing line W V, namely
the station line. And in this instance, since they

vanish in C, the centre of their vanishing line, (Art. 72,

73,) they must represent perpendiculars to their re-

spective bases de, hg, &c. A further example occurs

in plate v. fig. 1, where g a cfh is supposed to

represent the interior of a building. Its sides aig,
and flh, being parallel to the station plane, will

have their boundaries g i, h t, &c. vanish in C,

the centre of their vanishing line, (Art. 72,) which

boundaries are therefore perpendicular to the bases

ag,fh.
iii. Exam- (97.) iii. To give examples in planes with any other

pies to Prob. vanishing lines than the horizontal and station lines.

IV. in the Observe (plate v. fig. 1) the two sides of the roof of

pfCasel
the building g a c^/

-

A. The vanishing line of the plane

offcy must be drawn through C parallel to cf, and
its base another parallel. (Art. 64, 80.) In like man-

ner the plane of c a y must have its vanishing line

drawn through C parallel to a c, and its base another

parallel. (Art. 64, 80.) The line of the ridge cy, and
its parallels at a and f vanish in C, and are therefore

perpendicular to the base. (Art. 72, 73.) Their inde-

finite representations will be a C, c C, andyc, and the

points a, c, and f their base points, provided a c and

c/ be used for occasional base lines. Also, of the three

sides of the prism, viz. the side P 6 d It, the side

It d m O, and the side PimO, the first mentioned being

parallel to the horizontal plane is already explained ;

but the two latter must have their vanishing lines drawn

through C, parallel to their bases PO and O R. (Art.

64.) Their boundaries PA, ltd, and Om vanish in C,

the centre of their vanishing line, and are, therefore,

perpendicular to the bases OP and O It. (Art. 72, 73.)

It is evident that the indefinite representations P 6,

O m, and It d, or of any part of them, will be C P,

CO, C It : and the points P, O, and It their base

points. Again, (in p.ate ii. fi. 2,) the several planes,

to all of which the line n o is common, (Art. 33, 87,)

being planes perpendicular to the plane of the picture, Of Outline
must have vanishing lines that pass through its centre * *—,—•
C, parallel to their several bases i v, k to, sz, tm. (Art.

64.) Now, as n o, and its several parallels i C, k C, * C,
&c. vanish each in the centre C of its vanishing line,

they must each make a right angle with, or be perpen-
dicular to, the respective bases of each iv, kw, s z, &c.
(Art. 72, 73.) The lid of a rectangular box, o s kj,
(plate iii. fig. 1,) has its nearest boundary parallel to the
perspective plane This is therefore the base line of the
plane, comprising the top of the lid. To this base let

the learner supply a parallel (Art. 64) for a vanishing
line drawn through C. The indefinite representations,

as here given, will vanish in the point C ; and conse-
quently will represent right angles with their base. The
same result may be obtained by drawing through C a
vanishing line to the plane of the lid attached to the
uppermost of the boxes. The indefinite representations

there drawn vanishing in C will there again represent

lines making right angles with their base. But to prac-

tise himself thoroughly, let the learner make a large

copy of each plate, and draw on any one of the lids of
the boxes, any lines not parallel to the base of its plane :

and after finding their vanishing points, by producing
them to their vanishing line, let him ascertain by
Prob. IV. the angles represented by them at their base
points. Further examples are given in plate vii. fig. 1.

Suppose on the leaf of the portfolio a b tl the drawing
of some plan, or rectilineal figure. Each of the lines

inclined to the base of its plane, as well as ed already

noticed, (Art. 90, 91,) will have its vanishing point in

O C It, the vanishing line of the plane abtl. (Art. 62.)

And if each line in the figure be extended both ways,

one extremity of each will have its base point in the

line a b, which, if necessary, may be extended for the

purpose : and the other extremities will reach their re-

spective vanishing points in the line OCR. (Art. 63.)

There are eleven lines in the figure. One of them being

parallel to O C It and a b (the vanishing and base lines)

will have, therefore, no vanishing nor base point
; (Art.

67 ;) but each of the remaining ten will have its inde-

finite representation peculiar to each. The reading-

desk placed on a round table on the opposite side of the

station line, is another example. In K M, the vanishing

line of the plane to which its inclined surface belongs,

will be found the twTo vanishing points of the four lines

which contain the cover of the volume. (Art. 61, 62.)

These four lines being produced to K C M, will reach

the point marked 40 on one side of C, and the point

marked 50 on the other side ; and if produced at their

other extremities to the base at n, their indefinite repre-

sentations are also found, together with angles 50° and
40° made with the base line of their plane. A thousand

other and, perhaps, better ways of exemplifying by

similarly inclined planes, what has been here advanced,

may exercise the invention of the student ; such as the

roof of a house, the top of a coach, the deck of a ship,

oic. &c.

Problem V

Given the representation of any point in a plane per p,

pendicular to theplane of the picture : to draw a straight

line representing any given length from that point, and

also representing at that point any given angle either with

the base of tke plane to which the line belongs, or with

ami other straight line.

3u2
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Representa

thin found

of a given

anjzle made
with the

base.

The same
f. >u n 1 1 by

another

method.

Punting, (98.) Let the given point be /. ( Plate vii. fig. I.)

s—y^-^ Either the base or the vanishing line is supposed to be

known. To one therefore or to the other of these, draw

a parallel a f h through/ Through C, the centre of the

picture, draw the vanishing line OCR: then make at

f with the occasional base af, an angle Kfa, equal

to that which the intended line at /"is to he represented

making with the base line. Next raise, to the vanishing

line O C B, a perpendicular at C equal to the principal

distance; and from its furthest extremity at M draw

JM O parallel to Kf. O will he the vanishing point of

the intended line, and Of a the representation of the

intended angle K fa.
(99.) In some instances it may be more convenient

to make the perpendicular at C on tftesame side of the

vanishing line with the given point. (Note to Art. 29 )

The rule, in such instances, is to construct the intended

alible on the tame ride of the base with Us representation.

Thus O C II (plate ix. fig. I ) being the vanishing line, C
its centre, and C M the principal distance perpendicular

to O It on the same side with the point/'; let K/be
drawn between the base and the vanishing line, making

with the base the intended angle Kfa. Then MO
parallel to k/will give the vanishing point O of the in-

tended line: and the angle Of a will represent the

intended angle Kfa. It is next required to cut off, at

any given point, any portion from the indefinite represen-

tation /"<), and to divide that portion in any given ratio.

Draw /, f. making at/ the intended angle kfa with the

base. The portion lo he cut off must first he expressed

cither on the line k f, or on the base a J ; and may be

measured from the point/", according to the scale of a

plane (Art. 58) parallel to the picture, containing- the

hue a f, or kf, which scale is determined as in Case I.

Lei then the point in the indefinite representation

fO, be the point f, for the nearest extremity of the in-

tended section. It is required to cut off a portion that

shall represent qf measured from the point f accord-

ing to the scale fixed upon. (Art. 58.) If the measure-

ment be made on kf, draw (from the furthest extremity

m, of the perpendicular m C) the line in o, cutting /O
in /< : p/will be the portion ofOf representing fq.

(100.) It is not necessary always to draw the base

af through the given point. Let the given point for

example be n. A line from m through n will meet the

line kf at It. Then measured from h, let the portion

required be h q ; draw m q, as before : p n will be the

representation of </ h.

(lol.) If it is inconvenient to draw the perpendicular

in C, let M C be drawn, as before, on the same side

With the given point /. Then, with M O, (the parallel

(0 Kf,) or with m O, (the parallel to /,-/) for it radius,

and the point () (the vanishing point of Of) for a

centre, describe an arc S M, or S m, which shall cut

Dividing the vanishing line () It in the point S. S will be the

point found, dividing point of the line /O. (Art. 84, S5.) So that

if q f be measured on the base a f then a straight

line S q from the dividing point to the base, gives

p f, the section required. Or if. as above, the given point

be «, then a line from S through n will meet a /in
h ; and h q measured from /;, will be represented by n p.

Or let the point in the indefinite representation /O
be the point p, for the furthest extremity of the intended

section. First, through tlte given point p, draw m o,

intersecting kf; or S q intersecting af; and then

measuring from the point q towards/, you obtain, as be-

fore, pf and/; n, representing qf and qh.

Representa-

tion found

f a given

^flitiri cut

oft* from any

line drawn

to its va-

aishing

point.

(10:>.) Thus, iu the division of lines, the artist has Of Ouifine.

the advantage of two methods, one of which may he "*—«^-^*

often useful to prove or correct the other. In deter- Adftntage

mining also Which of the dividing points m or S shall "' "'' vm -

be used to divide /() j he will find the more eligible of ri.'VIiJoJ
the two for accurate delineati to be that point from
which the dividing lines descend upon the line Of so

as to make angles with it the nearest possible to right

angles.

(103.) A third method is by drawing diagonals to a

parallelogram, of which the line to he divided forms one
side. Tims let 1) 5 (plate ix. fig. ?) be the indefinite A third me-

representation of a line vanishing at the point 5, and Oiod ofdi-

helongine to a plane whose vanishing line is C L: and V|J ""5 "nv
....... . ,. . , . . . line thrown
let D hi lie the portion to be divided into a number of

inl0 pfr.

equal parts. Mark off a portion of the base, as 1) \V, spective

from the point D to express the intended division.

Draw \V 5 ; and draw, through E, B E, parallel to

the base. Next draw the diagonals \V E and D B. A
line I'' II through their point of intersection, (which re-

presents the centre of the parallelogram.) and drawn
parallel to the base, or to C L, will cut 1) E in the point

II, and represent the original of D E bisected in H.
Iu the same manner, by drawing the diagonals of the

parallelograms W I) II F and P H E B. the lines D H
and 11 E will he respectively bisected ; and thus, by these

repeated bisections, D E be divided so as to represent

any even number of equal parts required.

(10-1.) But this method maybe made equally service-

able with the two former, by extending either of the

diagonals D B or VV E to its vanishing point in the line

C L, produced both ways to any required length. Let,

for example, W E be produced to its vanishing point

in C L ; then divide VV D, according to the scale of

the plane it belongs to, (Art. 57, 5s,) and according to

the division you intend to be represented by D E.

Choose for this purpose any point, as (J, and through

(i draw a straight line to the vanishing point of W K.

This will represent a parallel (Art..7G) to VV E ; and will

cut the line D E in II, giving D II for the representa-

tion of G D required, and also H E for the representation

ofG VV.

(105.) Or if it be more convenient to produce the

other diagonal D B to its vanishing point, then the

division D G on the base must be made in an opposite

direction from the point D at I. From I draw to the

Vanishing point of I) B, the representation of a paral-

lel to I) B, (Art. 76,) which will cut D E iu II, as

before.

(lOfi.) It was next proposed to divide/)/, (plate ix. The above

fig. 1,) the portion obtained from Of, according to any division

given ratio. For this purpose let a division be made of m '"le ac "

qf, either on the base, or on kf, by a scale adapted to "'
riven"

the distance of the plane which contains the given point/ rat j .

from the spectator, (Case I. Art. 49—58,) and let '//be

separated into the intended number, and according to

the intended ratio of parts, say 5 equal parts. If these

5 parts be measured from /"upon kf; then 5 lines from

m to each division of qf will cut pf into the representa-

tion of the 5 equal parts. Or if the five sections be

measured from/upon the base, along af; then 5 straight

lines from the dividing point S in the vanishing line,

will divide P/exactly as before.

(107.) The student will observe that if o/bc mull)- A line may

vlird, instead of divided, and be increased to any extent, h,: ">""•-

/. • -hi .-Mil /»"''' as well

pf its representation, will be proportionally enlarged.
£j dfrjdgd

Also, that this work of division, or of multiplication, may \,y this ,,ro-
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Painting, begin from either extremity of the given line ; from
v-^*v'™"-'' p as well as from f or n ; provided the point q be first

cess, which found, by a line from the dividing point S through p to
mil- hanln " ' _ ' _

...:.i,„: „ the base, or from m through p to k f.at either ex- ,...*, „ . ° r
. r

tremity of

the line.

(108.) It was further required to draw, at the point

/ a line representing- any given angle with Of, or

pf. Here the learner must revert to what was stated

divided accordingly : consequently, that xfO mav be of Outline.

divided into as many representative angles as there are
v"~v"""-/

vanishing points between O and .c. Also, that as any
Io '' re

angle may be reduced, so may it by the foregoing may^re-
method be increased. If the number of degrees are presented of
marked with accuracy, the practitioner will have less any angle, to

trouble in the process. For instance, the number of an y Pro -

Lastly, hy
Fro'). V.

to repre-

sent another

line making
any given

angle with

the line

found as

ubui e.

in the last problem concerning the representation of degrees at O being known, if he intends 10°, or 20', P
osed nura"

angles. The angles (Art. 93) of the triangle OCM or any other number to he the angle represented, he >rec° mi-
(plate vii. fig. 1) were stated to be represented by the reckons along the vanishing line from the point O, nutes' se.

angles of the triangle O C/. So. in the present instance,

(plate ix. fig. 1,) if a line/C be drawn, it will represent

a perpendicular to the plane of the picture. (Art. 73.)

Then the angle O/C will represent the angle made by

the original of/O with that perpendicular, viz. the angle

O m C orOMC; and OC /will represent the right

angle O C M, or O Cm. In like manner, if any other to be made on the side of O / furthest from"c the

(either way, as occasion shall require.) counting the conlJs . &«
point O for zero. The number marked at O in the
diagram here drawn, is 40°, and a line is to be drawn
representing an angle of 5°, with 0/ at the point/
on the side nearest C. The interval, therefore, of 5°

will be 5° short of 40°, viz. 35°. So, if the angle was

line, such as fx, or/R, be drawn, not representing per-

pendiculars to the perspective plane, but having vanish-

ing points on either side of C, in the same vanishing

line with that of Of: any two of these lines, making-

any angle with each other at the base pointy, and being

produced to meet the vanishing line, will cut off a por-

tion of it, and make, with that portion of it, a triangle.

And of this triangle, the three angles shall represent

corresponding ones in another triangle, which has the

same common portion of the vanishing line for one
side; and an angle opposite that side at m, or M, the

original of the angle made by the two indefinite repre-

sentations atf
Thus, in the figure, the angles

of the triangle O xf ,

of the triangle OC/i'
of the triangle O/R those of

Oim, orOiM.
O C m, or OCM.
O m R, or O M II.

Consequently, of these three triangles, the three se-

veral angles atf represent their corresponding angles

at m, or M ; viz.

The angle O fx ) f O m x, or O INI x.

The angle O/C Vrepresents<^ O m C, or O M ('.

The angle O/R
J ( O m R, or O M R.

(109.) To draw a line, therefore, which shall make
a given angle with the indefinite representation O f, let

the line m O, or M O, first be drawn to the vanishing

point of O /, and let the intended angle be then made
at the point m, or M, with the line in O, or M O. This
line will cut the vanishing line in some point, as x, or
C, or R. The point of this intersection is the vanishing
point of the new line required to be drawn from f, (Art.

S4.) and the angle made by that line with Of will re-

present the required angle.

Another (HO.) Another method is, to make the intended
method for angle at the point /"upon the base. In this process,
this repre- tne an?.| e maf j e by tlle ordinal of O/with the base

must be expressed by a parallel, fk to m O, or f K to

MO; and the intended angle, as kfw, or K f \V,

being added Uiafk, or«/K, let the perpendicular at C
(m C or MC) be raised, as before, equal to the principal

distance. Then, from the point m, or M, let M x be
drawn parallel to f\\ ; or let mx be drawn parallel to

fir; the point x will be Ihe vanishing point of the new
line/.r, making the representation 0/.r of the intended
angle kfw. or K/W, O m x, or O Mx.

(111.) It is manifest that the angle K/W, or k fir,

O M x, or O m x, may be constructed of anv size, and

interval would be 5° more than 40°, or 45°. It will
be seen (Art. 89, 94) that the angle O fa represents
50°

; the angle Ofx 5°
; and xf R = 3b -f 40 = 75°.

(112.) According to the preparations of the perspec-
tive plane hitherto, given, each division graduated on
the vanishing line generally counts for lO^but it seems
scarcely necessary to remark that a graduation, more or
less minute, must be adopted as circumstances require
it. Some examples of the three varieties in Case II.
may be now acceptable to the learner.

(113.) i. On a plane parallel to the horizontal Examples

plane. The box dhegfm (plate iii. fig. 1) rests on ,0 illuslratt

a square bottom em fg, which is parallel to the hori-
Prob

"
X

zontal plane. The lines therefore, em and gf, must be i. On
constructed to represent originals equal to e g. For Plan« pa-

this purpose, draw the line etc at the point e, making j"*1 .'

with the base or its substitute eg, (Art. 21,) the angle "j,

weg, viz. the angle made by the original of e C, with
P "

the base of the plane to which it belongs ; which angle,
in the present instance, is a right angle. (Art. 72, 73.)
Next, from the extremity N of the principal distance
(perpendicular (Art. 27, 98) to the vanishing line H L
of the plane of eCg) draw N w. which will cut the
indefinite representation e C in the point m, through
which mf a parallel to eg, will complete the represen-
tation emfg of the square bottom of the box.

Perpendiculars at m and /to the ground plane (in
other words, parallels to a plumb-line, or to the station
line) will cut d C and h C in the points i and z, and
will thus complete the upper square of the cube. Or,
if the process, by means of a diagonal, is preferred, let

the diagonal w g be drawn, to which a parallel XII
will cut the vanishing line II L in H, the vanishing
point of the diagonal gm, and representative of >r g.

Having so found the point m, proceed as before. Three
other boxes, purposely drawn at various distances, afford
similar examples.

Again, (plate ii. fig. 1,) the square bottom toxm, of
which the boundaries vanish in the points H and L, is

found by drawing Fm at the point m, so as to make
the original angle Ftnzwith the base ; then by com-
pleting the square on m F, and afterwards its repre-
sentation by lines from W to 15, K, and F, which will

form intersections at t, o, and r. Or, the point I mav,
in this example, be found by a diagonal through x.

parallel to its original B F ;
(Art. 38 ;) since B F is

here parallel to the vanishing line. Or. Sdly, the point
x may be obtained by a portion of the base linemg
equal to m z, and on the opposite side ofm. It is ma-
nifest that whatever be the angler, made by B m, or
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Fm, with the base line, lines parallel to them at W
—v^—-

- (Art. S4, 109) will give, on the vanishing line 11 L, the

vanishing points of ilieir indefinite representations m 11

and m L.

Another method (plate iv. fig. 1) is shown for the

representation, a xfb, of a rectangle ; by finding the in-

definite diagonal by, and drawing through any point in

it (as x) lines from X and V, (the vanishing points,)

Cutting the indefinite representations 6 X and b V in

points a and /corresponding to the proposed point x.

The point y is obtained by dividing the angle X P V
into portions XP y and ;/

1' V, equal to the angles to

be represented at 6, on each side of the diagonal. In
this example, the original of a xfb being a square, its

diagonal wiil bisect each angle; consequently, the

angle XPV must, to obtain the point y, be bisected

by Py.
A similar illustration is given in the rectangle (plate

\. fig. 2) aedf. An example, in plate viii. fig. 1. is

adduced of a circle divided into thirty-six parts of 10°

each, to be represented on theground plane. Thediameter
I, 19 being drawn, together with eighteen parallels, 2,18;
3, 17 ; 4, 1C, &c. (nine on each side.) will cut the base
line A II (Art. 41) in nineteen points, from each of
which let an indefinite representation be drawn, which,

in the present example, (since their originals are drawn
perpendicular to the base A B,) will vanish in T, the

centre of the picture. (Art. 73.) At that centre T, let

a perpendicular (Art. 27, 98) be raised equal to the
principal distance, and from its extremity, as in former
examples, let a line be drawn to the original point R ;

this will cut the indefinite representation 19, T, in a
point representing the centre, from which radii drawn
to the vanishing points X, XX, XXX, &c. will intersect

the several lines vanishing in T at the points 2, 3, 4,

&c. ; or, lines from the further extremity of the prin-
cipal distance, (or perpendicular raised at T,) may be
drawn to the thirty-six points in the original circle at R ;

and these dividing lines will intersect the parallels
vanishing at T in corresponding points, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.
An example is given (plate ix. fig. 3) of twelve lamps

suspended from twelve points, equidistant from each
other, in the circumference of a circle. Let i be its

centre, and i 12 its radius. And let the twelve points
to be represented for the suspension of the lamps be
numbered 1, 2, 3, &c. corresponding to the number
affixed to each lamp. Straight lines from M, as M 1,

(or M g,) M 2, M 3, M 4, &c. to the twelve points in
the circumference of the circle will cut the correspond-
ing indefinite representations of the parallels vanishing
at O (Art. 76) in the twelve points of suspension.
Thus, let it be required to find the point a for the sus-
pension of the lamp No. 1. Draw the base v I parallel

to O R. (Art. 64.) Choose a point, as g, for the ori-

ginal suspension point of No. 1 to be represented.
Also choose some point in the vanishing line O R, as O,
for a vanishing point of the parallels necessary to the
representation of the circle. (Art. 76.) Draw M O,
and through any points in the circle draw any number
of straight lines parallel to M O. In the present ex-
ample, the number is twelve, trig, the parallel I 4, and
eleven others to the left of it. All these parallels are
drawn through the twelve original points of division.
Next, from the point u, where the parallel g u cuts the
base, draw the indefinite representation u O. Then
draw from M, (the dividing point,) the straight line

M g, to the original point g. M g will intersecfu O, in

the point <i, the representation of g; and a, conse- 3f Outline

quently, will be the point from which the lamp No. 1 is ^—»v""*"

suspended.
In like manner, the other indefinite representations

being drawn to O from the several points of intersec-

tion 'in the base vl, the remaining eleven points maybe
found for suspension of the lamps marked 2, 3, 4, &c.
Thus the indefinite representation :U is intersected by
the line M 2 ; the indefinite representation / O by the
line M 1 ; and the indefinite representation tO by the

line M 10. These intersections are the suspension

points for the lamps No. 2, No. 4, and No. 10. So also

of the rest.

(114.) It is evident that when all the several required

points in the circumference of the representation have
been by this process obtained, radii may be drawn from
its centre to each of the twelve or more divisions ; and
that these radii will be the representations of corre-

sponding radii in the original circle g 2, 3, 4, &c. The
centre of the representation is easily found. Join tiny

two opposite points, as 6, 12, in the original circle.

Find then the vanishing point of the representation of

that diameter. In the present instance, that original

diameter is perpendicular to the base v I. Its repre-

sentation, therefore, will vanish in the centre of its va-

nishing line, and its vanishing point (Art. 72) will be

C. Lastly, a line M i will cut the indefinite represen-

tation xC in s. This point s, accordingly, will represent

the centre of the circle.

To complete the figure: draw now sy representing

a parallel to the plumb-line ; (Art. 40, 79 ;) and choose a
point, as r, for the centre of the plane of the upper sur-

face of the lamps, which are here supposed to be of

exactly similar and equal dimensions, and to be sus-

pended by cords or chains of equal lengths. Choose
another point, as y, for the centre of the plane of their

lower surface. Lines through r and y drawn to the

vanishing points of the six diameters of the representa-

tion will cut off from each of the twelve parallels to sy
a portion representing the apparent size of each lamp,

according to its distance from the spectator. Of the

twelve points in the circle 1, 2, 3, &c. the nearest to the

perspective plane is here numbered 12. The most
distant is numbered 6. The lamp No. 12 will there-

fore be represented largest; the lamp No. 6 smallest;

and the other ten of intermediate sizes. The propor-

tions of all are obtained by reference to a scale on ry;
since the axis sy is common to the six planes s3 y 9,

s 2 y 8, s 1 y 7, s 12 y 6, s 1 1 y 5, and s 10 y 4. Also

ty, being parallel to the plane of the picture, may be
used for an occasional base line of any of the planes to

which it is common. (Art. 33, 80, 87, 123.)

(115.) Here, then, is afforded an example of a num-
ber of lines making various angles with the base of the

plane to which they belong, and with each other ; viz.

twelve radii drawn from s to the points of suspension,

each making with its adjacent radius an angle of 30°.

This number of radii may at any time be increased

according to any fresh division of the original circle

g2 3, &c. My extending any two radii to their vanish-

ing points on O R, the value of the angle between them
will be shown. The vanishing point of the line dp, for

instance, is at 30°, and that of the line as at 30° on the

other side of C. Therefore 30 -f 30 = 60° will be the

value of the angle represented by a s d. In like manner,

is valued the angle baa formed by 6 s vanishing at 60°,

and s a vanishing at 30°. 60 + 30 = 90° will be the
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Painting, value of the angle represented by b s a. Observe, that
v—v^^ the value of any angle, if the two lines vanish on differ-

ent sides of C, (i. e. of the centre of their vanishing

line,) is determined by addition ; but if on the same
side, by subtraction. Thus 6 s vanishes at 60°, and d s

at 30° ; 60 - 30 = 30° will be the value of the angle

represented by b s d.

Also it will be observed that in order to represent a

circle, it is not always, as in this example, necessary to

divide the circumference of the original into equal parts,

but that any lines drawn arbitrarily, provided they be

parallels to the line that determines their common va-

nishing point, (which line is here the line M O,) will

answer the purpose ; because their indefinite represen-

tations will be always proportionally intersected by the

dividing lines from M in some corresponding point in

the circumference. Thus the point /is represented by

the point c, formed by the intersection of the dividing

line M/ with a line x 9 (supposed drawn at random)
parallel to M O.

(116.) Another application of Problem V. to the case

of a plane parallel to the horizontal plane, appears at

an opposite part of the plate, (fig. 4,) in the outline of

a small footstool. Through the point 6 (the nearest

corner of the projected rectangle 6 gjo) draw the occa-

sional base d c parallel to O R, (Art. 64,) and make
b d to 6 c in the same ratio as are to each other the two
sides of the original rectangle ; according to a scale

(see Case I.) adapted to the distance of the point b

from the spectator. (Art 39, 5S.) Suppose the vanish-

ing point of one side, b g, be the point marked 30°. The
complement of 30 is 60°. The other side, 6 o, therefore,

will vanish at 60°, on the right side of C, on the vanish-

ing line O R. Find the dividing point of the indefinite

representation b 30, (Art. 101,) and cut offg- 6, accord-

ing to the scale of 6 d, determined as in Case I. Then
find the dividing point of the other indefinite represen-

tation b 60, and cut off o 6, according to the scale of b c

or d c. The lines o 30, and g 60, will intersect each

other atj, and complete the top of the stool ; and if a

diagonal, as bj, be drawn, it will meet O R at some
vanishing point between 30s to the left and 60° to the

right of C.

(1 17.) The vanishing point of this diagonal is regu-

lated bv the ratio which the two adjacent sides of the

rectangle bear to each other. If they stand to each

other in a ratio of equality, then, b d being equal to b c,

the rectangle will be a square ; and the diagonal bj will

meet O R at a vanishing point marked 15°, i. e. mid-
way, or 45° from the vanishing point of 6 g, or b o, reck-

oning to the right and left from those points as from
zero.

But if one side, as b c, is greater than the other, then

the angle represented by g b o must be divided un-

equally; the two parts of it having the same ratio to

each other as d b has to 6 c. The dividing point of

this angle (Art. 84) will be the vanishing point of the

diagonal that passes through it, represented here by bj.

To illustrate the above, let the whole line rfebe divided

into as many parts as there are degrees in the original

of the angle g b o, viz. into 90 parts. Let 30 parts be

allowed for the side d b, and 60 for the side 6 c. Since

the vanishing point 30 has been given or chosen for the

side g b, representing d b, and since the angle g b o has

been given as representing 90°: the sum of90° (viz, 30—
f-

60 = 90) will bring the vanishing point of 6 o consider-

ably to the right of C, and fix it at 60° to the right : and

the diagonal bj will vanish at 30° to the right, dividing Of Outline.

(by a line, m 30, drawn to that dividing point) the original ^—v"">-'
right angle, 30 m60, into two shares : one, 30 m30, an
angle of 60°; the other, 30 in 60, (to the right of C,)
an angle of 30°. And these two shares will correspond
to the two divisions of the line d c, and to the angles
represented by j b g and j b o formed by the diagonal
with each side of the rectangle : that is, the share
jbg (representing 60°) will correspond to the side

6 o, representing sixty parts of d c ; and the share
jbo (which represents 30°) will correspond to the side

b g, or the representation of the remaining thirty parts

of d c. Let the learner, for the sake of practice, draw
this diagram above as well as below the vanishing line ;

according to each variety of Cases II. and III.; and
with sides of various lengths vanishing at any other

points than those in the above example. For a reason
before stated (Art. 95) such lines are left out in the

plate as may be supplied without difficulty.

Next determine the height b I of the footstool, accord-

ing to the scale b d or b c. (Art. 44—46, 48.) Lines

I 30, and I 60, will show the proportionate length of the

legs of the stool. Observe, in this figure, that the angles

at b and j are each of them representations of a right

angle at m or M ; since the lines 30 m and 30 M are

perpendiculars to 60 m and 60 M. But parallelograms

making any other angle may be chosen for examples.

The next example (plate ix. fig. 5) is supposed taken

from the interior of a church, and gives the outline of

two pews, similar, and of equal dimensions ; the floor

of each being- a representation of the rectangular paral-

lelogram seTX. Let the base aseg be drawn,

and the lines s C, e C. Then find on the vanishing

line O R the dividing point (Art. 101) for the repre-

sentation e t, viz. the point marked 45, on either side of

C. (C 4E being equal to Cm, or CM.) From the

point e, along the base as en, mark off eg-, or a e, equal

to e T. A straight line g 45°, or a 45°, will cut e. C in

t, and give et for the representation of eT. Or a line

m T from the dividing point m, in the furthest extre-

mity of the perpendicular m C, (Art. 98,) will make
at the point t a similar intersection of eC. Through

t, the line ty (parallel tosc) will cut off is, the repre-

sentation of s X equal to e T : and ites will represent

the parallelogram * e T X. In like manner, the floor of

the pew 2 u r is found. Let a new occasional base

through the points be drawn on a line with it. A line a C
will cut off from the new base a portion y t, represent-

ing e a, or eg, at the distance of I, (Case I.) and lines

from the dividing points m, or 45°, will cut off from tC

the representation of a portion equal to the original of

t e. Then a parallel to it, or s e, through n, will com-

plete the rectangle as before. But observe, if the di-

viding point m be employed, either a parallelogram

similar toscTX, and similarly placed, must be con-

structed on the new base it, according to the scale of

the plane of i I, (Case I. passim.) or the originals eT,

sX must be produced at their extremities T and \ to

twice their length, viz. sX to & ; and e T to Q.

Next, to represent the hexagon, and the triangular

divisions of the carpet. As the triangles are equian-

gular, each angle will be 60°. Also, as one side is pa-

rallel to the base s e, the other sides will make each an

anule of 60° with the base, and will therefore have thejr

vanishing points marked 30 a
(the complement of 60°)

nn each side of C. (Art. 91.) From C to .? mark off

divisions each equal to the hue 1, 2, (below the base.)
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Painting, and draw e 30, &c. Then through the intersections! at

w-V~' 1 and 2 (above the base) in the representation, draw

the parallel 1, 2, to 1 1 ; and, lastly, tn complete the hex-

agon, the parallel 5, 6, through the intersections al >

and 6. Observe here, as in the last example, that the

alible made by the lines 1, 6. and 2, .

r
>, crossing each

otln-r. is the representation of an angle at ?n orM, made

bv two radials drawn from M or m to two vanishing

points on each side of the centre of the vanishing line,

uhirh in this example are numbered 80°.

(1 IS.) Observe, also, that if, in an equilateral triangle,

one side be parallel to the base, the vanishing pnint of

one of the two remaining Bides will be the dividing

point of the other adjacent side. Thus, inoefi. the

representation of an equilateral triangle, lines o 30 and

e SO, being drawn; the vanishing point of o 6 is the

dividing point ofe6; and t, the vanishing

point ofe6 is the dividing point ofo6.

Annexed to this figure is an outline of alternate

square and octagonal divisions in the floor of the aisle.

The sides of each octagon will be found to vanish in

the same points with the sides and diagonals ofe ch

square. Thus g 45, to the left, is the vanishing point

of two sides; g 45, to the right, the vanishing point of

the two at right angles with them. Two other sides,

being parallel to the plane of the picture, will have no

vanishing point ; and the remaining two being perpen-

dicular to the base of their plane will vanish at the

centre C of its vanishing line.* The square B «i FK
(plate ii. fig. 1) will have its indefinite representations

m II and m L vanish at H and L ; while the represen-

tation t r of its diagonal B F, will, like the original, be

parallel to the base g 2. (Art. 36.) That of the other

diagonal m K, perpendicular tog's, must vanish at C.

Make »m, m r, on the base, each equal to a side of the

square. Find Y, the dividing point of m L, and with

Y C for a radius, and C for a centre, cut OL in the

dividing point of the indefinite representation tn H.

Lines to g and r from these dividing points will obtain

the points t and x. Or, one of these points being

found ; a parallel to the base drawn through it will

procure the other point. Or, from VV, the furl best

extremity of the perpendicular VVC, draw lines VV F,

\V B, which will cut m L and m H in x and I. iH
and t L will then intersect each other at o, and complete

otmx, the representation of m B KF. Of the three

squares on the ground plane (plate iii. fig. 1) the inde-

finite representation g H of the diagonal g w, will in-

tersect t C at the point tn : tn f, parallel to eg, will

next intersect s C iny, and complete the bottom of the

box edzhg. So of the rest. A similar process (plate

iv. fig. 1) obtains the angle abf representing X PV;
also, b a and bf, the representations of lb and 6 c.

Also a f and a e (plate v. fig. 2) the representations of

a z and a b ; and the angle eaf representing V P L.

An example is given (plate vii. fig. 1) of a round

table. In that representation, only a fourth part of

the circle is visible, (since EG IF is the boundary of

the picture,) so that the quadrant D VVT is sufficient for

the required construction. And as no regular division

of the circumference is there necessary, the parallels

are drawn intersecting the base X A at random. Since

thev are perpendicular to X A, their vanishing point

will be C, the centre of their vanishing line. (Art. 72.)

* Let this construction be applied to Case III., as, indeed, may most

of the examples in Case II., by using ouly the Direct instead of the

Principal distance.

To construct the lesser circle beneath the table, find the OfOullim,

centre » of the table by a line B T, or S X (X A being —^^—

~

made =A T :) cutting A C in the point n, and L.
r i\ ing A n

lor the representation .TAT or AX. Fix the interval

A W between the parallel planes of the two circles, which

(see Case I.) must be measured according to (be scale of

the base A X. Draw VV ('. A parallel no, to the plumb-
line or station line, will give o to represent the centre of

the lower circle. Next subtract A W, or any required

portion, from the radius of the larger circle (below the

base) and describe the inner quadrant T II. Then pro-

ceed with parallels upon the new occasional base VV Y,
as before upon the base X A, Numerous architectural

illustrations might he here introduced for delineating

circular columns, walls, pavements, ccc, in all which
the process would be the same as above detailed.

(119.) ii. Some examples were, .secondly, proposed "• Toexenv

for Prob. V. on a plane parallel to the station plane. P 1 ' 1)' Pr0°-

The station line must now lake place of the horizontal ;
|'

anes pa_

and be resorted to, as in the last problem, for the va- rallcllolhe

lushing points of all lines on any plane parallel to the station

station plane. (Art. G5.) The side (plate iii. fig. 1) C l:lne
•
"le

of the cubic box, together with its parallel side dztne,
MC ''"'

,

and four other square sides (also parallel) of the two Case II.

boxes to the right of it, are all examples of planes per-

pendicular to the picture, and at the same time parallel

to the station plane. Their vanishing line will be VV V,

(the station line,) and their vanishing point will be C,

the centre of the picture. (Art. 72, 73.) In order to

the representation ir /; if. let the line h g be taken as a

base ; and let /i(.', gC, be .irawn. From L, the furthest

extremity of the perpendicular L C, raised at the centre

of the vanishing line, (Art. 27.) lines drawn to the points

(/ and e will intersect the indefinite representations at *

and/. The line t/will then complete the object : or,

a line g N to N, (the vanishing point of the diagonal ;,' i,

and dividing point of lines vanishing in C,) will give the

point i ; through which a parallel, if, to the base will

answer the purpose. An example in the preparatory

plate for Case II. (plate vii. fig. 1) was given of a glass

door surmounted by a semicircular window. In order

to this representation, the quadrant NQz is sufficient

to express as much of the construction as is visible (viz.

zEyr) in the picture. Choose a point z, from which

to begin, according to Prob. V., the intended lines

and angles. (Art. 99, 109, 110.) Draw the base Q G.
Make the angle N 2 G, or N 2 Q, equal to the intended

angle with the base ; and to be reprpscnti d at the point

z : which angle, in this instance, is 90°. Then z N, per-

pendicular at the point 2 to the base, gives the radius,

with which describe the arc N Q. liaise the perpen-

dicular C S (Art. 27) equal to the principal distance,

at the centre of the vanishing line. A straight line from

the dividing point S to N, or from the dividing point

D to Q, or from the dividing point B to q, (z q being

made equal to z N, or : Q,) will cut the Indefinite re

presentation z C in the point r, guing z r to represent

z N. Next draw parallels to 2 X, between the base

Q 2 and the arc Q N ; and from their points of inter-

section on the base, draw to C their indefinite represen-

tations. Lilies from S to each corresponding point of

intersection made by the parallels on the arc QN will

produce, in the same manner as in former examples,

the curve Qyr ; which, in order to receive the regular

divisions z E and zy, will require its prototype NQ to

be regularly divided into such portions, as that a line

S J shall intersect E C, the indefinite representation of
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Painting. J E, at the point y. Observe, if any number of radii

-~v—" be drawn from 2 to the arc QJ N; that, as the radius

2 N is represented by 2 r, so is z J represented by zy,

&e. Also the angles made by these radii and mea-
sured on the arc N Q will be represented by corre-

sponding radii intersecting; the curve Q y r. Thus the

angle J z X is represented by the angle y z r ; the angle

J r Q by the angle y z Q, &c.

Observe also, that the base QG, or Q z, need not

coincide with E G the side of the picture, but its place

is determined by that of the nearest point z, in the re-

presentation. A line from C through p, will intersect

XA- at the point k; with which point as a new centre,

and with the radius A- X (or any other given radius)

proceed as before, and construct the representation ftp

of the quadrant h X.
The learner will soon perceive, that the operations

above exemplified are applicable not only to circles, and
arcs of circles, but to all curves whatsoever. More
examples need scarcely be given. If he is in the neigh-

bourhood of architectural objects, he cannot fail to dis-

cover abundant examples for himself, in the arches of

a bridge, of a gateway, or of an aqueduct, as well as

among the numerous picturesque specimens to be col-

lected from colleges, castles, temples, palaces, and cathe-

drals. Every illustration, too, which we have introduced

respecting lines that belong to planes parallel to the

horizontal plane, may be easily converted into an
example of similar lines on planes parallel to the station

plane. For this purpose, the reader need only sub-ti-

tute the expression station line for horizontal line ; thus

viewing the plate under a different aspect, and changing;

into a ground line (Art. 80) what before was the

right or left side of the drawing. Lines which before

were parallel to the station line, will, under this new
aspect, appear horizontal. Thus the side I F of the

picture (plate vii. fig. 1) being' taken as a ground line;

the boundary of the round table may be converted into

an arch ; the side g &, of the rectangular picture-frame,

into an occasional base line parallel to the new hori-

zontal D B; and the lines C& and Cg into indefinite

epresentatious on the ground plane, its parallel.

(120.) The foregoing observation almost supersedes

the necessity of again giving examples, as was done in

Art. 97, under the third variety of Case II., namely, on
a plane neither parallel to the horizontal, nor to the

station plane. To several of the foregoing figures,

let new horizontal and station lines be drawn through

the centre of the picture; and let the former horizontal

and station lines be no longer so named, but considered

only in general as vanishing lines passing through (he

centre of the picture. Many of the examples already

given will be thus available. There are, strictly speak-

ing, but few objects in nature that are perfectly hori-

zontal, or perfectly true to the plumb-line; whereas, the

number of other vanishing lines is infinite which are

included under Case II., and which form diameters of

the circle of vision (Art. 11) over and above the two
formed by the horizontal and station lines. Let a

straight line, for example, be drawn through the centre

C (plate ii. fig. 2) parallel to any diameter of the circle

ikttv, &c. but not parallel to the horizontal or station

line.

(121.) Since the plane of the circle iks t, &c. is pa-

rallel to the plane of the picture, any straight line drawn
upon it may be an occasional base. (Art. SO.) Accordingly,

each line drawn through C will be a vanishing line of the

VOL. V.

plane containing the diameter to which each line is pa- of Outlm*
rallel. Thus a line through C parallel to i r, will be v-»^^—.

'

the vanishing line of the plane iCv ; and similar pa-

rallels to ku; s z. and t to, will be vanishing lines to the

planes k C w, s C z, and t C to. And any other angle
made with each base may, bv the foregoing problem
(Art. 98,) be represented besides the angle 90° here

represented at /?, and at the eight points k, s, t, &c. Also
any other portion may be cut off from the indefinite

representation at «C, besides the portion no.
The line C Q (plate ;

ii. fig. 1) belocgs also to this

variety of Case II. The plane of tht bottom of a box
inclined to the horizon will have CQ for its vanishing
line, drawn parallel to the nearest edye of the bottom
of the box : which line of the edge, being parallel to the

picture, may be used (Art. 80) for an occasional base.

The plane of its lid requires a vanishing line similarly

drawn. Moreover, if, according to what is suggested
above, the line C Q be substituted for the horizontal,

the lines II L and X V" will furnish abundant examples
as vanishing lines for the bottoms and sides of the boxes

;

isi constructing which, the operation will be precisely

similar to the mode already given.

In an introductory illustration of Case II., (plate vii.

fig. 1,) a portfolio was introduced, with lines making-

various angles on its page a It b with the base a h, of

the plane to which they belong; and with each other.

It seems sufficiently clear, from what has been explained

of the process in Problem V., that any figure, curvilinear

(Art. 119) or rectilinear, may be constructed and re-

presented at any point, as at e, or at /, in that plane,

accoiding to the rules above laid down for such a repre-

sentation upon all plnnes perpendicular to the perspec-

tive plane, or plane of the picture. We have dealt the

more largely in explanatory matter to this and the fore-

going problem, because the rules for similar operation

in Case III., to which we now proceed, will be found, in

every respect but one, (Art. 27, 29, and note to Art.

1 18,) exactly to resemble those we have applied to

Case II.

CASE III.

Of planes neither parallel nor perpendicular to the

perspective plane ;* which comprise three varieties.

I. Planes whose bases are parallel to the horizontal

line.

II. Whose bases are parallel to the station line.

III. Whose bases are neither parallel to the horizontal

nor to the station line.

Rules and observations.

(122 ) That all bases, or occasional bases, (Art. 20,

21,) of any planes included under Cases II. and III., are

representations of lines parallel to the plane of the picture.

(123.) That, consequently, the representation of any

strairriu line, of which the original is parallel to the

plane of the picture, (Art. 80, 121,) may be substituted

as an o.-jcasionul base of l-he plane to which the straight

line belongs.

(124.) That all planes whatsoever, which have bases
\Vhat

parallel to the horizontal line, are perpendicular to the plane* are

station plane and to its parallels. perpendicu-

(125.) That all planes whatsoever, which have bases l»r tu the

,. , . , ,-i ii station and
parallel to the station line, are perpendicular to the plane

horizontal

of the horizon and to its parallels. planes.

* Otherwise denominated (Art. 34) planes, of which tLe vanishing

line doe* not pass through the centre of lie picture.

3^
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Use of the

direct dis-

tance in

opera) ions

of Case III.

resembles

lhat of the

principal

»lisl. nice in

Case II.

Painting. (126.) That the vanishing lines of all planes described

under Case II., have, in Case III., the additional employ-

ment of furnishing central distances (Art. 24) for such

vanishing lines as belong to planes inclined to the picture.

Their graduation (Art. 82, 8S) is important for de-

termining the angle made by such inclined planes with

the picture, or with each other.

(127.) That any vanishing line included under Case 1 1,

furnishes, in Case III., a central distance to every other

vanishing line which crosses it at right angles. (Art. 'J I
)

Thus the vanishing line DM (plate x. fig. 1) passing

through the centre of the picture, and therefore (Art. 2-1)

included under Case II., is used for the respective cen-

tral distances of the vanishing lines which cross it per-

pendicularly at the points 1), R, Q, and M. Again, the

vanishing line II T, (plate viii. tig. 1,) produced both

ways to the required extent, contains on either side of

the centre T of the picture, the central distances T X,

T X X, T X X X, &C. of seventeen vanishing lines, each

belonging to the plane of the front piece of a step in the

spiral staircase.

(lis.) That in general it is to be observed of Case

III. ; whatever operation was performed in Case II. by

a substitution of some line equal to the principal dis-

tance will, in Case III., be effected by the substitute for

the direct distance. (Art. 25, 29.)

(12j.) Also that the operation to find the vanishing

points or the dividing points for any angles, or for any
indefinite representations belonging to planes under

Case III., is, in all other respects, a similar process to

that under Case II., except that the direct distance, or its

substitute, must invariably be employed, (Art. 25.)

(130.) That as, in Case II., a perpendicular must be

raised at the centre (Art. 27, 28, 29) of any vanishing

line, for determining the vanishing point of any line or

lines according to the angle made by them at the base,

or made with each other; (see Pro.b. III., IV., and V.)
so in Case III., a perpendicular must similarly be raised;

but il must no longer equal the principal distance, it

in ust here equal the direct distance.

(131.) That as, in Case II., divisions into degrees

numbered on each vanishing line (Art. 82) were made
by radials drawn to meet it from the furthest extremity

of a perpendicular which was equal to the principal dis-

tance, and which was raised at the centre of the vanish-

ing line : so these divisions, in Case III., may be simi-

larly graduated; but the perpendicular required for this

preparation of the perspective plane must, in Case III.,

equal the direct distance.

For vanish- (132.) That as, in Case II., portions of the above-
lug points, named radials are cut off by the vanishing line; and

each point of their contact with that line is the vanishing

point of all indefinite representations of parallels, some
one at least of which belongs to the plane vanishing in

that line : (Art. 7G :) so in Case III., similar points will

be obtained for similar uses.

For divid- ('33.) That as, in Case II., the portions cut off from

ing points, the above-named radials are equal to and measure the

interval between the vanishing and dividing point of
each indefinite representation, (which interval is mea-
sured from each vanishing point along the vanishing
line on the side nearest the perpendicular:*) so, in

• See Art. 101 and plate ix fig 1, where the interval O S is equal
to the radial O m or () M, and i^ measured along the vanishing
line O II, in a direction from the point O towards the perpendicular
at C,

Graduation

of vanishing

lines in

Case III.

Case III., each dividing point is similarly found in each Of Outline.

respective vanishing hne ; but the perpendicular at its **—*/•""'

centre must, in Case III., equal the direct distance.

(131.) That accordingly, the interval between SU'and
SO measured (plate vii. tig. 1 and 2) on each side of

the centre of the vanishing line, and also the interval

between that centre and the point marked 45° each way,
(which intervals in Case II. were equal to the principal

distance,) must, 111 Case III., be made equal to the direct

distance; and the dividing points (Art. 66) depending
on those as on other intervals, will be regulated in

every instance by them. Thus, to take the fust of these

instances :

The dividing point of lines, making 60° with any
base, and which therefore vanish at the poi nt marked
30° (Art. 94) on their vanishing line; will he another

point, marked also 30° (Art. 118) on the opposite side

of the centre of that vanishing line. (Plate vii fig. 1 and
2, and plate x. fig. 1.) Again, in the next instance,

The dividing point of lines which make 90 degrees
with, or representperpendiculars to anj base, (and conse-

quently vanish at the centre of the vanishing line,) is a
point on each side of that centre marked 45°, (plate vii.

and x.) where a circle, having that centre, and the prin-

cipal or direct distance (as the case may be) for radius,

cuts the vanishing line.

(135.) That the dividing point of lines, representing

parallels to the base of any plane, is the centre of the

vanishing line of that plane, (Art. 86.) Consequently,
as in Case II., the dividing point of such lines was in

the centre of their vanishing line, viz. the centre of the

picture : so, in Case III., the dividing point of such

parallels to the base will be the centre of the vanishing

line of the plane to which that base belongs; though no
longer the centre of the picture.

(136.) That a difference is to be noticed between

the graduation of vanishing lines in Case II. from that

of those in Case III. Itis a work, inCase III., of some-

what greater complexity. Every vanishing line not

passing through the centre of the picture must be sepa-

rately graduated ; i. e. must, in its graduation, correspond

to every change of the central or direct distance. Rut
when any number of central distances are equal in length

each to each, the vanishing lines they belong to will be

graduated alike.

(137.) That every vanishing line, as has been seen Certain

by the experiment of the piece of card, (Art. 32,) has planes for^

one plane vanishing in it, which never presents any '.' ""'
.

.

. intostraii^nt
other appearance to the spectator but that of a straight ylan
line. It is the plane, which, produced to meet his eye,

contains in Case II. the principal distance ; in Case III.

the direct distance. The vanishing and base lines of

such a plane are always one and the same line. (Art. 68,

69.)

(138.) That to find the centre of any vanishing line How to

not passing through the centre of the picture, either a find in Case

perpendicular (r/c. the central distance, Art. 24) may *
. „

be drawn to the vanishing line from the principal point ; vanlsMm r

or, with the principal point as a centre, an arc may be ijUL.s .

drawn cutting out of the vanishing line a portion, which

will be the chord of the arc. That chord bisected will

give at its point of bisection the centre of the vanishing

line. Thus, N O (plate x. fig. 1) is a chord of an arc

of the circle of vision. Risect N O in R. R will be the

centre of the vanishing line. Again, with the centre C,

describe an arc cutting out, any where, a portion from the

vanishing line G I, situated out of the circle of vision.
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Painting. Bisect the chord so cut off. The point of bisection M
v—vr—•* will be the centre of the vanishing line G I.

Principal (139.) That the principal distance is a mean propor-
dratancem t]ona ] between any two central distances, expressing to-

eumstances gather the sum of 90° in the amount of their gradua-

a mean tions ; and if the two vanishing lines be parallel, the

proportion- centre of the vanishing line of one plane is the vanishing
al between point of all lines perpendicular to the other plane. For

distances"
exam plei the principal distance CA (plate x. fig. 1) is

a mean proportional between the central distances C B
marked 30° and C K 60° : and (their vanishing lines E B
and K I being parallel to each other) K 60 will be the

vanishing point of all perpendiculars to any plane,

vanishing like the plane of the ship's deck, in E B ; B
the vanishing point of all perpendiculars to a plane

vanishing in KI.
All parallel ('40.) That out of any number of lines which are

lines have parallel to each other, and which therefore vanish in the
the same same point, (Art. 76, 132,) any two may belong to a

point
"^ plane vanishing differently from that of any of the rest

;

but the common vanishing point of all the parallels will

be the common point of intersection of the separate

vanishing lines belonging, respectively, to each plane.

Thus the point P (plate ii. fig. 3) is the point of inter-

section for the four vanishing lines of the planes to

which the several parallel lines, vanishing at that point,

belong ; namely, for the

v l at P*l -., lb P^.l which contains, li P anil g P.

V" I PY, I ,
)d¥h, I besides hP, UP h P.

U
',

sh,nS P C, \
l
,la"e

) e P ,, [ two parallels, }e P j P.
"ne lPZ, J

ot I/Pajthe originals of )/P a P.

Ofanytwo (141.) That an original plane, considered in relation
original

to anv other original plane, must be either, 1st, parallel

their"' l'

Q
'° '*' 'n wn ' ch state it has been already noticed : (Art.

tionstoeach 65 :) or, 2dly, must intersect it, in which state it has

other. been only partially noticed : i. e. only under Cases I.

and II.

One plane 1. One plane we have seen parallel to the picture,

perptndicu- and the other perpendicular to the picture : in which

« l

c>rcumstances the line of ijitersection of the two original

lei to the
p'anes is always parallel to the base and vanishing line

picture. of one of them. Ex.gr. The intersections mf eg, p r,

j k, os, zi, (plate iii. fig. 1,) made by planes of the

class just stated, are parallel to II L, the vanishing line.

Almost all our plates on outline supply similar examples.

Or, we have seen

Both planes 2. Both planes perpendicular, as in Case I., to the
perpendicu- picture : iii which case the vanishing lines cross each

other at the centre of the picture, which thus becomes
the vanishing point of the line of intersection ; (Art.

145 ;) and is the point at which the actual angle made
by the one plane with the other, is always formed by
their two vanishing lines. Ex. gr. The line of inter-

section, 7i n (plate ii. fig. 2,) of any two of the four

planes (perpendicular to the picture) vanishes in the

centre C of the picture ; and the angle made by any two
of the planes with each other, is to be found by draw-
ing, through C. their two vanishing lines : or by drawing
at 7i or o, or at any point in the line of intersection, their

two bases. The latter, in this example, are already drawn.
Other ways of intersection now present themselves. But,

respecting the laws of intersection, observe, generally,

Laws of in- (142.) That when only one of two intersecting origi-
tersection. nai planes has a vanishing line, the line of intersection

is parallel to that line or to the corresponding base.

• Perpendicular at P, to P C, its central distance.

(Art. 65, 66.) Thus, N S, (plate v. fig. 1,) the intee Of Outline.

section of the plane of XNQ, or of U V, with th wv- » '

ground plane, (Art. 45, 46,) is parallel to the base I K 0ne P1

,

a
f
e

c- l\ ii »i i ii i . t i. • parallel to,
ot the ground plane. Also another parallel to I K, in theutlierm-
the same diagram, is ii; i t being another intersection cliuedto,

by anotherplane also parallel to the picture. Here one of the picture.

the two planes is parallel, and the other perpendicular
to the perspective plane ; and our examples are drawn
from Cases I. and II. Next, for an example that

refers to Case III. : d h, (plate iii. fig. 1,) parallel to the

vanishing line V R, represents the intersection of the

plane a b lid with the plane d h g e. Here one of the

two planes is parallel to, the other inclined to, the

picture.

(143.) That when the vanishing lines or bases <tf Vanishing
any two intersecting original planes are parallel, their lines paral-

line of intersection will form another parallel. Thus lel - H" 11 '

the base and vanishing line of the plane I k nm (plate x. P'.
alurs '"

fig. I, No. I.) are parallel to the base and vanishing line
the nurture

-

of the plane omnp. G I, the vanishing line of the or one i*t-

former, is parallel to Q F, the vanishing line of the pendicular

latter. Agreeably, therefore, to this rule, the line m n,
to, the_

of their intersection, is parallel to G I, or to Q F, or to
^'ined'to

their corresponding bases. Alsod/V, (plate iii. fig. 1,) the picture.

the intersection of the planes da bh, dnl h, and d z i h,

or of any two of them, is parallel to their respective

vanishing lines at Z, C, and V, through which points

their respective centres are joined by a line Z V passing

through the centre of the picture. For it invariably

follows,

(144.) That when any two vanishing lines (such as

described in Art. 143) are parallel to each other; a line

perpendicular to both, and joining their centres, will

pass through the centre of the picture or principal point.

Observe, further,

(145.) That when any two vanishing lines, or aflj Vanishing
two bases, intersect each other, the planes to which they lines uui

respectively belong must also intersect each other ; and being la-

the line of their intersection will vanish at the point ''"•.' ;

where the two vanishing lines meet* Thus, the centre
tJt„,,[.,..,._

of the vanishing line of any given plane is also found to tionva.

be the vanishing point of all intersections made with the nishes, and

given plane by a plane perpendicular to the picture. where.

(146.) That for the purpose of determining the angle

made by two intersecting planes with each other, the

vanishing line, in most instances, must be found of a

plane, which we propose to call the plane of measure.

The plane of measure is a plane perpendicular to any
]>i meof

two intersecting planes, which crosses perpendicularly measure,

their line of intersection and contains the two lines

measuring the angle of their inclination to each other.

(147.) That when any two original planes of the class i M,.. vsl . ri_

mentioned in Article 141, No. 2. intersect each other, the mentofthe

angle made by them with each other is measured on the u>g'«> m-"k

plane of the picture, which is itself, in such instances, the
l

-v '""

,

uri'

t n i • i- i .i i.i planes
plane of measure, being perpendicular to them both. j;. lln £~j|

(14S.) That when any two of the class mentioned in other whose

Art. 143 intersect each other, the angle made by them vanishing

with each other is measured on the central distance of the
>"»»»«
parallel.

* Since any one and the fame vanishing point may belong to as

infinite number of Tanishing lines ; ami, consequently] any one autl

the same indefinite representation to an infinite number of planes:

therefore, in must casestwo vanishing points at least must be found,

in order to determine whatever plane is common to or contains the

two lines vanishing in those points. (Art. 31.) But in case only

one point be given ; then the angle of inclination to the picture must

also be given, made by the plane that contains the original line

vanishing in the given point. See Prob. IX.

3x2
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Painting.

2. Measure-

ment of this

angle when
the vanish-

ing tines

are nut pa-

rallel.

3. Measure-

ment when
one of the

two planes

has no va-

nishing

lino.

vanishing line (graduated as in Case II. Art. 126) of

one or both planes ; which central distance, it will be

seen, is part of the vanishing line of the plane of mea-
sure. This measurement may happen in three ways.

1. If one (il'the parallel vanishing lines pass through
the centre of the picture, the angle so measured is that

contained between the direct and the principal distance*.

Thus the vanishing line HI (plate x. fig. 1) is parallel to

IIC. the horizontal line. Its central distance I'M is

marked 5.')° to express the angle CUM contained be-

tween M II the direct, and II (.' the principal distance.

Consequently, the plane of which (i I is the vanishing

line is found to make an angle of 53 degrees with the

plane of the horizon.

• 2. If neither of the two parallel vanishing lines pass

through the centre of the picture, and they are situated

on different sides of that centre; the angle made by their

two planes with each other is the s«mof the angles gra-

duated on their two central distances. It is the angle
contained between their two direct distance!,. Thus the

last-mentioned vanishing line G I has its central distance

graduated 55°: that of the vanishing line N O, on the

other side of the centre of the picture, has its central dis-

tance marked 25°. Consequently, the original plane of
G I makes with the original plane of N O an inclination

of 55°
-J- 25°, or 80 degrees, being the angle contained

between 11 II and H M, the two direct distances.

3. If these two parallel vanishing lines lie on the

same side of the centre of the picture, the angle of their

inclination to each other is expressed by the difference

of the numbers graduated at the extremity of their two
central distances. It is the angle contained as before

described, between their direct distance's Tims, the

vanishing line P D has a central distance expressing 35
degrees ; the vanishing line N O a central distance ex-

pressing 25 degrees. Consequently, the original plane
of P D makes with the original plane of N O 35° -25°,
or 10 degrees: being the angle K L D contained be-
tween L R and L D, the two direct distances.

A line then (the vanishing line of the plane of mea-
sure Art. 1-18) being drawn through the centre of the
picture, joining the centres of any two vanishing lines:

the angle made by their two original planes with each
other is obtained by the sum or difference of the degrees
marked at their central distances.

(149.) That in every remaining case for ascertaining

or representing the angle made by one original plane
with another, the vanishing line of the plane of measure
no longer passes, as in the above three examples, (Art.

148,) through the centre ofthe picture ; but (the point

being once determined where the vanishing lines of the

two intersecting planes meet) a third vanishing line

is found, as will be seen in Prob. VIII., to which all

lines drawn from that point shall represent perpendi-

culars. This third line is the vanishing line ofthe plane
of measure. (Art. 182.)

(150.) That the vanishing line of the plane of mea-
sure being graduated according to Case III. will express,

at the points where it is crossed by the two vanishing
lines of two intersecting planes, the angle of their inclina-

tion to each other.

(151.) That when only one of two intersecting planes
has a vanishing line, the angle made by the planes with
each other is the same angle made by that one plane
with the plane ofthe picture.

(152.) That to find the angle made by any plane
with the plane of the picture, observe the number of

degrees marked on the central distance of its vanishing

line. The complement of that number to 90°, is the

angle Bought, It is, universally, the angle contained

between the antral and the direct distance.

For example, perpendicular lines crossing the hori-

zontal line in the points marked 10°, 20°^ 30°, &c,
(plate vii. fig. 2.) are the respective vanishing lines of

planes which make the complements of those angles of
10°, 20°, 30° with the plane of the picture, and which

have their bases parallel to the station line.

Also perpendicular lines crossing in like manner the

station line in points marked 10°, 20°, 30°, &c., (plate

vii. and x.) are, in like manner, the respective vanishing

lines of planes which make the complements of those

angles 10°, 20°, 30°, &c. with the perspective plane, but

which have their bases parallel to the horizontal line.

Thus the plane of which G I (plate x. fig. 1) is the

vanishing line, makes an angle of 55° with the plane of

the horizon, and makes, consequently, 35° the comple-

ment of 55, (viz. the angle C M L, or C M II,) with the

plane ofthe picture.

(153.) That all planes whatsoever, whatever be the

direction of their bases or vanishing lines, are perpendi-

cular to any plane of which the vanishing line contains

their central distances. As examples to this rule, see

Articles 124 and 125.

(154.) That when the graduations of any two central

distances, situated in the same line, amount to 90 de-

grees : in other words, when any two direct distances

are perpendicular to each other : their extreme points

will be the centres of two remarkable vanishing lines.

One extreme, or centre, will be the vanishing point of

all perpendiculars to the plane of whose vanishing line

the other extreme point is centre. (Art. 139.)

(155.) That when three original planes are perpen-

dicular each to each, any one of the three becomes a

plane of measure to the other two. For example,

Of Outline.

Angles
made hy
planes with

the picture

how mea-
sured.

In what cir-

cumstances

two original

planes must
always be
perpendicu-

lar to each
other.

Vanishing

point of all

lines per-

pendicular

to any in-

clined

plane.

(plate vi. fig. 2,)
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Painting, whose vanishing lines, like hj and qk, cross ab at right
v>^~v'^-^ angles : a b is here the vanishing line of the plane cf

measure. (Art. 127, 144, 146.)

i p. Intersection of the planes y & and ? z. It va-

nishes at a, the point where the two vanishing lines

meet. (Art. 145.)

w z and i m. Intersections of two parallel planes »•?

and y r with the plane eg. Each intersection vanishes

at D where a b meets and crosses q k. (Ibid.)

wx. Intersection of the plane t h with the plane eg.

It vanishes at the point C where their two vanishing

lines a b and W F meet. (Art. 141, 2.; and 145 )

pirn. Representation of the angle made by the two
planes y & and y r (both inclined to the picture) with

each other. It represents the original angle contained

between the two direct distances of their respective

vanishing lines, viz. the angle a F D graduated on the

vanishing line a b of the plane of measure. (Art. 93,

108, 143.)

xwz. Representation of the angle made by the plane

tn (perpendicular to the picture) with the plane sv

inclined to the picture. It represents the original angle

contained between the direct and the principal distance,

viz. the angle CF Das graduated on ab. (Ibid)

Problem VI.

Prub. VI. To prepare the perspective plane for Case III. viz. the

case of planes inclined to the plane of the picture.

(156.) Hitherto our outlines have extended to the

delineation of but a very few changes and peculiarities

in the appearance of objects. We have considered in-

deed, and have exemplified at large, some useful methods
of drawing varieties of form as they would appear to the

eye, (like partitions upon a map, or like the lines of a

chessboard,) on original plane surfaces ; but our inquiry

has been limited to only a small part even of these : as

1. to such planes as directly face the spectator, and are

parallel to his circle of vision ; 2. to such planes as make
right ansles with the plane of that circle. We now
come, thirdly, to a division of our subject bv far the

fullest and most satisfactory; which ought to include

every remaining requisite for perspective ; and which
refers to every possible position of planes not remarked
upon in our preceding inquiries.

It will have been observable how very sparinglv, in

our foregoing endeavours, we have touched upon the

representation of solid figures ; whereas this latter part

of the subject contains all that connects the Art with the

realities of Nature : and we need not sav, without such
a connection, how useless would be our labour. A
solid, in our Article on Geometry, book i. p. 313, is

defined to be " a body comprised under three dimen-
sions, length, breadth, and thickness." To delineate,

therefore, " length and breadth" only, without " thick-

ness," would be as unpardonable in the delineator, as it

would be in the Geometrician to stop short in his cal-

culations, at the measurement of superficies merely,
without regard to solid cubic contents.

Delineation But our notice of solid figures has, of necessitv, been
ofsolid confined. We could, as yet, do nothing more than re-
forms be-

presput correctly a cube or parallelopiped, of which two

monlyto a^es wou 'd be parallel (as in Case I.) to the picture or

Caselll perspective plane; and the other four sides perpen-
dicular (as in Case II.) to the picture. Opportunity
now occurs for representing, in the sides of such

figures, each pair of parallel planes as making a sepa- Of Outline,

rate .igle of inclination with the plane of the picture. s—>/—«''

Xor need the student confine his operations to regular

solid figures. He will find, that he may pursue satis- The snb-

factorily to any extent which his curiosity and his lei- ject
^
admits

sure may combine to encourage, and very much further awlllc

than our limits would permit us either to lead or to
((J" „ at

™

follow him, this interesting study : and may ascertain rials fur it

with perfect truth and correctness, the re; resentations of are limited

solid forms as well in the most complex, as in the most to strait.:

irregular of their combinations. ,

s

rt - «. x * .i . • ,. ... plane sur-
(137.) In this, however, and in every application

jJCes .

of perspective rules, it must always be understood that

the materials for construction are straight lines and
plane surfaces. The only solid figure that can be
delineated without the intervention of straight lines is the

sphere.* And, although it were much to be desired, for

the convenience of artists, that some instrument equally

manageable and simple with the common compasses were

invented to expedite the process universally of curvili-

near projection ;t we must rest at present satisfied with

regarding solids in general as bodies to be represented

within any number (not less than four) of intersecting

planes, whose intersections with each other at the edge

of its visible surface, or " disk," to borrow a term from

Astronomy, constitute the lines and boundaries com-
prising the object. A reference to our Plates on Crys-

tallography may show the propriety of this definition,

and will exemplify to the eye of the reader a series of

outlines under great diversities of configuration formed
by the intersection of plane surfaces inclined at various

angles (all of which are distinctly calculable) to each

other. See also the Article Bodies (regular) of our

Lexicon, and plate xv. Miscellanies.

(158.) An opportunity here occurs (before we un- Number of

dertake the immediate business of this problem) of vanishing

remarking upon the number of vanishing lines which

'

ines re-

belong to the representation of any given rectilinear 1mre<1 '" r

solid. It is equal to the number of plane sides con-
lr
\ 3 sullj

tained by the solid bodv, in all instances where no two 6gure.

sides are parallel to each other, nor any one of the sides

parallel to the picture. But in every other instance,

whatever number of sides are parallel to each other will

have but one vanishing line, (Art. 65,) and whatever

number of sides are parallel to the picture must be left

out of the calculation. (Art. 67.) Reckoning first,

therefore, the number of sides in any solid ; deduct

from it the number of parallels to any side, and like-

* Every section of a sphere made by a plane is a circle. See
book ix. p. 3n2, of our Article on Gbomktry. In delineating any
sphere, a plane is to be conceived as passing through its centre

parallel to the plane of the picture. The section so formed will be a

great circle, of which any radius may be selected and used as a base,

for the purpose of delineating in perspective any other similar -ection.

And whatever radius may be so selected, is to be r garded as the

base eittier of a plane whose vanishing line (according to Ca>e II.)

passes through the principal point as its centre : or pass rding

to Case III
|
through any other point as its centre. Thus may any

required number of curves, representing tneri>tians, or other great

circles, be drawn.

f The iiiiin: er anil multiplicity of curves, more particularly in the

application of Dwrgpeclive to subjects of fflmai Jrchiteciurr, as well

as to tracery ami fretwork in ornamented
1

buddings, and to the deli

neation of annn/rts, vo/ttfet, cornice*, &c, not to mention the jierspec-

tive projection of even the most ordinary forms in wheelwork, audio
the curvatures of machinery generally, would provide useful matter

for a separate treatise. The reader will rind in our Lexicon, under

the word Drawing Instruments, a notice of some mechanic helps

for outline in perspective, which have proved highly creditable to

the ingenuity, skill, and science of the inventors
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wise the Dumber of sides parallel to the picture. The
remainder will he the amount of vanishing lines re-

quired.

(159.) The simplest construction is that of a regular

six-sided figure, (a cube or parallelopiped,) ofwhich two
pair of Bides are perpendicular to the picture, and the

third pair parallel to it (Art. 156.) For such a repre-

sentation two vanishing lines only are required ; (Art
15^;) and these cross each other at right angles (as we
have seen in Case II.) at the centre of the picture. (See

anj one of the boxes in plate iii. tig. I.)

In a solid of this form there are twelve edges or in-

tersections (Art. 157) which complete its boundaries;

and which, in the position here chosen, may be drawn
with very little preparation or trouble. Four of them

vanish in the centre of tbe picture, (Art. 145,) and the

remaining eight are parallel to the two Vanishing lines,

four to each vanishing line. (Art 142.) But change

mm the aspect of the cube or parallelopiped, and let one

pair of sides vary ever so little from its position as a

parallel to the plane of the picture : an entirely new
arrangement must be made. Not only does the centre

of one vanishing line change its place, and move out of

the centre of the picture, but there is immediately re-

quired a third vanishing line for the pair of sides that

bad before been parallel to the picture. Of the twelve

edges or intersections, only four remain parallel to the

perspective plane, viz. (if we select for an example the

box in plate ii. fig. 1) it, so, v i, and q m. Out of the

remainder, four vanish at L, and four at H, exempli-

fying, in the planes they belong to, the second variety of

Case IH.

(160.) Hut a still further change may be made. As
yet, only two pairs of the sides of the parallelopiped have

been moved so as to make a change of angle with the

plane of the picture. One pair of sides still remain

perpendicular to the perspective plane, and therefore

vanish as before, (according to Case II.,) in a line

drawn through the principal point. Let now, then,

this pair of sides also be moved into an inclined position :

again, a general alteration of outline ensues throughout

the figure. The number, indeed, of vanishing lines

continues still the same ; but the three vanishing lines

no longer have their centres joined in one straight line.

They now range themselves in a triangle ; of which the

three angles form three vanishing points (Art. 145) for

the lines of intersection or edges of the figure. Thus
(plate xi. t\\x. 1) the die, No. 4., has no longer, as at

No. 3., the centres of its three vanishing lines, M, C, and

P, in one line WP, but its trey-side, which vanished in

M P, now vanishes in II P ; its deuce-side, which va-

nished in PQ, (a perpendicular atP, to C Pits central dis-

tance,) now vanishes in X P; and its ace-side alone retains

its previous vanishing line II X. The remaining three

sides of the cube, opposite and parallel to these three, of

course vanish similarly to these. (Art. 65.) The outlines

of the four dice in plate xi. may serve to elucidate and
exemplify the changes described above. Other figures

more complex than the parallelopiped might be here in-

troduced, but we reserve them,

(161.) We now proceed to the preparation of the

perspective plane requisite for ( ase III. Those lines,

radii to the circle of vision, which, in Case II., we have

shown to be vanishing lines of all planes perpendicular

to the picture, are now required to perform another

office ; and to furnish materials for the respective central

distances of all planes more or less inclined to the pic-

ture. (Alt. 24, 25, 26, 126.) Thus CO, (plate i. fig. OfOuthne

2,) a portion of the radius of the circle 1) \ I! K Z Y, -"-v*—

'

is the central distance of the vanishing line HO E, be-

longing to a plane that makes the angle of inclination

XOCorPVS (fig. 3) with the plane of the picture :

and C M, being a portion of another radius, is the

central distance of I) Z, belonging to a plane that

makes the angle of inclination A M C or P L S with the

picture.

In order, therefore, to obtain with facility the vanish-

ing lines of planes inclined to the picture, it will be

proper to graduate, as was done in Case II., the hori-

zontal or the station line, or both. (See plate vii. fig. 2.)

The interval between an\ one of these points of gradua-

tion and the centre of the picture, will l>e the central

distance of any required vanishing line of planes in-

clined to the horizon or to the Btauon plane; provided

the intersection be parallel to the plane of the picture.

(Art. 143 ) If the inclined planes vanish in a line

parallel to the horizon, their central distances will be

found in the station line. If the inclined planes, on the

other hand, vanish in lines parallel to the station line,

their central distances will be found in the horizontal

line. For example, the following (plate x. fig. 1) being

the central distances of vanishing lines parallel to H L,

are found in the station line, viz.

CD
CR
CQ
CM 1

CM 1

central distance of

a vanishing line

parallel to H L,

the horizontal

line.

And on the other hand, C II ,
(plate ii. fig. 1.) the

central distance of the vanishing line M K, (parallel to

C\V,) is found in the horizontal line II L. With many
more examples, that the reader will find without diffi-

culty. (Art. 127.)

(1 62.) Also observe, that the number of degrees U«es of this

marked on the central distance of any vanishing line in graduation,

the circumstances just described will express the angle

of the inclination of its plane to the horizontal or station

plane. Thus the number 25° marked at R, (plate x.

fig. 1,) the centre of the vanishing line N O, is the

number of degrees by which the plane vanishing in N O
is inclined u) l 'le horizontal plane vanishing in II L.

The complement of 25° is 65° or the angle C II L; being

the angle (Art. 152) of inclination to the picture.

Again, at L, (plate v. fig. 2,) the centre of the vanishing

line M L parallel to C P ; the number 55° indicates the

number of degrees by which the plane of sifa is in-

clined to the station plane: whereas the complement

of that angle, or P L C, (35°,) is the angle made by

the plane of s if a with the perspective plane. (Art.

152.)

(163.) It must likewise be noticed, that when two

vanishing lines are parallel, and have the centre of the

picture situated between them, the degrees on the cen-

tral distance, or the sum of degrees marked on their two

intervening central distances, will express the angle

made by the two planes with each other. For example,

(plate x. fig. 1,) the plane om n p, inclined to the plane

of the bottom of a cart, vanishes in the line QF with a

central distance of 40°. The plane of the bottom of the

cart h i p vanishes in the line I' D with a central distance

of 35 degrees. Consequently, the plane om rip makes

with the bottom of the cart an angle 40 + 35, or an

angle pf 75 degrees. If however, the two parallel
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vanishing lines lie on the same side of the centre of

the picture, the angle made by their two planes with

each other will be the difference between the degrees of

their two central distances. Thus the planeofm Ik /(va-

nishes in the line G I with a central distance of 55°, and

the plane of om np vanishes in Q F, as before said, with

a central distance of 40°. And these vanishing lines Q F
and (i I are on the same side of the centre C. Conse-

quently, the angle made by the plane vanishing in G I

with the plane vanishing in Q F will be 55° — 40°, or an

angle of 1 5 degrees.

(164.) There will likewise be necessity, as in Case II.,

(Art. S8,) for occasionally finding various other central

distances, besides those graduated on the horizontal and

station lines. Every vanishing line passing through the

centre of the picture is liable to be thus graduated. (Art.

126, 161.) On such occasions, let arches of a circle con-

centric with the circle of vision be drawn as in Art 88,

where C M (plate vii. fig. 1) is graduated similarly to

CBorCS. Thus the central distance CB (plate x.

fig. 1) will be that of the vanishing line of a plane

making 30° with a plane vanishing in A C, and the gra-

duation on C P may be made most conveniently by

circles having the centre C and with radii taken from

the horizontal or station lines C5°, C 10°, C20°, C30°,
&c.

(165.) A further preparation will be required for the

vanishing lines of planes peculiar to Case III. They
must be graduated by means of radials from the fur-

thest extremity of the direct distance, which for that

purpose will have been raised perpendicularly at their

centres. (Art. 29, 128, 131.) For example, F G (plate i.

fig. 4, No. 1.) is the vanishing line of a plane making
with the picture the angle of inclination C D 11. At D
its centre, where it is met by C D, its central distance,

raise, on either side, (see note to Art. 29,) D II per-

pendicular to it, equal to DR, (Art. 2b,) the direct dis-

tance : or continue C D from D towards C till it equals

D R. Next from H, its furthest extremity, draw other

radials H F, H G, &c. making the angles at H by which
the line F G is to be graduated, and marking them on
each side from the point D as from zero, in the same
manner as was done in plate vii. fig. 1 and 2. The
vanishing line V M (plate v. fig. 2) is thus graduated.

Also the vanishing lines E B, (plate x. fig. 1,) S D,
G I, K I, &c. are thus graduated.

(166.) Under this preparatory problem it will be

convenient and not inapposite to introduce a general

view of the construction necessary for determining the

inclination of original intersecting planes (Art. 16)
to each other. The intersection of any two tines is a
point. That of any two planes is a straight line. A
slight acquaintance with the geometry of softds would
here enable our student to recall the definition as gitfen

by Simpson, Playfair, or Bonnycasfle, of the " angle

made by two planes which cut one another," called by
the former "the inclination of a plane to a plane." It is

defined to be " the angle contained by two straight lines

drawn from any the same point of the intersection of

the planes, and drawn perpendicular to that intersec-

tion, the one in the one plane, and the other in the

other. Of the two adjacent angles made by two lines

drawn in this manner that which is acute is called the

inclination of the planes to one another."

(167.) It is with a view of practically determining in

all cases this angle of inclination, that we would pro-

ceed by means of a plane, which we have denominated

the plane of measure. (Art. 146.) It is a plane in all

cases perpendicular to the line of intersection of any two
planes. It bears resemblance to w hat in Carpentry i-

termed a " bracket." The most indifferent mechanist

must well know that a bracket rightly adjusted for fit-

ting a corner contains an angle exactly equal to that of

the inclination of the two planes which form the corner,

and will be perpendicular to their line of intersection at

some point in that corner.

There are three different aspects of the line of inter-

section made by any two planes :

1. It may be parallel 1

2. It may be perpendicular \ to the perspective plane.

3. It may be inclined
)

1. Where it is parallel : either the vanishing lines of

the intersecting planes are parallel to each other, or one

of the planes has no vanishing line, ('. e. is parallel to

the plane of the picture. In these circumstances, the

plane of measure must be perpendicular to the pic-

ture. The vanishing line of the plane of measure

will consequently (Art. 65) pass through the centre of

the picture and be perpendicular to the vanishing line

of either intersecting plane. The vanishing line, thus

found, of the plane of measure, and graduated according

to Case II., (Art 82, 88,) expresses the angle made by

the two original planes with each other, (Art. 163,) as

has already been exemplified.

2. Where the inte'section is perpendicular to the

picture the intersecting planes must also be perpendicu-

lar to it. (Art. 141, No. 2.) Consequently, the plane of

measure is in such a case the perspective plane itself;

and the angle contained between the two vanishing

lines meeting at the centre of the picture is the actual

angle made by the two original planes, to which they

belong, with each other. Here the original angle and

its representation are one and the same. For example,

the plane of the circle zmiks (plate ii. fig. 2) is the

plane of measure for the angles z n m, in n i, i n k, k n I,

Sec., and is perpendicular to the common intersection of

eight planes, riz. to n o, vanishing in the centre C of the

picture. (Art. 145.) The representation of these angles,

therefore, belongs to Case I., and the construction of them

resembles that of those in the triangles O P II, X N Q;

&c. (Plate v. fig. 1, Art. 46.)

3. Where the intersection is inclined to the plane of

the picture, the vanishing lines of the intersecting planes

will meet at a point which is the vanishing point of their

line of intersection. (Art. 145.) A future problem (Art.

182) will show the process of finding the vanishing line

of a plane to which all lines vanishing in this point are

perpendicular. That plane will be the plane of measure:

and its vanishing line, graduated as above directed. (Art.

82, 88,) will show and express in its graduations (along

the interval between the points where it is cut by the two

other vanishing lines) the angle made by the two inter-

secting planes with each other. Thus the plane of the

circle a /> d e fg (plate ii. fig. 3) is a plane of measure.

It measures the angles a u t>, l> u <l. e u f. fu g, ftc. be-

cause it is perpendicular (Art. 166) to the planes that

make those angles. Its Vanishing line is Y Z, on which

the two lines forming any one of those angles will be

found to vanish. It here measures the angle made by

any two of four intersecting planes with each other.

Their four vanishing lines meet at 1\ the vanishing point

of ii P, their common line of intersection. (Art. 145,)

which is inclined to the plane of the picture. Out of

Of Outline.

Three a*

pects of

their line of

intersect! ll.
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P i in.-, these four let us choose for examples two intersecting

v^^v.—^ planes; the plane of dr A vanishing in the line PY;
and tin- plane of a rj vanishing in l'Z. The vanishing

line of the former cuts the vanishing line of the plane

of measure in the point Y, which, if a graduation were

completed on V X. would he marked 45'. The vanish-

ing line of the latter cuts it at the point Z, which would

be likewise marked 45°. In this manner 45° + 45°, or

90 degrees, would be found the original angle made by

these two intersecting planes with each other.

Problem VII.

P VII. Given the vanishing line of a plane not perpendicular

to the plane of the picture, to find the angles which any

number of indefinite representation* vanishing iii that

line make,eilher wi.h the base of the plane to which they

belong, or with each other ; and U> represent, as was

done in Case II., any required portion of a line or angle

belonging to a given plane. Also to represent, as was

done iii Case I . any ]><nnt or line at a given distance

from the spectator.

Inclination

tn i lie base

Cuuml.

Inclination

fouml with

any other

line in the

tame plane.

To repre-

sent

1. A given

angle ; and
in any re-

quired diw-

lions.

(168.) Let the given vanishing line be X M. (Plate

iv. fig. I.) If the indefinite representation be found to

vanish in the centre DofXM,the angle made by it

at the base has been already stated. (Art. 72.) Let it

be required then to find the angle made by the indefinite

representation / X with the base of the plane inclined to

the picture, and vanishing in X M. Draw, parallel to

X M through any point, as I, in the indefinite represen-

tation, the occasional base I g. Next, at the centre D (Art.

138) of the given vanishing line raise a perpendicular

line equal to the direct distance. (Art. 27, 29, 131.)

Join its furthest extremity R to the vanishing point X
of the line t X. Lastly, to R X draw at the point / a

parallel t h. The angle gtli is the angle required.

(Compare tins with Art. 98.)

(169.) If for greater convenience the perpendicular

D R be drawn on the other side towards (', the result

will be the same : only the parallel ig drawn through

I will be on a different side of the line t g. In other

words, the original angle will be on the same side of the

base with its representation. (Compare this with Art.

99.)

(170.) Let it be required further to find the original

of the angle kfSl made by the indefinite representation

t X with another line whose representation t e vanishes

in the point M. To the same construction as above
only add the line R M to join the furthest extremity of
the perpendicular at D with the vanishing point of the

new line. The angle X R M will be the original of the

angle X t M, and will be expressed by the sum of the

degrees at X and M, according to the graduation of
the given vanishing line. (Art. 131.)

In like manner if ts be the representation of a line

making an angle with r X, let t s be produced to its va-

nishing point q. and the difference of the graduation on
D9 from that on D X will express in degrees, minutes,

&c. the angle sought
(171.) Let it be next required to represent any angle,

or any intended portion of an angle. This process is the

converse of the preceding. Begin by constructing at t

the intended original an^le on the base et. A parallel

to t h through R will cut X M in X, the vanishing point

ofthe required representation. Then any original angle

constructed at R with R X, such as X R q, X R M, eic,

2 A given

line

,

and in any

required

divisions.

will give vanishing points, as q, M, &c, for the lines which Of Outline,

contain the representation of that angle. (Art. S4.) *-""V"—

'

(Compare this with Art 108.)

(172.) Another query of Prob. VII. is, how lore-

present a line of any given length. Find (Art. 56,

.')s, 99) the scale for the required representation, ac-

cording to Case I., at the alleged distance of some point,

as /, where the line in question crosses the occasional

base. Mark off on the base, from the point t, the in-

tended length, sa\ / ;'. From X, measure on the side

nearest I) H, along the vanishing line, the interval X W
equal to X R. Then from W (being the dividing point

thus found, Art. 85) a line drawn to g will cut t X in

the point K, and give the portion t k for the represen-

tation of t g required.

Here, as in the instance recently mentioned, (Art.

169,) it may often be convenient to erect DR on the other

side in the direction of C.

The learner will have observed that all the above

operations of Prob. VII. are perfectly analogous (Art.

131, 132, 133) to those of Prob. IV and V. (Art. 90

to 95; 98 to 102.)

(173.) A further analogy remains for our notice in

the process of dividing, according to any given ratio, the

representation / k.

Let it be required to divide t k, so as to represent

three equal parts.* Trisect accordingly the portion tg,

on the base. Lines from W, the dividing point, to the

points of trisection will cut t k in the corresponding

points of representation. (Compare Art. 106.)

A similar observation here to one in Prob. V may
be made. It is not always necessary to draw the base

through the given point. Let the given point be z.

A line from W through z will meet the base t g in/.

Then measured from/, let the portion required be j g.

Draw VV g as before. - k will be the representation of

j g. (Compare Art. 100.)

Also we may find it useful to remark, that each of the

methods of working introduced in Case II., besides the

one we have thought proper to select, will be found

available in the present problem. For instance, let the

angle g I h be constructed at I on the base by means of

a parallel to R X drawn through t. A line R h will cut

eff from t X the representation required, namely, the

portion t k. (Art. 102.) See also the other analogous

modes of operation. (Art. 101, 103 to 106, and 113.)

( 174.) Kesj ecting the last particular required in this

problem, namely, to represent at a given distance from

the spectator any point or line in the given plane; we
need only remark, that the operation is exactly similar

to that which in Prob. II. has been described and ex-

emplified at large. If in fig. I, plate v. the point C be

no longer viewed as the centre of the picture, but be

reckoned as the centre of some vanishing line under

Case III., the same methods of calculation, the same

forms of construction, the same adaptation of scales

originating in the measurement (Art. 56, 57, 58) of the

principal distance, and setolfon bases in the plane ofthe

* The converse of this may be thus stated. Given any divided

representation, as fit, to '"id the original ratio of the parts to the

whole original line. For this purpose find the dividing point VV;

from whence lines drawn to the base through the representative di-

viMons of** will give/./, I 'j. Ike. and show the original proportions.

This is a serviceable proposition (supposing a picture completed)

for estimating the comparative magnitude of objects delineated, and

for ascertaining their approach in this respect to nature, probability,

and reality.

Similarity

between

this prob-

lem and
Prob. IV
and V.

Similarity

between
this and
Prob. II.
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picture, will be found available. To show, however, the

perfect accordance of the operation under Case III. with

that under Case I. : let E G (plate iii. fig. 1 ) be some por-

tion of the base or occasional base of a plain vanishing in

H L, the horizontal line. Let E G be also an equal por-

tion (Art. 33) of the base or occasional base of a plane, of

whose vanishing line W is the centre. Draw E W and

G W, E C: and OS C. It is evident that the parallels to

E G, terminated by the lines vanishing at C and VV, will

express all the possible apparent lengths of E G upon

either plane, at any distance from the spectator. (Art.

77.) To E G draw parallels at I, B, and A. It will be

seen that E G, at the distance of the bottom of the box,

is reduced in its apparent length to x a ; which is equal

to and in the same plane with (parallel to the picture)

the parallel line at I. A little further off, at the back of

the box, E G is reduced to y & ; which is equal to and in

the same plane with (parallel to the picture) the parallel

line at B. Further off" still, E G is reduced to u t ; which

is equal to and in the same plane with (parallel to the

picture) the parallel line at A. The proportions, there-

fore, of E G, will be represented at the distances of i/, y.

and x, in the plane E t, (inclined to the picture,) alter

the same method as in the plane A G (perpendicular to

the picture) they are represented at the points A, B,

and I, of equal distance with u, y, and x.

(175 ) It seems almost too obvious to be added, that

in cases where the point W is not easily accessible, the

proportions of such lines as u t, y &, and x a, may be

found by perpendiculars from each extremity of the pa-

rallels at A, B, and I. These perpendicular lines will

cut the indefinite representation EW in the points x, y,

and u ; and the indefinite representation G W in the

points i, &, am! a ; thus obtaining u t, y &, and x a,

tor the proportions required.

(176.) To give some examples in the three varieties of

Case III. The plane a V h, (plate iii. fig. 1,) vanish-

ing in V R, has its base a b or d h parallel to the hori-

zontal line. The representation a d, therefore, in that

plane, showing the side of a square, is obtained by a

line through A from the dividing point R, (Art. 133,)

cutting a V (which, representing a perpendicular to the

base, vanishes in V, Art. 7:?) in the point a. Or, if a b be

used as a base, raise a perpendicular at a, equal to a b,

and another at V equal to the direct distance. (Art. 12S.)

The line joining their furthest extremities will cut a V in

the point d, and give a d for the required side of the

square. Another example is presented in the figure of

a di nil ile cross. (Plate x. fig. 1, No. 3.) Its upper and

under surfaces (whose bases are parallel to the horizon-

tal line) are in planes, which being inclined 70 degrees

to the plane of the picture, and therefore 20 degrees to

the plane of the horizon, (Art. 152,) vanish in a line

drawn through U*° parallel to the horizontal line. Its

right-hand and left-hand surfaces are situated in planes

oaiallel to the station plane, and therefore belong to

Case II., being perpendicular to the picture. They
vanish in the station line. Their base _;' k is accordingly

drawn parallel to their vanishing line. (Art. 64.) Its

other surfaces being inclined 20 degrees to the plane of

the picture, and therefore 70 decrees to the horizon, vanish

in a line BM, through M 70 parallel to the horizontal line.

The plane of the bottom of the cart (No. 1.) has also its

base parallel to H L. This plane is inclined 55 degrees to

the picture, and therefore 35 degrees to the horizon and its

vanishing line Accordingly, I'D passes perpendicularly

through the point D 85 on the station line. (Art. 152.)

vol. v.

The planes of h a f i and of m Ik n also have their Of Outline

bases parallel to II L. The former of these planes being s—~s/——

'

inclined 35° to the picture, and therefore 55° to the

horizon, vanishes in G I, drawn through M™. The

latter making, with the picture and with the horizon, the

same degrees of inclination as the former, vanishes of

course in the same line G I.

Of the second variety of Case III., an example will be 2. Bases

seen (plate ii. fig. 1) in lines representing two sides of a parallel to

box, viz. I i q m, and o s v x, together with the two cor- j!^
stall0D

responding sides of the lid at i e and .« u, belonging

to two parallel planes. Both planes vanish in the line

M H K, (Art. 65,) parallel to the station line. Like-

wise the vanishing line A M, (plate iv. fig. 1,) in which

vanishes the plane of a s o x, containing the lines S M
and* A; and the plane of 6 e if, containing the lines

t M and cA, is parallel to the station line. Again, in

plate viii. fig. 1, the plane of each front piece, as A of

the staircase, will vanish in a line parallel to the station

line. The representations, therefore, of the perpendicu-

lars to each base, will \anish in the several centres (Art

72) of the 36 vanishing lines that cross the horizontal

line at right angles in the points X, XX. XXX. cv.c. (Art.

1 52, 1 53.) It will be seen, however, that two of the 36

planes vanish in the station line, and consequently the

treatment of them belongs to Case II.

For the third variety of Case III., examples are given 3 Bases

in plates ii., iv., v., and x. The vanishing line ML"e*"
(plate ii. tig. 1) of the plane on which is represented the

[hJhurizoo.

square of the lid i e v .«, is, as will be immediately evident ,al nor tj

upon inspection, neither parallel to II L nor to C W. the station

Again, in plate iv. fig. I, the vanishing line X M of the ,lne -

plane of the square k t e a is of the same description.

To obtain the side e I, take a portion e N of the base

equal to / b or b c. Next mark otf from the point M on

the vanishing line, the interval M Y equal to M R.

From the dividing point Y thus found, a line through

N will cut I M in t. Otherwise a diagonal drawn from

(the point of intersection made by R q in bisecting

(Art. 1 17) the angle M K X) will give the point I. It

will be seen that there may be cut otf from I M, as was

done from t X, any number of portions bearing any

sriven ratio to each other. Lines from Y to the divisions

N, «-, »/*, on the base, will give the representation

1 r, e. r, and r p, of this division. In plate v. fig. 2, the

vanishing line V M being that of the plane of A /. IS ..

expresses in its graduations the angle made bj ; h with

i u; viz. 36° + 54° = 90°. Here the representation i w
is found (in the same way as heretofore exemplified) by

the portion of a base, as ( n, equal to the apparent

length of a z according to its appropriate scale at the

distance of the point/. Lastly, in plate x. fig. I, No. 2.

a representation of the hue »T or »W, (being the pro-

portionate length, from stem to stem, of the frigate.) is

required to be cut offfrom the line representing an inde-

finite perpendicular s Ii to the base. The operation is

the same as hitherto: either that of raising the direct

distance a perpendicular at B ; or of marking off the in-

terval measured from the right or left of B for a dividing

point. A line to T from the furthest extremity of the

per] endicular, or to W from the point marked 45°

(Art. 134) on the vanishing line E B, will give s V to

represent the length of the vessel.

Observe also, in another part of the field of vision, the

representation of the wheels of a cart. The planes of

each wheel are not parallel to one another, and must

therefore be represented with separate vanishing lines.

3v
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Painting. To one of them belongs D S, the vanishing line of the

w-^-~^ near wheel. The other vanishing line DS, withS' tor

its centre, in the direction of 1) K, is the vanishing line

of the off-wheel. On the felloe, or circumference of the

latter, one circle will he observed to vanish in the plane

of the spectator's e\e, and therefore must exhibit the

appearance ol a straight line. (Ait. 137.)

Mechanism (177.) Respecting the former, although it would, in

of wheel- a view of the real object, be entirely concealed by the
carriages

side and body of the vehicle, we have nevertheless in-

i uiilos for
trodured an outline of it for the sake of one or two

tin, variety somewhat trite observations, but necessary to our pur-

of Caselll. pose. In the construction of wheel-carriages, it is a well-

known principle, for tin- sake of safe conveyance, in cases

where the unevenness of the ground throws the weight

on one side, and consequently on the wheel or wheels

attached to that side, so to arrange the spokes, as that

each of them in its turn, when its outer extremity reaches

the ground, should become a sufficient prop and support.

The superincumbent weight would lose its balance, and
would overturn the whole, if this prop or spoke were not

placed sufficiently under it, outside of the line of gravita-

tion, as far as conveniently may be practicable ; a precau-

tion not necessan towards the inside, or space between

the wheels, because the weight on that side is shared by

the other wheel. The precautionary contrivance for tile

aforenamed purpose is both effectual and simple. The
direction of the spokes in converging from the periphery

to the axis, instead of being perpendicular to the line

of the axle-tree, is so managed, that each of them, on

coming to the ground, may make outwards, a more or

less acute angle with the line of axis ; the better to sustain

and balance the load above, whenever, from the inequa-

lities of the road, or from whatever cause, it leans upon

one side. In short, the axis is that of a cone formed by

the revolution of the spokes, the apex of which cone lies

in the Dave or centre-piece of each wheel.

Our outline in plate x. fig. 1, No. 1. will perhaps be

more intelligible by reason of the above remark. The
twelve points in the circumference of the wheel are

obtained in a very similar manner to those for the 12

lamps in Proh. V. The parallels on each side ofX Z have

their representations vanishing in .S, the centre of the

vanishing line of the off-wheel. (Compare Art. 1 13,

114, ami 115, with Art 128, 129.) From these points

thus obtained, lines must be drawn to some point in

the axis, (at the distance sometimes of a foot from the

linch-pin,) tor the top of the cone above described.

These lines (see the dotted lines in the figure) represent

the position of the twelve spokes. The eye of the

draughtsman will also quickly perceive that, besides the

inclination of the spokes, tending, as was remarked, to

equilibrium and steady conveyance, the axis also of

each wheel is made to favour the same object, by
having a certain degree of inclination downwards; and

the wheel is made broad with two, and sometimes
three iron plates or felloes, one beside the other,

forming the frustum of a cone, with the same axis

as that of the spokes, but tapering outwards in an

opposite direction, and with its apex at a distance of
Further '

'

,

'

. , , , some varus.
helpsadapt- , ,„. , , . ,

ed both to ( '

'

s ) 1 "is n,ay "e a
I'
roPer place to introduce some

Cases II. helps generally applicable in both Cases II. and III. to

and III. for the representation of circles, or arcs of circles, and con-
theprojeo-

(|.juu tiiig gs well to accuracy as facility of execution.

circles in The following method requires no more than a fourth

perspective, part, or quadrant, to be drawn at the base. Having

chosen some point, as v, (plate x. fig. 1, No. 1.) in the

perspective plane for the centre of your representation,

draw through that point the representation of a perpen-

dicular to the base. It will vanish at the centre S of

the vanishing line. ( \rt. 72.) Produce it in the oppo-

site direction to meet an occasional base at Z, sufficiently

distant from D, to admit room for the construction.

Raise at / a perpendicular on the side furthest from 8.

From the furthest extremity A of the perpendicular at

S, (which, in the present case, equals the direct dis-

tance,) draw through V, a line cutting Z X in X. X
will he the point for the right angle of a quadrant one

side of which, \ X, is perpendicular to the base.

Let it now be required to give the representation

r w h it of the arc Z Y. For this purpose, suppose Z Y
divided into any number of equal parts, say three. The
lines X 3 and X (> forming those divisions, will cut the

base at the points :$ and (i. Draw lines, through D,

from these points. Also draw through r, a parallel a "

to the base. Thus will be represented the three intended

angles trisecting the quadrant, BIZ.

)f Outline.

X3|
X6
xyJ

represented by

Zi>3.
3 v6.
6 i>9.

(179.) If, for the sake of minuter accuracy, a greater

number of divisions be called for in the arc Z Y ; sup-

pose it divided, as the quadrant at B, (plate v. fig. 2,)

into nine parts, each of which will, of course, be 10

degrees. Lines, it will be seen, here again must be

drawn cutting the base at the points 1, 2, 3,4,9,6, &C.

If still greater detail be desired, which in large works,

in scene-painting, for example, may be occasionally

necessary ; let a quadrant be drawn of tiny magnitude

having the same centre, 11 or X, (plate x ) as the other,

and Inning one side perpendicular, as I! Q, (plate V.

tig. 2,) to the base at O. On the arc Q 1), thus con-

structed, it is evident that any number of degrees,

minutes, or seconds may be distinctly defined : and that

lines, drawn to B, from the graduations on the arc,

(as those of ten degrees between 40 and ,

r
)0,) will cut

the base in the manner here shown, on the interval

between numbers 4 and 5, in corresponding gradua-

tions. This done, the operator needs only proceed as

has been directed.

(ISO.; Frequently, however, it happens that there is

want of room, that the base is very limited, that it either is

inaccessible, or has been continued to the utmost margin

of the work, and cannot contain further graduations.

This difficulty is easily surmounted. Join by a line,

X V, (plate x. fig. 1, No. 1.) the centre of the original

to the centre of the representation. Draw to this line

any where without the arc X Y a parallel, as q 9, cross-

ing the base at 1$. Make q B and Bin together equal

to the interval Xt\ between the centres v and X; that

is, make q 15 equal to X e, and make B TO equal to e v.

Finally, join q m. We are now prepared for the diffi-

culty mentioned. Suppose even every other part of

the base inaccessible, and it be required to represent

indefinitely the line X q, forming the angle ZXi).
Make B 9 equal to Bto. The representation 9 u drawn

through r, will give the angle 9 v Z to represent the

angle q X Z.

Suppose further, a given number of divisions of the

angle 6 X q be required. Let the lines, as X q", Xq7
,

forming those divisions, be produced to meet q B 9.

Through the points 9s and 97 draw parallels to m q.

Extreme
nicety anil

minuteness1

attainable

if required.

Usual
method of

working

when a bast

cannot be
drawn of

sufficient

length.
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fainting

Method
when a

vanishing
line cannot

be drawn

Observe the points m* and m 7
, where those parallels

cut the base. Next, cut off from B 9, a portion B 7

equal to Jim 7
, and another portion B 8, equal to B m".

Lastly, from the points 7 and 8, lines through v will

give the representations 9 v 8, 8t>7, and 7 v 6, of the

three angles contained in 6 Xq. A similar proceeding

appears in plate v. fig-. 2. It will be of use to the

learner to trace the resemblance. A line B O indefi-

nitely represented by O D; W B drawn through C and

B to determine the two centres : / c and cm two radii

parallel to the base : r n parallel to and equal to

F B. Y r equal to F C : k x parallel to n Y : r a

made equal to r x : and lastly, a c drawn through c

from a, making the representation a cm of the angle

k B 9. The graduations on the vanishing line contri-

bute much to the accuracy of the work. From the

point marked 1, for instance, on the base, an indefinite

representation is drawn to 10° on the vanishing line.

From 2 another to the vanishing point marked 20°.

From 3, a third to that marked 30°, &c. all passing

through c. The base points to the left of O or of

Z

(plate v. or x.) being determined as above; those to

the right, O I, O 2, O 3, O 4, &c. or Z 3, Z 6, &c. are

easily obtained by merely transferring these intervals

along the base, from one side of the perpendicular O B
or Z X to the other.

(181.) We have only as yet found certain angles at

the centre of the circle. Its circumference remains to

be accounted for. In this part of the process we are to

consider our perspective representation of a circle as

of sufficient
tnat 0I> a regular polygon, approaching nearer to the

length. form of a circle the greater the number of its sides.

Let us conceive this polygon divided into equal and
similar triangles, (one triangle for each side,) of which

the angles we have just been representing (Art. 180)

are situated at the vertices. The angle at the vertex in

any one triangle subtracted from 180°, leaves for re-

mainder the amount of the angles adjacent to its

remaining side at the circumference of the circle. Halve
this amount, and we have the angle made by each side

of the polygon with the adjacent radius. Thus, let

u v a (plate x. fig. 1, No 1.) be fixed upon for the dia-

meter of the projected circle. Draw lines in the qua-
drant Z Y joining the points of its trisection. These
lines complete three triangles, each of which at its

l on <3f\

vertex X contains an angle of 30 degrees.

=: 75 degrees, viz. the amount of the angle made by
each side of the hexagon with its adjacent radius. The
radius b v representing with the base (or with a v) an
angle of 30° will vanish at the point marked 60. (Art.

94.) Reckoning therefore from 60° as from zero (Art.

Ill) along the vanishing line, we perceive that a line

to make 75° with bv must vanish at the point markpi
15° beyond the centre S. From the point therefor*

marked 15 on the vanishing line DS towards Q let a
dividing line be drawn through a. It will cut the re-

presentation 6 v in b. Again, the line w v vanishes at

the point marked 30. A line, therefore, to represent
75° with w v must vanish at the point marked 45°.

From 45" accordingly, a dividing line through 6 will

cut 3u in w. Thirdly, the line Zv vanishes in S, the

centre of the vanishing line. A line therefore repre-

senting 75° with it, will vanish at the point marked 75°,

from whence a dividing line through W will cut Z r in r.

But the extremity r, as well as &, its opposite, will be

always best obtained by a dividing line through a, or u,

from the point marked 45° on either side of the centres

of the ranishingline.* (Art. 134.)

Suppose then our quadrant a/)tcrtobea satisfactory-

projection of Z V. Lines representing perpendiculars

to the base, (or to a n,) and drawn accordingly to S
from the points 6 and w, will cut 3 t 30 in s, and 6j
60 in d. And parallels to the base (or to a u) from b

and w, will again cut the same lines in t and j ; thus
leaving a fourth part only of the representation to be
completed. This completion will be performed either

by parallels to the base through rfand s, or by represen-

tations of perpendiculars to it (or to aw) drawn through
t and j.

Problem VIII.

Given on the perspective plane any point ; to Jind a
vanishing line from which all lines drawn to that point
shall representperpendiculars to whatever plane vanishes

in that tine. Also given any vanishing line ; toJind the

angle made by the plane it belongs to, either with the

picture, or with any other plane, whether that other

plane be parallel to the picture, or have a given vanish-

ing line.

(182.) Let C (plate xi. fig. 1) be the centre of the

picture, and P the given point. Join P t', and at C
raise to C P a perpendicular C D equal to the principal

distance. At D construct upon D P the right angle

P D M, and produce PC to meet D M at M. In other

words, find a third proportional CM (Art. 139) winch

shall be to C D as CD is to C P. A perpendicular

through M to M P will be the vanishing line required.

M will be its centre, (Art. 75, 138,) and M C its central

distance. (Art, 24, 25, 26.)

(183.) Cor. It is evident that if the point M had been

given instead of the point P, that the foregoing opera-

tion would have procured P for the centre, and C P for

the central distance of the required vanishing line of a

plane, to which all lines drawn from the point M would
represent perpendiculars. (Art. 139.)

(1S4.) To perform the next part of the problem, a

certain property of the given vanishing line must be

ascertained. If the given vanishing- line pass through

the centre of the picture, (Art. 34,) the angle which the

plane it belongs to makes with the picture, has, through-

out the whole of Case II., been already stated.

But if the given vanishing line pass through any

other point as its centre, let B (plate x. tig. 1, No. 2.)

* An isosceles triangle of this kind with 10° at its vertex, must

have 8;3° fur each of it*, other angles. Consequently, any line, to

represent an angle of 85° with the line ii <
|
plate v. ii^ 2) vanish-

ing at S0°, must vanish at j° on that side of 1) nearest to II, and

the other dividing points wdl lie found in the following order

:

70°

SO

Of Outline.

Prob. VIII.

Vanishing

line found
of the plane

of measure.

Corollary.

Angles

found of

inclination

made by
original

planes with

tlie pictur*

A line to make 8.')°

withanother lineva-

nishing at

50
do
30

20
10

must vanish

at the point

marked

15°

35.

45.

53.

65.

To.

If this sort of calculation be considered tedious, there is always

the alternative, whenever the perpendicular at D, as ]> \Y. (plate v.

tig. 1. 1 or at s, us S A, (plate x. fig. 1, No.l.) namely, the principal,

or. as the ease may be, direct distance, is accessible ; of drawing

lines to such points as R W V A. Sfcc, in the original arc below the

base, which lines will cut the several indefinite representations ii

corresponding points, r, w, A, a, &c. (Art. 99, 100, 1 13.

j

3y 2
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Painting. be that centre, and E B the given line. It is required

to find the angle of inclination made with the plane of

the picture by the plane vanishing in E B. Having
found (' B the central distance, (Art. 138,) raise ai ('

on either Bide of C li a perpendicular AC equal to the

principal distance. Complete the triangle (Art. 25)

by joining A li. This will be the hypothenuse or direct

distance drawn from the extreme point of the central to

the extreme point of the principal distance. The angle

A B C will be the angle required, namely, the angle of

inclination made with the plane of the picture by any
plane vanishing in E li (Art. 152.) It is always to be

found at the centre of the vanishing line. It is here

60°, being the complement to 30°, the angle marked on

the central distance at B.

(185.) The examples are numerous in which this

operation may he repeated throughout the three vara lies

of Case III. It has been thought convenient to collect

them in the subjoined Table, placing them in the order

of the plates, and leaving the practitioner to class the

different planes for himself according to the direction of

their bases or vanishing lines.

Examples. Plate.

ii.

vn.

x.

1.

l.No.1.

Xo. 2
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Paint inj
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Painting.

Cor. 3.

Cor. 4.

Prob. X.

1 The two

vanishing

lines found

when the

line of in-

tersection

i* parallel

to the pic-

ture;

2. Found
when the

intersection

is p--rpendt-

ritlur to the

picture
;

of the measuring plane. Tlio angle H W A will lie the

' angle made by the one intersecting plane with the other;

or supposing onlj the angles given made bj each original

plane with the picture, find ( \n. 14^) their two central

distances, and proceed as before.

(199.) for. 3 Given the two vanishing points of

any two lines that meet each other; to find a third line

which shall represent a perpendicular to both the former

at the point where they meet
Join the two vanishing points. The line so drawn

is the vanishing line of a plane containing the given

two lines. (Note to Art. 145.) If it pass through the

centre of the picture, let fall a perpendicular to it from

the point where they meet. This will be the perpendi-

cular sought.

But if the vanishing line of the plane of the given

two lines does not pass through the centre of the pic-

ture; find (Art. 195) the vanishing point of all perpen-

diculars to any plane vanishing in that line. From
that point so (bund draw a straight line to the given

point where the two lines meet. This will represent

the required line perpendicular to them both. Thus to

ca and a b. vanishing in the line N O, (plate x. fig. 1,

No. 4.) a perpendicular will be represented by a d, a

third line drawn from the point MH .

(•200.) Cor. 4. All lines perpendicular to any plane

whose vanishing line passes through the principal point,

are parallel to the plane of the picture.

For they have no vanishing point (Cor. 3. Art. 199)

and must be therefore parallel to the perspective plane,

as the planes are to which they belong. (Art. 67.)

PROBLEM X.

Given the angle made by any two planes with each

other, and the angle made by one of them with the jilane

of the picture, and given the vanishing point of their

line, of intersection ; to find their respective vanishing

lines. Also given the vanishing line of any plane ; to

find the vanishing Una rf any number of planes per-

pendicular to it, and making any given angle with each

other.

(SOI.) When the line of intersection is parallel to

the perspective plane, and has therefore no vanishing

point, the two vanishing lines of the two intersecting

planes will be parallel to it, and to each other; (Art.

143 ;) and the angle made by the two planes with each

other will determine, as already stated in the last pro-

blem, the interval between their vanishing lines, eiz.

their two central distances. (Art. 197.)

But should only one of these two intersecting planes

have a vanishing line, the angle made by them with

each other will determine, as stated in Problem VIII.,

(compare Art. 1S7 with Art. 142,) the position of the

vanishing line parallel to the line of intersection.

(202.) When the line of intersection is perpendicular

to the perspective plane, the two intersecting planes are

also perpendicular to the picture, and the angle made
by them with each other will determine, as stated in

Problem VIII., (Art. 189,) the direction of their vanish-

ing lines.

(203.) If therefore in the present problem, the given

vanishing point of the line of intersection be the centre

of the picture, the two intersecting planes will belong to

C'jsl II., and the angle made by them with each other

being also given, first draw one vanishing line in any

required direction ; and then construct upon it with the Of Outline,

other, at the centre of the picture, the given angle. v^^^—^,

(204.) But let any other point, as P, (plate xi. fig. 1, 3. Found

No. 5.) lift in the centre of the picture, be given for the "hen the

vanishing point of the line of intersection. And let the m,, '
,»«" , ">n

given angle made by the two planes with each other be
t^ i"^

'."".

fifty-five degrees. Also let the angle made by one of turi; .

them with the picture be an angle of forty -four degrees.

It is required to find the vanishing lines of the two
planes.

First find II X. the vanishing line of the planes In

which all straight lines from 1' will represent perpendi-

culars. (Prob. VIII. Art. Ip2.) Next, find the central

distance, (Prob. IX. Art. 197.) anil the vanishing line

(containing the given point P) of a plane thai makes

the given angle (' F (i of 44 degrees, with the plane of

the picture. Produce this vanishing line, as P F, to

meet that of the plane of measure at \, and having

drawn W X from the extremity of the direct distance,

construct at W the given angle made by the two inter-

secting planes. Let X \V M be the given angle. Join

M P. M P and X P will be the two vanishing lines

required.

In the same manner, if the given angle made by the

two planes with each other were X W A, the two va-

nishing lines would be found to be P X and PA; or,

if the given angle were X W H, the two vanishing lines

would be found to be PX and P H.

(205.) The last desideratum of Prob. X. is, tofind Vanishing

the vanishing line of any number of original plains hues found

perpendicular to some one original plane of which the " an >' nunv

vanishing line is given. planes per-

Let the given vanishing line be H X. Find P, the pellicular

vanishing point of all lines perpendicular to the plane va- to a Pven

nishing in II X. (Prob. IX. Art. 196.) Through Pdraw l
,lanL'

anv number of vanishing lines to meet II X. These will

be the vanishing lines required; namely, the vanishing

lines of plains, which, whatever be the angle made by

;iu\ i tie of them with another, are all of them perpendi-

cular to the plane of which II X is the vanishing line.

And it' the vanishing line II X be graduated, (Art. Angle

165.) the several angles made by the perpendicular found made

planes with each other will be expressed by those gradu- hy any two

.• rru .il of these
attons. Thus the angle

planes with

made by

the plane

vanish-

ing in

the hue

(206.) Cor. 1. In the triangle II XP, let either ofrjor. 1.

the three points II, X, or P (since each of the three is Peculiarity

the vanishing point of all lines perpendicular to a plane '" '">•' jhre.

vanishing in the side opposite to each) be chosen as a ^"^f"
5

vanishing point of lines of intersection. The side op- Cuhe or pa-

posite that chosen point is the vanishing line of the plane rallelopiped.

of measure to all planes whose vanishing lines pass

through that point. Consequently, any vanishing lines

passing- through that chosen vanishing point of intersec-

tion will be vanishing lines of planes perpendicular to

the plane of measure, or to any plane vanishing in the

line of the opposite side of the triangle. This opposite

side (being produced sufficiently at each extremity, and

graduated according as it belongs to Case II. or HI.) will

always express any angle made by the perpendicular

planes with each other.

[IIP
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Paiuting

Cor. 2.

Another
peculiarity.

Cor. 3.

Reorienta-
tion found

of a plane

that niter-

m- its (in a

given line,

and at a
given an-

gle) another

original

plane.

Cur. 4.

Represen-

tation found

of the angle

made by
two inter-

secting

original

planes with

each other.

Concluding
observa-

tions on
linear per-

sn.xtive.

(207.) Cor. 2. Any one side, therefore, of the tri-

angle just described, is the vanishing line of a plane of

measure to all planes that vanish in the other two sides

;

(Art. 155:) and any one side contains the two vanishing

points of all lines perpendicular to planes that vanish

in either of the other sides. The side H X, for example,

contains the vanishing points X and 11 ; X that of all

lines perpendicular to any plane vanishing in H P, and

H the vanishing point of all lines perpendicular to any

plane vanishing in X P. The same remark applies to

the points X and P contained in the side X P, as well

as to the points H and P contained in the side II P.

(208.) Cor. 3. Given the representation of a portion

of any plane, to represent another plane making with it

a given angle, and passing through a given line of in-

tersection.

Let the given intersection be the line n s (plate xi.

fig. 1, No. 5.) drawn upon a portion of a plane vanish-

ing in M P ; and let it be required to represent a portion

of another plane passing through n s, and making

an angle of 553 with the former plane. Produce n s

to its vanishing point P in the given vanishing line.

Then find H X, the vanishing line of the plane of mea-

sure, (Prob. VIII.) and proceed as directed above.

(Art. 205.) The result will be X P, the vanishing line

of the new plane. Lines drawn through s and n to any

point or points in the vanishing line X P will give a

portion of the plane required.

(209.) Cor. 4. To represent by two straight lines

drawn on the two intersecting planes the angle which

they make with each other. Choose, in the line of in-

tersection, any point, as o, and having found by the fore-

going operations (Art. 205, 20S) the points M and X in

the vanishing line of the plane of measure ; draw lines

through the point o from M and X. The originals of

these lines belong to the plane vanishing in II X, to

which o P must always represent a perpendicular. Con-

sequently, o t and o r, representing perpendiculars to

the line n s of intersection, (Art. 166,) will contain the

representation of the angle M W X, made by the inter-

secting planes with each other. Observe that the angle

tou represents an obtuse angle ; therefore the angle of

inclination must be expressed by its complement tor,

formed bv o r. vanishing in M, and o t vanishing in X.

A flag-staff shows the direction of lines perpendicular to

each plane.

(210.) Examples in each of the three varieties of

Case III. might have been subjoined to the two fore-

going problems. But we have already much exceeded

our intended limits with respect to this essential branch

or rather root of the art ; (see note to Art. 2 ;) and we
may now fairly regard the learner as being enough a

proficient to discover throughout the several plates, with

which we have endeavoured to familiarize him, illustra-

tions to his purpose.

It may suffice to explain, cursorily, some constructions

of outline, given in plate x. fig. 1. To draw the ship,

No. 2 : first find E B, the vanishing line of the plane of

its deck* perpendicular to B 1\
M

, (Art 153,) the vanishing

line of the plane of its keel.t which latter plane is here

indefinitely represented by the triangle B s KM . Observe

• Called, in ship-buildi ig, the half breadth, or floor plan, or ho-

rizontal plane, 'the last of these terms implies a vessel on the

stocks, t )nr example, plate x., is of a vessel in a storm at sea.

\ Called the fAeer-puui, or plan of elevation, being a vertical

plane passing through the keel.

that the point B is the vanishing point of all lines of m- Of Outline,

terseetion (Art. 167, No. 3.) made by planes vanishing s—v-™~-/

in E B and in B KM, i. e. of all lines extending, in nau-
tical phrase, fore and aft ; right ahead or astern. Also
observe that the point K™ is the vanishing point of the

masts, and of all lines perpendicular to the deck; (Art.

195, 196;) and, on the other hand, B, the vanishing
point of all lines perpendicular to planes vanishing in

K I,* whose intersections with the plane of the deck
extend from any given point starboard to its correspond-

ing point on the larboard side, or vice versa. These
latter intersections will be parallel, in this example, to

the perspective plane (Art. 195) and to the vanishing
lines E B and K I of the two latter intersecting planes.

(Art. 143, 148, No. 2. and Art. 167, No. 1.)

(211.) Draw parallel to K B, the base a W. At B
raise perpendicularly the direct distance. (Art. 130.)
Make sTorsW equal to the length from stem to stern.

Having completed the three plans, (see notes to Art.

210,) make s z equal tos Z 8
for the place of the deck ;

draw z B, representing the intersection of the plane of
the deck with that of the keel, and find in ; B the points

f, <r. and i, representing F, G, and I, the centres of the

mizen, main, and fore masts. Proceed next, by lines

crossing the deck, parallels to a VV, or to s T, (if paral-

lels to sT they must vanish at B,) to find, in the same
manner as in the representation of a circle, (Art. 114,)
the several points for the upper tier of guns. For the lower
tier, mark off from iT, s M equal to s M 8

. A line M B
will cut G K60

in m ; and m e (for the lower tier) will

represent half the breadth at the main-mast or midship,

as fd (for the upper tier) does at the mizen. From d
and e draw to K60

1 lines representing with the perpendi-

culars to the deck an angle of twelve degrees. This
will show what is termed the canting of the ship's side

;

as will also a line from c to KM I, representing an incli-

nation of five degrees in a similar direction for the upper-

deck ports.t Lastly, s N being made equal to s X 8
,

will give n n* representing, at the midship or main
frame, the greatest breadth of the vessel. Observe that

the line s 30°, drawn from a to the vanishing line B K",
shows the centre of the vanishing line of the plane of

the ship's stern. This line contains the vanishing points

for the sides of the windows, &c.

(212.) To draw the masts. Erect for a base at a or

s, a perpendicular to a W, or rather a parallel to B K00
.

Draw also to the point K.
60

the indefinite representation

of a parallel to the mast, which is here taken to be a
perpendicular to the plane of the deck.J Let a X be
the required occasional base, and a V (vanishing at K")
the representation of a parallel to the mast. Draw a B,
and through the points /, g, and i. in i B, draw the repre-

sentations' o K."°, p K 60
, and q Kw . To begin with the

proportions of the mizen-mast : mark them off on a X,
according to the scale of the plans, No. 2., and having

* The body plan, or plane of projection, is a section of the ship at

the mid-ship frame, or broadest place, perpendicular to the two
former. From these three plans, the necessity is manifest of ton
stant attention to the three particulars, namely, length, breadth, and
depth, or thickness. (Art. 156, 157, to 161,) essentially combined
with all solid forms.

t Those timbers whose planes are perpendicular to the sheei

plan are called loirare timbers, and those whose planes are inclined

to it are called canted timber-..

I Whatever deviation from this perpendicular may be required

by the naval architect might be expressed with the same accuracy;

(Prob. V. ;) but the small size of our diagram makes the ditierence

quite immaterial.
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P«inting. found the dividing point of a Y, (Art. 133.) transfer to

*—v.—^ a Y the divisions of a V Draw &c(a parallel to « W)
through the line of the mizen-mast At />. bO vanish-

ing in K." represents a parallel to oY. From the di-

visions therefore "i> a V, draw lines to B (Art 77) cut-

ting b o in the points () and r, through which () " and

r R, two parallels to 6c, will give o for the place of the

caji. and U ti>r the place of the round top. Proceed in

the same manner for the main and fore masts, and in-

deed for all lilies in planes parallel to the plane of the

keel.

To draw the bowsprit. Let V k and a y vanishing

in the line B K°° represent the angle made by the bow-

sprit with the base a X, just as a Y represented the

angle so made by the masts. Mark oil' on a X the re-

quired proportions, which will be transferred to a y by

means of its dividing point. (Art 133.) Next, a parallel

through V to a \Y will give the point A ; through which

hj, vanishing in the same point with and similarly di-

vided with ay, ( \h. 77.) will give the pointj for the

cap of the bowsprit. Lastly transfer the pointjftoft,

by a parallel j A- to a W.
(213) A representation is given (plate x. fig. 1,

No. 4.) of a double cross formed of seven cubes. The
vanishing lines and points lor the cube in the centre are

manifestly the same as for the surrounding six. None
of the three pairs of parallel sides is parallel to the per-

spective plane ; and their three vanishing lines form a

triangle, (Art. 160,) two points of which are in the line

NO, marked 40° and 50°, and the third at 63°, in the

vanishing line I) (' M.
No. 'i. is the representation of an octahedron, or eight-

sided figure, funned by two pyramids having a common
base. It is a regular solid, contained under eight equi-

lateral triangles, whose intersections are the sides of

the three squares a hid, debf, and a erf. These

squares intersect each other in their respective diagonals,

(ef, a r, and d h) (Prob. X. Cor. 3.) and each of the

squares is a common base to two pyramids.

No. 6. represents a six-sided figure formed also of

equilateral triangles. It shows a method by which is

found the vanishing line of the base of a pyramid whose

six sides are equilateral triangles ; one of the six (viz.

the side g a A) being parallel to the perspective plane.

At the point L (C L being the principal distance) make
tl r an angle of 60°, or rllD an angle of 30°. Find

the perpendicular d r to the base of the equilateral tri-

angle t L r, and cut off L a equal to it. Then with 8 m
(equal to t r) and L m (equal to L s) construct the tri-

angle (isosceles) L m », and produce m L to U. U L is

the direct distance, C U the central distance, and V the

centre of the required vanishing line ; and the triangle

a\ u will represent the original sLm, viz.

The angle m Ls] («. \ a.

L >n s will be represented by V /< a.

1*8 111) [\ a u.

The line a M~", or n p, passing through the apices of

the two pyramids, is found by bisecting the base gh, and
drawing from V to the dividing point of A u a line cutting

A /i in o. (Art. 1 18.) Next, to the point o draw the re-

presentation g o of a perpendicular to fi A. A line « /;, or

n M rrv
, drawn through the point where K fi cuts o ?, will

be the line required, representing a perpendicular to

the plane of g ft A at its centre. Or the vanishing po'ut

of op may be found bj Problem IX. (Art. 196.) Ob-
serve, that for the four sides of the upper pyramid g *ia A,

there are but three vanishing lines, (Art. 158.) since Of Outline,

one side is parallel to the picture. Also the vanishing ^—^v—.

-

line ofugh will be a parallel to a A at U, (or a perpen-

dicular to U C,) and the other two vanishing lines will

be parallels to the bases (Art (>l) s « and n/i, cutting

the vanishing line at V in the points where it is met by

g ix and h a.

For the four sides of the lower pyramid there will be

four vanishing lines. One. the perpendicular to RC
at t .just stated; another parallel to it at the vanishing

point of \p, for the vanishing line of the plane ofJ3g A ;

and the remaining two crossing the tun former in the

vanishing points of the lines g u, h fi. x j>. A /'•

No. 7, is a dodecahedron, or twelve-sided figure,

formed of two pyramids, whose common base (a hexa-

gon) vanishes in I' !). The perpendicular til>. at the

centre of the common base, will be found to vanish in

the point marked M". (Prob. IV Art. 11)6.) There
will be twelve vanishing lines to this figure. To find

these, observe that the figure is formed bj the bounda-

ries of three equal and similar rhomboids intersecting

each other in three lines or diameters, which cross the

centre of the hexagon. The vanishing line of the plane

of each rhomboid must be drawn from M*"* (the com-
mon vanishing- point of their line of intersection a b)

to certain points determinable in P I), the vanishing

line of their plane of measure. (Art. 146. See also

Prob. X.)

No. 8. is another dodecahedron formed of twelve

rhomboids, for the planes of which (since each has its

!.!) there must be six vanishing lines. (Art. 158.)

The plane of the uppermost vanishes in the line P D.

(211.) That the course of study we are here advo-

cating cannot be prosecuted without considerable pains

and unremitting efforts will be obvious. Hut nulla diet

si/if lined must be the Painter's motto. 'I'd every mind
that prefers certainty to guesswork; to every under-

standing that cannot be satisfied without a clear and

good reason for its mode of pursuing any object ; to

every imagination that has enough vigour and sound-

ness to despise unqualified applause, and aspire only

to judicious praise ; we need not urge the necessity of

clearness, nor the advantage as well as gratification of

obtaining truth. We admit that it is very possible to

acquire great correctness of outline, and yet make no

acquaintance in any degree with either perspective or

anatomy.* IS\ accustoming the eye to measure inter-

vals of distance, and the hand and pencil to nice divi-

sions of lines, as well straight as curved ; by observing

narrowly throughout the objects to be copied, what

points lie above or below each other in a vertical direc-

tion ; and w hat points lie on the same leve'. in horizontal

lines; and then by transferring carefully these points

to the drawing board, or canvass, previously to filling

up the intermediate parts ; a considerable knowledge

may be obtained of the true forms of objects, as well as

&f their just delineation. We are far from wishing to

supersede these useful exercises. On the contrary, we
would particularly recommend the mere beginner to

practise making outlines of regular figures, such as the

triangle, the circle, the square, the parallelogram, the

rectangle, and regular polygons in general. Let him

* There is ii degree of popular wonderment, often fatal to scien-

tific progress m auy Art, excited by the exclamation. How surprising;

ami yet he never /earned to draw ! at, How marvellous! what an

ear ! she dues not know a note of muttc I
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Painting, then proceed to solids, the cylinder, the cube, the paral-

^—~v-»-/ lelopiped, the cone, the pyramid, &c. &c, and all this by

tht eye only, without the guidance of Mathematical in-

struments, which it will be proper to apply afterwards,

as far as such means extend, for correction of each draw-

ing. (Art. 43.)

(215.) A pupil well practised in this initiatory habit

will soon acquire such readiness in division of lines as

to have the power of marking off at sight, with ease and

accuracy, on any given line, a third, a fourth, a fifth, or,

what is more difficult, even a seventh, or ninth portion

of it. Similar facility may be obtained in the division of

angles. For correcting these exercises either a common
graduated ruler, the sector, the protractor, or the pro-

portional compasses may be resorted to.

But the intelligent learner will soon find such helps

unsatisfactory except so far as the delineation of one sur-

face of an object is required, and that surface a plane to

which a line drawn from his eye is perpendicular. In

short, he will have got no further than Case I. (See

Prob. II. and Art. 156.) In his attempts at outline of

solid figures no drawing can be implicitly relied on with-

out examination by the rules of Perspective, In an out-

line, for example, of the pyramid h a g n, (plate x. fig. 1,

No. 6.) although the side ho-g, being an equilateral

triangle, is a regular figure, (because represented parallel

to the plane of the picture,) yet the side ft<rg can

never be satisfactorily drawn without knowing how the

point ft is obtained. (Art. US.) What is here ob-

served of the pyramid /; " g u, may be said of any other

solid whose sides are foreshortened ; that is, are seen

otherwise than immediately facing the spectator. The
outline of a globe is, as we have already shown, (Note
to Art. 157.) the only figure which, at all times, faith-

fully represents the original under any change of posi-

tion.

There are, however, several methods, and some of

them of exquisite mechanical ingenuity, by which, with-

out knowledge of Perspective, the draughtsman may ob-

tain his purpose. Neither do we forbid him these aids.

The camera obscvra is an invention long known to

artists.* In Treatises on Art, it has been recommended
as not only useful for ascertaining the correct forms of

objects, but also their tones of colour, and gradations of

light and shade. Sir Christopher Wren, in the Philoso-

phical Transactions^ for March 1669, communicated
an invention by which the artist, looking horizontally

through a small hole fixed as a sight, may follow at the

same moment on paper, with the point of his pencil, the

progress of a small bead J along the apparent bounda-
ries of the object to be delineated. This idea of Wren
may, possibly, have suggested to the late Dr. Wol-
laston§ his admirable contrivance of the camera lucida,

* Benche Uonardo non faccia menztane delta camcrm tttica, pur
ti bene tie detcritK la costruzinne e all effelti. che a tut anzichc n't

altri e chtaro doversi di questa macchma tinvcnttone. Storiette

annesse Ha C. Amoretti atf edizione del Trattato delta Ptttttru da L.

da find, 8vo. Milauo, 1804.

j Vol. iv. p. 898.

J An ingenious gentleman, Mr. Ronald, has simplified this con-

trivance, and comprised it in a pocket case of about H a foot in

length, and two inches in breadth." This instrument, which wo
have seen at Mr Gary's, the Optician's, seems a decidedly success-

ful improvement upon its numerous predecessors.

§ In vol. lxxv. p. 3fi6. of the Philosophical Transaction*, a similar

instrument to that of Sir Christopher Wren's is introduced, the in-

vention of Mr. James Peacock ; and in vol. xxviii. of the Philotophi-

cat Journal, a drawing and description an given of an instrument
resembling the camera lucida, but less portable, invented by the

*0L. V.

by which a spectator looking vertically downwards* Of Outline,

through a small hole sees at the same moment the re-
v^*>»'~"'/

fleeted image of the object together with the point of his

pencil in apparent contact with it on the paper. The
advantages of the camera lucida over its long esta-

blished namesake in its portabdity, in its ready appli-

cation, and particularly in its property of presenting the

objects to be traced, not in an inverted order, but in

their true, erect, and natural positions, distinguish it as

one of the most useful instruments of its kind. But it

is not an infallible guide. It is only an approximation
to perfect accuracy.

(216.) Perhaps the most satisfactory method of ob- Mechanical

taining an outline by mechanical aid is the following: me
j

hoJ °1

'

which, although claimed by some as a wholly modern Da ymcjf
invention, is as old as Leonardo da Vinci, and has been
recommended by him in his celebrated Treatise on Art t
Over a plane of the best glass entirely pure and colour-

less, let a preparation be spread of gum or isinglass, suf-

ficiently thin to admit distinct vision ; and sufficiently

strong to retain the marks of ablacklead or othercrayon.

Opposite to, and fixed at a convenient distance {viz. the

principal distance, Art. 10) from this transparent sur-

face, the eye of the operator, through a small hole or

sight, looks upon the objects to be drawn ; and his

hand shapes the outline, over which, when completed,
he places a sheet of thin drawing paper, tightly stretched

in an open frame. The original tracing on the glass

held to the light will then shine through the paper, and
may be again traced and transferred to it. The above
process is facilitated by using two crayons of different

colours : as a red for the first, and a black for the

second tracing; or vice versa. If tracing paper be used,

the counter-drawing may be transferred to panel, can-
vass, or any other material. J

celebrated Ramsden, and improved by his pupil Mr. Thomas
Jones.

* This perpendicular distance of the eye from the paper answers
to the principal distance.

| The following are his words. Abbi tin vetro orande come un
mezzo fogtio di carta reale, e quetlo ferma bene dtuanzi aalt occAi

tutii j dot Ira oli occhi e que/ta cosa che tu vuoi ritrarre ; e poi ti

pone Inntano con Pocchio at detto vetro due terzi di braccio, e ferma
la testa con un instrumento, in modo che no la possi muorere puntu.

Dipoi serra. o cuoprtte un occhio, e col penet/o, e con it lapis, seana
sul vetro quetlo che di *a appare, e poi lucida con la carta tat vetro,

e wpoheristandala sopra una carta buona, dipinaela. te ti piace,

usondo bene di pot la prospettiva tuna. Da Vinci, Trattato delta

Pittura. Edition of Manzi, Roma, 1817, p. 72.

I Counter-drawing is a term applied to any method of obtaining,

with mechanical accuracy, the copy of a picture or design. For this

purpose, various media are used, as fine linen, oiled paper, or any
other transparent material, which, being laid over the work to be
copied, admits distinctly through it a sufficient number of the lines

and shadows to be followed in ink or iu pencil, on its surface with or

without colour. ^Vhen the copy is made, let the opposite side of the

transparency (if of pajter. or of a substance similarly pliable) l>e

rubbed with dry chalk, white, black, or of any tint required. Xext
lay the copy with its chalked side downwards over a clean canvass or

blank sheet of drawing paper, and go again over the outline with a
slate-pencil or other blunted point. The original design may by
this process be repeatedly transmitted and copied. Counter-

drawing may also, as appears above, be effected by a glass me-
dium. It is sometimes performed by frames or nets divided into

squares, composed of wire, silk, or thread, and laid over the painting

to be copied. The points marked on sides of these squares are

then transferred to the surface which is to receive the copy. The
parallelogram, the pantagraph, the camera lucida. &c. are instru-

ments in requisition for counteF'diawing. Copying machines are

modifications of the chalking process above described.

Instruments, termed Delineators, for drawing from nature, have
been constructed on like principles to the net-work here mentioned.

in vol. i. of the Philosophical Journal, a simple and ingenious con-

3z
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Hamtinj. Other mechanical helps might he named. But our
-~s^~-/

object here is not to dwell upon expedients by which the

rules of Perspective are supposed to be superseded. Our
meaning is to assure all who trust implicitly to such ex-

pedients, that without acquaintance, practically, at least,

with tins Interesting branch of Geometry, no helps from

even the completes! mechanism will avail. The slight-

est aeddent may cause, in any instrument hitherto con-

structed for this purpose, a woful deviation from Truth

and Nature. To correct these deviations is the business

of Perspective ; and to give the artist such well-placed

confidence in his representation of outline, as will en-

courage him to finish his performance without fear of

being reduced to the shame and trouble of subsequent

attempts (when they may be too late) at alteration of his

work.

(217.) Thus far we have proceeded in this elemen-

tary department, in these introductory rudiments as

they only claim to be called, of the Grammar of Paint-

ing. For, indeed, a knowledge, however perfect, of Per-

spective, is to Art, no more than what a perfect know-
ledge oforthography or of pronunciation is to Language.
No very great credit in the exercise of written or spoken
Language attaches, among educated persons, to the in-

dividual who spells or who pronounces it with correct-

ness ; and yet to spell or to pronounce incorrectly, is

held disgraceful. So also, merely to draw with accu-

racy ought not to satisfy the aspiring artist. His out-

lines, to claim conspicuous merit, must have force and
meaning as well as truth ; while at the same time he
should regard and avoid false Perspective, with as much
alarm and abhorrence as is manifested by the rhythmical

scholar towards & false quantity ! There is a difference

Ux> in their origin, between the language of the Painter

and that of the Etymologist, which acts, or ought to act,

upon the mind of the former as a continual incentive to

superior caution, and more jealous observance of ele-

mentary rules. The laws of outline are deduced from
daily and universal experience.* They appeal to facts

which every eye, almost instinctively, can attest ; whereas
the laws of speech are conventional and arbitrary.

To all attempts, therefore, of the careless draughtsman

trivance is described by Mr. R. L. Kdggworth as the invention of
Miss Maria Kdgewurth. Another Delineator of easy construction,

is a fixed upright frame, across which a number of very fine threads
or wires are stretched, crossing each other at right angles, mill

dividing the frame into a number of small squares. The paper on
which the drawing is made is also ruled with a like number of
squares. Looking through a fixed sight at a little distance from the
frame (answering to the principal distance, Art. 9, 10) the operator
observes on what square the object he wishes to represent is found,
and draws the object in the corresponding squaw upon the pajier.

At the end of Brooke Taylor's Perspective (edition of Kirov, 4to.

1768 i is described an instrument to the same purpose formed by
two rulers, horizontal and vertical ; the former fixed, the latter

sliding in a groove upon it. Both are numbered in equal divisions
that corresponil to a certain number of ruled squares on the draw-
ing. The operator looking, as before, through a fixed sight adjusts
the vertical ruler to any point in an object, and then compariug the

graduation on the nuers with that on the sides of his drawing-
board, he transfers each point so found on his perspective plant to
its corresponding place on his paper, just as he would compare, in

copying a map. the points of lungitude and latitude, and find by their

means the relative position of any given spot, town, or mountain.
* I.'Anatomic et la Perspective stint rles Sciences eludes; elles

s'appui/enl sitr ties demonstrations: elles ont pour objet des rentes
dimnntries. Lursque dans les icoles el dans t opinion publique, res

Sciences ne seront plus considerees comme fondemens indisprnsables
de fa Peinture, on pourra prononcer hardiment que cet Art et les par-
ties qui en dependent sunt menaces d'une prochaine decadence.
Watelet, Enci/c/opedie Mithodique. Beaux Arts.

to find apology for deficiencies in Perspective by appeal- Of Outline,

ing to like examples of deficiency in the Golden Age of ^~>-""-'

Ait among its ablest professors, we answer that those

gnat authorities would, in a later Age, have been inns'

keenly sensitive to criticism in these respects. They
would be the first to perceive, that in the natural pro-

gress of Taste commensurate with the spread of general

knowledge, inattention to the rudimental particulars in

question leads as effectually to weaken, or destroy, tin

intended impression Ola fine Picture ; as the delivery, in a

broad provincial accent, of even the most brilliant Speech
in Shakspeare would he insufferable to polished ears,

and would be found to mar and murder all its elo-

quence and beauty.

(218.) We would next direct the student's attention of Aim-
to some acquaintance with Anatomy. While pursuing tomy.

this important study, he must not imagine that Perspec- r ts connec-
tive may be laid aside.* On the contrary every step in tion with

that initiatory path leads to proficiency in this more ad- Perspective

vanced stage. As well might a Grammarian (to repeat «1"lnt»>H

the above figurative allusion) discard the most essential

letters of his alphabet, and pretend to form a Lan-
guage without vowels, as an artist expect, without

the practice of foreshortening whatever object, animate

or inanimate, may be submitted to his pencil, to obtain

even the lowest grade of professional mediocrity. Per-

spective is, as we have seen, the Art of foreshortening.

The rules of it have been applied, in the preceding

examples, to objects possessing neither vegetable nor

animal life ; to works of human contrivance in Mecha-
nics and in Architecture. We must now apply it to the

representation of natural phenomena. And of these we
begin with animal forms, as having more obvious regu-

larity of outline.f Outline of landscape and of the

scenery of Nature will follow next in order. After

which some necessary observations on outline as con-

nected with character and expression will then conclude

this division of our subject.

(219.) The study, indeed, of Anatomy for the pur-

poses of Painting, has in view two objects, which we take

leave to distinguish by the terms Configuration and
Expression.

1. The first of these is introductory to the second.

It consists in such a knowledge of the several parts of the

animal figure as can represent each part in its proper
form and place, and can preserve at the same time the

* Tile necessity for combining Perspective with Anatomy arises

from the general regularity of animal forms. If there were no sym-
metry in the human frame : if, for instance, the right side did not

assimilate with the left, Perspective might be less important, and the

figure of a man might be drawn as much ad libitum as that of a tree

or a mountain. Mengs, who is a strong pictorial authority, has these

words in a Treatise on Art at the end of his Works. Para diburar
bien las tstatuas es necrssarto saber la perspettiva.—To draw well

from the antique, a knowledge of perspective is indispensable.

Obras de Mengs, p. 334. en 4to. Madrid, 1780.

t We would recommend the student to make frequent drawings
of such machines, more or less complicated, as he may have oppor-

tunity of examining either in motion or at rest. This practice gives

accuracy to his eye and hand, and prepares him for delineations of
a higher order in animal mechanics, lie will afterwards be better

able to appreciate in his mind, and to represent with his pencil, the
most perfect state to which he can possibly conceiv.- the means and
powers of locomotion and of machinery (if the works of Divine wis-

dom may so lie termed) to be advanced. And indeed, to all who
desire practical and endless evidences of the immeasurable interval

between the contrivances of Man and the works uf Him who gave
life, and mind, and soul to the contriver, we would recommend, previ*

ousty to anatomical inquiries, as much acquaintance as their leisure

will permit with the best mechanical efforts of human ingenuitv.
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Paintii t. several proportions of any one limb or feature com-
v—v——> pared with any other.* To this preparatory knowledge

belongs a vocabulary of the principal bones and muscles;

the outline and position of th* former in a state of rest;

tog-ether with the shapes, origin, and insertion of the

latter. And as the state of animal rest seems included

specially under this head of the subject, we shall here

have opportunity of allusion to the natural arrangement

proper and necessary for balancing the animal in any
required posture. VVe here also may remark particu-

larly upon the agency of such muscles as are partly in-

voluntary, i.e. in some degree independent of the will.

Under this head it will suffice to describe the position

of the voluntary muscles, or those under the influence of

volition.

2. The second object and ultimate aim of the student

is Expression, of which, however, under the head Com-
position, we shall say more in its more appropriate place.

Expression regards the use and active application of the

materials before enumerated. As in the Art of Naviga-

tion it is one thing to know the names, form, position, and
relative magnitude of the decks and timbers ; of the

masts and yards, blocks, sails, and rigging; and quite

another kind of knowledge to apply all these organs of

motion to their respective uses • so in Anatomy the study

of action follows that of mere configuration. And this

study of Anatomical expression involves, with every

artist, considerations that demand consummate judg-

ment, taste, and skill. Here comes his ordeal. Here
he gains that point at which the stride of genius begins,

and from which a chaste and vigorous imagination

springs, like a giant, into an arena suited to its powers,

leaving far behind it the laborious insipidity of less

gifted, unobservant, and uninventive minds. Here, in

short, lies the especial province of the artist : namely,

out of infinitely varied forms to make a happy choice of

such peculiarities in look or gesture as are best adapted

to convey, through the magic of sympathy, certain pas-

sions or sentiments of the mind, or to indicate certain

propensities of the will. All the voluntary muscles are,

in attaining this latter object, called alternately into play,

for which in a state of rest he only had before acquired

the nomenclature.

We have taken the more pains in drawing the above

distinction in order to justify to our readers the enlarged

sense in which, by the term Anatomy, we wish to be

understood. We do not limit this word, as has been

often done in Treatises on Art, to the study of the human
subject alone. We consider that an acquaintance with

the forms of animated nature, generally, is essential to

the student. He will be well rewarded by devoting

close attention to those forms, Not only he will find

that every animal has a character analogous to the lines

of his pencil in depicting it; but also that he will he

enabled to represent with more elevation and dignity,

the noblest of living shapes, the frame of Man, in pro-

portion as he abstracts it from mere animality and ap-

propriates to it features, and signs and movements

* UAnatamie demande lorsqu'on veut s
yen instruire, qu'on ctudie,

quint observe, mton me'dite, dans les plus grands details, lout ce qui

compose /'organization des elres vivans. Cependant, son objet prin~

cipal est forganization de rhomme, comme la plus interessante, re*

lativemenl a nous. L'etude de r Anatomic doit aussi s'etendre sur

^organization lies annnaux: s'occuper, pour s'ectairrr davantage, des

rapprochemens et des comparaisons du mechanisme des animaux et

de celui de rHomme . II ne s'ugit pas pour le peintre de se plonger

dans cctte immense enireprise. L'artiite ne s'occupe, en general, que

de fezlirievr. YYaielet, loc. cil.

purely intellectual. In order to do this, the artist must Of Outlh
be familiar with those peculiarities of inferior animal *s—i-s/-—
expression which, wherever they appear, as in nature
they are for ever doing, degrade and brutify the human
subject. He must know what to reject, before he can
turn to use what it is proper to retain.*

(220.) But we must not be tempted to enter further

upon this interesting portion of our task until we have
attended duly, as was proposed, to the conjiguration of
animals.

In order to avoid confusing himself among the mul-
titude of parts essential to life and motion, we advise
the learner to examine, separately, certain larger masses
or districts of the animal body, so that he afterwards mav
mark with greater distinctness and fidelitv their relative

position, and the union of the whole when in their

natural state of action or of rest. These portions seem
very conveniently reducible to three : 1. the region of Animal
the Head ; 2. the region of the Thorax, or chest ; 3. structure

the region of the Abdomen ; all terminating at a com- ^'ded '"to

mon boundary called the spine or back bone, the re-

spective divisions of which into cervical, dorsal, and
lumbar vertebra?, serve to indicate, in each species of
animal, the extent of each region. Consequently, in

that of the head we include the bones and muscles of

the neck ; in that of the thorax, the arm of the human
subject, the wings and forelegs of birds and brutes ; in

that of the abdomen, the legs of the biped, and hinder

legs of quadruped animals. It will be useful also for

the student, under each of the above-named three dis-

tricts of the body, to divide his observations into,

1. Such peculiarities of the bones as are essential to

marking the outward form.

2. Imaginary points, lines, and planes, for deter-

three re-

gions.

* The Work of Mr. Charles Bell on Anatomy of Expression is or

should be familiar to every English artist. Like Camper, who pre-

ceded him on a similar subject, this author joins the advantage of

considerable ability as a draughtsman to professional skill as an

Anatomist. Remarking that the Grecian Sculptors were evidently in-

timate with Comparative Anatomy, he thus tpiotes from Winklemajln.

Poht pea qu'on examine la conjiguration du roi des Dieux. on dccouvre

ilans les teles toute la forme du lion, le roi des animaux ; non settle-

ment ii les grands ijeux ronds, £ son front haut et imposant, et a torn

nez, nuns encore a sa cfievelure, qui descend du haut dc la tile, puis

remonte du cote du front else paring' en retomlianl fll arc: ce qui

nest pas le caractere de la chevelure de rhomme, mais celui de la

criniere du lion. Quant u Hercule les proportions de sa tele ou cou

nous uffrenl la forme d'tln laureau indomptable. Pouf ittdiqurr

duns ce hiros une vigueur, et une puissance tuptrieure aux forces

humaines, on luia donne la tele et le cou de eel animal ; parlies to-,

aulrement proporlionners que dans rhomme, qui a la tfte plus grosse

et le cou plus mince. CEuvres, p. 3G7, 368. " I would lefer," says

Mr. Bell. " the peculiarity of the beautiful and impressive form of the

anticpie head to this principle, that the ancient artists sedulously

avoided whatever was deemed characteristic of the brute, and mag-

nified those dimensions of the human countenance which mark the

distinguishing attributes of Man. The Principle of composition

among the Ancients is worthy of our study : they soon left mere imi-

tation, awl advanced to a higher study, that of ideal form, in which

they endeavoured to combine excellences, and to avoid whatever

might tend to injure the design or to impair its effect. And in this

pursuit they seem to have studied, with peculiar care, the forms and

expression of animals as contrasted with those of mankind. \\ o

trace this method of study in many pieces of antiquity where the

artist has endeavoured to convey the character of dignity, or bodily

strength, or courage, by transfusing into his composition some of

the peculiar forms of animals, as in the personification of Gods and

Heroes. We may trace it also in ancient Masks. Satyrs, Faw.is. and

Centaurs, where it was the artist's design to brutify the countenance

;

a peculiarly ludicrous effect is produced by the union of brutal phy-

siognomy with human expression." Some Treatises by this auihor

on Animal Mechanics, published by the Soiiety for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge, we particularly recommend to students in Art.

3 z 2
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Region of

the he.nl.

Its bones.

Painting, mining the relative position of the bones, as seen from
*-"V"»-/ any point of view.

3. The motions of which the bones in each region

are capable.

4. Such muscles as are visible instruments of motion.

The remarks which our limits permit under each of

the regions mentioned, will, accordingly, invite attention

to those tour particulars.

(221.) 1. The region of the head. To begin with

the bones. For the names, forms, and articulation of

these we refer the reader to our pages on Anatomy and
Osteology, as well comparative as confined exclusively

to the human body. We here only remark, and the

remark applies to outline of animals generally, that, for

the purposes of Painting, all those prominences which

are but thinly coated with muscular or tendinous fibre,

require to be most minutely examined, to be carefully

borne in mind, and to be continually copied in various

lights, and under every point of view consistent with

their appearances in the living subject. Such as, in the

human skull: L. The two protuberances on the fore-

head, conspicuous in all adult subjects, and arising from

the enlargement of the frontal sinuses. 2. The temporal

ridge of the os frontis, on each side of the forehead, ex-

tending externally upwards from the orbital arch towards

the temples.* 3. The ossa nasi, giving form to the

bridge of the nose.t 4. The orbits or sockets for the

eyeballs,J and more particularly the zygomatic process

of the cheek bone. 5. The zygoma, or jugal arch,

formed by the uniting processes of the cheek and tem-

poral bones. 6. The mastoid processes. 7. The occi-

put, and the points immediately behind the foramen
magnum.§ 8. The foramina of the ear. 9. The lower

jaw. Its several motions upward, downward, and
lateral, round the centre of the glenoid cavity. Its

* " Two kinds of structure are observed in the horned pecora.

These are either pro|ier horns, as in the genera of the ox, goat, and
antelope, or bony productions, as in the genus Cfrrrw, which includes

animals of the deer kind. In the former genera, the external table

of the frontal bones la elongated into one or more processes: in the

freater numlier the frontal sinuses extend into the horny processes,

n the stag (in the male only in most genera) the frontal bone forms

a short, flattened prominence, from which the proper antler imme-
diately shoots.*' Blumenbach's Marituit, Lawrence's edition, 8vo.

Load. 1827, p. 22.

-f
The varieties of individual form in the space between the inner

corners of the eyes, are infinite. Notwithstanding the smalluess of

the ossa nasi in the human subject, they constitute a feature so

strongly characteristic as to require the most careful study. The in-

teguments which cover them are so closely fitted as to show every
the most minute indentation. By the Portrait-painter, who must aim
especially at likeness, the peculiarities of the nasal bones, as well in

their projection from the face as in their junction with the upper
maxilla and orbital arch, cannot be examined too particularly. On
this see Da Vims, Trattalo delta Ptttura, cap. 187. 189. These
bones in quadrupeds are yet more remarkable. The Roman nose in

a horse is a very distinguishing feature.

J Of the two corners of the eye, the inner one is always the more
prominent ; consequently, if two straight lines be drawn, one through
the corners of each eye, the lines will meet and form an angle
somewhere opposite the junction of the ossa nasi. For tire Per-
spective of the face, the lines forming this angle require especial

attention. In most birds, and in all timid or watchful animals, the

hare, the cat, the horse, &c , this angle is proportionably acute, and
the outer corner of the eye retires so much as to admit, not only of

looking sideways, but, in some degree, even of retrospective vision.

$ The parts here numbered 6 and 7 are not important so much
for their form, as on account of the muscles thereto attached. For, as

in order to draw any line, straight or curved, with precision, the points

must be first clearly decided w here to begin, and where to end ; so

in delineating the muscles, the draughtsman must previously assure
himself where they originate, and to what point or points they
tend.

angle Bad the length of its two sides* forming that Of Outline

angle. In infancy its angle obtuse, and its alveolar ex- v-^v~~-'
tremity comparatively short. In manhood its angle
approaching to a right angle, and its alveolar process

nearly on a vertical line with that of the upper jaw. In
old age its angle again obtuse, with a remarkable pro-

trusion of the chin from loss of teeth. 10. The in-

terval between the outermost of the six front teeth, or

rather between the two foremost of the molares, an
interval which determines the width of the mouth and
breadth of the chin.t 11. Respecting the seven bones
of the neck, there seems occasion to notice only the

peculiar way in which the first or uppermost, termed
the atlas, encloses and turns upon the second, termed the

deidata.

(222.) The next concern of the artist is, to devise Method of

certain imaginary points, lines, or planes, hv which he Camper, 1>>

may most readily complete his outline, or correct it
j

maK lua,,y

when completed. Professor tamper, in the Work which
we have already had occasion to quote, has given a

method which appears sufficiently accurate, and very

practicable for outline of the human head, and which he
proposes to substitute for the method in his time (he

died in 1789) commonly received. " All writers on
the principles of Drawing," he observes, (in page 109
of the translated Work,) "propose the oval, as the best

method of obtaining a sure hand in sketching heads in

every position, and of every age. No one has ventured

to deviate from the method, notwithstanding every one
must have been convinced, from experience, that this

figure is frequently defective, and merely applicable in a

few instances." The author then proceeds to show, that

the oval form commonly received, although useful for

finding certain points in the full face, is not applicable

for determining the features correctly in any other posi-

tion. The oval which he conceives to be a good one,

and " well adapted to all those cases where it can be
applied with advantage." he describes as follows :

" Let the height A B (see a copy of his diagram in

plate iii. firr. 6) be divided into four equal parts,

A H, II I, I F, F B ; of these take three-fourths, or A F,
equal to K L, for the largest dimensions, and describe

the circle A K F L. The ears are to be placed between
the parallel lines Iv Land M N. Divide K L into four

equal parts, and take one-fourth for the breadth O I and
I P," (between the temples and the top of the nose.)
" Extending the compasses from F to I, or to the halfof

A B, draw from the point F, in the centre line A B, the

circle B N I M. Complete the oval from K to M and

L to N. Finally, divide A B into four equal parts, of

which one is destined for the nose ; and B F into three,

of which the uppermost gives the seat of the upper lip

Q R."

(223.) In other parts of his Work this ingenious and

* See Dr. Cogan's translation of Camper, 4to. Lond. 1794. In

page 67, the progressive changes are remarked in the growth of the

upper and lower jaws. In page 72, the effects of age are noticed on
these features. See also Blumeiibach in the Work before quoted,

p. J4. sec. 23.

f ''The size of the mouth is in proportion t" the distance of

I'interval between) the dentes canini, or eye-teeth, in men and
animals, with only a few exceptions. Or, to speak more properly,

the angles terminate at the commencement of the first double tooth

or grinder. Many animals have not the eye-teeth. In apes there-

fore, in the orang. and in the negro, the rim or angle of the mouth
niu>t be more distended than in a European, as the projection of
the upper jaw enlarges the distance," (interval.) " For the same
reason the mouth of the antique will be the smallest." Camper,
p. 43, 44, of the Work above quoted.
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Painting, skilful Anatomist introduces methods for marking the
^"v—- head in profile. He conceives the most peculiar cha-

racteristic of the facial form to consist in the protrusion

either of the upper or of the lower features; between

which he draws a line dividing the head in profile into

proportional parts, in like manner as M N, in the last-

mentioned figure, divided the full face. This line, in

the profile, we will distinguish by the name of the

occipital line. It begins at a point exactly under

the nose, in the vomer, and crossing the auditory pas-

sage at E (plate iii. fig. 2—5) extends backward to

the occiput. The other line, that was represented in

the full face by M N, we will call the auditorial line,

since it passes from the lobe, or rather from the

meatus audilorius of one ear to that of the other.*

Next, to mark the extent to which, as was observed, the

upper or lower features protrude or recede, a third line

is introduced by Camper, which he terms the facial

line. It begins at the centre K (plate iii. fig. 3) of the

forehead, and passing to the foremost of the alveolar

processes of the upper jaw, cuts the occipital line, and

its parallels, making a certain angle towards the face

of the subject measured He terms this the facial

angle. In the antique, or Western Asiatic, from the

prominency of the Grecian forehead, he averages it at

from 90 to 100 degrees. In the European at from 80

to 90. In the negro at from 70 to 80.

"The two extremes," he observes, "of the facial

line" (angle) " are from 70 to 100 degrees from the

negro to the Grecian antique. If the projecting part

of the forehead be made to exceed the 100th degree,

the head becomes mishapen, and assumes the appear-

ance of the hydrocephalous or watery head. On the

other hand, make it under 70 degrees, and you describe

an ourang or an ape. Lessen it still more, and you

have the head of a dog. Increase the minimum, and

you form a fowl ; a snipe, for example, the facial line of

which is nearly parallel with the horizon ; that is, both

the maxilhe will be lengthened, and the lower maxilla

will gradually lose its angle. No space is now left for

teeth, of which therefore the feathered race are destitute."

(224.) In page 115, Camper thus proceeds : "Having
diligently traced," says he, " the growth of the maxilla,

and of the nose, in the heads of infants that were but a

few weeks old; an idea suggested itself, that in drawing
or painting of the head, the best method would be to

imitate the process of nature; first to form the cranium

or skull, then mark the facial line in the direction re-

quired, and afterwards arrange the other parts accord-

ing to given proportions.

"The skull is an horizontal oval, of which the hind-

most parts are the largest, and the forepart rounded
like the section of a ball or a globe. I first draw this

ova. oy means of two circles, the one is S L V E W,
(see plate iii. fig. 3,) the other K U Z, which is in size

eight-ninths of the other circle.t Draw the horizontal

line S T, which extends from the centre of the large

circle S to T, the centre of the smaller ; and is one-

* Both these lines, the occipital and the auditorial, are supposed
to pass through the centre of the cranium, and the former to bisect

the latter, in a point just over the centre of the head's motion, near

its junction with the neck For example, 4 q (plate ii. fig. 8) and
h i (fig. 9) represent the auditorial line. Also w A (fig. 7) and * p
(fig. 8) represent the occipital line.

f This is confusedly expressed by the translator. He means
that the radius of the circle S L V E \Y is as nine ; and lh.it of
K U Z as eight.

fourth of the larger circle.* From the centre S, I let Of Outlin*

fall the perpendicular line S Q ; this marks the sent of >—"v»—

'

the orifice of the ear, and of its lobe at E.
" Secondly, I draw PG, the facial line, in the degree

of inclination required. K marks the place of the fore-

head ; F the line of the eye; I the nose; H, and a
third of I B or I G, the mouth. Thirdly, I complete
the oval K L V E Z, which marks with sufficient accuracy
the lower edge of the eye-socket. Fourthly, I take
G N, which maybe equal to the size" (length) "of the
nose, or less, according to the inclination of the facial

line, and thus I mark the commencement of the neck.
" To delineate a person advanced in vears. I first

draw the oval KLVE and the facial line P K G.
(See plate iii. tig. 2.) Considering G to be the seat

of the chin, in its more perfect state, I fix the com-
passes in E, and draw from G the curved linegG,
placing the tip of the chin at g, which is about two-

thirds from IB. I next divide G I into three equal
parts, the upper of which is for the mouth.

" I also draw the protuberance K F, as this generallv

projects considerably from the facial line in \erv aged
persons. Finally, I take the length of a nose at G X,
and sketch the neck N O.

" In children the form of the cranium being similar,

(see plate iii. fig. 4,) the oval must be drawn as before,

then the perpendicular line LQ. Next the facial line,

PG, (since children have not the protuberance on the

forehead,t) must be placed within the perpendicular
line. Secondly, the eyes are two-fifths of the whole
height," (of the head,) " measuring from under the

chin ; and three-fifths from the top of the forehead.

This agrees with the proportions of De Wit and Alb.

Durer. Thirdly, the distance from 1, toe, the place for

the nose, is equal to one-fourth of the line L Q. But
as the upper and lower jaw are one-third narrower in

young children, as well as in aged persons, the line a b

must be drawn from A B to L Q, and also the oblique line

c d. Thus g is the point of incidence for the tip of the

chin, and G for the mouth. A a is now divided into

five parts also; three-fifths of which will indicate the

line of the eye, while two-fifths are destined for the

face. In drawing the sketch, first strike the oval, then
draw the facial line PG. Let G g be noted upon the

line d c, and then draw a line from g to h, the origin of

the neck behind. When the mouth is to be represented

more open, G must be placed proportionably lower and
more backward.

(225.) " To delineate the negro (plate iii. fig. 5) a
similar method must be observe!. After the oval is

formed, draw the facial line PG inclining backwards.

Then draw a line from B to H.and you have the point

of incidence at K, which limits the mouth," (hv a line

from K to B.) "Thus you obtain the peculiar form of

countenance. B N being equal to one-fourth of A B,
points where the neck commences."
One more example from Camper will show his mode

of drawing the heads of children viewed in front. (See

* That is. S T, the interval between the two centres, is one-fourth

of the diameter of the larger, or hindmost circle.

f " Infants just born have no canty above the nose and the eye-

sockets, and therefore have a flat forehead, that is. its central part

projects further than at K F, (plate ii. fig i and 3. whereas in adult

persons the Litter part projects further than the former, and in a^eil

as still m< re. It is for this reason th.it tl.e DOSS »•!" a ne^r.*

appears to sink so deep, and also that it appears much more com-
pressed in an a^ed than in a vounj; negro." Camper.
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Painting, plate iH. fig 7.) In front, as in profile, the depth and
—-N/-"-' breadth of the head retain the same ratio to each other

as in adults: but the length or height is less in chil-

dren by one twelfth This diminution being made at

the chin, A B is divided as before (Art. 221) into five

equal parts, two of which form the radius of the upper

circle, and the three lowest, or 1) II, the diameter of the

lower circle. " The head," observes the author on this

figure, " is onlv four eyes in breadth, which is the true

proportion, and not five."*

(226.) The indispensable application of Perspective,

or " the Art of foreshortening;," to the outline of every

object, has been insisted upon. It is, therefore, not sur-

prising that the above rules of Camper, however correct

and carefully deduced from examination of the bones of

the skull, should be only partially useful; being ex-

emplified by him on forms of heads viewed only under

two aspects, namely, in front and in profile. Whereas

the draughtsman, for drawing solid figures, must have

"length, breadth, and thickness." (Art. 156.) The
variety of other aspects, besides those given by Camper,

is infinite in which the head must require to be de-

lineated. We shall endeavour to suggest how his method

max be made more extensively available to the student.

For this purpose we desire the learner to regard the

human cranium no longer in the light merely of an oval

or plane figure, but as a spheroid or solid composed

1 1 in two spheres : containing at its larger end the cere-

bellum ; at its smaller the cerebrum.

This spheroid will be divided longitudinally and trans-

versely by three planes.

Three 1. The maxillary, or occipital plane, containing the

planes, at occipital and auditorial lines before described. (Art.

to

fih

ad,"

SWS 223.) Thus, the maxillary plane / v r (plate ii. fig S)

other divide contains the occipital lines/;; and the auditorial line

the era- j </ And in fig. 9 the maxillary plane e I kf contains

nium; viz. the auditorial line A i.

the maxil-
£, The tnesial plane.t at right angles to the former,

men il "and an( ' containing, besides the occipital line, a line x z,

the coronal (plate ii. fig. 7,) or a g, (fig, 9,) which forms the axis

plane. of the skull. Consequently in

Plate ii. fig. 7.1 (z x y h.

fig. 8, > the mesial plane is < u n o t.

fig. 9, J
[d c b.

3. The eorotial plane, which contains the line of the

head's axis, and also the auditorial line. It is perpen-

dicular to the two former planes. It extends right and
left from the corona, or crown of the head, near x ; (fig.

7 ;) and is parallel to the perspective plane, whenever a
front or full view of the face is taken. From an ap-

prehension of crowding and confusing our diagram the

coronal plane is not exemplified in the plate.*

Application (227.) Having fixed upon some point, as .?, (plate x.
ofCampert fig. \ t No. 9.) for a centre of motion to the head, a little
method uni- "
versally.

* Accordingly, to find the outer comers of the eyes take off an
eighth from each extremity of the line which determines their direc-

tion. The intermediate portion may then t>e divided into three eyes.

f This term is familiar to Anatomists. Its Greek derivation

(ftiao;, middle) implies lis use in dividing the right half from the

left throughout the body. Dr. Barclay, in his celebrated Work on

muscular motion, has introduced this and many uther significant

terms contributing essentially to clearness.

J The line of the horizon vanes in the three examples given. Iu

fig. 7 the horizontal line is w h. In fig. 8 it is above the head ; in

fig 9 below it : the point C, in the latter figure, being *he centre of

the picture. The centre of the head's motion in m.

above the upper vertebra of the neck, draw through i Of Out fine.

towards the corona a line Q L or Q a for the axis of the v—"V™"-''

bend, and to this draw also through s the representation

E I t of a perpendicular in the direction of the auditorial

line. Or, if E He be first determined, draw through I

the representation Q s of a perpendicular to E»*. Let
s Q represent the length of a nose, (or one-fourth of

Q L, the length of the head,) at the distance of the

point s, (Art. 39,) and let s L represent an interval of

three noses, or three times the original of s(j. Bisect

.v L in S, making s S represent one nose and a half.

With the point 8 for a oentre, and for a radius the inter-

val of a nose and a half, (at the distance of S,) which
interval in this example equals S .« ; describe an arc

for the hinder part of the head, to include the cerebel-

lum. Next find the vanishing point (Art. 195) of all

perpendiculars to the plane containing Q Land c E, {viz.

the coronal plane,) and draw through S a line K S
towards that vanishing point.

We have now obtained the direction of three lines

that belong to three planes perpendicular to each other,

(Art. 154, 155,) for the purpose of expressing the length,

breadth, and depth of the head ; viz. L Q, the intersec-

tion of the mesial with the coronal plane to express the

length; E e, the intersection of the maxillary with the

coronal plane to express the breadth ; and K S repre-

senting a parallel to FsW, the intersection of the me-
sial with the maxillary plane. The line K S is pro-

ducible at either extremity K or S for expressing the

depth or distance from the forepart to the back of the

head.

The next operation is to cut ofTfrom these three lines

or their parallels, the required proportions. For this

purpose, choose in a Q some point, as a, sufficiently

distant from the figure not to confuse its outline. Join

the vanishing points of the lines K S and E c, or of F W
and E e. Thus will be obtained the vanishing line of

the maxillary plane. (Art. 31.) It is, in this example,

the horizontal line. Through a draw a base to this

plane. Find now the proportionate length of a nose, or

fourth of LQ, at the distance of the point a. (Art. 39.)

In the present example that fourth is the same size at

a as at S or .«, since Q a is parallel to the picture.

Through a draw representations, kou and e a p, of

parallels to the occipital and auditorial lines, viz. to

F W or K S, and to E e. Then, on the base k w, mark
off the proportions following :

—

Number of Noses.

*: a
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arc for the forepart of the head to enclose the cere-

' brum.*

(228.) To draw the eyes and features. LetwKrbe
the representation of ft, a, and k a of k a. Through k

and m draw k b and m B, representations of parallels to

<r Q : the former, k b, in the plane of the forehead, the

latter, m B, in the plane of the inner corners of the eyes.

Let A B be divided similarly to L Q into four divisions

or noses ; and through o its centre let X x represent a

parallel to e E, the auditorial line. To find the proper

length and divisions of X x, let Z t represent a parallel

to it drawn through m. Through p draw the represen-

tation of a parallel to a k, cutting Z z in z. A line from

the dividing point (Art. 85, 102, 133) ofzZ will cut the

base m f in f. Make m S equal to p. f, and find m 7i its

representation. Finally, transfer m z and wZ to the

parallel at o, and you obtain X x, the representation of

3 f. The usual proportional divisions of 5 f may be

then applied to Z z and X x.

The draughtsman will be careful to observe, that of

the two corners of the eye, the inner one towards the

nose is the more prominent. In other words, a straight

line from the outer to the inner corner will not repre-

sent a parallel to X x, but will make some angle here

represented by cox. Let that angle be first ascer-

tained, in the vanishing line of the maxillary plane, on

each side of the vanishing point of x X. In the present

example it is an angle of 5 degrees. Therefore c o, for

the line of the left eye, will vanish at the point gradu-

ated 50°, or 5° beyond the vanishing ] oint of iX;
while the similar line for the right eye will vanish at the

point graduated 40°, or 5° short of the vanishing point

of x X. It seems unnecessary to add, that the represen-

tation of the parallel to co, passing through the eye

itself, must vanish in the same point (Art. 7(3) with co.

The facial line comes next to be determined. It be-

longs to the mesial plane, whose vanishing line in this

example crosses the horizontal line perpendicularly at

the vanishing point of A L, K S, F W, or G Q, with any

of which lines the facial line makes, what Professor

Camper styles, the facial angle. In the present example

it will be seen, that all the varieties of that angle in

the human subject are included between KPG
and KFG: KPG for the antique, or Grecian

form ; KFG for the negro cast. For the antique, a

facial line from K, drawn through F W at its point of

intersection with A B, will at all times give very nearly

the required angle 100°. The representation KGQ
being of an angle of 100°, that of G K S will be 95°,

F VV will give the place of the nose, between which and

B let the usual proportion of one-third be taken for the

place of the mouth. In drawing the ear, observe the

projection of a prominent point in its upper curve at R
in the same plane with the auditorial line at E. In this

example a p represents this projection ; in like manner,

as se represents the projecting interval of the lobe from

the axis a Q. Lines p R and c E, representing parallels

to the axis, will transfer these required projections, ori-

ginating from a e and utr, on the base k w.

(229.) For the heads of children and aged persons,

the rules of Camper will be found equally available.

For drawing the heads of children, let a twelfth part of

LQ or A B be taken off at their lower extremity for the

* Care must be taken, in fixing the proper lengths of the m<tu at

S and T, that they be both drawn parallel to the vanishing line of

the mesial plane, in order that they mav always be both also parallel

to the picture. (Art. 80, 123. See also'Prob II. and Prob. \ II.)

place of the chin, and the remainder divided into five Of Outline

noses. For aged persons, the curtailment of the chin, •—^-^
and its protrusion beyond the facial line, will mark suffi-

ciently, as has been seen, their peculiarities of facial

outline. (Art. 224.)

(230.) A similar process will lead to accuracy in de-

lineating the head of any animal.* An example is given

(plate viii. fig. 5) in a skull of the common domestic

cat.f It is recommended to the student to place the

cranium of whatever animal he proposes to study, upon
a square board, abed, in the manner here represented,

having the maxillary plane parallel to the plane of the

board, and the mesial plane cutting the board in the

diagonal 6 d. The vanishing point being then found
of the auditorial line will be the centre of the vanishing

line of the coronal plane. (Art. 145.) Fig. 6 exhibits

the same head completed.

This practice adopted for the outline of the heads of

various animals will promote general facility and fide-

lity. The artist, according to his acquaintance with the

bones, will proportionably and, almost insensibly, obtain

precision in marking the muscular integuments. Nor
let him be startled by the multiplicity of forms through-

out the aniiml crania. J His difficulties are not greater

than are surmounted by an Architect who draws a per-

spective view of any building. If, previously to an ar-

chitectural drawing in perspective, the draughtsman be

prepared with a ground plan, together with an eleva-

tion of the two sides exposed to the spectator, these

materials are sufficient for representing " length, breadth,

and thickness." In like manner, when a part of the

animal edifice is to be delineated, let figures 2 and 3

* Mr. Chalon, in a very clever Drawing book, divides the head of

a horse into four equal parts. (See plate viii. fig. 11.) He has for

this the authority of Stubbs, who in his celebrated Work estimates

his proportions from the length of the bead. "This length. " be

says, " is taken from the top of the head to the ends of the cutting

teeth, and is divided into four equal parts, each of which is again

divided into twelve minutes.** PnfhW to the Jnatumy of the Horse,

by George Stubbs, Painter. Loud. fol. 1766.

t The artist caunot be too familiar with the external bones of the

cranium and its neighbourhood. We advise him to examine them
with all the zeal of a Phrenologist. We choose foi our example

the skull of the domestic animal above mentiuned, to show that

materials for useful study are within the reach of every one. Tile

prevailing taste for Zoological inquiry bids fair to induce a corre-

sponding progress in animal-painting. But without recurring to

the growth of foreign climes, examples at home are sufficiently

numerous and deserving of artistic examination. In the class

mammalia, for instance, not to mention the ordo hi-manus, or Man,
we have the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh orders, (as laid

down bv Blumenbach,) inviting our notice, natural co-tenants of the

same native soil with ourselves. In the third order we have the bat.

Among animals in the fourth, or digitata, we have the mouse and rat,

the hare and rabbit, the mole, the dog and fox, and the cat. In the

fifth, or so/idungiila, the cquus, horse or ass
; in the sixth. Insvlea,

the sheep and goat, the ox. the deer : and in the seventh, or mult-

i/ni/ii/n,
v the pachvdermata of I'uvier,) we have the pig. (See

Lawrence's Mtmtnt/ of Comparative Anatomy, from the German of
Bhmaibach, Bvo. 1827.)

I The junction of the head with the neck in quadrupeds is not as

in man equidistant from the anterior and posterior extremities of the

skull. According to Daubenton, the plane of the foramen magnum
in man is nearly parallel to that of the horizon, making with it only

an angle of three degrees. But quadrupeds have the occipital fora-

men and Condyles situated further back in proportion as the face is

elongated. That opening too, instead of being nearly parallel to

the horizon, forms a considerable angle with it. which, measured

according to Daubenton. is of 90Q in the horse. The weight of the

head therefore itt these animals is not sustained by the spine, but

by a ligament of immense strength, which, in the human subject, v,

e.tber deficient or so Weak as to have its existence deputed. This

is the /tyumentiiin nucha?.
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dilute viii) be recorded as two elevations, (fig. 2 for the

front and 6g. 3 tor the profile,) while fig. 4 expresses

the ground plan of the head : the several proportions so

laid down may be transferred faithfully to the perspec-

tive plane and represented as in fig. 5.*

(231.) On the motions of which the bones in the re-

gion of the head are capable, we again refer our readers

to the anatomical portion of this work. The hinge-like

motion of the lower jaw upon its condyles admits (in

the human subject) of opening the mouth till the dis-

tance between the edges of the upper and lower front

teeth nearl] equals the breadth, when the lips are closed,

of the mouth itself. The lateral motion, where lateral

motion exists, t is greater or less at the front of the

mouth in proportion to the projection of the maxilla?
;

ami according to the order Or genus by which any par-

ticular animal is distinguished. Birds move both the

upper and lower jaws, and their crania require therefore

peculiar attention. Respecting the neck, generally, it

may be considered in the light of a massive chain of

bones, (to the number most commonly of seven in mam-
malia, and of many more in birds,) each bone linked to

its neighbour by intervening ligaments. In the human
neck this chain is short compared with that of many
mammalia, as the horse, camel, &c. Its average length

in man is nearly three noses, or three-fourths of the

head ; and in front, from the chin to the pit between

the clavicles, about two noses. To measure on all sides,

in its utmost extent, the motion of this chain of the

human neck, we may proceed thus. Either the upper

end of it is fixed as when a weight is to be balanced and

supported on the head, in which case the lower end, as in

plate vii. fig. 3 and 4, is capable of describing the base

of a cone equal to perhaps, at the utmost, two noses in

diameter. Or else, as happens in ordinary cases, let the

lower extremity of this bony chain be fixed. In such

cases, the head at the upper end may be said to describe

an orbit J which would be the base of a cone equal in

diameter to the base of the former one. But observe in

both cases that as the diameter of the base increases the

altitude of either cone diminishes.

(232.) The visible muscles in the region of the head
which regulate its motion are, 1. temporalis, passing

downward behind the zygoma to the coronoid process of

the lower jaw, and pulling the lower jaw upwards, as

in chewing food.§ 2. The masseter, passing over the

insertion of the temporalis, and extending from the cheek

bone and zygomatic process of the temporal bone to the

* In fig. 7 and 8 is given a head uf the pig ; and in fig. 9 and
10 a head of the horse.

•J
The lower jaw of the carnivora can only move upwards and

downwards, and is completely incapahle of that horizontal motion
which constitutes genuine mastication. Hence these animals cut

and tear their food in a coarse manner and swallow it in large por-

tions, which are afterwards reduced by the solvent properties of the
gastric juice. Such mammalia, on the contrary, as live on vegeta-

bles, have, in addition to this motion, a power of moving the lower
jaw backwards and forwards, and to either side, so as to produce a
grinding effect. In all these, therefore, the form of the condyle and
of its articular cavity allows of free motion in almost every direc-

tion. The teeth may be compered, in the former case, to scissars

;

in the latter to the stones of a mill. Lawrence's edition of Blumen-
bach'i Mamm/, 8vo Loud. 1827, p. 28.

J
The well-known trick of Harlequin, in Pantomimes, of rolling

his head, exemplifies the motion here alluded to. On simple and
compound motions of the neck, see L. daVinci, Trattato dctla Pitlura,

ch. -181.

§ The semicircular cavity on the right temple of the skulls in

plate ii. fig. 7 anil 8, is filled up by the temporalis with its fascia.

Its bones.

angle of the lower jaw. which it also pulls upwards. 3. Of Outline

The sti rno-cleido-mattoid muscles, which pass upwards ^—v—*"
from the Sternum and sternal end of each clavicle to the

mastoid processes behind the ears. By the contraction

of one or other of these muscles, the head is turned to

one side ; by the contraction of both of them, the fore-

head bends forward, as in bowing.* 4. Observe two
muscular columns one on each side of the bones of the

neck beneath the trapezius, which they contribute to fill

out, elevating the head backwards, keeping it erect when
raised, and assisting its rotatory motions.

t

The other muscles of the head relate to motions of the

eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, and ears, and of the bone of

the tongue, or os hyoides, so called from its resemblance

tothetireek upsilon. They will be spoken of when we
come to treat of Expression. But besides knowledge of

the superficial muscles, the artist will do well to acquaint

himself generally, at least, with the course of the blood-

vessels of the head and neck; that of the temporal

artery, with its transverse and frontal branches ; of the

facial vein, the jugular, &c.J Colour, as well as form,

will frequently depend upon his intimacy with these

parts of the animal system.

(233.) The region op the thorax comes next in Region of

order, bounded, in the human subject, posteriorly by the ,llL' thorax

seven uppermost dorsal vertebra', in front by the sternum,

and on the right and left by the scapula? and the seven
true ribs.§ The remaining five ribs partly enclose the ab-

domen, and may therefore be considered in that separate

region. The bones which protrude most, and of which the

markings are to be chiefly noticed, are 1. the sternum, or

breast bone, making, on account of its vibratory motion,

an angle with the plane of the topmost ribs that varies

(in the human sternum) from 50 to 38 or 40 degrees,

according to the extent of exertion in breathing. 2. The
claviculte, clavicles, or collar bones, are to be noticed

particularly at their extremities; the inner extremities

joined to the head of the sternum, the outer to the acro-

mion of the scapula. The clavicles are wanting in most
orders of mammalia. 3. The scapula, or shoulder-

blade, a triangle of different shapes and dimensions in

different animals. Observe the ridge called its spine,

crossing it like a perpendicular drawn from its angle at

the shoulder to its opposite side, which is therefore

named its base. Remark also, nearly in the plane of

this ridge and of this perpendicular at the angle last

mentioned next the shoulder, two processes,! having the

* In cattle, as in the horse, (see Plate of the Horse muscles,;
the levator humeri and the sterno maxillaris perform this office.

f The complexus majur, the splenitis, and the ligamentum
nucha1

, in cattle, form this column. See the Plate of the Horse
muscles.

J In the horse, the external carotid, or submaxillary artery
coming out under the angle of the lower jaw, to climb up over the
face, also the jugular where it divides under and behind the ear, aie
conspicuous.

§ " In almost all the mammalia there are more ribs than in Man.
Several quadrnmana have fourteen pairs, the horse eighteen, the
elephant twenty, &c. Birds have fewer ribs than mammalia, the
number, I believe, never exceeds ten pairs. The false ribs, that is,

those which do not reach to the sternum, are directedforward ; the
true ones are joined to the sternum by means of small intermediate
bones." Blumenbach, Manual, p. 46, and p. 63. By the expres-
sion " directed forward" is meant that they are nearest to the neck.

|[ The margin (of the scapula) which is turned towards the
spine, is the shortest in most of the proper quadrupeds, particularly
the long-legged ones with narrow chest, in which the scapula? lie on
the sides of the chest. The coracoid process and acromion, the two
chief projections of this bone, are strongest in such animals as have
a long clavicle, p. -49, 50.
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head of the humerus in the glenoid cavity between
them : one process, the coracoid, on the side of the
cavity nearest to the sternum ;* the other process, the
acromion, above and outside of it towards the right or
left. 4. The arm, foreleg, or wing, composed of the
humerus, radius, and ulna. The two latter throughout
the animal kingdom are often found consolidated. In
the round head of the humerus observe the bicipital

groove. t 5. The hand and wrist composed of the carpus,
metacarpus, and phalange*. The articulations of the
carpus with the radius (always on the side of the thumb)
and with the ulna (always on the side of the little finger;

require minute attention. J

(234.) For determining the relative position of bones
in the region of the thorax ; imagine, as before, (Art.

226,) a geometrical solid figure, which will enclose the

Let this solid be traversed, as was the

skull, (Art. 226.) by certain imaginary lines and planes.

Thus let s v (plate iii. fig. 8) show the angle made

* On reexamining plate iii. fig 8. where v s t or r s q represents

the angle made by the human sternum with the plane of the top-

most ribs, we find that v s t, or 50 degrees, is the highest elevation of

the ensifbrm extremity at i\ Consequently, when v declines, the

angle a s t enlarges. \Ve have above inadvertently stated the varia-

tion of t- s t to be from 50 to 38 or 40 degrees. We should have
said that the angle varies from 50 to 60 or 62 degrees.

f The metacarpus is elongated in those animals whose toe only
touches the ground in standing or walking: and the humerus
1 ecomes shorter in proportion as the metacarpus is elongated, so

that in animals which have what is called a cannon bone (that is one
metacarpal, as in the horse and the ruminantia) the os humeri hardly

extends beyond the trunk. Hence the mistakes, in common lan-

guage, by calling the carpus of the horse his foreknee, &c. p. 51 , 52.
* The animals with divided claws have some peculiarities in the

me'acarpus. In the pig those parts consist of four cylindrical bones.

In the pecora, before birth, there are two lying close together; but
they are afterwards formed into one by the absorption of the septum.

The horse has a single bone (aaniba. Yegetius. in French le canon, in

English the cannon hone or shank hone,) with a pair of much shorter

and immovable ones attached to its posterior and lateral parts, and
firmly united to it, (les pmncons or os e'pmeux, styloid or splint

bones.) The main bone only is articulated to the pastern, which
may be compared to the first phalanx of the human finger ; as the

cof/in bone resembles, in some degree, the third phalanx, which
supports the nail, 'this last phalanx is very various in its form,

according to corresponding variations in its horny coverings, which
may consist of a flat nail or claw, or hoof, &c. The mammalia
generally have as many metacarpal bones as toes, that is never

fewer than three, nor mure than five, with the exception of the

ruminant?:, in which these hones are in earl)' life consolidated into

one. named, as before said, the cannon bone. In animals which walk

on the tips of the hies, or which use them as organs of prehension,

the metacarpal bones are nearly of double length. The foreleg of

the horse, deer, sheep, and dog is in truth the metacarpus of those

animals : and what is vulgarly denominated the foreknee, is in fact

the carpus or wrist -joint. It is, as in the human subject, convex on
the side which answers to the back of the hand ; concave on the

side which answers to the palm. The character of the perfect fore-

roe or ringer is to consist of three rows or phalanges, excepting the

first on the radial side, which has only two. In the soophaga,

which have no power of grasping minute objects, the thumb, or first

toe, is parallel to the others ; and although in the genus ursus, it is

of the same length with them, it is shorter in the genus mustela,

and in the weasel, the dog. and the cat families. In the latter, the

power by which the claws are erected only when required, and at

other times thrown back to prevent them from being blunted in

walking, must nut escape the artist. In the ruminantia, the single

metacarpal bone is articulated with two digital phalanges, consti-

tuting tin- cloven toot In the horse, and the other solidanguln,

thr !v.u '.ater.d toes have their place supplied as above remarked,

only by two bony st\lus, named the splint bones; situated on the

two sides of the metacarpal or cannon bone The three phalanges

then of the single toe. comprising the foot of the horse, are, 1. the

pastern bone or first phalanx, to the back of which are joined two

sesamoid bc.ues. 2. The coronet, which is the middle or second

phalanx. 3. The coffin bone, being the third or nnguinal phalanx,

to which is attached the shuttle bone. See plate of the horse.

VOL. V.

Sternal an.
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by the sternum with the plane of the upper ribs; tax. Of Outline,
the anjrle v s I ; and let s v be called the line of the v—v—

^

sternum, or sternal /me. Again, the line t r or * r join-
ing the top of the sternuir- to the centre of the first

dorsal vertebra, we may term the ster no-dorsal line.

The plane u r t v containing those two lines, (the
sternal and sterno-dorsal,) and passing throus'h the
body to the back,* dividing the right from the left half,
is the mesial plane. Also the plane g h ef (fig. 9 )
at right angles with the mesial, may be termed the
supercostal plane, giving the direction of the uppermost Supercostai

pair of costae, or ribs ; which plane, in the erect human '' aae-

figure, is nearly parallel to the horizon

(235.) The thorax has been generally compared to
a truncated cone. But perhaps its outline would be
gathered more satisfactorily by enclosing it within a
kind of pyramidal figure (of which a bird's eye view is

given in plate iii. fig. 9) having four sides, two of
them flat, as a b h g, and dcef; the other two curved,
as h b k c e, and a I dfg. The two latter sides indicate

the right and the left of the trunk ; as the two former
indicate the back, and pectus or breast. Let, then,

abed contain a transverse section of the trunk cutting

the mesial plane in the line of intersection mp, which
is intended to represent the distance from the bottom p
of the sternum to the outside, m, of the back, at the

spinous process of the seventh dorsal. The sixth
\ air

of ribs will be b k c and aid; and m n the distance from
n, between the junction of their cartilages at the sternum,
to m, the spinous process of the sixth dorsal.

(236.) In order to make as near an approach as may
be required, to the curves of these ribs, bisect m n.

Draw, through the point of bisection, the perpendicular

k l, on each side of which let the interval i o equal the

broadest part ef, of the sternum, (about the length of a

nose,) and make d c and a b equal to twice i o, that is

to twice the broadest breadth of the sternum. Next,

with i for a centre, and i b (which will be equal to a 6)

for radius, describe the arc b k for part of the curve of

the sixth left rib. The arc a I, similarly described about

the centre o, will partly give the curve of the sixth right

rib; and the lines kc and / d will complete them
anteriorly. Behind, from b and a, the outline may be

readily curved inwards to the junction of these ribs at S
with the sixth vertebra. The outline also of the upper

or first pair of ribs, h e, and gf, will be made nearly

correct by taking the point i for a centre to form the arc

gf ; and the point o for a centre to form the arc h e.

The intermediate four pair of ribs may be drawn
similarly to the sixth. But observe, that the lines b h,

and ag, show the course of the two convex ridges,

always remarkable in the torso,t though sometimes con-

* The line from the first to the sixth vertebra of the back varies,

laterally, so little from a straight line that it is in the above examples

taken for one. But the case, as will be seen in the region of the

abdomen, is far different with the remainder of the vertebral chain :

which is quite as diversified in its motions as the neck, and partakes

of similar powers.

f These convex ridges are most conspicuous in the human
subject. In quadrupeds, particularly in such as have long necks,

the spinous processes of the anterior dorsal vertebra? are so long and

prominent for the attachment of the muscles which support the neck

as to make any prominency in the ribs less apparent. Minute

attention to the torso of the hone, may be seen in the inside of a

well-made saddle. And observe that as these spinous processes are

long upon the back for the purpose of supporting a long neck, so

also they are much shortened, or altogether deficient in the neck

itself, among long-necked animals, (the horse, came', giraffe. &c.)

that they may not prove a hinderauce to bending theueck backwards.

4 A
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P&iatixg. (sealed by the scapula. Moreover, the lines d/andce
v-"^-w/ show the anterior or pectoral extremity of each rib at

its junction with the cartilage binding it to the sternum.

With regard to the seventh, and remaining lower ribs,

their curves Beldom or never protrude beyond b I; C, and

aid. Their lengths antenoih are represented in

fig. B, and the interval a b, given in fig. 9, always

continues the same, whatever be the Curve of the verte-

bral chain.

It is evident that the parallelogram, BUch as abed, or

g h ef (fig. 9,) once found in the east- of an) pair of ribs,

the vanishing line ofthat parallelogram « ill determine the

perspective or Foreshortening ofthem* whether the ribs be

raised, as in this example, by inspiration : or whether, in

expiration, a corresponding depressiont of them takes

place and increases the sternal angle I a V, fig. 8.

(•237.) The foreshortening of the clavicle may be

always known by finding its point of junction with the

top of the sternum ; and then determining to what plane

a straight line drawn from that point to the acromion

must, in any given posture of the thorax, belong. In

our representation, plate hi. fig. 11, the line of the

clavicle describing the arc a b, or cd, moves in a plane

parallel to the supercostal plane. (Art. 284.) In fig.

10, the line of the clavicle describing the arc ef moves
in a plane perpendicular to the supercostal plane. For
the scapula :—The proportions of the sides of the

scapular triangle being ascertained, (see Anatomy,)
and the direction of the ridge called its spine; the revo-

lutions of that triangle on its angle at the head of the

humerus are determinable by the position of the arm.

(Art. -ill, and plate iii. fig. ~V2— 16.)

(•238.) Other imaginary lines will be found useful :

for example, a line from the centre of the head of the

humerus, to a point in its lower extremity, between the

ulna and radius. This may be termed the line of the

upper firm.

A line tiom the last-mentioned point to the articulation

of the radius with the os lunare of the carpus, or in

r words, with the central bone of the wrist, may be
termed the line of the forearm. It forms a longitudinal

avis upon which the wrist turns in pronation and supi-

nation. See the second note to Art. 240.
Carpal axis. Perpendicular to this last line, at its junction with

the wrist, is a line from the styloid process of the ulna
through the styloid process of the radius. This is a
transverse axis upon which the wrist turns in waving
the hand. It may be called the carpal axis. The

Line of the

U] ;erarm.

lane of the

forearm.

* It must, however, he borne in mind, that, in cases of contortion
caused by pain or otherwise, as well as of some ordinary inclinations
of the spine, the ribs, particularly those towards the abdominal
region, will approach and even overlap each other on whichever
side the inclination "f the spine is made. Thus in walking, or
standing on one leg, that side is always shortest towards which the
body leans, in order that its centre of gravity or weight may be
transferred to some point directly over the supporting l

;mb ; while
th.- other ride (namely, that of the leg which is being bent and
lifted forward to make another stepi is proportionally lengthened.
ISoth sides are curved, hut the outside curve will, of course, be the

if the two. See for further examples in carrying weights,
J^c. Ha Vinci, Trattniv d-tla Piltura, cap. 195—214.

f The direction of the ribs anteriorly and posteriorly is not in

planes parallel to each other, hut inclined to the spine at different
angles; the topmost pair nearly at u right angle; the remaining
lower ones at v.uious angles of inclination increasing in acutenuss
as they descend to the last pair called fluating ribs at the hack ofthe
abdomen. In proportion to the acuteness of their angle of inclina-

tu n to the spine is their mobility and capacity of being depressed,
eVvated, or made to overlap each other.

carpal avis is always the intersection of two planes, one Of Outline.

of which contains the line of tire forearm, and the ~^-^-~s
other is

The metacarpal plain", passing through the carpus, Metacarpal

between the back and palm of the hand, to the evtre- l'ttne -

mities of the metacarpus, and containing the tips of the

knuckles ot the two middle fingers,

(239.) By these or similar lines* (for many other

and better devices will constantly present themselves

to the practised artist) the fbreshortenings of the

limbs of the thorax may be obtained. For example,

the line of the upper arm, and the line of the lower

arm may always be considered in the same plane ; of

which plane, if the Vanishing line be determined, the

proportions, or fbreshortenings, are easily calculated

from knowing the dimensions (previously agreed upon)
of t lie clavicle, or any standard interval, as the length of

a head or a nose at the distance of the point of the

shoulder. That the application also of some such

system of imaginary lines must be found serviceable in

delineating the thorax and brachia of quadrupeds, and
of animals generally, may be inferred from plate vi. fig.

5 and (i, illustrative ot locomotion. But such a system

must not be over-rated. It must be applied only to the

skeleton, only to the bones : only to the rafters, joists,

and framework, so to speak, that support the exterior

animal structure. Any other adaptation of such a

system would induce a still", artiric al, and lifeless manner,
utterly inexpressive of character and of sentiment

t

* Among the most difficult outlines uf the upper extremities will

he found that of the human thumb, owing to that extensive iR&gu

of motions which so justly obtain for it from Albinos the title uf

manut pitrva mnjori atljalnx, as the human hand has from Aristotle

that of the organ uf uU organs. The thumb has the power ot' de-

scribing at the same time round two different apices a conical motion,

1 . round its point of junction with the carpus ; -. round the point

where its metacarpal bone joins the carpus.

+ A work, in folio, of Juan d*Alpha y VittafaSe, republished at

Madrid in 1773 (a sixth edition) by Pedro Kuguera. has unfolded

to us much curious and some useful matter on the proportions and

foreshurtentnga (/os eacorzos) of the human figure. The auttior. after

referring briefly to the principles of drawing given in the writings

of Pomponius Gauricus and Albert Durer, and of the improvements

afterwards effected by Pollajuolo, Bandinelli, RaflkeUe, Andrea
Mantegua, Michel Angelo, and others through their introduction of

the antique model, proceeds to mention the divisions which exiMed

in the different Schools of Art, particularly in Spain, (some adhering

to the old, others adopting the then new sysiem,) until the abilities

and influence of (iaspar Beectra (see his name in our short notice

of the Spanish School) introduced generally among his countrymen

the good taste he had acquired and formed in Italy for the Greek
and Roman beautiful. At page 1"J ot this singular buok, and
towards the conclusion of some instructions written in rhyme, fa-

delineating the human figure, is the following m prose, of which we
will here attempt a translation. It professes to be adupted from

book iv. of the Sgmmetrin of Durer.
t( In order to make the foreshortening* alluded to, in drawing

large figures, and where the eye of the spectator cannot take in the

entire parts, procure a rule about the length of the intended

figure, mark it off into ten equal divisions, and again divide each of

these ten into three, so that the whole length may, with the addition

of one, serve to measure thirty-one subdivisions. The proper

length may first be laid down of each portion or member of the

figure, and afterwards the breadth, as follows. Let the length of

the head he four (including three for the face) out of the thirty one

parts ; that of the neck one part, of the trunk from the line of the

shoulders to that of the symphisis pubis eleven ; of the femur seven.

For the length of the leg seven more, to which add the one remain-

ing subdivision for the distance of the highest part of the foot

(between the ankles) from the ground. You will have now com-

pleted the height of the figure. Next, for the arm from the axilla

or armpit (sohuco) to the hand, nine parts ; for the length of the

hand three ; t mm the armpit to the acromion or point uf the

shoulder two parts • so far the length.
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Painting. (240.) Among the motions of which the Lotus in the

-~^s-^ region of the thorax are capable, that of the sternum
Motions of has been noticed. (Art. 233, 234.) Dunne; inspiration, or
bones in the tne act of taking breath, the thorax is dilated; the ribs
region ot

ra j sefj and drawn outwards to the risrht and left, pressing
the thorax. . . _ .

s
c i V • i •

tlie lower portion of the sternum forward, while its

upper extremity between the clavicles remains fixed ;

and thus decreasing the angle rsq or vst (plate iii.

fig. 8) made by the line of the sternum with r t, the sterno-

dorsal line. In expiration the contrary motions are

produced. The ribs fall. The sternum sinks The
sternal angle vst increases.

The motions of the human arm* and handf are analo-

gous to those of the wing in birds, J and of the foreleg in

quadrupeds ; but infinitely exceed them as to number and

variety. There are five principal kinds of motion in

the human arm, which have been denominated, I. Pro-

pulsion, (pushing or striking.) 2. Tractation, (drag-

ging or pulling.) 3. Constriction, (embracing, viz. the

" Next as to breadth. Let the head in front be three parts broad,

and the same behind. In profile (por ef /ado) let its breadth measure

four ; for the breadth of the neck take two parts, of the trunk at

the shoulders, eight, and of the same in profile, five ; of the trunk at

the armpits, s:x, and uf the same in profile, five ; of the waist five

in front, and lour in profile; of the haunches six in front, and five

in profile ; of the femur, at its upper and thickest end, three in

front, and three in profile ; of the knee two parts in front, and the

same in profile ; of the calf two and a half in front, and the same in

profile ; breadth at the ankles one part in front, one and a half in

profile ; breadth of the foot one part at the heel, and four fur the

foot in profile, viz. for the whole length of the sole. After this

measurement proceed to give roundness to the figures by suitable

muscular boundaries. Breadth of the upper arm, at its middle, in

front one part and a half, in profile two parts ; of the forearm at its

thickest end, two parts in front, of the same in profile one and a

half; of the wrist, one part in front, and three-fourths of one part

in profile ; of the hand, two in front, and one half in profile.''

(See plate vi. fig. 7.)

The above quotation is the more available for our method of

fixing certain imaginary lines, since each of the thirty-one subdivi-

sions measures a nose, or fourth part of the length of a head. (Art.

222. 227.) The front of the neck, it will be observed, is here made
one nose in length, (which is also the proportion in Camper,) whereas

we have given it in Art. 231, a length of nearly two noses. Perhaps

our measurement is only proper for certain subjects ; but the

student will find in nature as great diversities. Again, with respect

to the head, we make the breadth of the cerebellum to that of the

cerebrum as nine to eight, (Art. 22A. 227.) whereas according to the

above scale their breadths are equal. This seldom happens, as the

student may at any time prove to himself, with a pair of callipers,

upon the heads of his acquaintance. Of the changes made by age
in the proportion of the figures, see Da Vinci, Trattato defla Ptttura,

cap. 57. 167—169. 173.
* Observe that the upper arm and forearm when stretched out

never form one and the same straight line. This arises from the

structure of the elbow, at which there is always mure or less an

angle. Neither is the hinge-joint of the elbow so placed as to be

perfectly at right angles with the plane of the upper arm on which
it hinges ; but the ulna moves obliquely upon its hinge, so as to

permit the forearm to be drawn forwards over the breast while the

elbow remains close to the side.

f Let a straight line from the centre of the outer conayie ot the

humerus be drawn to the centre of the wrst, for the axis of the

forearm and hand in pronation and supination. Let another straight

line, at right angles with this, be drawn through the lower extre-

mities of the cubit joining the radius and the ulna On the latter

line, the axis of the wrist, the carpus turns, as on a hinge, either

alternately from side to side with a rudder-like motion ; or alternately

up and down, like a wing, according to the position of the forearm.

(Art. 238 )

J
The bones of the wing may be compared, on the whole, to those

of the upper extremity in Man, or the quadrumana, and consist

generally of an os humeri ; two bones of the foiearm ; one of the

carpus ; one bone of the thumb ; and two finger-, of which that which
lies towards the thumb consists of two phalanges, the other only of

one. Blumenbach's Jl/tmua/ by Lawrence, p. 64.

act of closing forcibly, sometimes one or both arms, Of Outline,

sometimes one or both hands.) 4. Deduction, (forcible ^—* —s
separation of those members as in swimming.) 5. Cir-

cumduction, an act confined to the head of the humerus,
so placed as to admit of describing, backwards, forwarus,
or sideways, a conical figure, of which a point within
the glenoid cavity is the apex, while another point
between the condyles describes the base.* Let the reader
endeavour to draw with chalk a circle on a wall either

in front of, or to one side of him. This will exemplify
circumduction. The motion of the wrist (known to

fencers in changing its position from carte to tierce, or
vice versa ; and by anatomists called pronation and
supination!) is, in part, rotatory. \ The phalanges of
the thumb and fingers have likewise at their junction
with the metacarpus a degree of rotatory action, though
otherwise they have only a similar motion to that of the
elbow during flexion and extension of the arm, viz. a
hinge-like motion, as in opening and shutting the hand.

(241.) But we have yet to notice the motions of two
other bones which contribute essentially to vary the

position and outline of the humerus. , These are the

clavicle and the scapula. The clavicle may be said to

describe a small cone, of which the apex is at its junction

with the top of the sternum. Its outward extremity,

joined to the acromion, either rises, as in shrugging ; or
retires, as in throwing back the shoulder ; or comes
forward, as in the case of persons vulgarly termed round
shouldered. The extent of the arc described by the

* Centrum ceu fulcimentum ossis humeri vel femoris existit

prcecist in medio Witts tubercult qui in smuosd caviiaic scapu/cc,

vel coxa immobi/is injfgitur et colltgatur.: tt fuse duobvt arttcutis

extremitas semidiametri mobtlts, ejutqne centrum est prominent et

exporrectum : e contra centrum semnliametri cuci-mduclionis cuhiti

ej-isftt extra cubitum in medio, mmtrum tuberculi humeri quiescentis,

cui We alligaturet circumvolvitur; et idem dtcendum est dt reliquis

simiitbus articufatumibut,

Aotandum partter est, quod motus arttatforum a/iquando spherriri

sunt, aliquando in ttno piano aficujits ctrcu/i, multoties in superfide.
couica existant. Regitfa generalis esto, quotiescunque motus untus
os.sis undeqi/tique fieri potest circa unicutn punctumfixum, tunc qutdetn

motus sphai it us ei it ; scilicet ad dextram, ad sinistram, sursum,

deorsum, ante, et retro; qttoties vera motus fieri debet circa duos
polos ; vef crca axem necessario motus et circumduct'in, aut in super-

ficie plana circu/ari, aut in superficie conicd ejficictur. Borelli de

J'ofu Aiiimnfium. 2 vols. 4to. Romae, 1670; Pars lina. c. 4. prop. ix.

According to this quotation, it should seem, that, since in the case

of circumduction, as above illustrated, the revuhing point between
the condyles has power of describing the base of a cone in various

directions, {ad dextram, sinistram, swsum, &C.) its motion might,

perhaps, more strictly be termed spherical. But either term,
'• conical" or " spherical," will express our meaning. As we regarded
a circle (Art. 181) in the light of a regular polygon with its sides

composed of indefinitely small chords : so may the surface of the

sphere be considered as con. posed of an infinite number of small

bases of cones having equal axes and dimensions and a common
apex in the centre of the sphere.

+ In supination, the bones of the radius and ulna are situated in

lines parallel to each other. In pronation the lower end of the ra-

dius where Uinins the hand is carried over and round the ulna, so as

to cross it and form a very acute X, of which one line (the line of

the ulna) will extend from the wrist (on the side of the little 6 _

up to the olecranon, or point of the elbow. The other line (or line

of the radius) will be extended over it, (or under it when the arm is

thrown backwards,) and will be extended l"r m the wrist on the side

of the thumb, up to the outer condyle of the os humeri.

J In the zoo| bags the radius and ulna, though separate, are void

of rotatory motion ; and the olecranon, or projection of the ulna at

the elbow, is compressed and continued further back than in Man.
In the pachyiUnnat.i, as the pig and elephant, the radius is Define

and the ulna behind, and though distinct, there is no rotation. In

the ruminants the ulna is united immovably to the radius, and in

the soiidungula, as the horse, it is represent**] by an olecranon ad-

hering to the posterior surface of that bone.

4 k?
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I

Action of

muscles iu

the region

ofthe

thorax.

clavicle and acromion is partly shown in plate iii. fig.

10, 11. In ti£. 10 the motion from e to/is in a plane

perpendicular to the mesial plane. In fig. 11 the

motion from a to 6, and from c to rf, is in a plane parallel

(when the subject stands erect) to the horizon.

The scapula assists, follows, and indicates in its

motion the track of the humerus and clavicula Its

position when the arm hangs by the side is with its base

parallel to the eight upper vertebra- of the back. In this

position it lies over all those eight ribs, except the first,

which is too small to reach it.* When the arm is raised,

as preparatory to striking a blow, the scapular triangle

turns upon the acromion as upon a pivot. Its inferior

angle is drawn upwards and outwards along the side,

and its superior angle downwards and backwards from

the second rib as far as the fourth. When the blow is

being struck, tin- BCapula retraces rapidly its course : and

if the arm is driven far behind, and with the elbow near

the back of the person striking; the triangle undergoes a

yet further change, and has its inferior angle drawn

upwards and backwards, till it approaches the vertebral

column. An attempt is made to illustrate this in plate

iii. fig. 12— 15. These motions of the scapula are dis-

tinctly observable in the living subject.

{IA'2.) Of the marked and Leading muscles in the

region of the thorax, it will not be expected that we

do much more than again refer the reader to our pages

on Anatomy. The pictorial student will find it useful

to class the thoracic muscles according to two perfectly

distinct functions performed by them ; and to consider

separately, 1st, such as are concerned in breathing, and

2dly, such as give motion and power to the adjoining

limbs. Although breathing in general is an involuntary

act. yet many cases occur when by a strong eflbrt of the

will a larger portion of air is taken into the lungs than

usual.t This happens whenever any great weight is

either to be resisted, pulled, or lilted ; or in striking a

heavy blow ; throwing any missile to a distance ; calling

loudly ; calling with a protracted sound or succession of

sounds ; or, lastly, in circumstances of pain or surprise,

or any sudden transport of passion. J Notwithstanding

* Io the hone, tin- point of the scapula close to which the

humerus attaches, is between the first ami second ribs ; the base at

its hinder part, reachrs as far back as the seventh rib. The scapula,

consequently, lies in a slanting position along the chest.

+ For an account, in popular Language, of the processor breath-

ing, see in the Library <>f Useful Kw>wledye
y
already referred to,

the Treatise on Animal Physiol",;,/, p. 95.

I The abdominal muscles contribute essentially to assist their

neighbours in the higher region of the thorax during the process of

inspiration. "There are few motions or attitudes of the trunk,"

savs Dr. Barclay, u or compressions of the viscera in which these

muscles" (the abdominal )
M are not concerned as moderators, motors,

or directors. The state of respiration is not only varied according

to their different functions, but made to contribute to the steadiness

and energy of their exertions. Thus in their vigorous exertions to

change or preserve the attitudes of the trunk, or compress the

viscera, the ribs are previously somewhat raised, or drawn atlantutt,"

(toward the atia* vertebra, i.e. upwards,) " and are made to resist,

as llxed points, the motion facradt/' (toward the sacrum, or down-
wards. ) '* with more than usual steadiness. This steadiness, how-
ever, does nut proceed, or proceeds but little, from the intercustals.

Thes? muscles, opposed by the great pressure of the atmosphere

from without, have uol strength to elevate the ribs, unless assisted

by a great pressure of atmosphere from within. The abdominal
muscles, always favoured by the pressure from without, would, with

no great exertion, depress the ribs and expel the air, while the in-

tercostals would have i power to prevent its egress. To account,

therefore, for the more than usual stability of the ribs in cases of

extraordinary exertion, we must have recourse to those muscles 1 v

which the egress of the air is prevented, or by which the quantity

that the muscles which are principally concerned in in- 0* Outline

Bpiration, or the act of taking breath, are concealed from ^—^,^——

'

view. viz. the diaphragm^ the intercostal*^ the serrati

potlici, &c. (concealed in front by the pectorala and

other muscles; concealed on the back by the trapezius,

and latisrimus dorsi, &c.) yet they contribute, by dilating

and raising the ribs, protruding the lower end ol the

sternum, and lessening the sternal angle, (Art. 234, 240,)
to give greater prominency to the outward and visible

muscles of the thorax.*

issuing frum the lungs in a given time is accurately regulated.

These are the muscles of the us hyoides, of the cartilages of the

l.irvnx, of the velum pendulum, of the tongue, ami of the lips. By
then the passages through the larynx, isthmus taucium, muuth,

and nostrils, may be widened, narrowed, or entirely shut ; or one

passage shut, and another opened; or the whole of them shut, and
the whole of them Opened, as the will directs, and U circumstances

require. These muscles retaining the breath after full inspiration*,

or regulating the quantity that issues in a given tune during expi-

ration from the lungs, cause the air in the lungs to atiord that sup-

port or stability to the ribs which enables the diaphragm and ab-

dominal muscles to act with steadiness and energy in giving atti-

tude and motion to the trunk. As mental emotions, too, do not

^infrequently extend their influence tu respiration, so the same
muscles in. ike respiration to extend in its turn its influence to the

mental emotions. Hence we see that persons under surgical opera-

tions hold hard their breath, trying, as it were, to lessen their Buffer-

ings ur to confirm their resolution in supporting them. A fact too

obvious to have escaped the admirable Shakspeare, who make*
Henry say, addressing his soldiers at the siege of Harfleur,

'Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wuU-,

Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit

To its full height/

As respiration is thus made to favour the motions and attitudes

of the trunk, so these motions and attitudes are made, in their turn,

to favour respiration." Muscular Motions ofthe Human Body. By
John Barclay, M. 1). Edinburgh, 1808, p. 535.

* Those internal muscles have likewise powerful assistance from

without, in a corresponding arrangement, as occasion may require,

of the adjacent parts of the body. The power of the serrati posttci

superior?* to move the ribs is increased by bending the neck for-

wards. This inflection, together with that of some of the dorsal

vertebra*, gives to the trapezius, the rhumboideus, and the levatures

scapula- an extent of action on the scapula. The consequent eleva-

tion of both scapulae renders further assistance for raising the rib*

available uol only from the serrati in.igni, but from the subclavii,

the serrati antki, the pectorales. and latissum dmsi. The three

last-mentioned pairs will be visible to the student upon the living

figure, and sufficiently distinguishable. Let hiin, for an example,

observe the pulmonary cough of a consumptive person, or watch

any one in the act of sneezing. The scapula? of that person are

drawn upwards and forwards
; ( Art. "J-i 1 :) the shoulders rounded;

the bead and neck placed in positions most favourable to those

muscles winch enlarge the thorax and admit a fuller supply of air

to the lungs. For another example, let a race -hiuse be observed at

full-Speed, extending his neck forwards as far as he is able, that the air

passages may be straight and the quantity of air inspired as large as

possible. Another reason for this action in quadrupeds, when they run,

is, that their centre of gravity, or weight of the whole superincum-

bent body, may. by this position of the head and neck, be thrown

forwards, and thus their rapidity iu running be considerably in-

creased. It will be seen, too, (see our plates of the Horse,) that the

levatores humeri muscles (in cases where the animal has not breath

for running, or even for walking or lying down, and therefore must

stand) have a use in assisting the lungs, similar to their use in the

case of a consumptive human subject. The artistic reader will,

perhaps, be hens obliged to us for extracting and combining, in the

form of a note, some particulars of the muscles above alluded to

belonging to the Horse.

1. The sfrrno majrillaris^oC no 1. Arising from the cartilage

great bulk or strength, and lying in front of the breast bone, fster-

immediately under the skin, num,) changes, at about three-

bendsthe head towards the chest, fourths of its length upward, to a

flat tendun to be inserted into

the lower jaw.

2. Levator humeri is much 2. Arising from the occiput

larger than the last mentioned, and four first bones of the neck

having more work to perform, and from the Itgament'im nucha
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Painting. (243.) With respect to the muscles which give motion

*—

V

-**-' to the limbs of the thorax,* the student will naturally

class them according to the parts which they move, and
the direction in which the movement is made. For the

humerus, for the forearm* and for the hand, peculiar
Muscles for muscles are required. We have already mentioned
inovmgthe

(Art. 241) the variations in the position ot" the acromion,
humerus. v '

.

,. , i , . , , . ,

or extremity ot the clavicula, near the head ot the

humerus, which change from time to time the centre of
rotatory motion in the human arm.f The conical

motions of the humerus round that centre, or middle
point in t he glenoid cavity, (Art. 240,) will he effected

upward and forward by the deltoides, the biceps brachii,

and pectoralis,* upward and backward by the deltoides

Its ornee is twofold. Suppose On its way down to the shoulder
the animal standing, and that his it mixes itself with some ot the

head and neck are fixed points, muscles of the shoulder, and is

the contraction of this muscle inserted into the humerus,
will draw forwards the shoulder

and arm. Or, if the horse be
standing, and tin- shoulder and
arm be fixed points, this, miutde
will depress the head and neck.

S. Trapezius, a qu.ulr. insular 3. Arising broad and strong,

muscle, like that of the same from the longer bones of the

name and similar office in the withers and from the ligament
human subject] li> s between the of the neck, (note 3 to Art. 232,)
withers and upper part of the becomes narrower below till it

shoulder-blade. It is for sup- terminates nearly in a point to

porting or raising the shoulder, be inserted into the top of the

and drawing it at the same time spine, or ridge of the scapula,

backward.

4. Serratus major, the great 4. Arising from the five lowest

saw-like or tooth-shaped muscle bones of the neck and the two
of immense power, tills up the first ribs. lis lower portion

greater part of the neck at its springs from all the true ribs.

lower extremity. This muscle Its fibres all tend downwards,
attaches the shoulder to the chest, and are inserted into the inner

and thus supports the weight of surface of the shoulder-blade or

the body. When the quadruped scapula, i.e. between the scapula
is standing this muscle occasion- and the ribs,

ally discharges another important

function. Since by the weight

of the body, the shoulders and legs are then rendered fixed and
immovable, the serratus major, no longer employed to raise the

limbs, exerts its power in enlarging the cavity of the chest, and thus
materially assists in the act of breathing. It is on this account

that a horse Labouring under inflammation of the lungs will obsti-

nately stand night and day that he may obtain the assistance of this

muscle in respiration, The power also ot the serratus major in ob-

viating concussion, is of immense importance to the Horse as well

as to his rider. Its action, with that of the other muscles attached to

the inner surface of the scapula, has been well compared to that of

the springs of a carriage, but possessing infinitely greater steadi-

ness, mobility, and strength. These muscles yield, as far as neces-

sary, to the force or sm-enucumbent weight. My gradually yielding

they subdue the violence of the shock, and through their elastic

properties, immediately regain, when the shock is over, their original

position.

* The true quadrupeds have the front of the trunk supported by
the anterior extremities, which are consequently much larger and
stronger than in Man ; as the hind feet of the same animals yield

in these respect* to those of the human subject. The chest is, in a
manner, suspended between the scapulae ; and the serrati magni,
which support it in this position, are. consequently, of great bulk
and stiength. When viewed together, these muscles resemble a

kind of girth surrounding the chest. Blumenbach, Manual,
p. 309.

f The motions of the humerus (plate iii. fig. 12—15) are all re-

gularly accompanied by corresponding motions of the scapula, the

head of which, excepting in the rotatory motion, generally follows

the motion of the humerus. See Barclay On Mitten fur Motums

p 385. 387. For the deltoides, the biceps, &c. consult the Ilrcmon,

the Gladiator, and the Hercules Farnese.

X The pectoralis in birds is chiefly employed to move the wings
in flying. It is very large, i sometimes so large as to outweigh all

the other muscles together,) and consists properly of three muscles,

the pectoralis major, medius, and minor, which fill the sides of the

and trapezius,* upward and outward {i.e. to the right Of Outline
or left in a plane perpendicular to the mesial plane) by *—v*-'
the deltoides, the infraspinatus, and the teres minor.
The downward motions (which are always assisted by
the weight of the arm) are directed forward by the pec-
toralis;! backward b\ the trapezius, the lalissimus dorsi,
the longus. or long head of the triceps, the teres major,*
and the infraspinatus ; and downward generally by the
lower portion of the pectoralis, jointly with the action
of one or more ot the others. §

crest of the sternum. The keel of the sternum, the fork, (merry
thought,) and the last ribs give origiu to the pectoralis major ; its

insertion is into a rough, projecting line uf the humerus. By de-
pressing that bone, the pectoralis produces the strong and violent
motions of the wing, which carry the body forwards in flying. The
middle pectoral (or medio*) ties under tin's; and sends its "tendon
over the junction of the fork, with the clavicle and scapula, as in a
pulley, to be inserted in the upper part of the humerus, which
bone it elevates. By this contrivance of the pully, the elevator of
the wing is placed at the under surface of the body. The thi

lesser pectoral muscle has the same effect with the great pectoral
in depressing the wing. Blumeubacha Manual by Lawrence,
p. 311.

* A backward motion of the arm may be of two kinds, accord-
ing to the motion which has preceded it. 1. If it baa been pre-
ceded by, and is the continuation of, an upward motion, the
deltoides and trapezius are assisted by the supraspinal us, infraspina-

tus, subscapularis, biceps brachii, coracobrachialis, and the clavicu-
lar portion of the pectoralis. 2. But if the arm has been previously
hanging at the side, or if there has been first a downward move-
ment, previous to the intended one backward and upward; the
backward motion, which is to follow in continuation of the other,

will be made by the help of the teres major, teres minor, longlis,

(or long-head of the triceps brachii,) and by the latissimus «

f A motion of the arm forwards may be also of two kinds,

according to the motion which it follows. 1. If it succeeds to an
upward and backward motion, as after the arm has been raised to

strike a heavy blow, the subsequent movement forwards will put
into action not only the pectoralis. but the teres major, teres minor,
the longus. and the latissimus dorsi. 2. If, ua the contrary, it

follows a quiescent, pendulous state of the arm, or follows a motion
downward and backward, (such as the preparation to throw a cricket-

ball in bowling,) the movement of the humerus in throwing will be
effected by the muscles which lift the arm forwards ; the deltoides.

biceps brachii, subscapularis, trapezius, &c. with the clavicula*

portion of the pectoralis.

X The teres major forms with the latissimus, the edire of the arm-
pit. Both muscles are well shown in the Fighting Gladiator, which,

together with the Laocooo, are the finest illustrations of brachial

movement.

§ Several more are concerned directly or obliquely in these

motions. For the sake of illustration let us compare the humerus
to the spoke of a carriage-wheel, such as described in Art. 177.

Suppose the spoke nearly perpendicular to the ground, with its

outer extremity downwards, as must be the case with the humerus
while the ann hangs at the side. If the carriage be drawn for-

ward, the outer extremity of the spoke will turn on the axis in a

continued curve : first backwards and upwards, then forwards and
downwards. Let the carriage be now stopped, and let one side of it

be raised from the ground so as to suspend the spoke in question

perpendicularly : and let the same motion of the wheel be repeated.

It will represent and illustrate, in some degree, a rotatory or conical

motion (^see the fourth note to Art. 240j of the humerus. This
motion, by which the arm is lifted backwards from below, is

effected by the teres major, the teres minor, the longus, or long hea'd

of the t ice; s brachii, and by the latissimus dorsi, regulated by the

deltoides and pectoralis.

Let now the wheel be whirled round in the opposite direction,

namely, such as if would take in backing the carnage ; this motion

will also represent a rotatory movement of the humerus, but quite

the reverse of the former one. In this movement the humerus will

be lifted forwards, aiid consequently be put in motion by the del-

toides and trapezius, assisted by the supraspm atus the infraspinatus,

the subscapularis, the biceps brachii, the coraco-hrachialis, and the

clavicular portion of the pectoralis. Both these motions of the

humerus may be familiarly exemplified in the two ways of cracking

a whip over or under the hand ; and the reader will find innumera-

ble examples from observations of his own, on any athletic exercise

of the ami in rowing, swimming, fencing, &c
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forearm

Bluscles for

Painting. (244.) The four motions of the cubit, or forearm,—v^—~j namely pronation, supination, flexion,* and extension,

Muscles for are produced as follows: 1. Pronation, by the prona-
Mi ivingthe tor t,. ri ,, (,,r rotunda-.) aided by a muscle entirely con-

cealed, viz. pronator quadratus.f 2. Supination bj the

biceps brachii and the extensor pollicis aiding the supina-

tor l)ie\ is, winch, like its antagonist the pronator quadra-

tic, is out of view. J "The supinator longus cooperates

with and moderates alternately the pronators and supi-

nators, bringing the radius to that middle state, which

is properly neither pronation nor supination, and
\ er-

ibnning the office » rth the greatest force when the arm is

extended. "§ 3. Flexion is performed by the brachialis

internus, the biceps brachii, and the supinator lor

The biceps being an extensor of the humerus, (Art.

243,) will, in this instance, act with more force when
the humerus is inflected than when it is extended, i. e.

lifted forwards or outwards; and will at the same lime

meet with less resistance from the long or scapular head

of the triceps. 4. Extension is the duty of the triceps

brachii and of the anconeus. Neither of these muscles

is inserted in the radius. The longus, or long head of

the triceps, being also a flexor of the humerus, (Art.

243,) will act less forcibly upon the ulna, when the

humerus is extended or liftedforward, than when it is

inflected or lifted backwards from below.

(245.) The hand, consisting of the carpus, meta-
moving the ' , . , r ,, ., , ' , .

hand carpus, and phalanges, follows, in the human subject,

the motions of pronation and supination abo\e described,

which originate in the forearm. The tendons and
muscles, therefore, peculiar to the hand may be con-

sidered apart from those of pronation and supination,

and are usually divided into flexors, ex ensors,^[ abduc-

tors, and adductors.** The flexors and extensors of the

• In Urtls, two muscles act as Besots, winch bold a situation

corresponding to that of pronators. This shows how much inflexion

and pronation are connected, the latter being substituted for the

former.

f To these Barclay adds the radialis interims, the palmaris longus,

and the flexor sublimis, observing that these only act at the com-
mencement of the pronation ; and that their power is increased the

more according as the hand maintains a greater previous tendency
to supination. Also that the power of the sublimis must lie further

uicreaaed in case- where the lingers are extended. ( ibserve that the

two pronators 'teres and quadratus) are present in tin- quadrumana
and in all carnivorous animals, hut are wanting in the chiroptera,

rumiuantia, and solidungula.

{ The first of these three acts with the greatest force when the
humerus is inflected, (i.e. has been drawn backwards from below ;)

and the last acts with the greatest force when the carpus aud thumb
are inflected tfirnad, (i.e. towards the hollow of the handy Barclay
On Musculo) Motion, p 338.

$ Barclay in lot. til. In animals of the dog and cat kind the
supinator lun^us is wanting. The hrevis is present. Both are

absent in the chiroptera. rodentia, pacln dermata, ruminantia, and
solidungula. Also both are absent in all birds. (See Comparative
Anatomy.)

||
To these are subjoined by Barclay the uluaris internus. the pal-

maris longus, the pronator teres, the radialis internus, and the flexor

sublimis. These five muscles, he observes, are flexors only to a small
extent, and only at the time when the motion commences, before the
lever of resistance is shortened. The four last must have their power
a little increased when the arm is placed in a state of supination,

and when, consequently, the biceps is somewhat relaxed.

^f No other but the extensor digitornm communis is common to

Man and all the quadrupeds. To extend the fore pastern, the

horse has two extensores proprii on the side of the extensor com-
munis. They are assisted by a third extensor between the commu-
nis and the extensor of the pastern The extensor pruprius indicis is

wanting in the rodentia. ruminantia, and solidungula. The genus
felis. canis, and ursa, and the genus lepus have the extensor longus
pollicis, but want the extensor hrevis. The ruminantia and soli-

dungula have both.

•* The short muscles of the hand which produce flexion, abduc-

COrpU* lake their names from their position relatively to Of Outline

the bones of the radius and ulna: the radialis on the *^«v,-~-'

side nearest the thumb; the uInares on the side nearest

the little finger. The flexors lie, as their ofhee must
indicate, on a line with the palm; the extensors in a

line with the back of the hand. The former, three in

number, come out from their joint origin at the inner

condyle of the humerus; and run close together along

the forearm, beside the supinator longus: n:. the flexor

radialis, the pahnaris, and the flexi r ulnaris. The ex-

tensor muscles also consist of three : two on the same
side with the thumb, viz. the extensor carpi radialis

longior,* and the extensor radialis bievior; and one on
the same side with the little finger, viz. the extensor

ulnaris.

For the finger* the flexors are the perforali and the

perforantes, called also the sublimes and profundi, toge-

ther with the flexor hrevis of the thumb. The little

finger has, moreover, an inflexion caused by the flexor

carpi already mentioned. The extensors are six, viz.

three extensores pollicis, one of which extends the meta-

carpal bone of the thumb ; the other two its first and
second joints: fourthly, the extensor digitorum com-
munis: fifthly, the indicator :+ and lastly, the extensor

minimi digiti. The opponent muscle of the thumb has

the important office of applying the thumb with the

nicest precision to the tip of an] one ot the fingers.

It is to the thumb and lingers that the remaining

muscles called abductors and adductors belong. These

are antagonists to each other, and in the thumb are

found on each side of the flexor brevis. The interossei

and lumbricalcs arc r/cMuciors of the fingers, assisted

sometimes by the perforati and perforantes. J On the

other hand, when the extensor communis is made to act

on all the fingers, they become ooducted, and are seen

to diverge like radii from a centre §

tion, adduction, and opposition, are altogether wanting in the lower

animals. The muscles of the lower animals are generally less in

number than those of Man. The deficiency is most frequent
_' the inferior orders of Mnrninu/ui, and still more in birds.

Muscular varieties occur chiefly in the organs of locomotion.

Throughout the entire class of birds the following muscles are
absent, and may here be mentioned together. The diaphragm, recti

abdominis, pyramidales, the dorsal muscles of the spine, splenius,

brachialis externus, or third head of the triceps, the supinator of
the forearm or wing, and short muscles of the hand and fingers, as

already stated
;
quadratus lumborum, psoas parvus and magnus,

lliacus internus, obturator externus, and extensor longus pollicis

pedis.

* The peculiar projection of this muscle from under the supinator

longus may be well studied both from the antique and from the

Cartoons of Raffaelle.

f The indicator assists the extensor communis iu enabling all

the joints of the forefinger to point at any thing. Hence its name.

I Hence it happens that during flexion, the fingers can never

be separated so widely as during extension. On the different ap-

pe.irances of 'he muscles in the band and arm in the action of open-
ing or shutting the hand, see Da Vinci, Trattuto della Pitturn,

cap. 176. The action of the flexors in bending the fingers gives

an enlarged appearance to the wrist, observable in the left hand of

the Apollo and the right hand of the Gladiator.

6 The thumb in the simia? is small, short, and weak; the other

fingers are elongated and slender. Other animals which have
fingers sufficiently long and movable for seizing and grasping

objects, are obliged, from want of a separate thumb, to hold them by
means of the two forepaws ; as the squirrel, rat, opossum, &c. ; those,

moreover, which are obliged to rest their liody on the forefeet, as
the dog and cat, can only hold objects by fixing them between the
paw and the ground. Lastly, such as have the fingers united by
the integuments, or enclosed iu hoofs, lose all power of prehension.

We advise every artist who loves truth of outline to attend a dissec-

tion of the human arm and hand, as well as of the parts analogous
in the forearm, claws, hoofs, paws, &c. of animals generally. He
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Pointing. (246.) The region of the abdomen was, lastly, to

"-—••v— come under notice. For its posterior boundaries in the

human subject we proposed the five lower dorsal and

the five lumbar vertebrae,* increasing in breadth and

thickness as they descend, and resting on the os sacrum

as a column upon its base ; from which are stretched to

the right and left the strong bony arches of the ilium, one

to the top of each femur. Five ribs, called false ribs,

protect each side,twhilea third arch of bone in front (the

ossa pubis) joining the other two lateral or iliac arches,

and below it the two angular bones (ossa ischii) on which

the figure rests when sitting, complete the abdominal out-

line of the skeleton. In front and at the sides this out-

line is filled up with the abdominal muscles and viscera.

The bones throughout this region that chiefly deserve

!?e -ion of
tne art 'sts attention are, 1 . The bones of the spinal

he abdo- column just alluded to. Like the vertebrae of the neck

nen. this bony chain of the loins is formed for gradually

Its bones, bending itself into a great variety of curves. J 2. The

will find, indeed, respecting most forms, functions, and relative

positions throughout the muscular economy, that one hour in the

dissecting room will sometimes explain more than lie coidd learn

from a year of study among folios of careful description and most

elaborate comment. Respecting the muscles of the human forearm,

we only observe, in conclusion, that they are never strongly marked,

unless the hand is engaged in grasping with force any object.

* The lumbar vertebra vary considerably in number. The ele-

phant has only three ; the camel seven ; the horse has six, the ass

five ; mules have generally six, but sometimes only five. Most

quadrupeds have the processes of these vertebra? turned forwards ; in

the ape they are in their ordinary position turned upwards. The
transverse processes are remarkably large in many rurmiiarttia, as

also in the hare. Blumenbach's Manual by Lawrence, p. 43. In

birds, that part of the spine which belongs to the trunk is short and

rigid, and has no true lumbar vertebra?. Ibid. p. 61.

f The parts of the body which contain the principal organs for

respiration and circulation are placed in the chest, strongly guarded

by the upper ribs, by the sternum, and upper dorsal vertebrae. But

the parts placed below (or in quadrupeds behiiuf) these, and com-

posed of the abdomen, the viscera, and loins, have no bony enclo-

sure ; and are undefended, except on one side towards the backbone,

by other ribs, termed false ribs, (of these the horse has ten,) which

take the same direction as the true, but become shorter as they

approach the loins. A reason for this arrangement appears to he,

that the functions of the bowels and abdominal parts will be per-

formed more freely without this external guard ; but chiefly, that

greater room and play may be allowed for motion throughout the

various turnings and bendings necessary to balance the rest of the

body, or sustain it in the easiest and most convenient position. The
want of motion in the hack of birds (their dorsal vertebra? have the

spinous and even the transverse processes often ancbylosed ) is com-

pensated by a larger number, and by greater mobility of vertebra?

in the neck. Of these latter, to epiute a few instances, the raven

has twelve, the cock thirteen, the ostrich eighteen, the stork nine-

teen, and the swan twenty-three. Foul or five of the upper cervical

vertebra? only have power to bend forwards, while the lower ones

are confined to flexion backwards. This causes the double curva-

ture resembling the letter S in the neck of a bird. The great mo-

bility of the neck enables birds to touch every point of their own
body with the bill, and thus supply the want of a prehensile faculty

in their upper limbs. In proportion as their neck is movable their

spine or backbone will be found consolidated. Steadiness is thus

given to the trunk in the violent exertion required for thing. Birds

which do not fly, as the ostrich and the cassowary, have a movable

spinal column.

Each of the twenty-four bones of the spine from the ii .in

coccyx upwards to the occiput is attached to its neighbour by means

of four projecting parts ; two at its upper, and two at its lower side,

called the superior and inferior oblique processes. The former two

act as supports for the two similar projections in the next vertebra

above. The two latter rest upon or overlap the two adjacent pro-

jections in the next vertebra beneath them. Besides this mode of

union these vertebra? are held together by strong ligaments extend-

ing in great variety over the parts where the verb ire are contigu-

ous; not binding them so tightly as to prevent easy motion, but

preserving them f.om separation, except by such force as would

break the bone itself. The rounded part of I lie column, which lies

pelvis, so called from some resemblance to a basin.* Of Outline.

It comprises the several bones already named which v—"V""'—

'

are partly cemented into one,t viz. the os sacrum,

J

the ossa ilium, the ossa pubis, and the ossa ischii. § 3.

next the interior of the thorax and abdomen is called the body of
the vertebra. Each vertebra, besides its body or ring of bone and
the projecting parts already mentioned, which unite it with its

neighbours, has other projections also to which muscles are at-

tached turning the vertebra? to the right or left, backwards, for-

wards, or laterally. These have the name of processes. Those
behind down the middle of the spine are called spinous processes.
Those on each side are called the transverse processes. The course
of the spinous processes is more or less distinctly visible in the
living subject according to the bendings ol the back. To steady
the back in hendiug is the use of the ligaments that were men-
tioned. " The vertebra?," says Puley, " by means of their pro-

cesses and projections, and of the articulations which some of
these form with one another at their extremities, are so locked in

and confined, as to maintain, in what are called the bodies, or broad
surfaces of the bones, the relative position nearly unaltered, anil to

throw the change and the pressure produced by flexion, almost en-

tirely upon the intervening cartilages, the springiness and yielding

nature of whose substance admits of all the motion which is neces-

sary to be performed upon them without anv chasm being produced
by a separation of the parts. I say, of all the motion which is ne-

cessary ; for although we bend our backs to every degree almost
of inclination, the motion of each vertebra is very small ; such is

the advantage which we receive from the chain being composed of
so many links ; the spine of so many bones. Had it cousisted of
three or four bones only, in bending the body the spinal marrow
must have been bruised at every angle. The reader need not lie

told that these intervening cartilages are gristles
J
and he may see

them in perfection in a loin of veal. Their form also favours the

same intention. They are thicker before than behind ; so tli.it

when we stoop forward, the compressible substance of the cartilage

yielding in its thicker and anterior part to the force which squeezes

it, brings the surfaces of the adjoining vertebra? nearer to the being

parallel with one another than they were before, instead of increas-

ing the inclination of their planes, which must have occasioned a

fissure or opening between them.*' Paley, Natural Theottiyy, Svo.

1807, p. 1 10. A new edition of this *Woik is promised under the

scientific and indefatigable auspices of Lord Brougham.
* Blumenbach observes that " no animal but Man has properly a

pelvis, because in no instance have the bones ot this part ti.at basiu-

like appearance when united, which belongs to the human subject.

In the elephant, horse, ftc. the length of the symphysis pubis de-

tracts from the rcsemb.ance to a basin." Perhaps tl.e most gene-

rally applicable illustration for this part of the animal structure may
1 e made by regarding it as the lower or hinder portion of a two-

wheeled or four-wheeled carriage. And in this vehicle the weight

to be sustained is either placed upon and within it as in the case of

Man ; or is suspended from it as in the case of buds and quadru-

peds. The pelvic esseda, or currns on which the human trunk is

poised and in which it is carried, may be said to move upon two

wheels the spokes of which answer to the peculiar position and rota-

tory movements of the femora. The quadruped, on the other hand,

may be said to form a phiustrum, having four wheels. But then

this waggon (to make the comparison a propel one) must not have

the load placed within it or upon it. but must be that kind of ma-
chine used very commonly for moving heavy be, mis, r lugs of timber

which are suspended from a horizontal pule as from a spine. This

suspension occurs also among birds when they stand or walk, except

that their bodies may be said to bang from a pole i r spine which

rests upon two wheels only. See last note to Art. 243.

f The os sactumand ossa ilium are not altogether ancbylosed, ex-

cept in very old subjects : generally, they arc united by articulations

and cartilages. In birds the ossa dium extend upwards to the region

of the thorax.

I The os cocc}*gis is prolonged s ; t as to form the tail of quadru-

peds : and consists therefore, in many cases, of a great number of

vertebra-, blumenbach, p. -14.

S The two last-named pairs do not show themselves prominently

from under their muscles so as to be i. in.ii k.il ile in the life, lint

the os sacrum is important as containing and marking in most

animals the extreme intersection of the mesial plane, (Art. 231
|

and also the extreme point at the bottom of the back The m»'K-

iogs, too, of the upper parts in the arches of the ossa ill i. showing

the course of what is called Poupart's or Fallopius's ligament, are

distinctly visible in the human subject, as also in quadrupeds ; near
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Painting. The os coccygia, which though of small importance
—/—'

' to the artist in the human subject, is in lower animals

and in quadrupeds actively conspicuous. It contains

the tail, one of the most characteristic features for animal

expression, consisting of more or less vertebrae, with

various degrees of Btrength and mobility, according to

the wants and habits of the animal.* 4. The support-

ing limbs in the abdominal region comprise the hinder

legs of quadrupeds : and in Man the inferior extremities,

so called to distinguish them from the two other limbs

appended to the thorax, and called the superior extre-

nutns. Between these two thoracic limbs and those

two supporters of the abdomen there are several points

of analogy. Each superior extremity consists of four

parts ; each inferior also of four that correspond to

them. First the ball and socket joint of the shoulder

(at the union of the c'avicle and scapula) answers to the

ball and socket joint of the round head of the femur,

(at (be junction of the os pubis with the os ilium,) only

that the latter socket, called the acetabulum,! is deeper

and larger than the glenoid socket or cavity. Again,

the humerus with its Inline-joint at the elbow, answers

to the femurJ with its hinge-joint at the knee. Thirdly,

the croup, for example, of a horsv, or ox, the spines of the ossa

ilii stand up on each side of the hinder extremity of the backbone.
* The tail in mammalia consists of a series of vertebra?, being a

prolongation of the os coccygis successively decreasing and moved
by no less than eight pairs of muscles, of which tlie action is three-

fold ; one for extending and elevating the tail; a second for in-

flecting or depressing it ; and a third by which it beats or lashes

the sides of the animal. These motions in succession or combina-
nation form others more complex ; so that the tail may be twisted

on its axis, or turned in a spiral direction.

f " The joint at the shoulder compared with the joint at the hip,

though both are hall and socket joints, discovers a difference in their

form and proportions well suited to the different offices which the
limbs have to execute. The cup or socket at the shoulder is much
shallower and flatter than it is at the hip, and is also in part funned
of cartilage set round the top of the cup. The socket into which
the head of the thigh-bone is inserted, is deeper and m ide of more
solid materials This agrees with the duties assigned to each part.

The arm is an instrument of motion principally, if not solely.

Accordingly, the shallowness of the socket at the shoulder, and the
yieldingness of the cartilaginous substance with which its edge is

set round, and which, in fact, composes a considerable part of its

concavity, are excellently adapted for the allowance of a free motion
and a wide range. l>uth which the arm requires. Whereas, the
lower limb forming a part of the column of the body, as well as to

be the means of its locomotion, firmness was to be consulted as well
as action. With a capacity for motion in all directions, indeed, as

at the shoulder, but not in any direction to the same extent as in

the arm, was to be united stability or resistance to dislocation.

Hence the deeper excavation of the socket, and the presence of a
le-s proportion of cartilage upon the edge."—Paley, Natural T/ieo-

%.'/ V- 126.

The length of the neck in birds increases generally in proportion
to that ot the legs, but in a much greater proportion among aquatic

birds, since they have to seek their food below tbe surface of the
water in which they swim. The number of cervical links or verte-
bra- of tbe neck vanes from ten to twenty-three. That of the dor-
sal from seven to eleven. From hence they are consolidated into
one piece with the os innominatum. The tail has fiom seven to

nine pieces.

J
The femur of the other mammalia follows, in its general figure

and parts, the type of that of the human frame. But it is not arched
as in tbe human subject : it possesses scarcely any neck, and the
great trochanter ascends beyond the head id' the bone. The femur
of most quadrupeds is much shorter than the tibia, and hence it

hardly projects from the abdomen. In some few, as the bear, the
femur is longer; also in some apes, oil the ouraog-outang, in
which, as in scleral other apes and biboons, the bones of the arm
ami forearm are surprisingly longer than those uf the thigh and
leg. Some, as the elephant, have no ligamentum teres, conse-
quently there is no impression made on the head of the thigh bone.
The length of the femur depends on that of the metatarsus, and

the pari composed of the radius and ulna of the fore- Of Outline,

arm answers to the tibia and fibula of the leg;* and s—-sv^^
fourthly, the carpus, metacarpus, and phalanges of the

fingers answer to the tarsus, metatarsus.t and pha-

langes of the toes. J

(217.) We now proceed as before, according- to what Points,

was suggested in Art. 220. to devise for the region of '
K' s

'
"""

i j D
, i i

planes, tor
the abdomen certain imaginary points, lint*, or plants

,i L.tl.rniining

for determining the relative position of the bones, as t|u.|r ,„,M .

seen from anv point ofview. There are, in the human tiou.

pelvis, three lived points, which being joined by three

straight lines will always form a triangle, the plane of

which having a known or determinate inclination either

to the horizontal or any other plane is easily found.

bears an inverse ratio to the length of that part. Blumenhach,
Manual, p. 53. The femur of birds is provided with one trochanter

only.
* The pecora want the fibula universally. In some simi& the

leg and forearm exceed the thigh and arm. In other animals, al-

though there are some varieties, the leg is generally longer than
the thigh. The fibula is behind the tiloa in many annuals, as the

dog and the rodentia It is consolidated to that hone at its lower end.

in the mole and in the tat. It exists only as a small styloid bono
in the horse, and becomes in an old animal unchylosed to the tibia.

Ibid.

In the rhinoceros, elephant, and hog, the fibula is flattened and
united to tbe whole length of the tibia. In ruminant animals, its

place is supplied by a small excrescence of bone on the outer margin

of the astragulus below the tibia, and forming the external or fibu-

lar ankle.

f The os calcis in the rodentia, stands out considerably back-

wards. The os scaphoides, cousisting of two parts, forms a tubercle

on the sole. The scaphoid of the hog is assisted by three cuneiform

bones, and beneath the first the rudiment of a great toe. These

animals have all the same number of toes as of metatarsal bones.

In the ruminantia the os cuboides and os schaphoides are distinct

bones only in the camel ; in all other ruminants they arc united in

one. In the wlidunguh, the scaphoid and cuboid are separate.

The tarsus of the horse is composed of six bones, in common lan-

guage called tbe hock.

The fibula, in birds, forms a thin slip adhering to the tibia as

far down as the middle of the latter. The latter, at its tarsal extre-

mity, terminates in two condyles with a pulley-shaped groove be-

tween them. Attached to it, in place of the tarsus and metatarsus,

stands a single bone of considerable length, and having three pro-

cesseS] to which are attached the bones of the three anterior toes,

with a marginal attachment for the bone of the great toe. The
metatarsal of the ostrich is confined to only two processes, that

being the number of toes in that bird. An excrescence of horny

matter, commonly called tbe spur, is attached above the great toe to

the metatarsal of several gallinaceous birds.

In the ruminantia ami sololungula three metatarsal bones are

united into a single one, called the cannon bone. The structure

of the metatarsus, as that of the horse, is the same with the struc-

ture of tbe metacarpus. In the pachydermata, as the pig and ele-

phant, the metatarsal bones, where they join the tarsus, have a flat

surface, and .it their other extremity a round tubercle with a promi-

nent line below in the middle of the bone. The elephant has five

perfect toes ; the hog four. Ruminantia have two perfect toes upon

one metatarsal bone ; and two small toes attached behind its base.

The soliduugula have one perfect toe and two imperfect, which are

reduced to a single styloid bone ; they are distinguished by sup-

porting themselves in walking only upon the last phalanx to which

the hoof, analogous to the human nail, is affixed The only part of

the foot in the niminantia and soliduugula which is applied to the

ground, is that (inguinal phalanx. In other animals, as the dog

and the cat, the body is supported upon all the phalanges of the

toes. The elongation of the metatarsus removes the os calcis of

the horse and ruminantia at such a distance from the toe that it is

placed midway between the trunk and hoof.

J Three positions at the upper part of the femur require careful

attention
; that of its round head already mentioned on which it

turns ; and that of two prominences for the attachment of important

muscles, viz. the greater and tbe less tiochaater, with a toss or

groove situated posteriorly between them. The marking of the

patella at the knee and of the crural extremities at tbe ankles are

conspicuous
; also tbe os calcis and astragalus together with the

arches of tbe foot.
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Painting.

Sacral

point.

Acetabular

points.

Lines of the

pelvic tri-

angle.

Sacro-pubic

line. viz. the

intersection

uf the plane

of the pelvic

triangle

with the me-
sial plane.

(Art. 208.) By the term fixed is meant that notwith-

standing any change in the position of the body, they

never in one and the same subject change their distance

from each other. The three fixed points of the pelvis

which we conceive most generally available to the

draughtsman are what we will term the sacral point

and the two acetabular points. The sacral is a point in

the sacrum under the centre of the lowest vertebra of

the back. The right and left acetabular points are

close to the centres of motion within the right and left

acetabula. The sides of this triangle may be further

considered as containing or measuring the spans of the

three arches into which we divided the pelvis. (Art. 246.)

We will denominate therefore the three lines that make
the triangle—the line of the right iliac arch ; the line

of the left iliac arch ; and the acetabular line,* or line

of the pubic arch. For example, in the triangle ABC,
(plate iii. fig. 16,) the point B is the sacral point; A
the right acetabular, C the left acetabular point; AC
the acetabular line ; B A the line of the right iliac arch ;

B C the line of the left iliac arch.

(248.) A straight line B D from the sacral point B to

the centre D of the acetabular line is the sacro-pubic line.

When the figure is erect, balanced equally on both legs,

this line is nearly perpendicular to the horizon. It is

the line of intersection of the mesial plane of the pelvis

with the plane of the pelvic triangle ABC; in the same
manner as the sterno-dorsal line (An. 224) is the line

of intersection for the mesial plane of the thorax with

the supercostal plane ; or, as in the region of the head,

(Art. 226,) the head's axis is the intersection of the

mesial and coronal planes, and the occipital line the in-

tersection of the mesial plane with the maxillary plane.

f

(249.) The position of the limbs in the abdominal

region may be ascertained in the same manner as that

of the humerus and forearm, (Art. 238.) and with less

difficulty, because the points A and C (plate iii. fig. 17,)

are fixed
;

(Art. 247 ;) whereas the points of the

shoulders must continually change their relative position

according to the motions of each clavicle. A line from
either of the acetabular points A or C to a point between

the condyles of the femur, may be called the line of the

femur, or the femoral line. Again, from between the

condyles of the femur a line to the top of the astragalus,

where the latter affords a pedestal to the column of the

Crural line, tibia, may be called the line of the leg, or crural line.

J

* The length of the acetabular line, or distance between the ace-

tabular points, is greater in the female.

f These lines, the axis of the head, the occipital line, the sterno-

dorsal, and the sacro-pubic come under the general terms of mesial

lines of intersection. They are in every case the intersection of two
plaues at right angles with each other. The mesial plane, therefore,

and the plane of the pelvic triangle will always intersect each other

at righ* angles, just as the coronal and maxillary (Art. 226) and
supercostal planes are always at right angles with the respective

mesial planes of the head and thorax.

J Allowance, in all cases, must be made for the different degrees

of compression in the cartilages at the joints of any limb, or at the

articulations of the several hones. In proportion as the cartilaginous

spring which divides any two hones is compressed, their length will

be diminished. This compressibility is greater after fatigue, or in

sickness, than when the powers ofanimal life are vigorous and fresh.

Thus men are taller when they rise after sleep than if measured after

a day's labour, when the elasticity of the cartilages has been reduced.

Another yet more remarkable variation in the length of the limbs,

and consequently in the lines of the humerus, forearm, and hand,

as well as in the femoral, crural, and metatarsal intervals, arises from
the nature and form of the joints themselves, A hin^e-joint, when
it bends, must leave, on the side opposite that towards which it bends,

a greater or less space ;
greater as the angle becomes more acute,

VOL. V.

Femoral

iue.

From the supporting point at the lower extremity of the

crural line, another line (in the human foot) may be
drawn to what, in common speech, is called the ball of
the great toe ; but is, in fact, the junction of the meta-

carpal of that toe with its first phalanx. This line will

be in the direction of one of the arches formed by the

bones of the tarsus for supporting the human body :

this line therefore may be termed the line of the inner
arch of the foot. Another arch extends also from the heel

to where the metatarsal of the little toe joins the tarsus.*

(250.) The motions of which the bones in the region

of the abdomen are capable come next under consider-

ation. The motions of the bottom of the back, or lum-
bar vertebra?, are various ; and its curves, like those of
the neck, are by no means easily ascertainable for the

pencil. The position of the pelvis relatively to the rest

of the animal frame is the more difficult to determine in

proportion to the mobility of the lumhar vertebra.t

(251.) The motion of the JemurJ resembles that of

and less as the angle enlarges. Of this any person maybe made
sensible who can open or shut a door, or swing a gate. Hence it

happens that the length of such limbs as have hinge-joints is shorter

when they are extended than when they are bent. Of the human
arm Da Vinci reckons that it loses or gains one-eighth in its length

according as it is stretched out or drawn in by inflection. Also in

the foot, that part called the instep, or the interval between the great

toe and the tibia, lessens as the tibia rolls forward on the astragalus
by the action of the tibialis anticus muscle ; on the other baud, the

interval increases when the heel is raised, and the os calcis makes
with the tibia an acuter angle. Da Vinci, Trattato delta Pitturu,

c. 174, and c. 177.

* Suppose the sole of the foot planted firmly on the ground ; I K
("plate iii. fig. 17.) will be the place of theos calcis. K II will he the

line of the inside arch of the foot, and the line 1 G will show the

direction of the supporting arch under the malleolus exteruus, or

outer ankle, extending from I, under the os calcis, to G (the junc-

tion of G L, the metatarsal of the little toe with the tarsus ;) I G,
therefore, may be termed the line of the outer arch of the foot

:

under G H is a third arch supported on the side of L II by all the

toes. When the figure stands on tiptoe, the metatarsals along the

line LH form five hinges, on which to turu the whole superincum-

bent frame of the body. The observant reader will not need to be

informed, that this occasional position of the human foot supporting

the body on its toes, is analogous to the usual position of the hinder

legs and feet of quadrupeds. (Notes to Art. 246.) The outer ankle

is lower than the inner one : upon the accurate outline of these mal-

leoli, as well as upon the right position of the carpal extremities of

the radius and ulna, must depend much of the expression of which

the hands and feet are so beautifully capable.

From the nature of the hinge-joint at the knee, and at the lower

extremity of the tibia, it follows, that the femoral and crural lines,

together with a line through the foot parallel to the line of its inner

arch, will be always in the same plane. Consequently, if the aceta-

bular point be given, as well as the length of the femoral and crural

lines, ami also the vanishing line of the plane that contains them,

they may be represented making, under any aspect, any required

angle with each other. So also the line of the outer arch of the

foot may be represented making any required angle with the crural

line.

+ The method which was suggested (Art. 231) for measuring

the extent of the conical motion of the neck may here be a^-am ser-

viceable towards outline of the human subject. Let the two points

at the two extremities of the curve be regarded as alternately the

apices of various cones. In the present case let those two points

be the centre of the seventh dorsal vertebra (Art. 235) and the

sacral point. | Art. 247.) If the sacral point be stationary, then the

seventh vertebra of the hick may he considered as describing the

base of a cone, of which the sacral point is the apex : and of which

the altitude will be inversely as that base. The upper part of the

body will, in this instance, be entirely supported upon the lower ex-

tremities. But suppose this instance reversed. Suppose the thorax

fixed as that of a sailor descending by a r.>pe. the weight of whose

abdomen and bodv are suspended from his upper extremities : the

sacral point, in this latter instance, may describe in it- turn the base

of a cone on similar conditions with that described before by the

seveuth vertebra which now takes the part of apex.

\ In .Man the femur is placed on the same line with the trunk of

4 a

Of Outlins.

Line of the

inner and
outer arch

of the foot.

Motions of

bones in the

region ofthe

abdomen.
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Mating, the humerus, but is less varied ; the arms and hands
*—-^r*-/ have motions fitting them more particularly for action ;

their business is chiefly manual; whereas the legs and

feet, being chit-fly intended for supports of the body,

have not the facilities of changing their position so

quickly, or in so many ways, as the arms and hands.

The tibia therefore and fibula have no pronation nor

supination. (Art. '240. 244.) The leg, indeed, may be

rolled, and the foot turned inwards or outwards til! the

heel appears in front, but this is done through the rota-

tory motion of the round head of the femur *

Action ot (252.) The muscle* and their attachments in the

muscles in region of the abdomen which require the artists careful

Ihe region examination, are, (in the human subject,) 1. The obliqui

J
ftbe

n
ab"

externi.* '2. The obtiqvi interni t
'•' The tranm note*

'

f
abdominis, although covered by both the former, and

movfng the
therefore less apparent, are yet necessary to be here re-

trunk? marked upon, since their junction (at the edp;e of the

rectus) with the tendons of the obliqui abdominis, forms

what is called the linea semilunaris. The transversalis

supports and compresses the viscera. 4. The rectus ab-

dominis.^ 5. The student will remark several tendinous

ligaments.] 6 The pyramidalis.^ All the above

the body ; in other animals it always forms an angle, and sometimes

a very acute angle with the spine.

* It is tu multiply this variety of femoral motions th.it the head

of the femur is provided with a neck extruding nearly two inches

from the acetabulum, and making an angle (downwards) of about

38 degrees with the remainder of the bone of the thigh. The ad-

vantages of this kind of projection We have already remarked upon

in Art. 177, for supporting the weight of a carnage. We may
conclude universally respecting the motion of the several bones ill

the limbs of the abdomen, that ii includes flexion and extension
;

and that it superadds abduction and adduction, with a certain degree

of rotation for turning the toes inwards or outwards; and we must

observe, that from the great toe being destitute of an opponens

muscle like that of the thumb, the foot has no prehensile powers at

all to be compared with those of the hand.

\ Called (IfscTidrnlrs, from their spreading obliquely downwards

out of their serrated origin in the eight inferior ribs between the

(limitations of the serratus magnus anticus, (referred to in the last

note to Art. '24- as belonging to the thorax.) in order to insertion

into the ensiform cartilage of the sternum, into the linea alba, along

the whole of its length, and into the forepart of the spine of the

ilium. The obliqui draw down the ribs in expiration, bend the

trunk forwards when both muscles act, or bend it obliquely to one

side when one acts ; raise also the pelvis obliquely when the ribs are

fixed, and compress the viscera.

I Called irtfemi from lying under the former muscles, and called

agcemientes from their rising, anteriorly as well as posteriorly, out

of the whole length of the spine of the ilium, and out of the upper

part of Poupart's ligament, and out of the f.tscia of the loins, to be

nserted upward intu the cartilages of the five interior ribs, iuto the

ensiform cartilage of the sternum, and into the linea alba: the

obliqui interni assist the before-named muscle. Observe, however,

that each internal oblique bends the body in the same direction as

the external oblique of the opposite side.

§ Originating from the middle of the pubis, and extending di-

rectly upwards to its insertion into the ensiform cartilage, and into

the fifth, sixth, and seventh ribs : it compresses the forepart uf the

abdomen, bends the trunk directly forwards, or raises the pelvis.

Between the two recti abdominis is a central tendon, called the linea

alba, conspicuous in the Mercury, and in antique figures generally.

E. gr. PoufHtrfs ligament, attached at one end to the spine of

the os pubis, and at the other to the anterior of the spine of the

ilium ; likewise the tinea a/bu, which comes from the sternum to-

wards the symphysis pubis, dividing, like the intersection of the

mesial plane, the right side of the abdomen from the left, and com-
posed of the united tendons of the obliqui and transversalis Lastly,

the tmece transversa? must be noticed, being three tendinous inter-

sections of the rectus shining through the strong sheaih which
encloses it, and extending transversely across the linea alba to the
lineaesemilunares on each side ; the middle linea transversa crosses

the umbilicus, or navel. The liniae transversa: are remarkable in

the Hercules Farnese and the Torso,

% This muscle originates from the pelrj, and is inserted into

mu&clefl have a share together witli the perforate* (see Of Outline

region of the thorax) and psoas magni (Bee Art. 25 1) in ^—^ /
——

'

bending the trunkforwards.

(253.) For the backward inflection of the trunk,

we reckon. 1. The trapezii.9 2. The laiissimt

dorsi. f 3. The sacra lumbales.% 4. The longustmi

dorsi.§ 5. The serrati postici. One pair called supe-

riors, employed for elevating; another, the inferiores,

for depressing the ribs. These two pair of muscles assist

the backward inflection of the trunk. The former pair

arises from the three lower vertebra of the neck to be

inserted by distinct fleshy slips into each of the five

upper ribs. The latter pair arises from the spinous

processes of the two latter vertebrae of the back, and

from the same parts of the three upper vertebra? of the

loins by means of a fascia called the fascia lumborum.
|

The serratus posticus inferior is inserted into the lower

edge of the four lowest ribs *J

(254.) The muscles for the five motions of the human Muscles for

femur.** 1. To extend or stretch it forwards; 2. to moving the

. _ femur.

the linea alba immediately below the lowest of the lines trans-

versa3 .

* Partly situated in the region of the head and thorax, they have

01100 from the occiput and five superior cervical vertebra at the

ligamentmn nuchae along the spinous processes, as well as from the

two remaining vertebra? of the neck, and from the spinous processes

of all the dorsal vertebral, are inserted into the hinder part of the

clavicle, and into the acromion, and into the spine of the scapula.

The various origins of the trapezii along the line of the vertebral

processes serve to explain the extraordinary variety of action upon

the shoulder performed by the fibres of this muscle. The joint

action of all draws the upper part of the body backwards.

f They have origin in four or rive directions; one from the

spinous processes ot" the sacrum; one from those of the lumbar

vertebra?; one from those of the six or seven inferior dorsal ver-

tebra?. The latissunus originates also from the back part of tho

spine of the ilium, and front tlie extremities of the three inferior

false ribs, by distinct fleshy digitations intermixing with the (limita-

tions of the obliquusextenlus. (Art. 252.) The Lsiismrnas, passing

over the inferior angle of the scapula, receives often from thence

some attaching fibre* and passes to be inserted into the humerus at

the inner part of the bicipital groove (Art 233) before the insertion

of the teres major This muscle is very forcibly given in the Gla-

diator, and the Hercules Farnebe.
* They arise out of the back part of the sacrum and its spinous

processes ; also out of the back of the spine of the ilium ; also out

of the lumbar vertebras, viz. from the roots of their transverse pro-

cesses, and from their spinous processes. The sacro hunbalis is

inserted into all the ribs near their angles by long and thin tendons.

§ They arise in common with the last pair of muscles from the

same parts of the sacrum and lumbar vertebra?. The longissimus is

inserted into all the ribs except the two last, and Brads tendinous

slips into the transverse processes of the fourth, fifth, and sixth

cervical vertebra*. In ascending, it adheres to the transverse pro-

cesses of all the dorsal vertebrae. Its office singly, is to bend the

body sideways, but in conjunction with its fellow, its office is to

extend the vertebra*, and thus erect the body. Although the two

last-mentioned pairs uf muscles, together with the splenitis colli,

( see region of the neck,) are entirely covered by the trapezii and
latissimi dorsi, yet their shape and action will be often found suffi-

ciently marked and visible in the living subject.

\) The fascia lumhorum is formed by the latissimus dorsi and

the obliquus iuternus abdominis uniting with the tendon of the ser-

ratus posticus inferior.

•J To these muscles for backward inflection Barclay adds the

rhomboidei majores, the spinales and semispinals dorsi, the imdti-

fidi spins, intertransversarii dorsi et lumborum, and the quadrati

lumborum. Of the two last, he says, that he has enumerated them
because they are " dorsad (behind) the centre of motion, and, accord"

ingly, relaxed in the dead body when tlM trunk is inflected in the

dorsal (backward) direction."

** The situation, generally, of the femoral muscles isthus described.

The tensor vagina? iemoris and sartorius will be seen attached above

to the anterior spine of the ilium; along the front of the femur may
also he observed the rectus femoris. On the outer side is the vastus

externus, and on the inner side, along the edge of the rectus, is the

vastus iuternus. Immediately on the inner side of the sartoriu
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bend it backwards ; 3. to draw it outwards from the

' side by aiduction ; 4. to draw it inwards towards llie

opposite femur by adduction ; 5. to turn the toes by

rotation* are employed as follows :

1. Extension is the duty of the gluteus magnus,^
which originating from the back of the spine of the

ilium, from inside of the sacrum, and from the coccyx,

and taking hold of the ligaments between the sacrum

and ischium, is inserted into the upper and outer part of

the linea aspera. For the same office, the gluteus me-

diusl arises from the spine of the ilium and from the

external surface of that bone to be inserted into the

upper and outer part of the trochanter major. Another

extensor is the long head of the biceps cruris!) arising

in common with a muscle called the semitendinosus

from the upper and back part of the tuberosity of the

ischium. Its short head arises from near the middle of

the linea aspera. The two heads are continued sepa-

rately downwards till they unite a little above the knee-

joint and terminate in a strong tendon passing at the

outside of the knee to be inserted into the head of the

fibula. The remaining muscles to be mentioned for

extension of the femur are, the semitendinosus, the semi-

membranosus, and the adductor magnus.\

2. For flexion, or bending the femur backwards, the

muscles to be noticed in Painting are next to be enume-

ahove is the psoas magnus and iliacus interims descending together

in one mass beneath Pouparfs lig iment into Ihe hollow of the thigh.

Next to these is the pectinalis running obliquely downwards from
the pubis to tile upper part of the femur. The inside is occupied by
a large mass of muscle, consisting of the triceps adductor femoris,

and a long slender muscle, the gracilis. See Simpson, Anatomy
of the Bones anil Muscles designed for the Use of Artists, part 11.

p. 114. For a popular description of these muscles in the Horse,

see Library of Useful Knowledge, Farmers' Series, part ix. p. 259,

260. describing those of the femoral or hinder extremities. Those
of the fore-quarters will he found in the same Treatise, p. 228.

* There is a rotatory movement of the femur similar to though
not so extensive as that of the humerus. (Art. 243.) This is per-

formed by the combined or successive action of the muscles em-
ployed in the four other motions here stated.

f The gluteus maximus, (or magnus,) which is the largest muscle

ofthe human body, is so small and insignificant in other animals that

it may he said not to exist. It extends the pelvis on the femora of

the human subject in standing, anil assisted by the other two glutei

maintains that part in a state of equilibrium on the lower extremity,

which rests on the ground, while the other is carried forwards in

progression. The true office, therefore, of these important muscles

does nut consist, as it is usually represented in the common anato-

mical works, in moving the femora on the pelvis, but in that of

fixing the pelvis on the femora, and of maintaining it in an erect

position. Blumenbach, Manual, p, .308.

J The buttock, in quadrupeds, is formed of the gluteus medius
and minor. In the horse, for example, though the gluteus magnus
has chiefly the character of a slight aponeurosis, the gluteus medius
is distinguished by remarkable strength, which in connection with
some other muscles, particularly the gemellus, enables the animal
to extend the hind leg suddenly and with astonishing force in kick-

ing, p. 311.

§ This muscle in all quadrupeds is not properly a biceps, but a
triceps, namely, with a single head, having one origin only. It

arises from the ischium. It is the vastus longus of the horse and dog.

||
The first of these is for about two or three inches, connected,

as above stated, with the biceps. It ascends on the inside of the

femur to form a thick belly, from which a long, round tendon runs
behind the inner condyle to be inserted immediately below the

tuberosity of the superior end of the tibia. The next, the semimem-
branosus, arises near the muscle last named, only in front of it. from
the upper part of the tuberosity of the ischium, and proceeds obliquely

down the femur beneath the semitendinosus to be inserted into the

upper and inner part of the head of the tibia. This muscle with the

semitendinosus forms the inner hamstring. The last, the adttuelor

magnus, is one of three distinct muscles sometimes included altoge-

ther under one term, triceps cruris, oi triceps femoris. The adductor

rated. The sartoritts* arises by short tendinous fibres Of Outline,

anteriorly from the top of the spine of the ilium, and ^-^v"^
descending thence obliquely (about two inches in

breadth) across the femur to the knee behind the inner
condyle, terminates in aflat tendon which is inserted into

the inner side of the tibia, four or five fingers breadth
below the knee-joint. The gracilis arises in a thin ten-
don near the symphysis pubis, and forms, as its name
implies, a slender muscle. It passes down the inside
of the femur to the knee, and is inserted by a tendon
into the inner side of the tibia between the insertion of
the sartorius and of the semitendinosus. The tensor
vagina; femoris arises by a short tendon from the outer
part of the spine of the ilium near the origin of the sar-

torius and between that and the anterior fibres of the
gluteus medius. It descends a little way along the in-
side of the thigh to a short distance below the trochanter
major, and is inserted into a folding of the aponeurosis
or fascia lata of the thigh. (Art 259.) The peHineus,
or pectinalis,f arises fleshy from the upper and forepart

of the os pubis, and descending (a broad flat muscle) be-

hind the femur is inserted by a short flat tendon into

the upper part of the linea aspera a little below the tro-

chanter minor. The triceps femoris^ comprises three dis-

tinct muscles called adductores, one of which, the adduc-
tor magnus, is only partly concerned in flexion of the

femur, being sometimes partly employed, as was seen

above, in extension. Its origin and insertion have been
stated. (See note at the bottom of the last column.)
The flexor portion of the adductor magnus is that which
arises from the crus or ramus of the ischium. The
adductor longus originates from the upper and fore-

part of the os pubis, and from the neighbouring cartila-

ginous ligament ; the adductor brevis from the os pubis
near the symphysis. The former is inserted into the

middle of the linea aspera ; the latter into the upper
part of the linea aspera. The psoas magnus arises late-

rally from the bodies of the four upper vertebra? of the

loins, and from their transverse processes, and also from
the lowest vertebra of the back. The iliacus interims

arises from the concave surface within the ilium and
from its outer edge, and passing over the ilium near the

os pubis is inserted with the psoas magnus by a tendon

into the trochanter minor. These two last named
muscles form the thick fleshy mass which is seen

magnus originates from the edge of the os pubis near the symphysis,

and thence continues to rise from the ascending ramus and tubero-

sity of the ischium. That part of it which arises out of the tuberosity

of the ischium is the part here required for extending the femur.

The whole passes behind the femur to be inserted into the entire

length of the linea aspera and into the internal condyle.

( tther muscles named bv Barclay for extension of the femur are

the pyrifbrmis, the obturator intemus, the gemini, and thequadratus

femoris, all concealed under the gluteus magnus.
* The tailor's muscle, so called from the frequent use of it made

by tailors in sitting a la Torque. The sartorius of the horse is de-

nominated the adductor longus. in contradistinction to the adductor

brevis answering to the gracilis.

f Birds instead of the pectineus have a thin muscle termed the

accessory femoral flexor. It reaches to the knee and passes its

tendon over the knee-joint, whence it retires to the back part of the

leg, and runs, together with the flexor tendons of the toes, Ulnnd
the heel. At the back of the leg its tendon divides; one slip or

division goes to be inserted posteriorly into the metatarsus, the other

slip joins the flexor pel foratus of the first and last toe. Hence the

flexion of the knee and heel produces mechanically a bent state of

the toe, which may be seen in the dead bird : and it is by means of

this structure that the bird is supported when roosting, without any
muscular action. Blumenbach, Manual, p. 31 2.

I
Beautifully marked in the Torso,

1 It )
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fainting, descending from beneath Poupart's ligament, by the ride
v—-^,—— of the sartorius, into the hollow of the femur.*

3. Abduction is performed by the tensor vagina al-

ready described ; also liy the gluteus magnus Or maxi-

imis, and by the gluteus mediiu.it The lartorius,

already described as a SeXOr, is another muscle emploj I d

in abduction.

J

4. Adduction is effected by means of the throe adduc-

tors, alias the triceps femoris above-mentioned ; also by

the pectineal and gracilis, by the psoas magnus, and

itiaau interims, already described as flexors ; and fur-

ther, by the semitendinosus, by the semimembranosus,
and by the long head of the biceps cruris^ already de-

scribed as extensors.||

5. Rotation is of two kinds ; either for turning the

toes out, which being in the direction of the fibula may
be called fibular rotation ; or for turning them in, which

being in the direction of the tibia may be called tibial

rotation. Fibular rotation is performed by the gluteus

magnus,] Mid partly by the gluteus medius; also by the

iliacus** interims and psoas magnus, by the triceps or

adductores, and in some degree by the biceps cruris, if

the leg be extended. All these muscles have been de-

scribed above.tf Tibial rotation is made by the tensor

Vaginal and by a portion of the gluteus medius ; and if

the leg be extended, these muscles are assisted by the

* To these flexors Barclay adds the gluteus minor and obturator

externus, both of which muscles have their movements effectually

concealed ; the former by the thick and fleshy fibres of the gluteus

medius and gluteus magnus, the latter by various muscular str.it.

i

in front, the uppermost of which are the psoas magnus, iliacus in-

terims, and pectinalis.

t The gluteus magnus arises along the back part of the spine of
the ilium ; also from the outer part of the sacrum ; also from the
os coccygis ; and lastly from the sacro-ischiatic ligaments. Its

fibres are very large, and proceed obliquely downwards in a loose

ami folded mass to support with the greater ease the body when
seated ; and they terminate in a strong, flat tendon which passes

over the trochanter major, and is inserted just below it into a roti^h

surface at the upper and outer part of the linea aspera. The gluteus

medius is in part covered by the magnus and arises from the re-

maining half, the anterior half, of the spine of the ilium ; likewise

from the dorsum, or outer surface of the ilium between the spine

and the semicircular ridge. The fleshy fibres of this muscle contri-

bute as they descend to mark the contour of the hip-joint. They
converge into a broad tendon near the trochanter majur, into the
upper and outer part of which the muscle is inserted.

J These abductors are further assisted by the gluteus minor,
covered, as already observed, with the other glutei ; likewise by the
pyriformis, obturator iuiernus, and by the gemini. These three
last mentioned come from the inside of the pubis through the sacro-

iliac and sacro-ischiatic foramina to be inserted into the fossa below
the trochanter major. All three are covered and have their move-
ments concealed by the gluteus magDUS.

§ The muscles situated on the back part of the thigh are three

in number ; the biceps flexor cruris, the semitendinosus, and the

semimembranosus. The attention of the student must fir>t be
directed to the tendons of those muscles which form the hamstrings
at the lower and back part of the femur, and at the back of the
knee-joint. The outer hamstring is formed but of one muscle, the
biceps flexor cruris; the inner hamstring is formed of two, the
semitendinosus and the semimembranosus. Simpson, in toe, at.

p. 120.

|l To these add the quadratus femoris, a muscle behind the femur,
and concealed effectually by the gluteus magnus. Add also

another adductor muscle in front, viz. the obturator externus con-

cealed by the psoas magnus, the iliacus internus, and the pectinalis.

•j[ The gluteus magnus or maximus in birds takes the form of a
pyramid, whereas the pyriformis, properly so called, is absent.

** The iliacus in birds is represented by the gluteus miuor, at-

tached to the anterior edge of the ilium.

Tf The gluteus minur, the pyriformis, gemini, obturator interims,

obturator externus, and quadratus femoris, may be added. (See
Barclay, On Muscular Motion, p. 429.) But as their action is con-
cealed, they are of little interest to the artist.

sartorius, the gracilis, and the semitendinosus. Their Of Outline.

description has been given in this article.*
v"—^/^^

[!">.>.) The muscles to which belong the motions of the Muscles foi

knee-joint in the human subject come now to be noticed, moving the

The movements of the tibia arc limited to extension and •>
ur "'

Bexion.t

Its extensors! are, 1. The rectus cruris. § 2. The
vasli.W called internus and externus according to their

situation on each side ofthe last muscle. 3. The tensor

vagina femoris. (Art. 254.) 4. The gluteus^ magnus.
(Ibid.)

Theflexors of tibia are** the gracilis, sartorius, semi-

tendinosus, semimembranosus, biceps cruris, tensor

vagina, and gluteus magnus, already described. (Art.

254.) It will he observed of the two muscles last

named, that they are employed both as flexors and ex-

tensors. They are so employed at certain stages of

ilexion or extension. Both muscles are tensors of the

fascia called vagina femoris, which, since it extends

* The rotatory muscles of the human femur, when the femur is

fixed, observes Dr. Barclay, are calculated to produce similar motions

in the trunk.

f-
Its companion, the fibula, has no connection with the knee-

joint, and follows implicitly every movement of the tibia, to which
it is attached securely both by ligaments from its capsules at each
extremity, and by the interosseous ligament between the extremities;

also by muscles attached to it and to the tibia, e.g. the sulcus, tibialis

posticus, extensor longus digitorum, and flexor longus digitorum
;

and, lastly, by muscles that cross the interosseous space longitu-

dinally, viz. the tibialis anticus, extensor proprius pollicis, and
flexor longus pollicis. Barclay, in he nt.

I
The extensors, besides stretching out the leg, have the office,

when the tibia is fixed, of bringing the pelvis and femur forwards

over the leg. The extensors of the knee are much stronger in the

human subject than in other mammalia, as their double effect of ex-

tending the leg on the femur, and of bringing the femur forwards

on the leg, tonus a very essential part in the human mode of pro-

gression. The flexors of the knee are. on the contraiy, stronger in

animals, and insetted so much lower down in the tibia (even in the

simia?) than in the human subject, that the supjmrt of the bodv in

the hind legs must be very insecure : as the thigh and leg form an
angle, instead of continuing in a straight line. ibid.

§ Sometimes called rectus tibia-, or rectus femoris, which arises

by two strong tendons from two portions of the ilium : one tendon
from an interior process at the lower part ofthe spine ofthe ilium,

the other from its outer surface, or dorsum, just above the acetabu-

lum. The tendons soon unite in a thin flat muscle, widening to-

wards the middle of the femur, whence it passes directly downwards
to the patella, into the upper and fore part of which it is inserted, to

be again inserted into the tubercle in front of the tibia by the liga-

uieiituni patellae.

||
The rosins internus arises from a tendinous origin beneath the

forepart of the trochanter minor, and from the inner and lower edge
of the linea aspera. Its fleshy fibres proceed obliquely forwards

down the femur, to be inserted partly into the tendon of the rectus,

and partly into the inner vAgv of the patella. The vastus externus

arises, broad, tendinous, and fleshy, iiom beneath the forepart of the

trochanter major, and from the upper and outer side of the linea

aspera. Its fibres proceed obliquely downwards and forwards, and
compose the large fleshy mass on the outer side of the femur, but

not continued so far down as those of the vastus internus. They are

inserted partly into the tendon of the rectus, and partly into the

outre vi]ge of the patella.

*|[ To these add the crureus, or crura/is, which has its rise between

the vasti, and has a common insertion with them into the tendon of

the rectus. Hence the two vasti, the cruralis, and the rectus cruris,

have been sometimes described under the term quadriceps. The
cruralis is quite concealed under the other three. These muscles are

well shown in the Hercules Farnese, Gladiator repugnans, and al-

most every antique statue. The)' are more prominent the more the

leg is extended.
** To these add the gemetii, concealed by the gluteus magnus

;

and the p/antans, concealed by the external head of the gastrocne-

mius, and of which the only part discernible is the lower end of its

inserting tendon united to the tendo Achillis. Also the popHlcvus,

still mure deeply seated than the last muscle.
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Painting, over the knee, and on each side of the knee-joint to be

*-^/—^ attached to the heads of the tibia and fibula, will have

those two parts, on each side of the centre of motion in

the knee-joint, alternately stretched and relaxed during

the process of bending or extending the leg. The

fibres of the fascia that reach downward from these

muscles outside the femur to the fibula, will help to bend

the leg. The fibres, on the other hand, that extend

obliquely across the femur to the tibia will (while they

pass over the intervening inner condyle at the knee)

extend the leg.

Muscles for (256.) The human foot is moved on its axis upwards,
Miuving the WM jcn j s called flexion ; downwards, which is called

pointing the toes or extension ; inwards, which may be

called adduction, or turning in the toes ; and outwards,

which may be called abduction, or turning the toes out.

The muscles, therefore, of the tarsus may, like those of

the carpus, (Art. 245,) be divided into flexors, extensors,

abductors, and adductors.

Its flexors are the tibialis anticus, the extensor to?igus

digitorum pedis, and another muscle, sometimes wanting,

which is properly a part of the extensor longus, called

the peroneus tertius. Also the extensor proprius polli-

cis pedis, which, though the belly of the muscle is con-

cealed between the tibialis and extensor longus, sends

out its inserting tendon between theirs. The extensors

of the tarsus are the gemellus* alias gastrocnemius ex-

ternus : the soleus, or gastrocnemius internus ; both

which blending inseparably their tendons, to be inserted

together into the os calcis and to form thetendo Achillis,

are sometimes called a musculus triceps (the gemellus

has two origins) of the calf of the leg : the plantaris,

sometimes wanting, of which the only part seen is the

lower part of its tendon, near its insertion with the two

preceding muscles posteriorly into the os calcis :t the

flexor longus pollicis; and under it (concealed, but assist-

ing to swell its dimension) the flexor lo/igusl digitorum

perforans. To these add the tibialis posticus, of which

the tendon only is visible, passing with that of the flexor

digitorum behind the inner ankle through a groove in

the tibia : lastly, the peroneus longus, and the peroneus

brevis, whose tendons descend behind the outer ankle to

the sole of the foot for insertion, the former into the

* The extensors of the ancle-joint, and chiefly those which form

the calf of the leg. are very small in mammalia, even in the genus
siuiia. The peculiar mode of progression in the human subject ac-

counts for their superior magnitude in Man. By elevating the os

calcis, they raise the whole body in the act of progression ; and by-

extending the leg on the foot, they counteract that tendency which
the weight of the body has to bend the leg in standing. Lawrence's

Blumenbach, in toe cit.

f The p/aittans muscle, instead of terminating in the os calcis, ex-

pands into the plantar fascia in the simix ; and in other quadru-

peds it holds the place of the flexor brevis or perforatus digitorum

pedis, passing over the os calcis in such a direction that its tendon

would be compressed, and its action impeded, if the heel rested on

the ground. Lawrence's Blumenbach, in loc. cit.

J In birds the flexors of the leg and toes are remarkable. They
answer to the flexores longi, and form three divisions, the first of

which, again portioned into three, is a flexor communis perforatus.

This muscle has two origins ; one from the outer condyle of the

lemur continued into a perforated tendon to receive a tendon from

the muscle that answers to our peroneus. The other origin which

from the hinder surface of the femur gives out tendons for the index

and digitus minimus pedis. Fibres from this flexor communis con-

nect it with the accessory femoral flexor (see in Art. 254 note on the

pectineus) already mentioned. By reason of this connection, anil

the iusertion of each flexor tendon into its appropriate unguinal

phalanx, the inflection of the femur causes an inflection also of the

toes enabling birds to clasp their perch during sleep. See Borelli,

de Malu Ammalium, pars lma. prop. 149 and prop. 150.

metatarsal of the great toe, the latter into the metatarsal Of Outline

of the smallest toe. v—"v-~-^
The a6ductors of the tarsus are the peroneus longus,

peroneus brevis, and extensor longus digitorum, together

u ith its offspring already described, theperont lit tertius*

The adductors are the tibialis posticus, the flexor lon-

gus digitorum, and the flexor longus pollicti, already

enumerated as extensors of the tarsus.t With respect

to muscular action upon the remaining portions of the

foot, viz. upon the metatarsus and the phalanges thereto

appending, we despair of making ourselves intelligible

by any outline in words; and we close this description

with recommending, as we did for an acquaintance with

the hand, (Art. 245.) a complete dissection of the tarsal

as well as carpal extremities.

(257.) The chances, however, of drawing with incur- Outlined

rect outline a hand or foot, or any separate limb and j™*
" '"'/"

feature, mav be far less than the likelihood of failure in
'

i r ii I sr s""
putting all the parts of a figure well together. .Many M.,.|| M „„,.

can draw a single part with precision and with grace, line"

who yet fail lamentably in arrangement of the whole.

Perhaps this is easy of explanation. Such objects as

in the life are oftenest presented to the artist's eye, he

will be likely to paint best. We have, for this reason,

been the more diffuse upon the relative position, origin,

and insertion of such muscles as were familiar daily to

a Grecian student among the Gymnasia of old in the

Age of Pericles or Alexander ; but which other times,

and other customs, and, we may add, an unfriendly

climate, must always render less accessible to the ablest

modern Phidias or the most accomplished modern
Apelles of the North.} To sculptors the importance of

having the whole figure well arranged is so apparent,

that even in cases where folds of drapery cover almost

* The peroneus in the female fuot does not appear. It is strongly

marked in the Laocoon and Hercules Farnese. On the i::siep. be-

tween the extensor longus and the outer ankle is seen the c\t

brevis, very prominent in the Laocoon and in the left to. t of the

Gladiator.' The feet of the Hercules Farnese m;i; here, as they

may in every case, be consulted as perfect m
+ Observe that the flexors of one bone are often the extensors of

the next adjoining boue. Thus the flexors of the femur have been

numbered amongst the extensors of the tibia. (Art. 254.) So in

the present instance, the flexors of the tarsus are found among the

extensors of the toes, and vice vend

J
In the notes to a Poem entitled Elements of Art, published in

1809. from the pen of the present President of Ihe Royal Academy.

the reader will find, amidst much valuable information conveyed in

a very lively manner, an observation] p. 142, that a modern

Sculptor would not consider the practice of frequenting our pugilistic

academies as " a very important accessory to Ins ordinary means of

improvement; that to examine, to any purpose, the muscular forms

seen there, he must take them to his study : and that the Romans,

possessing similar opportunities with the Grteeks for studying the

human form at games and public exercises, never approached the

excellence of Grecian art." We are of opinion that the Gym-
nasia of the Greeks probably contained figures that showed intellec-

tual as well as animal power, models of nobler expression, and per-

sonages more graceful, as well as loftier ami more dignified in

character and deportment, than our " pugilistic academies" can often

boast : but we think that with such living Grecian forms before him

an able artist would prefir catching the expression of unconscious

and unrestrained subjects to confining them iu mssrWio: and wo

agree with the author that the superior taste and civilization of the

Greeks brought them to admire and imitate, whit less-gifted Roman
artists would overlook. The remark in an F.ss.n of Hume, that

" nothing is more favourable to the rise of politeness and learning

than a number of neighbouring and independent Stales, cemented

together by commerce and policy" may account for the non-

advancement of the Arts in ancient Roiiie. The mistress of the

world had no rivals. Her slaves were her teachers. She conde-

scended to be taught. How could she be eminent m what she half

despised ? JLxcudent alii, &c.
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the entire body, Uioir practice is to complete a perfect

model of the form beneath, before draping ia attempted.

Ii is upon the same principle that we would urge the

pictorial student to consider muscles as a clothing of the

bones; and so thoroughly, in the first place, to acquaint

himself w ith the skeleton of any animal, as afterwards to

clothe it with facility in all its appropriate integuments,

and tlms to show the whole figure well sustained

throughout.*

(258 ) Hut this acquaintance, generally, with mus-

cular configuration will he incomplete if it lead to forced

and exaggerated outline. The muscles in the living

figure, besides their covering of the skin, are so sheathed

anil rounded, anil kept down by various fascia; and

ligaments, annular, capsular, and inter muscular, that

* Such a view (if tlie subject seems yet mure necessary t» Painting

than to Sculpture, since the sculptor is not troubled, except occa-

sionally, in relievo, by rules of linear perspective. Hut Painters are

confined too Hat surface, ami to only one aspect of the form which

that surface is to represent Painters, therefore, must be careful to

keep tlie pointed form within perspective rules, and must he careful

in proportion to their greater difficulties ; for the Painter may he

often overwhelmed with foreshortening* in cases fur which a statuary

has the advantage of actual measurement, anil which, to the latter

artist, may OS the simplest cases possible. A method may here be

mentioned, which we know ha, been successfully pursued. Let the

human skeleton, or that of any animal, drawn m samr natural pac-

tion, be painted in oil upon a panel of sufficient dimensions to snow

distinctly the features, joints, and general character. When the

Painting is sufficiently dry, rub the surface with a little finely

powdered pumice-stone till it will admit a coat of water colour, pre-

pared of any earth or och-e mixed with white chalk, to suit the tint

of the intended subject : let the student then take his hair pencil,

anil with a full brush of colour lay an the various strata of the

muscles ; only in the inverse order to that adopted by an anatomist

in dissecting them or taking them offi for the dissector, beginning,

of necessity, with the outside, calls that outside coat the first layer of

muscles; and so proceeds through the second and third layers till

he reaches the fourth, which lies nearest to the hones. Our practi-

tiouer, on the contrary, may begin with the fourth, or with the third,

of which he need not he very minutely careful, since those muscles

are seldom subjects for the Painter ; but to the second and to the

first layer, since these give form to and partly constitute the sujier-

ficial boundaries, he must pay diligent attention. It was with this

view that we have endeavoured in the preceding columns tu select,

and to describe for him. the most remarkable of the superficial

muscles, particularly in the human subject. lie will scarcely find

an easier mode of fixing ill his memory, and of familiarizing to his

eye, the shapes, use, origin, insertion, and situation of these all-

nnportant instruments of animal motion. A peculiar advantage of

this method is, ttiat the whole, or any part of the water colour may
he at any time effaced with a wet sponge, when the painting of the

bones will again reappear, and may again he coated with larger or

with smaller muscles at pleasure. For the connection of the bones
and muscles, see a short but complete Manual, 1'Jmo. by J.F. South,

1828.

If further practice lie desired in this way, let the student pre-

pare dark tints, variously tempered with the lighter material, and
proceed tu shade every muscle according to its natural prominency
and the degree of light introduced over each part of the figure. For
this purpose, let him first draw, or paint in a skeleton form, any
fine statue or group ; and after carefully marking the position of the

several joints and bony protuberances, cover the whole with muscles,

as seen in the marble or cast before him. Oil paintings of skeletons

from the antique, to be afterwards worked upon with water colour in

the manner above suggested, might furnish useful practice for such
as commence the Art. It will moreover be evident, that by varying

to any required extent the posture of the skeleton animal, the fore-

going method may be rendered universally useful in the drawing-
school, for acquiring, in a shorter space of time than perhaps is

usual, a more than usual acquaintance with Myology.
A very complete Work in folio was published at Paris in 1812,

by Jeau-Galbert Salvage, Docteur en Medevin, entitled Anatomte du
Gladialeur combatant ; the plates to which effectually illustrate the

method of practice which we have recommended above. See also

Tuson's Myology Illustrated, fol. 1825. On the same subject there

is a Work translated from the German of Lavater, published io

1824 by Ackermaun, expressly for artists.

even in the most museukr living model they blend by Of Outline.

degrees their boundaries, gliding softly and insensibly v

--»~v-«—

'

into each other, and have no markings that at any time,

or under almost any circumstances, will be seen ap-

proaching to hardness. Of the superficial ligaments

and fascue in the human subject it will therefore be

necessary to make some mention. The inguinal liga-

ment, called l'ottpart's, or the crural arch, along the

spine of the ilium to the os pubis, has been noticed

;

(Art. 252 ;) it is a folding or doubling back of the

tendon of the obliquus externus, The use of these liga-

ments generally is to bind down the tendons and prevent

them from starting; and sometimes to give them, as by

a pulley, a new direction. Each tendon lor this purpose

is inclosed in a smooth and well-lubricated tendinous

channel, which is called a capsular ligament ; also at

the extreme joints of the limbs, both of the thorax and

abdomen, are affixed tendinous bands, called annular

ligaments, under which, through distinct rings or

sheaths, pass the tendons of various muscles concerned

in motions of the carpus and tarsus, and of their ap-

pending joints and phalanges. These bands furnish

likewise points of attachment for the fascia; that sur-

round the arm and leg. At the wrist in the human
subject, we need only here mention the annular band,

or ligament, which at its broadest part is the breadth of

a thumb, and which has the appellation of anterior or

posterior, according to its aspect towards the palm, or

towards the back of the hand ; the former binds down
and gives passage to the flexor tendons, the latter to the

extensor tendons. Both ligaments are attached strongly

to the articulations of the radius and ulna, and of the

neighbouring bones of the carpus, which they assist in

connecting. Again, at the ankle-joint observe the

deltoid ligament descending from the interior border of

the inner ankle to the inner part of the astiagulus and

os calcis, to form a band for the tendinis of the flexor

longus digitorum, and of the tibialis posticus: also from

beneath the outer ankle to the outer side of the os Caleb

a second band for the tendons of the peronii ; and

a third in front above the instep, situated between the

ankles, and joining the former two, gives passage to the

tendons of the proprius extensor pollicis pedis, and

(through four distinct rings or sheaths) to the four

tendons of the extensor longus digitorum.

(259.) Among the fascia;, or aponeuroses,* we may
begin with noticing, 1. That of the occipito-frontalis

muscle spread, tendinous, over the crown of the head.

2. That of the temporalis has been already named.

(Art. 232.) 3. The plalysma myoides may be here

included, originating by extremely delicate fibres from

the cellular membranous covering of the pectoralis and

deltoides, and inserted into the skin and muscles of the

lower jaw and cheek. Acting as a muscle, it draws

downwards the skin of the cheek, and when the mouth
is shut, draws the integuments of the neck upwards.

It is introduced in this place from its inseparable con-

nection with a thin fascia interwoven with its fibres,

termed the cervical fascia, which binds down and in-

vests the front and sides of the neck. Through this

* In various parts ofthe body the tendons may lie seen expanding

themselves into a broad flat membrane, and forming what is called

an aponeurosis or fascia. The use of these fascia' is to cover the

muscles, and give attachment to many of their fibres : they also dip

down between the muscles, and, forming partitions, adhere to the

ridges of the bones, and thus prevent the muscles from starting oi

swelling too much when in violent action.
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fascia and platysma, and in the direction of the sterno-

1 hvoides muscle, is seen occasionally a convexity in the

throat called the pomum Adami, generally larger in the

male than female subject. 4. The brachial aponeurosis

arises from the tendons of the latissimus dorsi and

pectoralis muscles on each side of the arm-pit; also

from the tendinous insertion of the deltoides ; also at

the back part of the arm, from the spine of the scapula

(Art. 233) and the fascia of the infraspinatus. From
these orin-ins it expands, like a sleeve, downwards over

the whole arm, enveloping the muscles, and covering

the brachial vessels and nerves, where they descend along

the inside of the limb. It becomes fixed below into the

condyles of the humerus, and to the several neighbour-

ing ligaments between the muscles, and then proceeds

to form, 5. The fascia of (he forearm, a strong and

thick covering, but more especially so at the back of the

limb. The tendinous investment, which in the upper

joint or humerus was thin and weak, now becomes

dense and powerful ; it is attached to the condyles, and

adheres firmly to the olecranon, or upward projection

of the ulna. Behind the arm it is strengthened by fibres

from the triceps extensor, and in front it appears a con-

tinuation, as has been said, of the brachial aponeurosis

sent offfrom the biceps flexor cubiti. It descends over

the forearm, binding down the muscles, and sending

processes between them, and is continued below into the

annular ligaments (Art. 258) of the wrist. From this

tendinous bracelet at the wrist arises, 6. The fascia pal-

maris, which expanding over all the palm of the hand,

is fixed to the roots of the fingers, splitting to transmit

their tendons. It is strong and thick, and conceals the

muscles of the hand, while it gives them powerful sup-

port. 7. In the region of the abdomen we have the

fibres of the obliqvus externw descendens terminating

downwards in a broad thin aponeurosis assisting to

support the viscera. 8. The fascia lata is a very

strong, smooth, and tendinous expansion on the outer

part of the femur. On the anterior and inner part it is

very thin and of a cellular texture. It surrounds the

femur, covers all the muscles, and is pierced by many
small foramina for vessels and nerves. The fascia lata,

as its name imports, is most extensively connected with

bones, tendons, and ligaments in the abdominal region.*

It receives a number of fibres from the muscle peculiar to

it, called the tensor vaginae lemoris, and also from the

tendon of the gluteus magnus. Below it adheres to

the common tendon of the rectus and vasti muscles, and

to an aponeurotic expansion over the knee-joint ; and it

is continued over the knee to he attached to the heads

of the tibia and fibula, after which it forms, 9. The
fascia of (he leg; which is not only a prolongation of

* In the upper and fore part of the femur it arises anteriorly

from the spine of the ilium, from Poupart'g ligament, and from the

08 pubis : on the inside of the femur if springs from the descending

ramus of the os pubis, anil from the ascending ramus and tuberosity

of the ischium : behind the femur, and on the inside, it arises from

the surface of the sacrum and coccyx, and is continuous with the

cellular covering of the gluteus magnus, which muscle, however, is

not bound by any distinct fascia or aponeurosis : it is at the anterior

edge, and on the lower fibres of the gluteus magnus, that the com-

mencement behind of the fascia lata appears. Thus extensive in its

origin, the fascia passes down over the whole thigh, coming and

enclosing the muscular mass, and sending septa, or processes, in-

wards through the femur, which form cellular sheaths for several of

the muscles. By one of these processes, or laminae, it is firmly fixed

to the outer edge of the linea aspera. But the main body of the

fascia does not give origin to muscular litres, and is a complete

vagina unattached

the fascia lata, but recei\es fibres from the tendons of Of Outline

the sartorius, gracilis, and semimembranosus, as well as v——-•—

'

from the tendinous expansions of the rectus and vasti

femoris* 10. Lastly, the faxcia plantaru requires our

notice, bearing some analogy to the fascia palmaris alreadv

described.

f

(260.) No apology can be necessary to the artistic

inquirer, for our having given as minute attention as

our limits will permit to the foregoing particulars. It

intimate acquaintance with the superficial muscles be

absolutely indispensable, there must likewise be still

further occasion for a perfect knowledge of those parts

which appear above the muscles. Not only the fasciae

we have been enumerating are essential characteristics

of the external fabric, but a multitude of veins also

which protrude themselves outside the surface of the

fasciae, and are seen through the skin.} We have

already alluded to certain veins and arteries in the

rep/ion of the head. (Art. 232.) In the arm we have Ofcutane-
p

. , i • i , ous veins.
yet to mention several cutaneous veins which ranuiy

upon its fascia. The principal are the vena basilica,

the vena cephalica, and the vena mediana major. 1.

The basilic vein arises horn a small vein, called the

salvatella, outside of the little finger, then runs upwards

inside of the forearm in two branches, which receive in

their course a number of smaller ones ; and which, from

their proximity to the ulna, are called the anterior and

posterior ulnar veins, the posterior being the largest.

The basilic vein next passes over the fold of the arm,

and is here joined by a vein, to be again noticed, called

the median-basilic; it then becomes deeply seated, and

disappears a little above the elbow-joint. § 2. The cephalic

vein commences also at the back of the hand by a plexus

* It adheres firmly to the heads of the tibia and fibula ; and, in

its passage downwards, adheres also to the inner edge of the front of

the tibia, uniting itself inseparably with the periosteum: it entirely

invests the leg, but is thickest in front ; behind and at the lower

part of the leg it is much thinner. It again becomes very strong

where it passes over the ankle-joint, in consequence of its adhesions

about the outer and inner malleolus : here it again joins the annular

ligament already mentioned, (Art. 25S,) which is described in the

London Disse, lor, (a work to which we are indebted for the greater

part of our information.) as being in fact only a thicker and stronger

portion of the fascia of the leg. Below, and in front, the fascia ot

the leg terminates by a thin tendinous expansion that covers the in-

step ; behind, it is lost insensibly on the heel ; on the outer side it

is connected with the sheath of the peronei muscles, and on U«
inside it is affixed to the internal annular ligament.

t It is a very strong tendinous expansion, which arises from tin

projecting extremity of the oa calcis, and passes forward over th»

sole of the foot to cover and protect the muscles; it is triangular

At its origin from the heel it is thick hut narrow ; afterwards it be-

comes broader and thinner as it proceeds under the foot, and is fixed

to the head of each of the metatarsal bones by a pn cess which,

splitting, leaves room for the tendinous vessels and nerves to pass.

J
Our limits will not permit such a comparative view as would

include a description of these veins in quadiupeds. but the student

will find, in pursuing the inquiry, that the parts of quadra] eds ana-

logous to those in the human subject have similar fascia and veins,

which, running over them, show, in like manner, their branches im-

mediately under the skin ;
they are more or le s \ isil le according to

circumstances. In general those vessels appear most distended and

fullest in anv member which he lowest, and whuse thud contents,

in finding their level, must accumulate by a force of gravity cor-

responding to the posture of the limb. For this reason, in quadru-

peds, the pectoral and thoracic veins are conspicuous. Also any in-

cidental stoppage of the circulation will cause a swollen appearance

of the veins in that portion of the limb where an accumulation of

blood is induced.

fj For examples of the basilic vein, see the Hercules Farnese. the

Sleeping Faun, and the left arm of the Harmon. The lefl hand of

the Laocoon admiral.lv exhibits the disposition of the veins; and

must divide, with the foot of the Hercules the attention of every

student in outline.
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Painting, of \ tins, uniting into one trunk, named vena cephalica
N>—•v""'' pollicis, Bituated between the thumb and metacarpal

bone of the forefinger. Passing along the radial side of

the arm it takes the name of the superficial radial vein,

and receives cutaneous branches from both surfaces of

the forearm. Ascending over the bend of the arm, near

the outer condyle, it is joined at this point by the median-

cephalic not yet noticed, and continues its course up-

wards mar the outer border of the biceps flexor cubiti. and

afterwards between the deltoides and pectoralis major,

till it dips inwards under the armpit to enter the axillary

rein. 3. The median vein is a trunk between the two
former, supplied by several veins that run along the

middle of the front, or Rat side of the forearm, on a line

with the palm of the hand. At the fold of the arm the

medians major divides into the two branches that have

been mentioned ; one of them, mediana basilica, being

a junction obliquely with the basilic vein; the oilier,

the mediana cephalica, with the cephalic. A third re-

tiring branch, and therefore unimportant to the painter,

sinks inwards to join the deeply-seated veins.

(261.) In the femoral extremity, the student will

remark the vena saphena major and the vena saphena
minor. 1 . The saphena major,*commencing from veins

On the inner side and forepart of the foot, is seen cross-

ing Over the inner ankle; then running upwards upon
the inside of the tibia it ascends behind the inner con-

dyle : it is next seen climbing up the inside of the knee
and of the femur, under the name of the saphena interna.

At its first appearance it is very distinct and superficial
;

but as it ascends the femur it becomes enveloped by the
fibres of the fascia, and at length, about an inch and a

half below Poupart's ligament, sinks beneath the falci-

form process of the fascia lata to join the femoral vein in

the groin. In its course it is joined by several cutaneous
veins from the thigh. 2. The saphena minor, or ex-

terna, is situated between the muscles of the calf and
the fascia in trout of the leg. It begins by cutaneous
branches of many small veins on the outer ankle and
outer side of the foot, and is seen ascending from the

outer ankle over the tendo Achillis, and along the

middle of the gastrocnemius muscle to join the popliteal

vein. At first it is very visible in its course immediately
under the skin, but in the upper part of the leg this

vein sinks gradually between the laminae of the fascia to

enter the poples or hollow of the ham.
Outline of (262.) On the subject of Landscape we have here
Landscape.

{Q per form our promise of giving some observations.

The varieties of outline in Landscape result chiefly from
changes of the season and of the weather, much after

the same manner as the outlines of interior or in-door

grouping result from the agency of human contrivance,

and from gestures voluntary or involuntary.

Landscape has commonly been divided into fore-

ground, off-scape, or middle ground, and distance. Of
these three the middle ground, as it generally comprises
the greatest number otdistinguishable objects, is capable
perhaps of the most interesting variety. To begin,

however, with

1. The distance. Very remote objects are only and
dimly visible in large masses. They consist chiefly of
clouds and mountains, with occasionally the horizon

formed by the surface of a lake, or of the sea, or of some

wide flat moor-land. Lines representing the most dis- Of Outline

taut clouds or waves will become, the more nearly they v--~v^~-/

approach the horizontal line, mure and more parallel to

it. Objects at sea, U ships, &c., (if distant more than

five miles from a spectator standing on the shore,) must be
represented with their lower portions more or less beneath
this intervening horizontal hue of water. Hut observe

that, in a hazy atmosphere, this horizontal line is

higher than at other times, and at some little distance

above the ordinary perspective horizon, (Art. 11,) a
distance greater in proportion to the degree of hazi-

ness. The height of the horizontal line II L (plate

i. tig 1.) above p o, iAr, or ad, the base or bottom of a
picture, also depends upon the nature of the subjects to

be introduced. If much foreground or middle ground
be required, the eye of the spectator must be placed

higher to command the view. The horizon of course
rises with him. Some great authorities in landscape,

Poussin, for example, have chosen to place the horizon
about one-third from the top of the picture. This ar-

rangement is favourable for the sublime effects of

mountain scenery, and unfolds a kind of bird's eye view
considerably below the level of the spectator's feet, or of
the ground plane. Other great artists, as Claude of
Lorraine, have placed their horizontal line about one-
third from the bottom of their canvass, thus obtaining

a larger portion of sky, and consequently of aerial li^ht.

2. The foreground, The nearest objects have their

outlines most distinctly marked, especially such as lie

near C, (plate i. fig. 1,) the centre of the picture. We
before observed (Art. 15) respecting the circle of vision,

of which F 11 (plate ii. fig. f>) is diameter, as well as

respecting the circle of distinct vision, of which V X is

diameter, that within any given intervals, as V F, or X R,
between the two circles, the objects become clear as thev
approach to C. Upon the same principle also, the
distinctness of objects within the circle of distinct vision

increases as they approach the same point C. Not only
in the outline of figures or buildings, but in the foliage

of trees, shrubs, or plants, undulations of water, &c, the

most articulate and careful markings may be here re-

quired. Among foliage, close to the plane of the pic-

ture, an outline, even of leaves and flowers, may be
occasionally given with good effect, provided they be
kept to their natural size, determinable by the propor-
tions of the principal distance. (Art. 39. et seq.) It is

recommended for drawing readily the outlines of foliage,

that the student previously apply himself to learn the

touches of some able master. Resides many Works of
modern Art for this purpose, good engravings from
Titian, Caracchi, and Rubens, may supply examples.
From Claude there is a very characteristic set of en-
gravings by Earlom, the Liber verilatis. No sooner,
however, is competent execution obtained in this branch
of drawing, than the artist must resort to the book o'

Nature for the forms and characters of his trees. Not
only must he select for himself such as present pictu

resque objects for study, but he must remark, with some-
thing of the eye of a naturalist, every peculiarity in the
shape of bark or foliage, as well the usual height from
the ground at which the main branches of each are seen
to fork off from the trunk and at what angle.* Similar
observations apply to the delineation of water, and the

* The saphena major mm differently in different individuals, hat * The edition of the Trultato della Pittura, by Manzi, contains
generally takes the course given to it in the legs of the Hercules many remarkable observations from Da Vinci, on foliage and on
larnese and in the Sleeping Faun. Landscape generally, not before published.
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more or less distinct outline of its waves. By the in-

fluence of wind it takes the direction of the waving line

ioD, ioC, or ioB. (Plate xi. fig 3.) The effect

also of wind upon clouds is infinitely diversified. As a

general rule, let the roundest and fullest portion of a

cloud be that which, like the bosom of a sail, is furthest

from the wind, and let its scattered portions be repre-

sented to windward. The same outline applies to the

representation of smoke. Very high clouds assume a

level form.

3. Respecting the middle-ground, which, as its name
imports, is between the near-ground and the distance, the

outlines are less articulated. They become more indis-

tinct, more rounded, and more grouped in masses, in

proportion as they recede from the eye. Large trees,

which upon a closer view would show distinct branches,

must now be massed into round or spheroidal form 1-.

The surface of the roughest water, as it nears the hori-

zon, approaches to a smooth line. In the middle-ground

the same result of a foggy atmosphere may be shown by

the same kind of enlargement in the size of objects, as

was observed above respecting the effect of haze upon
the horizon and objects in the distance. Observe also,

that the sky over the middle-ground, like that over the

distance and over the front or fore-ground of the picture,

partakes in its outlines of the same general appearances

as belong to the several districts immediately underneath
it. Near the spectator the clouds are to be distinctly

and carefully marked, though without hardness. In-

sensibly their articulations become less and less dis-

cernible, until, in the horizon, they may be said to melt

into space.

(263.) Next to configuration we proposed to treat of ex-
pression. * That certain lines, curved lines, straight lines,

or combinations of either, have the power of conveying
through the eye impressions peculiar to each form, has

long been a received theory. Like all theories, it may
be absurdly overstrained. But nothing seems more pro-

bable than that out of the general appearances of nature

to the sight and to the imagination, some general de-

ductions have been tacitly and yet universally made by

* It might, perhaps, be doubted whether expression comes pro-
perly under the head of outline. But experience decides otherwise.

Tor let the merest novice in Art attempt the outline of any figure

animate or inanimate, 'lire first spectator to whom he submits his

work, will immediately remark upon its merit as a resemblance in-

tended to express some quality in the object represented. If the
outline, lor example, be of a human subject, some character is

annexed to it. It is pronounced to be either young or old, hand-
some or deformed, pleasing or disagreeable, or is considered as
expressing some particular sentiment of the mind, or some pecu-
liar habit of the individual. If designed for a likeness, the critic

instantly examines its proportions. The nose is too long or too
broad ; the eye too large, or too diminutive, or too prominent ; the
mouth nearer to the nostrils or to the chin ; the lips wider, or

thinner, or narrower, than in the life. Or, if the general likeness

be admitted, then it is or is not flattering. The face is too cheerful
or too thoughtful, too youthful, too handsome, or too otherwise. Or
let the drawing be of a horse or cow, or any animal, its make, its

breed, or other peculiarities will be observed upon, and its propor-
tioH* inquired into, together with the aptitude of the limbs assigned
by the draughtsman for its support, or for expressing any motion
that may be represented. Even in viewing representations of inani-

mate objects throughout the world of Art or of Nature, the mind of
the spectator paiaes judgment upon the sort of building, the tort of

carriage] the sort of tree, &c, and the critic exclaims at once against
the shape of such a mountain or of such a river, or of such a cloud
that it is unnatural. All this criticism, be it observed, is called con-

tinually into exercise by mere outline; and whether the judgment
passed be just or unjust, a proof is given that UJUJIUUSIOD of some
kind or of some degree belongs to this division of our inquiry.

VOL. V.

mankind, constituting the parent stock upon which Of Outline,

systems of taste have been engrafted.* >—»—v^~^
(264.) A perfectly straight line, however placed,

whether alone or with other straight lines, in any direc-

tion, gives no idea of life or of voluntarv motion.

t

Drawn horizontally (see note to Art. 263) it implies

flatness, and quiescence, and rest. But it is the flatness

and quiescence of no living thing.J It is the rest of

death, or rather the fixedness of an object that neither

has had, nor can be expected to have life. It marks, to

* There appears no absurdity in maintaining, that as varieties of
motion or posit.on give to natural objects peculiar changes of con-
formation ur outline, the lines which represent those changes should
be conceived to have some necessary connection with the original
movement or position so represented. Thus, whenever, as com-
monly it happens, during any violent action or agnation in nature,
the objects convulsed and agitated take abrupt, irregular, and
jagged forms ; an association thereupon becomes established in the
fancy of the spectator between such outlines and the scene of terror,
or of confusion and wildness which they call up to his memory.
The distorted features and startling gesture of a man phrenzied
by passion

; or. in a storm at sea, the tremendous declivity of waters
alternately gulf and mountain, that rise like " Alps o'er Alj s" in
endless yawning curves of sharp-pointed waves; the zig-zag lightning;
the confused intersection ot innumerable lines among shivered masts
and torn rigging; are likely to impr.nt themselves indelibly on the
" mind's eye." Such lines, therefore, would come to be considered
indicative of sudden motion or emotion, and classed in the alphabet
of taste among appropriate characters for the terrific or the sublime.
Let us next picture the opposite to such a scene; perfect calmness
and placidity ; a sky without a cloud ; a horizontal line unbroken
by either mountain or wave ; no sign of movement any where.
This straight, undeviating, horizontal line might verv naturally be
adopted fi r expressing rest ur fixedness. And another straight line
peqeudicular to this, might, on similar principles, express firmness
or security, namely, the general state of bodies resting perpendicu-
larly upou horizontal bases. The impression, too, respecting secu-
rity would be stronger as the base is extended. If, indeed, the
straight line be seen inclined to the horizon, we, of necessity, regard
the object as falling, or for a time only kept from falling' like the
tottering wall of a dilapidated building Thus, the straight lines at
A and B (plate iv. fig. 2) inclined to the horizon C D indicate a pro-
pensity to fill i A toward C and B toward D. But let the lines A
and B be joined at E, (fig. 3,) the idea of insecurity and dilapida-
tion ceases, and the figure A E B supported on the base A B is

endued with pyramidal stability.

t A straight line divided regularly denotes method and design,
hut is often too precise and formal for pictorial effect. Divided irre-

gularly it denotes confusion ; but divided so as that the parts shall
bear a certain proportion to each other, it becomes agreeable : e.g.
in a perspective of the wings and centre of the building, and iu the
forms of crystals, wherein the arrangement may be so wonderfully
varied as to be pronounced beautiful. Iu living subjects a straight
line combined with curves, indicates direct motion or instantaneous
impulse by the extension of a limb: e. y. that of the index finger
used in pointing, or the sudden spread of all the fingers in an
action of surprise, apprehension, or terror.

X It is observable that in a state of perfect quiescence or sleep.

the limbs of a living subject are considerably inflected, \nimals
most commonly will be seen sleeping or lying it re-t with their leg*
gathered up. Sir Charles Hell remarks, in his tl^soys on Expres-
sum, (p. 184.) that there is a drawing together of the body and limbs
in deep sleep, unless where mere gravitation stretches the legs, or
where the posture of the sleeper prevents it. In death, he adds.
the body is heavier, tint i~. t! e position of the limbs is more uuder
the influence of mere gravitation. Bttbens has given some verv
rude sketches to show that ihe elemental finrn of deaih is the straight
line. The first effect of death is relaxation, but the second effect is

stiffness and rigidity. Hut independently of this straightuew and
rigidity, there is a ilistinctiun between sleep and death, in posture as
well as in colour and feature. In sleep there is a certain regard to
convenience, and a uniform and gentle curve or flexure of the
limbs; while in death there is entire reference, in the position, to

the ground on which the body is laid, (See the first note to Art.

279 ) The character is most distinctly marked by the position of
the head and neck,

— —

—

lentaqne eofia

Kt captiim tetho pnxwl rnytit nrnm rehixr" ix.

4 <•
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Painting, the eye, a distinction between the barren impenetrable
K,~vm—/ solid and the luxuriant vegetable ; between the unyield-

ing edges of a rock and the soft tendrils of the vine

curling and bending over it. In order to be a sign of

animated nature, a line must change its rectilinear state,

and become a curve or succession of curves. The line

designated by our inimitable Hogarth the " line of

beauty,'* comes under this description, It contains no

violent curve. It has no approaches to an angle, no

breaks nor abruptnesses. But it expresses either easy,

graceful, dignified motion, or the repose of conscious

superiority.* To give it proper value, it should appear

in the neighbourhood both of right lines and of circular

undulations, or of lines more curved than itself! Placed

near a right line, its gentle windings show more energy.

Placed near lines of greater curvature than its own it

becomes comparatively subdued. For this purpose,

t

* Hogarth, in his Analyst of Beauty p. 37. concludes all visible

objects whatsoever to be bounded and circumscribed by the ttraighi

line and the circular fine with their different combinations and
variation*. He observes] that straight lines vary only In length,

and therefore are least ornamental ; that curves, as they can he

varied in their degrees of curvature, as well as in their lengths, be-

gin to be ornamental ; that straight ami curved lines joined vary

more than curves alone, ami become somewhat more ornamental :

hut that the waving line, or line of beauty, varying still more, being

composed of two curves contrasted, becomes graceful) and leads the

rye in a pleasing manner along the " continuity of its variety." He
afterwards ( p. 60.) exemplifies this, and supposes a small wire that

has lost Its spring, and BO will retain every shape it is twisted into,

to be held fast to tlie outside ot the hip of an anatomical figure, ami
thence made to descend the other side of the femur obliquely over

the calf of the lei* down to the outer ankle, all the while pressed -o

closely as to touch and conform itself to tin- sha; e of every muse e

ir passes over. If this wire he then taken off and examined, it will

l e found that the uninterrupted flowing curve, which a living mod* I

might have given to it, is broken into many distinct and separate

Curves by the sharp indentures it has received at those points where
it has been closely pressed in between the muscles. He next directs

B siiml. r wire to be in the same manner twisted round the same
limb of a Uving subject, or of a fine statue, and observes, that no
sharp indentations, or breaks, will attend this second experiment ;

that the changes in the shape of the wire are gradual and imper-
ceptible, and that " tlie eye admires it, and glides easily along the

varied wavings of its sweep.*' Mengs, the contemporary of Hogarth,
and who was about the age of twenty-rive when the latter, in his

fifty-sixth year, published the Ana/gtU of Beauty, has the same
ideas conveyed thirty years afterwards in the more polished language
of bis posthumous > itor, the Chevalier d'Asara. We quote ihe

Italian edition of 1783, vol. ii p _H. />• line* rette deboonii eon-

vertire in ondeggiate : /•> ch? mm pt egindtchera alto, forma principale
t

panda cht /< porxioni </i circoto tocckino m varjpunN) du/anzr
f

>I elevazioni ia rrttn, e non form<n<> rush angoto
i
ma vadano conli-

nuammte altemanth U concavitft e It convessitft. Una tinea cosi

fatia t Ai pi>i 'i propotifo per dor orazta ed elegnnza at contorno.
Our own Flaxman i Lecture*^ p. I"".) gives one simple instance of
opposition, and another of harmony, in Lin s. "Two equal curves,
set with either their convex or concave fares to each other, produce
Opposition ; but unite two cum-, i i dinS rent size and segment, they
will produce that harmonious line termed graceful in the human
figure." It is to be remarked of Michael Angefa>*S drawing, that it

i- hold. His outlines are rounder than the lines of Etaffaelle, which
have more repose and grace. Rubens, says Riengs, (p. 296 of the

volume just/quoted, i
ly making his convex lines too round, product 1

vulgar and heavy forms. Corregio obtained the perfection of ele-

gance and tightness by a proper union of convex With concave lines;

while C'aracci, his imitator, departed from tins happy equilibrium by
too great convexity.

+ An acquaintance with Architecture is essential to the Painter.
" Some of the best Painters of the English School," observes a

judicious modern critic, himself one of its Irving ornaments, "dis-

co ra deficiency of knowledge in architecture, the more inexcus-

able because so easily supplied : but the prevalence of this defect is

perhaps most glaringly displayed in our portraits. The pillar and
the curtain shift from side to side of the picture in clumsy combina-
tion, through all the varieties of sameness, exposing at once our

deficiency of other materials and our abuse of these. The works of

urved lines (in landscape and in architecture) which Of Outline.

occasionally present themselves, may be bo varied by s«—v^-/

Perspective, as to cooperate essentially towards graceful

expression. The folds also of drapery may promote the

same end,* and might be (j noted to exemplify the

the old masters show how assiduously ihey courted the assistance of
this ally, and what they thought useful, we are not in a situation to

disregard. Poussin and Paul Veronese were prodigal of their

architectural knowledge, and often communicated an air of magnifi-
cence to their compositions, which raised the character of the subject

by the dignity of the scene." Element* ofArt
t p. DO. note.

* Among the valuable Lectures of r"la\man isone mi the subject

of drapery, which the student of Outline will do well to study dili-

gentiy. The Lecturer divides the mechanical structure of draperies
us caused by the simple lines of their folds, into 1st. The perpendi-
cularfotdt

hanging from one point. (Plate in. tig. 18.) 'idly. Thr
tucce&sion of diagonal fotdej falling from each other hanging from
two points, and which may be varied to a beautiful infinity; (plate
iii. tig. 19.) for example, falling from the two points of the shoulders
in the hollow of the back; or from the two shoulders over the pro-

jection of the breast and abdomen; railing from one shoulder, and
from the lower arm making the principal folds below the elbow.

And agaio, each of these may follow every change of position and
motion. -Idly. The cascade of diagonal forms produced by the edges
when diagonally folded towards the extremity. (See tig. is, l!l.

These three classes Contain the principles of ad folds, however pro-

duced, in all garments and draperies. Drapery, like all other

bodies, is subject to the laws of gravity and motion by which it is

affected according to its lightness or weight, strength or weakness,
the repose or action of the wearer, and the force of wind; it is

affected by these causes, simply or complexly, as it may be acted on
by their separate or united force. The most simple forms of drapery
are produced by the weight of the cloth itself, as it hangs from the
most projecting points of (he figure, and lesembles a pointed arch

reversed. A succession of such folds, broken into various lengths,

and opposed in their diagonal forms, are among the boldest and
most beautiful etlects of drapery. The varieties produced from
suspens .mi are multiplied, and altered according to the portion of
the figure they pass over, and according to the fineness or thickness

of the cloth. If a garment, such as the Roman tunic, (in form nearly
resembling a waggoner's frock,) be confined round the waist by a
girdle, the folds will be of the inverted arch kind arising from the
shoulders; and below the girdle they will fall in perpendicular
masses of folds over the lower limbs, when the figure is not in ac-
tion, or preparing for action. The sleeves, if full, will begin with
folds falling from the shoulders before and behind, hut these folds

will he widened and changed into cross folds at the bend of the
arm, ami continue crossing the lower arm, more or less diagonally
to its termination at the wrist. The folds become more or lev> dia-

gonally spiral from the body if the arm is turned outward, and to-

ward the body if the arm is turned inward. The folds on the back
of the lower arm owe the Upper portion of their direction to union
with, or separation from, a projecting knobbed fold at the elbow.

The same principles of folding on tin* arms will govern all coverings,

from the fullest and most redundant, to the Btraightest and most ex-

actly fitted to the limb. Respecting the effect of motion upon
drapery, as soon as a limb is moved from a perpendicular into a

horizontal direction, the drapery hanging on it changes the forms of
its foids. The perpendicular folds bend by their weight into a curve,

from the impuhte of motion, or change from a perpendicular to the
inverted arch : the strongest portion of the fold depending from the

stronger of the two supporters, whether it be that part id' the person

which is in rest or that in motion. This is more particularly seen
in the cloak or loose upper garment, but the principle is evident in

all drapery worn by tlie hum all figure. For example, the lower
portion of u tunic falls in perpendicular folds from the greatest pro-

jection in frout of the figure, and becomes enrvid, clinging.in the
lower extremities to the unmoved leg, until that limb is set forward,
v, lieu the same change is produced ou the other side. This effect

is still more evident in running, when the curved folds at last be-

come horizontal, at light angles with the limbs. Motion of the

figure affects the whole mass of drapery about the body ; the folds

are most interrupted and broken on the side moved in shortest space,
as the curves are most Lengthened on the side moved in a greater
extent, ami they are twisted most diagonally where there is the
greatest power of motion. Upon the legs the folds change from
downright to long curves, in walking or running alternately as one
leg or the other is set forward. Ihe greater quantity of folds natu-
rally falls in the hollow spaces, and in quick motion the heavier
portion of folds are left behind the figure by their own weight, in a
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Painting, difference between an Outline, of abrupt motion, and of

^—v/—~> perfect rest. The flutter of a disordered dress placid

upon the figure of Milton's personification of Melan-

choly, described as a

pensive Nnn, devout and pure,

Sober, steadfast, and demure,

would effectually destroy the charm of her pensiveness.

The poet, addressing this fair creation of his fancy, de-

sires her to

- keep her wonted state

"Willi even step and musing gait,

And looks commercing with the skies,

Her rapt soul sitting in her eyes.

And he has accordingly clothed her as becomes her

peaceful, solemn, contemplative character,

—

i

in robe of purest grain

Flowing with majestic train,

And sable stole of Cyprus lawn

Over her decent shoulders-drawn.

It is impossible to conceive the outlines of this robe

nf " divinest melancholy" as having any abruptnesses,

or indeed as having many varieties of undulation. The
stole, which the Lexicon of Facciolati, under the word

stola, defines to be a matronly garment, rvgis plicisque

abundant, would doubtless have numerous folds descend-

ing on every side in long perpendicular lines, and

bounded below by curves, of which the smoothness and

regularity would, in our present example, indicate the

almost motionless state of the wearer, " forgetting her-

self to marble."

(20").) It I as been made a question, whether beauty

of form and fine proportions* are essential to expression.

diagonal curve, from the point on which they are supported.

Lastly, with regard to the motion of drapery independent of the

wearer, and caused by wind, of which the effects are more seen in

those parts of the garment extended beyond the outline of the figure,

observe the effects of wind on flexible and fluent bodies in general.

The wind blowing on water, by pressure on a small portion of the

fluid nearest, forces it into a wave, from resistance of a body of

water not affected by the wind, on the other side of it : or else the

wind, blowing obliquely on water, is resisted by the mass beneath

until the surface is raised into a wave, which, ben. ling over the wave

before it, falls by the laws uf gravitation into the surface again.

There is a propensity to the same forms and successions in smoke,

in clouds of the sky, and dust of the ground driven before the wind,

and from the same causes. The pendant, or streamer, hanging from

the top of a mast, is driven by the wind in the same direction, and

may be represented by the same section as a succession of waves on

the water. (Plate xi. fig. 3.) Progressive movement of the figure

changes the perpendicular of falling folds into undulations. This

is more evident as the motion becomes quicker. Hut the wind undu-

lates all draperies; when moderate the undulation is diagonal, and

whenvioleut.it is horizontal. For further acquaintance with this

subject consult Da Vinci. Trattalo delta Pittura, cap. 358—36-1 ; or in

the edition of Manzi,p. 'Jfid—271.
* The following proportions are given by Watelet :

—

Pbici done,

tfapres de Piles, quelques iUt tils sur Irs proportions qui en danncront

une nice it crux qui ne les connoissenl pas ft qui ont pen de notions

stir ret objel. Quant aux artistes s'tls ue \' u contentent pas, cciie

disposition tournera sans dottle, au profit <le tear instruction, parce-

au'ators itsprendroni eusemtmes, ie soin de mesurer les antiques t/ont

les copies moulees sunt assezjusles, et de Irs comparer arte la nature

bien choisie.

Les anrirni out pour rordindire donne hint teles a leur figures,

auoique qurlqu unes n'en uijeut que srpt ; mats fan itirise ordmairr-

ment la figure en dix faces, saroir d' puis le sotnmet de la telejusqu A

la plunte des pieds de la nianirre qui suit.

Im purtie qui iitend depuis Irsumiuct de la ic'tr JusovPaufront est

la troisieme partie de to face.

La face commence a la naissance des chevrux qui sont sur le front

et fiw.t au has du mrnton.

hi face se dirise en tram parties t gates.

1. La premiere contient le front

To this it may be replied, that they are very excellent Of Outline,

adjuncts when introduced with propriety, though many v-"*-^~,-/'

'J. La seconds le nrz.

3. l^a troisieme la bouche et le men/on.

Drpttts le menton jusqu'a la fossette qui se trouve entre les ctavi~

cities, on compte deux longueurs de nez.

De la fossette, qui est entre les clavicules, au has des mammelles,
une face.

Du bin d°s mammelles an n mbril unr face. On observe que
TApollon n la mesurc <Cun nrz de'plus

Du noinhril tiu.r parties naiureUet, une face. IS Apollon a encore

dans cette dimension itn nrz de plus.

Des parties natureltes au dessus du genou, deux faces. On ob-

serve que le milieu du corps de la Venus Medicis se trouve au dessus

des parties natureltes, et Albert Durer le place ainsi dani les propor-

tions quit present pour les femmes, ce qu approuve de Piles.

Le genou contient line dnni-face.

Du bras de genou au coup ite pied deux faces.

Du coup de pied au dessous de la phxnte une demi-fuce.

L'homme etendurtt les bras, est (si on le mesure du plus long doigt

de /amain droitt a eclui de tu main gauche) aussi large qu'il est long.

(Plate iv. fig. 8.)

D'un cote des mammeUes it I'autre deux faces.

L'os du bras dtt humerus est long de deux faces depuis Ctpaule

jusqirau bout du coude.

De C rxtreinite du coude a la premiere naissance du petit doigt, Pos

apprtk cubitus avec partie de la mam, contient deux faces.

De t'emboiture de Comoptate a la fossette tCentre les clavicules, une

face.

II fimt observer que la difference qui se trouvera entre la largeur

et la longueur du corps prurient de ce que Irs emboiturrs du coude

avec rhumerus, ct de Phitmerus avec Comoptate, emportent une demi-

face, torsque les bras sont ctenJit*.

Le dessous du pied est la sixieme partie de la figure.

La main est la longueur it' une face.

Le pouce est la longueur ttun nez.

Le dedans du bras, depuis fendroit os se prend le muscle qui fait

la mammelle, appelle pectoral, ;'««'/«'"'< milieu du bras, qualre lon-

gueurs de nez.

Depuis le milieu du bras jusqu a la naissance de la main, cinq

longueurs de nez.

Le plus lung doigt du pied a la longueur itun nez.

Les deux bouts des mammelles et la fossette itenlre les clavicules

de la femme, font tin triangle equilitiral parfait.

Article de Al. Watelet sur proportion. Encyclopedic Mithodique.

Beaux Arts.

The Laws of Outline being common to Sculpture and to Painting,

the following, from our owu Flaxman, will be found no less useful

than those of the above-named celebrated foreigner.

From the os pubis to the top of the head, one-half the length of

the humau figure.

From the sane point to the side of the foot, the other half.

From the acromion of the scapula to the bottom of the inner

ankle there are three equal divisions. 1st. From the acromion to the

point in the spine of the ilium, from which the rectus and sartorious

muscles begin, -dly, From thence to the top of the patella. 3dly,

From the top of the patella to the bottom of the inner ankle.

From the bottom of the pubis to the bottum of the patella is the

same length as from the bottom of the patella to the sole of the foot,

two heads each ; hut we must observe, the Ancients gem rally allowed

half a nose or more to the length of the lower limbs exceeding the

length of the body and head,

Breadth.

Shoulders 2 heads.

L ins 1 head and 1 nose, or 5 noses.

Across the hips or trochanters 1 head 2 noses, or 1 head and \.

Depth.

Chest 1 head 4 minutes.

Loins 3 noses and
\

Glutaei 1 head.

Breadth of the Thgh.

Thigh 3 noses.

( 'a!f of the leg '1 hums.

Foot 1 head and J of a nose long.

Length of thr Arm.

From the top of the boa ems to tie bend of the arm 1 head and 1.

From the bend ofthe arm to the first knuckles ... 1 head and if

i c a
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Piloting, rases might be named in which they would destroy the

v-^^**- truth and spirit of an historical picture. It would be as

absurd to adapt the features of the Belvedere Apollo to

the head of Socrates as it would to place the head of a

dancing fawn upon the shoulders of Alcibiades. But

where neither History nor Tradition have confined the

Painter to a given set of features, he lias opportunity

of introducing such forms and proportions as un-

questionably assist, though they do not constitute ex-

pression. Gracefulness, and the bodily signs or move-

ments of intellectual beauty, are much more various than

is commonly imagined.* Their number defies calcula-

Brcadtfu

Upper arm, front view 1 nose and j

.

Upper arm, side view 2 noses.

Lower arm, thickest part 1 nose and £.

Wriift 1 nose.

The female figure should not be so tall as the male, the shoulders

and loins should he narrower and the hips broader. The proportions

of the Hercules Farnese and the Torso Belvedere, are nearly one-

tilth more in breadth than those of other statues ; but the Ancients

varied the proportions according to the character and age of the

person. There are examples of the Silenus and Hercules also, when
lie partook of the same character, extremely dwarfish, not exceeding

four or five heads in height ; and there are examples on some of the

Greek vases of figures nine or ten heads high. Lectures, p. 30.

The reader who desires au extensive examination on this subject

may consult a publication (dedicated at Milan, 181 1, to Canova,)

by Giuseppe Bossi, and entitled Discorto dcUc Optnioni di Lwnardu
da ii'iri intorno alia Swnmctra dt? Cotpi Umani.

* The features of the human face, together with the firms and
proportions of the body and limbs are, in particular Countries, sub-

ject to certain peculiarities, au agreement with or material deviation

from which constitutes the local idea of beauty or deformity. The
sculptors of ancient Greece seem to have diligently observed the

forms and proportions constituting the European ideas of beauty,

and upon them to have formed their statues. A slight deviation

from these measures, by the predominancy of any feature, consti-

tutes what is called character, serving to distinguish the owner
thereof, ami fi\ the idea of identity. This deviation or peculiarity

aggravated, forms cariceUura. See An Essay on Comic Painting

hi the Antiquarian Repertory, vol. i. p. 13. By F. Grose, F. A.S.
What Mr. Grose here applies to identity of person may also be

affirmed respecting identity of expression. There are portions of

the figure, the outlines of which are more or less adapted for ex-

pressing peculiar passions and sentiments, or peculiar endowments
of the individual. A certain part of the face, for example, must be

allowed its dvie proportion for the play of certain muscles indicative

of certain intellectual or animal impressions and sympathies. Some
features are best adapted for expressing fear, grief, anger, scorn, or

jealousy ; some for laughter and uproarious triumph ; others for the

serener qualities of meditation, of tenderness, of esteem, and the

peaceful affections. A large mouth and large lower jaw indicate

animality. In proportion, therefore, as the forehead is increased,

the comparative size of the lower part of the head appears dimi-

nished and animality less indicated. This seems a good and suffi-

cient reason tor the Gieek proportions The lower half of the

lace could not be diminished without evident deformity, since, to be
human, it must bear a certain proportion to the adjacent neck and
shoulders. It remained, therefore, for the Greek artist, as his only
alternative, to increase the upper portion of the head, preserving at

the same time its oval form. The reader on this subject will find

many judicious observations in Hogarth's Essay above quoted,

which, though below criticism in regard to literary merit, contains

much practical knowledge. "The Antinous." says he, "being
allowed to have the justest proportion possible, let us see what ad-

dition upon the principle of quantity can be made to it without

taking away, at the same time, any of its beauty." He then observes

that an addition of dimensions to so beautiful a head would deform

it ; to the hands or feet would be gross and vulgar ; to the length

of the arms, would be dangling and awkward ; to the length or

breadth of the body, would be heavy and clumsy. The neck alone

and the inferior extremities remain, to which he finds that not only

certain additions may be admitted without a disagreeable effect ; but

that a greatness or dignity (conspicuous in the Apollo Belvedere)

may be given to an already graceful human form. Much more may
be read and collected on the same subject throughout the ingenious

t ion. Their forms once discovered and attained may be Of Outline,

measured and will be found symmetrical. But they are ^^v^^
not attainable, that is, they are not discoverable by rule

and compass. They baffle the mere copyist.* Yet with-

out them all that Outline can do is mean, insipid, and
powerless. How often do we see, in living subjects,

limbs of fairest proportion that betray vulgarity and
awkward unfitness for the part assigned them; and faces

in which, though worthy to have been modelled in a

Grecian mould, it pains us to discover no intelligence.

The female form, above all, provided feminine expres-

sion be wanting;, may be made as perfect in proportions

as the chisel or the pencil can shape it ; but the subject

will not be bea"tiful, as far as intellectual beauty is con-

cerned.

(266.) We i»ave now considered the animal frame Kmp'.oy-

with respect to its proportions, and their general apti-I?e?
t™*,

« j r u : *• r» * *. a limbs and
tude tor characteristic expression. But we must not musc ies
quit the subject of Outline without remarking likewise upon po*.

upon the aptitude of animal forms for the various modes hire and

of progression or of rest peculiar to each. We need locomotion,

scarcely exhort the student to this deeply interest-

ing study, as containing the most indispensable rudi-

ments in the grammar of his Art. We desire our im-

perfect notice of it to be regarded as only pointing to

the arduous road which his perseverance is to surmount.

The varieties in this division of our subject are so

numerous and complicated, that they drive brevity to

despair, and bid defiance to classification. But we
confine ourselves to the twelve following. 1. Stand-

ing. 2. Sitting, kneeling, or reclining. 3. Rising from

a seat or from a recumbent posture. 4. Walking. 5.

Running. 6. Dancing and leaping. 7. Climbing. 9.

Pullingdownwards, upwards, or horizontally. 9. Push-
ing in three similar directions. 10. Carrying weights.

11. Throwing any weight. 12. Falling.

(267.) Previously to our notice of these particulars,

it will be necessary to refer the reader to our pages on
Mechanics, and to remind him that within every sub-

stance or combination of substances, such as, in the

present instance, any animal body, there is a point

termed the centre of gravity, round which all the parts

of a body balance each other, and through which, if a

plane pass, the segments on each side will be of equal

weight. With this point, or centre of gravity, once sup-

ported, the material substance remains balanced in any

position. And the support may be given in two ways,

either 1st, by suspending the substance from a line at-

tached indifferently to any part of it; and in this case,

the line by which it hangs being produced downwards,
will contain in it the centre of gravity (Mechanics,

p. 34. sec. 116.) below the point of suspension. Or,

2dly, the support may be given by a prop from below.

pages of Lavater, the contemporary of Hogarth, who at the time

the latter published the analysis, was in his twelfth year. The
work of Lavater coming from a man of erudition and very cultivated

genius, is not so remarkable as the analysis of Hogarth, vho,

Ihough the son of a schoolmaster, appears to have been as self-

taught as Shakspeare is presumed to have been in Uteris Attmonio-

ribuM.

* Reynolds observes of Gainsborough, that he was certainly not

indebted for grace and elegance to the flemish School, nor indeed to

any School. His gracefulness was not academical or antique, but

selected by himself from the great school of Nature. And there are

yet, adds Sir Joshua, a thousand graceful modes which are neither

theirs nor his, but lie open in the multiplied scenes and figures of

life to be brought out by skilful and faithful observers.— Work*,
vol. ii. p. 162.
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in which case the line of the sustaining; force must be

directed upwards, (as the line of suspension was down-

wards,) perpendicularly to the horizon, and beilig pro-

duced, will contain the centre of gravity about the Ful-

crum or sustaining point.*

It is also to be recollected, that whatever be the

number of these suspending- cords affixed to the given

point of attachment, or whatever the number of sup-

porting fulcra at a point under the incumbent weight,

a perpendicular line through the centre of gravity to

the point of suspension above, or to the plane of the

horizon below, will always express the direction in

which the several suspending or sustaining forces must,

to secure a balance, be applied. This line of direction*

or of gravitation, as we prefer to call it, must fall within

the base of any figure, that would be preserved from

the fate of the unstable balance, or in other words,

must fall within the line or lines joining the several points

at which the supporting fulcra or props rest on the

ground,t

* The former of these two modes is called the stable balance, be-

cause the centre of gravity, whatever changes the body may undergo,

will always take a position of stability under the point uf suspen-

sion. Whereas, in the second, mode, (called the unstable balance,)

the centre of gravity will, at any the slightest variatiuu in the weight

supported, remove from its place above the/ioin/ dappui, and descend

to take the lowest position.

f Let ua survey the human structure architecturally. We see

two pillars, each supported upon three arches, and above each

pillar a beam attached by a hinge-joint, manageable by ropes and

pulliee. These two beams, at their upper ends, are placed under

two arches, which unite at the back of the building, and support a

large column. The column is of peculiar workmanship, being

capable of bending to form a crane, or of being turned about in

some degree like a revolving mast, and having two hanging towers

suspended from it, the lowermost of which carries at each side

certain projecting timbers, which like the yards of a ship (and

more particularly the mizen gaff') may be raised or depressed at

pleasure. From this mechanical sketch of the human body, the

difficulties of preserving equilibrium in a fabric so complicated are

manifest. In the instance of quadrupeds, where the body may rest

or swing at its full length, upon four supporting pillars, there ap-

pears less danger of a fall. But 'a Man. with an erect head and
trunk, resting one end upon two supports, that measure at least half

his height, and upon a base which, when he trusts (as he must

continually do) to one foot, is no broader than one-tenth of his

height, a fall seems inevitable.

Such a view of zoological architecture, if we may so phrase it,

may help the observer to remember universally that each limb has

its own centre of gravity, and that whether it is moved by, or is a

mover of the main body or of other limbs, it will, according to the

position of its own centre of gravity, be more or less easily manage-
able. " The differences which we discern in the muscles of the

lower extremity between Man and the other mammalia, arise out of

that characteristic feature, which so strikingly distinguishes Man
from all other animals, viz. his erect stature. In order to enable

any animal to preserve the erect position the following conditions

are required: 1st. That the parts of the body should be so disposed

as to admit of being maintained with ease in a state of equilibrium
;

2dly, that the muscles should have sufficient power to correct the

deviations from this state; 3dly, that the centre of gravity of the

whole body should fall within the space occupied by the feet ; and,

lastly, that the feet themselves should have a broad surface, resting

firmly on the ground, and should admit of being, in a manner, fixed

to the earth. All these circumstances are united in the necessary

degree in Man only. The broader the surface included by the feet,

the more securely will the line of gravity rest within that surface.

The feet of Man are much broader than those of any animal, and
admit of being separated more widely from each other. The
sources of the latter prerogative reside in the superior breadth of

the human pelvis, and in the length ond obliquity of the neck of

the femur, which, by throwing the bo ly of the bone outwards, dis-

engage it from the hip-joint. The whole tarsus, metatarsus, and

ton rest on the ground in the human subject, hut not in other

animals. The simise and the bear have the end of the os calcis

raised from the surface ; while, on the contrary, it projects in Man,

(*268.) Another circumstance to be borne in mind is, Of Outline.

that in the case of any thing 1 added to the weight of a v-^v-*-'

body, the centre of gravity varies its position within the

combined mass, and moves towards the side where the

addition is made. Hence it happens, that the centre of

gravity in the human subject (as in all animals) varies

according to the size and iorm of the bones, and the de-

gree of fatness or leanness* prevailing in any particular

part; also according to the addition of any appended
substance, as clothes, armour, burthens, &c. But it will

commonly be found in or near the acetabular line.t We
proceed to take each case in the order proposed.

and its prominent portion has a most important share in supporting
the back of the loot. The exterior margin of the foot rests chit-fly

on the ground in the simia:, which circumstauce leaves them a freer

use of their thumb and long toes iu seizing the branches of trees,

&c. ; and renders the organ so much the less adapted to support the

body on level ground. The breadth of the human pelvis, also,

affords a firm basis on which all the superior parts rest securely ; the

same part is so narrow in other animals, that the trunk represents

an inverted pyramid ; and there must consequently be great diffi-

culty in maintaining it in a state of equilibrium, if it were possible

for the animal to assume an erect position. In those instances where
the pelvis is broader, the other conditions of the upright stature are

absent; the bear, however, forms an exception to this observation,

and admits of being taught to stand and walk erect, although the

posture is manifestly inconvenient and irksome to the animal. The
perpendicular position of the vertebral column under the centre of

the basis cranii, and the direction of the eyes and mouth forwards

would be as inconvenient to Man. if he went on all fours, as they

are well adapted to his erect stature. In the former case he would
not be able to look before him ; and the great weight of the head,

with the comparative weakness of the extensor muscles, and want of

the ligamentum nuchse, would render the elevation of that organ

almost impossible. When quadrupeds endeavour to support them-

selves on the hind extremities, as for instance, for the purpose of

seizing any objects with the fore feet, they rather sit down than

assume the erect position. For they rest on the thighs as well as on

the feet, and this can only be done where the forepart of the body

is small, as iu the simiae, the squirrel, &C- ; in other cases, the

auimal is obliged also to support itself by the fore feet, as iu the

dog, cat, &c. The large and strong tail, in some instances, torms,

as it were, a third foot, and thereby increases the surface for sup-

porting the body, as in the kangaroo and jerboa. Various grada-

tions may be observed in the mammalia, connecting Man hi those

animals which are strictly quadrupeds. The simiae, which are by
no means calculated for the erect position, are not, on the other

band, destined like the proper quadrupeds to go on all fours. They
live iu trees, where their trout and hinder extremities are both em-

ployed in climbing, &c." Bluinenbach's Manual by Lawrence,

p. 309.
* In corpulent persons it has a tendency forward, which obliges

them to throw back the head and shoulders and upper part of the

spine to balance the obesity in front. This gives a consequential

air, ofteu bordering on the ludicrous, to fat people. On the con-

trary, in persons bending or stooping forwards, there is required to

balance the protrusion of the upper pari of the trunk a proportionate

removal backwards of the nether part of the spine and loins. Iu

proof of this, let the reader stand with his heels close to a wall, and

endeavour to make a bow. Also in persons stooping sideways to

pick up any thing the overhanging of the head and arm on that

side must, in order to avoid a fall, be counterpoised by a correspond-

ing extension on the other, of the arm, or leg, or haunches. Again,

in like manner, among persons with a weight on one shoulder,

their centre oi gravity has a tendency to the loaded side, and

would draw the line of gravitation out of the base, but for the

exertion of the carrier, who inclines his head and thorax proportion-

ably to the side opposite.

f This was the calculation of Borelli. We have given under

Mechanics, page 34. sec. 116, some methods of rinding by experi-

ment the centre of gravity in any substance. If the substance ha

successivery suspended hy several points and pierced by straight

lines, in each case passing, in a vertical direction, through the point

of suspension, it would be found that however numerous those lines

might be they would all intersect in one point, which would be the

centre of gravity of the body. Borelli ascertained that of the

human body by one of the methods we have giveu * namely, by

means of a wedge or prism. He thus explains himself. Extern*
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Painting. 1. First, (hen, to consider the human figure in a

—s/^^ standing posture, In order to represent a balance, there

I

">"- must be conceived to pass through the centre of gravity,

a vertical plane dividing the mass to he supported into

two equal portions (Art. "267.) The have also of the

supporting fulcra beneath must receive within it the hue

of direction or gravitation. As the simplest Kind of ex-

ample, let us suppose a figure standing perfectly still,

and resting equally on both his Feet, with 1 e hands and

arms pendent on each side. In this attitude ea i

sustains an equal weight, impending on it from the

bodj : and the pit of the sternum, betw n the clavi-

cular hangs perpendicularly over the feet in a lii

gravitation, of which the lower extremity touches the

ground between the inner ankles. The mesial plane

(Art. '226.) contains tins line, and will bisect vertically

the whole frame from the forehead downwards.* This,

however, is not the ordinary position in standing. It

requires effort, and becomes wearisome. To ease the

muscles, the centre of gravity i* removed to one side and

placed over one f'oot.f For this purpose, the spine of

the back is inflected to the side in question, and conveys

so much of the head and shoulders over the supporting

limb as will be necessary to balance the figure; which

may again be equally divided, as before, by a plane

tig through the centre of gravity, though not now
the mesial plane. t This is the easy, unconstrained posi-

fiomine nwb* super tabu/am planum in ejus media tuppotui cuneum
pnsinaticum trtcutguJarem ad/u/ciendam iabsUam perpendicuAsriter

in rjus centra (fravitatis. Hecc tabula nmrseebat tpq-ii/tbrata qu-'ties-

cunqtte fvicimentotm cttnei m pundc * vistentt inter notes et pvbem
iiommit super tabuiam Jacentit, pertin&ebai. Quart centrum oravv
talis ilium hominis in illo titu cjcistebat. Pars lma. lilt, xviii. De
Statione Ammalium, prop, 134.

* First of all, (to begin from below.) the gemellus, the solsausj the

tibialis anticus, the peronei, the flexors of (he toes. (Art. J.Vi. t nor-

ther with the lumhricales and interossei (Art. 245) pedis, plant

each loot firmly on the ground. Next, each leg is kept steady in

front by the extensors of the toes, by the peroneus tertius, and in

some degree by the tibialis anticus
;
(Art. 256 ;) on its outside each

leg is held up by the peronei longtis and hrevis, (76.) on its inside,

by the tibialis anticus and posticus; {lb.) and posteriorly by the
gemellus and BOUBUS, the semitendinosus and the flexures longi, (lb.)

Four extensors (Art. 255) stretch the knee-joint, partly assisted by
an occasioned flexor, the tensor vagina* femoris. {Jo.\ Next above
these limbs, the balance of the trunk upon the heads of the femora
is to be maintained : in front, by the sartorii. the recti] the psos,
and the iliaci interni

; (Art. 254;) posteriorly by the bicij'ites. the
semitendinosi. and Senaimembnaosi ; ( lh.\ externally by the glutei

and teiisores vagina' bniuris ; { lh \ and internally by the pectinei,

the adductores femoris, and the graciles. (lb.) Lastly, to keep the

vertebral column erect, we have numerous muscles on the back.

I
Art. 253, |

which greatly exceed in power those in front. (Art. 252,

)

in order that they may sustain the weight of tile thorax and abdomen
suspended upon them. In old age they lose their vigour, the hack
is drown down ami beaded forwards. The sacral extremities, to

asate foe this, are thrown back, and the knees inflected ; until

at length a staff becomes a necessary support The same observa-

tion may be applied to the equilibrium of the head. The muscles for

preventing its inclination forwards are much the strongest.

f The muscles are much fewer, ami the muscular effort consider-

ably less for standing on one extremity only than for a station upon
two. To prevent the Supporting limb from being drawn inwards,

(or in a tibial direction.) its outward muscles are strongly contracted,
as long as the centre of gravity is in transitu from the other limb.

The leg or tibia (of the supporting limb) is accordingly drawn out-

wards by the peronei, (Art. 256,) by the vastus exteraua, and also

'partly by the rectus
;

i Art. 255 ; i while the weight of the BUperil -

cmnbent pelvis, with that of the body over it, are transom |

outwards) by the tensor vagina; femoris (Art. 264) and the glutei

medius and minor (lb.) Thus the muscles of one side only I*

come thrown into action, and their power is simply balanced by a

portion of the weight of the body towards the other side.

* Da Vinci, who though e skilful anatomist, was superior to all

anatomical display in his Art, has left many useful rules in his

tton of t!,,.* Atitinous, the Venus de Medicis, the Her- Of Outline,

cules Farnese, and others of the finest sculptured tonus.* ^-^^^^
'

t 2. Sitting, kneeling, or reclining. The only *• fitting,

difference between the balance here to he represented ^SSS^S
1m

and that alread) described is, that a greater nutnberof
supports are given to the body.t

\ Bitting posture may be varied ad infinitum. % Its

Treatise on Painting respecting the equilibrium of the human body.

He divides it into turnpie and compound Simple eauiUbrium is

lidetl when a man sustains only his OWO weight. In this

Situation, if the man stretch oat BB arm or both arms, or stoop for-

stand eject, supporting bis body on one foot, bis centre of

gravity will be found in a line perpendicular to the centre of that

lb it on which he rests, or. if Ins body rests equally on both feet, the

. f the trunk will lie perpendicularly over a base line joining

the centres of the two feet CorhpmlnrJ equilibrium he explains to

be that of a man carrying a burden .- as, fur example, the Hercules

tilting up and crushing AntsBus, where an equivalent to the weight

of Antaeus is caused by throwing back the upper part of the body
of the hero behind the base line that connects bis feet See Trat*

tutu //>//,, p.ttiira. cap, 263. In another passage he observes, that the

weight of the hand, when one arm is extended, has the effect of a

weight at the end of a steel-yard; and that to preserve an equili-

brium there is frequently a necessity of raising and suspending the

heel on the opposite side, which thus obtains a counterpoise equiva-

lent to the increased weight given to the arm and hand by their

extension, cap. 350. See also cap. 2U1—204 and cap. 264.

* In standing the legs natural lv relieve each other, and thus

divide the labour of supporting the body. A jaded horse will be

often fourd resting the whole weight of his hind Quarters upon one
hind leg, while the other lifted and inflected hangs at rest and
at liberty to recruit itself. The well-known position of a soldier

standing " at Base" is adopted upon the same principle of alterna-

tion, which seems to pervade corporeal motions generally. Butler

in his ffnaUbra* thus describes the mutual good-will subsisting

between the right and left leg :

in running, every pace

Is but between two legs a race.

In which both do their uttermost

To g'-t before, and win the post
;

Yi-i when they're at their race's ends

The\ re still SB kind and constant friends.

And to relieve their weariness.

By turns give one another ease.

We may hew add. thai the necessity for removing the centre of

gravity in these cases directly over the supporting limb may be

easily proved by any person attempting to stand on one foot, with

its outer ankle touching the wall of a room. Such an act will be

found impracticable. The wall is in the way, hindering the trans-

mission of the centre of gravity to its proper place over the foot in

question, (See second note to Art. 268.)

f In order to afford himself at any time an example of a re-

clining posture, the student need only sketch a figure iu which the

weight on one side has not been counterpoised try an equal weight

on the other ; a figure, consequently, of which the line of direction or

gravitation falls without the base. Then on the same side with the

line of gravitation, and slill further Without the base, let him place

some new fulcrum or support : raking care that a line drawn from its

point of contact with the {pound to the points of contact of the other

fulcra, shall include that line of direction. The figure, for example, of

an old man to be drawn leaning on a staff Would bend furward or to

one si le, having no strength to throw out a proper equivalent for

balane ngiton the side opposite. Consequently, his staff is necessary

to bis support, and must he so placed as that lines from its point of

contacl with the ground drawn to each of his feet shall form a base

to include the lineuf gravitation It is manifest that a figure leaning

r tree; a wall, s pillar. &c. must have its design or outline

regulated by the same principle. The draughtsman must also ex-

ercise his judgment t» express the due proportion of weight

sustained by each leg, after deducting that quantity supported by

the additional prop. In the act of kneeling on both knees, the line

of gravitation must fall between them unless the shins or toes touch

the ground, in which case it may fall any where between the femora.

If only one knee be employed for support, lines drawn from it to

the foot of the other leir- will give as before, the base of the figure.

But if the bands or elbows form additional props, these also must

be reckoned for, and hues accordingly drawn to form a base in the

manner already suggested.

J In the sitting posture, observe that the centre of gravity com-

mon to the whole body is brought near to the base, but that the
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Painting, simplest outline is that of a child resting almost solely

••-—"v-"-^ on the os ischium, with its legs left to play at liberty,

suspended from the acetabula, and with its trunk and

superior extremities suspended from thevertebral column.

To this lively subject may be presented a contrast as

opposite as elastic childhood is to infirm and rigid age ;

namely, the case of sitting in an elbow-chair, with one

side of the body or both supported by the aid of the

ossa humeri, while the lower Hir.bs, by alternate inflec-

tion or extension of the knees and feet, lend assistance

to the torso. Here all that seems material to the re-

presentation of a just equilibrium, is that the chair or

seat be firmly and evenly balanced, and not in the posi-

tion represented by Hogarth in the chairing of his suc-

cessful candidate.*

(27 0.) 3. Rising from a seat, or from a recumbent

posture. On the attitude of a person intending to rise

from his knees. Da Vinci observes, (Traila to dtlla Pit-

(lira, cap. 237.) that his first effort is to relieve one

knee by removing his weight (or superincumbent cen-

tre of gravity) entirelv over to the other knee. The leg

at liberty having then no weight to lift but its own,

raises its knee without difficulty, and plants its loot upo.i

the ground. This operation over, the man, resting his

hand upon the elevated knee, lifts his arm, head, and

chest towards that side, and thus contrives to shift his

whole weight over back again upon the firmly planted

foot. On this foot as a fulcrum, and by means of its

thigh-bone as a leaver, he raises himself. His body, in

rising, draws up after it the inflected lee; which, during

the ascent, gradually extends itself till it stands upright

beside the other.! The student will see that by giving

centre of gravity common to the head, trunk, and upper members,

is at some point between the regions of the abdomen and thorax.

The line of direction therefore from this point most fall within a base

between the ossa ischii, else the trunk to be ke; t from falliug will

require to he suspended by the action of the strong dorsal and lum-

bar muscles attached to the back of the ilium, while that bone is

kept steady by the antagonizing femoral muscles in front aided by

the weight of the femora anil legs. This will happen during an

inflection of the spine sideways or backwards, hut not forwards, in

the same degree, unless in addition to the fulcra of the nv,i ischii

such a portion of the femora (as when the subject is seated in a

chair) be added as will enlarge the ba*e sufficiently to incline the

line of direction, ?vote also, that in stooping to the rig..t or left

while the body rests on only one of the ossa ischii. a simitar balance

must be efiected, as in the case of standing upon one foot. The only

difference is, that in this esc the leg is no longer a supporter, but is

altogether a librator. If the sitter in stooping bend his body to the

right, the left leg must be stretched proportionally to the left, and

pice versa. In this example, ubserve that the sitter is not permitted

to hold by the chair or seat, which would he altogether a dirierent

case, and might be classed as a modification of climbing.
* In the reclining posture of the celebrated statue called by some

the Dying Gladiator, and by some the Dying Soldier who brought

news to Athens of the victory at Marathon. (Plot, de Gloria Athe-

niensium, vol. ii. p 347.) The figure is supported by the right

femur and part of the fibular side of the right leg. Hot as the body

leans over to the right this base would be insufficient, since the line

of direction falls without this base, and consequently the trunk

would come to the ground but for the right arm, which being ex-

tended to the riirhi beyond the line of direction base

and forms a sufficient prop for the bodv. The left leg and Ic't arm

are at the same time extended to a certain degree, and form a coun-

terpoise on the left side to the opposite inclination of Ul

thorax. Observe in this statue an example of our remarks

to Art. 2-12) on drawing breath. The shoulders of the wounded

man ire raised, and the best position chosen for receiving air during

the accumulation of blood which evidently keeps Bowing withm him,

and must terminate in death.

One of the most graceful antique specimens of a n cumbent figure

is among the Elgin marbles ; that of the " llissus, ' called 1 \

the "Theseus.

"

t We extract the following from Barclay. On Mm ular Motion,

the assistance of the hands or of other additional fulcra. Of t>

this action may be varied in innumerable ways; and *««•%

that the body while rising from any recumbent posture

must be balanced in a similar manner.

(271.) 4. Walking. This action, in the human sub- -4. Walking,

ject, is the transfer of the line of gravitation (Art. 267.)

alternately from one leg to the other, and during the

transfer a simultaneous motion forwards propelling the

common centre of gravity.* Jn this progressive process

p. 290. " In rising from a chair, the centre of gravity must fall

within the base upon which we are supported ; and therefore this

centre, by the inclination of the body or otherwise, must l»e brought

to the base, the base brought to the centre of gravity, or both made
to meet by mutual approach. Hence, in rising trora a chair or

sofa, where the femur and tibia were at right angle*, the feet are

drawn hack, or the body is thrown forward, before we can assume

the erect posture. In the changes of attitude while a bone is turning

on its centre of motion, the centre itself is often at the same time

describing either the segment of a circle, or a line composed of the

segments of circles. SupposeAB (plate x. fig. 2. represents the

foot, BC the tibia, CD the femur, and D E trunk, and that the

three last are to he brought by the action of their muscles to i|.e

perpendicular B F, so that B C shall occupy the situation of B G.
C D the situatiou of G I, and D E the situation of 1 F : the point C
on the centre B will move in the segment G G. and as C is changing

its position in C G, the point D, which mows round the point C as

its centre, will, if the extensions be regularly performed in the same

time, describe such a curve as D I ; for as the point D must neces-

sarily move atlautad, (upwards,) and sternad. (forwards.) in order

to preserve the centre of gravity, the general direction of its course

must be known; and if C G be divided into equal part-, and at

each of the divisions a circle described with the radius C D. the

points in 1) I corresponding in number with the points in C G. and

at equal distances in the sternal (forward) direction will each be

found 10 the circumference of one of the circles described succea*

sivelv round the point C as it passes along the segment C G. In

like manner, if the extensions of CD and 1) E be regularly per-

formed in the same time, the point E will describe such a curve as

E F, the points m E F being in the circumferences of the several

circles successively described round the (mint 1) as it moves along

the curve D 1."

The author then proceeds to observe tha* the above figure explains

also how the rapid extension of the several joints may carry the

body directly upwards : the motions are backward and forward al-

ternately, but all of them upward. Ii, therefore, the backward and

forward motions be made to balance exactly their forces, the upward

movement only will remain. On the other hand, if the respective

motions backward and forward be equal in force, the body at the

same time that it rises will have an inclination f rward or backward

in the direction of the prevailing force. (See Mkchanics, Compo~

sition and Resolution <>f' Forces, sec. 19— 27.)

That his illustrations might be less complex. Dr. Barclay suptKjses

for the while the vertebral column to continue inflex.ble, and by its

extension on the point D to be capable of forming a straight line

with the femur and tibia. On this supposition, if a force were a]>-

plied to the point F. it would press directly through the medium of

the trunk on the (smut and tibia to the point B. " But." he adds,

" as tlie supposition is without foundation in nature, and a* no two

.ire ever known to form straight line*, or to be united by

I surfaces of articulation, the pressure which one Imne makes

another must always be oblique. This causes thein to turn on

tin ir centres of motion, and as their centres of motion ore mot

to diffuse the pressure general!) and suddenly Ihn ugh the whole

svstem. and thus counteract with admirable contrivance the ds

of concussion. The corns 1)1 and EF are merely the c

which bones describe in particular circumstance*. \v uh the assist-

ance of movable centres, the bones, if properly directed, may I**

made to describe ant Bpedeeuf line whatever, as must be evident

from the motions of the hand, whicli has the power of following any

line straight or curved thai can possibly be drawn."

* The first motion in the standing figure throws the weight on

one leg. The gravitating line fans, in consequence, from lbe gullet

on that one leg, the shoulder on the same side being lowered, the

shoulder on the opposite side nixed, while the b.p and knee sink

below those of the side which supports the weight Flaxman's lec-

tures on Si-ulpture, p 1 -.*. hut we v. ill here translate from Borelll a

more detailed description. At tirt view, says this venerable and

.noted authority, the progressive motion in Man may seem to

resemble that ot the pail of compasses BAC (plate IV. fig. 4.)
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Painting, the arms are often as actively employed in balancing,*

_~. -_<> as the legs are in lifting and moving lie body onwards,t

placed eract upon the plans of the horizon, and farming in thai

erect position the isosceles triangle A BC. Raise the fool I', until

tin* line of gravitation A 1) coincides with A H, which we may call

the hue of support, (tinea ifmutoffif,) and which then becomes per-

pendiculai to the horizon. Then round A U as an axis let the limb

A ( describe the portion of a cone A (.' K. Next, having planted

the limh AC in K, again raise the compasses until A K becomes

perpendicular to the horizon. Let now the other side A H revolve,

describing the arc B Y, and in this way, by alternately making with

one limh a perpendicular, to the ground, and with the other a circu-

lar movement, a sort of progression may be produced. But as this

mode of walking would have been equally unsightly and trouble-

some, Nature has provided for the machine of the human frame a

plan of locomotion much easier and more graceful. Let, for in-

stance, the t'.'et id" a man, standing, form at the points where they

touch the ground, the isosceles triangle A \i C. (Plate if. tig- 5.)

To change him from this fixed state, the lever or column of the

furemust leg A B is made to revolve round a centre B in a plane

perpendicular to the horizon, while, at the same instant, the entire

frame K of the body is impelled forward in the direction K. These
combined movements are etiecwM as follows. When the foot I* C
becomes extended by the action of the solams muscle, the angle

ALC becomes an obtuse angle, and since the apex of the foot

touches the ground at the point C, the length of the whole teg and

hip is increased by the addition of C L, the length of the toot.

During this process, the isosceles triangle above described alters its

form and becomes a right-angled triangle at the moment when the

leg A B stands perpendicularly on the horizontal plane. During
tins well-known movement the entire frame R being supported by

two feet may easily be made so far to incline forwards, as that the

leg A H may form a perpendicular support. By the very act also of

extending the foot and the consequent elongation of A C, the

ground receives a stroke from the apex C of the foot. The reaction

arising from tins impulse urges the machine K forward in the direc-

tion K. just as a barge impelled by a pole in the hands of a water-

man is separated from the bank of a river. The impulse above de-

scribed is materially assisted by a slight inclination forwards of the

head and thorax towards K. By this movement the centre of

gravity of the whole body, and consequently the line of gravitation,

being brought outside the confines of the foot B (), exposes the

whole to the risk of falling ; and thus, by the law of gravitation,

(spnnte sua,) and without further muscular effort, the weight of the

frame H will be made to change its place. The danger, too, of fall-

ing is quickly provided against by raising the foot L (', and trans-

ferring it forwards with a brisk motion to K, beyond the limits of the

line ol gravitation. This done, the body returns to the station of
firmness and safety in which it was originally supported ; and by
repeated renewals of the process above detailed, is maintained in a

state of progression. De Greuu Rtpedum, pars lma. prop. 156.
* Da Vinci instances the] case of a person walking on a rope,

who balances himself without a pole by means of his extended
arms, cap. 198. Also see cap. 202. '-'08. 350. In a great number of

animals, observes Dr. Barclay, that length of neck which is neces-

sary for procuring their fowl, is regularly employed by the same
animals in balancing their system: and even the most careless

observer may have seen that birds employ it in changing the centre

of gravity from their legs towards their wings, or from their wings
towards their legs, according as they choose to walk or fly. p. '294.

Butler in his picture of Iludibras, adheres with ludicrous accuracy
to the laws of libration.

His back or rather burden showed
As if it stooped with its own load,

To poise which equally he bore

A paunch of the same bulk before,

\\ hich still he had a special care

To keep well crammed with thrifty fare, &c.

f This is the duty of the soIeeus muscle acting by its tendon
(tendo Achillis) upon the lever of the foot. We need scarcely re-

mind the reader that the contracting power of a muscle is always
nearest to that part of it termed its origin, and furthest from that

part called its insertion : nor that the bones are acted upon by the

muscles as levers are by a given mechanic power. Of the three

levers (see Mechanics, sec 138. p. 43.) examples to our purpose

may be easily given. 1. In levers of the first kind, (with the ful-

crum between the power and weight as in the application of a crow-

bar,) we have an example in the movement of the head forwards
and backwards upon the first of the cervical vertebra*, which forms

the fulcrum or centre of motion on either side of which the mastoid

and the occipital muscles are alternately opposed to the head's

While the body is balanced on one le£, the other is pro- Of Outline.

polled by contracting the gemellus, the boIcub, the semi- ^^^s-s
tendinosus, the tibialis anticus, and the tibialis posticus.

The tibia is, at the same moment, raised by the extensors

of the knee while the entire leg is lifted and extended by

the psoas, the iliacus, t he pectiDEBus, the triceps adductor*

the sartorius, and the gracilis, aided by the tensor VBglDS

lemons.* Observe also, (Da Vinci, cap. 208. 21 5, 299.)

that in proportion to the speed of the walker his line of

direction or gravitation will be found to fall more or less

forward. A slow pace will require it to lie very little

forward. Hut it must lie considerably forward in a per-

son walking swiftly or against the wind.t

(272.) b. Running. The centre of gravity} is here 5,Eunnins>

weight Another example is seen in the act of straightening the

body or lining it up after having inclined it forwards in making a

bow. The power is in the muscles attached to the os ilium, the fulcrum
is in the pelvis, (or rather the fulcra are the points where the aceta-

bula rest on the bones of the femora,) and the weight is the Upper
part of the body which has been previously inclined forward. '_'.

The second kind of lever when the weight is between the fulcrum

and power i> exemplified in the act of standing on tiptoe. The
power is in the muscle ' solanis) at the back of the heel. The weight

is that of the body over The arch of the foot, and the props are the

toes. This lever is also constantly employed for propelling the centre

of gravity m running or walking. It is exemplified in the legs of

birds and in the hinder legs of quadrupeds. 3. The third kind of

lever with the power between the prop and weight is most common.
It is shown in raising a weight on the palm of the hand, and bending

the arm at the elbow-joint. The power of the biceps muscle acts

between the band and elbow. (Art 243, 244.) This kind of lever is

used perpetually in the limbs. And although, of the three, it incurs

the greatest expense of power, that disadvantage is compensated
by the additional celerity it affords.

* If we conceive the left leg to be thus raised and propelled, (as

that of an infantry soldier preparing to march,) it is now ready to

plant itself before the right at the usual interval of B foot's pace,

and under the centre of gravity, which meanwhile has been urged

forward and downward by the psose and the iliaci intend, in con-

junction with the recti and obliqui abdominis. The left knee i^

here for an instant slightly inflected, the better to receive the in-

cumbent weight, and then the right limb, with its toes forcibly

pressed by their flexors against the ground, proceeds to repeat a

similar succession of movements as soon as the left leg becomes in

its turn firmly stationed.

+ It is further to be noticed, that in all biped animals, whether

men or birds, a remarkably characteristic depression and contrac-

tion take place on the side to which the supporting limb belongs,

while on the opposite side we see a corresponding elevaiion and
elongation; the humerus raised, the hip and knee lowered. The
height of quadrupeds also varies in the moving animal more than

in the same animal at rest. Their legs first touch in an oblique

direction, but afterwards being extended in propelling the body,

they are brought to make perpendiculars with the horizon, and
must in doing so, elevate the parts immediately above them. Da
Vinci, Trattato del/a Pittvra, cap. 195. 'J-49. 268. 199.

* The centre of gravity, in the progression of the human subject,

may be compared to a bail shifted alternately from one hand to the

other, while the hand that is to receive the ball keeps continually

advancing. In like manner, the legs, or abdominal extremities ad-

vance alternately in pursuit of the centre of gravity, which may In-

said to he handed over from one side to the other, and which in pro-

portion as the head and shoulders incline further forward, requires

to be pursued and caught up with the greater swiftness and prompti-

tude by the limb below. Care, however, must be taken, that the

centre of gravity, in running, he only inclined in such a direction

forwards, that the suspended fool may plant itself favourably under

it in order to progression. Otherwise there will lie the appearance

of either staggering or falling. Let the student never fail to ol>-

serve throughout every movement or posture of the body that the

curves of the spinal column cooperate with the flexure of the sup-

porting limb or limbs to balance the whole system. The changes of

position, Dr. Barclay well observes, are never accidental effects, but

are always evidently adapted to one end, viz. the equilibrium of the

body. This accounts for the serpentine shape of a well-formed

spine, which (viewed from behind hi always, I. convex from the os

coccyx to the junction of the us sacrum with the ilia; then 2dly,

concave from that part of the sacrum upwards to near the true ribs :
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Painting, thrown considerably more forward than in the movement
~^/-m~> la^t described, and the line of gravitation falls so much

beyond the supporting foot, that an immediate fall

would ensue but for the rapid approach of the suspended

limb;* which no sooner reaches the ground, than asimi-

then, 3dly, convex as far as the neck; then, 4thly, concave again

till it reach the atlas The first of these spinal curves (that of the

sacrum; is caused by the spinal column pressing upon the upper

extremity of the sacrum, and at its other extremity by the force of

the gluteus maguus, while its middle part receives a rounded shape

from the resistance of the ilia. The second curve is caused by the

sacro lumbales and longissimi dorsi constantly employed in raising

the trunk from the horizontal to the erect position, as well as in

preventing the centre of gravity from getting too forward. The
third curve (that of the thoraxj is caused by the pressure of the

head and shoulders, and the necessity for throwing them back to

sustain the centre of gravity which lies in tront of the centre of

motion. Lastly, the curve of the neck is caused by its dorsal

muscles, which are more numerous and more powerful than thuse

in front. Had the spine been straight, the centre of gravity would,

of necessity, have been so restricted in its range backward or for-

ward, that the man could not with steadiness have supported the

trunk of his body on its sacral extremities, during the extension of

the hip and the knee-joints. It is the duty of the latter and of the

joint at the ankle to cooperate with the curvatures of the vertebral

column. And like those curvatures the joints in question are alter-

nately concave and convex. Thus an extensive range of movement
is obtained, and a greater facility in balancing. Just as in the case

of a rope-dancer, who walks a rope with greater or less ease accord-

ing to the length of the pole.

In the vertebral column of quadrupeds or of birds, nothing is to

be found bearing resemblance to the three first named of these

curvatures, that occupy in the human spine, the sacral, lumbar, and
thoracic regions. Since animals seldom assume the erect posture,

their more usual centres of gravity and centres of motion are not

situated as in the human subject. Hence, in quadrupeds, that re-

markable difference in the spinous processes of their movable ver-

tebrae. In Man these processes all incline towards the sacrum.

They are drawu towards one particular point while the body passes

from a horizontal to an erect position, or they are balanced upon

that point by the muscular force of the upright figure. Towards
that point accordingly, the first of the spinous processes of the

sacrum is sometimes directed upward. In quadrupeds a different

appearance of the spinous processes arises trom the same cause.

They are inclined regularly (l>oth the dorsal and lumbar to a point

near the middle of the spine—a point forming the common centre

of motion between the two extremities of the trunk, that are alter-

nately raised and depressed in progressive motion. The muscles

chiefly employed in producing these inclinations are the latissimi,

and the longissimi dorsi, the sacrolumbales, the semispinals, and
themultifidi spinae. The three first draw the spinous processes up-

ward, or towards the head of the animal ; the two last draw them
downward, or towards its sacrum.

* On the motion of quadrupeds we translate as follows from
Borelli, pars Ima de ineettu Quadrupedum. cap. 20. prop. 165. A
notion, he observes, has prevailed, that animals move forward two
feet alternately while the other two remain at rest, in a way resem-

bling the walk of bipeds; who support themselves on one limb
during the advancement of the other. Taking this for granted, the

Ancients have told us, that quadrupeds, in standing, make on a plane

surface the quadrilateral figure A BCD. (Plate vi. fig. 5.) They
might see that in a gallop, (plate vi. fig. A,) the fore feet, A B, are

lifted together, ami together moved forwards, while at the same time
both the binder feet, C D, rest upon the ground E F. The feet

A B next reach the ground, when instantly afterwards ihe hinder
legs C D, are lifted in their turn, and tugether moved forward to-

wards A B. And in this manner the quadrilateral figure A B C D,
by its successive contiactiuns and dilatations, performs what in horses

and dogs we term running.

In the action of walking, however, or going at a foot's pace, it is

evident that neither the two anterior limbs nor the two posterior are

lifted and advanced at the same moment. They are moved alter-

nately. When A, for example, is advanced., B lsquiescent, and vice

rrrvj, when B is put forward, A rests on the ground anil supports

the l>ody. But it is not equally easy to distinguish what may be the

order of movement generally, and what relation the motions of the

hinder and of the anterior limbs bear to one another ; whether, for

example, the two near feet A and I) move together, or whether A
moves at the same time with C. The rapidity of the movement in

Nature, would make this a matter difficult of decision. Philosophers,

VOI*. V.

lar aid is again required from its fellow. To walk or to Of Ouriina

accordingly, prepared themselves to solve the question by reasoning
as follows- If the two feet A and D (on the near side) shouu' t«

raised together and lifted forward at the same time, the animai
would tumble and come to the ground on that near side. Therefore,

say they, it must stand to reason that the off fore foot B {dexter an-

tints must be lifted and advanced together with the near hind loot

D, (fig. 5,) that so those feet of the animal which are diametrically

opposed may at the same moment be together in a state of rest or

together in a state of motion.

I am surprised, continues l his learned Naturalist, that the difficulty

and absurdity which such a movement involves, have escaped obser-

vation. They grant that an animal in motion must be steadily

balanced lest it nhuidd staler or tall. And this is given as a rea-

son why the animal cannot move at the same time the feet A and
D on the same side ; because in case of such a movement the centre

of ^rawty of the oblong body, and consequently its line of gravita-

tion, would be perpendicularly either over the right line B C, where
the two off' feet form ihe support of the body, or on one side of it as
towards A 1), in which latter circumstance the animal would come
down on that side. But let it be Considered that when, at the same
time, the two feet B and I), diametrically opposed, are lifted and
propelled, the whole incumbent weight of the animal must still rest

upon the two feet planted on the ground; in which case the line of

gravitation will fall perpendicularly, not over a wide space, (spatium

amp/urn,) but over the line A C. The animal will theretore stagger

ami vacillate as much here as in the circumstances before dreaded,

and its position be equally hazardous or unsteady. Next let us

observe the arrangement of the feet after the first movement has

been made: afrer. for example, the foot B has been transferred to

K. and the foot D to S. The two near feet A and S become now
contiguous : while K. and C on the off' side are as remote from each

other as possible, so that the four feet of the animal lie at the three

angles of a triangle, of which the base K C is the longest side, and

A B the shortest altitude. A position this far from any thing like

firmness. And from this jwisition, after moving the feet C andA
and transplanting them to I and V, the animal would return to its

original quadrangular station of safety I S V K, similar to A B C D.

These alternate positions of safety and of peril would have bsen un-

worthy the wisdom of Nature in a case where it is easy to have

avoided them.

The author then, in the proposition next following, explains thus

the mode by which progression takes rlace in quadrupeds. Let the

oblong frame of the body of ahorse, ([date vi. fig. t>.) sU] ported on its

four fulcra or legs, (which rest, like four columns, on A, B, C, and D.

their points of contact with the ground,) be understood to cover the

four angles of a quadrilateral figure or rectangle. The line of gravi-

tation will fall perpendicularly upon K, near the centre of the

quadrangle. This position of the animal will, consequently, be the

firmest possible.

The movement forwards commences from one of the hinder feet,

suppose C ; which is, in this example, the near hind foot, and which

by B back-stroke, or powerful pressure backwards against the ground,

advances forcibly the line of gravitation from E to G. This done,

the foot B is suddenly lifted and transferred onward as far as H.

This transposition is easily made, because the line of gravitation in

the first instance falls within the triangle A B D, and in the second

it falls within the trapezium A B F I). In the former case it is sup-

ported by three, and in the latter by four columns. While now the

three feet A D Y remain planted firinly on the ground, comprehend-

ing within their three points of contact upon it the extremity G of the

l,ii.' of gravitation, the near fore foot B {anterior pes sinister) is next

planted on II, and the line of gravitation, by the continuance of the

impetus before received, is now transferred to I, namely, to the

centre of the rhombus A II F 1). Thus is completed the progressive

impulse on the near side by means of the two near legs; and nc

sooner is it completed thar.'l), the off hind foot, gives m its turn a

push or back-stroke to the ground, and advances, as well as the off'

fore foot A, to take up a new position.

What we are here explaining, continues Borelli, in animals, is not

a movement of all their parts at once urged forward with an equal

velocity, and in one and the same direction, as happens in the act of

Hying,* of jumping, or of vermicular progression, (reptaticu) but is

rather a movement resulting from the transfer of the weight of certain

parts, w bile supported upon other parts which remain at rest, so that

the progressing animal may be said to advance while standing.{sta**—

progreditnr. This continued support, and this transfer of its weight

in the progression of the animal should be liable to no shiftingsor nsk

of injury, Dill should be firm and steadfast ; effected by a sufficient

muscular power ; and by no more than is sufficient, i. e. by the least

|i ismI le labour. But in order that eve y risk of falling maybe pro-

vided against, there is a necessity that "the number of props or sup

4 i>
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fainting, stand against a high wind requires the same sort of in-
^~~/~~s clination of the upper portion of the body.*

(273.) 6. Dancing und leaping. A bop differs little

from a leap, except in being performed on one foot. In

porting columns should be more than two ; and should consist of lour,

or at least of three, within which the hue of gravitation
I

drawn per-

pendicularly from the centre of gravity in the body of the annual)
must be included. All these important purposes are answered in

the mode of progression above detailed. Moreover the movement
of the entire animal frame is easily accomplished in the manner
stated ; because its entire weight has no need of being held sus-

pended or lifted from the ground. The only weight requiring sua.
pension is that of the one limb to be moved and advanced, Fir-f

of all the centre of gravity is shifted forward by an impulse pro-
ceeding from the hind foot; an impulse not attempted by either of
the two fore feet, because pressure from either of these upon the
ground in front would drive the centre of gravity backward instead

of anteriorly ; but such an impulse as has been described proceed-
ing from an elongation of the hind leg, acting like a pole in the
hands of a waterman. The whole animal frame through this con-
trivance is impelled forward by the inflection of three upright
columns

; just as any vehicle is propelled by the wheels which sup-
port it. Again, observe, that in the suspension of the hinder foot

through the action of the flexor muscles on the joints required ; and
afterwards in the advancement, on the same side of the animal, of
its tore foot ; the advantages of facility and speed must make the
necessity of such a mode of operation quite apparent.
We need only remark on the foregoing statement of this acute

Philosopher, that the truth of his system is very plainly distinguish-
able in the walk of a horse, but that if Borelli ever rode out with his

patroness, Christina of Sweden, and that they put their horses to a
hni, he must have observed the near foot C (plate vi. fig. 6 of her
.Majesty's courser, on striking the ground, so immediately followed
by the stroke of the off hind foot D, as to give the appearance of
a simultaneous impulse. And there cm be nu doubt that in a quick

nent. the limb D is on its way to take up a new position before
the limb B has reached the ground at II. Consequently in repre-
senting rapid progression, the feet diagonally opposed may be
shown raised off the ground together ; although the foremost of
them must, according to Borelli, be always nearest the ground so as
to strike it first. This position of the quadruped balanced upon two
legs is undoubtedly unsteady, and would never take place in pro-
gressing slowly, as in walking. But during a brisk troi the sus-

pended limbs (one on the near, the other on the off side i art as
liiiralors, and form an equipoise to each other, which is so momen-
tary as never to be hazardous as long as the muscles play freely.

Borelli admits that the muscles in brisk action have greater facility

of balancing than when comparatively quiescent. He remarks in
another place, that when dogs attempt to stand on their hind toes,

( see plate vi. fig. 8,) or horses on their hind hoofs, they speedily come
to the ground, having no power of remaining steady in an erect
position ; but they have power of walking in that erect manner, be-
cause in the course of locomotion they may balance a vacillation to-

wards one tidrhij mi oppotiie leaning toward* the other: just as boys
go about, and even run, supported by stilts, but cannot remain quies-
cent without tumbling immediately. Book i. p. 173. Horses are
sometimes trained (by tying their near or their off legs together) to
practise a kiud of ambling trot. This is an easy pace for the
rider, but is not natural to the animal. Perhaps the steed of her
Majesty of Sweden was so trained. It is remarkable that the plate
in Borelh's Work represents the animal supported on two legs.

* In running, the lumbar vertebra: are placed as in stooping ; the
whole spine makes an angle with the sacropubic line; (Art. 248 ;1
the recti cruris, the psoas, and the iliaci draw the trunk forward and
incline it to the pelvis. The femur is, at the same time, inflected by
the psoae and iliaci ; the tibia by the semitendinosus, semimembra-
nosus, and biceps; also the foot and its phalanges are inflected and
make angles with the metatarsal bones by the action of the tibialis

anlicus, by that of the extensors (great and small) of the toes, and
by that of the extensor of the great toe. This bending of the pha-
langes is indispensable to running, as also the inclination of the
trunk, which inclination, in a walk, varies from a stoop to the up-
right postiue, but in running is continual. Remark also that the
centre of gravity never rests during the race for an instant, but
bounds forward in alternate undulations from side to side, varying
its situation according to the balance of the figure by its thoracic
extremities. Observe as the right foot strikes the ground the right
shoulder lowered, the right arm advanced and its fore arm inflected

;

the left shoulder raised, the left arm thrown back, and its fore arm
extended. Reverse these positions when the left foot strikes the
ground.

both actions the body is inclined forwards or sideways, Of Outline.

according to the distance as well as according to the direc- *~~s/-"-'
nun of the proposed sulms or seltatio. The greater that

proposed distance,* the greater will be the inflection of
the pelvic extremities. In both cases also there is an
inflection of the ankle, knee, and hip joints previous to

the sudden extension of them which causes the spring
from off the ground, t

* The elasticity of the cartilaginous part of the limbs is called
forth in dancing and leaping as in running, and distinguishes all

these movements from the more deliberate process ofwalking. The
centre of gravity in those more lively movements is no longer quietly

and insensibly transferred from the right to the left side, or vice
vend ; but is throwu off as by the action of a spring, with a jerk-
like impetus, which, in the trot of Quadrupeds, is very perceivable.

The fore foot in trotting reaches the ground with such force as ex-
cites reaction, and fur a time suspends the forward movement ; until

the hack-stroke from the hind leg diagonally opposite takes effect,

and again with a sharp jerk propels the centre of gravity. The
same observation applies to the gallop, during which the spring-like
reaction is caused by both fore legs instead of one, and counter-
acted by the propelling impulse of both the hinder limbs.

The tiptoe position in dancing is the work of the extensors, (Art.

fogtsther with the tibialis amicus, (ib.) while the pcronreus (ib.)

turns out the toes and points them. Dancing requires the simulta-

neous exertion of a great number of muscles. Those of the trunk
and superior extremities are employed in balancing the figure and
keeping it erect ; those of the leg and inferior extremities are chiefly

employed in various modifications of the several motions that have
been particularised. (Art. 254, 25ft, 256.)

In leaping, the impetus, says Da Vinci, (cap. 260.) is accompanied
by a rapid extension of the body immediately after having lieen

bent, like a spring, at tie- joints of the hip, knees, and ankles.

During this extension the bony describes an oblique line. It is car-

ried by one force upwards and by another forwards ; between which
two forces it moves in the curve of a large arch, such as may be
seen described by the feet of the person leaping. " In preparing to

take the spring, the body and thighs are drawn together. The
muscles of the leg draw up the heel, so that the figure rests on the
ball of the foot. The arms are thrown back. They assist, like

wings, in the impulse. When the figure alights, the arms are raised

above the head, and the centre of gravity'
1

line of gra\ itatiotl '* is

near the heels." Flaxman, p. 128. For accomplishing the motions
above-named, we observe that the sola?us, the tibialis anticus and
posticus, and the peronsi, (Art. 256,) are first employed to tighten

the sole of the foot. The extensors elevate at the same time the
phalanges digitorum pedis. {Ib.) Then follows a strong propelling

impulse to the body from the two first-named of these muscles. And
last of all, a sudden contraction of the cruraei, or crurales, (Art. 255,
note,) impels the femur upwards; and a similar contraction of the
glutau, the semitendinosi, and the bicipites (Art. 254) gives a simi-

lar upward spring to the pelvis.

f We translate as follows from Borelli, pars lma. de Saltu, prop.

172 and 173. Let A B C (plate iv. fig. 7) represent a bended
bow placed in an erect position round the joint (nodus) B, and rest-

ing upon the ground at C. Let F E be its line of gravitation, and
let it be suddenly widened by the contraction of the cord G Q II

placed at its outside edge. The result will be to make the Ihiw spring
from the ground. The bow accordingly, and its centre of gravity,

will by that impetus be transplanted from the ground towards F.

(Compare note to Art- 270.) This movement is no other than that

of leaping, to illustrate which in the human figure we have but to

add two other bows, II V X and N D K, acting simultaneously and
conjointly with A B C, and place the extremity of the lowest bow
on the ground at E. AB will represent the spine; B V the line

of the femora; \' D of the legs; and DE of the feet. Let,

next. A B E (plate iv. fig. 6) represent the frame of the human
body standing as at No. 1, in an erect posture, viz. with the

bones of the legs, femora, and spine extended (as nearly as

may be) in a right line ; as so many pillars one above the other,

resting perpendicularly on the ground R S. The common centre

of gravity G will in this case be distant from the ground the

length of the lower extremities. Next let the posture lie changed
for (hat represented in No. J. where the several joints at B, C,
and D are bent so as to make acute angles. By this inflec-

tion the distance G E of the centre of gravity from the ground is

lessened by about the length of a leg ; or by only one half of its former
distance while the man stood erect. If during this position a con-
traction be suddenly and forcibly made (at one and the same in-

stant) of the glutaei, the vasti, and solan muscles, the result will be
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Painting. (274.) 7. Climbing. This attitude includes both the

*>—v-—• methods stated in Art. 267, fur supporting the centre of

gravity. The superior extremities are employed in sus-

pending the body ; the inferior, in their ordinary capacity

of fulcra, or sustaining props, beneath it. The chief

consideration for the artist is to give (as in the recum-

bent posture, Art. 269) neither more nor less action to

the muscles of any limb than is necessary for the work

it has to do, but to divide the weight naturally and

suitably between the several suspending or sustaining

limbs.

8. Pulling downwards, upwards, or horizontally. In

these movements, wherever great strength is required,

the arms are assisted by the weight of the body. II the

pull is downwards the action resembles that of climbing,

and the bodv is placed as nearly under the object pulled

as is practicable. Jf the pull is made either upwards or

horizontally, the feet are if possible so planted as that

the object pulled might be seen by the figure himself

between them. The horizontal direction, however, does

not always afford to the feet a station so advantageous.

They are therefore brought forward as nearly in the

direction of the object as the nature of the ground
permits.*

9. Pushing in three similar directions. The available

muscular force for these motions being upon the whole

weaker than for those last mentioned, greater effort must
be exhibited for pushing any object than there would be

for pulling one of the same weight.

(27 5.) 10. Carrying any weight. " The centre of

gravity," observes Flaxman, " is the centre of the incum-
bent weight falling between the feet, ifsupported by both,

or on the supporting foot." By the " incumbent
weight" must be understood the Height of the body of

the carrier joined to that of the burden. It is, says Da
Vinci, necessary to equilibrium that so much of the

weight of the carrier's body be thrown on the side oppo-

site to that which bears the burden as may amount to a
counterpoise ; consequently the line of direction or gra-

vitation will not fall from a point in the centre of the

burden, unless the latter be considerable.

t

11. Throwing any weight, or striking. To either of

these operations the lower limbs are often as essential as

the upper. The right hand is generally most employed ;

and, in the case of striking or of throwing any thing in

a forward direction is powerfully assisted by the left leg

and foot, which must be advanced in the direction of the

blow. J If, however, the blow be given backwards, the

longer sweep may be obtained for the right arm by
advancing the right foot. A blow forwards with the left

that the three bout ABC, B C 1), and CUE will expand with
great force. Through the reaction of the ground, the centre G of
gravity wilt be impelled upwards to F. And because this movement
is the cou>e<pience of an impetus, which acting uniformly in one
direction cannot cease of itself: therefore it will of necessity raise the

weight of the man's body ck\ir of contact with the ground, and carry

it upwards with a spring through a certain space, until the gra-

dually increasing power of gravity equak the projectile power. From
what has been said above, it is plain that three lows in the human
subject are in constant exercise. They are not put into action

through Iheir natural hardness or elasticity, {maierkUi duritia et ten-

none,) but by the voluntary action of the extensor muscles.
* Da Vinci. ,Mt„ Piiiur'a, cap. 234, Vi35.

f Ibid, cap. 200 206, 'J"7 J63. 350.

I
Ibid. 261. 262. It is justly remarked of that admirable figure

called the Fighting Gladiator, or Lesser Ajax, that the right hand
could not strike a blow while the right leg is in the posilion repre-

sented by the sculptor. The left arm, on the contrary, if shield

were upon it, is admirably placed l-T warding ott a stroke, and for

protecting any supposed object beneath it.

hand requires, for the same reason, the advancement of OfCorr.po
the right foot. sition.

12. Falling. In order to represent a falling figure, '•^v*™-''

and without any part at rest, let that portion of it which
is heaviest be seen to sink most, or be on its way to be
lowest. The appearance of any figure previous to a fall

may be easily given bv transgression of any of the above
rules of libration*

We have now bestowed upon the details of Outline so
much of our allotted space, as leaves us incapable of
touching otherwise than briefly on the divisions that re-

main of the subject. But we have not limits for a per-
fect Treatise

; and we prefer being, if possible, practically
serviceable on one or two essential points, to the likeli-

hood of being superficial upon all.t

(276.) Composition is that exercise of the Art which Composi-
pttt.i tn<;etlierl the materials of which we have hitherto '»>n so de-

been examiningsomeindividual elements. To composition I""*"'
1 as t0

belongs not only thegrnupingand judicious arrangement
'"

• »-^ * w •* ~* contrivance
of outlines, but also the use of that relief and force, and ;LS veU as

increased power of expression derived to outline from the per-

the aids of chiaroscuro and colouring. Under this formance °*

one general term, Composition, we would include all
aw

that relates to the formation or execution of a picture;

from its earliest existence in the fancy of its author to

its perfect completion upon his canvass ;§ all that can

* A flying figure is opposed to the foregoing. It has no appa-
rent support, yet the heaviest part of it must he represented rising or

mounting upwards. The frescos of the Italian fathers of Painting
exhibit examples, never to be surpassed, of .he flying figure.

f " The port-crayon,*
1

observes Sir Joshua Reynolds, addressing
himself to the students of 1 / 6*J, K ought to he for ever in your hands.

Various methods will occur to you by which facility of drawing may
be acquired. I would particularly recommend that after your return

from the academy, (where I suppose your attendance to l>e constant,;

you would endeavour to draw the figure by memory. I will even
venture to add, that by perseverance m this custom, you will he able

to draw the human figure tolerably correct, with as little effort of

the mind as is required to trace with a pen the letters of the alpha-
bet." Reynolds, II- rfis, (Malone's 8vo. edition,) vol. i. p. 40.

J See our Lexicon for the words Compose and Compose. Also

Johnson's Dictionary, folio edition, for the fifth meaning of the

word compost/ion.

§ Bardon, in his vocabulary prefixed to his Histoire Universe/ re.

iattf aux Arts, 8vo. 1765, thus defines invention: Qua/ttc depen-

(lante du gtnie. Elle trouve ies choses que la composition arrange.

Du Fresnoy also considers invention separately from composition,

and calls it the first part of Painting. Pirtu,<r prima pars inven-

tio. See Reynolds, Works, vol. iii. p. 35. Dryden in his parallel,

in the same volume, p. 256, between Poetry and Painting, says, in-

vention is the first part of, and absolutely necessary to them both.

Yet no rule ever was or can be given how to compass it. A happy
genius is the gift of Nature. How to improve it many books can
teach us; how to obtain it, none. That nothing can be dune with-

out it all agree. Tu nihil invito dices faciesve MimrrvA. Without
invention a Painter is but a copier, and a Poet but a plagiary of

others. Under this head of invention, he adds, is placed the d

sition of the work to put all tilings in a heauliful order and har-

mony, that the whole may be of a piece. The composition of the

Painter should be conformable to the text of ancient authors, and
to the custom of the times. And this is exactly the same in Poetry.

As in the composition of a picture (p. 258) the Painter is to t^ke

care that nothing enter into it which is not proper or convenient to

the subject, so, likewise, is the Poet to reject all incidents which are

foreign to his Poem. Sir Jo hua Reynolds, at p, 107 g
mole practical definition. The invention of a Painter, he Bays, "con-

sists not in inventing the subject, but in a capacity of forming in

his imagination the subject i:i a manner l»est accommodated to his

Art, though wholly borrowed from Poets. Historians, or popular

tradition. For this purpose he has full as much to do. and perhaps

more, than it" i He verv story was invented ; for he is bound to follow

the ideas which he has received, and to translate them tif I may use

the expression 1 into another Art. In this translation the Painters

4 D*i
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Pointing. employ his powers of invention and imitation, whether

upon combinations selected from a well-stored mind, or

upon objects as presented immediately to his eye. This

extended view of composition in Painting combines a

consideration of the influence it is designed to have on

the spectator, with the various operations of the Painter's

own head and hand tor this purpose.* We confine our-

selves at the same time to

—

invention lies ; he must, in a manner, recast the whole, ami model it

in his own imagination. To make it a Painter's nourishment, it

must pan through a Painter's mind. Having received an idea of

the pathetic and grand in intellect; he has oexl to consider how to

make ifl correspond with what is touching and awful to the ey«,

which is a business by itself. Hut here begins, wli.it in the language

of Painters, is called Invention, which includes not only the com-

position, or the putting the whole together, and the disposition of

every individual part ; nut likewise the management of the back-

ground, the effect tit* light and shadow, and the attitude of every

tigure or animal that is introduced or makes a part of the work."

Fuseli, in bis third Lecture, p 1 10, adverts to a uuestioo whether it

l>e within the artist's province or not to find or to combine a subject

from himself] without having recourse to tradition or the stores of

History and Poetry. Why not. be exclaims, if the subject be

within the limits or Art and the combinations of Nature; though

it should have escaped observation ? In bis fifth Lecture he calls

composition, in its stricter sense, the dresser of invention: aud

observes that composition superintends the disposition of the in-

vented materials Opie, in p. 65 of his Lectures, the successor of

Fuseli, thus expresses himself on the same subject. Invention as a

general power depends on the command of a large fund of ideas,

and an intuitive readiness of associating and combining them in

every way possible. As a technical power, invention consists not in

composing in the first instance the story to be represented, but in

seising &t once on the peculiar and prominent feature of the subject
;

placing it in the noblest and most interesting point of view ; taking

in all that belongs to the time and place chosen ; discriminating

the characters; entering into their situation, circumstances, and

relations; and all this with a reference at the same time to the

genius and powers of the Art by which they are to In* embodied*

The author of the Elements, of Art, p. 206, has a note to the follow-

ing effect :
u The conception of a subject, story, or plot ; the dis-

covery and connection of such events and circumstances as are

best calculated to convey whatever mural the Poet and the Painter

design to express, must be considered the first and highest effort of

invention. From this point the Painter and the Pott start in dif-

ferent directions ; each to run his particular career. The subject

as conceived in the Painter's mind must now lie transferred to the

material upon which he works, and such an arrangement made of

the figures and objects connected with it, as may be most judiciously

adapted to strike the eye and the mind of the beholder. This second

operation is called disposition or composition.''

The reader who examines and compares together the foregoing

eminent authorities, cannot but be struck with the similitude be-

tween the definitions ofinvention and of composition. He will see that

the invention of a picture is no other than the composition of it in

the mind before being transmitted to the canvass ; aud that what

is termed by some the composition of a picture, is in fact that very

same invention or mental composition exhibited afterwards to the

eye under appropriate forms and colours, liy making, therefore,

composition the generic term, and including under it the two pro-

cesses; first, of the Painter's mind, and secondly, of his pencil
;

processes which, distinct as they are, ought never to be separated,

may we not simplify to the student what seems to have admitted of

occasional mystification r
1 There does not appear much difficulty in

comprehending that a selection being first made of such particulars

as are proper to be represented by the Art, is next to lie followed by

a selection of suitable materials and modes of representation.

* Every Art that addresses itself to the imagination necessarily

involves three considerations. 1. Susceptibility of the artist to

receive from Nature and from education impressions of beauty and
sublimity. 2. Susceptibility of the spectator, reader, or auditor to

comprehend and sympathise with the artist. 3. Skill in the artist

in the selection and use of materials for exciting that susceptibility

of the spectator, reader, or auditor. In some Arts, as in Music, or

in Dramatic Poetry, a fourth consideration is important to success,

namely; 4. Skill in the performer to comprehend and execute the

work of his composer. Other Arts, as Painting, Sculpture, Archi-

tecture, &.c, most generally unite the offices of composer and jier-

former in one and the same individual. Applying, then, the three

I. The representative powers and moral purposes of Of Compo-

the Art sition.

II. The objects to be represented. **~+^^*s

III. The means, rules, or modes of representation.

first-named particulars to the theory and practice of Painting ; we

observe,

1. Respecting the susceptibilities requisite for the student, he must

to succeed in tins arduous profession answer to a description given in

the Lectures of a late celebrated professor. '* He must not be one who

has mistaken a pretty kind of imitative monkey-talent for genius

;

one who has taken up the Art to g»-t nd of what he thinks B more

vulgar or disagreeable occupation—or merely on the supposition of

finding an easy amusement: but he must he such a one as is im-

pelled by no consideration but s real unconquerable passion for

excellence : one who undismayed looks all difficulties in the face ;

to whom obstacles are a stimulus ; who receives tire from what

quenches others—one in short, who is prepared to sacrifice time,

ease, pleasure, and profit, and devote Ins entire self to the Art."

(Opie, lectures, p. 20. 21.)

VVe may further remark that to the imagination of a Poet, the

Painter of History must unite a peculiar talent for dramatic or

scenic effect ; a nice perception and ready invention for such inci-

dents as are termed " Hy-play" in the phraseology of the stage.

For the Painter is to do with his colours what the actor must perpe-

tually do with bis person, namely, express by actions, looks, and

gesture alone the sense, design, and spirit of his author. Where
an incident is discovered in which at one and the same instant a

Dumber of very significant actions, or else one simple burst of ex-

pression can be produced to explain, at a glance, the story : such an

incident may form a proper subject for Fainting or Sculpture. In

our allusion, however, to scenic talent, we mean a much higher

degree of it than perhaps theatrical representation often admits of.

Sir Joshua Reynolds (Works, vol. ii. p. 133) observes upon "the
necessity," in theatrical performances, M that every tiling should be

raised and enlarged beyond its natural state ; that the full effect

may come home to the spectator, which otherwise would be lost in

the comparatively extensive space of the theatre. Hence the deli-

berate and stately step, the studied grace of action, which seems to

enlarge the dimensions of the actor, and alone to fill the stage. All

this, though right and proper in its place, would appear affected and

ridiculous in a private room, {quid entm dejbrmiut oiAon iCfnam in

vitam trannferre.') We have no idea of recommending theatrical

subjects for the student in Historical Painting. On the contrary, we
join heartily in the opinion of the lively author of Elements of Ari,

where he remarks, that the " taste of the historical artist too often

receives a bias which materially affects the conduct ami character of

his work lie finds it impossible to get out of the theatre, lie cannot

separate in his imagination the natural situation from the dramatic

exhibition, nor extricate his pencil from those accessories of scenic

extravagance, which, mingling with all his conceptions, pervert the

purity w his Art, and destroy the simplicity of Nature" In the

same note, the author, alluding to the French School, describes the

Gallican critics as having " lost all relish for the plainer fare of

Painting; and once accustomed to theatrical luxuries, as beginning

to think the unostentatious dignity of Ratfaelle aud the Homau
School, lame and hispid."

|
p. 309. 311.)

2. The next consideration is. how far spectators possess the

faculty of entering into the meaning of the artist, and of sympa-

thizing with the emotions he expresses. This is a most important

circumstance to every aspirant for pictorial fame. He cannot, he

ought not to be deaf to praise from his contemporaries. To be

admired he must choose popular subjects. Yet how often may
he monopolize admiration by committing, in contradiction perhaps

to his own judgment, enormous outrages upon truth aud Nat-ire!

In this dilemma he must frequently tax his ingenuity to the utmost,

and must select the least absurd among popular absurdities. He
must endeavour to put himself in the situation of the most judicious

among his judges. He is like a writer, who, for the approbation of

judicious readers, is expected at all events to write common sense,

and to use language that is intelligible ; but yet that his readers may
he kept awaku, he must not fail to interest as well as to convince

them, to arrest their imaginations as well as lead their judgment,

and to appeal effectually to their sensibility.

3. With regard to the materials for exciting the susceptibility of

a spectator, it is proper here to repeat a remark made by the best

writers on Art, that, for the purposes of Painting, a sufficient degree

of verisimilitude in any picture, is to lie obtained rather by faithful

adherence to the general character of objects, than by excessive

Attention to details. We therefore scarcely need to say, that in

using the terms " Truth" and " Nature" as applied to Painting, we
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Painting. Of these three divisions, the first relates chiefly to the
^^^/~s attractions of Painting for the eve or mind of the spec-

tator; the other two to the labours and the judgment of

the artist. The second regards more especially his

choice of materials drawn from observation of Nature :

and the third is connected principally with such methods
of pictorial arrangement as result from exploring- with cri-

tical industry the works of other hands, and combining
their experience with his own.

I. Repre- (277.) i. The first of these particulars demands care-

sentative till attention and investigation from every composer in
powers and

t n j s nr indeed in any Art. We have here only room
for a brief caution to every aspirant after mastery in

pictorial composition to avoid attempting more than the

limits of Painting" are competent to attain. If his

ultimate ambition l>e to instruct, to attract, and to

amuse, he must aim first of all to be intelligible. In

his choice of a subject, as well as in his treatment of it,

he must address himself to the prepossessions, to the

habits and mind of his spectator.* Whoever would

do not mean such an imitation as merely serves to deceive the be-

holder into a belief that it is no imitation. Nobody in his senses

ever expects a picture to be the thing which it cannot be, the thing

represented. This would be like believing Kemble tu be the real

Corioianus ! Such a transubstantiation would remove all the plea-

sure which the mind receives from tracing a resemblance, and from
pursuing the infinitely varied associations which that resemblance
calls up. But by attention to Truth and Nature, we mean absence
of affectation and excess, as well in colouring as in drawing, and
an accurate observance of those delicate gradations which the tints

and forms and shadows of Nature universally unfold. In a word.
we mean a chaste and scrupulous adherence to the " modesty of

Nature."
* ' Every Art," says Sir Joshua Reynolds, " like our own, (vol i.

p. 225.) has fluctuating as well as fixed principles. An attentive

inquiry into the ditlerence between them enables us to determine
how far we are influenced by custom and habit, and what is fixed

in the nature of things. To distinguish how much has solid found-

ation we may have recourse to the same proof by which some hold
that wit ought to be tried—whether it preserves itself when trans-

lated. The wit is false which can subsist only in one language:
and the picture which pleases only one age or nation, owes its re-

ception to some local or accidental association of ideas."

Agreeably to this doctrine it will be proper for every artist to

make himself acquainted with the nature and origin of those con-

ventional licenses which have been transmitted from one Age to

another, and how many of them retain their hold upon his patrons

and admirers. In any Art which, fur the amusement, or, as it may
l>e, instruction of mankind, practises upon their imaginations, it must
be always important to ascertain, how far the parties to be amused
will consent to enter in'othe delusion ; how much of the improbable,

or of the marvellous they only tolerate, and how much they eagerly

expect Something more, it is evident, must be granted to the con-

triver of a work of Art, besides our good-natured supposition, that

the object contrived represents a real existence. We must be pre-

pared to grant likewise, that the object is employed in some act, or

occupies some situation which we consider, or have been taught to

consider suitable to its character. Shakspeare's Witches were, in

Shakspeare's time, considered as the representation of a sort ofbeings
actually existing. But the master pencil of that great observer of

Nature was careful to represent them conformably to the prevailing

notion of the fantastic pursuits in which those formidable personages

were said and were believed by the nurses in the time of James I.,

and doubtless by King Jamie himself, to employ themselves.

The nurseries of the XlXth century seem to he losing, one by one,

the venerable hobgoblins which supplied such fruitful materials for

the sublime and the terrific to the imagination of our forefathers.

Great licenses were permitted to the early schools, and have been

Continued more or less to their succeeding followers. But that

these liberties are becoming less and less endurable in the progress

of modern society may be fairly augured from some extracts which

we quote from vol. iii. p. 564 of the Manchester Transactions. Quo-
tations from the same paper have been dispersed in almost ever)*

periodical notice of the Arts, since its publication, and may be said

to have " gone the round" of the Encyclopaedias. We are inclined

to an opinion that many of the absurd license? there exposed arose

obtain the power of impressing* his contemporaries will Of Compo
not employ obsolete terms; will not adapt the language sitiun.

not merely from literary or scientific deficiency, and from a want of
greater refinement in manners, but also not unlVequently from the
Barbarous taste of patrons who accepted flattery at the risk of per-
petuating absurdity. The paper in question comment-, with wine
severity upon Rafiaelle in his Cartoons, ,( introducing monks and
Swiss guards

;
putting into a lioat more figures than it is evident

the boat could contain ;" making •* Pope Julius II. present at the
chastisement of Heliodorus,' 1 recorded in the third chapter of the
second book of Maccabees; introducing Venetian senators while
Pope Alexander excommunicates Barbarossa; and bringing together
in the School uf Athens, Aristotle, Plato, Dante, and Petrarch. " In
like manner," continues the writer, " when the same great m..ster

paints the dreams of Joseph and his felluw-prisouer over their

heads ; when similar contrivances are used by Albani, Parmeggiano,
and Fuseli

; is it not evident that real and feigned existences are
unnaturally introduced in one narration ? When Polydore chooses
to represent the death of Cato, and exposes the hem of the piece
with his bowels gushing out; when Paul Veronese, at a banquet]
painted with his usual magnificence, places before us a dog gnaw-
ing a hone, &c. ; when the same first-rate artist introduces Benedic-
tine monks at the marriage of Cana ; and. in a picture of the
Crucifixion, puts Roman soldiers in the jerkins of the Willi cen-

tury, and adorns their heads with turbans ; when Guitlo, in a
Painting of Jesus appearing to his Mother, places St. Charles Bor-
romle in a kind of desk in the back-ground as witness to the niter-

view; when Tintoret, at the miraculous fail of manna, arms the

Israelites with fusils; and Corregg.o appoints St Jerome as the

instructor of the child Jesus, common sense revolts at the impro-
priety, and exclaims, Quicqmd ostendit mihi stc, incredultu odt. The
mythological taste of the learned Poitssin is well known ; but

Rubens seems to claim the merit of having presented to the world
a still greater number of supreme absurdities in this learned style ;

nor is it easy to conceive a more heterogeneous mixture of circum-
stances, real and imaginary, sacred and profane, than the Luxem-
bourg Gallery and the other works of that great master perpetually

exhibit." The writer next proceeds, without any respect for national

prejudices, to criminate Sir Joshua Reynolds : but we forbear ; and
only remark, that we might quote also foreign authors on Art, to

prove a similar strain of criticism to be gaining prevalence among
our continental neighbours.

Rtiffue/fo, says Mduia, (in his Dizionario delle Belle Jrti, vol. i.

p. 2 1 9._) e rmrabile mlC cspressione (Cogni suo assuntv, di emscuna

flgura f
di ciascun accessi-rio. Ma con que* sttoi Giuli II. e Leom X.

Jitttt intervmre dove non potevan e$\ere, ka egli conservata la cu/tre-

nicnza ? See also the works of Chevieau for other examples.

These therefore are licenses which, at the present day, would he

abandoned ; notwithstanding ihe high and, in most respects, excel-

lent authority of Sir J. Reynolds, " one is," says he, " so much used

to anachronism in church pictures, that it ceases to be an object of

criticism." vol. ii p. 314,

Neither does Sir Joshua's defence of Allegorical Painting (vol. i.

p. 214.) seem likely to preserve this style of Art from decline. " If

Allegorical Painting," he observes, " produces a greater variety of

ideal beauty, a richer, a more various and delightful composition

and gives to the artist a greater opportunity of exhibiting his skill :

all the interest he wishes for is accomplished. Such a picture not

only attracts but fixes the attention." But what if Allegory belongs

more to the fluctuating than to the fixed principles of the Art—to

borrow again Sir Joshua's words as quoted at the commencement of

this note ? What if the public taste, we mean the taste of well-

educated multitudes, either rejects or only tolerates Allegory ? A
Poet does not compose only for Poets, nor a Painter paint only for

Painters. Let us hear, however, the judicious advice of one of Sir

Joshua's successors on this subject *' Man and Nature," he ob-

serves, u are the great objects of the Painter ; and though he is

competent to ascend with the Poet to the wildest regions of fancy,

and people with a new creation an imaginary world, yet human
events and human passions furnish him with the materials most con-

genial with the powers of his Art. as well as most conducive to those

moral effects which it ts so admirably calculated to produce."

(Illwiits <>f Art. p. 358.) Hayley has not unhappily termed those

pictures in which Allegory is employed '• painted riddles.*
1 This,

observes the writer just ipioted, seems a condemnation too unquali-

fied. Allegory, like all the other instruments of Painting and

Poetry, may be injudiciously managed; but in skilful hands it is

Capable of being made an ingenious and efficient vehicle id refined

sentiment and moral truth. The Painter, however, should be con-

ttous in the use of it. An Allegory which does nut explain itself to
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Painting, of liis Art to superstitions long ago forgotten or ex-

^—

-

*/-** plocVd, or to B Btate of BOCiety in oilier limes* entirely

different from Ins own,

Again, in another respect, some control over the

flights of the pencil is necessary. There may be some-

times danger of attempting to invade the province of

other AjEtS. N«> attempt can he more fetal to the

Invader. The province of this Art, rich and ample,

and beautiful as it is, has its boundaries. An historian

a spectator of ordinary discernment and information, is an enigma
tli.it conceals the truth which it was intended to display. The im-

pression dI the subject is weakened by the erlbrt that is required to

understand it : and be whose work must be accompanied by an
explanatory dissertation may deserve Hie praise of learning and
ingenuity, but lu- will neither command the attention, nor interest

thu feelings of tin* public.

An Allegorical Poem or Picture, ill contrived, is a mase of mean-
ing in which we do not much like to wander, although we may he

presented with the clue. Hut it is not enough that an Allegory be

ctear and expressive. It shoidd be constructed also lo dignify, en-

force, ami adorn whatever it is employed to display. In Art it must

be picturesque as well as appr priate; graceful as well as just.

(Ibid, p. 361.) The UlegoricaJ Painter, therefore, will do well not

to attempt flights in any track through which some popular Sculptor

or Poet of well-establiHhed fame has not Boared before him. Rey-
nolds's "Tragic Muse" in the person of Mrs Siddons, (of which
picture there IS a tine duplicate in the Dulwich Gallery,! as well as

his " (iarnck between Tragedv and Comedy," are exceptions. We
may here add, that there is likewise in the Dulwich Collection ano-

ther allegorical Bubject by Sir Joshua; namely, the " Mother and
sick child," which we consider a failure. The idea seems suggested

by the celebrated work of his contemporary, Roubiliac, in Westmin-
ster Abbey— the monument to Lady Nightingale. In Sir .Joshua's

adaptation of the idea, not only is the action of the guardian angel

warding off the stroke of death vulgar, and bordering on the ludi-

crous ; But the introduction of such machinery by superhuman agents
into an affair of every-day life, destroys all their intended awfulni &a

and grandeur. The mother and her child are, in expression and
colour, touchingly beautiful. On the subject of this style of Art
see Fuseli's fourth Lecture.

* It is matter of serious consideration with the artist of the pre-

sent day how much more limited are his opportunities of interesting

the public mind than were those of the gone-by giants of old.

Architecture, not only in the temples of Greece, but in the churches
and convents and palaces of Italy, was the foster sister uf Sculpture

and Painting. Religion was their nursing mother. "To devo-
tion." says Addison, (Spectator, No 414,) "we are indebted for the
noblest buildings in the world." He might have added, that the

Arts of Poetry, I )ratorj . Sculpture, Music, and Painting, have like-

wise been indebted to the same all-inspiring influence. rt It seems,"
says Professor Hey. Norriuiun Lectures, hook iii, c. xv. § 10. 8vo.

Cambridge, I797,j "to be undeniably true that the Tine Arts are,

generally speaking, infinitely more efficacious when exercised on
religious subjects than on any others. The Paintings which have
the greatest effect are on religious suhjects."' it must, however, be
confessed that the absence both of enthusiasm and of superstition,

which Christian civilization and the progress of rati) naJ piety must
occasion, is not favourable to pictorial invention on religious subjects.

If the robe of Popery has been termed affectedly gorgeous and
theatrical, the mantle of Protestantism may be sometimes pro-

nounced Unnecessarily plain and in bad taste. A severe remark
has been applied, and perhaps not unjustly, to several houses of
prayer constructed in our own times, that they tend to remind us
oftener of the preacher than of the Deity ; oftener of the convenience
Of the lecture-room than of the immensity of the temple that " tills

all space." The world perhaps is wiser, and casts away the toys of
its youth. It appears, however, exceedingly probable that the more
idolatrous, the more fabulous, the more legendary , were the popular
religions of old, the more effectual would be their appeals to the
imagination by means oi Painting and Sculpture. The celebrity

which those sculptured or painted works have now, is of a different

kind from their original celebrity. We connect with an old picture

the times and hist.n >,[' the Painter, and estimate it at a sort of
antiquarian value. We amuse ourselves, not so much -perhaps with
its appropriateness to our own feelings, principles, and views of
Nature, as with the effect which we i'.an-y it mu-t have had upon its

first beholders. No new work of Art can expect this kind of cele-

brity. The living artist is limited to contemporary fame.

or biographer, or chronicler of legends, or novelist, of Of Compos

epic poet, can describe to us a succession of events ; a Mtion.

dramatist can put that succession of events before us in
*~^/~~*

a sort of living picture on the Stage. Hut the Painter

has no such power.* His composition restrained to

one point of time cannot prepare us by those previous

details of character which give interest to the story. For

these details he must be indebted to what passes in the

minds of us spectators, either from our legendary know-

ledge of the subject painted, or from the course of our

experience.

t

* By means of a aeries of pictures, all of them introducing the

s.uiK- heroin different circumstances, tLtucceuitm uf events may h«

said to be narrated hy the Paiuter. Also, in a. single picture, acces-

sory particulars or episodes may be introduced, which lead the

spectator either to foresee something that must follow the principal

event ; or to understand something that must have preceded it. It

is remarked of Raffaelle, that the action of almost all his figures

enables a spectator to conceive what they must have been doing the

moment before. as well as what they are about to do. In his Car-

toon of Ananias and S.ipphira, the episode which introduces the

latter in the background counting the fatal purchase-money, is a

kind of continuation to the story. According to the letter of the

sacred history she did not come into St. Peters presence until

' about the Space of three hours after" the death of her husband.

But this is a verv pardonable anachronism in such a Painting.
u Raffaelle," Sir J. Reynolds observes, (vol. i. p. 85.) 'Mn repre-

senting the Apostles, has always given them as much dignity as the

human figure is capable of receiving. No where is it shown that

they had really such appearance. Of St. Paul in particular we an
told by himself that his bodily presence was mean. Alexander the

Great was low of stature ; a Painter ought not so to represent him.

This is taking an allowed license. A Painter of portraits retains the

individual likeness ; a Painter of history shows the man by showing

Ins actions. A Painter must compensate the natural deficiencies ot

his Art. lie lias but one sentence to utter, but one moment to ex-

hibit. He cannot, like the Poet or Historian, expatiate and impress

the mind with great veneration for the character of the hero or haint

he represents, though he (the narrator) lets us know at the same time

that the saint was deformed, or the hero lame. The Painter cannot

make his hero talk like a great man; he must make him look like

tuie. Poetry speaks by raising our curiosity- engaging the mind
nes to take an interest in the event, keeping that event

suspended, and surprising us at last with un unexpected catastrophe.

\\ fiat i^ dour by Painting must be done at one blow." p. 'J47

.

j It is not enough for the artist to understand his own work him-

self. Out of his charming language of visible signs, he must use

such us we Spectators likewise understand. At our first glance he
must, if possible, contrive to interest our feelings even without our

i
i
i.ig acquainted wnh the historical or fabulous incident which he

commemorates. It must be some incident during which, in real life,

though we were strangers to the parties concerned in it, we should

desire to be ourselves actors, and should not be able to look on un-

concerned. Suppose, for example, in the foreground the figure <rf a

wounded wretch, stripped of his raiment, pale and emaciated through

pain and loss of blood : and gazing with a look of despair upon a

traveller in the distance, whom he seem* to implore, with almost a
last effort, for succour, but who is pursuing his way heedless of the

Burrerer. Suppose again, on the opposite side of the picture two

travellers, unperceived by the wounded man, one of them looking

without the smallest sympathy upon his distress, but passing hastily

on, as if to escape his observation. Then imagine the other,the third

traveller, who has just alighted from his horse, or from his camel, to

he running up, with a countenance and gesture that bespeak un-
hesitating benevolence, to the assistance of the helpless person.

Let an attendant who holds his beast cast a look of contempt upon
the unfeeling passenger, and point at the same time to the afflicted

object. We have here a scene perhaps sufficiently intelligible, and
in which we should ourselves desire to be actors.

But besides intelligibility, there is required for every good

composition some purpose or moral, some rational answer to the

question, why was this picture painted 9 In the illustration just

attempted, the moral purpose would be to inculcate humanity and

compassion. This might be its effect perhaps upon the sym-
pathies of a person who had never read the parable of the Good
Samaritan. But upon the mind of a practical Christian moralist

such a composition, well sustained throughout, would be apt to have
complete effect. The eye also of the educated spectator might be
gratified by remarking the natural, the unaffected, the dignified, the
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Fainting,

Painting. (278.) Respecting the moral purposes of the Art. we
<—v»—' take pride in the observation that our English School

has never pandered to the vices of profligate patronage.
" The depraved eye of sensuality," observes Sir Martin

Shee, in a Work to which we have made frequent refer-

ence, "must, for such panders, look to the profligate im-

becility of other nations." Those golden words there-

fore, of his great predecessor, Reynolds, have not fallen

to the ground. " The good and virtuous man alone

can acquire a true and just relish even of Works of Art.

The same habit of mind which is acquired by search

after truth in the more serious duties of life, is only

transferred to the pursuit of lighter attainments. The
same desire to find something steady, substantial, and

durable, on which the mind can lean as it were, and
rest with safety, actuates us in both cases. The subject

only is changed."

ii Obiects (279.) ii. The next branch of the subject of compo-

for repre- sition, according to our division of it, refers to the choice

sentation in of objects to be represented, and requires the student to

'£• select those phenomena of Nature which will be most
effectual for the purposes of his Art.* We have already,

graceful, or (as far as truth and strong emotions would permit,) not

ungraceful expression given to the prominent characters in the

scene ; as well as by discovering a faithful representation of appear-

ances peculiar to the oriental or Syrian clime, whether depicted in

the features, costume, and bearing of the several figures, or in the

wild scenery and sultry atmosphere of a route infested by robbers

between Jerusalem and Jericho. Lastly, another class of admirers
might be those whose acquaintance with the Art would enable them
to appreciate the picturesque or artistic arrangement of forms, lights,

shadows, and colouring. The achievement of a victory over some
great technical difficulty has with some such beholders too often

compensated for absolute insipidity and want of meaning ; or, what
is infinitely more abominable, for grossness and impurity.

* The extraordinary Work of Leonardo da Vinci on Painting,
which we have so often had occasion to mention, contains on the

subject of selection from Nature mure written information than has
been added by any single artist since his time. His Treatise, though
apparently unfinished, and put together without method in the form
of notes or memoranda, may be termed a guide to Nature not only
as to form but chiaroscuro ; and has actually guided the most emi-
nent who have succeeded him. It is truly observed, in an excellent

artistlike publication (4to. 1827) from the pen and graver of Mr.
John Burnet, under the modest title of Practical Hints on Cnm-
position, Light and Shade, and Colouring, that "he (Da Vinci)
may be said to have laid a foundation for principles that are to be
traced through the works of the best colourists to the present day."

Sir Joshua Reynolds, in his Notes to Du Fresnoy's Art of Painting,
declares, that all the rules which the theory of Du Fresnoy or any
other teaches, can be no more than teaching the Art of seeing
Nature. In another place he remarks, that to see '• at sight," is not
a gift in every one's possession. " The life of a student." says the

author before quoted, " who has not accustomed himself to a
proper mode of arranging his observations, will be spent in an end-
less search of what is continually passing before his eyes." Burnet's
Practical Hints, part ii. p. 43. Milizia, the ingenious author of
VArte di Vedrre, under the term Composveiont in his Dizinnario
delle Belle Arli, thus expresses a similar opinion. II ilono pin run,
nella compotixione e la scelta (selection) La Saturn st presenta a
tnlti .* c quasi la stcssa a tutti gli ocehi. Ma vedere e porn, diacer-
nere e t'utto. Uartista egregio sa sccglur mtglio civ die git

conviene.

There are two distinct methods of selection which seem to cha-
racterise two of the greatest masters of composition. One is that of
taking the form and proportions from Nature so as to obtain accu-
rate individual likeness, and afterwards of using such gestures, and
such modifications of expression and muscular action as the taste

and judgment of the artist may be competent to supply] omitting
at the same time every circumstance irrelevant, or not necessarily

concerned in the subject of the work. This appears to have been
the practice of Raffaelle, of whom it was a maxim to paint men not

so much as they are, but as they ottffht to he. His practice was con
menu ottinere il pti. The other method is that of takiug the entire
tTpression from some model in Nature, (not, of course, a sifter for

the pcrtrait, nor conscious that the Painter is " taking notes,') by

under " outline," given some elementary acquaintance Of Com!*
with the forms if objects. A selection from those forms sition.

for the purpose either of Painting history, portrait, or
v<—-s^——

'

landscape, is to be made by the composer.
For historical subjects a constant study of the an-

tique, and familiar acquaintance with the best engravings
after the great masters of the Roman School, will have
prepared the student, when he comes to view his model
in Nature, for rejecting all that is unessential* as well

careful and profound examination of the habits and emotions of the
individual so represented. According to this latter method, many of
the gestures may be ungraceful and sometimes may nut be absolutely-
necessary to the action required

;
but that the expression is true to

Nature cannot be disputed, nor is it possible, if grandeur and sym-
metry of form be superadded, (and its application be appropriate to
the subject,) to avoid admiration of its originality. This appears
to have been the practice of M. Angelo. Our own great moral
Painter. Hogarth, did this ; but without the grand superaddition
which indeed his style did not admit of. For a comparison of
Raffaelle with M. Angelo, see Reynolds. Works, vol. i. p. 128 ; Opie.
Lectures, p. 4 1—52 ; and Fuseli passim.

The efficiency of the latter of the above methods we could illus-

trate by one or two familiar cases within our knowledge. A dead
subject lay upon a table as a model for some academic students.

The question was how to dispose it in the best manner for drawing
from it as the study of a lifeless figure. Many attempts wen made
unsuccessfully. At length one of the number proposed the inge-
nious plan of letting it fall from the table. This was done ; it was
suffered to fall on the ground, where from the various action of the
law of gravitation on all its parts it immediately assumed a striking
and a natural attitude. (Art. 264.) Another case happened to a
very able English artist now living. He was employed, while at

Rome pursuing in earlier life his professional studies, to paint a pic-

ture from the horses as they prepared to stait on the Corso. He
accordingly took his station on the morning of the race at the most
convenient point of view which his patron had taken care to provide
him ; and during the interval of some minutes previous to the start

he bad time to sketch the horses together with the men bedding them.
In front of them was the cord across the street to restrain the
animals until the signal should be given. He had just finished a
preliminary sketch when the signal was made, the cord removed,
the race begun: and he had opportunity fur a few seconds to watch the
action of the animals at tiie moment of being loose from the con-
trol of the men who held them. Here was the spirit and fire of
natural action. He watched and sketched rapidly, while the first

impression was yet fresh in his immediate thoughts, the play of the
limbs, head, neck, chest, &c. Afterwards in his studio sitting down
to compose the picture, he found his second sketch far exceed his

first; and he selected from it, consequently, the best part of his

composition. His employer, a gentleman of taste and discernment,
though well satisfied with the finished work, requested to see the

drawing in question ; and preferred it to the finished picture. The
relator of this anecdote, in the enthusiasm of his pictorial reminis-
cences of Italy, always winds up with an axiom, that " the less man
has to do with the placing of God's creatures the better. While
horses remained under the control of art anil of human manage-
ment they exhibited no striking expression : but the moment they
got loose their natural character appeared.*

1

* It is remarked of Raffaelle, (confessedly the greatest master of

expression yet known.) that he always h.as contrived to remhr him-
self intelligible by means few and simple, in preference to such a
method as would exercise the ingenuity of bis spectator to discover

his meaning. It is in this respect that we think he differs most
from his stupendous rival, anil we may add instructor. M. Angelo :

wdiose compositions are of that high, philosophical. Pindaric, Dan-
tesque description which addresses and captivates chiefly the pro-

found thinker, the learned, the original observer. If a prolessorial

chair was established in 1373, at Florence, for the express purpose

of explaining the Commedia only fifty-two years after the death
of Dante ; we need not wonder that now. in the XlXth century,

two hundred and sixty-seven years after the death of the Painter of
one of the noblest yet most mysterious flights of imagination that

evt r was conceived, namely, the " History of Man from his Creation
to the Final Judgment." in the ailing and walls of the ( apella

Sistina: some previous initiation should be desirable fiT the spec-

tator in order to his undivided enjoyment of the daring sublimity

of Michael Angelo. The compositions, certainly, of R iff.idle

requite less the aid of comment, if indeed they require any comment.
Tla\ possess a kind of Homeric simplicity calculated toeudure till
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Unity, va-

riety, anil

fitness in

the choice

of objects*

as all that is irrelevant or injurious to His composition.

lie will preserve simplicity mul unity. He will group

his figures with a view chiefly to the story of which he

is to make a pictorial version. • Faithful to this prin-

ciple, he will not scruple at occasional repetition of the

lines and contours whether of drapery, of limits, or fea-

tures, where tin- intensity of the one sentiment ex-

pressed demands uniformity of expression.t He will

distinguish, however, in his repetitious between simi-

litude and sameness. He will not tolerate insipidity.

Variety is often as essential to a composition as

unity. A contrast will be shown of waving or curved

lints with others straight or less curved. (Art. 2G3, 264.)

The motions and posture of the limbs will vary

with the character of their owner.} Feebleness will be

Poetry, and Painting, and Sculpture shall he no more. It is more

than probable, also, tint the ^re.it Bculptile talents both of Rafiaelle

and of Angelo, but especially of the latter, contributed mainly to

their astonishing facility ami success in depicting any position or

representation imaginable of the human figure. The Cartoons

supply admirable exercises for the modelhst.

* The late Mr. Northcote (whose name, we regret to say. may
now Wadded to our short obituary see PaINTINO, p 498 I of

English worthies in Art) has some Very applicable remarks in his

Life of Titian, concerning the Roman School. He observes that Us

amateurs and patrons among whom the ancient taste predominated

sought only for the most heroical subjects: and therefore the chief

endeavour of the Roman artist was to make things with the greatest

possible simplicity. " It is." adds the venerable author in another

passage, (vol. i. p. 387.) " the test of genius, or good sense, to prove

with how few figures it is able to tell the story. And I should give

it as my advice to students in the Art. always to compose their his-

torical designs with as few figures as possible, admitting that their

subject be fully explained ; and also that their figures should be

large in proportion to the size of their canvass. The reason is, that

it will better enable them to master the greatest difficulties and dis-

] lay the highest refinements of the Art which are most assuredly

comprised in the hum.m figure. An experimental lesion of must

Useful tendency would he tn tell the story even with one solitary

figure, alter the example of Michael Angelo, if it be within the

bounds of probability) or at least with such an intention in the

mind. This method would oblige the student to give the figure the

most decided contour, with precision of form and drawing, energv of

expression, and every characteristic mark which may he required

toward-, its explanation. It must force him to apply to thus,

only for assistance which are of essential importance to his \u«rk.

end will prove at the same time how necessary it \- to keep clear of

all imperti ent and trivia] matter, such as might confuse and per*

plex the subject, or lead the spectator to mistake it for what was
not designed, and deceive him into a wrong conclusion. An his-

t irical picture, like an enigma or riddle, should have this property,

that it* on viewing it the specific subject is not made determinate, at

least it should not l»e found to answer to something else.'*

f M. Angelo is unrivalled for preserving unity in his figures If

all the limbs, and muscles, and features, that are available in his

figure are sometimes called into action, they are all. however, always

directed to one action, always faithful to one combined movement.

I
There are many works of theearly (ierman and Flemish masters.

such as Durer. the Van Eycks, &c. which are excellent models of

every variety of expression. The figures and forms throughout are

evidently faithful transcripts from Nature and may be relied upon.

Give them symmetry, colour, chiaroscuro, and other adjuncts of

pood Painting, and they muftt be found an inexbaustiblv treasure

from which future R.ifiaelles may borrow without scruple and with-

out blame. And although in expression, particularly of the coun-

tenance, there are national peculiarities which should be avoided
;

yet there will l>e seen in such works as we allude to, much of the

grand general human character, and of that universal dialect, SO to

express it.) the proper dialect of a Painter, common to all nations.

Respecting the varieties of individual character in Historical Paint-

ing, it is recommended by Mengs in his chapter delta Compos'zione,

that the student should confine his acquaintance with the story of

his subject only to some choice passages in a favourite Historian :

but that he should obtain every circumstance, by reading or other-

wise, that he can possibly collect ; as well of the personages in his

picture, as of his hero, in order to represent them adetpiately, or (to

use our own term) mdtt idua/ize them. Oprre di Mengs, vol. i. p.

28o

contrasted with strength; arxe with youth; childhood Of Comr*>

With manhood ; feminine delicacy with manly vigour. _*"*
The varieties likewise of passion and of sentiment* are

^^*

* Notwithstanding the ridicule which some (who only write or

talk of, and do not attempt the artB of design) have attached to

treatises for representing the varieties of human emotion, and who
have termed them "' receipt books for the passions,'* there cannot he

any doubt that such studies are anatomically, as well as in some

small degree metaphysically, important to every artist that claims to

be superior to a house-p.uiUer, anil to le a student in the school of

animated nature. The Work of Le Hrun has been censured by

Winckelmann as portraying with a most outrageous pencil the

affections, and the lints of passion : and as being therefore likely to

mislead artists, and young artists more especially, into extremes;

instead of drawing their attention to those delicate gradations of

expression which distinguish every work of genius. Severely just

as this censure is. there is no denying, at the same time, that to this

system of Le Hrun many able artists have been indebted for

elementary knowledge. If lie was not infallible, he was at all

events a very honest instructor, and exemplified in his own works

his own precepts. In those works we ctitainW see nothing of the

sublime. 3ut he designed with perfect correctness, and understood

completely all that mechanism could ehYct. Besides, in a popular

treatise, the utmost that can be done seems to consist in marking
distinctly the stronger and more vehement signs of emotion, and
cunt listing them w'th the peaceful state. Intermediate shades of es>

pression may be left to the ripening judgment and future experience

of the young observer. The Kssays of Sir Charles Bell on Anatomy

of Expreuton, to which we have before alluded, are replete with

admirably bold and pointed examples Camper, in the Work we RAVfl

quoted, Lrt.222,) has an ingenious Lecture on the subject. '*The

first tiling re pisite," says he, " is to acquire an accurate knowledge

of the form of the skeleton, and particularly of the cranium :

the second to be well acquainted with the principal muscles of the

face and their action : thirdly, to trace the nerws in their divisions

and connections with these muscles An oppressed, sonowful, or

melancholy person, lets bis bead sink downwards, or he supports it

with bis hand. The equipoise is no longer maintained by the muscles

of the neck : that is. the nerves belonging to those muscles are

rendered inert. A lively, contented laugher, on the other hand,

raises his head, and his breast is agitated " p. 1_*8, 129.

Lavater, in his Treatise on Pictorial Anatomy dedicated to Fuseli,

mentions the system of Hardon by which the different states of

mind to be represented are divided into four classes :—the tranquil,

the agreeable, the sorrowful, the violent. He thinks Ibis division

more philosophical than that of Watelet in his Poem on the subject

;

but regards the latter as more practical. Watelet has six principal

classes. 1. Sorrow, or pain of mind. 2. Joy. 3. Pain by bodily

suffering. 4 Defection, prostration, or imbecility, mental and bodily.

5. Energy.mental and bodily, fi Privation of a good or of a pleasure.

\\ e omit the subdivisions, which the reader will not find much diffi-

culty to supply, and proceed at once to keep our promise (Art. 232}
of enumerating those muscles of the countenance which relate more
especially to expression. For this purpose we w ill suppose the

student to be prepared, according to our suggestion in Art 257,

(note -/, with an outline, or Painting of the fore part of the human
skull. He will begin with those muscles that be deepest, and so

proceed to the external layer nearest the skin. 1. The buccinajv*

(so called from its prominence in the act of blowing the buccma
t
a

circular trumjiet) will extend from the root of the corouoid prmess

of the lower jaw, and thence along the alveolar processes of both

jaws, as far forward as the dentes canini : to be inserted into the

angle of the mouth, which it draws backwards and outwards, or con-

tracts its cavity by pressing the cheek inwards. Its action is to

assist the tongue m collocating food between the teeth for m*stica-

tion : also in blowing, to form, by its dilation, a large si-ace for

containing air ; in order afterwards, by its contraction, to press or

force out from the lips the quantity of breath so collected. For the

air in blowing is not collected in the throat, hut in the reservoir

of the mouth as just described. On the buccinator lies a small

portion of fat, which fills up the deep space in the cheek. When
this fat is reduced by sickness, the cheek takes a hollow form,

anil the action of the strong "muscles above becomes more pro-

minent. "1. The t<vr.poraliswti have already mentioned. (Art. 232.)

3. The masseter. {Ibid.) 4. The levator menti vel labii inferioris

arises from the lateral incisor of the lower jaw to be inserted into

the under lip ; and is called superhux, from its throwing up the

under lip with a contemptuous expression. 5. The depressor iabit

i olcequt nasi arises from the alveoli of the incisors of th*

upper jaw, and from the root of the caiuue tooth to be inserted ink
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Painting, capable of most interesting contrast. But, thirdly, namely, a careful attention to the probabilities of the Uli
"—"v™-' besides unity and variety, fitness will be maintained : story. To this effect, appropriate dress, decoration, or smon.

the upper lip, and root of the ala nasi or nostril, and draws the upper

lip and the nostril downwards. 6. The depressor labn in/eiiorii

(from its square form called quadratus menti) arises fruni the side

of the lower jaw, to be inserted into the edge of the under lip,

which it pulls downwards. It covers the muscle No 4. 7. The
depressor anguli oris (called triangularis from its shape] arises from

the base of the lower jaw, to be inserted into the angle of the mouth

which it depresses. It partly covers the last-mentioned muscle. 8.

The levator anguli oris arises on the upper jaw, between the root of

the first molar tooth and the foramen infruortntare, to be inserted

into the an^le of the mouth, which it thaws upwards. It partly covers

the buccinator. 9. The zygomatic! (major and minor) arise from the

zygomatic processes of the cheek bone, to be inserted into the angle

of the mouth. They draw the corner of the mouth and upper lip ob-

liquely upwards and outwards. They almost cover the last-mentioned

muscle. 10- The levator tabu S'iperinrts proprias. From the external

orbiter process of the upper jaw immediately above the foramen in-

fraorbit.ire, to be inserted into the upper lip. which it is employed
exclusively in raising, as its name proprius implies. 11. Levator

tabii superiori.s aleeque nasi arises from the superior nasaland orbiter

processes of the upper jaw to be inserted into the outer part of the

nostril and upper lip. It raises the upper hp and dilates the nostril.

12. Orbicularis, a sphincter muscle, or series of circular fibres,

forming gieat part of the fleshv substance of the lips. It closes

the mouth, and is in direct opposition to the surrounding muscles,

for all the levators and depressors of the lips are opponents and

antagonists to these circular fibres the growth and formation of

which is supplied chiefly from the muscles inserted into the lips.

13. The compressor uaris, arising from the outer part of the

nostril arid adjacent part of tile upper jaw. to be inserted into the

lower part of the os nasi and nasal process of the upper jaw. Its

office is to close or compress the nostril by drawing it towards the

septum nasi. Or in junction with the lower fibres of the fron-

talis, (Art. '259.) not yet described, it pulls the nostiil outwards. It

also corrugates the nose.

The above-named muscles relate entirely to the nose and mouth.

The remaining three concern the eyelids, eyebrows, and forehead.

Previous to depicting them, each of the eyeballs may lie now pre-

sented in its orbit or socket. 14. The corrugator superctlu, a

transverse slip of muscle that knits the eyebrows, has a fleshy origin

from the internal angular process of the os frontis. It is to be

inserted into that inferior fleshy part of the frontalis, which forms

the skin under the eyebrow. It pulls down the eyebrows and skin

of the forehead, and produces vertical wrinkles. 1 5. The orbicularis

palpebrarum arises from the internal angular process of the os

frontis, from whence its fibres spread round the orbit, and cover

first the upper and then the lower eyelid, with the bony edges of

orbit. " There is," observes Sir C. Bell, " a little tendon in the

inner angle of the eye, which may be considered as the fixed point

for this muscle, both origin and insertion. Some anatomists de-

scribe it as two semicircular muscles." It closes the eye by bring-

ing down the upper lid and lifting the lower. It also compresses

the eyeball and lachrymal gland. 16. The ovcipito frontalis has

its origin from the occiput from whence it spreads in a tendinous

fascia (Art. 259 i over the crown of the head, forming the scalp,

hut again becomes muscular on the lower part of the torehead anil

on the brows, till its insertion into the skin under tile eyebrows, and
also into tile internal angular process of the frontal bone in the

inner angle of the eye, while another slip passes down over the

nose. It pulls the skin of the head backwards, raises the eyebrows,

and corrugates the skin of the forehead. " Independently of its

action, the mere fleshiness of this muscle gives character. The brow

of Hercules wants the elevation and form ot intelligence ; but

there will be observed a fleshy fulness on the brow and around tin-

eves. This conveys an idea of dull brutal strength." .-Jnat. of E-r~

pression. p. 53. For some of the more remarkable of the above

named muscles, see pl.ite ix. Having now gone over those regions

of the eyes, nose, and lips, in which, as has been truly said, lies the

focus of expression, we will next proceed to describe assucdn tlyas

we are able, with the assistance of the Vi'nrks we have quoted, some of

the more remarkable expressions indicated by the movement of these

facial muscles. In a tranquil and unruffled state of the countenance,

the muscles No. 14. 15, 16. are poised, and counteract each other.

When the eye is shut gently, as during sleep, only the upper eyelid

moves. Tlie eye is opened also only by an attachment from No.

15 to the margin of the upper eyelid. It is by the action, says

Campei, 'p. 132.) of the seventh pair of nerves that we laugh,

VOL. V

blush, or look pale. The muscles No. 8, 9, 10, 11 raise the mouth-

fill the cheek, and express cheerfulness. No. 13, however, is an

antagonist to these. '•' In all the exhilarating emotions the eyebrows,

the eyelids, the nostril, the angle of the mouth are raised. In the

depressing passion all this is reversed, the brow is clouded, the nose

peculiarly arched, and the angle of the mouth depressed. The
parts of the human face most movable and most expressive are

the inner extremity of the eyebrow and the angle of the mouth, and
these are the parts which in brutes have the least expression. In

these features, therefore, we expect to find the muscles of expres-

sion peculiar to man. Hell's Anat. of Expression. No. 14 is

the most remarkable of peculiarly human muscles. It knks
the eyebrows with a meaning that irresistibly conveys the idea of

mind and sentiment. Rage is indicated by scintillation of the eyes,

and by the snarling muscles, No. 10, 11, exposing the canine teeth.

(See Mammalia, plate v. for an excellent example in the Wolverine.)

This expression by itself would show brutal rage, but assisted by
No. 14 the appearances of human thought and emotion are super-

added. Again, to indicate mere animal or bodily pain, let No. 12

half close the lips, which are at the same time inflated. Bot join

to this the action of No. and 7 (particularly of the latter, which is

peculiar to man) and an effect is shown of more than mere bodily

suffering. In this expression, of course, the action of No. 14 and

16 will combine. The expression of laughter is produced by the

relaxation of No. 12, and. consequently the preponderance of the

elevating muscles No. 8, 'J. 10. 11. There is a seeming resem-

blance between the action of muscles in laughter and in weeping,

or mere bodily pain, but the character of the cheek and lips presents

a striking difference. No. 12 in a smile is merely relaxed, whereas

in anger and in pain it is forcibly drawn by the other muscles. In

violent laughter. No. 9. and the other elevating muscles, are yet

more excited, and No. 12 yet more relaxed. In contempt, pride,

suspicion, jealousy, No. 12 combines with No. 4 and 7 to arch the

lips and depress the angle of the mouth. The lips are drawn hori-

zontally with a bitter expression, which just discloses the teeth.

In grief, No 7 and 1 4 (the former by depressing the angle of the

mouth, the latter by the upper inversion of the eyebrow combine to

show a dejected and subdued state ol the mind. In short,the

of the mouth and the inn. r extremity id' the eye! r w features most

indicative of hum.m expression) are the most movable parts of the

race, and at these joints the facial muscles may be said to be con-

centrated. In languor, faintness, or sorrow, the muscle No. 7 is

often accompanied by the action of No. 14. and the latter combined

yet further with the action of the central fibres of No. lfi. In this

expression the depression must be slight, not violent, for No. 7

cannot act strongly without the combination of the superbus N >. 4.

which would completely spoil and change the expression. In the

languor of sickness, when Buffering is not extreme, the nusii,

depressed. Bui .ul occasional pang dilates them. ' by means of No.

II, rausese ashing of the teeth, by No. 2 and 3, widens the lips,

(M No 6. 1" 11., raises the eyebrow, (by No. 16,] fires the eye,

and gives a swelled flush to the whule countenance. In tear, ihe

expression of the human subject is. as of other animals, without

dignity. The eyeball is much exposed, the eyebrows elevated to the

utmost, tlse breathing irregular, ami. as it were, by gasps, or sus-

pended, the nostril inflated : to which symptoms add the convulsive

opening of the mouth, exhibiting partially the teeth and the tongue

together with the dropping of the jaw and hollowness of the cheek.

For an attempt, on a very small scale, to exemplify some varieties

of expres-ion. see plate ix The eighth pair of nerves, ohsencs

Camper, or the lesser pathetics afreet the system in emotions of

surprise, of lo\e, and in the approach of dissolution. In dying, he

continues, the eyes are drawn towards each other, because the

power of the will ceases, and the muscles only act in consequence

of the feeble remains of life yet seated in them. The eighth pair,

ater pathetic, communicates with the throat, breast, abdomen,

and by the intercostal muscle, with the nerves of the arms and legs.

P. 1 3 J

It might not be difficult to pursue at greater length an abridged

vow , t the effects .4' emotion and of nervous excitement upon the

neck, the trunk, and the limbs. But we must here conclude this

branch of study, that we may have space for pointing to others

equally indispensable to the student, remarking only on the impor-

tance of his giving peculiar attention in Ins figures to the action of

their bauds.' It lias been observed of the celebrated "Cenacolo"

by Leoni da Vinci, of which an excellent c erved in the

Royal Academy, that were the hi ads in that Paiuting entirely hidden.

4 E
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Punting.

The ar-

rangement
to be suited

for the best

.tills of co-

lour and of

chiaro-

scuro.

equipage! and observance of costume in genera] will

contribute. The manners and exterior of each figure

will represent clearly, though unobtrusively, the age,

rank, sex, condition, and character of the individual. It

must, however, be all along borne in mind, that the out-

lines of a composition must have reference also to the

effects that are producible in the arrangement of chiaro-

scuro and colour hereafter mentioned.

(280.) Hut more especially in Portrait Painting, the

necessity of accommodating the outlines, or beginning

of a composition to the ultimate effects of chiaroscura

and colour is obvious. Such an outline from Nature is

to be chosen as will contribute to represent tin " best

looks" of the person painted. The rules of unity.

variety, and fitness are also as essential to this kind of

composition as to any other. The first of these qualities

requires that the general character of the person should

be preserved.* The second demands such force of con-

trast as, without interfering with simplicity or unity, will

promote individual likeness, and at the same time gratify

the eye. The third cpiality of a portrait, or its fitness,

presupposes in the artist a degree of address seldom

attainable; which must enable him to hold unlimited

control over the taste of his sitter in what relates to

dress and to costume generally.

(281.) It is chieflv, however, in landscape, and in

Paintings of what is termed " still life," that the group-

ing of outlined objects must be made a preparation (la-

the effects of light, shadow, and colour. Objects in

Nature that interfere with, or combine awkwardly «it!i

the parts of this subsequent process, must not be selected

for landscape, or must be excluded. In historical forms

or in portraits a particular sentiment, or set of features,

may require a particular outline, and to that outline

must the future choice of colour or of effects of shadow

be made in some degree subservient in order to a good

and the hands only of the figures exposed to view, the spectator

might discover the story, and sympathize with the actors in that

patttetic scene of affectionate energy, surprise, dismay, and reveren-

tial sorrow.

That the limbs and whole person must cooperate with facia] ex-

pression the commonest observer will allow. We are inclined to an

opinion, that sometimes variety of expression may even be given to

a he. id only by varying the position of the necfc which suppoi

The head, for example, in plate xi. ti_- -
I
if the dotted lines e e be

lakfii for the boundaries of the neck,] is represented looking up,

and seems to wear an attitude of entreaty- If these dotted hues be

removed or concealed, and A A lie taken to represent the neck, the

eyes appear looking no longer upward, hut forward, as if during

Convers ilion with an equal. Thirdly, if II II he made the boundary

lines of the neck, the face directs a downward look towards some
supposed object below with an air of protection to an inferior. In

this example, therefore, without changing the position of any one-

feature ot* a face, the reader will perhaps agree with us that the

chauges only in the adjoining parts contribute to give three diffi

peculiarities of expression to the same unaltered countenance. For

fine expression of hands see in the National Gallery the picture by

Da Vinci of -'Christ among the Doctors.'' Also, hy Giorgione

"The Martyrdom of St. Peter" And in the Dulwich Galler} the

"Adoration of the Shepherds" by An Carracci : b> u-!:ier with

several fine works of N. Poussin, particularly the " Triumph of

David:" (iuerciuo's picture of the " Woman taken in Adultery,'*

and a picture said to he by Rubens, of " Samson and Delilah."

* Sir Joshua Reynolds remarks of the Dutch School of Painters

that they have still more locality than the Venetian. M With them
(the Dutch) a history piece is properly a portrait of thenis

whether they describe the inside Dr the outside of their houses, we
have their own people engaged in their own peculiar occupations

;

working or drinking, playing or fighting. The circumstances that

enter into a picture of this kind, are so far from giving a general

view of human life, that they exhibit all the minute particularities

of a nation differing in several respects from the rest of mankind."

likeness or a forcible expression of the sentiment in- Of Compo-

tended. Hut it is in landscape, or the representation of sinon.

inanimate objects, that the aerial perspective, the chiaro- s—~\'"™"'

scuro, or Ihe disposition of local and reflected lights,

colours, and shadows, must be all in all. And although,

in such pictures, there is a certain degree, of unity,

variety, and fitness* to be observed in the forms which
such a composition puti together, yet the chief interest of

such objects for Fainting must arise from good choice

and arrangement of colour.

(282.) Composition of light and shade comes next to Appear-

be considered. An acquaintance with the perspective ance* °*

tadowsf is essentially necessary to the student, as
i

.'''!'
r

'r'"i

well as with the appearance of light either rejtecte&% and select-

from the surfaces of objects according to their degrees of ed as to

polish, § or refracted through them, according- to their hght and

degrees of transparency, and their fitness for transmit-
snat 'e -

ting colours and forms seen through them. J See Ge-
nes, p. 410. 417. 42-.'

; Lioht, Art. 4, 5, 36, 88—108.
151, 171, el teq.) Tbeearliesl attempts at representing

light and shade among' the ancients appear to have been

given in what is called monochrom painting, rir.. by

* Fitness of costume in composing a landscape may he said to

be its adherence to one particular class or style, as well as its

freedom from local incongruities. It would he absurd, for example,

to confound in the same landscape the Arcadian style of Claude or

of Titian, or the classic solemnity of Gaspar Poussin, or the wild-

ness often overwrought and studied] of Salvator Rosa, with the

more detailed and more homely, hut no less able ami beautiful works

of the elder and younger Teuiers, of Ruysdail, Hubhima, and the

Dutch and Flemish Schools of Landscape. Again, with respect to

local incongruities it would be equally absurd to place aquatic plants

in a waterless di Bert, or to plant trees from the Torrid Zone iu a
composition extracted from Windsor Forest.

4 See Nolo
|
A ) at the end of Painting.

j See Note B.) !!• I-

!j Da Vinci (cap. 131 and 132.) olserves respecting the local

colour of lilies, lb it those which have rough ami uneven surfaces

discover most their natural or general hue. The colour of polished

surfaces, on the contrary, is with difficulty discernible. These last

are tinted by the colour of the light reflected from them, (whether
primitive or borrowed.) by the glow for example of a morning or even-

ing sun, by the blue of the sky, &c , and he instances in the smooth
anil shining leaves of trees and herbage, when seen from a particular

point of view. Further examples maybe added from interiors in

low and red light of a lamp or of fire, &c. reflected from the

shining surface of any coloured object

||
Examples of every day occurrence are before the eyes of the

student. The interposition of air gives to distant objects that blue

cast which, in Southern climates, where vapours are more rapidly

exhaled than in ours, is of intense clearness and brightness. In all

climates, however, 'he lower portions of the atmosphere are, in

degree, vapoury, and therefore Less transparent. But the upper
portions being less dense transmit rays with proportionate distinct-

ness: so that Objects generally exhibit more or less of their local

colour and of the effects of light on their surfaces according to their

i See further on this subject Da Vinci, cap. 68,

69. 128. 134. 136.) Not only the air which veils or envelopes

every object, is itself a medium more or less transparent, but almost

every object which it envelopes is more or less adapted for trans-

mission of light. Let almost any piece of coloured drapery 1 e held

up between tin- spectator and the sun • the apparent colour of the

cloth will be affected by the transmission of the rays. Light also pene-

trating the edges or issuing through the crevices ofwood, or even of

atone, (especially of marble,) exemplifies this property in bodies still

more distinctly. Every leal of a tree, every petal of a flower exhibits,

according to its position with respect to any light which illumines

it. similar transh. cei. t properties. With respect to animate objects:

not to mention the wings and bodies of innumerable insects, the

feathers of birds, or the hair of other animals, let the observer only

hold up the palm or hack of his hand against a strong light, with

his fingers extended and placed laterally close to each other, he
will discern between them a peculiar warm flesh tint caused hy the

of ens through the transparent skin. An attentive exami-
nation of these and similar effects iu all their varied gradations is

important to good colouring.
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Painting, gradations of white and of some one dark pigment, such

*—v^^ as brown or black.* No further effect seems to have

been desired than would result from pieces of sculpture

seen from one point of view. The same course may be

said to have been pursued by all subsequent artists, as

being introductory to the representation of variously co-

loured objects. The effects of moon light, indeed, often

afford, in nature, admirable subjects for nearly mono-

chromatic pictures. This portion, accordingly, of the

study of chiaroscuro, has been, in general, separated

from that of colour, in order, it should seem, to simplify

the theory on which depends mainly, and often entirely,

the success of a composition. That the darkest shadows

are almost, if not altogether, without colour, is obvious

to the experience of every eye; but to look at Nature

without uniting colour to the brighter parts of objects,

or rather to those parts which are in half-light, and in

which colour is most conspicuous, requires careful dis-

cernment. The successful labours, however, in innume-

rable instances, both of the graver and of the portcrayon,

prove this practice to be sufficiently attainable.

t

(:2S3.) Light and shadow may be considered in four

ways : either

1. As giving relief, or bringing forward to view the

prominent parts of an object. Thus, tlie features of a

countenance, the fingers of a hand, the folds of a gar-

ment, the leaves and twigs of a bough, &C. are so many
details of which the outlines alone would present the

figure or object to which they belong under the appear-

ance of a flat surface, but which rilled up, as in Nature,

with alternate lights and shadows, according to the rela-

tive position of some illuminating body, strike the eye,

and through the eye the imagination, with an impression

(if their solidity. £

* Fusel i quotes us follows in his introductory Lecture, p. 8. from

the conjectures of Riem on the Painting of the Ancients, 4to.

Berlin, 17b7. Their monochromti lie Bays, oi " Paintings of one

colouv mi a plane or tablet," were "pruned with white and then

covered with what they called panic wax, first amalgamated with a

tough resinous pigment, generally of a red, sometimes dark brown

or black colour. In or rather through this inky ground the outlines

were traced. From this step " they advanced at last to masses of

light and shade, and from those to the superiuductiun of different

Colours." See also our present Treatise at p. 467.

j- A white or a black object being ul' the same local hue with the

colouring material of the monochrom must be peculiarly and often

most inopportunely conspicuous. Two things are to be dune in

monochromatic works. 1. To represent the proportion of light and

shade in any part of an object supposed uniform in its Local colour.

2. To represent among a number nf objects, each of which has a dif-

ferent local colour, the exact value in Nature which each local colour

bears as to light and shade, when compared with the rest.

It is well known that living specimens exist of individuals whose

eyesight cannot distinguish colours, and who see all objects in this

monochromatic light. Such a faculty (if we ought not rather to

say deprivation) might be serviceable for determining what pictures

would have the best effect in an engraved form. For it not unfre-

quently happeus thai a well-coloured composition before being sub-

mitted to the graver undergoes considerable changes under the

direction of the artist who composed it in order to pictorial effect

under its new monochromatic garb.

The following communication of an experiment by M. Homberg,
mark- at Pans, in 1699) to the French Academy of Sciences, may
give some idea of the comparative value of light conveyed from

coloured objects. If prii un verve bien brut de deux cole's ft par con*

sequent pen transparent
t

• t Fayant p/ac? dans une ouverlure par oil

passoii toule In /ii.inrir qu%
it rrceroit, il ne voyoit au (ravers de ce

nrrr que les objets b/ancs q<n Hoient au deta ft nuilemeni cms de

toute autre couleur. dyunt nn pm pott ie verrty U nt mieux A* b'anc

et commenca it pair fejaune: et a mewre qu*Ule po/iseoit davantage,

les dijff&rentf* couleurs comtnencoieni a te deeouvrir done eel ordre—
jaune, vert, rouge

t
b/eut noir. V.Hittoire dp I .-had. Roy. des AVi-

ences de Pans, /innte, 1699. Physique Generate, p. 18, 19.

\ Respecting any natural object selected for pictorial imitation,

2. As giving relief to some complete, some detached, OfCompo-
some isolated object, by raising its contour, or outward sition.

boundary, off the ground, composed of other objects %-m̂ /^m~/
which appear from behind or beyond it. In this way,
the figure of a horse, a man, or a tree, is relieved by the

sky seen on the other side of it, or by a mountain, or

building, or by distant masses and groups. Or one
building is relieved by another building, one tree by
another tree, &c.*

the artist must beware of confining his representation of it (through
a misplaced ambition of originality) to the impressions of his own
mind alone- lie will find, that for obtaining faithfully the charac-
teristic lines, lights and shadows of any object, he must be on the

'

watch for and set down not what is most recondite, but what is

most obvious : not the peculiarities which he may chance to pride
himself for discovering, but the peculiarities which nobody can
avoid seeing. In short, he will select whatever is predominant;
whatever cannot fail to reach the eye of the commonest observer.
Those very characteristics, which from their commonness may in

Nature be little valued, become, when transferred to works of Art,
invaluable. It is remarked of Rembrandt that he gave to every
object the peculiar character familiar to every spectator. The student
will likewise be careful to see his object or model in such lights as
will exhibit best its predominant features. There is always in

Nature, observes Da Vinci, some light in which an object is better re-

cognised than in any other : some light in which an animal figure,

for example, exhibits best the particular muscles required to tie in

action. He instances the difficulty of recognising even the face of
a familial acquaintance, if instead of being illumined in the way we
usually see it, it be made to receive light only from below. He
desires always such a point of view to be chi sen as will show both
the shadowed and the enlightened side of anv figure : and recnm-
mends a high light, uniformly diffused, and not excessive nor
glaring, as most advantageous for showing features and minute
parts. We need only add, that similar remarks hold true of inani-

mate substances : and that in the case of buildings, for example,
some point of view should be chosen opposite their main angles or

corners, in order to have the advantage of light contrasted with
shadow. (Da Vinci, cap. 40, 41. 279.)

* The Shaded side of the object which casts the shadow is com-
monly less dark than the shadow which it casts. Thus the shadow
of the wall T?KO:K (plate xii. fig. 4) will he darker than the

wall itself. The causes id" this are various. One is, that there is

commonly some reflected light from a neighbouring object ; as in

the present instance, from the enlightened part w 11 d j /.-, &c.
f
a

reflex is thrown upon T P K O :, &c. : another is, that reflexes

from bright clouds, or a bright sky opposite the sun would likewise

be thrown upon it : and another is, that supposing no wall or in-

terposing object whatever at H, there would yet be a reflex from
the illuminated part of the ground.

A difference important to the student may here be remarked
between tbe lights and reflexes of an out-door seem- and of an in-

terior. "The principal mass of light in out of door scenes (both

in Nature and the best masters) is generally placed in the sky, or

upper part of the picture ;—in interiors it is g« nerally reversed) the

roof and back-ground being reserved for a mass v\' shadow and
repose." (Burnet, On Otrnposition^ p, 1- .) The admirable interiors

of Ostade exemplify this latter effect in almost every variety that

ingenuity could devise : an effect which the observer of Nature will

explain by considering that the great vaulted roof or dome of the

sky becomes, by day-light, a source of general illumination which
descends more or less on all objects below it : but that the ceding

of a chamber often receives only such reflexes us arise from the

floor or side walls, winch, being mure in the way and more opposed
to the descent of ordinary light through the door ox windows, must

receive more of the direct rays. Hence, whatever be the colour of

our walls, or furniture, or carpeting, our ceilings are almost always

white, in order, it should seem, that no reflected light may be

ahsorled or lost to us, but that as much may be drawn as possible

from above us See note (C.) Obs. 53, at the end of Pajktiwq,
On the subject, therefore. 01 detaching objects from their ground,

the observation of Da Vinci is applicable in this place. Figures,

he says, exhibit a much greater relievo, when illumined by a par-

ticular than by a universal light. For a particular light "ill cause

reflexes which loosen and detacA the figures from their ground.

These reflexes are imparted from some of the group from whom the

light rebounds upouthe shadowed sides opposite them of the other

figures ; and faintly illume tm>e sides, so that such shadows, how-
ever forcible and crlectual, will have no hardness nor harshness, but

4 e-2
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Punting. 3. As being influenced by the various transparent
v-""v**-' media through which light passes, and more particularly

by the air, either in proportion to the density of the

latter, or in proportion to the quantity of atmosphere

interposed and giving dimness more or less to the greater

number »>t objects Been at one view, (and, consequently,

represented covering the greater part of any picture,)

according to their distance Irom the spectator. Thus,

groups of trees, or cattle, or other figures, or of rocks, or

cottages, will be observed in Nature to have their lights

and shadows more faintly expressed than other groups

or masses which are viewed through clearer and purer

air,* or through a smaller body of air, bj reason of

greater nearness to the eye. (Art. 262.)

The first and second of the above considerations will

be found chiefly to concern the separate parts of a com-

position, while the third applies especially to the general

effect of it as a whole, and to the proper keeping of each

part,f as conducive to that general result.

will fall off and Inst- themselves by an insensible gradation. He
elsewhere adds, that this light partakes of the colour of the body

reflecting it, and wiU be greater in proportion to the nearness of

the reflecting surface. fUa Vinci, can. 55. 124. 127. and Note (C.)

Obs. 49, 5l>, 51 at the end.)
* The practice is not uncommon of confounding the general term

chiaroscuro with the ordinary acceptation of the terms light and

shade. In light and shade, commonly so called) consists the mere
art of shading correctly any object by itself. Chiaroscuro includes

much more. To chiaroscuro belongs the general arrangement and

effect of lights and shades, tints and demitants, throughout a picture.

II chiaroscuro, says Mili/ia. non c so/tanto in citucun oggettoj ma e

it risultato di tutti i lumi, di tuttc Ic ombre, e di tuttt i refletn <i'nri

t/uadro. Artisti, he exclaims, ditettantij umatori. spctta/>>ri, stut&ate

Corrcgyio. uurntc/u, rilRim/e/o, godeteio % e saprete che cosa e chuiro-

scuro. Saprete che il chiaroscuro c la bas>' deit armofiio, e i calori

non sono che i font che tervono per caratterizare ia natura de"
1

corpi.

Dizionario delle Beile Arti
y
p. 187.

A painter, then, besides observing and seizing the best light for

exhibiting the individual parts of any object, must also contemplate

it in conjunction with -til the other objects which surround it. There
is continually to be found upon the great theatre of Nature, a

favoured spot where some one of her innumerable dramatis pert ndS

stands out most conspicuously and effectively beyond the rest.

The stage-effect (if we m.iy presume so to call it) which is thus
naturally produced,m st be carefully analyzed and studied. It will

be found to consist in the diversified application of some of the

plainest and simplest truths imaginable. Dark objects, for instance,

appear must prominently upon a light -round, and light objects

upon a dark ground. Tin* latter, too, though of the same size

with the former, appear larger; that is to say, a black square re-

lieved by white seems smaller than a white Bquare of the same
area relieved by black. Or, again, as ;i dark surface receives

breadth
I

Art. 294] by surrounding a darker one, and ><•• cvv/, so

does a bright surface by the intervention of a brighter, which forms,

as it were, its focus. As the first mentioned of these instances

gives contrast and variety, so the last conduces to unity or general
effect.

f Keeping means such a correct disposition of the lights, shades,
and colours of an object as leaves the mind of the spectator in no
doubt as to its intended place in the picture. In Nature every ob-

ject in this respect is perfect. Nature all the while continually
varying '» the direction, colour, and intensity of lights and shadows,
presents no object thai does not keep ns due position, its proper
value and prominency in the scale of aerial perspective One of the
most indispensable employments of the artist is to study the effects

of atmosphere throughout ail the various changes which diversify

the appearances of objects. n The atmosphere,*
1 observes Mr. Craig

in a Lecture to the Boyal Institution, ° is transparent in a greater

or less degree, according to the quantity of vapour with which it is

charged, or the position m which we stand with regard to the Light
We find that glass, and even crystal or diamonds, may be so

doubled and redoubled as not to allow the possibility of distinguish-

ing onjects through those media j because the particles which com.
pose them, though pervious t.» light in a very great degree, are also

susceptible of a certain portion of shadow. It is even so with the
atmosphere, the thiunest and most transparent of all media. When

4. A fourth consideration is, that li<rht and shadow Of Compo-

are also influenced by the local colour of the ill n-
sllu'lu

ruinated object. The lights of black drapery, for ex- "v-^**

ample, will he far darker than the shadow of yellow

cloth, or of white linen. And there will be perceived in

ever] colour, according to it> intensity, or its place in

the prismatic scale, a greater or less capacity tin* reflect-

ing light. (Optics, Art. <i6\ 67, 08. Light, Art. 1139.

1141.) This latter observation will be of further use

when we come to the means, modes, and rules of picto-

rial representation. For the present we remark that

the three last of the above divisions comprise the princi-

ples of chiaroscuro.

(2s 1.) Colour, pictorially considered,* as it appears

the air is highly illuminated by the sun, and we stand with our
backs to the tight, distant objects of any kind are scarcely discerni-

ble, because vre see the enlightened sides of the particles composing
the medium. If then the particles of sif can obstruct and reflect

light, they must also be liable to have their shadows ; combining
these particles, therefore, of lights and shadows, or of black and
white, the colour of atmosphere will l>e grey, varying a little as the

one or the other predominates. The effect of this medium, conse-
quently, is, tu make lighter every thing that is darker than its colouTj

and to darken every thing that is lighter, till, each approaching the

other, the objects become s.> many tlat screens, and at last, from a
continuance of the same cause, totally disappear. The principle,

acted un by some artists, that the interposition of air makes all ob-

jects lighter, (aud that, therefore, the brightest part of the sky must

be always brighter than any object in a picture,) would be true it'

all the objects in all the distances of a landscape were actually in

shadow; because they are then darker than the colour of the atmo-

sphere, and must he made successively brighter by its interference.

Hut to show," continues the author, ''that this is not always the CSSe,

I beg the Bwour of you. m the first opportunity of a bright day to

take a piece of paper or any white object, and, standing full in the

light, bring the paper in apparent contact with the whitest cloud

you can find in the sky. You will perceive that the paper is many
distinct degrees whiter than the cloud."

* The " high aspiring*' Painter, who would enter the lists with

Nature, must take lus weapons from the same armoury. He must
employ all his faculties of Vision, whether physical Of intellec-

tual, m observing how objects receive increased effect from their

being viewed in some particular position, in some particular light,

or in some particular combination with other objects. After all his

pains, however, he will find himself necessarily deficient iu the art

of representing perfect relievo un any plane surface. "The prac-

tice of Painting," as has been well remarked. " can never be carried

higher than to represent truly the highest possible decree of

created Beauty, always m Form, sometimes, n.iv frequently, in

Colour; but never in the full vigour of light and shadow.
11

Craig's

Lecture*! p. 107. But we may here also notice how painfully every

artist, in his imitations of Nature, must be sensible that he ofteu

differs from his brethren, and often from himself, in possessing at

different times very different degrees, not of intellectual vision

only, but of the faculty of sight which he is called upon to exercise

in this profession, lie will Hnd his eye not always faithful and

uniform in its decisions, and more particularly with regard to the

Bubject of colour. An ear fur music has been always thought
essential to the musician: though all musicians confessedly have
not the same acuteness in that Organ. Hut a had ear may he often

improved; not so often a deficient eyesight. Whether it he that

the musician by possessing a written language for his instrument,

and a gamut in which the intervals of si. unci are arbitrarily measured
and defined, and brought under mechanical dominion, can thus

call up to his ear at any time, any given interval of tone ; whereas

the Painter to decide his interval of colour has no such artificial

help, hut trusts to his eye only for measuring his gradations of

tint, tune, and hue in natural objects : certain it is, that differences

among musical artists are far less remarkable than among the

pictorial, not only as to modes of practice, but even as to elementary

principles of composition in their respective Arts. Besides the

great varieties of talent shared by different individuals in the same
branch, there are shades of eminence for one and the same
artist in different branches. Some musicians have an excellent ear

for time, but are less jwrfect in respect to tunc. Analogous to this

is the distinction among Painters, between an eye Un form, or great

facility and tasle in drawing ; and an eye for cotour, which is often
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in natural objects, conduces much to the sairo purposes

as light and shade. It enables the eye to recognise ob-

jects and gives them prominency. By the student in

Art, colour may be most conveniently regarded either

I. As a property of light issuing from self-luminous

bodies.* Thus the rays of the Sun are seen, at different

periods of the day, to spread a different tone of colour

over any prospect : so also the red light of a fire, or the

yellow light of a candle will gi?e to any scene in a
chamber a peculiar warmth of tone.f

found unconnected with the other talent. Again, there are some*jier-

furmers who modulate with tjre.it beauty and felicity a metody or suc-

cession of single sounds, while others have greater power in ascertain-

ing and executing harmonious combinations ofthem. To the former

of these we may compare the artist who is successful in effects of

light and shadow by the use of white contrasted with someone
dark pigment ; to the latter we may resemble the profound colourist,

who, in company with Oorreggio, can traverse with a sure and clear

eye all the mazes of chiaroscuro,

Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony.

It is, however, an encouraging fact, that constant practice im-
proves a good eye. The student thus gifted should be in the daily

habit of colouring from Nature. The benefits of this habit are to

be seen in the superior discrimination of every good Portrait Painter

on the subject of colour. Such a one may even have no eye for

the general proportions of the human form nor of any thing beyond
the natural shape of the human head; but as a colourist he will

probably excel much better draughtsmen. The advice of Sir Joshua
Reynolds, to make coloured sketches in preference to drv
merely pencilled or shaded in black and white, conduces to the

same end. The only danger is, that the young colourist may run
into a fault which has been well termed modtiliny a picture, and
may be satisfied with a hasty process instead of careful previous

outline and tasteful academical arrangement. (See Note | D.) at the

end of Painting. But let the youthful Professor only give daily

attention in an equal degree to the sublime of Art, as well as to the

detail of Nature, and his Titianesque execution will be worthy his

Raffaellesque designs. Reynolds has suggested also a mode of

composition by taking some one figure from a celebrated master
and designing others to correspond with it. An air of grandeur is

thus imparted to the whole work. If by a somewhat similar process,

particular objects in a composition be gleaned from different scenes

in Nature the selection will likewise amply repay the gleaner's in-

dustry. Many Painters have pursued the custom of modelling their

groups for the purpose of obtaining a true representation of light

and shade. Tintoret and Correggio are known to have availed

themselves of this method.
• See Note (A.) def. 2. at the end of Painting.

f Tone (from raiiw, tewto) refers, in its original application, to

the tension of strings in Music, in order to produce sounds. Sup-
posing a string or wire severed into two equal parts: and the two

strings thus formed to be stretched exactly to the same degree of

tension ; their sounds will have no interval between them, that is,

the sound of huth will be one and the same, or unison. A greater

or less degree of tension in one of the strings will produce a greater

or less interval of sound between them : one will have a higher and
the other a lower tone. So, in Painting, intervals of shadow and
of colour are greater between any two objects in proportion to the

warmth, sharpness, decidedness, and distinctness of the one. and
the greyness, coldness, neutrality, or faintness. of the other. The
Art, therefore, of tomng a picture is the process of giving to each
interval of colour and shadow, its proper and natural value in any
picture. There is the following difference, however, between the

Musician and the Painter. The former has a fixed scale not copied

from any natural phenomena, (unless the singing of birds may be

so called,) but determined arbitrarily according to an arrangement
of such sounds as, from experience, are found pleasurable ; whereas
the Painter copies from a scale of colouring and shadowing that

actually exists and has at all tunes existed in Nature. The variety

indeed of these tones of colour in natural objects is wonderful. It

U infinite. Light, both in its hue and intensity, is continually

changing. The same object viewed at different hours in the day
has a different tone of colour. In the course even of a few seconds a

variation in the direction of the Sua's light may completely alter the

whole prospect. Not only lines and contours which were lively and
bold may become retiring and feeble, but the whole of the scene may
have a tint of blue, red, or yellow, or some combination of them (Art.

284, 2S5) thrown over it in an instant. Painters have here a great

2. As belon^in"; also, under l he denomination of iocai Ot'Compo-
colour, to other substances opaque or transparent, or mion.
polished. Examples are scarcely needed. With resjieet

s-~,'-—

'

to transparent substances it is seen that in proportion
to their transparency is the vividness of their local colour
when light shines through them. Thus the local colour
of leaves, though it may be dark green, becomes of a
lively brightness by their being seen in situations up
against the light, and in which the light passes through
them to the eye. But of opaque polished substances it

will be observed that they seldom or never exhibit uni-
formly their local colour.

3. As forming- reflexes cast from one coloured sub-

difficulty to encounter. Their tints and tones cannot of course be
changed simultaneously with those rapid changes in the natural
objects before them. If a Painting could be executed as quickly as
the rays are cast in a camera upon a dark wall, then, indeed,' the
Painter might be said to catch the fleeting colour as Poets are said
to "catch the Cynthia of the minute." But the Painter must be
satisfied with an artificial arrangement established as nearly ,.

sible upon principles conformable to the appearances in Nature As
in Xature there is a degree of relief and warmth*. Art JS4, No. 5) in
proportion to the nearness of any object to the plane of the picture;
to the kind and degree of light upon it

; and to the proximity of
some other object enlightening it directly or by reflexion : so, in
Painting, these are the principles of successful imitation though so
frequently departed from. At the commencement of a picture those
parts only will probably receive the chief care of the probationer in
Art, and will be, as indeed they ought to be. most strongly defined
and marked which are of the greatest importance, while the other
portions of the work will be left in a less obtrusive and a broader
state. But as the work proceeds the proper subordination of thesv
minor portions is often most injuriously d d, u It is."

observes an able artist and writer, M the general character of an
object that is must important, and this character is to be preserved
at the price of every other quality. It is this which is imprinted on
the mind of every one, aud is therefore paramount to all other
properties.*'

And as in Xature there is throughout the whole of any scene a
genera] tone of colour pervading the air according to the point of
time when it is viewed, so. in Painting, the artist must have one
prevailing hue which pervades in imitation of the atmosphere the
whole picture, one prevailing tint which gives it character. This,
like a keynote in Music, must mark and signalize the entire com-
position, aud though, in Music, other tones ami modulations into

other keys -ire continually made, and other tints and other colours

require, in Painting, to be introduced; yet the one prevailing key
must reign throughout.

In copying from Xature the Painter has the advantage of
chin, sing, among the multiplied appearances of the same object,

that appearance in shade and colour, which, without altering its

form, may render it most agreeable. In this selection he must
study Harmony of Colouring. Here is another phrase from the

vocabulary of the Musician. As, in Music, certain tones, when
sounded together, blend agreeably according to a scale fixed and
drawn from experience; so, in Painting, certain colours and tints are

known to blend harmoniously with others. Also as. in Music, ills-

cords and harsh combinations arise from certain intervals of sound
striking the air at the same moment ; so, in Painting, violent pain-

ful and startling effects arise from unnatural juxtaposition of cer-

tain colours. We say unnatural, because in all appearances of
Nature, (that is, in all appearances out of the Painter's cam
there is a wonderful effect of harmony caused by the intervening

and circumambient air; which, by its one prevailing ton*, over.

in most instai CCS all jarring and violent Opposition between any
two objects placed near each other even of the most glaringly dis-

cordant colours. Tins seems effected by an apparent mingting or

union of the rays of e ich at the respective points of contact of the

two objects, and is aided by the grey of distance caused by the inter-

vening air which appears to neutralize the colours otherwise harshly

From this proceeding of Xature the Painter collects a method of

toning hii picture and reduces it to one harmonious effect as a
whole. Greys are an important medium by which he must work
to neutralize and BUbdue all uncalled for harshness in coloui

and for the same end a compound tone mixed from the two

opposing colours may be iutruduced to qualify his greys fur the

undertaking.
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Painting, stance upon the surface of another.* Thus, though the
*""v ""' local colour of leaves be green, yet such of them as

reflect the blue of the sky will have bluish reflexes;

while others thai reflect the rising or setting lightof the

sun will have reddish or yellowish reflexes.f

4. As having various degrees of strength or of pale-

ness, which implying more or less shadow, make promi-

nent the parts so shaded, ( \rt. 283,) ami give us ideas

of solidity. Thus by moonlight, or in the white or

greyish light of noon, with the sun veiled in clouds, a

piece of drapery, according to its lights and shades, ex-

hibits numerous tints} of one and the same local colour,

sufficient to convince us of its being a solid body, though
far less conspicuous than in sunshine.

5. As contributing to gi\e pr inency by hs warmth
to certain objects, or by its coldness, to throw back Cer-

tain other objects into distance. 'I hus the blue toues§

of a mountain or of a building, assure us thai a quan-
tity of atmosphere intervenes, while certain warm tones

intermingled at their summit convince us of their eleva-

tion. Similar effects are found in all objects propor-

tionally to the power of light.

(285.) Hut colour, besides giving identity and promi-

nency to objects, has a further qualification, thai of

giving pleasure tn the eye by certain agreeable combi-

nations of coloured rays.|| An acquaintance with these,

however, comprises, as any student may soon find, but a

* See Note
|
V, def, 3 ;it the end oiPaimting.

| See iN'ote (('.] on n ilexes of Colour.

I By tint we would lie understood tu mean a particular decree
of strength or of paleness in any colour. Thus in the diagrams
to illustrate the prismatic and compound scales of colour, (plate \i

fig. 5 ami 7.) the strongest tint of colour is at the inner circle num-
bered 20: the palest at No. 1, or the outer circle. The student
(tu whom we recommend to construct tin- figures considerably
larger, and to colour them fur himself) will observe thai there are
twenty different shades ur degrees of strength reckoning from the
whitest to the deepest intensity of each of the eighteen tones.

(. By lone we understand the interval (see the third .Vote to
Art. I'M) between two colours as to degrees of coldness or of
warmth. Art. 296, 297. Thus purple i- a warm colour when com-
pared with blue; and a cold colour when compared with red or
yellow. &e. In like manner, green is a warm colour coi

with blue; and a cold colour when compared with yellow, red.

orange, &b. The degree of difference is termed a tone, ami
this degree might perhaps be marked like any point in a
manner's compass, (see plate xi. fig. 5 and 7,) if the circle were so
divided.

|| The warm colours (yellow, orange, red, and their compounds)
are understood to attract, and seemingly to approach the eye ; on
the other baud, the cold colours (violet or purple, blue, ami green
with all compounds of blue) are considered to give the appearance
of receding. We here subjoin a brief abstract of the theory of
Moms Harris, published about 1781, with a dedication to Sir Joshua
Reynolds, who gave it bis approbation. The opinion of the greatest
colourist of the Knglish School gives the s\stem a strong claim to
our attention, Harris dlv ides his scheme into two parts :

1. The prismatic scale or division.
|
plate xi. fig. 4, 5,) admitting

no other colour but those shown in the prism.

2. The compound division, producing all the other colours to be
found in Nature.

Pursuing the Newtonian view, he regards white and black as
colours: white, a perfect combination oi' all as representing light ;

and black, as also a combination of red, blue, and yellow, in equal
force and of the Btrongest powers. He conceives these time
equals, by equally opposing each other, to be each of them de-
stroyed, so that none of them is distinguishable, hut all become
absorbed in total obscurity. Tu illustrate this, he supposes the
three primitive colours to meet in their fullest (lowers or strength in

the form of three triangular pieces of stained glass, placed over
each other to verify the effect. (Fig. 4.) He conceives that precise

and clear ideas of the three primitives and of their mediates
may be conveyed by reference to some known substance or
flower.

slight portion of the knowledge of Painting, It amounts OfCompo-

to little more than the ability of producing, by the juxta- sition.

rred

Primitives yellow,

[blue,

orange,

green,

Mediates

purple,

vermilion,

king's yellow,

lllW.'.-lll.lT llil'.

nil orpimeut,

sap- green,

-
{

wild poppy.

f butter (lower, or meadow ra-

\ nunculus.

cornhottle (lower.

garden mar\ gold.

leaves of tin' lime tree.

hairy swect-sr.ihiuiis, or the

flower of the common Ju-
das tree.

I. Respecting the lirst division, or prismatic circle, (fig. 5|) yel-
low, red. and blue being the simp est elements, lake then places at
the greatest distance from each other in the circle, lietweeil those
respectively are placed the mediates, e/c. orange, green, and purple,
lor il red and yellow be mixed, they will produce .u] orange, and
therefore it is placed between red and yellow : if yellow and blue
be mixed, green is produced, and accordingly takes its place between
those two Colours. In like manner, purple produced by blue and
red, must lie placed between them. A gradual change of the
<a, lours will be observed when viewed successively from tin- top
towards the right. Red will be seen Softening gradual I) lnlo orange ;

the orange to yellow; the yellow to green; that again to blue,
which graduates to purple. The purple coming to the upper part
of the circle is lost in red, which completes the whole. In this
scale it is manliest there cannot he a colour composed of more than
two of the primitives. The number of colours in this circle are
eighteen. Bach of these is divided by concentiic circles into
twenty parts, or degrees of power, from the deepest and strongest
to the weakest, or from the outermost circle to the innermost.
These degrees are called tints, of which the whole circle contains
3G0, (18X'^0 = 3GU.) So that each of the colours in the inner-
most or smallest circle has twenty degrees of power, while each of
the outermost possesses onlv one.

'J. The division, or scale named compound, (fig. 7,) is supposed
to contain all those colours which may possibly hi' made, where all

the three primitives are employed conjunctively. In order to effect
this possible combination, the three mediates, orange, green, and
purple, are Substituted lor the three primitives, red, yi How, and blue.

Each of the mediates being composed of two primitives, will, ac-
cording to the example of the first diagram, (tig 5,) and by the
same mode of proceeding, produce other compounds and their tints,

which in this second scale (fig. 7) (exclusive of the orange, green,
and purple included in the prismatic) amount to 15 colours, and
when each is divided into 20 degrees of power or strength, will

e three hundred tints, which being added to the 360 con-
taining ill the prismatic scale, form a total of 660; yet the colours
producing su great a number of tints amount to no more than
33, ranged in such a natural order, as easily to be retained in the
memory.

Prismatic. Red, orange-red, red-orange ; orange, yellow-orange,
orange-yellow; yellow, green-yellow, yellow-green

j green, blue-
green; green blue

; blue, purple-blue, blue-purple; purple, red-
purple, purple-red, Compound. Orange, olive-orange, orange-
olive

; olive, green-olive, olive-green
;
green, slate-green, green-slate

;

slate, purple-slate, slate-purple
; /wr/,/e, brown purple, purple-brown ;

brown, orange-brown, brown-orange.
" This systematic arrangement will be found of use in contrasting

colours. If a contrast is required to any colour or tint, look for the
colour or tint in the system, aud directly opposite you will find the
contrast wauled : viz. suppose it is required to know what colour is

most opposite or contrary in hue to red ; look directly opposite to
that colour m the primitive scale, (fig. :'>.

i and the contrast is found
to he green, which is the compound of the two other primitives.
So likewise the diametrical opposite to blue is orange, and to yellow
purple."

The author proceeds to remark the usefulness of his theory to
the process of mixing or blending colours. Many do not admit of
being mixed together without producing a negative, neutral, or un-
meaning colour, m. green and red of four degrees of tint; blue
and o auge of five degrees

; yelluw and purple of six degrees. '' But
ii tin- colours so mixed are possessed of all their power, they then
produce a deep black, as all opposites in either scale will do. No
pun colour can be so formed. Therefore any (wo colours, in order
to produce a third by their mixture, must not be chosen at so great
an interval or distance as one-third of the circle. The nearer they
are situated the better. Suppose an orange colour wanted, red anil
yellow will effect it ; but red-orange and yellow-orange mixed will
do much better."

Likewise if the colour of a picture, or any part of it, he too
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position of certain colours, the same sensation as by a

well-composed nosegay or by the wing- of a butterfly.

(286.) Another use of colour is *ts suitableness for

conveying or encouraging certain sentiments, that may
be in conformity with the intended moral of a picture.

We do not here enter into nor recommend the emble-

matical purposes to which colour was applied by anti-

quity and by the early Schools of Art * But there is

evidently in colours as well as in sounds, a sentimental

tendency. The blind man, who likened scarlet to the

sound of a trumpet, was not untrue to Nature. Some
colours awaken cheerfulness and gaiety ; some invite to

repose and peace ; others excite ideas ot grandeur and

splendour; some challenge rivalry and hurl defiance,!

while others diffuse impressions of a solemn character,

strong, for instance too red, or too yellow ; the same consideration

of the author's scheme points out a remedy, by uniting in the case

of redness its opposite, viz. green of the same tint or degree of

power with the red; and in the case of yellowness by uniting purple

of the same power with the yellow. He then observes upon the

difficulty of finding materials to give a perfect example of his

scheme*: but adds, that indigo, gamboge, carmine, and sap-green,

may be called perfect, because each of them contains the twenty

degrees of power, or even more. He conceives, that if his colours

were divided into a greater number of tints or divisions, such an

attempt would rather give greater confusion than utility to h!S ar-

rangement. We may add, that the reader may easily make the

attempt tor himself by composing a third scale, of which the three

intermediates, brown, olive, and slate, shall be the factors instead of

the mediates, orange, purple, and green. (Fig. 6) The experi-

ment, indeed, has been actually made and published by the ingenious

Mr. Hayter.
* We read in Exodus of garments of blue, purple, and scarlet

;

which colours either from their simplicity or forcible (pialities, have

been employed by artists of all ages in painting draperies of sacred

or noble characters. Colours also have a fitness according to the

several personages represented. Thus we read of ,( the azure zone of

Venus, of the sea-green garments of Neptune, and the red mantle

of Mars." Burnet, On Co/our, p. 38. "Yellow," observes Mr.

Craig, " is understood to represent lustre and glory ; red to repre-

sent power and love; blue implies divinity; purple, authority;

violet, humility ; and green servitude. Upon this statement and
explanation we are enabled to account for the invariable practice

among Painters of portraying the blessed Saviour of Mankind in

garments of red and blue : the red implies his comprehensive love

to the human race, as well as his power to fulfil the dictates of that

love; and the blue signifies his Divine origin." Lectures, p. 175.

f " There are," observes Mr. Payne Knight, li some kinds of

birds and quadrupeds, such as turkeys and oxen, to whom scarlet is

peculiarly painful ; as they will run at it, and attack it with the

utmost virulence and fury. Green, on the contrary, appears to be

grateful to the eyes of all animals ; though colours, as well as

sounds and flavours, are more pleasing when harmoniously mixed
and graduated, than when distinct and uniform. Indeed they are

almost always graduated and broken in Nature. In every indivi-

dual pink or rose, whether its colour be white, yellow, or red, infinite

varieties and gradations of tint are produced, not only by the

different modifications of light and shadow, but by the various

reflected rays which one leaf casts upon another, according to their

different degrees of opacity and exposure." Knight, On Taste,

Svo. 1805, p. 62.

" Colours that are most agreeable to the eye are such as the eye

has become accustomed to from their being constantly presented to

the sight; such as blue, white, or grey in skies; green in trees and
grass; brown or warm grey in earth, road, or stone. As therefore

the eye has been formed upon the contemplation of such colours,

the general look of Nature can be given only by admitting large

portions of such colours into the picture; if they are more vivid

than are most commonly observed in Nature. the charm is destroyed.

All colours rendered familiar by the introduction of artificial means
are guided by the same laws. A green, though quite unnatural

when employed upon herbage, might be strictly natural in repre-

senting the local colour of a piece of drapery ; yet we may safely

admit that the most brilliant colours may receive an advantage in

being toned to those hues most common in Nature, especially if

they form a large mass in the picture." Burnet, On Cofatir in

Paint tfifj, p. 5.

such as of reverence, of contemplation, of loneliness, or
of melancholy.

(287.) iii. We come now, lastly, to the third consi-

deration which ought to occupy the mind of a composer,
namely, his means, rules, or modes of representation.

These are so numerous, and in such variety, according
to the genius of each individual artist, and the nature of
the vehicle he employs, that to enumerate them com-
pletely would be like describing every kind of musical
instrument, together with the peculiar merits of every
remarkable performer upon each. The few particulars

which our remaining space permits us here to collect,

may assist towards a useful system of practical compo-
sition.*" In order to as plain and compendious a state-

ment as possible, we give a summary of these particu-

lars in the following rules : and observe,

(288.) That, in a Historical arrangement, the inventive

powers of the composer, like those of a Dramatic Writer,
should be directed to every probable circumstance which
may contribute to heighten the eilect, and which, though
in strict truth it did not happen at the time, yet might
have happened, without doing any violence to probability.

For example, it is a Historical feet that General Wolfe,
when he fell at Quebec, commanded such officers as

Of Compo»
sition.

iii. Means,
rules, or

modes of

representa*

tion.

Pictorial

licenses.

* Next to being keenly susceptible of such impressions and appear-
ances as are proper for Painting, the artist must possess to a high de-
gree, the faculty of methodical arrangt menl. Having chosen his sub-
ject, he must be further gifted with a genius to contrive its execution.

To knowledge and intuitive perception of whatever is grand, beau-
tiful, or interesting in visible objects, he must add familiar acquaint-
ance with the means and materials of his Art It is not enough to

have his picture designed, completed, and hung up only in the gal-

lery of his fancy. Any dreamer can paint thus in his sleep, and
can surpass any thing that ever was done before in Painting. But
the work, of the waking artist must be substantial and tangible. The
" airy nothing" must have a local habitation, adequate to its recep-

tion ; systematically, carefully, and durably constructed.

System, with Painters, has a twofold operation. It relates, in

the first place, to the intellectual impressions to be conveyed to the
Spectator. This includes the knowledge and use of expression ; on
tins head we have already offered some remarks. (Art. *279.) Or,
Secondly, it relates to the materials for conveying these impressions,

uj=. outline, light and shade, chiaroscuro, colouring grouping, &c
System arrives at its highest excellence when the latter of these two
operations is not seen nor noticed in comparison of the former. In
RafTaelle, for example, the expression is bo intelligible, so direct,

so forcible, that you forget the contrivances and materials by
which that great master accomplishes his purpose. To any one, not

a Painter, the most expressive performances seem the easiest. The
gifted artist, however, well knows the pains, the ingenuity, the skill,

and judgment exercised for their accomplishment.
For the general mediocrity of modern Art, a very good practical

reason has been assigned. Modems have more taste than genius.

As it is the province of genius to make her own rules, not hastily,

but with all the circumspection of a superior being
;

to create, if we
may so express it, a world of her own, but .it the same time to regu-
late her creation by the laws of strong sense drawn from the code of

Nature, and judiciously adapted to circumstances: so it is the fatal

peculiarity of taste to follow no rules but what are ready made.
Taste fluctuates Taste stems to live only by the breath of fashion.

To-day what is extravagantly praised becomes insipid to-morrow.

Taste would improve u\n>n Nature. Hence we see that style has
been so often more favoured, more trusted to, and more studied than
natural expression; and th.it Schools of Art have failed to benefit

and advance the cause which they profess to maintain.

Genius, on the contrary, continues true to Nature, and like Nature
is always various, always interesting or exciting. It happens in

Painting, as in Music, that genius is guided chiefly by Nature; but

that taste without genius tends to draw the eye .is well as ear away
from Nature to the performances of other artists that have beeil

successful competitors for fame. It tends to induce a habit in one
artist of copying from another, instead of pursuing a system care-

fully digested, and previously established for himself; the result of his

own experience and industrious observation of natural phenomena, as

well as of the labours of others.
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Painting were about him to leave him, and continue their pursuit

of the enemy. The only persona who remained with

him when he died, were the surgeon and a grenadier

srho attended him as his servant. West, however, in

ins celebrated picture, "The Death of Wolfe," has, with

great ability, introduced various other figures, which

rrive to view a number of interesting associations con-

1 with that event. The Indian chief, in particular,

who watches the expiring hero, acquaints us with the

place where the scene is laid and identifies it with Ame-

rican History. Copley's "Death of Chatham" is a

similar example. The Lords appear in their robes.

The feinting tit also of Lord Chatham (tor he did not

die in the House of Lords) was not actually witnessed

by many of the persons introduced, for the sake of scenic

effeet, into the picture. Cases might also he mentioned

where two events which happened at the same time are

introduced into the same composition. Of this, "the

Transfiguration,*
1

by rlaffaelle, is an instance. It was

while our Lord was transfigured in the Mount, accom-

panied by St. Peter. St. James, and St. John, that the

remaining nine disciples were implored by the afflicted

parent of the demoniac to heal his son.

39.) That a similar exercise of taste and fancy is

not only admissible, but is essential to picturesque ar-

rangement in grouping* objects, whether animate or

* ' In commencing a composition, it is customary to mark the

middle of the space, for the purpose of arranging those points we

consider of most importance to the subject j
dividing the picture for

the regulation of the masses of light and shade, ascertaining and

fixing the horizontal Line, &c. A mode of constructing the compo-

sition in reference to a diagonal joining any two comers of the

picture is often suggested from the perspective effect requiring a

length of line, thereby obliging us to place the point of Bight at one

Mil-- of the picture; sometimes it is suggested from the group re-

quiring a large Bpace ;
winch :i diagonal line secures, as in the

k Elevation of the Cross,' by Rubens ; or sometimes il is suggested

from the conduct »*t* light, as in his picture ut' the ' Descent from

the Cross.' Cuyp, adopting this mode of composition in most of

his pictures, (which are generally sunset or sunrise,) places the focus

of light at the bottom of the sky, thereby enabling the distant part

of the landscape to melt into it by the most natural means; while

tin- strongest part of Ins sky, beiug at the opposite angle, produces

the greatest expanse, and mixes and harmonizes with the dark side

uf the picture. Thus the eye is carried round the composition till

the two extremes are brought in contact, the most prominent with

the most retiring. In compositions constructed upon this principle,

(particularly where the landscape occupies a large portion,) many
artists cany the lines of the clouds in a contrary direction, to coun-

teract the appearance of all the tines running to one point ; thus

using the dark of the clouds to antagonize^ as it is termed. By such

a practice, an apparently better equipoise may be produced, but it

sacrifices many advantages. For we observe in many of the pic-

tures of Cuyp, Rubens, and Terriers, where tin* figures, landscape,

and sk\- are all on the same side of the composition, thai a rich and

soft effect is produced ; and that the strong light and dark touches

of the figures tell with great force against a background of houses,

trees. &c., which are prevented from being hush and cutting by
mixing their edges with the clouds, or dark blue sky. This doubling

of the lines (if 1 may so express it
) gives a picture that rich fulness

which we often perceive in a lirst sketch, from iis possessing several

outlines. Those who imagine that by thus throwing the whole
composition on one side, a want of union will he produced, will l>e

convinced of their error by perceiving (in any work thus constructed

)

how Small an object restores the balance. Since the smallest object

by being detached and opposed to a faint background of extreme
distance receives a tenfold value."

'• Rafiaelle. in the 'Transfiguration,' has made the principal figure

of the lower group (an interesting young female) detach itself from
the ground by a strong warm light cutting against the shadow, and
by a dark blue mantle coming in contact with the light. From the

circumstance of her addressing the Apostles and pointing to the

demoniac, the two sides are united ; and the figures are so linked

together that the eye is carried round until we arrive at the most
projecting points, namely, the hands and feet of the Apostle with

the book. The disciples express their inability to perform the cure,

inanimate. The position of the figures, the direction of Of Compo-

the light, the formation of masses to give breadth, (Art. sltll,tl -

294.) and of contrasts to give variety, are not necessarily ~~
'~~'

such as did occur at the time of the event, or scene to

In- painted, it is sufficient that they might, without

improbability, have occurred.

(290.) Thai light and shade maybe most convent- Five gene-

ently divided into five parts or gradations, namely, No. I. ralgiada-

Extreme light; No. 2. Half light; No. 8. Middle lint;
{j°J£^d

No. 4. rialfdark; and No. 5. Extreme dark.* These
j,h iiae

'

gradations may be expressed by five tints d\' some one

colour taken from either of the scales compound or pri-

mitive, (plate \i. fig. 5 <>r 7,) supposing the colour to

be whitest when most approaching to extreme light at

the outer circle, and deepest or darkest when approach-

ing to extreme shadow at the inner circle. Between
these two extremes of the twenty shades of tint there

mentioned, let the space be divided bv five. The ex-

treme light or Noi L, will then lie between the outer

while two of them, pointing to the Mount, refer the people to Christ

;

ana thus connect the lower with the upper half of this sublime pic-

ton-
"

'• It i^ not only necessary that a group should have hollows for

the reception of shadow, hut also projections for the light to rest

upon ; it not only ought to possess B good general form in the out-

line which defines it, but the figures must also he linked together

in such a way as to lead the spectator in amongst them. They
must appear to have room to stand upon, and every figure must
keep its appropriate place, according to its relative distance from the

eye. Hence a form of composition hy a concave or convex line lias

been often adopted as the simplest and l>est, and possessing the

greatest variety oi' advantages. That it is so generally used may
cease to surprise, since we find it applicable both to the regularity

of Raffaelle and the irregularity of Rembrandt." liurnet, Practical

Hint* on Competition! \> 1", 11. 26, 27.

* We transl. ite .is follows from Ratf.ielle Mengs, In his Ritlrn of
Painting. " To facilitate the balance of colours in a picture, and to

regulate it suitably to the kind of composition chosen. 1 repeat

what I before alluded to, in regard to Jive classes of materials for

representing all the appearances of Nature; namely, five tints uf

colour. Of these five, two belong to the lights and two to the darks.

The other is a middle tint, which I call the purest of the five, as not

belonging either to light or dark, but receiving and reflecting both

in an equal degree. If out of these five materials, the Painter uses

only two. and completes his picture hy means of white by itself and

hi. u-k by itself, a confused effect will result ; because white as well

as blade has the property of excluding every other colour ; the

former in the lights ; the latter in the shadows. But if hy the mode
I am endeavouring to explain, a certain proportion of these two he

taken, sometimes a higher degree of black, sometimes a higher

degree of white, and sometimes a middle tint, a pleasing variety will

follow, notwithstanding the uniformity and monotony of these two

colours."
" A juxtaposition of the two extremes will give force, asperitv,

or hardness. A large interval of middle tint extended between

them will soften that hardness ; and further, a careful arrangement

of the different tints, so as to place each degree, if possible, between

the one above and the one below it in the scale, preserving only

sufficient distinctness for a correct representation of the objects

painted, such a mode of operation will cause the greatest imaginable

ii iftness and sweetness."
" Again, hy a separation of lights into masses with other lights

and of darks with other darks, a picture may obtain an appropriate

air of gloom, or of grandeur.
| Rettera maatota e ffttmdioMaJ) And,

lastly, by adaptation and combination of these means in all their

endless varieties, any effect, clear and lively, or crude and confused,

or expressing softness, tenderness, or Hity other sensation may be

produced. If to this effect of light and shade, the varieties of

colour be added, in accordance with the same principles of composi-

tion, i<o//e xteste ragiom,) the effect will be infinitely heightened
;

but the colourist must beware of repeating too often the same lights

and the same darks in equal form or in equal quantity upon his

picture, and must also shun carefully all violent extremes. He must

give his whole attention to truth and verisimilitude. He must

remember that chiaroscuro is the foundation of what is termed har-

mony, dud that colours are only tones which characterise the forms

of bodies." Leztom Prattche. Opere dt Mengs, torn. ii. p. '275.
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circle and the circle marked four shades or degrees of

• tint. The half light, or No. 2, will lie between the

circles of four and of eight degrees ; the middle tint, or

No. 3, between the circles ofeight and of twelve degrees ;

the half dark, or No. 4, between the circles of twelve

and of sixteen degrees; the extreme dark, or No. 5, be-

tween the circles of sixteen and twenty degrees. But it

would, perhaps, be a not less correct illustration, and more
in accordance wich o-eneral practice, to express the highest

light by positive white between circles one and four; the

extreme dark by positive black between circles eighteen

and twenty; and the intermediate three tints by degrees

of black and white mixed ; No. 2 having most white,

No. 4 most black, and No. 3 an equal portion of each.

(291.) That a picture consisting chiefly of No. 1 and

2 gives opportunity for objects containing the extreme

black, or No. 5, to stand out with great force and clear-

ness ; but strength of colour (which may be said to per-

form the office of No. 3 or 4) will be requisite to

prevent feebleness, and to give a full firm effect to such

a composition. This effect of colour is frequently exem-
plified by Cuyp, in his clear and beautiful, and at the

same time substantial representations of broad bright day.

(292.) That if No. 4 and 5 compose the greater part

of a picture the objects of No. 1 will be proportionablv

brilliant, but they will be apt to stare, and have the fault

of spottiness, while the remaining objects will be buried

in obscurity. Here again intermediate deniitints (often

the effects of colour) interpose to give breadth and rich-

ness.

A picture of this latter kind, of which the greatest

proportion is composed of No. 4 and 5, is said to be

painted in a dark key ; as a picture composed principally

of No. 1 and 2 is said to be painted in a light key*
(293.) That if the greater part of the picture consist

of No. 3, a fair field is open both for the higher and
lower divisions of the scale to display an equal degree

of prominency ; but in this case there is danger of

* Pictures painted in a dark key possess many advantages which
have led our greatest colourists to its adoption ; hot as low-toned

pictures are apt to look heavy and black, unless richness of shadows
or sharpness of lights he preserved ; so pictures painted on a light

key are apt to look flat and unfinished without the greatest circum-

spection. In Nature, the intense light of the sky, and the atmo-
sphere filled with its innumerable refractions, spread a luminous
character over the whole scene. To represent this, the artist can
only employ a greater degree of whiteness, a very inadequate qua-

lity. Hence the difficulty of imitating the splendid brightness of

mid-day, or the brilliant effects of an evening sky. In treating the

one, unless the delicate varieties of the half lights are attended to

with the greatest care, the picture will look crude and unfinished
;

tor the tints being so nearly allied to each other, the exact sharpness
to define them, and their exact tone, either by repeated scumbling,
or mixing them to the proper tint in the first instance, require

the nicest attention and most refined study ; otherwise the
shadows will be powdery instead of pearly, or the lights white
instead of luminous. In the other arrangement mentioned, (viz.

for the glow of evening,) the yellow tones may become solid and
foxy, it deprived of the delicate cool tints so necessary to pre-

vent their appearing too hot, anil to give the whole that tremulous
unsteady appearance which light possesses in Nature. " Light pic-

tures,"' continues Mr. Burnet, in his Treatise on Chiaroscuro, '' from
the tenderness of their light and shade, require the colours opposed
to each other, whether blue opposed to red, or yellow to cool grev,

to be managed with the greatest delicacy ; otherwise their strength

will destroy all appearance of light and air."

In light pictures strong colours cm stand only as middle tint, or

for leading the light into the shade, but can appear as lights only by
receiving relief from strong shadow. We often find them, m l'aul

Veronese and others, made to stand as darks, or to give objects an
appearance of solidity without breaking up the general mass of light

in the picture.

VOL. V.

monotony, of sameness, and of such regularity of grada- Of Compo-

tion as will not give due consequence to the principal sition.

object. Insipidity, however, may be obviated by extreme
v-""v~""'

lights or darks, judiciously and strikingly introduced.

Suppose, for instance, the ground of a picture to be of
middle tint, or No. 3, joined with half dark, and over
this ground let the erlrem.es of light. No. 1, be intro-

duced ; some degree of harshness may occasionally hap-
pen, which must be tempered and softened by No. 2.

Let, on the other hand, the extreme of dark, No. 5, be
laid upon a ground of No. 3 ; this ground of middle
tint will by the contrast be rendered more in union with
No. 2. (Art. 306.) Let, thirdly, the extreme dark have
a place on No. 4, or the half dark, the small interval of
irradation will occasion breadth, and softness, and repose.

(Art. 295.)

(294.) That in proportion to the extent of light and Breadth
shade, will be the degree of breadth in a picture. huwefiect.

Breadth of light will be effected by an omission of ed -

so much of No. 3,* or middle tint, (Art. 290, 293,) as

will leave larger space for No. 1 and 2. This kind of

composition is most adapted for scenes of daylight, during
which, in Nature, the darkest shadows (or those of No.
5) are most cutting and conspicuous, from their being
most isolated. (Art.^305.)

Breadth ofshadow is obtained by allotting the largest

portion of surface in a Painting to No. 3 and 4. This

is the practice of the Rembrandt school. It is adapted
admirably to interiors, to appearances of moonlight, of

storm, and " darkness visible," and finds agreeable em-
ployment for the imagination of the spectator, who, under
no restriction from regular outlines, or contours, may
give such shapes as he conceives most suitable to myste-

rious, indefinite, unarticulated forms.

t

As breadth of light has been most aptly termed the

Allegro of Painting, so breadth of shadow maintains the

character of II pensieroso.J

* A light figure may he strongly relieved even by a light back-

ground provided the colours are opposed to each other, thereby pre-

serving the greatest breadth of light. The warm colour of flesh, for

example, necessarily detaches itself from a cool ground. In such

situations, we often find Rubens and all his pupils bring strong blue

in contact with the head, a contrivance which gives it great value

and relief, and a luminous effect.

f The picture "Jacob's Dream,'* by Rembrandt, in the Dulwich

Gallery, gives an admirable illustration of the effect here alluded to.

The angelic spirits, "ascending and descending," are sufficiently

prominent, and yet have no distinct or positive contour, and are sur-

rounded by such a dreamy stillness and ghostliness, that the imagi-

native spectator is impressed with their importance in the scene, and

yet must draw upon the stores of his own invention to give them
any form.

| One of the many difficulties with which the artist has to con-

tend, is tu represent the rotundity of objects composed of strong

local colour. In the earlier masters we find the figures possessing

a Hat, inlaid appearance, with the lights strongly charged with local

colour. In the next advances of the Art, we find the light part of

figures kept nearly white, though clothed in strong coloured dra

peries ; which we even
\
erceive in many of the pictures of Rarfaelfe,

such as his Transfiguration, ,Vc.. till at length we find the strong

colouring of Qiorgione and the delicate light of Correggio, combined

in the works of Titian, who has united the severity of the earnest

masters with tlie softest etlects of Nature, ('orreggio was the first

who attended particularly to the influence of aerial perspective, and
who preserved the breadth of light and shade undisturbed by

colour. In this he has been followed bv Rembrandt and Reynolds.

His lights are much impasted with white, over winch are laid

colours of the most delicate nature, or sen.itransparettt washings,

which permit the ground to shine through, giving a Luminous etiect

;

or tints in which a considerable portion of white is mixed. He
thus preserved the rotundity of his figures, while lie rilled his

shadows with a juicy vehicle, in which transparent particles of rich

4 F
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Painting. (29->) That when such a balance is maintained be-
"——S'^"^ tween the light and shades and colours of a picture, as
Bepose. that it shall neither be feeble, (Art. 291,) nor spotty,

(Art. 292.) nor insipid, (Art. 293.) but shall draw the

attention of the spectator to its details, without any
startling or too abrupt effect on the one hand ; and on
the other, without causing weariness, or auv painful

effort of attention, the result of such a balance is pro-

perly termed repose* This term, however, is most
usually applied to effects produced by breadth of shadow,
as having less in them to excite or arrest the eye.

warm colour are floating, thereby leading the light into the darkest
in.iv-.es without its being reflected from their surface. This property
of the illuminated parts of bodies b) give back the light and the
absorption of it in the shadow Correggio may have learned in study-
ing his models by lamplight, as his breadth of light and shade leads

us to suppose was his practice. Reynolds advises, for the sake of
harmony, that the colours, however distinguished iu the light,

should be nearly the same in the shadows, and of

a simple unity of shade
As all were from one single palette spread.

" This, however, must be done with caution, as we find in Nature,
and in the best colourists, exceptions in the shadows of many of the
colours. For instance, in the shadows of red we find the local

colour preserved more strongly than in the shadows of other
colours: and white when warm in the light, is cool in the shadow.
When the mass of shadow is warm, the introduction of some dark
blue or cool black, will be of service to clear it up, and give it air

;

while the introduction of red will often focus the warm colours, and
give them richness, together with more appearance of truth. I

may also notice here that nothing gives a more natural look than to

preserve in shadow the local colours of a shadowed object, provided
they are not too light to disturb the breadth, tor they give clearness
and precision. They show, also, that particular relation which one
colour bears to another, for colours in shadow have not the property
of communicating their reflections to one another, whereas in

the strong light the rays are refracted through the atmusphere
from each colour tinging the whole with harmonious union. Dis-
tinctness of local colour and precision of outline are the peculiar
character of objects placed out of the way of strong light In sun-
shine the outline of objects enlightened is full and soft, surrounded
by tones of an indistinct nature. In Rembrandt we find particular

attention paid to the effects of light upon colour, effects which his
rough manner of using the colours contributed not a little to give.

Sn Joshua Reynolds seems to have constantly contemplated this

bathing of his colour in the splendour of sunshine. If be has given
us a translation of the works of Titian unimpaired, it is from his
having made use of the Dutch version. That brilliancy of colour in
the lights of his pictures, that mixed chaotic hue made use of to
give it value ; that diffusion, by the means of one colour carried
into another—touching in his white with yellow tints, working in

his yellow with red touches, and enclosing his red with black of a
cool tone, so as to make even his shadows partake the influence of
light—thereby preserving the greatest breadth of chiaroscuro, are
the peculiar properties of Rembrandt. In Titian we have the white
drapery more distant from the flesh tint than in Rembrandt and
Reynolds in whose pictures the luminous character of the flesh
seems to show its influence upon the lights of the white drapery, as
well as to tinge its grey shadows with a reflex of yellow. This ex-
tension of light, therefore, by means of colour is the mode of com-
bining the powers of both, a mode founded in Nature, and adapted
by the best colourists." See Burnet, On Light and Shmle.

* Ostade's pictures have the peculiar property of looking well
at a distance. They thus attract the spectator towards them.
When we approach to take a nearer view, we observe that this effect

is produced by their possessing a decided mass of light obtained by
means of a light wall or sky, &c. His heads ami hands form a
number of luminous spots* upon a mass of half tint, and are
rendered of more value by the introduction of yellow and blue
draperies. Such a system requires considerable management in

order that these spots, to prevent confusion, may take agreeable and
decided forms. Such a system, however, is the more easily pursued
in Ostade's works, because he has seldom any particular story to

interfere with the arrangement. In pictures upon a dark scale,

(Art. -9 -

2. 294,) harshness arises commonly from the want of suffi-

cient quantities of middle tint and half light. \rt. 290.) By this

omission, the principal light is too much defined : the fault of

Cararaggio.

(296.) That the warm colours, (namely, yellow, OrCompo-
orange, and red, see plate xi. fig. 5, 6, 7,) together with

such compounds as incline decidedly towards them,

arrest the eve by their exciting ,* and like
Warm and

properties,' ,.„.. ..„„

light upon dark, or dark upon' light, (Art. 290, 294,) nia',l,- 'to'"'

give prominency to objects. Also the union of warm assist each

colours is promoted by the introduction of a cold colour, other, and

Thus the whites, yellows, reds, and browns of a picture
adapted to

_„„„:.. : i i i.i r ui the charac-
receive increased harmony by the presence of a blue.

ter of acorn.
(297.) That the cold colours (namely, violet or pur- position,

pie, blue and green, together with such compounds as

have blue for their foundation) have a much less excit-

ing influence upon the eve. Thev have the quality of

making objects retire ; and seem to produce a similar

effect to that of middle tint upon half light, or of extreme
dark upon half dark. (Art. 290, 293.) Cold colours,

therefore, should perhaps predominate in compositions

of a quiet, meditative character. Also the union between

their cold tones is essentially promoted by introduction

of a warm colour. Thus the whites, blues, greys, and
greens of a landscape will be made to blend much
more harmoniously by the presence of red, which derives

at the same time from its isolated situation (Art. 305)
a force and brilliancy approaching to harshness.

Borrowing bis terms from Music, the Painter, when
flie prevailing tone of his picture is cold, pronounces it

painted in a cold key, on the other hand, when the prevail-

ing tone is warm, the picture is said to be in a warm key.

(29S.) That pure and bright colours (plate xi. fig. 4)
having greater force than when compounded, should

occupy the chief points iu a picture, and should be more
or less employed as the composition is of a brisk, a quiet,

or a mournful character. Colours composed of two pri-

mitives may be made to blend and soften by a small

portion of the third primitive. Any colour may be

tempered with white or with black. Bv means of these

extremes (the observation is made by Mengs) may any
colour iu the hands of a judicious artist be reconciled

and brought into harmony with another.f

* The Chevalier d'Azara, who edited the works of Mengs, adds
a note at the commencement of the Leziont praliche, to state his

(D'Azara's) opinion that the rays from dazzling objects give more
than the ordinary impulse to the organs of vision, and therefore

excite them too much, whereas rays of the opposite extreme, giving
a [ess impulse than that to which the eye is habituated, cause too

little action ; and •' thus both extremes" (like those of burning
and freezing) " are disagreeable." Vide O/icre di Mengs, Italian

edition, vol. ii. p. '272.

f "White reduces the asperity (asprrzzn) of any colour till its

tone assumes mildness and tenderness : black also removes harshness,

but in a different manner, liy smothering [tmorzando) and obscuring
it. Rembrandt, by means of shadows, shows how to reconcile the

most incompatible of colours. He leaves only one spot of such
colours in light ; he separates some of them from the rest ; and
when obliged by the nature of his work to bring them together, he.

invents some artifice for enlightening the one, and enveloping the

other in shade
; since, if he had placed them in conjunction, he

would, by the laws of chiaroscuro, have only represented light and
shadow without colour. A method, the opposite of this, was that of
Baroccio, who harmonized all his colours by the aid of white ; re-

ducing, indeed, their force, but bringing into concord their most
discordant tones, so that (by tliis increased breadth of light) his

picture was an example of chiaroscuro artfully composed, and
having considerable brightness and prominency, {motto rudzato e ben

compotto. ) Rembrandt," he adds, " stems to have viewed his sub-
jects in some cavern which only one ray was permitted to pene-
trate : Baroccio, on the other hand, appears to have beheld his only
in the air or among the clouds, where perpetual lights and reflexes

left him scarcely any shadow. Rembrandt, of these two extremes,
is preferable to Baroccio, since some architype of Rembrandt's works
may be found in Nature, whereas those of Baroccio have place only
in the imagination." In some of the designs of Rembrandt, observes
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Painting. (299.) That as in the case of light and shadow it

v—~./-^J becomes necessary, for avoiding flatness and insipidity,

Colour, like (Art. 293,) to have a focus of light, so with respect to

liLrlit, re- C0io„ r i ng a |'oc.us of colour may, with similar good effect,

f ".'.T
" he made by repeating, in a stronger tint, in a favour-

able position, and in a comparatively small compass,

some prevailing hue. And as in the case of lights and

darks, a small portion of each introduced into the other

is sufficient to produce a harmonious union ;
(Art. 295 ;)

so also in the balance of warm and cold colours a

similar process is similarly advantageous. Harmony

may be effected, and yet by the same means the greatest

breadth (Art. 294) preserved.*

(300.) That not only colour acts thus powerfully

upon tints of the same hue, but exerts its influence more

or less, according to its brightness, upon the tones of

every other hue.t

Mr. Burnet, {On Light and Shade, p. 16.) he seems to have allowed

the entire half of his canvass for repose, and to have confined his

composition with all its lights and darks, and colours, to the other

half. Very little often serves to connect the two. The dark manner

of Remhrandt has advantages over every other, if kept within due

bounds, as it enables the Painter to give a rich tone to his colours

without their appearing heavy, which more feeble backgrounds

woidd not admit of, unless the colours are to stand as darks instead

of lights ; accordingly we find Titian, Tintoret, Georgione, Rem-
brandt, and our own Reynolds all swayed by the same opinion.

* Thus in a landscape, the blue of the sky may be advantageously

repeated by a drapery of stronger blue made to appear among the

warm brown shadows of a foreground. In like manner the glow of

a morning or evening sky may be focussed by strong red drapery,

placed in the neighbourhood of greys and greens. The works of

Claude and of Cuyp present continual examples. The eflect, too,

of all strong colour is to make the weaker tints of the same or of a.

proximate hue retire. Thus is obtained an interval between the

strength of the one, and the comparative faintness of the other, for

expressing space or distance : and the spectator's imagination be-

comes impressed with the idea of airiness in a picture, and of ample

room for whatever objects may be introduced.

" Titian often has his red placed near the centre of his picture,

which gives it consequence, and he either throws it into much light,

or keeps it flat, according as he wishes it to tell as a dark or light

in his scale of chiaroscuro. Mengs supposes Titian to have used

colours more or less retiring upon his figures according to their

situation. Such is not, however, his principle; and strong colours

are mure often used by him to support his composition, without any
reference to their being employed upon the most prominent points.

From Raff'aelle to Rubens we often find them introduced upon

background figures, as darks in light pictures, and as lights in dark

ones : sometimes carrying the eye to the point of attraction, some-

times for clearing up the shadows. We often find portions of deep

lake dresses running into the dark masses of Tintoretto and P.

Veronese ; and we know the more a picture is made out by colour,

the lighter the effect will be, and the nearer allied to the appearance

of Nature in open daylight." Burnet, Hints on Co/our m Painting,

p. 26.

'•In many pictures of the Dutch School we see a perfect harmony
sustained between the hot and cold colours of a picture : we see the

warm colour contained in the foreground, and stnmg darks wove
into the masses of neutral tint in a multiplicity of ways. To focus

the warm colour of the ground, we often find figures dressed in red,

or we find withered leaves, bark of trees, pieces of brick, &c. made
use of, and observe warm colour insinuating itself into the colder by

a variety of channels. We perceive the cool tints of the sky and
distance diffused by the grey colour of wood, stems of trees, grey

road or water, taking the reflection of the sky. In many of the

works of Wilson and Gainsborough we see the richest effects of

colour produced by this mode of arrangement ; using the middle

ground as a ground of union between the warm and cold colours.*'

Ibid. p. 1 6.

j- For example, green is greener in the presence of red than of

any other hue; and red redder in the presence of green than of any
other. Cool tones may thus be said to give more value and greater

warmth to warm tones by being placed beside them in a picture, and

vice versti. Indeed, all reflected lights are of a warmer colour when
the light is cool, and therefore, in such cases give greater warmth to

the shadows. But these reflexes being comparatively of a lesser

(301 .) That colours, besides their property of warmth

or coldness, contribute more or less to the balance of

light and shade in a picture. (Art. 284, No. 4, and Art.

299.) Thus a figure in red may serve the purpose of a

half dark, (Art. 290,) while it serves likewise as a focus

to the other reds of the picture. (Art. 294, last note.)

The introduction, therefore, of any strong colour must

be in subserviency to the balance of light and shade in

a composition. If it destroys that balance it is intro-

duced improperly. Mengs speaks of the colouring of

light and shade, and means that every colour, besides its

influence as giving warmth or coldness, has a duty also

to perform in the shading of every picture, and holds a

specific rank in the scale of lights and darks. Perhaps

we might reverse the terms of Mengs, and make this

properly more intelligible by calling it the light and

shade of colouring.*

(302.) That in every picture there should be three

conspicuous lights, differing from each other in power,

as well as in size and form.t The distance between

degree of warmth when the light is warm, they require the presence

of blue or of some object of a cold colour introduced to give thein

value. (Art. 299.) It is also observable that if the strongest or

deepest tints of colour lie placed in the dark portion or side (Art.

294) of a picture, the shadows surrounding them will prevent their

strength from wearing a dull, heavy aspect. They will appear

under ihe influence of light, an appearance not to be obtained for

them in any other part of the composition. Further it is to be re-

marked, that according as the shadow is increased in warmlh, the

litfht partakes a portion of its warm influence ; thus in Rembrandt,

where the dark masses contain burnt sienna or lake, the blues and

greys receive a tinge of yellow ; while in Teniers, whose shades are

of a cooler brown, the blues and greys retain greater freshness.

In arranging the general tone of a picture, and the balance be-

tween warm and cold colours, it is nut necessary for the light always

to be of a warm tone. But when the light is cool it is important

that the shadows should receive warmth either by the introduction

of objects with warm local colour, and therefore, warm reflexes : or

bv such contrivances as are to be found in the Dutch School, in

Rembrandt for example, who having admitted light mixed with cool

pearly tints into an apartment, has been careful to illuminate the

shadow by a fire purposely introduced in an opposite corner of his

picture.
" At sunrise," observes Mr. Burnet, " when the sun's disk is

visible by reason of the density of the atmosphere, we observe the

yellow light round him tempered and softened down with delicate

grey: which tint being also diffused over the local colours of the

landscape gives truth and harmony. In Claude we perceive the

same breadth, delicacy, and softness. In the evening when the

atmosphere is less dense, we find the colour of the light more bril-

liant and less interrupted, tinging with the same hue every object

placed within its influence. This we find also in Cuyp and others,

who have painted landscapes under the same circumstances. Here

is a good foundation to commence upon, and we can cnly produce

an agreeable and natural appearance by employing such means.

White and black can be reconciled only by the interposition of grey,

and red and blue by the presence of a thud colour, combining the

properties of hot and cold. Light will he more easily spread by the

lesser lights partaking of the same hue as the principal, and shadow-

more easily diffused by the same means. We thus preserve the

breadth observable in Nature. Hut as this would in many cases pro-

duce monotony, we have a third quality to consult, namely, variety,

which in Nature being endless, we have an inexhaustible source to

draw upon. And very few colours are necessary to produce this

multiplicity of changes. In the employment of them, however, we

must always bear in mind the necessity of preserving the breadth

of light and shade, (Art. 294.) and the balance and union of hot

and cold colours." (Art. 306.)

* It was the method of Correggio, as was observed, to pres

his light and shade undisturbed by colour, and to use colour for

heightening not impeding chiaroscuro; strong colour holds the place

of middle tint, and is neither seen in the high light nor in the deep

shaiie. If used as an intermediate link it will unite both, preserving

at the same time a greater consequence and force. YA hether it is

to he warm or cold must depend upon the colour of the principal

light of which it is to be considered an extension. See Note (K.)

+ "Though to the principal group," says Reynolds, " a second

4 f2
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these lights may be varied at pleasure,* but they should

generally be arranged in an irregular kind of triangle.

t

(303.) That in a group, or assemblage of several

figures, an odd number is preferred, as three, five, seven,

&e. Among the even numbers, Mengs chooses the num-

or third be added, and a second or third mass of light, care must be

taken thai these subordinate actum and lights, neither each inpar-

ticidar nor all together come into any decree of competition with
the principal : they should merely make a part of that whole which
would be imperfect without them." See At/t Discourse.

* The relative position of the lights and darks in a picture de-

termine its character. 1. If the extreme light and extreme dark
he placed at opposite corners of the picture, with a diagonal line

between them, this is an opportunity for the greatest breadth. '2.

If the principal light be in the centre of the picture, it will have
great brilliancv when in contact with a small portion of dark ; but
in this arrangement there is less opportunity than when the light is

at one side for a large breadth of shadow. 3. If amass or focus of
shadow be placed in the centre, and light be carried round it by
means (in landscape, for example

I
of sky, water, ox Light foreground!

the picture is a converse of the preceding, with less opportunity for

breadth of light, but with strong effect for the central m.iss of
shadow. 4. If a mass of shadow be carried across the middle of a
picture, opportunitv for great breadth anil for repose is afforded.

To these observations it may he added, that whenever light is re-

peated for a union of the two sides of a picture, it should be a
rej>etition of the same colour. Thus t'uyp, whose principal light is

often yellow, carries it into the dark part of the picture by means nf
yellow drapery, a cow, a sheep, or a few touches to represent bright

golden reflexes from polished objects.

f The largest or principal light in which the principal figure or

subject must appear, should generally occupy about an eighth or

even a fourth part of the picture, and should be situated not far

from the centre of the canvass. When a multitude of small objects

are introduced into a picture, or when the general arrangement
consists of many figures, breadth of light and shade is impossible
unless many of them are united together of the same strength, so

as to form a mass of light or of dark. Salvator Rosa and \\ ouver-
mans adopted for this purpose the artifice of introducing two or

three white horses, and Weeninx a swan. Nature, however, abounds
with much more probable expedients.

The second or third light, occupying another eighth of the sur-

face, should be bestowed upon the figures or objects of secondary
importance; contributing nevertheless to the primary object of
the picture. Accessory or subordinate objects are to be rendered
visible by reflexion only. " The same rules," says Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds, (in his Notes upon I)u Fresnoy.) " which have been given
in regard to the regulation of groups of figures, must he observed
in regard to the grouping of lights ; that there shall bt a superiority

of one over the rest, that they shall be separated and varied in

their shapes, and that there should be at least three lights. The
secondary lights ought for the sake of harmony and union to be of
nearly equal brightness, though not of equal magnitude with the

principal." Again he says, " We will suppose Titian's bunch uf

grapes placed so as to receive a broad light and shadow ; here
though each individual grajie ou the light side of the bunch has
its light and shadow and reflection, yet altogether they make hut
one broad mass of light ; the slightest sketch, therefore, will have a
better effect where this breadth is preserved, than the most laborious
finishing where this breadth is lost or neglected."

•• Krom the time of Cimahue," says Mr. Craig, " to that of the
great Raflaelle. the light and shadow of pictures was very little

studied. The pictures of that period, however great in invention,

composition, and drawing, were in their geneva! appearance flat and
uninteresting. The first principle which seems to have been per-

ceived by the early Italian masters, was that a light is made
lighter by being opposed to a dark ; and for some time we find in

their works a constant association of some portion of dark with
every little bit of light, whatever he its place in the picture. (iiur-

gione was perhaps the first who endeavoured to give simplicity to

his pictures by the introduction of broad shadows and contracted

lights. Some of his portraits are from this circumstance objects of

the most gratifying contemplation. Titian, who imitated his fellow-

student Giorgmne, caught an idea of breadth from seeing his works,
though he appears not to have understood the principle which pro-

• '. iced them. The pictures of Titian have therefore great breadth
of light and dark; but it is often very abrupt, and often scattered

t random. Correggio was unquestionably the first Painter who
mile the success of his works to depend on light and shadow."
Lecture*, p. 154.

her two, and observes that two figures of unequal sizes

are the least disagreeable to the eve : luit Hint couples are

always ungraceful. A group, he adds, looks best in the

form of a pyramid, which lor better relievo should assume
at its hcise a somewhat rounded tbrm. Its large masses

should be disposed in the centre of the group, while its

smaller members should be left as stragglers round its

edge to give it lightness. If there are several groups or

pyramids, he prefers for them also an odd number. 1 1
<•

desires the principal figure to take his stand in the

middle group. But if several figures of equal impor-

tance to the story occur, let them, he says, be all placed

near the centre of the work, and in the middle ground,

in order that by means of light and shadow thev mav
receive relief and consequence from objects surrounding
them. In general, he adds, let the group form itself in

a semicircle, either concave or convex, in order to give

its central and principal figure every advantage of

relievo.*

(304.) That when numerous figures are introduced

into a composition, there must be great variety of colour.

Confusion may be prevented and unity preserved by

repeating the same colour in different parts of the work.

These colours, however, in their passage from high

lights into deep shadow must have great varieties both

in tint and tone, and thus opportunity is ali'orded to the

ingenious composer for a chain of harmonious inter-

vals.f

(305.) That in order to confer distinction upon an

object it must by some means be made to stand apart,

and in a state of isolation, if we may so express ourselves,

with regard to the objects which surround it in the pic-

ture. This is eHected by contrast, which we may define to

be an abrupt transition from one kind of outline to another

totally different, or from blight light to deep shadow :

or from one interval or tint or tone of colour to its oppo-

site. Thus in the case of outline, one sitting figure being

introduced into a group of standing figures, becomes
remarkable, or vice versa ; or a figure is made conspicu-

ous by an horizon at or near its feet; or in a group of

figures who all, with the exception of one only, look

steadfastly in the same direction, that one figure turn-

ing in an opposite direction becomes distinguished.

Such is the form of the Saviour turning to his disciples

in the " I'asce oves" of Raflaelle. The figure, too, ol

St. Peter kneeling, while it distinguishes that Apostle

from his brethren, contributes to elevate the figure of

Christ, and confer appropriate dignity. (Art. 279.)

* Of a concave group (that is, having the concave of the .semi-

circle towards the spectator) examples will he found in such pictures

as West's u Death of Wolfe," or the lower group of ' The Trans-

figuration'* by Raflaelle. Of a convex group an example is

seen in the assemblage of the Apostles at the upper part of the

Cartoon of " Ananias." As light and shade determine the con-

cavities or convexities of objects, without light and shade, the most
intelligent outline would be but as a map or Hat surface. If, for

example, we take a bowl or cup, and examine the influence of light

and shade upon it, we find in the shading of Nature those princi-

ples which artists have applied to many purposes in Painting. We
perceive the near edge strongly defined by the light side coming in

contact with the shadow, which becomes darker as it descends into

the cup. We have also the dark side brought hrmly off' the light,

thus exhibiting to us the simplest aud most effective means of

giving a true representation of its character.

f
" A pale yellow," says Mr. Burnet, ' may terminate in a deep

brown, yet a chain of communication he kept up ; or a pure white

may find repose and union in a pure black ; a bright red vibrate (to

use a term in Music) through a chord terminating in the gentlest

echo of such a colour," &c.
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Painting. The same principle of isolation may be pursued in
^^"v^-^ the use of light and shadow.* The focus of light on

any leading or primary object, t creates a contrast in

proportion to the darkness of the adjacent objects. (Art.

283.)

Again, this pow«tr of relief by contrast may be obtained

through the assistance of the local colours of objects.

(Art. 284, No. 2 and 4.)

And further, an object may be isolated, and drawn out.

from others by the contrast of its warm colour with the

coldness of those other surrounding objects. (Art. 2S4,

No. 5. Also 296, 297, 299.) Thus the distance of a

landscape is ollen of use in giving prominency to a

portrait while a low horizon elevates and gives dignity

to the figure. Also, when the general tone of a picture

is warm with brownish shadows, blue drapery and cool

black will have greater force. Of this. Paul Veronese
and Rubens afford many examples. Claude has often

profited by this opposition of colour. In light pictures,

(Art. 294,) this opposition is extremely valuable to the

artist, who may thus give relief and distinctness without

injuring his breadth of light. He may place blues upon
a warm ground, reds upon a cool ground, bright yellows

upon cool grey, &c*

* Some artists maintain, and justly, that every tight, however
small, ought to have a locus, or one part lighter than another. As
we find tins to he a general law in Nature, there can be no safer

ground to go upon. For the same reason we ought to have one por-

tion of a ilurk more decided than the rest. If these two extremes are

brought ill contact, we make them assist each other, one becoming
brighter and the other darker from the effect of contrast. If ihey

are placed at the opposite sides of the picture, we have greater

breadth and a more equal balance. (Art. 'J94, "J93.) Let us take

some head by Rembrandt for an example : we shall find the princi-

pal light or focus in the upper part of the face which he often

surrounds, to render it more luminous, with a black bonnet or

hat, and even this is kept of a cold tone that it may give more
value to the complexion. The light is theu allowed to spread

downwards, and be repeated on the figure. He thus produces

union, and gives his light the appearance of diffusing rays of the

same hue with itself. If we follow him in the conduct of some of

his larger compositions, we find the same principle adopted, whether
they consist of many figures, such as the Hundred Guilder-print, or

of few, as the small Nativity in the National Gallery ; thus render-

ing the most complicated compositions subservient to the simplest

principles of light and shade. A few experiments on a ground of

middle tint with a pencil filled with white, and another dipped in

black, will give the student an insight into all the changes capable

of being- produced on this principle. Sir Joshua informs us that

when at Venice, he took a blank leaf of his pocket-book, and
darkened it in the same gradation of light and shade as each pic-

ture before him, leaving the white paper untouched to represent

light. After a few experiments with different blank leaves on dif-

ferent pictures, he found every paper blotted nearly alike. Their
general practice appeared to be, to allow not above a quarter of the

picture for the light, including in this both the principal and
secondary lights ; another quarter to be as dark as possible, and the

remaining half kept in mezzotint or half shadow. Rubens appears

to admit rather more light than a quarter*; and Rembrandt much
less, scarce an eighth.

t Rembrandt, in his early practice of art, attempted to represent

flame by darkening every other part of the picture, but by this

means his flame became the only distinguished actor on the scene,

while living agents were but secondarily prominent. His next

expedient, therefore, was, to conceal the source of light, and to

throw its rays upon his principal personages, according to their im-

portance in the picture. Accordingly, his picture of Christ raising

the daughter of J aims is a sublime example of this effect. In this

com'iosition, Rembrandt, by throwing his light upon a light object,

has the advantage of making reflexes from it upon other adjacent

objects. His shadows, caused by such reflexes, are sometimes, as in

Nature, strongly defined ; and for the sake of these shadows, we
observe him often introducing such objects as will serve the pur-

pose.

J Rembrandt, v"->\n his light is cool, makes his shadows warmer

(306.) That a painted object in its opposition, for OfCnmpo

the sake of relief, to the other parts of a picture, although sition.

it is thus contrasted with the rest in some respects,
r,

' v~"""

must harmonize with them in others. As any object is
~
stencv H^

rendered more conspicuous by contrast with its opposite, harmo-

so it is rendered less and less prominent at every step nixing with

of their near approach to similarity. This agreement ,he whole

may, like the opposition above mentioned, (Art. 305,) ^ c ure "

be elfected variously. In outline, a repetition of the

same lines in features, posture, or action, (Art. 264, 279,)

conduces to a balance between the different members of

a composition. Thus the regularity in the cartoon of

" Ananias ami Sapphira" is remarkable. On each side

of the semicircle (Art. 303) in the loner group are

several figures, no one of whom, except Ananias and
Sapphira, performs an action that is not repeated, while

the Apostles being elevated on a higher position, main-

tain, although diminished by distance, a commanding
aspect in the picture ; and with ail of them likewise the

lines of drapery and contour are repeated. An agree-

able method also of doubling the lines in landscape is

often produced, as in the works of Cuvp, Rubens, and

Teniers, bv placing the foreground figures, as well as the

middle ground, the distance and the clouds ail on one

side of the composition in such a manner that each

in relieving the other shall in some degree repeat its

contour. The strong light and darks of figures in a

landscape so composed tell with great force against a

background of houses, trees, mountains, &c. and these

again are prevented from being harsh, sharp, and cut-

ting by mixing their edges with the clouds.*

Repetition, in chiaroscuro and in colour, tends like-

wise to the same effect vvith repetition of lines. A quan-

tity of light taken from the bright side of a picture, and

exchanged for a portion of dark from the side opposite

conduces to a balance.t And in a similar manner, a

the darker they become. Rubens, whose style was grounded on

the Venetian school, seems guided by the same opinion. " Begin,"

says Rubens, " by painting in your shadows lightly, taking care

that no white is suffered to glide into them ; it is the poison of a

[picture, except in the lights ; if ever your shadows are corrupted by

the introduction of this baneful colour, your colours will no longer

be warm and transparent, but heavy and leady." Opie thus tie-

scribes, in his Lectures, Curreggio's management of chiaroscuro.

" By classing his colours, and judiciously dividing them into few

and large masses of bright and obscure, gently rounding off his

light, and passing, by almost imperceptible degrees, through pellucid

deimtints and warm reflexions, into broad, deep, and transparent

shade, he artfully connected the fiercest extremes of light and

shadow, harmonized the most intense opposition of colours, and

combined the greatest possible effect" (of contrast) " with the sweet-

est and softest repose imaginable."
» -Mark in strongly," says a judicious artist, " those points in

the ground, which of necessity must be introduced from natural cir-

cumstances, at the same tune contriving your group, so that those

points become of the greatest consequence to the composition." A
richness of effect is produced either by such a combination of light

and shade as will give the appearance of doubliug to the outline ;

or by relieving the outline by aground possessed of a variety of

strengths. A small portion of any group or figure, coming firmly

and sharply off' its ground, is quite sufficient to give the appearance

of natural solidity to the whole.

f The arrangement of light and shade as relates to the uhott of

picture ought never to be absent from the student's mind. •' If a

diagonal line," says Mr. Burnet, " be drawn through the picture,"

(to divide a breadth of light from a breadth of dark.) (Art. -.'9-4.)

'• and a balance or union between the two sides be wished, there is

no other way hut by borrowing a portion of the one, and exchang-

ing it for a pottion of its opposite. Not only may this pract:

made use of for the harmony of the whole, but the light and the

shade will be thus rendered more intense bv the fine* ot opposition.

\\ nether the dark which is carried to the light side be very small or
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Painting, balance of warm and cold colouring may be effected.*

s—^~» 1' As therefore contrast or isolation is brought about by
abruptness, ( \rt .'iiili.) nol only in placing a locus of

extreme light near l<> extreme dark, but also in placing

the repetition or focus of a cold colour among warm
tones, or of a warm tone among the cold colours of a

picture, so docs tins very act of repetition generate at

the same time a bond of union and a balance of power
throughout a composition between the properties of light

and warmth on the one hand, opposed to those of dark-

ness and coldness on the other.

t

Again, as the opposite to abruptness is insensible gra-

dation, so when two opposing tones or tints have a

harsh etl'ect in juxtaposition, iheir harshness may be

reduced by intermediate tones or tints, (Art. 284, Xo.

4, 5,) so as to produce a gradual and delicate succession

of harmonious intervals. (Art. "298.) Or, between two

colours of which the tones antagonize ; between, for

example, two primitives, as red and yellow, the disagree-

ment may be in some measure abated by making each

of nearly the same tint or degree of strength. Thus,

the blue. No. 13, (plate xi. fig. 5,) will be found to

have less hostility to yellow. Xo. 7, if they be both taken

from the same tint, that is both taken from the circum-

ference of the same circle, and have both of them two,

or four, or six, &c. degrees of strength.

Lastly, any excess (in form, in light and shade, or in

colouring) which has been unduly given to one object

over another may be reduced by the introduction of a

third object, which, acting as a foil to both, and showing
a much greater excess, makes the difference between

the two former objects less open to observation. Thus
in outline, the difference between any curve or straight

line, or between any two curves, may be made scarcely

perceivable by introducing a third line which has a

degree of curvature considerably greater. Also a line

very slightly curved may appear formal and lifeless,

(Art. 264,) till a line exactly straight is placed near it.

Again, in chiaroscuro, the interval between alight and a
shadow or between any two shadows may be made to

appear considerably smaller by the juxtaposition of a
third shadow of extreme and intense darkness.} Also,

verv large, or rice versa, we have here the groundwork of some of

the most powerful and most natural effects in Painting." On L'yht
and Shade

j p. 6.

* " If a diagonal line," says the same Writer, " be drawn across

the picture." ( lie alludes to the Bacchus and Ariadne of Titian.)
*' we find it composed of a mass of hot and a mass of cold colour,

laid out upon the broadest scale, and aiding each other by the oppo-

sition." The greatest breadth, indeed, is
:
Art. 294) to be preserved

in colouring by a division ( ,t' the picture into hot and cold col

The contrast Ot warm hues with cold increases their richness, the

aerial perspective is improved, and the foreground figures receive

solidity without the help of black shadows. " That a picture," ob-

serves the avithor just quoted, "should consist of hot and cold colours,

is as indispensable, as that it should have light and shade. Which
shall form the light, and which the shade, is entirely at the option

of the artist. It is, however, necessary that these culnurs should

occupy separate plaices in the balance of chiaroscuro, and that byr

any exchange 01 portions from the side warmth into that of cold,

both extremes of the wnrk may be harmoniously united.

f It frequently happens, that only one light appears in a single

head. This must he made to harmonize with the shadow either in

the background, or in the dress. Rembrandt, for this purpose,

painted the light of the dress the same colour as the shadowed side

of the face.

* The dark forming the greatest mass of shadow in a picture is

often, before being brought into contact with extreme light, increased

in colouring, the interval between any two tints is ap- Of Compo-

parently reduced, and the gradation consequently made »>t»»n.

more sole and more harmonious by a third tint in con-
_r~ v'
—

tact with them, which differs more in tone from either

than they do from each other.* C'orreggio and Rem-
brandt frequently relieved the dark side of their figures

by a still darker background.

(307.) That respecting the materials which are to be

put into operation for Painting, the artist can acquire

little from any written description, but must perfectly

acquaint himself by practice alone with the peculiarities

(as well defects as excellences) of whatever vehicle he

uses. We shall, therefore, only here remark, in con-

clusion, that the foregoing rules applv equally to all the

different vehicles and materials adopted in this Art :

whether oil colours, which from their great power of ex-

pressing with perfect clearness the deepest gradations of

shadow, have been generally held in highest estimation;

or water-colours, which in this Country have been raised

to almost equal power, and brought to a perfection never

before known ; or, thirdly, crayon Painting by means
of coloured chalks; or, fourthly, fresco Painting, (so

called from being performed on fresh plaster,) which

from its unrivalled brilliancy of effect, and its connection

with Architecture, was the favourite of the early Schools

in Italy. To these several vehicles may be added

Mosaic, or the beautiful as well as durable representa-

tion of Nature by small pieces of variously coloured

marble; inlaying, or a somewhat similar operation in

wood ; enamel, or the process, on copper or gold, of

Painting with mineral colours dried and melted in by

fire; together with contrivances by means of wax, called

encaustic Painting ; or bv staining glass, an Art allied to

enamelling ; not to mention the successful competition

of the loom with the easel, in the still more ancient

devices of tapestry and embroidery. These several

materials for pictorial effect may be compared to the

several instruments used in Music, all vibrating in sepa-

rate ways, under distinct and separate forms, and by

impulses suited to each ; all of them diversified in their

modes of operation, but all subservient to one system,

and all combining to answer by different means the

peculiar ends and purposes of the Art which emp'.oys

them.

and collected to a point by some object whose local colour conduces

to that purpose. Thus the black portion of a female's dress (in a

Painting by Metzu, as described by Mr. Burnet) is brought, at its

darkest part, in contact with the brightest portion of her white dress.

This gives air to the deepest shades of the background, as well as

r firmness to the object so relieved.

* Any colour may in its tone so nearly resemble a primitive, as

to le mistaken for it, until the introduction or juxtaposition of that

primitive. Thus a green may be so nearly blue as to appear su till

blue is present ; or so nearly yellow, as to be taken for that primi-

tive till yellow is present. As the repetition of a colour in various

parts of a picture diffuses the light, and gives breadth of eHevt, so

also repetition destroys proportionally, at the same time, the power

of that repeated hue to give singularity and prominency to the object

which it colours. A colour, therefore, will be often seen, in the

best Masters, not only tingle, but surrounded by others totally dif-

ferent in tone, in order to increase its value. This peculiarity of

colour is of the utmost use as to bringing out such points as the

artist wishes to draw attention to. Not only does he thus obtain

for that one colour the greatest force that his palette can give it,

but he often brings all the rest into better agreement with one

another.

NOTES, &c



NOTES ON PAINTING.
Note (A.)

The principles for drawing the boundaries of the shadow of

any surface may be contained in the three problems which we here

subjoin, and of which the mathematical reader will find the ele-

ments very succinctly stated in the fourth section of C'reswell's

Perspective. We will endeavour to state them in the most popular

terms we can devise. Some previous definitions, however, may be

necessary.

Definition* for Def. 1. Right lines drawn from a luminous point to any point in

Aerial Per- the illumined object are called lines of rays, and a plane containing
tpt-ctive. a„y |w0 sucn |; nt. s j s ca i|eu a p]ane of rays.

2. Rays that come from sell-luminous bodies (Optics, Art. 4)

upon other bodies non-luminous, we term primitive (or direct) rays.

(Optics, Art. .1-1.)

3. Rays from bodies not self-luminous, but that have received

primitive rays, are called derivative, or borrowed rays, or reflexes.

(See Da Vinci, Trattoto delta Pittura, cap. 75—87.)

4. An infinite multitude of rays (borrowed or primitive) from

any luminous body, being intercepted in their course by some
opaque body ; a certain number will be either absorbed or reflected.

Between this intercepted number and the remaining unimpeded
rays will be the boundary between light and shadow, which we will

term the limiting surface, or column of shadow.

5. Direct rays from the sun or moon, are termed parallel rays,

and will be represented by parallel lines.

6. Direct rays from small self-luminous bodies, sufficiently near
to the object which they illumine, are termed diverging rays, and
will be represented by right lines diversely spreading or diverging

from the luminous point. (Optics, Art. 1 36.)

7. Where two or more luminous bodies have their ravs inter-

cepted by the same opaque body, the respective limiting surfaces or

columns of shadow will intersect each other. The space included

between the planes or surfaces of intersection is styled dark shadow.
The remainder, from its lesser degree of intensity, is called /<

>-

numbra, or half shadow. (Optics, Art. 34—36. Da Vinci, cap.

26.) Thus if we suppose a strong light to proceed from two bright

clouds at B and D, (plate xii. fig. 1 ,) in front of the spectator, and
suppose also through another bright cloud the sun near the horizon

over the spectators left Bhoulder, with its rays vanishing at V,
there will be three shadows, viz. the shadow a s p o n i, caused by
the interception of the sun's light ; the shadow e I m rb c ; and the

shadow e u t w q e. caused by the interception of light from D and B.
Where any two of these columns of shadow intersect each other,

there will be a deeper shade in proportion to the brightness of each
intercepted light. And where all three of them intersect, as in the

area a 6 c, the shadow will be darkest. But this kind of effect is

seldom so distinguishable out of doors. It is most visible, and must
common in interior, or in in-door subjects, where the innumerable
changes and modifications of window-light, candle-light, lamplight,

and firelight, with their reflexes, cause inexhaustible varieties in the

position and intensity, as well as colour of shadows.

8. If from any given point a perpendicular line be drawn to any
plane, the point of contact where tbe perpendicular meets the plane

is called the seat of the given point. Thus the seat of a candle on
a wall or table is found in the point of contact, where a perpendicular
from the centre of the light meets the wall or table. Also, the seat

of any point in an object casting a shadow is found on the plane
which receives the shadow, at the end of a perpendicular line from
that point. For example, the point Ss

,
(plate x. fig. 3,) at the ex-

tremity of the perpendicular L S!
to the plane r u; is the seat of the

point L, as S is the seat of the same point L on the horizontal ground
or plane S G F. So also S (fig. 4; is tbe seat of the light on the
horizontal plane or ground ; a the seat of A ; d the seat of c ; and e the

seat of o. Again, the point p(plate xii. fig 5)isthe seat of the plumb
line, and the point a, where the representation of a perpendicular

meets a plane, is the seat on that plane of the point b. or of any
other point in tbe direction of a b, produced to any length. Remark
also A (plate xii. fig. 1 ) tbe seat of T.

9. A plane perpendicular to the horizon, and which in its vanish-

ing line contains the vanishing point of the suns rays, is called the

plane of altitude. Thus the plane E AT (plate xii. fig. I )is a plane
of altitude vanishing in D 0. which contains the vanishing point D
of the rayET, and its parallels. Thus also the plane I A T is a plane
of altitude vanishing in K R where B is tbe vanishing point of tbe
ray 1 T. In these examples, the sun's place is at li and D in front

of the spectator. Again. I AT is a plane of altitude vanishing in

Mil, which contains M, the vanishing point of the ray TU, which
comes from behind the spectator. Also, AT C is a plane of altitude

vanishing in V L, which contains V, the vanishing point of t'-p ^otes on
rayTC. Observe that T E A, T I A. T U A, and TC A, represent p,:

the respective angles of the sun's altitude. v-"*^™~-'
But the plane of altitude has no vanishing line when the sun is

in the plane of the picture, and has, consequently, his rays all pa-
rallel to that plane, and without any vanishing point. (Art.' 36.) In
ihis case, any plane parallel to the plane of the picture will be a
plane of altitude. Thus the angle L T A, being the angle (plate
xii. fig. 4) of the sun's altitude, the plane A L T is a plane of alti.
tude, since it contains the ray L T, and as many parallels to L T as
can be drawn crossing T A and L A.

10. The point where the vanishing line of the plane of altitude
cuts the horizontal line is called the vanishing point of horizontal
intersection. Thus the points H, R, O, and L. (plate xii. fig. 1,)
the points c, a, and 6, (fig. 2,) and the point L, (fig. 5,) are the
vanishing points of the intersection of the plane of altitude with the
plane of the horizon. (Art. 145, 189.)

11. The point where the vanishing line of the plane of altitude
is intersected by the vanishing line of any plane containing any
line or lines of solar rays, is called the vanishing point of altitudmid
intersection. This point is, in fact, the vanishing point of the sun's
rays. Through this point must pass the vanishing line of whatever
plane contains lines of solar or lunar rays. For example, the points
B, D. M, and V, (plate xii. fig. 1,) and the points M, N, O, P, Q,
and R, (fig 2,) and the point V, (fig. 5,) are vanishing points of
altitudinal intersection. And if in the plane D tm, (fig. 1,) con-
taining the rays D / and D m, the line m / be prolonged till it

meets at its vanishing point P, the vanishing line H L of its plane

;

next, if P D be joined, the line P D will be the vanishing line of
the plane DLX, and must pass through D. In the same manner,
m r may be prolonged to show the vanishing line of the plane
in D /, and r b to show the vanishing line of r 1) b, tec.

Pkobi.fm I. To find on any plane receiving a shadow the seat Prob. I.

(Def. 8) of any given point situated out of that plane.

The given point must be considered as belonging to some plane, as
L S v S!

,
(plate x. fig. 3,) making an angle with the given plane.

1. If the angle so made be a right angle, let the given plane be
Si'G F, or )• i x u>, boih perpendicular to the plane L S v S*.

First, find the line of intersection, as v S, or v S8
, (Art. 141,

187,
|
which the plane containing the given point L makes with the

plane receiving tbe shadow. To that intersection draw from L
(the given point) a perpendicular L S, or L S2. The extremity S
of that perpendicular will be the seat of L on the plane S r G F :

and S2 (the extremity of the perpendicular L S') the seat of L on
the plain rvxw. In the same manner is found t, the seat of a
given point g that belongs to the plane gomt, making right angles
with r v xiv ; also (on the plane S v G F) n, the seat of e or f; p,
the seat of d or e; z, the seat of a ; and o, the seat of h or jr.

Ai hen these two planes making right angles with each other are
inclined to the picture, as the plane ca de, (plate xii. fig. 3,) at
right angles with the plane nl ob, (supposed to receive the shadow.)
their vanishing lines must be found, in order to determine H the
vanishing point of their intersection a b. (Art. 145 ) Then find the
vanishing point of all perpendiculars (Art. 196) to the plane (here
supposed to be ra d e) receiving the shadow. If that vanishing
point be W, and L be the point given, a line from L to W will cut
the intersection b H in b. the required seat of L ; in the same manner
as ba (fig. 5) cuts the intersection c a, and determines a for tbe
seat of b on the plane receiving its shadow.

2. But if tbe angle made by the two planes with each other be
not a right angle . let the given point be O (fig. 3) in the plane
alOA. In this case the intersections of both planes with the
plane of measure CArt. 145. 146. 182) must be found; viz. Of),
(which must lie drawn through the given point O/i the intersection

of the plane a I () b. and S M, ( in the plane end e.) the intersection of
the plane of measure with c <i d t Find W, the vanishing point of all

perpendiculars, (Art. 196,) to the plane o a de. Join O W. The point
x, where this representation of the perpendicular cuts S M, is the re-

quired seat of () upon the plane cade. In the same manner r will be
found on the same plane to be the seat of a point K in the plane K a.

PitoBi.EM II. Given the representation of any finite straight tine, Prob. IX
to represent its shadow caused by rays diverging (Def. 6) from a
given /tnvtmoui pointt

Find the seat (Def. 8, and Prob. I.) of the light'and the seat of the
points at each extremity of the given straight line. Supposing the

given line to be a r. (plate X. fig. 3. ) the seat of a w ill be -. and the

seat of C will he p. Then connect by other sti.light lines the s> at S of
the li^ht with tbe seats r and p of the two ixtreniities of the given
straight line. Prolong these two connect! lines S* and 8 p till
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Pnb. lit.

they meet at A anil C the two rays L a A and L c C, drawn from the
light through the two extremities a ami c of the given Itraight line
ac Tin- pointi \ mil (' ofthii meeting or inteneetionnlltepMnent
the ih.iil.ivvs of thon extremities, and a straight line A C between
them will represent the shadow of the given line a c.

Iii the same manner we find G* the shadow uf the point g cast
on the plane /' e s w. baring first determined the seats S* and /

(Prob. I.) on that plane. The line S« (,*, intersected hy the ray
L(i, fives the shadow <i

!
off. Thus also the respective shadows

off,/, and //, as well as of o and d, are found to be K, F. and II.
K.md 1). So likewise the raya L A, (fig. 4, l,g, and L/, deter-
mine the respective shadows of b, e, and o, by the prolongation of
S a, S a, and S e, to h, g, and/.

Cor. 1. To determine any shadow intercepted by any opaque
surface, find in all eases the sever. il points where the respective rays
from the primitive or reflected light meet the intercepting surface.
Thu.. as we have seen, at the point G* the ray I. (J is intercepted
by the plane re cut. And in a similar manner, the circular rim
of the candlestick fir; I maj have its nhaduw determined on the
cylindrical surface of the pillar, as well as on the book be da. Let
a hue through 8, parallel to the vanishing line of its plane! (Art.
21,64,) be drawn, and another parallel line for a diameter of the
rim. Rayi L n and L w drawn from L through the extremities of
this diameter will determine v w, that of the shadow on the plane
bene ith. Next, (taking C for the centre of the picture.) complete
the representation of the circle round S. (Art. 178— 181.) Or. if the
rim be of any other form, find the seats round S of the most remark-
able points, and then the shadows, according to the process above de-
tailed. Any number of radii from S, as S j and Sr, will cutthecir-
cumference of the pillar, as at m and «. Draw through m and u lines
parallel to the axis of the cylinder. These lines will cut the rays Lx
and Lrm the point* n and /. And in the same manner may be found
any number of puints required for completing the shadow on the
cylindrical si.

i
lace. The same process is applicable to a concave or

interior surface of a cylinder, as also to the plane surface of the
book b c d.

Cor. 2. Observe that the same methods are available for deter-
mining and circumscribing any portion of light, as we have adopted
for portions of shadow. If, instead of the rim of the candlestick,
a round hole in some oparpie plane parallel to the plane at S were
placed under the light

; the same arrangement of lines would ^ive
the delineation of a circular illuminated portion of the plane In low,
and of its interception on the pillar, &c. So on the other hand, the
four-sided figure e Ada (fig ,'i) might be an opaque surlaoe. and
then lis shadow would be C H 1) A.

PbABI.SH III. Given the wift aliunde and the angle, ifami. made
by the /,/;„, „/ altitude

(
Del'. 9 1 with the perspective plane /., repre-

sent in- ihadow of „„„ given point of which the seat (Def. 8, and
Prob. I.) hat been determined, or the shadow of any line of which the
vanishing point is known.
Our expression ' if any." alludes to the sun's rays when parallel

to the picture, in which case the plane of altitude can have no va-
nishing line. (Art. 67.) The last problem referred especially to
divergent rays, (Def. 6.) The present refers only to shadows
caused by the interception of parallel rays. A few previous obser-
vations may assist the learner

Obs. 1. That the rays of the sun, on account of their distance,
are reckoned as being parallel to each other. Let the reader, how-
ever, consult Optics, p. 415. sec 39—43 for a general law. If a
light be smaller than the enlightened object, the shadow diverges ;

if equal to it. the shadow will be ol the same magnitude ; if larger',
the shadow will be smaller and less diffused.

(lbs. 2, 'nut if any original straight line fArt. 16) be parallel in
sunlight to the plane which receives its shadow, the original shadow
Of that line upon the plane will be parallel to the line itself. Con

ntlj the representation of the shadow of that line will pass
through the vanishing point of the original line. Thus. ]{ K andT P
(plate \ii tig 1, being parallel to the plane H w c. the shadows
hh and »/> will lie represented parallel to R K and T P. And thus
#/(*!«• 1) being parallel to me ground plane. ( \rt. 41, and note to
Art. 17.) the shadow wq of gf will vanish with gf in the same
point B.

(
Art 76

I
Aiso t d (fig. 5) will lie parallel to E D.

Obs. 3. That if the shadow of a body in sunshine be received on
a plane inclined to the ground plane, or be received on any surface
whatever, the culuiini of air darkened bv the obstructing twdy ( Def.
4) must first be determined. After this, the intersection 'of the
representation of the inclined plane or other surface with the column
will represent the boundaries of the shadow.

Obs. 4. That a shadow cast on a plane perpendicular to the sun's
rays ,sc.n, posed pi the seats on that plane (Def. 8) of all the points
iu the body or object which casts the shadow.
Thus if L A ;tig. 4) be the direction of the sun's rays perpen-

dicular to a plane containing T A, and the shadow of T L lie re- *•*

quired, T A will be tbit shadow, composed of all the seats of all the /™''"*,
points in TL. So also, if T A (tig. I; be the d tectiou of the solar '

beams; K A will be the shadow of K T ; l A of U T ; 1 A of 1 T;
and C A of (

' T ; and the house at O will have no shadow.

Obs. 5. That shadow, cast on a plane to which the rays are pa-

rallel will la- interminable- In such a case the hoes of direction for

the shallows have, when not parallel tothe picture, the same vanish-

ing point with the ravs,
|

Vtt, 76,

Obs. 6. Thai in all shadows two things are to be considered :

the direction of the shadow, and its length. The length is deter-

mined bv lines of rays drawn to meet the hues of direction. Thus,

if A T (fig. -1) be the line of direction for the shadow of A L, a

rav LT through I. will give the shadow of L at T. Or if A K,

(fig. l, A FJ, \
(

'. or A I. la- the line of direction,the shadow of AT,
the ray T K, or T U, or T C, or '1'

I, may determine the points K,

1, \c. Secondly, the direction of shadows is found by the inter-

section of the plane receiving the shadow with the plane of rays that

contains the line casting the shadow. Thus A T fig, I
1 is the

intersection of the ground plane with the plane of rays A LT. In

like manner A E, (fig. I,) A U. A 0, and A I, are similar intersec-

tions on the ground plane made by their respective planes of rays.

Obs. 7. That the several planes containing the sun's ravs may be

classed according to the three cases mentioned in Art. .'U. Either

these planes ,,f rays will be parallel, or perpendicular, or inclined to

the perspective plane. Let the student, placing himself in the sun-

shine, remark in what direction his own shadow falls. Surrnoaehim
standing with the point S ffig. '!) between his feet and the vertical

line S V passing through his eve at e. Either this plane of altitude

containing the vertical line S V may be parallel tothe picture, or

it may be perpendicular, as V D P o S ; or it may be inclined, as are

V R Q C, and V M X E.

Obs. 8. That if the luminary be in the zenith, emitting vertical

rays parallel to V S, it is evident that all the planes of rays will be

parallel to the plane of the picture. The man's shadow un a hori-

zontal plane beneath will be no other than a horizontal section
I

see

Obs 4 i
of the thickest part of his person. All lines of rays on the

picture must here be parallel to Po, But imagine the sun (still in

this parallel plane) to be in the horizon as at sunrise or sunset.

The lines of rays now will be parallel to II L in a direction towards

(he spectator's right or left hand. Shadows cast on planes parallel

to the station plane will now be sections of the shadowing object,

(Obs. A. | while sh -dows cast on the ground plane or its parallels will

be interminable. (Obs. 5.)

I lbs 'J. That when the sun's rays are parallel to the perspective

plane, in other words, when the sun is in the plane of the picture.

(fig. 4.) the shadows of all lines parallel to the picture will lie

parallel to the vanishing line or base of whatever plane they are

cast upon. Thus T v. the shadow of a portion of T P, is parallel to

II D : x />, the shadow of the remainder of T P. is parallel to S D.
So also R h. and h h, shallows of K R, are parallel to the vanishing

lines of their respective planes. And on the roof vanishing in \V D,

the shailows r n. » n. and ij, of lines parallel to the picture, are re-

presented parallel to W I).

It will be now proper to apply Problem III. to the representation Ban's ravs pa

of shadows when the sun's rays anparatfeJta the plane of the picture*
r,l

1

'
t0

Given then the angle A T L (fig. -4) of the sun's altitude and a

point L, to find the shallow of the point L. Find its seat (DA. 8,

and Prob. I.) at A. Draw through the seat A the intersection A T of

the plane of the rays with the ground plane, the latter being the plane

which here receives the shadow. (Art. 141, No. 1.) This gives the

direction (Obs. 6 ) of the shadow. Lastly, through the given point

L draw a line parallel to the given rays. Produce this line (LT)
till it cuts at T the line of direction. T is the shadow of A. Thus
may be found the shadow of any other point having A for its seat.

In like manner z the seat of Y being found on the plane II d c x,

to find the shadow of Y draw the vanishing line S 1) of the plain-

receiving the shadow. (Obs. 6.) Through H, the vanishing point of

the perpendicular Y ;. draw a ray H S parallel to LT, i. e. making
at II the angle I) IIS of altitude. II S will be the vanishing hue
of tin- plane of rays containing Y r, fArt. 31.) and of all other

parallel planes of rays. (Art. 65.) Next, from the vanishing point

S of the intersection of this plane with the plane H des draw Sy
through r. A ray parallel to LT through Y' will now givey for the

shadow of Y' at the point where Y y meets Sy.
Cor. 1. Thus may be shown that the shadows of the parallels

vanishing in II will be lines vanishing in S.

Or the iMiint of shadow y may be found by finding the shadow
R w on the ground plane of a line K R containing Y". Where that

shaiiow is cot at h bv the plane II dc #, change its direction to h h.

(t lis. 2.) The rav Yy from Y will cut hh in the point y required.

This latter method is sometimts the more convenient of the two.
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When, for instance, the shadow changes to a new plane it a be,

where ij, u u, and en, to show the direction of the shadow, are

drawn through the points j, u, and n, parallel to WD ;
(Obs. 9 :)

instead of drawing i x, or ex from x the intersecting point of H S
with W D, (Art. 145,) let rays O o, 1 1, E e, parallel to S H or L T,

be drawn through I, O, and E. These will give i for the shadow

of I ; o for that ofO, &c
Obs. 10. We have now seen that the representations of the

hadows of lines parallel to V S, (fig. 2,) or parallel to the picture,

'ill be parallel to the bases of whatever plane receives them. (Obs. 9.)

'hus represented on a horizontal plane, they would be parallel to

HL; on a plane vanishing in P o, they would be parallel to P o;

on a plane vanishing in RQ they would be parallel to R Q, &c.

Let us next observe that if the rays be perpendicular to the

picture, the line V S will be in the station plane. (Art. 17.) The
spectator, for example, with the sun just above the horizon, shining

directly at his back, (and in the station plane,) and giving rays

parallel to A a, will see his shadow along the line S o, in a direction

parallel as before (Obs. 8) to the solar beams. The lines, therefore,

both of the spectator's shadow, and of all other horizontal shadows,

will vanish, together with the lines of the rays, at n, the centre of the

vanishing line of the plane to the base of which they are perpendi-

cular, (Art. 72,) namely, in the centre of the picture. (Art. 73.) The
lines of shadow, however, will in this case be interminable, (Obs. 5,)

since the sun has no altitude. But suppose the sun to continue

behind the spectator and in the station plane, and to be raised above

the horizon so as to make the angle of altitude A ef; the plane of

altitude Cor in this case station plane) will still vanish in the line

P a o, (Art. 70,) but the vanishing point of the lines of rays will no
longer be the same with that of the horizontal lines of shadow at a.

The altitudinal intersection (Def. 11) will now vanish at d; while

.he horizontal (Def. 10) continues to vanish at a as before. Hori-

zontal lines of shadows (as well as all others not parallel to fd,
Obs. 5) will no longer be interminable. They will be defined and
determined by the lines of rays vanishing in d.

Suppose now the sun directly in front of the spectator with rays

again parallel to Art, and vanishing in a. The line of horizontal

Shadow S/? will again be interminable in an opposite direction. But
if the luminary rise to D (still in the station plane) the ruy D p,
vanishing at P, will cut and define the spectator's horizontal shadow
at the point p ; and Dp o, or P e a will be the angle of altitude.

Obs. 11. The phenomena caused by planes of rays inclined to the

picture come lastly to he considered. When the sun is in the

horizon, similar appearances to those we have noticed (Obs. 9 and
10) will take place. The lines of shadows, and the lines of rays

will vanish together at the same point, suppose 6 or c. If the

luminary, with rays vanishing in b, for example, be behind the

spectator, his shadow will take the direction S /. If the rays come
towards him, his shadow will take the direction S F ; and will iu

either of these two cases be interminable. (Obs. 5.) But suppose
the sun's altitude over the spectator's left shoulder to be C y F=
b < Q. and graduated on b Q at Q ; and let C R Q be the plane of

altitude vanishing in R Q. The interminable shadow in the direc-

tion S f will now be cut short at y by the ray C y vanishing at Q.
Change the sun's place again, and suppose the altitude to be R e b

in front of the spectator, and a little to his right ; the ray R F
vanishing at R will determine S F for the horizontal shadow of S e.

The plane of altitude (Del °) will be Re Q vanishing in RQ, but

having the vanishing point of altitudinal intersection (Def. 11)
above the horizontal line at R instead of below it, as before, at Q.

The student may apply this observation to similar phenomena
when the sun is in any other plane of altitude, as for example, the

plane E M N vanishing in the line M N. In this example the rays

either proceed from behind the spectator, and pass over his right

shoulder to vanish in N, or they vanish at M not quite in front of

him, and towards his left hand.

We are now prepared for the application of Problem III. to the

representation of shadows caused by planes of rays inclined to the

picture.

Draw the horizontal line H L, (fig. 1, or 2,) and at C, the centre

of the picture, raise either above or below II L a perpendicular equal

to the principal distance. (Art. 22, 28.) At X, (fig. 1 ,) its further

extremity, let an angle be made with C X equal to the complement
of the given angle made by the plane of altitude.

Obs. 12. The question now is. on which side of C X to make the

angle ; towards C L, or towards C H. The place of the sun decides

the question. If the sun be behind the spectator, and if the plane

of altitude (suppose C R / F, fig. 2) take the direction F t or C Q
over his left shoulder, then the angle (which must equal o S /) will

be made to the right of a, (fig. 2,) or of C. (Fig. 1.) If from behind,

over his rtyht shoulder, in the direction Si, (fig. 1,) the angle t So
must be made to the left of a, or C, the ceutre of the figure. But
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when the sun shines towards the spectator's face as from B or D,
(fig. 1,) or from M, (fig. 2,) or R the angle at X (fig 1) must
be made on the same side of C X with the sun.

Prolong now the line making at X the complement of the given
angle. The point where that line meets H L will be the centre, as

R of the vanishing line B R of the plane, making the given angle,

viz. the plane of altitude. On either side of that centre, as R, raise

a perpendicular, as R x, to ius vanishing line B R, equal to the direct

distance as RX, (Art. 131,) and at the further extremity x of this

perpendicular, construct the given angle BrRof the sun's altitude.

Construct it above H L, if the sun shines towards the eye or face of

the spectator; below, if shining at his back. (Obs. 11.) In this

manner are found the vanishing points H, R, O, L, (fig. 1,) c

and A, (fig. 2,) and L, (fig. 5,) vanishing points of horizontal inter-

section. (Def. 10.) Thus also the points If, B, D, V, (fig. 1,) N,
M, R, Q, (fig. 2,) and V, (fig. 5,) vanishing points of altitudinal in-

tersection. (Def. 11.)

Obs. 13. When, however, the plane receiving the shadow is not
a horizontal plane, its vanishing line must be found, and the point

where that vanishing line cuts B R, (fig. 1,) or the vanishing line

of the plane of altitude, is to be the point for showing the direction

of the shadow, and to be used as the points H, R, O, L, &c. of

horizontal intersection would be, if the receding plane were hori-

zontal.

Thus, in the vanishing line of the plane of altitude the two points,

as B and R, (fig. 1,) being found, let now T be the given point in

Prob. III. of which the shadow is to be represented : say, on the

ground plane. Find A its seat. (Prob. I.) Through A its seat,

and from the vanishing point R of horizontal intersection (that is

from the point where the two vanishing lines, (Obs. 13, and Art. 145,)

that of the plane of altitude, and that of the plane receiving the

shadow, cross each other) draw the line of direction, say R I. I is

the required representation of the shadow of the given point T.

By the same method are found, under any other aspect of the

sun, other shadows of T, as E, U, &c. In this manner also, the

four shadows of the house (fig. 1) are constructed, by ascertaining

first the shadows of the points d, k, g,f, h,j; and then drawing

lines I m,mr, &c. for the limits of a column of shadow intercepted

by the ground plane.

Cor. 2. Any horizontal plane is a plane of measure for the angle

made by the plane of altitude with the plane of the picture. ^Cum-
pareArt. 142, 151, 152, 187.)

To find, lastly, the shadow of any line of which the vanishing

point is kuowu.
Let the given line 'be k d. (Fig. 1.) Find the shadow I of some

point, as </, in the given line. Prolong h d to its given vanishing

point at y. Join y with the vanishing point, say D of the sun's

rays, (viz. of altitudinal intersection,) y D will be the vanishing

line of a plane of rays containing the given line K d. Remark
where y D crosses the vanishing line of the plane which receives the

shadow ; viz. in this example, at P. Draw from P the intersection

/ m of the plane of rays mid A. A ray from D through h will

determine m / for the shadow of * d required. (Def. 11.)

Obs. 14. We have yet to remark upon the method of construct-

ing shadows for Prob. III. when either the line casting the shadow

is parallel to the picture, or the plane receiving it is parallel to the

picture.

In the former case when the given line and the given plane are

parallel to each other, the direction of the shadow has been noticed.

(See Obs. 2.) Where, however, the given line and the given plane

are not parallel to each other, and the given line is parallel to the

picture, prolong the vanishing line of the given plane till it n.eets

that of the plane of altitude. The point of their contact is the

vanishing point of the line of direction (Ohs. 6) for the shadow.

Thus, L (fig. 5) is the vanishing point of the shadow P r of part of

the line PN, the latter line being parallel to the picture. When the

direction changes to another plane, (a given plane vanishing in A B,)

prolong AB till it meets L V, and again from the point where these

two vanishing lines meet, draw tm, for the new direction of the

shadow. Suppose, further, another plaue vanishing in II O, to

receive the remainder of the shadow of PN. Prolong H O to

meet V L, and draw from m to their common point of contact the

line m n, of which the length is determined by (Obs. 6) the ray V N.
Obs. 15. When the given plane receiving the shadow is parallel

to the picture, and the given line which casts the shadow is not

parallel to the picture, prolong the given line to its vanishing point

;

and join that point to the vanishing point of the sun's rays. Thus
will be found the vanishing line (Art. 31) of a plane of rays con-

taining the given line ; and the direction of the required shadow
will be parallel to the line so found. For example, prolong X £ (of

which the shadow is required on a plane parallel to the picture) to

its vanishing point C. Find z, its point of contact with the given

4 F»
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plane (Art. 43, else,/' Join V C. (Art. 31.) A parallel s y, to

V C.or V W. viz. to the vanishing line of a plane of rays contain-

ing N :,) will be the direction (Obs. 6) of the shadow of N c
Another example is the line w v, vanishing on the line A B, some-

where between II and B. Join its vanishing point to V, (Art. 31,)

and draw v u, parallel to the vanishing line so bond, of a plane of

rays containing the given line vw. Lastly, r «, determined by the

rav V w. ( t >bs. fi,) will be the shadow of r u\

Fig. 5 further exemplifies Prob. III. by the representation of

the shadows thrown upon three successive planes from the ilivisums

of a window frame. First, upon the gTound plane; the shadows of

it, g A, k~. perpendicular to the picture vanish with the lines them-

. in the centre C of the picture, (Obs. 2,) and have their lengths

(Obs. 6) determined by rays V i, V /, X g, V A; while the parallels

to the picture in the direction ig, /A, &c have their shadows vanish-

ing in L. (Obs. 14.) Secondly, on \he plane that vanishes in A B
the shadows of parallels to i /, and g A, vanish at the point where

V W, the vanishing line of their plane of rays, (Def. 1 ,) cuts A B, the

vanishing line of the plane receiving their shadow. (Obs. 14.)

Thirdly, on the plane in the distance, parallel to the picture, the

•hadow of the line /A at o, will be parallel to the line itself. (Obs. 2

and 14.)

Other examples are given in the foreground of fig. 5 which seem

to require no further cbservation here, and which the student, after

the rules above given, may work out for himself, with the exception,

perhaps, of the following. The shadow of a plumb line is cast

upon a cylinder. Find p, the seat of any point in the plumb line

on the ground plane. ( Prob. 1.) Draw p L and xj for the shadows

of the plumb line on the ground plane and on a plane vanishing in

A B. (Obs. 14.) Construct a circular section of the cylinder per-

pendicular to the ground plane. Divide the section by a diameter

representing a parallel to the ground plane, and also by perpendi-

culars crossing it lietween q and *. Draw q H, iH, and between
them draw the representations of any number of parallels crossing

p x. At the points where they cross p x raise perpendiculars ; as

also between q and * on q s. Let these perpendiculars meet a like

number of parallels to * H on the upper surface of the cylinder.

The points thus found above p x will show the curve formed by the

shadow of the plumb line.

Note (B.)

The science of reflections has reference to three particulars.

1 . the reflecting surface. 2. The object to be reflected. 3. The
reflected image of the object. • Respecting the first of these particu-

lars, we have only space for some observations concerning polished
plane surfaces. Respecting the other two particulars we shall treat

of them as likewise forming portions of planes.

Obs. .6. The three planes thus distinguished will have a common
line of intersection, e a (plate x. fig. 5) or A a. (Plate xii. fig. 3.)

1. Tile reflecting plane, as c d e. (Fig. 2.)

2. The plane that contains the object to be reflected, as a I O A,

(fig. 3,) or a b d e. (.Plate x. fig. 5.)

3. The plane that contains the reflected image of the object, as
ag he, (fig. 5,) or a 1 A. (Plate xii. fig. 3.)

Obs. 17. Their common line of intersection, when parallel to the
picture, as c 0, p q, or r s, (plate x. fig. 5,) will he parallel to W X,
the vanishing line of their reflecting plane. (Art. 143.) But when
not parallel to the picture, their intersection will vanish where the
three vanishing lines, or any two of them, cross each other. (Art.
145.) Thus the common intersection en, (fig. 5,) vanishes at C
where the vanishing lines W C X, (of the reflecting plane,) V C T,
(of the plane that contains the object to be reflected.) and H C R
(of the plane lor constructing the reflection) cross each other.

Obs 18 Upon the position of this line of intersection with respect
to the spectator, and also upon the position of the reflecting plane
depends chiefly the correct delineation of reflections. For
This line of intersection,'] parallel, (Obs. 20,)or ~) ., .

as also the reflecting W;7>cnrtVci//ar,(Ob8.24,)or V e fK~

plane may be either J inclined, (Obs. 28,) J
e-

Obs. 19. If the reflecting plane be parallel to the picture, the
images reflected will be inertly a perspective representation of
that side of the objects to be reflected which is unseen by or
behind the spectator. We shall therefore in the two following
problems confine our attention to the other two positions of the
reflecting plane ; as perpendicular to, and as inclined to the picture.

Prob. IV. Obs. 20. Pkohi.em IV. Given a reflecting plane perpendicular
to the picture, (as, for example, the surface of smooth water,) tofind
the reflection of any given tine.

lattrsf
.
lion ! . Let the intersection of the reflecting plane and of the plane con-

parallel, tuning the object to he reflected be parallel, (Obs. 18,) as c 0, (plate

x. fig. y to the picture, and let the reflection be required of a line

c y, which is also parallel to the picture. Prolong r y at its extremity

c, (c being the seat of y,) till cf equals c y. cf will be the reflection

of c y. In the same manner is to be found h, the reflection of z.

Or, let it be required to find the reflection of y z, also a parallel

to the picture, but having another direction. Find c, the seat

(Def. 8, Prob. I.) of y, and o, the seat of x. Find also the reflection

cf and A of e y and o s. Then join fk. The reflection of y z

will lie /A.
Obs. 21. Let it next be required to find the reflection of the line

iu, (fig. 5,) perpendicular to the picture. Find the points j and /,

by the method above stated, (Obs. 20,) and join ft, which will be

the reflection sought.

Or, let the reflection be required of x c, inclined to the picture.

Draw C m, which obtains m for the seat of x. (Prob. 1. No. 2.) Make
m n equal to m x. Then join n c. The reflection of c x will be en.

In like manner, oj reflects 01, o t reflects u, &c.
Obs. 23. The angle of inclination here made by a plane with the

reflecting surface may be made either/rom or towards the spectator.

It is from the spectator when it lies beyond a plane passing through
the line of intersection, and perpendicular to the reflecting surface.

Thus the angle woC (fig. 5) made by the plane c u with the sur-

face of the water, is an angle/rom the spectator ; because the plane

c 11 is beyond the plane c y z o, perpendicular to the water.

On the other hand, the angle of inclination made with the re-

flecting surface is towards the spectator when made on this side of

the perpendicular plane. Thus the angle x cm, made by the plane

x o with the reflecting plane, is towards the spectator ; x being on
this side of c y : ".

Observe a separate example (on the intersection p o) of a reflection

with the angle towards the spectator ; and another (on the intersec-

tion r s) with the angle fr<<m the spectator.

Obs. 23. The vanishing line of the plane to be reflected, and that

of the plane containing the reflection, will lie on different sides of

XV X, the vanishing line of the reflecting surface. If the vanishing

line, for example, ofcon (the plane to be reflected) crosses B A at

B: the other vanishing line of the plane cot (containing the

reflection) will cross B A at A. Remark also that the angle gradu-

ated at A must be of the same number of degrees as the angle

graduated at B. In other words, the central distance (' A must
equal the central distance C B. (Art. 24, 148.) So also of the plane

r i'o c, reflected in the plane nj c, the vanishing line of the former

crossing at A must have a central distance A C equal to that of the

latter crossing at B on the opposite side of \V X.
Obs. 24. The next division of the problem refers to planes of intersei-iino

tcAicA the intersection with the reflecting plane is perpendicular to perpeiidica-

the picture. 'ar'

2. Let cube the common intersection, (Obs. 17,) which being

given perpendicular to the picture, must vanish at C. (Art. 73.)

Make at C, upon the reflecting surface, and with its vanishing line

XV X, any given angle of incidence V C W. Next, on the other side

of XV X, (beneath, as it were, or within the reflecting surface,)

make the angle of reflection YV C R = V C W, the angle of inci-

dence. V C, or V T, is the vanishing line otabd e, the plane to be

reflected, and R H the vanishing line ofg a e A, the plane containing

the image or reflection.

Obs. 85, The reflection here of lines parallel to the picture must
be drawn parallel to the vanishing line of the plane containing the

image. Thus, as e d is parallel to V T, so e A, the reflection of e d,

must be parallel also to the vanishing line of its plane, namely,
parallel to R H. Likewise, ag must be parallel to R H, just as a b,

its prototype, is parallel to V T. Prolong, therefore, any portion of

de, or of An, till they touch the reflecting surface, and through the

point of contact e, orn, draw eA parallel to R H, and equal to ed:
and a g, another parallel, equal to a b. These will be the reflections

respectively of e d and a b.

Obs. 26. For the reflection of lines perpendicular to the picture,

as <(A; find /the seat of A, (Prob. I. Def. 8,) and make Ig (Obs.

24) equal to lb. g will reflect to the furthest extremity of A d. In

the same manner, find It, the reflection of the nearest extremity.

Draw g A, for the reflection of A d required.

Obs. 27. For the reflection of any other lines in the plane baed,
draw an occasional base or parallel to e d and V T through the given

lines, and let their vanishing points ,be noted on V T, the vanishing

line of their plane. Next, find their dividing points, and bring each
line to its proper full length on the base. Prolong the base to meet
the line en of intersection, and draw through the point of contact a

corresponding base or parallel to eA and R H, on the plane vanish
ing in R H. For example, make C H 30' equal to C V !0°.

(Art. 82, 88.) Thus may the reflection of the hexagon be obtained,
or of any other diagram.

Observe here, that the angle bal made by the plane a b de with
the reflecting plaue is made towards the spectator (Obs. 22., An-
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other example is added of a plane inclined from the spectator which
contains another diagram. For constructing the diagram consult

"' Art. 98, and the 1st Book of Euclid, Prop. 47.

Obs. 28. The concluding division of this problem refers to plunes

of which the intersection with the reflecting plane it inclined to the

picture.

3. Let u r (plate ii. fig. 3) vanishing at P, and, consequently, in-

clined to the picture, be the common intersection, and let P C be
the vanishing line of the reflecting plane. Let here a similar pro-

cess be pursued as with the intersection perpendicular to the picture,

(Obs. 24,'; only let the given angle of incidence, and, consequently,

of reflection, be made at P. It will be found that the plane g r

contains any reflected image of the plane br ; h r of a r; andfr
of d r. The planej r e u is a portion of the reflecting surface per-

pendicular to the picture.

Obs. 29. Problem V. Given a reflecting plane inclined to the

picture, (as, for example, a plane mirror or other polished plane
surface,) to find the refection of any given line.

It will be necessary to consider this problem also in its reference

to the different positions of the common intersection. (Obs. 18.)

1. When the latter is inclined ; 2. when it is parallel to the picture.

The third case of a perpendicular intersection belongs exclusively

to the preceding problem, since all vanishing lines that pass through
the centre of the picture must belong to planes perpendicular to the
picture. (Art. 65. Also see below, Obs. 32 and 34.)

1. When the common intersection, as a 6, (plate xii. fig 3,) is

inclined to the picture. Let H be its vanishing point ; H M the
vanishing line of the reflecting plane c de ; and MW the vanishing
line of the plane of measure. (Art. 146, 182.) It is required to find

the reflections (represented on the plane c d. >•) of the line L A, anrl

its plane La; of O b and its plane a ; of K b and its plane K a ;

of N A and its plane N a ; and of P A and its plaue P a.

Obs. 30. To liegin with the reflections of the plane L a perpen-

dicular to the reflecting plane. Let L b be produced to its vanishing
point W, the vanishing point of all perpendiculars to any plane
vanishing in H M. (Art. 196.) The angle LAS or M b W re-

presents the angle made by the plane L a with the reflecting plane,

viz. an angle of 90° as measured on the vanishing line of the plane
of measure, viz. 25° on one side of R, and 65° on the other side,

25 + 65 = 90. For determining the length of A / raise first the
direct distance at R, (Art. 130,) then draw an occasional base E C
(through A parallel to M W) of the plane of measure. On this

hase mark off by means of the dividing point (Art. 85, 98) of
/ W (to be found between W and M) a portion, as N A, equal to

the original of L A, as seen at the distance of A. From A C take
off a portion equal to A N. A line from the same dividing point
will cut A W in / ; and A / will be the reflection of A L.

Obs. 31. In the vanishing line of the plane L / a, observe that
two points are found : H, the vanishing point of the common in-

tersection with the reflecting plane ; and W, the vanishing point
of intersection with the plane of measure. Join H W. It will be
the vanishing line of the plane L/a, (Art. 31,) which contains
on one side of a A the objects to be reflected, and on the other their

reflected images.

Obs 32. For the reflexes of the planes O a and K a inclined

towards the spectator, (Obs. 22,) let the plane O a make an angle
represented by S A O or M A D of 47° (viz. 25 + 22 = 47) with
the reflecting plane. It is required to find the reflexion of O A.

For this purpose count the same number, 47, of degrees along the
vanishing line of measure on the side of M opposite to M D. Add
47° to 25°, the number marked at M. (Art. 111.) The result will

be the vanishing point marked 72 (or 47 + 25= 72) of the line

of reflexion A o.

Again, let the plane K a make with the reflecting plane an angle,
represented by K A S, of 69 degrees, namely 25 -f 44 = 69. To
25 degrees marked at M add 44° marked at the vanishing point
of K A. For the vanishing point of the reflection let 69 be added
to 25. 69 4- 25 =r 94. Out of this number, ninety are disposed
of in the parallel C E. The remaining four degrees must there-

fore be reckoned along M W on the same side of R with the
vanishing point of K A. Subtract 4° borrowed from that side.

Consequently 90 — 4, or 86°, will be the number graduated on
R W produced for the vanishing point of A k, the reflection of
b K.

Obs. 33. The lengths of the reflections A o and A * may be de-
termined by drawing lines O W and K W, representing perpendi-
culars to tie reflecting plane. (Obs. 30.) O W will cut A o in o,

and K W will cut bk\ak, and thus determine the lengths.

Obs. 34. Respecting the vanishing lines of the four planes O a
and its reflection o a ; K ./ and its reflection ha: observe that they
pass through the two vanishing points analogous to those men-
tioned in Obs. 31, namely, through H, the vanishing point of com-
mon intersection, ind through the other vanishing point (in M W;

of intersection with the plane of measure. A straight line through Notes m
H and D, for example, will be the vanishing line of the rectangle Painting.

a 1 Ob. v'^~'/'~-

Obs. 35. For the reflection of the remaining planes N a and
Pu inclinedfrom the spectator. (Obs. 22.) Let the plane N a make
with the reflecting plane an angle of 65° represented bv N A If.
Here it is evident that N A must coincide with E C. The 25°
marked at M being added to 65° will complete the right angle.
(25 + 65= 90.) To find the reflexion of N A ; note the difference
between 25 and 65, or the point marked 40° on the other side of
R. This point is the Vanishing point of A n, the reflection of
AN. •

Again, let the plane P a be reflected, making an angle of 21
degrees with the reflecting plane ; namely, vanishing at a point
graduated 46°, between which number and 25° (marked at M)
there must be that difference. (Art. 111.) To find the reflection.

Deduct, on the opposite side of M, 21 degrees, (25 — 21 = 4,)
and A p vanishing at the point marked 4° will be the reflection

representing, by M A p, an angle equal to the angle of incidence,
or 21 degrees.

Obs. 36. The lengths of the reflections A n and A p are deter-
mined as in Obs. 33, by representations of perpendiculars drawn toW through N and P.

Obs. 37. Respecting the vanishing lines of the four planes Ni
and its reflection no; Pa and its reflection p a ; they are drawn
through H in the same manner as those in Obs. 33. Only observe
that the vanishing line of Na (drawn likewise through H) must be
parallel to E C, (Obs. 35,) and consequently will not cross M W, the
vanishing line of measure. The plane N a is, in fact, perpendicu-
lar to'any plane vanishing in H R. (Art. 153.)

Obs. 38. Corollary. The above construction, supposing the
points O K L N P to be points in a curve, would suffice for deli-

neating the reflection of the curve by a line through the correspond-
in.' points oh In p. The reflection, for example, of any arch of a
bridge, might be obtained by adapting to Prob. I. an operation
similar to that just stated, and by making the reflecting plane <r
c de, represent a smooth surface of water perpendicular to the picture,

and with H R for its vanishing line.

Obs. 39. The other remaining division of this problem regards Interseciioj

the position of the common intersection as parallel (Obs. 29) to the parallel to

P>"ure. -v^ia^T
2. Let c o (plate x. fig. 5) be the common intersection

; (Obs. 17 ;)
A the centre of the picture ; and W X the vanishing line of a
reflecting plane which is inclined to the picture. It is required to

find the reflection (as in Prob. IV. Obs. 20 and 21) of a line (as eg)
perpendicular to the reflecting plane; or parallel, as yz; or in-

clined, as x c.

Obs. 40. The reflection of c y is obtained in the same manner as
that of AL. (Obs. 30. plate xii. fig. 3.) Since A (plate x. fig. 5)
is given as the centre of the picture, the line c y will vanish in the
vanishing point of all perpendiculars to the plane that vanishes in

W X ; and its reflection c/(as a continuation of c y) will vanish in

the same point with cy.
Obs. 41. The reflection of yz may also be ohtained as before,

(Obs. 20,) by first ascertaining the reflections of cy and o z, (Obs.

39,) and then joining by a line, as/A, the reflections /and A, of its

extremities y and z.

Obs. 42. The reflection x c (Obs. 39) inclined to the picture and
to the reflecting plane may also be obtained as before, (Obs. 21,) by
prolonging it to its vanishing point A : and ascertaining its angle
as graduated on B A, the vanishing line of the plane of measure.
(Art. 82, 148.) Then on the other side of W X reckon from C, the
centre of that vanishing Hue, towards B an equal number of degrees
to those marked between A and C. If B be the point so found, join

B c, which produced to n will give c n for the reflection of ex.
Obs. 43. From want of space we here use a diagram from plate

x. fig. 5, in illustration of these remarks, (Obs. 39,) instead of one
more geometrically correct. It must be plain to the geometriral

reader that y f, vanishing at some point in B A produced, cannot be
parallel to B. A. Our student, however, will not find it difficult,

nor we trust unprofitable, to reconstruct the diagram for him-
self.

Obs. 44. An example for Prob. V. will be found (plate x. fig I,

No. C:in«j hp, which forms the refaction of the pyramid p g hr:
(Art. 213 :) provided that the hase ugh of the pyramid coincides

with the reflecting plane which vanishes in a fine drawn through U
parallel to g h.

Other examples may be drawn also from plate x. (See fi^ 1.

Nos. 5, 7, and 8 ) If da Ac (No. 5) be supposed the base of a
four-siiled pyramid placed on a polished surface that vanishes in

H L, this will be an example for Prob. IV. and a eb will be the
reflection of the pyramid. Also if a similar division be made of the

dodecahedron No. 7, (Art. 213,) its upper half with tie apex a will
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be reflected by its lower half with the corre-ponding apex A: spu-

posing the base of tin- upper half to vanish in P 1) lor the vanishing

line of the reflecting plana. Again, let the dodecahedron (Art. 213)

No. 8 be similarly bisected ; and let the plane of its bisection (viz.

the reflecting plane") vanish in PI). The representation of its

lower half will, in like manner, represent the reflection of its upper

half.

Note (C.)

Lighl and Shade.—Ohs. -15. If from any point of a reflex two

straight lines be drawn to the boundary of the enlightened surface

causing that reflex, and if a third line l>e drawn as a base to complete

the triangle, the degree of light at the reflex will he greater in pro-

portion as the angles at the Ease approach nearer to an equality.

Let L (plate til. fig- ') be the sun's light passing through an

opening in the dome AKRXH: let Z V be a line drawn on an

enlightened surface : and suppose the light on K. to be transmitted

between equal angles, or angles nearly equal. In this situation it

is evident (on account of the two triangles on the same base Z V)

that the reflex K will have a greater inequality between its angles

K Z V and K V Z at the base, than the reflex R has between its

angles RZY and R Y Z. Consequently, the point R will receive

more light than the point K : and the reflex at X with the angles

at Z and V, equal to each other, will be most luminous. Also the

point R being nearer the enlightened body than K will be brighter.

(Da Vinci, cap. 80.)

Obs. 46. Reflexes when double are brighter than when single.

Let L, for example, (fig. 6,) be a luminous body, L P and L U
direct reflexes ; P audi' parts illumined by L : D and G parts of the

same bodies illumined by the reflexes ; L P G a simple reflex ; L p D
and L U I) a double reflex ; the simple reflex G is fonned by

the enlightened body FT, and the double reflex 1) by the two en-

lightened bodies S T and T U. Ileuce additional brightness at I),

while any shadow of that double reflex will he so thin as to be

scarcely visible ; being found between the incident light, and that

of the reflex P I), U 1). Da Yinci, cap. 83. (The letter G, at the

extremity of the parallel to A U through P, has been inadvertently

titmtted in the plate.)

Obs. 47. Of various reflexes the most powerful comes from the

least distance. (Cap. 78. 124.)

Obs. 48. The darkness of the ground receiving a reflex (whether

that darkness he made by the local colour of the ground, or from

its being in shade) causes a sensible difference in the brightness of

the reflex. If the reflex be cast on a light or bright ground it will

not appear to impart much light, hut when cast on a dark and shady

ground, will be more distinctly visible in proportion to the depth of

shade receiving it. (Cap. 82. 80.)

Colour.—Ohs. 4'). When a reflex from a coloured surface falls

on another surface of the same colour, the latter becomes more vivid.

Thus in the folds ofdrapery the local colour is deeper and more vivid

where light is reflected by one part of a fold upon any other part.

The reflexes, in like manner, of the human skin, are of a deeper and

redder carnation, when in the vicinity of other carnations. (Cap. 81.

125.) The same appearances are given by reflexes from one object

upon any other separate object of the same colour. Suppose L
(plate vii. fig. 7) a light, Z V a body directly illuminated by it ; X
another body, out of the reach of L, and only receiving light from

Z \
r

, which issupposed of a red colour. In this case the light com-

municated from Z V, deriving its hue from the local colour of the

body, will tinge with red the opposite body X : so that if X were of

a red colour before, its redness will now be heightened and rendered

much brighter than the red of Z V ; but supposing X to have been

yellow before, then a colour will result which partakes of both. (Cap.

117. 125.)

Obs. 50. Where different coloured reflexes having the same
degree of light are cast upon any colourless surface, the latter will

receive its deepest tinge from the nearest reflex, and will receive

likewise various additional tints from the others proportioned to

their nearness. The object, therefore, reflecting its colour with the

greatest vigour upon an opposite body is that which has no colour

near it, but of its own kind ; and on the contrary of all reflexes, that

produced by the greatest number of objects of different colours will

be the most dim and confused. (Cap. 86. 124.) This phenomenon
may be thus illustrated. Let 'P (plate vii. fig. 6) be a yellow

colour reflected upon the point D of the spherical interior BGDA,
and let the blue colour U have its reflex upon the same point D.

By the mixture of these two colours in D the reflex will be converted

into a green, if the ground be white. (Cap. 85.) For a white surface

is better disposed than any other for the reception of a coloured re-

flex. (Cap. 123.)

Obs.il. But variations in reflexes ore caused not only by the
local colour of the reflecting surface, but also of the body receiving

the reflex. These two local colours mingle and form a third. Thus
suppose the spherical interior II X R A be of a yellow colour, and
the object Z V blue, and let X be the point where a reflex sent from
Z V strikes upon B X R A, the point X in this case will tiecomc
green.

Obs. 52. All reflected colours, and colours of reflexes, are less

vivid than coloured surfaces which receive light from self-luminous

bodies ; in the same degree as the force of reflected rays must be
weaker than of original or primitive rays. (Cap. 87.)

Obs. 53. A reflex from a dim or obscure body upon another of a
colourless obscure is scarcely perceptible ; while on the contrary, a
reflex from the bitter upiio the format communicates very sensibly

both light and colour. (Rid.)
( >l>s. 5 I Shadow produces similar appearances. A coloured re-

flex upon a shadowed surface is brighter and more distinguishable

in proportion to the depth of shadow. (Ibid.)

Note (D.)

" From the foundation of the Venetian school a mode of proceed-

ing was adopted, which, though well calculated to give the Painter

a greater promptness of execution, a more commanding dexterity of

hand, and a more chaste and lively colouring than is to he found in

the artists of the Roman or Florentine schools, was also the means
of introducing a want of correctness, and a neglect of purity m their

outline. Their method was to paint every thing without the prepa-

ration of a drawing ; whereas the Roman and Florentine Painters

never introduced a figure of which they had not studied and prepared

a model or cartoon. Following the system of his countrymen, Titian

painted immediately from Nature ; and possessed of a correct eje,

attuned to the harmony of effect, he acquired a style of colouring

perfectly conformable to truth. Satisfied with this identity of imi-

tation, he was little sensible of the select beauty of form, or the

adaptation of that characteristic expression, so essential to the higher

order of Historic Painting. In his works of that description, if we
look for the fidelity of the Historian, he will be found, like other

artists of his Country, little scrupulous in point uf accuracy. He
neither presents us with the precise locality of the scene, the strict

propriety of the costume, nor the accessories best suited to the sub-

ject, attributes so estimable in the works of those Painters who con-

sulted the best models of antiquity.

Raffaelle and Titian, says Sir Joshua Reynolds, (in his eleventh

Discourse,) seem to have looked at Nature for different purposes ;

they both had the power of extending ther view to the whole ; but

one looked only for the general effect as produced byform, the other

as produced by colour. We cannot, he adds, eutirely refuse to Titian

the merit of attending to the general form of bis object as well as

colour ; but his deficiency lay, a deficiency at least when he is com-

pared with Raffaelle, in not possessing the power, like him, of cor-

recting the form of his model by any general idea of beauty in his

own mind. In his colouring, be was large and general, as in his

design he was minute and partial : in the one he was a genius, in

the other not much above a copier.

" As Titian," continues Mr. Northcote, "contented himself with a

faithful representation of Nature, bis forms were fine when he found

them in his model. If, like Raffaelle, he had been inspired by a

genuine love of the beautiful, it might have led him to have courted

it in selected Nature, or in her more attractive charms as found in

the polished graces of the antique. The purity of his design thus

united to the enchanting magic of his colouring, would have stamped

him the most accomplished master the Art has produced." Northcote,

Life of Titian, vol. ii. p. 60.

Note (E.)

" In Titian's pictures the tones are so subtly melted, as to leave

no intimation of the colours which were on his palette, and it is

perhaps in that respect that his system of colouring differs so essen-

tially from that of Rubens, who was accustomed to place his colours

one near the other with a slight blending of the tints. He observed

that in Nature every object offered a particular surface or character,

transparent, opaque, rude, or polished ; and that these objects differed

in the strength of their tints and in the depth of their shadows. In

this diversity he discovered the generality and perfection of his Art.

In imitating Nature, he took, as Mengs observes, the principle for

the whole. His fleshy tones, composed in Nature chiefly of demi-

tints, he represented totally by demitints, while he divested altogether

of demitints those parts in which few were discernible in Nature.

By these means he arrived at an indescribable perfection of colou

ing." Ibid. p. 65.

HERALDRY.
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Heraldry. Heraldry, which, from its connection with Paint-
^—^/—

' ing, may be introduced in this portion of our Work,
Definition, may be defined " The Art of blazoning and assign-

ing Coat Armour;" or, more diffusely, "The theory

of classifying, adapting, and explaining certain con-

ventional distinctions impressed on shields and mili-

tary accoutrements." The definition of this artificial

Science is not a little important in the investigation of

its History. Inaccuracy in this respect has led to the

most discordant opinions regarding its origin. Not
to mention the famous Book of St. Albans, which

gravely informs us that the Angels are " in cote armoris

of knowledge," and the Pedigree of the Saxon Kings

in the College of Arms, London, which exemplifies the

bearings of Noah and Japhet,* the enthusiastic but

authoritative Gwillim removes the origin of his favour-

ite Art only one generation lower, making it proceed

from " Osyris, surnamed Jupiter the Just, son to Cham,
the cursed son of Noah, called of the Gentiles Janus ;"t

whilst Mr. Hallam, following many respectable autho-

rities, places the invention of armorial blazonry in the

XHth century. J Scarcely any two professed writers on

the subject are agreed on the precise point whence to

d ite their Histories. But this variation is not in reality

any argument of obscurity in the matter. Each author

has assumed an epoch in the History of Heraldry as

its original ; but, with the exception of those epochs,

the progress of the Art has been an imperceptible

transition from the simplest principles to its present

intricate and scientific construction. We shall not,

therefore, attempt to assign any exact period to its in-

vention, but prefer tracing the Science of Arms from the

first rude emblems of warlike adventurers and inde-

pendent settlements to the knightly cognizances of the

Court and the Tourney.

HISTORY OF THE SYSTEM.
I. Personal Heraldry.

Egyptian We cannot with Gwillim extract from Diodorus
Heraldry. Siculus the arms of Osiris, Hercules, Macedo, and

Anubis ; nevertheless, we think it highly probable that

significant devices on shields and military implements

were in early use among the Egyptians. The practice

of adorning the shield with some expressive device

must -be almost as ancient as the weapon itself; this,

the nature of Man warrants us to conclude ; but there

are some circumstances which might give the Egyp-
tians an inclination to extend and improve a practice

founded in human propensity. The recent discoveries

in Hieroglyphics, while they have proved the existence of

a Hieroglyphical alphabet, have also, in part, confirmed

the popular opinion, and shown that many of the

Egyptian characters were truly symbolical. The high

antiquity of those symbols is admitted ; and it is quite

• That of Noah is azure, a rainbow proper ; of Japhet, azure, an

ark proper. But there seems to have been some disagreement

among these primitive Heralds, for the Book of St. Albans gravely

informs us, that '• Jafut made first target, and therein he made a

ball, in token of all the worlde."

\ Ditphy of Heraldry, eh. i.

; Malory of Middle .ly*. vol i. p. 1 16.

vo',. v. JSfJ

incredible that, employed as they were in every variety History,

of appropriation, they should have been absent from v—^v——
the decorations of the Egyptian hero ; wlfile the early

civilization of Egypt will lead us to expect a propor-

tional superiority in the ornamental Arts.

Among the earliest opinions respecting Heraldry, Jewish

we may here notice the celebrated tradition of the Heraldry

Rabbins, respecting the Standards of the Hebrew Tribes.

That the Tribes of Judah, Ephraim, Dan, and Reuben,

were distinguished by peculiar ensigns is positively as-

serted in the Pentateuch.* The Rabbinical writers

inform us that these were banners respectively charged

with the figures of a lion, an ox, an eagle grasping a

serpent, and a man. But this opinion has been re-

jected for the soundest reasons. There are no traces

of any such distinctions either in the Bible or in any
authoritative History. The tendency of the Jews to

idolatry, and their late converse with animal objects of

adoration in Egvpt, render it extremely improbable

that any thing of the kind should have been permitted.

The whole policy of the Jewish Law is so strongly op-

posed to the very principles of Heraldic decoration,

that the History of that People is certainly the very

last wherein we might hope to collect materials for the

illustration of the present subject. We think that there

is much probability in the conjecture of many commen-
tators, that the Standards of those Tribes bore simply

their several names ; especially as the Maccabees are

supposed to have borne in their banner the letters from

which they derived their name, ' 3 3 n, the initials of

r~iw S'nbxn ~p2 'D, " Who among the gods is like

unto thee, O Lord?"
Among the Greeks, however, with whom no similar Greek

obstacles subsisted, Heraldry had early attained a consi- Heraldry,

derable perfection ; to them, according to Herodotus,

the Art was derived from the Carians.f We use the

term Heraldry advisedly. The Art, it is true, had no

connection with those public functionaries from whom
it afterwards received its name, and who were as well

known and as distinctly recognised in the Heroic times

as in the days of Chivalry. It was not till the esta-

blishment of Colleges of Arms (institutions subsequent

to the latest periods assigned for the origin of Heraldry)

that such a connection entirely subsisted. But the Art

of adorning military habiliments with expressive de-

vices was in high advancement among the Greeks. If

the bearings of the Seven Chiefs who besieged Thebes,

so gorgeously blazoned by .Eschylus and Euripides, be

traditional, the enthusiastic Heralds of the XYIIth
and earlier centuries would scarcely exaggerate the an-

tiquity of their Art. But, without settling the question

of the existence of a Trojan war, which our sceptical

Age has mooted, we can scarcely deny to the Poems of

Homer and Hesiod a very considerable antiquity; and

the shields of Achilles and Hercules, so elaborately

described by those Poets, prove that, in their time at

least, the Art had made important progress. J The
principles of ornament, however, adopted in these

* Numb. ch. ii pass. + Clio, clxxi.

} Scutis, quibus ad Tmjum pugnatum est, conlinebantur imagmrt.

Vlin. lib. xxxv. c. 3.

4 r,
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Heraldry, fields, are much less methodical and appropriate than
n ~/mm^

t || OSe w hj ch apply to the shields of the Antithebans ; a

circumstance which may lead us to conjecture that the

latter are the invention of the later Poets, who lived in

an improved condition of the Art. The transition from

these to the present refined theory of Heraldry is so

easy, that it will not be impertinent to state them.

According to yEschylus, Tydeus bore in his shield a

full moon, surrounded with stars ; Capaneus, a naked

man holding a lighted torch, with (he motto IIPHSQ
riOAlN ; Eteocles, an armed man ascending a ladder

placed arrainst a tower, with the motto OVA' AN APH2
M'EKBAAOI nVPrn.MATON ; Hippomedon, Typhon,
vomiting smoke and fire, surrounded by serpents ; Par-

thenopaeus, a sphinx, holding a man ; and Polynices,

Justice leading an armed man, with this motto :

KATA30 TANAPA TONAE KAI I70AIN

E3EI riATPniAN AnMATON T EniSTPO+AI.

Euripides assigns somewhat different appointments to

his heroes. According to his enumeration, Parthenopa?us

exhibited his mother Atalanta chasing the .Etolian boar;

Hippomedon, the figure of Argus ; Tydeus, the figure

of Prometheus, holding in his right hand a torch
;

Polyneices, the horses ofGlaucus; Capaneus, a giant

bearing a city on his shoulders ; and Adrastus, a hydra

of 100 heads, carrying the Thebans off their walls.

The shield of Amphiaraus, according to both authors,

had no device.* Without urging the argument from
tradition, and supposing the Poets had no authority

for their devices, beyond what fancy, aided by the cus-

toms of their own time, suggested, (a supposition cer-

tainly somewhat exceeding what might be fairly allowed)

we have here a proof of a very considerable advance in

Heraldry so early as 450 years before the Christian

.Era. A principal difference between this and the more
modern system appears to be, that, in the former, colour

is an unimportant circumstance, in the latter, essential.

The devices on ancient shields were, indeed, most com-
monly expressed in relief on the metal ; although

Virgilt mentions the picti scuta Labici, concerning

whom our want of information is to be much regretted,

as the learned Poet most probably wrote from authentic

tradition. Another material distinction is the absence

in ancient Heraldry of every thing like ordinaries,

which form so extensive a department of the new. But
with respect to the hereditary property of Arms, this

has not always been observed even since the acknow-
ledged existence of Heraldry, as may be seen in the

case of the last two Earls of Chester, the two Quincies,

Earls of Winchester, and the two Lacies, Earls of Lin-

coln ; no positively hereditary bearings have been found

in England before Henry III.'s time ; while in some
instances, something like hereditary devices may be

found amonir the Ancients, as we shall presently ob-

serve. And the assumption of Arms for a peculiar

object is not confined to ancient Heraldry, since Stephen,

King of England, changed the leopards into Sagittaries,

on account of his landing when the Sun was in that Sign.

We have remarked here that the shield of Amphi-
araus was blank. jEschylus and Euripides concur ill

representing this as the effect of his modesty, which

* " Amphiaraus, (as Pindarus the Theban Poet aifirmeth,) in

his expedition to Thebes, bare in his sbield a painted dragon."
Gwillim, sec 1 . ch. i. Th s author is more loquacious than correct.

Perhaps he alludes to Pyth. »iii. 66, where this emblem is assigned

to Aleman.

t *En. vii. 796.

would not anticipate a precarious victory. Indeed the History,

emblems of all his companions in arms had reference
v—v"*g'

to future glories. But, in some instances, heroes more

prudently appealed to Memory rather than Hope, and

where this was the practice, a maiden shield betokened

an undistinguished warrior. Thus the youthful He-

lenor is designated by Virgil parma inglorius alba;9

and this sentiment is in strict accordance with the

usages and opinions of Chivalry. t The plain shield of

Camilla} was an emblem of purity ; nor was this at all

at variance with the ideas received at a more advanced

period of the Art. But the instance which, above all

others, seems to approximate the characters of ancient

and modem Heraldry is to be found in the devices

granted by Alexander to his followers, with an espe-

cial provision that t lie same should not be borne by any

other person throughout his Empire.

Nor was the Crest unknown to antiquity, and it Ancient

arose as naturally as the impress of the shield. A plain crests.

ridge of rough horsehair, which has been proved by

experience an excellent defence against sabre cuts, was
the first appendage to the helmet. This was afterwards

doubled, tripled, and even quadrupled ;§ whence the

7pv(pa\a'a, quasi x/)/0«Wa, as Grammarians say, although

this etymology may be disputed. Something was ne-

cessary to unite this covering to the surface of the hel-

met, and fancy and art soon contrived to make this

supplement ornamental and emblematical. Gems and

Statues furnish us abundantly with the forms of ani-

mals, &c. used in this manner. Turnus is described by

Virgil as bearing for his Crest a Chimaera;i| and Corvi-

nus, in the Poem of Silius,^[ exhibits on his helmet a

Crow. We may here observe more fully that the ar-

morial bearings of the Ancients were occasionally here- Hereditary

difary. This Crow was ostenlans airs proavita? insignia tearing*.

pugnee ; the Story of Io appeared on the shield of her

descendant Turnus ;** the Swan's plume on the helmet

of Cupavo indicated his descent from Cycnus :ft and the

Hydra on the shield of Aventinus declared him the

progeny of Hercules. JJ The family device was frequently

impressed on the hilt of the sword.§§ There is a much
litigated passage of Suetonius which seems to have

been very properly adduced by those who support the

antiquity of Heraldry. Vetera familiarum insignia,

says the Historian, speaking of Caligula, nobilissimo

cuique ademit ; Torqualo torquem ; Cincinnati) crinem:

Cn. Pompeio, stirpis antique, Magni cognomen.\\
|| Nis-

bet strangely explains away this direct and positive

language. "It imports no more," he observes, "than
that Caligula, being displeased with the grandeur of

these families, commanded to take from their Images or

Statues, as from that of Torquatus, the collar or chain

that he took from one of the Gauls, and from that of

Cincinnatus the tuft of hair which that brave Roman

• yEn. ix. 543.

j-
a A young knight would not, during his first enterprises, assume

his family Arms, but he wore plain armour, and a shield without any

device, till he had won renown."—Mills, History of C/atoutry, ch. it.

Purdque interritn parma.—.En. xi. 711.

§ «"+» Hi xa\rt

TETPA+AA02 Qcltixi \ifx ixiiut/tTlTo Tn'Xr^.

Apull. Rhod. xi. 321.

I!
Jin. vii. 785.

% Silius Ital v. 78.
** Mn. vii. 789.

\\ Ibid. x. 187.

|J Ibid. vii. 657.

4$ O. Met. vii. 422. Senec Hippol.

Illl Suet. Co/, xxxt.
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. had spoiled of one of the enemies of the Romans, and
' likewise the epithet Great to be defaced in the inscription

of the Statue of Pompey ; the word Great makes it evi-

dent that the other marks, the collar and hair, were not

hereditary ones as Arms, otherwise the author had ex-

pressed himself thus, that Caligula caused the chain to

be taken from the Torquati, and the tuft of hair from
the Cincinnati, and not simply from Torquatus and
Cincinnalus."* To all this there is a very simple reply

;

the devices are expressly called fatniliarum insignia.

The persons mentioned were probably the heads of the

several families, who alone were accustomed to wear
them, and therefore alone could lose them. And that

cognomina were sometimes hereditary is a fact too no-

torious to deserve insisting on. Not a syllable occurs

respecting Statues, which do not seem even alluded

to.t

As an instance of the existence of hereditary honours
among the ancient Romans, some authors adduce the

Jus Jmaginvm ; but this was in reality widely distinct

from hereditarv armorial bearings, being only a per-

mission to possess Statues of noble ancestors, and to

parade them on the occasion of a funeral. It answered

the modern purposes of Heraldry as an institution, but

it had nothing in common with the theory of family-

devices.

We have seen then that there subsisted among the

Ancients the practice of adorning the shield with ap-

propriate figures ; that they were acquainted with mot-

toes and crests; that, as all the inventions of modern He-
raldry were not hereditary, so neither were all those of

ancient ingenuity merely personal ; but that colour was
an indifferent circumstance, ordinaries unknown, and

no peculiar phraseology in use for designating military

decorations.

But among the Ancients a species of Heraldic distinc-

tion existed which has been adopted by modern Heralds

without any variation except the addition of a number
of others, which are called Coronets. This was the

Crown. It was either a token of office or of merit. Its

various species we shall proceed to enumerate.

I. The Eastern Crown. A gold rim, surmounted

with eia:ht rays, five of which are visible in Heraldic

representations. This Crown is found, with trifling vari-

ation, on the coins of ancient Eastern Princes, especially

those of Greek extraction. It also appears on some of

the coins of the Lower Empire. Although a Crown of

office with the Ancients, it has become in modern
Heraldry a Crown of honour, and is given to those

who have distinguished themselves in the East. The
Lions which support the Arms of the East India Com-
pany wear this Crown.

II. The Triumphal Crown. This Crown was origi-

nallv a distinction of honour, being granted to Roman
citizens who had achieved any great exploit in the ser-

vice of the Commonwealth. It is composed of bay,

bearing berries, and tied behind with a fascia. But

being allowed to Julius Caesar for the purpose of con-

cealing his baldness, it was afterwards assumed by the

Roman Emperors, and became the Crown Imperial.

III. The Circlet, the oTtqbavos of the Greeks, and

corona of the Latins. A plain rim of gold, given to

• Ancient and Modern Vu of Arm.
t See also lvlmondson, a Herald of uncommonly phlegmatic con-

stitution, who, instead of carrying the origin of his profession to the

antediluvian times, disputes and oualiries all these express testi-

monies.

merit of various kinds. This is also sometime- found Hi»tury.

as an insigne of Royalty. —
IV. The Obsidional Crown. This was granted to the

successful defenders of besieged towns, or to those who
had performed any eminent exploit in defence of a
fortified place. It is composed of grass taken from the
scene of the hero's valour. It is rarely met with, and
has never, so far as we know, been adopted into modern
Heraldry.

V. The Civic Crown. A tribute from the State to
one who had saved the life of a citizen. It is of oak
leaves, acorned, and is justly considered an honour of
the very highest character.

VI. The Crown Vallary, (corona vallaris.) This was
given to the soldier who first entered the enemy's trench.
It is a plain rim surrounded by palisades in imitation
of those which guarded the entrenchments of the
Ancients.

VII. The Mural Crown, made in imitation of the
battlements of a wall, to commemorate the valour of
such as distinguished themselves in the attack of a city.

VIII. The Naval Crown was granted to those who
distinguished themselves by exploits at sea. It is a
rim adorned with alternate sterns and masts of ships.

It is (as might be expected) often found on the Arms of
Englishmen.

IX. The Celestial Crown, resembling the Eastern,
except that each ray terminates in a star. This Crown
was placed on the Statues of deified Emperors, &c. It

is preserved on hatchments and funeral escutcheons.

As this species of Heraldry, which consists of emble-
matical distinctions granted by Princes and Govern-
ments, appears never to have fallen into disuse, so it is

likely that the decorations of shields, and the fanciful

variations of crests, were preserved through the darkest

Ages, although with much less elegance of invention

and application, and great inferiority of execution. This
is, however, only a probability, as the subject of Heral-
dry is enveloped in the darkness with which the Gothic
conquests invested every province of History. Beck-
man* affirms that regular Arms may be found on the

shields of Clothair, Dagobert, Pepin, &c. and Seldent
mentions golden seals of the French Kings, and waxen
ones of their subjects, between a. d. 600 and 700 ; but

these authors give no authority. Edmondson, however,

thinks these assertions quite sufficient, considering the

dignity of the persons who make them. This is a very

unsafe confidence, especially in the History of Heraldry.

Never, perhaps, did an Art or practice exist which has

excited so much enthusiasm in proving its antiquity, or

so great a disregard of facts which invalidate that

opinion. Much stress has been laid on a passage

common to jEginhardus and Aimonius, Biographers of
Charlemagne, who say that Count Guy, to whom that

Prince had intrusted the conquest of Brittany, deli-

vered up the arms of the several Chiefs who submitted,

with their names inscribed thereon : arma ducum qui

se dediderant inscriplis singulorum nominibus, detulit.

But the word arma seems capable of a much simpler

interpretation than that which the Heralds advance,

and which would scarcely present itself to any but a

Heraldic mind. The passage in Joinville which de-

rives the Arms of Arnold de Commenges, Viscount of

Couzerans, from an ancestor who received them from

* Ao/i/ia diijnttntiim, diss. vi. ch. iii.

f Til. of Hon. xi. 2.

4 u 2
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Charlemagne, has been proved an interpolation. Ed-

mondson busies himself about the shield delineated by

Uredius in his copy of the seal of Araulf, Earl of

Flanders. (\ D. 941 ;) but the words of Uredius, who
spoke from actual inspection ofthe impression, are, quo-

nam id symbolo imignitumfiiait, prie vetuttaienon ap-

paret ; wordswhich make it exceedingly doubtful whether

it bore B charge at all. All this, however, is merely negative

evidence ; and when the causes and objects of Heraldry

are considered, it will be difficult to suppose that it was

ever entirely neglected ; and it is certain (as we shall

presently show) that the Knights who contended in

the Martial Games established by Henry the Fowler,

actually employed emblematical and hereditary dis-

tinctions. Hut the prevalence of devices on the shields of

sovereign Princes, will at best only prove the existence

ofa national Heraldry, which is undoubtedly ancient.

In that very curious monument of antiquity the

Bayeux Tapestry, said to have been executed by the

Queen of William the Conqueror, assisted by the ladies

of her Court, the shields of the characters are chiefly

adorned with patterns of mosaic and diaper. The

four guards of Guy, Count of Ponthieu, are repre-

sented, two bearing strange monsters, and the other

two, figures not very explicable, but which we have

delineated in fig. X. \i. The emissaries of King William

bear a kind ofwyvern. Montfaucon says, " these are

no armorial decorations." This is a matter of opinion

which we leave to the judgment of our Heraldic

readers.

Occasional glimmerings are, however, afforded, which

prove the Art to have been in existence before the 1st

Crusade, The seal of Robert of Friesland, Earl of

Flanders, of which Uredius gives a copy, appended to

an Instrument dated a. d. 1072, represents the Earl

bearing on his shield a lion. If Snorro Sturleson, the

author of the Northern History, is to be credited,

Magnus Berfetta, son of Olaf Kyrre, who became King

of Norway a. i>. 109:!, bore, when he invaded Ireland,

sales, a lion or, on his shield and surcoat. If this be

true, we have here a complete instance of the improved

modern Heraldry. The 1st Crusade was proclaimed

at the Council of Clermont, a. d. 1095. That this cir-

cumstance gave a considerable impulse to the Art is

beyond a doubt. One of its principal features was the

assumption ofa badge, the variation of which has pro-

duced a large proportion of Heraldic images. And the

intercourse which it opened with the East, the land of

symbol and of allegory, contributed necessarily to

advance an object which it was, independently, well

calculated to serve.

It seems, however, beyond all doubt, that the earliest

proficients in modern Heraldry were the French and
Normans. It is probable that mutual advantages re-

sulted to both nations from the settlement of the latter

People in France. The rude system of the Northern
warrior became refined and artificial from his inter-

course with the courteous cavalier of the South, to

whom he in return imparted new materials and new
ideas. We do not here speak of national, but of per-

sonal emblems : for national Heraldry, in its most

proper sense, is of great antiquity. This, therefore,

will not be the place to notice the undoubtedly ancient

Arms of France, those of Edward the Confessor, and

of Normandy, which the Conqueror transferred to the

shield of England.

On the seals of the early Norman Monarchs of

England their equestrian figures are portrayed; but History,

the interior only of their shields being visible, nothing ^-.--v"-*""'

can be determined B8 to their Heraldic hearings.* This,

perhaps, is not of so much moment to the question as is

generally supposed: for, if they bore any charge at all,

it would, in all probability, he that of Normandy: and
the existence of appropriate national devices at that

time ive shall 1)C enabled to prove beyond a doubt.

Hut " in a splendid illuminated (ieiiealogy of Queen
Elizabeth, deduced from Hollo Duke of Normandy,
remaining in George Ill's Library presented to the

British Museum, King William is represented bearing

On his hit arm a red shield, charged with two golden
lions, and holding in kit right hand a banner, barry of
ten, argent and flzure.'t " A MS. in the Harleiau

Library, No. 1073, lol. 6. tells us that the charge on
the banner was borne as arms by Fulbert de Faloys
(Falaise) his maternal grandfather, and that William

himself did bear the same before the Conquest."! If
this be true, it settles some important points. 1. That
personal Heraldry was in use two generations before

William the Conqueror. 2. That it might be hereditary.

§

3. That it had attained the refinement of ordinaries.

Certain it is that the Conqueror's banner, as represented

on his seal, bears some resemblance to the barry of

Heraldry ; but if barry at all, it is barry of six; and
thus it is given in Bosscwell's Works of Armorie, and
in the llarleian MS. quoted in the note to Willement's

Risal Heraldry already noticed: probably on the

authority of this identical seal. The device on the seal,

however, more nearly resembles three small parallel

pennons on one spear than any Heraldic charge what-

ever. The banner of William Rufus on his seal ex-

hibits what might be called paly. For this there cer-

tainly appears no assignable reason from what would
now be called " Heraldic" considerations. The banner

of Stephen exhibits distinctly a cross. The shield of

Richard I. is the first which displays lions; but as here

we again cross the frontier of national Heraldry, we
shall repass for the present to take a more general view

ofpersonal.

For the introduction of ordinaries, colours, and furs, Ordinarie*

which form so essential a branch of the modern Art, we colours,

seem, indisputably, indebted to the ancient Germans. •*" fur" -

The words of Tacitus, scuta tantum leclissimis coloribus

distinguunt,\\ are very remarkable. They prove, l.That

the Germans were not in the habit of bearing devices on
their shields, as these would otherwise have been men-
tioned ;

probably through the want ofa sufficient know-

* " From the time immediately subsequent to the reign of our first

Henry, the fashion was altered; and the persons on horseback re-

presented on the counterpart of seals, appear either as carrying their

shields pendent on their breasts, or bearing them on their right arm,

so that the convex side of the shield being turned towards the spec-

tator, the charge thereon becomes visible. The earliest instance of
the prevalence of the latter fashion of carrying shieliLs, occurs in an

impress of the seal of Stephen, Ettrl of Richmond. Anno 1 137, who
i\ lli> re figured holding on his right arm a shield charged with seven

fieurs-de-lys." Edmondson. This is earlier than the instance ad-

duced by Mr. Gough, the shield of Geoffrey de Maguaville, Earl of

Essex, in the Temple Church, who died in 1 144.

+ Willement's Regal Heraldry, p. 2. note.

t Ibid.

§ The Tabula Eliensis, still preserved at Ely, said to be contem-

porary with the Conqueror, represents the Norman Chiefs who
were quartered on the Monks of Ely, and under each Chief are deli-

neated his family Arms. If this Picture could be proved genuine,

such testimony would be decisive. But this is more than question*

able. Fuller refers it to 130G.

II De Mor. Germ. vi.
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Heraldry. ledge of Art. 2. That they bore on a shield more
»»/'•«••' colours than one : and it is evident that even the most

barbarous people would have arranged these colours so

as to produce a pleasing effect to the eye, which could

only be attained by their distribution into mathematical

forms like those now called ordinaries. 3. The word

lectissimis shows that this distribution and ornament

was a choice point with them ; which is further con-

firmed by an assertion immediately preceding, that in

other respects they did not affect ornament. Nulla

cullus jactactio ; scuta tantum lectissimis coloribvs dis-

tinguunt. Whether these colours were selected for their

beauty and scarcity, or whether as domestic and personal

distinctions, is not easy to say ; but selected they cer-

tainly were, and selection implies an object and a

system. Nor less directly does the testimony ofTacitus

indicate the origin of Heraldic furs. Eligunt feras, el

dttracta velamina spargunt maculis pellibusque bellua-

rum, quas exterior Oceanus atque ignotum mare gignit*

Here we have, 1. The same circumstance of selection

as in the colours ;

—

eligunt feras. 2. The origin of all

varied furs, as the ermine, ermines, &c. Ernesti, on

this passage, explains the bellum to mean sables, and
'nterprets exterior Oceanus, the Countries beyond the

Ocean ; somewhat widely. Animals of the seal species

are most probably intended. The sagum of the Northern
nations was the rude sketch of the surcoat ; and pro-

bably produced ordinaries of its own. The difficulty of

procuring an entire dress of the same skin introduced

the expedient of disguising necessity by ornament, and
thus two or more furs were joined in an ornamental

manner, at first simply, afterwards more artificially.

Thus, while the cross, the quarterly, the gyronny, the

cheeky, the frelty, &c. seem to be the most natural

divisions of the shield ; the chief, the pile, the divisions

called parly, appear to be those which would most
naturally arise from the disposition of furs. The refine-

ment of which we have been speaking introduced the

distinctions embattled, engrailed, &c. Indeed, the intro-

duction of furs into the shield at all, probably, arose from
the device on the surcoat.

The gradual intermixture, therefore, of the Teutonic

nations with those Tribes which had been civilized by
the Romans, and the ultimate settlement of the Nor-
mans in France, produced, from the combination of

military distinctions, the beautiful theory of chivalrous

Heraldry, which arose by so nice gradations that it is

easier to trace its advancement than to assign its origin
;

although even the former is not minutely practicable in

illiterate Ages. Itis remarkable, however, that ordina-

ries enter little into national Heraldry. The chevron does
not enter it at all. They are only found in the Arms of

small Provinces, which probably adopted those of their

Rulers. And this is a ] owerful, collateral argument in

favour of the antiquity of national Heraldry ; since we
find it so little affected by an introduction which has
insinuated itself into almost every family escutcheon.

The reproduction of Heraldry was not instantaneous,

nor was its progress uniform. Accelerating circum-

stances occasionally operated ; among which Tourna-
ments and Crusades are justly regarded prominent,
although incorrectly assigned as causes where they were
6imply stimulants. For in that most curious fragment
ofantiquity, the Leges Haitiludiales of Henry the Fowler,

• De Mor. Germ. xvii.

we find all persons prohibited from running in the fists History,

who could not prove their " insignia gentilitia" for four n—v~»»'
generations ; and violations of these laws are threatened

with the forfeit of insignia gentilitia. And what these

could have been but a kind of family Arms, it is not

easy to determine. Of these causes the Crusades are

justly considered the most important. For those events

created so intimate a connection between the nations

of Europe, and so strong an expediency, not to say

necessity, for the distinctions of Heraldry, that the inter-

course which then arose established the Science on its

present basis, and incorporated the local peculiarities of

its use into a grand, general, and comprehensive system,

which, with very slight variations, and those chiefly

very modern, is received throughout the whole of civilized

Europe. Although we would scarcely say with Mr.
Dallaway, " the feodal system and armorial ensigns are

coeval,"* yet that system, which obtained so extensivelv,

had no doubt a great influence in differencing Arms. The
tenants of a fief would naturally adopt the same Arms
with the lord, subject to such differences as should
clear them of presumption, or be significant of their

fealty.

During the reign of Henry III. Heraldry made
rapid progress in England. It was then that Arms be-

came settled and hereditary. The Art had its appro-
priate devices and vocabulary ; and both were nearly as

full as at the present day. This is evident from Les
Noms des Chevaliers en le Champ du Roy Henry III.

a. d. 1220, a MS. in the Bodleian Library. To this

succeeds the exceedingly curious Roll of Karlaverock,

lately edited in a sumptuous and accurate manner by
Mr. Nicolas. It is a contemporary Work, written in

Norman-French verse, and recounts the names and
arms of the Knights who attended King Edward I. in

his expedition into Scotland, a. d. 1300. The Arms are

blazoned with great minuteness and accuracy. By
this time the Art was so far reduced to system, that it

had distinct Professors, whose duty was not only to be
the expositors of its principles, but also to invent and
appropriate coat-armours. The long and chivalrous

reign of Edward III. and his taste for Tournaments
considerably advanced the interests of Heraldry ; while

the love of dress and exhibitions which characterised

his successor, had its influence in enlarging the province

of the Art, at the expense, perhaps, of its significance

and purity. In the reign of Henry VI. the Book of
St. Albans, by Juliana Berners, Abbess there, proves

that the Art had attained a most considerable refine-

ment.

At what time Heraldry first became connected with Herald*

the officers from whom it derived its name cannot with
certainty be determined. The name appears Teutonic

:

Herr alt, aged sir, or lord. It is a translation of the

term zderanus, a retired soldier, who waited on the

Roman Emperors, and was by them emploved in

messages and negotiations. The office is certainly of
very high antiquity. Among the Greeks, Heralds were
called KT/puices. Those of the Athenians affected to be
descended from t'eryx, son of Mercury ; those of La-
ceda?mon, from Taltlnliius. Herald of Menelaus. But
the term «n}pw|f was indefinitely applied to all. Their
duty was to keep order in public deliberations, to bear

messages in time of War, to proclaim War and Peace,

SL'C. 1.

Inquiry into the Origin and Progress of Heraldry in England,
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Heraldry. Sacrifices and Festivals, and to be present at National
s-~v^- Compacts. Their persons were held sacred and in-

violable. They are also frequently represented as

assisting in dressing the victim for the table in Reli-

gious Festivals, and as pouring out the wine on those

occasions. Their ensign of office was a sceptre, called

mipvuioi', made of laurel or olive, round which two
serpents were entwined. Sometimes, however, they

bore an olive-branch covered with wool, and adorned
with fruits of the earth, called stpemmn/. The nj/wf in

the Agamemnon of /Eschylus is crowned with olive ; but

this perhaps rather indicates the occasion than the office.

To the Greek ici)pv)- succeeded the Roman Fclia/is.

His duties are laid down in a law quoted bv Cicero.

(de Legg. II. viii.) Fcederum, pads, belli, i>iditciaruin

oratores filiates judices duo* sunto. Bella disceplanto.

Prodigia, porlenla, ad Elruscos el haruspices, si Senalus

jusscrit, defeninlo. Some other offices are perhaps
assigned them by the same law, which is evidently

corrupted. Their office was \ery ancient. Dionvsius

refers the institution to Numa ; and, considering the

general character of this Prince, the reference appears
probable. Livy introduces them in the reign of Tullus
Hostilius, in the affair of the Iloratii and Curiatii,

where he narrates, with much solemnity and circum-

stance, their ceremonies in confirming a national com-
pact. The Jus Fetiale attracted the peculiar attention

of Ancus, in whose time the Herald declared War by
proceeding to the hostile territory, wearing on his head
a wreath of wool, and casting over the frontier a spear,

or a bloody staff burnt at one end. The Heralds of
the Romans were incorporated into a College. Some
suppose the Paler Patratus to have been a kind of King
of Arms ; but he rather seems to have been a tempo-
rary officer, the acting Herald on public occasions. The
same circumstances which first rendered necessary the

office of a Herald, perpetuated the appointment to the

time of the early Tournaments. Heralds, in those en-
tertainments, were absolutely indispensable for the
maintenance of order, the administration of oaths, and
the proclamation of the style of the combatants. As
the armorial Art became extensive and systematic, a
knowledge of its principles became requisite in these

functionaries; and, ultimately, as the course of events
would lead us to expect, they attained an exclusive
control over that which at first they had reverentially
studied, and to promulgate authentically the laws of
that system of which they had once been the respectful

disciples.

The transition from the ancient to the modern func-

tions of the Herald was as insensible as that from
ancient to modern Heraldry ; and nearly collateral.

The Nobility and Knights retained Heralds to proclaim
their style, &c. who soon became their authoritative
advisers on the subject of armorial distinctions, which,
as they increased in influential importance, demanded
the especial attention of a professional class. When
private individuals granted Arms, Heraldic advice was
indispensable. Hence came too the distinction of
Pursuivants, or Probationers for the Heraldic office ;

a distinction which still continues to obtain. But it is

in the reign of Edward III. that we find the first posi-

tive evidence of their regular recognition by Govern-
ment. That Prince created two Kings of Arms, Surroy
and Norroy, who took cognizance of Heraldic matters

• This reading is very uncertain, and. as we think, improbable.

to the South and North of the Trent respectively.* History.

Richard II. laid the first foundation of a College of *^™v~~'
Arms, by giving the Karl Marshal power to preside in the

Court of Chivalry, and to summon the Heralds to his

assistance. The Heralds there appeared as advocates,

having analogy to Barristers, as the kings of Arms
might be said to have to Serjeants at Law, and the

Pursuivants to Law Students. The nature of the causes

tried in this Court, mostly referring to armorial bearings,

at once settled and enriched the system, Hut the first

regular Collegiate Heraldic Chapter was held at the

siege of Rouen, ,\. n. L420. From that time the Heralds College of

became a Corporate Body, having their statutes and ob- Arms.

servances ; and it remained only for Richard III. to

establish them in a permanent abode in London, and to

give their institution the seal of his patronage and
authority. They had already been incorporated in

France by Charles VI. a. d. 1406.

Although, on account of their natural attachment to

their benefactor, the Heralds suffered in the rciirn of
Henry VII., and were expelled from their College, the

office was not on that account disrespected ; on the con-
trary, that Monarch constantly retained about him one
individual of each Heraldic Order. But the Kings of
Arms were reduced to three, their present number.
Henry VIII. augmented the revenues and privileges of
the Heralds, and during his reign we find them con-

tinually employed in public duties and negotiations.

This Prince was partial to Heraldic honours, as little

costly to the Sovereign, and, in those days of chivalrous
sentiment, often more satisfactory to the wearer than

more solid distinctions. From this reign we may
chiefly date the custom of honourable augmentation,

which, while it has rendered the Art more complex,
has diminished its distinctness and peculiarity.

Heraldic Visitations of Counties, with a view to col- Heraldic

lect information with respect to genealogies and here- Visitartuna,

ditary coat-armour, had occasionally taken place from
the time of Henry IV. But in 1528 a regular Com-
mission was granted for a general Visitation of the whole
Kingdom ; and from that time till the early part of the

XVII I th century, the practice was renewed every twenty
or thirty years. This circumstance had an important

influence on Heraldry. Every wealthy person was
ashamed to have his genealogy recorded without ap-

pendent coat-armour ; and those symbols, which had
formerly been the exclusive guerdon of knightly

prowess, were now at the purchase of merchandise and
trade. Hence were introduced a number of devices

unconnected with the Science, and not always strictly

harmonizing with its spirit, but significant of the origin

and occupation of their wearers. Yet there can be no
doubt that much irregularity was hereby removed

;

although the rules to which practice was ordinarily re-

called, differed in principle from those of purer Ages.
The intercourse also which the European nations in

general now began to maintain with Italy, and which
so powerfully affected the interests of Art, could not
be without operation on the kindred pursuits of Heral-

dry ; an operation which, however advantageous to the

graphic province of the study, was highly prejudicial

to the theory, which it adulterated and defaced with
incongruous emblems.
Edward VI. reinstated the Heralds in an establish-

* The whole History of Kings of Arms is involved in much ob-

scurity : even this fact respecting them, which is one of the clearest,

has been controverted.
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Heraldry, merit on the site of that which they at present occupy.

-^v™~/ From that period, as might have been expected, Heral-

dry has in England become more settled and scientific;

authentic Treatise* have illustrated, established, and
enriched the subject ; and there are no variations in the

system worth recording here. England, indeed, may
justly claim the honour of having maintained with the

greatest effect the purity and significancy of Heraldry.

The control which the College of Arms has always

exercised in the assignation of Heraldic bearings has

prevented many of the absurdities which disfigure

foreign coats of Arms, where Sovereigns, totally igno-

rant of the principles of the Art, and at least virtually

absolute, have obtruded not only inconsistent devices

on their distinguished subjects, but contradictory rules

on the Science itself,

ings of The present Heraldic establishment consists of three
raa - Kings of Arms, Garter, Clarenceux, and Norroy. Gar-

ter is the principal officer, and is Herald of the military

Order of that name, as well as head of the Heraldic

College ; Clarenceux has succeeded to the office for-

merly held by Surroy ; and Norroy retains his ancient

duties. The duties of Garter are principally to grant

supporters, arrange funerals, and to present the Order
of the Garter to foreign Princes. The office of a Pro-

vincial King of Arms is well described in A Discourse

of the Duly and Office of a Herald of Arms, by Francis
Thynne, Lancaster Herald, which was presented by him
to the Earl Marshal in 1605, and which may be ser-

viceable to the reader.
" It shall not be unpleasant, I hope, unto your

Lordship to know what the authority of a King at

Arms is in his province ; and for that cause I have
here set them down. First, as nigh as he can, he shall

take knowledge, and record the Arms, crests, and cog-

nizances, and ancient words, as also of the time and
descent, or pedigree of every gentleman within his

province of what estate or degree soever he be. Item :

he shall enter into all churches, chapels, oratories,

castles, houses, or ancient buildings, to take knowledge
of their foundations and of the noble estates buried in

them ; as also of their Arms and Arms of the places,

thjeir heads and ancient records. Item : he shall pro-

hibit any gentleman to bear the Arms of any other, or

such as be n A true armory ; and as he ought accord-

ing to the Law of Arms, he shall prohibit any merchant
or any other, to put their names, marks, or devices, in

escutcheons or shields, which belong and only appertain

to gentlemen bearing Arms, and to none other. Item:
he shall make diligent search if any bear Arms without
authority or good right, and finding such, although

they be true blazon, he shall prohibit them. The said

King of Arms in his province hath full power and
authority by the King's grant to give confirmation to

all noblemen and gentlemen ignorant of their Arms,
for the which he ought to have the fee belonging

thereto. He hath authority to give Arms and crests to

persons of ability, deserving of the Prince and Common-
wealth, by reason of office, authority, wisdom, learning,

good-manners, and sober government. They to have

•uch grants by patent under the seal of the Office of the

King at Arms, and to pay therefore the fees accus-

tomed. Item : no gentleman or other may erect, or

set up in any church, at funerals, either banners, stan-

dards, coats of Arms, helms, crests, swords, or any other

hatchment, without the license of the said King at

Arms ot the province, or by allowance or permission of

his Marshal, or deputy ; because the Arms of the noble National

estate deceased, the day of his death, the place of his Heraldry

burial, his marriage and issues, ought to be taken and
v"—v-*—

'

recorded in the Office of that King."
The Heralds are six in number, and are styled Heralds.

Windsor, Chester, Lancaster, Somerset, York, and Rich-
mond. Their duty is to preserve the national Heraldic
records, to proclaim Peace and War, and the accession
of Kings, and to attend at Court on State occasions.

With the Kings of Arms, they form the Collegiate
Chapter. The Pursuivants are a kind of pupils cr Pursuivant*

probationers, who afterwards succeed to the higher
offices. They are in number four, and are styled Port
cultis, Rouge Dragon, Blue Mantle, and Rouge Croix.

The adoption of Crests into modern Heraldry is Modem
generally referred to the close of the XIHth century. Crate.

This reference is principally made on the authority of
our Royal seals. But the matter is very uncertain, and,
judging from analogy, it would seem more probable
that the Crest had shared the fate of the shield, and
descended uninterruptedly. Badges, or Devices, are Badges, or

the legitimate descendants of the ancient Heraldrv, or Devices,

rather they are the ancient system itself, proceeding
collaterally with, but independently of, the other.

Almost every Prince or Royal family in Europe has
owned a distinguished Badge ; nor has the practice

been unknown in illustrious private families. This
Badge has probably given rise to the use of supporters.

On the Northern front of Westminster Hall we find the Supporters

Arms of Richard II. resting on his well-known cog-

nizance, the White Hart ; and in a window of St.

Olave's Church, Old Jewry, London, the same Prince's

escutcheon is supported by two of these animals. There
is, however, much probability in the conjecture that

these fanciful additions were borrowed from the gro-

tesque costumes worn by the Pages who carried, at

Tournaments, the shields or banners of their Knights,
and who were often habited in the skins of beasts, or
in the guise of mythological and fictitious monsters.

Supporters can only be used as hereditary devices,

by Peers of the realm, unless especially granted bv
the Sovereign. Otherwise they can only be enjoved

by Knights of the several Orders, or by proxies to

Princes of the Blood royal at installations, &c. Mot- Mottoes,

toes are by some authors supposed to be derived

from the cry darmes of the Normans, or tessera of the

Romans. We have already seen, however, that they

were actually in use among the early Greeks. Gene-
rally speaking, they were interpreters of the bearer's

Device. Thus the Motto of Capaneus, before noticed,

vpijoiv 7To\if, is an explanation of the torchbearer on
his shield. And in modern examples, the Pole star of

Montmorency is explained to be an emblem of con-

stancy, by the Motto iIxXowv ; and the eagles in the

arms of Rodney are symbols of undegenerating No-
bilitv, as we learn from the Motto, Non generant aquilte

columbas. Some Mottoes allude rather to the name
than to the escutcheon, as that of Bellasis, Bonne el

belle assez ,- of Vernon, Ver non semper viret, &c. Sen-

tences of this kind are by some authors called rather

Impresses than Mottoes, but the distinction appears

idle. Some Mottoes are, most probably, war-cries in

the strictest sense.

II. National Heraldry.

National Heraldry, or the adoption of distinctive

emblems by Civil communities, is of very remote anti-
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Heraldry, quity. The necessity of some distinguishing ensign in

^—-v^s war appears to have suggested the use of these sym-

bols, by which the valour, policy, or tutelary divinity of

8 State were in turn typified. The goat, which is made
by Daniel* the emblem of the Macedonian Empire,

was, it appears, the sign depicted on the Standard of

that people, or, as we should now speak, the Arms of

Macedonia. Justin, the abbreviator ofTrogns Pompeius,
informs us that Carenus, founder of the Empire of
Macedon, when hesitating where to build his city, w :i^

commanded by an Oracle to observe the track of some
goats :f and in commemoration of thai circumstance,

he adopted the goat as the Device of his new settle-

ment The ancient Standard of Persia was, as we
learn from Xenophon, an eagle displayed on a shield. J
Whether the Device were sculptured in relief on the

shield after the Heraldic fashion, or represented as

standing upon it, is not quite clear. This eagle was
the Roval Badge of Persia from the time of Cyrus the

Great§ to that of Artaxerxes Longimanus; perhaps

longer. An eagle was also the Anns (if we may so

speak) of Home. The owl. the bird consecrated to

Minerva, tutelary (ioddess of Athens, was ihe adopted

emblem of that State, and appears on the Athenian

coins and medals. Corinth bore a Pegasus; Tyre, a

palm tree; Antioch, a ram and a star; Xicoinedin, a

trireme and two turrets; Chios, a Sphinx. Further

enumeration is unnecessary. But tiie universal pre-

valence of National Heraldry is evident from this

circumstance, that the Turks and Persians, who have

no personal Heraldry, as the Art is at present under-

stood, possess what may be most strictly termed Na-
tional Arms : those of the Turkish Empire being, in

terms of modern blazonry, asure, an increscent argfntj

and those of Persia, argent, a sun orient, proper, behind

alion couchant, or. But the flags of these nations dilfer;

for the Turkish flag is vert, three increscents argent,

and the Persian, or, three decrescents argent. The
crescent has been probably derived to the Turks from
their Scythian ancestors ; but the ancient bearing

of Byzantium was a crescent. Many are of opinion

that the lunatee pelts, ascribed by Virgil|| to the Ama-
zons, were charged with crescents ; but it is very pos-

sible they were rather made in that form.

We may have appeared to some readers to have

transgressed the laws of just arrangement, in employ-

ing terms of Art without a previous definition of them.

But, as the History of our subject seems entitled to

consideration before we enter on its detail and appli-

cation, we are sometimes compelled to forests] in-

formation which the reader, if he does not already

possess it, must seek under our definitions.

Rial >ryof The Arms of France are undoubtedly of great anti-

the A/ms of quity. We have seen what evidence there is for their

F.«nce, existence during the Merovingian and Carlovingian dy-

nasties. Thoy were, certainly, the same Device thrice

repeated; although what that Device originally was,

lot be determined. The discordance of opinions

on tins subject, however, is evidence of the early use of

these Arms. And this belief derives confirmation from

* Dan ch viii ver S.

4 Just vii 1-

* to fctciXlta* ffKfluo* ocay ifxeav, sfTWf Tivac y^o'ja-H* i*r« TlXrr,;,

i -. \v) * ittmrmfitttt. De l yii Kr]>ed. hb. i tubfmem.
A rr> s airy -i er/Utiov etiro; %evriri iti eoptcre; fietKpt* iraTiTetfjtltos.

kjxi »:)» oi trt t«7) to tr.fiitoi t- Wijcajt [>a?t>.u iiapim. \)e Cyn
liutil. lib. \:i. circa "'•:.

./;,,.!. -190. aid *i 6fi0

a similar discordance on the subject of their colours; a Nol J

circumstance, we know, indifferent in ancient Heraldry, Hurolurj

but in modern integral and essential. Paulus Emilius v—"^^~~"

blazons the Arms of France, argent, three diadems,

gtilix;* '•others say they bear three toads sable in a

field rerl ;"t which, il ever they did, it must have been

before the existence of the present rules; as this would
now be false Heraldry, for reasons which will be here-

after specified. M. de Fonceniagnc, in a Treatise on
this subject in the Mimoires de. I Aeudimic des Inscrip-

tions, vol. xx. cites, beside the above opinions, other

testimonies, respectively stating that the Armsof France

were crescents, water-flags, bees, lilies, and spear-heads.

The fleur-de4yt became the settled Arms of France in

the reign of Louis VII.: it is said that they are the

(lowers which grow on the sides of the river Lys,

(Iris pseudacortis, Linn.) which separated Artois and

Prance from Flanders after the marriage of Philip

Augustus with Isabella of Hainault, Hut it is some-

what curious that when the nature of the devices be-

came determinate, their number, which had ever been
constant, became indefinite. In the reign of our

Richard II., however, we find them borne generally,

azure, three fleurs-de-lys, or, a change effected by

Charles VI., but not always attended to subsequently.

There is an ingenious argument uStld to prove the

Jlair-de-lys a lily, which may find credit with such as

are not sufficiently incredulous to disbelieve the Salic

constitutions. The motto of France is Nrque laborant

neque nent ; in allusion, of course, to lilies; which

lilies, of course, also, must have been adopted to typify

the impossibility of female sway in France!

The Arms of Mecklenburg claim even an earlier

origin, and, considering the undoubted use of Devices of

this kind by ancient Stales, and the similar original of

many, the legend concerning them is not improbable.

We are told that Artyrius, King of the Heruli, having

started as a soldier of fortune under Alexander of

Macedon, sailed in a ship bearing for its device, or

sign, a bull's head; and that, ultimately, settling in

the States of Mecklenburg, he assumed this as his cog-

nizance. Hence the Arms of Mecklenburg are at pre-

sent, or, a bull's head gardanl, sable, horned and ringed

through the nose argent, and ducally crowned gules.

We may observe, that these are also the Arms of Ros-

tock, except that the bull is not gardant.

A like traditional legend obtains concerning the Germany

Arms of Russia, Germany, and Poland, the last now Pokml,

lust, the second merged in those of Austria. It is
a" '

ussv

said that the eagles taken from the three legions of

Varus destroyed by the Germans, fell respectively into

the hands of the native Germans and their Sarmatian

and Selavonian auxiliaries; which nations, accordingly,

adopted each of them an eagle for their ensign. \

The Arms of England reach beyond any assignable Fa-land

date after the conversion of the Saxons. Each Hep-
tarchy is supposed to have had its peculiar ensign ; but

the most prevalent was a cross, used probably in com-

memoration of their conversion. To this cross, Edgar

• Ap. Gwillim, ch. i.

t Ibid.

X Cuspinian'j version of the story somewhat differs. Tret le-

ffiones obtrmicatte, signa, et aquila: duw a Germantt raptae, quat

hodii pouideima. Son enim biceps eil aquila, quod imperitum

valgus credit ; ted dutt simul, quorum altera alteram expun&i* alit

obtegit. Tertiam tignificr legionit III. aittulit, paludeque dementi,

ne m Imstium manus vemret. Aiioqui III. haberemut aquitttt i«

yuignibus imperii 1'it.Augaii
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j s sa;d ( have added four martlets, and Edward the

""^
"^ ~ Confessor one. The Arms were blazoned in the time

of Richard II., (who impaled them with the then re-

ceived Arms of England,) azure, a cross flory, between

five martlets, or. These Arms were never used by the

Norman Princes, and rarely by succeeding Sovereigns,

never without the Arms of Normandy, which were now
become those of England. Yet they were not allowed

to be borne bv a subject ; witness the Trials of Thomas
Duke of Norfolk, and his son Henry Earl of Surrey,

in the reign of Henry VIII., for High Treason, where a

principal part of the accusation was the assumption of

these Arms.
The lion and the cross are very prevalent in National

Heraldry, and this interesting portion of Heraldic-

History will derive considerable light from the expla-

nation of those symbols. The former was naturally

adopted in a rude state of Society, where courage and
military superiority are always the first, if not the only,

virtues. The latter as naturally became the favourite

Device of those nations who had been recently con-

verted to Christianity or had distinguished themselves

in the Holy wars. Constantine set the example by
mingling his labarum with the eagles of Julius and
Augustus. The fanciful varieties, both in number and
position, which we find in these emblems, are to be

attributed to the necessity of international distinctions.

And the same may be said of colour, when this circum-

stance came to hold an essential office in the shield.

When, in the Crusades, the armies of whole nations

bore the cross, it was necessary to distinguish them by

some variation of form or colour, and this, we know, did

accordingly take place. This remark on lions and
crosses will explain the origin of many national Arms
without further observation ; as those of Scotland,*

of Normandy, afterwards adopted for England, of

the late Republic of Venice, of the Republic of Geneva,
of Denmark, of Norway, of Sardinia, besides a variety

of inferior States. Crowns and swords, for a similar

reason, would naturally be favourite emblems, as the

ensigns of power and force ; and their positions, num-
bers, and colours would be affected by the same circum-

stances as other devices. Hence we may explain the

Arms of Sweden, of Saxony, and several others. It is

curious that all these emblems (with the very natural

exception of the sword) are to be found in the Arms of

the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford. The cross,

Gospel, and lions in the lbrmer are significant of boldly

contending for the Faith ; the crowns and Psalter in the

latter have a like allusion to the supremacy of Religion,

tand. Three principal Devices have been assigned for Ire-

land ; all, doubtless, of high antiquity. A harp, a

shamrock, and a hart issuant from a castle. The first

of these has been retained as the Arms, the last is some-
times used as the crest. The second appears in the

Badges of the Order of St. Patrick. The adoption of
the two former may be easily explained from national

characteristics ; the latter is not so easily accounted for.

Other Arms have been assigned for Ireland; for which

• The tressure flory is said to have been added to the Arms of Scut,

land by Charlemagne, on the occasion of his League with Achaius.
The sentiment symbolized by this addition was, that the lilies of
France should always protect the lion of Scotland. It is unneces-
sary to insist much on the exact degree of credibility which belongs
to this story ; but it affords no bad idea of the significance of

Heraldic emblems.

see a very comprehensive note in Willement's Regal Blazoiry.

Heraldry, p. 81. *—v*»'/

National Arms are, in some instances, like personal, Leon.Cas-

expressions of a name. Thus the lions of Leon and ''?e
:

a" <
L'

1"

the castles of Castile are evidently mere pictured words.
v ;nci .s

But the Arms of the United Provinces are, perhaps, the

most eloquent of all, wherein a lion grasps in his paw
seven arrows. The allusion is too obvious and beautiful

to need explanation.

III. Arms of Bodies Corporate.

The origin and history of the Arms of Bodies Cor-

porate very much resemble those of nations, as nations

are only larger Societies. Crosses, lions, swords, and
crowns abound in all. Some represent the character of

the Society, as those of Guilds and Companies. Some
the local situation, as those of Cities ; some have an

affinity with the name ; and some are honourable grants.

The dagger in the Arms of the City of London is of the

latter nature, being added in honour of Sir William of

Walworth, Lord Mayor, who killed the rebel Tyler.

The Arms of the Cinque Ports afford a curious combina-

tion : lions terminating in ships ; thus uniting a favour

ite with a significant device, and implying, apparently,

that the strength of that confederacy is in its shipping.

Principles of the System.

Such is the History of that curious and interesting

theory, the present refined principles of which we pro-

ceed to deliver. These may be divided into I. Blazonry,

and II. Marshalling.

I. Blazonry is the art of expressing in due and sig LBiaionry.

nificant language, a coat of Arms, so that its colours and

forms may be as obvious in description as in actual

delineation.

Although the terms " coat of Arms," and " coat

armour," are commonly applied by Heralds to personal

and family Devices, from the circumstance of these being

embroidered on the surcoat, or covering of the armour,

yet as the same were also depicted on the shield, on

which they could be more evidently exhibited, the shield

has always been selected as the most convenient vehicle

of the Arms ; and the form of the shield usually adopted

is a modification of that which was used by the Nor-

mans. Fig. 1 is the true Norman shield ; the others are

the modification of which we speak, ordinarily in use in

the times of the Lancaster and York dynasties, and

more convenient, on the score of amplitude, for the exhi-

bition of Arms. Every shield has its distinguishing p jut9 f

points ; and as the shield never varies so considerably as the shield.

to render their positions importantly different, fig. 1

will afford a clear notion of the theory " In the en-

thusiastic Ages of Chivalry, every object which related to

the profession of arms was exalted and dignified. The

armour was so closely united with the body, that it

seemed to make a part of it ; and an insult offered to it

would have been resented with as much warmth of

revenge as if the warrior himself had been treacherously

wounded. Hence it arose that the shield was consi-

dered as the man himself; and its parts were deno-

minated accordingly."* Thus the side towards the left

hand is called the dexter side, and that towards the right

hand the sinister side. The upper part is called the

chief {chef, head.) The points in the chief are A, d< i-

Encyt . Land. Art. Heraldry.

4 it
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Heraldry, ter chief : 1?, middle chief; C, sinister chief; D is the—^~—' honour point, representing the breast by its highest chi-

valrous virtue; E is called the Jess point, bisecting the

straight line which joinsthe middle chief sod extremity of

the shield. It is so called from the Jess, which it also

bisects, and which represents the scarf or belt (fascia)
worn round the middle; F is the nombril (navel)

point; G, the dejeter base ; H, the middle base ; and I,

the sinister base..

Field. Having determined the points of the escutcheon, the

student's next care is to determine the Jield, by which
name Heralds designate the tincture or combination of
tinctures forming the ground on which the Device is deli-

neated. These are of three descriptions, metals, colours,

anAfurs. They are all equally expressed by colours

in painting ; but in engraving and sculpture, an in-

genious mode of distinguishing them was invented by
Silvestro di Santa Petra, an author of the XVIIth cen-

tury, by the position of lines, which is now universally

adopted.

Metals. Fig. 2 exhibits the metals. That on the dexter side

Or. is Or, (Ft. or,) gold. It is represented in colouring

by liquid gold, gamboge, chrome, or king's yellow

;

shading, burnt sienna : in engraving by a sprinkling of
equidistant dots. Or alone is said to have been for-

merly the Arms of Arragon. That on the dexter side is

Argent. argent, (Ft. argent, silver,) expressed in colouring by a
white, and in engraving and sculpture by a plain surface.

Shading, Indian ink or lamp black.

Colours. Fig. 3 is an escutcheon containing the colours. Du
Gauge is of opinion, that all the tinctures were originally

furs ;* and though this belief has met with little coun-
tenance from modern Heralds, much may be said in

its favour. From what has been cited from Tacitus, it

appears that the Northern warriors used garments of
fur ; and the surcoat often supplied a field to the

escutcheon. Besides, those shields which were not
composed of metal were generally covered with skins ;

and even those which were so, had, not unfrequently, a
guarding of the same material. In our enumeration,
therefore, of the tinctures we should deem it unjust to

the question to suppress what may be advanced in

support of this opinion.

(iules. No. 1 is gules, red, expressed in colouring by ver-

milion ; shading, lake ; in engraving by vertical lines.

It is generally derived from the French gueule, the

mouth of an animal. But Du Cange assigns a much
more probable etymology. He quotes from St. Ber-
nard (Ep. 42.) the following passage, Horreant et

murium rubricatas pelliculas, quas Gulas vocant, mani-
bus circumdare sacratis. And Brunon, a still earlier

writer, thus mentions these sorts of furs in his History

of the War of Saxony ;t Unus ex illis cujusdam ?iobilis

crusinam gulis ornatam quasi furlim prtecidit. Cm-

* First Dissertation on Joinville's Chronicle.

t Ret. German. Freher, torn. i. p. 135.

Vert.

rina is a Saxon word for a fur dress. Somner, in his Blazonry

Glossary, gives Crusene, tunica e ferinis pellibus. Le '—
-
v^—'

Rectus de Molicus, in his MS. Paternoster, has these

lines :

Houches, manteaux, chappeM fuurrees,

De Sobe/ine* engoulees.

From these authorities the derivation of the word gules

is tolerably clear; and scarcely less clear is it that the

gules was originally a fur. According to Gwillim,

Eumenius de la Brect, a Knight who accompanied
Edward I. in his Scottish expedition, bore this colour

alone as his Arms.
No. 2 is azure, sky blue, from the French azur, Aiure.

represented in colours by verditcr, smalt, or ultramarine
;

shading, indigo; and in engraving by horizontal lines.

No. 3 is sable, black, expressed in colouring by lamp Sable,

or ivory black ; shading, same with gum ; and in en-
graving by vertical and horizontal lines. It is com-
monly derived from the French sable, gravel ; but the

inapplicability of the derivation has been evident to

those who have made and approved it. It seems
almost obvious that this tincture was originally the
fur of the sable. And to this effect is the express tes-

timony of Spelman. (Aspilog. p. 76.) S&penumerd
pelles qucedam quibus alias ad honorem et insignia in-

ducbantur proceres, colorein clypeis subministrant, ar-
mellinorum et zebellinorum.

No. 4 is vert, green, (Fr. verd, anciently vert,)

expressed in colouring by a mixture of vcrditer and
gamboge ; shading, gamboge and indigo ; and in en-

graving by diagonal lines from the dexter to the sinister

side of the escutcheon.

No. 5 is purpure, from the French pourpre, purple, Purpure.

expressed in colouring by royal purple; shading,

same with gum ; and in engraving by diagonal lines

from the sinister to the dexter side of the escutcheon.

This colour so seldom enters coats that some Heralds
have denied it a place among the Heraldic tinctures.

This circumstance Du Cange attributes to its derivation

from a fur called pourpre, of a coarse and humble kind,

and seldom worn by Knights or distinguished persons.

No. 6 is murry, or sanguine, a colour scarcely ever Sanguine.'

used in England, but occasionally met with in foreign

Arms, and by some ascribed to the Arms of Wales. It

is a dark red, expressed in engraving by opposite dia

gonal lines, and is reckoned one of the stainand or

dishonourable colours ; as is also

No. 7, tenny, lawny, or brusk, a colour compounded Ter»Dj.

of red and yellow, and expressed in engraving by dia-

gonal and horizontal lines.

These are the usual terms of the Heraldic colours.

But invention, which is the very essence of this theory,

has not limited itself to these. The annexed Table,

borrowed from the very valuable Essay on this subject

in the Encyclopaedia Londinensis, is a comprehensive
view of the various denominations by which the

Heraldic colours have been blazoned.
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(rmnter-

changed.

Adum-
brated.

Heraldry, some writers on this subject, who crowd their Works with
-^^^-/ the blazon of a great nuinber of charges, unnecessary,

because untechnieal. Many charges must be obvious, as

soon as mentioned, to the mere unheraldic reader,

because they are unconnected with the language of the

Art. Thus it would be unnecessary to notice the Arms
of Milveton, which are azure, three millstones argent,

enough having been already said to make such coat-

armour as perfectly apparent to the mind, as its repre-

sentation could make it to the eye. We shall prefer to

confine ourselves to such charges as are either strictly

the production and property of Heraldry, or which have
become connected with its language from the mode of

their position on the escutcheon. It is to be observed,

in respect of charges in general, that metal must never
be laid upon metal, colour upon colour, or fur upon fur.

Thus azure, a swan gules, would be false armoury.
This rule is not entirely without exceptions, but they are

so few, or so slightly authenticated, that they do not
affect its general validity. But if the Heraldic colour

of a charge be proper, then it may be laid on a homo-
geneous metal or tincture. Thus sable, a heart proper,

is admissible, (see fig. 21,) though the proper colour of
the heart be the same with the Heraldic gules. But
though not unclassical, such instances are rare. Charges
are said to be counlerchanged when the field is of two
metals or tinctures, and the parts of the charge are of the

opposite metal or tincture. And they are said to be
umbrated or adumbrated, when they are simply shaded
on the field without any difference of colour *

When the field is gritly, i. e. contains equal propor-

tions of metal and tincture, the charge may be of either ;

and, in all cases, if a charge intervene between any point
of the field and any point of another charge, the latter

may be homogeneous with the field.

In colouring, the sides and base of the shield are
generally supposed to lie in the plane of the paper, and
the middle chief somewhat above it. The charge is

supposed to be in high relief, with the light falling from
the dexter chief. In blazoning, the field is mentioned
first, afterwards the charge. Sometimes a charge itself

is charged : in which case the charge nearest the field

should be mentioned first. But where several charges
lie in the same plane, they must be mentioned in the most
compendious order, whatever that may be ; for concise-

ness is a very material quality in blazonry. Cteteris

paribus, the charge nearest the fess point should be men-
tioned first. " You must use no iteration," (says G willim,)
" or repetition of words in blazoning ofone coat, especially
of any of these four words, viz. of, or, and, with. For the
doubling of any of these is counted a great fault, inso-
much as the offender herein is deemed unworthy to
blazon a coat armour." Despite the anathema of this

venerable authority, it will not always be possible to pre-
serve this rule consistently with perspicuity. But it may
serve for general observation.

The simplest description of Heraldic charges are the
ordinaries. An ordinary is a portion of the escutcheon
comprised within straight or other lines. It should

Okdina
BUS.

" " There be certan nobuls and gentilmen in Englonde the wich
here shadys diverse in theyi arms, as lyon, antlop and other. And
men say that suche personys as been thcyr umhrated armys had
there progenitoris beryng the same not umbrated but hole. But the
possessions and the patrimony's descended to other men. Then the
nevoys or kynsmeu levyng in goode boopeand trustyugto have the
possessions of their progenitoris, beer their arms umbrated, all

o.ler differs aforesaid leving."

—

Book of St. Albans.

Comprise at least one-fifth of the whole shield: other- Blazonry,

wise it would be called ixsuhordinary. But this distinc- v>—v"~-*
tion is neither very generally employed, verj regularly

defined, nor very intrinsically important. Beside the

Btaraighl line, most usually employed as the boundary of

the ordinary, the following deviations are in use.

XII. IngraiUd, from the French engriler, from grelc,

hail. It represents the notches made by hailstones.

\II1. Inverted, the reverse of ingrailed. Ab inve-

hendo; quod invehuntur puncta figurte.

\IV. Wavy, or Untly, representing the surface of
the sea. If the ordinary has two sides the elevations

and depressions arc alternately opposite : which rule

holds in most of these variations.

XV. Nebuly, from the Latin nebula, a cloud, which
this variation somewhat resembles.

XVI. Raguly, (ragged, or rugged,) imitative of the

trunk of a tree with its branches lopped. A tree so
represented is said in Heraldry to be ragulrd.

XVII. Rtn/<niiii/, from the French rayon, a ray.

XVI II. Indented, from in, and dens, a tooth. It re-

sembles closely the teeth of a saw. It is also called
enrased, vit/ry, lenlally, and serrated.

XIX. Danretly is a row of points, arranged like

those in indented, but larger, and never exceeding three.

Its derivation is the same as the former, but through the

French dinclic.

XX. Embattled, or Crenelly, representing the battle-

ments of a fortress. The French verb creneler signifies

to notch, or embattle. When the battlements are alter-

nate to each other, the ordinary is said to be counter-

embattled ; when opposite, it is called brelessed, (but-

tressed.)

XXI. Battled embattled is where one row of battle-

ments stands on another.

XXII. Palissy, or Urdy, is an. imitation of the pali-

sading of a trench.

XXIII. Angled is the same as embattled, but on a
larger scale. It presents only one right angle.

XXIV. Bevelled differs from angled in the direction

of the angle, which is acute.

XXV. Esqarlely differs from angled by presenting
only one rampart instead of one angle.

XXVI. Nowy, (name,) composed of knots. This
variation is very seldom used.

XXVII. Dovetail, a term which is self-expressive.

XXVIII. Potency, a series of crutch heads. The
meaning of the term has been already explained.

When an ordinary has two sides, and is only variated

on one, if that one be the upper side, the ordinary is

said to be superingrailed, superinvected, &c. ; but if it

be the under, then it is said to be subingrailed, subin-
vected, &c. If the ordinary be generally curved, it is

said to be arrondy, (arrondi, rounded, Fr.) or archy

;

if one side of the ordinary be curved inward, it is called
inver, concave, or charnpain ; when outward, cha-
pourned, or convex.

The first and simplest ordinary appears to be the pale. PaU.
This ordinary is bounded by two vertical lines, at equal
distances from the sides of the escutcheon, of which it

encloses one-third. When it is charged, the practice is

to make it a little wider ; but Gwillim condemns the
theory : "the content of the Pale must not be inlarged,

whether it be charged or not."* It seldom bears more
than three charges. The word is obviously derived from

• Display, ch. v. sec. 2.
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Heraldry, paliis, a stake, (whence palisade,) which the ordinary
—-v-""-/ entirely resembles. Palus, a marsh, and the pallium

of the Priest, it in no respect accords with. The motto

which accompanies the arms of" Beauvais in Picardy,

(Fig. 6 exemplifying the Pale,) " Palus vt hie semper

constans etjirma manebo," seems to be quite decisive.

'allet. The diminutives of the pale are the pallet (pallette,

small pale, Fr.) and the endorse.'' The pallet is one-

half of the pale, when borne by itself; sometimes, how-
ever, as many as three pallets are borne on the shield

;

when the content of the ordinary is, of course, dimi-

nished. Of this we have an example in fig. 7. Or,

three pallets wavy, gules, for the City of Mechlin.

ndorse. The endorse, or verget, contains one-eighth of the

pale. The most usual bearing of this ordinary is to-

gether with the pale, an endorse being on each side.

And this is evidently the derivation of the word, (in

dorso,) implying that the pale is backed by the endorses.

Leigh affirms, indeed, that the endorse cannot be other-

wise borne ; for which he is reprehended by Feme, who
adduces the example of the Arms of Flanders and
Tyrol, borne in the Arms of Philip, husband of our
Mary I. But as these Arms are painted on a window
of the library at Lambeth Palace, they contain no
endorse at all. We shall give an instance of an endorse
borne singly. The pallet and endorse are never
charged. They are seldom composed of furs, and never

of vair. Fig. 8 is the Arms of Bellasius, a Norman
Chief, sent by William I. to conquer the Isle of Ely.
From him the Bellasis family descend, and quarter his

Arms with their more recent bearings. The Arms are

blazoned, argent, a pale engrailed, endorsed, sable.

Fig. 9 is an instance of the endorse singly borne,

and is besides a rare and curious piece of blazonry. It

represents the Arms of Sublet de Noyers, a French
family. Azure, on a pale walled argent, an endorse
sable.

ily. From this ordinary is derived the term paly, applied

to vertical equidistant lines, the spaces between being
filled with alternate heterogeneous tinctures. The
metal usually takes precedence, although this is not
uniformly the case. The several spaces are called pieces,

and the coat is denominated from the number of pieces.

Fig. 10 is paly of eight pieces, (or, as it is sometimes
expressed, paly ofeight,) or and gules, for the Kingdom of
Arragon. All the divisions are supposed to lie in the

plane of the escutcheon, and must not, therefore, be
shaded.

irry per When a coat is bisected by a vertical line, and the
le -

fields comprised in the halves differ, it is said to be
party (parti, Fr. divided) per pale ; or simply, per pale ;

thus fig. 2 is parly per pale, (or, per pale,) or and
argent. This bearing was anciently called bebally. It

is to be observed, however, that " partys" seldom consist

of homogeneous tinctures, viz. colour and colour, metal
and metal, &c. ; ermine and ermines are sometimes
found. And if each division comprise a separate coat,

lpale- the coats are said to be impaled. In both cases the

plane is supposed to be the same. Party per pale, argent

and gules, is the bearing of Waldegrave.
dewiie When any charge of greater length than breadth

lies in the direction of the pale, it is said to lie in pale,

palewise, or paleways. Thus fig. 11, the Arms of the

championship of England, are blazoned, argent, a
sword sable, erect palewise. And the same term is ap-
plied to any number of charges not very long, in the
same field, arranged in the direction of the pale. The

BlasonryArms of the See of Bristol (fig. 12) are sable, three

crowns palewise, or.

The derivation of the fess (fascia) has been already Fess.

alluded to. It represents a military belt or girdle passing
straight round the middle of the body. It is bounded
by two horizontal lines, equally distant from the fess
point, or centre of the escutcheon, of which it contains
one-third. Gules, a fess argent, (fig. 13,) are the Arms of
the Electorate of Austria. The fess is sometimes couped,
(coupe, Fr. cut,) not reaching to the sides of the escut-

cheon, as in fig. 14, the Arms of the family of Stratford.

Gules, a fess couped, or, between three trestles, proper.

This is also called a fess humetty. When more than
one is borne in a shield, they are termed copper cakes.

The diminutives of the fess are the bar, the closet, Bar.

and the barulet. The first of these contains the fifth

part of the field. If there be but one of these in the

escutcheon, it must occupy the place of the fess ; if two,

they must be so placed that the field may be exactly

divided into five equal parts, as in fig. 15, the Arms of

Harcourt, gules, two bars, or. The derivation of the

word bar is obvious.

The closet contains half the bar. It appears to be Closet,

derived from claado, to shut, and to represent a bar

used to shut or close gates or doors, (clauslrum.) Five
closets maybe used in one field. Or, perhaps, from the

fess being sometimes enclosed by two of them, quod
claudunt talus fascia;. Fig. 16, azure, four closets, or,

is the Arms of the city of Salisbury.

The barulet. contains one-fourth of the bar. It is Barulet.

generally used with the fess, one on each side of that

ordinary, in which case the fess is said to be cotised.

Some restrict this office to the closet, and, perhaps, more
properly. The derivation of the term colise will be

given presently. Sometimes they are found in groups

of two each, \\ hen they are called bars gemetles, and
the two are reckoned one bar. Fig. 17 exhibits this

ordinary in the Arms of Barry, of which family is Lord
Barrymore, viz. argent, three bars gemelles, gules.

Indeed, the terms closet and barulet are scarcely ever

employed, but the word bar uniformly used instead.

When the field is divided by horizontal lines into
;

four, six, eight, ten, or twelve equal parts, the interme-

diate spaces being filled with alternate tinctures, the

bearing is called barry, and denominated, like paly,

from the number of spaces. Barry should not be

shaded, for a similar reason. Barry of eight, argent and
gules, are the Arms of the Kingdom of Hungary. See

fig. 18.

When a coat is divided by a horizontal line passing ?&&.. pet

through the fess point, it is said to be per fess, or party fess.

perfess. This bearing was anciently termed counter-

treviled. Fig. 19, per fess, sable and argent, represents

the Arms of the Canton of Friburg in Swisserland.

When a charge, Inning length, covers the fess point Fesswise.

in an horizontal position, it is said to lie in fess, fess-

wise, orfessways, as in fig. "2", the Arms of the University

of Oxford, azure, a bonk expanded fessuise, argent,

having seven labels on the dexter side, bearing seals or,

and inscribed Dominus illuminatio mea, between three

crowns of the third. The same expressions are applied

to any number of charges lying in the same direction.

When several charges having length are ranged one Barnise.

above another horizontally, they are said to be placed

barwise.

When the fess is removed to the upper part of the Chief,

escutcheon, it is called a chief, for a reason already

Barry.
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assigned. This ordinary, in latter times especially, is

one of honourable augmentation. Fig. 21, the Anns
of the Friars of 8t Augustine, is argent, on a chief

table, a heart inflamed at the top, proper. The chief is

sometimes surmounted by another, which, of course, is

smaller.

The chief has one diminutive, the fillet ; its size is

one fourth of the chief, of which it occupies the lowest

part. Fig. 22. the Arms of tape, table, a chief or,

in the nether part thereof a fillet argent.

\\ hen a straight line coincident with the direction of

the base of a chief divides the escutcheon, it is said to

be party per chief. Party per chief, gules and or, are

the Anns of Camoyse. See fig. 23.

Charges in the situation of the thief are said to be in

chief. Thus, in tig. '20, the uppermost crowns are said

to be in chief, and the other in base.

There is sometimes found a bearing, of which we
have given an instance in tig. 24, the Arms of the

Girdlers of London, and which is ordinarily blazoned

thus : party per fess, azure and or, on a pale coun-

terchanged, between two gridirons of the second in

chief, the handles erect, another in like manner. Bui
as the supposed pale is 7iever shaded, and as no reason

can be assigned for this, it seems more correct to blazon
the coat, paly of three, azure and or, per fess counter-

changed, three gridirons of the second.

When the shield is party per pale and fess both, it is

said to lie divided quarterly ; and each of the divisions

is called a quarter. Fig. 4 and IS are divided quarterly.

The first of these would be blazoned, quarterly, first, er-

mine, second, ermines, third, erminois, fourth, yean.
When the coat is simply parted into two colours, per pale

and fess, n is usual to blazon, quarterly, naming the two
tinctures, that in the dexter chief first, as in the Arms of

Stanhope, quarterly, ermine and gules. A quarter is

sometimes borne by itselfon the dexter chief, as in the Arms
of Stanton, vair, argent and sable, a quarter gules. (Fig.
25.) It is held to be a very honourable bearing. It is

generally charged with a portion of National Arms,
granted in consequence of some service : and some
Heralds have held that it should not be granted to a
person of lower dignity than a Baron. When the bear-
ings of several families are marshalled in the same
escutcheon, in compartments formed by horizontal and
vertical lines, they arc said to be quartered, and the

compartments are termed quarterings. The laws of
these quarterings will be noticed when we come to treat

of marshalling.*

The quarter has a diminutive called the canton.
This term in French signifies a corner. The proportion
of the canton to the field is not determined, only it must
not occupy one-fourth. This, like the quarter, is a very
honourable bearing, and is supposed to represent the
banner given by the Sovereign to the Knight banneret.
The Arms of Shirley, fig. 26', are paly of six, or and
azure, a canton ermine Sometimes the canton is borne
in the sinister chief, and then it must be specified, a
canton sinister.

When the divisions produced by several vertical and
horizontal lines are filled alternately with heterogeneous
tinctures, the result is termed cheeky, from eeltec, Ft.

* " If you are to draw a coat which is blazoned or charged with
three similar figures two and one, besides the quarter; as for example,
argent, three torteauxes, a quarter azure

; yet, although in the blazon
you mention three, you must show but two in the drawing, the
third being supposed to be under the quarter." Edmondsou.

Fig. 27. Cheeky, argent and gules, is the Arms of

Croatia, ensigned with the crown of the Kingdom of

Hungary. Hut two rows of this by themselves are

termed counter: ninpuny, and one row company. When
one whole shield is cheeky of nine, it is called by some

Heraldic writers a cross perforated ; but this is a very

incorrect expression, since the cross is an ordinary,

whereas the whole of this bearing is in the plane of the

escutcheon. This bearing, or and azure, forms the Arms
of the Republic of Geneva.

Whei: the straight lines drawn paleuise and fesswise

enclose the fifth of the shield, (or the third if charged,)

they form an ordinary which is called a (toss. When
this cross is ^ules, it is called the cross of St. George.

Argent, a St George's cross, was impaled b\ Charles I.

with the Anns of England, and was employed afterwards

as the Arms of the Commonwealth. The same is now
the bearing of the Republic of Genoa, which is sur-

mounted with the crown of Corsica. See it in fig. 2S.

The cross and some other ordinaries arc subject to

what is termed raiding; the inner part being taken

out, and nothing left but a narrow border. When the

extremities of an ordinary nut boundt d by the escutcheon,

are also removed, the ordinary is said to be voided

throughout. Heralds very justly condemn the expres-

sion "voided of the field," as it cannot really be voided

of any thing else; and if the colour be different, they

consider such the colour of the ordinary, and the other

the border, and call it fimbriated. Yet the expression

voidie du champ occurs in the Roll of Karlaverock.

Crosses are sometimes pierced. That is, a portion of

the ordinary is abstracted from the middle. There are

three kinds of piercing: round, or simple piercing,

when the part removed is circular ; lozengeways, when
it is in the form of a lozenge; and quadrate piercing/

when it is square.

A cross plain, or cnuped, is where the ends of the

ordinary do not quite reach the circumference of the

escutcheon. Gules, a plain cross, urgent, was the coat-

armour of the Order of Knights Templars. See fig. 29.

This cross is sometimes sharpened at each end to a
point, when it is termed aiguixcy, (aigu, Fr.) or urdy.

Argent, a cross aiguiscy, voided, sable, is the Anns of
Dukenfield, Hart. See"fig. 30.

Sometimes the boundary line is curved, whence it is

called clechij ; some call this mascly. See fig. 39, which

we shall presently explain.

A cross Calvary is a plain cross, the bar somewhat
elevated, and the whole raised on three grieves, i. e. steps.

In such a manner are the crucifixes set at the entrance

of towns in Countries professing the Romish Religion ;

from which circumstance this cross undoubtedly derives

its name. It is sometimes found without steps, when it

is termed a long or passion cross. It is exemplified in fig.

31, the Arms of the old Bishopric of Dunkeld, argent, a
cross Calvary, sable, between two passion nails, gules.

The patriarchal cross is plain, but has two bars, the

upper smaller than the lower. It is the insigne of Pa-

triarchs or Archbishops. It is not used by English

Archbishops, but it generally forms part of the exterior

decorations of the armorial bearings of Cardinals. The
Arms of the Province of Lithuania are gules, a cavalier

armed cap-a-pie, argent, mounted on a barded courser

of the second, holding in his right hand a sword erect

of the same, garnished or, and bearing on his left arm
a shield azure, ensigned with a patriarchal cross of the

second. Fig. 32.

Blazonry.

Cross.

Voiding.

Piercing.

Plain.

Aiguiscy.

Clechy.

Calvary.

P.itri.mlal
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A cross Lorrain lias the lower bar nearer the base, as

in fig. 33, argent, a cross Lorrain, gules, the Arms of

Hersfeld, quartered by the Prince of Hesse Cassel.

A crosslet, or cross crosslet, is a cross crossed towards

each end. See fig. 34, the Arms of Taddington, or, a

cross crosslet, gules. Such a cross between four plain

crosses is called a Jerusalem cross. Argent, a Jerusalem

cross, or, was the Arms of the Christian Kingdom of

Jerusalem. This is what would be called false Heraldry,

although this bearing was sanctioned by ancient pre-

scription. Some make the centre cross potent.

A cross potent is one which terminates in crutch heads.

The derivation of this word has been already explained.

An example will occur presently.

A cross crampony is where the ends resemble cramp-

irons. Azure, a cross crampony, or, are the Arms of Bul-

wark. See fig. 35.

A cross lambeau is exemplified in fig. 36, gales, a

crass lambeau, argent, for Rudetzker.

A cross double parted is exemplified in fig. 37, azure,

a cross double parted, argent, name, Doubler.

A cross potency is a figure more easily drawn than

described. See fig. 38. Gules, a cross potency, argent.

The cross pommy terminates in circles ; from the re-

semblance of which to apples (po?nmes) it derives its

name. Fig. 39, azure, a cross pommy, argent, is the

ancient coat-armour of the Kings of Navarre, which

Inigo Ximenes professed to have adopted at the sugges-

tion of an Angel, who commanded him to make war on

the Moors with a banner of this bearing. An ordinary,

adorned with circles of this kind, is also called pommelty.

Thus, fig 40, the bearing of the Count of Thoulouse, is

gules, a cross clechy pometty, voided, or.

A cross botonny is so called from the resemblance of

its ends to buds, (quasi boutonnee, Fr.) It is exempli-

fied in the Arms of Winwood, fig. 41, argent, a cross

botonny, sable.

The cross moline terminates in representations of the

ends of the fer-de-moulin, or milrind. Argent, across
moline, sable, fig. 42, is the Arms of Dr. Alnwick,

founder of the Philosophy School, Oxford.

When the extremities curve very considerably, it is

termed recercly, or anchored. See fig. 43, gules, three

crosses recercly voided, argent, a chief vairy, ermine and
ermines, the Arms of Verney.

The cross fiory differs from the moline in having

three points at each end, instead of two. The term
flory is sometimes applied to a very different cross, being

plain, with a.Jleur-de-lys at each end. It maybe better

to call the present cross patoncy (a palendo) Xhixnjlory,

because, whatever name we may assign to this bearing,

*tich a cross as that last mentioned would necessarily be

called flory, as we shall, in our progress, have occasion

to observe. But it should rather be blazoned, couped
and flory at each end. Some make the extremities of

the patoncy cross more erect, and distinguish between
it and the flory cross. We give an example of this

latter in fig. 44, the Arms of Bolton Priory, Yorkshire,

gules, a cross patoncy, vair.

The cross paly, like the former, has its name from
the breadth of its arms. It is exemplified in fig. 45,

the Arms of the See of Lichfield and Coventry. Per
pale, gules and argent, a cross potent, quadrated in the

centre,* counterchanged, between four crosses paly, the

* When the centre is formed like a circle the cross is said to be
flowed; when like a square, quadrated.

two in the dexter pale or, those in the sinister of the Blazonry,

first. This cross is sometimes called formy. *-»*,*»_/

A cross of this kind reaching to the circumference of Finny,

the shield is called a cross firmy. Argent, a cross paty

firmy, sable, is the Arms of the city of Constance. See
fig. 46.

A cross terminating every way like a cross paty is Crosslet

called a crosslet paty. Argent, a crosslet paty, sable, is
Pat >'-

the bearing of Crossfall. See fig. 47.

There are also crosses paty concave and paty convex.
Argent, a cross paty concave, gules, is the bearing of

Wandley ; and gules, a cross paty convex, or, is that of
Honstein. See figs. 48 and 49. The paty and other

crosses are sometimes rebated, i. e. lose their angular
parts.

The cross of Malta, little differing from the cross Maltese.

paty, except that the ends have double points, is rarely

to be found in English arms. It is part of the insignia

of the Knights of Malta, whence it derives its name.
It is found in no English military Order, except that of

the Bath, the jewel of which, in this form, is given in

fig. 50.

The cross avellane is derived from avellana, the hazel- Avellane

nut, which it somewhat resembles.

The paternoster is a cross formed of beads. Paternoster

A cross is said to be fitchy when the lower limb is Fitchy.

sharply pointed, as if to stick (Jiier) in the ground.
(We shall give an example under the bend.') And it is

said to bejilcked in the foot, when a point is added at Fitched.

the bottom of the lower limb. Crosses borne as stan-

dards in the Crusades, and on other solemn occasions,

were sometimes pointed at the end for the purpose of

pitching when the army encamped. The traditional

Arms of Edmund Ironside, King of England, fig. 51,

are or, a cross paty, fitched in the foot, azure.

A cross is said to be degraded when the ordinary is Degraded,

bounded by steps (degres) towards the circumference

of the escutcheon, as in fig. 52, the Arms of Wyntworth,
argent, a crosslet degraded, sable.

When the field is covered with numerous little equi- Cnsilly.

distant crosses, it is said to be crustily.

When several charges are disposed in the form of a Crosswise,

cross, or when two charges having length are placed

vertically and horizontally, they are said to be placed

crosswise*

The bend is an ordinary bounded by parallel lines, Bend-

equally distant from the line joining the dexter chief

and sinister base. It contains the fifth part of the

escutcheon uncharged, and the third charged. Its name
may be derived from its bended position ; but, more pro-

bably, from the French bande, since all its diminutives,

except the cost, have names derived from the same idea.

Fig. 52* is the Arms of the noble family of Howard,

Duke of Norfolk, hereditary Earl Marshal of England,

gules, a bend, argent, charged with an escutcheon of

Scotland in the dexter chief, between six crosslets fitchy

of the second.

We scarcely know whether the bendlet should be con- Bendlet

* The reader, in the course of his Heraldic studies, will discover

that we have here set down only the principal crosses. To attempt

the description of all would be impossible in this Essay, and we
question whether this has ever been done. Juliana Berners, at

least, authoress of the Book of Si. Albans, gave up the idea in de-

spair. " Now,'' says she, " 1 turne ageyne to the signe of the cms,

and ask a question. How many crosses be borne in armys ? to the

wich question, under a certein nowmbur, 1 dare not answere, for

crossis innvmerabull are borne now daily."
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sidered a diminutive of the bend. Gwillim is of the

negative opinion, despite its name and general resem-

blance'. The reason why Heralds have hesitated on this

point is, that the bendlet, although occupying nearly

the relative position of the bend, does never exactly

occupy it : the upper side being in the exact corner

of the escutcheon, and passing through the less point.

The bendlet, according to Gwillim, whose authority we
follow on the litigated point of the content of the di-

minutives of the bend, should never occupy above one-

sixth of the field. Fig. 58 is the Arms of Lord Byron,
argent, three bendlets enhansed,* gules.

An ordinary containing one-half the bend is called a

garter.

The fourth of the bend is called a cotise, or cost, from
costa, a rib. This ordinary is generally found in com-
pany with the bend, one on each side ; whence the name.
" When one of these is borne alone, then shall you term

it in blazon a cost ; but if they be borne by couples in

any coat, (which is never, saith Leigh, but when a bend
is placed between two of them,) then you may name
them cotises. "t Also a bend thus situated is said to be

cotised. See fig. 54, the Arms of Fortescue, azure, a

bend ingrailed, argent, cotised, or.

The riband contains the eighth of the bend ; and it

may be remarked concerning its name, that it unites the

derivations of the bend and thecotisc. Fig. 55 is bla-

zoned argent, a bend traverse, sable. Name, Travers.

When the whole field consists of alternate spaces of

heterogeneous tincture, bounded by equidistant lines in

the direction of the bend, it is called bendy. See fig. 56,

bendy of ten, sable and argent, the bearing of the Duchy
of Angouleme.
When the escutcheon is bisected by a line in the

direction of the bend, it is called per bend, or parly per

bend. Anciently, this bearing was called lenlalty. Fig.

57, party per bend, embattled, argent and gules, is the

bearing of the famous Philosopher Boyle, and of the

Earls of Shannon, and Cork and Ossory, in Ireland.

When a charge having length lies in the direction of

the bend, or when more charges than one are arranged

in this direction, the charge or charges are said to be

bendwise, or headways, or in bend. An example will

occur, fig. 66.

When the field is divided into spaces filled alternately

with heterogeneous tinctures, by lines in the direction of

the pale and bend, it is said to be paly bendy. Paly bendy,

argent and azure, are the Arms of Bavaria. See fig. 58.

When lines drawn bendwise and barwise enclose

alternate spaces of metal and colour, the bearing is

termed harry bendy. Gules, a fess barry bendy, argent

ami azure, is borne by Husberg. See fig. 59.

If a line drawn from the dexter chief to the fess point

meet another drawn through that point fesswise to the

dexter side of the escutcheon, the enclosed space forms

the ordinary which is called the gyron. We derive its

formation in this manner, because when a gyron is borne

by itself, it is always made thus, unless otherwise spe-

cified. But every ordinary enclosed by the circum-

* An ordinary is said to be enhansed when it is placed above its

proper position in the escutcheon. In the example the lower side

of the lowest bendlet passes through the fess point instead of the

higher. It is, however, called a bendlet, because the side passes

exactly through this point. And the other ordinaries bein^r the

same in capacity, receive the same name. We may add that the

diminutives of the Inind are much controverted,

| G'viU. ch. iv. sec. 2.

furence of the escutcheon and by two lines meeting in Blazonry,

the fess point, is called a gyron. Argent, a gyron, gules, s—v-~~'

is the bearing of Gyronell. Fig. 60.

Hence is derived the term gyronny, which is applied Gyronnv.

where the whole field is divided by lines crossing each

other in the fess point, and the spaces filled with alter

nate tinctures, not homogeneous. It is denominated

from the number of spaces or pieces, (iyronny of six

and gyronny of eight are those in greatest requisition ;

the word seems to be derived a gyrandn, which appears

more clearly from the gyronny than the gyron. Gy-
ronny is bv early arniourists called contrary coned.

Gyronny of six, azure and or, are the Arms of Ambery ;

of eight, or and sable, those of Campbell. See fig. 61, 62.

The bend emitter, although only differing from the Bend sinia

common bend in its position, which is from sinister chief ter.

to dexter base, is considered by arniourists as a separate

ordinary, on account of the difference in its subdivisions.

Gules, a bend sinister, argent, is the bearing of Bar-

ber. Fig. 63.

The scarp is a diminutive containing one-half of the Scarp,

bend (e'eharpe, a scarf, Fr. which it considerably re-

sembles.)

The baslon, or hotline, as it is sometimes corruptly Baston.

called, (baston, Norm. Fr., a truncheon,) contains one-

fourth of the bend sinister, but never reaches quite to

the circumference of the escutcheon. Of the use of this

ordinary we shall speak in treating of marshalling.

Meantime an example of it will be found in fig. 64,

the Arms of the noble family of Fitzroy, Duke of

Grafton. Quarterly first and fourth, quarterly again,

first and fourth France, second and third England,

second Scotland, third Ireland; over all a baston

compony of six, gules and argent. The baston is the

insigne of a marshal ; two are placed behind the shield,

sable, tipped or, and they lie in opposite directions ; the

sinister direction being no longer essential. This may
be seen in fig. 52* the Anns of the Earl Marshal.

When the escutcheon is bisected by a line in the di-

rection of the bend sinister, the coat is blazoned per

bend sinister, or party per bend sinister. See an ex-

ample in fig. 65, the Arms of the Canton of Zurich, per

bend sinister, argent and azure.

The expression in bend sinister is applied when any In bend

charge having length is disposed in this manner ; or sinister,

when any number of charges are so arranged. Fig. 66,

the Arms of the Episcopal See of Winchester, are gules,

two keys endorsed in bend, the uppermost argent, the

other or, and a sword in bend sinister, interposed be-

tween them, of the second, hilted of the third.

The two bends in combination form an ordinary,

which is called a saltire, a saliendo, because it seems to

leap across the escutcheon. The Arms of the See of

Bath and Wells (fig. 67) are azure, a saltire quarterly

quartered,* or and argent. When a saltire is cut off

by horizontal lines at chief and base, it is called hu-

metty.

Charges having length laced in the direction of the

saltire, are said to lie in saltire, saltirewise, or saltire-

ways. Thus the Arms of the See of London (fig. 68)

are blazoned gules, two swords saltirewise, argent,

hilted or. The same expression applies to any number
of charges arranged in this direction.

* This expression applies to saltires and crosses when they are

bisected by straight lines crossing each other, and the alternate

spaces are filled with different tinctures.

Party jitr

bend sinis*

ter.

Combina-
tion of the

bends.

Saltire.

Saltire hu-
metty.

SalUrewise.
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Heraldry. A crosslet in saltire is called a St. Julian's cross.

*-*v^-* Argent, a St. Julian's cross, sable, are the Arms of

Julian. When the coat is divided by two lines in the

direction of the saltire, and the alternate spaces are

filled with tinctures not homogeneous, it is blazoned
Party per per saltire, or party per saltire. The same is some-
saltire. times called gyronny offour.
Lozengy. When the field or charge is divided by many lines

drawn saltirewise into spaces filled with alternate

tinctures not homogeneous, it is called lozengy,

(lozengy, argent and gules, fig. 69, is the Arms of

the Prince of Monaco,) and each of the compart-

Lozenge. ments is termed a lozenge, (lavringia, from its shape,)

which is often borne as a separate ordinary, and is

always the form of the escutcheon which contains the

bearings of unmarried females. The lozenge is not

limited to any particular capacity. Edmondson makes

the width of the lozenge three-quarters of its height

;

but on this authors differ. When a lozenge reaches

every way to the circumference of the escutcheon, it is

called a grand lozenge, or a lozenge throughout. See

fig. 70, the Arms of the Count of Graffen Egg ;
gules, a

grand lozeng-e argent.

Mascle. A lozenge voided is called a mascle, (macula, the

mesh of a net, which this ordinary exactly resembles.)

But Edmondson says, " according to the sentiments of

all authors, it should be an exact square." Who these

authors are it is nut so easy to specify. See fig. 71, the

Arms of the city of Rouen, gules, nine mascles, three,

three, and three, or. Lozengy voided is called mas-

cally.

Fret. Afret is a mascle interlaced with a saltire. The term

seems to be derived from fretus, the ordinary repre-

senting sticks supported by each other. See fig. 72,

argent, a fret, sable, the Arms of Vernon. Sometimes

we find a fret of eight pieces.

Fretty. When the field or charge is covered with bendlets

dexter and sinister interlaced at equal distances, after

the manner of the fret, but exceeding eight pieces, the

bearing is called fretty. Fig. 73, argent, fretty, azure,

is the bearing of De Montier Aullier. It is astonishing

that etymologists should here have thought of thefretting

of water over the stones of a brook. The derivation is

obviously from the fret, and its etymology ultimately the

same. When charges appear between the frets, the

bearing is called diaper.

Fretted. Charges alternately crossing each other are said to

be fretted. Azure, three trouts fretted in triangle, teste-

a-la-queue, argent, are the Arms of Troutbeck, quartered

by the Talbots of Grafton. See them, fig. 74.

Fusil. The lozenge somewhat elongated takes the name of

a fiisil, from fusee, the old Norman word for a spindle,

which its form resembles. Azure, five fiisils in fess, or.

arc the Arms of the Abbey of Salley. Fig. 75.
Fusilly. When a shield or charge is divided into fusils of

two tinctures alternately, it is called fusilly, and
further denominated from the direction, of the fusils.

If they lie palewise, it is called fusilly only ; if barwise,

fusilly barry ; if bendwise,/u«W?/ bendy. Fusilly and
ermine on a chief of the first, three lilies argent, is

the Arms of Magdalen College, Oxford. Fig. 76.

The lozenge pierced is called a nutre. See fig. 77,

azure, three rustres, argent, the Arms of Lebaret.

The chevron may be considered as the progeny of

the saltire, as consisting of the lower half of that ordi-

nary brought to a point on the upper side. Some assign

to this ordinary one-fifth, and some one-third, of the

vol. v.

Chevron
reiiiuvtd.

escutcheon. The latter may always be assumed when Blazonry.

the ordinary is charged. Chevron, in French, signifies '""•v-•'
the support of a slanting roof formed by one rafter

lying against the other, which is precisely the shape of

the ordinary. The chevron is always shaded on the two
lower sides, not on one lower and one upper. Many
examples of this ordinary will occur as we proceed.

Concerning the locality of this ordinary, great is the

contest among armorists. The grave and decorous

Gwillim* is excited to almost unbecoming warmth by
those "common disorderers of these tokens of honour,"

"the common painters," who have ventured to depress

the vertex of the chevron from the middle chief to the

honour point. But notwithstanding this venerable

authority, the practice of Heralds has been to follow this

corrupt example. Yet is the chevron found in various

situations. Sometimes a fess occurs between two of

them. Sometimes it stands on one side of the escut-

cheon, in which case it is called tourny, and denominated

from the side. Or, a chevron tourny, sinister, gitlu, is

the bearing of Tournay, see fig. 78 : the same bearing

is sometimes called a chevron couched, counter-turned, or

counter-pointed. Sometimes we find them interlaced, or

braced, as in the Arms of Fitzhugh, fig. 79, azure, three

chevrons interlaced, a chief, or. The chevron is beside

subject to couping and voiding, and to an operation

called removing, which will be better understood by a

representation than a definition. See fig. 80, a chevron

removed, a chief, argent, the Arms of Wolfsthall.

Another form of this ordinary is called debrused, or

fracted. See fig. 81, azure, a chevron debrused,

argent, name, Winterfall. Fig. 82 presents a form which

is also called a chevron removed. Perhaps it would be

more correct to call it removed one joint. When the

middle part of the chevron is wholly taken away, it is

said to be disjointed. See fig. 83, gules, a chevron

disjointed, or, name, Discord.

An ordinary containing one-half the chevron, but

having the same shape, is called a chevronel. The Arms
of Clare (fig. 84) are or, three chevronels, gules.

An ordinary containing one-quarter of the chevron

is called a couple close, which always is found in com-

pany with the chevron, one on each side, which in

that case is said to be colised. Edmondson, however,

calls all diminutives of the chevron chevronels, and

only applies the term couple-close when the ordinaries

are placed in pairs ; but in this he is not generally fol-

lowed.

When the escutcheon is parted by two lines in the

direction of the chevron, meeting in or a little above '

the fess point, the coat is said to be per chevron, or party

per chevron. Party per chevron, sable and argent, are

the Arms of Aston. See fig. 8J>.

When the field or charge is divided into parallel Chevromiy

spaces in the form of chevrons, occupied with alternate

metal, &c. not homogeneous, such bearing is called

chevronny, and is further denominated from the number

of its pieces, as paly, barry, &c. Chevronny of eight,

argent and vert, is the bearing of Chevronney. Fig. 86.

When charges assume the form of the chevron, they

are said to be placed in chevron, chevronwise, or chevron-

ways. Argent, a heart, gules, pierced by two swords

chevronwise, azure, is the bearing of Pearson. Fig. 87.

When the bends and pale terminate where they meet,

they form the ordinary called the pall, from its resem-

* Ch. vi. sec. 2.
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Bordure.

blance to the pallium of patriarchs and archbishops.

Some call it the pairle, from the French, after the Latin
pergula. And it may be well to distinguish it from the

actual pall, which, as we shall have occasion to observe,

sometimes occurs in coat-armour. Fig. 88, or, a pairle,

gules, is the Arms of Pauling.

We may here conveniently notice the ordinary called

the pile, which is commonly enclosed by two linesdra» 11

from the upper side of the escutcheon meeting in a point

;

and this we ought to do in this place according to the

opinion of those who consider it the natural offspring of
the saltire, as being the space enclosed in chief by the

boundary lines of that ordinary. To this opinion, how-
ever, we do not subscribe ; as the pile always reaches
below the fess point, while the point of intersection of
the upper lines of the saltire falls always above it. Be-
side which circumstance the position itself of the pile

varies in a manner to destroy all analogy between it

and the saltire, or rather the space in chief of the saltire.

We prefer, therefore, to consider it an independent
ordinary. It seems singular that its etymology should
ever have been questioned. It is so exactly a represen-

tation of a pile on which bridges, &c. are built, that

nothing can be more so. Fig. 89, the Arms of Chandos,
are argent, a pile, gules.

" When there is but one pile in the field it must
contain the third part (of the escutcheon) at the chief."*

Such is Gwillim's rule. But practice does not univer-
sally confirm it. When several piles are borne in one
coat, they must converge towards the base, unless other-
wise specified. See fig. 90, argent, three piles, gldes,

for Gildsbrough. Fig. 91 is blazoned, argent, a triple

pile in base per bend sinister, vert, flory, sable.

When the shield is parted by zig-zag lines into more
than three spaces, the bearing is said to be pi/y. This
is a very uncommon bearing. It is called barry pily, or
bendy pily, when in direction of the bar or bend

;

but when in direction of the pale, pily only. But when
there are only three spaces or pieces, it is called parly
per pile ; and the words traverse, inverse, per bend, &c.
are added, according to the position of the lines. Per
pile traverse, argent and gules, are the Arms of Rathlow.
Fig. 92. Per pile inverse, or, gules, and sable, those of
Meinstorff. Fig. 93.

When several small charges are arranged in the form
of an inverted pyramid, or when charges having length
meet in the base and widen at the chief, they are said to

be borne in pile, pileways, or pilewise. When three
charges alone are borne, and no specification is made,
they are always understood to be borne pilewise.

We have now discharged the consideration of the
great ordinaries, and those which are either their dimi-
nutives or derivatives. The next object which appears
to claim our attention is the bordure or border, whose
name sufficiently conveys its description. It occupies
one-fifth of the escutcheon. Edmondson and some other
writers of authority do not allow the bordure to be
shaded, which would deprive it of the nature of an or-

dinary altogether, which is a charge, and reduce it to a
mere division of the shield. But as it is generally re-

garded as an ordinary, it ought, on that account, to be
shaded. The bordure, if of fur, formerly was blazoned
" perflew of ermine, ermines, &c." or whatever the fur
might happen to be ; if charged with beasts, it was bla-

zoned "enurny (en orne, Fr.) of lions, &c;" if with

• Gwil. ch.ri. sec 2.

Flasques

and voiders.

bildB, "enaluron, (en orle, Fr. in a border,) of Blazonry,

eagles, &c. ;" ifof plants, verdoy, of roses, &c. ; and if of ^-""v-«
other inanimate objects, " entoyry (entoure, surrounded)

of crosslets," &c. But these useless distinctions have

now given way to the usual mode of blazonry. When
the bordure is simply adumbrated, the arms must be

blazoned as in fig. 94, the Arms of Magdeburg; per fess,

vert and argent, each imbordured.

A border running parallel with the sides of the escut- Treasure.

cheon, containing about one-quarter of the bordure, is

called a tressure. It is generally double, and some-

times triple, and it is most usually flory-counter/lory,

i. c. ornamented with flrurs-de-lys* alternately arranged

in opposite directions. This bearing makes a part of the

Arms of Scotland, and, as it is pretended, was a present

of honour from Charlemagne to Achaius, then King of

that Country. Several Scottish coats have the tressure,

particularly that of the Royal House of Stuart, which

occurs in fig. 95 : or, a fess cheeky, argent and azure,

within a double tressure, flory-counterflory, gWe*.

We do not here mention the orle, which some con-

sider a diminutive of the bordure, because we rather

regard it as referable to the inescutcheon, which we shall

presently notice.

A subordinate, but strictly independent, ordinary is Flanches.

theflanch, which is contained by the circumference of

a semicircle and the side of the escutcheon. Two of

these are always borne together. They have diminu-

tives contained by ellipses of different eccentricity and

respectively called Jlasques and voiders ; but concerning

these armorists are not agreed, some making the

flasque the principal ordinary, and the fianch the deri-

vative. The distinction, however, is now obsolete, and
all figures of this kind are known by the common term

oi'Jlaiich. Or, two flanches, gules, were the Arms of Lan-
crofl Priory, Cumberland. Fig. 96.

An escutcheon placed upon the fess point is called an

inesculcheon.1 " This ordinary containeth the fifth part

of the field," saith Leigh, " but his demonstration de-

noteth the third part." So observes Gwillim ; and per-

haps the best way of reconciling this contradiction will

be to allow this ordinary, like some others, the third

part when charged, and the fifth part otherwise. It is

evident that this ordinary must not encroach too much
on the escutcheon, as then the remainder would become

a bordure. Some Heralds call all escutcheons borne as

arms inescutcheons ; but the ancient practice was cer-

tainly to restrict this term to an escutcheon borne on the

fess point.

An inescutcheon voided is called an orle, (orula,

Latin, little border,) which contains the halfof a bordure.

An orle is sometimes borne double, or triple, that is,

one or more orles within another. Gules, an orle, argent,

is the Arms of the family of Baliol ; hence of Baliol

College, Oxford. Fig. 97.

Charges disposed in the form of an orle, are said to

be in orle.

These are the bearings usually comprehended under

the name of ordinaries. To these may be added the

file, lambeau, or label, (by which last name it is most

* The fleur-de-lys is a bearing so well known, as scarcely to need

description. Yet we should not have deviated from our orderly ar-

rangement by introducing it in this place, except from necessity.

The tressure has every right to be considered a variety of the bor-

dure ; and the fleur~de-lyt is its usual companion.

f Of whatever form the escutcheon is, the inescutcheon generally

follows it.

Inescut-

cheon.

Orle.
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commonly blazoned,) a figure consisting of one piece

reaching across the shield, and several at right lines

to it, which are called points. This figure is by some

writers excluded from the honours of an ordinary, and

considered only as a family distinction. But Gwillim

has produced several coats in which it is undoubtedly a

bearing ; as for example, fig. 98, that of Liskirk, or, three

labels, barwise, gutes, the first of five points, the second

of four, and the third of three. The abatements we re-

serve to the division on marshalling. We shall now
advance to the discussion of those bearings which are

called common charges, first briefly noticing those known
by the name of Roundels and Guttes.

A roundel is a circle, supposed to be emblematic of a

blow sustained in the shield. Foreign Heralds call all

roundels indiscriminately tourleaux, but this name in

English Heraldry is restricted to the red roundel. The
roundels are denominated as follows :

Gold. Bezant, from Byzantinus, (sc. nummus,) the

gold coin of Byzantium.
White. Plate, from the Spanish plaia, silver.

Tourteau, Fr. a kind of cake.*

Hurt, a flower of a blue colour.

Pomme, Fr. an apple.

Pellet, Ogress, or Gunslone. The first of

these terms is most in use.

Purple. Golpe, which some (si Diis placet) derive

from the verb to gulp.

The orange-coloured roundel naturally takes the

name of that fruit ; and the " sanguine" is termed guze,

from giteuse, Fr. a mass of heated metal ; it represents

a heated cannon ball. The last two are very rarely

used.

The above names are always employed by English

Heralds, who never blazon " a roundel or," &c. but

always, " a bezant," &c. ; except only in counter-

changes, where this mode of blazon would be awkward
and prolix. Thus the Arms of Abtot, Earl of Worces-

ter in William Rufus's time, fig. 99, are, according

to Gwillim, " per pale, or and gules, three roundels

counterchanged." And where the roundel is of fur, or of

equal tinctures ; as, a roundel ermine, a roundel cheeky,

&c. Some represent the bezant and plate flat, and the

other roundels spherical. But as the lower roundel

in this coat must partake of gold and red, in order that

the three may be arranged pilewise, (see under pilewise,)

it is obvious that this rule must be violated here.

A roundel barry wavy of six, argent and azure, is

called a fountain, of which natural object it is a rude

representation. This roundel is always represented flat.

When the field or charge is strewed with equidistant

roundels, it is said to be bezanty, platy, pommetty,
kurty, pelletty,semy oftorteaux,semy ofgolpes,semy of
oranges, semy of guzes, according to the nature of the

roundel.

Guttes are devices resembling drops, from goutle,

Fr. a drop. They are most generally borne at equal

distances, scattered over the whole shield or charge,

which thence is said to be gutty, with the following dis

tinctions.

• It is said that a Spanish Prince, being about to engage the

Moors, encouraged his men to eat a quantity of cakes, by telling

them, that as many cakes as each man ate, so many Moors he would
kill in the battle. After the victory, the various Chiefs, in memory
of the occurrence, assumed in their bearings as many cakes as they

had respectively eaten. This tradition is applied to explain the fre-

quency of tourteaux in the arms of the Andalusian nobility.

If the drops be of gold, the object is denominated gully ifor. Blazonry.
white rfVau. , - - -

red de tang.

blue tie larmet.

black dt poir.

green cThuiled'olive.

An illustrative example will be found in fig. 100, the

Arms of the Penitents of St. Francis, sable, gutty d'eau,

in chief a dove with wings expansed descending, argent.

Next to the ordinaries come to be considered the com- Cosmos

mon charges, under which name is comprehended every CBABGl"-

other species of charge. We shall class them into ani-

mate and inanimate.

1. Animate charges are 1. celestial ; 2. terrestrial ; 3. Animate,

chimerical. All animate charges are represented moving
towards the dexter side of the escutcheon, unless other-

wise specified ; if they respect the sinister side, they are

said to be conlourny

.

1. Celestial animate charges are angels and cheru- Celestial.

bim. The vulgar representation of an angel, an human
figure with wings, is too well known to make any parti-

cularizing necessary.

A cherub is an infant face between two or more wings.

Fig. 101, sable, a chevron between three cherubim, or, is

the bearing of Challoner.

2. There are some terms which indifferently apply to Terrestria-

all kinds of terrestrial creatures ; such as couped, where

the charge is abruptly terminated in a straight line ; an

expression which we have already seen applied to ordi-

naries ; erased, where the charge terminates in three

parts; demy, where the couped upper half of the crea-

ture is represented ;
gardant, when the full face is exhi-

bited ; regardant, when turned back over the shoulders.

The human figure, as might be expected, enters Man.

largely into Heraldry ; not, however, so technically, as

to render it necessary to give many examples. Man is

said to be crined of the colour of his hair.

The most remarkable human figure which is the strict

property of Heraldry, is what is called a Prester John,

viz. a Patriarch seated, bearing in his mouth a drawn

sword fesswise, his dexter hand erect, the fourth and

fifth finger bent ; his sinister holding a book expansed.*

Azure, a Prester John, proper, are the Arms of the See

of Chichester. Fig. 1 02. The Prester John appears to

be the Evangelist John, who calls himself, kut' efu.v/v,

in his two last Epistles, o n-peafiintpoi ; and the sword is

the representation of" the sword of the Spirit, which is

the word of God."

A human arm bent back is said to be embowed when
the elbow is to the dexter side ; when to the sinister,

counter embowed ; a hand extended, with the palm pre-

sented, apaumy. If armed, the arm is called vambraced.

(avant-bras.)

Fig. 103 presents a bearing somewhat fantastical,

which is blazoned thus: gules, three legs armed, proper,

conjoined in fess at the upper part of the thigh, flexed

in triangle, garnished and spurred, or. This is the bear-

ing of the Isle of Man.
Beasts are said to be passant when represented as Beasto.

passing or walking by ; rampant, when rearing ; saliant,

when springing forward; sejant, when sitting; statant,

when standing; current, when running; couchanlj when

* NoHeraldic figure is more variously represented than the Pres-

ter John. Our representation is taken from an authoritative draw-

ing in the College of Arms.

+ Beasts of prey are said to be covenant ; beasts of chase, lodged.

The same distinction obtains respectively between the terms taltanJ

and springing, pauant and tripping. Lions feeding are ruf in.

4 i 2
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lying; dormant, when sleeping; nascent, when rising

out of the muM of any ordinary, &c ; imant, when

from tlie top or bottom. Tlie lion on the crown of Scot-

land, in B sejant gardi'ut position, is said to be tuti*.

(seated.) They are called ditmembered, when their

heads, tails, and feet are separated from their bodies.

When rampant in opposite directions, front to front, they

are termed combatant ; when back to back, addorsy.

When two animals are represented side to side, as in

fig. 104, but moving in opposite directions, they are said

to be counterlripping, countcrpassant, countersaliant,

&c. as the case may happen. The example is blazoned,

table, two hinds, countertripping, argent. Beasts are

also called debruued, when acharge is placed over them.

Thev are said to be armed and langued of the colour of

their claws and tongue ;* queued, of their tails ; ungated,

of their hoots; armed, of their horns, except deer, which

are attired. When the head only is presented without

any part of the neck, it is said to be cabossed. (cabeca,

Span, head.) Fig. 105, the Arms of Mackenzie, are

azure, a stag's head cabossed, or.

A deer statant gardant is said to be at gaze.

Lions are said to be coward, when the tail is brought

down between the legs; defamed, when the tail is alto-

gether taken away ; baillony, when they bear a baston

in the mouth. If more than one appear in a coat,

thev are called lioncels; but this distinction is now little

observed. The whole foreleg of the lion is called a

gamb. (Jambe, leg, Fr.) If the lower joint only be

represented, it is called a paw.

An extraordinary bearing is noticed by Gwillim,

(chap. xv. sec. 3 ) which we have copied, fig. 106. It

is thus blazoned by him ;
" the field is Mars, (gules,) a

tricorporaled lion, issuing out of the three corners of the

escutcheon, all meeting under one head in the (ess ]x>int,

sol, (or,) armed and langued, Jupiter (az.)" For whose
Arms this blazon is intended, we are not informed. Ed-
mund, Earl of Lancaster, brother of Edward I., and one

of the ancestors of the Earl of Totness in Gwillim's time,

is mentioned by him as bearing Arms not very dissimilar

from these.

A holy lamb is a lamb passant, proper, his head sur-

rounded with a glory, or, and supporting in his sinister/

ungule a stall", argent, ending in a cross, ensigned with

a flag of the third, charged with a cross, gules. The
Arms of the Middle Temple, London, are argent, on a

cross of England, a holy lamb. Fig. 107.

Birds are said to be tnembcredot'the colour oftheir bills

and talons, except they be of prey, when they are said to

be armed. And their bills and talons are called mem-
bers. Their wings are displayed, when open; erect,

when extending upwards; inverted, when downwards;
dose, when closed. When the wings are displayed, and

the bird's body lies in fess or bend, it is said to be volant

in fess or bend. So argent, a heron volant in fess, azure,

between three escallops sable, is the bearing of Heron-

don. Fig. 1CS. The swan and other heavy birds, open-

ing their wings to fly, are termed rousant. When they

look behind them, they, as well as beasts, are called

reg rdant.

Birds are sometimes displayed, which is a kind of

bearing better explained by an example than by any de-

finition. Our example shall be the Arms of the town of

Bedford, fig. 109, argent, an eagle displayed, wings

* Liinis are always armed and langued !pi!ps, except the field or

charge be gute$ ; in which case azure is substituted. And all beasts

azure are armed gutes, and vice versa.

inverted, azure, ensigned with a triple tower of the Blazonry

Sometimes Heraldry superadds to Nature, as in the

escutcheon of Russia, fig. 110. Or, an eagle with two

heads displayed, sable, each ducally crowned of the

field, the whole imperially crowned, beaked and incin-

bered, gules. In the dexter foot a sceptre erect, in the

sinister a mound proper, on the breast an escutcheon,

gules, charged with a cavalier slaving a dragon, argent.

A peacock with his tail displayed is said to be in his

pride, and a pelican feeding her young is in her piety.

The cock is said to be crested of the colour of his comb,

and jollopped of that of his w attics. The Cornish chough

is represented as a raven numbered and beaked, gules.

If the word bird alone be used in blazon, the form

must be that of a blackbird ; but the colour as blazoned.

If more eagles than one appear in the shield, they are

properly called eaglets. But this minutia is often over-

looked. Two wings conjoined, inverted, are said to be

in lure. See the Arms of Seymour, fig. Ill, azure,

two wings conjoined in lure, or.

When three ostrich feathers are borne together, they

are called a plume ; if they exceed three, they must be

blazoned a plume of feathers. Rows of feathers are

called heights; or they may be blazoned a double,

triple, eye. plume.

A swan's head should always be blazoned a swan's

neck; a mode of expression never applied to any other

bird.

The cassowary is Heraldically termed an emew. Fishes.

Fishes, when in pale, are said to be hauriant ; when

in fess, naiant. When a whale or dolphin is borne, it

is necessary to particularize whether it is embowed or ex-

tended. Azure, a dolphin embowed, hauriant, or, is a

coat always borne quarterly with the Arms of France,

by the Dauphin. It will be found in fig. 112. (iitles,

three bars, wavy, or ; in chief, three escallops of the se-

cond, over all a dolphin, azure, are the Arms of the town

of Poole. Fig. 113.

Other fishes are sometimes embowed, when two occur

in the escutcheon. If they turn towards each other, they

are said to be respecting ; if in an opposite direction, en-

dorsed. The Arms of Colston arc, argent, an anchor in

pale, inverted, the flukes in the mouths of two dolphins

respecting, sable. Fig. 114. Gules, two pikes hauriant, en-

dorsed, or, are the Arms of the dominion of Phiert. They

are ensigned with the crown of Wurtemberg. Fig. 115.

Serpents, and animals of the genus anguis generally, Angucs.

are said to be nowed, when they are repeatedly twisted

in knots.

3. Chimerical figures, or monsters, are usually pre- Chimerical

posterous combinations of real animals. gures.

Those compounded with the human form are, the

Sagittary, the Man-tiger, the Sphinx, the Harpy, the

Triton, and the Mermaid.

The Sagittary is well known as the representation of

the zodiacal sign of that name. It represents a Centaur,

or creature of which the upper half is human, and the

lower the body of a horse, holding an arrow on a bended

bow. The instance which we shall select is rather cu-

rious, being the Arms of Stephen, King of England,

adopted by him in consequence of his landing in Eng-
land when the sun was in the sign Sagittarius. He
changed the heads of the leopards into human bodies,

the leopard supplying the place of the horse, thus mak-

ing the Arms of England, gules, three leopard-sagit-

taries in pale, passant regardant, or. Fig. 116.
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Heraldry. The Man-tiger is a chimerical animal, having the face

*-^v^^ of a man, the mane of a lion, the body of a tiger, and
two straight horns. Or, a man-tiger, gules, armed of the

field, is the bearing of Helter. See fig. 117.

The Sphinx is an emblematical object of Egyptian

superstition, having the head and breasts of a woman,
the body of a lion, and two broad plumed wings. If

these are omitted, it is called a sphinx sans wings. It

has been added to the Arms of officers who signalized

themselves in the war with the French in Egypt. The
crest of Asgill, fig. 118, is a Sphinx sans wings.

The Harpy is an animal having the upper part of a

woman, and the lower parts and wings of a bird ; Vir-

ginea- vducrum fades, as the whole idea is happily con-

veyed by Virgil. Fig. 119 expresses the armorial bear-

ings of the city of Nuremberg, azure, a Harpy displayed,

crined, crowned, and armed, or.

The Triton is an animal uniting the upper part of a

man with the lower of a fish. See fig. 120, the bearing

of Sir Isaac Heard, impaled with that of his office, Gar-
ter King of Arms, and ensigned with the crown of a

King of Arms. The whole is blazoned thus: argent, a.

cross, gules ; on a chief azure, a ducal coronet, or, sur-

rounded by the garter, between a lion of England and a

fleur-de-lys of France ; the whole impaled with a Triton,

crowned, grasping in his right hand a trident, and in his

left the mast of a ship ; all in the sea, proper. On a

chief azure, an estoile argent.

The Mermaid is the female of the last monster.

Desinit in piscem mulier formosa luperne.

She is generally represented bearing a mirror and a

comb.
Monstrous beasts are the unicorn, the Pegasus, the

antelope, the tiger, the musimon, the dragon, the gry-

phon, the salamander, and the opinicus.

The Unicorn is a horse, tailed like a lion, and having
one straight horn issuant from his forehead. He is the

present sinister supporter of the Arms of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. See him in fig.

121, argent, an unicorn, sable, name, Harling.

The Pegasus is none other than the winged horse

known by this name to antiquity. We have given a re-

presentation of him in fig. 122, azure, a. Pegasus volant,

argent, being the Arms of the Honourable Society of the

Inner Temple, London.
The Antelope, though bearing the name of a creature

well known in zoology, is chimerical in Heraldry. The
Heraldic antelope has the body of a wolf, the tail of a

lion, and a tusk on its nose, like that of the rhinoceros.

The Heraldic tiger only differs from this beast by having
on its head two serrated horns, and being hoofed like a

deer. If its horns project straightforward, it is called

an ibex. Argent, an antelope, gules, attired and unguled,
or, is the Arms of Antilupe. Fig. 123.

The Mtisimon is an animal supposed to be generated

between the goat and the sheep. See fig. 124, the Arms
of Arnold, gules, a musimon, argent.

The Dragon is a quadruped having the tail of a ser-

pent, with a pair of ribbed wings. Herein he differs

from the Spiuc&v ofantiquity, whence he derives his name.

The BpaKwv was merely a large serpent. Dragons are the

supporters of the Arms of the City of London. A dragon
with seven heads is called a hydra. Or, a dragon passant,

gules, isthiKjfrms of the Empire of China. See fig. 125.

The"Gryphon is an animal having the head, the wings,

and the talons of the eagle in front, and the hinder

parts of a lion. The 'ipv^jr of the Ancients, whence this Blazonry.

creature has his name, was a bird. The gTyphon, when v-^~v~-''

rampant, with wings erect, is said to be segreant, or ser-

greant, probably from surgo ; and sable, a gryphon ser-

greant, or, is the Arms of the Honourable Society of

Gray's Inn, London. Fig. 126.

The Salamander is an animal somewhat resembling a

lizard, and always represented in flames. See fig. 127,

azure, a salamander, proper, the Arms of Cennino.

The Opinicus has the head and wings of an eagle, the

body of a lion, and the tail of a camel. It is the crest

of the Company of Barber-surgeons of London. See

fig. 128.

Any animal may be Heraldically converted into a

marine monster, by changing the lower part of the

body into the tail of a fish. Thus are formed the sea-

horse, sea-lion, &c. Heraldically called horse poisson, lion

poisson, &c.

Monstrous birds are the allerion, the martlet, the

cannet, the phoenix, the wyvern, and the cockatrice.

The Allerion is an eagle sans beak and feet.

The Martlet is a corruption of the French martinette,

the small martin ; it resembles a martin without legs.

The French have again corrupted our word into mer-

lette, which would seem to signify a little blackbird. The
martlet is a very ancient bearing, and is interesting to

the Englishman from the share which it sustains in the

Arms of our Saxon Kings: those of Edward the Con-

fessor (fig. 129) are blazoned azure, a cross flory, be-

tween five martlets, in orle, or.

The Cannet is a duck tans beak and feet.

The Phanix is a well-known creation of ancient ima-

gination. It is represented like an eagle, with gaudy
plumage, unless the colour be expressed, and sitting on
a blazing nest. A phoenix on a ducal coronet is the

crest of Seymour. Fig. 130.

The IVyvern is a two-legged dragon ; as a winged

biped, he may deserve to be classed among the chime-

rical birds. Fig. 131 is the ancient bearing of the

Vandals, quartered in the ancient Arms ofDenmark and

Norway : gules, a wyvern with wings displayed and

tail nowed, or. The escutcheon is ensigned with the

crown of Denmark.
The Cockatrice has the head and feet of a cock, with

the wings and tail of a dragon. When the tail is ter-

minated by the head of a dragon, he is called a basilisk.

Argent, a cockatrice, sable, crested and jelloped, gules,

is the bearing of Langley. Fig. 132.

Charges decorated with the heads of serpents are

termed gringolly ; of lions, leonced ; of eagles, aqui-

lated ; of peacocks, pavonaled, Sc. See the Arms of

Kaer, fig. 133, gules, a plain cross, ermine, gringolly,

proper.

Of inanimate charges, we consider vegetable produc- Inanimate,

tions as first deserving notice, from the intermediate W-gvtables.

situation which they occupy between the rest of the

inanimate world and animals.

Trees and flowers are subject to couping as well as

animals. They are besides blasted, when leafless ; t ra-

dicated, when the roots appear ; slipped, when irregu-

laris broken off; pendent, if drooping ; frucltd, if bear-

ing fruit; accrued, if full grown. A wheatsheaf is called

a zarb.

Heraldic flowers, i. e. such flowers as have a purely

Heraldic representation, are the rose, the rleur-<le-hs

the trefoil, the quaterfoil, the cinkfoil, the narcissus, and

the double quaterfoil.
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Heraldry. Of thi' Heraldic n>K, we have given a representation

in tiff. 134. the Arm- of dotal Church. Oxford. SahU,

on a cross engrailed, argent, a lion psimnnt, gules, be-

tween four leopards' heads, azure; on a chief, or, a rose,

gules, barded rerf, between two Cornish choughs,

proper*
Of the fleur-de-lys, we have (riven some account

before. Our example for this will of course be the Arm-

of France, azure, three fleur-de-lys. or, as represented in

fi<r. 135. Any charge ornamented with fleur-de-lys (not

used as charges) is called fiory.

The remaining flowers represent different spirits

of grass, having respective!;, three, four, five, six, and

eight leaves. Examples occur in the following escut-

cheons.

Fiir. 136. The trefoil thiles, on a bend argent, three

trefoils within a bordure, Bert, the bearing of Doc-

tors' Commons, being the arms of Dr. Harvey, the

founder.

Fiir. 137. The quaterfoil. Gules, five quaterfoils

in saltire, or. Name, Palmer.

Fig. 13S. The cinkfoil. Or, a chevron between

has sometimes six, but most generally five points, all Blazonry.

plain ; when a mullet aloue is mentioned it has always —

^

<
<-•-'

five |x)ints. Fig. 145, gules, on a chief, argent, two mul-
lets, table, is the Anus of the great Lord Chancellor

Bacon, Baron \ eralam and Viscount St. Alban's. A
\cr\ similar bearing, viz. argent, on a chief, gules, two
mullets pierced, or, is the Arms of St. John, Lord Boling-

broke.

A thunderbolt is a fantastical imitation of the ancient

representation of this object. Sable, a thunderbolt, or,

the pretended Arms of Scylhia. Fig. 146.

Of precious stones the only one which is strictly Preciouf

Heraldic is the escarbuncle or carbuncle, which is borne »tones.

generally of eight rays, as in fig. 147, gults, a chief,

argent, over all an escarbuncle of eight rays, or. This is

the bearing of the Plantagenet family, in their repre-

sentative Geoffrey, Earl ofAnjou, father of Henry II. of

England.
Artificial charges are, Artificial,

1. Ecclesiastical. The sacerdotal pall, or pallium.

We have an instance in fig. 148, the Arms of the See of

Canterbury : azure, a staff in pale, or, bearing on its

three cinktbils, gules, for All Souls' College, Oxford. i^JarTa cross paty, argent, surmounted of a sacerdotal pall

Combina-
tion of

animals and

plants.

Celestial

bodies.

Fig. 139. The narcissus. A rgenl, a narcissus, gules.

Xante, Sextill.

There is a curious combination of animal and plant

exhibited in the Arms of the See of Hereford, fig. 140,

gules, three leopards' heads reversed, jessant as many
fleur-de-lys, or.

Of all objects not possessing life the heavenly bodies

will first claim our notice.

The sun is represented as a circle rayonny, contain-

ing a human face. He is usually or; and when this

is the case, he is said to be in his splendour ; when he

is sable, he is in his detriment. We shall give a repre-

sentation of a Heraldic sun in a singular coat shortly to

be noticed.

The full moon, or moon in her complement, is a circle

containing a female face, and surrounded with rectili-

near ravs. When argent, it is only necessary to say

proper, or leave the colour unmentioned. When sable,

the moon is said to be in her detriment. We shall ex-

hibit her in the coat just mentioned.

An increscent is a horned moon, the horns being to

the dexter of the escutcheon. Fig. 141, azure, an in-

crescent, argent, is the Arms of the Turkish Empire.
A crescent is the same, the horns being towards the

chief. See fig. 142, the Arms of Tutbury Monastery,

azure, a saltire vair of gold and red, between four cres-

cents, argent.

A decrescent is the same, having the horns to the

sinister. See fig. 143, azure, a decrescent, proper. Name,
Delaluna.

An estoile, or Heraldic star, has its points all wavy ; if

they vary from six, the number must be specified. This

charge, together with the Heraldic sun and moon, is

curiously exemplified in the bearing ofJohn de Fontibus,

six«h Bishop of Ely. His Arms appear in fig. 144.

They are blazoned azure, in chief, the sun in his splen-

dour, the moon in her complement ; in base, the 7
stars, 1. 2, 1,2, 1, or.

A mullet is supposed to represent a meteor, and

* The author of the Synopti* of Heruldry observes, " in this one
example, you have all the common eoloun in Heraldry, and acci-

dent* either oflines, or things charged with or interposed, by ordi-

naries or ordinary charges.

"

of the last, charged with four other like crosses fitchy,

sable, edged and fringed of the second. Of mitres,

crosiers, &c. we shall treat separately.

2. Honourable. This head would embrace all

coronets, insignia, &c, but these will be treated sepa-

rately. We shall therefore only notice one which is

more especially confined to the escutcheon, viz. the

annulet, a plain ring as in fig. 149. The Arms of the

German Empire, now those of Austria, are or, on an

eagle with two heads displayed, sable, each head within

an annulet, argent, grasping with the dexter claw two
swords, with the sinister a mound, an escutcheon bear-

ing gules, a fess argent, impaled with *ules, a tower

argent.

3. Military. Heraldry having taken its rise entirely

from military distinctions, is necessarily rich in military

emblems; and its wealth has been especially augmented
by the tournaments. Helmets, considered as distinc-

tions of rank, u ill fall most properly under the division of

marshalling.* But those military implements which occur

as peculiar bearings on the escutcheon, may well be con-

sidered here. The chaplet somewhat resembles the

crowns which have been already delineated. Fig. 150,

argent, three duplets, vert, are the Arms of Richardson.

The morion (quasi Morian, or Moorish, being used by

that people) is a steel cap, represented in fig. 151, the

Arms of Hrudenell , argent, a chevron, gules, between three

morions, azure. The Heraldic morion differs considerably

from the article of defensive armour generally so called.

The tilting staff, used in jousts and martial exercises,

contributes, with its parts, to the resources of Heraldry.

It exactly resembles a lance, except that it terminates in

what is termed a cronel, or coronal. We give a repre-

sentation of one, after Gwillim, with the references. A
is the bur, or rest for the hand. B, the place of the

hand. C is the vamplet, a movable guard to the hand.

D is the cronel. Fig. 152.

Fig. 153 is blazoned thus: argent, a chevron be-

tween three rests, gules, for Arthur of Clopton. The
bearing is supposed to represent the rests into which
the tilting staves were fixed ; but they are by some
armorists called clarions.

* It may be worth observing, that when
mt-ntiuned in blazon, it is always an etqutre'i.

a helmet" only is
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Heraldry. A pkeon is supposed to be the iron head (ferrum) of

~—^-—s a javelin or arrow. It is a common bearing in armory.

See fig. 154, or, a pheon, azure, for Sidney.

A sweep, or balista, is not, in strictness, exclusively

Heraldic, yet from the rarity of its delineation, we may
be allowed to exemplify it in the arms of Magnall,

fig. 153, argent, a sweep, azure, charged with a stone,

or. When a sword bears any charge on its point,

it is said to be enjiled with it ; and when any military

instrument is spotted with blood, it is said to be imbrued.

4. Pertaining to the Arts liberal. The billet, sup-

posed to be the representation of a folded letter. It is

a long, rectangular parallelogram, placed paleways on

the escutcheon. When the number of billets in a coat

exceeds ten, the coat is called btllety. See representation

in fig. 1 56, the Arms of the Kingdom of the Netherlands,

azure, billety, a lion rampant, or.

5. Pertaining to clothing. Under this head we may
class the manch, (manche, Fr. sleeve,) a device of not

^unfrequent occurrence. It represents a flowing sleeve.

See fig. 157, the Arms of Hastings, or, a manch, gules.

A shoe, called by the Irish a brogue, is sometimes

found in armory, as in fig. 159, the Arms of Arthur of

Ireland, gules, a chevron between three brogues, or.

6. Miscellaneous.

These we shall class alphabetically, simply referring

the reader to the examples in the plates, as many of

these devices cannot be clearly defined.

Fig. 159. Gules, three arches, argent, masoned, sable

;

the capitals and bases or. Name, Arches.

Fig. 160. Or, three barnacles, gules. Name, Barnack.

The barnacle is supposed to be an instrument for hold-

ing and curbing horses.

Fig. 161. Sable, three fire beacons, or, inflamed, pro-

per. Name, Dawntry.

Fig. 162. Gules, three birdbolls, argent. Name,
Bottlesham. The birdbolt is represented diversely, as we
have shown in this example ; but one mode only ought
to be exhibited in drawing the Arms.

Fig. 163. Azure, on a chevron, between three ma-
nagebits, argent, three bosses, sable, the Arms of the Lori-

mers of London.
Fig. 164. Argent, three boterols, gules, the Arms of

the Duchy of Angria. They are surmounted by the

electoral bonnet. The boterol is the tag of a scabbard.

Fig. 165. Gules, a Katharine wheel, or, the Arms of

Katharine Hall, Cambridge.
Fig. 166. Gules, three chessrooks, argent. Name,

Walsingham.
Fig. 167. A crampet ; the badge of Delawar. It has

the same signification as the boterol.

Fig. 168. Argent, a heart, proper, within a. fetterlock,

sable, on a chief, azure, three boars' heads of the field.

Name, Lockhart. An ancestor of this family carried

the heart of Robert Bruce to Palestine; whence the

bearing.

Fig. 169. Sable, a chevron between three fleams,

argent, the Arms of the Surgeons of London. The
fleam is an old kind of lancet.

Fig. 170. Per pale, gules and azure, a Jleece, or,

hooped and ringed ; ^n chief, a lion passant gardant,

between two fleur-de-lys of the second. Or the latter

part may be blazoned, a lion of England between two
fleur-de-lys of France. The Arms of the town of Tavi-

stock.

Fig. 171. A gurges, proper. Name, Gorges. Water
is Heraldically represented by equal alternate spaces of

azure and argent. The spiral form indicates a whirlpool.

It is enough, therefore, to blazon this proper; if the

colours were any other they should be particularized.

Fig. 172. Azure, on a chevron between three hat-

bands, or, three merillons, sable, the Arms of the hatband
makers of London.

Fig. 173. Argent, a hayfork between three mullets,

sable, the Arms of Burton-Conyngham, Marquess of
Conyngham.

Fig. 174. Gules, a chevron between three Bowen'i
knots, argent. Name, Bowen.

Fig. 175. Dacre's knot. The badge of Dacre.

Fig. 176. Harrington's knot. The badge of Har-
rington.

Fig. 177. Lacy s knot. The badge of Lacy.

Fig. 178. Gules, a tower, argent, masoned, sable,

between two Stafford knots in chief, and a lion passant

gardant in base, or, the Arms of the town of Stafford.

Fig. 179. Argent, a cardinal's hat, gules, the strings

in iruelove. These Arms are sometimes assigned to

Sclavonia. But others are sometimes used.

Fig. 180. Wakes knot. The crest of Wake.
Fig. 181. Gules, a. lure, argent. The Arms of Warre.

The lure was thrown up in the air to attract the hawk
back.

Fig. 182. Argent, a lymphad, sable, the Arms of the

Earldom of the Isle of Arran. The lymphad is a small

coasting vessel.

Fig. 183. Argent, & chevron between three milrinds,

sable. Name, James, of Surrey. Three ordinary re-

presentations of the milrind are here given, although

one only ought to be preserved in drawing the Arms.
Fig. 184. Per pale, azure and gules, two Palmers'

staffs in saltire, or, the Arms of the Priory of New
Nantwich. Two representations are here given of the

Palmer's staff, although one only should be preserved in

delineating the Arms.
Fig. 185. Or, papillone, gules. Name Grimball.

Fig. 1S6. Azure, three pennyyard pence, proper.

Name, Spence.

Fig. 187. Gules, a portcullis, argent, nailed and
pointed, azure, the arms of the Borough of Harwich.

Fig. 188. Azure, on a bend, gules, two garbs, or, on
a chief, sable, a Tau, argent, the Arms of Thavies Inn,

London.
Fig. 189. Argent, treilly, gules, nailed, or. Name.

Bardonenche.

Fig. 190. Sable, on a bend between two turrets,

argent, three pheons, gules. On a chief, or, a lion

passant gardant, between two lozenges, azure. Name,
Johnson.

Fig. 191. Argent, a cross engrailed, gules, between

four water bougets, sable. Name, Bourchier. Four
varieties of this charge are given in the example for the

sake of illustration ; but one only should be employed in

the drawing. That in the dexter base is the most

usual.

Fig. 192. Argent, a wreath, or torse, argent and sable,

garnished with four hawks' bells, or. Name, Jocelyn.

Fig. 193. Argent, a fess wreathy, azure and gules.

Name, Carmichael.

We have now, we believe, offered the reader a suffi-

cient number of rules and examples in blazonry to

enable him to blazon any escutcheon which may present

itself. It is true that we have not crowded our plates

with " glaziers' nippers," " hempbreaks," " woolcarders,"

&c. although those, and many similar implements, are

Bliionry.
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Heraldry, occasionally borne in Arms. Such devices undergo no
—-v.^—> change in the crucible of I IcraUlry ; it is not, therefore,

necessary to notice them here Ignorance of their ti>nn

i- no) Heraldic bul technical ignorance; and as the

adoptive power of Heraldry is literally infinite, it would

be impossible to trace her footsteps universally.

II. Mar- We are now, therefore, ready to enter on that branch

hailing. of the system which is called Marshalling. As blazonry

teaches the description of coat armour, so Marshalling is

concerned with the arrangement of it. Blazonry fur-

nishes the nomenclature, Marshalling the rationale, of

Heraldry. Degrcesofrank and affinity are distinguished

by this department of the theory ; and while the family

coat remains unaltered, Marshalling discovers whether

its peculiar owner is single or married, what is his dis-

tance from the inheritance, what is his rank in the state,

and what honours or disgraces he has received. To
Marshalling, therefore, Heraldry is indebted for most of

its interest, and all its utility.

Arms in general are divided into perfect and imperfect

Perfect are. 1. Abstract, or warranted by regular descent

2. Terminal, belonging to brethren of the right line.

3. Collateral, borne by brethren of the heir male. 4.

Pixal, in third degree bj right line of male heirs. Im-

perfect are, 1 Granted by the Eking with a lordship.

2. The liil't of the King derived by a Herald. 3. The
ensign of a Saracen won in field. 4. Heir female of

elder branch. 5. Anns of bastardy.

In treating this subject we shall discourse, I. On
family distinctions. II. On those of rank. III. On
those of honour. IV. On abatements. V. On ensigns.

Family dis- I. The must simple family distinctions are those which
i ictiona. are technically termed differences.
Differences. Ordinaries appear to have been anciently used as

differences. Rut no traces of this practice reducible to

anv regularity are to be met with. The hordure was
formerly extensively employed in differencing' the mem-
bers of a family. The eldest son bore the Arms alone

;

the other members added a hordure, ensigned with some
expressive Device. Hut these Devices were not of

general application, and were only intelligible to those

previously acquainted with them. Whereas the differ-

ences now in use, are, under the same circumstances,

always the same ; except only in the Royal Family.

Bordures yvere formerly especially in use in the Royal
Family: partly for differencingcollateral branches, and not

unfrequenUy illegitimatedescendants. For the latter pur-

pose, bordures company were commonly used. Hamlin
Plantagenet, natural brother of Henry II., bore for dif-

ference a hordure, gules, enurny of six lioncels passant, or.

Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Richmond and Somerset, ille-

gitimate son of Henry VIII., bore a bordure quarterly,

perflew of ermine and countercompony, or and azure.

The present Duke of Beaufort, who is descended from a

natural son of Henry Beaufort, Duke of Somerset,

grandson of John of Gaunt, bears round the Arms of

that Prince a bordure compony, argent and azure ; and
the present Duke of Richmond, descendant of a natural

son of Charles II., bears round the Arms of that Monarch
a bordure compony, gules and argent ; the latter spaces

being ensigned with roses of the first. " A chevron is

never to be seen in the armorial ensigns of Kings and
Princes, nor as a brisure in the arms of their descendants."

(Peacham apud Nisbet.)
" Marks of cadency,"* says Mr. Dallaway, (sec. 7.)

* By marks of cadency, Mr. Dallaway here intends what we call

iifferene:t.

"are discriminated from each other by nine several Marshat

modes. 1. Change of the tincture of the field. 2. Of ling-

the essentia] figures. 3. By dividing the field by various v-^v/—

^

partition hues. 4. By altering the position of the

figures. 5. By diminishing their number. 6. Bv in-

creasing them. 7. By adding others to the principal.

8. By quartering. 9. By transposing." But all these

variations took place according to no settled rules. In
illustration of this remark we may observe, that of the

five sons of Arnold, Count of Arescot, the first bore his

paternal arms, or, three fleur-de-lys, sable.

The second gules argent.

The third argent gules.

The fourth argent sable.

The fifth gules or.

The present mode of differencing Houses is by what Maxksof

are called mark* of filiation or caden<y. These are cadency.

small charges, but placed in the most conspicuous situa-

tion of the shield, and of whatever metal, colour, or fur,

may be best adapted for discovering them to the eye.

The eldest son bears a label of three points. Some an-

cient Heralds assign him a label of five points in the

life of his grandfather, and one of three afterwards.

But this practice is seldom employed at present; and
the eldest son frequently never takes up his difference

at all. The second son bears for his difference a cres-

cent ; the third, a mullet; the fourth, a martlet; the

fifth, an annulet; the sixth, a tleur-de-lys ; the seventh,

a rose ; the eighth, a cross moline ; the ninth, a double

quaterlbil. The second House, or second son's family,

bear, respectively, the eldest a crescent ensigned with a
label; the second, the same ensigned with a crescent

;

the third, the same ensigned with a mullet, &c. and so

throughout. The third House bear respectively, the

eldest a mullet ensigned with a label ; the second, the

same ensigned with a crescent, &c. &c. in like manner.
These distinctions never belong to females, except in

the Royal Family, where the whole system of brisures

differs. The Royal Family do not bear the Royal Arnisof
right ; they must be granted by the King, and regis

tered in the College of Arms. Hence the frequency of

bordures and other differences, formerly attached to the

Royal Arms ; and hence, too, the vacillation of modern
differences in this family. All the brisures of the Royal
Family are labels, which extend to females. Those of
the present family, which we have engraved, were settled

in the last reign, and can readily be blazoned by the

student from what has been already delivered.

When these brisures were invented is not easy to

say. It is evident, however, that they were in

use in the time of Edward I., as appears from that

truly curious document, the Roll of Karlaverock, wherein
it is asserted that Maurice de Berkeley bore a label

because his father was alive.

E Morices de Berhetee,

Ki compaigms fu de ee/e atee,

Bantere de vermeille cum sane,

Croissittie o un chievrun blanc,

Ou un label de asur avoit

Porce que ces peres vivoit.

The Book of St. Albans says :
" ther be vj differences

in armys. ij for the excellent and iiij for the nobles.

Labell and emborduryng for lordis. Jemews, molettys,

flowre delyce and quyntfbyles for thee nobles."

Females bear their paternal Arms on a lozenge before Alliance*,

marriage ; afterwards they bear them impaled with
those of the husband on the sinister side, which is called

Impalement per Baron et Femme. Widows bear the
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Heraldry Arms of their husbands, impaled with their own, as

when married, on a lozenge. When a widower mar-

ries, he marshals his own coat between the coats of his

wives; his former wife's on the dexter. A most remark-

able example is given by Gwillim in the Arms of Sir

Gervase Clifton, who married seven times : the Arms of

his wives are marshalled in seven compartments, four

on the dexter, and three on the sinister side of his own
coat.

In cases where the husband or wife enjoys some

jtetuliar distinction, as when the husband is an Arch-

bishop, Bishop, King ofArms, or Knight ofsome military

order, or where the husband is of rank inferior to the

wife, his escutcheon is placed on the dexter side ; con-

taining, if a Bishop, or Kingof Arms, the Arms of his See

or office impaled with his own ; if otherwise, his own
Arms, decorated with his peculiar additions, if any ; on

the sinister the wife's escutcheon is placed, containing

the Arms of her husband impaled with her own, and

bearing her peculiar distinctions, if such there be.

Where the wife was of noble blood, and the husband

a commoner, it was formerly sometimes customary to

marshal the wife's Arms to the dexter ; but this is now
obsolete.

Formerly, the husband and wife's Arms were impaled

by dimidiation ; that is, the dexter half of the hus-

band's coat was impaled with the sinister of the wife's.

Fig. 193 represents the seal of Margaret, second Queen
of Edward I., which affords a specimen of this species of

conjunction. In France this custom prevailed up to the

time of the Revolution ; but in England, it has been long

since discontinued for the soundest reasons. In many
cases it would have the effect of totally changing the

Arms, and, in most, it would render those of each party

unintelligible. For instance, the Arms of Stanhope are

quarterly, ermine and gules ; those of Waldegrave, are

party per pale, argent and gules ; the impalement of

these coats per baron et femme, would destroy every

vestige of both, leaving a new perfect coat, gules, a
quarter ermine. Cantons and quarters would perish in

the bearing of the female : many Heraldic animals

would become equivocal ; and where Arms were quar-

tered, some of the coats would be totally lost. But
before Heraldry had become systematized, such alter-

ations were not deemed important, as conjunctions

apparently more incongruous were sometimes made.
Henry II., whose Arms were gules, two leopards passant

gardant, in pale, or, on his marriage with Eleanor of

Aquitain, whose Anns were gulex, a leopard passant

gardant or, united the two bearings into gules, three

leopards passant gardant, in pale, or. And Philip the

Bold, Duke of Burgundy, bore his own Arms dimidiated,

and those of his wife in full.

The bordure and tressure may be considered the onlv
cases in which the early practice is not entirely repealed ;

when these ordinaries are impaled, they are cut otf on
the side of the impalement.

Where the wife is an heiress or coheiress, her Anns
are borne on an inescutcheon over those of her husband.

In this case the inescutcheon takes the name of an
escutcheon of pretence. But this arrangement is not

allowed until the death of her father. In some ancient

coats we find the Arms of the husband and wife quar-
terly, and even those of the wife in the first quarter.

This is where a man receives a barony or any feudal

tenure in right of his wife. And the same thing takes

place wherever a surname is added. Thus the present

vol. v.

Duke of Marlborough, whose original name was Spen-
cer, having taken the name of Churchill, bears the coats

of Churchill and Spencer quarterly.

Where the father can place his wife's Arms on an
escutcheon of pretence, the children may quarter them
with the paternal coat ; and from a series of descents of
this description arises that abundance of quartering
which may be noticed in the shields of some noble
families.

When there are only two coats to be quartered, the

first in precedence or dignity occupies the first and third

quarter; and the other quarters are supplied by the

latter. If the number of coats be odd, the last quarter
is generally supplied by the leading bearing, although
foreign Heralds sometimes make a point in the base of
the shield, which reduces the quartering to an odd
number. This mode of marshalling enters into the

Arms of Hanover, which form part of the bearings of
the British Sovereign, where Brunswick, Luneburg,
and Saxony are thus arranged.

When a widower marries, having no male issue by
his late wife, his male issue by the second wife become,
of course, his heirs ; but a daughter by the former wife

is heir to the mother ; to indicate which she bears her
maternal Arms, with all their quarterings, if anv there

be, with her paternal Arms on a canton. These rules

afford a sufficiently clear outline of the general system
of expressing alliances. Its refinements may be studied

in " rules for the dewe quarteringe of Amies," a MS.
in the Herald's College attributed to Glo\Tr, " the most
diligent and skilful of his contemporaries," as he is

called by Mr. Dallaway, who has published the " rules"

in his Inquiries into the Origin and Progress of the

Science of Heraldry in England, sec. 7.

These rules, however, do not apply to the reigning

posterity of Sovereign Princes. The Sovereign, in as-

suming the National bearing, foregoes his private Arms.
The quarterings of National Arms are regulated purely

by National causes. The Sovereign's consort bears her
Arms on a shield to the sinister of her husband's. But
they are never quartered by succeeding Monarchs, as the

effect of such a permission would be eventually to

destroy international distinctions.

When a State consists of a number ofunited States, it

is usual for the Prince to quarter their Arms in the order

of their importance. When England and Scotland

were first united, the Arms of those two Countries were
impaled in the first quarter of the shield of Great
Britain ; an unusual, but significant arrangement, by
which a marriage between the nations were implied.

This distribution is now discontinued, and the Anns of
Scotland form one of the quarterings of the shield of
Great Britian. But where a Prince governs several

independent nations, it is usual to put the Arms of the

less considerable on escutcheons of pretence, ensigned
with their proper crown or other emblem of Sove-
reignty. Thus the King of Great Britain, when Elector
of Hanover, bore the Arms of Hanover on an escut-

cheon of pretence, surmounted of the electoral bonnet;
and now as King of Hanover, he bears the same, but
surmounted of the crown royal. This rule, however,
has not been always minutely observed ; as the Arms of
Ireland before the Union, were not marshalled on an
escutcheon of pretence, but formed, as they do now, one
of the regular quarterings of the whole national escut-

cheon ; and the same may be said of some continental

bearings. " Arms of special concession are those of
4 k

Marshal-

ling.
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Heraldry. the Sovereign, or parts of them which cannot be

granted bv Heralds w ithoul a warrant from the Sovereign.

And, secondly, such Anns take place before all other sorts

of Arms. Ami, thirdly. Heralds are to record them in

their registers, and to pass them on all solemnities."*

Hatchments Hatchments and funeral escutcheons enter SO much
and funeral into the province of Heraldry that it will be necessary

escutcheon* to notice them here. A funeral achievement,t vulgarly

called hatchment, is a square piece of board or other

material, the border of which is painted black, and

which is suspended from one of its corners against the

front of the house of a deceased person, where, after

remaining one year, it is usually removed into the

Parish church. The centre is filled up with the Arms
of the deceased, painted according to rules hereafter to

be set down. A funeral escutcheon is an oblong piece

oi cloth, similarly bordered, and hung lengthways on
horses and funeral decorations. The centre is also

occupied with the Arms of the deceased, and is subject

to the same rules as the hatchment, which follow.

If the deceased be a bachelor, maid, widow, or

widower, the whole ground is painted black. If a
husband, the dexter half of the ground is painted black;

if a wife, the sinister.

If the second wile of a widower, or second husband
of a widow, then those parts of the ground which lie

round the Arms of the deceased are painted black, and
the rest white.

The black ground never touches the Arms of an office;

because that is not in its nature mortal.

A little white space is also sometimes left forthe crest

when it is of any dark colour. When the deceased is

the last of the family, the death's head supplies the

crest.

2. All ranks are not minutely distinguished by
Heraldic symbols. We shall give, however, the degrees

of precedency as established in England, specifying as

we proceed, those which are particularly noticed by
Heraldry. But as crowns, coronets, and helmets arc

among the most prominent distinctions of rank, it may
be useful first to say a few words on the manner of

arranging them.

As the crest should always be placed on the helmet,

either on a wreath, small ducal coronet, or chapeau,
which are considered as making part of the crest ; so,

where a helmet and coronet are to be used together, the

helmet should always be placed uppermost; but in the

cases of the Monarch and Prince of Wales, who bear
crouns, the crown is placed uppermost, and the crest

situated above it, without any intervening object. The
crests of the rest of the Royal Family are placed on small

Prince's coronets without caps, instead of wreaths. All

helmets maybe adorned with what are called mantling*
or lambrequins. The terms are commonly used indis-

criminately, but are not synonymous in their original ac-

ceptation. The mantling was originally a flowing piece

of cloth encompassing the back of the helmet ; the lam-
brequin represents the same cloth considerably hacked
in encounters, and fluttering in all directions. The
latter is most usually employed by modem Heraldry
painters. It was formerly the custom to represent all

* Xiabet, Ettay on Armoury, p. 146.

+ The word achievement, separately taken, signifies a whole armo-
rial bearing ; es-utcheon. helmet, crest, supporters, &c. &c. The
word hatchment, however, has been restricted by custom to an
achievement painted for funeral purjoses.

Distinctions

j. r.iak.

lambrequins gula, doubled (i. e. lined) white,- except Mnrthal-

those of the Sovereign, which were or, doubled ermine. ling.

Hut the College of Ann-, have lately decided in Chapter ~*^v-—

^

that the two first tinctures named in the blazon of the

escutcheon should form those of the lambrequins; the

metal always being inside. Rut if a fur be one of the

two lirsi tinctures, then the colour predominating in the

fur is to stand instead of the fur itself. In the case of a
field vair, the lambrequins should be argent and axurt ;

and, in general, w here equal tinctures compose the field,

the lambrequins should exhibit those tinctures. The
same rules apply to the composition of the wreath;
which should always begin with metal, and end with

colour.

t

There is a kind of mantling much in use with coach-
painters, which, though supported by the authority of
Edmondson, we cannot but deem unclassical. This
mantling embraces the whole achievement, and if

belonging to the Sovereign, is of gold lined with ermine;
if to a Peer, crimson velvet lined in like manner; if to a
Commoner, the same lined with white satin. At Edmond-
son 's suggestion some of the Peerage agreed to adopt the

following distinctions in their niantlings, corresponding
to those adopted on their Coronation robes; a Baron was
to have two timbers of ermine ; a Viscount, two and
a half; an Earl, three; a Marquess three and a half; &c.

If two or more crests are to be placed on the same
escutcheon (which is allowable where Arms are quar-
tered) they must he set on suitable helmets ; the same
rule and practice are observed w hen a Sovereign governs
several independent Monarchies. In these cases, if the

number of helmets be even, the dexter half must be
turned to the sinister, and vice versa; if odd, the centre

helmet must be affronty, or full faced, and the others
as before. In the last case, the helmet of the family, or

leading dignity, occupies the centre ; and those of nearest

dignity are marshalled nearest, dexter and sinister alter-

nately ; otherwise the dexter is the place of honour, and
the inferior crests are marshalled to the sinister.

The following are commonly received as the degrees Precedency
of precedency among men. of men.

1. The King. His armorial ensigns as Sovereign are

the crown of the United Kingdom ; and a full faced

helmet of six bars, all of gold, damasked gules between
the bars. It is not usual, but Heraldic and allowable,

to marshal behind the Arms of the Sovereign the

different sceptres to which he is entitled. The crown
borne in Arms is that with which the Coronation cere-

mony is performed. That of Edward the Confessor
was supposed to be preserved in Westminster Abbey
until the time of Charles I. The crown then used was
sold by the rebels. At the Restoration a new crown
was made, consisting of a rim of jewelled gold, resting

on a border of ermine. On this rim arose four crosses

paty, and four fleur-de-lys alternately from the crosses.

From each cross ascended a richlvjewelled arch, and at

the intersection of these arches was affixed a pedestal

supporting a mound, on which stood a cross of gold
richly ornamented with precious stones. The cap

* White in the interior of mantlings was not blazoned argent,
not being taken for a metal, but a fur; the skin of.the lituit. See
Gwillim, sec. l.ch. iii. but the modern system has changed thb
nature of the blazon.

f Yet fur was certain".) used in doublings formerly j witness that
very remarkable instance adduced by Gwillim, ch. v sec. fi. " I
find in the church of Gravenest, in the county of Bedford, «
window, a mantle table, doubled verrey,'' [vair or va\ry.]
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ililry. within the crown is of purple velvet, lined with white

taffeta, and turned up with ermine. The King and
Princes use a full-faced helmet of gold, with six bars,

and damasked with crimson.

2. The Prince of Wales. He is distinguished by a

coronet, differing only from the imperial crown in being

closed with two arches only, springing from opposite

crosses. He also bears as a badge a plume of feathers

surrounded by an open coronet of alternate fleur-de-lys

and crosses, and bound by a riband, bearing the motto

Ich die/i ; in commemoration of the capture of John,

King of Bohemia, who bore this device, by Edward the

Black Prince, at the battle of Crecy. The Prince of

Wales bears also a mark of filiation, as assigned by the

King, over the Royal arms.

3. Princes of the Blood according to seniority. Their
coronets resemble that of the Prince of Wales, except

that they are not closed.

4. The King's brothers.

5. The King's uncles.

6. The King's grandsons.

7. The King's brothers' or sisters' sons.

S. Husbands of Princesses.

All these (except the latter, who use their paternal

distinction) use a coronet of four alternate crosses paty,

and four strawberry leaves.

9. The Archbishop of Canterbury, Lord Primate of

all England. He impales the Arms of his See with his

own. He bears a mitre, as represented in fig. 147,

but not surrounded with a ducal coronet, as some
writers pretend. The crosier, a kind of sceptre or

Mutts, terminating in a curve resembling a shepherd's

crook, and emblematical of his pastoral charge, is not

necessary to the delineation of Episcopal Arms, but is

frequently found at the back of the Bishop's shield, as

in fig. 147, as also the Bishop's staff.

10. The Lord High Chancellor, or Lord Keeper of
the Great Seal. He bears behind his shield in saltire

two maces of England, as in fig. 144.

11. The Archbishop of York, Primate of England.
As the Archbishop of Canterbury.

12. Lord High Treasurer.

13. Lord President of the Privy Council.

14. Lord Privy Seal.

15. Lord High Constable.

16. Earl Marshal. He bears behind his escutcheon

two bastons in saltire, as in fig.*52.

17. Lord High Admiral.

18. Lord Steward of the Household.
19. Lord Chamberlain of the Household.
The last five take precedence of all of their degree ;

i. e. if Dukes, they precede all Dukes; if Marquesses,
all Marquesses, &c.

20. Dukes according to their patents. The ducal
coronet is ornamented with eight strawberry leaves, five

of which are seen in Heraldic drawings. Crests are

sometimes placed on what is called a ducal coronet, in-

stead of on a wreath ; in this case the strawberrv leaves

are supposed to be four in number, and three are

visible in the drawing. See the coronet in fig.*52.

Dukes, and all Peers, are entitled to a steel helmet in

profile, with bars of gold, damasked crimson.

21. Marquesses according to their patents. The
Marquess's coronet is adorned with tour alternate straw-

berry leaves, and as many pearls. In drawings, three

of the former, and two of the latter, are exhibited. See
fig. 172.

22. Dukes' eldest sons.

23. Earls according to their patents. Earls are not
supposed to have always used their present coronets.
The most ancient instance of an Earl using a coronet at

all is, according to Sandford, John of Eltham, Earl of
Cornwall, on whose monument in Westminster Abbey
it is represented, composed of greater and lesser leaves.
But the present Earl's coronet is ornamented with eight
pearls, raised on pyramidal slips of gold, alternatin"-

with eight strawberry leaves. See it in fig. 131. Before
the introduction of the coronet, the inferior Nobility wore
a chapeau, or cap ofmaintenance, represented in the Arms
of Abtot, Earl of Worcester, fig. 99.

24. Marquesses' eldest sons.

25. Dukes' younger sons.

26. Viscounts according to their patents. The Vis-
count's coronet is adorned with sixteen pearls, nine of
which appear. This canon we lay down on the autho-
rity of the Earl Marshal's order at the Coronation of
George III. The usual representation, however, con-
tains seven pearls only. We have shown it in the Anns
of Lord Bacon, but this is an anachronism. Fig. 144.

27. Earls' eldest sons.

28. Marquesses' younger sons.

29. The Bishop of London. His Heraldic distinc-

tions as the Archbishop of Canterbury.

30. The Bishop ofDurham. His mitre is surrounded
by a ducal coronet, in token that he is a Prince Palatine.
He impales the Arms of his See.

31. The Bishop of Winchester. He is Prelate of the
Orderof the Garter. He therefore wears the distinctions

of that Order. His Arms, impaled with those of his See,
are surrounded by the Garter, which is of blue, bearing
in gold the motto Honi soit qui mat y prttse.

32. Bishops according to priority of consecration.

The Bishop's distinctions are as those of the Archbishop
of Canterbury. If a Bishop he principal Secretarv of
State, he takes precedence of all other Bishops, unless
they hold a more elevated station in the Royal service.

33. Barons according to their patents. Till the time
of Charles II. the Barons wore a plain cap of crimson
velvet faced with ermine. Since, they have borne a
coronet, ornamented with six pearls, four of which ap-

pear in drawings. If a Baron be principal Secretary of
State, he takes precedence of other Barons, unless they
hold higher situations.

34. Speaker of the House of Commons.
35. Viscounts' eldest sons.

36. Earls' younger sons.

37. Barons' eldest sons.

38. Knights of the (Kirter. See their distinctions

under the Bishop of Winchester. All Knights what-
soever are entitled to bear a steel helmet, open, with-

out bais, and damasked crimson. See fig. 153.

39. Privy Councillors.

40. Chancellor of the Exchequer.

41. Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

42. Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench.
43. Vice Chancellor

44. Master of the Rolls.

45. Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas.

46. Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer.
47. Judges and Barons of the Exchequer, of the

degree of the Coif, by seniority.

4S. Bannerets made by the King in person. This
was the highest rank in ancient Chivalry, The ordinary

Knight, a Knight Bachelor, (bat-chevalier,") bore in the

i s. 2

Marshal-

ling.
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UerJdry. field a pennon, or long Streaming flag, on the entl of
v-—n^—' his lance. On occasions of remarkable prowess, the

Monarch summoned the Knight to his Bide, and, cut-

ting off the 1 • » 1 1 a; Streaming part of the pennon, con-

vened it into a square Bag, or banner, which the Knight

ever after bore, and was termed a Knight Banneret.

49. Viscounts' younger sons.

50. Barons' younger sons.

iil. Baronets. Baronets hear, as Knights, an open hel-

met of steel, without 1 kits, damasked crimson. English

and Irish Baronets also bear in the dexter or middle

chief, or at the less point, a small escutcheon, argent, en-

signed with a sinister hand erect, apanmy, gules. See

fig. 29. This is called the badge of Ulster. Baronets

were created by James I. during the troubles in Ire-

land, when the Province of Ulster was, more especially,

in a state of insubordination. They offered their lives,

property, &c. for the defence of the Kingdom. Ori-

ginally their number was but 200, but since it has been

unlimited. Baronets were also created by Charles I.

in pursuance of his father's plan, in order to encouruge

the colonization of the Province of Nova Scotia; these

Baronets bear what is called the badge of Nova Scotia,

viz. an escutcheon, borne as by the Baronets of England
and Ireland, argent, a saltire azure, surmounted by an

inescutcheon of Scotland, royally crowned.

52. Bannerets not made by the King in person.

53. Knights (irand Crosses of the Bath. They bear

their arms encircled with a red riband, bearing in gold

the motto, Tria juueta in uno. The collar and jewel

of the Order may be added. See 38.

54. Knights Commanders of the Bath. See 38.

55. Knights Bachelors. See 38.

56. Companions of the Bath.

57. Eldest sons of the younger sons of Peers.

58. Baronets' eldest sons.

59. Knights of the Garter's eldest sons.

60. Bannerets' eldest sons.

61. Knights of the Bath's eldest sons.

62. Knights' eldest sons.

63. Baronets' younger sons.

64. Esquires of the king's body. All Esquires use

a helmet of steel in profile with the visor closed. See

fig. 113.

65. (ientlemen of the Privy Chamber.
66. Esquires of the Knights of the Bath. See 64.

67. Esquires by creation. See 64.

68. Esquires by office. Kings of Arms, Heralds,

and Pursuivants are Esquires by office. If an inferior

Heraldic officer be a Knight, the superior still takes

precedence. The costume of these officers is a tabard

of the Arms of the Sovereign; that of the Kings is made
of embroidered velvet ; that of the Heralds, of satin ;

that of the Pursuivants, of sarcenet. The Kings wear a

crown, as represented in fig. 110, composed of a circlet

of sixteen acanthus leaves, oak leaves, or feathers, (for

respecting what they are, authors differ,) nine of which
are visible in painting. Round it is inscribed Miserere

mei, Detu, secundum magnam misericordiam tuam.
Both Kings and Heralds wear a collar of SS ; on this

are two portcullises of silver gilt for the Kings, and of
plain silver for the Heralds. On the breast is sus-

pended the Union Badge, and on the back the White
Horse of Hanover. The Pursuivants have no collars.

Each King has Arms of office, which always consist of
argent, a St. George's cross, but the chiefs vary in the

following manner; Garter, azure, within a Garter of the

Order, between a lion of England and a lleur-de-lys of Manlial-

France, a ducal coronet, or, Clarenceui, gules, a lion Bag-

of England crowned, or. Norrby, per pale, azure and
v-—v""*-'

gules, a lion of England crowned between a ffeur-de-

lys and a key, or. See 64.

69. Younger sons of Knights of the Garter.

70. Younger sons of Bannerets.

71. Younger suns of Knights of the Bath.

72. Younger sons of Knights Bachelors.

73. Gentlemen entitled to bear arms.

The degrees of Precedency among females are as fol- Precedency

lows

:

of """«"•

1. The Queen. Her crown is that of the King.

And in general it may be observed, that the coronets of

females are those of the corresponding dignity among
men. Helmets never accompany female bearings.

2. The Princess of Wales.

3. King's daughters.

4. Wives of the King's sons.

5. Wives of the King's brothers.

6. Wives of the King's uncles.

7. The King's grandanghters.

8. Wives of the eldest sons of Royal Dukes.

9. Daughters of Royal Dukes.

10. Wives of the King's brothers' or sisters' sons.

11. Duchesses.

12. Marchionesses.

13. Wives of the eldest sons of Dukes.

14. Daughters of Dukes.

15. Countesses.

16. Wives of the eldestsons of Marquesses.

17. Daughters of Marquesses.

18. Wives of the younger sons of Dukes.

19. Viscountesses.

20. Wives of the eldest sons of Earls.

21. Daughters of Earls.

22. Wives of the younger sons of Marquesses.

23. Baronesses.

24. Wives of the eldest sons of Viscounts.

25. Daughters of Viscounts.

26. Wives of the younger sons of Earls.

27. Wives of the eldest sons of Barons.

2S. Daughters of Barons.

29. Maids of Honour.
30. Wives of the younger sons of Viscounts.

31. Wives of the younger sons of Barons.

32. Wives of Baronets.

33. Wives of Knights of the Garter.

34. Wives of Bannerets.

35. Wives of Knights of the Bath.

36. Wives of Knights Bachelors.

37. Wives of the eldest sons of the younger sons of

Peers.

38. Wives of the eldest sons of Baronets.

39. Daughters of Baronets.

40. VYives of the eldest sons of Knights of the Garter.

41. Daughters of Knights of the Garter.

42. Wives of the eldest sons of Bannerets.

43. Daughters of Bannerets.

44. Wives of the eldest sons of Knights of the Bath.

45. Daughters of Knights of the Bath.

46. Wives of the eldest sons of Knights Bachelors.

47. Daughters of Knights Bachelors.

48. Wives of the younger sons of Baronets.

49. Daughters of Knights.

50. Wives of the Esquires of the King's body.

51. Wives of the Esquires to the Knights of the Bath.
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Distinc-

tions of

honour.

Heraldry. 52. Wives of Esquires by creation,

v^.-v-^* 53- Wives of Esquires by office.

Abatements 54. Wives of the younger sons of Knights of the

Garter.

55. Wives of the younger sons of Bannerets.

56. Wives of the youngersons of Knights of the Bath.

57. Wives of the younger sons of Knights Bachelors.

58. Wives of Gentlemen entitled to bear arms.

59. Daughters of Esquires entitled to bear arms.

60. Daughters of Gentlemen entitled to bear arms.

3. The crowns mentioned in the early Historical

part of this Essay are distinctions still in use. Their
application has been already noticed. They are mar-
shalled above the helmet, coronet, &c. but usually below
the crest.

The Arms of the Sovereign, or part thereof, are

sometimes allowed to be borne as marks of peculiar

favour. Richard II. is said to be the first who granted

Arms of augmentation. Ordinaries, too, are added, of

which the most usual are the chief and the canton.

These ordinaries are generally ensigned with some sig-

nificant device, or a portion of the Royal Arms as before.

Thus Lord Nelson's paternal coat was augmented by
a chief wavy argent, bearing a palm-tree between a

ship at sea and a castle, all proper; the Arms of Thomas
Lord Roos, created in 1525 Earl of Rutland, which
were originally, or, two bars, azure, a chief gules, were
thus altered : or, two bars, azure, a chief quarterly, first

and fourth, two fleur-de-lys of France, second and third,

a lion of England; and the Arms of John Churchill,

Baron of Eymouth in Scotland, (sable, a lion rampant,
argent,) were augmented by James II. with a canton
argent, charged with a cross of St. George.

Henry VI II. was, in the highest degree, lavish of
Heraldic distinctions. On Ann Boleyn he conferred the

Arms of the Earls of Lancaster, of Angoulfime, and
Guienne, which she quartered with those of the alli-

ances of her own family; but her family coat itself was
dropped. To Jane Seymour he gave a coat of augmen-
tation, or, on a pile, gules, between six fleur-de-lys,

azure, three lions of England, which is quartered by
the Seymours, Dukes of Somerset, to the present day.

To Katharine Howard he assigned two whole coats, to

be quartered with her own, vis. I. azure, three fleur-de-

lys, in pale, or, on two flanches ermine, as many roses

gules; and II. azure, two lions passant gardant, between
four demi-fleur-de-lys, or. Lastly, to Katharine Parr
he granted the following coat, to be quartered with her

proper one : argent, on a pile, between six roses, gules,

three others of the field.

4. While we are on the subject of Marshalling, we
may be expected to notice what Menestrier calls sottises

Anglaises ; abatements, or symbols of disgrace intro-

duced into Arms. In this respect we fear we are too

open to the sarcastic Frenchman's assaults. Abatements,
of course, are never used, except in a case which we
shall presently mention; and in this, if they are follies,

they are shared by our continental neighbours.

Abatements must always be tawny or murry, except

only bastons. As it would be impossible or invidious

to present the reader with real coats containing these

abatements, we must give them separately.

Fig. 195 is a delf, or quadrant spot. If this bearing
be repeated in the escutcheon, or be of metal, or
charged, it is not to be taken for an abatement. This
is the sign of a revoked challenge.

Fig. 196 is an escutcheon reversed. It belongs to

him who uncourteously treats a lady, or deserts his Marshal

Sovereign's banner. lin^.

Fig. 197 is a point dexter parted, and belongs to a ^"V"-^

boaster.

Fig. 198 is a point in point ; the designation of one
who behaves slothfully in the field.

Fig. 199 is a point chumpain. It belongs to one
who kills a prisoner of war.

Fig. 200 is a gore sinister. It is given to effeminate
persons.

Fig. 201 represents two gussets, dexter and sinister.

Both are abatements ; the former for voluptuousness,
the latter for intoxication.

The plain point, assigned for lying, is exemplified in

fig. 3, where it forms the lowest division of the escut-
cheon.

The baston, already noticed, is the abatement of a
bastard, and the only abatement used.* It is, moreover,
hereditary, and can only be removed by the King. A
bastard may bear his mother's Arms without this abate-
ment; but if he bear his father's, he must add it. The
illegitimate descendants of some of our Kings have
thought fit to incur this blemish for the sake of retain-

ing the Royal Arms ; an instance of which we have in

the family of Fitzroy, Duke of Grafton, whose coat will

be found in fig. 64. The baston must not be borne of
metal, except by the descendants of Kings.
A traitor's coat is represented reversed, and is not

blazoned by the technical, but proper names of the tinc-

tures, except where such tinctures are themselves tech-

nical.

5. Ensigns are either national or personal. The anti- Ensigns.

quity of the former has been already shown ; and they
still retain some peculiarities of ancient Heraldry. They
are, for the most part, different altogether from the Arms
of the Country which they represent; except what are

called " Standards," which are usually the same. The
ensigns of the Norman Monarchs appear to have been
wholly different from the National bearing and from each
other. Argent, across, gules, was, at an early period,

borne in the English army, and considered hence the

National banner. In nothing is the Heraldry of Na-
tional ensigns more decidedly distinguished from that of
National escutcheons, than in the particular that while
ordinaries rarely enter the latter, they are as rarelv

absent from the former. This circumstance also draws
a wide distinction between the ancient and modern
Heraldry of ensigns ; and we may observe, as another
distinction of this department of modern Heraldry, that

colour, as in the escutcheon, so in the banner, is an
essential feature. Yet the rules which prescribe the

different combinations of colours and metals in ordinary

modern Heraldry, have no application in the theory of
ensigns.

The largest species ofensign is the Standard, commonly Standard,

of a square form, but now somewhat oblong. It was
generally used by Sovereign Princes, or by the Com-
manders of armies. The Gonfanon, as used anciently, Qonfanon.

did not, according to Dr. Meyrick, resemble the species

of ensign commonly termed by that name in modern
Heraldry, but " was fixed in a frame made to turn like

* " All the bastardis of all cotarmuris shall bere a fesse. sum call

hit a baston of oon of the iiii dignites of colouris, except the basttrde

of ihe tixiales, and the bastarde of the brethyrne of the cheve blode :

when theritaunce is deparded to evych brothir e like moch, theys
bastardis shall add more bagy to his armys, or take aw^y a bagy of
armys."—Book of Si. Album.
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HaraMry. a modem ship's vane, with two or three streamers or—v— —' tails. The object of the Gonfanon was principally to

render '_r r more conspicuous to their followers,

and ti) it-nils the hones of their adversaries; hence the

Gonfanon became a mark of dignity." These (ionfanons

appearto have differed little from the Pennon. We have

given senile representations of ensigns called by ancient

Pennon. writers (ionfanons and Pennons. Yet that there was
some difference is evident from the language of Wace :

Li barons nurent gonfanons,

La chevaliers ourent penons.

The difference was, perhaps, rather in the charge than

the form. Indeed, the Gonfanon appears to have an-

ciently sustained the office of the banner, to indicate the

presence of some important person ; while the Pennon
was borne by every ordinary Knight, as well as by the

more powerful feudal dignitaries.

A writer in the Retrospective Rgciew, to whose obser-

vations thisdepartment ofourTreatise is greatly indebted,

observes, " When the English army was composed of

tenants in eapite of the Crown, with their followers, it

appears that such tenants were entitled to lead them
under a banner of their Arms ; but the precise number
of men so furnished, which conferred this privilege,

has not been ascertained. Judging, however, from the

Sir<;e of Karlaverork, it would seem that early in the

XlVth century there was a bisner to every twenty-five

or thirty men at arms."*
" When the tenant in eapite was unable to attend in

person from sickness, or from being otherwise engaged
in the King's service, he nevertheless sent the quota of
men at arms and archers, for which, by the tenure of his

lands, he was engaged; and his banner was committed
to the charge of a deputy «/f equal rank to his own.
Thus at Karlaverock, the Bishop of Durham, being pre-

vented from attending by some public duty which detained

him in England, he sent one hundred and sixty of his

men at arms with his banner, which, it is worthy ot

remark, was simply that of his paternal Arms, without
any reference to those of his See ; which tends also to

prove that in the field he was considered merely as a
temporal Baron. "f
"The most curious fact on the subject which is esta-

blished by the Poem is with respect to the banner of an
Earl ; for it is evident that it was considered to belong
to the dignity rather than to the individual. Ralph de
Monthermer, the Earl of Gloucester in right of his wife,

Joan, daughter of King Edward I., and widow of Gil-

bert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester, by which title he was
repeatedly summoned to Parliament, led his followers

on that occasion under the banner of Clare, the Earl
of Gloucester, whilst he was himself vested in a surcoat

of his paternal Arms, which he also bore on his shield."
" The fact is the more worthy of attention, because it

corroborates the opinion that he possessed the dignities

of Earl of Gloucester and Hereford solely in right of
his wife; for on her death in 1307 he ceased to enjoy

them, and they were assumed by Gilbert de Clare, her

son by her first husband ; Monthermer being sum-
moned to the very next Parliament as a Baron only."J

Banners. Corporations and Fraternities, secular and religious,

• Retrospective Revitw, Second Series, Oct. 1827.

t hid.
I

Ibid.

had also their respective Banners ; which, on particular Marshal-

occasions, were paraded in the field. Ungj

The Banner was not only displayed on a staff", but
v-~^^-~-'

was also appended to the trumpets of the owner. It

was borne, too, by Heralds, when acting on the part of
the Prince or Chief to whom it belonged.

Beside this Banner, a Knight might have what was
called his Standard, which differed wholly from the

species of flag now known by that name ; since, while

the modern Standard universally displays the Arms, the

early one always bore the badge or cognizance. The
Standard was somewhat longer than a Banner, but not

so deep. Both Standard and Banner led 100 men.
The Pennon, like the Banner, contained armorial

bearings; every Knight having the command of 100
men was allowed to bear one of these. We have
already spoken of the manner of creating B Banneret.
The Guidon, or, as some write it, Guidhomme. was Guidon,

the ensign of an esquire or gentleman, and conducted
50 men. It bore no Arms, but simply the crest, cogni-

zance, or Device.

The Pennoncell might be used by any individual. It PenuonceU,

bore the cognizance, or " avowry," i. e. the name of the
tutelar saint of the bearer.

'lios interesting department of Heraldry has in this

Country almost wholly fallen into decay. At the funeral

of Lord Nelson great attention was paid to ensigns, as

well as to every other branch of the study ; but at that

of the late Duke of York the utmost disregard of the

subject prevailed.

We here conclude our summary of this curious and
not unprofitable theory. Prejudices, founded on gene-

rous and noble sentiments, but now fast decaying before

opinions, which, if less prejudiced, are less honourably
grounded, have exalted, it must be allowed, the pursuits

of Heraldry to a very exaggerated and unmerited dig-

nity ; but there are extremes in this as in all subjects,

and the contempt which the elegant fabric of Heraldry

is fated to experience at the hands of utilitarians, is

equally discreditable to modern taste and to modern
knowledge. Heraldry is, at least, a very beautiful

structure ; and, if material utility must be the standard

of Good, Heraldry, even here, may advance her preten-

sions. For if the maintenance of a high spirit of
honour, attachment to existing institutions, and the pre-

servation of those gradations to which Society is in-

debted for all its symmetry and solidity, be objects of

importance, Heraldry has valuably contributed to all.

Heraldry, too, was chief handmaid of the ornamental
Arts in dark and barbarous Ages : and whatever may
be said of the pedantry of early Heralds, who crowded
their Treatises with information wholly alien from their

subject, yet this alone is good evidence that a Herald,

as such, was expected to be a man of various erudition ;

inasmuch as his very Science led him to treat of objects

almost universal. Heraldry, too, has been the means
of determining genealogies and inheritances through
very remote conclusions : its use in illustrating History,

both as regards customs and facts, must be allowed to

be considerable ; and its study, therefore, can never be

unworthy the Historian, the Biographer, and the man
of Letters ; while the Philosopher may well be required

to tolerate what has proved in many instances of essen-

tial value to Society.
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Coins.

Origin of the Art of Coinage.

Pitioa to the invention of stamped money, commerce

was carried on by the exchange of commodities, and the

little metal employed probably consisted of pieces cut

without regard to shape but regulated by weight ; for

all large, and even for small sums recourse was, conse-

quently, had to scales, and, if we take into consideration

the diversity of weights existing in Countries apart from

each other, we shall readily perceive the inconvenience

attending this original barter. On the earliest Grecian

Coins a variety of types appear which are derived, as we
shall shortly explain, from circumstances connected with

the Country ; it will not then be unreasonable to sup-

pose that each City having adopted some particular

emblem, affixed it to the pieces of metal there struck, at

once designating the City to which they belonged, and

indicating in a manner their value. This stamping of

pieces of metal was, in fact, a public testimony that they

were of the weight required, and might pass in traffic

without trial by scales. It will be obvious, that it was
sufficient to affix the stamp on one side only of the Coin,

but a difficulty arose as to the means of effecting this ;

if the metal were laid on an even surface, the dye

containing the device placed upon it, and the hammer
resorted to, the pieces would in all probability be dis-

placed during the operation, and the impression would
thus be rendered imperfect. At the present day, the

piece of metal, or planchet as it is termed, is placed

within a steel collar corresponding with it in size; but

this being a contrivance unknown to the Ancients, the

method they adopted may be thus explained. Deep
grooves, generally two in number, were cut out of the

surface of one extremity of a bar of metal or a pun-
cheon, b/ which means projections were formed and the

planchet was then laid thereon ; in this manner, after a

single blow of a hammer, the metal would be partially

sec ired and retained in its place until the operation of

striking was completed. From the great relief given to

the early Coins, the type could only be brought out by
repeated blows, and their extreme thickness and glo-

bosity leads us to suspect they were, in the first in-

stance, of a spherical form. The Coins produced after

the mannsr we have just described, would bear on one
of the sides the type of the City rudely executed, and on
the other several deep indentations made by the fixed

puncheon ; these depressions most frequently partook

of a quadrilateral form, and were four in number ; hence

after the lapse of a few years, when the Coins were cha-

racterised by a greater degree of neatness, the reverses

represented a square divided into four equal parts.

The lines, which at first were of considerable breadth,

insensibly disappear, and about the year 500 b. c. but
one slight depression of a square form remained occu-

pying the field of the Coin ; this compartment served for

the introduction of a second symbol, and instances

occur in which the former divisions are slightly indicated

on the surface.

We have as yet noticed but one variety of indenta-

tions on the reverses ; for although about 500 b. c. the

indented square prevailed throughout Greece, nume-
619

rous modifications were employed before the dye as-

sumed this simple character. Instances occur of Coins
in which the dye is circular, but divided like the pre-
ceding into four parts ; others there are, also, in which
the bounding figure is square, but the cavities are tri-

angular, from the cross lines running diagonally.

The Coins ofsome Cities of Asia Minor present a sin-

gular variety ; in these the surface on which the metal
was placed had angular pieces cut out, not the deep
grooves noticed above; as it is difficult to convey in

words an idea of this modification, we have given a
representation of the form of the end of the instrument

by which, possibly, it was effected. The difference in

the appearance of the Coin thus formed will be, that

instead of the area being divided as before by bands, the

separation is effected by anangleof each department being

considerably depressed. The improvements resulting

from this variety in the dye may be easily conceived; in t he-

course of time it was found unnecessary to give so great

a depth to the depressions, which therefore gradually

became less apparent, and about the year 460 b. c, but
four slight triangular indentations are seen, disposed

like the sails of a windmill. There are a few Coins in

which the triangular parts are given in relief, possiblv

suggested by the preceding variety, and admirably
adapted for fixing the planchet during the operation of

forming the type. The depressions were by no means
limited to four, although that number is by far the most

frequent ; on the Persian Coins denominated Darics but

one indentation appears, of an irregular form, and on
ancient Coins ascribed to the city of Ephesus there are

two ; on early Coins of Dyrrachium and Corcyra three

cavities may be seen, on those of Egina they are, with

scarcely an exception, five in number, and in those of

Sicily yet more numerous. Two varieties, nit re compli-

cated, occur of BoROtia and Thebes; on a few Coins of

these Cities the square is divided both by transverse and
diagonal lines, thereby forming the triangular depres-

sions before alluded to.

The first attempt at the introduction of types on both

faces of the Coins, appears in the insertion of some small

object in one of the compartments. On Coins of Egina

a Dolphin is common ; and in a few of Syracuse, the

square divided into four parts may be recognised, and

in the centre a circular cavity is reserved containing a

head of Proserpine.

Such are the combinations in early Coinage which

possess chief interest, and these are as many as our

limits will permit us to detail. There are a few Cities on

the Coins of which the progressive stages of the Art may
be traced, as is the case with those of Chios ; some Cities

also retained to themselves a peculiar modification;

thus in the colonies constituting Magna Gra-cia, a

singular method was practised, but one equally effec-

tual for securing the planchet; the Cains of Metepon-
tum, Tarentum, Crotona, Sybaris, and Posidonia, are

hollowed on the reverse with the obverse in relief with

the same object: these Coins, termed incused, we may
presume to have been struck at the period during which

the simple square dye prevailed in (iracia Propria.

One advantage gained by this method was, that these

Fabric of

the mos*
ancient

Coins.

Plate II.

Fig. 10.

Coins of

Asia Minor
coeval with

the Lvdian
Kingdom.
Fig 11.

Fig. 12.

Plate I.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Coins of

Magna
tir.ivia.
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Plan 1
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Coins of

Macedonia.

Coins required a Bmallei quantitj of metal; the pieces

exceed in their diameter the ordinary dimensions of

Greek Coins, but .ire extremely thin.

The Cities n! Maronea, Abdera, Acanthus, Amphi-

polis, and l'.nos, Bituated on the coasts ofMacedoD and

Thrace, near to their junction. ha\c commoulv on their

Coins a double square, a peculiarity which being found

to cm-! on Coins of the Macedonian king, Alexander I.,

determines their age. (500 B.C.) On the reverses ol these

Coins the divided square appears, considerably reduced

in size, around it the name of theCitj is inscribed, and

is a Becond square beyond. The divisions of the

inner square were afterwards omitted when some device

was introduced, and in a short time the inner square

was altogether dispensed with.

Having in the preceding remarks shown the possibility

of effecting a chronological arrangement of these curious

Cuius Ii\ a careful examination of the indented marks, it

may be proper to state, that the interpretation we have

assigned to them is not altogether in accordance with

the opinions hitherto received. In hazarding these con-

jectures we would by no means insist that the various

figures eertainlj originated in the manner we have de-

scribed, hut we think the supposition consistent through-

out, and neither forced nor improbable.

PART I.—Ancient Coins.

Grecian

Roman

Roman Asses.

Coins of the Families.

|

Roman.
• , j Provinces.
I Urecian.

[Coioniesft^,,nkip10.

|
Roman.

I Grecian.

j Monarchic.

Consular .

Imperial .

Medallions

[ European.

Barbarian. < Asiatic.

(African.

Sect. I.— Grecian Coins.

I. Grecian The Coins of the Greek Cities may he subdivided into

Civic Coins, those l.ofGneeia Propria, and the Islands ; 2. of the Greek

Colonies; and S. of the Greek Cities in Asia, The first

two divisions embrace Coins from the invention of the

Art of striking them until the subjugation of the Country

by the Romans. The third division is of minor import-

ance, comprehending the Coins of Cities founded by-

Alexander the Great while prosecuting his conquests in

the East. This class terminates with the Augustan

Age, and includes many Cities of Asia Minor, Arabia,

Palestine. Svria, and Mesopotamia.

Era of No chronological arrangement of the early Coinage
Grecian f the Grecian States can at present be effected, but we
Cine Coins.

are ^ neverihcless, induced to offer some hints for the con-

sideration of the student on their probable era ; viewing

them in connection with the Coins of the ancient King-

doms of Lydia and Persia. The subject has indeed

seldom been more than imperfectly touched upon ; and

we conceive much valuable information connected with

the chronology of Ancient Greece, the progress of the

Art of Sculpture, and comparative wealth of the several

States, might be obtained, if this inquiry were more fully

pursued. We shall confine our remarks to a few Coins

on which there remain grounds for reasonable conjecture

as to their era ; such are those of Egina, of Mace-

donia, and of Gra-eia Magna, but we have first to notice Of Grecian

the Coinage of the Asiatic Countries. Civicl una,

The Lydians occupied B portion of Asia Minor,
^^N'™"/

lying between the rivers Thermos and Mcnander, and J la '

are the nation recorded to have first stamped the metal

used in commerce.* Upon reviewing the annals of the

l.vdum Kingdom, we shall find their History, at the

commencement of the Vlllth century n. c, involved

in obscurity, and intermixed with fable; at that period

also the surrounding nations enjoyed independence.

I pon examining theCoins ascribed to this Country, we
will venture to say that the rudest among them cannot Plate II.

claim a higher antiquity than many of acknowledged Fig. 10.

Grecian workmanship, which we shall show in the

sequel to have been struck about 600 b. c. Under
Croesus, 560 b. c, Lydia was incorporated with the Per-

sian Empire, and as we must assign the year 700 B. c.

as the earliest date for the practice of the An of Coinage,

we may consider the Lydian Cuius as having been struck

during this interval. It may he remembered that

throughout the Poems of Homer, who nourished, ac-

cording to Newton, 870 b. c, no passage is found from

which we can infer the existence of stamped money, an

omission which could scarcely have occurred if Coins had

been in his days a medium of commerce.

The earliest of the Persian Coins in existence are the pcrs j a .

pieces denominated Darics, and cominonlv referred to Fig. 12.

Darius I., who ascended the throne 521 b. c. Upon a

careful inspection of them, they will be found scarcely

reconcilable with this date, being of extreme rudeness,

whereas the Greeks of Asia Minor had, at the period

in question, arrived at some proficiency in the Art. We
may then conjecture that they were issued by order of

Darius, a King of the Medes, who, upon a partial

conquest of Lydia, 544 b. c, caused the money of that

Country to be recoined for his own use.f

For the epoch of the institution of Coinage in Gra?cia Grscia

Propria, antiquaries usually adduce a passage in the
"
ro

l'
na-

Arundelian Marbles, relating that Phidon, a Prince of

the Argives, established a Mint in the Island of Egina,

869 b. c. The Coins struck by him bear the marks of Plate 1.

high antiquity, and as they are found to this day in great •"*' '

numbers, must have circulated extensively. The date

assigned for these Coins will be perceived to be quite at

variance with the generally received opinion that the

Lvdian Coinage is the most ancient. To free ourselves

from this embarrassment we may observe, that a Prince,

also bearing the name of Phidon, is reported to have

flourished nearly three centuries later than the former,

while the events recorded of their lives perfectly coincide

;

a circumstance so improbable, that Sir Isaac Newton
without hesitation rejects the first name as fictitious, and
fixes the date of Phidon at 584 b. c. We heartily

concur in the opinion entertained by this great Philoso-

pher, and we conceive that we shall not greatly err, if

we place the earliest Coins of Egina as struck about 600
B.C. This conclusion will guide us in ascertaining the

era of many Coins of the neighbouring Cities and Islands,

as Thebes, Melos, &c.

Coins of great antiquity are found of many Cities of Macedonia

Macedon and Thrace, bordering on the coast of the

Egean Sea. A knowledge of the circumstances which
gave rise to a Coinage in this distant region, will acquaint

us also with the period of their fabrication. The founda-

• Herodotus, i. 94.

f Newton, Chronology, Baliylrmians and Medes.
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tion of the Kingdom of Macedon is commonly ascribed by

Chronologers to Caranaus, a relative of Phidon ; a cir-

cumstance which will justify the supposition of a Mint
having been established in that Country, in imitation of

the one in Egina : this conjecture receives additional

strength, if we might not say confirmation, from the

weights used in both Countries being found to be the

same.

We have lastly to notice, the introduction of Coinage

in Magna Grsecia ; an inquiry attended with more diffi-

culty than the preceding, from the various nations who
inhabited its coast, and the several periods of their mi-

gration. When treatingof the MonarchicCoinage weshall

have occasion to speak of the Coins of the early Princes of

Syracuse, and as the subject will throw some light upon
the Civic Coinage of the surroundinp; Country, the

reader is referred to that section. It will answer our

present purpose to observe, that but few Si.ilian Coins

appear to have been struck until f)00 b. c.

Our next inquiry relates to the symbols of the Greek
Coinage, and the causes which gave rise to a few of the

most interesting. They will fall under three heads ; viz.

I. Peculiar symbols adopted by the early Greek
Cities.

II. The Deities and their attributes.

III. Symbols used in common by Greek Cities.

I. The greater number of the symbols included in the

1st division fell into disuse about 400 b. c, and after

the lapse of about a century, the practice of introducing

the heads of the Deities became general throughout
Greece. The symbols included under the first class

take their rise from local traditions and fabulous History,

from the productions of the climate, and from distin-

guished characters and edifices of celebrity.

Argcs.—Under the reign of Gelanor, an early Prince

of Argos, Danaus, an Egyptian, sought to deprive him
of the Kingdom. A day was appointed for a public

assembly to decide on their respective claims, on the

eve of which a bull and a wolf, from the neighbouring

mountains, fought under the walls of the City : the

Argives assimilated the bull to Gelanor, and the wolf
to Danaus ; and the wolf proving victorious, the crown
was awarded to the Egyptian Prince. In commemo-
ration of this event, the Argives stamped on their Coins
the device of the forepart of a wolf.

Byzantium.— It is related of Philip II. of Macedon,
that meditating an attack on this City on a cloudy night,

the moon suddenly shone forth, and discovered the ap-

proach of his army in sufficient time to enable the in-

habitants to repulse him : the moon was ever after

venerated as the preserver of Byzantium, and the event

recorded by the symbol of a crescent. The Turks vt hen
they took possession of Constantinople in the XVth cen-

tury, perceiving the type in many parts of the City, and
ignorantly suspicious of linking magic, thought to propi-

tiate its unknown powers by the adoption of the symbol.*
Clazomene.—A tradition long prevailed that a winged

boar appeared in the territory, and laid waste a meat
extent of country ;t the inhabitants affixed, in conse-

quence of this circumstance, a representation of the

monster on their Coins.

Corinth.—According to fabulous History, the hero

Bellerophon discovered the horse Pegasus, prior to his

engaging, the Chimera by a fountain situated at the

* Historia Byzantina, i. 7.

f -•Elian. De Katg'd Animalmm, xii. 38.

VOL. V.

foot of the citadel of Corinth ; hence that animal forms Symbols an

the symbol on their Coins. Grec i

.

Ephesus.—Philostratus relates that the Athenians, t'olni

about to plant a colony on the coast of Asia Minor, ^^^^"^"^

were directed in their course to the spot on which this

City was afterwards founded, by a BWarm of bees, which
preceded the vessel. Hence we have the origin of the

symbol of a bee on Ephesian Coins.

Gortyna.—The symbol is that of Europa, recording the
fable of Jupiter havingconducted the daughter of thePhue-
nician King Agenor across the sea to the Island of Crete.

Heracleia.—There were not less than 100 Cities of
this name, all of them founded in honour of Hercules.

The symbols on the remaining Coins of a few of these

Cities represent Hercules strangling the Nemsin Lion.
Stymphalitsis memorable for bein^the spot at which

Hercules destroyed the voracious birds Hlymphalides,

which fed upon human flesh. The hero is depicted in

the act of discharging an arrow : the objects at which
he aims are necessarily excluded.

Ilium.—The fate of ancient Troy is recorded on
Coins of this City by the figure of .Eneas bearing his

father Anchises on his shoulders, and attended by the

young Ascanius.

Lesbos, Chios, Lampsacvs, and Thasos were famed Symbols

for their excellent wines, and, in consequence, among derived

the devices, heads of Bacchus and Silenus frequently
m

.... , t J productions
appear ; also ivy-leaves, grapes, amphorae, a variety of of the

drinking vessels, and the panther, an animal consecrated climate.

to Bacchus, may be seen.

Cyrene.—The symbol is the plant silphium, peculiar

to the Country.

Metapontum and Leontinum.—The country surround-

ing these Cities was remarkable for its great fertility,

so much so that, in Leontinum, corn was reported

to grow wild. The symbol adopted by the former City

was an ear of barley ; by the latter, a lion's head, sur-

rounded by grains of barley.

The devices on the Coins of many Cities lead to the

origin ot their names, these being derived from their

productions, their fancied resemblance to some familiar

object, &c. The most remarkable of this kind are the

following.

Agrigentum, called by the Greeks Agragas, from

Kparftov, a crab. This animal is the type of the City.

which was named after the river near which it was

founded.

Clides, from KXets *.Xeieo9, a key, the device adopted

from the Island being assimilated in form to that object.

Cardia, from Kupci'a, a heart, the symbol which ma\

sometimes be seen on the Coins of that City.

Melos, from Mi/Xoi-, a melon, a common symbol on

the early Coins of Melos, either from the fruit abound-

ing in the Island, or its fancied resemblance to it in

form. The meaning of this word is doubtful, the com-

mon construction given being that of apple ; but the

fruit represented on the Coin does not perfectly resemble

either that or the melon.

Rhodes, from '?66ov, a rose ; it may, perhaps, also

be translated the flowers of the pomegranate, the inva-

riable type of the city.

Sdiiius, from ~2.eS.ivov, parsley. A leaf of this herb

is the common type of the City, which received its name

from a neighbouring stream, so called from the plant

being found in large quantities on its banks.

Side, (Pamphylia,) from 2<3y, a pomegranate, the

type of the C':ty.

4 i.
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Of the Cities which contend for the honour of giving

hirth to Homer, Smyrna and Chios have the fairest

claim : on the Coins of the former the bust of the Poet

forms u common device ; on those of the latter he is re-

presented at full length with his Poems in his hands.

Sappho appears on Coins of her native City Mytilene in

Lesbos, Lycurgus on Coins of Lacediemnn, and Ajax, the

son of Oileus, forms the constant type on those of Opus,

the Capital of part of Locris, and birth-place of the hero.

Crete was famed for its labyrinth, situated near the

ancient Capital Cnossus, which constitutes the chief

symbol on the Coins of the City. For the City of Ithodes,

a radiated head of Apollo affords the type of the obverse,

which there are some grounds for believing to have

been copied from the celebrated Colossus. The splendid

City of Ephesus was memorable through successive

Ages for the Temple erected to Diana, that Goddess

being worshipped therewith peculiar honours; repre-

sentations of the porch of this Temple are given on Coins

struck during the Imperial Ages of Rome : they differ

slightly from each other, as the edifice was frequently-

rebuilt. On Imperial Coins of the Island of Cnidus, the

celebrated statue of Venus by Praxiteles is represented.

II. The lid division of symbols on Grecian Coins

consists of the Deities and their attributes; these would

naturally be suggested as the devices most appropriate

upon the discontinuance of the indented square, and

while the obverse sufficed to contain the type of the City.

The chief Greek Deities appearing on the Civic Coins

are the following.

Jupiter. The attributes an Eagle and Thunderbolt.

On Coins of Epirus and Thessaly, the head of the Deity

is crowned with oak-leaves : he had a celebrated Temple
at Dodona, in the former Country, near which City was
a grove of oaks, the leaves whereof were said to be

endowed with the gift of prophecy.

Crete was the birth-place of Jupiter, his head is there-

fore common on Coins of the Cities in that Island. On
Coins of Cyrene he is represented in the character of

Jupiter Ammon, as on those of the Egyptian Princes.

Juno.—Peacock. The head of Juno is common to

Grecian Coins ; the Peacock may be seen on a few Coins

of the Island of Samos, famed for its Temple erected to

that Goddess, a representation ofwhich is given on Coins

struck in the Imperial Ages.

Pallas.—Owl and Pegasus. The head appearing on
the obverse of the silver Coins of Athens (the City conse-

crated to the Goddess) is invariably that of Pallas, and
is conjectured to be copied from the celebrated statue of
Phidias. On Coins of Ilium, the Trojan. Pallas forms a

common type.

Neptune.—Trident, Dolphin, and Seahorse. The
City of Posidonia, (Tloaeii&v, Neptune,) in the Country
of Lucania, was founded in honour of that Deity ; the

coins are incused, (a character we have noticed as pecu-
liar to the early Coins of Magna Graecia,) and bear for

their type, without exception, a figure of the God.*
Troezene, aCityjof Argos, and the birth-place of the hero
Theseus, acquired celebrity from its Temple erected to

Neptune ; a Trident was, in consequence, affixed on the

Coins.

Apollo.—Tripod and Lyre. We have spoken of a
head of Apnllo on the Coins of Rhodes^ supposed to be
taken from the Colossus. The Cities of Chalcis in

* A Coin of this City, delineated on an enlarged scale, may be
seen in plate ii. fig. 4, illustrating the Essay on Sculpture.

Eubcea, Mytilene, and Colophon, bear the type of a lyre Symbols oa

on the reverses of their Coins; they were all famed for Grecian

the worship of Apollo. Coins.

Venus.—A Dove. Cnidus, a City famed for its Temple
V"""V^"/

to Venus, bears on its Coins a head of the Goddess. The
symbol on the Coins of the Cities of Sicyon, and the

Inlands Scriphusand Siphnos is a dove, possibly bearing

an allusion to the worship paid to Venus.

Diana.—A Hind. This animal is common on Coins
of Ephesus, and on those of the City of Perga, in Pam-
phylia, memorable like the former for its Temple to

Diana ; a figure of the Goddess is given. Syracuse and
Massilia had al o Temples to Diana, and her effigy is of
frequent occurrence on their Coins.

Ceres and Proserpine.—Ears of Barley, Torches, fyc.

The City of Eleusis, famed for its mysteries, offers on
its Coins a representation of Ceres drawn in a car by
serpents. Ears of barley are introduced on Coins of all

the Cities of importance in the Island of Sicily, where the

above Deities formed the chief objects of worship,
Hercules.—A Lion, Club, Bow and Arrows. We

have already mentioned the Cities of Ikrucleia as pre-

senting the device of Hercules strangling the Nemiran
lion. Thebes was the birth-place of the hero, his head

was in consequence sometimes introduced on the Coins

of that City ; he is represented also, on a few of them,

strangling the serpents. Hercules was one of the chief

Deities of the Tsrians, and his head forms a constant

device on their Coins ; lastly, on Coins of the Island of

Thasos he appears shooting with his arrows : that Island

was noted for a Temple to the Demigod.*

Bacchus.—Amphora:, Grapes, Vine-leaves. Thebes
gavs birth to Bacchus, as well as to Hercules; hence

when heads are given on the Coins (which does not fre-

quently occur) they are of one or other of these Deities.

Amphoree are the most common devices on Boeotian and
Theban Coins.

Pan.—A Goat. The animal may be seen on Coins

of Macedonia, and on those of Arcadia ; the God ap-

pears reclining on Mount Olympus.
Mercury.—An Antelope. This is the sole device on

Coins of the City of jEnos, in Thrace.

III. The Hid and last division includes a variety of Symbols

symbols appearing in common on Coins which have not
u

_

ln

appropriated to themselves any peculiar device. The
greater number of them are emblematical of warfare,

(the symbols which would naturally suggest themselves

to nations inured from infancy to the use of arms,) and
may be referred to the Northern and less Civilized States

of Greece.

A Horse is the symbol common to Macedonia and Plate I.

the chief Cities of Thessaly, viz. Larissa, Pharsalus, and F'S- 4 -

Tricca ; the inhabitants of those regions acquired cele-

brity for their skilMn the training and management of

this animal, whereof the habitual use probably gave rise

to the Fable of the Centaurs.

A Shield of an oval form is the type of Bceotia, appear- Fig. 3.

ing with scarcely an exception on Coins of the Cities

Thebes, Plataea, Tanagra, and Thespis. On Coins of a

few Macedonian Kings also we meet with a circular

shield, variously ornamented. In addition to these de-

vices we may notice frequent representations oi Warriors,

Helmets, Clubs, Spears, and other implements of battle.

Lastly, we have the Cities situated on the sea-coast, and
distinguished by their commerce, such as those of Asia

* Herodotus, ii. 44.
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Minor, Phoenicia, and Gratia Magna. The symbols

adopted by these consist chiefly of Vessels, Prows, Rud-
ders, Tridents ; a variety of fish, as the Dolphin, Crab,

&c. ; and in a few instances Shells.

The conquests of Alexander and his Government in

Asia, gave rise to the establishment of numerous Grecian

Cities throughout Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine.

His General, Seleucus, founded no fewer than 134

Towns, of which Antiochia, Seleucia, Apamea, and Lao-

dicea were the chief. The devices commonly affixed

on the Coins of these places were the heads of the

Deities and their attributes. The Coins of this division

are, as we might conjecture, infinitely more numerous

than the preceding, but from the sameness of the devices

they afford little interest.

We shall conclude the subject of Civic Coins by some
account of the characters constituting the Legend. The
inscriptions of the greatest simplicity were those of the

early Republics ; for as Kingdoms became powerful, de-

praved by luxury, and verging to decay, so their Legends

became diffuse, being filled with expressions of adulation

calculated to nurse the ambition and flatter the vanity of

Princes. While Coinage was limited to a few Grecian

States, and each appropriated to itself a device, it will be

obvious that it was superfluous to insert the name of the

City, and hence the greater number are destitute of cha-

racters, if we omit the occasional insertion of the initial

letters in the compartments formed on the reverses. But
when Coining became general throughout Greece, and

symbols of the Deities were substituted and promiscu-

ously employed, it was then found requisite to inscribe

the names either at length or in an abridged form.*

On Coins of Abydos, in Mysia, the single initial letter

first occurs ; we have afterwards AB, also ABY, and

sometimes the entire name, ABYAIQX, in the genitive

case, money being understood. On Athenian Coins

AGE is commonly inscribed on the early Coins, and after-

wards A9HNA1QX. Thebes is expressed by 0E, Sy-

racuse by 2YPA, and so on. It may be remarked also

that on the earliest Coins, particularly those of Gratia
Magna, the characters are frequently placed in retro-

grade order.

In order that these characters should occupy less room
on the Coin, and not interfere with the device, mono-
grams were introduced ; these are figures comprising a

portion of the name, in which the characters are so

interlaced that a limb of one applies to many. By
this ingenious method an entire name might be brought

within a space of little more extent than that which was
previously occupied by an individual character. The
following will serve as illustrations :

^/ Achaia. fAl Panormus. brt Heracleia. /\_ Leontinum.

The Civic Coins about the Age of Alexander the Great
have been stated to bear for their devices, heads of the

chief Deities, and the attributes peculiar to them. The
Coins which now demand attention differ from the Civic

in presenting the portraits of Princes (there are, how-
ever, many exceptions) in lieu of the heads of Deities;

the reverses mainly consist of figures of Deities who
formed the chief object of worship in the particular City

in which the Coin was struck, and were, probably, copied

from statues erected to their honour.

The period of History which these Coins serve to elu-

* For some of the forms in which the names appear on ancient
Coins, see Abbreviations, in our Miscellaneous Division.

Grecian

Monarchic
Coins.

cidate is that which has received the denomination of
the Grecian Empire, commencing with Alexander the

Great, and closing with the extinction of the dynasty of
the Lagida?, in the Augustan Age. Independently of "~ '

~'

the Kingdoms included in this Empire, a few Coins exist

of the Kings of Epirus, also a series of the Syracusan
Princes.

The Coins of the Grecian Empire may be divided in'o Divisions of

those of the four Kingdoms established upon the final Monarchic

division of Alexander's dominions, viz. the Kingdoms Colns '

of Macedon, Thrace and the Western parts of Asia
Minor, Syria, and Egypt; also the portions of these
which were subsequently formed into distinct dynasties.

Under this second division we have the Countries of Ar-
menia, (divided into the Greater and the Lesser,) Par-
thia, Bactriana, Judaea, Commagene, and Osroene, or
Edessa, in Mesopotamia.

Maeedon.—The Coins of this Kingdom claim our first

attention ; for omitting those which bear the head of Gelo,
first King of Syracuse, (referred by some antiquaries to

the reign of that Prince,) they precede by upwards of a
century the Coins of any other race of Grecian Princes.

As this series is of considerable extent, and slightly

varied in its character according to the periods in which
the Coins were struck, we may divide it into three

classes : the first of these commences 500 b. c. with
Alexander I. and closes with Amyntas, the father of
Philip II. ; under the second division will fall the Coins
of Philip II. and Alexander the Great; and the third

includes those of the remaining Princes, until the final

subjection of the Country to the Romans.
I. This division is chiefly interesting from including

many pieces bearing the rude indentations peculiar to the

early Coinage. As these have already been described in

treating of the Civic Coins, further detail is needless.

The Coins of Alexander I. are in silver, and of great P'a,e '

rarity, as are also those of his immediate successors; the '°' '

most common type on the earlv, and indeed late Coins

of the series is a Horse with or without a rider, and
upon the introduction of svmbols on both sides of the

Coins, a head of the young Hercules clothed in the lion's

skin. Hercules was a Deity highly honoured in Mace-
donia, as the inhabitants deduced their descent from
him.

II. We have just observed that the Coins of the first Coins of

class were indicative of the infancy of the Art among the I'
"

Greeks, and it is remarkable that it attained to consider-
[ t

'

r

,'

able excellence in little more than a century from the (jruai.

discontinuance of the indented square. Many Coins of

this division are indeed of the best style of Grecian

workmanship, and as the Princes to whom they refer

are among the most distinguished in History, they merit

some attention. Numerous as are these Coins, it is re-

markable that they offer but little variety in their devices,

it is also doubtful if any Coins of Philip were struck in

copper; the reverses of those in gold and silver bear

symbols commemorative of his victories in the Olympic
Games ; the head appearing on his silver Coins is inva- Fig. 9.

riably that of Jupiter, a Deity whose worship was very

ancient in Macedon. The gold Coins of Alexander the

Great bear a head of Pallas, (a favourite Deity of that

Prince.) also figures of Victory, in allusion to his exten-

sive conquests. On the silver Coins a figure of Jupiter is

represented, a symbol which afterwards became common
to Coins of the Grecian Empire. The God appears seated,

bearing in his right hand an eagle or a figure of Vic-

tory, and in his left a sceptre ; the figure was probably fig. 8.

4x.2
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copied from the renowned Statue by Phidias, at Ohm-
pia. On tlie obverse of the Coins with this device,

we have a head of the young Hercules clothed in the

lion's skin; these symbols were affixed to Alexander's

Coins in consequence of his tracing his descent from the

last-mentioned Deity, and from his earnest desire to be

regarded as the son of Jupiter. The bronze Coins of

Alexander are unimportant, as they are of inferior exe-

cution, and the symbol consists but of a repetition of the

devices just named. It may be remarked that none of

the Coins struck during the life-time of that Prince are

known to preserve his portrait, although the practice of

introducing the heads of Princes was not uncommon in

his Age. Visconti has with much pains endeavoured to

prove that his features arc preserved on a few Coins

under the character of the young Hercules, but the

result of his observations is unsatisfactory.*

III. The Coins of Philip V. abound in Cabinets; they

are greatly diversified in their symbols, and many in

silver are of very good workmanship.

The copper Coins of the Greek Empire are seldom

deserving of much attention ; inferior in their execution

to those in silver, they offer devices but slightly differing

from the Civic Coins, riz. the heads of Deities and their

attributes; the greater number of the Coins after Alex-

ander the Great are of this kind, and consequently of

little esteem.

Thrace and part of Asia Minor formerly constituted

the chief possessions of Lysimachus, in the division of

Alexander's dominions ; the Eastern portion, however,

of the latter Country fell to the lot of Seleucus. Soon
after the death of Lysimachus, Thrace was overrun by

the Gauls, and Asia Minor was formed into several in-

dependent Kingdoms.
Thrace.—The silver Coins of Lysimachus are very

numerous, and bear the portrait of the King ; the horn

behind the ear is symbolical of power and strength, and
was assumed by a few of the Generals of Alexander, the

supposed son of Jupiter Amnion. The gold Coins of

this Prince resemble the silver ; the copper are unim-

portant.

At the fall of the Greek Empire, the Gallic Chiefs,

who held possession of the Country, struck Coins; they

are all of copper, indifferently executed ; and in lieu of

the ordinary symbols on the reverses, they bear the

portraits of the Roman Emperors in token of allegiance.

This series extends to the reign of Caligula.

Asia Minor.— Caria is the most ancient Kingdom in

this territory of which a series of Monarchic Coins is

preserved ; on the obverse are heads of Apollo, resem-

bling those on the Coins of Rhodes ; the type of the

reverse is a figure of Jupiter Ltibradeu.i, (so named
from his bearing an hatchet :f) Jupiter was the chief

Deity of the Carians, and had a splendid Temple at

Halicarnassus, the ancient Capital and Royal seat. This
series extends to the Age of Alexander.

Mysia, or Perga?nus.— Philetrerus, the Prince who
founded this dynasty, appears, from the Coins, to have

had his name used in common by the race, a practice

by no means unfrequent in the East : the portraits on
the numerous Coins usually ascribed to him, exhibit too

great a diversity of character to authorize a supposition

that they were intended for the same individual. On

* Iconographt? Grecqur, linis de Mactttowe.

f Plutarch, Quasi. Ortecee.

the reverse, a figure of Pallas is represented, seated, and Grecian

holding in her right hand a laurel crown ; this type Momirchie

alludes to the solemn Games instituted in honour of that
l" '"8

-

t

(ioddess, at Pergamus, by Phileta?rus, and observed by

the succeeding Princes. The copper Coins of this series

are tew in number, and little worthy of notice.

Bithynia.—The silver Coins of this race of Princes

represent their portraits boldly executed, and on their

reverses a figure of Jupiter. He had a Temple at

Nica:a, the Capital, and is represented with his right

hand extended, bearing a laurel crown, the reward of

the victors in the Games instituted in his honour.

Cappadocia.—A very complete scries of the Coins of

the late Princes of this Country is preserved, inscribed

with the years of their reigns, as indeed arc many Coins

of the Bithynian Kings. Pallas bearing a figure of

Victory is the type of the reverse.

Po7i(us.—Rut a few Coins remain of the Princes of

this Country; indeed, until Mithridates the Great, its

History is little known. The series is not characterised

by any peculiar device ; the Coins of Mithridates are

numerous, and possess great beauty ; the symbol is

commonly a Hind, encircled by an ivy wreath ; and oc-

casionally Pegasus, a type of the City Amisus, is substi-

tuted.

Bosphorun.— In connection with Pontus we may
notice this remote region, governed from an early period

by Kings whose names alone remain. The utility of

ancient Coins to the Historian is in lew instances more
remarkably shown than in the Coins of this Kingdom, as

those of a race of Princes scarcely mentioned in History,

are presorved entire for upwards of three centuries ; and

from the dates being given with each, we are enabled to

ascertain the precise vear of the accession of mam of

them. Several of these Coins are composed of the

mixed metals denominated electrum and polin ; the

former compounded of gold and silver, and the latter,

silver debased with copper. The execution of these Coins

is very indifferent ; indeed those of the last five reigns

scarcely preserve the form of the human countenance :

the series extends from Augustus down to Constantine

the Great, and on the reverses the heads of the Roman
Emperors, to whom they acknowledged allegiance, com
monly appear.

Egypt.— If we omit the Coins of the Seleucidffi, those

of the descendants ofAlexander's General, Ptolemy, who
fixed themselves at Alexandria, form the most beautiful

monarchic series extant. They acquire additional in-

terest from preserving portraits of the Queens ; many
are unrivalled in execution, and the gold Coins, both for

size and number, exceed those of any other Kingdom. !.
'

The devices are but of two kinds, an Eagle on a thunder- '

bolt and a Cornucopia ; the introduction of the first

symbol is conceived to have originated either from

Ptolemy I. deducing his descent from Jupiter, or from

his life having been preserved by an eagle, when ex-

posed in his infancy in the woods: the cornucopia, on

the Coins of the Queens, was probably emblematical of

their deification, the symbol being given to the propi-

tious Deities. The copper Coins of the Egyptian Kings

are destitute of portraits, the head of Jupiter Ammon
forming the sole type of the obverse : on the silver

Coins the year of the Prince's reign is frequently in-

scribed, prefixed by a character resembling the English

letter L. In this series are a few gold Coins highly

interesting from the portraits they transmit, and which

give them the character of Medals ; the pieces we
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Numis- allude to represent on one of the sides the portraits of
matics. Ptolemy I. and Berenice, and on the other those of the

'—~v—' lid Ptolemy (Philadelphia) and Arsinoe.

Syria.—A few gold Coins exist of the early Kings of
Syria, but all are of extreme rarity ; the series in silver

possesses great beauty, and is preserved entire of nearly

all the Kings, (twenty-six in number:) from the diver-

sity of character these exhibit, and from the resemblances

which may be traced in branches of the same family,

there is every reason to believe that the likenesses are

correct. On the reverses of the above Coins we meet
with figures of the Deities who formed the chief ob-

jects of worship : the first in importance is Apollo ;

he is represented on the Cortina, a seat of a conical

form, placed over the spot whence the gale of inspira-

tion was conceived to arise : this device appears on the

Coins of Seleucus I., the reputed son of the God. With
Antiochus IV. we have the type of Jupiter, closely re-

sembling the figure on Coins ofAlexander the Great ; the

adoption of this symbol arose from a celebrated Temple,
erected to Jupiter in Antioch, having been embellished

by this Prince, who also caused a Statue of the God.
copied from that at Olympia, to be placed therein. On
Coins of succeeding Princes, Pallas and other Teiiies

appear.

Armenia.—The few Coins which remain of this ex-

tensive region are indicative of the rude state of the

Art ; and the Princes to whom they refer are scarcely

known in History.

Portliia.—The Coins of the Parthian Kings differ in

their general appearance from all of the preceding,

yet they possess little variety among themselves ; the

series extends throughout nearly five centuries, and
irom the changes they underwent during this period,

we may consider them as consisting of three kinds.

I. This division includes the reigns of twelve Princes,

and extends to about fifty years before the Chris-

tian Era ; the Coins are small in size, and have for the

type of the reverse the King seated, holding in his hand
Hate I. a bow. The portraits, which manifest a progressive im-
Fl£ "• provement in the execution of the Coins, are rendered

interesting from the pains bestowed in the delinea-

tion of costume. The figure on the reverse is en-
compassed by a Legend of some length, as in addition

to the name Arsaces, common to the race, a surname
is occasionally introduced, serving to distinguish the

Princes, the epithet <J>IAEAAHN, or friend to the

Greeks, and the pompous title " King of Kings." II.

The greater number of these are of a large size and
of superior workmanship ; some variety is also given
to the device of the reverse, in which a female ap-

pears presenting a crown to the Monarch. III.

The third class includes the Coins of the last few reigns,

which are only remarkable for their extreme bar-

barism. This series is in silver, with the exception
of those forming the last division, where copper is

mixed in such large proportion with the silver, as to

constitute the metal called by the French potin ; dates

appear on late Coins of this dynasty, (commencing
from the era of the Seleucidae 312 b. c.,) and they

furnish the only means of appropriating with certainty

the Coins of many of the Kings.

Bactriana.—The discovery of Coins of a few Princes

who reigned over this distant Country, the most remote
of Alexander's conquests, has enabled antiquaries to

ascertain, in some degree, the order of succession of
the Kings; and little as we are acquainted *v,'h their

History, there is much reason to believe that the King-
dom at one period had attained great power. The
Coins are unquestionably the work of Greek artists.

Judeea.—The earliest known Coins of this Country-
were struck during the dominion of the Maccabees,
and the greater number may be referred to Simon
Maccabeus, his name being inscribed thereon in Sama-
ritan characters. The symbols of most frequent occur-
rence are Vine-leaves and Palm-branches, and to the
Coins of Princes of a later date, Cornucopia?. Coins
remain of the three Herods and two Agrippas ; they
are of copper, and bear dates like the Egyptian.

Commasene.—These Coins are of copper, and consist,

with scarcely an exception, of those of Antiochus IV.,
his Queen, and their sons. The sign Capricornus is a
common type, being that under which the Emperor
Augustus was born ; this symbol, as will be hereafter

shown, is common to the Coins of that Emperor, and
was probably introduced on this occasion Irum Antio-
chus IV. having acquired the territory through bis in-

fluence.

Edzssa.—The Coins of the obscure race of Princes
who reigned over a part of Mesopotamia, of which
Edessa was the Capital, are, like those of the preceding
Countries, in copper, and of rude workmanship. The
order in the succession of the Princes can be ascertained

only from the heads of the Roman Emperors occupying
their reverses, the name Abgarus being common to the

King's, and, with but one exception, the only one in) re-

duced in the Legend.
Syracuse and Epirus.—The Coins of these Kingdoms,

which we have delayed noticing hitherto, as they do not

fall under the Greek Empire, are here taken in connec-

tion, because many of the latter Country, to all appear-

ance, are the labrication of Sicilian artists. The Coins
of the Syracusan Kings differ but little in their general

character from those of the other Grecian States ; thc\

are greatly diversified, and for beauty of execution rival

any extant : the symbol of most frequent occurrence is

that of a Victory guiding a chariot, a device commemo-
rative of the solemn Games instituted in honour of

Ceres and Proserpine. Much contrariety of opinion

prevails respecting the era of the supposed Coins of
Gelo, the first King of Syracuse : (elected 494 b. c.) the

reader will remember that we stated the invention of the

Art of Coinage to have taken place in Sicily but a short

time prior to the above date ;
presuming, however, that

it may have originated COO b. c, little improvement
could be looked for in the course of a century, whereas

many Coins of the Prince above-named are of the finest

workmanship. It is also highly improbable that a period

of two centuries should elapse without any Coins being-

preserved of the numerous individuals who held the

reins of power. Another circumstance will seem greatly

to favour the supposition that they were struck in the

Hid century b. c, (in which case they may be referred

to the reign of Hiero II.) We allude to the portraits

appearing in the obverses. It is very doubtful if por-

traits were introduced on Coins much before the Age of

Alexander, at least out of Macedon, and had they been

impressed on Syracusan Coins so early as Gelo, there

would have remained, in all probability, heads of Aga-
thocles, Phintias, and especially of Pyrrhus, who passed

a considerable time in the Island ; but none such have

been found, the portraits commencing not earlier than

Hiero II. The early wealth and prosperity of Sicily

is one of the arguments advanced in favour of the older

Grecian
Monarchic

1
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date, but it should be remembered that although Coins,

finely wrought, have rare!] appeared in any butwealth)

Countries, nevertheless, instances are by no means un-

common of Countries proverbial for their early riches,

which did not practise the Art of Coinage until the

decline of their power. A lew silver Coins have been

referred to Dionysius, but their authenticity is much
doubted ; they are inscribed with Phoenician charac-

ters, and consequently were struck by the Carthaginians.

The Sicilian Monarchic Coins are of various metals and

sizes, and of Hiero II. there are a few line Medallions:

this series of Coins closes with the Siege of Syracuse by

Marcellus, 212 B.C. The Coins of Epirus commence
with Alexander I., a Prince contemporary with Alex-

ander the Great, but with whose History we are little

acquainted ; the gold Coins which exist of this Monarch
are conceived to have been struck in Magna Gra:cia,

whither he went to aid the Tarentines in their wars

with Rome. The Coins of Pyrrhus exist in various

metals, and offer many pleasing devices.

The remainder of the Monarchic Coins comprise

those of a few Princes who reigned in Galatia, Cilicia,

Paphlagnnia. Heraclea in Pontus, and in Illyria and

the adjoining territory.

Little, if anv, information can be obtained, at the

present day, respecting the actual value of money
among the Ancients ; we propose, therefore, to treat

only of the relative value of the pieces when in circu-

lation, bv placing upon the chief Coin that value, which

it may be conjectured to have borne when struck. This

estimate may be effected with considerable accuracy,

from the passages remaining in ancient writers who
have touched upon the subject, but more especially by

the aid of existing Coir.s. A knowledge of this subject

is in a degree requisite in order to understand the terms

frequently made use of in Historical works; it must

create additional interest in surveying the Coins, which

will be augmented as we find a resemblance existing

between the weight now employed and such as were

then in use.

Silver was used at an early period by the Greeks,

being found to be the metal best adapted for the pur-

poses of Coining. The Coins of this metal being the

most abundant, their value can be more accurately de-

fined than that of others ; they are, therefore, first

entitled to consideration.

In a former paragraph we remarked that weight was

the grand standard of Grecian Coinage, adopted prior

to the invention of stamped money, and ever afterwards

retained ; hence the terms in use to designate the weights

were likewise applicable to the Coins themselves. Thus,

Drachma was applied to a piece of metal weighing the

eighth part of an ounce, as at the present day ; it

retained this appellation after being impressed with a

device, and it became the leading denomination of

Grecian Coins.

All large sums among the Greeks were referred to

so many Mina and Talents. The Miria is supposed to

have been the pound weight of the Country to which

it belonged, and was equivalent to the Roman Libra

or Pondus, (hence the term pound,) and to our pound

Troy. Eight Drachma were assigned to the Undo,
(ounce,) and twelve ounces, or 96 Drachma, to the

pound ; but as it has been customary in all Ages to make

an addition to any large sum, the Grecians caused I 11 "

Drachma to be given to the Mina ; 60 Mince, or 6000

Drachma, thereby constituting the Talent. The ideal

value commonly assigned to the Drachma is 9d., thus

allowing £22b for the Talent ,* the Mina, or Pound,
\aried considerably in Countries remote from each
other; but as it invariably contained 100 Drachma,
the diversity of weight prevailed among these last. The
Talent, or standard in general use throng] "lit Greece,

is that by which many of the early Coins ol Asia Minor
were regulated, and being afterwards employed at

Athens, was dc-.ignated the Attic Talent. Next in im-

portance to this was the Bginetan Talent, so called from
its originating in the Island Egina; it was employed in

Macedon also, and a few Cities of Grscia Propria.

The standard which regulated the Sicilian Coinage dif-

fered from both the preceding, and has not been satis-

factorily explained : the Attic Drachma weighed 66
grains, that of Egina upwards of 100 grains.

There was also a second Talent occasionally used at

Athens, denominated the Great Attic Talent, from con-

taining 8o Mina.
The Drachma in size is intermediate between our

Sixpence and Shilling; and those of the Greek Cities

and Kings are common. The Coins of the Cappadocian
Princes, and many of those of the Syrian and Parthian

dynasties, are of this kind.

Didrachma are found which may be referred to the

Attic standard ; those, however, of the Island of Egina
are abundant, and some are occasionally met with of

those Countries which are mentioned as ha\ing adopted

the standard of that Island.

The Tetradrachma is the largest Grecian silver Coin,

and is equivalent, as the name implies, to four Drachma.
Those of many Cities are common, of the Kings abun-

dant The large silver Coins of the Kingdoms ol Asia

Minor, Egypt, and Syria, are Tetradrachma. Neither

these Coins nor the preceding agree in their sizes, as

they are regulated solely by weight; frequently the

diameter of the Coin is inconsiderable, in which case

the apparent deficiency is compensated by a proportionate

increase of thickness.

The Tridrachma of the Attic standard, nearly equal

to the Didrachma of Egina, is a division sometimes

spoken of, but as no pieces have yet reached us which

we can feel authorized in pronouncing to be of this

kind.it is therefore doubtful if there were any struck.

The leading denomination in the silver Coinage, in-

ferior in value to the Drachma, is the Obolus, formin ga

sixth part ; it is a very small Coin, weighing but eleven

grains, and is not of frequent occurrence.

The Triobolus, or Hemi-drachma, as it is usually

termed, is much more common than the preceding

Coin; in weight and value it is precisely half of the

Drachma.
The terms Diobolus and Tetrobolus are applied to

small silver Coins, as their weights with reference to the

Obolus would seem to authorize the appellations.

The Obolus contains eight copper Coins denominated

Chalci, and its half and quarter being struck in silver

were respectively designated Telrachalcos and Di-

chalcos.

The Dichalcos is the smallest division of silver money

which has been preserved; it scarcely exceeds in its

dimensions one quarter of our silver penny, and is

about five grains and a half in weight.

Such are the parts of the Drachma deserving notice ;

the reader is, however, cautioned against placing any

» See the Table.

Plate I.

Kg. 1

1

Kg. |.

Rg.7. 8.
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Numis- great reliance on the application of the above terms to
mut;cs. the small silver Coins, should they be found even of

*"*""V,»' the required weight; the Athenian silver Coinage
abounds of all sizes, and the great assistance afforded

by them in ascertaining the constituent parts of the

Drachma will in some measure compensate for the in-

difference of their execution and the poverty of their

devices.

Gold. We now proceed to the gold Coinage of Greece,

which i3 less intricate than the silver, the parts being

less numerous and admitting of fewer variations in size.

Plate I. The leading denomination in this Coinage is the
*'g-9. Didrachma, called Xpvoovv, from the metal, and Phi-

lippus from having been first coined by Philip of Mace-
don. Silver, we are informed, at first, bore to gold the

proportion of 12 to 1, and afterwards that of 10 to 1,

at which standard it continued ; hence the Didrachma
weighing double the Drachma, or 132 grains, was
valued at twenty silver Drachma, or 15s. sterling.

In the Coinage of the Kings, exclusive of Macedon,
the gold Coins of the Syrian Princes, and the few which
remain of the Kings of Asia Minor, are Didrachma.

Next in size to the Didrachma is the Telradrachma,
according in weight with the chief silver Coin of that

name. These are extremely scarce ; a few exist of

Alexander the Great.

Fig. 6. The gold Coins of the Egyptian Kings are equivalent

to eight Drachma;, or four X/wffoi; they are, however,

adapted to a standard with which we are unacquainted,

and form no compound of the Attic Drachma ; they

exist of two or three sizes, the smaller ones by their

weights being evidently relative parts of the chief Coin.

Octodrachma: of gold are to be met with of two or
three Kings, but they are generally regarded as for-

geries.

Fi^ 10. Drachma in gold exist of a few Cities, and also of the

Kings Hiero II. of Syracuse and Pyrrhus ; the Hemi-
drachma also are not uncommon ; they are found in the

Kingdom of Macedon, both of Philip and Alexander
the Great.

Independently of this enumeration, a variety of gold

Coins, yet smaller in size, abound, which are not in con-

formity to the Attic standard ; the remarks on the small

silver Coinage are equally applicable in this place.

Copper. The copper Coins of Graecia Propria, during several

centuries, do not much exceed the silver Drachma in

size, and are probably the Chalci we hare had occasion

to allude to. The variety of accounts handed down by
Historians, some of whom assign four Chalci to the

Obolus, others six, and a few even ten, has contributed

to involve the subject of copper Coinage in great ob-

scurity ; and so much disparity prevails among the

Coins themselves, as to render the prospect of a satis-

factory explanation of them, at this distant period,

almost hopeless. This disagreement among Historians

may be in some measure ascribed to the proportionate

value of copper to silver varying at different periods :

eight Chalci seem to have been most commonly allotted

to the Obolus, a number which admitted most readily

of divisibility, and hence the quarter of the Obolus

received the appellation of Dickalcus.

Upon the decline of the Greek Empire, about a cen-

tury after the Age of Alexander, smaller copper Coins
were found necessary ; hence the Chalcus was sub-

divided into a variety of parts, receiving the general
denomination of Lepta, the Coin which, according to

St. Mark, was cast by the Widow into the Treasury.

(xl. 42.) Copper Coins are found of all the Cities of Vilue of

note, and many of them considerably under the size of
Grecian

the Chalcus ; those of Athens are reducible into four ^. ]_
sizes, but any attempt at classing the Coins of the other
States in this metal would be fruitless. When the
Chalcus consisted of eight Lepta its parts received ap-
pellations indicative of their relative value to that Coin,
and thus we have the Di-lepton and Tetra-lepton, or
Hemi-chalcus.

As the dynasties constituting the Greek Empire fell Late Coins
by right of conquest under the power of Rome, the of theGre-

Coins of this last nation became the model upon which c
!
au Em

those of Greece were formed ; such was also the dimi-
pire '

nution in the sizes of the silver Coins that the Obolus
was struck in brass, and the Chalci substituted in their

room. There are many brass Coins of the Island of
Chios on which the value is directly specified, as
Obolus, Dichalcus, &c.

The annexed Table exhibits the proportionate value
of the Grecian Coins, reduced to the Attic standard, and
will serve as an illustration of the foregoing passages

;

the sizes of the chief Coins may be found by reference

to the plates.

Mode of Computation.

Drachma .

*.. t. 4.

9

3 15

CO Talent SS5

Gold Coins.

Hemi-drachma (5 Silver Drachma) ,

Timora-got/ftus.

Drachma (10 Silver Drachma!).

Di-prachma (20 Silver Drachma).
Xpvravs.

Staler Aureus.

Tetra-drachma

±r%pt/eauf.

3 9

IS

1 10

Silver Coins, &c.
Chai.i-vj. Weight. I'alue.

g". «. 4.

Di-ckalcm -» i'|S|

2 Hemi-obolns 5f C|

Obolus II 1a

Di-obolus S3 3

li

1, iTetroboltu 44 6

Htmi'diachma 33 4a

Tri-obclus.

8 6

HmcBMA 66 9

Di-dracbma 132 1 6

a Trtra-drackma S66 3
Stater Argenteus.

Metals • .n.

ployed in

It will be found that Gold was not introduced into Grecian

Grxcia Propria or its Colonies, as a medium of com- Coinage.
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- merce, till the most flourishing periods of their His-

tory. This observation, which will not apply to either

Roman or Modern Coinage, is worthy of notice in this

place, inasmuch as the institution of a Coinage in polrl

in any Grecian City is indicative of its having attained

to great opulence. In Asia Minor gold abounded at

an early period ; it is therefore no wonder that this

metal was there resorted to while the Art was in its

infancy, which Art, it will be remembered, originated

in Lydia, at Cyzicus, Phocsea, Ephesus, Clazomene,
and other wealthy Cities. In Magna Gnecia and
Macedon, gold came into use about the Aire of

Philip II.; the chief Cities in which it was issued

in the former Country were, in Sicily, Syracuse, Pa-
normus, and Agrigentum, in Italy, Tarentum, Meta-
pontum, and the towns of the Bruttii. In the Greek
Empire, Macedon, we may observe, rose into power
with Philip II., and declined after the Age of Alexander
the Great, after which period little gold was struck,

copper Coins chiefly abounding. The dynasty of the

Lagida?, whose Country enjoyed a long season of pros-

perity, have left a fine series of gold Coins. Syria was
most powerful under the early Kings, and these are the

only Princes of whom Coins in this metal have been
found : the gold struck in Asia Minor was coined by
the Generals of Alexander and a few powerful Princes,

as Antigonus, Demetrius, Nicomedes, and Mithridates

the Great. A careful examination of Grecian Coins
will convince us that independently of the great body of
Historical matter which they comprise, and the numerous
passages in ancient writers they elucidate in the most sa-

tisfactory manner, they also hold no mean rank among
the remains of ancient Art. Numismatical writers

have not omitted to notice this circumstance, and the

high encomiums which they have bestowed upon them,
may have led to an opinion that antiquaries, in their

enthusiasm, may have imagined to themselves beauties

which in reality do not exist. The difficulty of obtain-

ing access to Cabinets, and the inaccurate representa-

tions which have from time to time appeared in printed

Works on the subject, might indeed warrant this suppo-
sition , but an attentive inspection of the originals will

lead the student to confess that, for boldness of relief, free-

dom and spirit of execution, and correctness of design,

they have rarely been surpassed. We must not expect
to meet with Coins finished with the beauty and deli-

cacy of ancient Gems, neither shall we find that great

degree of neatness characteristic of modern current

Coin. To have rendered the margins even, and of a
perfect form, could have been elfected by a very simple

process, but all attempts of the kind either escaped the

notice of the Ancients, or were considered as objects of
little concern.

We have little hesitation in asserting that Grecian
Coins afford a just criterion of the state of the Arts at

the periods in which they were struck : there are, how-
ever, some exceptions. We should naturally look to

Athens for the most beautiful specimens of Coinage,

since that Stale brought the Art of Sculpture to an un-
paralleled degree of excellence ; it will, therefore, ex-

cite surprise when we state, that the Athenian Coins are

invariably of indifferent execution. In Athens, Coins,

it is evident, were regarded merely as objects of com-
merce ; encourage iicnt was held forth by the State for

works of magnitude, Temples, and other public edifices,

but the art of u'ie-engraving was little esteemed. On
the contrary, the Coinage of the Greek Kings, especially

the Generals of Alexander, of Magna Grtecia, and of EarlyCoim
Asia Minor, is remarkable for beauty. offtoini!.

Sect. II.

—

Roman Coins.

From numerous circumstances connected with situa- Charadei

lion and early History, the Cuius of Rome differ in of HomaB

man;, points from those of Greece ; among the distinc-
1 01""^ 1 '-

tions, we may notice the exceedingly large size of the

copper Coins struck in the early period of the Common-
wealth, the little variety which prevailed in the devices
anterior to the reign of Augustus, the greater superiority

in the execution of the copper Coins in the imperial
\gCS, and lastly, the accuracy with which the sizes

were adjusted. It will not be difficult to trace the
causes which gave rise to these distinctions. The me-
tals gold and silver were unknown to the Romans in

the early period of their History; indeed, mines of silver

are to this day rarely to be met with in Italy, while the
commerce carried on with the adjoining States was too
trifling to admit of an importation of that metal : cop-
per, on the contrary, abounded ; it became therefore

requisite to coin it of all sizes. It will be obvious that

had Coins been struck in Greece of copper equivalent in

value to the silver Drachma, they would have been of
several inches in diameter, and of this kind are the

Roman pieces. We have noticed the manner in which
the early Grecian Coins were struck ; a contrary prac-

tice was adopted in Rome, viz. that of casting them, us

indeed the former method could not have been put in

practice with pieces of very large dimensions: when the

wealth of Rome v\as afterwards augmented by foreign

Conquests, and the copper Coins were reduced in size,

by the introduction of silver into the Mint, the practice

of casting was discontinued.

The symbols first affixed on the Roman Coins were, Nature of

as we shall shortly see, similar in their nature to those the early

which appeared on the Coins of the surrounding Na- symbols.

tions, among whom were many powerful Cities, each
of which appropriated to itself some peculiar de-

vices. In the lapse of time these Cities became subject

to Rome, and adopted her emblems, but these are little

diversified while her conquests were limited to Italy.

When speaking of the superiority in workmanship of
the copper Coins of the Empire, we should observe that

they were for the most part formed of the compound
metal brass, which, it would seem, was at that period

held in great esteem : these Coins surpass in execution

those of copper, as from their larger size they afforded

the engraver greater scope for exertion of his skill.

This difference between the Roman and Grecian
Coins will oblige us to pursue a different course in our

treatment of them. It will be requisite to consider the

value of the early Consular Coins apart from the Impe-
rial, and also to specify the value in the outset, since

not only are the devices few in number, but a practice

long prevailed of designating the pieces of different

value by these devices, notwithstanding such pieces were
regulated by weight, and impressed with characters de-

noting their value.

There are sufficient grounds for believing the Romans I. Ron an

to have borrowed the Art of Coinage from their neigh- < "nsul.ir

hours the Etruscans, Umbrians, and other adjoining

States; the Etruscans were powerful and opulent lung

before the building of Rome; sufficient monuments
exist to this day which prove them to have been a highly

polished Nation, and to them probably all the earliest
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Num;s- Italian Coins may be referred. Herodotus relates* that a
matics. Colony of Lydians planted themselves at an early period

*"*Y"-""""' in Umbria , whence it has been inferred that the Ro-

mans, through the medium of the Umbrians, were, as

well as the Greeks, indebted to Lydia for the invention of

the Art. We are not, however, warranted in this conjec-

ture, as it seems very doubtful if the Art was known in

Asia Minor until long after the period of the above-named

migration. The Cities in that part of Italy of which

numerous Coins are extant are Volaterra, in Etruria

;

Tuder, in Umbria; and Hatria, or Hadria, the City

which subsequently gave name to the sea on the coast

of which it was founded : many Coins likewise exist of

the Cities Populonia and Teate, situated in the Countries

above named, but they are of later date. The sym-

bols appearing on these Coins, executed in the most

wretched style of Art, are very various, and as they seem
in no way connected with the Cities themselves, any de-

tailed account of them will be superfluous: the common
devices are Cattle, (hence the origin of the term pecunia,

from pecus,) a variety of Animals, Fish, Anchors, Wheels,

Bones, &c. The names of the Cities are generally given

in characters peculiar to the Country, and slightly re-

sembling the Phoenician ; there are also certain marks
indicative of their value. The chief pieces in circulation

were rude masses of copper, most frequently of a circular

form, of several inches in diameter, and weighing about

a pound ; the pound was divided into twelve ounces,

and each of the smaller denominations contained a cer-

tain number of ounces, the precise number being desig-

nated by points or dots.

Coinage, as we are informed by Pliny ,t was instituted

at Rome under the reign of Servius Tullius, 550 b. c, or

according to Newton, 467 b. c. This Coinage consisted

of the As Libralis, (from as or <es, brass,) or As of .1

pound weight, and, after a short period, of its parts,

each of them receiving a name expressive of its value

with reference to the chief Coin. They will arrange

themselves as follows

:

As Libralis .... containing 12 oz. its character L or I.

Semis, half of the As 6 S.

Trie/is, one-third ditto 4 • • • »
Quadrans, one-quarter ditto 3 » •

Sextans, one-sixth ditto. ... 2 aa
Uncia, one-twelfth ditto ... 1 .

Symbols on The symbols at this period were very similar to those
Etruscan on the Coins of Etruria, Umbria, &c, but in a few years

Coins.°

man
heatls of the chief Deities were introduced. It will be
remembered that the Grecian Civic Coinage underwent
a somewhat similar change when the indentations were
no longer needed ; the Deities would indeed naturally

suggest themselves as the most appropriate emblems.
The Gods of the Romans derived their origin from the

early Kings of Italy : first in order is Janus, who was
succeeded by Saturn, for a period indeed tiiey reigned
conjointly ; the third Prince was Picus, also called Jupi-
ter, after whom came Faunus, or Mercury : these were
regarded as Deities, were especially honoured at Rome,
and upon the extension of her conquests became incor-

porated with those of Greece.

Symbols on When, after the lapse of half a century or more, the
Human States in the vicinity of Rome declined in power, their

Coinage insensibly disappeared, while that of Rome as-

sumed a character of its own ; and the As and its parts

i. 94.

vol. v.
f xxxiii. 3

each had devices appropriated exclusively to them. Roman
Hence we have the Goddess Roma (accoutred like the Consular

Grecian Pallas) as the first instance on record of the toins.

personification of a City, a practice afterwards carried
v~™

*

v™1mJ

to a great extent, as we shall perceive when the Impe-
rial Coins fall under consideration. The following are
the symbols at the period in question :

As, head of Janus. Quadrans, head of Hercules.
Semis .... Jupiter. Sextans Mercury.
Triens .... Minerva. Uncia Roma.

'

The double face given to Janus has not been satis- Symbols on
factorily explained; he was often confounded with die reverses.

Saturn, or Time, and was probably represented under this

form as presiding over time past and future. The prow
of a galley, which is the common, and for a considerable
period constituted the sole, type on the reverses of the
As and its parts, was adopted in commemoration of
Saturn, who came by sea to the shores of Latium, in-

structed the rude inhabitants in agriculture, and was
associated by Janus in the Government of the Country.

Such was the character of the early Roman Coinage ; Diminution

the changes it subsequently experienced, and the progres- in 'be size

sive stages of improvement which it underwent, were the
°^ Ule As -

fruits of time, the result of circumstances and of political

emergency. A constant diminution is observable in the

sizes of Coins in proportion to the political advancement
ofthe Country which employs them ; for as a Nation rises

into importance, its demands necessarily augment, and
the readiest method which presents itself of meeting the
exigencies of the State consists in reducing the size of
the chief Coin in circulation, yet assigning to it a value
equivalent to that which it had borne before such a

reduction took place. Upon the commencement of
hostilities with the Carthaginians, from the expenses
attending a war in a foreign Country, the As, as Pliny
informs us, did not exceed two ounces in weight ; its

parts had, of course, decreased in like proportion. This
diminution may also be ascribed to the introduction

about that period of silver into the Mint ; and as the

Roman As and its divisions, recognised by the devices

above specified, have been found of all sizes intermediate

between the pound and two-ounce weights, we may fairly

presume the reduction to have been gradual.

At the period during which the As was three and Compounds

four ounces in weight, and previously to the coining of °f tne Ai.

silver, an inconvenience appears to have arisen from the

want of Coin above the value of the As ; hence pieces of

larger denominations were struck, weighing double,

treble, and quadruple of the As, and designated by the

terms Dttpondius, or Bissas, Trijiondiiis, or Tressis,

and Quadrussis. These Coins are not of frequent occur-

rence, and may be distinguished from the As and its

parts of an early date (some of which equal them in

weight) by the characters impressed upon them ; all the

reverses bear the symbol of the prow, and the obverses

the head of Pallas, or possibly Roma ; for they are often

confounded by the ablest antiquaries. The As, we have

stated, bore the character I, to denote its value of one
pound, and this mark it retained when reduced to a

few ounces in weight ; the relative value of the BtSMi
was expressed by two of these strokes, the Tressis by
three, and so on. The inconvenience which must turn

arisen from the size of these Coins, was probably the

cause that so few were issued from the Mint ; but, not-

withstanding this circumstance, two or three pieces are

known to exist equivalent in value to ten Asses; they

4m
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are of the Bame date with the preceding, of about rix

inches in diameter, and arc impressed with the numeral
\ denoting their value.

The At libella, as it was termed in its diminished
form, experienced a further reduction to one ounce in

weight during the lid Punic War, and again about
lT.'i B. ('., when it did not exceed halCan ounce ; at this

standard i' remained until the close of the Common-
wealth. These successive changes hail so much ope-
rated to diminish the parts of the As in si/.c and value,

that they were frequently discontinued, and with the last

reduction the Bottoms eand Vnrui altogether ceased.
Soon after the introduction of silver into the Coinage,

a practice became general "' affixing tin- names of the

chief families in Home (probably intended as a com-
pliment from the Mint-master) in the field of the Coins :

they are consequently distinguished by the appellation

of Family Coins; the name of the City also formed part
of the Legend.

From the peculiarities which characterise the Roman
copper Coins, and the fluctuations thev experienced in

value, we may regard them as consisting of three kinds;
tin- fust of these extends from the reign of Senilis

Tullius until about 400 B. C. The Coins during this

period are unwieldy pieces of metal, excessively rude ill

their fabric, and bearing a variety of devices, the em-
blems of the Etruscan and Cmbrian Cities being used
in common with those of Rome. The next division

extends to 250 B. c, or about the middle of the 1st

Punic War; these are of improved execution, and the

types few in number, one device I eing appropriated to

the As, and to each of its parts. The third and hist

kind extends to the Augustan Age ; they are consider-

ably reduced in si/e. of superior workmanship, and are
greatly diversified in their symbols.
We now arrive at the siher Coinage of Rome, first

introduced in the Capital 2ob' n. c. The form in which
silver first appeared, was that of the Denarius, so
termed from its value of ten Asses. These therefore

supplied the place of the Deeusus, or large coppcrCoins
above alluded to. The earliest of these' Coins weigh
about ninety grains, and represent on the obverse the
clouhle-taccd head of Janus, on the reverse Jupiter in
his car, hurling his thunderbolts; these pieces were,
however, soon dropped, and replaced by the Denarius
of sixty-six grains, the Quinarius. or its half, of five Asses,

and the Sestertius, a word employed by the Romans to

express two parts of an integer and half of Ike third ;

thus in the present instance it formed one-quarter of
the Denarius, containing two Asses and a half. The
symbols affixed to the obverses of all these Coins
were heads of the Goddess Roma, with wings on the
helmet, (which distinguishes it from the head of Pal-
las,) and the upper part terminating in the head of
a griffin. For the reverses two devices prevailed ; the
first of these were the tviins Castor and l'ollux, the
other a Car of Victory. The Demigods Castor and
Pollux were greatly honoured at Rome, and had their

Temples in the city ; this worship had its rise from a

tradition that in the infancy of the Republic they aided
the Romans in a battle with the Etruscans fought
at the lake Rcgilla. They are represented on burs,..

back precisely resembling each other; the stars placed
over their heads imply their deification. The Car,
guided by a figure of Victory, is a more common sym-
bol ; it is sometimes drawn by two and sometimes by
four horses; hence the pieces were denominated Bigttti

and Quadrati. The characters constituting the Legend
weie lor a considerable time limited to the name of the

City, and the marks indicative of value ; the Denarius
bore tne numeral \, which was afterwards converted
into n star, and subsequently disappeared

j the Quina-
rius bore the Roman character v

; and lastly, the Ses-

tertius IIS, to denote its value of two Asses and a half;

the two lines were afterwards united thus IIS. In a
short time the names of the families Were placed on the

reverse, as on copper Coins of the same period.

A considerable time elapsed before these devices fell

into disuse, but foreign conquests and the consequent
influx of Grecian Coins at length enlarged their num-
ber; in lieu of the head of Koma v\ e find representa-

tions of the chief (iiecian Deities, who now became
incorporated with those of the Eternal City ; and thus

are seen the elligies of Venus, Diana, Mars, Apollo,
Ceres, Bacchus, Sue., which, as they are generally accom-
panied by their attributes, may readib be recognised.
On the reverses of the Denarii numerous emblematical
and historical figures appear, but as the variety among
these is almost endless, we shall not attempt an enume-
ration of them ; it will be requisite lor us to enter at

some length into the symbols of the Imperial Coins, to

which, as they nearly resemble many of the above, the

reader is referred. One class of devices remains to

be noticed, viz. the heads of Generals and Consuls,

which at a late period supplanted those of the Deities.

These representations were affixed bj their descendants
and by the .Mint-masters, being either dictated by flat-

tery, or designed to record their most important ser-

vices while in office, in which case the events themselves

were depicted on the reverse.

The silver Coins of the Republic may, like the cop-

per, be distinguished into three classes ; the first, in-

cluding the Coins bearing the heads of the Goddess
Roma, the Car of Victory, and the Twins. Some idea

may be formed of the number of these, when, if Pin-
kerton be tolerably correct in his computation, they

comprise ten-twelfths of the silver Coins. Those of the

second division bear the heads of-the chief Deities, and
a variety of emblematical and historical figures; and the

last, including but a very small number, is distinguished

by the portraits of the Generals, Consuls. &£, u uh reverses

like the preceding. In order to convey some notion

of the immense number of Family Coins known to

exist, it will be sufficient to state that thev have been
found inscribed with the names of nearly two hundred
families, and, in a few instances, one hundred and fifty

varieties to a single family. At the time in which an
alteration was effected in the symbols, and heads of dis-

tinguished characters were introduced, their names
were inserted in the Legend together « ith the office

they held in the Slate, whether that of Consul or Pro-
consul, Quwstor, Imperator, or Triumvir.

A Coinage of gold was instituted at Rome sixty years

after the introduction of silver, and the pieces issued

were of three kinds ; biz. the Scrirjiulum* weighing one-

third of the Denarius, a Coin of double this weight,

and the third equalling the weight of the Denarius, then

of sixty grains. The head of Mars and an Eagle are the

devices appearing on all these Coins ; the name of the

city ROMA is also inserted, and characters denoting
their weight, and their value with reference to the .SVs-

terttus. As these three Coins are rarely to be met with

* l'liu. xxxiii. 3.
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Arrange-
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Plate I.

Fig. 23.

F.g. 24.

Fig. 25 -
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in Cabinets, they are introduced in Plate I., where the

marks alluded to will be seen ; the first of the two cha-

racters on the largest piece corresponds with the Roman
numeral L. It will be proper in this place to remark

that many antiquaries are averse from classing these

with Roman Coins ; but notwithstanding, as in their

workmanship they resemble the Coins of Magna Graecia,

as they perfectly accord with the accounts transmitted

to us by Pliny of the earliest gold Coins of the Re-
public, there can be little doubt to which Nation they

belong. The whole of Magna Grsecia had been long

subject to Rome, the brightest period of its Coinage

had passed away, and the most skilful of the die-en-

gravers probably centred in the Capital : the name of

Roma likewise appearing seems to.be conclusive.

This new Coinage, from the few pieces which have

tgeofGuhl been discovered, must have been speedily dropped, and,

judging from the distinct character of that which suc-

ceeded, it would seem that a considerable period elapsed

before gold again circulated as the medium of com-

merce. The chief gold Coin afterwards issued was the

Aureus, named from the metal, as the Greek Cfmtsos

and Chaleos ; together with the Aureus there appeared

likewise its half, denominated Quinarius, Semissis, and

Semi-Aurau. Quinarius was so called from being of the

same dimensions as the silver Coin of that name, but

it is surely misapplied. The Aureus is of twice the

weight of the Denarius, though equalling it in size;

the date of its appearance at Rome is unknown ; as,

however, both this Coin and its half, especially the

latter, are of great scarcity under the Commonwealth,
and as, moreover, they are impressed with symbols

similar to those on the late Denarii, we shall not

greatly err in referring the earliest of them to about

100 b. c.

Alteration A material alteration took place in the value of the

ia the value Denarius at a late period of the Commonwealth, which
ot the De- a ffec tcfl all the Coins of inferior value. This change

Pinkerton conjectures to have occurred 176 b. c. ; the

Denarius, which had hitherto consisted of ten Asses,

(as indeed its name implies,) was ordered to pass for

sixteen ; the Quinarius, in consequence, was rated at

eight, and the Sestertius at four Assaria ; the names
were nevertheless retained, an inconsistency scarcely to

be avoided, and which has prevailed with the Coinage

of almost every Country. A few Denarii arc impressed

with the numeral XVI. on the obverse, which may
possibly have had reference to their change in value,

but on which no reliance can be placed, as various

numbers were from time to time inscribed. It is re-

markable that the issue of the Sestertius in brass, after

having long circulated in the form of a small silver

Coin, should have escaped the observation of Medallists

until within the last few years. Pinkerton, in his

Essay* has pointed out, in a very satisfactory manner,

the changes it underwent, before it came to be con-

sidered as the leading Coin, and that bv which all

large sums among the Romans were estimated. The
Sestertius does not appear to have been struck in brass

immediately upon the alteration in the value of the

Dt narius, as few of them have been found before the

Augustan Age ; the Sestertius may have circulated in

silver during the Commonwealth at the value of four

Asses, until, from the decreasing value of that metal, it

had experienced such a diminution in size as to be

* Essay on Mt\ta/s, sec. 7.

productive of great inconvenience. The pymbolson the Roman

Quinarius and Sestertius, upon their firsi appearance, Consular

perfectly resembled those of the Denarii ; but they ^
were subsequently varied; a head of Jupiter and a

figure of Victory constituted the types of the former

piece, whence they were denominated Victoriati, and a

head of Mercury, with the Caduceus, those of the Ses-

tertius : these last are of great scarcity, probably owing
to their diminutive size.

In the course of our remarks upon the Imperial General

Coinage, we shall briefly notice the changes to which survey of

the class of Coins just described became subject ; but i"!,
~°'ns

enough has been said to show that they are of them- momvt;uith.
selves capable of bringing us acquainted with the gra-

dual increase of the Roman power, from the period

when its territory comprised but a few miles in extent,

to that at which it aspired at universal dominion. Thus
if we examine the most ancient Roman Coins, those

reported to have been fabricated under the reign of

ServiusTullius,we find them to be of the most barbarous

execution, with the devices scarcely intelligible : they

were evidently the fabrication of a rude, unpolished

nation, which totally disregarded the cultivation of the

Arts. We learn from History that Rome was for

many centuries but a warlike city, its inhabitants in-

considerable, and the existence of the State itself pre-

carious. The Coins just mentioned bear not the slightest

resemblance to those of Greece, whence we infer that

hitherto no intercourse had subsisted between the two

Nations ; on the other hand, they closely resemble the

Coins of Etrurian Cities and the adjoining Stales, by

which we learn that Rome was in communication, and

perhaps alliance, with them. After the lapse of a few

years, we find the symbols adopted by the neighbouring

Nations fall into disuse ; from which circumstance we

may conclude that either they subsisted under the pro-

tection of Rome, or were annihilated by her in her con-

quests. The progressive stages of their decline, might,

we conceive, be ascertained with some accuracy, were

greater attention bestowed on this curious class of Coins,

but from their general rudeness, and the uncouth repre-

sentations they bear, they are too frequently disregarded.

If the diminution in the size of the Coins can be proved

to have been gradual, their weights would enable us to

ascertain their respective eras, though unfortunately,

from their long continuance underground, and from

accidental injuries, they are seldom found in a perfect

state, and much is consequently left to conjecture. To
return to the present view of our subject, the gradual

reduction in the size of the Coins indicates a propor-

tionate increase in the wealth and power of Home ; and

upon arriving at the 1st Punic War, we may reasonably

infer from the Coins, that a communication now sub-

sisted with some foreign power,—a new metal is intro-

duced in the Coinage, and the execution of it is con-

siderably improved. This last circumstance was probably

caused by the conquest of Sicily and the Southern part

of Italy, Countries in which the Art had long attained

to maturity. If we descend to a yet later period, that

at which Greece was formed into a Roman Province,

we shall find, on viewing the Coinage, an infinite variety

in the devices, while the execution in gold and silver is

far superior to all that had yet appeared : we are thereby

informed that their commerce was greatly extended, and

that the conquest of Greece had caused an influx 0i

works of Art from that Country, and probably of the

artists themselves.

U 2
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The following Tables, exhibiting the fluctuations in

value of the Coins of the Commonwealth at different

periods of its History, are introduced to elucidate the

preceding remarks

:

About 300 b. c.

Jncia.
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consigned to the care of the Vestals. The Goddess Roma
is of very frequent occurrence on Imperial Coins, in w (rich

she is represented seated on a pile of arms, to denote

fter achievements in war ; she is armed after the manner
of Pallas; in her ripht hand is sometimes a globe, as

the emblem of universal dominion, and at other times a

figure of Victory ; a sceptre is occasionally found in her

left hand, but more commonly a sword.

Among the Moral and Allegorical Figures, Hope,

Piety, Peace, and Eternity are chiefly deserving of

notice. Hope, the most common personification, is re-

presented holding her dress with her left hand, that it

may not impede her in her march, it being characteristic

for Hope to press forward to the attainment of her object,

as it is of Fear to recede ; in her right hand she bears

the bud of a flower. Piety is always represented veiled,

as was the practice with females when engaged in the

performance of any religious rite ; she appears casting

incense on an altar from a censer, which she bears in

her left hand. Under this personification we may
sometimes trace the origin of our modern representa-

tion of Charity, the figure of Piety being frequently

attended by children, to imply that Piety to our Creator

is best shown in our good deeds to one another. When
the above attributes are omitted, the Stork, from the

legendary attachment of that bird to her offspring,

is introduced as symbolical of the duty of children

to their parents. Peace is a common personification,

and is similar to the modern representation of it ; the

cornucopia is, with scarcely an exception, placed in her

hands, and in addition, we have the trite emblem of

the olive branch. Eternity occurs less frequently, and
is variously depicted : sometimes she is veiled, and bears

a sceptre ; a globe is frequently placed in one hand,

surmounted by a Phcenix, with the head encircled by
rays, it being the offspring of the Sun. Eternity is

also figured bearing in her hands the Sun and Moon.
The attributes of a few of the Deities and Moral Virtues

are not unfrequently placed alone on the field of the

Coin ; wherever this occurs, they may, in most cases, be

understood to bear the same signification as when asso-

ciated with the figures : a cornucopia, for example, de-

notes the plenty which prevailed during the particular

Emperor's reign ; two of them, perhaps, signify an

extraordinary plenty. The caduceus standing alone

forms a common reverse, and is a symbol of Peace. We
may also mention the Virtues Concord and Fidelity,

represented under the form of two hands joined. The
good-will which existed between the Emperor and his

people was represented by the former taking the hand
of one of his chief officers. It was not unusual to

combine two or more symbols of this kind on a single

reverse ; the Romans, indeed, frequently indulged in

this kind of Poetical imagery ; the practice prevailed

chiefly in the Augustan Age, and thus upon Peace being

established between Augustus and M. Antony, a Coin
was struck, on which appear two cornucopia, sup-

ported by hands joined, and between them a caduceus.

Augustus was born under the sign Capricornus, which

he therefore represented on his Coins ; he employed a

Globe to signify possession of the world, and a Rudder
to denote rule ; all of these types appear united on the

Coins of that Emperor.
We next proceed to the figures of different Countries.

Europe was represented by Europa and the Bull ; for

Asia a portion of a vessel was introduced, that being

the quarter of the Globe in which Navigation was said

to have been first practised ; Africa offers a very complete Roman
personification, she appears in a helmet formed by the Imperial

proboscis of an elephant, in one hand a scorpion is
v

(-u,m -

placed, and in the other a cornucopia ; a bull is
Y

sometimes introduced to denote that Agriculture formed
the chief employment of the natives. The ibis denoted

Egypt, and the camel Arabia ; to Spain was assigned

an olive branch, and a bow and arrows to Parthia.

Among the Provinces, the personifications of Judaea and
Britannia are remarkable. Upon the destruction of
Jerusalem by Titus, 70 a. d., numerous Coins were
struck, on the reverses of which the Genius of the City
appears bewailing the calamity which has befallen it

;

she is veiled, expressive, in this instance, of distress,

and seated on the ground, an attitude implying cap-

tivity ; behind the figure a palm tree is introduced, it

being the growth of the Country ; also a Hebrew
captive with his hands tied. In the personification of

our own Island, as it has been preserved on a small

number of Imperial Coins, we have the origin of the

Britannia affixed on the modern current Coin. The
figure sometimes bears in her hand a Roman standard,

denoting that the Country was a Province of the Em-
pire ; she sometimes appears armed, (as on our existing

copper money,) indicative of the warlike disposition of

the natives. There is also a Coin on which the figure

of Britannia is seated on a globe, with waves rolling

at her feet. As the above Coins are possessed of more
than ordinary interest, the reader is referred to Pinker-

ton's Essay on Medals, in which will be found en-

gravings of six out of ten, all that in his time were
known to exist. There are frequent allusions on

Roman Coins to the victories obtained over the early

Britons, which are represented by a Triumphal Arch,

with the legend Britannia. In the last division of this

class are the Rivers : the Tiber is recognised by the in-

troduction of the twins suckled by the wolf. It is worthy

of observation, that the Romans have invariably re-

presented the River Gods in a reclining attitude. The
Nile holds a cornucopia in his hand ; he is some-

times represented reclining on an urn, from which

water is issuing, and the mouth of it partly concealed

by drapery. Two animals usually accompany this per-

sonification, the Crocodile and the Hippopotamus.

Figures of the Provinces are not common until alter Origin of

the Auaustan Age ; the circumstances which gave rise <h« figure*

to their adoption are various, as upon a new Province .

me rro"

being annexed to the Empire, upon the .Lmperor re-
j{oman

covering one which had been overrun by the Barba- Coins.

rians through the indolence and apathy of his prede-

cessors, and also upon an Emperor visiting Provinces

remote from the Capital, or making the circuit of his

dominions. Reverses thus engraved, therefore, cease

with the decline of the Empire, when the Barbarians of

the North had so firmly established themselves on the

frontiers, that all attempts to repel them were ineffec-

tual. The most considerable of Trajan's conquests

were the formation of Dacia into a Roman Province,

and the reduction of Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Par-

thia : all which acquisitions we're severally recorded on

his Coins. The Emperor Hadrian made a complete

circuit of his dominions, and his Coins have been found

inscribed with the names of no fewer than twenty Pro-

vinces. The Emperors Claudius, Hadrian, Antoninus

Pius, Septimius Severus, and Commodus, who carried

their arms into Britain, have had that conquest recorded

on their Coins, by the figure of Britannia as above
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Plate II.
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described. Pope has delineated in »ery polished and
harmonious verso this system of Coinage.

u ill it nun t;> trust

The Paithh-w column, and the crumbling Imst

;

ConvincM, she now contracts bar past design;
And ail her triumphs shrink into a Coin.
A narrow orb each crowded conquest keeps

j

Bene eh her Pahn here sari Judtes an spa
|

Now scantier limits the proud Arch confine,
Anil scarce are seen the prostrate .Nile ami Khine.
A small Kuphratcs through the piece is rouVd:
And little Eagles wave their uiii^-s in gold.

Various circumstances connected with War, each
accompanied by an appropriate Legend, are frequently
represented on Roman Coins. The Emperor is some-
times sees haranguing his soldiers; the Legend Adlo-
cutio illustrating the device. The departure of an ex-

pedition was always attended with great pomp, prayers

and sacrifices being Offered up for its success; this cir-

cumstance is recorded on the Coins, with E.vpeditio tor

the Legend. The expedition is also occasionally repre-

sented crossing a river either by vessels or a bridge,

when the Legend Trajectus is introduced ; and lastly,

we have the return and triumphal entry of the Emperor
or General, who appears in a chariot attended by Vic-

tory ; the Legends accompanying litis device are Trium-
phal or Victoria. The reception of the Emperor at the
several stations was expressed by the Legends AdoeKtUi
and Profectits accompanying the device : in the latter

case the Emperor is attended by one or more of his

chief officers ; and in the former by the Genius of the
City, at an altar, offering up a sacrifice in gratitude for

his safe arrival.

The implements of warfare consist of Standards,
Shields, Cuirasses, and Trophies; Heaps of arms also

appear as tokens of victory. Victory also is fre-

quently seen recording on a shield the conquests of
the Generals or Emperor. A Warrior is often the
type of the reverse, also the Roman Eagle, and Laurel
branches. The Crowns represented on Coins are of two
kinds; the Rostral Crown, which rarely occurs, and the

Oaken or Civic Crown, common on Coins of Augustus,
and within which the words 06 cives servatos are in-

scribed. This Crown, it will be remembered, was
awarded to such as had saved the life of a Roman
citizen; and though we are not to take this in the literal

sense, when applied to the Emperor, he may neverthe-
less be considered as entitled to that honour, by having
established Peace throughout his dominions.
The number of devices relating to Games is very incon-

siderable, and they were, for the most part, affixed to the

Coins of those Emperors who were addicted to those Fes-
tivities. Naumachiffi are occasionally representations.

Temples are depicted on the Coins of nearly all the

Emperors. Those of Jupiter Capitolinus and Janus are
of common occurrence; the latter being a small, square
shrine, just sufficiently capacious to contain a Statue of
the God. On the Coins of Augustus appear the Temples
erected by that Emperor in honour of Apollo, Juno,
Mars, and Julius Ca>sar

; generally the porch only of the

Temples is represented, and within it is placed a small
Statue of the Deity. Triumphal Arches are very com-
mon devices, and in the event of a foreign conquest
were immediately affixed on the Coins; they are in-

scribed with the name of the conquered Nation, and
adorned with trophies. The Column of Antoninus
Pius, now standing, is a common type on his Coins.
The Rostral Column appears on Coins of Augustus, in

honour of the Battle of Actium. Equestrian Statues,

erected to man \ of the Kmperors by tile .Senate and
Roman

Coins.Roman People, in consideration of their services to the

State, arc delineated on the reverses of several Coins-.
>
~"~>r~~'

Representations of the Theatres, Amphitheatres, and
Circuses are preserved on a few Imperial Coins, but they

are by no means common. The Forum of Trajan is

found on one of his Coins; and Basilica\ Baths, Ports,

Bridges, and Aqueducts were occasionally introduced.

Haying concluded our summary of the devices, (in

which enumeration all that merit the attention of the

general reader have been specified,) we shall proceed
to notice the Legends, of much greater extent on Roman
than on Grecian Coins.

We have already enumerated several of these in our Legends on
description of the symbols; and, indeed, the characters Roman

on the reverses of the Coins are little more than expla-
^'

>ns -

natory of the type; thus the Allegorical figures, though
they may be readily known from being accompanied by
their attributes, have their names introduced : the same
may be observed to be the case with the figures of the

Provinces. In the Legends accompanying these last, we
perceive the Roman Tongue to be admirably adapted for

recording events, where brevity of expression is impor-
tant; the following examples are remarkable for their

comprehensiveness : Juda-a capta, Salus Generis hu-
mani. Gandiwm Rei]>ublicte. Asia subacta. Tcllits

slabilita. Roma renascens. But what is now to engage
our attention, is the characters inscribed on the ob-

verses, to which the portraits of the Emperor or Em-
presses were affixed. Upon the first inspection of a
Roman Imperial Coin, we are apt to imagine that the

Legends cannot bedeciphered without much difficulty;

and, indeed, it must be granted that great confusion

prevails from the numerous abbreviations, and the

deficiency of stops. In order to convey to our readers

a clear idea of their nature, we propose to analyze, if Plate II.

we may so express ourselves, the Legend of an Imperial Fig. 3.

Coin ; and we select for that purpose one of the Em-
peror Titus. It will be perceived, on examination, that

the titles conferred on the early Emperors were used

in common by their successors; and these being, there-

fore, once understood, a large portion of the Legend of
almost any Imperial Coin will be known. When the

characters encircle the device, they form what is deno- Fig. 2.

initiated the Legend; when they occupy the field of the

Coin, they constitute an Inscription; and when occupy-

ing the lower extremity of the piece, and separated from
the area by an horizontal line, they are termed the

Exergue : (eg tpyS, out of the work :) the date on the

reverse of our English copper Coins generally occupies

this station. Before proceeding to examine the Coin
we have selected, we will briefly specify the titles com-
monly annexed to the Throne, and whence they derived

their origin. The title Imperator, or Emperor, was
under the Roman Commonwealth a military distinction,

answering in some measure to General with us; it was
subsequently conferred upon Octavius by the Senate, to

denote the supreme power in the State, and came into

general use with his successors. This title was expressed

on the Coins simply by the three first characters,

IMP. About the Age of Constantine the Great it

fell into disuse, that of Dominus Nosier being substi-

tuted ; the initials D. N. are all that appear on the

Coins. The appellation of Ccesar originated in the

Julian family, in consequence of one of them having
had in fiis possession an elephant, which animal in the
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Punic Tongue is expressed by that word. It was assumed

by all tlie descendants of that family, and after so long

a period seemed in a manner inseparable from the

Throne. The title Augustus was conferred by the

Senate on the young Octavius, at his express desire : it

was borne in his honour by all the successors to the

Empire, as was also that of Augusta by the Empresses,

and it was expressed on Coins by the three first letters,

AUG. The power, equivalent to that of a Tribune,

which was conferred on Augustus, was expressed on

his Coins by the words Tribuniiid Potrstate, or more

generally in the abbreriated forms TRIB. POT. and

TR. P. The election to the above office was annual,

and as the Emperors (except in one or two instances)

were elected immediately on their accession, wherever

numerals are annexed they denote the year of the

Prince's reign. The glorious title, Paler Patriee, or

Father of his Country, expressed by the initials P. P.,

was accorded with great propriety to the Emperor
Titus ; the distinction, it must be confessed, was rarely

merited by his successors, but being calculated to flatter

their vanity was seldom omitted. Among other epithets,

equally misapplied in aftertimes, was that of Pius,

originating with the first Antoninus, one of the most

perfect characters to be found in History. The office

of High Priest, or Superintendent of the Pontiffs, was
assumed both by Julius and Octavius upon their coming
into power ; it is frequently inscribed on their Coins,

and, like the preceding titles, was retained by their suc-

cessors. It was expressed by PONTIFEX MAXI-
MUS, though commonly abbreviated, as PONT. MAX.,
and P. M. The office of Consul, assumed by the Em-
perors, was signified by the three letters COS. If we
now inspect the Coin of Titus, represented in Plate II.,

many of the above titles will be found inserted in the

Legend ; the following is the order of the characters,

the names and titles being given at full length. Im-
perator Titus. C'eesar Vespasianus Augustus. Ponti-

fer Maximus. Tribunilia Poteslale. Paler Putrirr.

Consul VIII. The letters S. C, Senates Consullo,

affixed invariably to the Imperial Coins in first and
second brass, denote that they were struck by a decree

of the Senate ; to that Body was decreed the power of

striking brass Coins, and to the Emperor those of gold
and silver. The above characters consequently never

appear on the Coins in these latter metals.

Upon the dissolution of the Greek Empire, the several

Countries were formed into Roman Provinces ; over

each of these a Governor was appointed, and a Coinage
instituted in the chief Cities. These Coins are inscribed

with Greek characters ; they class notwithstanding with
those of Rome, from being struck in Countries subject

to that Empire, and from bearing heads of the Emperors
on the obverses : in point of execution, the Coins of this

class are very inferior to those which were issued from
the Capital.

The Imperial Greek Coins divide themselves accord-

ing to the tonus of government instituted by the Ro-
mans in their conquests; and thus we have Provinces,

Colonies, and Municipia, or Free Cities. These are all

the workmanship of inferior artists, and exhibit great

sameness in the devices, which are for the most part

included in the enumeration of the symbols on Imperial

Coins. The types commonly consist of the Temples of
the Deities in the respective Cities, which, from their

great variety, are not deficient in interest. The Legends,
as we stated, are in Greek, and often literally trans-

lated from the Roman; as AYTOKPATOP, for Em- Grecian

peror; ilKBAiTOS, Augustus; KAI2AP, Ca;sar, &c. Imperia.

Among the Legends peculiar to this class, we may * ''

mention the names of Magistrates, and the title NEQ- v

K0PG2, applied to certain Cities, implying their

appointment to the guardianship of the shrine of some
celebrated Deity : a distinction much coveted, as the

Temples greatly contributed to the wealth and impor-
tance of many States. As these Coins, not only of the

chief Cities, but also of many Towns of inferior note, are

abundant, and as the Provinces at that time included

nearly all the civilized parts of the Globe, their number
is almost infinite: they commence in the reign of the

Emperor Augustus, and terminate with that of Gal-

lienus, about 250 a. d. As an enumeration of the

Cities which struck Coins would occupy too much space,

and, moreover, be devoid of interest, we shall specify

the most considerable of the Provinces in which they

occur. Proceeding in an Easterly direction, we arrive

at Maesia, Thrace, and Macedonia, where they are of

common occurrence ; a few are to be met of Cities in

the Peloponnesus, the Islands of the ^Ggean Sea,

and those adjoining the Ionian coast. Of the Cities of

Asia Minor they are found in great abundance ; in the

district of Phrygia no fewer than fifty Cities obtained

the privilege of striking Coins ; in Lydia they have been

found of about thirty Cities ; in Cilicia twenty and ; so

on of the other Provinces, Bithynia. Cappadecia, Pam-
phylia, Galatia, &c. Imperial Greek Coins are com-

mon of many Cities of Phoenicia, at that period divided

into Commagene, Palestine, and Code-Syria. These

Coins are chiefly of copper, the silver which exist being

confined to the leading Cities, as Antioch, Tarsus, Tyre,

Sidon, &c.

The Greek Coins of the City of Alexandria, struck in Imperial

the Imperial Age, from their number and extent, (they Coins of the

read) to Constantine,) have a distinct place allotted to ™v °»
.

them in a Cabinet. In their fabric they are greatly in-
*

ferior to the Roman Coins; and those of Copper are

thick and uncouth in their form, with the characters at

times barely legible. The symbols are slightly varied

from those of the preceding class, by the introduction

of numerous devices characteristic of the Country ; as

heads of Jupiter Amnion, Isis, and the God Can opus ;

also animals of worship and plants,—among the former,

the sphinx and serpent prevail, and among the latter,

the lotus and wheat-ear.

Coins of the Colonies, like those of the Provinces, Colonial

extend to the reign of Gallienus; this form of govern- Coins.

ment prevailed chiefly in the Augustan Age, but the

number of the Cities is inconsiderable. Spain is the

chief repository for the Colonial Coins, and those of the

Municipia or Free Cities, governed by their own laws;

in that Country there are found Coins of about thirty

Colonies, all of which were planted in the reign of

Augustus. As few of the Cities were permitted by suc-

ceeding Emperors to strike their Coins, and as the pri-

vilege w as altogether denied them by Caligula, the pieces

are not many in number; they abound chiefly of the

Cities Carthago Nova, afterwards Carthagena, Casarea

Augusta, corrupted into Saragossa, Bilbilis, Turiaso,

and Emerita, the present Merida. The remaining

Colonies whose Coins remain, were scattered through-

out the Empire, and are as follows: Nemausus, in

Gaul, (the only Colony permitted to strike silver ( oins,)

Panorama, Carthage, and Corinth ; Philippi and Telia,

in Macedonia; Parium, Alexandria, Troas, and Ico-
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Niimis- nium, in Asia Minor; Tyre and Sidon; Ptolemais,
roatics. Ca'sarea, and Damascus ; also a tin Cities in the terri-

""v^-/
turv of Edessa. The type affixed to the early Colonial

Coins, was that of a team of oxen, and subsequently

banners appear; of these it may lie remarked, that

when standing alone they signify the Colony to lie drawn
from one Legion ; but w here several are introduced,

thev indicate the Colony to have been drawn from as

many Legions as there are banners.

Medallions are all that remain to be noticed among
the Imperial Coins; they were struck both at Home
and in the Provinces, and hence are divided into Ro-
man and Grecian. The term Medallion is applied to

those productions of the Mint which, in gold, exceed
the size of the Aureus, in silver, of the Denarius, and in

copper, of the first or large brass. Doubts have long pre-

vailed among antiquaries as to the purposes for which
they were designed ; they are generally conceived to have

been struck upon similar occasions to those on which
Medals are Coined among ourselves; upon an accession to

the throne, in commemoration of any important victory,

or as specimens of workmanship. There are, however,

a few circumstances which favour the supposition that

they were intended for circulation as money. Pinker-

ton speaks of gold Medallions being found equivalent

in weight to two, three, and sometimes four Aurei

;

also some in silver to a like number of Denarii ; thus

making them analogous to the Greek Tetradrachmte.

The smallness of the number of existing Medallions by
no means weakens this supposition : as at the present day
the Two-guinea pieces, silver Crowns, and copper Two-
penny pieces are by no means common, and might in

a future Age, with equal propriety, rank as Medals.

Medallions are at all times accounted rare, but those

struck in the Grecian territories are the most numerous,
and are distinguished from the Roman by their thin-

ness and inferiority of'Workmanship. A gold Medallion
exists of Augustus Caesar and one also of Domitian, but

few in any of the metals appear prior to the reigns of

Hadrian and Antoninus; those in brass are considerably

the largest, many of them being several inches in dia-

meter. The Provinces in which they chiefly abound,
particularly those of silver, are Asia Minor and Syria,

including the opulent Cities of Ephesus, Smyrna, Thya-
tira, Pergamus, Cyzicus, Magnesia, Cajsarea, Sardis,

Antioch, Tyre, Sidon, &c.

As in a former section we detailed the value and de-
nominations of the Roman Coins down to the Augustan
Age, there remains but little to be noticed under this

head. For the period of two centuries the Coins bore

nearly the same value as at the close of the Common-
wealth, experiencing, however, a gradual diminution in

their sizes ; but at the decline of the Empire, from the

leading Coin being so materially reduced in size, it was
found necessary, from time to time, to issue pieces of
greater value. The amendment of the Coinage engaged
the attention of many Emperors, but our knowledge on
the subject is very confined. The confusion of sizes,

occasioned by the new Coinage, prevailed to ijuch an
extent as to render it impossible, upon reference to the

Coins, to point out the denominations specified by His-

torians ; the results indeed are so unsatisfactory that we
shall merely offer some few remarks, which will enable

us to trace the changes which the chief Coins in each
Brass and metal underwent. Since the brass Coinage is that of
copper. chief importance, we commence with the SesterWIU. This

Coin, the reader will recall to mind, was equivalent in

Value of

Koman Ira*

1«idlCoins,

value to four A Maria anil two Dupondii; and that four Value of

of them were included in the Denarius. The copper Boman

Coins being found of several size-, are distinguished
JnM,mal

into first, second, and third brass. The first, or large v
. m_'

brass, includes the Sistertius ; this Coin appears about i>]ate u
the reign of Augustus, and extends w iihout intermission Fig. 1. 3.

to thai of Postumus. In the reign of Alexander Severus

it had sustained a loss of'one-sixth in weight ; withTra-
janus Decius it was reduced to one-half, and finally it

did not exceed a third of its original size. The second, Fig. 5.

or middle brass as it is termed, approximates in size to

our Halfpenny, and includes the Dupondii and Assaria.

The Di//»>/;r//».s- accompanies the Sestertius in the several

Btages of its decline, and closes together with it ; the

At, also, at that period, did not exceed the size of the

early Denarius, and, together with its parts, was num-
bered with the third brass. The third, or small brass,

comprises all the parts of the As, and consequently

admits of great diversity in size. The Dupondii and
Assaria were of equal dimensions though differing in

their value, the latter being but one-half of the former ;

this circumstance is thus explained. In a former page
we noticed that brass was higldy esteemed at Rome,
much more so than copper, it is therefore conceived

that, as Imperial Coins of the middle size exist in

both metals, brass was used for coining the Du-
pondii, and copper for the Assaria. Pinkerton states

that the Sestertii and Dupondii were of brass, and
the As and its parts of copper, a metal but half the

value of the former. This ingenious explanation is

correct in many points, but we cannot agree with the

author in considering it as conclusive ; for upon ex-

amining the Coins in question, we frequently meet
with Sestertii unquestionably of copper ; neither are

there sufficient grounds for pronouncing all of the

second size existing in brass to be the Dupondii men-
tioned by Pliny and other writers. Under the reign

of the Emperor Gallienus, the chief copper Coins were

the Assaria ; these, from their diminished size, came to

be numbered at sixty to the Denarius, and in the Age
of Constantine they scarcely exceeded twenty grains in

weight. With the Emperor Diocletian a new Coin ap-

peared, denominated the Fotlis ; this remained the chief

copper Coin under the Lower Empire, and from the

writers of" that Age we learn that it was variously sub-

divided. The types of the reverses consisted simply of

Greek characters, supposed to express the number of

Noumia (the smallest copper Coin then in circulation)

which they contained ; thus the Fotlis bore the letter M,
to denote forty Noumia, its half K for twenty, and the

quarter I for ten. Our knowledge, however, of these

Coins is too imperfect to admit of our placing any great

reliance upon this computation.

The silver Coins in the Age of Augustus were of two Fig. 4. 7.

kinds, the Denarius, containing sixteen Assaria, and the Silver.

Quinarius, or its half; these pieces gradually decreased,

and in the reign of Caracalla were struck of two sizes;

the new Coin was denominated Argentcus, and raised in

value to one-third of the current Denarius, containing

consequently twenty-four Asses, or Assaria. The common
Denarius, which now went by the name of Minutus,

ceased to be struck in the reign of Gallienus, the Ar-
gentcus supplying its place ; the terms Argenteus and
Denarius were then but different names for the same

Coin, which at that time contained the surprising number
of sixty Assaria.

Constantine the Great effected a material alteration
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in the silver Coinage, by the introduction of the Millia-

rensis, which he caused to pass for twenty-four Folks.

Denarii were struck so late as the reign of Hera-
clius, when they did not exceed ten grains in weight

;

upon the first appearance of that Coin (the parent of

our silver Penny) it exceeded ninety grains in weight,

and under Augustus it had fallen to sixty grains at a
medium.
The Aureus, the chief gold Coin under the Common-

wealth, and the Semi-aurens constituted the sole pieces

in gold for nearly three centuries ; at the expira-

tion of that period, Aurei were struck of several sizes,

and new Coins issued of one-third and of double their

weight; the former being denominated Trientes. Until

the reign of Alexander Severus, the Aureus passed

current for twenty-five silver Denarii; the weight ori-

ginally given to this Coin was about 120 grains; it

now fluctuated between eighty and ninety grains. Con-
stantine the Great accommodated the Aureus to his new
silver Coinage, and gave it the name of Solidus ; this

piece remained the chief gold Coin until the fall of the

Eastern Empire, and for a time Semimes and Tremisses

were struck. The Semi-aureus of gold is at all times

a very scarce Coin, but was more especially so under
the reigns of the early Emperors.
The following Table of Roman Coinage exhibits the

weights and value, as established about the Age of

Augustus :

TVruncius.
Quadra ns.

Weight. Value.
oz. £. t. d.

Sembella 0± Cj

Semis.

AsorI.iBCl.LA 0$ 04

32

64

960

1920

Assarium.

Dnpondius 0* 1

S^tertms ,

.Yummus.
1 2

120 60

240 ISO

m
Quinarins 30 4
I 'ictoriatus.

2 Denarios 60 8
I

30 15 ,

2 lAoatrs (30 Denarii) 1060 30

Semissi? (15 Denarii). ..

.

10
Semi-aureus.

3d Brut.* UBm. latBnn.

Before quitting the Roman Coins, we shall, in ac-

cordance with our plan, consider the light in which
they are to be regarded as works of ancient Art. The
inspection of the Imperial Coins will, we feel confident,

be productive of the highest satisfaction ; but we must
bear in mind that Rome herself in works of Art
cannot sustain competition with Greece. The period

at which the Roman Coins stand preeminent for the

excellency of their workmanship, may be placed in

the Age of the Antonini. We mentioned that patron-

age was extended to the Arts by Augustus Cesar, as

may indeed be inferred from his l oins ; (especially those

infold and silver;) no material improvement is evinced

in the Coinage under the reign of his immediate suc-

cessors, probably owing to the turbulent state of the

times ; but a superiority is decidedly manifested as we
descend to the reigns of Vespasian and Titus, after

* The minor divisions of the As were sometimes struck.

VOL. V.

which period they gradually increase in beauty of fabric, Workman-
until they attain their greatest excellence at the epoch "Mp of

above-named. We may date the decline of the Art Roman In>-

as commencing about the Age of Commodus ; there
I^ria <-^*-

are, it is true, instances of Coins, in the century
which succeeded, rivalling in their execution those of the

best Ages of the Empire, but they are of rare ocur-
rence. For the fifty years antecedent to the extinction
of the Western Empire, the Coins are of the worst
possible fabric, equalling, in the barbarism of their work-
manship, those of the Dark Ages ; and, indeed, the
Coinage of the Princes who immediately preceded is

but little superior.

No fewer than three hundred portraits are preserved Portraits en

in the series of Roman Imperial Coins ; for not only K"™an

are the Emperors depicted, but also the Empresses Coins -

and the several branches of the Imperial family.

Among the many examples which might be adduced,
we select those of Augustus and Trajan. Independently
of the Coins of Augustus, we meet with those of his

Empress Livia, of their daughter Julia, and son-in-law

Agrippa ; a few also occur of the grandsons of the

Emperor, namely Caius and Lucius Csesar. Besides

the Coins of Trajan we meet with those of his father

Trajan, of his Empress Plotina, of her sister Marciana,
and niece Matidia. The Roman Emperors commonly
appear either with radiated or laurel crowns, but never
with the diadem, as the Greek Princes. In a late

period of the Empire, helmets were introduced, and the

bust of the Emperor was clothed in armour. End-
less variety prevails in the head-dresses of the Em-
presses.

An opinion, we believe, has gained ground, that no
reliance can be placed upon the representations handed
down to us in these minor productions of ancient Art

;

we can only account for the prevalence of this notion

from the portraits occasionally to be found in Historical

Works, and presumed to be accurate delineations of the

Coins. It must be confessed that far the greater num-
ber of those which have appeared in Numismatic
Works, in which at least accuracy would be looked for,

are entirely disgraceful to them. The heads of the

twelve Caesars are of common occurrence, both in the

form of engraved plates and of casts ; these, we admit,

do generally retain the distinguishing features of the

Emperors, but upon comparing them with the Coins,

they will be found to fall considerably short of that

marked expression, that admirable discrimination of

character, prevalent throughout the series. Among the

instances which might be adduced in favour of strength

of resemblance, we may mention the perfect accordance

in character of the Coins, however numerous, of the

same Prince during the better Ages of the Empire

;

and again, the perfect agreement of these with the

remaining busts of these Emperors ; and here, in pass-

ing, an instance of the practical utility of the study

of Numismatics presents itself. Marbles frequently

exist without any inscription which can inform us for

whom they were designed : Coins, on the other hand,

being invariably accompanied by a Legend, have

effectually enabled antiquaries to adjudge the heads to

their respective Emperors. One more observation will

close our remarks on the portraiture. Were the Legend
of an Imperial Coin totally obliterated, and only the

head entire, but a little knowledge of Coins will enable

the student to pronounce for whom it was designed ;

and we will venture to sav that tlie inspection of a

4.N
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Coin would be attended with a similar result, in the

hands of a skilful Medallist, if not only the Legend,

but a considerable portion of the head, were effaced.

Sect. III.

—

Coins op Barbaiuan Nations.

Barbarian Coins are those inscribed with characters

differing from the Greek and Roman; there are, how-

ever, many Coins wholly destitute of Legends, and

a few on which Roman characters appear, which, with

great propriety, may be ranked among them. The

following will be the order under which we shall consider

them :

fLydia.

, . J Persia.
As,a

1 Judaea.

I Phoenicia.

Africa.

Numidia
and

Mauritania.

Cartilage.

Europe.

Etruria.

Spain.

Gaul.

Britain.

Lydia.—We commence with this Country, being

that in which pieces of metal were first stamped with

symbols, and used as the representatives of property.

The nature of the Lydian Coinage has been already

described ; it consisted of rude lumps of metal, deeply

indented on one of the sides, by the puncheon on which

the metal was placed in order to receive the impression.

Plate II. The symbols consisted of figures of men and animals,
Eig 10. rudely executed, and many of the Coins are formed of

the metal Electrum, a compound of gold and silver : they

are totally destitute of characters.

Persia.—The Coins of this Country may be sub-

divided into three classes : the first extending from the

reign of Darius to the Age of Alexander the Great ; the

second including a few which were struck from that

Prince's reign until the full establishment of the Par-

thian Monarchy; and the last comprising the Coins of

the Sassanida?, successors to the Parthian Kings. I. The
Coins of Darius, as we before remarked, may probably

be referred to the Prince of the same name, sometimes

called Astyages, a King of the Medes. On the reverses of

these Coins, which are of gold, several rude indenta-

tions appear, without an approach to any regular form
;

the Coins are generally of an oval shape, and bear for
1 HS1 ** their type an Archer, attired in the Persian costume, and

holding in his hand a bow : the scarcity of these pieces,

which at one period must have abounded, was caused by

their being recoined by succeeding Princes. The symbol

of the Archer gave rise to nbon mot, related by Plutarch

in his Life of Agcsilaus ; when that Prince was forced

to retire from an invasion of Persia by the largesses

which Artaxerxes distributed among the enemies of

Sparta, the Spartans spread a report that he was defeated

by thirty thousand archers. II. The second class com-
prises a considerable number of Coins, but they lose

much of their interest from the great uncertainty which

exists as to their date ; they are found in all the

metals, and class with the Persian, the greater number
of their devices being characteristic in that nation ;

as, however, several of them bear the type of a vessel,

and are moreover inscribed with Phoenician characters,

there are grounds for believing them to have been

struck by Phoenician Cities dependent on Persia. From
our present imperfect knowledge of this class of Coins,

and the prospect that ere long this uncertainty will, in

some measure, be removed, (for they are now engaging

the attention of some learned antiquaries,) we shall Coins ui

not hazard any further conjectures on them, but proceed Barbarian

to the third division III'. The race of Princes denomi-
Nations.

nated Sassanide, came into possession of Parthia a. o.
v

226. That Kingdom was not entirely destroyed until

the Age of Mohammed, but the Coins do not extend

later than the IVth century; these are nearly all of

silver, and materially differ in their character from any of

the preceding; the relief of the object is inconsiderable,

and the Coin! are extremely thin; they possess, how-
ever, a correspondent increase in their diameter. The
Legends are inscribed in the Persian Tongue, and the

portraits of the Princes are rendered curious by the

singularity of the costume, which is depicted with

great care. The symbols of the reverses arc of two

kinds; the first consists simply of an Altar burning,

(bearing an allusion to the invisible Deity of the Per-

sians,) there being at that period no Temples, but only

an altar kept constantly burning in the open air : this

Worship afterwards declined into that of the Sun and

Fire. The second device was also an altar, on one side

of which appears the Monarch, and on the other the

Chief of the Magi. The finest Coins of the series were

struck when the Kingdom was in its greatest power, and

are remarkable for their neatness and high finishing

;

but after the lapse of a century or more they greatly

decline in execution.

Judaa.—The Hebrew Coins were struck under

the dominion of the Family of the Maccabees, and

chiefly in the time of Simon, High Priest, 150 n. c.

They are nearly all of copper, and invariably rude

in their execution. The Legends are inscribed in

Samaritan characters, and the symbols all of which

are characteristic of the Nation, possess some variety ; plate IL

thus we have sprigs of plants, supposed to represent Fig. 13.

Aaron's rod, Temples, sacramental cups, censers, and

tabernacles. Palm-branches and vine-leaves form also

common devices.

Phoenicia.—Distinguished as were the Phoenicians

at an early period for their commerce, they do not

appear to have instituted a Coinage prior to the Age of

Alexander the Great; weight being employed in lieu of

it among them as well as the Carthaginians. The Coins

of the Greek Cities in Phoenicia are not comprehended

in this class, which comprises only those either without

Legends or bearing Phoenician characters. Among the

devices we may notice the turretted head of Cybele, and

figures of Astarte, the Sidonian Goddess; the most

common reverse is a vessel, as the emblem of commerce ;

palm-trees (0o('i'(K6?) are also common, indeed they were

so abundant in Phoenicia as, according to some writers,

to have given name to the Country. The greater number
of the above Coins have been referred to the Cities Tyre

and Sidon.

Numidia and Mauritania.—Juba I. was King of

both Countries, he espoused the cause of Pompey, and

being defeated, put a period to his existence ; his son

Juba II. was educated at the Court of Augustus, and

received from that Emperor the territory of Numidia.

The series of Coins commences with Juba I., of whom
they are numerous in silver, but little variety prevails

in the devices, a Temple forming the common reverse.

Many copper Coins likewise are ascribed to this Prince,

bu' they are unaccompanied by his portrait. The sym-

bols on the Coins of Juba II. are sometimes Roman
and sometimes Numidian ; among the former we may
notice curule-chairs, cornucopia;, and the sign Capri-
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eornus, taken from Coins of his protector Augustus.

The Numidian symbols are the lion, elephant, and
' palm-tree, which are all found on the Coins of that

Prince. Juball. espoused an Egyptian Princess, Cleo-

patra, of whom likewise there are Coins, bearing for

their types the sistrum and lotus plant.

Carthage. —The Punic Coins are frequently con-

founded with the Phoenician ; they were probably

struck at the time of the 1st Punic War, during which

the Nation had attained its greatest power. The Car-

thaginians trafficked for many Ages in gold and silver,

but they do not appear to have instituted a Coinage prior

to the above period: indeed, it is uncertain whether a

Mint was ever established at Carthage, and whether the

money may not have been the produce of her Colonies.

Many of these were planted on the coasts of Spain and

Sicily ; a few of the Coins struck in the last-named

Island are deservedly admired for the beauty of their

workmanship, but they were the fabrication of Gieek
artists. The Legends, when they appear, are in Phoe-

nician characters, and the types of the reverses usually

three in number ; the most common is a horse, of

which a head only is sometimes represented, at other

times the forepart of the animal, but more frequently

the entire figure : the type is said to have originated

from a tradition that a horse's head was discovered in

digging the foundations of the City. A palm-tree is

another very common device, and is most frequently in-

troduced in connection with the preceding ; the tree

was common to the rivers of Northern Africa, and may,

in the present instance, have served to denote that the

Carthaginians were of Phoenician extraction. Lastly,

we may notice the lion, a symbol common to Numi-
dia ; the types on the obverses of those struck in Sicily

consisted of heads of Ceres, the chief Goddess of the

Island.

Spain.—This Country was divided by the Romans
into Bsetica, Tarraconensis, and Lusitania, the present

Portugal ; Baetica was peopled long before the rest,

being advantageously situated for commerce. The Colo-

nies first planted here were by the Phoenicians, and of

these Gades, now Cadiz, was the most considerable ; the

Greeks next established themselves on the coast, but

none of their Colonies rose to eminence : the Cartha-

ginians succeeded to the Greeks, planting Carthago-

Nova, the present Carthagena, and numerous other

Colonies. The Coins, as we should expect, partake of

the character of those of the several Nations by whom
the Country was inhabited, and appear inscribed with

Phoenician, Greek, and Roman Legends ; a few also

are to be met with bearing Celtic characters, being

struck by a Tribe who settled in the interior of the

Peninsula near the Iberus, and were thence denominated

Celtiberi. The symbols common to Coins of these Cities,

consist of a horse, from that animal abounding in the

Country ; ears of barley, emblematical of the fertility of

the soil ;
(the South-Eastern portion ;) an olive-branch,

as olives were cultivated there in great abundance

;

and lastly, fish, appearing on Coins of the seaport

towns. A few heads, likewise, appear on the Coins of

Cities removed from the coast, and are chiefly those of

Barbaric Chiefs and of Hercules : that Deity was espe-

cially honoured in Spain.it being the Country reported

to have been traversed by the Hero, and that in which

one of his Columns was planted.

Gaul.—The early Coins of this region are scarcely

worthy of notice, indeed, little intercourse subsisted

between it and the Southern Countries, prior to its Coins of

reduction by Julius Caesar. This Country became Barbarian

known to the Greeks by theestablishment of the Colony Katlons -

Massilia, (now Marseilles,) which also gave rise to the
^""

formation of numerous Greek settlements along the

coast: the Coins of these Cities can scarcely bear the name
of Gallic, and have, in consequence, been classed with
those of Greece. Gold, it would appear, was found in

great abundance in many parts of the Country, and
formed a chief article of commerce; the early Coins,

struck about half a century or more before the Chris-
tian Era, are common in this metal, being in appear-
ance rude lumps of gold, with types of such Barbarian
workmanship as to be frequently unintelligible. The
devices consist of heads of Chiefs, with their names
inscribed in Roman characters; and of horsemen, or

simply a horse running: the Gauls were noted for

their skill in training these animals, which, moreover,
abounded in the Country.

Britain.—Julius Caesar, in his Commentaries, when
noticing the manners and customs of the inhabitants of
Britain, has stated, that they made use of iron rings of a

prescribed weight for money, and that copper was coined

as a superior metal :* their knowledge of the Art was
probably derived from their intercourse with the

Northern coasts of Gaul, as we find the Coins of both

Countries frequently resemble each other. The first

stamping of money in our Island is conjectured to

have taken place at a period subsequent to the second

invasion of Julius Caesar ;t and we afterwards meet
with the Coins of a few Generals, to which succeed those

of Cunobelin. On the Coins of that Prince much has

been said and written ; we do not, however, purpose en-

tering upon the discussion, even if our limits permitted,

since little information of a satisfactory nature is to be

gained. Cunobelin reigned over a considerable extent

of country lying to the North of the Thames, and inha-

bited by the Trinobantes; two Cities are stated as

having been the Capitals of his vast Kingdom, Veru-

lam, (St. Alban's,) the most ancient, and Camulodu-

iiuun. (Colchester.) The reign of Cunobelin extended

to the Age of Caligula. His Coins abound in all the

metals, and are so diversified in their general character

and types that they can with difficulty oe ascribed to the

reign of a single Prince. The portraits on the ob-

verses differ materially from each other, and many of

the devices are obviously taken from Roman Coins.

The ancient Coinage of Britain terminated with this

Prince, for in the reign of Claudius, the Island was

brought under complete subjection, and an edict passed,

ordaining that all the Coins struck in it should be im-

pressed with the effigy, name, &c. of the Emperor

:

whereupon Roman Mints were established in the chief

Cities, and the Coins were numbered among those of

the Empire. A horse and ears of barley form the most Plate II.

common devices on the Coins of Cunobelin, and for the Fig. 14.

Legends, besides the name of the Prince, we meet with

the characters VER and CAMU, being the commence-
ment of the names of the ancient Cities above specified.

* De Bella Gallico, v. 12.

j- Ruding, Annals of the Coinage of Britain, Sfc.

4 n 2
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Numis-
matics.

PART II

—

Modbrh Coins.

Sect. I.

—

Character of Modern Coins.

Coins are rendered interesting chiefly from their de-

vices and, in proportion as these are diversified, bo will

tin y prove valuable documents to the Historian ; the Le-

gends next deserve notice, and we then proceed to exa-

mine their fabric, proportionate value, &c. First, then,

as regards the symbols; these we have shown air of

exceeding great variety both on the Grecian and

Roman Coins ; our limits have only admitted ofa selec-

tion from among them, but there are many others

equally worthy attention. They afford a considerable

insight into the Heathen Mythology, portraying the

Deities chiefly worshipped throughout the Grecian

States, and the personifications in use with the Romans ;

they, also, not unfrequently, acquaint us with the man-

ners and customs of the Nations to which they belong;

the costume is carefully depicted, and a numerous and

Symbolson very complete series of portraits is preserved. If we now
the Coins of

fwm ()ur attention to Modern Coins, the devices affixed
the Middle

tQ ^^ fr()m the ext jnct ion f the Western Empire

until the Xllth century, will be found to consist in

little more than a cross; a device, it is true, diversified

and ornamented after every possible manner, but from

which no characteristic information can be acquired :

it was a type adopted by the Eastern Emperors on

their Coins to denote their conversion to Christianity,

and afterwards used for a similar purpose by the

Gothic Sovereigns. The Arms of a Country were intro-

duced in conjunction with the cross in the XI Ith cen-

tury, when me latter symbol gradually fell into disuse

;

and the remaining devices, which from time to time

appear, are, with but few exceptions, little connected

with the varying History of Nations. The brevity

and comprehensiveness of the Legends on Ancient

Coins is well deserving of attention ; no more words

being introduced than are absolutely requisite to con-

vey the intended meaning, while we are frequently

surprised to find how much information is embodied in

the few characters employed : difl'useness, on the other

hand, is a leading defect with Modern Medals, if not

with Coins; aconfusion often existingbetween the Legend

and the device, and a multitude of characters being em-

ployed to express a thought comparatively trifling. The
Legends. Legends on the Coins of the Middle Ages are distin-

guished by the insertion of the names of the Mint-masters

in connection with those of the Cities in which the Mints

were established ; for it will be proper to observe that all

the towns of note, throughout the European Kingdoms,

had their respective Mints ;
(in England they existed to

the number of fifty or more ;) over each of these a Mint-

master or superintendent was appointed, who being re-

sponsible for the purity of the metal, &c, was under

the necessity of inserting his name in the Legend.

In this division of our subject, we shall no longer

take into consideration the proportionate value of the

Coins; (those of our own Country excepted ;) indeed,

any attempt of the kind would be attended with con-

siderable labour, and all interest would be destroyed, from

the impracticability of tracing the various changes they

underwent. Throughout the Middle Ages the silver

Penny was the only Coin of importance, being struck

Metals em- upon the model of the Roman Denarius; very little

ployed. gold was employed in the mintage, and the introduc-

tion of copper is of extremely recent date.

The fabric of Modem Coins is Bfl little deserving of Modern

notice as the other qualities we have named respecting Coin* prim

them; and, omitting those of the last few centuries, to C niirli-

thev must be acknowledged to be greatly inferior in
.

i.-'**

]'"
'i

'

t

their wiuvinanship to (lie Coins of the two great repo-

sitories of ancient Art, Greece and Rome.
Portraits appearon Modern as well as Ancient Coins; Workman-

but such was tin- statr to which the Arts were reduced sl
,"l'

of
'Jt

14*

in the Dark Ages, that frequently PO discrimination of
rt," pnfc

character is apparent in the representations of the Ages.

Princes handed down to us. The relief of the Coins is

also inconsiderable, and the pieces are extremely thin ;

a peculiarity by no means consequent on the practice

of employment of the hammer to obtain the impression,

since a similar method was adopted by the lireeks and

Romans, while their Coins are of quite an opposite

character. The preceding remarks relate chiefly to

Coins struck prior to the XVth century.

The Coins of the modern Asiatic Kingdoms are mi- Modern

merous, but as they materially differ from those of Coins of

Europe, we think it desirable to consider them apart ;

a-

they will, in consequence, close the present section.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to fix upon any pre-

cise era as forming the boundary of Ancient andModem
History; one period there must be in which the events

will seem equally entitled to fall under either division.

Of the several epochs named by Historians as termi- Eras as-

nating the annals of the Ancient World, there are two signed for

more especially deserving attention—the extinction of thecom-

ihe Western Empire 476 a. d., and the Age of Cliarle- ^Modern
magne, crowned Emperor of Rome 800 A. d. We Coins,

tnerefore purpose, in the first place, to take a short

survey of the Coinage of the European Countries from

the Vth century of the Christian Era to the death of

Charlemagne.

Spain.—The Coins commence in this Country with

Liuva, Prince of the Visigoths, a. d. 57G, and are nearly

complete of his successors, down to Roderic the Great,

when the Gothic Monarchy became extinct in Spain.

These Coins are chiefly in gold, and are found of two

sizes, being struck upon the model of the Trientes and

Semisses of the Lower Empire. The symbols consist

of the heads of the Princes, executed in a most wretched

style, and a variety of crosses ; the latter device was

taken from the Coins of the Lower Empire, and affixed

in order to denote the conversion of the Princes to

Christianity : in a tew instances, portraits appear on

both sides of the Coins. The characters on the Coins

struck in the Dark Ages, and especially at this early-

period, are so mishapen, differ in many instances so

materially from the present mode of representation,

and are so erroneously placed, that the inspection of a

considerable number is requisite before the Legends can

be deciphered with facility. The reverses bearing the

crosses above alluded to, have for their Legends the

names of the Cities in which they were struck, followed

generally by the word PIVS ; an epithet applied in

common to the Byzantine Emperors, and in this instance

to be regarded as a continuation of the Legend on the

obverse. The Cities whose names appear are Ispali,

(Seville,) Emerita, (Merida,) Corduba, (Cordova,) Cae-

sarea Augusta, (Saragossa,) Toledo, and a few others

in Andalusia and the Southern districts.

France.—The first series is that of the Merovingian

Kings, and commences with Clovis 490 a. d. ; this race

became extinct with Pepin, the grandfather of Charle-

magne. These Coins are of gold, they were struck
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upon the model of the Roman Coins, and in many
respects resemble the preceding. The title Dominus
Noster, expressed by the initials D. N., is frequently

prefixed to the names of these Princes, as upon Ro-
man Coins ; a globe is also commonly annexed to the

cross on the reverse, and enclosed within a circle.

Among the chief towns, the names of which are in-

scribed in the Legends, we may notice Parisiis, (Paris,)

Aurelian, (Orleans,) Colonia, (Cologne,) &c. ; they are

usually preceded by the characters CIV, abbreviated for

Civitas.

Ilaly.^-The Coins of this Country which we last de-

scribed, were the series of Emperors closing with the

deposition of Romulus Augustulus by the Heruli, 476

A. d. The Ostrgooths shortly after acquired the domi-

nion of Italy ; their Coins are preserved down to Teias,

who was vanquished by Justinian, but they are of in-

different workmanship, and in many respects resemble

the Coins of the late Emperors. On one of the sides,

the name of the Prince, expressed by a monogram or at

full length, is inserted, and enclosed by a laurel wreath ;

the other side bears a portrait of the reigning Emperor
at Constantinople, to whom allegiance was acknow-
ledged. Upon Italy being again annexed to the Empire,

Viceroys were appointed by the Eastern Emperors, who
fixed their seat at Ravenna, and issued Coins ; they

have, however, nothing remarkable to distinguish them.

The Country afterwards fell under the power of rtie

Lombards, and notwithstanding they maintained pos-

session of it for nearly two centuries, no Coins of their

Monarchs appear, those of the Eastern Empire probably

sufficing.

Britain.—Roman Coins were current in our Island

until the arrival of the Saxons and the formation of the

Heptarchy : of the seven Kingdoms of which it was
constituted, the Coins of five remain ; namely, Kent,

East Anglia, West Saxony, or Wessex, Mercia, and
Northumbria. The Archbishops of York and Canter-

bury, likewise, exercised the privilege of Coining, and
many of their pieces remain. The early Saxon Coins

were the Sceatta and Slyca ; this last was of copper,

very small in size, and its circulation confined to the

Kingdom of Northumbria. The following is the order

of the Kingdoms, and the names of the Princes with

whom the Coins commence. Kent with Ethel bert, 561

a. d. ; Northumbria, Ecgfrith, 670 a. d. ; East Angles,

Beonna, 690 a. n. ; Mercia, Eadbald, 716 a. d. ; and
West Saxony, or Wessex, Beorhtric, 754 a. d. The
Sceattre were the earliest productions of the Mint, and
are distinguished from the Penny by their being of in-

ferior weight and dimensions. They were struck in

the Pagan times, the crosses seldom appearing; birds

formed the common symbols ; we meet also with re-

presentations of Romulus and Remus, and sundry

marks, probably designed for letters. Portraits of the

Monarchs were subsequently introduced, when the de-

vice of the cross also appears on the reverses. The
Stycce are remarkable for being the only copper Coins

struck in England before the reign of Elizabeth ; they

bear the type of a cross, contained within a circle, and

the names of the Princes, Mint-masters, and chief

Cities. Saxon Pennies appeared in the Kingdom of

Kent 750 a. d., and are found of nearly all the Princes

from that period ; they offer a great variety in their

types, the diversity being occasioned chiefly by the

manner in which the characters are disposed ; they are

sometimes disposed in two or three rows, separated by

transverse lines ; at other times they fall within the

compartments made by the cross, and the variety of

forms assumed by this type are not without some
degree of elegance. The title REX is annexed to the

names of the Princes, and in the instances of Egbert,

and a few other Kings, SAXONVM is added; the

names of the Mint-masters are commonly succeeded

by those of the towns in which the pieces were struck :

the most considerable of which, at that period, were
Canterbury, York, Durham, Bristol, Dover, and Lei-

cester.

The whole of the North-Eastern parts of Europe
were then possessed by wandering Tribes of Barba-
rians ; the Coins of the Eastern Empire differ from
the Roman Coins last mentioned only in their inferior

workmanship, and in the poverty of the devices. A
considerable number of these are of gold, that metal

being common at Constantinople at the decline of the

Empire; a very complete series of Coins of the Empe-
rors may indeed be formed in this metal, while that in

silver and copper is frequently defective.

Having taken this hasty sketch of Modern Coins

down to the Age of Charlemagne, we shall proceed in

the same order with the remaining series.

Spain.—To the series of Coins of the Gothic Princes

succeed those of the Arabians or Saracens, who pos-

sessed themselves of all the powerful Cities in the South,

and after a short time fixed their seat of Empire at

Cordova : their Coins will be noticed with those of the

Asiatic Princes. At the close of the Xth century the

Caliphat was split into a number of independent States,

as Toledo, Seville, Murcia, Saragossa, &c, at which

time the Coins of the Christian States, which gradually

rose into power, commence. No Work having been

published on the modern Spanish Coins, we are unable

to offer any account of them.

France.—The French Monarchy is distinguished by

three races of Princes : the first of these was the Mero-
vingian, extending to Pepin, the Coins of which have

been already described ; to this succeeds the race of the

Carlovingian Kings, so named from the Emperor Char-

lemagne. Coins of this race are to be found struck in

all the Cities of importance throughout France, and

strongly evince the state of barbarism which prevailed :

the Kingdom had rapidly declined since the time of

Clovis, it rose into power with Charlemagne, but fell to

pieces under his weak posterity. Portraits seldom, if

ever, appear on this series, which consists chiefly of

silver Pennies ; and in rudeness of fabric they exceed

all other Coins of the same period. The names of the

first two Princes occupy one side of their Coins, in sepa-

rate lines, and in characters of the rudest class ; the

field of the reverse is occupied by the initials R. F. (Rex

Francontm.) Coins of Charlemagne also occur, struck

at Rome, and superior in fabric to the above ; the letters

contained in the name of the City are placed at each ex-

tremity of a cross in the field of the Coin, and encircled

by the Legend CAROLVS IP: the monogram expresses

the title Impwator.
At the close of the Xth century, Hugh Capet seized

upon the crown, and commenced the third, or Capetian

race. The Coins are now of improved execution, but

from the sameness and poverty of the devices for some

centuries, they merit little attention. The types con-

sist almost solely of crosses, and the badge of France,

the fleur-de-lis ; this last device sometimes occupies the

entire field ; it is also commonly affixed to each of the

Modem
European

Coin-, i t

the East, n
Empiic.

Modern
Coins from

the Ai»e of

Charle-

magne.

Coins of

Charle-

magne.
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Numia- extremities of the cross, and introduced upon every pos-

matics. sible occasion In the early part of the XII 1 1 1 1 century,

^—*.^*s the Grot, or Great-piece, (whence our Groat,) came into

circulation, and was BO named from its size when com-

pared with the Penny ; soon alter, pieces of Beveral de-

nominations were issued, as the I. Hint. Mtiillc, Obole,

Blanr, Te.iton, &C. ; and about A. D. 1300, Coins of gold

were struck, appearing in the form of the Florin. The
gold Coins are very numerous; those of frequent occur-

rence are the Chaise, Lion, and Ecu a la Coitronne :

each of them was named after the devices it bore.

Our limits will not permit us to notice at greater

length the Coinage of this Nation, as we are anxious to

reserve as much space as possible for that of our own
Country.

Germany.—The Coinage of this Country consists of

that of many independent States, and commenced soon

after the Age of Charlemagne ; no Work of which we
are aware has as yet appeared upon the subject. The
series of the Emperors is believed to be complete, and

the Coins of the powerful Cities seated on the Rhine are

very numerous.
Italy.—We shall take in their order the Coins of

each great division of Italy, viz. Lombardy, the States

of the Church, and Naples, in each of which they long

consisted only of silver Pennies, bearing the type of a

cross. Among the independent Lombard Cities of

which Coins are preserved, we may mention Milan,

Mantua, Pavia, Venice, Lucca, Florence, and Genoa.
Without dwelling upon each separately, we shall briefly

remark on their general character ; the States which

struck Coins soon after the Age of Charlemagne, in-

scribed them with the names of the Emperor of the

West on the reverse, to whom nominally they owed
allegiance ; the name of the City appears crossing the

field of the Coin. The devices differ from those on
the other European Coins, by representations of the

Lombardy. Patron Saints ; thus we have St. Ambrose for Milan,

St. Mark for Venice, and on the Coins of Florence St.

John the Baptist ; the Coins of the City of Mantua, the

birth-place of Virgil, bear the name of that Poet for the

Legend. The Florins, so named from being struck at

Florence in the middle of the Xlllth century, are re-

markable for being the first gold issued in Europe after

the extinction of the Western Empire ; (that of France
and Spain, during the Gothic Monarchy, excepted ;)

they bear for their device the flower of the lily, and
were immediately imitated by other European Powers.
They appeared in England in the reign of Edward III.

States of In the Papal dominions, Hadrian I. was the earliest
the Church. PontifF who obtained leave from Charlemagne to coin

money, and some of his pieces are preserved ; few
portraits are found until a late period, the names of the

Popes and of the Emperors of the West constituting the

Legends : they are also sometimes expressed by mono-
grams, placed in the field of the Coin. On one of the

sides we read for the Legend SCS (Sanctus) PETRVS,
and the name of the city ROMA or the word PIVS in

the centre ; the letters forming these words are placed

at the extremities of a cross, after the manner noticed

above, in the Coins of C harlemagne struck at Rome.
Such was the character of the Papal Coins until the

close of the XIV th century, when a great change
appears in the devices ; these consisting of figures

of the Popes, seated, in their robes, with the symbols of
the cross-keys, surmounted by a mitre, for the reverse.

The territory of Naples was possessed, in the Age of

Charlemagne, by the powerful Dukes of Beneventum, Modern

tributary to that Prince ; a few of the Coins struck by Cdni from

them are to be met with in Cabinets, but they possess e "

little interest. At the close of the IXth century, the . m ^"_-
SaracenB from Africa rendered themselves masters of

Sui 1 \ and Naples, of which they retained possession Naples,

until expelled by the Normans. The Normans, the

most distinguished of the Crusaders, commenced their

sovereignty with Roger the Great, and in the Xllth

century, being dispossessed of the Country, it was an-

nexed to the Empire. A series of Coins exists of the

Norman Princes; they are of copper, small in size, and
bear the names of the Princes in Arabian characters:

they are found in great numbers, but are generally un-

interesting.

Britain.—The Coins of the British Princes are very

complete, from the first chief Monarch Egbert until

the Conquest, and they nearly resemble the last Coins

which we noticed of this Country. During this period,

the silver Penny continued the sole Coin, the cross the

ordinary tvpe, and the names of the Monneyers, or

Mint-masters, and of the Towns forming the Legends.

On the Coins of Alfred are rude attempts at his por- Coins of

trait ; the reverses of a few of them are curious ; those
c J"j ,

an

which were struck at Loudon have frequently for the

device a monogram of that City. Under the reign of

Canute, the Mints were more numerous than at any

former or subsequent period ; his head appears on the

obverse of his Coins, crowned, and enclosed by a circle,

constituted of four arches ; the following is the Legend,

+ CNVT REX ANGLORVM. The cross still

forms the type of the reverses, and some idea may be

formed of the number of modifications of which it is sus-

ceptible, when we mention that on the Coins of Edward
the Confessor only no fewer than 500 varieties occur.

Denmark, Sweden, Russia, &c.—These Countries,

forming the whole of the North-Eastern part of Europe,

were parted off in numerous Duchies long before and
after Charlemagne. Bohemia and Poland also were

governed by Dukes from the Xth century, and Coins of

both Countries remain. As few of these Nations are

distinguished in History until a late period, the Coinage

is generally of recent date ; it was formed upon the

model of that of the other European States, and there-

fore will not need a particular account. Crosses were

sometimes placed on both sides of the Coins, and fre-

quently the initial of the name of the Prince occupies

the area of the obverse. About the XHIth century

the Arms of the Countries were adopted for the symbols,

at which time also pieces of several denominations were

struck.

Eastern Empire.—Coins are preserved of all the

Princes down to the extinction of the Empire, but to-

wards its close, the execution is of the very worst class.

The devices, as we might suppose, are more varied in

this series of Coins than in that of any other Country;

among them we observe the cross, figures of Victory,

representations of our Saviour, and of the Virgin and

Child ; the reverses are frequently occupied by inscrip-

tions.

The most remarkable difference between Asiatic and Coins of

European Coins consists in both the obverse and the Asiatic

reverse being occupied by characters. The practice of Kmgdoms

placing inscriptions on the Coins, took its rise from the

precept of Mohammed forbidding the representation of

any living creature.

Arabia.—The Arabian Caliphs are distinguished into
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two races ; the first of these, the Ommiades, succeeded

the Persian Kings, the Sassanida, and fixed thei* seat at

Damascus ; the second, the Abassidae, resided at Bagdat.

The Coins commence with the third or fourth Prince of

the first race, and are brought down to the extinction of

the Caliphat; the characters are in the Arabic Tongue,

and the symbols, if the sentences may be so termed, are

of three kinds : the first, a passage from the Koran, de-

claring the Unity of the Godhead ; the second declaring

the Divine mission of the Prophet ; and the last, con-

sisting of parts of the two preceding. These sentences

are variously disposed on the Coins, but generally the

first two occupy the area on one of the sides, while

round, and constituting the Legend, the name of the

city (Damascus or Bagdat) and the year in which

the piece was struck are inserted. The other side is

chiefly occupied by the names and titles of the Caliph.

The Coins of the Arabian Caliphs who reigned in Spain

partake of the same character as the above, and were

struck either at Cordova or Seville.

Asia Minor.—The Turks were the first Nation of im-

portance who acquired an increase of dominion upon
the decline of the Caliphat ; they are distinguished into

three powerful races : one of these resided at Ispahan,

holding in tutelage the Caliphs of Bagdat ; a second

fixed themselves in the South-Eastern parts of Persia

;

and the third and most powerful, was a Tribe denomi-

nated the Seljuk Turks, who established their seat at

Iconium, in Asia Minor, and subsequently removed to

Nicaea, in Bithynia. Very few Coins remain of the

former two races ; of the third, however, there are many
extant ; on these the characters are disposed in the

form of a square, and the passages from the Koran are

omitted : the Legends consist of the names of the Prince,

the places in which the Coins were struck, and the year.

A symbol common to the Coins of one of the Princes is

a representation of the Sun in the constellation Leo,

which is remarkable as it constitutes the present Arms
of Persia. The prevalence of Judicial Astrology at the

period may have occasioned the introduction of the de-

vice, the Sign being probably that under which the

Sultan was born : the Legend accompanying this type

is the name of the Arabian Caliph resident at Bagdat,

to whom these Princes nominally owed allegiance.

Egypt.—While the Saracens were declining in power
in the East, the Egyptians rendered themselves inde-

pendent, and were governed by a race of Princes, deno-

minated the Fatimite Caliphs, until the conquest of the

Country and its incorporation with Syria by the great

Saladin. On the Coins of these Princes the characters

are disposed in a triple range of concentric circles, and
the spaces thus formed are occupied by the second and
third symbols, as on Arabian Coins, a passage in praise of

Ali, the successor of Mohammed, the titles of the Caliph,

a sentence containing an exhortation to a belief in the

Unity of the Godhead, the name of the Prince, the City

in which the Coin was struck, and the year. The above

Coins are of gold ; a few exist of the Ayubite dynasty,

also founded by Saladin.

The irruption of the Mogul Tartars in the Xllth cen-

tury subverted the Caliphat of Bagdat, the Ayubite

dynasty, and partially that of the Seljuk Turks. Of
the Sufi, or Persian race of Kings, a series of Coins

remains, extending down to a late period.

India.—The series most complete are that of the

Sultans of Hindustan, who fixed their seat at Delhi, and
superseded the ancient Hindu Government, and also

that of the Princes appointed by them, who reigned for English

two centuries at Bengal. Coinage.

Turkey.—The Ottoman Turks issued Coins; but v"™"v™'"'

omitting those of the last century, they are rude and
uninteresting, generally of a very small size, and contain
only the names of the Princes, and the dates.

Chiiia.—A few of the Coins of this remarkable Nation
may be traced as far back as the commencement of the
Vlllth century; they are of copper, and are found but
of two or three sizes. A perforation appears in the
centre to facilitate stringing them, and until the XVHth
century, no device or inscription is seen on the reverses;

on the other side various Chinese characters surround
the square aperture, containing the titles of the Empe-
ror, the place of Mintage, and words implying current
Coin.

Sect. II.

—

English Coinage.

The Modern Coins of England are not of a kind Perfection

calculated to throw much light upon its History, but of the Eng.

they are entitled to distinction as being the most com- ''* series,

plete modern series extant. France ranks after Eng-
land in the perfection of its series ; it is, however,
deficient in that of many Kings, whereas with us the

Coins but of two Princes since the Conquest are

wanting, Richard I. and John ; of the former, however,
some exist struck in France, and of the latter some in

Ireland.

The Coins struck prior to the reign of Charles II. are

denominated " hammered money," from their devices

being impressed by blows of a hammer; and this simple

form during the early period of our History will account

for the great number of Mints which existed. The pro- Earlv me-
cess of Coining with the hammer was as follows : the thori'uf

metal after being melted, and the requisite alloy given for Coiniug

the purpose of hardening it, was beaten on anvils into

large square plates down to the required thickness ; these

plates were next cut into narrow slips, and afterwards into

small squares, when the operation ofshaping commenced

;

this consisted in removing the corners with scissors, and
by means of a hammer approximating them to a circular

form. The pieces were afterwards weighed, those which
were found to exceed the standard were filed, and in

this state they obtained the appellation of planchets, and
were ready to receive the impression. The dies were

engraved upon two puncheons, one of which was sta-

tionary and received the planchet, while the other being

held above it, the impression was effected sometimes at

a single blow of the hammer.
Recourse was first had to the power of the screw for

the purposes of Coining, about the middle of the With
century, and it was introduced by Antoine Bruche>

during the reign of Henry II. of France. It was used

in that Kingdom for about thirty years, but from the

expense attending it, compared with the former method,

it was laid aside. The screw-press was not again re-

sorted to until the year 1645. when by an edict of

Louis XIV. its use was finally established : its revival

at that period may be ascribed to the great number cf

Medals struck under that Prince s reign ; for although it

had been discontinued for the current Coin, it had

always been resorted to for the Medals. The mill, or introdue-

screw-press was introduced into England by a French- tion of the

man, in the reign of Elizabeth, and employed in our ""I-
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Mint for about ten yean ; at a subsequent period, Briot,

an ingenious French artist, unable to prevail upon his

Government to revive the use of it came to England,

and was favourably received. His machine was occa-

sionallv employed during the Commonwealth, but not

for a continuance until the reign of Charles II. Briot,

appointed chief engraver to the Mint, was succeeded in

that office by Thomas Simon, an artist of great talent

and ingenuity, who has left many admirable specimens

of die-engraving. The operations of the Mint were

now conducted on a very superior scale. The devices

were, for the first time, engraved in relief on the pun-

cheons, and stamped upon pieces of metal prepared lor

the purpose ; these were termed matrices, and, in fact,

constituted the dies. This method was adopted to coun-

teract the delays occasioned by the breaking of the dies,

owing to the pressure they received ; as by means ot

the puncheon they could be renewed at pleasure. The

metal after being melted was cast into bars of two or

three inches in breadth, and the thin plates were ob-

tained by the bars passing through the laminating or

flattening mill. This machine consists of a pair of

iron rollers, of considerable magnitude, which are

kept revolving; as the bars pass through these, the

metal becomes expanded in every direction, and by a

succession of these machines, varying in their size, it

is reduced to the required thickness, The plates of

metal furnished by this operation are next taken to the

cutting-out press ; the chief feature in this machine is a

species of steel trepan, adjusted to the dimensions of the

Coins, by which thus the planchets are formed. Aiier

the pieces of metal are cleaned and weighed, nothing

further remains but to affix the impression. In order

to counteract the fraudulent practice of filing and clip-

ping, Thomas Simon introduced letters on the edges of

the large silver Coins, as the Crown and Half-crown, as

mav be seen to this day on the former piece. The in-

strument by which this was effected is very ingenious in

its construction, and so simple in its operation as to

throw off the Coins at the rate of sixty and seventy per

minute. Graining succeeded to lettering the edges,

and is at the presentdayeffected at the same instant with

the impression ; the inner surface of the collar which

receives the planchet being prepared tor the purpose.

The advantages possessed by the screw-press consist in

the increase of power ; so that the impression is ob-

tained at a single blow, and much time consequently

saved, also, as one firm and uniform pressure is given

to the die, the most delicate strokes can be brought

out : one defect yet remained, that of the machine being

put in motion by human strength, and this in later years

has been remedied by the substitution of steam.

We commence with the silver Coinage of England, as

being the most ancient ; and for the sake of perspicuity

we shall, for each metal, give the names of those J'rinces

Only under v\ hose reigns any new piece was introduced,

or any material alteration brought about in that which

was then current.

William I.—The Silver Penny was a Coin well known

throughout the Middle Ages, during which, as we have

before stated, it was (with one or two exceptions) the

sole piece. These Coins were struck upon the model of

the Roman Denarius, and they now constitute the most

lengthened sequence, ancient or modern, known ; they

commence with Egbert, and having been struck in the

last rein-n, the series extends for upwards of a thousand

rears.

English

Coinage.

Plate II.

The Coins of William I. or II., for they cannot be

distinguished, resemble in their devices and fabric those

immediately preceding the Conquest; thus they offer,

rude attempts at the portraits of the Kings for the types ,.

of the obverse, accompanied by the Legend PILLELM
REX, and on the reverse an almost endless variety of

crosses, encircled by the names of the Mint-masters and
chief towns.

Henry III.—The device of the Penny was slightly

varied during this reign ; hitherto the portrait of the

Monarch had been commonly represented in profile, for

which the full face was now substituted. The crosses

on the reverse had, as we have before remarked, been

greatly diversified, and were contained within a circle ;
Fig- "•

they were now formed of double lines extending to the

margin of the Coin, also in each angle of the cross pel-

lets were inserted, but whether for any express object,

or merely dictated by fancy, is unknown. The device of

the cross, terminating in the circumference of the Coin,

and dividing its area into four equal parts, prevailed until

the reign of Charles II. On a few Coins of this Prince

the Roman numerals III. are placed after the name.

Edward J.—The Coins introduced during this reign

were the Halfpenny and Farthing, precisely resembling

the Penny in their devices ; the former were coined

down to the reign of Charles I., and the Farthings so

late as that of Mary, though scarcely of one quarter

their original size, from the decreasing value of silver.

The divisions on the surface of the Pennies formed by

the arms of the cross, occasioned their being separated

into halves and quarters, and in this state they were

circulated in common with the new pieces. In Ireland

there were Halfpennies struck as early as the reign of

King John ; they represent, as do also the Pennies, the

head of the Prince enclosed within a triangle.

Edward III.—The Groat now made its appearance,

taking its name from the French Gros, a large piece,

and was valued at four Silver Pennies ; the Half-groat

was also struck. The Legends of this new piece differ Fig. 21.

from those on the preceding Coins ; the obverse exhi-

bits a full face of the Monarch crowned and enclosed by

a circle formed of nine arches, the points of union ter-

minating in the fleur-de-lis. The reverse bears the

name of the City, (commonly that of London,) those of

the Mint-masters being discontinued under Edward I.

;

around the margin is the sentence POSVI DEUM
ADJVTOREM MEVM, inscribed on Coins so late

as the reign of Edward VI.

Henry I'll.—It was under this reign that the Tes-

toon or Shilling, valued at twelve pence, was first struck :

the former appellation was taken from a French Coin, so

named from its bearing the head (teste) of the Monarch.

The word Tester is to this day employed in the North

of England to designate the Shilling. The denomina-

tion Shilling is of uncertain origin ; it was employed as

a division of monev in the period of the Saxon Hep-

tarchy. The Royal arms were introduced on Coins for Heraldic

the first time in this reign, the cross dividing the tea»ngs

The obverse of
first intro-

escutcheon into four compartments, mc ™m»t "•
dl

the Shilling represented the head of the King in profile, jrj
g 20.

crowned, and encircled by the Legend HENRIC. VII.

DI. GRA. REX. ANGL. Z. H. (el Hiberniee:) this

is the first instance that occurs since the reign of Henry

III. of Roman numerals appearing on English Coins,

and their omission in the intervening reigns, particularly

those of the Edwards, frequently renders it impossible

to ascertain to which of the Princes they belong.
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Henry VIII.—On the Farthings of HenryVIII. a port-

cullis appears, to distinguish them from the Halfpenny,

as from their diminutive size they were frequently con-

founded : the Shilling also of this Prince differs from that

of his predecessor, bv the emblem of a double rose sur-

mounted by a crown. Our Kings had up to this period

styled themselves, on their Coins, "Lords of Ireland ;"

Henry VIII. first assumed the title of King of that

Country.

Edward VI.—Several important additions were made
to the silver Coinage in the reign of this Prince, the

most considerable of which were the Crown and Half-

crown, named after some Coins struck on the Continent,

which bore for their device a crown. The type on the

obverse of the Crown piece represented the King on

horseback completely armed, and the horse richly ca-

parisoned ; the Legends and type ofthe reverse resembled

those of the Shilling. The Half-crown also bore the

type of the King on horseback,—a symbol which was

retained so late as the reign of Charles I., when por-

traits of the Sovereigns were substituted. The remain-

ing new Coins struck in this reign were the Sixpence

and Threepence, on each of which the devices of the

Shilling were repeated. The Roman numeral XII. and

VI. were also impressed on the obverses to denote their

value. In this reign the ordinary escutcheon divided by

the cross, gave way for one of an oval form, richly gar-

nished, and bearing the quartered arms of France and
England ; the device was accompanied bv the Legend
TIMOR DOMINI FONS ESTVITiE.

Elizabeth.—Two minor divisions of the silver Money
were introduced by this Queen ; namely, Three-half-

penny and Three-farthing pieces: as, however, Ihey

could be dispensed with, and tended only to breed a con-

fusion with the smaller denominations, they soon dis-

appeared.

Charles I.—A few silver Coins were struck in this

reign, and denominated, from their value, Twenty-
shilling and Ten-shilling pieces ; they were, however,

soon called in, probably being inconvenient from their

great size : the devices on these new pieces nearly

resembled those of the Crown.
Commonwealth.—A new type appears on the Crown

of the Commonwealth and of Cromwell, accompanied by

an English Legend; they are generally of indifferent

execution, and represent on one side St. George's cross

in a shield between a palm and a laurel branch, and for

the Legend, THE COMMONWEALTH OF ENG-
LAND. On the other side the above cross is repeated,

accompanied by a second shield containing the harp

;

the device being designed to express the union of Eng-
land and Ireland : the sentence GOD WITH US forms

the Legend.
Charles II.—The devices on the Crown of the Com-

monwealth were discontinued at the Restoration, and a

new variety introduced consisting of four escutcheons

with the arms of England, France, and Ireland : this

type finally gave place to that of St. George. The Le-
gend DECUS ET TUTAMEN, on the edge, was in-

troduced during this reign.

Soon after the reign of Elizabeth, the escutcheon was
affixed on the reverses of all the small Coins from the

Groat downwards, and subsequently gave way to the

admission of ciphers. The Pennies of Charles II. bear

the initial of his name ; two of them appear with the

Twopenny piece, three with the Threepenny, and so on.

The lirouts of this Prince contain the four ciphers, sur

VOL. V.

English
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mounted by crowns, and the badges of the respective

Countries, the rose, fleur de lis, harp, and thistle in-

serted between them. On the small silver Coins of -"v^^'
James II., Roman numerals express the value, and with

William III. the modern figures.

Henry III.—A Coinage of gold was instituted in the T"? gol<l

reign of this Prince, but from the few pieces which were y
01n

,

d!
'

>!

,

of

struck, the introduction of the metal in our Mint is
°

commonly referred by antiquaries to the reign of

Edward III. The Coins of Henry III., alluded to

above, were denominated Gold Pinnies; probably from
their accordance in size with silver Coins of that name,
which they also perfectly resembled in the device of the

reverse. But two of these Coins are at present known
to exist. Their current value was Is. Sd., but this

forming no part of the larger denominations, thev were
soon called in : the want, indeed, of a gold Coinage could

have been but little felt at the time, as a term of ninety

years elapsed before the metal was again resorted to.

Edward III.—The reign of this Prince forms a re-

markable era in the History of our money. We noticed

the Groat, in the silver Coinage, as having come into

circulation with this Monarch, and we shall presently

have to speak of the introduction of the Noble, one of

the most remarkable of our gold Coins: our first atten-

tion is, however, due to the Florin. The Florin was
first coined in England in the year 1344, and was
accompanied bv its Half and Quarter. This piece was
issued in imitation of the gold Coins struck at Florence;

none have yet been found, but two or three Quarter-

florins are preserved in Cabinets, and the Half-florin

was discovered a few years since. The symbol on the

obverse is a lion, two of which it is said were affixed to

the Florin. Crosses richly ornamented form the types

of the reverses. The Florin was ordered to pass for

6s., but from being overrated in proportion to the silver

Coins, it ceased in a short time to be struck. The
Noble was issued, together with its Half and Quarter,

in the same year as the Florin, and is said to have taken

its name from the purity or nobility of the metal : it

was valued at 6i. Sd., and its parts in proportion. The
obverse of this Coin represents the King standing in a

vessel, asserting the dominion of the sea ; he bears in

his right hand a sword, and in his left a shield, contain-

ing the quartered arms of France and England. This

symbol is conceived to have been impressed on the Coins

to commemorate a victory obtained by Edward over the Plate II.

French fleet. The Legend of the obverse is taken from Fig. 16.

the silver Coins. The reverse represents a cross richly

ornamented ; and in a small compartment in the

centre, is the initial of the Prince's name. Each of

the angular spaces formed by the cross is occupied by

a lion surmounted by a crown, and the arms of the cross

are terminated by fleurs-de-lis. The whole is contained

within a circle formed of eight arches, with trefoils in the

outer angles, and encompassed bv the Legend IHESVS
AVTEM TRAXSIENS PER MEDIVM ILLO-
R.VM IBAT. This sentence, from the Gospel of St.

Matthew, was worn as a charm or amulet, and considered

as a preservative against the perils of war. The Noble

ceased in the reign of Henry VIII. The reverses of

those of Henry IV. differed from the preceding in bear-

ing the type of an expanded rose as the badge of the

House of Lancaster : this emblem gave rise to their being

denominated Ros>-nobtes.

Henry VI.—The Noble was now raised to the value

of 8». 4d. and a new Coin introduced, uamelv, the

4 o
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Plate II.

Fig. 22.

Fig. 19.

Angel, valued at 6« Sr/., the former value of the Noble,

and hence it was denominated the Noole A iigil. This

new Coin received the appellation of Angel from the

type of the obverse represent! Qg the Archangel St.

Michael, with his left foot placed upon the dragon,

whicli he pierces through the mouth with a spear. The
reverse bears the type of a ship, partially rese .bli:ig

that of the Noble ; a cross is substituted C>r the mast,

and a shield, with the arms as before, is placed on the side

of the vessel. The Legend is as follows, PER CRV-
CEM TVAM SALVA NOS XPE REDE MPT. The
Angel extended to the reign of ( harles I. ; and shortly

after its appearance, Half-angcU or AngeleU u ere issued,

and circulated down to the reign of James I.

Henry VII.—The gold Coinage at this period of our

History becomes perplexing, from the many alterations

which the pieces underwent in value; the Noble, which

in the time of Henry VI. had circulated at 8s. 4rf., now
rose to 10s. and received the name of Ryal,—a word

corrupted from Royal, the name given to a French Coin

bearing the device of the King in his Royal robes. Henry
VII. caused pieces of double the value of the Noble or

Ryal to be struck, which from their device were de-

nominated Sovereigns, and passed for twenty shillings.

This Double Ryal is the parent of our present Sove-

reign, and was equal in size to the Crown-piece, but

proportionally thin ; on the obverse the King appears

in his royal robes, seated on his throne, with the sceptre

in his right hand, and the orb and cross in his left. A
variety of ornaments are introduced too inconsiderable

to be detailed. The reverse of the Sovereign represents

an expanded double rose, to signify the union of the

Houses of York and Lancaster ; the central space is

occupied by an escutcheon, and the Legend which en-

circles the device is similar to those on the silver Coins.

The type of the double rose is given on Coins down to

the reign of James I. Henry VII. also issued Double

Sovereigns, differing only from the above in the increase

of thickness ; but very few were struck, on which account

thev are usually regarded as pattern pieces.

Henry VIII.—In the early part of this reign a greater

variety prevailed in the gold Coinage than at any former

or subsequent period. The pieces underwent likewise

a material change in their value : the Noble was raised

from 10s. to lis. 3d., and the Sovereign consequently

was valued at £\. '2s. 6d. ; the Angel, which had until

now retained its value of 6s. 8d., rose to 7s. 6d. ; and a

Coin was struck of the former value of the Angel, de-

nominated the George Noble. The type of St. George
overcoming the dragon appeared now, for the first time,

on this new Coin, which, however, ceased to be struck

shortly after its appearance. After the lapse of a few

years, a complete change occurred in the Coins of this

metal : the Noble and its parts were no longer struck ;

the Double Ryal received the appellation of Pound
Sovereign, and was ordered to pass for 20s. ; the Angel
rose in value from Is. 6d. to Ss., and the Quarter Anfrel

was first struck ; lastly, to supply the places of the Half
and Quarter Noble, Crowns and Half-crowns were
struck in gold. Crowns were struck in this metal down
to the reign of George III. Those of Henry VIII.

bore the devices of a double rose and an escutcheon, each

surmounted by the Imperial crown : hence their appel-

lation. The Legend, HENRIC. VIII. RVTILANS
ROSA SINE SPINA, accompanied the symbol of the

rose ; and in the area the initials of the names of the

King and his Queens were at different times inserted.

Janus I.—We pass over the intermediate reigns, as English

the chances which took place were confined to altera- Coinage.

tions in the value of the Coins, and a few trifling varie- """"v""-"'

ties in the devices ; an attention to which, in this brief

sketch, might lead to confusion without affording in-

terest to our readers. The Coins of gold in the reign

of this Prince were but of three kinds; the Unite, ano-

ther name for the Pound Sovereign, constituted the

chief Coin, and received its name from the union of

the two crowns in the person of this Monarch ; on the

obverse is a bust of the King, on the reverse the royal

shield of anus under a crown. The Crowns of gold

retained their value of bs., but their devices were

altered, and had reference to the Union ; on one

of the sides appears a rose and on the other a thistle,

each surmounted by the Imperial crown ; they were in

consequence designated Thistle Crowns. The Angel

is now of rare occurrence, but the want of it was less

felt from the introduction of Double Crowns, valued at

10s., and two of" which constituted the Unite.

Charles [.—The Unite now took the name of Guinea,

from the metal of whic. it was struck being procured

by the African Company from the coast ofGuinea; the

value first assigned it was that of 20*., from which it

gradually increased to 3"s., but in the end fell to 21s.,

at which it has since remained. The Double Crown

now formed the Half-Guinea. Two and Five Guinea

pieces also were issued, the former being equal in size

to the Crown piece. All of these Coins bore, on the

reverse, devices nearly similar to those impressed on the

Crowns in silver.

George III.—Besides the Guinea and its Half, Quar-

ter-Guineas were struck in the early part of this reign ;

but they were soon called in. The Two and Five

Guinea pieces continued in circulation, and Seven Shil-

ling pieces issued for the first time ; but, from creating a

confusion with the Half-Guinea, they gradually dis-

appeared.

In the year 1815, all of the above were called in, and

the Sovereign and Half-Sovereign substituted in their

room.

The Coins of least value which have circulated in The cnpjer

England from the epoch of the Conquest, are the Cmnogwil

Halfpenny and Farthing; but these being struck in
kn

fc
,|a""

silver so late as the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth, will

account for a Coinage of copper having been so long ex-

cluded from our Mint. Owing to the gradual decrease

in the value of silver, the parts of the Penny had so

much declined in size, that they were continually liable

to be lost, and for this evil a remedy was sought by re-

course to a metal of inferior value. Snelling divides

copper Coinage into four parts, an arrangement which

will answer our present purpose. Under the first

division will be included the Tokens in lead, tin, and

copper ; the second, the copper Coinage instituted by

Royal authority ; the third, the town Farthings, and

tokens of private tradesmen ; and the fourth and last,

all the pieces issued from the Mint, in copper, after the

second institution by Royal authority of a Coinage of

that metal. Class I. Tokens in lead, tin, and cop-

per appeared in the reigns of Henry VIII. and Eliza-

beth, and are far from numerous. The Farthings of

silver ceasing to be struck in the reign of the latter, it

was found requisite that some Coins should be substi-

tuted for them. A memorial was in consequence drawn
up, proposing an alloy of silver and copper; Elizabeth,

however, expressed herself* strongly averse both to a
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Numis- Coinage of copper and to any debasement ; the scheme
raatics.

j n consequence fell to the ground. The pattern pieces
>-—"v^-' struck on that occasion, on the obverse represent a bust

of the Queen, and sometimes a rose surmounted by a

crown ; on the reverse is a monogram, occupying the

field, in which the characters of her name are inge-

niously interwoven. The Legend, THE PLEDGE

—

OF A HALFPENNY, is separated, one half appear-

ing on each face. Class II. In the following reign the

want of pieces of the above value was so generally felt,

that tradesmen took upon themselves to strike tokens

•n copper and other metals ; a process which, being

justly regarded as an infringement on the Royal Prero-

gative, led at length to an authorized copper Coinage.

This Coinage consisted solely of Farthings, chieflystruck

during the reigns of James I. and Charles I. ; the

obverse represents two sceptres crossed, surmounted by
a crown ; the type of the reverse is a harp,—as it was
designed to send them to Ireland had they been re-

fused in this Country. Class III. The above Coinage
was from some causes discontinued, and the distracted

period of the Commonwealth succeeding, did not admit
of attention to its revival. Hence private tradesmen
resumed to themselves the privilege of striking their own
pieces ; and to such an extent did this system (almost

peculiar to England) prevail, that no fewer than 3000
persons are reported to have issued their own Tokens.
These pieces offer an infinite variety in their devices.

Class IV. This last division commences in the reign of
Charles II., when a Coinage of Halfpennies and Far-
things of copper was issued by Royal proclamation.

They bore, now for the first time, the device of Bri-

tannia, slightly differing from the figure on the current
Coin. It was not until the reign of George III, that
pieces of the value of a Penny and Twopence were
coined.

We have now specified all the devices of importance
to be found on British Coins, and when compared with
those which have formed the subject of the preceding
sections, their number will be found to be extremely
limited. It has been frequently regretted, and we think
not without reason, that a greater diversity has not pre-

vailed among the symbols. Pope has observed :

O when shall Britain, conscious of her claim.

Stand emulous of Greek and Human fame ?

Ju living .Medals see her wars enroll'd,

And vanquished realms supply recoiding gold ?

Swifts plan In the reign of Queen Anne, Dean Swift delivered to
" the Lord Treasurer a plan for the improvement of

British Coins; in which he proposes, "that they should
bear devices and inscriptions alluding to the most re-

markable parts of her Majesty's reign." " By this

means," he continues, " Medals that are at present only

a dead treasure, or mere curiosities, would be of use in

the ordinary commerce of life ; and, at the same time,

perpetuate the greatness of her Majesty's reign, reward
the labours of her subjects, keep alive in the people a
gratitude for public services, and excite the emulation of
posterity. To these gracious put poses nothing can so
greatly contribute as Medals of this kind, which are of
undoubted authority, of necessary use and observation,

not perishable by Time, nor confined to any certain

place, properties not to be found in books, statues, pic-

tures, buildings, and other monuments of illustrious

actions." The scheme failed, like many others of a
similar kind ; all that was effected was the striking

a small number of Coins, chiefly pattern pieces, the cele-

provement
nf British

Coins.

brated Farthings of Queen Anne. These Coins have British

been justly esteemed for their workmanship, but they Coinage

are, with a few exceptions, by no means rare ; and the v—"^"~-'

greater number of them bearing only a figure of Bri- Farthings

tannia for the type of the reverse, are little deserving of ul Queen

notice.* Had the plan suggested by Swift been put in
Anne '

practice, it would at once have ennobled our Coinage,
and have elevated it far above the rank of a mere medium
of commerce.
The introduction of Heraldic ensigns, which we stated Armorial

took place about the XlVth century, has prevailed in bearings

the Coinage of almost every European Power; and
though symbols of that kind may be introduced with
propriety, they have effectually led to the exclusion of
all attempts at variety of design. The execution of the
English Coins, at the present day, is equal if not supe-
rior to that of the Coins of every other nation.

The introduction of the Mill effected a material im- Workroan-
provement in the appearance of our Coinage ; and while 8n'P of

under the direction of Thomas Simon it attained to ^
Dgu»u

great excellence. The Coins also of Queen Anne and
Coln' -

of George I. are entitled to much praise. During the
two succeeding reigns, the Arts generally were in de-

cline, but they revived with George III. The thinness
of our early Coins precluded the power of giving any
considerable relief to the portraits, which constitutes

one of the chief beauties of ancient Coins. And even
now, in order to obviate the loss of metal occasioned
by friction, the relief is kept extremely low. Greater
attention, however, is bestowed on the detail ; and, for

neatness of fabric and delicacy of execution, the recent

Coinage seems scarcely to be capable of improvement.
The earliest Coins struck in .Scotland have been re- Coinage of

ferred to Alexander I. a. d. 1007, from which date Scotland,

down to David II. they continued of the same size and
value as those of England, receiving thence all their

improvements. The chief Towns appearing on the Coins
of the above-named period are ED and EDEXEBV,
(Edinburgh,) PERT, (Perth,) ROCESBV, (Rox-
burgh,) BEREWIC. (Berwick.) Halfpennies and
Farthings also were coined; with David II. the Groat
and Half-groat, and in the XVIth centurv the remain-
ing denominations of silver Coins. Gold circulated in

Scotland about thirty years later than in England, and
the Coins struck received the appellation of S<. Andrews
Lions, and Unicorns, from the devices which thev bore.

A Coinage of copper existed in Scotland at an earlier

period than in England ; a currency also was established

of liillon money, or copper washed with silver.

The Danes struck Coins in Ireland in the VHIth Coinage of
and IXth centuries on the model of those of England; Ireland,

but so barbarous is their workmanship that the human
countenance can scarcely be discerned, and in lieu of
letters only strokes, III III, appear. The Coins of the

Irish Kings were struck in Dublin, but those of British

Monarchs abound, also struck in that C'ity.which resemble
in many respects the Coins of England down to the reign

of Henry VIII. Under that Prince, the badge of the

harp was first assumed for Irish Coins. On the pieces

struck from the reign of John to that of Henry V., the

heads of Kings appear enclosed by triangles ; and after

the last-named Prince, they are distinguished by the

names of the Irish Cities which they bear. In the time

* One of Queen Anne's Farthings, dated 1714, was current.

The two bearing Britannia under a Portal, and Peace with a Car
are rare ; that with Bella el Pace, 1713, is extremely rare.

4o 2
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NnmU- of Elizabeth, Coins in copper as well as in the other

irutics. metals were issued for Ireland; but upon the abolition

—-v —»' of the Mint, in the year 1640, no more gold and silver

was struck.

Sect. 3.

—

Medals, &c. &c.

The terms Cnin and Medal, though materially dif-

fering in their signification, are frequently confounded ;

Pinkerlon, notwithstanding he has made the dis-

tinction, has neglected to observe it throughout liis

Essay; but it is important they should be discriminated.

Coin is applied to such productions of the Mint as were

intended for currency as money ; Medal to such :\s wire

struck in commemoration of events or in honour of

individuals. The misapplication of the terms has pro-

bablv arisen from the number of Numismatical Works

which have appeared in the French tongue, and in

which Medaille is employed in both senses.

The remarks offered upon the subject of modern

European Coinage, are applicable in many instances to

Medals also ; such as an absence of character in the

portraits, and a forgetfulness of the manners of the

Time and Country in their devices. Among the pecu-

liarities which distinguish the modern from the ancient

Medals, may be mentioned the introduction of portraits

of illustrious characters. It is remarkable, that while

busts are found of many of the ancient Poets, Histo-

rians, and Philosophers of celebrity, their portraits never

occur on Medals. On the other hand, no sooner had

the Art of Die Engraving revived, than it became ap-

plied to the purpose of transmitting to posterity the

portraits of distinguished individuals. Another distinc-

tion worthy of notice is, that modern Medals have fre-

quently been employed as vehicles of Political satire ;

a practice which prevailed chiefly in the Low Countries.

There is reason to believe that Satire, which has now
quitted Medals for Prints, was not altogether unknown
to the Roman Mint ; it is certain, however, that it was

but rarely practised.

Many of the early Medals, though defective in design,

are pleasing from the boldness of the parts, simplicity of

the forms, and force of relief; in the course of time we
find greater attention bestowed on the detail and general

appearance, their chief merit consisting in a display of

the minuteness of Art. Among the symbols we fre-

quently meet with the delineation of edifices of celebrity,

of which perspective representations are given. The
buildings represented on Roman Coins, on the other

hand, are simple elevations. The personages of the

Heathen Mythology are frequently introduced on Mo-
dern Medals, in connection with the events they com-

memorate ; a glaring impropriety, which is rendered

more apparent when we remember that these symbols,

occurring on ancient Medals, strongly illustrate the

manners of the Age.

The Legends on Modern Medals have been oddly

divided by one writer into the Impious, Poetical, Jin-

gling, Intricate, and Amusing, to which Pinkerton

adds, Long Legends. We cannot find room to insert

specimens of these strange varieties.

The first Medal struck in England is of Henry VIII.

;

it is in gold, and bears his portrait, and an inscription

on the reverse. With Edward VI. the Coronation

Medals commence, and from that reign Medals exist of

all our Monarchs bearing symbols of a political nature.

Those of the Commonwealth and Charles II. were ex-

ecuted by Simon, and have been engraved by Vertue.

On the Medals of Queen Anne the splendid achieve- Modem
ments of Marlborough are recorded, and shortly alter Medals.

Dasaier, a Genevese, executed the Medals of the ^-^/^"^

Kings of England and of many illustrious characters.

Scotch Medals have been found of an earlier date than

the English, one existing of David II.; it was struck

in the XIVth century, is of gold, and formed upon
the model of the Nobles of Edward III. The Medals

of Mary are numerous, and the most interesting of the

series.

The Papal Medals are the earliest, and at the same
time most complete Modern series which exists ; they

commence with Paul II., 1464; there are, indeed,

Medals to be found of Popes many centuries previously,

but they were struck by the successors of the above.

The common types on the reverses of these Medals are

the cross keys and mitre ; the obverse bears the head

of the Pope, with or without the mitre. A few of the

Popes, as Julius II. and Leo X., were so fortunate as

to have the Historical devices on their Medals designed

by the distinguished Painters of the Age, as Rallaelle,

Julio Romano, and others. Medals abound of many
of the Italian Stales, especially of Florence and Tus-

cany ; a fine series is extant of the Medici family also.

The most remarkable of the French Medals are those

of Louis XIV., forming a complete History of his life.

The German Medals appear with Frederick III., 1453,

and are numerous of the separate States as well as of

the Emperors. Medals begin in Holland, 1566, and
are rendered chiefly conspicuous by the maps and plans

delineated thereon, devices which, though they exhibit

poverty in design, are nevertheless curious and useful.

The Spanish Medals commence with Consalvo, about

the year 1500. There are other series appertaining to

Denmark, Sweden, and Hungary.
It is highly important that a person desirous of col- Distinctions

lecting Coins, should be enabled to detect the forgeries between

of modern times, as we regret to say they preva

very great extent. This knowledge can be acquired only q
by a careful examination of Coins known to be false

with such as are accounted genuine. The hints given in

books, a few of which we shall subjoin, may be read

with advantage preparatory to such an exercise, but of

themselves they can contribute little to security. The
means by which the Medallist is enabled to detect true

from counterfeit Coins are so various, and depend upon

such minute peculiarities, as not to admit of being

suitably expressed in words.

No sooner had a taste for collecting Coins manifested

itself than attempts were made to impose upon the

ignorant ; and the individuals engaged in these forgeries,

so far from regarding the practice dishonourable, claimed

to themselves especial merit for their skill in accurate

imitation. Many of the European Countries have pro-

duced individuals who have acquired celebrity by this

disgraceful practice: the most celebrated were two Italian

brothers, the Cavini of Padua ; their pieces are desig-

nated Paduan.t, and exhibit extraordinary skill. Car-

leran practised the same trade in Holland, Dervieu of

Florence confined himself to Medallions, and Cogomier

forged the Thirty Tyrants in brass. Pinkerton divides

counterfeit Coins into six classes. They are as follows :

I. Modern imitations of ancient Coins, which have ac-

quired value from being fabricated by artists of emi-

nence. II. Coins cast from the preceding. III. Coins

cast from the antique. IV. Ancient Coins retouched,

and the obverses and reverses altered. V. Coins inv-

genuineand
counterfeit
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pressed with new devices and soldered. VI. Counterfeit

Coins which have clefts filed in them, and those which
are plated.

The forgeries have been chiefly directed to perfecting1

the different series known to bear a high value ; the Im-
perial Medallions and series in first brass, are consequently

the classes in which they most abound. Forged Coins,

from being cast, generally do not exhibit the same degree

of sharpness as those which are genuine, the projections

are more rounded, and those portions of the objects

which unite with the ground are less strongly marked.

The surface of the metal being corroded is no criterion

of the genuineness of a Coin, as by an ingenious applica-

tion of acids the effects of Time can be given with great

nicety.

Directions forforming Cabinets.

Cabinets of Coins, as Pinkerton observes, may be

considered as of three kinds : the first of these may be

termed the Complete Cabinet, including the Coins of

every Nation both ancient and modern ; in the second

the completion of one series is aimed at ; and the third

consists of an assemblage of specimens selected from the

leading classes.

The complete Cabinet, from the great expense attend-

ing it, is rarely formed by individuals but reserved for

scientific and learned Institutions. As the directions for

the formation of this Cabinet will apply, however, in

part, to the remaining two, and as it should form their

basis, we shall lay down the method we conceive the

most desirable.

In the classification of Coins, an alphabetical arrange-

ment was formerly rendered subservient to every other,

with a complete disregard of time and place. A system
more accordant with truth, is that in which the alphabetical

order is made secondary and introduced only to facilitate

reference.

The Coins of the Greek Cities and Free States take

the lead, observing the following order with the Coun-
tries :

Europe.

Spain.

Gaul.
Britain.

Italy.

Sicily.

Sicilian Isles.

Mossia.

Thrace.
Macedon.
Thessaly.

Illyria.

Epirus.

Corcyra.

The States of Northern Greece.

Euboea, Crete.

Egina, Cephallenia,

Zacynthus. Ithaca.

The Peloponnesus.

Isles of the Egean Sea.

Asia.

The Countries of Asia Minor.
Ionian and Cariau Isles.

Armenia.
Commagene.
Syria.

Seleucis.

Ccele Syria.

Phoenicia.

Judaea,

Edessa.

Parthia.

Persia,

Africa.
jTlgyptus.

Cyrenaica.

Zeugitania.

Numidia.
and

Mauritania.

The Coins of the Cities in each Country may be dis-

posed alphabetically, the gold taking precedence of the

silver, and the silver of the copper. The Coins of the

Greek Princes class with the respective Countries.

The Roman Coins will succeed in the following

order

:

Roman Asses, arranged in sets.

Coins of the Roman Families in alphabetical order.

Imperial gold coins ; Imperial silver Coins.

Imperial first brass ; second brass; third brass.

Imperial Minimi, including the Quinarii of gold

and silver, and the smallest of the copper Coins.

Imperial Medallions of all metals.

Imperial Greek Coins; Colonial Coins.

Coins of the Emperors struck at Alexandria, generally

in base metal.

Lastly, Coins of a few Gothic Princes, of the early

Eastern Nations, &c.

In the Modern department, the Countries are arranged
chronologically, with the exception, however, of Eng-
land, the Coins of which, from the great perfection of
the series and the interest thereunto attached, may, at

least in an English Cabinet, take precedence of the rest.

When the Coins of any one Kingdom are very numerous,

they may be classed according to their dimensions, in

which case it will be found, that the Modern silver Coins

fall under three sizes : thus we have the Penny, which
for many Ages constituted the sole Coin ; the Groat, a

Coin of some importance for a considerable period and
existing to this day ; and, lastly, the Crown-piece from

the commencement of the With century.

The Cabinets formed in England are chiefly of the

second kind, in which the collector has had in view the

perfecting of a single class, whether Greek, Roman, or

English Coins, the last in all probability very naturally

being the most extensive. When the series of Imperial

Coins in first brass cannot be perfected, from the exces-

sive rarity of those of a few Emperors, the second brass

may be substituted ; also the small brass resorted to in

order to complete a series in the middle size. The same
may be done in the Roman gold and silver Coins, other-

wise it would frequently be impossible to form a sequence.

When the Imperial Coins are not numerous in a Ca-

binet, they may be classed with the Roman Imperial,

and follow in the order of the Emperors.

The third Cabinet or Casket of Coins, as it may be

termed, will, from its variety, prove more generally in-

teresting than the two preceding; an att«ritive examina-

tion into the above arrangement will suggest the best

method of disposing of the Coins, but much must of ne-

cessity be left to the judgment and fancy of the collector.

Numhmalical Writers.

A full and accurate description of Grecian and Roman
Coins will be found in the Dortrina nummorum nefe-

ru/n of Eckhel ; the Work is extended to eight quarto

volumes, and is without question the most complete of

its kind. The writings of Putin, Jobert, and Pinkerton

take the lead among the elementary productions ; the

Essay of the last, though occasionally deficient in accu-

racy and perspicuity, forms on the whole the best intro-

duction to a knowledge of the study that has yet ap-

peared. The Grecian Coins are detailed in the Works

of Goltzius, Magnan, Gessner, Froclich, and Pellerin,

some of which are little more than extended Catalogues

of Coins. Vaillant has written at considerable length

on the Monarchic Coins, as well as the authors just men-

tioned; a very good general knowledge of this class of

Coins mavalso be obtained by a perusal o(L' leonographie

Grecque,'by E. Q. Visconti. A small Work entitled

Numistnatique du Voyage du Jeune Anaeharsis, by

Dumersan, gives a concise account of the most important

of the Grecian Civic Coins, and is beautifully illustrated.

In the division of Roman Coins, Vaillant and Morel

have each lell excellent Works on the Coins of the

Arrange-

ment nl'

CoittiJ in a
Caliinet.
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Numis. Families; for those of the Empire that of Vaillant is the

mane!., chief, and it is brought down to the extinction of the

-"~v^-' Western Empire : fur the remaining Coins. Banduri

may be consulted. Addison's Dialogues on the UttfxtU

nesi of Ancient Medals treats only on the duns of the

Emperors in first brass, and contains many excellent

remark upon the utility of the study at large.

A complete History of the Coinage of England is

afforded by Riding's Annuls of the Coinage of Uritain ;

it is accompanied by a Volume of Plates executed with

great care, and containing representations of all the

pieces that have issued from our Mint. Snelling's

Tahles have lung been popular: they form a good cata-

logue of English Coins, and are valuable to the col-

lector as a Work of reference, but the preceding Work
oilers every information on the subject that can be de-

sired. For Scotch and Irish Coins, Anderson and
Simon take the lead; for the French, Houterone and

Le Clerc ; for the Papal Coins, Floravantes .; Argelati

for those of the Italian States, and FloreTT" for the

Spanish.

The value and proportion of the Ajicient Coins have

formed the subject of a Treatise by Arbuthnot, and the

Tables which it contains, notwithstanding their great

inaccuracy, have been frequently transcribed : we have

endeavoured to rectify these errors in ttie Tables above

given for the Greek and Roman Coins, but a complete

Work of the kind is much wanted.

A Table, exhibiting the Comparative Value of the chief

Gold Coins of Modern Countries reduced to the standard

of England.

England.

Fiance .

.

Netherlands. . .

Holland

Denmark
Russia

Austna

f
Bav.tri.i . .

Wuteniburg
Brunswick .

\\ estphalia

Saxony . .

.

Hanover . . .

Prussia

Milan
Piedmont .

Parma ....

Tuscany . .

.

Rome
Sicily

Switzerland ....

Nimn of Coliv

^Sovereign

"Piece ,ii' -jo Francs fiapo

/eon )

lOGuiider
t
or Flonn Piece

* Ryder
Ptito/e (Christian d'or).

* Half- Imperial
* Sovereign

Mia it'nr

( 'T it'll

Spain . .

.

Portugal

.

Turkey .

I United States .

'Piitole
i

•PlMtoU
*Pittite |

*l)o. (Augusts d'or) • • /
Do ( George d'or) J

* Pistole (Frederick)
* Pistole, ur Dojipia

Pistole, Do
'Double Pistole

Ruspone of Etruria ....

Seudo of the Republic .

.

* Ounce
Pistole o( the Helvetic Re

public

*Double PistotefirDoubloon

*Half Joannese
Sequin

Messeir

J i 7 im 'hrshlik

'Eagle.

India Mihur (Bombay) .

*Do. (Company's)
Do. (Madras)
St'tr Payoila ....

3

Current Valu*.

•-U Shillings

1 -1 Fiorina orGuild1.

o Rubles

"Florins 8Creutzers

10Florins42Creutz.

10 Thalers

20 Lires

20 Lires

40 Lires

40 Lires

60 Taxi

24 Livres

6400 Rees

I The numlier of}

| Piastres vary J

10 Dollars

1.) Rupees

4 Rupees

.V. d

U

If) 10

lfi 5j
4 94

16 6

Hi lj

13 II

13 7\
II .tj

16 A
16 4
16 3|

16 44
16 3|
15 rt
15 10

14 If

8 6

4 11}
io 34

18 8}
11 lOg

15 8i
7 7

2 If
12 5i

3 6$

8 10$
9

12 10|
7 41

* These have their Doubles, Halves, &c. in proportion.

Note. The Ducat, varying by the above computation from 9*. %l.

to 9*. 4jrf.. circulates throughout Germany, Switzerland, and most
of the Northern Kuropean Countries, as Denmark. Sweden, and Russia

:

it has also its Double and Half. This Coin is also common among the

Italian States, where it passes under the name of Sequin ; in Venice it

is termed C/iequw, or Zecckmn.

A Table, exhibiting the Comparative Value of the chief Silver

Coins of Modern Countries, computed at the rate of 5s. 2d.

per ounce, standard.

Names of Coin

j

Current Value.

England .

.

: ranee . .

.

Holland...

Denmark . .

Sweden . . .

Russia

Prussia . . .

Germany . .

Hungary . . .

Switzerland

(Geneva)

Italy

(Rome)

Sicily

Spain

Portugal . .

.

Turkey ....

United States

India

Crown [i in proportion)

Ft "if 1 ^ in prop., also 2 and 5

Franc pieces)

Florin (30, 12, 8, &c Stiver pieces

in prop.)

63 Stivers constitute the Dueii-

tonn, 50 the Ris-iln/lir.

Krone, or (row 11, : of Hijkslat?.

Hix-'lollur (^ in prop.)

Ruble f.J and j in prop.)

(julden ^Florin) \ in prop.. . . .

Thaler ox Dollar (^ and 4_ in prop.)

The Thaler is the measure of

value throughout the German
States.

Krone
Palagon, or Crown (^ 111 prop.) .

This Coin varies in each of the

Cantons.

Scudo, or Crown (\ in prop.) ..

The Scudo is the chief silver

Coin of this Country, but is sub-

ject to great variation in the several

States.

Scudo (^ in prop.)

Piastre, or Dollar

Crusado ($, J, &c.)

Piastre ($ and J)

Dollar (J in prop.)

Rupee

5 Shillings

100 Centimes
Kin Cents, or

'

20 Stivers

4 Marks

100 Copecs
24 (iio&chen

3 Livres

1 Paoli, or 5 Lires

30 Taris

10 Rials

480 Rees
40 Paras

100 Cents

16 Anas

Value In

Sterling.

Note. For the Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch settlements on the Conti-

nent and in the West Indies, see the Coins of the respective Nations.

•V.

hi



MUSIC.

Music. The art of combining sounds agreeable to the ear was
among the earliest of the Sciences ; with the Ancients

the term had a much more extensive signification than

it now carries with us. Under the term Music were

comprehended not only that Science to which it is at

present confined, and also the accomplishments of Dan-
cing, and of Acting, but even Poetry and the whole circle

of Sciences. According to Hesychius, the Athenians

understood the term in this latter sense, and a modern
Musician would have us believe that in Music is to be

discovered the governing principle of all the proportions,

not less than the foundation itself of all the Sciences.

The origin of Music must from its nature have been

remote: this, however, is not the place for examining

the claims of Mercury to the invention of the lyre; nor

whether the Greeks were indebted to Cadmus, when he

eloped from Phoenicia with Hermione, or Harmonia,
which would fabulously establish the knowledge of it in

that Country ; nor whether Amphion, as Plutarch states,

was the person to whom they were obliged for its in-

vention. Neither is it of consequence here to inquire

into the claims on that head of Apollo, Chiron, Demo-
docus, Hermes, Orpheus, and others ; nor even that of

Tamiris, the reputed inventor of Instrumental Music.

These, or the greater part of them, preceded Homer.
Others, such as Lasus, Melnippides, Philoxenus, Timo-
theus, Phryneus, Epigonius, Lysander, Simmicus, and
Diodorus, have the reputation of having brought it to a

considerable degree of perfection. It may almost be

assumed that Vocal Music preceded that of instruments,

and it is most probable that the natural elevations or

depressions of the human voice in expressing the differ-

ent passions of the mind, as well as the attention which
would be naturally directed to the modulated song of

the bird creation, would indicate the facility ol so regu-

lating the human voice as to suggest the elements of

Melody. A portion of the song of the blackbird consists

of true diatonic intervals, and may be thus expressed :

=n= =H=^
«t: 54

:p^p;

The note of the cuckoo is well known to be

J?-Ml

13
o: <->

R=
:^: o==:

iHT
Cu - cu Cu - cu Cu - cu.

Progress. A love of protracted and inflected sound differing from
that of Speech is implanted in mankind throughout the
Globe. Hence the progression would seem likely to

the Music of wind instruments, which Lucretius has
beautifully described in the following lines :

At liqttidas avium voces imitaricr ore

Ante fiat mu/to, qitam levia carmina cantu

Concetebrare HomiRes possintj aitrenque j'uvare

:

Et Zephyrt cava per catamorum sibt/a primum
Agrexteis docuere cavas inflare cicutat.

Lib. v. v. 1378.

The next step in the progress of the Science would Music,

be to Musical sounds produced by the aid of strings :
v^*v*""

this, Vitruvius, in his Treatise on Architecture, has called

to his aid even for the purpose of ascertaining the

proper tension of the ropes used in the catapultae and
balistae. Instruments of percussion, such as drums and
some other military instruments, would find their tvpe
in numberless hollow and even solid sonorous bodies in

Nature which emit sounds, and those frequently far from
disagreeable, on being struck by another solid body.

Could we implicitly rely on the statements of the
early writers, either the Music of the present Age has
degenerated in an immeasurable degree, or the senses
and passions of Man have altogether changed. Aristotle,

who appears to have written mainly with the view of
combating the doctrines of Plato, nevertheless agrees
entirely with him in respect of the influence of Music
on mankind. Polybius tells us that the Arcadians, who
inhabited a cold and inhospitable Country, could only be
civilized through the medium of Music ; and further, that

the inhabitants of Cynetus, who neglected the cultivation

of that Science, surpassed in cruelty all the rest of the

Greeks. Athenseus assures us that the promulgation of
laws both human and divine, the knowledge of all that

related to the Gods, to heroes, and to the deeds of illus-

trious men were written in verse, and publicly sung with
an accompaniment of instruments ; a practice of which,
as we learn from the Scriptures, was conformable to that

of the Israelites from the earliest period of their History.

Sensibly, however, as even to this day some are affected

by the powers of the Science, the time seems passed
when a Timotheus could excite the passions of another

Alexander by employing the Phrygian, and allay them
by the use of the Lydian mode. It cannot, indeed, be
denied that the national Music of every Country has a
direct influence on the passions of its inhabitants ; than
which a stronger instance cannot be adduced than that

it was forbidden, under penalty of death, among the

Swiss mercenaries employed on foreign service, to

sing or play the celebrated Runs des Vaches, because

of the melancholy it always produced, a circumstance

which must be familiar to our Musical readers. Nor
are other Countries without those melodies which are

capable of raising and depressing the spirit of their

inhabitants. " What," says Burney, " the ancient Music
really was it is not easy to determine, and the whole is

now become matter of faith ; but of this we are certain ;

that it was something with which mankind was extremely

delighted; for not only the Poets, but the HisUnans
and Philosophers of the best Ages of Greece and Rome
are as diffuse in its praises, as of those Arts concerning

which sufficient remains are come down to us to evince

the truth of their panegyrics."

Egyptian Music.

However rude and artless the first attempts in Music Egyptian.

must have been, and little as was the probability of its hav-

ing been perfected by the first cultivators, yet we are told

by the ancient Poets and Historians that by them its mira-

6S5 4 t
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Muiic. tulous powers were most successfully exercised, though
Egyptian,

j t j s not an caS y matter to determine who they might—"v~""''
have been. Herodotus, in his Euterpe, speaks of the

Egyptians and Phrygians in regard to their respective

antiquity ; but neither concerning the Phrygians, nor

the Phoenicians, undoubtedly a most ancient race, can

more than conjecture be now offered ; we shall proceed

therefore at once to a succinct account of the Music of

the Egyptians, whose monuments still present to the

traveller indisputable proofs of their Religion and Arts.

It would be vain to attempt its History from a higher

source.

Though Diodorus Siculus has asserted that Music

prohibited by the Egyptians, as not only useless

but even noxious from its tendency to make Man effe-

minate, we must oppose to his assertion the account

of Plato, who travelled in Egypt in ordt-r to become
acquainted with its Arts and Sciences. It is, moreover,

obsenable that Herodotus, also a traveller in Egypt
more than three hundred years before Diodorus, says,

that it was used in their festivals and Religious ceremo-

lios. Diodorus, indeed, contradicts himself, inasmuch as

he tells us i hat Music and the Musical instruments were

the inventions of the Egyptian Deities, Osiris, Isis, Orus,

and Hermes, and that all the great Poets and Musi-
cians of Greece visited that Country to improve them-

selves in the Arts. Strabo says, that the Egyptian
children were taught letters, the songs appointed by
the law, and a species of Music directed by the Govern-
ment exclusive of all others. It should not be forgot-

ten also that the Greeks, who had a propensity to claim

the merit of every important invention, confess that the

greater part of their Musical instruments were of Egyp-
tian origin. Such are the triangular lyre, the monaulos,

or single flute, the cymbal, or drum, and the sislrum,

an instrument almost universally found on the monu-
ments of the Egyptians. Every person acquainted with

History will remember that among the Egyptians all

professions were hereditary. The same practice existed

with the Hebrews; and we are told by Herodotus,

that the Lacedaemonians, who were by origin Dorians,

so far pursued the system of their progenitors, that their

Musicians were all of one famdy, and that their Priests,

like those of Egypt, were initiated in Physic, Music, and
Religion.

On the well-known Guglia Rotla. at Rome, which
was placed by Augustus in the Campus Martins, after

he had reduced Egypt to a Roman Province, among
other Hieroglyphics is to be seen a Musical instrument

of two strings, having a neck very similar to the cala-

scione, still in use in the Kingdom of Naples. This
species of instrument, therefore, must be considered of

very high antiquity, and it is to be observed, that being
furnished with a neck it was capable of producing many
notes ; inasmuch as if its strings were tuned in fourths,

we have a series of sounds termed a heptachord by the

Ancients. If, like those of the calascione, they were
tuned in fifths, we have an octave, or two disjunct tetra-

chords, a power which, from all the remains of Greek

sculpture, does not appear to have existed till a compa- Music.

ratively late period ; indeed, Montfaucon, who examined Egyptian.

the representations of nearly five hundred ancient, lyres,
^~""v~"/

harps, and cithane, asserts that he had not found any in

which a contrivance was apparent for shortening strings

by a neck and finger board during the time of the per-

formance. It appears, therefore, that the mode of ex-

tending a scale and of producing many sounds from few
strings by the simplest means, was known to the Egyp-
tians. It would exceed our limits to attempt fixing a

date for the instrument thus alluded to. The literature

of Egypt may even at t his late period receive elucidation

from the extraordinary and brilliant efforts of a Cham-
pollion. We shall here merely observe, that though
more remote periods have been generally assigned to

the monuments of the Egyptians than modern travellers

and antiquaries have proved were due to them, yet the

specimen in question is of sufficiently early date to afford

ample room for speculation.

One of the secondary Gods of Egypt, who received Tbeljm
divine honours for his extraordinary talent, was the

Mercury surnamed Trismegistus : to him is attributed

the formation of a regular Language, and man} other

matters important to mankind. Apollodorus attributes

to him the invention of the lyre. The tale appears and
doubtless is a pleasant fable : Mercury, as he walked
along the banks of the Nile, after an inundation,

which had deposited a great number of dead animals
on its banks, struck his foot against the shell of a tor-

toise, whose cartilages by desiccation had become sono-
rous, the points of their original insertion in the shell

remaining still fixed. This is said to have suggested
the earliest idea of the lyre, which undoubtedly was first

constructed in the form of a tortoise. To the first in-

strument of this sort three strings appeal to have been
given. The ancient writers on Music have supposed
that the three sounds of these strings were E, F, and G,
but Boethius makes the number of strings four, and
says they were tuned thus, E, A, B, e; though this mode
of tuning is generally supposed to have been the inven-

tion of Pythagoras, and at all events appears to have
been introduced into Greece by that Philosopher.

To the dichord and trichord, which may be satisfac- The flute,

torily traced from Egypt, a claim is made by many for

the addition of the monaulos, or single flute, which was
crooked, and bore the Egyptian name of photinx. In
form resembling a bull's horn, it is seen in numberless
remains of ancient sculpture. Apuleius, in speaking of
the mysteries of Isis, describes the crooked flute as held

bj the performer with the crook turned towards his

right ear. That the Egyptians possessed the use of
many instruments, other than those above recited, is

clear from the original representations of them that have
reached us, and particularly from those found on the
walls of the celebrated tomb of Osymandyas at Thebes.
whose stupendous remains have been described as ex-

ceeding more than half a mile in length. This sepul-
chre has been assigned to a period full two thousand
years before Christ.

But the most convincing proofs of the progress and The harp,

successful cultivation of Music among the Egyptians
are to be found in the sepulchres of the Kings of Thebes,
in which we find four varieties of the harp, the smallest
with four strings, and the largest with thirty-eight
strings, according to the representations by Denon. The
action of the figures playing on two of these harps
indicate very considerable execution on the instruments;
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Music, and if the figures moreover be used as a scale by which
Egyptian, the instruments may be measured, it would appear
s^v~^-/ that they were superior in size to those used in the

present day. Among the representations in these re-

mains we also find an instrument very similar to the

Spanish guitar, except that the neck is longer. Dr.

Burney has ventured some conjectures on the tuning

this harp, on the authority of representations furnished

him by the celebrated Bruce, but on these no reliance

can be placed. Bruce gives but thirteen strings to the

same harp on which Denon has bestowed no less than

twenty-seven. And the form of the frame in the drawing

by the former bears so small an appearance of Egyptian

workmanship, that we must rather rely on the informa-

tion and drawing of the French traveller.

Perfection. The Arts whose origin and perfection are to be

found in this nation at a very early period, doubtless

flourished whilst it was free, or at least under its

own Kings. But after Psammenitus, the last of them,

who was conquered by Cambyses 525 years before

Christ, it was subjected to a foreign yoke. Its Arts and
Sciences then disappeared, or rather seemed not exclu-

sively to belong to it. However much the Ptolemies may
have appeared to patronize them, and especially Music,

yet under their sway, the Arts were those of Greece, from

which Country their professors were imported. Under
these Sovereigns, who invited artists and learned men
from all quarters to the City of Alexandria, Music was
doubtless much esteemed and cultivated. Athenreus, in

his description of a feast of Bacchus, celebrated by Pto-

lemy Philadelphus, describes the band as consisting of

six hundred Musicians, among whom were three hun-

dred performers on the lyre. The seventh Ptolemy
having put to death a great number of the inhabitants

of Alexandria>and banished such others as were at-

tached to his brother, whose crown he had usurped,
filled his dominions with Grammarians, Philosophers,

Geometricians, Physicians, Painters, Musicians, and
others of that class, so that the Arts again flourished

ill Egypt ; and so great, according to Athenanis, was at

that period the taste for Music among its people that

there was scarcely even a labourer in the vicinity of
Alexandria who was not master of the lyre and the flute.

Decay. The father of Cleopatra, who was the last of the

Ptolemies, took the title of Auletes, or flute-player, from
his passion for that instrument. He thought so much
of his talent on it that he established Musical competi-
tions in his Palace, and disputed the palm with the

greatest Musicians of the Age. Such was the state of
Music in Egypt up to the ruin of Cleopatra's Ibrtunes,

an event which at once terminated the Empire of the

Egyptians and their History.

Hebrew Music.

Hebrew. Burney observes with much truth, that notwithstand-
ing the great labours of the early Fathers of the Church,
notwithstanding the learning and diligence of number-
less translators of and commentators on the Holy Scrip-
tures, little can be gleaned for a History of Jewish
Music save what is found in the Scriptures themselves.
The great antiquity of the Hebrews, and the little com-
munication which they had with other nations, renders
it next to impossible (o expect any illustration of it from
contemporary foreign writers,

lnstru- The translators of the Bible have been very confused
meat*. with respect to the Musical Instruments of the Jews,

for in about twenty times in which rp occurs in the Music.

Hebrew Bible, it is as often translated timbrel as tabret, a Hebrew,

matter not a little perplex ing; so again the word bli, which s-~~^~~

Harmer, from its signifying a vessel made of a goat-

skin, conjectures to have been a species of bagpipe, is

by our translators rendered by the word viol in Isaiah,

ch. v. ver. 12, and in four other places, whilst its

common translation is psaltery. To Jubal, sixth de-
scendant from Cain, is attached the reputation of being
" the father of all such as handle the harp and organ."
The original "U3 seems to have been a species of harp,

but the word 3JJ7, here translated organ, from its mean-
ing to be set or joined upon another, was probably a

number of pipes jnined tog
-ether resembling the common

Pan's pipes, which is known to be an instrument of re-

mote antiquity. Till upwards of six hundred years after

the Deluge, the Scriptures do not record the practice of

Music, but in Genesis, ch. xxxi. vocal and instrumental

Music are mentioned, when Laban says to Jacob,
" Wherefore didst thou flee away secretly, and steal away
from me, and didst not tell me, that I miijht have sent

thee away with mirth and with songs, with tabret and
with harp?"

Next in order occurs the Song of Moses after pass-

ing the Red Sea, and the assistance on this occasion

of Miriam the Prophetess, who " took a timbrel in

her hand, and all the women went out after her with

timbrels and with dances." During the period of the

administration of Moses, no other Musical instruments

are mentioned than trumpets and timbrels, and the latter

only in the passage in which Miriam is concerned. The
trumpets of rams' horns at the siege of Jericho, were

most likely nothing more than signals for the assailants

to march and shout, and by clamour to terrify the enemy.
About fifty years after the Song of Deborah and Barak,

we find the unfortunate offspring of Jephtha proceeding

to meet her father alter his victory over the Ammonites
{Judges, ch. xi. ver. 34.) with timbrels and with dances

;

from which period until Saul was chosen King, about

1095 before Christ, the Bible has no reference to Mu-
sical instruments except the trumpet on military occa-

sions. At the time at which Samuel anointed Saul, and

on many subsequent occasions, there seems to have been

a union of Music with prophecy. " David, with the

Captains of the host, separated to the service of the sons

of Asaph, and of Heman, and of Jeduthun, who should

prophesy with harps, with psalteries, and with cymbals."

Again, when the Kings of Israel, Judah, and Edom,
with their armies were in danger of perishing in the

wilderness with thirst, Elisha, the son of Shaphal, com-
mands a minstrel to be brought to him :

" And it came
to pass, when the minstrel played, that the hand of the

Lord came upon him. And he said. Thus saith the

Lord," &c.

According to Eusebius, David whithersoever he went Djiid.

carried his harp with him, to console him in his afflic-

tion, and to sing the praises of God. In this writer's

preface to the Psalms he asserts that David, as head of

the Prophets, was generally in the tabernacle with his

lyre, with the other prophets and singers, and that each

of them prophesied and sung his c nlicle as inspiration

excited him. It will occur to every one that among the

Hebrews Music was employed to relieve insanity.

When Saul was afflicted he sent Messengers to Jesse

to send his son, saying, " Let David, I pray thee, stand

before me, for he hath found favour in my sight. And
it came to pass, when the evil spirit from God was

4 t 2
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upon Saul, that David took a liarp, and played with

his hand : so Saul was refreshed, and was well, and the

evil spirit departed from him." Burney, in reference to

the circumstance of David being met, in returning from

the field of battle after his victory over Goliath, by the

women of all the cities of Israel " singing and dancing

wiih tabrets, with joy, and with instruments of music,"

remarks on the passage, " and the women answered one

another as they played, and said," &c, that this is an

indubitable proof of a chant in dialogue, or for two choirs,

being in early use, and that it probably gave rise to the

manner of chanting the Psalms in the Cathedral Ser-

vice. Women, it appears, were allowed the privilege of

singing in the public ceremonies, and in 1 Chronicle*,

ch. xxv. ver. 5, in enumerating the Musical establishments

for Religious purposes, we find that "God gave to ileman
fourteen sons and three daughters. And all these were

under the hands of their father for song in the house of

the Lord, with cymbals, psalteries, and harps." Again,

verse 7, " So the number of them, with their brethren, that

were instructed in the songs of the Lord, even all that

were cunning, was two hundred fourscore and eight."

The reign of David may be considered the Augustan

Age, if it may be so termed, of Music among the Jews.

He himself appears to have been an enthusiastic per-

former, and in the eyes of his Queen, Michal, to have so

far outstepped the bounds of decency in dancing and
playing before the ark, that she came out to meet him
with the following ironical reproach. " How glorious

was the King of Israel to-day, who uncovered himself

to-day in the eyes of the handmaids of his servants, as

one of the vain fellows shamelessly uncovered) himself!"

In the same chapter, 2 Samuel, ch. vi ver. 5, we have the

following curious notice of the materials of which some
of the Jewish instruments at that lime were composed:
"And David, and all the house of Israel, played before the

Lord on all manner of instruments made offir wood, even

on harps, and on psalteries, and on timbrels, and on cor-

nets, and on cymbals." The word sntrro, according to

Celsius, means the cedar tree; if it be so, the elasticity of

it is nearly as great as that of fir, and, therefore, it is as pro-

per for Musical instruments, From this passage it is suf-

ficiently manifest, that some of the instruments of this

nation had sounding-boards or bellies of this material.

Upon the quality of this wood the perfection of many in-

struments, indeed of all stringed instruments among
the Moderns, depends ; such are the harp, lute, guitar,

piano-forte, and violin, whose bellies are constantly made
of fir.

As in Egypt professions were hereditary, so among
the Hebrews the profession of Priest and Musician
was hereditary in the Tribe of Levi. " And the sons

of Aaron, the Priests, shall blow with the trumpets;

and they shall be to you for an ordinance for ever

throughout your generations." During the period of

Moses, whether in peace or war, none but Priests blew

the trumpets,; so in Joshua's lime, as well at the siege of

Jericho, as on all other occasions, the blowing of trum-
pets was confined to the Priesthood ; and on David's regu-

lation of the Music of the nation so far as the service of
Religion was concerned, not only the select establish-

ment of singing men and singing women, but all the

four thousand performers upon instruments, were of the

families of Priests and Levitcs.

Josephus, book vii. chapter xii., says, that after David
brought the nation to a state of profound tranquillity,

he employed himself in composing odes and hymns of

various measures in honour of God, some trimeters, and Mu«ic.

others pentameters. In another passage he says, the Hebrew,

kinds of instruments he prepared, to the sound of which ^^"v-—*
he taught the Levites to execute the praises of the

Deity, were a ten-stringed harp touched with a quill,

(plectrum,) a psaltery of twelve strings played upon
with the fingers, besides large cymbals of brass.

It has tieen supposed, with apparent probability, that Instru-

the spoils brought from Jerusalem, and among them ment*.

Musical instruments, by the Emperor Titus, have been
faithfully represented in the sculpture on his Arch at

Rome. Among these are particularly the silver trum-
pets, and the horns supposed to represent the Shawms
so often mentioned in Scripture, called in Hebrew
Keranim, or Sacred Trumpets. The Arch of Titus is,

however, known to have been erected alter the death of

the Emperor; and the instruments are not of uncommon
form. The trumpets are long, straight tubes, and the

horns such as frequently occur in ancient sculpture

;

representations of them may be seen in Blanchini, Bar-

tholinus, Monlfaucon, Padre Martini, and others, to

which we refer the reader.

Neither the ancient nor modern Jews appear to have Musical

had a set of Musical characters; so that the melodies characters,

used in their Religious ceremonies are mere matters

of tradition, and subject to the alterations of those

through whom they have been transmitted. Some
learned men have considered the Hebrew vowel points

in the nature of Musical characters, a conjecture which

was confirmed to Dr. Burney by a learned Jew whom
he consulted on the subject, who told him that the

points still served two purposes ;—" In reading the

Prophets they merely mark accentuation, but in singing

them, they regulate the melody, not only as to long and
short, but high and low notes." Since the destruction

of Jerusalem, Music, as well instrumental as vocal, has

been banished from the Synagogue. It has been consi-

dered contrary to their law as delivered by one of the Pro-

phets, to singor rejoice until the coming of the Messiah
;

silence and repentance being prescribed till that period.

The German Jews are not rigorously observant of this

ordinance. Part-singing is allowed in the Synagogue

by them, and in that at Prague an organ is to be heard.

In Padre Martini's Estro Poelico Armonico, are some
specimens of Hebrew Chants, sung in his time in dif-

ferent Synagogues in Europe; but so differently are they

performed indifferent places, that if tradition has recorded

them faithfully, it would be difficult to say to which

antiquity can be assigned.

Greek Music.

Of the ancient systems of Music that most com- Greek,

pletely described is Grecian, and the earliest Treatise

that has reached us on the subject is by Aristoxenus,

the disciple of Plato. The Greeks, however, were not

the inventors of their own system, as Nicomachus has

the honesty to confess. The invention of the lyre and of

the Art of singing they attributed to the Egyptian Mer-

cury, and their first Musical theory was imported into

Greece by Pythagoras, who, after the manner of the

Egyptian Priests, imparted it to his scholars as an in-

violable secret. Jamblicus, in his life of Pythagoras,

ch. xxiii., intimates that to the people it was known only

in the shape of a symbolical language. Hence it did

not survive the Sect by which it was cultivated. Though
it has been declared by Jamblicus to be lost, modern
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Musicians, and among them the Abbe Roussier and

Rameau, have not despaired of unfolding its principles.

The former, a person of great learning, had not suf-

ficient Musical education to make his theory agree

with experience, whilst the latter had not sufficient learn-

ing to suit his to the history which has been transmitted

by ancient authors.

But before attempting to give our readers the opi-

nions which we entertain on the Music of the Grecians,

it will be right to lay before them some general view of

its history, which with them, as well as with other na-

tions, is at its beginning mixed up with mythology and

fable. Padre Martini, and after him Dr. Burney, have

done little more than give us, relative to the early period,

what they find in the Greek Classics, leaving the reader

to separate Fable from History : in short, the latter has

only abridged what he found in the former. In truth,

the learned Martini has so exhausted the subject that

little has been left for succeeding writers.

Cadmus, the son of Agenor, brought with him

amongst the Phoenicians whom he introduced into

Greece, a race who were called Curetes; these men were

accompanied by the Arts and Sciences of Phoenicia, in

which they were skilled. They spread in Phrygia, and

were there named Corybantes ; in Crete, where they

were called Dactyli ; they settled also at Rhodes, in

Samothrace, and in other pans. Cadmus espoused in

Samothrace Harmonia, sister of Jasius and Dardanus,

who was so skilled in Music, that the Greeks honoured

the Art itself with her name. Diodorus Siculus de-

scribes the ceremony of their nuptials, as having been

attended by the Gods, and that Mercury was present

with his lyre, Minerva with her flute, Electra, the mo-
ther of the bride, celebrated the rites of Cybele, dancing

to the sound of drums and cymbals ; Apollo was there

also with his lyre, which was accompanied with flutes by

the Muses. Diodorus lived too remotely from the event

which he describes to give his account any credibility,

were it even divested of fable ; it is not, however, im-

probable that the marriage of Cadmus with Harmonia
was marked by such Dramatic and Musical performances

as the Age afforded.

To Minerva is assigned the invention of the flute

with several holes, apparently, and perhaps really, a

much more ingenious invention than the flute of Pan, or

Pan's pipes, which consisted of several tubes of different

lengths. Hyginus relates that Minerva having excited

the laughter of Juno and Venus whilst playing the flute,

examined afterwards her reflected image in a fountain,

and perceiving the grimace and contortions it produced

in the face, threw her flute into the water, and thence-

forward confined her Musical performances to the lyre.

Lucian has amused himself with the quantity of em-
ployment which the Greeks gave to Mercury, among
the rest of his feats was the invention of the seven-

stringed lyre; this, however, must have been that of the

Egyptian Mercury, as we have above mentioned. Apollo

also seems Egyptian in his origin ; his Musical contest

with Pan is familiar to every one, and in the judgment

of Midas we discover the fictitious revenge of some
neglected Poet of Phrygia. Marsyas, another competitor

with Apollo on the flute, did not escape without the loss

of his skin. Fortunio Liceti* considers this tale alle-

gorical, and thus explains it. Previously to the use of

the lyre, the flute was the favourite instrument, and

• Hurog.c. 109.

enriched all the best performers on it. As soon, how- Music.

ever, as the people became familiar with the former, the
v

fi"™\ ,

latter sank into disuse, and as the coinage of that period,
^"~"

according to Pollux, was made of leather, Apollo may
be said to have flrecrd Marsyas. The Pythoness at

Delphi pronounced her oracles in verse, and Plutarch

says, that her voice was accompanied with the flute. In

the suite of the five Priests attendant on the chief Py-

thoness, were a great number of Musicians, instrumental

performers, choirs of young people of both sexes, who
danced and sang at the feasts of Apollo to the sound of

flutes and lyres.

In their origin the Muses were merely a troop of The Muses,

singers and Musicians in the service of Osiris, or the

great Egvptian Bacchus, and under the direction of

his son Orus. The Greeks converted them into the

daughters of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. If it be con-

tended that they were the daughters of Pierus, King of

Thrace, it is answered, that the lady Musicians of Osiris

had been previously known in Thrace under the name
of Muses, and that the daughters of Pierus, who imitated

them, became thus distinguished by the same appellation.

Bacchus is loo celebrated in Musical History to be Bacchus,

neglected in this place. Diodorus says, that he was the

inventor of theatrical representations, and of Schools of

Music, in which those who distinguished themselves ob-

tained an exemption from military service. Hence, he

says, that at a later period these Companies of Musicians

have enjoyed many privileges. Certain it appears that

the Dithvrainbi, from which dramatic pieces originated,

were as ancient as the worship of Bacchus, and there is

scarcely room for doubt that the celebration of his mys-

teries were the groundwork of the splendour and illu-

sion of the Theatre. Thus in Rome, as well as Athens,

those who appeared on the stage singing, dancing, and
reciting poetry for the amusement of the audience, went

by the name of the Servants of Bacchus. Pausanias

mentions a place in Athens sacred to the singing Bac-

chus. Hence it may be concluded that Bacchus was

considered by the Athenians the God of song as well as

of wine. In short, in all the orgia, processions, triumphs,

and solemnities instituted by the Ancients in honour of

that God, Music was especially used. The number of

bassi rilievi in which Musicians accompany him with

the lyre and flute, and Fauns and Satyrs with tam-

bourins, cymbals, and horns, sufficiently prove the fact.

Among the inferior Divinities Pan seems to hold Pan.

the first rank as a Musician. The Egyptians, however,

it must be observed, classed Pan among the superior

Divinities. He is said to be the inventor of the syrinx,

or pipes, which bear his name. The story of his pur-

suit of the Nymph Syrinx, which led to the invention

of the instrument, and bestowed on it its Classical

name, is too well known to be repeated here. Lucian

represents Pan as the companion and counsellor of Bac-

chus. Shepherd, Musician, dancer, hunter, and warrior,

Bacchus appears never to have been happy without him.

He it was who superintended Bacchanals : but above all

things, his touch and breathing of the flute enchanted

the jolly God. After Pan come the Satyrs, whom, says

Pausanias, the Ancients called Sileni, doubtless in rela-

tion to Silenus, the preceptor of Bacchus ; Silenus has

also the reputation of having been a good Musician,

and the inventor of several Musical instruments. He,

like Marsyas, had the boldness to challenge Apollo, but

unlike him came off" with a whole skin.

The Sirens, who were celebrated singers on the coast The Siaaa
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of Sicily, were placed amongst tlie terrestrial Divinities.

Such was the enchantment produced by their ringing,

that the Argonauts could escape them only by listening

to the M.11-- ..I Orpheus, They are said to have chal-

lenged, and to have been defeated in song bj the Muses,

Sicily was always notorious Tor its luxury and looseness

of morals, and the whole story seems a'legorically to

relate that good sense and morality triumphed over

immorality and dissipation.

Such was the stale of -Music in the primitive times of

Greece under the government of the Gods and Demi-

Gods; a period of simplicity and innocence in which all

those who invested and taught mankind the useful Arts

were deified after death, and regarded as the protectors

of the Arts which they had introduced. We possess

some little knowledge of the state of the Arts in these

llcroicAges; but as it would be difficult to speak with

certainty on the Music of so remote a time, we shall do

little more than record a catalogue of its celebrated

Musicians, separating as much as possible their History

from Fable and Allegory. All the principal early

Musicians, Amphion, Chiron, Orpheus, and Linus, were

equally Poets and real benefactors of mankind. On
this subject the laborious and learned compilations of

Fabricius and Burrette may be consulted by those who
desire to know prcttv nearly all that has been written on

the subject; a very short abridgement will be sufficient

in this place. Amphion, the twin brother of Zetiuis, is

the only Theban Musician whose name has reached us,

his reputation, however, rests on but slender founda-

tion. He had dethroned Lai'us, father of the unfor-

tunate OZdipus, and Homer merely says, that in order

to secure his usurped crown, he built a wall round

Thebes, having seven gates and fortified with strong

towers. He mentions not a word of his miraculous

skill in Music, nor of his having constructed these walls

by his talent in striking the lyre. Pausanias, and after

him Pliny, seem to think that his Musical reputation was

gained by his alliance with the family of Tantalus, whose

daughter Niobe he married. Both agree that he acquired

the Art in Lydia, and that having brought it into

Greece, he was esteemed the inventor of the Lydian mode.

Chiron, called by Plutarch the wise Centaur, was
accounted the son of Saturn and Philyra. He was
born in Thessaly among the Centaurs, that is, among
those early Greeks who had the address to break and
ride the horse. He was the inventor of Medicine,

Botany, and Surgery. Dwelling in a cavern at the foot

of Mount Pelion, his science and skill made it the most

celebrated and frequented School in Greece. Xenophon
furnishes an ample list of his pupils, to which Plutarch

adds Hercules, who he says in the School of Chiron

learned Music, Medicine, and Law. Diodorus, however,

assigns the credit of this scholar to Linus ; be this as it

may, it indicates that ancient writers considered the qua-

lification of Music necessary to their Heroes, nor could

there be a greater reproach to a person in those olden

limes, than to say of him, Necjides didicit, nee nalare.

But of all the pupils of the Centaur, none did him
so much honour as Achilles. Apollodorus relates that

a considerable portion of his time was occupied by Music,

and that he employed it for the purpose of exciting him
to great deeds, as well as to repress the impetuosity of

his character. One of the paintings discovered at Her-

culaneum represents Chiron teaching his scholar the

Lyre.

After Chiron, Linus and Orpheus appear to have

been the chief Poets and Musicians of Greece, but ttaue.

which was the master which the scholar of the other, Gieet.

we have now no means of deciding. The authorities pre- *s—-v^—-

ponderate in favour of the priority of Linus. Diodorus, Linus,

indeed, asserts positively that Cadmus taught the Greeks
the use of letters, and that Linus instructed them in

Poetry and Musk-. Iii another passage, he says that it

was Linus who added the string Lichano* to the lyre-

Some of the Ancients give him Hercules as a pupil.

The story goes, that he succeeded so ill with that scholar,

who was dull and obstinate, as to be provoked to strike

him, which so exasperated the hero, that he seized his

master's instrument, and knocked out his brains with it.

Of Orpheus, whether before or after Linus, it may be Orpheus.

affirmed the name is as illustrious as any which appears

in the Grecian History. During the Argonautic expe-

dition, which he accompanied, his reputation was esta-

blished, and by the aid of his Musical abilities he was
not only useful in keeping up the spirits of his compa-
nions, but rendered impotent the charms of the Sirens

as we have above mentioned. With Music it is said he

united the sublime Sciences, and was the first of the

Grecians who planted them in his native Country.
According to Pausanias he was the imitator of none, for

before him, says that author, there was noOther performer
except on the flute. We shall not here dwell on the won-
ders his lyre achieved ; to all are known the stories of his

power over Cerberus, the Furies, and the Oods of

Tartarus, and the beautiful fable of his endeavours to

restore to Earth a beloved wife. The lyre which pos-

sessed such magic power, which softened the cruelly of

savage beasts, and made trees and rocks attentive, was
but an instrument of seven strings, of which the first

Mercury invented tour, in succeeding times two had

been added, the seventh, which completed the second

tetrachord, was superadded by Orpheus himself.

Obloquilur numeris trptem disenmina vocum. Virg.

One may perhaps attribute these miraculous effects on
the rude people who listened to him to the novelty of

the Art, to the beauty and imagery of the Poetry, and
to the extreme sensibility of the hearers more than to

the perfection of the instrument. The death of Orpheus
appears to have been not less unhappy than that of

Linus. The most likely account seems, that having ex-

cited the jealousy of the Thracian women by the power

his talents exercised over their husbands, they Lay in wait

for him in the woods, and there murdered him, having

previously hardened themselves by excess for the com-
mission of the crime. Plutarch remarks, that in his

time the Thracians were in the habit of reproaching

their wives with this barbarity. Fable concludes this

tragedy by dropping his lyre into the Hebrus, down
which it was carried to the sea, borne on to Lesbos,

and there deposited in the Temple of Apollo. Lucian
states that this instrument was a considerable time

afterwards purchased by Neanthus, son of the Tyrant

Pythacus, who was silly enough to believe that he had

only to touch it to induce the rocks and trees to follow

him, instead of which the sounds he produced from it

were so hideous, that the dogs of his neighbourhood

seized him and tore him in pieces.

After the expedition of the Argonautae, of which Homer's

Orpheus in his youth shared the dangers, the most me- Mus'cans,

morable epoch in the Grecian history is the siege of

Troy, of which Homer is the only Historian as well as

Poet. He has preserved the names of several Musi-
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cians. and thev are the only memorial we have of

the Art in Greece, during the long period extending

from the time of Orpheus to the celebration of the

Olympic Games. The instruments mentioned by Homer
n the Iliad and Odyssiy, are the lyre, the flute, and

the syrinx or pipes of Pan. The lyre is always called

(j>6jifit'i^, KtOdpa, or x cAire> Aristophanes being the

earliest Greek Poet who calls it Xvpa. The instruments

above mentioned were from that period employed in

sacrifices and religious ceremonies. Homer mentions

the trumpet as used in war, butithis instrument, though

common in his time, was probably unknown to the

Greeks at the siege of Troy. Music appears to have been

inseparable from the banquets and public ceremonies

which he describes, there are none in which Music and

Poetry are not mentioned. He speaks of Music as

used in private life, for he describes Achilles and Paris

consoling themselves with the lyre ; the first on the fatal

affront which he avenged by withdrawing himself from

the army, the latter for the disgrace he had incurred in

flying from the field. Among the Musical Poets named
in his Worts occurs Teiresias, a name celebrated in Gre-

cian History, who in recompense for the loss of his eyes

was endowed with the gift of Prophecy. According to

the ancient practice he united Music, Poetry, and Pro-
phecy with the sacerdotal function : he was the person

consulted by Ulysses in obedience to the command of

Circe. Thamyris is by Homer called KtOapta-r^i, one

who sang to the. lyre. Plutarch, in his Dialogue on

Music, says that he was born in Thrace, the Country of

Orpheus, and that his voice, in sweetness and quality,

surpassed those of all the Poets of his time. It appears

that he had a contention with the Muses as to skill,

and the punishment for his boldness was blindness,

loss of voice, and of the power of touching the lyre,

and Homer notices the story in his Catalogue of the

ships, Iliad, book ii. v. 594. Diodorus says that Tha-
myris was the pupil of Linus ; Suidas, however, main-
tains that he was eighth in order of the Epic Poets who
preceded Homer. Clemens of Alexandria makes him the

inventor of the Dorian mode, but this would seem to

have been in use before his time, having been imported

to Greece by the Egyptians. With Homer, Demodocus
seems to have been in the highest esteem as a Poet and
Musician. At the Palace of Alcinous he announces his

arrival through the medium of a herald, and seats him
on a splendid throne. In short, the Vlllth Book of the

Odyssey is so filled with the praises of this personage,

that some have thought the Poet was painting the pic-

ture of himself. The remaining Musician whom Homer
has celebrated is Phemius. Eustathius supposes him to

have been the particular friend of Homer, and his in-

structor. If so, the master will live longer by the eulo-
gium of his pupil than by his own proper merits, which
have not reached us. The singing of the Poetry, not less

than the verses themselves, seem to have been improv-
vised, and to have resembled the efTusions nearer our own
time of the Celtic Bards and the Scalds of Iceland and
Scandinavia. The Poets were strollers, but respect for

their talents insured them a warm reception from the

Palace to the lowest hut in which they sought an asylum.

Hyagnis and Olympus, celebrated in History, were
before Homer's time. The former, a Phrygian by birth

according to the Arundelian Marbles, flourished 1506
years beforeChrist. He was the inventor of the Phrvgian
flute and mode, of the airs or names which were sung in

honour of the Mother of the Gods, of Bacchus, Pan,

and the other Divinities of the Country. The latter is Hone
frequently mentioned by the Greek writers. Two threat •"O*-

Musicians bore this name ; the earliest, who was a native
e^T~*

y~~
of Mysia, was the most celebrated, and was a pupil of i

m
l'
us-

Marsyas. He added to the power of Music bv the in-

troduction of the ancient enharmonic svstem. He is

celebrated by Plato, Aristotle, and Plutarch for his

Musical and Poetical talent, as a person whose melodies
remained even to their several times. Burney has well

observed, that Religion is the only medium by which
Music can be perpetuated. And it may be presumed that

the airs which were common in Temples at the time of
Plutarch, were to him, in point of relative antiquity, what
the Gregorian tones of the Roman Catholics are to them
in the present day. Plato describes the Music of Olympus
as animating; Aristotle as rilling the soul with enthusi-

asm; Plutarch sa\s, that for simplicity and effect noMusiC
then in use surpassed it. He further mentions its powers
over Alexander, and that to his talent for Music he
joined that of Poetry. His elegies and plaintive airs

accompanied by the flute, appear to have been so moving
and pathetic, that Aristophanes, at the beginning of his

Comedy of the Knights, in which he introduces two
Generals, Demosthenes and Nicias, as valets complaining
of their master, puts into their mouths the words, " Let
us weep and lament, like two flutes playing an air of
Olympus."

After Hesiod and Homer, the next Poet and Musician Thalttat

was Thaletas of Crete. He superadded the accomplish-

ments of Philosopher and Politician to his other talent,

so that Lycurgus passed into Crete to avail himself of
his advice in founding his Government. His Odes,
according to Plutarch, enforced maxims of harmony and
concord, to which the sweetness of his voice and melody
gave additional force. Plato, Porpyhry, Athenaeus, and
the Scholiast on Pindar speak of his talents, and men-
tion melodies of his composition. There was another

Thaletas, also of Crete, who flourished long after the

time of Lycurgus, reputed to have cured the Lacedae-

monians of the Plague by his performance on the lj re,

and whom Plutarch makes a contemporary of Solon.

Archilochus is esteemed the inventor of dramatic Archilu-

melody of song, applied to declamation, with us called chu*.

recitative. According to Plutarch he adapted his Music
to his Iambic verses in two different ways. Some he

recited with an accompaniment at the end of the pas-

sage; others with the voice as it proceeded and in the

same melody. The latter method was in the end adopted

by the Tragic Poets. If Plutarch may be considered a

competent witness, none of the Poets of antiquity con-

tributed so much as Archilochus to the progress of

Poetry and Music. Herodotus makes him contemporary

with Candaules and Gvges, Kings of Lydia. "24 a. i .

but modern Chronolo<jists assign him a later period.

He was born at Paros, one of the C'ycbdes. We do not

intend to bestow any observations on the strange events

in the life of Archilochus. his Musical career is all thc^

concerns us. Plutarch attributes to him the rhythmical

arrangement of Iambic trimeters, the sudden transition

from one rhythm to another of a different genus, and

the method of accompaniment to them on the lyre. Me-
lody was at that period strictly regulated bvthe measure
of the verse, the varying structure of which necessarily

required variety of melody. Heroic or hexameter verse

seems exclusively to have been practised bv the ancient

Poetsand M usieians ; they were unacquainted with the me-
thod of passing from one rhythm to another which Lyric
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Poetry required. If Archiloclnis, therefore, was the

inventor of this mixture, he is entitled to be considered

the inventor ofLyric Poetry, a species quite distinct from

all Poetrj that preceded him. He is generally reckoned

among the first conquerors of the Pythian Games. His

Hymn ill honour of Hercules obtained the applause of

all Greece; on singing it at the Olympic Games, he re-

ceived the crown ; and such was the estimation in which

it was held, that it was the practice to sing it thereafter

in honour of those successful competitors who were not

fortunate enough to have any Poet to write and com-
pose for them on the occasion.

TyrtstlB, the Athenian General, was a Musician, and
History has recorded him as celebrated for the compo-
sition no less than the execution of his airs and military

melodies. Notwithstanding the austerity of their man-
ners, the Lacedemonians acknowledged the power of

Music solar as to call in Tyrtieus to their aid, and their

victories are attributed to his Musical exertions at the

head of their army. They rewarded him with the rights

of citizenship, and to the latest period of the Republic

were accustomed to use in war the Music which he had

introduced among them.

Terpander, whose date and birthplace are unsettled,

was, according to the concurrent testimony of the An-
cients, another celebrated Musician. The Arundelian
marbles indicate his existence 671 a. c. Some have

assigned to him the addition of three strings to the

lyre, which previously possessed but four. He that as

it may, it seems that he was the first who introduced

them to the Lacedaemonians, and thus gave great

offence; they were, one would suppose, little better than

Savages, for through the Ephori, they fined him for the

innovation. Plutarch, who mentions this circumstance

in his Dialogue on Music, says, that Terpander quelled

a disturbance among this people by the persuasive

sounds of his voice and lyre. The circumstances appear
to contradict each other, but they may be reconciled by
the supposition of his having, after a time, overcome the

prejudices of so rude a nation. Terpander was not less

celebrated for his instrumental talent on the flute and
lyre than for his compositions, inasmuch as from the mar-
bles before cited, as well as from the testimony of Athe-
naeus, it appears that he obtained the first Musical prize

at the Carman games instituted at Sparta to deprecate

the anger of Apollo for the murder of Carnus, one of
his Priests, which the Dorians had perpetrated. In
short, if we may rely on Plutarch, no other testimony
in favour of Terpander is required than the simple

statement that his name was on the records of the Py-
thian Games as the successful competitor in four suc-

cessive contests.

In the Grecian Games, Music occupied a considerable

portion of the ceremonies: independent of the combats
being accompanied by the sound of instruments, and of
the competition in dramatic exhibitions, wherein the

dialogue was sung and accompanied by the orchestra,

there were especial prizes for Music. We will glance at

these (lames as connected with the Science.

For a considerable time Music was subordinate to the

other exercises at the Olympic Games. It was not until

th^ XCVIIth Olympiad, that a prize was awarded to

the best player on the trumpet, an instrument which,

till then used only as a signal for troops, had been

brought to a state of considerable perfection. Burney
observes, that it was probably used in accompanying the

voice, and equally so that it was the first among the

ancient instruments upon which a solo was performed. Music.

Prizes were adjudged in these Games also to the flute Greek,

and the lyre, and used to be contested for down to the y—""V""'
abolition of the Games themselves.

The Pythian Games, instituted to record the victory of Pythian

Apollo over the serpent Python, were, according to Pau- 0ilmes>

sanias, in their origin merely Poetical and Lyrical com
petitions. The prize was adjudged to the best composer
and singer of a Hymn in praise of Apollo. Eleulherus

is recorded among the earliest victors as having been
successful for the prize by the power and sweetness of his

voice, although the Hymn he sang was the composition

of another. Hesiod is said to have been unqualified to

compete, because he could not accompany himself on
the lyre. Homer also was told by the Oracle that he was
an unqualified person, because his blindness and infir-

mities disabled him in too great a degree from singing and
playing on the lyre together. After the Crissaean, or Sacred

war, the Games were celebrated in the second year of

each Olympiad. At this period, 591 years before Christ,

two other prizes were added to those already named, one

for those who sang the best to a flute accompaniment,

the other for those who without singing played on the

instrument with most feeling and taste. Here begins

the separation of Music from Poetry, till then indisso-

lubly united. Sacadas of Argos is handed down as the

first victor on the flute alone. In the Vlllth Pythiad,

559 years before Christ, a crown was decreed to the best

performer on a stringed instrument without the voice.

The prize in all the Pythic contests was a crown or

wreath of laurel, in memory of the plant into which

Daphne had been transformed ; at a later period it was
interspersed with the apple, a fruit consecrated to Apollo.

Strabo, in speaking of the different sorts of contests esta-

blished in the Pythian Games, mentions a peculiar spe-

cies of composition sung in the manner of a Hymn to the

honour of Apollo, and accompanied by instruments. It

was called the Pythian Nome, or Cantata, (No'/ios J\v-

OtKo?,) and was a very long piece consisting of five

parts, all containing allusions to the victory of the God
over the serpent. The first part, called the prelude,

described the preparation for the combat ; the second,

the onset, or beginning of the contest; the third, the

heat of battle ; the fourth, the song of victory, or the

insults of Apollo over Python, consisting of iambics

and dactyls ; and the fifth and last, the hissing of the

dying monster. Pausanias relates, that this cantata or

name was invented by Sacadas, a Poet as well as Musi- Sacadas,

cian, and performed first by him at Delphi. Of Ihis

Sacadas, we have the testimony of Pausanias and Plu-

tarch, that Pindar thought highly of him, and, in some
Works now lost, paid a tribute of praise to his Lyric

and Elegiac Poems. The following are the principal

Musical Poets who obtained celebrity at the Pythian
Games. Alcman, a native of Sardis, flourished 670 Alcman.

years before Christ. It is said that in his youth he
was a slave at Sparta, but that his good disposition and
genius acquired for him his freedom as well as a distin-

guished rank among the Lyric Poets. He played with

consummate art on the lyre, and excelled in singing his

Poetry to a flute accompaniment, in the composition of

Music for dancing, and, above all, in strains of love and
gallantry. He was one of those great Musicians whom
the Lacedaemonians called to their assistance on state

occasions, to animate the troops, and guide them in

their evolutions. Alcaeus, born at Mytilene, flourished, Aloeus.
according to the Chronicle of Eusebius, in the XLIVth
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Olympiad, or 604 years before the Christian Era. Fie

abandoned military glory for that which he obtained in

the service of the Muses, after having, like Arcliilochus

before him and Horace after him, fled from a field of

battle in which he lost his buckler and his honour. He
excelled equally in Poetry and Music, and composed

Odes. Hymns, and Epigrams. His Poetry, sometimes

threatening tyrants, sometimes in the plaintive strain of

a lover, was, according to Quinctiliati, chaste, concise,

magnificent, and sententious, and approaching so near

the standard of Homer, that Horace has bestowed on

him a golden plectrum.

Et te sonantem p/enins aurco,

Alcae plectro,

Alcaus was contemporary and native of the same Coun-

try with Sappho. That Poetess, whose adventures, and the

fragments of whose Poetry are too well known to require

particular mention here, is recorded by Aristoxenus and

Plutarch to have been the inventress of a new Musical

system, called the Mixolydian Mode. The Lydian was the

highest in respect of scale of the five original Modes, and
its loivest note, or added (rpoa\auP»vofuevo<i) string,

seems to have corresponded with our F 3 on the fourth

line in the bass or F clef. The Mixolydian, invented by

Sappho, is usually considered to have been a half note

higher. This Mode afterwards received the addition of a

minor third above, taking thence the name of the Hyper-

mixolydian, and thence the fourth above, with the appel-

lation of the HyperlydianMode. Plato, in the Hid Book
of his Republic, complains of the extent of the scale used,

and wishes Music to be restrained within more moderate

limits than those employed by Sappho. But weshall here-

after have to speak a little more at large on this subject,

when we consider the origin of the Ecclesiastical tones.

Towards the beginning of the Vllh Century before

Christ, Mimnermus, according to Plutarch, became

celebrated for a name on the flute, called Cradias, at

that time in common use at Athens at the procession ot

the expiatory victims. This Mimnermus was a Lyric Poet

and Musician of Smyrna, and contemporary with Solon.

To him Athenauis attributes the invention of the penta-

meter verse, and his Elegies were in so great esteem

among the Ancients that Horace prefers them to those of

Callimachus. But few fragments of them remain.

Next in chronological order is Stesichorus, a Sicilian,

and native of Himera. His original name, Tisias, was

abandoned in consequence of the alterations introduced

in the dithyrambic chorus. Simonides flourished about

the same period v he was born at Ceos, one of the Cy-

clades, about 53S years before our era, and died at the

advanced age of ninety. Pliny attributes to him the ad-

dition of an eighth string to the lyre, but the Learned are

not agreed on this subject.

Pindar, whom to name is to secure attention, was born

at Thebes, in Bceotia, about 520 vears before Christ.

His father, a Professor of the flute, gave him his first

Musical instruction. He was afterwards placed under the

care of Mvrtis, a woman distinguished for her Lyric

Poetry. Under a course of instruction with her, he found

Corinna, to whom, Plutarch says, the young Pindar was

more indebted for his progress than to their joint mis-

tress herself. He was afterwards the pupil of Simonides,

then well stricken in vears. Pindar distinguished him-

self in all his contests in Music and Poetry, then so

common in Greece. He competed with Myitis and

Corinna. of whom the former may be said to have been

his Musical mother, and the latter his sister in the same
vol. v

Art. The former he excelled, but the latler was five Music,

times successful against him Pausanias hints that the *~*.
personal attractions of Corinna, of whose Works no Brag-

'"

inent is known to us, had some influence on the arbitra-

tors. His only pieces that have reached us are compo-

sitions in honour of the conquerors at the Olympic,

Pythian, Nemsan, and Isthmian Games. He died when
eighty-six years old, and his fellow-citizens erected in the

Hippodrome at Thebes a monument to his memory,

which existed in the time of Pausanias. Alexander,

when he took that city, respected his house and descend-

ants. The Lacedaemonians paid similar tokens of respect

when they ravaged Bceotia and burned its Capital ; and

in so great esteem did his memory continue, that Plutarch.

says, in his time the best parts of the sacred victims

were reserved for the use of his descendants.

Music had now arrived at an extraordinary pitch of High ew

perfection. All the cities of Greece, not excepting Sparta ,et™ 'or

itself, were led by its charms ; and Plutarch informs us, in Q rrece-

his Life of the Spartan Lysandtr, that the Musician Aris-

tonoiis, six limes a successful competitor as a Citharajdist

in the Pythian Games,flattered that Chief by telling him

that if he ever gained another victory, he would be

content to be proclaimed his disciple and servant. This

compliment was paid alter Lysander had taken the city

of Athens, beaten down her walls, and burned the fleet

in her harbour to the sou/id of flutes, in the XCIVth
Olympiad, 404 years belbre Christ.

We receive from ancient authors incontestable proofs

of Musical contests in the Games down to the epoch of

their abolition, after the establishment of the Christian

Religion. It is sufficient to mention the laurel won by

Nero at the Pythian Games, sixty-six years after the

Christian Era, and the two Pythian victories, amongst

a number of others recorded in the Arundelian Marbles

gained by C. Ant. Septimius Publius, a flute-player in

the time of the Emperor Septimius Severus. We will

conclude by observing that the Pythian Games in honour

of Apollo were celebrated at Miletus in Ionia, at Magne-

sia, Sida, Perga, and Thessalonica, as well as at Delphi,

and that in each of these places Music and Poetry were

the subjects of principal contest.

The Xemaean Games received their name from Nemsea. XemsDin

a village of Arcadia, and were ot so great antiquity that the
al

Ancients themselves are not agreed upon their origin.

According to some, they were instituted in honour ot Ar-

chemorus by the Seven Chiefs againstT hebes; others say

they were (bunded by Hercules to compliment Jupiter

after the tictory over the Nemeean Lion. The display was

very similar to that in the Olympic Games, and certain

it is, on the authority of Plutarch, that Music was one of

the Arts in highest esteem. In his Life ofPhilopamen

he records, that he entered the Theatre, alter the cele-

brated victory of Mantinea, during the Xemxan Games,

whilst they were contending for the Musical Prize. The
Musician Pylades, of Megalopolis, began to sing to the Pyladeg.

lyre an air composed by Timotheus, the words of which

appeared so applicable to Philopeemen, that all eyes were

fixed on him, and the song was interrupted by public

applause and acclamation.

Timotheus, another celebrated Poetic Musician, was Timotheui.

born at Miletus, 446 years before Christ. He excelled

not only in lyrics and dithyrambics, but also in the art

ot playing on the lyre. According to Pausanias, he

added four strings to the seven already in use on that

instrument, though Suidas says, that even before his

time it had nine, and that he added only the tenth and

4 u
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Hon eleventh. Be this as it mny, it appears his improve-

Greek. ments gave great Offence at Sparta, and he- w as ordered

to detach from his instruments the additional strings

and revert to the original number. He was, moreover,

banished the city tor his refinements. We have men-

tioned in a former page a similar treatment of'Terpander

1,\ these unmusical Spartans. The Lacedemonians

appear, however, to have admitted the use of the enhar-

inonic genus on account of its simplicity, but to haw
disapproved of the chromatic as too difficult and refined :

a fact affording proof of the existence of two species

among them, whereof the more ancient appears to have

heen remarkable for its simplicity and dignity. Tmio-

thens died at Macedon, at the age of ninety-two years,

and before the birth of Alexander the Great, lie is not

to be confounded with the celebrated flute-player, who

by his Art raised the passions of that Monarch, and as

easily allayed them. He was a native of Thebes.

The Isthmian Games received their name from the

Isthmus of Corinth Whereon they were celebrated. In

these, as in the former, Music and Poetry bore a prin-

cipal part. But in respect to the History of the Art

which is the subject of this Essay, they present little

that is remarkable. We cannot, however, close the

History of Greek Music without some allusion to the

celebrated Panathenaic (James of Athens. There were

two festivals bearing that name, and of so great antiquity

as to be carried back to the time ofOrpheus. The greater

Panathenea were celebrated every five years, the lesser

every three years, though some authors say the latter were

solemnized yearly. Among the prizes distributed were

especially those tor Poetry and Music. The tale that

theseGames were originally founded by Pericles, however

his taste and love lor the Arts might justify such a con-

jecture, is sufficiently contradicted by the testimony of

Plutarch,who examined the registers of their celebration,

and carried them back to a much more remote period.

In these Games, players on the flute and lyre exercised

their talents on subjects selected by the Directors of the

ceremonies, and whilst Athens enjoyed freedom and

independence, the names of Ilarmodiu's and Aristogiton

wanted not a Poet or Musician. The flute, always a

favourite instrument at Athens, probably because its

invention was attributed to Minerva, attracted culti-

vation from the prizes assigned to performers on it at

The Flute, these Games. Although Aristotle speaks of the flute at

its earliest introduction as an unworthy instrument,

and of little account, yet after the invasion and defeat

of the Persians, its use had become so universal, that

unaecpiaiutance with its use was a reproach to a well-

bred person. The Athenians Callias and Critias, Ar-

chvtas of Tarentum, Phylolaus and Kpaminondas, were

excellent flute-players. In short, Music was in so great

esteem at Athens in the time of Pericles and Socrates.

that Plato, as well as Plutarch, have thought it necessary

to leave n record of the persons from whom those two

celebrated personages received their instructions in that

Art.

Damon. Damon the Athenian was the instructor in question.

Socrates calls him his friend, a distinction sufficiently flat-

tering to his memory. He was the pupil of Agathocles,

who, besides the qualities which, in Plato's opinion, pecu-

liarlvfitted him for the instruction of youth, cultivated also

that branch of the Science which more particularly related

to time and measure, and thus attained a more than

ordinary reputation in the eyes of that Philosopher.

Pericles, who was a patron as well as an enlightened

judge of the Arts, was desirous to enlist the Muses in Music,

all public amusements. He not only regulated the 9mm.

mode and augmented the number of the Musical and v—"v"*
Poetical contests, but he also built the Odeon, a building

appropriated to the daily practice of Poetry and Music,

previous to their production at the Theatre. To Pericles IVriclea.

the Athenians were also indebted for the settlement

amongst the f Antigenides, a highly celebrated per-

lormer on the flute, and one ofthe best Musicians amongst

the Ancients. According to Suidas, he was a native of

Thelies in Bceotia, whose inhabitants were famous as

performers on that instrument. He was a pupil of

Philoxenus, of the Island of Cythera, whose Lyric Poems

are entirely lost. The pupil, in his youth, went about

with the master, and accompanied on the flute the airs

which the latter composed to his Poems. Reared in

such a school, it is not surprising that the former, HI his

turn, met with encouragement from the highest classes,

and he accordingly was intrusted with the education of

Alcibiades, the cousin of Pericles. Aulus Gellius tells us,

that Alcibiades, however, was disgusted with the instru-

ment, as Minerva had been before him, and by discarding

it brought it into disestecm among the young nobility of

Athens.

According to Athennms, Antigenides was the Musician Antigeni-

who plaved the flute at the nuptials of Iphicrales, the J,:s-

Athenian General, who married the daughter of Cotys,

King of Thrace. Plutarch assigns to him the honour of

having stimulated Alexander by his Music, but the repu-

tation seems more likely to have belonged to Timotheus.

Notwithstanding his success and celebrity, this groat

Musician looked upon public patronage as a very preca-

rious possession, and never allowed himself to be pulled

up by the applause of the multitude. He impressed

similar sentiments on his pupils, and with the view of

consoling one ol great merit, who had received but little

encouragement from applause, he encouraged him by

saving, "The nc\t tinievou play shall be to myself and

the Muses." lie introduced several improvements in

the instrument by increasing the number of holes, and

thereby extending its compass. Theophrastus. in his

History of Plants, informs us ofthe particular season at

which Antigenides cut the reeds for his flute, in order to

procure a quality of tone suitable to the refinements

which he introduced in the Art; and Pliny lias translated

the passage, (xvi. 36.) Antigenides appears to have

had a portion of the coxcomb about him, for he extended

his regulations beyond the instrument, to the dress of

the performer. For instance, it appears that he was the

first who appeared in public in Milesian slippers and a

robe of saffron colour. Relative to him, Plutarch re-

cords a joke of Epaniinondas, who, on being informed

that the Athenians had sent troops into the Pelopon-

nesus with new arms, inquired, "Whether Antigenides

had been disturbed when he saw new flutes in the

hands of Tel lis?"

Dorian was the contemporary and rival of this master. Dimoo.

Plutarch mentions him as having made many changes

in the Music of his time, and as being at the head of

a party which opposed another under Antigenides.

Though greatly extolled by Athena.'us, there is ground

for believing that his good companionship did more
for his fame than his skill as a Musician. A cir-

cumstance mentioned by Plutarch in his Lift of Iso-

orates, will give our readers some notion of the abun-

dance of Flute-Music at Athens. The Orator (Iso-

crates) was the son of Theodorus, a manufacturer of
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flutes, wlio acquired sufficient fortune by Ii is business

not only to bestow on Ins children very superior edu-

cations, but to be able to bear one of the greatest bur-

thens to which an Athenian citizen was liable, namely,

the support of a choir for bis Tribe or Ward on all

public occasions. The wealth, however, of Theodoras
does not appear so extraordinary, when it is known that

the great sum of three talents, ecpial to upwards of£500
sterling, was given for a flute by Ismenias at Corinth.

Now, though this Ismenias, ofwhom Pliny and Plutarch

mention some ridiculous tales, may have been a silly

fellow, yet even allowing for extravagance, it shows that

a good instrument found a ready purchaser and a large

price. Montlaucon may be consulted to prove, from

inscriptions on antique marbles, the great estimation in

which the instrument was held. At Athens the flute-

players attached to the sacrifices were nominated at the

same time with the State Officers; they were almost as

much esteemed as the Priests themselves, having a share

of the flesh of the victims, and the proverb of MXi/tou

fitov %ijv was applied to a man who lived chiefly at

the tables of others.

From the list of celebrated flute-players the name
of Clonas, according to Plutarch, deserves to be drawn
forth ; he was a contemporary of Terpander, and
the first who composed jiontes or airs for the flute.

Polymnestes, a native of Colophon in louia, composed
as well for the flute as he played on the lyre, which
was not common among the Ancients. He is reputed

to have been the inventor of the Hypolydian Mode, a

semitone below the Dorian, and the lowest of the five

original Modes; it was, perhaps, the first extension

downwards of the scale as the Mixolvdian was up-

wards. Telephones of Samos was distinguished in

the time of Philip of Macedon, not only by his talent

on the flute, but by being honoured with the friend-

ship of Demosthenes. In the lime of Pausanias, a
monument still remained to bis memory between
Megara and Corinth erected by Cleopatra, Philip's

sister. The practice of the flute extended to the fair

sex ; and among the celebrated female performers must
be recorded the name of Lamia, whose proficiency on
it, added to her wit and beauty, caused her to be con-

sidered a prodigy. Plutarch, Athenxus, and others,

speak of the honours she received throughout Greece.

She is mentioned by Plutarch in his Life afDtmetrku,
as having so wrought upon that Prince in favour of

the Athenians, that they rendered her divine honours,

and dedicated a Temple to her under the name of Venus
Lamia.

Whilst Instrumental Music was confined to the ac-

companiment of Poetry, its limits were restricted within

narrow bounds; but in proportion as the Musician
divested himself of the laws of metre and prosody, tile

strings of the lyre and the holes of the flute increased

in number. These additions brought with them new,
varied, and complicated movements and intervals,

and their consequent extraordinary modulation. This
change, whereof Aristotle bitterly complained, was after

his time carried to excess. The Philosophers raised

their voices against the innovations, u Inch they con-

sidered detrimental to the morals of the people; «ho,
never disposed to sacrifice the pleasures of sense to

those of intellect, listened to the novelties with rapture,

an! bestowed the utmost patronage upon the com-
posers; so that Music, which had at first been the humble
companion of Poetry, finally became its sovereign

mistress. Plato, Aristoxenus, and Plutarch complain not Music,

less than Aristotle, of the corruption and decay of Music ^vtk.

among the Greeks. The former considered the Art as
S>—

-v-"»*

fitted only for Religious purposes; hence be condemned
its use in public leasts, in the Theatres and as a domestic
amusement. The complaint of Aristoxenus, as he was
a sound Musician, would be entitled to some consi-
deration, if it were not probable that the success of his

rivals had some tendency to bias his judgment. Plu-
tarch also, himself a Priest of Apollo, must be read on
this point with caution. Athena?us, a more independent
person, observes, that notwithstanding all that had been
written on the subject, the Art in Greece in his time owed
its principal attractions to the Theatre. Grecian Music,
like the other Arts, had its infancy, maturity, and decay.
After the conquest of Greece, neither her actions nor Decline of

her works of Art indicated her former greatness ; vet Grecian

Music continued to be cultivated under the Roman Em- Jius 'r -

perors. It has always been one of the solaces of the
Greeks even under the dominion of the Turks ; but unless
their Music at present be essentially different from what
it was in the periods whereof we have been treating,

nothing could have been more barbarous or less likely

to please a modern ear, than ancient Greek .Music.

But notwithstanding all that the Learned have written

on the subject, so much is the Art an object of sense,

and so momentary is its influence, that however clearly

the technicalities may be explained, the effects on the

organ will remain in profound obscurity. Who would
be able to understand the full powers of Beethoven or

Mozart a century hence, should modern Instrumental
Music fall into decay in the interim from want of com-
petent perlbrmers ?

Roman Music.

Although the Romans were chiefly indebted to the Roman
Greeks for their Arts and Sciences, yet (since no nation, Music,

however uncivilized, has ever yet been known to be en-
UnSln-

tirely without knowledge of some rude sort of Music)
it appears that at a very remote period thev "ere in

some measure acquainted with the Art, perhaps formed

on Etruscan models, for Religion and War. Their

connections with Etruria were long antecedent to those

with Greece ; yet as it must be remembered that the

Arts of the former Country were very similar to those

of the latter, it might be that the Music ol which we
speak came from Greece through Etruria. Strabo and
Li\y expressly state that the Roman public Music was
imported from the Etruscans. More than one author

has seriously found an early origin lor the power
of the modern ImprooeinUoti of Italy in a passage of

Dionysius Halicaruassensis, (lib. ii.) which describes the

first Roman Triumph, (that of Romulus over the Cieni-

censes.) when the army in three divisions sang in honour

of the Gods, and moreover celebrated the exploits of
their General by extempore verses. llurney, with much
solemnity, says on the passage, " This account affords

a ver\ venerable origin to the Improvvisalori of Italy,

as the event happened in the fourth year of Rome, 749
years before Christ and fourth \car of the seventh

Olympiad." Dioinsius remarks, that the Roman Pra;-

tors annually celebrated Gaines in honour of Cvbele,

according to the Roman and not the Grecian custom,

that her statue was with great solemnity paraded round

the city to the sound of cymbals, followed by performers

on the flute playing airs in her honour. These are the
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onlv traces to be found in Ancient History of Music

originally Roman, or at least of Music that does not

appear to have been brought from Greece.

The Salii, instituted by Xuma, danced and sang Hymns
to the praise of the God of War. Armed whilst engaged

in the dance, sometimes, says Dionysins, they moved to-

gether, sometimes by turns, and were accompanied in

the dance by certain Hymns, according to the custom of

the Country. Their appellation was derived from the

violence of their action, d xaUendo, and conveys therefore

but a mean notion of the refinement of their Music.

Servius Tullius, who divided the people into classes

and centuries, directed that two centuries should entirely

consist of trumpeters, horn-players, and those whose

duty it should be to sound the charge. This was 600

years before Christ, anil proves the early importance of

military Music among the Romans. Uy the laws of the

Twelve Tables, 150 vears afterwards, the master of the

ceremonies at funerals is to provide ten flute-players, and

the praises honoralorunt rirorum are to be proclaimed,

accompanied with mournful songs to the sound of the

flute.

The Hymeneal Songs, which were in after-times

changed and refined down to Epithalamia. were, as we
learn from Servius, Macrobius, and Horace, in their

origin indecent and obscene compositions, called Fescen-

nine verses, which young people sang before the apart-

ments of the new-married couple. Livy (vii. 2.) gives

us a tolerable sketch of the History of the Roman Drama,
from which, as in Greece, Music was inseparable.

The account is sufficiently interesting to deserve ex-

traction. " This year (364 n. c.) the Plague continued

to rage, and in that succeeding, under the Consulate of

C. Sulpicius Peticus and C. Licinius Stolo. During
this period the most memorable circumstance was the

celebration of a public least called the hectislernium, to

obtain the favour of the Gods, being the third of the

kind that had been celebrated since the building of the

city. The authorities, however, finding that the violence

of the pestilence neither abated through human care

nor divine assistance, and being moreover superstitious

to a high degree, among other modes tried to appease

the incensed Deities, are said to have instituted the

Lndi Srenici, amusements entirely new to a warlike

people, who previously to that period had none but

those of the Circus. These dramatical exhibitions were,

like the beginnings of most other things, inconsiderable,

and borrowed from foreigners ; inasmuch as actors were

brought from Etruria, who, without verses or action ex-

pressive of them, danced not ungracefully in the Tuscan
fashion to the flute. The Roman youth in process

of time imitated these dancers, mingling raillery with

their rude verses, and gestures correspondent with the

import of the words. These Plays thus received at

Rome were improved and refined by repeated perform-
ances. The Roman actors acquired the name of Bis-

trioues from the Tuscan word kister, signifying a stage-

player. The dialogue no longer continued to consist

of unpremeditated and coarse jests iu rude verses like

those of the Ftsceniiini, but of Satires accompanied by
Music set for the flute, and recited with proper gesticu-

lation. Some years afterwards Livius Andronicus first

ventured to abandon Satires, and wrote P lavs with a re-

gularly connected plot. Satires, which had afforded sub-

jects of coarse mirth and laughter to the people, were
thus reduced to form, and Acting gradually became an
Art. The Roman youth now left it in the hands of

Players by profession, and, as formerly, farces were acted

at the end of their regular pieces. These Dramas soon

after obtained the name of Ezodia, and were usually

interwoven with the Atellane Comedies; pieces origi-

nally borrowed from the Osci, and always performed
by the Roman youth, who did not allow them to be
disgraced by professed actors. Hence it was a rule that

those who performed in such pieces were not to be

disgraced from their Tribe, but were to serve in the

army as though they had never appeared on the

stage."

The circumstances under which these pieces were first

represented show that the Theatrical Games among the

Romans were of Religious institution, as they were among
the ancient Greeks, and the importance of Music in Reli-

gious ceremonies is confirmed by another curious pas-

sage in Livy, (ix. 30.) where he relates the effects of the

resentment of the Roman Musicians, who commonly
played during the sacrifices, and who imagining that

they were affronted, withdrew in a bodv from the citv to

Tibur. The Tiburtines entreated them to return, but

the Musicians were inflexible, and stratagem was obliged

to be used. Different persons besought them on a cer-

tain festival day to come and assist at the celebration.

Being plied with wine beyond moderation, they fell

asleep and became insensible, and were then placed on
cars, and carried back to Rome. There they passed the

rest of the night iu a public part of the city. In the morn-
ing, when the fumes of the wine began to be dissipated,

they were surrounded by the people, who appeased them
by granting them the privilege of parading the city three

days every year in the costume of their profession, with

liberty to play on their instruments, and to give them-

selves up to every species of licence and excess. This

anecdote proves the importance attached to Music in

Religious rites, not less than the licentious dispositions

of the Professors of the Art. Music was long confined

to sacred use, and it was not till after the defeat of

Antiochus the Great, King of Syria, that Musicians
(Psa/lrite) were introduced at Rome to play in the

Asiatic fashion at festivals and private banquets.

In respect to Etruscan Music, the published collections

of the antiquities of Etruria sufficiently show that its

ancient inhabitants must have been much attached to

the Art. All the different sorts of Musical instruments

which are found on Grecian sculptures are equally

to be seen on Etruscan vases. If the Romans lacked

genius in the invention of the Arts, they certainly

had the good taste to admire and imitate those of

the (ireeks after conquering them. Like them they

had Public Games, combats of athletes and Chariot-

races. Their Generals, when honoured with a Triumph,
entertained the people with Spectacles, in which Music-

had a conspicuous share, especially on the last day.

Caesar gave the first Naumachia on the Lake Fu-
cinus, near Rome, which is said to have been attended

by ten thousand Musicians of both sexes, who sang

and played on instruments ; and at his funeial, the

Musicians in attendance threw their instruments on the

pile. Music declined under Augustus, who probably

cared little about it. In his time clapping of hands and
whistling was introduced at the Spectacles. He had,

however, a good voice, and at a late period of his life he

employed a Musician to teach him to regulate it so that

it might be more advantageously used in his Speeches.

At his death, the Senate and principal citizens re-

ceived his body without the gates sf the city, and

Connection
with Reli-

gion,

Klruscan
Music.

Introduced

at Home.

Decline

under

Augustus,
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Music conducted it to its sepulture singing' mournful verses to
Roman.

),;s memory. Afler his decease Tiberius banished the
Ĵ mJ Comedians and Musicians; Caligula recalled them;

Tiberius
Claudius also encouraged them, but he preferred Gladi-

atorial fights to Theatrical exhibitions.

Nero. Nero restored Music to all its former splendour, and
cultivated it himself like a Professor ; it has been affirmed

that he poisoned Brittanicus merely because he had a

more agreeable voice than his own. He passed the

greatest portion of his time in receiving lessons from Tor-

pus, the most skilful harpist and lyrist of his time, whom
he lodged in his palace. His first appearance on the

Theatre was at Naples, which city he entered dressed as

Apollo, and attended by the best Musicians of his time

and by a crowd of his officers in a thousand chariots.

Scarcely did he tread the stage before an earthquake

shook the Theatre, but with the greatest coolness and
presence of mind he continued his song, notwithstand-

ing a considerable portion of the audience fled with pre-

cipitation. So delighted was he with the applause re-

ceived at Naples, that he preferred it to every other

city. A crowd of Musicians from all parts soon arrived

to judge for themselves of the talent of the Emperor.
Of these he retained five thousand in his service, and ap-

pointed for them a distinguishing uniform and a suitable

salary. At his return from Naples the people were so

impatient to see him on the stage, that he stopped a day
there at their earnest supplication, to indulge them with

the sound of his celestial voice. He was received with

great applause, and thereafter made no difficulty of

playing at Rome, and even of receiving payment for

his performance, esteeming every thing at a high rate

which was obtained through Music. Encouraged by this

success he proceeded to Greece to contend for the prize

at the Olympic Games, which he obtained by bribing his

rivals and judges. In his journey afterwards through
Greece, he every where challenged the most skilful

Musicians, and, as may be supposed, always came off

conqueror, as well on the lyre and harp as in singing.

At his return from Greece to Naples, he entered that

city, and afterwards Antium and Rome, bv breaches in

the walls of each, as a conqueror at the Olympic Games,
bearing with him in triumph as the spoils of an enemy,
eight hundred prizes which he had extorted in his Mu-
sical contests. By the wheels of the same chariot at

which Kings conquered by the Romans had walked,

and with similar pomp and solemnity, now trod

through the streets of Rome Diodorus, a celebrated

Grecian lyrist, with other distinguished Musicians. One
hardly knows which most to wonder at, the vanity of

Nero, who believed himself in possession of the first-

rate talents, superior to those of the Professors ; or the

fulsome adulation of the artists in publicly acknowledg-
ing their defeat by the Emperor. The care which Nero
bestowed on his voice, as related by Historians, is in-

teresting as throwing some light on the practice of the

singers of antiquity. At night he lay on his back, with

a thin plate of lead on his stomach. He cleared the

body by clysters and emetics, and abstained from all sorts

of fruit and dishes likely to injure the voice. Suetonius Music,

says, that the best way of acquiring his good graces was Rumau.

to praise his voice, which was weak and thick, l> affect
v^v—

'

to be in transports when he sang, and to appear sorrow-
ful if, like most singers, he left off through caprice.

Such was his passion for the applause of the multitude,
that he appeared almost daily on the Stage; and Ves-
pasian, who was afterwards Emperor, gave him great
offence by trying on one occasion to escape from the
private Theatre in his Palace while he was singing.
The successors of Nero encouraged public Games and

Musical and Dramatic representations in all the great
cities of the Empire. Hadrian, who was educated at Hadrian.
Athens, was much attached to the Arts and habits of
Greece. He established new Games ; and Antoninus,
who followed him in power, instituted others also in his

honour, which were celebrated at Puzzuoli in the second
year of every Olympiad. Commodus, a monster almost CommwJue.
as cruel as Nero, was like him delighted also to appear
on the Stage; but it seems that he was more of a dancer
than an actor or singer, and that his chief pleasure was
in presenting himself as a Gladiator. The fall of the Decline of

Empire drew with it that of the Arts, and Music disap- K"man

peared with the rest of them, till the period at which
Mus,:c -

it revived in modern Italy, to spread thence throughout
Europe, and to surpass not only that which had existed
in ancient Rome, but even that which the Greeks had
never been able to teach their scholars and conquerors.

Modern System of Music.

Aristides Quintilianus, a writer on Music, who is Modern

supposed to have lived about the lid Century of the
XI "S1C -

Christian Era, aud whose three Books on Greek Music Awfid**

were printed by Meibomius among the Antiqua: Muxicte

Auctores, though he treated the subject more like a
moralist than a professional man, gives many curious

particulars and opinions on the Art as practised in his

days. He ultimately reduces his definition of Music,
however, to the study of the voice and accompanying
action. It is not necessary to enlarge upon his doctrine

here, we shall merely state that he divides Music into

the contemplative aud the active ; the first regarding
its causes and principles, the last the application and
employment of them. The word harmony, to which a

strict meaning is attached by all modern writers, was by
the Ancients understood as the arrangement ofthe sounds
of the system ; and it may be observed that Quintilianus

certainly understood the division of the three genera
with which we are acquainted, namely the diatonic, the

chromatic, and the enharmonic ; the diatonic embra- Tetracliord.

cing, in a space of two octaves and a half, the interval

between the la below our bass clef and our re on the

fifth line of the soprano clef. This is the full extent of

a man's voice, and contains eighteen strings or notes.

These, as will be seen below, were divided, beginning
at the second, into tetrachords, or combinations of four

notes, each succeeding the other by the progression of

one semitone and two tones.

Semitone. Semitone. Semitone.

It will immediately occur to the reader that any one of many modes or ke\s would he obtained, each being su-

these notes might become that final in an air, by which perior or inferior, as the air might extend above the key
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note, or as the kev note might occupy the centre. Each
mate was indicated by a particular mark, according to

its mode and genus, and it is manifest that each genua
must introduce a number of new nates also represented

bj different marks, varying as the mode, and thus lorm-

ing an almost infinite vocabulary. As in the formation

of these marks or signs analogy was not kept in view,

nothing was more confused than the study of Music,

and it was proportionally difficult. Music was subser-

vient to Poetry, so far as rhythm and metre were con-

cerned ; and at the period whereof we are speaking,

Musical composition was exclusively confined to vocal

pieces, and no precept whatever occurs relative to the

use of intervals in harmony ; and we might, doubtless,

conclude that the Ancients were unacquainted with that

which we term IImimonv; even if we did not possess

positive knowledge of the origin and progress of modern
Harmonic Ail, as will hereafter be seen. In the as-

semblies of the early Christians, it is well known that

the congregations joined in chanting different parts of
the Liturgy, that is, the Psalms and Hymns—a fact

which implies simple and easy Music, sung without

preparation, by persons who, generally speaking, were
uninstructed in the Art, and who moreover professed to

observe the greatest simplicity. This was the earliest

step to the destruction of ancient Music ; another was
the method in which it was first set in the Christian

1st Tone

Churches to barbarous proso, and to not less barbarous Music.

poetry. Thus the rhythm of their Music derived from Modern,

their Words retained but little mark of measure, and "— *

"

was probably drawled out in slow and unequal time

to a language without harmony. It still, however, had
constituted rules and variety in its change, and character

sufficient to render it capable of bring applied to other
kinds of performances. The Music of the first four cen-

turies of the Christian Church is not precisely known.

At the end of that period, we learn from St. Augustin*
that Ecclesiastical chantingwas in so great confusion that

St. Ambrose, Archbishop of Milan, in 374, undertook

the task of reducing it to some order. To that Prelate Pope Gre-

the Church was indebted for laying the foundation of a K01'}''

superstructure executed by Rope Gregory two centuries

afterwards, w Inch has formed, in its turn, the basis of

all that is maud and valuable in modern Art. The
Gregorian Ecclesiastical tones, still used in the Churches
of Italy in their early simplicity, first made the Italians

the chief singers of Europe, and they may with equal

truth be said to have been the origin of Music in our
own Country. The modern chant of our Cathedrals,

introduced at the Reformation, is but a poor substitute

for that which, confined to nine varieties, has, without

satiating the ear, been heard in the Romish Church from
the time of Gregory to the present hour.

The following are the Gregorian tones.

Before proceeding to give the remaining tones, we
shall here briefly notice that the first four are in minor,

and the latter four in major keys, and further, that the

1st, 3d, 5th, and 7th are called authentic tones, that

is, not rising higher than an octave from the key note,

and rarely descending below it. The remainder are

denominated plagal, and do not descend lower than the

octave to the tonic or key note, nor rise higher than the

2nd Tone'

fifth to it ; hence it ought to be a rule with the organists

of the Catholic Church, that in giving out the authentic

tones, a key should be chosen so that the final note may
be in the lower part of the compass of the singer's voice,

and for the plagal tones one in which the final may be
in the middle of it.

* Con/ess. IX. c. 7.
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The above are the groundwork of the Antiphons, Hymns,

and Masses of the Gregorian Music, which, as we have

above observed, still command the veneration of the

Roman Catholic, and impress the cultivated Protestant

car with admiration. The harmonies show how suscep-

tible such a system was of richness Gregory was not,

however, satisfied with having formed this code of doc-

trinal Music, but maintained and ensured its duration by

establishing a school for orphans, who were educated as

singers for the different Christian Churches.

It does not appear that the Musical scale assumed

6 5-7
4 ?3

no slight improvement. Though this mode had indeed

been in some measure used before the time of Guido,

it is to him we are indebted for its simplification and
order. He wrote it at the beginning of the line, and
when the note occurred merely put a dot in ifs place.

And this method he afterwards improved, by placing

dots in the intervals between the lines, to denote

degrees, bv which the scale was rendered much easier

to perform at sight. Guido added to the system then

in use a bass note, answering to our g, or sol, in the

Fa, or bass clef, which he designated by the gamma
any form resembling that «hich it bears at present (T) of the Greeks, and from this the series of sounds in

oefore the beginning of the Xlth Century. We are in- the system takes the name of ^amut. Beyond these

debted for it to Guido, born at Arezzo, a little town of improvements he proceeded to that of counting by hrxa-

Tuscany, about the year 990 ; duly to appreciate whose chords instead of tetrachords, and ef marking by the

talents we must recollect, that between the decease of syllables 1//, re, mi, fa, sol, la, the major hexachord.

Gregory and the period whereof we now speak, the at-

tempts to improve Musical notation were many. The

practice had been to place letters on syllables to indicate

sounds, neither a very intelligible method, nor one

quickly read. To place them, therefore, at different

decrees of height from each other, indicating the pro-

portionate elevation or depression of the voice, those

decrees being accurately marked by parallel lines, was

however placed in degree upon the system. This

foundation of his system of solmization, we have not

room to explain further. The invention of counterpoint

has, without justice to former Musicians, been assigned

to him. Notwithstanding he first wrote on the subject, he

is not entitled to its invention, though it had made little

progress before his time. The following appears its

origin. The organ introduced into France as early as
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the year 757, soon became general in the Western

Churches. Used as an accompaniment to the voice, it

was at first in unison with it, and the facility it afforded

of giving several sounds at the same moment of time soon

afforded the opportunity of discovering that among them

there were some which, when simultaneously struck, pro-

duced sensations agreeable to the ear. The minor third

appears to have been one of those first remarked, and

thence generally used at the close of an air, but there

were many other modes soon afterwards in use, such as

holding the sound of the organ on a note below the

plain chant, or canto fermo. Other harmonies were

also used which (without detailing those employed by

6everal authors previous to Guido, as Notker, Remi,

Hucbald, and Ado deCluny) show the origin of the Art,

and at the same time prove that it was totally unknown
to the Ancients. Those who are inclined to pursue this

subject, will do well to consult the Abbe Gerbert's two

Works, De Cantu et Musica Sacrd, &c. 2 vols. 4to.

1774, and his Work in 3 parts, 4to. published in 1784,

and bearing the title of Scriptores Ecclesiastici de

Musica Sacrd polissimum, &c. Up to the period we
have arrived at, the canto fermo, or plain chant, con-

sisted of notes of equal duration as respects time, and

rhythm was unknown. Perhaps from the circumstance

of profane Music containing a portion of that quality,

or from Musicians beginning to feel its importance,

so that the organ and the voice might move together,

this branch of' the Science now began to receive some

attention. Franco of Paris, some say of Cologne,

was the first who treated on this subject. Though his

birth-place is uncertain, it is by no means so that he

was a Scholar of the Cathedral of Liege in 1066. Be-

fore him, the attempts at this part of the Art, he says,

had been fruitless, and it really appears that he was the

first who reduced the rules of rhythm to a system. His

Work is printed in Gerbert's collection above mentioned.

His doctrine is, that measured Music is superior to plain

chant, and he alludes to three measures of a note, the

long, the breve, and the semibreve, whose subdivisions

we omit, as well as his marks of relative rests and

pauses. He gives five modes of rhythm, which are the

elements of his lthythmopceia. Descant he defines as

the union of several melodies concordant with each

other, though consisting of different figures. In his

maxims an obvious progress appears, and most parti-

cularly in the use of the major or minor sixth between

two octaves ; being the earliest example in tlie records

of the Science, as under :

* o -«=»- _Q_

-€3- -&-

For a century after the time of Franco, Music, as re-

spects harmony, appears to have remained in the same
slate which it occupied about the period of the Cru-

sades, when Europe was otherwise engaged than in

prosecuting the Arts. Walter Odington, a Monk of

Evesham, and Robert Handlo, the latter of whom nou-

rished more than a century after the former, are the

only authors of the period whom it is necessary to

XII tl, name. Towards the close of the XII Ith Century, a

Leutury commentator on Franco arose, who appears with some-

what of the claim of inventor, a Paduan of the name
of Marchetti, among whose writings we find one on

plain chant, in 1274. A Work of his on Measured
Music was dedicated to Robert, King of Naples, whose

vol v.

reign was from 1309 to 1344. Descant had madesome

progress at this tin.e, and we now find the first use of

chromatic passages, as in the following examples :

i^Pi^^S
-O

e>-
This author gives a theory, and treats at some length

of chromatic and enharmonic genera. Certain, indeed,

it is that the Art had then considerably advanced ; as

is proved by the writings of Johnde Muris, a Doctor of John de

the Sorbonne, whose Country is undetermined ; and who. Mm*
but for the researches of M. Gerbert and Dr. Burney,

would have had the credit of these inventions, particu-

larly of rhythm and the form of notes. Though the

science of harmony is much indebted to his exertions, it

does not appear that he did much towards the advance-

ment of Musical notation. It was he who first noticed

the impropriety of two consecutive perfect consonances

by similar motion, and who, moreover, laid down many
laws respecting the succession of intervals which are

observed at the present time; and in his Works the term

counterpoint is first used instead of descant. A great

varietv of opinions appears to have been entertained

about this time respecting the laws of counterpoint, in-

asmuch as the Doctor complains of the continual changes

in the Art of Music.

About this period, a. d. 1322, John XXII. issued XlVthCen-

a Bull countermanding the further use of descant in
turv -

the Church because of the abuses into which it had

degenerated, and its want of fixed principles. There

is, however, at the end of it a saving clause to the

following effect :
—" It is not our intention wholly to

prevent the use of concords in the sacred service, par-

ticularly on great festivals, provided the ecclesiastical

chant or plain song be carefully preserved." John de

Muris is supposed to have been living so late as 1345.

Franco and he had many commentators, among whom
were Philip de Vitry, of whom nothing more is now
known than his name, and Prosdocimus de Beldemandis Prosdoci-

of Padua, who was a Professor of Music in that City in musde Bel-

the year 1422,_and whose writings are now lost ; this latter dtmanms.

is said to be the first who admits to a place the minor sixth

in the catalogue of concords, and who speaks explicitly of

the fourth as a discord. He, however, says it is less a

discord than the second or seventh, and may be placed

in a middle class between concords and discords. We
may here notice that the name of Philip de Vitry fre- Philip de

quently occurs in ancient authors, especially in England. ^ llr>"

Morley tells us, that he used red notes in his motets to

imply a change of mode, time, and prolation. Vitry

does not, however, mention this in his Tract on Coun-

terpoint, and " his motets," says Burney, " such is the

transient state of Music, would be utterly unintelli-

gible," though Morley tells us, that "they were for some

time of all others best esteemed and most used in the

Church." From the XHIth to the close of the XVth
Century, there is a hiatus in the history of counter

point. Perhaps this will not excite our wonder when

we know from Durand, (De Modo Gen. Condi, ctle-

brandi,) that at the latter end of the XII Ith Century,

motets were considered indecorous and profane ;
anfi

that Carpentier gives a passage from the MS. Constiiu-

4 x
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tions of the Carmelite Friars, ordaining that "no motets

or other songs, that are more likely to excite lasciviousness

than devotion, should be sung under severe penalties."

The name of motet has been for centuries past, and is

still given to all compositions for the use of the Catholic

Church, such as Psalms, Hymns, Anthems, &c. The
discoveries of M. Perne among the Manuscripts of the

Uoval Library at Paris, justify a hope that the interesting

interval presenting the gap we have mentioned may be

still filled up.

About the close of the XlVth Century, the rhythmi-

cal feet of Franco began to lose ground, and the sounds

introduced into the measure or metre were as many as

the subdivision of the different orders of notes would at

that time permit; this induced new forms or figures to

represent new values of time, which were introduced to-

wards the close of the XIVth and beginning of the XVth
Century. They are not, indeed, mentioned in the writings

of the period, but that they were instituted and fixed is

certain, from our finding them in authors of a later date,

and especially in the Works of John Tinctor, Chapel-

master to Ferdinand, King of Naples, and afterwards Ca-

non Doctor at Nivelle, in Brabant, and who consequently

lived in the latter half of the XVth Century. Among
other Works this author left a Dictionary of Music, under

the title of Definitorum lerminorum Mvsicee. The doc-

trines found in Tinctor are, however, much better dis-

played in the Works of Franchino Gafforio, a writer who
forms a very memorable epoch in the History of Music,

not only on account of the extent, but the durability, also,

of his doctrine. Born at Lodi in 1451, in 1484 he be-

came Chapel-master of the Cathedral of Milan, and Pro-

fessor at the School of Music in that City. Of the Works
which he left, that which is best known to the World is

the Pratica Musica, printed at Milan in 1496, and almost

one of the first Musical Treatises that issued from a print-

ing-press. Its division is into four books, whereof the

first treats of harmonv, which then, as with the Ancients,

signified little more than air; the second is on measured

chant; the third on counterpoint; and the last on Mu-
sical proportions. The first has no novelty, but the

second and third are interesting. Respecting the

value of notes, Gafforio considers five as essential, and
these are the five principal notes, namely the maxim,

(1.) the long, ("2,) the breve, (3,) the semibreve, (4,) and

the minim. (5.) There are lesser values, the semi-minim

of two sorts, viz. the major semiuim (6) and the minor

semi-minim. (7.) Each of these has a corresponding rest,

the long having two, one denoting perfection, (8,) the

other imperfection. (9.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (f>) (fi) (7)

1

I

-O-
_L
oi—e- -A

Xm\e.
Modern.

(8) (9)

:j^

The relative value of these notes to each other is de-

noted by different terms. That of the maxim with the

long is called the major mode, that of the long with the

breve the minor mode, that of the breve with the semi-

breve is called time, and that of the semibreve with the

minim "prolation. At an earlier period this prolation

was called minor prolation, and that of the minim to

the semi-minim major prolation. Each of them may
be perfect or imperfect, that is, triple or double, and

the quoties is signified by different signs, and these

relations being quite independent of each other, allow

of almost infinite combinations. We find from Gla-

reanus that those in which all the relations were double

were in most general use; and secondly, that in which

all are doubled except time ; the first corresponding

to our common time of two, and the second to our

measure in triple time, using figures of double value ;

the remainder are included in our compound measures

with a similar modification. In this, then, the system of

values is fixed, excepting some slight modifications to

be hereafter noticed. Gafforio's third book is divided

into fifteen chapters. The first two treat in a general

manner of counterpoint and its different sorts ; the

third contains eight rules for the succession of conso-

nances, much the same as those now used ; the fourth

chapter is on dissonances, and sufficiently proves that

those intervals were employed in the time of the writer,

though with much circumspection, not longer than for the

value of a minim,
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in passages and by syncope, and this but rarely. On
this point he mentions various composers who made use

of them without any scruple, as Dunstable, Binchois,

Dufay, Brasart, &c., and concludes by stating that many
of these intervals may be used with propriety. The fifth

and sixth chapters are on fourths, showing how they

*ere used at that period ; the seventh relates to sixths

and thirds, and the remaining chapters to the arrange-

ment of the different parts. Though Gafforio gives no

details respecting the form of Musical pieces of his time,

we know from John Tinctor that canons were then

in use, and were called fugues, and that even enig-

matical canons were known. Music was also divided

into spiritual and profane, the former called motel, the

latter cantilena. The compositions of this era, for so it

may be denominated, and others rather later, display

talents worthy of investigation.

When the Western Empire was destroyed and dismem-

bered by invasions from the North, Music consisted only

of the Ecclesiastical chant and the national melodies of the

Barbarians; and in these was found the first distinction

between the serious and ideal style. The popular songs TrouDa-

of the Middle Ages, composed by the Troubadours, sue- duurs.

cessors, as it were, of the ancient Bards, such as Raoul
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de Coney, Thibaut, Count of Champagne, anil others,

give a correct notion of the ideal style, whilst the serious

style was restricted to plain chant, and the harmonies

composed on it. At this period counterpoint made
rapid strides, canons led on to fugues, and much art be-

came required for composition. According to the testi-

mony of Tinctor, England can claim the honour of

having supplied one of the principal contributors to the

revolution that took place in the Art. The passage

which confers on the English a principal share in the

invention of figurative harmony is as follows. Cujus,

ut ita dicam, nova Artis fons et origo (Contrapuncti)

apud Anglos, quorum caput Dunslaple exlitit, fuisse

perhibetur. The writer goes on to enumerate his con-

temporaries in France, as Dufay and Binchois, who were

immediately succeeded by Okenheim, Busnois, Regis,

and Caron, omnium, he says, quos audiverim in composi-

tione praatantissimi. The John of Dunstable above men-

tioned appears to have died either in 1453 or within

five years afterwards. Tinctor wrongly attributes the in-

vention of measured chant to John, and he has been fol-

lowed by Sebastian Heyden, who wrote in 1 537, and after-

wards by Nucius, who adds to those above named many
others who were certainly later, such as Josquin des Prez,

H. Isaac, L. Senfel, B. Ducis, &c. Of this period we know
of not more than one canon, which is given by Burney,

and is a tolerable composition.

Of the Works of the ancient masters of the French and
Flemish Schools, about 1480, and subsequently, many
examples have reached us. L. Guicciardini accounts the

Flemish as the older School, and says that it furnished all

Europe with singers and composers. Guicciardini, how-
ever, must not be strictly relied on : he wasa renegade Ita-

lian, who settled at Antwerp in the service of the Em-
peror Charles V., and in his History ofthe'Low Countries

determined on giving the people among whom he lived

the honour of every useful and ornamental invention to

flatter his patron, even at the expense of his native

Country. So the Abbe du Bos, from a contrary prin-

ciple, wished to give the honour to the Flemings in

order to steal it from them afterwards in favour of

France, his own Country. Among the most celebrated

masters of the Flemish School were James Obrect, or

Hobrecht, J. Ockenheim, but especially Josquin des

Prez. Obrecht, the earliest, taught the celebrated Eras-

mus Music. He was born in the Netherlands in 1467,

and Glareanus says, that so great was his facility in

writing that he composed a Mass in one night, which

was very much admired by the learned. It is not cer-

tain at what period Ockenheim died, but he is generally

considered a composer of the XVth Century, as there is no

proof of his existence in that following. He composed

a motet in thirty-six parts, but of what they consisted,

or how they were disposed, is not told by Ornithoparcus

or others who mention the circumstance. This, how-
ever, was surpassed at rather a later period by our own
Countryman Bird, who composed one in forty parts,

whereof a copy is in possession of the writer of this

Essay. The celebrated Josquin des Prez, or as he

was styled in Latin Jodocus Pratensis, was the scholar

of Ockenheim, and was universally considered by his

contemporaries as the best composer of his time. His

compositions for the Church, though long laid aside,

and now obsolete through the change in notation,

still deserve the attention of the curious. Burney
says of him, " The laws and difficulties of canon, fugue,

augmentation, diminution, reversion, and almost every

other species of Musical contrivance allowable in Ec- Music,

clesiastical compositions for voices, were never so well Modern,

observed or happily vanquished as by Josquin, who ^~*""*-'

may justly be called the father of modern harmony,
and the inventor of almost every ingenious contexture

of its constituent parts near a hundred years before

the time of Palestrina, Orlando di Lasso, Tallis, or

Bird, the great luminaries of the With Century." He
was a singer at 'Rome, afterwards Chapel-master to

Louis XII. of France, and died about 1520. After

him may be placed Pierre de la Rue, or as he is called Pierre de la

in Latin Petrus Platensis, a very voluminous writer of Rue-

the period. Walther says he was a Netherlander ; Gla-
reanus a Frenchman ; others give Spain as the place

of his birth. He certainly was a learned contrapuntist,

and many of his compositions (or the Church are still

extant, some of which were published immediately after

the invention of Musical types, in the year 1503. He
made free use of the four principal discords, the second,

fourth, seventh, and ninth. B. Ducis and other com- B. Ducis.

posers followed Pierre de la Rue, and up to the time

of Orlando di Lasso maintained the honour of the Fle-

mish School.

The most ancient contrapuntist of the French School French

was Anthony Brumel, a contemporary of Josquin and Schuol.

scholar of Ockenheim. Without much invention, his

harmony is pure, and his melody and notation clearer

and more simple than is generally found in the writings

of his day. Glareanus says, that at the beginning of

the XVIth Century, at an extreme old age, he composed
a Kyrie eleison, in competition with Josquin, wherein
not only in the tenor, but in all the parts ascending and
descending, he introduced the isubject with wonderful

skill. Brumel may be considered the founder of the

French School of Music. Anthony Fevin, a native Fevin.

of Orleans, is mentioned by Glareanus as a successful

emulator of Josquin. John Mouton is claimed by Mouton.
Guicciardini as a Fleming, but it is certain that the

greater part of his life was spent in the service of the

French Court, during the reigns of Louis XII. and
Francis I. He was the scholar of Josquin and master

of Adrian Willaert. Arcadelt, Verdelot, L'Heritier,

Goudimel, and others followed, of whom our limits

confine us to the mere enumeration. In Germany, about Germans,

the same period, appear H. Finck, H. Isaac, L. Senlel,

and others. The collections by Peutinger, Bodenschalt,

and others, make us acquainted with the names and
Works of more than two hundred composers who flou-

rished between 1450 and 15S0, to whom fugues and the

most intricate compositions were mere amusements,

written with singular ease and correctness.

It would be improper to omit in this place a concise
En.»li^h

view of the progress of counterpoint in our own Country, .Music from

and we will premise by stating that there are Masses in XVthCen-

four, five, and six parts, composed by Englishmen, which ,ur
-v '.° Pns

are as ancient as those of the Continental writers; as also

secular Music of two and three parts, in good counter-

point, of the XVth and beginning of the XVIth Centurv. XVth and
Among our early composers are William of Newark, She- XVIih

ryngham, Edmund Turges, Tutor or Tudor, Gilbert Ba- Centuries.

nester, Browne, Richard Da\ y, William Cornyshe junior,

Syr Thomas Phelyppes, and Robert Fayrfax. Little,

however, is known of these Musicians. Turges was one
of the Musicians of Henry VI. Tudor was the author of

several compositions in Prince Henry's (Henry VIII.)

Music Book. Cornyshe was in the Chapel ofHenryVII.;
and Fayrfax was admitted to the degree of Doctor of

4x2
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Music'at Cambridge in 151] In the reign of Henry
VIII. we have not only the Monarch himself a clever

Musician, as is manifest from the Anthem under his

name in Bovce's Collection of Cathedral Music; but

the names of Kasar, Ashton, Nonman, Shepherd, Dr.

Christopher Tye, whose Laudale nomen is still sung and
admired, and is in truth a magnificent specimen, John-

son, Parsons, and others, which point out the extent and
success with which Music was cultivated in England.

From the Earl of Northumberland's (Henry Algernon
Percy, fifth Earl) Household Book, it appears that this

Nobleman, as was the practice with others, retained a

regular Musical retinue. One of the items runs thus,

"MyLorde usith and accustomyth to gyfe yerely to

every Erlis (Earl's) Mynstrellis, when they custome

to come to him yerely, iij«. iiijd. Ande if they come to

my Lord seldome, ones in ij or iij yeres, then yjs. viijrf."

It is clear that great attention was paid here to Choral

Music during this King's reign, for among the " Ordi-

naunces made for the Kinges Houshold and Chambres"
by Wolsey, it is said, that " when the King is on joumies

or progresses, only six singing boys and six Gentlemen
of the Choir shall make a part of the Royal retinue ; who
daylie in absence of the residue of the Chapel, shall

have a Masse of our Ladye before noon, and on Sondaies

and holidaies Masse of the daie, besides ourLady-Masse
and an Anthempne in the afternoon ; for which purpose,

no great carriage of either vestiments or bookes shall

require." In 1550 the whole of the Cathedral Service

was set to Musical notes by John Marbeck, organist of

Windsor, and printed by Richard Grafton. Marbeck
was a zealous Reformer whose enthusiasm was near

being the cause of his martyrdom in Henry's time;

he was condemned to the stake for heresv, but pardoned
at the intercession of Sir Humphry Foster. As it can

scarcely be said that England could ever boast a School

of Music, it will be more convenient in this place to

follow up a succinct account of its history and our best

authors from the period above named, before we proceed

to notice the Italian, German, and French Schools.

Elizabeth, in the early part of her life, appears to have

studied Music, and a long and generally tranquil reign,

in spite of the fanaticism of the times and the outcry of

the Puritans, allowed it to be brought to a pitch of per-

fection here, through the diligence and talents of Tye,
Tallis, Bird, Morley, and others, scarcely surpassed by

that of Italy itself. Yet it would appear that the parsi-

mony of the Sovereign in rewarding Musical talent was
such, that Drs. Bull and Dowland, two master spirits in

the Art, quitted the Country in pursuit of better en-

couragement on the Continent. James I. came from a

part of the Island, which, notwithstanding the splendid

talents it has exhibited in Literature and the other Arts,

cannot be recognised as having hitherto produced a
good Musician. This Prince received no pleasure from
Music. In his reign the names that appear are

those of Dr. Nathaniel Gyles, Thomas Tomkins, Elway
Bevin, and Orlando Gibbons in Ecclesiastical Music.
For the chamber, principally madrigals, besides the

above, we had Michael Este, Thomas Este, Bateson,
Pilkington, Litchfield, Ward, Wilbyp, Farmer, Ben-
nett, Ford, and others. It would be unjust to the

memory of Gibbons, whose splendid compositions are

still used in our Cathedrals, and will never be surpassed,

to withhold the testimony of Dr. Tudway to his genius;

he says that his services and " anthems are the most
perfect pieces of Church composition ;" and again, that

his " fugues and embellishments are so just and naturally Mu-ic.

taken, as must warm the heart of any one who is en- Modern,

dued with a soul for divine raptures." He died in 1625,
v—v—•»-'

being commanded, as organist to Charles I., to attend
the marriage of his Sovereign with Henrietta of France
at Canterbury, and having composed the Music for the

occasion in that City, he was there attacked with the

small-pox, and dying on Whitsunday, was buried in the

Cathedral. We regret that our space does not allow us
to enlarge further on the merits of the writers above Mmlr^al
mentioned; the Musician, and especially the Madrigalian, Sociciy.

well appreciates the encomiums, though passing, which
it is our duty to pay them, and it may be interesting to

the reader to be aware, that there still exists in the Me-
tropolis a Society, founded about a century ago, whose
object is the preservation and performance of the Music of
Elizabeth's, James's, andCharles'sreigns.andin which he
may still occasionally hear sung, as of old, The Triumphs
ofOriana. This, " the Madrigal Society," is a truly An-
tiquaries' Society, and worthy of more patronage than it

has ever received ; having rendered important service to the

Art by keeping alive the true and classic English style.

We feel pleasure in simply recording the name of John
Immyns its founder. It is at present under the presi-

dency of a most worthy and distinguished amateur, Sir

John Rogers, of ancient family, and himself a Musical
writer of no ordinary abilities.

Charles I., during the life of his father, was a scholar

of Coperario, (Cooper,) and, according to Playford, had Charles I.

acquired considerable facility on the viol di gamba. He
had much affection for Music, and especially for that

of the Church. Hence he encouraged the Art and its

Professors. From Rymer's Foedera we find that his band
consisted of Nicholas Laniere, master thereof, who had
two hundred pounds yearly for wages, Thomas Foord, His band

Robert Johnson, Thomas Day, Alfonso Ferabosco,

Thomas Lupo, John Lawrence, John Kelly, John Cog-
shall, Robert Tayler, Richard Deering, John Drewe,
John Laniere, Edward Wormall, Angelo Notary, and
Jonas Wrench. Also Alfonso Bales and Robert Marshe.
Among these are the names of some writers whose com-
positions are known to us ; such as Foord, Ferabosco,

Johnson, Day, and Deering ; but the more celebrated of
the reign, such as Dr. Child, Dr.jWilson, and William and
Henry Lawes, although honoured with the King's favour,

do not appear in the grant. Dr. Child was a good but

not extraordinary Musician, and after having been or-

ganist of St. George's Chapel sixty-five years, died at

Windsor, aged ninety, in 1697. In 1641, John Bar-

nard, a Minor Canon of St. Paul's Cathedral, published

and dedicated to Charles a fine collection of English
Church Music, consisting of services and anthems; it is

to be regretted that it was not in score, each of the parts

having been printed in folio separately, and a complete

copy of them is not now known. They consisted of morn-
ing and evening services, and the communion pieces and
responses by Dr. Tye, Tallis, Bird, Morley, Strogers,

Bevin, Orlando Gibbons, Mundy, Parsons, Dr. Gyles,

and Woodson, with Tallis's Litany, and a considerable

number of full anthems in four, five, and six parts, by
Tye, White, Farrant, Shepherd, Bull, Parsons, Morley,

Hooper, Mundy, Giles, Gibbons, Batten, Weelkes, and
Ward. Of this period, although they are not authors of

choral compositions, ought not to be forgotten the names
of Martin Pierson, Richard Deering, a member of the

family of the Deerings of Kent, Christopher Gibbous,
Ben Rogers, Matthew Lock, and others. In this reign
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Dramatic Music appears first in England to any advan-

tage. In 163a was performed in the Middle Temple, a

Masque written bv Sir William Davenant. the vocal and

instrumental Music being said to have been composed

by William and Henry Lawes. In 1639, we find a

Masque, Salmacida S/x>lia, written by Davenant, and

the Music by Lewis Richard, Master of his Majesty's

Music, a name which we do not recollect to have seen

on any other occasion. In the 11th Charles I. an ex-

tensive Charter was granted to the most eminent Musi-

cians living at the time, incorporating them by the style

and titles of Marshall, Wardens, and Commonality of

the Art and Science of Musick in Westminster in the

County of Middlesex, investing them with great privi-

leges, which were afterwards confirmed in the four-

teenth year of his reign. The patent roll of this Charter

is tested 15 July, 11 Car., and is in the Rolls Chapel.

The powers granted to this Company extended through-

out the realm, the ancient claim of the Dutton family

over the minstrels of the Palatinate of Chester only ex-

cepted. The powers given them were sufficient to sow
the seeds of their destruction, which soon occurred.

The suppression of the Cathedral service in 1643 was

a death-blow to the Music of England. Puritans have

no bonds of fellowship with the refined Arts, and the

cant and hypocrisy of the times will account for the

comparative barbarism into which Music fell in the

reigns of James and Charles: the contentions of parties

also allow little time and disposition for the culture of

the Arts, however indisposed their professors themselves

may be to mix in the troubled throng. Thus during

the Protectorate, the chief Musicians sought asylums

in the houses of private persons, among patrons who
were scarcely able to protect themselves. The Musi-

cians selected by Charles were not men of great genius

and abilities, yet the King was neither ignorant nor

partial in his choice ; they were the best the nation could

boast at the time. Though on every other point the

realm was divided into factions, which were actuated

by the extremest violence, there was but one opinion of

the merits of William and Henry Lawes. Yet not-

withstanding the testimony of Milton, himself, it is pre-

sumed, a very fair Musician, we are unable to perceive

in the compositions of these men sufficient to justify the

panegyrics bestowed upon them. To Tallis, Bird,

and Gibbons they were infinitely inferior ; indeed, it is

scarcely right to name them in the same sentence. The
Interregnum from the death of Charles to the Restora-

tion, from the extreme fanaticism of the times, was very

unfavourable to Music, yet was it zealously cultivated

in private, and among those whose career commenced in

this period was John Jenkins, a great composer of

Fanciesfor Viols, which were in high estimation during

the rude state of Instrumental Music ; he was much, and
perhaps deservedly, admired at the time, but except a

madrigal or two of some merit, his Works are now for-

gotten. The lovers of English Vocal Music are in

debted to John Playford, who, in 1655, published the

first edition of his Introduction to the Skill of Music, a

compendium of Morley, Butler, and other Works. It

had so rapid a sale, that, in 16S3, it had passed its tenth

edition. It contained no novelty in theory or practice,

but its form, price, and style were so suited to every class

of the Musical world, that it seems to have been more
generally purchased than any elementary Tract that had
then appeared iu this or any other Country. Playford

was born in 1613, and was not only a vendor of Music

but a good Musician. His publications were verv nu- Music

merous, and his intelligence as a printer of Music, Modem,

so tar secured to him and to his son the esteem of the ^™~v~'^
first masters of the Art, that without a special license, or
authority, he appears to have had almost a monopoly of
the business of furnishing the nation with instruments,

books, and all the tools of the Science. During the

period of the Civil War, Oxford was the place of refuge

lor Musicians, but after 16-46, the year iu which the At Oxford

King was forced to quit that city after the battle of during Civil

Naseby, till 1656, all seems hushed. From that time
^ ar'

Anthony Wood, a lover of the Art, and for other causes
\enerable in the eye of the reader, preserved a good
account of the state of practical Music in the Uni-
versity. Honest Anthony tells us, " The gentlemen in

private meetings which A. W. frequented, played three,

four, or five parts with viols, as treble viol, tenor,

countertenor, and bass, with an organ, virginal, or

harpsicon joined with them ;" but he adds, " they

esteemed a violin to be an instrument only belonging to

a common fiddler, and could not endure that it should

come among them for feare of making their meetings

to be vaine and fiddling. But before the Restoration of

Charles II., and especially after, viols began to be out

of fashion and only violins used, as treble violin, tenor

and base violin; and the King, according to the French
mode, would have twenty-four violins playing before him,

while he was at meales, as being more airie and brisk

than viols." In truth, at this period instrumental

Music, and particularly stringed, had begun to make its

way in England. Wood afterwards gives the names of

the performers with whom he used to play, as well as a

sketch of their moral and Musical qualities. Thus
he describes " Christopher Harrison, M. A., fellow of

Queen's College, a maggot-headed person and humor-
ous ;" " Nathan Crew, M. A., a violinist and violist,

but alwaies played out of tune as having no good eure,

he was afterwards Bishop of Durham." Thomas Ken,

afterwards Bishop of Bath and Wells, used to be of these

parties.

At the Restoration, Child, Christopher Gibbons, Restoration

Rogers, and Wilson, were created Doctors, and were

promoted together with Low of Oxford. Child, Gibbons,

and Low were appointed organists of the Chapel

Royal, and Captain Henry Cook was made master of

the children. Gibbons, likewise, held the situation of

organist of Westminster Abbey ; Rogers, formerly of

Magdalen College, Oxford, was removed to Eton. Wil-

son had places in the Chapel and Westminster Abbey,

and Albertus Bryne, a scholar of John Tomkins, was

appointed organist of St. Paul's. Thus the choir"

throughout the Kingdom were in time supplied with

good masters. The organs, which had mostly been de-

stroyed, were not restored without great difficulty, for

except Dallans, Loosemore of Exeter, Thamar of Petet-

borough, and Preston of York, scarcely an organ-

builder was left. At this period, Schmidt and Harris,

with his son Rene Renatus, were invited over, and

received the homage due to their transcendent abilities.

At the Coronation of Charles II., according to the Charles II.

Cheque-book 23d April, 1661, the Musical establishment

contained, among others, the following celebrated names: His choir.

William Tucker, minister; Edward Lowe, William Child,

and Christopher Gibbons, organists; Henry Cook,

Henry Lawes, Thomas Piers, Henry Purcell, Edward
Column, Gentlemen. Charles, says Tudway, was a brisk

and airy Prince, and tired with '• the grave and solemn
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way which had been established by Tallis, Bird, and

others, ordered the composers of his Chapel to add sym-

phonies, &c. with instruments to their anthems." This

produced a new style of writing, and soon afterwards

some of the cleverest children of the Chapel arrived

at skill in composition, among whom were Pelhnm

Humphreys, John Blow, and others, to whom the King

<ra\e much encouragement ; Humphreys and Blow

were both fine composers. The latter succeeded Pur-

cell (who first brought Dramatic Music in this Country

into repute) at the organ of St. Margaret, Westminster.

He was contemporary with another fine writer, John

VVeldon, and died in 170S, at the age of sixty, leaving a

name venerable among English Musicians.

Of Henry Purcell, it is truly said by Dr. Burney,

that he " during a short life, and in an Age almost bar-

barous for every species of Music but that of the Church,

manifested more original genius than any Musician

under similar circumstances, that my inquiries into the

History of the Art have yet discovered in any part of

Europe." Henry Purcell was born in 1658. Both

his father Henry and his uncle Thomas were gentlemen

of the Chapel Royal at the Restoration. As his father

died when he was only six years old, it is probable his

master was Captain Cook, who continued master of the

Chapel boys to the time of his death in 1672. Purcell

was organist of the Abbey at the age of eighteen. Hum-
phrey succeeded Cook, and Purcell continued to receive

instructions from him till his voice broke. He had a

few lessons from Blow, which are blazoned in that Mu-
sician's epitaph by the boast of " Master to the famous

Mr. Henry Purcell." His powers embraced every spe-

cies of composition with equal facility. In the Theatre

he knew how to produce the utmost effect whereof an

orchestra was then capable ; in the Church, fugue, imi-

tation, or plain counterpoint, or the expressive style of

accompanying the voice with instruments, whereof he

was the founder; in the chamber, sonatas for instru-

ments, odes, songs, ballads, cantatas, and catches, were

equally easy to him. He became the darling and
wonder of the nation, and, till the arrival of Handel,

was almost the only composer whose Works commanded
attention. He died November 21, 1695, in the thirty-

seventh year of his age. Had he lived longer, it is not

improbable we might have had to boast of an English

School of Secular Music, a collection of which by him
was published by his widow two years after his decease

under the title of Orpheus liritannicus. The public

have been recently much indebted to Mr. Vincent

Novello, a Musician of the present day of no common
abilities, for bringing to light and publication some of

the unknown wonders of Henry Purcell, and it is but

justice to say, that the editor is worthy of the author.

After the death of Purcell, the chief composers for the

Church were, as dilettanti, Drs. Holder, Creyghton, and
Aldrich, and William Tucker, as professors, Jeremiah
Clarke, Goldwin, Weldon, and Drs. Croft, Green, Boyce,

and Nares. Of these men, all eminent, we cannot re-

train from singling out, in an especial manner, Dr.

Henry Aldrich, appointed Dean of Christchurch in

1689, who was not only profoundly skilled in the theory

and practice of harmony, but also distinguished himself

as a scholar, a theologian, a profound critic, an able

architect, and possessed exquisite taste in Arts, Science,

and Literature in general. His compositions for the

Church give him a rank among the greatest masters of

his time. Besides his numerous original compositions,

he adapted English words to the Psalms and Liturgy, to

many of the motets of Tall is, Bird, Palestrina, Carissimi,

Graziani, and Bassani, originally used for the Roman
Catholic service. He sometimes amused himself with

lighter compositions, and we apprehend that there are few

of our Musical readers who can be unacquainted with the

pleasing melody and general effect of his round " Hark

the bonny Christchurch bells." Dr.William Croft, a pupil Dr. Croft.

of Blow, was one of the gnat Musicians of this period; a

composer pleasing, elegant, and apparently simple, he

frequently rose to the grand and masterly, and he has

left scarcely a composition which does not exhibit great

genius and learning. His Choral Music was published

in two volumes folio, in 1724, under the title of Musica

Sacra, or Stled Anthems fur two, three, four,Jive, tir,

seven, and eight Foices, to which is added the Burial Ser-

ai it is occasionally performed in Westminster Abbey.

The Burial Service, which closes the first volume, was

composed upon an idea suggested by Purcell who lived

only to finish one movement. It is simple counterpoint

of note against note, and its solemnity, arising much

from its simplicity and the syllabic coincidence undis-

turbed by fugue, is so admirable that it still retains its

place at every Royal and Public funeral in this King-

dom. Dr. Croft died in August 1727, in the fiftieth

year of his age, of an illness contracted by attending his

duty at the Coronation of George II. He lies buried in

the North aisle of Westminster Abbe)', in which he held

the situation of organist. To Dr. William Boyce the Dr. Boyce.

Cathedral Service was, and still is, under great obliga-

tions for his Choral Collections, which were published

in three volumes folio. He obtained great fame as a

dramatic and miscellaneous composer, and there is much
originality and sterling merit in his compositions. The

last Musician we shall name, not from want of numbers

but from our space failing us, is Jonathan Battishill, Battishill

who seems to be the connecting link between the old and an(1 •"* =>"«

present race of English Musicians, amongst whom is to
CLb;,mb '

be found much genius for Choral Music, though we re-

gret to say we cannot produce many instrumental com-

positions from them of equal ability. Battishill died at

Islington in 1801, aged sixty-three years, and, according

to his last request, was interred near Dr. Boyce in the

vaults of St. Paul's Cathedral. This composer and

Samuel Webbe may be considered as the founders of

Glee-writing, a species of composition confined to this

Country, in which we have no rivals, and in which we
mention the names of Alcock, Arne, Attwood, Ayrton,

W. Beal, Callcott, Dr. Cooke, Robert Cooke, Crotch,

Danby, James Elliott, Harington, William Hawes,

Horsley, William Knyvett, Thomas Linley, the Earl of

Mornington, Shield, Stafford, Smith, Spoffbrth, T. F.

Walmisley, the Wesleys, Charles and Samuel, &c. &c.

as having contributed to its perfection.

We shall now return to the consideration of the Art Perfection

as perfected in other Countries, premising that our oh- "f '*"«

£
rt

servations will be confined to the Musical system and
°°

a
™ UQ"

the different styles of composition. According to Gla-

reanus, the most prevalent combination which resulted

from the perfection or imperfection of the ancient modes,

was that in which the values of the notes were imper-

fect, that is in a duplicate or subduplicate ratio. This

became at length the foundation of all the Musical rela-

tions ; various modifications succeeded, and these were

chiefly brought into use by the invention of bars, which Use of tare.

were introduced by composers to render the calculation

of corresponding values easier, by enclosing within a
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given fixed space as many notes of the score as were
equal to one note of great duration. Thus at first a bar

was drawn only at every eighth or fourth measure. The
Works that appeared about 1600, are the first known
with any kind of bars ; the general use whereof did not

obtain till a century after. The distance between the

bars gradually diminished till they enclosed but one

measure, as in the present time, at which the only excep-

tion arises in the a capetla time, where two semibreves

moving quickly are enclosed in one bar to save the fre-

quent repetition of bars. Thus the introduction of bars

with their gradual increase has brought notes of great

value into disuse, and a bar is now rarely valued by a

note of greater duration than the semibreve. The Mo-
derns have multiplied diminished notes in the form of

crotchets, quavers, semiquavers, &c, which formerly

were scarcely known. Rhythm has sustained little

variation, not so with sounds, and consequently har-

mony and counterpoint.

In theXVIth Century a change took place which led

the Art to its present perfect state. Every one sensible

of Musical tones must have remarked that all Musical

pieces end in some particular note or sound. This is

called the tonic or principal note. If the piece be dis-

sected, it will be found to consist of a number of notes

having each a different ratio to the principal or key note.

The combination of them constitutes the Musical mode;
and by proceeding upwards from it to its octave or

eighth, placing each sound in regular succession, the

scale of the mode is formed. It is consequently evident

that a great variety of systems may be formed from the

different modes. In the present day we have but two
modes, the major, in whose scale is contained id, re, mi,

fa, sol, la, si, ut, and the minor, whose ascending scale

is la, si, vt, re, mi, fa, sol, la. It was in the XVIth
Century that this system of tones became universally

known, and its influence in composition is soon discover-

able. It was fully established in the School of Du-
rante at Naples. As regards its theory, Choron main-
tains, with truth, that it is still imperfect, but this is not

the place to enter upon that subject. Had the system
experienced no variation, the Science would have attained

its limits three centuries ago, and there would have

been nothing to add to the labours of Ockenheim, Jos-

quin, Orlando, and the other masters of the French and
Flemish Schools. The alterations, however, which
took place in the tonal system led to changes in every

branch of composition. The early contrapuntists almost
invariably added the third and fifth to all the notes of

the scale except that which bears the minor fifth, to

which they affixed the sixth. All harmony was thought
allowable which excluded a succession of fifths and oc-

taves ; but the doctrine of the new modes soon exhibited

the errors of this sort of harmony, which gave innume-
rable bad combinations, such as the sixth with the third,

or often on other degrees of the scale. Charles Mont-
verde, a Schoolmaster of Lombardy, who lived about

was the inventor of the harmony of the domi-
nant, and the first who had the courage to use the

seventh and ninth of the dominant without prepara-

tion ; he also employed the minor fifth as a conso-

nance which had theretofore been treated as a discord.

These points admitted. Musicians soon came to the con-
clusion, that only three essential harmonies were to be
acknowledged in the mode, that of the tonic, the domi-
nant, and the subdominant, which are all that should be

placed either direct or inverted on those notes as well as

those comprised in their harmony. Monteverde also in- Muric.

troduced double dissonances, followed soon at'er by Modem.

triple dissonances, and diminished and altered chords.
v-^n'~—/

Counterpoint was of course affected by these changes,

and intervals in melody unthonght of before, as well as

interval- in harmony entirely original, quickly succeeded

each other. Viadana di Lodi, about this period, bit Viailana di

upon the process of giving a melody to the instrumental Lwli,

bass altogether different from that of the vocal bass,

proposing to make this bass form the groundwork of the

piece, and to represent the chord it was to bear in every

part by means of figures. Thus, although he added no- inventorof

thing to harmony, he must be considered the inventor of ftindamen-

what is called.'the fundamental bass. These innovations ,al "***•

were sometime in gaining ground, but towards the close

of the XVIIth Century, the Ecclesiastical tones began to

be considered as little more than a form to keep the modern
tones within bounds ; so at least the Neapolitan School,

with Durante at its head, used them, and the modern tones

are now universally allowed in the Church. P. Aaron
Togliani, and the authors of the first half of the XVIth
Century, added little to the improvements of the XV th,

Zarlino's Imtilutiones, published in 1571, contained Z iilino.

the theories and precepts up to his time ; but celebrated

as his Work has been considered, he seems to have had

but a confined knowledge of his contemporaries, inas-

much as he does not appear to have heard of Palestriua,

who was at that period in the zenith of his reputation.

Zarlino was, however, himself one of the Flemish

School, which may account for the silence. D. P. Ce- Ceroni.

roni, in 1613, published at Naples his Mdopeo. Nar-

rowing the boundaries of Musical doctrine he modified

his precepts according to those of Palestrina and the

composers of the Roman School, and Galeazzo Sabba-

tini soon afterwards gave rules for thorough bass on the

same principles. The Treatises, however, of Berardi, Berardiand

Buononcini, and Gasparini, at the close of the XVIIth others.

and commencement of the XVIIIth Century, reduced

the practices in counterpoint to a regular theoretical

system little different from that received at present. At

the beginning of the XVIIIth Century, Rameau, a Rameau.

French writer, gave out that all rules up to his time

were merely blind traditions, and proposed to reduce

them to a few precepts dependent on the law of Physics.

We do not think it useful to pursue the analysis of his

doctrines. Nothing can be more erroneous than some of

his enunciations ; as for instance, that in which he states

that harmony will be regular whenever the chords of

which it is formed, being brought back to their funda-

mental chords, offer successions correspondent to the

rules he has established ; since a survey of the cases in

which his method is adopted proves that a fundamental

succession of notes may have very bad derived succes-

sions, and, on the contrary, from good and usually de-

rived successions fundamental successions arise which he

condemns as faulty. His principle met with some success

in France, but is now everywhere laid aside, and it was

never of any other use than to attract the attention o\

writers on the theory of inversions. It however produced

in France a habit of viewing harmony in aPhilosophical

manner, and towards the close of the XVIIIth Century

it led to the formation of an elementary Work by the

Conservatory at Paris, or at least by the Professor of that

establishment. (Catel.) Catel considers as natural Catel.

chords those commonly called consonances, and all dis-

sonant chords used without preparation, he examines

their successions and shows how, by means of the auti-
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cipations, retardations, and alterations whereof they are

susceptible, iliey generals all artificial chords or disso-

nances properly so called. This doctrine was not altoge-

ther new, inasmuch as it had been taught by the School

of Durante, and had also been used in Germany ; but

Catel placed it in a clearer light, and fixed it tor adop-

tion in France, and it may be truly considered an

important advance in the doctrine of harmony.

Respecting the different styles of composition in Music,

the principal are usually considered under the heads of

Church, Chamber, and Instrumental Music. The first

is properly divided by Choron into four species ; that d

capella, the accompanied style, the concerlante style, and

lastly, the oratorio. That which belongs most exclu-

sively to the Church is the style a capella. It was ge-

nerally written on the tones of the plain chant without

accompaniment. It is of four sorts, the plain chant, the

fauxbourdon, counterpoint on the plain chant, and Eccle-

siastical, fugued counterpoint. Of the plain chant an

idea may be formed from the specimen of the Ecclesi-

astical tones above given, which have undergone no alter-

ation since Pope Gregory's time. The fauxbourdon is

the most simple of compositions with many parts, and is

with counterpoint of note against note in which the bass

bears perfect chords only ; it remains still the same as

at the time when the rules of composition were firmly

fixed, (which is more remote than the Flemish School,)

and it is now only used in Psalmody and some few can-

ticles. With the third sort, or counterpoint on the plain

chant, is frequently and erroneously confounded the faux-

bourdon,but in it the plain chant is strictly preserved, and

it consists in forming thereon various other parts displayed

with all the ingenuity of counterpoint, such as imitations,

fugues, canons, &c.; its history and that of composition are

the same. The masters of the Flemish School succeeded

in it wonderfully, but it is to Italy we must look for taste,

elegance, and grandeur in this style, whereof the finest spe-

cimens were produced in the XVIth Century. In France

it was soon neglected, and our own experience of the dif-

erence a very few years ago between the Ecclesiastical

Music of France and Italy would lead to a doubt, did we

not know the contrary, whether it ever had existence at all

in the former Country. The contrapuntists of the XVth

and XVIth Centuries did not restrict themselves to the

plain chant as a basis, but frequently employed a plain

chant or simple melody of their own as the groundwork;

and moreover they soon diverged from the rule of keep-

ing the leading chant to a particular part, and took their

successive subjects from the principal features of the

plain chant by introducing various kinds of imitations in

the parts, and this was, doubtless, the origin of fugue.

The sense of the words was neglected, but the Music

displayed the talent of the composer and the powers of

the singer, and at length proceeded so far that the

Council of Trent entertained the proposition of sup-

pressing Music in Churches altogether, anil a decree

would have passed to that effect but for particular and

local considerations. Pope Marcellus, about 1532, con-

sidering the extent to which this style was carried, de-

termined on reducing Church Music once more to the

Palestrina. simple Gregorian chant, when the young Palestrina pre-

sented his Holiness with a Mass in a style entirely new,

devoid of tumult and noise, the harmony pure, the

style grand and pious, the expression of it sweet yet

majestic; all features which characterise the style of the

immortal Palestrina, truly called by his Countrymen

II Principe de Musici. This man may be said to

have been the founder of every thing valuable in the

Art. He was considered by his successors as a model

not to be equalled ; which feeling, added to a continual

change in the foundation of the system, induced them
to abandon a style wherein little glory or advantage

could be acquired. The decline of the d capella style,

the varieties of which during the XVIth Century had

risen to a height since without parallel, was eminently

serviceable to the accompanied style, or that in which

the voice is accompanied by the organ alone, and to the

concerted style, wherein all sorts of instruments accom-

pany the voice. To trace the origin of these would be

rather difficult, and when accomplished, would answer

no useful purpose. Choron says that the first has been

much influenced by the madrigal style, the second by

that of the Theatre; we do not, however, quite coincide

with him, thinking it possible that exactly the inverse

was more probably the fact. It is, however, but justice

to that excellent and learned author, to whom we confess

ourselves largely indebted, to allow that there is room
for doubt as to the opinion we entertain.

The oratorio is a species of drama whose subject Oratorio,

is generally some story selected from the Scriptures,

or a Religious allegorical piece for performance in

a church by singers who personate the different

characters of the drama. Choron observes, that the

oratorio differs from the sacred drama, inasmuch as

though the subject of each may be the same, the latter

is (or the Theatre, the former for the Church. The in-

vention of the oratorio is attributed to St. Philip of

Neri, who was horn in 1513, and founded the Congre-

gation of the Oratory at Rome in 1540. Wishing to

turn to pious account the theatrical enthusiasm which

then prevailed at Rome and kept the people from

church, especially in the time of the Carnival, he

formed the scheme of having sacred Interludes writ-

ten by good Poets, and of having them set to Music

by the best composers, and performed by the most

favourite singers. The experiment succeeded ; the

concerts attracted all Rome, and from the Church of the

Oratory, (the Chiesa Nnova,) in which they were per-

formed, obtained the name of oratorios. At first they

were short and simple Poems ; finally, nothing was

wanting to their effect but the pomp of scenery and cos-

tume. Animuccia, a contemporary of Palestrina, was

perhaps the earliest composer of an oratorio. Their style

was at the beginning a mixture of the madrigal and can-

tata, but in the present day, oratorio compositions differ

very little from those of the Theatre.

Chamber Music.

Berardi and Padre Martini have divided Chamber Madrigal

Music into three styles, namely, simple madrig;ils, ac-

companied madrigals, and cantatas ; to these Choron

adds a fourth style, under the title of fugitive pieces,

but we are rather inclined to place these fugitive pieces,

such as the canzonette of Italy, the villanelle, &c. thp

bolero of Spain, the romance and vaudeville of the

French, under the head cantata. The madrigal gene-

rally, but not necessarily, resembles much the motet and

fugue of the Church ; the words were latterly, however,

of a secular nature. The simple madrigal is for voices

only, the accompanied madrigal has, as its name implies,

the accompaniment of the organ. Arcadelt has by some

been considered the first who composed this species of

Music ; but the conjecture is without foundation, since
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madrigals of more ancient masters have reached us, and
even by composers of the ancient Flemish School. To
those conversant with madrigal writers the name of

Adrian Willaert will immediately occur. The truth is

that simple madrigals came in about the beginning of

the XVIth Century, during which and the whole of the

following century the style was particularly cultivated

and encouraged ; but it has been completely aban-

doned since the early part of the XVIIIth Century,

unless the English glee can be said to be a graft of it,

which, perhaps, may be truly advanced. There was
much variety in this style. The first madrigals very

much resemble the church style, but they afterwards

assumed a character peculiar to themselves. The change

may be strikingly recognised in the madrigals of Lu-.a

Marenzio, but a little after the time of Palestrina, and
afterwards in the Works of Gesualdo, the Prince ot Ve-

nosa, of Monteverde, Mazzochi; and it seems to have

been exhausted by attaining its utmost limit in the com-
positions of the celebrated Alessandro Scarlatti. The
accompanied madrigal seems to have originated only after

the practice was introduced of placing an instrumental

differing from the vocal bass below the voices; a practice

which dates from the commencement of the XVIIth
Century. The principal writers in this style were Fres-

cobaldi, Carissimi, Lotti. Scarlatti, Clari, Marcello, and
Durante. Since these masters, little has been attempted

in this style of Music, one which requires great Musical

learning and the devotion of years to the study of the

Science. Choron says, and perhaps too truly, that the

Musician of the present period limits his glory to the

composition of a song ; nor can we much wonder at it

when we reflect on the rewards attendant on Theatrical

compositions, as distinguished from those of the Church
and Chamber.
The Cantata, which originates from the Lyric Drama, is

a short Poem, which in a literary sense has no very de-

termined character, though generally confined to the

recital of some simple interesting passage or fact to illus-

trate the expression of some peculiar sentiment. It has a
wide range, sacred, profane, heroic, comic, and even ludi-

crous subjects admit its employment. Its invention is as-

signed to the early part of the XVIIth Century, the first

writers of it being Poliaschi a Roman, Loteri Vittorii of

Spoleto, and Ferrari ofReggio, betterknown by the name
of Ferrari della Tiorba. After these came Merula,Gra-
ziani, Bassani, and Carissimi. Towards the middle of
the Century, Marc' Antonio Cesti, a scholar of Carissimi,

brought recitative to perfection, Rossi and Legrenzi
flourished, and Alessandro Scarlatti surprised the world
by the brilliancy and fertility of his genius. In the be-

ginning of the XVIIIth Century, we have Gasparini,

Giovanni and Antonio Buononcini, Benedetto Mar-
cello, a Noble of Venice, but more to be esteemed for

his well-known compositions of the Psalms to the Pa-
raphrase in Italian of Giustiniardi, Pergolesi, Vivaldi

also a violin writer, the Baron d'Astorga, and lastly,

Nicolo Porpora, all classical and justly celebrated writers.

The remark relative to the decline of madrigal writing

equally applies to the neglect of the cantata in the pre-

sent day. It has been abandoned for nearly three

quarters of a century, and perhaps from the same causes.

Those who are desirous of pursuing an inquirv into na-
tional melodies, which come under the head of Choron's
fugitive pieces, will do well, amongst other Works, to

consult the Esttri sur la Musique Ancienne el Moderne,
4 vols. 4to. by J. B. Laborde. Though there are many

vol. v.

important errors in it, and the harmonies nre bad, the Music,

melodies, at least a large proportion of them, may be Modern,

trusted to. **-"""v"•*

Music of the Drama.

The Lyric Drama of our time is, doubtless, very unlike Early

those representations, both sacred and profane, whereof Lyric

the ancient writers speak, for we have authority for Uranuu

asserting that such were in existence since the Xlllth
Century. The earliest which can be identified is an
Orfeo of Angelus Politianus, composed about the year
147.) ; and in 1480 a Musical Tragedy is mentioned as

having been performed in Rome. It is believed that in

1555, II Sagri/izio, a Pastoral Drama of Agostino Bec-
cari, was set to Music by Alfonso della Viola, for the

Court of France, and that an Opera was performed at

Venice in 1574, in honour of Henry III. passing through
that city from Poland to take the Crown of France, to

which he had succeeded on the decease of his brother

CharlesIX. It can scarcelybe supposed thatat this period

the Lyric Drama had a style peculiar to itself; it was most
probably a mixture of the Church and Secular Music of
the day ; nor was it till the perfection of the recitative

that the Drama can be said to have a stvle of its own, of

which the following account is said to be the origin.

Bardi, Strozzi, and Corsi, three Florentine amateurs,

dissatisfied with the attempts which in their time had
been made to bring Dramatic Poetry to perfection, hit

upon the expedient of engaging one of the best of their

Lyric Poets to write aDrama which should be set to Music
by one of the best Musicians of the period. Rinuccini

was the Poet selected, and the subject Daphne. Peri

applied to it a species of recitation in Musical notes, but
without their regular support and marked time. The
composition was, in 1597, performed at the house of
Corsi, and met success so decided, that Rinuccini de-

termined to write two other Works of similar nature,

Euridice andAriana. In the year in which the latter was
performed at Florence, an Oratorio, entitled Di Anima
e di Corpo, with the same description of recitative com-
posed by Emilio del Cavaliere, was performed at Rome.
This Work, as well as that of Peri, were published in

160S; the two authors claiming in their Prefaces the

invention of recitative. G. B. Doni allows the inven-

tion to neither, alleging that it belonged to Vincenzo

Galilei, father of the celebrated Astronomer, who, as

well as Bardi and others, sensible of the defects of the

Music of that Age, employed himself in endeavouring

to recover the Musical declamation of the Greeks, ima-

gined the recitative, and applied it to Dante's Episode

of Count Ugolino. In this style he also composed the

Lamentations of Jeremiah, and performed the piece

himself with the accompaniment of a viol. Giulio Cac-

cini, a young Roman singer, frequented the house of

Bardi, and improved recitative ; Peri soon became his

rival, and both, as Doni says, united in setting Rinuccini's

words of Daphne. Peri afterwards composed Euridice.

Claudio Monteverde, of whom mention has already

been made, followed hard upon these with the Ariana,
which was put into recitative by him. Whatever may
be the true state of this case, it is certain that of the

above Works the Euridice of Clari was the first w hich w as

publicly performed, and that its representation took

place in 1600 at Florence, on the marriage of Henry IV.

of France with Mary of Medicis. Nearly the whole of

the Opera, Peri's Daphne, is in recitative, and the parts to

which the word aria is prefixed, are scarcely distinguish-

4 x
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able from the others by the appearance of air. Up to

the middle of the century this observation generally

applies.

In the Opera of Jaso/i, set to Music by Francesco

Cavalli. a fertile writer of Operas between 1637 and

1667, Dr. Burney observes, that the gmve recitative be-

gan first to be interrupted with the ornamented sort of

stanza called Aria. This Opera was set in 16-19, yet the

airs were insipid, generally minuet time, and varying con-

stantly. The Operas of Cesti exhibit considerable pro-

gress. 1 1 is most celebrated, La Dori, first appeared in 16(13

at Venice, and was also frequently performed in the other

principal citiesof Italy. Cesti was moreovera great writerof

Cantatas. He lias been untruly stated to have been a scholar

of Carissimi. At this period the Opera began to degenerate

into Spectacle, a practice now carried to such an extent that

the machinist and decorator in the present day are almost

as much admired as the Poet and Musician. An immense
number of composers followed those we have named,

many of them possessing genius and talents of a high

order, such as Gasparini, Perti, Colonna, Lotti, and the

celebrated Alessandro Scarlatti, whose pupils Leo, Vinci,

Domenico Sarro, Hasse, Porpora, Feo, Abos, and Per-

golesi, in the early part of the XVIIIth Century, gave

power to the words by making the melody expressive

of the sentiment. They were seconded in their efforts

by the Poets of the day, such as Zeno and his pupil

Metastasio. The next series of composers compre-

hends a list of names equally celebrated, Joinelli, Piccini,

Sacchini, Guglielmi, Traetta, Anfbssi, Terradellas, and

others. Among the pupils of these Paisiello and Cinia-

rosa appear.

It is to Gluck we owe the perfection of the Lyric

Drama; that great master died at the age of seventy-

three, in the year 1787. His Opera of Orfe.o ob-

tained the honour of being the first ever printed in

Inly, the brilliant success of which induced the com-
poser and his Poet Calzabigi to unite their talents

on the tragic subject of Aiceste, an Opera first per-

formed at Vienna in 1768. This was printed in 1769,

and for the two succeeding years after it was brought

out, no other Drama was allowed to be performed at the

Court Theatre. The Dedication prefixed to it by him-

self we shall quote, inasmuch as it explains the pre-

vious state of the Science by showing what bethought
ought then to be attended to. " When I determined, he

observes, " to compose Music for this Poem, I proposed

to myself to shun various abuses in composition, that the

vanity of singers, or excessive complacency of com-
posers had introduced, and which had rendered the

Italian Opera a most fatiguing and ridiculous, instead of

a splendid and beautiful spectacle ; I endeavoured to

reduce Music to its legitimate purpose, which is that of

seconding Poetry, in order to strengthen the expression

of the sentiments and the interest of the fable without

interrupting the action or weakening it by superfluous

embellishments. It struck me that Music ought to

aid Poetry, as vivacity of colouring, and a happy agree-

ment of light and shade, strengthen the effect of a cor-

rect and well-designed Picture, by animating the figures

without altering the outline. I have, therelbre, never in

ihis Opera interrupted a singer in the warmth ofa dialogue

in order to introduce a tedious riiornello, nor have I

stopped him in the midst of a discourse, to display his

agility of voice in a long cadence. I have never deemed
it requisite to hurry over the second part of an air

where it consisted of the most impassioned and im-

II ay da,

ami others.

portant portion of the subject, in order to repeat the

words ofthe first part four limes over ; or lo finish wdiere

the souse docs not conclude, in order to give the singer

an opportunity of showing that he can vary a passage in

several ways and disguise it in Ins own peculiar manner.

In short, I have attempted to reform I hose abuses

against which good sense and good taste have so long
declaimed in vain. I have Considered that the overture

ought to prepare the audience for the character of the

coming action and its subject ; that the instrumental

accompaniments should be used only in proportion to

the degree of interest and passion of the Drama; and.

also, that it is principally requisite to avoid too marked
a disparity in the dialogue between air and recitative, in

order not to break the sense of a period, nor interrupt in

a wrong place the energy of the action. Lastly, I have

thought that I should use everv effort in aiming at sim-

plicity, and have, accordingly, avoided making any
show of difficulties at the expense of clearness. I have

set no value on novelty, unless it naturally sprang Irom

the expression of the subject. In fine, there is no rule

of composition that I have not willingly sacrificed loi

the sake of effect." Gluclc became the model of his

contemporaries, Piccini, Sacchini, &c, and the Art
seemed fixed on a firm basis, except as the changes
of melody would act on it, in which respect, judging
from present appearances, it is impossible to foresee the

limit. The improvement of instrumental Music towards

the end of the iast century caused a sensible change in

that of the Drama, by composers introducing into Operatic

movements the system of the symphony. Haydn, Mo-
zart, and Cherubiui, and since them Weber, Spohr, Ros-

sini, and all the modern School, in some degree have

wrought on this plan, which, however, has one disad-

vantage, namely, that of often Buffering the vocal parts,

which are truly the principal, to be eclipsed by those

which ought to be subordinate.

We have in the above observations confined our no- Comic

ticc to the LyricTragedy, but it may easily be conceived drama,

that the Comic Opera, the Opera Hull'a. &C. underwent

changes in a similar manner. The earliest Lyric Come-
dies known arc of the With Century, such are the

Sacrijjzio of Beccari, by Alfonso delta Viola, in 15.">r>;

I Pazzi Amanti, in 1569; La 1'ocsia rappretenlative,

1574 ; La Tragedia di Frangipani, by Claudio Merula;

II Re Salomons., 1579; Pace e I'itioria, 1580; Pal-

lade, 1581, &c. ; L'AnJi—PanuMta, by Orazio Vecchi,

1597, all which were represented at Venice. They are in

the madrigal style, winch was not very appropriate to

the Stage. From the want of instrumental accompani-

ments, monologues, in order to obtain harmony, were

sung by several voices; and rccitaii\c was at this time

unknown in Lyric Comedy. Many Comic Operas were

produced during the \\ 11th Century, without entering

on the details of which, were we acquainted with them,

we arrive at the era above-mentioned when Scarlatti and

his pupils infused expression into Dramatic Music.

Amongthem, Pergolesi distinguished himselt by the intro-

duction of declamatory modulation into Dramatic Music.

Although the masters generally wrote Lyric Tragedy as

well as Comedy, Niccola Piccini, was particularly cele-

brated for the latter, and surpassed his contemporaries in

his liuona Figliola. Comic Music was enriched by the

genius of Guglielmi, Paisiello, and others, but all be-

came eclipsed by the splendid productions in this style

of Mozart, upon which to the present period all com
posers have more or less founded their productions.
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Instrumental Music.

* Instruments may be divided into stringed, wind, and
vocal, as respects their sonorous properties; into six species,

as respects their mechanism, namely bowed, wind, keyed,

stringed, percussible, and mechanical instruments. At ihe

head of these must be placed " the human voice divine,"

the most beautiful, as well as the type of them all. We
shall not enter further on this part of the subject by in-

Quiring into those instruments used among- uncivilized

nations, but confine our notice to those employed by the

educated Musician. These are the violin, viola, or tenor

violin, the violoncello, or bass, and the double bass,

bowed instruments. The German flute, clarionet, oboe,

bassoon, horn, trumpet, trombone, serpent, fife, and
flageolet, wind instruments. The harpsichord, spinet,

pianoforte, and organ, keyed instruments. The harp,

guitar, lyre, and mandolin, stringed instruments. Drums
of different sorts and cymbals, instruments of percus-

sion ; and, lastly, the bird or hand organ, and bulafo, or

Barbarv organ, mechanical instruments.

Single Music is that specially composed for a single

instrument, whether produced by that one instrument, or

to increase the effect accompanied by one or more in-

struments in addition and subservient to the principal

one. This is the solo and accompanied solo, whereof
the concerto is the more refined and brilliant species.

The style of a solo of course is dependent on the extent

and nature of the instrument, hence there are as many
styles of solos as there are instruments : but as the violin

is the principal instrument in the orchestra it will be use-

less to notice any other ; and in our remarks we shall

merely touch upon some Historical points relative to the

construction of studies, fantasie, capricci, sonate, Concetti,

&c.

The construction of solos, simple or accompanied,
includes their melodic form and the choice of the instru-

ments employed. The former is still subject to change,

and without fixed rules. The same holds with the

choice of the instruments, from the Sonata, the simplest,

to the Concerto, the most complicated. Corelli seems to

have been the person who fixed the bounds of the

sonata, which first appeared during the XVIIth Cen-
tury. Torelli, his contemporary, invented the Concerto
bearing the title of Concerto grosso, employing at first but

five instruments, namely, the quartet, with the leading

or principal part superadded. Benda and Stamitz added
wind instruments to these compositions, and thus laid

the foundation of the symphony. In instrumental Music,

as in singing, great changes have taken place, both as

respects taste and style. They have doubtless been

much influenced by the co-existing styles of vocal com-
position. When Dramatic Music first rose under the

hand of Corelli, it was dry and scientific. Expression

was given to it by Geminiani. Under Tartini it at-

tained a very high degree ot expression, both in com-
position as well as execution. Of Tartini, Btirncv

observes that he was the principal Italian theorist of

the last century ; and that though his system of
harmony has been confuted in the scientific part, yet

there are frequently found in his writings such ad-

mirable ideas, traits of modulation, and curious har-

mony, as are invaluable to practical Musicians. Soon
after Tartini's time, the Concerto was greatly improved,

particularly by Jarnowick, (the favourite violin pupil of
the celebrated Lulli,) who died at Petersburg in 1S04,

and by Nicolo Mestrino, twelve of whose Concertos were

published at Paris in his lifetime, and who died in 1790, Music,

at the age of forty-aim. Both these, however, were far Modern,

surpassed by Viotti, who gave the Concerto a character v-—"V '

peculiarly his own, and brought it to a degree of perfec-

tion which seemed incapable of being surpassed; yet the

writer of this Essay, who had the good fortune at an
early period of his life to hear that master, has since

heard several players, Kiesewetter, Baillot, and others,

who have left Viotti far behind.

What has been said of solos applies also to Con- Concerted

certed pieces, by which is understood instrumental pieces.

Music with different parts, which are all equally obligato,

from each having its appropriate part, and taking up
the strain in its turn, the other parts then becoming
accompaniments. These two methods are practised

equally in the duet, trio, quartet, quintet, and other

Music, where each instrument has its separate part; also

in the symphony, where the parts are multiplied in

number for effect, according to certain proportions.

Boecherini, who died at Madrid in 1306, at the age of

sixty-six, was the first (1768) who gave to the trio a
fixed character ; after him came Fiorillo, Cramer, Giar-

dini, Pugnani, and lastly Viotti. To Boecherini we are

also indebted for the quartet as now fixed, in which he

was followed by Giardini, Cambini, and in another

School by Pleyel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and many
other celebrated men. Boecherini also composed the

quintet, and has been surpassed by others as well as by
Mozart and Beethoven.

The Symphony, much improved since the middle of Symphony,

the XVIIIth Century by Gossec, Toeski, Wanhall, and
Emmanuel Bach, was brought to perfection by Haydn.
Mozart and Beethoven have equalled him, but, all

things considered, we can scarcely admit that he has been
surpassed by those surprising writers. Thus within

the space of three centuries (from 1550) all parts

of the Musical system, namelv melody, the principles

of Musical construction and design, and every species

of composition, have arrived at a degree of excellence

hardly to have been hoped, and perhaps not to be

excelled.

Of the different Schools.

Padre Giambatista Martini, in his Saggio Fondamen- The Italian.

talc Pralico di Contrapunlo, published in 1771, reckoned

five great Schools in Italy, namely, the Roman School,

which comprehends Palestrina, the two Nanini, Orazio

Beiu'voli, and Francesco Foggia ; the Venetian School,

comprising Adrian Willaert, Zarlino, Lotti, Gaspariui,

and his scholar Marcello; the Neapolitan, in which the

leaders are Radio, the Prince of Yeuosa, Leo, and F.
Durante ; the Lombard School, including Porta, Munte-

verde, Parmegiano, and Vecchi ; and, lastly, the Bo-
lognese School, comprising Rota, Giacobbi, Colonua,

ami Perti, to whom Sarti and the Padre Martini him-

self may be added. The general divisions, however, of

the Schools are of Venice and Lombardy, of Rome
and Bologna, and of Naples. All the Schools of Italy

are characterised by a profound knowledge of the prin-

ciples of the Science, added to much grace and expres-

sion, nevertheless each School has peculiar features of its

own. Thus the first has been distinguished by energy

and strong colouring, the next bv science and purity of

composition, and the last by great vivacity and true ex-

pression From the time of Gregory downwards, Italy

has always been the cradle of Music, though it was in

an exhausted state during the period of the Middle

4v 2
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Music. Apes, when the Country was the scene of continual

Madam, wars ; and it is observable that from the XII 1th to the
v~"""V—' XVIth Century, the greatest improvement in the Art

was attributable to the French and Flemings j the

School of the latter, which was in truth the founda-

tion of all that afterwards existed in Europe, having

been destroyed and ruined by the Wars in Flanders to-

wards the close of the XVIth Century. The French,

from their proximity to and intercourse with the Fle-

mings, partook 01 their Musical taste, and at that lime the

Italian chapels, even at Rome, were constantly supplied

with singers from Flanders and Picardy, and the com-

positions of the writers of those nations were continually

sung. Naples and Milan invited them, and a great uni-

formity in Music existed in all the nations of Europe.

Though the Italians followed the same principles, the

fact of none of their Works of that period being

cpioted, proves that they then cultivated the Art with

little success. Italy began to show its powers about the

middle of the XVIth Century, at which period Pales-

trina appeared, but he went into France to study, where

he was the pupil of Goudimel, and afterwards became

the head of the Roman School. The Italians owe their

excellence to ancient Ecclesiastical counterpoint, to

which, having received it from the Flemings, they were

the first to give sentiment. They invented phrases and

melodic periods, and moreover created tonal harmony,

in which latter respect they were so superior to other

nations, that the chord formed by the second and leading-

note of the mixed mode has long been called the Italian

.sixth, from its being generally believed that the Italians

were the inventors of it. They likewise brought coun-

terpoint to perfection, and it is to them that fugue, canon,

and all intricate counterpoint owe their chief beauties,

and though all the Schools of Italy seem to have had a

share in the work, the greatest fame attaches to those of

Rome and Naples. It was in Italy that Chamber Music

at an early period rose to so high a pitch of excellence,

that it seems almost exclusively to belong to that

Country ; whether it consist of madrigals, cantatas, can-

zoni, or the like, it flourished in Italy full of grace and
beauty. The Theatrical style almost exclusively be-

longed to Italy. It first appeared at Florence, and was

raised to perfection at Naples, having been previously

attempted by all the other Schools. In short, the

Italians have achieved every sort of vocal composition,

and have moreover been, even in instrumental composi-
tion, the instructors of Europe, for to them are we in-

debted for the best models in that branch of the Art.

From the Sonata to the Concerto they invented all the

species of instrumental Music. Corelli, Tartini, and
their pupils cleared the path for the writers of other

Countries in violin Music. So with regard to the harp-

sichord from Frescobaldi to Clementi. It must, how-

ever, be conceded, that though Buccherini by the inven-

tion of the quintet led the way to that of the Symphony,
the Italians have no claim to it.

Vocal per- The great superiority both in execution and numbers
formers of of the singers of the Schools of Italy over the rest of
Italy. Europe is worthy of inquiry, if our space allowed us

to indulge in speculation on the subject. Choron
says it arose from three causes, the two first whereof

belong to them exclusively, and the third is the natural

consequence of the others ; namely, the climate, the

organization of the inhabitants, and the excellence of

their rules ; and we are inclined to give credit to his

supposition at all events of the two latter grounds,

Haydn said that the climate of Germany injured the Music.

voice of Italian singers, and that he frequently sent Modern,

those belonging to Prince Esterhazy's Chapel to Italy to
""—"^^"^

improve their organ.

In addition to the violin and harpsichord,—on the Instru-

former of which Corelli, Tartini, and Viotti, and on the awnt*

latter Frescobaldi and his School, instructed all Europe,
—the Italians invented and brought into use the

bassoon, the trombone, as well as many other instru-

ments, In the present day, and perhaps it has always

been the case in Italy, instruments are considered only

as the means of accompaniment, and, except at Naples,

we doubt whether a difficult Symphony could be well

performed. Certain it is, that the writer of this Essay
never had the good fortune to hear one executed in a
way above mediocrity, but he allows that he never wit-

nessed a jxiblic performance of one. The number of

their composers is nevertheless very great, all well in-

structed, though musical theory is confined chiefly to the

amateur.

Since the latter part of the last century there seems Present

a considerable decay in the Music of Italy in the num- 8,a,e -

her and excellence both of composers and performers.

Singers of the first and second rank were always to be

found in abundance; and composers, though not in equal

numbers, were yet sufficient to mark the Country as the

nursery of Music. Now, we rarely have more than two
or three singers of the first order, though the number
of the second may perhaps be equal ; and good com-
posers are no less scarce. Choron attributes this to the

preference given to Dramatic Music, to acquire consider-

able fame in which a profound knowledge of the Art is

not requisite, however useful it maybe. Italy, however,

still preserves a high rank in respect of her Music rela-

tively to the other nations of Europe, and can boast of

eminent writers, and it is in that Country that the best

vocal instruction may yet be obtained.

The German School.

In Italy, as in Germany, there are almost as many Numeroiu

Schools as Capitals. The Italians prefer pure, the Ger- School*

mans brilliant harmony. The German and Flemish
Schools are nearly coeval in their origin, hence the Ger-

man is even prior to the Italian Schools. Germany was
the scene of so many Wars towards the close of the

XVIth and commencement of the XVIIth Century,

more especially the Thirty Years' War, that the Arts were

entirely neglected in that Country during the above

period. It is certain that Germany was then far behind

Italy, and that it was not previously to the end of the

XVIIth Century, that Keyser, who was born at Leipsic

in 1673, and composed one hundred and seven Operas,

gave an impulse to the Germans, which it would seem
they are destined never to lose. Since the renewal of

the Art, the Germans have followed the Italians in all

that regards the foundation of the system. They have

not perhaps equalled them in vocal Melody, but in in-

strumental Music they have surpassed, and continue to

surpass, all other nations. The Gregorian chant was of

course imported from Italy, but the Germans have a pe-

culiar species of Music called Chorals, in which the whole

congregation joins with most imposing effect. Their

counterpoint, fugues, canons, and all that depends on
plain chant, are not to be compared with those of Italy.

In Church Music of the accompanied style, the Masses of

Graun, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, leave all others

far behind. Nor are their Oratorios, such as the Ascension
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by Bach, the Death of Jesus by Graun, the Messiah by
Handel, and the Creation and Seasons of Haydn, in any

' degree inferior to their Church compositions. Choron
classes the Creation and Seasons under the head of Can-
tatas, and denominates them as belonging to the Chamber
style, but we do not concur with him, however we may
be called to account for our presumption in differing

from so learned and competent a writer.

Though not so early as the Italian, the German Thea-
tre is of ancient standing; but it attained little celebrity,

till at the close of the XVIIth Century Keyser began to

compose for the Theatre at Hamburgh, then in a flou-

rishing condition. Few of his Works remain ; he was,

however.an industrious composer. Fancy and originality

were the characteristics of his Works, and the vigour

of a fertile imagination is discernible in all of them.

Hasse grafted the manner of the School of Naples
on that which Keyser had introduced. Thus im-
proved, it became with some modifications and the later

improvements in instrumental accompaniments, the

style of Graun, Naumann, Gluck, Haydn, and even of

Mozart.

It is from its instrumental Music that the German
School has acquired all its lustre and reputation. On
the violin, though the composers of Germany trod in the

steps of Corelli, their success entitles them to the rank

of inventors. Whilst Locatelli and Geminiani, Corelli's

most distinguished pupils, were spreading his School in

Holland and England respectively, Benda and Stamitz

had begun in Germany, and their successors, Leopold
Mozart, Fraenzl, and Cramer were improving the state

of violin Music in a surprising manner. Soon the harp-

sichord, Kerler and Froberger, who taught in the French
and Italian Schools, were succeeded by men whom to

name is sufficient eulogy ; we mean John Sebastian Bach
and his children, Haydn, Kozeluch, Mozart, Dcissek, and
Cramer, besides many others. So with respect to their

wind instruments a species of composition was introduced

which appears almost exclusively in Germany. In instru-

mental concerted Music the names of Haydn, Mozart,
and Beethoven have already been mentioned, and the first

especially as being almost the inventor of the Symphony.
To these may be honourably added, Weber, Spohr,
Hummel, and many others of our own time. A prac-

tice which has long subsisted, and is not met with in

any other Country, has greatly contributed to the

spread of Music in Germany. In all the Public

Schools, as well in villages as in cities, Music is taught to

children at the same time at which they teach them to

read and write; and it is remarkable, that wherever the

Jesuits had Schools and Colleges, they engaged with
great activity in this branch of education, whilst in

no other Country was the Order given to patronize the
Fine Arts. The learned Lami, who many years since

published a Periodical Journal at Florence, was one
day showing a friend the sights in that City. At the

celebrated Gallery of Pictures at the Palace Pitti, the

stranger said to him, Voila le berceau des arts, to which
Lami replied, pointing to a Convent of Jesuits close by,

Et voild lenr tombeau. But it was a principle with
the Jesuits wherever they were established, to accommo-
date themselves as much as possible to the pursuits of the

Princes and People, and on their fixture in Ger-
many having found Musical instruction there universal,

they encouraged it as much as possible. Another cir-

cumstance which has much contributed to the great
progress of Music in Germany, has been the enlightened

view which almost all their Sovereigns have taken of it Music,

even by their own compositions and practice. In Musical Modern,

literature the Germans have produced a considerable
v"—"^ ' '

number of excellent Works. Not to mention numberless
?f

s
'»

Treatises on ancient and Church Music, as well as con-

troversial Works on counterpoint, we will cite the
Gradus ad Parnassum of Fux, dedicated to the Em-
peror Charles VI., and printed at Vienna in J725, lately,

if not still, the elementary Work used in the Schools of
Italy; Marpurg's History of Music ; many Treatises by
Kirnberger and others, such as E. Bach, Matthison,

Knecht, Vogler, Albrechtsberger, Forkel, Gerbert, Nick-
elman, and Koch.

French School.

During the XlVth and XVth Centuries, the progress Music neg-

of the French in the Arts was very slow, and particu-
J!;

ctt(1 '"

larly in that of Music. But in the reign of Francis I. f8
™"C

*r|o°.
there existed as many celebrated Musicians in France,
as in Italy, Germany, Flanders, and England. Those,
however, who distinguished themselves in France, were
not Frenchmen. Both Orlando di Lasso and Claude le

Jeune belonged properly to the Flemish School. So also

did Josquin de Prez, who was much esteemed at the

Court of Louis XII., and to whom the early Music of
France is under great obligations. A curious anecdote is

told of a composition by Josquin, which is published in

the Dodecachordon of Glareanus. Being engaged to

teach Louis singing, that Monarch being extremely de-

ficient in flexibility of voice, defied the master to write

a piece of Music in which he could possibly sustain a

part. He did, however, compose one, a canon of two
parts, to which he added two other parts, one whereof

had to sustain only one note, the other passing only

from the key note to the fifth. Of course, he gave the

Monarch the choice of parts, who out of modesty chose

that with the single note. Anloine Brumel, a contem- Early com-

porary of Josquin, and like him a pupil of the celebrated P ^"-

Ockeuheim, is the earliest, composer of counterpoint in

the French School. At this period, the French were

behind other nations in writers on the theory of Music,

as well as in composers. This state, from the death of

Francis I. to the end of the reign of Henry IV ., may
doubtless be fairly attributed to the internal troubles of the

Country. Certon, Master of the children of the Sainte

Chapelle of Paris, in 154G, published thirty-one of the

Psalms of David in Music of four parts. In a collection

of motets published at Venice, about 1544, one ap-

pears also by Certon, to the words Diligebat autem
eum Jesus. This is in five parts, and in it the tenor

sings the plain chant of a prayer to St. John repeated

upon the key note and its fifth (after a rest of two bars)

from the beginning to the end of the piece. A little after

this, Didier Lupi set to Music his Chansons Spirituel/es

;

Guillaume Bellen, Canticles, in four parts; Philibert

Jambe de Fer, the Psalms of Marot ; Pierre Santome,

the whole of the Psalms; and Noe Faigneut songs,

motets, and madrigals, in three parts. The name of

Crespel also appears in the best collections of motets

and songs published in the middle of this century, some
of which prove him to have been a profound master of

counterpoint. Ronsard, whose poetical fame extended

through the reigns of Henry II., Francis II., Charles I \\,

and Henry III., was extremely partial to Music, and
sang very agreeably. His Poetry was set to Music, espe-

cially by Antoine fiertrand, who published the collection

in 157S, in four parts, and by Francois Reynard, in four
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state, and five parts in llic following year. Ronsard died in

Modern. 1585, and his funeral, at which Cardinal Perron pro-

"——v^-" nounced (he oration, was so pompously celebrated and

BO BOineronsly attended, that the Cardinal tie Bourbon

and manv other Princes and Nobles conld not pierce

the crowd. The Music was composed expressly tor the

occasion, not in plain chant, and accompanied by instru-

ments. The most celebrated Musician of the reign

of Charles IX. was the unfortunate Claude Goudimel,

massacred among the other Protestants at Lyons, in

1672. Though a native of Franche-Comte, he lived all

his life in France, and certainly belongs to the French

School. Up to the close ofthe XlXth Century, a tew other

names, but of less merit, occur, such as Jean de Castre,

Louis Bisson, Nicholas Duchemin, Francois lloussel,

Jean Pervin, Nicolas de la (untie, .ban t hardavoine,

writers of madrigals, and also Jean Serven, who set

the Latin Psalms of Buchanan in four, five, six, and

eight parts. But France derives little Musical reputation

from any of their compositions. Henry III., in 1581,

on the marriage of his favourite, the Duke de Joyeuse,

with Mademoiselle de Yaudemont, the Queen's sister,

lavished great expense in fetes, balls, and diversions. It

was on thai occasion that Claude le Jeune wrote his

Ballet, Cert* it ses Nymphes, a spectacle then new to

France. The Music to the dances was composed by

Beaulieu or Baltazarini, and Salmon. Francois Eu-
stache de Caurroy, born in 1549, received trom his

contemporaries the title of Prince des Professeurs de

Musique. He was Master of the Chapel to Charles

IX., Henry III., and Henry IV. There is extant of

his composition, a Mass tor the Dead, which was for-

merlv sun;;' once in every year at the Cathedral Church

of Notre Dame in Paris, and a posthumous Work,

published in 1610, entitled Melange de la Musique

XVIIth d'EuHache de Caurroy. During the short reign of

Century. Henry IV. France had scarcely recovered from the

horrors of her Civil and Religions Wars. His son, who
ascended the throne at the early age of six years, was in

his youth much attached to Music. The principal com-

poser of Church Music during the reign of Louis XIII.

appears to have been Arthur aux Couteanx, but the best

writer of secular Music was Jean Baptiste Boesset, and

he was the favourite at Court. The best account of

French Music during this reign is to be found in the

Ilarmonie Universelle of Merscnnus, a large folio vo-

lume, published at Paris in 1636.

Dramatic Oltavio Binuccini, a Poet who came into France
Musk-. with Mary of Medicis, gave the French their first notion

of the Lyric Drama. None, however, are mentioned as

having been performed during the reign of Louis XI II.,

his Minister Richelieu rather patronizing the literary

French Drama. Mazarin was the person who first

caused an Italian Opera to be heard in France, which

was performed at the Louvre in 1646; and out of this

sprang the French Opera. Perrin, Master of the Cere-

monies to Gaston, Duke of Orleans, in 1670, aided by

the Musical talents of Cambert, brought out the first

French Opera, under the title of Pomona, at the Tennis

Court in the Rue Mazarine. Two years after this,

Lulli obtained the privilege of performing them, which

Lulli. ne enjoyed till his death in 1667. Lulli, born of obscure

parents, near Florence, in 1633, was brought by the

Chevalier de Guise into France at the age of thirteen

vears, on account of his Musical talents. He was re-

ceived into his patron's house among the officers or ser-

vants of the kitchen, upon which Ginguene observes,

(Jest tin pays passablement barbare, que celui oil recon- Music.

naissant dans un jeune homme vn latent dislingui jiour Modern.

les beaur arts, on le place partni dm ruisinii rs ,t dt i mar- ^""v-"'

?nitons. Louis XIV. desired to hear hi in play, and was so

pleased with his performance, that he engaged him in his

service. Lulli commenced his services by the composition

of Ballets for the Court, which gave so much satisfaction

that the King would listen to no other than his Music.

When the Opera sprang up, Perrin surrendered his

privilege to Lulli, who entered into tin engagement with

QuinauH, to furnish him with the words of an Opera
every \ear. The result of this engagement was the

production of the Operas of Les Fetes de fAmour et de

Bacchus, Cadmus, Alceste, Thitee, .fti/s, Isis, Proser*

pine, Persi-e, Phaeton, Amadis, Roland, and Amide. At
the time that Lulli was placed at the head of the band

of les pet its violons, very few Musicians in France \\ere

able to play at sight, and a person was accounted an

excellent 'master, who could play thorough bass in ac-

companiment to a scholar. He contributed greatly to

the improvement of French Music, which up to his time

, was infinitely surpassed, especially in sacred Music, by

the English masters. In his overtures, he introduced

fugues, and was the first who in chorusses made use of

the side and kettle drums. It is astonishing that the

French were so long Stationary in Music alter his

death. From the production of his last Opera in 16S6

to 1733, when Rameau brought out his first Opera,

it would hare been thought a mad enterprise to have

endeavoured to surpass Lulli. The names of the com-

posers who filled up this interval, though obscure, are less

so than their Works. Colasse, Lulli's disciple, finished, in

1687, his Opera of Achilk et Polixene, of which the first

act only was found among Lulli's papers. Between that

time and 1706 he composed eight Operas for the Aca-

demie Royale. During the same period, Charpentier,

Desmarest, Campra, Coste, and Destouches, ol whom
Campra and Destouches were the most celebrated, wrote

Operas. These were succeeded by Bcrtin, in 1706;

Mouret, in 1714; Monteclair, in 1716; Rebel and
Francceur, in 1725; Blamont, in 1731; Brissac in

1733, in which year Rameau brought out his first Work.

Rebel and Francceur continued, however, to compose

together till 1760. During this period Instrumental

Music was very slow in its progress. The best organists

in France during the XVIIth Century were the father,

son, and grandson Bournonvilles, and the three brothers

Couperin ; Chambonieres, who died in 1670; Dumont,

also a good composer of Ecclesiastical Music, who in-

troduced into it violin accompaniments, by the desire of

Louis XIV. ; the Abbe de la Barre, so great a favourite

of the King, that the situation of organist which he held

was at his decease divided between four organists who
did the duty quarterly ; lastly, Lalande, who began to

flourish in 16S4, and was the best writer of Sacred

Music in France towards the close of the XVIIth Cen-

tury and the commencement of the XVIIIth. We pro-

ceed to one who formed an epoch in the French School.

Jean Philippe Rameau, born at Dijon in 16S3, hav- Rameau.

ing grounded himself at an early age in the rudiments

of .Music, left his native Country and wandered about

with the performers of a German Opera. At the age of

eighteen he composed a Musical entertainment which

was represented at Avignon. He then became a can-

didate for the situation of organist of the Church of St.

Paul, in Paris; failing in which attempt he almost de-

termined to decline that branch of his profession, when
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the offer of the place of organist to the Cathedral Church
of Clermont in Auvergne prevented him. In retire-

ment in that City, he pursued the theory of the Art with

great industry, having there written his Traiti del'Har-

?nonie, printed at Paris in 1722, and his Nouveau Sys-

tem?, de Miuique Thcorique, at the same place in 1726.

But his most celebrated Work is the Demonstration du
Principe de I'Harmonie, in which his Countrymen say,

lie has shown that the whole depends upon one single

and clear principle, namely, the fundamental bass; and

their admiration has carried them so far as to com-
pare him in this respect to Newton, who from the

principle of Gravitation assigned reasons for some of

the most remarkable phenomena in Physics ; hence

they style Raineau the Newton of Harmony. His
first Opera was Hippolyle, et Aricie, in 1733, be-

tween which year and 1760 he composed twenty-two

Operas. Rameau died in Paris in 1764. He was
doubtless a philosophical artist, and it is no small testi-

mony of his merit that Handel always spoke of him in

terms of great respect. From the few Works by him
which it has fallen to our lot to have heard, we cannot say

that he is to our mind a pleasing composer. He is

accused of having pilfered his best airs from Italy, which
rather a severe critic says he did not quite smother by
his barbarous art. His contemporaries and successors in

the Opera, and the last of the true French School, were
Mondonville from 1742 to 175S, Berton 1755 to 1775,

D'Auvergne 1752 to 1773, and Trial 1765 to 1771.

To these may be added, La Borde, Floquet, J. J. Rous-
seau, Duni, and Philidor. After whom came Monsignv,
Gosr.ec, and Gretry, who completed the improvements
in French Lyric Comedy. The contemporaries and imi-

tators of these latter were Martini, Delayrac, Champein,
and others. The reform which had now commenced in

the French Music, was consummated on Gluck's pro-

ducing in Paris, in 1774, his Iphigene, which was soon
after followed by other Works of that master. His
rivals were Sacchini and Piccini. After these came
Vogel, Lemoyne, and others. The galaxy of celebrated

men whom we have already named, were followed by
French composers of very splendid talents, the principal

of whom, in Serious Opera, were Berton, Le Sueur,
Catel, and Mehul, and in Comedy the same, with the

addition of Boildieu, Eler, Gaveaux, Kreutzer, Planlade,

Persius, and Solie. France became, also, the resort of
Germans and Italians, such as Cherubini, Delia Maria,
Nicolo, Steibelt, Spontini, Tarchi, and Winter, who suc-

ceeded to a great extent on the French Theatre.

In concerted Music we can scarcely allow the repu-
tation to France which some are inclined to claim tor

her. It must, however, be conceded, that the quartets
oi Davaux, and the symphonies of Gossec, preceded in

France those of Haydn. In Music, for single instru-

ments, they are justly entitled to our praise Latterly,

fresh attempts have been made, but in such as we have
heard, we do not think with enough success to require

particular notice.

The French School of the present dav demands more Music.

attention lor its merit in the different branches of execu- Modem,

tion than for any other point. Choron distinguishes '-—~v——

'

their excellence in this respect by three epochs. That 1 "itni™l:n-

of Lambert in the time of Louis XIV. ; of Rebel and
Cai e° ec*^T

Francceur in the time of Louis XV. ; and lastly, the tiou.

modern epoch, wherein the style bears a close analogy
to that of melody, or an Italian style, so modified as to

be suitable to the French Language. Each of these

periods had celebrated singers. The first had Boutilon,
the second Jelyotte, the third Garat, Chardini, and
others. But the instrumental style in respect to execution,

and especially on the violin, is that in which the French
particularly excel. Instrumental Music is still studied
with great ardour by the French, and on the violin they
are at present unrivalled in Europe ; the same may
be said of their success on the piano-forte, with a few
exceptions. But on the organ we can scarcely believe they
ever had a performer who could place his hands on the

keys in competition with our Samuel or Charles Wesley,
or Novello, and many of that School. Their orches-

tras are magnificently arranged; to compare them
with those of Italy would be no compliment to a French-
man ; but when the reader is assured that thev surpass

those of Germany, where instrumental Music is so

highly cultivated, he may form some idea of the value
of their Conservatory, which is the nursery of their per-

formers.

Choron, the best authority on the point, observes, that Musical li

the Musical Literature of France is of little value; he terature -

s.ivs, that among her Works of this kind, some were
compiled by artists who knew not how either to think

or write, and are as vicious in their principles as in

their plan. That others, edited by learned men, or lite-

rati, ignorant of the Art, teach only systems and errors.

He excepts, however, the methods which concern exe-

cution, and particularly those published by the Con-
servatory of Paris ; also in respect of composition, the

Treatise on Harmony, by Catel, who was a pupil of

Gossec, printed in 1S02, and adopted - by the Con-
servators', a Work now very generally received and ap-

preciated throughout Europe. It contains a theory

which appears a simplification of Rameau's, but is, io

fact, the result of more observation. Choron's own
Work, entitled Principes d'Accompagntnu nl da Lcoles

d'ltalie en societi- avec le Siotr Fiochi, I'aris, 1604;
and his great Work in 3 vols. Iblio, Paris, entitled

Principes de Composition des Ecoles d'ltalie ad
par le Guuverntment Francais, SfC. deserve our ac-

knowledgments for the use which we have made of

them. Of the last, the Editor of the Quarterly Musical

Review truly says. " If the books on theory which our

English harmonists have given the World, condense

and simplify the information contained in Choron's

valuable and elaborate Work, they bear no sort of com-
parison with the abundance of precept and example it

contains."
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PART II.

Music. Notation.

Gamut The gamut is a scale or table, believed to be the inven-

tion of Gnido of Arezzo, upon which the notes in Music

are placed. It has also been called the harmonic hand,

because Guido at first used to arrange his notes upon

the fingers of the hand. Some have said that it is not

properly the invention of Guido, but an improvement

upon the diagramma, or scale of the Grecians, and that

his intention in calling his first note I\ gamma, was to

indicate that he took his scale from the Greeks. For this

purpose parallel horizontal lines were necessary for the

notes to rest upon, and a group of five of these lines con-

E

D
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Irotluctory table of tliis sort, it would have been difficult

for the reader to have comprehended the nature of

clefs and their places ; nor would he have been able to

understand wliv the bass C)'. clef, on the fourth line,

IJ

I

should be called the F fa ut clef; the tenor, J on
li H

the third line, the C sol fa ut clef; or the treble,

made the bass approach nearer the tenor, or mean ; it Music.

was adapted to a voice not so low as a real bass voice V^"V"»
nor so high as a tenor. When the C, or tenor clef, is

placed on the first line it is called the soprano clef, when
on the second the mezzo soprano, on the third the
counter-tenor, and on the fourth llie tenor clef. It is

evident from inspection that every removal of the clefs

upward depresses or lowers the part. The G clef on
the first line is rarely found except in old French Music,
and is called the high treble. The young Musician
cannot have too strong' an impression of the importance
of a thorough knowledge of the clefs, and that thev are

merely marks of the places of the notes F, C, and G,
without the most perfect acquaintance with which all

the splendid Music of the early Schools is closed to him,

as well as the power of reading; even a modern vocal

and instrumental score.

Without here entering into the exact mathematical Therelalwa

. ,, , ,. I- _ »•,„„ —Jr //X~~ .v. proportion between the notes of the scale of an oclavf, proportion!
name to the note on the line thus, -fire-—tHj-'-— the ',

I . , ., .... ... . of times to

i
the G sol re ut clef; we shall, therefore, in what

follows, designate the notes by the alphabetical signs

prefixed to them in the diagram. It is, however, here

necessary to observe that the situation of each clef,

with respect to the line on which it is placed, must

be accurately observed, because its position gives its

that is, when to the seven notes of it an eighth i

treble clef placed on the first line, makes all the notes on

it G. and so of any other line, though it is rarely if ever

placed on any other than the second line, indeed never

in the present day ; the tenor clef is, however, placed

on the first, second, third, and fourth lines, according to

the height of the part thus,

in which case the notes on the first, second, third,

and fourth lines are C respectively. The bass clef

is rarely used except on the third and fourth lines

thus
5-$T

r HPT" whereon the notes are F re-

spectively, the line between the dots being the place of

the note. The utility of these clefs, which are a puzzle

to beginners, may be felt in a moment if the reader

reflect, that in pieces where many parts are written tinder

each other, the notes correspond with each other verti-

cally, as to the contemporaneous production of each

sound, which, in Musical language, is called a score.

Were there not, therefore, means of representing- higher

or loyver notes than the staff itself would contain in any

one of them singly, such a running up and down of the

representation of the sounds, (for such are notes,) into

each other would occur, that no person would be able to

play or sing from it. The clefs, therefore, are nothing

more than the means of confining each part as much as

possible within the staff. In the old Music the writers

rarely exceeded it either above or below, but modern
Music lias very much exceeded these bounds, especially

in the bass and treble parts. In cases in which the notes

go out of the staff, in either direction, upwards or

downwards, lines are added to contain or receive them

thus, V^v

w
£e

4=
These lines,

*
whether above or below, are called ledger lines. When
the bass clef is used on the third line it is called the

barytone clef, and it was formerly much used in Church
Music. It, of course, raised the part in the scale, and

VOL. V

superadded, so as to begin a new series, we shall merely

for the present observe, that the intervals between the

degrees of the scale are unequal, some of them being
nearly twice the distance of others. The larger intervals

are called tones, the smaller semitones. The simplest

perception we can have of two sounds is that of unisons,

or notes equal in pitch, or acuteness. But this is de-

pendent to sense on the accuracy or education of the

ear, and it is necessary to refer it to a standard acci

to mankind generally. Taking therefore homogeneous
strings equaiiy stretched under precisely similar circum-

stances as to heat, moisture, and pressure of the atmo-

sphere, we have a standard of measurement which indi-

cates that the octave or note above the seven of the scale

is produced by a siring exactly one-half the length of that

which gave out the T gamma of the system, the repeti-

tion of this upwards so as to produce a series of octaves

above each other, is too obvious to require explanation.

The acute string, or octave, obtains its acuteness or high

pitch, from producing two vibrations during the same
period that the loyver one was engaged in a single vibra-

tion, hence the vibrations of the two meet at every

second vibration of the upper one. The division of the

octave so as to make it ascend agreeably to the ear, (for

an equal division of its parts into tones could not be

tolerated,) gives a semitone between 15 and C, and

another between E and F. The remainder, namely

those between G A, A B, C D, D E, and F G, are w hole

tones or sounds. Thus every octave, or series of the

eight regular sounds, contains five tones and two semi-

tones. To prevent confusion it must be always remem-
bered, that a note and a tone are distinct things, the

former is a simple sound, the latter the distance between
two sounds. We have in a previous part of this Essay

shown that the octave consists of two tetrachords. < r

series consisting of four sounds each ; practically this

was sufficiently mar the truth, but the theory of sounds

does not admit strict mathematical equality between

these fourths, as respects the places of the tones whereof

they are composed, as will be hereafter noticed ; in this

part yve shall still consider that the fourths, consisting

of the sounds G, A, B, C and C, D, E, F are equal,

each containing two tones and a semitone, and therelbre

that a tune formed by one of them will be equal or the

same in a different pitch to a tune formed by the other,

thus,

4 z

euch other.
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Music.

v »

—<. >:—O- "< >
CJ>-

< •>

C^>

"C5~ -C_> -o- "C5"

The two fourths lakon in succession thou forming a

scale, whereof the principal sound is <
', from which it

begins, and to which it finally ascends in degrees con-

tinuously placed, give the name of key note to that

principal sound; and it must be further remarked, that

the effect of the octave upon the car depends upon I lie

semitones being placed in a certain position, namely,

between the third and fourth and the seventh and eighth

notes of the series,

r~i—Q£>—Q
for in no other way will the ear suffer itself to be brought

bach to the Icev note in the ascending or descending Music.

The great Bacon says, "alter every three whole v-""v™
notes Nature requireth for all hannonical use, one half

note to be interposed." Referring this scale to keyed

instruments, such as the organ or piano-forte, it is

called the natural scale, because the keys employed in it

are the long white keys, in distinction from the black or

short keys, which when employed involve siime pecu-

liarities, and give their use the name of the chromtttn-

Kale, or one, as ils name imports, of a different colour,

but not with relation to the difference of black and white

in the keys of a finger-board.

The period of time assigned to each note, or, in other Thetimeot

words, its absolute duration, is known by ils form, taking

a Unit to represent any character, all the rest must bear

a strict proportion to it. Though the character known
by the name of the large is now no longer in use. it was

formerly often employed in Ecclesiastical Music ; it is

not, however, so convenient a measure as the semibreve,

which is found in all modern arrangements, and which

we shall therefore use in the following Table.

measure of

notation.

s
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Music. in less notes, takes up the time (if a bar. The move-
ments of this kind of measure are various, and there

are three ordinary distinctions of them, the first whereof

is slow, and is marked with a C, or semicircle, thus,

—V"*5

—

t r ^^ "111
—\^~ at the beginning of the piece placed after the —Q g—

clef The second is also a semicircle, but lias a bar

drawn through it thus, —?£— is rather quicker, and is

often called alia breve, because it was formerly written

with one breve in a measure thus,

I

1 M

I P I ff? *- I

it frequently becomes necessary to begin a movement Music,

with only part of a measure ; of this, in the following s—~v—

—

song. The Lass of Palie's Mill, this is sufficiently

manifest.

As written

ggEgg^
As changed in accent.

&, cj:

zft
C==>^C3

r

zzS
Dum es - set suinmus Poa ------ ti- fex.

The third soit of movement is very quick, and is

marked thus, —3J- this, however, is now rarely used.

zzs:

The other characters of common duple time are

signifying the measure of

ii Id time.

two crotchets to be equal to two notes, whereof four

make a semibreve.

Triple time is of many species : it takes its name
from the whole or half the bars being divisible into three

parts, which are beat accordingly, the first down, the

second with the return of the hand, and the last with

the hand quite up ; which motions the Italians ex-

press by the words ondesginre la maiio. It is always
represented by figures placed after the clef, at the

beginning of the staff, the lower one, or denominator,
showing into how many parts, or notes, the semi-

breve is divided, and the upper one, or numerator,
how many of such parts, or notes, are contained in a

bi thus ~^g— signifies three minims in a bar; 2,

the denominator, being the division of a semibreve or

2 minims ; so ^Z signifies three crotchets in a bar;

3L
-Jti

- three quavers

;

.3E
zstz

six crotchets
; EE

quavers

;

quavers

E2E nine quavers; ~w nine semi-

2jPrz twelve quavers. Other species of32

emit.

compound triple time are to be found in some au-

thors, but the reader, on meeting with them, and
using the explanation above given, will find no diffi-

culty in their solution.

Every bar or measure is divided into accented and
vnaccenled parts; the first are the principal, and on
them the spirit and effect of the Music is mainly de-

pendent. The beginning and middle, or the beginning
of the first half of the bar, and the beginning of the

latter half of il, in common time, and the beginning or

first of three notes in triple time are always the accented
parts of the bar. As the character of the melodv is

quite changed by altering the accented parts of its bars,

When a striking or breaking of time takes place in a Syncopa-
bar it is called syncopation, but the term is move parti- tion.

cularly used for connecting the last note of one bar with
the first note of the following one, so that only one note
is madeof both of them. It is alse used in the middle of a

measure, likewise when a note of one part ends or termi-
nates in the middle of a note of the oilier; this, however,
is otherwise called binding or ligature. Syncopation is

moreover used fiir a driving note, or when some shorter

note at the beginning of a measure or half measure is

followed by two, three, or more longer notes before any
other occurs equal to that which occasioned the driving
note to make the number even, as when an odd crotchet
comes before two or three minims, or an odd quaver be-

fore two or more crotchets, &c.

Rests are pauses or intervals of time in a movement Rests

during which the voice or sound intermits or pai

They are used occasionally in melody lor the sake of
variety or expression, but their great use is in harmony
or compositions of several parts, in which pleasure is

created by hearing one part move on while another
pauses, and so on interchangeably. Kests are either for

a bar, more than a bar. or only a pari of a bar. When
the rest is for a part of a bar it is expressed by a certain

character corresponding to the quantity of time i

intermitted, as to a minim, crotchet, quaver, &C., and is

accordingly called a minim, crotchet, or quaver rest. &c.
and when these are used on a line or space, the part is

silent for the duration of a minim, crotchet, or quaver
respectively, or for such other quantify of time as mav
be marked. We subjoin the different characters of
the several rests.

_
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Huiie. because of the different proportions of the intervals.

^—-v-—' To remedj this defect, Musicians have had recourse to

the following expedient, namely, to divide the octave

into thirteen notes, inclusive of the extremes, that is to

make the scale proceed by twelve degrees, by which

means the instrument is rendered so perfect that there

is little reason to complain. This system or scale for

instruments whose sounds are lived, is effected by in-

serting between the extremes of every tone of the

natural scale a sound or note which divides it into

two semitones. When we come hereafter to speak mi

temperament, it will be seen that the semitones are not

an exact mean between the tones themselves, but in

keyed instruments they may he considered as such for

our present purpose. In order to preserve the diatonic

series distinct, the notes inserted as above mentioned

either take the name of the natural note next below,

with this character ;, called a sharp, or that of the na-

tural note next above it, with this character I', called a

flat. Thus, in the seinitonic series of an organ or piano-

forte, the same key will be indicated by Dj, or Eb, and

thereon the white or lowermost range of keys represent

the natural or diatonic notes, and the black, or those

behind, the artificial ones, or flats and sharps. There is

another character which belongs to this place; if a note

has been elevaled bj a sharp, or depressed by a flat, the

natural i prefixed to it restores it to its original place in

the scale, or if flats or sharps have been placed at the

beginning of the staves or lines, or in spaces which

affect all the notes placed on or between them, the na-

tural contradicts them, as may be required. Besides

these, two other characters arc used, namely, the double

sharp x and the double flat l>!>, which prefixed to notes,

raise or depress them respectively two semitones.

Qracen. The chief graces used in melody consist of the

appoggiatura, the shake, the turn, the beat, with the

mordcnle, beat, slid,-, and spring, used especially by

the Germans. The ornaments of harmony are the ar-

peggio, tremando, ccc. The appoggiatura is a small note

placed before a large one, from which it borrows half

the duration, always occurring on the accented part of the

The mordente of the Italian School is similarly employed, Music.

1i-+rSV'H • •#;

thus •*f c>

'»-»,a The turn is made
L—^Sr

by using the note above and that below in the following

r r-r-

pcrformed

the note thus,-^ il Per
"

]formed
__.r-r~ —-•

|-^«S
The inverted torn, marked i> , turns from the note below that

marked instead ofabove it. The turn on dotted notes is

in very frequent use, a ml is Written in the folio wing manner,

-H-t-i 1—/ '

the small notes being appoggiaturas. But it is neces-

sary to remark, that the appoggiatura, which in the

example proceeds from the degree above that on which

it leans, may equally crtme from the degree below, and

that in the first way it lias grace, in the second more of

languor and affection. The appoggiatura is sometimes

only a quarter of the note it precedes. The shake

consists of a quick alternate beating of two notes in

conjoint degrees, and is often marked with a single T,

but more often fr, sometimes by a small t only ; the

shake begins with the highest note, and ends with

the lowest, after a turn from the note below thus,

_ h

per-

formed

WP

The beat is an inverted shake, ami is not followed by the

turn, as in the case of the shake. It is used generally

from the semitone below, hence that note, if necessary,

must be accidentally sharpened for the beat, thus written,

_ ^L e*
per

H^In- formed !»••••«*
gJE**+•*

The half heal is rarely used, except in the bass, and

almost instantaneously with the principal note then

-fc-f-si-

immcdiately quitted, as as
-C3 '-

is very

similar to the aceiaccatura of the Italians. The German
mordente is a beat which ben-ins with the note itself, and

1 Hi
"M^"—^'M'

is long thus, -j
— h*"j"* ^_
- l

or short thus,

Its differencefrom the mordente above-mentioned,consists
in its being made with the degree below. The Italians al-

ways use the degree above. The German heat is nothing

more than a skip, consisting of two small notes, the latter

of w Inch descends one degree upon the principal note thus,

I!

'

per-

formed

This grace has been called a double appoggiatura. The
slide, which is a German grace, is composed of two
small notes moving by degrees, and is thus written,

-H-

A -.riies of continued shakes, ascending or descending, is

called by the Italians una. catena di trilli. The pasting

shake of Germany is expressed by the mark ^written over

The German spring1 consistsoftwo small notes, somewhat
similar to the I tali ati m on leu te, but extremely distinct, thus

£S
per-

formed — -,—'—'P. 1 1if-
All the graces are subject to alteration by flats, sharps,

or naturals, but the composer's duty is to mark them in

that case as he wishes them to be executed. Under the
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head of notation, it is proper to notice some of the graces

which more properly belong- to harmony than to melody
;

the principal of these are, the tremolo, which is a

reiteration of some one note of the chord ; the tre-

mando, which is a general shake or trembling of the

whole chord ; and most particularly the arpeggio, which

is effected in imitation of the harp by striking the

individual notes of the chord upwards and downwards
in very quick succession.

It remains to notice a few not unimportant Musical

characters, as respect the expression of Music. The first

is the pause, T^ which, placed over a note, signifies

that the duration of its sound is to be prolonged beyond

its regular length; and if placed over a rest, that the

part is to be silent, and that the length of the rest is

considerably extended. The repeat,
ft>,

which indicates

the place to which the performer must return to repeat

a passage, emphatically called in Italian il segno. The
direct, w employed at the end of a staff to direct the

performer's attention to the succeeding- note on the line

or space whereon it is always placed. The single and
double bar have already been explained; it is only

necessary to add here, that every measure, as we have

seen, contains a certain number of notes, marked by
single bars, and that every strain consists of a certain

number of measures, which are terminated by double

bars. The slur is an arched line, connecting- a group

-•—-o
->

i

-^1
— performed

of notes thus, —I to signify (hit the

group is to be played as smoothly and conjointly as pos-

sible. It differs from the tve, which is an arch merely-^
uniting two notes on the same degree, thus, ^'r^rjf

The dash is a small vertical line placed over a note, to

show that it must be performed shortly and distinctly,

thus, H-+-I-
—™—*— i—i— By some the point is used in-

H-H

stead of the dash, but the former is chiefiy used to

distinguish notes from which an intermediate effect

between the slur and the dash is required, but still

uniting ^oth, it is thus marked, :»__*i«_«: The

crescendo, or gradual increase of the sound, is marked
thus, -^— The diminuendo, or gradual decrease

of sound from loud to soft, is marked' contrariwise

thus, _____

—

". The junction of these two characters—-* shows the first part of the note or

passage is to be soft, then to swell in force, and after-

wards to return to soft. The rinj'orzando

is the reverse of the preceding.

Abbreviations are used in Music for the sake of
saving time to the copyist. Thus a line drawn over or

under a semibreve, or through the tail of a minim or

crotchet, divides it into quavers, a double stroke into

semiquavers, a triple stroke into demisemiquavers, thus,

Sw— and the Italian word segue is olten

used, to denote that the notes following are to

be performed as the preceding ones are marked.
Another sort of abbreviation is that in which the tails

of minims are connected like those of quavers, thus

Music.

There are other abbreviations which il is not necessary
to enlarge upon in this place.

Melody

Is the arrangement and disposition of different sounds Melody.
in succession in a single part, and is produced by a sin-

gle voice, or instrument, and is thereby distinguished
from, though often in common speech confounded with
harmony, which is the union of two or more consonant
contemporaneous sounds successively. Though the term
melody is generally applied to the air of a piece, yet it

is to be recollected that the more melody is contrived in

the other parts the better will be the composition. Melo-
dies, as will be hereafter shown in respect of harmonies,
are composed of the Musical or harmonica! intervals, as

the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and octave ; and
as the octaves of each of these are but repetitions of

the same sounds, whatever is said of all or any of these

sounds the same maybe said of their octaves. Melody is a

progression therefore of sounds by skips or bv degrees,
or by a combination of both. Whether by skip or de-

gree, the distance from the note last left is called an in-

terval, and takes its name in proportion to its distance.

De Momigny divides melody into two species, vnivocal
and polyvocal. The former is that confined to a single

note in each chord, the' latter when it produces the

effect of more than one voice. We have not space to

insert his ingenious explanation, but must refer such of
our readers as wish to pursue this branch of the subject

to his Article Melodic, in the Eneyr. Method. 1818.
The names of the intervals show the number of de-

grees contained between the two sounds, the extremes
being counted inclusively. They are simple and com- In,etval8'

pound. The simple interval is without parts or divi-

sions, and is contained within the octave, the compound
interval consists of several lesser intervals. Those in

the upper line in the following Table are simple inter-

vals, the other three lines are compound, that is dou-
bled, tripled, quadrupled, &c.

12 3 4 5 6 7 Simple l

Double. |_~ •

,., , [Compound

n i i
[intervals.

Quadruple. I

S 9 10 11 1:2 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29, &c.

In the above Table it will be seen, that the compound
interval is but a repetition of a simple interval an
octave above, thus the sixteenth is a reduplication of the

second and the twenty-seventh of the sixth; or, in other

words, a compound interval is such whose terms are in

practice, cither taken in immediate succession, or when
the sound is made to rise and fall from the one to the

other by touching some intermediate degrees, so that

the whole is composed of all the intervals from one
extreme to the other.

The fourteen diatonic intervals are the unison, which,

though consisting of two sounds equal in degree of time,

is still reckoned as an interval when considered in har-

mony. The minor second, sometimes denominated the

flat second, is the interval formed bv two sounds at

the distance of a diatonic semitone, as from B to C", and
E to F. It is also necessarily found in the other scales,

as will hereafter be seen. The major second, consisting

of a whole tone. The minor third, which contains a

whole tone and a diatonic semitone. The major third
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Music.

Inversion.

Major and
minor

modes.

containing two whole tones. The perfect fourth com-

posed of two tones and a diatonic semi-tone. The sharp

fourth containing three whole tours, and thence called

by the Ancients the Tritomu. The jlutjifth contains

two tones and two semitones, but not three whole tones,

it may be rather saiil to consist of two minor thirds.

The perfect fifth, which contains three tones and one

semitone, or a major and minor third. The minor
sixth, consisting of three tones and two semitones, also

divisible into six semitones, and joined to a major third

completing the octave. The major sixth, which con-

tains lour tones and one semitone, or nine semitones.

The minor seventh, containing lour tones and two semi-

tone:., divisible also into a filth and minor third, or into

ten semitones. The major seventh, called also the

sharp seventh, composed of five tones and one semitone,

also divisible into a fifth and major third, or into eleven

semitones. Lastly, the octave, which is composed of

eight degrees. The octave then consists of thirteen

sounds, and, as it has only twelve intervals, it must

therefore be recollected, that the fourteen diatonic inter-

vals above described arise from counting the unison as

one of them, and by the distinction between the sharp

fourth and flat fifth, though upon Keyed instruments the

same Ley expresses them both. It will appear thence,

as we have before mentioned, that the seven notes of

the scale are capable of forming seven species of octaves

according to the places of the natural semitones. We
subjoin for more distinct comprehension a synopsis of the

intervals just described :

ar

—

—erer
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Music, must be known that in the theory of harmonics, the in-

^^-~—
' terval of a tone thronghonl the diatonic scale is not equal

in every part; for instance, the tone between the fourth

and filth is imaginably divided into nine parts, called

commas, whereas that between the fifth and sixth of the.

major scale consists of onlv eight commas. So the

diatonic semitone consists of five commas, and the chro-

matic semitone of three or four, according to the mag-
nitude of the tone. There is an interval, also, called

hyperoche, which by nice calculation is found to be a

comma and a half.

Scales or Keys.

ales or It will now easily occur to the reader, that there may be
js. many diatonic scales formed out of an octave of sounds,

the notes in each bearing certain relations to some prin-

cipal note from which they are derived, and on which

they depend ; this is called the key note or tonic. The
guides to point out this key note will be the places which

the semitones hold in the scale. In the diatonic scale it

has been seen that these fall between E F and B C m the

major mode. It has been noticed, that in the minor
mode the two diatonic semitones are between the second

and third, and between the fifth and sixth degrees. The
only series of this kind among the natural notes is the

key of A as under, and which may be taken as a speci-

men of all the minor scales.

—?T"0

Music.

ei; c J ~

_l_

Now it is evident that in major modes, if we change
the tonic or key note from the diatonic scale of E, and
begin upon the G above, as a new tonic, or key note,

in order to preserve the relative intervals of semi-

tones in the scale it will be necessary to sharpen the

seventh F, thus,

3E
-s—*-

So if D be taken as the tonic or key note, we shall

not only have to sharpen the F, but C then becomes the

seventh, and that also must be sharpened, thus bringing

two sharps, till having gone through the scale with the

fresh creation of sharpened notes, we shall have arrived

at the key of F sharp with six sharps. Instead of being
marked as they occur, which in writing would be an
inconvenient practice, it is usual to place them at the

beginning of a staff immediately after the clef, and this

is called the signature of the key, thus,

Key. Key. Key

The same process takes place with keys bearing Hats,

where the introduction of a flat must be on the seventh

of the original key, in order to preserve the regular pro-

portions of the different intervals of the seal', and
from this rule all the following signatures of flats are

formed :

"C5~
Key. Key. Key.

It is necessary to observe, that in performing on keyed
instruments, such notes as E, the sixth fiat in the last

signature, B natural is used instead of it owing to the

imperfection of dividing the instrument so with Gb,
&c. &c.

The scale of the minor mode, which differs as we have
seen in the place of its semitones, varies also from it bv
the ascending and descending scales being different, for

when the seventh of the scale ascends to the octave, or

eighth, it must be sharp as the leading note to the

tonic. This sharp is always, however, omitted in the

signatures of the minor keys, but marked accidentally

in the melody when required. But with this sharp

seventh alone, a very harsh chromatic interval, called

the extreme sharp second, occurs between FS) and G;
in the natural scale, and to avoid this the sixtti also is

made sharp, and thus the accidental scale of the minor
has two notes altered from the signature, but in the de-

scending scale the leading note being depressed to fall

on the sixth the signature requires no accidentals.

The signatures of the minor modes are the same as

those of the major proceeding either by sharps or flats,

thus,

By Sharps

Key. Key.

The major and minor scales bearing similar signa-

tures are called relative, thus of the major kev of D, the

minor key of 15 is said to be its relative minor, in which
case the tonic of the minor mode is found to be the sixth

note ascending of the major scale bearing the signature,

and these tonics will always be found one degree below
the last sharp of the signature, and in signatures with

fiats always ihe third degree above the last flat.

Transposition is Ihe changing any melody into a Ley or Tmr.sposi.

liferent from that in which it was originally composed ,luu -

or stands written. There are two sorts of transposition, the

first with regard to the clef, and the second with regard

to the key. The first consists in changing the places of
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Music, the notes anions: the "nes and spaces, but so that every

—\>~~> note be set to the same letter. It is effected by moving

the same clef to another line, or by using another clef,

but with a signature that places the tones and semitones

in the same order as before. The last, or Betting the

Music in a different key, is the change of it to a differ-

ent pitch or Key note to that in which it is noted, so that

the semitones of the two fourths which compose them

may be found by means of Hats or sharps, exactly in the

same range 01 proportion to each oilier as before transpo-

sition. Thus,

Modulation

Character-

Uric notes.

Transposed a 7th lower.

-H-H-i

-
-H-H-

v»—r r, v~
^-/-tziXziL zp_F_-_u-m

When a melody moves out of the key in which it

commences, and the original scale is altered by new

sharps or flats, the change is called modulation. Under

this term is comprehended the regular progression ofthe

several parts, through the sounds in the harmony of a

particular key, as also the proceeding naturally from

one key to another, this will be hereafter noticed under

the following head Harmony. We will merely observe

here, that each major scale is naturally connected with

two others, which are called its attendant scales, one a

fifth above it, which adds a sharp to the signature, the

other a fifth below it, which adds a flat to the signature.

So also every minor scale has its attendant scales.

There are certain names given to notes in the scale

as peculiarly marking their character. It is not our in-

tention to use them in the following pages, we however

think it right that they should be known to and under-

stood by the reader.

First, the tunic, or key note, which is the chief sound

in a melody, and upon which, either in the chief melody

or in the base, all melodies terminate. Its octaves, both

above and below, take the same name.

Secondly, the dominant, which is a perfect fifth above

the key note. This, from its intimate connection with

the key note, and the necessity of that being heard after

it at the perfect final cadence in the bass, is said to

govern the key note, and thence takes its name of

dominant.

Thirdly, xhesiibdominant, or fifth below the key note,

or the fourth above it in the ascending scale. It takes

its name from its being also in some measure a govern-

ing note, inasmuch as the tonic requires to be heard alter

it in the plagal cadence.

Fourthly, the leading note, or sharp seventh, which

the Germans call the subsemitone of the mode. It is

always a major third above the dominant, and, conse-

quently, as we have before observed, requires an acci-

dental sharp or natural in the minor scale, when it

occurs.

Fifthly, the mediant, which, as its name imports, is

the middle note between the tonic and dominant in

ascending, hence it varies as the scale is major or minor,

in short, with its learned name, it is nothing more than

a major or minor third.

Sixthly, the tubmediant, which, as its name also im-

ports, is the middle note between the tonic and sub- Music.

dominant in the descending scale, or, in other words, the ^-~-/~~

'

major sixth in the major scale, and in the minor scale is

called the minor sivth.

Seventhly, the Gliperlonic, or second above the key

note, so called by Dr. Callcolt, in his excellent Mimical
Grammar, to which we acknowledge ourselves under

very considerable obligations; he has so translated it

from the French suloilique. The reader may very ad-

vantageously refer to this Grammar lor some well-chosen

examples of melodies in which these seven principal notes

in the scale occur.

We here close our remarks on Melody by observing

that in early Music the signatures of sharp keys are

usually given with a sharp less than would indicate the

key m which they are written ; tor instance, in the key

of A, the third J which occurs on G is generally inserted

as an accidental; so in the Hat keys, the signature of

one fiat will usually be found to indicate the key of Rb
major or G minor. The key of Eb major has rarely a

signature of more than two flats, the accidentals then

being always marked.

Harmony

Consists in the contemporaneous production of two or Definitions,

more sounds conformable to certain rules of Art. To
understand this branch of the subject the reader must
refer back to a former page, (722,) in which all the dif-

ferent intervals occurring in the scale have been placed

before him, as without the clearest understanding and
recollection of those intervals his comprehension of tt hat

is now to follow will be hopeless. A concord is the re-

lation of two sounds which is agreeable to the ear ;

if they are in such relation, with such a difference in

pitch that being sounded together the mixture affects

the ear with pleasure, that relation is called concord.

Those sounds which make an agreeable compound in

consonance, will also be pleasing in succession. Con-

cord is included in the term Harmony, but it is more

properly applied to the agreeable effect of two sounds in

consonance, whereas Harmony expresses the agreement

of a greater number of sounds than two. A Uncord is

the relation of two sounds which are always of them-

selves disagreeable,whether applied in succession or con-

sonance. If two sounds are in such a relation of tune

or pitch as that being contemporaneously sounded they

make a mixture disagreeable to the ear, that is a discord,

in contradistinction to the two agreeable sounds, which

are called a concord. As concords are denominated

harmonica! intervals, so may discords be termed unhar-

monical intervals. The Harmony uf discords is that

wherein the discords are used as the solid and substan-

tial part of the Harmony. By the due interposition of a

discord, the succeeding concords receive an additional

lustre from the contrast. They are always, as will here-

aller be shown, introduced into Harmony with due pre-

paration, and must be succeeded by concords, which

are the resolution of discords.

If to any sound its major or minor third and its Common
perfect fifth be added, the arrangement is called a common chord

chord, in which it is necessary to express the minor third,

if that be used, otherwise it is usually taken to be the

common chord with the major third, to which, if the

octave to the sound be added, we have a combination of

four sounds in the harmony, thus,
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Major. -O Minor.

Now in whatever positions these chords are placed, pro-

vided the Cor A remain the lowest notes, the chord still

bears the name of the common chord of C and A re-

spectively. The other notes remaining the same, if the

position of the lowest note be altered, the name of the

chord immediately changes, thus,

and in each case it would bear the figure 7, or mark of the

seventh placed below it in the example. It is sometimes also

3 7 5 3
figured 7 o 2 I • these positions containing the tenth,

s
twelfth, and fourteenth of the root when the octave is

subtracted.

If B be now substituted as the bass note, a chord is

obtained,

Music.

<3l Q~&2IOI

If E of the common chord of C be used as the lowest

or bass note, the chord is then called a sixth, because

the key note is then a sixth interval from the bass note,

and that sixth, it will be seen, has above it for its accom-

paniment a minor third from E to G. Now, if G be

used as the lowest note of the chord, thus,

we have the key note a fourth above the bass, and the

chord is that called the fourth, and is accompanied, as

will be seen, by the sixth. These two chords, then,

the sixth and the fourth, are inversions of the common
chord, and have the same note C as their expressed or

understood bass, which is the fundamental bass, or that

on which they are constructed. The same arrange-

ment will also hold in respect of common chords with

minor thirds. The first or common chord is expressed

shortly by figures placed below the notes in the bass

5 8 or 3 , but to the common chord these are often
8 3 5
omitted. The second, or chord of the sixth, is merely

figured with a 6, and the third, or chord of the fourth, is

denoted by the figures |.

The most simple of the discords is called the minor
seventh, or by some the dominant seventh ; the latter of

which appellations is given to it because it only occurs on

the fifth or dominant of the key, and requires the part on
which it is heard always to descend one degree. Its full

accompaniment of four real parts is subjoined.

As in the case of the common chord, either of these four

notes may be the bass or bottom note of the chord; yet,

as with C in the common chord we have just left, the

fundamental bass note of it will be G, B will be the

third, D a perfect fifth, and F a minor seventh ; thus

o
a?

by the inversion consisting of a minor third, an imper-

fect (flat or false) fifth, and a minor sixth, and this is

figured, as in the example, ?.

If D be taken for the base, the chord becomes

ano-H
i

one of the minor third, perfect fourth, and major sixth,

and it is figured 3, as in the example.

If F be used for the bass, it is then changed into a

chord, consisting of a major second, sharp fourth, and

major sixth, and is figured *, thus,

Hence the three last chords being the offspring of the

seventh, are, with propriety, termed derivatives of the

minor seventh, when accompanied by a major third and

perfect fifth. By some persons the three last chords are

called a syncopated fifth, a syncopated third, and a

syncopated second respectively.

Hitherto we have confined ourselves to the considera- The ninth,

tion of chords within the compass of the octave, we now
proceed to the discord called the ninth, which has

generally the accompaniment of a third and fifth with

it, thus To a composition in four parts,

marked with a single 9, it is accompanied by the third

and fifth, thus,

3 &:c:
HEz =*3

9 '8

VOL. V 5 A
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List of

chords.

It is, however, often accompanied by a fourth and fifth,

in which case it is marked with a double row of figures,

thus,
1 * I

In three parts the fifth is omitted. The ninth, accom-
panied with the third and fifth, is, in truth, an appoggia-
tura continued in the place of the eighth. The chord of
the ninth has two inversions, one of them figured with a

seventh, the other figured with a fifth and sixth, the first

on the third of the fundamental note, and the latter on
the fifth of the fundamental note.

To the figures 4 and C are frequently added a dash,

thus, 4, g, which denotes them to be respectively a sharp
fourth and a sharp sixth.

The above being the foundation of all knowledge of
the different concords and discords employed in har-

mony, we shall proceed to enumerate the whole of the

latter as they occur, from the second upwards, observing
that they will, except those not direct, be found inversions

of the seventh sharpened or flattened with major or

minor thirds.

The second is marked v/ith a 2, and written thus,

>o-
-, in which it is to be observed, that the

lowest note is the discord. The chord marked Sconsists of
2

four real parts, that is to say, it contains four real

sounds without octaves or unisons : it is written thus,

*Jl ffO^*-$3^- -
; its use isis to retard the 4 or 5.

3 °

When the third of this chord is sharpened, it in-

dicates the minor mode. The chord 4 is thus written,
2

W
The chord of 4 is one

2
-^-

of four real parts, three of which form a common chord
above the bass, the note whereof is the discord ; it is

written thus•BE¥
-o
-fc^
-fc*ts:

Oil. The chord of

£ is expressed as follows, o& *o-

That of the 4 thus, ^-^^=£5Ef§:
tO It

the imperfect common chord with awhole tone added below

it. The 4 is written thus.

The chord of the major second, perfect fourth, and
»ieor seventh, which is used to retard the common

chord by an appoggiatura in the bass, is marked 4

and written :a:
-e»- a— <E>-

t^-
The chord of

the sharp seventh is figured 4, and expressed in notes

thusfe:
9EII3

a The following is by

some called the chord of the eleventh, whereof the

figure 4 is the representation, by others called the sharp
seventh, but we consider the former the right name,

4, and thus written, The chord

-O-
of the thirteenth, which in the figures is represented by
a sixth, and may be either major or minor, is thus figured,

c v

5, and thus written,

2

-33E
§EE In the

chord of 2 the fifth must be always perfect, the second

either major or minor, and either may be doubled ; it is

written as follows
-e>- S]

6^- i<S^

Mnstc

The above is as extended a view of the subject of tho-

rough or continued bass (basso eonlinuo) as our limits

allow. From what has been shown at the commencement
of this head, it will be collected that there are two species

of bass, one imaginary, called the fundamental bass, to

which all chords may be reduced by bringing them to the

form of the perfect chord, or to that of the seventh ; and
the other the thorough, or continued, or figured bass, in

which the real ground note of the chord is found by the

aid of the figures, or by simple or continued inversion to

reduce them to their elements. We have abstained, in

this place, from all observation on the preparation and
resolution of discords, because we have thought they better

belonged to another branch of thisEssay.where the reader

will find sufficient to guide him in their use. Perhaps, Relative am
however, we ought, in this place, to explain thatc/wrdsare '"relative

called irrelative, wherein a sound common to both does chord*

—B—e>—

—

not occur in each, thus,
.1,0 ,_i

in which it

will be perceived there is no note common to both
;

relative when the converse is true. And it may be here

shortly observed, that a recollection of this fact will lead

a young extempore player to results which will surprise

him. He may, for instance, proceed from any chord to

another, in which one of the sounds remains that has

been employed in the chord previously struck : if dis-

cords occur, they must, of course, be prepared and re-

solved as hereafter shown ; but on this he may rely,

that one chord will not inharmoniously follow another,

if only one of the notes in the preceding be preserved

in the following chord, aTeiding at the same time pro-

gressions of fifths and octaves between the extreme
parts in similar progression, that is, moving both the

same way. We ought «J»o t» notice here, as the more
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proper place, that there is a progression of sounds called

the harmony of the scale, which attends the ascent and

descent of an octave, the general method of accompany-

ing- which is as follows :

6
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Phrase

regular accent of the bar or measure, when the com-

poser wishes to mark the weak part of it with more im-

portance than the usually accented part. An admirable

example of this has been selected by Dr. Callcott, in his

Musical Grammar, from No. 3, Haydn's Symphonies:

it is as follows :

Punctua-

tion.

Accent. Emphasis. Accent.

in which it will be observed, that in the first two bars

the quavers are grouped according to the Accent, in the

third coutrary to the Accent, but according to the Em-
phasis required, and in the fourth the Accent is resumed.

The same excellent authority says, that " in performing on

the piano-forte a great difference seems to exist between

Ihem," (Accent and Emphasis,) " since Accent always

requires pressure immediately after the note is struck,

and Emphasis requires force at the very time of Striking

the note. Thus Accent may be used in the most piano

passages, but Emphasis always supposes a certain degree

of forte."

An arrangement of notes either in melody or harmony,

forming a passage more or less complete as its termina-

tion in cadence happens, is called a Musical Phrase ; it

generally consists of two bars, though in the older Wri-

ters it is frequently contained within one bar, thus,

Beethoven,

Op. 2.

Handel.

E
T

Music.

The principal Phrase of which the above example is

composed comprises six smaller parts, more or less im-
portant or extended, each forming a stop according to

the place they occupy in the period of the melody. The
first and sixth of these small Phrases are equal in num-
ber of notes, each containing only two ; the second is

longer; the third and fourth nearly of a length ; the fifth

brings it to a cadence ; but the division of Phrases with

stops or imaginary punctuation in a melodic period will

easily appear by attention to the following melody from

the Don Juan of Mozart.

Phrase. Phrase.

There are two sorts of Musical Phrases. In melody,

the Phrase is formed by the air, that is to say, by a se-

quence of sounds so disposed that they form one whole,

ultimately leading to their close upon some essential

part of the mode in which they are written. In har-

mony, the Phrase is a sequence of chords connected by

dissonances or discords, either imaginary or expressed,

and closing with an absolute cadence, according to the

usual manner in which such cadence is formed. And
as the passage is more or less finished, the close is more
or less perfect. Rousseau has, C'est dans I'invention

des Phrases Musicales, dans leitrs proportions, dans leur

entrclucement, que consistent les vcrilables beaulis de la

Musique. Un compositeur qui. ponetue et phrase bien,

est un homme d'espril : un chanteur qui sail marquer
bien ses Phrases et leur accent, est nn homme de i;odt

;

mais celui qui ne sait voir et rendre que les notes, les

tons, les temps, les intervalles, sans enlrer dans le sens

des Phrases, quelque stir, quelqu'&iact d'ailleurs qu'il

puisse elre, ii'est qu'un croque-sol.

There is in Music, as in writing, a species of punctu-
ation or repose, which, though not marked between the

Phrases whereot a strain or sentence consists, will be

easily seen and understood by reference to the following

example:

W- sHl ^jyjypl
In the above it will be seen, that there are two

cardinal points, towards which the whole of this Musical

sentence tends, namely, the perfect chord of the tonic or

key note, and that of its dominant or fifth. We regret that

we cannot longer dwell on this head, which the reader

who wishes to become a master will find more amply
set forth under the article Ponctualion, in the Encyc.
Method. Article Musique, which article we have used
very freely in some parts of this Essay. These stops or

points are called by Dr. Callcott, as by the Germans,
Caesuras, from their analogy to the Caesura; in the feet

of verses.

The Germans have distinguished a passage consisting Section,

of two regular Phrases, the last ending with a cadence,

by the name of a Section, two or more of which consti-

tute a Period. A Section is not, however, always divided

by Phrases, especially in the legato style of Music.
There are Sections in different styles which do not oc-

cupy the time of two bars, as there are those which
extend over a greater number than two bars or mea-
sures ; so again in fugue, as well as other Music, the

Sections are sometimes so interwoven that practice and
experience can alone give the reader a thorough know-
ledge on the subject. Where two subjects are used in

the parts, also in fugues, at the end where the Sections

are necessarily interwoven, it is the practice to protract

the harmonies so that the measures shall come out re-

gular in the close. So also in vocal Music, the harmony
of a Section is frequently protracted for the sake of well

expressing the words.

The Period, as we have already observed, consists of Period,

one or more Sections ; it may be said to resemble the full

stop or semicolon in punctuation of writing. When one or

more Periods are terminated by the double bar, the whole
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is called a Strain. Those Periods which close with a per-

' feet cadence are, from their last harmony, called Tonic

Periods, and those terminating with an imperfect cadence

are called Dominant Periods ; but these terms are to

be understood as relative to the nature of the cadence

only, and not the modulation of the period. The Period,

as well as the Section, is interwoven, especially in the

fugue Music of the ancient masters.

In many movements, the concluding passage, when it Music,

occurs after a protracted perfect cadence, is termed a v-^v"1«
coda. In modern Music, the Coda is often preceded by Coda.

a lengthened shake on a note of the dominant harmony.
A Coda varies in length ; in some compositions it is ex-

tended to several sections, whilst in others it is confined

to a single phrase.

PART III.

Composition.

Composition is the art of disposing and arranging

Musical sounds into airs, songs, &c. in one or more

parts, for voices or instruments, or both. Zarlino de-

scribes it as the art of joining and combining concords

and discords, which we think rather too circumscribed a

view of it, inasmuch as it certainly comprehends the

rules, first, of Melody, or the art of writing a single part,

that is of contriving and disposing simple sounds, so

that their succession may be agreeable to the ear ; and,

secondly, the art of arranging and concerting several

single parts in such a manner as to make one agreeable

whole. Of Melody and Harmony we have already

treated separately. Here we may stop to remark, that

Melody is chiefly the work of the imagination, and there-

fore the rules of its composition seem only to bound it

within certain limits, beyond which the imagination, in

seeking after variety, novelty, and beauty, must not

wander. But Harmony is the result of judgment, its

rules are certain and extensive, and difficult in practice.

It must, nevertheless, be remembered that Melody re-

quires a knowledge of Harmony, and though a person

unskilled in Music might accidentally hit upon a good

air or melody, yet it is from a person of sound judgment

that such a production is to be expected most correctly,

lotions. The motion from one note to another in the same

part is either by degrees or by skips ; thus, if the interval

of a semitone major, or a whole tone be between two

notes, the motion is by degree; but if from one a third

or more above or below that from which we set out, it is

by skip.

Motions considered between two parts, are of three

kinds; the first is oblique motion, which takes place

when one part repeats or holds on the same note, whilst

the other moves up or down. The second is termed

dincl or similar motion, and is when both parts move

the same way, be it upwards or downwards. The third

is called contrary motion, and is that wherein one part

moves downwards whilst the other moves upwards,

lain coun- Premising this, and that the reader has well fixed in

rpoint. his mind the component parts of all the chords and in-

tervals which have been given in the preceding Part, we

proceed to as concise a view as possible of the prin-

ciples of Composition. The tonic or key note, the fifth,

the fourth, and the octave, in all keys, as well major as

minor, take their common chords as their accompani-

ment, the dominant or fifth of the minor keys ex-

cepted, which has a major sixth for its accompaniment.

The other consonant notes of the octave, namely, the

third and sixth, and also the dissonant notes ot the key

require the uncommon chords for their harmony, namely,

the third, sixth, and eighth, except the sevenths of minor
keys, which bear the filth instead. All melodies have

the perfect chords of the key they are in for the funda-

mental basses, and it must be observed, that those

melodies are most agreeable that move by conjoint de-

grees after them, those that proceed by the smallest

skips. Formerly, excepting the leap to the octave,

none greater than that of the sixth minor was allowed.

The leaps of the false relations, [viz. a tritonus and a

false fifth, were forbidden altogether. Those melodies

being least agreeable that go most by leaps, and least by
degrees, and the fundamental bass being only used,

creating many leaps in its melody, to remedy the defect

other notes are used for basses which have obtained the

name of supposed basses. These are necessary on

many occasions, for, inasmuch as they do not change

the harmony, they make the melodies susceptible of

great variety ; for, using the fundamental and supposed

basses as occasion may require, we are enabled to make
the parts move together more by conjoint degrees, by

which the melodies will sing better. In order to pre-

vent prolixity, we shall, in the succeeding rules, use the

key of C as an example of a major key, as we shall that

of A for minor keys.

It is customary for every composition to begin with General

one of the perfect concords of its key note or tonic, HB, rules,

the octave or the fifth, and it must end in the key note

with its common chord for the harmony ; it should not

begin or end with a sixth, though it occasionally may with

a third.

Two perfect concords of the same kind must not fol-

low each other immediately as two unisons, octaves, or

filths, or fourths. This rule does not, however, obtain

in the repetition of the same notes, this, in effect, being

no more than the subdivision of a long note.

Two or more parts should not be so constructed as

to mo\e bv leaps together, but should proceed as much
as possible by contrary motion and single degrees, be-

cause, by this means, there will be less danger of falling

upon consecutive concords, independent of the melodies

being thus rendered more agreeable and better suited to

the voice. The rules for the succession of concords will be

now submitted to the reader under their different classes,

observing always, that it is incorrect to go by similar

motion from one perfect concord to another of any kind.

I-f both the parts move, it is better to proceed from From tha

the unison to the third minor than to the major ; to the unison,

fust you must go either by oblique or contrary motion,

to the latter by oblique or similar motion, but the first is

preferable. Thus,
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From
thirds.

%J Oblique.

c>:
<>

:o:

c> :£2i
3=3

<>
-€3-

Music.

S3 83 S3

:c>:
n>-

:<->: -5^
OMique. Contrary. V KJ Oblique. Smiilar.

A fifth is to be avoided after a unison by similar motion though good in oblique motion ; and allowed in contrary

motion if one part move a single degree. Thus,

Oblique. Contrary.

From the unison to the sixth minor may be taken by contrary motion, but it is not considered good by the

other motions, because the great leap from it to the sixth major is forbidden.

Contrary. Oblique.

An octave should be avoided after the unison except by oblique motion, inasmuch as it is, in truth, the sub-

division of two notes.

Major and minor thirds, though imperfect concords, are more frequently used than any other. Their effect,

either ascending or descending, is agreeable. Major thirds are cheerful in ascending, and the contrary in descent,

in the minor a contrary elfect is perceptible. In divisions by supposition, that is, the use of two successive notes

of equal time, one of which, being a discord, supposes tile other a concord, thirds may follow each other to any
extent, but two minor follow each other better than two major thirds. Commencing with the third major is

best in ascending, and the converse in descending, changing the quality alternately. From a third we may go
to any concord, and from any other concord to a third, but in going from the third to a perfect concord, it is

advisable, if possible, to go to the nearest. When the composition consists of many parts, thirds, or their replicates,

are most efficient in parts remote from the bass. From the third minor to the unison the better mode is by oblique

motion, or by contrary motion. Thus,

Oblique.
Contrary.

From the major third to the unison is allowed by oblique motion, though better by similar motion, one part

ascending a single degree. And, in proceeding from a third to a fifth by contrary motion, it is better to go from
the third minor because the danger of falling on the tritonus is avoided.

Oblique.
Similar.
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Music. From the minor third to the fifth is better by contrary motion, though also good by similar motion, if one par1 Music.

^/•^•^ move a degree. Thus, '""*»
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Similar.Contrary.

From the major third to the fifth, the progression

is better by similar descending motion one of the parts

moving a single degree, it is also good by oblique motion.

Thus,
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Oblique.

From the major third to the minor sixth, and from
the third minor to the sixth major, it is better to go
either by contrary or similar motion. In oblique mo-
tion the thirds and sixths must be either both minor or

both major. Thus,

i -©- :s.
-eri- -JF2-

S3 be be

-©- :q-

#3
©r

Contrary.

and thus,

w -a*-© 33 1
-©-«•

b3 #6 b3 «6 U" J}6 b3 86 H" ff
-© -© ©-

S5.re n rQ-—rr

Contrary. Similar.

and thus,

Oblique. Oblique.

An octave after a third major is good by oblique

motion, as also by contrary motion, and it is better

when one part moves a single degree. After the "third

minor an octave is scarcely allowed, and when used
should only take place by contrary motion.

©-—I-

c > ©- r±

is s
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—v-»^ ami that by contrary motion.

From
sixths.

O- I
b5 S3

_t •>- -G-

From the fifth to either of the sixths it is better to proceed by oblique motion, though it is allowable by

similar motion if one of the parts moves a single degree. It is also allowable ascending, but not in descending, to

leap from the fifth to the sixth minor, though not to the major.
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Oblique. Similar.

From the fifth through a sixth to the octave, the sixth must never be minor, and the motion must be contrary.

1w^
^—g :o; -e»-

;?e

^3: -e»- I£5=
-e>- _c:>

An octave after the fifth in leap by similar motion is to be avoided. By oblique and contrary motion it is

good, and if one of the parts move a single degree it is allowable by similar motion.

:c>: ^=P
-e>-

8 -G--G-
5 8

-«? C^

:c>

eŝ-35-.—

j

-o—o- -o- 33
©.-
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Similar Oblique. Contrary.

The sixth major naturally moves to the octave. The sixth minor to the fifth. From the sixth minor we may
go to the unison but not from the sixth major. It is best by contrary motion, by oblique motion it is not allowed.

-e>-
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1

-e>-
-g-
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Contrary. Oblique.

A third minor after a sixth major, and a third major after a sixth minor, are best in contrary or similar motion.

In oblique motion the thirds and sixths must be either both major or both minor.
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Music. From an octavo to a third minor is preferable by contrary motion and a single degree, allowable in simitar Music.

—n/—^ motion, forbidden in oblique. v~—v—
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Contrary. Similar.

From an octave to a major third is allowed by all the three motions, one part must, however, move by a single

degree in similar and contrary motion.
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Similar. Contrary.Oblique.

From an octave to a fifth is a good progression in oblique motion, and is permitted in contrary and similar

motion, one part moving a single degree, but in similar motion it is forbidden if both parts move by leaps.
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A sixth minor after the octave may be taken by any of the motions, but the sixth major after an octave is bad

in similar motion.
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Major keys. I' w>" be convenient, and equally answer the purpose, to use the key of C as an example for major keys in the

following pages, as we shall hereafter that of A as an example of minor keys.

The perfect concords of the key arc the fundamental basses, and require their common chords for their harmony.

w
I
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If the third, sixth, and seventh of the key are used as basses with uncommon chords on them, that is, their

third, sixth, and eighth, they are supposed basses. Hence it is to be observed, that every bass note which has a

sixth upon it is a supposed bass.

The key note, its fifth and fourth being the fundamental basses of the key, have major thirds for their supposed

basses, that is, their thirds may be used as basses. It is only the fifth of the key that has two supposed basses,

inasmuch as, besides its third, it may also have its fifth for its other supposed bass.
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Music. Mawe.

It is right to observe here that the supposed basses do not change the harmonies of their principals, hence the

supposed harmony of the third of the key is in effect borrowed from the fundamental harmony of the key note ; that

of the sixth of the key is borrowed from the harmony of its principal, namely, the fourth of the key ; and the supposed
harmony of the seventh of the key is taken from the harmony of the fifth of the key ; as also that of the ninth, of
which it is the second supposed bass, and must consequently have its flat third, fourth, and sharp sixth for its

accompaniments, its third being the seventh to the fifth of the key, its fourth the octave of that fifth, and its

sharp sixth being the third to that fifth, which is the fundamental bass, to which the ninth, as fifth to it, serves for

a supposed bass. In the following- example, where the bass is supposed, it is marked with an S.

bupposeu
and Funda-

mental
Basses
mixed.

Other mix-
tures of

<
Supposed &
Fundamen-
tal Basses.

Supposed
13ubs.

^E&Sr

Fundamen-
|

tal Uass.

V

SV-
r°! q- :a:

a] o
6 6

_C2I m
£§g t_vev

6 6

33=± £2(-e» t >;

ai^aes
-en-

let
c^

z±
-e>

i>:

In the accompaniment, or making parts on the third and sixth of the key, when they are supposed basses, three

methods may be adopted. The first and best is, doubling the sixth to the supposed ba^s ; the next preferable is

that of doubling the third to it ; the last and worst way is doubling the octave.

3,

i

Third. Sixth.

In the accompaniment upon the seventh and ninth of the key, that is making parts on them when the basses are

supposed, only two methods are used. For the seventh the best way is to double the sixth; the other way is to

double the third to the bass. For the ninth the preferable method is to double the third, the other way being to

take the octave to that bass.

-e>-
-e»—e>- -e=>—e»—e>-

Seventh. Ninth.

Thus far on the fundamental and supposed basses of the perfect concords of the key. There is, however,

another way of modulating which produces great Variety, Wc are still speaking of the key of C, and in strictness

5 b 2
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Minor

this way unly leaves us in suspense as to the key we are in, and we may be said to continue in the above key be-

cause we avoid what wo-.ild be directly contrary to modulating in it, as well as doing that which would decide our

being in another key, as will be more distinctly explained when we treat of modulating from one key to another.

The way to which we above allude consists in taking the imperfect concords of the key as fundamental basses, by

making their filths instead of their sixths accompaniments to them. For this is the characteristic which dis-

tinguishes fundamental from supposed basses. The harmony of the first being its third, filth, and eighth, of the

latter the third, sixth, and eighth ; the former being named the Common, the latter the Uncommon Chord. The
imperfect concords of the key may also have their supposed basses, borrowing their harmonies from them as prin-

cipals; as the supposed basses of the perfect concords did from their fundamental basses, the supposed basses

differing from the others, inasmuch as the supposed basses of the perfect concords are sharp thirds above them,

and those of the imperfect concords are only flat thirds above them.

In the above examples it will be perceived, that they keep in the natural notes of the key; thus the supposed bass

to E, the third of the key, will be G, the fifth of the key ; and the supposed bass to A, the sixth of the key, will be

C, the octave of the key. Now if these supposed basses had been sharp thirds to their fundamental basses, we
should have no doubt as to the key we are in ; for having G if instead of G '6

I

, we must have gone from it into the

key of A ; and having C i, instead of C fc], we must have proceeded to the key of D.

Hence it is apparent that by the intermixture of fundamental and supposed basses, of the perfect and imperfect

concords of the key, we may have a great variety as well in the melody as in the harmony of the key used.

r -

Treble.

The major keys have been treated of with the key of C, as an example by which the reader is unembarrassed

with sharp or flat signatures ; for the same reason we choose the key of A as an example for minor keys.

The perfect concords of this key, as those of major keyr,, viz. the unison, fourth, fifth, and octave, require their

common chords for their harmony; with this difference, that in it the key note and the fourth only have their

thirds flat. The fifth of the key retains the sharp third, although naturally left flat in the diatonic scale of this

kev ; for if it were left flat the key would not be decided as that of A. Hence in this, as in all other keys, the

third of the fifth of the key is always major.

SI
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The imperfect concords and the discords of the key take the uncommon chords for their harmony, but the G
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Music, must be sharpened if we decide the key of A : and here we will observe, that no accidentally sharpened note—v^*"' should be ever doubled in plain counterpoint, either in a major or a minor key.
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The following rule is a general one for keeping in any key ; it is, however, included in what has been given in

the preceding pages, of which it may be considered a summary. It is, that the second of the key must always
have a sharp sixth, the fourth of the key always have a third similar tc '.hat of the key note, that (in E excepted)
the fifth of the key a sharp third, and the seventh of the key a flat sixth, (except in E.)

Descant, which is the art of composing in several parts, is threefold. Plain, which is the groundwork and
foundation of all Musical compositions, consists entirely in the proper placing of several concords as accompani-
ments to every note of the key we are in. The Italians call it canto fermo ; in English it is known by the name
of plain or simple counterpoint, as being an arrangement of nole against note in concords only. The preceding
portion of this Part has been devoted to this section of the subject. Double descant is that in which the parts are
so contrived that the treble or any high part may be made the bass, and the contrary ; this will incidentally be
noticed in speaking of Jigurale or florid descant, which consists in a mixture of concords and discords following
each other, and may be termed the ornamental and rhetorical part of Music, as it induces all the varieties of
points, syncopes, diversities of measures, and all that is capable of adorning a composition. By the Italians it is

called canto jigurato. Preparatory to entering upon this it will be necessary to consider the method of preparing
and resolving discords.

It has already been stated that seconds and sevenths are the natural discords ; before, however, showing how they

are to be used, we will observe that they may be prepared and resolved either in the upper part or in the bass,

the interval being reckoned either as ascending from tiie bass to the treble, or as descending from the upper part

to the bass, as the discord may chance to be employed.

In harmony, discords are considered as so made by the note next immediately above them being struck witli

them. Thus the second and seventh, as also any other note, as a third, fourth, fifth, sixth, or an eighth, may lie

made a discord. Therefore a discord is in harmony the lowest of two adjoining notes that sound together.

Mn

Third. Sixth. Ninth. Seventh.

If the imperfect concords and the discords of the key are used as basses, with the uncommon chords for their

accompaniments, those basses are supposed basses in all keys minor as well as major; but the seventh of the key
of E in the diatonic scale, is accompanied by a fifth instead of a sixth. As the supposed basses take their harmonies
from those of the fundamental which they represent, the third in a minor key consequently borrows its harmonv
from that of the key note. The sixth from that of the fourth of the key. The seventh bein"- in lieu of the fifth

of the key, takes its harmony from that of the fifth ; and the ninth in flat as well as sharp keys is a supposed
bass to the fifth of the key, except as above in E, where the ninth being only a semitone major above the octave
cannot be a supposed bass to the filth of that key, being but its defective filth.

The difference between the supposed basses of the perfect concords of minor and major keys, is, that in the latter

the thirds are sharp above their fundamental basses, whereas in the former the third and sixth of the key are
supposed basses, a flat third above their fundamentals ; but the seventh of the minor key is a supposed bass, a
sharp third above its fundamental bass, inasmuch as in the key of A, the G must be sharpened to decide the key.
The ninth of a minor as well as a major key of a supposed bass, must have its flat third, fourth, and sharp

sixth as its accompaniment ; the sixth being sharp, because, as above mentioned, the G must be sharpened to

decide the key of A. Hence the third, fourth, and sixth of the ninth of a minor key being the same as in a major
key, the explanation need not be repeated. The same rules also apply to accompaniments upon the third, sixth,

seventh, and ninth when they become supposed basses, merely observing, that if any notes are accidentally sharp-
ened, such must not be doubled in the parts.

The rules for making the imperfect concords of the key fundamental basses in major keys, by putting their

common chords for their harmonies, and of having, in their turn, sets of supposed basses, "may also be used in

a minor key, with this caution, that whereas in a major key the supposed basses of the imperfect concords of the

key are flat thirds above their fundamentals, so in the supposed basses of the imperfect concords of a flat key the
thirds are sharp above their fundamentals.

The same attention should be paid to the melodies going by degrees and leaps, and the mixture of fundamentals
and supposed basses in a minor as well as in a major key.
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Music. Hence in the case of the second, which is not really the discord though so called, it is the unison at the bottom

which is the discord, being >o made bj t lie second; and it might fairly be said that the rule is vague in terms

which declares that the second must be prepared ami resolved in the bass. Practice, however, having so esta-

blished the terms. We leave them as we find them to avoid intricacy.

In practice, although there be only two natural discords, three discords are reckoned, namely, the second, the

ninth, and the seventh. The ninth is, indeed, only a replicate of the second if simply considered, yet being

differently used it is differently treated ; inasmuch as the ninth being made a discord by the third, its necessary

accompaniment, it is always prepared and resolved in the upper part, whereas the second is universally prepared

and resolved in the bass; besides which it may be used in two parts, which is not allowable with the ninth.

It is most common to prepare anil resolve the seventh in the upper part, but it is nevertheless sometimes pre-

pared and resolved in the bass, on which account, perhaps, it has had two different names to distinguish it; but

practice has not encouraged the distinction, because the seventh prepared and resolved in the bass is in fact nothing

but the second ; because this seventh in the bass is made a discord by the second or its replicate, or the note next

above it, as it is also its necessary accompaniment ; whereas the seventh in the upper part is really what it is

called, being made a discord by the bass, the octave (below) to the note which makes such seventh a discord, and

which is represented by the octave below.

Wheu a note is treated as a discord it must be prepared in the unaccented part of a bar, by being there struck

as a concord ; in the following accented part of the bar, the same note holding on, is made a discord by sounding

with it the note next above it or its replicate ; and in the next following unaccented part of the bar, the discord is

resolved by descending a single degree, either of a whole tone or semitone major to a concord. Where there are,

in common time, two equal notes in a bar, the first is accented and the second unaccented ; but as we have

already explained accent, we refer our reader back to what has been said under that head, merely subjoining here

an illustration of the rule just above mentioned.

I 1

Music.

-Q- -fc5-
1-

-C5i-

I-n-£ i
Accented. Unaccented. Una«e. Unacc.

frH J J J Ma
Ace. Unacc. Ace. Unacc. Ace. Un. Ace. Uu. Ace. Un. Ace. Un.

The second. There are two sorts of seconds, major and minor ; the former consists of a whole tone, while the latter contains a

semitone major. Both of them are prepared in the bass or lower part. The major second may be prepared by

any of the concords, and resolved in any but the eighth; it must consequently lall to the resolution, that is the

lowest note of the two sounds, or discord must.

Besides this resolution of 'he second, a false or defective fifth may be the resolution, in the treble rising a third

to it; but then, the bass must afterwards rise one degree, and the treble at the same time descend one degree, in

order to resolve the false fifth. In three parts, the accompaniment to this second is sometimes the fourth and
sometimes the fifth.
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Music If the fourth be taken with the second, and the two upper parts keep on the notes they previously had, the Music

-^V~"-' bass descending one degree for the resolution, the second thus becomes a third, and the fourth will become a s—v/""»

perfect or a false fifth, the last being preferable. When, however, the fourth instead of holding on rises one degree
it becomes a sixth

If the fifth is taken with the second, and the two upper parts hold on the same notes, the bass descending one
degree for the resolution, the second thereby comes to be a third, and the fifth a sixth. In four parts, this second
is accompanied by the fourth and sixth. The fifth may also be used instead of the fourth and sixth.

When the fourth and sixth are taken with the second, if the bass descend one degree to the resolution, the
fourth rises one degree and so becomes a sixth, and the sixth descends one degree and thus continues to be a
sixth ; in using this method the sixth is doubled, which is the best way.
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Ifiate, There is another way by which, at the time of the resolution, the second keeping on becomes a third, and the Music.

—~.—•/ fourth dropping a third also becomes a third. The sixth falls one degree and continues a sixth ; by which ^^~sr^.
method the third is doubled.
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If. at the time of the resolution, the second by keeping on becomes a third, and the fourth keeping on becomes

a fifth, the sixth by rising- a fourth, or falling a fifth, makes the third again double.
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The last and least harmonious way is, when the fourth rising one degree becomes a sixth, the sixth rising one

degree becomes an eighth, and the second by keeping on becomes a third on the resolution.
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If the fifth is taken with the major second, instead of the fourth and sixth for completing the fourth part, the

fifth or the second must be doubled. It is preferable to double the former
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The minor second, which the reader will recollect is hm a semitone major above the unison or bass, has the

same preparation as the major second, except in the tilth, in which it must not be prepared. And it is necessary

to observe that the best resolution of it is into a third.

When the minor second is employed in three parts, it must be accompanied with the fourth and never with the

fifth. There are three ways of using it. First. The fourth with the minor second, in which case the upper parts

hold on, whilst the lower or bass descends to resolve it; thus the second becomes a third and the fourth becomes

a fifth, then the two upper parts both fall one degree and the bass rises one degree, and the whole may serve as a

final cadence.

Second. The preparing note is accompanied by the sixth and eighth. The eighth rises to the ninth where it

stays till the resolution is over; the sixth falling a third thus becomes a fourth, accompanying the second, which

fourth, on the resolution, rises one degree, thus becoming a sixth; this afterwards rising one degree more, the

other upper part falling one degree, and the bass contemporaneously rising a fifth, the upper parts will then

become a third and fifth to that bass. This arrangement serves as a middle cadence.

vol. v. J c
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Third. The preparing note is accompanied by the third and sixth. The part in which the third appears is to

rise one degree and become a fourth ; that part carrying the sixth is to rise a fourth, thus becoming a second,
which holding on is a third on the resolution ; whilst the fourth rises one degree becoming a sixth, this sixth after-

wards rising one degree more, the other upper part and the bass each falling one degree, the upper become a
third and eighth to that bass.

When four parts are employed, the sixth and fourth are taken with this second. As in the following example.
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Music. It has already been stated that the discord of the ninth is not so called merely because it is the replicate of the Musie.

—v-~~-/ second, and that the distinguishing character between these discords in harmony, does not arise from the distance v-^v^"*'
between the two notes in the several parts, inasmuch as the interval, if a real second or a real ninth, bears the The ninth,

name of the second if prepared and resolved in the bass, but invariably of a ninth if prepared and resolved in any

of the upper parts. Like the second, the ninth is of two sorts, major and minor; but each is prepared and
resolved in an upper part ; and to use them at all there must be at least three parts, because of their requiring

the accompaniment of the third or its replicate, by which they are made discords.

The major ninth is prepared by a third, by a fifth, and occasionally by a sixth, never by an eighth. Its resolu-

tion is by a third, a sixth, or an eighth, from each of the concords in which it is prepared. In most of the follow-

ing rules we shall not give an example in each time, but alternately ; from those that have already been given the

reader will have become acquainted with the accented and unaccented parts of the bars which are necessary to be

attended to in the preparation and resolution of discords.

The Bass falls a third

or rises a sixth.

The third and fifth must be taken with the ninth when it is used in four parts.
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Music. Music

Independently of the above resolutions of tlie ninth, it may be resolved by the fifth, if the bass rise a fourth or

fall a tilth when the upper part tails one degree for its revolution. It must be accompanied at the resolution bj an

eighth if the piece be in lour parts.
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The minor ninth is prepared in the third only and resolved in the eighth, if the bass hold on till the resolution

is made ; but it is resolved in the third it the bass descend a third on the resolution. These resolutions, however,

must be followed by something further, as will be seen by the examples.
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When the Music is of four parts, the sixth, and sometimes the fifth, accompany it ; of the two the former is

most agreeable if the bass keep on at the resolution ; but either of them may be used if the bass descend a third

at the resolution.
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Music. Music.

The ninth may have other discords mixed with it. For example, it may be mixed with the fourth, and in thut

case the fourth must be also prepared and resolved as a discord. The ninth may be also mixed with the seventh,

which must also be separately prepared and resolved. It is to be held in mind, that when the fourth and ninth

are mixed the fifth must be in the fourth part, and when the seventh and ninth are mixed the third must be in

the fourth part.

at=e==^= -&-
&- m

The other natural discord is the seventh. Which is also of two sorts, the major, which contains one semitone

major less than the octave, and the minor, which is one whole tone less than the octave. These sevenths are

both prepared and resolved in the treble as well as in the bass, most generally, however, in the upper part. They
will be here classed under those two heads.

The preparation of a major seventh, is a third, a fifth, a sixth, or an eighth. Its resolution in a third, a

sixth, and a fifth, from the concords in which it is prepared, as under.

The
Bevtrnth.
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We may here remark, that the sharp seventh must have the major third on its resolution, otherwise the has-.

would rise a tritonus or descend a semidiapente, which are unallowable skips. For example, when the seventh is

between F and E, it is resolved into a third major to avoid the tritonus. This seventh is resolved into a sixth

major, the bass holding on. It may be resolved into a sixth minor, if the bass use u semitone minor at the

resolution.

The minor seventh is prepared in a way similar to that of the major seventh, but it can only have its resolution

in a third or a fifth. The third into which it is resolved may be either major or minor, as the discord respectively

descends a semitone major or a whole tone. If on its resolution into a fifth, the upper part descends and the

bass rises, each a whole tone, the fifth will then be a defective one, and in this case ttie treble afterwards descends
one more degree, a:id the bass must ascend another to resolve the semidianente.
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In three parts both the sevenths require that a third should be taken with them.
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When four parts are used, both the seventh major as well as minor must have the accompaniment of the third

and fifth. If the fifth does not come in, the preferable way is to double the note to which it is a seventh, and not

to double the third.
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Music. Muiic.

The seventh minor may also, in three or in four parts, be prepared in a fourth, and finish, for variety's sake, in

the third, instead of closiiig in the eighth with the part that had the seventh, but the third part must end with

the fifth. All these modes of using sevenths will answer for cadences.

bass.

O-

Sevenths, whose preparation and resolution are in the bass or lower part, must not be practised in less than Prepared

three parts, inasmuch as they must have the accompaniment of the second or its replicate, which, it has already and re-

been observed, is the note which makes them discords. These sevenths are reckoned from the upper sound down- j*
'*^ in the

wards to the lower, and are of two sorts, major, that is a semitone major, and minor, being a whole tone less than

the octave, counting downwards from the lowest of the two adjoining notes in the upper parts.

The minor seventh is prepared in the third minor, the fifth, and in either of the sixths, never in the eighth, in

order that two consecutive octaves may be avoided, because it can only be resolved in the eighth. If it be prepared

in the sixth minor, the bass must be in E or A. If in the sixth major, the bass must be D or G, if it is the

Intention to keep in the natural scale.



The seventh major is prepared in the third major, in both the sixths, rarely in the fifth, never in the eighth. Its

best resolution is in the eighth, which must be accompanied li\ ;i sixth. It may also have its resolution in a sixth,

which must have the accompaniment of a third When the seventh major is prepared in the sixth major, the

bi ss, if we intend keeping m the natural scale, must l>e B or 1^.

In lour parts, it is necessary that either of the sevenths (prepared md resolved in the bass) should have the

unompaninieuts of a seventh and a fourth.

Diminished We have now said as much as we think necessary in a Treatise of this nature, relating to the seventh when pre-
or extreme pared and resolved in the bass. It may, however, be well to add, that besides these sevenths there is still another

"venth. wn jcnj j n ancient Music, was confined in its use to instrumental Music chiefly. It is called the diminished or

extreme flat seventh. It is created when the natural flat seventh, prepared and resolved in the treble, is made
still flatter by sharpening accidentally the note in the bass. The interval is such as that between G If and F
or between C $ and B l\ &c, G and C being sharpened in the bass.

If we use the diminished seventh as a discord, its preparation and resolution must be in an upper part. It is

best prepared in a sixth ; into which concord it is again resolved by removing the accidental sharp in the bass on

the resolution. The best resolution is into a major sixth, by the upper part descending only a semiUiiie major
;

but it may also be resolved into a sixth minor, if the treble descend a whole tone on the resolution.
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Music.
Music.

It is to be observed that we may use the diminished flat seventh without syncopation ; it must then
:
however, be

preceded by a concord and followed by a fifth or by a third. The natural flat seventh, when syncopated, may
sometimes be resolved into the extreme flat seventh, which must afterwards be followed by more.
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If the Music be of three parts, the accompaniment must be a third or a semidiapente. If of four parts, the

third and semidiapente or flat fifth must be taken with it.
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Our next duty, having explained the use of the natural discords, will be that of showing how the artificial dis- Artificial

cords are treated, which we so call because of their being created discords of concords by the next note above discords,

being sounded with them. Those most employed are the fourth and fifth made discords. If with the fourth the l""1"1

fifth is placed and used at the same time, it becomes a discord. The preparations and resolutions are as

follows : it may be prepared in the eighth, sixth, fifth, and third, and resolved by the third, sixth, and eighth, if

the treble keeps on, and the bass rises a fifth or falls a fourth, rises a third or falls a sixth, rises one degree or falls

one degree. Or it may be similarly resolved if the treble falls one degree, and the bass keeps on or rises a fifth, or

falls a fourth, or rises a third or falls a sixth. The resolution of it in an eighth is best when made on a divided

bass.

vol. v. 3 u
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Besides the resolutions here ijiven, the fourth may be resolved in the semidiapente, or false fif«h, if the bass fall

a third minor, and the discord descend a whole tone
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Music It may also be resolved in the tritonus, or sharp fourth, if the bass descend a whole tone and the discord a Music,

semitone major ; but these false relations must be thereafter resolved as will be shown. The fourth is useful in v-»v—
cadences where there are many parts.
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In four parts, the best accompaniment is the eighth.

/

When the sixth is taken and struck with the sixth it becomes a discord. Its preparations and resolutions are Fifth as a

as follows. It is prepared in the eighth, sixth, and third, and resolved by the third and sixth, if the treble keeps on Jlscor(k

and the bass rises a fourth or falls a fifth, or the bass rises one degree, or the bass rises a sixth or falls a third.

And, also, if the treble falls one degree and the bass rises one degree, or it rises a sixth or falls a third.
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In four parts, it is best to accompany this fifth with a third, as under •
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In closing our remarks on the artificial discords we think it proper to observe, that the natural resolution of the

semidiapente, flat or defective fifth, is for the bass to rise one degree after it, and for the upper part to fall one,

the parts thereby meeting in a major third.

The natural method of resolving the tritonus, or sharp fourth, is for the bass to fall one degree and for the

upper part to rise one, whereby the parts meet in a minor sixth.

Discords by In our remarks on discords we have hitherto confined ourselves to their mere preparation and resolution,

supposition. jj n t (here is another way in which they may be and are constantly used without such regular preparation and

resolution, though they are then no longer considered in the light of discords but passing or transient notes.

They are, nevertheless, discords; that is the second and seventh, as also the fourth, if used in only two parts, but

not so in three or four parts, for the fourth then is a perfect concord, unless made a discord by the fifth, as we

have seen above.

If we make use of the discords of the second, seventh, and fourth, and their replicates, or octaves in divisions,

or diminutions as passing notes, it will be necessary to take care that the notes which fall on the accented parts of

the bars be concords; but those in the -unaccented parts may be discords if we take care to proceed to them by

degrees upwards or downwards, and that thereafter our progress to a concord be upwards or downwards by degrees.
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The mode of division by which discords are used upon the second accented part of the bar is called supposition,

inasmuch as the discord thus brought in is supposed a note higher or lower than it really is; that is, we may
suppose it at the degree the concord goes to. It is usually written in the treble or the bass, when in the plain

counterpoint there are two or more notes of equal value or length in a bar that proceeds by skips of thirds

rising or falling.
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In skips of this nature only can discords be used on the accented part of the bar, that is, by breaking or dividing

two notes that skip a third into three, the first note keeping its original length of two out of four parts of the bar,

whilst the second note is divided into two of less length ; by which method the first of the smaller divided notes

is the discord, and will be on the third part of the bar, or second accented part; and the second or last divided,

note, which is the concord, will be on the fourth or Inst unaccented part of the bar. When the discord by suppo-
sition rises by degrees, or falls similarly to the concord, we can, if we proceed by a single degree, ascend or descend,

as may suit us, to the note following the concord. If, however, the discord descend to the concord, and we wish to

proceed by skip to the following note, it must be done by ascending to it ; and if the discord ascend to the concord,

we must, if we wish to go by leap to the note following the concord, descend thereafter
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The student must recollect that no note can be the end or conclusion if a discord by supposition precede it, but

that he must proceed one note further beyond it : if gradually, either upwards or downwards ; if by a leap, it must

be as already directed ; that is, if a skip is made after three notes which ascend gradually, it must De descending,

and it' after three notes which descend gradually, it must be ascending.3
z£
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Music.
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Mu«ic And here it is right lo notice with respect to those divisions which touch a discord after a concord, and thereon

_^_u immediately return tfl the concord that ra struck before the discord, that if the discord ascend by a angle degree

from the concord, and then by falling a single degree return to it, we must then skip upwards if we wish lo go

l»v i leap to the note that follows the concord. If, however, the discord fall a single degree from its preceding

concord, and then by rising a single degree return again to it, we must skip downward if we are desirous to go

by leap to the note that follows the concord.

Music,

Discords bv supposition may be used in the first half of the bar as well as in the second half, taking care that

if we use them in the first accented part of the bar, they must also be used in the second half, and only in descend-

ing. This method is used in basses that sing as a treble part, and is of importance in bass instrumental accompani-

ments.

^E:
255E

1

fcJJjJlJjJjUJ j lUj4i
4 3 2i

Tims if discords by supposition are employed on the first and second accented parts of the bar, it must be

when the notes of the real or plain harmony skip by thirds, descending; in which case, in this division the two

accented notes, which are the first and third in the bar, begin by supposition a degree higher than the real notes

and are therefore discords, which afterwards descending a degree are followed by the concords on the unaccented

parts of the bar, which are in reality the notes of the skip.

To illustrate this in numbers which will be sufficiently intelligible,. suppose that the skip of the real sounds is

from the third to the unison. Then, to bring in the discords by supposition as passing notes on the first and second

accented parts of the bar, a note must be taken higher than the third, which gives a fourth for the first accented

part, the third then follows on the first unaccented part; then taking a second, being one note higher

than the unison on the second accented part, the unison itself follows after on the last unaccented part of the bar.

Hence the skip of a third descending from the third to the unison, is fourth, third, second, unison by supposition.

If from the fourth to the second, i.t must be fifth, fourth, third, second. From the fifth to the third, it makes sixth,

fifth, fourth, and third. From the sixth to the fourth, we have seventh, sixth, fifth, and fourth. From the seventh

to the fifth, it will be eighth, seventh, sixth, and fifth. And from the eighth to the sixth, we must place ninth,

eighth, seventh, and sixth. It is hardly necessary to state that with the replicates or octaves the same arrangements

must take place.

Though we have thus far only mentioned the rules for employing discords by supposition where the plain

or real notes proceed by skips of thirds, it is evident from what has been said that discords by supposition

may be equally used in skips that proceed by fourths, fifths, sixths, sevenths, eighths, &c, both ascending and

descending; but in this case we can only bring them in on the second accented part of the bar, and that by the

division of the two notes that define the skip into four notes, whereof the first must keep its place on the first

accented part of the bar, the other three ending gradually on the last note of the skip, thus making as it were a

divided third. In the example below, the first line contains the plain notes, and the second the treble by supposi-
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Music, tion ; and in the second appended example, the second line contains the plain bass notes, and the third the bass Music.
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In explanation of the above, take the skip of the eighth descending to the third, which is a skip of a sixth, then

by the rule we get eighth, fifth, fourth, third. Or if the skip of the sixth he ascending, as from the fifth to the

tenth, we get fifth, eighth, ninth, and tenth. By these examples we see that the supposed discord is on the second

accented part of the bar. Thus we may use discords by supposition in any given leaps ; they are, however, as will

immediately occur to the reader, suited to instrumental and not to vocal music. But we have said enough to give

an insight into that kind of division which is called supposition.

Variation is the subdivision of a division. It is effected by dividing a note or sound into two, three, or more Variation.

notes, so that that note is always retained upon which the variation is made, making it the first note of the

division, and then proceeding to make two, three, or more notes upon it without changing the air, that is, the

melody or harmony of the note upon which the variation is made.

t$ft£rtfuIf??Mr+rrttrfd
Fourth Variation.

•3izz5: s :i £si -e>-
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Bass.
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Muilc.

Anticipa-

tion.

Variation may take place either in the bass or treble, but it should not be carried to excess in the bass, especially Music

in vocal Music; and the ear, moreover, does not so well distinguish and separate quick progressions in low tones. v—~^/~—J
We subjoin an example of variation in the bass.

/
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Discords, as passing notes, may be used in several ways; we shall however only mention two others in addition

to those already given, one of which is called anticipation and the other postposition, but they are both more com-
monly known by the name of driving notes. They may be used both ascending and descending, and in the treble

as well as the bass.

If a note be brought upon the unaccented part of a bar in such a manner that it has not yet obtained its right

harmony, but by keeping on it will acquire it upon the succeeding accented part of the bar, the other note moving
to give it the harmony, it is called anticipation. It is used in ascending as well as descending, and as we have

observed, in either part. In ascending, rising takes place when the part anticipating rises one degree to make a

discord in the unaccented part of the bar, the note keeping on becomes a concord in the next accented part by the

motion of the other part. Hence if the treble anticipates a fourth on the unaccented part, the fourth becomes a

third on the succeeding accented part of the bar if the bass ascend a degree, or an eighth, if the bass descend a

fifth, and a sixth if the bass descend a third. So when the treble anticipates a seventh it becomes a sixth if the

bass ascend one degree, or a third if the b:iss fall a fourth. When the treble anticipates a second, it becomes a

fifth by the bass rising a filth or falling a fourth.

When the bass anticipates in ascending to a second, the second keeping on becomes a third by the treble ascend-

ing one degree, or it becomes a filth by the treble falling a fifth.
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When ancticipation is used in descent, the part which anticipates falls one degree to a discord in an unaccented Music.

part of a bar, and that holding on becomes a concord in the succeeding accented part by the other part moving. ^—v-"»

Thus, suppose the upper part to anticipate, by descent, one degree to a second, that second becomes a third by the
bass descending one degree, or a unison by the ascent of the bass one degree.
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If by descent one degree the bass anticipates to a fourth, the fourth becomes a third by the treble falling one
degree. If by descending one degree to a seventh the bass anticipate, the seventh becomes a sixth by the descent

of the treble one degree.
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Though there be many other ways in which anticipation may be effected, both ascending and descending, we do
not think it necessary to give any more examples. The student by practice on the discords cannot fail of finding

them out and using them, if what has been premised be well understood.

If we place a discord on the accented part of the bar, and it be followed by a concord on the next accented part, Postposi-

such position of the discord, without that preparation and resolution which the laws of harmony require, is called tion.

postposition or retardation of the harmony. It is effected in the upper part when a discord taken on the accented

part becomes a concord on the succeeding unaccented part by rising one degree, the note in the bass keeping on.

A second thus becomes a third.
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It takes place in the bass when that having a third on it in the unaccented part of the bar and holding on the

treble has a fourth as a discord upon it in the following accented part of the bar, which, by the ascent of the bass

one degree whilst the treble keeps on, afterwards becomes a third.
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Cadences.

In descending, poilposilion takes place when the discord on the accented part of the bar is made a concord on

the following unaccented part, the bass holding on and the treble descending one degree. Thus a fourth becomes

a third.

/-\ /-v /""\ /~\ i /""s r\
tet

A cadence may be defined as the conclusion of a strain,

or of the parts of it in places of the composition dividing

it as it were into so many clauses or periods. It is in

short, as the term expresses, the fall or conclusion of a

series of harmony which the ear seems naturally to ex-

pect as its termination.

There are two sorts of cadences perfect or final, and

imperfect or middle. To make the former three differ-

ent modes may be adopted. We shall commence by ex-

amples ID two parts only, in which the cadences should

always end in the unison. It is effected by a minor third

in the penultimate note, which afterwards falls a whole

tone or semitone major to the unison, the last note of

the cadence. If it descend a whole tone, it is necessary

that the under part should rise a semitone major to

meet it in the unison. But when the minor third in the

upper part falls only a major semitone-major to the

cadence note, the bass rises a whole tone to meet it in

the unison. The semitone major may be natural or

accidental by means of a sharp or flat. The following

is a cadence in two parts in the key of C in the unison.

1
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Music.
i n which, comparing it with that cadence, it differs only in the parts being a tenth instead of a third Music.

~^~~^ apart. ^^v^
We now subjoin three cadences in C and two in E, in which they are exhibited with the best harmony on the

last note of the cadence.

Key of E.

The mode of making these in four parts and accompanying the discords in them, has been already laid down.
The first of the above cadences is sometimes called the grand cadence. It closes in the unison or eighth, and
differs from the other, inasmuch as the last note but one must be a major third, which then rises a major semi-
tone, whilst the bass falls a fifth or rises a fourth to the cadence note. If the bass rise a fourth, it is a cadence in

the unison, if it fall a fifth, it is a cadence on the eighth. It should not be used in two parts because of the skip
to the last note in the bass, which is better where there are more parts. These cadences in the unison and the
eighth seeming to answer to the full stop in writing, appear thence to have acquired the name of final cadences.
The imperfect, or middle cadences, are so called from their being used in the middle of a strain where it is not the

composer's intention to close it finally. The fullest of them is on the fifth, seeming to answer not only to the colon
and semicolon in writing, but also to notes of admiration and interrogation ; when seeming to denote the latter,

the upper part rises to the cadence note, which is a fifth. A melancholy expression is produced by its rising, and
the contrary by its falling to the cadence.

The next in order as to excellence are middle cadences in the major third or minor sixth; they are a species of
weaker interrogation when the upper part rises to the cadence. They both rise and fall to the last note of the
cadence.

6e2
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Music. The middle, or imperfect cadences, which are considered the worst, are those in a minor third or major sixth. Music.

Modula-
tion.

In all cadences, perfect as well as imperfect, if the words or sequence of a particular movement require it, they

may be divided and subdivided in the part occupying the syncopation or ligature of the cadence, which may take

place in any part of the composition, as may be seen by the examples.
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Syncopation in the lower part.
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A cadence is avoided when, after having prepared and resolved the discords preceding it, we go to some other

note than that on which it ought to conclude and thus break it off, and it is then called the flying, avoiding, or

deceptive cadence.
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The reader, we presume, will be able, from what has been already given, to form examples for his own study ; we
shall therefore leave this part of the subject to proceed to the following important section.

When in the course of a melody the key note is changed and the original scale altered by the introduction of

either a sharp or a flat, such change is called modulation. More properly speaking, it is the method of keeping in

and using the principal key ; but it is more generally received in the sense of the definition we have given. As thp

key is the result of harmony, from that harmony also arise the laws of modulation. These are simple enough in

their nature, but difficult to follow. They are, if you desire to keep in the key, first, to use all the different sounds

of the scale as much as possible, uniting them in a good melody, and dwelling principally on those which carry the

essential chords. Or in other words, the chords of seventh and key notes will be frequently wanted, but in dif-

ferent forms and by varied methods in order to avoid a monotonous effect. Secondly. To take cadences or pauses on
these two chords only, or at furthest on that of the fourth of the key. Thirdly. Never to alter the scale, because if

a sharp or flat is introduced which does not originally belong to it, or one is taken from it, the key is then quitted.

Jn order to pass from one key to another, it is necessary to consider the analogy or relation between the two
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keys, aud the chords common to both. Leaving first, for instance, a major key, whether we consider the fifth Music.

and key note as having the simplest relations to each other after the octave, or whether we consider it as the ^—v—
first among those sounds that are heard in the vibration of strings when struck, we shall always find that the fifth

is the chord upon which a modulation most relative to the key note may be fixed. This fifth, which was a com-

ponent part of the perfect chord of the first key note, is also to be found in its own chord, of which indeed it is

the fundamental. Moreover, carrying besides the key note a perfect chord major, the two differ only by the

discord, which from the key note passing to the fifth is the added sixth, and from the dominant repassing to the

key note is the seventh. But these two chords marked by the discord which belongs to each will make of the

sounds whereof they are composed, if ranged in order, the octave or diatonic scale which determines the key.

This scale of the key, if marked with a single sharp, forms also the scale of the fifth of the key ; thus showing the

analogy existing between the two keys, and affording the facility of passing from one key to another by a single

alteration. The fifth of the key is therefore, after the key itself, the first in the order of modulation. The same

simple relation that exists between the key itself and the fifth of that key, exists also between the key note and the

fourth above or fifth below the key, for the fifth which the one makes above the key note the other makes below it;

and this takes place by inversion only, inasmuch as it becomes the fourth again by placing the key note below it

;

hence the gradation of these affinities, for in this sense the fourth, whose ratio is 3 : 4, immediately follows the

fifth, whose ratio is 2 : 3. Now, though the note of the fourth does not enter into the perfect chord of the key

note, the key note enters into the perfect chord of the fourth ; for taking the key of C, its perfect chord

will be C E G, and that of its fourth would be F A C. Thus the C in both makes the affinity or relation between

them, and the two other notes of this new chord are precisely the two sounds in the case of the fifth above men-

tioned. Neither is it necessary to alter the notes of this new key, except that of the fifth first mentioned,

they are with one exception the same in both, for by only adding a flat to the B the notes in the key of C will

serve for that of F. Thus the fourth has as strong an affinity to the key note and its perfect chord, as the fifth itself.

And we may here further remark, that after having used the first modulation, in order to go from the principal key

to that of the fifth, we are obliged to employ the second to get back to the principal key ; for as G is the fifth of

C, so is C the fourth of the key of G. So that the modulations are dependent naturally on each other. The
third note, which is formed in the perfect chord of the key note, is that of the third, and after those named it is in

the simplest ratio, thus, f , ^, -*-. Here, then, a new modulation presents itself to us, and so much the more allied

to it from two of the notes of the chord of the key being also found in the chord of E, with the minor third for

that of C, is C E G, and that of E, is E G B, in which we have E and G common to both. This transition

appears, however, somewhat more irrelative ; from the number of notes it becomes necessary to alter even in the

key of E minor, which is in the nearer alliance with it ; for though in descending there be only the F to sharpen,

yet in ascending there are two other notes affected, namely, the C and the D, which is the seventh of the key.

Thus the relation is considerably lessened by the alteration of so many notes.

If we invert the third as we just now did with the fifth, and take it a third below the key note, which is the

same as the sixth A, we thereon obtain a modulation bearing a much stronger analogy to the key itself than that

of E ; for the perfect chord of this sixth being ACE, we find in it, as in the chord of the third, two notes which

belong also to the perfect chord of the key note, namely, C and E, and the scale moreover of this new key being,

at least in descending, exactly the same as in the key of C, the principal key, and it being necessary to alter two

notes only in ascending, it follows that a modulation into the sixth of the key is preferable to one into the third of

the key ; and the more so as the principal key note enters into the perfect chord of the key which seems to suit

better to the principles of modulation. After it the key of E may follow.

Thus then we have four keys, E, F, G, and A, into each of which we may modulate in leaving the major key

of C. There remain those of D and B, the two harmonies of the fifth. This last is the sharp seventh, and can-

not, at least at once, become a new key by good modulation, its harmony being so far removed from the principal

key. But in respect to the other note D, one may by the progression of a fundamental bass modulate to its

minor key, but it should not be dwelt upon more than an instant or we lose all impression of the key of C, which

itself thus becomes altered ; or if we do not immediately return to the key of C we must pass to it by other means,

in which the student would be likely to fall into confusion.

Pursuing this analogy, the following will be the order in leaving a minor tone. The third first, then the

fifth, thirdly the fourth, and lastly the sixth. The key of each of these accessory tones is determined by its third

taken in the scale of the principal key. Thus, leaving the major key ofC to modulate upon its third, the third of

that key is a minor one, because the fifth G of the principal so makes it. On the contrary, leaving the key of A
we modulate on its third C as in a major key, because the fifth E of the tone we have left has the major third upon

the key note of that on which we enter.

These general rules may be included in the following maxim,—That the keys of the fifth and fourth of the key

are similar to that of the key itself, and that the third and sixth are of different nature, that is, bearing minor

thirds. It is, however, to be remembered that we may go in the same key from the major to the minor mode and

the converse, and that we may change the order from one key to another ; but in thus departing from the natural

modulation we ought always to bear in mind how we are to get back, inasmuch as it is a general rule that a piece

of Music should finish in the same key.

In the following formula, under two examples will be seen all the keys into which we may pass from the prin-

cipal key ; the first gives the method in leaving the major mode, the second that of leaving the minor mode, each

note showing the modulation, and the relative lengths of the notes in each example indicate the relative suitable

time for continuing in them according to their relation to the principal key.
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Leaving the key of C major.

-Ol

Music.

Leaving the key of A minor.

These immediate modulations show the method of passing by following up the rules into the most distant keys,

and of returning to the principal key of which we are never to lose sight. But it will not be sufficient to know the

routes we are to take without knowing the way to their entrance.

On this head we shall give a summary of the precepts. In a given melody, in order to introduce the modula-
tion desired, it is only necessary to hear the alterations it causes in the notes of the key left to suit them to that

whereto we proceed. Suppose we are in C major, it is only necessary to strike an F sharp to indicate the key of

the fifth, oral) flat to indicate that of the fourth. Then go over the essential chord of the key into which you
have entered, which, if well selected, will give your modulation a regular and pleasing effect. In harmony there is

considerably more difficulty, for as it is necessary that the change of the key should appear in all the parts at the

same moment, we must keep our eyes on the melody and harmony conjointly in order to avoid two different modu-
lations. Huyghens has remarked, that the disallowance of consecutive fifths in harmony is founded on this prin-

ciple. In truth, one can scarcely, in two parts, introduce consecutive fifths without finding that he has been

modulating in two different keys.

To introduce a key there are many who say it is sufficient to give the perfect chord of that key, and that it is

indispensable to it; but it is clear that the key can only be determined by the sharp seventh or the fifth, which

must be heard in proceeding to the new modulation. A good rule seems to be that the seventh should always be

prepared in It, at all events the first time it is heard ; but in all the allowable modulations this rule is not always

practicable, and we always shall find the modulation good if the fundamental bass proceeds by consonant intervals,

if we keep that harmonic tie which in a chord preserves one or more of the notes used in that preceding, if we
regard the analogy or relation between the keys, and if we avoid false relations. Composers, moreover, lay it

down as a rule not to change the key, except after a perfect cadence, but this is rarely attended to.

All the methods of passing from one key to another, are five for the major and four for the minor keys : if any

other be used than is indicated in the subjoined diagram, unless it be an enharmonic modulation it cannot be

considered good. 7 7 7 7
7 C 8 , 7 # ,

b7 «

Leaving the minor key of A.

We shall close this section by presenting to our readers a Table showing the mode in which a modulation from

the ke\s ofC major and C minor may be taken to every other key in the scale, which by transposition may be

made available in proceeding from any keys whatever to any other sought, and in four parts.

C major to C # major. To D major. To E b major.
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To F major.
To F i major.

To G major.
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To A b major. To A major.

MUSIC.
To B b major.
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To B major.
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C minor to C # minor. To D minor. To E b minor.
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To E minor.
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To A b minor. To A minor.
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To C major. To C ft major. To D major. To E b major.
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To E major.
To Fit major. To G major.
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^rB#
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To A b major.
To A major.

To B b major. To B major.
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1' ugues,

canons,

and nuita-

1 1U11S,

By the transposition of the above Table into all the different keys it is clear that we shall obtain its converse
;

those, however, who wish to save themselves that labour may consult the authority we have above used,

namely. The Art of Musical Modulation digested in twelve Tables, by Philip Joseph Frick ; who at one period

of his life was organist at the Court of the Margrave of Baden, and died in England in 1798, having been

also author of a Treatise on Thorough Bass, published in 17S6, which it has not been our good fortune to have
seen.

Fugue, as well as imitation, consists in a certain repetition of the melody in the different parts or their follow-

ing each other at intervals of time, each repeating what the first had performed according to certain rules. The
part which leads is called the guide, and that which repeats it the answer. The latter always proceeding by the

same species of intervals, or in other words, the relative situations of the tones and semitones standing in the same
order in one part as they do in the other. Of imitation, as it requires no particular skill, we shall merely observe

that it consists in a certain continuance of the melody in any of the parts repeated at pleasure, and without very

great regularity; and that it is only in the repetition of this melody that it resembles fugue.

In writing fugues the following are the principal rules to be attended to: First. The key note and its fifth for

the first and last notes of the fugue are preferable to any other, especially if you are not thoroughly master of the

mode of proceeding with them. The melody in this ease is to be contained within the octave to the key. If it

exceed those bounds, such as are above or below the octave are deemed the same as those within the octave.

Secondly. If one part begin or end with the key note, the other begins and ends by the fifth, and so of every other

note that answers within the octave to the key, and they must be so contrived that the notes between the key note

and the fifth may answer equally in each part, inasmuch as the agreement and regularity necessary in the notes

beginning and ending the fugue, should be equally observed through the whole continuance of the melody
whereof the fugue is composed. Thirdly. Whereas in diatonic progression, either in ascending or descending from
the key note to its fifth, and the contrary, there is one note difference, you may make one of those two notes in

conjoint degree of that progression that contains the greater number to agree with the progression that must be
unavoidably used wherein there is one note less and that in the middle of the melody. Thus, if the melody of the

fugue proceed by descending from the key note to its fifth, we can therein only use the sixth and seventh notes;

but in order to make the same melody equal in descending from the fifth to the key we can pass upon the fourth,

third, and second notes, so that we choose one of the three last notes nearest the key note on which the air of the

fugue ends, so that the melody nearly approximates that first heard. Also, taking the progression containing the

greater number of notes, that which contains the least number must be made to agree with it rather towards the

end than at the beginning of the melody. The following examples will better explain this.
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In the first example, the sixth or seventh answers to E in the Guide. (1). In the second, the sixth answers to

the third. (2). In the third example, the seventh corresponds with the third. (3). In the fourth, the fifth (4) or

the fourth (5) answers to the key notes. In the fifth example, the third corresponds with the seventh (6) or to

the sixth. (7). In the sixth, the third answers to the seventh (8) or to the sixth, (9), the second answers to the

sixth (10) or to the fifth. (11.) The fifth answers to the second (12) or to the key, (13), and the key note answers

to the fourth. (14).

There are many other points to be noticed in the choice between the five notes ascending to the fifth of the key,

to make an air answer to that of the four notes from the fifth to the key note ascending whether the air ascend or

the contrary, inasmuch as there are always five notes one way and four the other; it is sometimes necessary to

borrow even the second note or the fourth for the purpose of making- up five notes from the fifth to the key note

ascending, or which is the same, from the key note to the fifth descending; which matters will bo subjoined in the

eleven following observations.

First. The fifth is always to answer the key note, and the key note the fifth in the first and last notes of the

fugue; nor can this rule be avoided except in the middle of the air, where the fourth may be borrowed instead of

the fifth and the second instead of the key note, for the purpose of making the succession of the melodies in one
and the other more conformable, this means affording but four degrees from the second note to the fifth ascending,

or from the fourth to the key note descending, from which an air may be composed nearly similar to that within

the compass of the four degrees, from the fifth to the key note ascending or from the last to the other descending.

The same expedient gives us also five degrees from the second note to the fifth descending and from the fourth to

the key note ascending, according to the five degrees from the fifth to the key descending or the contrary. Now
when we are satisfied with the melody formed from these borrowed notes as nearly similar to that which is heard
between the key note and its fifth, it is because, on account of the diatonic scale, it cannot be exactly the same, the

notes of which scale being unchangeable by new sharps or flats except in minor keys, wherein a flat is added to the

sixth note in descending and a sharp to the leading note in ascending; with the liberty also of sometimes adding a

sharp to the third of all minor keys, and to the fourth of all keys when they stand in the place of a leading note, as

may be seen in the sixth example on the notes marked (1 5), so that the notes make a major third or a sharp sixth

with the bass.

Secondly, Having found the bass of the fugue, you may then seek for the other parts that may accompany the

vol. v. 5 v

Artificial

discords.

Fourth.
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M:sic. melody or bass, in which it is to be observed that the bass and other parts nearly follow the same progression as Music

^/^ the first melody and its answer ; moreover, lie bass will admit the same relative chords in one as in the other v^"v*,»

if the imitation be correct. Thus by the aid of the bass and of the other parts may be found the means of making
several fugues heard together, or of composing another sort of fugue called a canon whereof mention will be here-

after made.

Thirdly. Several basses may be written to the melody of a fugue, or the melody may be written to suit a bass

more than any other part ; but this is of no consequence, inasmuch as by inverting the chords various basses may be

composed, or a part may serve as a bass though the melody might be more suitable to an upper part. Nothing is

more agreeable than alternating these different ways of accompanying a treble or bass, more especially in a fugue

where variety is only discernible in the accompanying parts. And when we said that the bass of a fugue might

always be nearly the same, it was to give the most perlect idea of the mode in which the melody of a fugue ought

to be imitated, the similarity of the chords being of itself a sufficient proof of it.

Fourthly. To ascertain the choice to be made of notes within the compass from the key note to its fifth ascending

and from that to the other descending, we must ever be mindful of the key note and its fifth which are usually the

boundaries of the melody of a fugue, but we are not to be so restricted as to prevent us from making the intervals

of the answer conformable to those of the fugue inverted, especially in the middle of the air. Thus, having the

interval of a third, fourth, filth, sixth, or seventh in the middle of the first melody, the like should come in the

same part of the melody that answers the first and so of the others. This, however, is a rule from which deviation

may take place in favour of a diatonic progression or of the principal notes of a key, keeping in view rather what

follows than what precedes, and also the key note and its filth, which generally begin and end the fugue, rather

than the similarity of intervals we have laid down. Hence the interval of a fourth often answers that of a fifth,

and the latter often answers the former. If, however, one or more diatonic intervals occur after a consonant

interval, recourse must be had to those places where the key note appears, that the diatonic progression which is

found from the last consonant interval until the key note be duly imitated in the answer until the fifth, or if the

progression lead to the filth it must be imitated in the answer towards the key note, especially if a progression of

either sort and by a cadence, for the final cadence of a fugue should always be upon the key note and upon its

fifth. But if the cadence do not absolutely end the fugue, the fourth may be used instead of the fifth.

Fugues should seldom begin or end but by the key note, its fifth, or its third, the sixth or seventh then answer-

ing to that third, as may be seen in the fifth example above given. Thus by adhering to what follows rather than

to that which precedes, and by the similarity of the chords that are to meet over the bass employed to melodies

which answer one another in fugue, a mistake will seldom occur. We subjoin some examples.

First Melody or Guide. Answer. First Melody or Guide.
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Answer.

EE t
In the above example the continued bass shows that whatever bass you imagine to a melody proposed as the

subject, it may always have a similarity by carrying the same chords. In this case, however, the fundamental is

still better.

Fifthly. The melody or subject of a fugue should not be composed of less than half a bar ; if it contain more
than four bars the answer must begin in the fourth, but the movement should be somewhat quick that so much
melody without harmony may be agreeable.
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Sixthly. Any of the parts may begin the fugue, but it must naturally end upon the first part of the bar or measure
when divided into two parts, and on the third part of the bar when divided into four parts. If it end in any other
part, it is for the sake of the words or some caprice of the composer. Novelty allows an occasional trespass on
these rules which are founded on good taste, and the surprise caused by their violation can only be pleasing ia
the hands of a master possessed of judgment and discretion. Fugues may end also upon other notes than the key
note and its fifth. We here give some examples ia illustration of what has been advanced.

First Melody. Answer.
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Seventhly. The melody of the fugue must be imitated as nearly as possible. The same number of semibreves,
minims, &c, contained in any part of the measure must be employed wherever the fugue is heard.

Eighthly. Each part may be begun in the unison or the octave of the first part, but the eifect is much more
striking and agreeable when the parts follow each other at the fourth or the fifth. A fugue may commence and
be answered by any of the parts throughout the composition. If the key be changed, every note of the fugue must
be relatively the same in the new key as to degrees as well as to quantity and measure.

Ninthly. We may wait until the melody or subject of the fugue be entirely completed, each part answering it after

the other, but as sometimes in the middle of the design each part may be contrived to answer, the effect is good if

nothing be changed. See the sixth example.

Tenthly. Much grace and variety in the harmonies may be effected by inversion, for having designed and arranged
the subject, it may be inverted in such a manner that the subject which has been heard ascending may be heard
descending and the contrary without any other change, as under.

First Melody.

£21^-
o 3z
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Answer inverted.

iw Bz

Answer inverted.
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^First Melody.

Eleventhly. Several fugues may be introduced together or after each other; they should, however, be so brought
in as not to begin on the same part of the bar, nor in the same bar, especially for the first time. It is well to

invert their progressions, and increase and diminish the value of the notes as to time; and if they cannot be heard

together a part of one may at least be heard with part of another. To this we will add, that if the student desire

5r 2
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Music, to see what can be done, and that beautifully, in treating a fugue in every possible

^v^ ; shape, and to profit by it, the fugues of John Sebastian Bach will afford him abun-

dant opportunity.

The canon is a species of fugue, sometimes called a perpetual fugue. It consists in

an air the subject of which is repeated in all the parts. The most common are those

taken in the unison or in the octave, and they are treated according to the extent of

the voices or instruments employed. To compose this species you make your subject

at pleasure, adding as many parts as you think proper ; of these an air is composed
with the melody so contrived that one part serves as a prolongation of the other.

After this the air begins by one of those parts, and this is immediately followed by
another at the time the first subject is ended. Thus each part following the other

when the first is concluded, it recommences, still followed by the others as at first,

care being taken that each part began at its proper place. If one of the subjects

contained in each of the five parts in the margin were selected, the others might be

easilv added, and thence an entire air made wherein all the difficulty of this canon

consists, namely, in the air.

The melody of the five parts is very obvious in the canon below, which is founded

on the bar at the side hereof, some notes are added merely for the sake of the air;

and it must be observed that the parts begin the air after each other when the pre-

ceding one is at the mark 'of

¥
This perpetual fugue may be taken up at the fifth and at the fourth ; when this is done the whole of the melody

must be arranged and accidental sharps and flats, as requisite, added to those notes where the use of the natural

degrees would prevent the air from being exactly similar without regarding the modulation but the melody only,

whence its difficulty ; because each time that a part takes up the fugue it must enter a new key, as the fifth if the

part takes up at the fifth, or die fourth if taken up at the fourth. Whereas in the canon above given the parts are

unlimited in number, so in that « hereof we have just been speaking they do not exceed four parts. We shall here

place before the reader the finest specimen now extant of this kind of Music, which Callcott says " will ever

remain a lasting ornament to the taste and science of the Country in which it was produced ;" to which we will

add, that we do not believe there is any composition whatever that has been so often performed since it was
written.

^=N , , -i =-r-«-^ , D-A^Gn
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We shall conclude this part with the words of the admirable Hooker, who in the Vth Book of his Ecclesiastical
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Polity says, " Touching' Musicall harmony, whether by instrument or by voyce, it being but of high and low in Music.

' sounds a due proportionable disposition, such notwithstanding is the force thereof, and so pleasing etfects it hath ^^^/~~

in that very part of Man which is most divine, that some have beene thereby induced to thinke that the soule itself

by Nature is, or hath in it harmony. A thing which delighteth all ages and beseemeth all states ; a thing as season-

able in griefe as in joy ; as decent being added unto actions of greatest waight' and solemnitie, as bei-ng used

when men most sequester themselves from action. The reason hereof is an admirable facilitie which Musickehath

toexpresse and represent to the mind, more inwardly than any other sensible meane, the very standing, rising, and

falling, the very steps and inflections every way, the tumes and varieties of all passions whereunto the minde is

subject: yea so to imitate them, that whether it resemble unto us the same state wherein our mindes alreadie are,

or a cleane contrary, wee are not more contentedly by the one confirmed than changed and led away by the other.

In harmony the very image and character euen of Vertue and Vice is perceived, the mind delighted with their

resemblances, and brought, by having them often iterated, into a loue of the things themselves. For which cause

there is nothing more contagious and pestilent then some kindes of harmonie ; then some nothing more strong and

potent unto good. And that there is such a difference of one kinde from another, we neede no proof but our

owne experience, inasmuch as wee are at the hearing of some more inclined unto sorrow and heavinesse ; of some

more mollified and softened in minde ; one kinde apter to stay and settle us, another to move and stirre our affec-

tions; there is that draweth to a marvellous grave and sober mediocritie ; there is also that carryeth as it were

into extasies, filling the minde with an heavenly joy and for the time in a manner severing it from the body. So
that although we lay altogether aside the consideration of dittie or matter, the very harmony of sounds being

framed in due sort and carryed from the eare to the spirituall faculties of our soules, is by a natiue puissance and

efficacie greatly available to bring to a perfect temper whatsoever is there troubled, apt as well to quicken the spirits

as to allay that which is too eager ; soveraigne against melancholy and despaire, forcible to draw forth teares of

devotion, if the minde be such as can yeeld them, able both to moove and to moderate all affections."

On Musical Temperament and the Compass of Voices and Instruments in an Orchestra.

As in our imperfect instruments and common notation of Music only twelve intervals of sound are admitted Teir.r«r»

into the octave, and as intervals or concords, though of the same name as thirds, fourths, &c, do not consist of the mellu

same degrees or elements, though there may be always the same number of them, as some fourths or fifths are

perfect and others not, a deviation from truth and nature is necessary to accommodate or mend the imperfect con-

cords by transferring to them part of the beauty of the perfect in order to remedy the defect. The process by

which they are accommodated or tempered is called temperament.

If a string be stretched between two bridges and it be stopt in the middle, and the sound of half of it be com-
pared to that of the whole, we acquire the idea of the interval of two sounds whose times of vibration are in the

ratio of 1 to 2, and their vibrations are in proportion to their lengths, so by other divisions of the string we
acquire ideas of other different intervals. Now if the Musical string

1 s. t 3. . S. S. JLX

. MM: Tf 'CDEFGABc O

C O and its parts D O, E O, F O, G O, A O, B O, and CO, be in proportion to each other as the numbers 1, ^, £,

i< I' i- *Ps> i> their several vibrations will exhibit the system of the eight sounds to which Musicians have given
the names of C, D, E, F, G, A, B, c. If we tune accurately four following fifths upon an instrument or string,

as C, G, D, A, and E, we shall find that the last fifth E will be a discordant major third with the C from which we
started, and, indeed, too sharp tor the ear to bear; in short, it is not the same E produced as a fifth from A which
we ought to have as the third of C. Let us suppose a string long enough to sound the interval from C to E
as above, and its subdivisions into fifths be taken as relates to the length of the string, they will stand as follows,

each being three times the length of the preceding, C = 1, G = 3, D = 9, A = 27, E = 81, which will

represent its quantity. Now the third major E from C in the above diagram is £ of the string CO, or

which is the same, |- from C, or the octave itself will be represented by 5 ; then we shall have them going by
octaves each double the preceding, thus E r= 5, E = 10, E = 20, E = 40, E = 80. But by the first operation

we had E = SI, therefore these two E's are different and their ratio is -{j- -, which is exactly the value of a major
comma. It is manifest that by following up this system of ratios we may obtain those of any intervals sought.

If we produce the progression of fifths to the 12th power, which will happen on B sharp, we shall find that this

B sharp will exceed the C wherewith it should be in unison, and that it is in the ratio to it of 531441 : 5242S8,
which is the comma of Pythagoras. By the preceding calculation the B sharp should have exceeded the C by
three major commas, whereas it only exceeds it by the comma of Pythagoras. The same sound then E, which is

the fifth of A, is to form a third major of C ; it is the division of the overplus in the octave which is to be tem-
pered in tuning an instrument. This is not the place tor a further investigation of the subject which properly

belongs to the doctrine of harmonics, but we thought the simple and concise view we have taken of it would be accept-

able to the Musician who would not be inclined to study that doctrine. The following is a Table from Dr. Smith
of the ratios of the different intervals which we think useful to him.
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tfusic. prejudices may exist, whether on the part of scientific or of practical men respecting temperament, it is certain, Music.

m»y*im~/ and must be allowed, that every ratio which oversteps or falls short of the true octave is a false ratio, since a true v-^^^>-/

octave is indispensable in Music whatever be the species of degrees by which we arrive at it. It may be deemed
presumptuous in us to offer an opinion on this subject on which so many learned men have been engaged and
treatises written, but we must own that we incline to De Momigny"s opinion, and that it is from some delect in the

formula? that the ear or rather Nature and mathematical science are at variance. De Momigny at the end of the

article, which is that of " Temperament," in the Encyclopedic Met/wdique, 1818, mentions that lie was about to

make some experiments on the subject ; if he has done so, we are not aware that the results have ever been

published.

The instruments used in an orchestra are of three sorts besides the natural instrument of the voice and the insiru-

artificial ones of the organ, piano-forte, and guitar ; namely, stringed instruments played with a bow, wind instru- mentsand

ments, and instruments of percussion. Each of these has its own peculiar character as well as compass; it is by •heircom*

intimate acquaintance with their character, especially that of wind instruments, that the German masters ra8s '

have attained so great eminence, and have produced surprising effects by combining instruments unknown to the

Ancients. It is not our intention to detail these instruments separately, but as the reader, and especially the

Musician, should be acquainted with the compass of them, we have on the following page subjoined a synopsis,

altered from Choron's, which will give him at once the information requisite.

In the foregoing Essay the principal authorities we have consulted, and upon some of which we have drawn
very largely, are Choron's Principes de Musique ; Pepusch's Treatise on Harmony, published in 1731, a Work
of which Shield says, " It contains many exploded doctrines, but it likewise contains principles which will be the

basis of theory in 1800 or any other Century." Rameau; Dr. Callcott's Musical Grammar; Encyclopedic

Methodique, Art. Musique ; Burney's and Hawkins's Histories ; Grassineau's Musical Dictionary. After the

synopsis of instruments will be found an explanation of technical terms used in Music, and a list of the principal

Writers on the Science.
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EXPLANATION

OP THH

CHIEF TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN MUSIC.

Abbreviations are strokes over or under a semibreve, minim, or

' crotchtt, which divide them into quavers if there be only one

stroke ; if two strokes into semiquavers ; if a triple stroke into

demisemiquavers.

Accent. The stress or expression given to certain parts of a bar or

measure.

Acciaccatura. A grace note one semitone below that note to which

it is prefixed.

Accidentals. Those flats and sharps which occur in a movement,

besides those which are prefixed in the signature.

Accord. See Concord.

Accrestimento. The increase of the length of a note one half of the

duration it originally has by means of a dot appended to its

right side.

Acute is understood of a sound or lone which is high in respect

of another.

Adagio, written Adag°. and Ad"., an Italian word denoting the

slowest of the Musical time, grave excepted.

Added tines and notes. Those lines and notes above and below the

staff, which, proceeding higher or lower than the staff itself,

cannot be contained within it.

Ad libitum. A term used to denote that the time of the portion of

the movement to which it is prefixed is to be at the performer's

pleasure.

Affetto, or Affittuoso, prefixed to a movement, shows that it is to

be performed in a smooth, tender, and affecting manner, and
thence rather slow than fast.

After note. A small grace note which, in contradistinction to the

appoggiatura, follows a larger one, and depends upon that

for its time.

Alia breve. The name of a movement whose bars consist of two

semibreves or four minims ; it is denoted by a barred C or

semicircle.

Allegretto. A diminutive of allegro : it is a time rather quick, but

not quite so quick as the allegro.

Allegro. A term used to signiiy that the movement is to be per-

formed in a brisk, lively manner, but without hurry or precipi-

tation, and quicker than any other time, except that marked
presto. The usual six distinctions of time succeed each other

in the following order: grave, adagio, largo, vivace, allegro, and
presto. If allegro he preceded by the word piu it adds to the

strength of the signification, intimating that the time must be

brisker and gayerthan allegro. If preceded by poco, it weakens
the signification, and intimates that the time must not be con-

sidered quite so brisk and lively as allegro.

At segno. A notice to the performer that he is to return and com-

mence the repeat at the sign S>

Alto. The countertenor part.

Andante signifies, especially in thorough bass, that the notes are

to be played distinctly.

Apotome. The remaining part of an entire tone after a major semi-
tone has been taken out of it.

Appoggialura. A small note placed before a larger one of longer
duration from which it usually borrows half its value. It always
occurs on the strong or accented part of the measure. Some-
times it is only one quarter of the length of the note it precedes.

Arioso, or Legato. See Legato.

Arpeggio, or Arpegquito. The imitation of the harp on any instru-

ment susceptible of such imitation by striking the notes of a
chord in quick and repeated succession.

Arsis and Thesis. . Terms used in composition, as when a point is

inverted or turned, it is said to move p»r arsin et thesin]; that

is. when a point rises in one part and falls in another where an
agreeable variety is produced. Also the rise (arsis) and fall

(thesis) of the hand in beating time.

Altai. An Italian adverb of quantity often joined to the word9
allegro, adagio, presto, &c, and signifies that the measure and
motion of the piece should t>e kept in a mean degree of quick-

ness or slowness, quick or slow enough, but not too much of

either.
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A tempo giusto is a direction to play in the true just time. See Music.
Battuta. ' r _ _

Atto di cadenza is that disposition of the notes which not only
makes a cadence in one part, but directs and points it out in
others. Thus when the bass rises a fourth, or falls a fifth, this
motion is really a cadence, and at the same time it is a sign
that the other parts thereupon perform their proper cadences.

Authentic melodies are such as have their principal uotes contained
between the key note and its octave.

Backfall. The name, now never used, of one of the old English
graces.

Bar. A stroke vertically drawn across the stave, including between
each two a certain quantity or measure of time, varying as the
Music is either triple or common.

Baritone. Called by the French basse taille. It is, in fact, a high
bass, and in the ancient Church Music is written with the F
clef upou the third line.

Bass. The lowest or deepest of the parts in Musical composition.
Baton. Used to denote a rest of four semibreves.

Battuta. The motion of beating time with the hand or foot. By
the Italians the phrase A tempo giusto is used after a recitative

to show that the measure is to be beat true and just, which
during the recitative was conducted irregularly to suit the
action, or express some passion, &c. &c.

Beat. A reversed shake without a turn.

B molle. One of the notes in the scale of Music, usually known
as B

l>,
or soft in opposition to B quadro.

B quadro, or quant. Taking its name from its figure t). This
is generally called B natural or sharp, in contradistinction to

B niol or Hat. As the
\>
placed before any note signifies that

it is to be lowered a semitone minor, so does the quane or 2
raise it to its diatonic situation.

Bind. The same as ligature or tie, to group notes together.

Bis. "Where this word is placed over passages which have dots

placed after one bar and before a subsequent bar, it signifies

that the passage is to be twice played.

Brace is the line or bracket at the beginning of each set of staves

in every line that ties them together in a vertical direction.

Breve. A note formed like a square without a tail, and equal to

two semibreves or four minims. It signifies also a measure
of quantity which contains in beating two down strokes with

the hand and two strokes up, but this only in common time
with the mark C. See Alia breve.

Brillante. Brisk, airy, gay, and lively.

Cadence is the termination or fall of the notes on a chord or note
closing the strain and naturally expected by the ear, and is

much the same in Music as the period which closes the sentence

in a discourse. It is perfect when the harmony of the fifth

precedes that of the key note, and imperfect when the key note

with its harmony precedes that of the fifth or dominant with-

out its added seventh, taking its name of imperfect, be-

cause the ear does not seem to acquiesce in the conclusion, but

to expect a continuation of the song or whatever the Music may
be. A broken or interrupted cadence, is when the bass, instead

of falling a fifth, as expected by the ear, rises a second either

major or minor. -

Cadenza. Such an extemporary passage as the performer intro-

duces previous to the final shake on the last note but one of a

melody where a pause f^K is marked.
Canon. A perpetual fugue written upon one line originally, with

marks to show when the parts that imitate are to be^in and
end. This, however, is more properly what the Italians call

the Canone chiuso or Canone in eorpo. The Canone p-irtito or

risoluto is when all the parts of a perpetual fugue are written

in partition, or in separate parts, with the proper pauses each is

to keep or observe.

Canto, or Soprano. The treble part.

Canto fermo. The plain song. The Italians call every part whether

plain or figured, of the subject of counterpoint, by this name.

5g
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M .sir. Capriccio. A term applied to certain pieces in which the composer

. gives a loose to his fau:y without confinement to particular

measures or keys.

Characters. Those forms in Musical writing or printing which

are the signs of clefs, notes, rests, &c. &c.

Chortts. A combination of two or more sounds heard contempo-

raneously, and forming a harmony between them.

Chromatic. The introduction of semitones between each of the

tones in the diatonic scale.

Clef. A mark placed at the beginning of a staff representing a
note or letter of it which determines the names of the degrees.

It is always placed on a line, never in a space.

Coda. The concluding passage of a movement when it occurs after

a protracted perfect cadence. Its length varies, in some cases

it runs to a great extent, in others it contains merely a single

phrase.

Cotlttla. A short phrase or passage not constituting a part of a re-

gular section, but serving to connect one section with another.

l\,mma. A measure of a tone, or the smallest part into which it is

commonly subdivided ; thus the tone between the fourth and
fifth of the scale is supposed to be divided into nine small parts

termed commas.
Common time, or Equal lime. That which contains one semibreve,

two minims, four crotchets, eight quavers, or their value in

every measure or bar.

Composition. The art of disposing Musical sounds into airs, songs,

&c.

Ccuertanle. Those parts of a piece of Music which sing or play

throughout the whole piece, either alone or accompanied, to

distinguish them from those parts that only join at particular

parts.

Concord. The relation of two sounds that are agreeable to the ear,

whether applied in succession or consonance.

Conjoint degrees are those which adjoin each other iu the order

of the scale.

Consonance. The union or agreement of two sounds produced at

the same time, the one grave and the other acute. Notes in

consonance constitute harmony, as notes in succession melody.
Con sordini. Written short C S, with the dampers on a piano-

forte, or the mutes on a violin. Senza sordini, or S S, signifies

without them.

Continued bass. The same as thorough bass, so called because it

goes quite through the composition.

Contralto. The countertenor part, or that immediately under the

treble in the scale.

Contra-tenor, or Counter-tenor. See Contralto.

Counterpoint. So called originally, because the notes were points

placed one against or over the other without any stems. Now
every composition of many parts receives the name of counter-

point.

Crescendo. Increasing the sound from soft to loud, marked <zz.

Crotchet. One of the notes of time equal to half a minim.

Va Capo, or D C, signifies from the head : it is placed to such airs

as end with the first strain, and intimates that the song is to be

begun again, and ended with the first part.

Dash. A small stroke thus ' placed over notes which are to be per-

formed in a short and distinct manner.

Deceptive cadence. That which, by varying the final chord, avoids

the final close.

Defectivefifth, or Semidiapente. An interval or semitone less than

the perfect fifth ; it is also called the flat, lesser, or diminished

fifth.

Degrees are the little intervals whereof the concords or harmo-
nical intervals are composed. The three degrees in common
use are the greater tone, the less tone, and the semitone.

Demi-ditone. A minor third.

Demiquaver. A note, two of which are equal to a quaver.

Descant. A composition in several parts. It is threefold, plain,

figurative, and double.

Diapason. A musical interval by which most authors who have

written on the theory of Music use to express the octave of the

Greeks, as they use the terms diapente, diatessaron, and hexa-

chord, to express the fifth, fourth, and sixth.

Diapente. An ancient term, but in modern Music signifying a

fifth.

Diastrm. A name given by the Ancients to a simple interval to

distinguish it from a compound one, to which they gave the

name of system,

Diatessaron. An ancient term, but in modern Music signifying a

fourth.

Diatonic. That natural scale of Music which, proceeding by dc-

grees, includes both tones and semitones. It includes all the v,

dith-rent intervals formed by the natural notes, and also all

those produced in transposing the uatural scale higher or lower
by employing sharps and n its.

Diazeuctic tone. In the ancient Greek Music that which disjoined

two fourths, one on each side of it and which being joined to

either made a fifth.

Diesis. A division of a tone less than a comma.
Diminished interval. A defective interval, or one short of it$ just

quantity by a lesser semitone.

Diminuendo. Diminishing the sound from loud to son, marked
thus ;>

Diminution. The change of the notes of a phrase or section from
crotchets into quavers, quavers into semiquavers, &c. Sec.

Direct. A sign »» thus employed at the end of a starMo indicate

upon what degree the first note of the following staff is placed.

Discord. The relation of two sounds which are always and of

themselves disagreeable, whether in succession or consonance.
Every discord must be prepared, struck, and resolved.

Disdiapason. A double octave.

Dissonance. The same as Discord, which see.

Ditone. An interval comprehending two tones.

Division. The dividing a larger interval into a number of less in-

tervals.

Oolce. Placed at the head of movements to signify that they are

to be played softly, sweetly, and agreeably.

Dominant. The sound which makes a perfect fifth to the final in

authentic modes, and a third to the final or sixth to the

lowest chord of a plag.il mode. In modern Music, it is the

fifth above the key note, and derives its name, as in ancient

Music, from its requiring the key note to be heard after it.

Driving notes* See Syncopation.

Enharmonic scale. One divided to quarter tones. See Genut.

Extreme. A term applied to those intervals where the diatonic

distances are increased or diminished by a chromatic semitone.

False cadence. One in which the bass rises a tone or semitone
instead of falling a fifth or rising a fourth.

Figurative counterpoint. That wherein there is a mixture of dis-

cords along with the concords.

Flat. A sign b used to depress a note one semitone.

Flat fifth. See Semidiapente.

Forte. Placed over a movement to signify that it is to be played

loud.

Fortissimo. To signify that it is to be performed very loud.

Fourth. An interval containing four sounds or terms between its

extremes, and three intervals, or as being the fourth in order of

the natural or diatonic scale from the fundamental.

Fugue. A musical composition, in which the different parts com-
mence under certain laws after each other, each repeating what
the first had performed.

Fundamental bass. The lowest note or root of a chord, which is

found by inverting the notes whereof it is composed, so as to

bring them in thirds above such roots.

Gamut. The general scale of the notes used in Music.

Genus. A scale of Music that proceeds by certain intervals ; thus

that which proceeds chiefly by tones is called the Diatonic

genus. If artificial sounds are inserted between the natural

sounds, a scale is formed of semitones alone, which is called the

Chromatic genus. When a scale is formed yet smaller in its

intervals, which in some parts contains quarter-tones, it is called

the Enharmonic genus.

Graces. Ornamental notes prefixed or postfixed to notes, such as

the appoggiatura, the shake, &c.

Gradation. A diatonic succession of chords either in ascending or

descending.

Grave. A very slow motion, slower than largo, but faster than

adagio. It is also applied in speaking of sounds to denote

one that is low or deep in pitch.

Grazioso. Placed over a movement to signify that it is to be per-

formed agreeably, elegantly, gracefully.

Groups. Notes linked together at the stems.

Guide. The leading voice or instrument in a canon or fugue.

Harmonic triad. The union or chord of any note with its third and
perfect fifth : it is another name for the common chord.

Harmony. The combination, or the agreeable result or union of

two or more sounds heard contemporaneously.

Mu
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Harpeggio. See Arpeggio.

Haupl-ton The principal or written note of the shake over which
the character fy is placed j the secondary or superior note is

called the Hiiiiston. It is a German word.

Hemttone. The same as semitone.

Hexac.hord. A progression of six notes, to which Guido gave the

names ut, ri, mi, fa, so/, /a. The hexachord is of two sorts,

greater and loss. The former is composed of two greater tones,

and two less and one greater semitone, which make five in-

tervals. The latter is composed of two greater tones one lesser

and two greater semitones.

Hold, The same as a pause.

Homophonous. Two or more chords, strings, or voices, are said to

be homophoaous when they are exactly of the same pitch or

in unison.

Uiilfilon. See Hauptton.

Hyperoche. An interval equal to nearly one comma and a half.

Imbroglio {Tempo a") Music written in one measure, but really

performed in another.

Imitation. A species of composition in which one part is made to

imitate the other. It differs from a fugue, in that it is not re-

stricted in the intervals at which it takes up the point.

Imperfect cadence. See Cadence.

Imperfect concords. Thirds and sixths are the imperfect concords,

and are so called from their liability to change from major to

minor, or the contrary, still however remaining consonant.

Index. The same as Direct, which see.

Inhnrmonical relation. An unexpected introduction of a dissonant

sound.

Atlrrrtipted cadence. See Cadence.

Interval. The difference between two sounds in respect of acute

anil grave, or the imaginary space terminated by two sounds

differing in acuteness and gravity. What we call an interval

the Ancients called a diastem.

Inversion. The placing the lower note of any interval an octave

higher, or the higher note an octave lower.

Irregular cadence. The same as imperfect cadence. See Cadence.

Key. or Key-note. A certain fundamental note or tone, to which
the whole piece is accommodated or set, and with which it

usually begins and ends.

Keyboard. The platform of levers in keyed instruments, which
are pressed down by the finders to produce a percussion of the

string. It is divided into long white keys and short black ones.

Ixigrimoso, marked over a movement, signifies that it is to be per-

formed in a wailing, plaintive manner.
Languente, placed to a movement, denotes that it is to be per-

formed in a languishing and soft manner.
Large. A character denoting the greatest measure of Musical

quantity, being equal to eight semibreves.

Larghetto signifies that the piece is to be performed slow, but not

quite so slow as largo.

Largo. A slow motion in a movement : one degree quicker than
grave, and two degrees quicker than adagio.

leading note. The sharp seventh.

Ledger lines. The lines added above and below the staff of five

lines when the ascending or descending notes run above or

below it.

Legato. Notes tied together by S~S ^^ these marks either over or

under them, so that they are thereby properly but one note.

This is also called Syncope.

Leggiadro. The same as allegro.

Lenle, or Lento. Denotes that the movement is to be very slow :

between grave and largo.

Limma. A small interval, rather larger than a semitone minor.

Long. A character of Music containing four semibreves.

Maestoso. Prefixed to a movemeut, signifies that it is to be played

with gTandeur, and consequently slow, but yet with strength

and firmness.

Major and Minor. Names given to imperfect concords, which
differ from each other by a semitone minor. They are also

used in the same sense in speaking of discords.

Measure. A bar of Music ; but more properly used to express the

interval or space of time, which the person who regulates the

time employs between raising and letting fall his hand, to con-

duct the movement sometimes quicker and sometimes slower,

according to the subject to be sung or played.

Mediant. The greater liird in the major scale and the lesser th'rd

in the minor scale

Middle cadence. See Cadence.

Melody. The agreeable effect of different sounds ranged and dis-

posed in succession. The air of a tune.

Mezzo soprano. A high countertenor or low treble, having the
E clef on the second line of the staff'.

Mimim. A character in rotation equal to two crotchets or half a
semibreve.

Minor. See Major.
Mired cadence. See Cadence.

Modulation. The regular progression of several parts through the

snuuds that are in the harmony of any particular key. as well

as the proceeding naturally and regularly from one key to

another.

Monoclt'jrd. A Musical instrument to measure the variety and pro-

portion of Musical sounds. It is constructed with a rule on
which are sundry subdivisions, whereon is a string stretched

upon two bridges at each end ; between them is a movable
bridge, by means of which, in applying it to the different

divisions of the line, you find that the sounds are in the same
proportions to one another as the divisions on the line cut by
the bridge.

Mordente. A grace used by the Italian School, by turning upon
the note without employing the note below.

Motion. The manner of beating the measure to accelerate or pro-

tr.ict the pronunciation of the words or notes. It is this which
distinguishes the different surts of time.

Natural. A character fl used to contradict those flats or sharps that

are placed in the signature on the same line or space whereon

the natural is employed, in which case you must take the

natural note as it is in the diatonic scale.

Notes. Characters which mark the sounds ; that is, the elevations

and depressions, and the swiftness and slowness of its motions.

In strict propriety, however, the word only implies the marks
which denote the degrees of gravity and acuteness to be given

to each sound.

Obligato. It is used of a movement written for a particular instru-

ment or voice.

Oblique motion. That in which one part repeats or holds on the

same note, whilst the other moves up or down.

Octave. An harmonical interval, consisting of seven degrees or

less intervals. It contains five tones and two semitones.

Organ point, or Pedal point. A series of chords, in some of which

the harmony of the fifth is taken unprepared upon the bass

as a holding note, whether preceded by the tonic or by the

harmony of the fourth of the key.

Part. A piece of the score or partition written by itself for the

convenience of Musicians : or it is one or more of the succes-

sions of sounds which make the harmony written apart

Partitura, or Partition, the same as Score, which see.

Passage. A portion of an air or of a harmony, consisting at most

of one, two, or three measures.

Passing notes. Graces, wherein small notes follow the larger ones

to connect them with the succeeding note.

Pause. A character
/7S

placed over a note to denote that the re-

gular time thereat is to be delayed, and a long continuance

made of the sound on that part of the bar.

Pedal harmonies. The same as Organ or Pedal points, which

see.

Perfect cadence. See Cadence.

Phrase. A short melody which docs not contain a perfect or satis-

factory Musical idea.

Pianissimo. See Piano.

Piano. Placed over a movement to signify to be played softly and

sweetly. Pianissimo, its superlative, denotes that it is to be

plaved very soft.

Pitch. The degree of acuteness or graveness of a note. It is

known from experiments that any noise whatever produced by

a sonorous body, or by the vibrations of a string, which is repeated

two hundred and forty times in a second at equal intervals, emits

the sound of the tenor C ; if three hundred and sixty, the fifth

above. In two perfect unisons from two pipes each twenty-four

inches long, each has two hundred and forty vibrations in a

second, either alternate or coincident. In both cases the vibra-

tions are not distinguishable from each other. What is called

concert pitch is an arbitrary standard selected by Musicians,

by which the tuning is guided, not very different from what we
have above described.

Piu. A little more ; it increases the strength of the word to which
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Music '* '8 added. Thus Pi* allegro, a little quicker. Piu piano, a

— -,_• little softer, &c.

Ptagal melodies are such as have their principal notes contained

between the fifth of the key and its octave or twelfth.

Plain! ehant. Used in ancient Ecclesiastical Music to signifythechief

melody which was confined to the natural sounds of the scale.

7>oco. A little less, has just the contrary etlect of Piu, and there-

fore diminishes the strength of the signification of the word

to which it is annexed. Thus Poco presto means not quite so

quick as presto requires. Poco piu allegro, a little more lively

and brisk than allegro alone requires.

Point. A mark ' used by many authors instead of the dash I
;

but its principal use is to distinguish those notes from which

an intermediate effect is required, different from the dash.

Post-positions are singular suspensions of the harmony, being

the reverse of anticipations; they are, in fact, the retardations.

of harmony, by putting a discord upon the accented part of the

bar, but not prepared and resolved according to the rules for

discords.

Preparation of a discord. Taking care that the note which is the

discord is heard in the preceding harmony.

Presto to u movement denotes that it is to be performed fast or

quick, yet not with rapidity. The superlative Prestissimo is

very quick. Aon troppo presto, less quick, not too quick.

Quadrum. The same as Natural, which see.

Quaver. A measure of time equal to half the crotchet, or an eighth

of the seraibreve.

Quintuple. A species of time which contains five crotchets in a bar :

hut seldom used.

Radical bass. The. same as the Fundamental bass, which see.

Repeat. A character %, to denote that what was List played or

sung must be repeated or performed again : this is otherwise

marked by dots against a bar, or liy the words Va capo or

Bis.

Resolution is the deciphering a canon, or perpetual fugue from a

single line or staff, or in one part, in which all the voices that

are to follow the guide or first voice are written separately]

either in score, that is in separate lines, or in separate parts,

with the pauses each is to keep, and in the proper to.ie for

each.

Resolution of a discord. The descent of a discord after it has been

struck either a tone or a semitone according to the mode.
Rest. A pause or interval of time, during which there is an inter-

mission of the voice or sound. Rests are of various lengths,

and accordingly expressed by certain characters according to

the quantity of certain notes.

Rhythm. The disposition or arrangement of melody or harmony
in respect of time or measure.

Rinforzanito. Denoted thus r^» -sr, to signify that the sound is to

be diminished and increased.

Ripieno signifies full, and distinguishes those parts that play now
and then to fill up the Music from those that play throughout

the piece.

Root. The prime or lowest note of the Harmonic triad, which see.

Scale. A series of sounds rising or falling towards acuteness or

gravity from anv given pitch of tune to the greatest practicable

distance, through such intermediate degrees as make the suc-

cession most agreeable and perfect, and in which all the har-

monic intervals are conveniently divided. This scale is de-

nominated a universal system.

Schisma. An interval equal to about half a comma.
Score, or Partition. The Music of a piece written for all the

several parts in their places under each other, and the bars

scored or drawn in their proper places through the whole from
top to bottom.

Second. An interval consisting of two degrees distant from each
other one tone or one semitone 1

; consequently there ore two

kinds of seconds, the major second, or tone, and the minor
second, or semitone.

Segno. See Al segno.

Segue. It follows. A word often written before a port, which
without stopping is immediately to follow the last note of the

preceding movement. It is also used where minims, crotchets,

&c. are subdivided by strokes drawn through their tails to

make them abbreviated groups, to signify that they must be

performed in the manner the first are marked.
Semibreve. A note of half the quantity of a breve, containing two

minims, four crotchets, &c. The semibreve is accounted one

measure of time, or the integer in fractions and multiples,

whereby the time of the other notes is expressed. ,

Semidmpason. A defective octave, or an octave diminished by a
minor semitone.

Semidiapente. A defective, false, or flat fifth,

Senudiatessaron. A defective fourth, properly called a false fourth.

Semiquaver. A note containing half the quantity of the quaver.

S' autniie. Usually employed to denote a half tone, though it is

not, mathematically speaking, the half of a tone. Semitoues
are moreover of three sorts, the greater, the lesser, and the
natural semitone. The use of semitones is to remedy the

defects of instruments, which, having their sounds fixed, cannot
always be mode to answer the diatonic scale.

Senza. Without : as Senza stromenti, without instruments.

Sequence. A similar succession of chords ascending or descending
diatonically.

Seventh. A Musical intervalconsistingof threetones, two major semi-

tones, and two minor semitones; at least such is the major
seventh, but the minor seventh consists of one tone less. The
seventh is composed diatonically of seven degrees and six in-

tervals.

Sforzato. A term written over a note to signify that it is to be

played louder than the rest.

Shake. A quick alternate repetition of the note above with that

over which it is marked, and commonly ends with a turn from
the note below.

Sharp. An artificial note or character thus £. which prefixed to a

note shows that it is to be sung or played a semitone or half

note higher than the note would have been without it

Signature. The sharps or flats placed after the clef at the begin-

ning of the stave which affect all the notes of the same letter

throughout the movement. Those which alter the course

of the movement in addition to the others being termed acci-

denial, whereas the first mentioned are essential.

Sixth. One of the simple or original concords or harmonica! intervals.

It is of two kinds, greater and less, and therefore esteemed one of

the imperfect concords, though each of them arises from a differ-

ent division of the octave. The former is composed of six

degrees and five intervals, in which four are tones and one a

semitone. The lesser sixth is also composed of six degrees

a nd five intervals, w hereof three are tones and two semitones.

Ship. The passing from one sound to another by more than a

degree at one time.

Slide. A grace used by the German School, consisting of two

small notes which move by degrees.

Slur. An arch ^^^ drawn over two or more notes upon different

degrees, and signifies that all the notes are to be played &«

smoothly as possible. In vocal Music it is placed over »»r

under all the notes that are to be sung to the same syllable.

Smorzalo. A term to denote that the bow of the violin is to be

drawn to its full length, not with equal strength, but lighter

and lighter on it by degrees till at last scarcely any sound is

heard.

Soave, or Soavemente. To be played sweetly or agreeably.

So.feggio. The svstem in which the several notes of the s;ale are

distinguished by the syllables ut, or do of the Italians, re, mi,

fa, sol, la, whose office is, by applying them to every note of the

scale, to obtain a pronunciation with ease, and also that by

them the tones and semitones ofthe natural scale may be better

distinguished. This is obtained by the four syllables mi, fa,

sol, la. From fa to sol, and sol to la, and from la to mi, are

each a semitone, without noticing the greater or less tone, but

from la to fa and from mi to fa only a semitone. If these be

applied in the following order, fa sol, lafa, sol la, mi fa, they

express the natural series from C, and if repeated, a second or

third octave; and we can by them express the whole ofthe dif-

ferent orders of tones and semitones in the diatonic scale, fa,

sot, la, still standing above mi, and below it the same in-

verted la, sot, fa, and one mi is always distant from another

an octave, which cannot occur with any of the rest, because in

ascending after mi, fa, sol, la, fa always come in, which in

descending are repeated inversely. The use of this system is

this :—The first step in learning to sing is to raise a scale of

notes by tones and the semitones in their natural places an

octave, and descend again by the same, and then to acend

and descend by skips, as thirds, fourths, &c, and to do the same

whatever be the pitch of the scale. Now these notes being

represented by lines and spaces to which the above syllables

are applied, and the learner taught to name each line and space

thereby, is the system of Solfeggio. By it we learn to time the

degrees and intervals of sound expressed by notes ou a line or

Music.
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space, or give words to Music to which none have been written

by means of articulate sounds, but chiefly by an acquaintance

with the degrees and intervals expressed by those syllables,

we readily know the place of the semitones and the true dis-

tance of the notes.

SoifUo, Used to express that the piece is to be performed m a

mournful manner. It also means with care and accuracy.

Sopra. See Sotto.

Soprano clef. The C clef used for the voices of females and
children. In Italy and Germany it is the clef in general use

for the harpsichord ; when placed on the first line it is called

simply the soprano clef, but if it be placed on the second line

it is called the mezzo soprano.

Sostenuto denotes that the sound is to be held on in an equal

steady manner.

Sotto. Below, inferior, in contradistinction to Sopra above.

Space. The void between any two lines of the staff whereon a

piece of Music is pricked or noted. In ancient Music three

spaces and four lines only were used.

Spirtto, or Sptntoso. To be played with vigour or spirit.

Staccato denotes that the Music to which it is applied is to have
every note divided or separated from the next, in a plain and
distinct manner.

Staff. The five lines on which, with the intermediate spaces, the

notec of Music are written ; said to have been introduced by
Guido.

Stem. The notes of Music consist generally of two parts, the

head and the stem ; the former is either open or black, and must
always be placed on a Hue or space, the stem is the line

drawn from it either upwards 'or downwards at pleasure.

oubdommant. The filth below the key note, or fourth in ascending,

being as it were the governing note, because it requires the

tonic to be heard after it in the plagal cadence.

Subito. Quick, hastily ; thus Volti subito, an Italian phrase written

at the bottom of a leaf, means turn the leaf quickly.

Submediant, or middle note between the tonic and subdominant
descending; it is the greater sixth in the major scale, and the

lesser sixth in the minor scale.

Subsemitone. A word used by the Germans for the leading note or

sharp seventh of the scale.

Substitution, Chords of. Names given to the two chords of the

ninth major and minor.

Sitperdominant. The sixth of the key in the descending scale.

Supertonic. The second above the key note. In theory, it is con-

sidered a variable sound, being a comma higher in the major
scale than in its relative minor.

Supposed bass. That bass in which the root of the harmonic triad

of the chord is not the lowest note ; by others it is called the

inversion of the accompanying chord.

Supposition, The use of two successive notes of equal value as to

time, one of which being a discord supposes the other a concord.

There are several kinds of supposition : first, when the parts

proceed gradually from concord to discord, or on the contrary,

from discord to concord, the intervening discord serving merely
as a transition to the following concord.

Suspension. The holding on of a note.

Syncopation. A striking or breaking of the time whereby the dis-

tinctions of the several times or parts of the measure is inter-

rupted. But it is more particularly used for the connection of

the last note of a bar with the first of the following one, so as

to make only one note of both ; and it is also sometimes used

in the middle of a measure, likewise when a note of one part

ends or terminates in the middle of the note of.another ; this is,

however, also called binding or ligature. Syncopation is also

used for a driving note ; that is, when some shorter note at the

beginning of a measure, or half measure, is followed by two,

three, or more longer notes before any other occurs equal to

that which occasioned the driving note to make the number even,

thus when an odd crotchet comes before two or three minims,
or an odd quaver before two or more crotchets.

Syncope. Signifies the division of a note ; employed when two or

more notes of one part answer to a single note of one or the

other, as when the semibreve of the one answers to two or three

notes of the other.

System, A compound interval, or one composed or conceived to

be composed of several less; thus the octave is a system.

See Diastem.

Ta&lature. The use of letters of the alphabet, or any other cha-

racters, to express the sounds or notes of a composition. It is

not usual in modern Music. In a stricter sense, it is the

VOL. V.

method of writing Music for a particular instrument on pa-
rallel lines each of which represents a string of the instrument.

On these certain letters of the alphabet are placed, whereof A
shows that the string is to be struck open, B that a finger is to

be put upon the first stop, C on the second, D on the third, and
so on through the octave.

Tncet. Signifies that the part to which it is prefixed is to be silent

Tardo. Slow, much the same time as largo.

Tasto. The touch of any instrument by means of which its notes
are made to sound. The words Tastu solo are put to thorough
basses, to denote that the instruments accompanying are

merely to strike the single sounds from that place till they find

figures again, or the word accords or accompaniments placed
in their part which intimate that there the chords are to be
begun.

Temperament. The arrangement of the imperfect concords in

instruments whose keys are fixed by transferring to them part of

the beauty of the perfect, or in other words, by subdividing the
redundant comma so as to distribute it over the scale.

Tempo. Merely the Italian word for time. For Tempo d'imbrogliu,

see Imbroglio.

Tenor. The first mean or middle part, which is the ordinary

compass of the human voice when neither raised to a treble

nor depressed to a bass. It is denoted by the C clef on the

fourth line.

Tenth. An interval consisting of nine degrees and five spaces.

Tetrachord. In ancient Music, a concord consisting of three de-

grees or intervals, and four terms or sounds, formerly called

diatessaron. The octave has been considered as composed of

two fourths which are disjoined or separated by a tone.

Theory, however, does not allow the perfect mathematical

equality of the fourths in respect to the places of the tones which
compose them.

Thesis. The depression of the hand in beating time.

Third. An imperfect concord resulting from a mixture of two sounds

containing two degrees or intervals, and three terms or sounds.

It is of two sorts, major and minor ; the first is composed dia-

tonically of three terms or sounds containing two degrees or

intervals on fixed instruments, and the minor third is composed

of three degrees, and coutains a tone and a diatonic semitone

between the extremes.

Time. The duration or continuity of a sound or note as to its pro-

portion of a bar or measure.

Tone. A certain degree or interval of time whereby a sound may
be raised or depressed from one extreme of a concord to ano-

ther. Tones arise out of the simple concords and are equal to

their differences.

Tonic. The key note, or chief sound, upon which all regular me!<»-

dies depend and with which they all terminate. All its octaves

above and below are called by the same name.

Transition. The breaking a greater note into a less to smooth the

roughness of a skip by a gradual passage to the following note.

Transposition. The change of a melody into a higher or luwer pitch.

Any melody in a major scale may be transposed into any other

major scale by altering the signature according to the pitch of

the new key. The same may take place with melodies in

minor keys. When, however, a melody originally major is

performed in the relative minor key, it is called variation and

not transposition.

Treble. The highest or acutest part of the human voice, usually

sung by females or by children.

Tremando and Tremolo. To denote that several notes of the same

degree or pitch of tune are to be executed with one draw of the

bow so as to produce an effect of shaking.

Triad. See Harm mc triad.

Triple. One of the kinds or measures of time, of which there are

many species, but in all of them there is a division of the mea-

sures into three parts; as fur instance, into three minims, three

crotchets, three quavers, and so on. Three, or its multiples,

being always the denominator of the fraction placed after the

signature at the beginning of the staff'.

Triplets. Groups of three notes each grouped by uniting the stems

at the bottom.

Tritonus, or Tritone. An interval consisting of three tones, or a

greater third and a tone major, which tone is divided into tvo

semitones, one major the other minor. The tritone is a sort of

redundant third, consisting of three tones, whence its name ; Off

more properly of two tones and two semitones, one greater and

one less, as from C to F t or E to B jfl. It is not, in truth, as

it is often erroneously called, a greater or sharp fourth, because

the fourth is a perfect interval, and has no majority nor mino-

rity, nor must it be confounded with the defective fifth, inajr

b h
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Music. much as the tritone only includes four degrees, whereas the

defective tilth contains Bv8) W-sides which, amung the six semi-

tones winch compose tin- intone chromatically, there are three

greater and three less, whereas in the defective tilth there are

two less and tour greater semitones.

Tie. An arch ^^s drawn over two notes on the same degree.

Tune. That priqierty of sounds wherehy they come under the

relatiun of acute anil grave towards each other.

Turn. A grace ^, marked over a note which indicates that a note

one degree higher is to he struck before it shortly, and passing

quickly through the note itself, turn from the note a degree

below into the note itself.

Tulti. As o|i|iosed to •«/«, in which only one part plays, means
that all the parts are to play together.

Vncommm ,W7. The chord of the sixth, nut so called hee.mse

unusual or improper, but in contradistinction to the common

chord, or that or which the lowest note is the fundamental

bass.

Untton. The effect of two sounds eipial in degree of time or in

point of gravity and acuteness. Or a consonance ul two sounds

produced by two bodies of the same matter, length, thickness,

tension, &c. equally struck so that they yield the same t'me <vt

sound.

{//. The name of the first of the Musical syllables, to which the

French added a seveuth, which is called ti.

Variation. See Traniposilvri.

Prince. Quick, nearly the same as t'tvace.

yiguroto. Denotes that the movement is to 1* performed with

vigour and strength.

I'liw-f. With life and spirit. It is a degree of movement between

largo and allegro, but nearer to allegro than largo.

I'utli. See Subitu.

Maiie.
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ENGRAVING.

Its .niti

quity.

EngTBTinK. Definition of Engraving, and earliest Methods of
\^^*^s the Art.

Engraving is an Art allied to Sculpture as well as to

Painting, but more especially to the latter, ever since

the invention of multiplying impressions upon paper.

In its ancient and more general sense, Engraving may

be defined the representation of objects by means of

incision on plates of metal, on planks or blocks of wood,

The Art de- on stones, gems, &c. Modern language gives the

fined, name more commonly to such lines and characters exe-

cuted by incision upon wood or metal, as are intended

to be communicated to paper in a printing-press ; and

applies to the impressions thus taken the term prints or

Engravings. The same term is used for lithographic

impressions, while those taken from wood are sometimes

called wood-cuts.

The word Engraving, however, is still used according

to its primitive meaning, to denote certain branches of

the Art which, from their utility, as well as from their

hold upon the vanity of mankind, are never likely to be

lost, and which have descended to us from the remotest

antiquity, such as Gem Engraving, Seal Engraving,

and Die Engraving.

(1.) As an introduction to the present subject, some

notice may be expected to be taken of these antecedent

and partly sculptural inventions. Their origin belongs

to the earliest date of human civilization, and they

doubtless led the way in contributing to suggest further

discoveries; until, in fulness of time, that of Printing

burst forth, meteor like, upon the world, and seemed to

render every other light or key to knowledge dim, subor-

dinate, and comparatively inoperative. We must content

ourselves however with referring to the words Camaieu

and Intaolio in our Miscellaneous Division ; and with

adding here only a few particulars as to the method by

which the Gem Engraver proceeds, and the instruments

with which he works. Whether, according to the opinion

of Winkelmanu, or of his ingenious contemporary Nat-

ter, (in a Treatise De la Mithode Antique de graver

en Pierres fines comparee avec la Melhode Moderne,

Lond. 1754. fol.) the tools of modem artists are similar

to those used in ancient Art, may be still a question.

But there can be no doubt that, in order to clear ideas

on the subject of this or any other Art, some acquaint-

ance with the mechanical means and implements em-

ployed is absolutely requisite.

(2.) After the stone or other material has been shaped

and polished, the outline is drawn on the upper or con-

vex side * with a brass needle or with a diamond ;
and

the underside is fastened by a cement of mastic to a

wooden handle in such a manner as to be held with

* A convex surface is preferable, since it presents a deeper mass

towards its centre, where the principal (and in the intaglio more

prominent) objects are to appear. (See Painting, Art. 262. No. 2.)

The process of shaping and polishing is the business of the lapi-

dary ; but the Gem Engraver must, we need scarcely observe, be

competent not only to design, but also to model his subject per-

fectly, and with all its due proportions in clay or wax befure com-

mencing the operation above described.
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graving.

ease in any direction, and applied with accuracy to the Earliei.

different tools for cutting it. The first of these which Mctn '" 18 -

we select for explanation is a cylindrical tube, (see plate
•***

i. fig. 1,) of which the sharpened extremity at A is used

for describing circles and for perforating. The other ex-

tremity BC is a triangular prism made to be inserted

horizontally into the axis of a revolving piece of steel,

called a mill, which is kept in rotatory motion by means

of a common lathe. Fig. 2 is another tool furnished

at one end with a knob or round button, and having

the other constructed like the last for insertion in the

mill, and for revolving also on the same horizontal axis.

The French name for this tool is boute rolle. By varying

the form of the button at D, (fig. 2,) other tools are

produced. In some the button takes a disk-like form,

rounded at its edge. (Fig. 3.) In others the disk is square

at its edge, (fig. 4,) and in others sharp. (Fig. 5.) To
the latter instrument the French give the name sae. It

resembles, in fact, a small circular saw.*

(3.) Fig. 6 gives an illustration of the manner in

which the stone or gem is applied to the tool while the

latter, previously dipt in a mixture of diamond-powder

with olive-oil, is kept in revolution by the lathe. The
larger tools are employed for the commencement, and

the smaller for finishing. Care must be taken at all Seal En-

times in working seals or intaglios, not to place the 6ravin^-

stone in such a direction against the tool that the upper

portion of the excavated work may overhang in any

the slightest degree the parts below intended to be pro-

minent in the impression. No proper impression can,

in such a case, (causing what Italians call sotlo quadro,)

be produced.

t

(4.) For a description of the various materials upon

which the Gem Engraver exercises his Art, we refer to

Mineralogy in the Second Divisin/i of this Work ; and

only remark here, that the stone called carnelian (sarda)

* The size and form of these instruments are of course accom.

modated by the artist to the several kinds of incision or excavation

to be made. Sometimes the extremity D (fig. 2 to 5) is so small

as to be scarcely distinguishable by the naked eye. When a tool

of a different size or shape is required, the end B C (fig. 1) of the

tool in use is drawn out from the mill, like the removable leg of a

pair of compasses, and another instrument inserted in its place.

Beckmann observes that the ancient Greek artists formed upon

glass both raised and engraved figures, though it is probable that

many pieces of glass may have been moulded like paste : for that

Art also is of very great antiquity. He refers to two ancient glasses

found at Nismes, and described by Caylus, in his Hecual tVAn-

tiquites, ii. p. 363, as having figures and ornaments cut upon them.

If, says he, we can believe that learned Engraver and Lapidary, the

celebrated Natter, the Ancients employed the same kind of instru-

ments fur this purpose as the Moderns. They undoubtedly had, in

like manner, the wheel which writers term a lapidary's wheel, and

which moved round on a horizontal axis above the work-table.

If this conjecture be true, be adds that it explains, very intelligibly,

a passage in Pliny respecting the various ways of preparing glaus.

Almdflatu figttrntur, a/iU'/TOitNO Ifritur , a/iud argenti modoccEtatur,

lib. xxxvi 26. p. 758.

f When the work is completed, the Engraving is next polished,

by being brought in contact with boxwood tools, kept in rotatory

motion, like the others, by the mill, and dipped in emery or tripoli-

powder wetted, or in rotten stoue. These polishing instruments are

sometimes of jiewter or of copper ; and sometimes consist of hair

brushes affixed to wheels, such as fig. 3 or 4, for the purpuse.
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Engraving, was a favourite material with the hest Engraver* nf
v-^..^-^» antiquity, since it combined the most delicate and yield-

ing texture with sufficient hardness and with suscepti-

bility of twqmsite polish. The same qualities, of course,

continue to recommend it. although with respect to

polish, antique "ems far exceed the utmost efforts of

modern workmanship.* The Ancients frequently used

ivory also tor Cameo Engraving: but none of these

works remain to us.

Die Er.- (o.) For Pie Engraving the process assimilates partly

granug. to that for engraving seals, and partly to that for

relievo or raised work. The first operation of the artist

is to engrave his punches or puncheons, one for each

side of the medal, medallion, or coin to be struck. The
piece of steel, or of iron mixed with steel called a punch
has the intended figure either of a head, or of a reverse

engraved in relievo upon it belore it is tempered and
hardened.

(6.) When this Enslaving, or steel cameo iscompleled

by means of chisels, flatters, gravers, &e. (Art. 2.) the

punch is tempered, and under it is placed another piece

of steel (but in a soft state) called the die, out of which
the future matrix, the future crcux, is to be stamped or

hollowed. The punch must be tempered very highly

that it may be enabled to bear the blows of the ham-
mer, and the cube or die (talttsf) is made red hot the

better to receive the hollow impression. But the matrix

to be complete, requires next its several impressed cavi-

ties to be sharpened and retouched; and this is done
by the graving instruments (Art. 2.) before mentioned. X

Lines cut (7.) Another exercise of the Engraver's Art, perhaps
with the quite as ancient as the foregoing, and frequently corn-
graver, billed with it, was that practised by the Egyptiaus,§ of
ore mes which Strutt notices some hieroglyphical remains pre-

served in the British Museum. He alludes to an alto

relievo in brass representing fsis. " The flat part, or

"round of the relief," he observes, " together with the

bottom edges and back part of it, are ornamented with

figures and symbolical characters, executed entirely with

the graver, without any other assistance. The backs of
the crocodiles" (on which the Goddess appears standing)

* The union of white carnelian (or chalcedony) with red, (see
Miscellaneous Division, Caunei.ian,) or brown in the same stone
has given frequent exercise to ail that taste ami ingenuity could
effect in Gem Engraving. Differently coloured strata, or zones,
have heen sumetinies found so united by nature in one r;em as
to assist in the happiest manner the purposes of the Cameo En-
graver. If, fur instance, a white, semi-transparent layer be found
above a red layer of carnelian ; this reil ground will impart a deli-

cate flesh tint to a face executed in raised work out of the white
surface. Again, if a stratum of white be situated between one of
red and brown, or between one of red and any other colour, the
brown, or other colour m.iy be converted, with pleasing effect, into

drapery, animals, chariot- wheel-. See. In some extraordinary
gems of this kind no le-sthan lour different layers are seen distinctly

formed of each ol which the artist has effectually availed himself
by accommodating his design lu the caprice of Nature.

T Skinner derives In/on (claw of a bird of prey) from In/us. quia
preeipuum ittarum avium robur in talo seu catcaneo consittit. If
this etymology be admitted, the derivation of the Italian words
tnlaglio and inlagliare will be found in the action of the bird's foot

clawing the earth, or scraping, scratching, and cutting into any
object.

I See Note f A.) at ihe end of Engraving,

§ Struit brings the Art from Kgypt into Phoenicia, and thence to

Gr.-ece, where in Homer's time, as we learn from the shield of
Achilles, it must have been most successfully and tastefully cul-
tivated. Hut Ihe palm of excellence, prior tu either Egyptian,
Phoenician, or Grecian Art, has been conceded to Etrurla. Out of
the Eiruscan antiquities for which the British Museum is indebted
to Sir William Hamilton, Strutt, in his Dictionary, gives two
engraved specimens extremely curious.

VOL. V.

" and the heads of the four-footed animals," (one of Earliest

which she holds in each hand,) "are also finished with Methods,

the same instrument in a very careful manner."* ^»v-~-'

(8.) To the practice of cutting lines with the graver. Sometimes

was superadded a further process of very great antiquity ;
"J"

"''

that of filling in the lines or excavated parts with some metal'or
metal of a colour different from that of the engraved with niello,

plate. Under this variety of the Art may be classed the

method called working in niello, practised among the
goldsmiths of Europe in the Age of Fiuiguerra, at the

era of the discovery of printing/? The conceit of in-

laying one metal with another finds employment for

numbers at the present day in Russia, whence we derive

continual (specimens in the form of knife-handles, snuff-

boxes, &c. Sometimes more than two metals are intro-

duced. Evelyn, and after him Strutt, among other autho-
rities for the antiquity of Engraving, quotes the word
2J7p. kalausih, which is used in L King*, ch. vi, ver. 3.1.

to express the hollowing out of the ca.rved work upon
the cherubim, palm trees, and open flowering in the

sanctuary, which were afterwards Jfftfcrf up with gold.

J

(9.) A description of Engraving in niello is thus
given by the Count Seratti. " The intended subject was
engraved with a burin upon a plate of silver. This was
altei wards covered over with niello, (nigellum,) which was
a metallic substance, or black kind of enamel, reduced
to powder, composed of silver, copper, lead, sulphur, and
borax, so that it was more easily lusible than silver, and
of a dark colour. The necessary degree of heat was
then applied, which melting this metallic compound
without affecting the silver plate occasioned it to run
about until it had filled all the strokes of the Engrav-
ing. Lastly, the superfluous part of the niello which
rose above the surface of the silver plate was removed
by scrapers, files, and pumice-stone, until the even sur-
face of the plate appeared in every part so that the niello

only remained in the strokes made by the burin, thus
giving to the engraved design its true effect. '*§

(10.) From the very remote antiquity of this and
the foregoing branches of the Art, (see Miscellaneous
Division for the words Camaiec and Intaglio,) it

is quite plain to us that the Ancients possessed all the

materials (however rude and unartist-like some of their

attempts
||
may seem) for arriving at the same results

* See Note (B.) at the end of Engbavino.
+ The Abbe Lanzi

(
Storia Pittorica, vol.i. p. 130.) calls Engraving

in niello, artifizio antichissimo frequentato net secolo xv, specta.'mente

in Firenze, cttdulo in dimenticanza, net stissegutente ma/grado te rfi-

iigenze del Cellini per mantencrlo. He then goes on to show its

uses. It was employed fur the embellishment of all movables in

silver, as well objects of sacred value, chalices, missals, and other
books of Religion, depositories of relics and paxes,—as for profane
purposes, upon sword handles, armour, table services of plate, brace*

lets, and other ornnments of dress. It was also much in vogue for a
sort of cabinets of ebony, adorned in different ways, with small
image, in silver, and small plates tastefully worked in niello, repre-

senting historical groups of figures or wreaths of flowers.

I Kvelvn's Chalcography, p. 18, and Strutt's Essay On the

Origin and Progress of Engraving, p. 8, at the end of vol. i. of his

Dictionary of Engravers,

§ Cellini (Trattnto del Orejiccria, cap. ii. p. 24.) remarks upon
the great care to be taken in cleansing the plate previously to the

application of the niello. The plate was to be purified from all

grease and dirt by an operation termed among gildsmiths In cene-

rnta. i. e. boiled in clean water mixed with oak ashes for a quarter

of an hour, then taken out and thoroughly washed in clean water
with a small brush.

See a Dissertation by Count Seratti on the sulphur in his pos-

session, a Work of Maso Finiguerra, quoted by Mr. Ottley, p. 2*0

of his History of Engraving.

|| Strutt has engraved from the Hamiltonian collection of Etraa-

5h 2
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The fir>t

prints were

Engraving,

lis varieties.

Engraving, willi their modern glyptic followers, wlio have not un-

v-—*-—••' frequently claimed the honour of original discover) for

what mote justly might he termed sagacious adaptation.*

Of Prints.

(11.) The earliest engraved works intended for im-

pressions in ink were of wood. The Art of printing
impressions

books, (so called fir each page being printed
truin wood. \ . . .

' ;,. °
Irom one block.) long practised by the Chinese, appears

to have travelled Westward to Europe, along with the

introduction of the silk-worm, the invention of playing

cards, &c, or perhaps even of gunpowder and the mag-

net, and to have been adopted by the monks of the

Xlllth Century for diffusing their religious tenets in

pictures, just as, throughout the Dark Ages,tiiey invented

godlv phivs, called Mysteries or Moralities, to rival the

drami pmfaiu of the minstrels, mummers, (mimi,) or

bards.t Together with these pictures of Saints, and

sacred events, short legends in verse, or appropriate

passages from Scripture, were engraved upon the same

block. When afterwards other means and other sub-

stances were tried, the varieties of mechanical execution

and of pictorial effect increased in proportion.

(12.) M. Adam Bartsch, author of the Peintre Gra-

veur, a Work uf great value to collectors, in twenty-one

octavotolumes,enumerates thirteen classesof Engraving.

1. Chalcography, or Engraving, properly so called,

J

executed with a graver.

2. Engraving with the dry-point.

3. Etching.

4. Etching finished with the graver,

f). Dotting or stippling, performed with a punch (mit

der go/dschmits piinz>) and mallet.

6. Scraping, or the dark method called mezzotinto,

practised chiefly in England.

7. F.ugraving in different colours, or Le Blon's me-
thod.

8. French method or chalk Engraving.

9. English method by dotting. {La maniere poin-

tillee.)

10. Method for giving the effect of bistre, or Indian

ink. (Aquatinla, ou la maniere de bistre.)

11. Method by coloured washes. Maniere (a t'aqua-

tinta) de lavii de differenles cou/eur*.§

can antiquities in the British Museum two extremely curious and
valuable specimens of ancient Engraving. They form a fnuin. piece

to the Is! Volume of his Dtcttunarij nf Engravers. One of them is

part of the sheath of a paiazouium or dagger. The original is

eight inches and a half long, more than three wide at the top, and
decreases gradually to an inch and a quarter at the bottom. Two
historical subjects, of exceedingly rude workmanship, supposed from
the Iliad, are engraved upon it. The figures are executed with the

graver only upon a fiat surface, and need only to tie filled with ink

and run through a printing-pre>s, provided the plate could endure

the operation to produce a fair ami perfect impression. The other

specimen, observes Mr. Strutt, is greatly superior in workmanship
to the former. It is a patera, or instrument used by the priests iu

their sacrifices. Under each of the two figures upon it is an inscrip-

tion in the Ktruscan character ; the figures are carved in low re-

lief, but the hair of the woman, the ornamental parts of the drapery,

and the smaller folds, are evidently the work of the graver only.

M. D'Ankerville's eulogium on this relic is, that it is the richest and
most remarkable remnant of antiquity, and of all the Ktruscan

brouzes. the best executed and most happily preserved.
* See Not** (C ) at the end of Enhuavino

f See our Miscellaneous Division fur the words Bard, Minstrel,
Mlmvikk.

J From vbX<*;, copper, and yeap*, I inscribe.

§ All these effects, including those of the preceding nine methods,
re now as completely and almost as easily practicable from steel

plates as from copper.

12. Xylography,* or Wood Engraving, (grarure en Modern

bois.) anil its varieties. Method..

13. Lithography and its varieties.

t

—"V^"
The above enumeration, while it shows our subject to

^"nmi

be of such extent as must be our apology for giving no ,.
ran

V .
Engraving.

more than a very briel account ot each piocess, sug-

gests, at the same time, an improved arrangement, which

we propose to follow. Three sorts of material are here

spoken of; vwod, metal, and Hone. We consequently

divide the Art into three branches, Xylography, Chal-
cography, and Lithography. And the modes of ope-

rating upon each material are twofold, trjt, either,

1. By some one of the varieties above-mentioned,

(particularly Nos. 1. 2, 3, 12 and 13.) To this mode
we give the name uf sim/>le piocess. Or,

2. By a union of two or more varieties. For this we
propose the title of mixed or compound process.

In Wood Engra\ing, for example, by simple process

>ve would be understood to mean the use of only one

block for one complete impression. By compound pro-

cess we imply the use of two or more blocks; or of some

additional apparatus, such as was required iu the infancy

of the Art, for the completion of a print by stensilling.J

In Chalcography, or Engraving on metal, we call each

of the first three methods in the above list a simple

process; while to almost all the remainder (namely, from

No. 4 to No. 11 inclusive) we give the epithet of coin-

pound. And lastly, in the case of Lithographic prints,

we would term that a simple process where only one

stone or slab is required : but call the use of two or of

several by the title of compound Lithography.

(1-3.) But before we undertake to trace to their Engravers

origin, and to particularize the different methods and have certain

materials of Engraving in reference to ink-impressions l'
rmcl I"" b

S„ ,
° r

, , Art in cum-
upon paper; it will be proper to state some general rules mon witn
to which every branch of the Art must alike be subject. Painters.

* From JJao*, wood, and >•'{", I inscribe. The propriety of the

term Wood Engraving has been disputed by some chalcographe's,

who, with a view to distinction as cutters of copper, prefer the term
wood-cutting. But besides that the graver or burin is an instru-

ment in constant use among artists in wood, there is no absurdity

more grievous than to Buppose the real merit or rank of au artist to

consist in the kind of vehicle he uses. To this absurd pride many
a suppressed invention is probably attributable. Engraving on
copper was undervalued at the period of its discovery in Italy, till

the persevering German mechanists invented the press. A kind of

similar rivalry seems in this Country to have subsisted between

paiuters in oil and in water colours, which has ended in a series of

unforeseen triumphs for the latter.

f From kitt;, a stone, and y^ifi, I inscribe.

J A stensil (anciently called pattern, or stanefile, see Phil.

Tram, for 1709, No. 310 p. 2397.) is a thin plate of tin or other

metal, and sometimes a piece of card or thick vellum, with holes in

it cut to the shape uf objects: so as that when it is laid over any
print, the paper underneath the stensil receives from the brush of

the operator a wash of colour through the perforated parts. Mr.
Singer, in his History of Playing Cards, p. 1 79, quotes from Breit-

kopt the method practi«.ed by the briefmahlers. They pasted an
impression of their print on pasteboard, and cut out all the parts

which were to receive the same colour. For the whole work they

accordingly required as many pieces of pasteboard, called patronen,

(stensils,) as there were colours in the design. The colours thus

laid on contributed to finish the picture and supplied frequently the

form of many parts which were not expressed by the lines of the

wood-cut. Probably some of our readers will recognise the simi-

larity of tliis process to a method of drawing called oriental tinlmg.

recently much in fashion and in which stensils are used.

A third variety of the mixed or compound class might be here

introduced, namely a sort of chiaroscuro prints by the union of

impressions alternately from wood and metal : first printed from a
copper-plate and then shaded by wooden blocks ; but as this im-
plies a previous acquaintance with engraving or etching in metal,

we include it under Chalcography.
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Engraving. The Engraver, like the painter, has certain pictorial ele-

•-.•"V-*--/ mentsto he carefully studied and pursued,and adhered to,

.vhatever be the vehicle by which he works. Both artists

must, it is obvious, begin their course together in the same

school ofdrawing and of chiaroscuro. Both havethesame

necessity for perfect acquaintance with anatomy and per-

spective. Both are interested in expressing w ith truth and

vigour, not the outlines only, but the surfaces and texture

of bodies ; as also the changes which light and air, in their

innumerable modifications, unfold to the observer of Na-

ture.* Engraving may not inaptly be called the translation

of Painting into a language of which the phraseology is,

in many instances, the same as the original ; but which,

in many more, retains, nevertheless, its own proper

idiom : and of this idiom a good translator will always

be able to avail himself. He never can arrive at such

an end except by familiar acquaintance with his means;

namely, with the peculiarities of the two languages in

question. The work, to be properly translated from the

canvass to the copper-plate, must undergo such idiom-

atic changes as belong to the employment of the new
material. In every such work of taste, literal interpreta-

tion must not be mistaken for fidelity : otherwise a bald,

and spiritless, and unsatisfactory result will be inevitable.

(14.) The chief study of the Line Engraver, whether

in wood or metal, is to contrive such an arrangement of

his lines as will be most appropriate for marking the

character of each particular object so as to distinguish it

from every other, and preserve, at the same time, its pro-

per keeping, (see Painting, p 57.Y Art. 282, 283 ) place,

and value in the general composition of the picture.

His lines for giving the greatest smoothness and polish

are parallel ; for extreme hardness and dulness cross

each other perpendicularly ; or for intermediate degrees

take what is called the lozenge-form, and cross each

other at some angle less than a right one. The latter

have the name of lozenge-hatchings ; the former are

termed square-hatchings. For a flowing effect these

parallels or hatchings will be more or less curved ; and,

on the other hand, to express stiffness or immobility, or

some determined instantaneous action, they will be rec-

tilinear. Again, where any object is to be distinctly

prominent, (an effect which greater powers of contrast

in the use of colours render variously attainable by the

painter,) the Engraver, by giving the lines which shade

the object a different direction, or a different degree of

thickness, or a different interval between them from

the lines which compose surrounding objects, may ob-

tain the utmost force and perspicuity. When, on the

contrary, this relief would be improper, and objects

require to be flattened or brought nearer together in a

position on the same plane almost equidistant from the

spectator ; here a general assimilation of the lines and
shadings is resorted to.t

* The word colour is frequently applied to engraved works, and
is, of course, applied in a somewhat different sen*e Iran, thai of

the same word applied to Painting. No ideas of actuul red, hlue,

and yellow, or of their compounds, can, of course. l>e presented to

the spectator of a picture composed of only hlack and white. But
we have alivady noticed on the subject of Chiarouttro, (see Paint-
ing, last note to Art. 282.) that certain tints of red. hlue, &e. have a

certain value or keeping, a certain degree of prominency or of unob-

trusiveness in every good pictorial composition. The business of the

Engraver, anil sometimes his chief difficulty, is to estimate exactly

this value, and to represent it, as far as the representation is prac-

ticable, in hlack and white. Colour, too. is often only another term

for the quantity of black pigment (Art. 7.) which the plate, by
being well engraved, is capable of giving out upon paper.

\ See Nute 'D.) at the end of Enoravinci.

(15.) Another Work of Adam Bartsch, published at

Vienna, 1821. in 2 vols. 8vo., entitled, Anleitungzur Kup-
JiTitichkunde, contains much useful and practical infor-

mation on the arrangement of lines, technically termed
handling. He observes, however, that a description of

all the various ways adopted by judicious Engravers for

the purposes of their Art, would, in words only, be a

task impossible. We are entirely of the same opinion ;

and we therefore proceed, after the example, and upon
the basis of so skilful an authority, to offer only some
general remarks.

First, we shall consider the most received and most
successful methods of distinguishing each several kind
of object from any other : and,

Secondly, how to do this so as not to interrupt the

unity of the whole, but to contribute towards the har-

mony and combined effect of the engraved picture

(16.) The sort of surface which it seems of most im-
portance to remark upon, and which requires principally

the notice of the Historical Engraver, is that of the hu-
man head, and the human skin or complexion. Next
to this may be reckoned drapery ; and lastly, other

bodies, whether natural or artificial.

For the carnations and texture of the human skin,

the half shadows (Painting, p. 580. Art. 290. ) are ex-

pressed less frequently by lines or strokes than by dots.

Sometimes ihese dotted marks are perfectly round, and
consist of small conical holes made in the plate, with
their apex downward, by a dry needle, punch, or etching
point. (See plate i.) At other times they are angular,

and each dot consists of a small isosceles triangle,

made by a peck of the dotting graver. (Ibid) If

the peck be repeated in the same dot, as is the case

in Chalk Engraving, the figure of the dot becomes a
small it regular polygon.*

Some Engravers who use the burin only (Mr. Bartsch

* The works of Luigi Schiavonetti, Anthony Cardon the

younger, and John Hall, contain, perhaps, the best modern speci-

cimens of stippling judiciously united with the lines of the graver.

In some of the Engravings of Schiavonetti, who was not only admir-
able iu the chalk manner hut also as a Line Engraver and with the

burin, his stippling is wrought into lines such as, in drawing with a
crayon, are usually hatched. A beautifully limpid effect is thus
produced for water, and a clear, firm precision of character for earth,

stone, &c. From the earliest stage of the Art the best line En-
gravers (under which term are comprehended those who only or

chiefly use the burin) have always intjrmingled stippling with their

lines: and examples of this practice continually present themselves

among the many admirable Portrait Engravers of the French
School. Since the invention of Chalk Engraving, either an admix-
ture of lines with stippled work has been generally introduced, or

the dots of the stippling have been arranged in courses to resemble
lines in chalk. Such was the method of ihe masters mentiuned at

the beginning of this r.ote. Wood Engravers, likewise, practise

frequent stippling with (he Durin. The carnations of the female
form, and of children, bsing peculiarly delicate, require in their

half tints a greater number of dots and more stippling than the

male figure. Sometimes the stippling takes the ap[>earance of vtry
short lines blunted at each extremity and carried along like links of

a chain in a direction appropriate to the form of the object. Be-
tween these rows of short or stippled lines, and between the ex-

tremities of any two of them, small dots are often inserted as fine

as it is possible to execute them, the better to hlend the shadings,

and give softness. In proportion as these stippled lines approach
the light, the shorter anil finer they become ; until at length they
dwindle insensibly into small round points. On the opposite or

shady side of the figure they follow a quite opposite rule. They
must, as they approach the strong shadow, be drawn to greater

length; and must at last join their extremities and form hut one
continuous line in that part where a secood class of strokes
forming simple hatchings is added. In illustration of this

Mr. Bartsch refers to many excellent examples in the works cf
Bartolozzi, of Sir Robert Strange, and of other modern artists.

Handling.

Handling
considered

in two
ways.

1. Distinct

texture of

various Mir*

faces.

Of Flesh.
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Engraving quotes Edelinek anil Wille as examples) produce their
K-^^/~*-' delicate gradations of shadow altogether hy cotitinuoas

lines, to which ihey gftvc, according t(» circumstances, a

ureater or U-^s degree of fineness. Next they introduce

between these lines with a pointed instrument, or stylus,

d number of minute punctures at equal intervals. "This
process/' he observes, ** demands a very practised and

clean graver; but it promises, if the lines are drawn
with proper delicacy, to answer, effectually, the pur-

pose. w

Of Hair. (17.) Hair is best expressed bv lines running in

parallels, which in order to mark the shading must be

swelled or strengthened to the depth required. The
strokes tor light hair must be of greater fineness, bat

must, nevertheless, be full of colour. They must in

every case lie near together. In works of magnitude
where detail is required, such as portraits, single hairs

of a curl are left white, and others added in a mass, an
expedient which produces an excellent effect.t Hatch-

ings (Art. lb.) are seldom used for hair except in the

broad masses of shade where partings of the hair are

not discernible. The cross strokes, however, must
always be more delicate than the lines over which they

are laid. *' A double crossing, or third course of lines

is," says Mr. Bartsch, " quite inadmissible in represent-

ing hair, and should never be attempted. J

* In portraits, where the greatest accuracy must be preserved for

delineation of the finer muscles, dots made with the graver have the

hest effect. Their somewhat lengthy form very much assists in

expressing the pores of the skin. To produce in a portrait tune* of

complexion a little stronger, these dots are often placed more closely

together : but oftener, and more successfully, the effect is obtained

by a course of fine strokes between which in an oblique direction

the dots may be introduced. Mr. Bartsch quotes t!ie hist works of

the most eminent Engravers— portraits from the burins of J. G.
Wille; the Drevets ; G. F. Schmidt : G. Btletinck; and Francois

Chereau ; the last of whom he distinguishes for peculiar truth and
delicacy in engraving the hand* and extremities;. Shadows of a

deeper class are produced by two or three crossings of delicate

strokes rather near each other. The powerful shadings which
result from two crossing* of thick strokes, full of colour, are unsuit-

able to the delicacy of ihe human complexion. They can be intro-

duced only in very smalt heads, and in sin, ill portions of shadow
;

hut in such a case the white squares, or lozenges, or interstices

must be filled up with dots. In naked figures, these duts must lie

sparingly introduced, and used only in the weaker shadows, or half

tints, consisting at most of two courses of lines. Some good old

r,ngraver-> were in the opposite extreme, and were too sparing of

dots. Their carnations, consequently, want softness. In the cele-

brated print of Judith, which Cornelius Galle the elder engraved
after Rubens, and which is admired as a chef-fCtEitvre, the absence
of this charm is painfully evident, since in the figure of Holofernes,

and in those of the Angels hovering over the tent, the carnations are

executed by lines only, and with the same handling as the drape-

ries. When these dots, which are chiefly employed for the human
skin and complexion, occur betweeen lines, they are usually made
equidistant from each other, and in the half shadows assume a
longer form, taking a direction conformable to the shape of the

body or muscle to be engraved, and more or less apart from each
other according to circumstances. At the same time we must ob-

serve that an excessive and overwrought alternation of little short

lines and of clots made with the graver, laboriously introduced in

triangles or cro****, will produce a glassy effect, and diminish rather

than promote the delicate softness proper for carnations. Mr. Bartsch

instance* this defect in Wille'* Engraving of the death of M.
Antony after P. Battoni: and also refers to the breast of Nessus,
in an Engraving of Nessus and Deianira after Guido, the other-

wise admirable chefitfativre of Wille's pupil, C.C. Bervic. We
admire, says he, the power of Art, but lament the absence of truth

and nature. A beautiful example of soft carnation is given in the

figure of Hymen engraved by Bartolozii in his " Clytia'* after

Annibal Caracci. Anhituna^ Sec. vol. i. p. 85. sec. 256—260.

f Mr Bartsch (Ardatant;, §c. sec. 261.) instances among the

best works of Antoine Masson portraits of \Y. brisacter and of

G. Charier.

X Ibid. sec. 251. The portraits engraved by Jacob Houbraken

(18.) Drapery. Different kinds of drapery require Handling,

very different handling. Velvet is verv appropriately v-^'—

*

represented by a course of thick s'rokes full of colour, "fdianery

interlined with others finer and thinner. Where these

lines approach the light they must be drawn to a point*

and the intermediate strokes made somewhat shorter.

In broad masses, requiring for the atx>vc arrangement
of alternate thick and thin lines a stronger quantity

of colour, the effect is produced by wide hatch-

ings, the lines of which are swelled out or drawn finer

according to circumstances. This second series of lines

crosses the first without the accompaniment of any
intermediate strokes.*

(19.) Other substances. All hard and polished sur- Of other

faces are represented by parallel lines (Art. 14.) clearly unataucet

and sharply cut, which vary in thickness according to

the degrees of light and shade. To give an effect of
dazzling lights introduced abruptly on a dark shadow,
(as is the case with polished metals and other shining

bodies,) the shading lines should not in general termi-

nate in an insensible point, but break off at once upon
the bright reflection. Hatchings, except for the darkest

shadows, are rarely used, and are most employed where
some adjacent object takes off the shining effect. Let
the second series of lines in these hatchings be always
considerably finer than the first.

t

Sky, clouds, smoke, ground, stones, and wood, are

generally executed in the early process of the Engraving,
In landscapes engraved on metal, the trees, rocks, earth,

and herbage should be etched as much as possible.

Nothing should be left for the graver but to perfect,

soften, or strengthen the previous touches. J Whenever
objects of this kind are intended to come out distinctly,

exhibit beautiful specimens of hair delicately executed. Short hair

and fur must uniformly be expressed by short and sharply pointed

strokes, with more or less softness according to the sort of skin. In
masses of shade, and particularly in the darker masses, an alterna-

tion of fine with somewhat deep (MtiirArrrn) strokes judiciously

combined wdl have a good effect. Cross-hatching* must be very

rarely used in delineating fine white furwork. and must wherever it

is possible Ihj altogether avoided. Kxcellent representations of fur

are to be found in portraits engraved by O. F. Schmidt ; the Dre-

vets ; Francois Chereau ; J. G. VY ille ; G. Kdelinck ; J. Midler, and
C. C. Heme. Mr. Bartsch particularly admires a beautiful dog in

the portrait of young Friaiu* engnved by H. Goltz, ami the
11 reposing Lion"* of the elder James Glieyn. Ibid. sec. 'Id'l,

* See Note (E.) at the end of Enqkavinu.
•j* Fine specimen* of shining metal occur in the " Observattur

di'trait*' of Wille, and in the jwrtrait of the Count S. Florentine, by
the same Engraver, where a silver inkstand and gilt framework of a
chair exhibit masterly handling. An Engraving, alter Titian, by
Michael Natalis, of the Marquis del Guest, is an admirable example
of glittering armour. The disagreeable effect of hatchings used too

freely, and of lines too strongly marked for representation of shining
bodies, may be seen in an Engraving published by Wille, in a. i».

17-43, consequently earlier than his best manner. It is a portrait of

General Belle Isle, after H Kigaud.

\ "From the shape of the burin," observe* Mr. Gilpin, at p. 48.
of his Kttay on Print*, u each stroke in the copper is an angular in-

cisiou, which form must, of course, give the line strength and firm-

ness, if it be not very tender." Another operation, however, serves

tor finer and more delicate touches. It is performed by cutting into

the copper with a steel point held like a pencil. This in called the

dry point or dry needle, to distinguish it from the same kind of

instrument used previously to the application of aqua forti* in t-tch-

ing. Incisions more or less deep by pressure of the dry point pro-

duce lines more or less chargeable with colour, but always feebler

and more delicate than lines with the graver. The dry point, t hi- re-

fore, may be used with great advantage in fine linen, skies, dis-

tances, ice, and often in water, especially in small Engravings. In
most things, it is proper to etch the shadows, leaving only the

lighter tints for the dry point. See Note (B.) at the end ot En-
GKAV1MO.
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2. General
jrlect.

Engraving, prominently, or in great masses, they m\ist be worked
^—-s^-—»• up separately, and with a variety of handling.*

(20.) The representation of soft earth is made in the

lights by detached strokes ; in the shadows by continu-

ous ones ; but always by such as are waving; and irre-

gular. At their termination they break oil' abruptly.

In darker shadows, "we generally use," says V r.

Bartsch, " two or three series of hatchings, the strokes

of which, like those of the foundation over which they

cross, must be crooked ; must be somewhat angular ;

must be here and there broken or discontinued ; and
must have abrupt endings."t

(21.) Thus far we have selected for observation a few

of the peculiar methods of handling by which each kind

of object separately considered may be distinguished

from the rest. We will now proceed to take some brief

notice of what was secondly proposed (Art. 15.) re-

specting pictorial effect. The same authority whom
we have thus far chiefly followed, observes, that in

order to form or pass a fair judgment in this respect

upon an engraved picture, it is of much greater moment
to examine the direction of the lines and hatchings (con-

duite des fiae/ieures) than to examine whether they have

been chosen according to received rules of mechanical

execution. The choice of strokes for Enjrravinjr. re-

sembles the selection of colours for Painting. The pro-

per colours may be well known and fixed upon. But
a further process much more important is to come.

They have yet to be duly mixed and blended on the

pallette, and laid on with a judicious pencil. To this

* To the late Mr. Wilson Lowry, F.R.S. the Art is indebted for

an admirable invention called the " ruling machine.'' It is an
apparatus for engraving any series of parallel lines, either all equi-

distant, or having different intervals between them in just gradation

from the greatest required width to the nearest possible approxima-
tion. It wonderfully economizes labour, and gives a facility before

unknown in alt subjects for which a smooth, flat tint is required
;

such as the blue part of a sky, still water, Sic. But it is- more
especially useful in plates of machinery, &c. having reference to

scientific illustration. Many engraved works, and particularly

those for the Cyclopaedias, bear testimony ever since this invention

to its unequalled accuracy and beauty of execution. A diamond
point (the use of which for etching was first introduced by Mr.
Lowry] is connected with the ruling apparatus, and passed over the
copper, so as to make the required incision through the etching
ground. (See plate i.)

('fear blue sky should be represented by very fine horizontal

parallels perfectly straight and cleanly cut, always made more deli-

cate and occasionally somewhat wider from each other as they
approach the horizon. Hatchings are not allowable, unless in a
space surrounded by clouds ; but even then they give a grev and
sombre effect rather than of pure azure. Clouds are imitated by a
series of strokes delicately drawn, running closely together, and
always so contrived as to follow the shape of the cloud. In sun-
shine, and for verv white cloudy, a single course of very' delicate

strokes is sufficient ; but should even those produce a tone too

powerful, then small detached strokes which must, however, fall

regularly into rows, may be substituted. Darker clouds admit of
two or three series of cross lines. In the darkest parts, these
hatchings are only strengthened ; but the adaptation of his lines

to the form of the cbuid is the Engraver's chief aim. Where they
approach its outline, each class, or course, or series of lines, must
always be shorter than the preceding. The lines also of one por-

tion must so blend with those of another that although a distinct

separation is somewhat effected by the shading, yet, like all

vapours, they may appear to hang one from the other. Clouds
l.irmed by smoke and vapour are handled similarly to atmospheric

clo ids. An excellent example of clouds of smoke is given in

Woollett's Engraving after West's " Battle of La Hogue." Clouds
of dust do not hang together so much as others. The series, there-

fore, for shading them must consist of shorter, and rather broken
lines.

+ See Bartsch, Antritttng, $?. vol.

Note (F.) at the end of Knokavinu.

VOL. V.

i. sec. 275. p. 92. Also seo

process Mr. Bartsch compares the direction of lines and Han
hatchings in an Engraving. " For the first of the above v—-v—•»/

purposes," says he, "in both Arts {viz. lor choice of

lines and colours) moderate talents and but little ex-

perience are necessary. Hut for the second, there must
exist great genius, much reflexion, and constant prac-

tice."

Tin' author then goes on to recommend a careful

study of the best Engravings, and maintains the impos-
sibility of giving more than very general written in-

structions. All courses of lines, especially that (what-
ever afterwards be the number of hatchings) which
composes the first series or foundation, must Uike a
direction inclining to the form of the body to be repre-

sented.*

(22.) The degree of force or delicacy in handling Keeping,

must be chiefly regulated by the size of the plate. The
paramount object of an Engraver is to produce his

shadows in such a manner that they shall preserve their

proper keeping in the picture, and appear as if spread
with a brush, although really executed bv the juxta-

position of lines. As the artist's aim, however, is not

only to represent shadows, but also the various texture

and character of the substances shaded, (Art. 16—20.) his

execution must avoid the extremes of excessive .strength

and excessive fineness, and must always be in perfect

keeping also with the size of his performance. It' the

handling is too fine in a large object, which in order to

be viewed as a whole must be viewed at some distance

from the eye ; then the texture of the substance or

stuff will be indistinct, and its larger shadows will lose

their power. On the other hand, if the execution be too

coarse in a small representation, which in order to be
seen in detail must be seen much closer to the eye, the

effect of such a work will be spotty, will confuse the

spectator, make the smaller portions of the representa-

tion indistinct, and on the whole be disagreeable.

t

(23.) Our readers will have perceived that the fore- The above
going principles of Line Engraving, although perhaps rules I

i

especially intended for works on metal, are equally up- loa" three

plicable to Line Engraving in wood, or to Lithography. ~BneB*" of

But they apply principally to finished and elaborate
b

chefs-d'oeuvre. For mete sketchy performances no
precise rules can or need be given. Of such it is

enough to say, that the more nearly they produce the

imitation of a slight drawing or sketch the greater their

merit. It will be seen, however, that other styles of the

Art exist, such as on plates of metal, the meZZotintO,

and the style of Le Blon ; or in wood, the stvle called

printing in chiaroscuro ; each of which, in skilful hands,

is capable of great fence and beauty, but for none of

• See Note (G.) at the i nd of Engraving.
j- It follows that the Engraver can never venture to exceed

figures of a certain size without prejudicing the beautv ol I. is work.

A judicious artist will never attempt by ones and dots to represent

a human head the size of life. Nanteiul and Massun ha\e made
the trial, but have had no imitators. The gigantic heads some-
times engraved by these justly celebrated artists excite admiration
rather for expert use of the burin, than for general effect in each
composition taken as a whole. Where powerful shadings are re-

quired in enormous objects, like the heads in question, the strokes for

that purpose must either be too strong and too deeply charged with

colour, (jenHAffeff, literally /«/,) or must be too frequently crossed.

In the former case the work betrays coarseness: in the latter it has
acram|H-d and scratchy effect, very disagreeable, especially for repre-

senting flesh. The figures of Christ and theVirgin in two sheets

by Louis Cossiu after Le Brun may serve as examples of figures

far too large for the graver. See Bartsch's Jnttitung, fye. voL i.

fee. 291. p. 99.

5i
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Engraving, which (as they do not depend for effect upon the ar- ing to go back with some writers of doubtful authority, Xylogra.

*—*•—' rann'ement of lines) the preceding observations can, to a date preceding the Christian era, but agrees with J|*J_

strictly speaking, be available. To become an adept in the able and accurate Couplet, a Jesuit Missionary

these latter styles of Art, considerable experience in

the practice of Painting seems indispensable, not only

as regards the province of the crayon, but of the brush,

not onlv in the composition of light and shade and

inonochroms, but also in the actual use of colours.

A. D. 1659, and a resident for several years in China,

that the date of a. u. 930 may be fairly assigned for

Chinese impressions from wood.*

(25.) Facts like these, joined to the much freer

European intercourse with that extraordinary people

Usefulness

of this Art.

Successful attempts have been comparatively few ; and it nine hundred years since! than exists at present, supply a

is probably to deficiency in the requisite pictorial know- very sufficient reason, as Mr. Ottley has well observed,

lodge that" so many failures ought to be attributed. why Marco Polo, in his account of China, written alter his

Having now, by a kind of elementary introduction, return to Venice in the year 1295, should have made no

prepared the way, as we think, for an enumeration of the mention of Wood Engraving among the marvels ol that

most remarkable competitors who have successfully Country. Had the Art been unknown at Venice, the Ve-

aspired to fame in the several branches of Engraving;

we shall not detain the reader with remarks on the im-

portance of the Art itself, but conclude him to be already

satisfied of its universal utility ; its aptitude for scientific

illustration ; its essential and vital services to experi-

mental Science in diffusing the comforts of civilized life ;

its value to Literature, and above all to true Religion in

uelian traveller could not have omitted Hie communica-

tion to his Countrymen of what in China must have met

him at every turn, and what to his genius and acuteness

could ,not but have appeared a most felicitous, most

strikingly useful, and marvellous invention. We concur,

therefore, in the belief, that a communication such as this

would, in the days of Marco Polo, have been " old

preserving and strengthening, by the spread of local news" at Venice, and therefore could find noplace

among his marvels.] The merchants and nobles of

Venice had maintained almost exclusively an uninter-

rupted commercial intercourse for two centuries before

with the East, as well through Alexandria and Cairo

as through Constantinople : of which latter illustrious

city they had, in the year 1203, been masters, and in

which, ever since the year 1084, their factories had been

regularly established under the especial sanction of the

Greek Emperor.

§

knowledge, the foundations ol historical truth ; and finally

its power to delight as well as instruct mankind, by mul-

tiplying and giving almost ubiquity to the most precious

gems ofeveryCabinet ; the rarest natural wonders of every

Museum; and the finest efforts of the human imagina-

tion whether in Painting or in Sculpture, of every School,

every collection, every Gallery that exists, or that has

existed since the XlVth Century.

Xylogra- (24.) Wood Engraving, as being the earliest of the

phy. Its different kinds mentioned for taking impressions, (Art.

angin On- J2.) stands first in the chronological order, which, in the

subsequent pages, as far as is conveniently practicable,

weshall pursue. The Oriental origin of wooden tablets

for preserving public records is indisputable.* Hut on

the question how soon the process began of printing

from blocks, or wooden tablets, antiquity has hitherto

been silent. The learned Baron Meermau, in his Ori-

zines Typographies, quotes, from a History of China
Probably

brought n>

Europe

from China

* Prse ceteris probabilis videtur esractunmi snriptorii Phil.

Cvuphtti opinio, a. i». 9-JO atsignuntit. V. in ChroHolqgi6 Sinensi.

finnejra Cvnfusu operibus, p. Gj, ubi improprie earn partem teU. tipittl

Sinenses) typngraphiam vocat. Hie vcro auclor ouam longitnmwn
ternpns in i'tnnA Irafisegerit, attjite OCCUratam rerum mi hoc reynum

pertinentium noiitiam aeguitiverit, ex optimis *tne duhw funtibus id

haunt. V, Meeruianni iingines Typoyrapht^te, At/cap ix sec 1. in

note.

\ The Chinese, observes Macpherson, were more commercial ami
enterprising in the IXth than in the XVIIlih Century, vol. i. p. Jsl.

written bv Abusaid in Persian, a. a. 1&17, the following Asserius, the great biographer of the great Alfred, mentions his

„ ,t , i ,i . ,, .-,, • V havintr seen a correspondence of that Monarch with the Patriarch
passage among others to show that the Chinese of e ,

h
,

,. ' ... „, ... llf , ,, , , ., . „,r. ~ • j l i i . of Jerusalem, which probably suggested to Alfred the benevolent
that period had long been familiar with the Art. lmt adventurous design of sending relief to the Christians of

'"All the books edited by the persons in question St. Thomas in India. Sighelm. Bishop of Sherburne, (to which

(alluding to three Chinese scavans whom he names) are See Asserius was afterwards translated.) was the person sent, (as

written in a beautiful hand, so that each page may be
"' ,U,/"n "'' MaUnsbury informs us,; with many presents on this

r , . ., , , i , expedition, and accomplished it prosperously, lo the wonder of his
transferred 111 the same handsome character to the Countrymen, he penetrated even to India, bringing thence aromatic
blocks, with which the men of learning are always at liquors or oils, and splendid jewels, some of which remained in the

great pains to collate their MSS. attesting by a private treasury of the Church, when the author wrote. Mr. Macpherson

mark on the back of each block their approbation of it.
(J"™'' "f Commerce, vol. i. p. •ifi.T) very feelingly laments over

rr>i ., ,i ,, , . l, ,, , these meagre rci-ords. all that reman: to us of this important trails-
They next commit these blocks or tables to the best

ac , ion _ ?he Saxo„ (:i,„„„c ie an ,i RaJl,lf de Diceto repeat the
Engravers, and finally complete the whole work by nuni- history, but are still more uncircumstantial. He observes, that

bering the pag-es." The Persian writer next describes "the early writers could have no mutive, if they even possessed

capacity, for inventing such a narrative, though it may not be true

to the fullest extent. Sighelm went from England to Rome in the

year 8.V.1, and probably got a passage from some of the Italian

ports to Alexandria or Phenicia. It is not impossible (though vei_,

difficult for a Christian) that he may have made his way to the

South coast of Arabia, or to Bassora, and have proceeded even to

India. But if he purchased Oriental commodities in Alexandria,

Arabia, or Bassora, any of these places would be confounded with

India by his Countrymen, who were ignorant of the geography of

Countries much nearer to them.'* We are inclined, however, to

believe, that in the stirring times of King Alfred, the perils of this

Indian journey would be less thought of than the length ot ir : and

that a fuller account of it would have been recorded, had the obsta-

cles been such as it was unusual for Oriental Christians, or pil-

grims from Italy, to surmount.

I See Note fK.) at the end of Engraving.

§ The Venetians obtained this privilege in refurn for the pr .'tee-

the care with which these tables (somewhat similar in

torm, perhaps, to our plates of stereotype) were pre-
served in cases under the seal of conservators incorpo-
rated as a college for the purpose, to whom all applica-

tions, when a copy was required, were to be made ; and
on the payment to whom of a stated fee, the copy upon
paper, will, the seal of the proper functionary attached
to it, warranting its genuineness, was granted.t Such
a system, so methodically organized, argues, certainly,

long previous custom. The Baron Meerman is unwill-

* 'see Xote (H.) at the end of Engraving.
t Meermanni OriffO et prima Specimma Impress. fabe//aris

t
cap.

IX. sec -'. Also see Note (I.) at the end of Enghaving.
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Engraving. But the dawn was now arrived of a new day for civi-

*—m\~~~' lization in Christendom. The Venetians after deriving

from their Oriental commerce so many useful and pro-

fitable Arts had not the power, even if they harboured

the intention,* of confining them to their own Country.

To whatever ports of Western or Northern Europe their

fleets were bound, and to whatever inland cities the in-

tercourse with Italy (which during that reign of Popery

must have been frequentt) extended, the acquaintance

with Asiatic customs, and manufactures, and inventions,

would be more or less gradually advancing. Genoa,

also, and the other rivals of Venice would assist, un-

knowingly, it is true, but not less effectually, in this

inevitable dispersion of the seeds of useful know-
ledge. And accord ing Iv we find that, almost by a

simultaneous impulse, in or near the great commercial

marts of the North, especially in Germany and the Low
Countries,}; the Art of Printing from blocks appears

coeval with the same practice in Italy. The Germans,
whose skill in mechanism was proverbial in the XlVth

tion afforded by their fleet against the incursions of the formidable

Norman pirate, Robert Guiscard, with whom they disputed the com-
mand of the Adriatic. Through Constantinople their facilities of

trading Eastward to the utmost boundaries of Asia were obvious.

The Mogul Empire, or Empire of Tchinghiz Khan, extended.

a. D. 1226, from the Caspian to the Yellow Sea, and between 3ftQ

aud 55° North latitude. In a. d 1290 it reached from the

borders of Asia Minor Eastward to the Persian Gulf, and thence to

65° East longitude. V. Klaproth, Tableaux Historiques. We think

it probable th.it printed silks and calicoes preceded impressions upon
paper. See Macpherson's Annah nf Commerce, vol. i. p. 138, et

seq. Before the invention of paper in Upper Egypt, whether at

Memphis or at Seide it matters not, linen or cotton cloths were used
for MSS. The Ancients, till the diffusion of that invaluable

manufacture, the papyrus, seem to have tried every substance
within their reach: palm-tree leaves, table-books uf wax. ivory, and
lead; intestines of different animals, and someiimes the backs of

tortoises. There are few plants that have not at sume time fur-

nished materials or leaves for books. Hence the several terms
bihlos, codex, liber, folium, tabula, &c. expressing the different parts

used for inscription. Hansard, Typographia, p. 202. See also

note at p 7. vol. i. of Bishop Tomline's Elements of Christian
Theology.

* Temanza, a Venetian architect, had the good fortune to dis-

cover among the archives of the old Company of Venetian Painters

(v. Lettere Ptttoric.hr, torn. v. p. 320) a decree of the Government of
Venice, dated 4th October, 1441, which throws much light on the
subject of early block-printing, and which the reader will rind quoted
at length in Ottley's Hist, of Engraving, p. 47, and in Singer's
Hist, of Plaijing Curds. The trade of the native artists in Venice
had fallen, as appears from the preamble of this document, into

decay, (in consequence, we presume, of a considerable influx of
similar goods from the foreign market.) and the decree was passed
to exact a protecting duty upon all imported work of the •' art or
mystery of making cards or painted figures, whether printed or
painted on cloth or paper, altar pieces, (ancunc, perhaps a cor-
ruption from tlxim. icon, an im.ige.) playing cards, (carte da
zugurt,) or whatever work of said Art is done with a brush and
printed." "The most reasonable conclusion," s.i\s Mr. Ottley,
commenting on this and other circumstances respecting the re-

vival of Arts in Europe, " is, that the Venetians acquired the
Art of Wood Engraving at a very early period of their intercourse
with the people of Tartary, Thibet, and China, that they practised

it among the other Arts which they had learned from their Eastern
friends, as a mean of beneficial traffic with the Continent of Euro|ie

;

and that in course of time the artists of Germany and other parts

found out their secret, and practised it themselves." See Hist, of
Engraving, p. 59, 60, and Zani, MaterinJi, See. p. 77.

f The Italian merchants dispersed throughout Europe became
very convenient agents for the Popes, who employed them to re-

ceive and remit the large revenues they drew from every Country
which acknowledged their Ecclesiastical supremacy. It seems pro-

bable that they also employed them to lend their money upon
interest, whence they are called the Pope's merchants, as Matthew
Paris (p. 419. 423. &c.) expresses it. Macpherson, Annals of
Commerce, vol. i. p. 399.

{ See Note (L.)at the end of Enoravinq.

Century,* were probably the inventors of the printing
press, which succeeded to the ancient method practised
to this day by the Chinese, namely, the application of
a brush or hand-roller to the back of the paper, after

laying it, in a dry state, on the block ready charged with
ink tor the impression. The invention also of printer's

ink, suggested probably by the discovery of oil painting,
gave to the early German prints a great mechanical ad-
vantage over the first essays of Italy.

f

(26.) It has been usual to give the name of " old

masters" to such Engravers, whether in wood or metal,
as practised the Art from its introduction into Europe
to the end of the XVIth Century: and to divide these

into only two Schools, that of Italy and that of Germany :

in consequence of the comparatively very few old En-
gravers to be found in other Countries, and the style of
those few being traceable to one or other of the two
sources mentioned. | We propose to adopt the latter mode
of division with respect generally to the two Schools of
ancient Engraving : but, at the same time, with respect

to the present branch of the Art, or Xylography, v»e

consider it most convenient to include under the old

Schools artists also of the XVII th Century : so as to

date modern Wood Engraving from the times of Papillou

and Count Zanetti, near the commencement of the

XVIIIth.

(27.) To begin then with the old Engravers on wood,
according to the simple process, and in the School of
Italy.§

Altssandro Alberico Cunio and his twin sister Isa-

bella, born about a. d. 1270, are recorded as the earliest

practitioners in this Art whose names are known.
Their interesting history is given by Mr. Ottley, as com-
piled from the Works of Papillou, who saw a set of their

Engravings, eight in number, and wrote down at the

time a particular description of each, together with various

memoranda respecting them out of the Work itself, ori-

ginally written in the Swiss language, but translated to

him by M. deGreder the possessor. These young per-

sons passed their youth in the cultivation of their highly-

gifted minds, and when arrived at the age of sixteen,

had perfected themselves in various accomplishments,

among which the Arts of Design and Engraving on
wood were conspicuous. It is not improbable that they

acquired their artistic knowledge from some monkish
illuminist, or furmschnieder in the Religious houses of

that period, with whom they might form accidental

acquaintance through the circumstances attending the

clandestine marriage of their noble parents. For their

own amusement and the gratification of their friends,

Alessandro and Isabella composed and jointly executed

a series of prints representing the " heroic actions ot

Alexander the Great," with an appropriate dedication

* Manuel, the unhappy Emperor, was driven from Constantino-
ple, by the terror of the Turkish arms, to roendicate assistance Groin

the Christian States of Europe, among the descendants, says Mr.
Macpherson, of those barbarians who had usurped his Western
Provinces. The ob-ervaiions ^towards a. d. 1400) of Manuel or

his Greek attendants respecting the different pi. ices and Countries
named in his tour, as Germany, Prance, Flanders, England. Lon-
don, and Venice, are circumstantial and characteristic. Of the

Germans, the Imperial traveller observes, that they excel in the

mechanic Arts, and boast of the invention of gunpowder and can-
nons. Annals of Commerce, vol. i. p. 611.

f See Note f M.) at the end of Enoravinq.

I
See the Preface to vol. vi. of Bartschs Peintre Grateur, 8vo.

Vienna, 1808.

§ Por the tools and materials in Xylography, see what follows in

Art. 32.
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Mocetus.

11 Titiano

ami his

brother

Cesare

Yecelli.

Dumenico
Campa-
gnola.

Vicentin ».

Vico.

in the frontispiece to Pope Ilonorius IV.,* to whom their

mother, a noble Veronese lady, was related.

In our preceding columns (see Painting, p. 470.)

we have already adverted to these times, the times of

Cimabueand of his pupil and protege Giotto; the former

born of noble Florentine lineage, A. D. Pi-it), the latter

born 1276, the son of a shepherd near Florence, whom
his future patron and instructor discovered chalking the

figure of a lamb upon a stone in his native fields. It

was to such men as these, the contemporaries of the

Cunio and of Dante, (born in 126 3, about five years later

than the Cunio,) that Italy owed the recovery of her in-

tellectual refinement in Literature and iii the Arts.f No
authenticated prints, however, are extant to fill up a

chasm here of more than a century and a half. But it

is not therefore to be imagined that the XlVth Cen-
tury in Italy was unemployed in works of Art, though

probably less in Italy with regard to the Xylographic

branch of it than in those other Countries of Europe
which competed with the Italians so successful v as to

bring Wood Engraving into decay among them, ul least

among the Venetians, according to the acknowledgment

of a decree of Venice a. D. 1441. We refer then t our

short account of the QuaUroceniisti, (Painting, p. 471.)

with which the reader will fill up this interval, and we
proceed to the next name among early Italian contri-

butors.

Girolamo Mocetto, or Hieronymus Mocetus, born

about 1454 at Verona, was taught Painting by Gio-

vanni Bellini, whose brother Gentile we have mentioned

at p. 471 on Painting, as doing honour to Venice.

Mocetto is said to have executed a wooden cut of the,

'• Entry of Christ into Jerusalem," dated 1500.

A fellow pupil of Mocetto, the great Titian, if next on
record as having, in 1505, when at the age of twenty-

eight, obtained high praise for a print of the " Marriage
ol St. Catharine." Other works are ascribed to him by
Papitlon. Cesare Vtcelli, the brother, Domenico Cam-
pagnola, the best early scholar of Titian, and Doldini of
Vicenza, or Vicentino, also Titian's reputed pupil, were
Wood Engravers. The long life of Titian (ninety-nine

years) must have enabled him to foresee, with no small

gratification, how widely the Engraver's Art was to ex-

tend and perpetuate the fame ot Painters.

JEnea Vico, born at Parma in 1512, was at Florence
in 1543. where he presented the Emperor Charles V.
with the portrait which he had engraved of that Monarch,
and for whieh. according to Gori, he received 100 crowns.
It is a wooden cut surrounded by emblematical figures

composed with taste and well drawn. It is executed
with great care, and the hatchings in imitation of strokes

are so well expressed, that Strutt, who saw this specimen,
" can hardly suppose it to have been his first attempt."
This learned person retired about 1568 to Ferrara,

* See Note (N.) at the end of Ksoiti. ing.

f Giutto painted the portrait of Dante, who has thus celebrated

him in the Divinn Commetlia.

Credetle Cimabuc net/a pintura

Inter to campo : ed ora ha Giotto it grido,

St che laJama di colui e OSettra,

Del t'urgatorio, can. 11.1. 94.

The Poet here evidently alludes to the inscription on the tomb of
Cimabuc iu the Duomo at Florence.

Crerltdtt ul Cimahos pietura castra tenere

Certe sic tenitit ; nunc tenet atlra poti.

It is remarkable that Ravenna, the retreat of the Cunio, was the
last retreat of Dante. He died there under the roof of his hospi-
table patron, the Lord of Ravenna, soon afler returning from a mis-
sion toVenice, in 1321.

where he passed the remainder of his life under the pro- Ancient

tection of Alphonso II. X>Kr.,-

Utrolamo Porro, born about 1520 at Padua, wrought .

1 '*'
,

at Venice, where his last performance was a set ol
,,

wooden cuts for Ihe Funerali degli Anlichi ofTommaso
Partacchi, published in 1591.

Meanwhile, Florence, Bologna, and Home *dded <i".s,-ppe

further specimens of Italian Xylography. Guiseppe PoI,n"

Porta, a pupil, at Rome, of the Florentine painter Sal-

viati, and himself an eminent painter, engraved on wood
with admirable expression and effect. Bologna pro-

duced from the hand of the elder Coriolano, besides Coriolano,

various other works, several very masterly performances iwhei

in wood, after the designs of Vasari. for his Lives of
the Painters, first published in 1568. This artist, a

native of Nuremberg, who changed his name, as llei-

nel.cn informs us, from Christopher Lederer to Criitojoro and son.

Coriolano, (alleging his descent from the Patrician so

called.) seems to have striven hard Ibra place in the rolls

of Roman lame. His son Bartotomeo, born at Bologna,

also pursued the Art. Veronica Vontana, instructed in Veronica

drawing by her father, and by the celebrated Bolognese Fontaua.

paintress Elizabeth Sirani, executed small portraits in

wood with great neatness. Raffaclli Seaminosti too, Scaminossi.

the Bolognese painter, who flourished about 1610, per-

formed some few Engravings on wood. Leonardo Nor- Family of

sini, (called Parasole,) a native of Rome, with his wife Granule.

Isabella, and their son Bernardino, also were Wood
Engravers. Leonardo, who flourished in 1600, was of

some celebrity and much employed by Antonio Tem-
pesta. At the command of Pope Sixtus V . he engraved
on wood the plants, &c. Ibr the herbal published by

Castor Durante, physician to his Holiness. Bernardino

was a painter as well as Wood Engraver. Isabella, his

mother, executed in block printing several ingenious

designs for lacework ; and a considerable number of

plants for the herbal of Prince Cesi. Another lady,

Hirronyme, of the same surname and family, engraved
after A. Tempesta, with much spirit but with very in-

correct drawing, says Strutt, and in a coarse style.

One example, the only one we have been able to Jnan Vm-

record of a Spanish Wood Engraver may here be men- K1*" "' »•*

tioned, Juan Vingles, who flourished at Zaragoza in
''°"* a

1550, and engraved in wood the illustrations lor the

Ortograjia Pratica ofJuan de Iciar, published there in

that year. Bermudez, in his Diccionario delicts Bellas

Artes, pronounces the cuts of Juan Vingles to be in

good taste, with figures highly characteristic, and cor-

rectly drawn.

(28.) Next, we are to name the ancient Italian Compound

artists who have used the compound process (see Art. Xylo^a.

12.) of engraving in wood.
J^j

uf

Of the first kind of compound process (for which
i sten.

stensilling* was introduced) few or no positively Italian silled

specimens remain of which we are aware ; though, prints,

doubtless, they must have been as numerous in Italy as

in other parts of Papal Christendom, being especially

employed Ibr purposes of Religious worshipt or instruc-

tion, or, to speak more plainly, for extending the influence

of legendary superstition. The Abbe Latizi saw in the

Cabinet of the Count Durazzo, some ancient playing

cards, from designs, as he conjectures, of Jacobello

del Fiore. These were coloured in stensil. II lavoro,

says he, a' periti e parulo a stampa i colori daii per

* For an explanation of stensilling, see last note to Art. 12.

t See Note (O.) at the end of Engraving.
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Engraving, traforo : and adds, monumenlo pin antico non so in

^-^r—' lal ge.nere. Sloria pitlorica, vol. i. p. 129.*

2. Prints In the second class of compound Xylography, the
from two or Italians, with whom the invention of chiaroscurot print-

blocks
' n= ky successive impressions from wood only seems to

have originated, are remarkable. The invention is attri-

buted to

Da Carpi. Ugo da Carpi, (born at Rome in I486,) the fellow

student of Raffaelle d'Urbino. His prints, though very

slight, says Strutt, are masterly and spirited, and pre-

serve at least a bold, striking resemblance to the sketches

of the great painters (chiefly Raffaelle and Parmegiano)

from whose designs they are taken. One block is used

for the outline and darkest shadows, another tor the

lighter shadows, and a third for the demitints.J

Contemporary with Da Carpi was another Painter and

Engraver, Domenico Micarino, born of humble parent-

age, at a village near Sienna, who assumed the name
Domenico Beccafumi of his patron in that citv ; where his paint-
Btccatumi. jjjgrs both in oil and fresco, and other works, (see

Painting, p. 477.) procured him great reputation. He,

too, had studied at Rome the master lines of Raffaelle

and IVI. Angelo. He executed his chiaroscuro some-

times on two, sometimes on three blocks; one for the

outline and deep shadows, the other for the lighter

tints. He wrought after his own designs, as well as

from those of Titian and others. But the process was
in the hands of a much more distinguished Siennese

Permzi. artist of ihe same period, Baldazzare Pcruzzi ; (Paint-

ing, ibid.) if a print attributed to him be his, represent-

ing " Avarice driven by Hercules from before Apollo,

Minerva, and the Muses." " It is," savs Strutt, " in three

blocks ; the first for the outline, the second for the deep
shadows, and the last for the lighter tints ; and is ex-

ecuted in a fine, spirited, bold stvle."

G. N. Vi- Giuseppe Nicola Rossigliani, called Vicentino, from
centum, being born (in 1510) at Vicenza, engraved also with

three blocks, (the first for outline, the next for the more
powerful shadows, the third for lighter tint,) after Raf-
faelle and other masters.

It was from Parma, however, that Ihe genius arose,

which probably brought this method of Engraving to all

the perfection it attained in that Age. Francesco Maz-
Rume- zuoli, or Parmegiano, superintended, as is well known,
gionu. the execution of many of his own designs, by Ugo da

Carpi, Antonio da Ttento, Andrea Andreani, and others.

He was a profound master of chiaroscuro, in the best of
all schools, that of Correggio, and would, no doubt, be

careful to enforce the principles which his paintings

Antonio da Prove him to have practised. Antonio da Trenlo was
rrento. his pupil, though five years older, being born (at Trent)

in 1508, and devoted himself by the recommendation of
his master to Wood Engraving, for which he generally

used three blocks ; the first for the outline, the next for

* In Mr Ottley's "Examples of ancient masters." some remark-
able fac similes are given of a set of playing cards li la truppola.

f See Note (P.) at the end of Engrai im..

J // imagina de /aire des cama'ieux a trots et qitatrc planches, ou

rentrees de teintes par degradation dans la meme couleur, et sans

aucune tailte ; ce qui faisoit des mates (flat washes) de oju/eurs

adoitcirs qui paroiuoient avoir etc faites avec le pinceau, et me'me ii

les imprimoit sur un papier gris, de sorte que les parties tclairees

qui rrstoient du fond du papier faisoient une dermere leinte tres

foible, qui s'umssoit parfaitement bien avec celtes des planches
gravees et toutes ensemble eltes tmitoient fort bien la pctnture en
cama'ieu.. Vest la ^invention qu'on doit rapporter a Ugo mats non
pas rorigine de In Gravure en Cama'ieu qu'il n'afatt que perfection-

tier. Papillon, Traitc, $c. torn. i. p 392, 393.

the dark shadows, and the last for demitint. These cuts Ancient

are justly esteemed. Xylogra-

Andrea Andreani, born at Mantua in 1540, was of !
'hv "

small celebritv as a painter, but the prints in chiaro- ,

r
.

'

~'

j /• , Andrea
euro extant under his name are numerous and ex- i„,i. „ :

cedent. He settled at Home, and frequently practised

the disingenuous artifice (unworthy of his great talents)

of effacing filenames of other artists from as many blocks
of value as he could procure, substituting his own cipher,

and selling the prints lor performances by himself. " At
times," says Strutt, "he used only two blocks, (namely,
for his slighter works,) but ofiener three, and never ex-

ceeded that number ; one for the outline and \ery dark
shadows, the other two for two different tints." He car-

ried manual execution to greater perfection lhan any of
his predecessors, so that we find his prints distinguished

by an unusually clear and determined outline.

Bartolomeo and Giovanni Batista, sons of Cristoforo B. and Q.
Coriolauo. already mentioned, (Art. 27.) have lelt re- B. Corio-

spectable proofs of merit. Bartolomeo was an able 'aD0 "

designer. He confined himself usually to two blocks,

one lor his outline and dark shadows, which he per-

formed like hatchings with a pen ; the other for demitint.

His prints show great judgment, and have a very fine

effect. Domenico Falcini, born about 15S0, is another Falcini.

artist who flourished in (he beginning of the XVIIth
Century. His engravings (alter Raffaelle) are performed
by three separate blocks, one for outline, another for

demitint, and the third for dark shadows.

(29.) The German School of Wood Engravers ez- Germany,

hibits a far greater number of early specimens than the OldXylo-

Italian * We have above seen (Art. 2S.) the branch
school

of Xylography chiefly practised in Italy arrive to great

excellence under the fostering eye of some distinguished

Painters. In the German School a similar effect was
produced at an early stage of what we have called the

simple process of Xylography. Michael Wolgemuth Wolgemuth
and Wdhelm Pleydenvsurff, two artists of N'uremburg, aQd Pier-

contributed their drawings for the embellishment f
denwurtf.

Hartmann Schedel's publication called the Kurembvrg
Chronicle, in a. d. 1493. These efforts for improve-

ment were ably seconded by the great patriarch of Ger-
man artists, Albert Durer, the pupil of Wolgemuth, and Durer.

a native likewise of Nuremburg. (See Painting, p.

4S5.) In short, Engraving was expected to do as much
for Painters, as letter-press could for authors.

The invention of Printing by movable types, (typi Invention

mobiles,)ov the substitution of them for engraved blocks, of types

(typi Jixi.) whether by John (intenburg, as has been JJUfSpi

thought most probable, or by John Fust ofMentz, or by gJanhy
Laurence Zaussen Coster of Haerlem, is incidentally con-

nected with our present subject, but would detain us

longer than our limits allow. It is a sufficient honour to

the Xylographic Art to have suggested the invention. No
disputer that we know of has ever questioned that from
block books with engraved figures and scrolls, such as

the Biblia Panperum,t the Book of Canticles, Ars Mo-
riendi, and Ars Memorandi, the Speculum Humana:
Salvationist the History and Visions of St. John.§ or

Dr. Hartleib's Book of Chiromancy,\\ the idea of a

* See Note (Q.) at the end of Engrayino.

-f
See Note K. Ibid.

J See Note(S.) Ibid.

§ This and the others, with the exception of three, viz. the Biblia

Pauperism, the Canticles, and the Speculum Humanet Sa/vatioms,

Mr. Oitley conceives were probably the rude manufacture of the
ordinary cardmakers.

, The name of Jorg Schapff. the person who, according to
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E igravinp

Hani
Schauffleii

H. S. Bu-

hani.

H. Lautvn-

aach.

Virgil

Solis.

J. Amman.

more convenient method for types, first perhaps for whole

wordH, and at length tor letters, arose.

The cities of most celebrity in which Xylography, ac-

cording to the ancient German School, was practised in

its simplest form, wen- Nuremberg, Augsburg, Antwerp,
Strashurg, Amsterdam, and Leyden, to which we may
add Lyons and Paris,

Nuremberg, for a length of time, preserved the char ic-

ter which the genius of Albeit Durer and his people ob-

tained for that City in the Arts. We have mentioned
works of Pleydenwurff and Wolgemuth. From those ol

the indefatigable Durer, Mr. Ottley, improving upon the

Catalogue of IJartseh, gives a description of 145 subjects.*

Among them is the " Apocalypse of St. John the Evan-
gelist, a set of --i\tecn pieces with explanatory text, (of

this the first edition was printed in 1498,) also the" Fall

of Man and his Bedemptiou through Christ," a set of

twenty-seven pieces, out of which Mr. Ottley presents

his reader with four impressions beautifully printed from
the original blocks, in the possession of Mr. P. E.

Boissier. Another set, consisting of twenty pieces, re-

presents the " Life of the Madonna."t Hans Schauff-

lein the younger, an 1 Hani Heboid lit hum, native of

Nuremberg, followed in the steps of Durer. From the

works of the former Mr. Bartsch describes 132 subjects,

but doubts whether Scliaulllein engraved any of them,

though they bear his mark. J One of them is a set of
twenty-two pieces, for a Work entitled Himmekoagen
und Hollewagen, by Hans von Lenrodt, published at

Augsburg, in 1517. Another is of torty pieces, fur Der
Teutxch Cicero, by Heinrich Steyner, Augsburg, 1534.

Another, of seventy-three pieces, explained the Doctrines,

Miracles, Life, and Passion of Christ, 4to., Frankfort,
1537. Of Helium Mr. Bartsch enumerates 171 sub-
jects, of which seventy-three cuts belong to Scripture

History, a set of eight for the 1'assion of Christ, and a

set of twenty-eight tor the Apocalypse of St. John. The
first publication of Behain's liibhcre Histories was at

Frankfort, in 1536. Henry Lauiensach, who followed

the style of Sebald Beham, is said to have also engraved
in wood. Two subjects, with the mark of his son, Hans
Sebald Lautensach, are mentioned by Bartsch. He
died at Nuremberg in 1590. Virgil Solis, who was
born in 15L4, at Nuremberg, and Jodocus or Julius
Amman, who died there ii 1591, are well worthy of
mention. The works of Virgil Solis on wood, (for

several of which see Bartsch, feintre Graveitr, vol. ix.

p. 316.) as well as those of Amman, whose stvle they
resemble, were chiefly published at Frankfort. They
are voluminous. Solis, who was a painter, illuminist,

Heineken, executed these cuts, is to be hum d at the boitom of the
fourth page of the Work, which consists of twenty-four pap-;,,

limited on both sides. Nothing can lie a ruder performance. See
Note (T.

|
at the end of Kngra\ Dm.

» V'. Puntre Graveur, vol. vii. p. 116— 197. Ottley's Hist, of
Engraving, p. 727—736. Two out of the 143 were in a future im-
pression printed in chiaroscuro. (Art. 30.)

f Both these latter sets were eagerly purchased and copied by
Marc Antonio on copper, at Venice, who sold them for originals.
He affixed ihe mark of Albert Durer on all but the last plate of the
second set, to which he put his own. Bartsch is of opinion (Peintre
Graveur. ml. vn. p. 18.) that the inequality of execution in the
wood-cuts attributed to Durer is so great as to make it improbable
that all of them are from his hand. Some of them contain, ac-
cording to the same Writer, indications more or less decisive of the
aciual hands which euuraved them. A Holy Family (quoting from
Merr. Journal, fyc. torn. vii. p 73.) he attributes to Hans Glaser, a
cardm.iker • .1 Madonna to Hans Guldenmuwl, and the Rhinoceros
(Art. 30. } 10 lien. Goltzius of the Ha^ue, &c. &c

J bee Note (U.) at the end o! Knuuavinq.

Ancient
X) lugra-

pby.

2. Aug*
hitrfj,

1. Burgh-
111 nr.

Hans
Holbein.

and Engraver, employed artists under him in various

departments, and died rich at the age of forty-eight,

'I here is a set by Amman (Bartsch, //,. p. 371.) of I 15

prints of Arts and Trades, published at Frankfort, 1564,

ses era! times reprinted.

In Augsburg, Johan Dnrghmair, the pupil of Albert

Diner, executed prints in wood, which approach the

fire and spirit of Ins master.* The lather of Holbein

was a native of Augsburg, where Hans, his celebrated

sou, was probably born, in 1196. They afterwards

removed to Basle. The younger and the greater 11 l-

hiin is said to have practised Wood Engraving as early

as 1511, at the age ol only thirteen, and 10 have been

employed before his departure from Swisserland by the

must considerable publishers of lus. time at Basle. Zurich,

Lyons, and Leyden.t Sigismund Holbein, his uncle, Sigismund

has some very indifferent wood-cuts ascribed to him. Holbein.

Alexander Muir, who flourished about A. u. 166(1, re- Mair.

sided chiefly at Augsburg. This person must not be

confounded with the Mair of more ancient times, who
llounshed about 1499, and for whom some German
writers claim the invention of Engraving in chiaro-

scuro.j

Meanwhile, Antwerp had contributed early to Xylo- Z.Antweef.

graphy ; a very old print published there is described

by Heineken, having the name Phillery, with the fol- Phillerv.

lowing inscription in old Flemish characters, " Gheprint

t'Autwerpen by my Phillery deFigursnider," printed at

Antwerp by me, Phillery, Engraver of Figures. Ge-
rard de Jude, the lounder of a celebrated family of De Jode.

artists, was burn at Antwerp ill 1541. Papillon (Traile

de In Gravurt en Bois, torn. i. p. 229.) mentions some
cuts by him, printed at Anvers, in 1566. But Christo- Jegh".

pher Jig/ier, whose merits recommended him to Rubens
for engraving his designs, is the most deservedly cele-

brated artist in this way that Antwerp can boast. His
prints, alter that great master, have a very powerful

effect, being cut in a bold, free style, with spirited

strokes, in imitation of cross-hatchings by a pen. After

the death of Rubens, he purchased the greater part of

the blocks, and republished Oil his own account. He
worked, al-o, after the designs ol other masters. Among
these is a " Crucifixion," after F. Frank, dated 1637.

The City of Strasburg gave employment to the two
Stimuli rs of Schati'hausen ; Tobias, and his brother

John Christopher, who executed some cuts for the

Bible published at Basle by 1 houias Guarin, in 1586.

Of these prints, w Inch are small, and after the tlesigns

of Tobias, it is no inconsiderable proof of merit that

Rubens declared he had studied them with attention,

* Peintre Graveur, vol. vii. p. 201. Of the triumph of M.ixi

milian, Bartsch observes, (lb. p. 231.) Ce recuei/ romute en 135
pieces qui sont aultmt de monument precieus de f Art de /a Gra-
vure en Bins, et qui, par la legereie et la correction du tlessetn, autant
que pur le som ct 1'hubilele de fexecution, meritent fattention et

fapprobation de lous tes connoisseurs. Ces planches ont etc yravees

(p. 235.) dans lea annees 1516, 1517, 151s, et 1510, par dix-sepl

graveurs en bou tres-hahi/es, sur Its dessems de Hans Burgmair
dont tes lettres H. B. sont marquees sur beaucoup de ces pieces. Les
noms des graveurs qui sur Ie ttu\ idtn grand nowbre de ces /danclrs

(toutes de bou de p^irier) sont traces afencreen toules lettres en-

graves seutement en monogrammes sur le bou. Jerome Andre, Jean
de Bonn, Cornelia, tm Corneille de Bonn, on Corneille Lictnnk,

Hans Frank, Saint German, (.Tuillaume et Corneille Lefrink, Alexis
Limit. Josee de Nether, Vincent Pfarkecker, Jaques Kupp, Hans
SehaiifHein, Jean Tabenth, H. F. F. P. et W. K. et Guillaume pent-

tire Guillaume Lefiink.

T See N >te (V.) at the end of Enghavino.

I See Note W.jlbid.

4. Strat-

burg.
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raers.
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and derived much instruction from them. Christopher

Maurer of Zurich was a pupil of the elder Stimmer.

At Amsterdam, John fVall/ier Van Assert and the

Van Sichem family were conspicuous. Van Assen was

born about 1490. His works are admirably executed,

and highly appreciated by collectors. Bartsch men-

tions twenty-one Scriptural pieces having his mark.

(Peinlre Graveur, torn. vii. p. 4 44.) Strutt considers

him as successful only in the expression of his heads.

Of Christopher Van Sichem, Strutt informs us that he

executed some portraits and other subjects on wood,

from Golizius, which deserve commendation. The
prints by Cornelius he affirms to be " stiffer and of

heavier execution" than those of Christopher : but of the

cuts by Karl Sichem he expresses no opinion. To Cor-

nelius are attributed more than 600 prints of Scriptural

subjects.

Leyden was remarkable for giving birth and fame to

Lucas Jacobs, called Lucas Van Leyden. (See Paint-

ing, p. 480.) He was an Engraver, but it is doubled,

both by Adam Bartsch and Mr. Ottley, whether he ever

engraved on wood ; though both these writers give a

large list of Xylographic works engraved after his

designs.* No works of this kind, however, bear his

mark. The only part which Mr. Ottley thinks he

might have had in the performance of them was that of

making the designs upon the wooden blocks. From
the uniform similarity of their execution, Mr. Bartsch

considers that Lucas must always have employed the

same artist for cutting his designs ; and this person was,

undoubtedly, of great ability. Lucas died in 1533, at

the age of thirty-nine. Jan Livens of Antwerp, the

successful follower of Rembrandt in the beginning of

the following century, has two wooden cuts ascribed to

him, very fine and scarce works. In this Flemish list

might be included Justus Negher, of Nordlingen, whom
Bartsch distinguishes as one of the ablest Wood Engrav-

ers in the early part of the XVIttl Century; Peter Koeck

of Alost, the celebrated traveller to Constantinople,

who has left us his work of Turkish costumes, &c.,

dated 1533; Conrad Meyer, of Zurich, who engraved

some admirable cuts for Erasmus's " Process of Folly ;"

and Edward Echtnan of Mechlin, who has copied in

wood with surprising delicacy and spirit some fine cop-

per-plate prints by Callot. Luduig or Louis Businck,

who flourished at Minden, according to Heineken, about

1630, executed some spirited prints after his own de-

signs, and those of Geo. Lallemand, his contemporary,

of Nancy.
Solomon Bernard was born at Lyons in 1512. Nine

sets of prints, most of them for books, printed at Lyons,

are attributed to him. Pierre Woeiriot of Bar Le Due,

who resided chiefly at L\ons, is described by Papillon

as a Xylographer who marked his wood-cuts with a

double cross, called the cross ol Lorraine.t

The XVIIth Century brings us to the remarkable

families of Sueur and Papillon at Rouen. Pierre le

* V. Peintre Graveur, vol. vii. p. 438. Ottley's Hitl. of Engraving.

p. 751

f Traiti tie la Gravure en Boil, torn. i. p. 150, 151. 240. See

also Strutt's Dictionary. Kiel Gamier is mentioned hy Papillon

without specifying any of his works, as Graveur en bois fun mi-

iliocre ; of Jallot, .mother French Engraver, who flourished about

1510, he particularizes, 58 esiampes qravees en bois nstez pro-

prement, and other works, printed at Paris in 1490. /novel Pe-

risin or Persinus, in conjunction with J. Torlorel, engraved the

Wars of the Hug/iecuts from 1559 to 1569.

Sueur* a disciple of Du Bellay, was born in 1636.

The elder Papillon, his fellow-pupil, was but an inditfe

rent artist; but his son John, called the younger Pa-
pillon, father lo the well-known writer on the Art, and

said to have been the inventor of printing-papers in

imitation of tapestry, was a good draughtsman and

tolerable Engraver. He died at Paris 1723.

(30.) In the first of the two compound processes

(Art. 12.) of Xylography, the earliest specimen extant

with a date, viz. the St. Christopher, has already been al-

luded to. (Art. 2S. Note (O.)attheend.) It was discovered

by the Baron Heineken in the Chartreuse at Buxheim,
near Memmingen, and is dated 1423. The " Annun-
ciation," another print found with it, pasted in the same
book, is considered equally ancient, but is without a

date. Jansen alludes to another remarkable specimenjin

his Essai sur I'Origine de la Gravure, torn. i. p. 90.

where after stating first the process of cutting the out-

line on the block by the formschneider, and then the

subsequent process of colouring (with a stensil) used

by the briefmahlers, or card-painters,t he remarks, e'est

eiactement de celte maniere qu'onl etc eiecutees les

Jisures de VApocalypse a la Bibliotheque Jmpiriale a

Paris. I But respecting the names of these numerous

operators nothing is known. He asks (at p. 103.) mais

il s'agit de savoir qui etoient ces ouvriers ? On ne con-

noit par certitude aucun graveur en bois avant Wolge-

muth et Pleydenwurff.

In the other compound process, (Art. 12.) we doubt

whether many German artists followed chiaroscuro En-
graving exactly in the method which Ugo da Carpi, as

we observed, (Art. 2S.) is said to have introduced into

Italy, namely by means of wood blocks only, and with-

out copper-plate outlines. Bartsch seems to contend

that the invention, in any shape, is altogether German.
He remarks that a specimen remains of L go c!a Carpi

with no earlier date than 151S, but owns that the other

prints un-dated from the hand of that master, may
(from their being worked with no more than two blocks)

he much earlier performances. And then he mentions

* Rien. says Papillon, n'esl pint beau el plus hards que les laities

de ses gravure*. Traiti de la Gravure en Boit, torn, i p. 303. This

Pierre le Sueur had two sons of the name of Pierre ; the first,

called by Papillon Pierre I'atne, and. according to the same

authority, an excellent arti>t, was born at Rouen in 1663, and

died there in 1698. The next Pierre [dn second lit de Cancan

Le Sueur) a grave en bait ent » Rouen, »<<»» il manquoil.

comme beaucoup Wantres graveursen boil, de ce ban gout, de cei en-

tente de clair obscur, et de la correction duns lesfgures que procure

thabitude du deuein. II est marl environ Can 1750. (ft. p. 324.)

A third son was born between the two Pn-tres, named Vincent, of

whom Papillon gives the family history, {lb. p. 316—322.) and

who engraved both in simple XylographJ and in chiaroscuro ; but

was an incorrect draughtsman. He was born at Rouen in 1668,

and died at Paris in 1743.

f Cean Bermudez, in his Diccionaria Historico de las Bellas Aries

m Espaff. though be gives do examples of this precise kind, men-

tions several liiuminists. to the number of about twenty, whose

works adorn the libraries of the Monasterio del Escorial, and of

the Cathedrals of Seville, Toledo, an The mu-t ancient

are those of Garcia Martinez, belonging to the Cathedral of Seville.

HeHourishedbetwe.il 1343 and 1381. The most numerous were

executed for Philip 11 ,aud the latest are by Mosen Ehseo Bononat,

described as pinlor e presliiteru. who died in 1761. Not uufre-

quently, the process of illuminating resembled what is called, in

modem phrase, ••oriental liming," and was practised by means of

stensils cut out of thick vellum, fin. or pasteboard.

* In the Boot of Trade*, published in 156 I, for which we have

said Art 29. iii.it Justus Amman executed the cuts, the block-

cutler, or formschneider. is represented in one print, and in another

the briefmaid r. each performing his peculiar and separate process.
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various German works with dates, three, six, and even

nine yean pre\ ious to 1518.*

\ rhinoceros, imported from India to Lisbon in

1515, was senl as a present by Emanuel, King of Por-

tugal, to tho Emperor Maximilian I. Of this animal,

Albert Durer made a design, which bears his niono-

gram and the date, 1515, on the original block. Some
impressions of this work are printed \nclair obscur with

two blocks. A " Holy Family" and a "Crucifixion''

are also enumerated among the clairs obscurs de deux

planches attributed to Durer, but which Adam Bartsch

considers doubtful. The " Crucifixion," however, is re-

garded by Mr. Ottley as a genuine production.t The
seventh volume of the Peintre GravetlT records (at p.

320.) a work by Hans Baldouin Grun, clair obscur de

trois covleurs. Of Hans Ulric Pilgrim, Bartsch parti-

cularizes (at p 449 in the same volume) ten specimens

in dair obscur de deux jilamlus, and introduces Pilgrim

as having the reputation of being the inventor of this

sort of Wood Engraving.}

"The beautiful Virgin of Ratisbon," after the picture in

the Cathedral of that citv, is mentioned by Strtiit as an

admirable work in two tints by Albert Alldorfer, whom
we before named. (See Note (W.) at the end of En-
graving.) Of this work, he adds, that there are some
few impressions from the single block on which were

engraved the outlines without the half tint. Louis Tiu-

sinck, whom we also mentioned before, (Art. 29.) is

celebrated for some very masterly cuts in chiaroscuro.

(31.) We now come to the Wood Engravers of the

XYlllth Century, to whom, according to the arrange-

ment proposed, (Art. 26.) we give the name of modern
masters in Xylography. The number of these artists is

so small that they can occupy but a very short space

in onr columns. In fact, Xylography was given up for

a new branch of the Art more effective, and perhaps

less difficult of execution : and Copper-plate Engraving,
(.especially after the superior facilities afforded by the in-

troduction of the etching needle,) began rapidly to

supersede the use of prints from wood, even for the il-

lustration of books.

Xylography in the XYlllth Century, and up to our
own times, seems confined to Italy. France, and Eng-
land. In Italy, a Venetian Nobleman, the Count Anto-
nio Maria Zaneiti, born at Venice in 16S0, became
celebrated both as a collector and as an artist. I'apillon,

his contemporary, born eighteen years alter, bears testi-

mony to the beauty of many works ofZanetti in chiaro-

scuro, gravures en cnma'ieu a trois planches on rentrees

depuis 1720 jusqu'en 1740. They are after drawings

by Raffaelle, Parmegiano, and other great masters, most
of which the Count purchased at the sale of the Arunde-
liau collection. He was assisted in this work (to which

he added several etchings, and which altogether contains
eighty-nine prints on copper and wood) by his nephew
of the same name, the librarian of St. Mark at Venice.

* If priority of dates, says B.irtsch, is to settle the question, we
have the " Rhinoceros" of Albert Durer, a. d. 1515; a portrait

after the design of Hans Burghmair, 1 5 1 'J ; a portrait of Pope
Julius I!., 151 I : the same date upon "Adam and Eve." after the

design of J. B. Grim : auu the date 1509 upon a work after Ebend,
called "The Witches riiline;." ( Hexenrili.) V. Anlcitung, Sfc.

1 thief, sec 639.

j Tiie • Rhinoceros" is numbered 13fi in Ottley, (p. 753.) ami
126 in Bartsch. i Printre Graveur, vol vii.) The •• Holy Family''

is numbered 10. [Ibid.) " The Crucifixion," N .27 iu Burtach,

is No. 132 in Ottley.

J Sue Note (X,) at the end ofENOKAViso

Zanetti has not escaped censure from such as value ex- Modern

cellence more than rarity, for his exclusive spirit in Xylogra-

burning his blocks and destroying his plates, after taking ' 3 '

an inconsiderable number of impressions. Another
Italian. :uu\ a nall/e of Venice, is Domenieo Roselti, "0M!" 1 -

who flourished as an Engraver in 1720. He is styled

an Engraver in copperas well as wood : and was for-

tunate in his patrons, the first of whom, an Italian

prelate, Giovanni Francesco Barberigo, gave him his

education at Verona ; and a subsequent patron, the

r Palatine, bv whom he was invited to Dusseldorf,

expre^ed Ins esteem by gilding the plates (after a few

impressions) of the "Triumphs of Alexander."

In France, the activity and ingenuity of Jean tlaptiste J. B. M.
Michel Papillon, son of the last mentioned of that name, I'apillon.

(Art. 29.) called the younger, brought the Art into greater

notice than had ever been bestowed upon it in that Coun-
try. The encouragement which the policy of Louis XIV.
had extended to works of taste and to the fine Arts, was
not discontinued during the long reign of his profligate

successor: and I'apillon, like many other men of inven-

tive minds, raised himself to fame by the noveltv. if not

the solidity, of Itis pretensions. He was born at Paris in

1699. Of a bold anil independent spirit, with a mind
devoted to his Art. and apparently self-educated as to

literary pursuit-, he put forth his well-known Treatise, his-

torical and practical, on the subject of Wood Engraving :

a Work of most amusing naivete and originality, but

abounding in historical errors.* His researches, however,

are of great extent, and his evidence respecting any

fact of which he was personally a witness, is allowed to

be perfectly honest and trustworthy by his severest

censurcrs. He was elected, in 1733, member of the

Society of Arts at Paris. His Treatise contains many
fine examples of his skill in Engraving, where a clear

and pleasing effect is produced by single strokes and

without cross hatchings. Two specimens are also given

of four blocks, each to illustrate his description of cms
in chiaroscuro. His best performances are considered

those prints which, in conjunction with Nicolas le Sueur,

he executed after the designs of Hachelier, for a fine

edition, in four volumes folio, ofLes Fables de Fontaine.

Papillon died at Paris in 1776.

Nicolas le Sueur was born at Paris in 1691, and tlied N.le Sueur,

there in 1 7 f. 4 . He was the son of the last-named

Pierre le Sueur, (Art. 29.) and is celebrated by his bio-

grapher and contemporary artist Papillon, as being re-

markable for some very fine cuts in chiaroscuro after

Raffaelle, Parmegiano, and others of the high School in

Art. These, Le Sueur executed for M. Crozat, for the

Messrs. Marietle, for Count Caylus, &c. (V. Traile de

la Gravure. en Bois. torn. i. p. 411.) Papillon adds, that

Nicolas would have attained absolute perfection as a

Wood Engraver, si Vaulre genre de gravure en bois or-

dinaire et delicate de vignettes, fieurons, tyc. il s'y fut
allaclie a y donner du feu, du gofil, de. Ventente, et da '

clair obscur, mais ses tailles toules d'une leinle, rendoienl

sis gravures sans eclat, el sans degradation ou augmen-
tation de coulnir. The writer likewise commemorates a

sister of Nicolas, named Elitabel, as a popular artist iu Klz.bet le

Xylography, and acknowledges the assistance which Sueur.

N. le Sueur and himself obtained from the talents of

* To all lovers of autobiography, P.ipi'lon's writings are a trea-

sure, ami mav be >''as*,-d with those of another must entertaining

an 1 kindred uriinntd, Beuvenuto Ceduii.
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Engraving. a pupil named Le Fevre. who. in 1759, or 1760, lost his
^-~v/~~-/ reason, and became incurable.

*

Le Fevre. From France the Art, in its modern st;ite, seems to

have crossed the Channel to England, it' we put down as

the earliest name worth notice, that of John Baptist

Jackson. Jark.inn,t who for some time received instructions at

Paris from J. 15. Michael Papillon, and was employed by

him and others in that Capital.

K.rkail. Edward Kirkall was born about 1695 at Sheffield in

Yorkshire, lie was the son of a locksmith, and quitted

his native town to engrave arms, stamps, ornaments,

and cuts for books in London. It appears to us not

improbable, that he was the Engraver of several vignettes

in a Latin edition, 12mo., of Terence, published in Lon-
don a. d. 1713, and very favourably commented upon

by Papillon, (torn. i. p. 323.) who refers to the letters

E. K. as the initials of the English Engraver. If this

be so, Kirkall, according to the same critic, was the first

instructor of Jackson above-named.
The But the persons to whom modern Xylography is most
Bewicks, indebted are two brothers, Thomas and John Bewick,

born at Overton, near Newcastle upon Tyne, whose
prints for a History of Quadrupeds, published there

in 1790, 8vo., first introduced them to the world of Art

as original and powerful contributors to its advance-

ment. A History of British Birds followed in 1797,

but the death of John in 1795 of a consumption had

meanwhile dissolved their affectionate partnership.

Thomas, however, has lived to transmit through nume-
rous pupils the revival of this branch of Engraving.

Jn 1795 the Poems of Goldsmith and Parnell, ptib-

* Le Fevre assisted in the mure delicate tenches for the wood
cots published with the Fables de Fontaine. Papillon'* manner of

introducing Le Fevre's malady h:is led Heinekeu to presume that

veer Papillon himself hail at rnie time impaired his facu ties by
over-application. Par un accident commim a p/usieurs graveura,

IkUBsi 1'iea qu'i mei, Le Fevre est tlevenu ulit/ii iTesprii en 1739 ou

1760 sun-* avoir pa etre autri : Ue meme qu'unjeune. homme nomine

Guignard, ticc* S and then he g^es on, in his favourite strain ot

gossip, to relate a similar case. Mr. Ottley looks ujson the phrase

tihene tPesprit, as a mere pleasantry of expression common to

French waters. (History ofEngraving, p. 23.) This Frenchman,
however, is, we think, an exception, and seems throughout his whole
book to he ton seriously intent upon the subject of it to have any
time or inclination for being witty.

t The birth-place of Jackson is not mentioned. He flourished

from about 17-0 to 1754. Papillon accuses him of having un-

gratefully endeavoured to pass off and sell a surreptitious copy <rf

one of his (Papillnn's) Works for hiB own ; a discovery which led

to his dismissal, and subsequent want of employment and of sub-

sistence at Paris. (Traite de AiGravure en Beta, torn. i. p. 327,328.)
He removed to Rome, and thence tu Venice, where he I ecame cele-

brated for several wood-cuts in imitation of drawings by the ancient

masters. A set ut' seventeen large prints in chiaroscuro was published
at Venice by Pasquali, a. n. 1 745. in which Jackson, by a new m- thod,

undertouk to imitate in colours like those of the originals some
choice works of Titian, Paul Veronese, Tintoretto, Basauo, and
others.

"His first essay of this kind," says Mr. Savage, (Practical

Hints, p. 15.) "was at Venice in 1744. when he published six

landscapes." w All the prints in colours that I have seen.*' adds
the same writer and artist. •• show a failure ; for the oil which be

used in the ink has not only stained the paper on which the subject

is printed, hut also the adjoining leaves." Mr. Savage goes ou to

remark that the use of oil in coloured printing inks not only de-

faces the pnp<-r, but changes the colours. We may subjoin, that

a similar tault very painfully appears in the chiaroscuro specimens

of Papillon. See Note (M.) at the end of EnQIIAV [NO.

From Venice Jackson returned to England, where probably he

died. Among Jackson's prints in simple X\ lography is a •• Descent
from the Cross," after Rcnil rand', conveying, says Strutt. in a
spirited manner, a good idea of that greut master's mode of

sketching.

lished by Bulmer, 4to., are illustrated by these artists;

and the year following Somerville's Chase, similarly

adorned.

Robert Allen Branslon was a native of Lynn, in

Norfolk, who about a. d. 1600, when in his nineteenth

\ear, settled at Bath, as a general Engraver and Herald-

Painter. Emulating, however, the reputation of the

Bewicks in Wood Engraving, he undertook some cuts

for a work descriptive of that ancient city. He found,

however, very insufficient support bv this occupation, and
came to tiv his fortune in London, where he maintained

himself fur a while as an Engraver of music. Xylogra-

phy, however, was by this time reinforced with the talents

ol Ttesbit, Clennel, and Hole, as subsequently by Bonner,

Harcey, Thompson, &c, and public encouragement
again called forth the industry and eminent graphic

powers of Branston. He was emploved after this in most

of the Xvlogruphic publications of his day till his death,

in 1827, at his house at Brampton.*

(32.) Before concluding our account of Xylography,

some particulars may be expected on the subject of the

materials and instruments employed for this branch of

Art. and the methods of applying them. These will,

perhaps, be best described and understood by introducing,

at the same time, a brief reference to the practice of Line

Engraving on metal in its simplest form, unassisted by

and unconnected with etching or other processes. A
comparison between the mode of operation on wood and

that on copper-plate (one mode being the exact reverse of

the other) mav give greater distinctness to both. For
(he same distinction here exists which was remarked be-

tween seals and medals, sunk or caved work and raised

vv'^rk. (Art. 2— 5, and note(A.)at the end of Eng having.)

The lines which tire to receive the ink on the block pre-

vious to an impression are so many level ridges standing

out in relief, like printers' type ; and coming, when printed,

into immediate contact with the paper, so as to indent

it. The lines on a copper-plate, on the contrary, are so

many channels hollowed in the metal, within which the

ink is enclosed, ami which in printing require the paper

to be forced into them, in order that it may come into

perfect contact with their contents; and the paper thus

pressed will show ridges of greater or less prominency

in proportion to the depth of line on the copper. It is

manifest, therefore, that for the purposes of Wood
Engraving such tools must be provided as will cut away

all
|
arts of the wooden surface which are not intended

to give impression upon the paper. Knives, gouges,

and chisels, of various forms and dimensions for ac-

complishing this end, are carefully described by Papil-

lout in the second volume of his Traill- de la Gravure

" Some of the best specimens of the modern English School of

Wood Engraving are to be found in a volume entitled Hetiguna

Emblems, published in 18l0 by Mr. Ackermann, of the Strand,

London. The Work also of Mr- Savage, alluded to in the preceding

Dote, is remarkable, and contains, together with some aspiring

am mpts in chiaroscuro, which have faded through their excessive

complexity, several of the finest productions from the burins 01

Branston. Xesbit, Bonner, Thompson, &c. alterdrawings bv Thurs-

ton. Callcott, W. M. Craig, W. H. Brooke, J. Varley.W. Hunt, J.

P. Neale, Sec. air. Savage mentions J. Skinpe, Esq . an amateur,

among the improvers who had preceded him, of coloured Wood
Engraving in cameo, For examples of modern skill and patience

in cross-hatching, see the 7)ipogrupkia of Mr Hansard.

+ See Note (Y I ut the end of Esouavinq. The author of a

modern Work on Decorative Printing observes, that the improve-

mints which have taken place since Papillon wrote have nearly

superseded the practical parts of his book. Savage, Practice*

5 K

Madera
Xylo-
graphy.

Branston.

Instru

ments and
material*.
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at Bois, (torn. ii. p. 11— 47.) together with the proper

ways of sharpening and adjusting them.

Another main point of difference between these two

branches of Engraving is seen in the mode of taking off

impressions; wood prints have the capability of being

placed in the body of a printed work BUironnded by the

letter-press. They receive their share of the same ink

with which the types are coloured, and can be printed

at the same moment with them. Metal plates, on the

other hand, incur the additional expense and labour of

separate printing, by means, generally, of pressure be-

tween two cylinders and in a press of peculiar construc-

tion. The superiority, too, of wood over metal as to

durability is remarkable.*

Hints, p. 63. See also Note (M.) at the end of Engraving. The
instruments now employed by Engravers on wood are generally

similar and similarly handled to those of Engravers in copper. A
tool of the same kind, and sometimes of exacily the same form with

the common graver or burin, (see Note(B.) ibnl.) was probably first

introduced by John and Thomas Bewick. It is held in the same

manner as for Engraving on metal. Sometimes, too, the edges

which cut away the wood are rounded ; (pi. i. No. 3,) sometimes

squared. Id. No. 4,) similarly to the occasional instrument of the

Chalcographer ; and sometimes the whole of the steel bar is of a

rounded or cylindrical form.

Various sorts of wood have been used iu this Art ; occasionally pear

tree, lime, sycamore, and other soft woods ; but the only material

in use at tile present day is box. The wood, too, is not now cut

into planks as formerly, (namely, with its grain parallel to the en-

graved surface,) but into rounds, or transverse sections, so that the

engraved surface must always lie at right angles to the grain, and

present, in every part of it, a uniform resistance to the edge of the

tool employed. Thus is gained an advantage tending essentially

to accuracy as well as facility of execution. The box tree grows

in Turkey to a size considerably larger than in this Country. See

Isaiah, xli. l'J. and lx. 13. where the fir tree, the pine, and the box

tree are mentioned together as forest trees, and styled the Glnry of

Lebanon. The Turkey box is consequently a frequent article of

importation ; hut for small works and vignettes our English box-

wood is excellent. A species from America, larger than that from

Turkey, has been tried but not found so good. The rounds or

transverse sections of the tree are sawn nearly an inch in thicknes-,

so as that in printing they may be brought to lie evenly with the

type. Each block is next carefully KHLped and polished to a de-

gree of smoothness proper to receive the drawing ; and the drawing

generally is made upon it by the original designer either in pencil

or with a pen. Frequently it is shaded with Indian ink or seppia

in a very finished manner, giving the fullest effect of chiaroscuro

of which the artist is capable, and leaving to the Engraver his

choice of whatever kind of lines (Art. 14. 15.) he has found by ex-

perience to be most effective.

* Where any tolerable care is taken by the Printer, one hundred

thousand or one hundred and fifty thousand impressions may be

taken from a Wood Engraving without material change to the block :

whereas from copper-plate, although engraved deeply and with a high

burin, scarcely three thousand perlectly clear impressions can lie ob-

tained. From copper-plate, says M. Bartsch, executed throughout

with high burins, the first fifteen hundred impressions taken are gene-

rally perfect ; the next fifteen hundred become gradually more and

more defective in harmony ; and the remaining thousand are alto-

gether grey, monotonous, and feeble. Plates worked superficially,

t. e. with the low burin, give one thousand impressions less. (Anlei-

lunj. tee. vol. i. p. II.) Even a steel plate will not give more than

ten thousand without betraying evident marks of the wear occa-

sioned by rubbing the colour (according to the same process as

with copper into the engraved lines, and at the same time clear-

ing it away entirely from the surface of the plate previous to each

impression. To this friction the wood block is not exposed. The
only friction to which the block can he subjected, besides that from the

ink roller or dahber in charging it with ink, or from the pressman

in printing, arises from the operation of cleansing it alter use. Pa-
pillon (Traite, Sec. vol. ii. p. 375.) recommends forthis latter purpose

a soft brush, in form like a hat brush or brush for shoes ; it must be

dipped in a lie made by boiling half a pound of pearl ashes in

three pints of water, and then passing the liquid through a linen

strainer. The ink immediately on application of the brush quits its

hold of the block, which must then be further cleansed by the ap-

Chalcography. chul
,

ci>"

graphy.

(33.) The invention of taking impressions from en- ^~*/~~~'

craved plates of metal has been described by Vusari in lukimpi.s-

sions from-^—————^—

—

' ' " metal plates

plication of clean water and a clean sponge. If the liquid be warm how disco-

its cleansing virtue is more active. Mr. Savage recommends, instead veied aud

of the lie, spirits of turpentine
;
(Hints, Sfc. p. 46.) and Pnpillon, when.

faute de celle drogue, (alluding to the peail ashes,) recommends
warm water and common soap, not, however, of an acrid quility

:

otherwise fresh water must be applied. Great care most be taken

in drying the block, so that it shall not be warped. This is often

the ease with large cuts if left all night upon the press stone. " Let

them be laid," says Mr. Savage, " with their faces downwards
upon the imposing stone with a few thicknesses of damp paper

underneath, to place the tiat side of a planer upon them : in the

course of nix or seven hours each block returns to its former state."

{Mid.) Much application of water in cleaning the block or other-

wise should be avoided if possible. Persons careless of this rule

have been known to steep a block in water in order to cleanse it

;

and by this steeping are sure to swell the lines of the print. Pa-
pillon is so nice upon this point, that in order to avoid the effects of

moisture from the breath in Engraving, he advises the artist to

wear on his chin a covering or guard, to which he gives the name
of nientomere. (vol. ii. p. 56.)

The friction, on the other hand, in printing from copper-plate is

considerably greater than any to which wood-cuts or type can he

exposed. And that this friction must occur between each impres-

sion is evident from the following description by Mr. Hansard.

(Tufoaraphia, p. 86"2.) "The workman takes a small quantity of the

ink upon a rubber made of linen rags strongly bound about each

other, and with this smears the face of the copper-plate as it lies on

a grate over a charcoal fire. (Here the writer states in a note the

invention by Mr. James Kainshaw, approved and rewarded by the

Society of Arts in 1818, for heating the plates by steam, and
thus avoiding the noxious fumes of charcoal, t The plate being

Sufficiently inked, he first wipes it over with a foul rag to take off

the extra colour; then with the palm of his left hand, and then with

that of his right, he continues to free the surface of the plate from

all the unnecessary ink which it hail received; and to forward this

operation of wiping he dries the inside of his hands from time to

time by robbing them on a lump of whitening. In wiping the plate

perfectly clean without taking too much ink out of the strokes con-

sists the practical proficiency of the workman in his Art. The plate

thus prepared is next laid on the plank of the press, and upon it is

placed the paper, moistened in the same manner as for letter-press,

in order that it may more freely receive the ink and impression.

Two or three folds of flannel are then brought over the plate, and
things being thus disposed, the press is set in motion by pulling

the arms of the cross, by which means the plank bearing the plate

and paper is carried through between the rollers, whichpinching very

forcibly and equally press the moistened and yielding paper into the

strokes of the Engraving, whence it draws out a sufficient portion

of the ink to display every line of the intended print."

Printing from steel plates is perfectly similar ; so that the quan-

tity of friction must mainly contribute to efface the Engraving from

a surface of either metal. The discovery, however, by a celebrated

American, Mr. Jacob Perkins, of multiplying engraved steel plates

by means of steel cylinders, seems to set at nought the powers of

wear and tear and of time. A steel plate is first softened to such a

degree of ductility as will permit the artist to use the finest tools

with nearly the same e.ise as if he were engaged on a copper-plate.

When his Engraving is finished, the plate is hardened by a process

of carbonization, and is then not only capable of producing from the

press a hundred times a- many impressions as a copper-plate would

yield, but is also made instrumental to the formation of other plates

almost ad infinitum, by a transfer, mechanically, of the Engraving to

those other plates, so that each new plate becomes a perfect fac

simile of the first. The transfer is made by rolling a cylindrical

piece of softened steel over the hardened plate with a pressure suf-

ficient to give the cylinder a complete impression in relievo. The
cylinder, being then hardened, is used for transferring the subject to

any required number of plates, each of which may be again employed

for the same process in a course of endless reproduction.

But, again, as a set-off against this method of giving imperish-

able permanency to the labours of the burinist, the Wood Engraver

enjoys the advantage of stereotyping his productions. The im-

pressions from the fac simile, in type metal, of his Wood Engraving

may be multiplied to millions and tens of millions of copies, while

the original block remains entirely inert and perfect, and liable to

no other friction than has occurred in forming the first mould. Of
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kugraving. <; confused a manner that a variety of conjectures have
*—""v^*-* been hazarded to guess his meaning. All ai^ree, how-

ever, that Maso Finiguerra, a Florentine goldsmith and
enameller, during the process which was usual of con-

structing an imitation, in sulphur, of his engraved work,

found out that wet paper pressed upon the plate would
take up whatever colouring substance remained in the

engraved lines. It appears to have been the practice of

Maso and iiis brother artists, after the completion of any
highly finished work engraved in silver, and to be filled

with niello, (Art. 9.) to take an impression of the plate

with earth. Upon this impression, as upon a mould, they

the several operations in casting and printing stereotype Mr. Han-
sard has given a minute account, (p. 8"J5—SS8.) which it would tar

exceed our limits to abridge within any intelligible compass. We
recommend the curious reader to visit some of the larger printing-

offices. That of Mr. Clowes, the printer of these pages, exhibits in

active service almost every variety of letter-press machinery. The
extraordinary sale which has of late years encouraged, and continues

to encourage, cheap periodical works in this Country, has led tu pro-

portional exertions in British Xylography. As one instance, among
several, of Ihe popular demand for these useful productions, and also

of the multiplying power of stereotype just alluded to, the press of
Mr. Clowes has frequently issued between one and two hundred
thousand copies of the Penny Magazine* a weekly publication, for

which some of the finest modern Engravings in wood have been
executed. We should like to see, out of the best of these prints,

some careful impressions on Chinese paper from the blocks.

Great ingenuity has in very many ways been exercised for mo-
dern improvement in Xylography, but (as must naturally happen
on the revival of any Art) many contrivances which are almost a
century old have been claimed as recent inventions Papillon, in a
supplementary tome to bis Treatise on Wood Engraving, gives a

practical account of his discoveries, am! of his own progress in the
Art from tin.* age of eleven (which must have been in the year 1709)
to the date of that publication in 1766. He remarks, that his arti-

cle in the Encyclopaedia was incomplete, and proceeds t.r detail

further particulars which he considers necessary for explaining his

principles, and for making his example useful to such as should
come after him.

1. In the first place he appears to have applied himself with
great assiduity to thawing and designing, lie thus prepared him-
self to acquire considerable facility of execution, and contrived to

shade his work with washes of Indian ink (p. 1G.) upon the block

itself, instead of using ihe more elaborate and mechanical process

in which he had been educated, and by which the lines of a previous

design were transferred from paper to the wood just as they usually

are to copper-plate, but subject to subsequent correction.

2. He speaks of a method of giving softness to his distances,

(totntuiiis,) by scraping that part of his block before he made the

design, and thus lowering the surface in those places which re-

quired lines of great delicacy and fineness, Occasionally, too, he
pieced his block, (p. 49.)

3. He devised a similar mode fp. -45.) of giving greater strength

anil fulness to such lines in his fore grounds as happened to

be too finely cut, and too feeble, from their thinness, tor repre-

senting near objects with proper force. By scraping the surface

in any part he had shaded with faint thin lines, he found that

they became broader, and consequently better capable of being

charged with colour.

4. In vignettes, tail-pieces, and ornamented letters he adopted a
plan (p. 38.) of making the outside edges of the engraved work
lower than the middle, by which means he not only avoided hard-

ness and harshness, but found the edges of his block less apt to

split or be crushed by a strong1 pull from the pressman.

5. He suggests (at p. 74.) that by means of different successive

Mocks for one and the same subject, the most difficult and compli-

cated hatchings of copper-plate might be imitated 01 even rivalled,

since by the use of & fainter ink fur distances and delicate parts of

the work any required diminution of force would be attainable.

Respecting this latter suggestion, we observe, that methods have

been attempted o\' imitating the difficult cross-hatchings to be found

in the works of ancient masters in Xylography, by the use of two or

more b'ocks. one for each crossing of the strokes. But that this was

nut the method of the old xvlographic schools is manifest from the

fiifTerence of colour at the points where lines in a print so executed

intersect each other ; whereas the colour in a print from one block

is uniform throughout.

poured liquid sulphur, and thus obtained a fac simile
of the metal Engraving. The hollowed lines in the
sulphur were then filled with some black material, ana-
logous to the niello intended for ihe silver plate; and
these sulphurs were subsequently preserved in the stu-
dio of the artist to remind him of his labours.*

(34.) We shall now give the names of chareographic
artists, according to the date of their proficiency, class-
ing them first as proficients in the simple processes of
this branch of Engraving; and, secondly, in what we
have termed (Art. 12.) its compound processes. By
simple processes we understand

1. Stroke Engraving, or Engraving in the line man-
ner executed entirely by strokes cut with the "-raver.

2. Engraving with the dry point.

3. Etching.

During this enumeration we propose to take the
different Schools of the Art in the following order : 1.

The Italian. 2. The German. 3. The Flemish and
Dutch. 4. The French. 5. The Spanish; and 6. The
English.

(35.) To begin, as before, with Italy. Maso or

Chalco-

graphy.

Division of

Chalcogra-
phy into

simple and
compound.

Simple
Chalcogra-

phy.

* An elaborate Treatise on works of niello has been published
at Paris by M. Duchesne, to which is appended an ample catalogue
raisonnce of four hundred and twenty-eight nielli in silver, including
impressions of uielh on sulphur and paper. The XVth and latter

part of the XlVth Century produced several Italian workers of
celebrity in niello. Fbrzone, hrother of the painter; Ga\par SptneZd
of Arezzo ; Carudosso of Milan ; Francesco Htnb-Jim, or Froncia,
painter as well as goldsmith and medallist of Bologna; Giovanni
Turmi of Sienna; together With the artists at Florence whose
metallic works adorn the Church of San Giovanni in thai citv ; viz.

Matte* Dei, Maso Finiguerra, and Antonio PoHajuolo
t
the List of

whom learned, it is said, the Art of Painting from his hrother P etro,

as he did that of Engl axing, for ihe purpose of impression, from
Finiguerra. Finiguerra was mure particularly celebrated fur plates

or pares worked in niello with scriptural ornament*, tendered to the
devotees at the altar, in the service of the Mass, with the saluta-

tion P'ur tecum. Hence the name.

M. Bartsch, with other writers who contend for German priority

in graphic discoveries, confesses himself unable to explain actually

and circumstantially how the art of taking impressions upon paper
from plates of metal was introduced into Germany. He concedes
the invention to the Florentine Finiguerra; but adds, with a very

pardonable air of national gratulation, that the Italians, compared
with their German rivals, have made little or no progress in the

application and improvement of this useful discovery. He even
goes so far as to maintain that the early Italian prints were not

taken from the metal, but from the sulphur fac simile; at a time
when Btrong impressions, full of colour, and evidently taken from
the plate itself by means of a regular press, were common in Germany.
Our Countryman, Mr. Ottley, however, has examined, in a spirit

of fair criticism, M. Bartsch's argument, and shown the impracti-

cability of taking impressions from sulphur, such as remain to us of

the early Italian School. (See Ottleys History of Engraving* ch. v.)

"We havejust learned, while making this reference, the appointment

of this gentleman to the conservatorship of the prints m the British

Museum, an appointment at which, in common with every friend

to the advancement and reputation of the Art in Britain, we rejoice.

Mr. Ottley, after showing {History of Engraving, p. 340.) that

Finiguerra' s impressions were taken, to all appearance, not from
the sulphur, but from the plate itself; and after remarking the

improbability of such great obtuseness in Italian intellect as would

prevent Maso and numerous other goldsmiths his Countrymen from

adopting the more obvious and more effectual method in preference

to one almost impracticable by means of so brittle a material as

sulphur ; adds, respecting the greyish tint of the Italian prints, that

this circumstance gives us only to understand the sort of ink they

used to have wanted consistency. Some prints, too. being taken

off before the invention of a proper press, would doubtless be imper-

fectly printed: and even alter the general spread of thai invention

it would not follow that every goldsmith who knew the use of such

an apparatus must uf course have one in his possession. Without a

proper press the artist would be forced to substitute the friction of

some smooth bod v. or the insufficient pressure of a common roller.

D K -J

Ear/y schoot

ofItaly with
the graver

on/if.
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Engraving. Thomaso Finiguerra* whom we have mentioned, (Art.
v-^v^-/

33.) ami who is said to have been born about k. d, 1 4 :? 4

,

Finiguerra. communicated his discovery »>t" impressions from metal

to another goldsmith, his fellow-townsman, and his

Baldini. junior ahout twelve \i;irs, liarc/n lialdini. \";i^;i ri*s

account of Baldini is extremely brief, and only mentions

him as being an inferior draughtsman, indebted for

Botticelli, designs to the pencil of Stmdro or Alessandro Botticelli*

another contemporary goldsmith, who had some cele-

brity, both as a Painter and Engraver. A much superior

artist, however, (particularly as regards the naked

figure,) was another Florentine goldsmith, Antonio r/</

Pollajuolo. Pollajuolo, born in 1426, who died in 1498. lie was
one of the most eminent of his time in Painting and

Sculpture.

f

Gherardc Another Engraver of this period is Gherardo, a minia-

ture painter of Florence, and worker in mosaic, whom
Vasari mentions as having shortly before his death

(which happened about 1490) taken up Engraving in

imitation of the German style of Martin Schongauer.J

* Mr. Ottley places the birth of Mtuo Finiffuerra about ajd. 1410.

Bffaao died at Florence at an advanced age. His discovery is dated

by Heineken a. i>. 1460 ; but a much earlier date (a. j), 14-10, or

even a few years earlier) can now scarcely be denied to it ev< r since

the Abl't' X mi'sgood fortune in findingamong the ancient prints of

the National Cabinet at Pans an identical impression taken off by

Finiguerra himself from the silver Pax already named in the Lust

note as belonging to the Church of San Giovanni at Florence, and

representing the Coronation or " Assumption of the \ irgin." Its

perfect resemblance to the sulphur in the possession of his friend

the Count Seratti drew the Abbe's first attention to it ; and his joy

in afterwards ascertaining fully t)ie genuineness of the produi

is expressed with a zeal most unaffectedly characteristic. Sethis
account of the transaction published at the time, and translated in

Mr. Ottlev's Work. " The workmanship of the l'ax," observes the

Ahl)£, "which Finiguerra probably began in 1 151, (the ('.in- is

registered 1 152 in the archives of the Church it belongs to,) fully

shows that he must have been at that time not merely a man
greatly advanced in h s Art. but a master of high credit and repu-

tation.'
1

It lias been well remarked that M. M ariette, who bad the

charge of the collection of the King of France, and who conse-

quently held this remarkable print under his key without knowing
it. boasted vainly of connoisseurship while corresponding ad. 1732

with Cav. Gaburri of Florence, about the origin of Chalcography,

while he left this document unnoticed, and only kept this valuable

relic of ItaliauArt i» be discovered by a foreign amateur in 1 797. Mr.

Ottley, at p. 308 of his Work, presents his reader with a lac simile

of Zani's discovery j and also at p. 30-1 wiih another print, a fac

simile, after one in his private collection, and regarded by him as

a proof impression from some work of niello, probably by Fini-

or some Florentine artist about the middle of the XVtli

Century.

f A few characteristic fac similes from the works of Baldini, as

well as from those of Botticelli and Pollajuolo, are given by

Mr. Ottley, vol. i. of his Hut. of Engraving ^ where likewise will be

found » translation of Vasari's Life of Botticelli, with an examina-

tion ofhlS works and merits. Botticelli was burn at Florence in I 437

and died there in 1515. The Engravings forthe edition of Daute,

printed at Florence by Nicolo di Lorenzo della Magna, in 1481,

are from the burins of Baldini and Botticelli. But a pre'

publication had appeared in 1477, entitled Monte Santo & Din,

with engraved illustrations, probably by the same artists.

b« thought to be the first hook embellished with copper-plate of

which the precise date has been ascertained.

J
Mr. Ottley Hut. of Engraving, p. 4.'>7.) introduces a subject,

"The Assumption of the Virgin,'* as probably from the burin of

Gherardo, and remarks of it. that the shading (which in the

Engravings ascribe I to Ba dini is for the most part effected by close

hatchings crossing each other in various directions, but without

curvature) is here represented by fine curved str> kes, termi

in many instances, on the light parts of the figures, with dots or

other short delicate touches of the burn in the manner used by

Martin Schongauer ami other ancient Kngravers of the (
School We Icrn from Vasari ih it the prints of Schongauer found

their way into Florence in considerable numbers many years before

the cud of the XYth Century.

Robctla is another name slightly noticed by Vasari.* Chaleo-

Apiong these Florentine artists, Leonardo da Find js £ rtt
l'
nv

thought to have exercised the paver. An interesting
^T*'"""''

specimen lias been preserved in the cabinet of Thomas
0,L' lt ' 1 -

Wilson, Esq., of which a fac simile is prefixed to a Work
J*

^?"
1?

descriptive of that gentleman's unique collection, en-
titled Catalogue of Hit Prints ofan Amateur* 4to. Lon-
don, 1828.

Meantime the Venetian States and the other Northern
districts of Italy were not wanting in contributors to the

advancement of the new Ait. It is even doubted whether
the next named artist did not precede the School of

Florence in the publication of Engravings. Andrea Andrea

Mantegna, born near Padua in 1131. whose celebrity as Mantegna.

a painter we have already noticed, (Painting, p. 475

—

478 ) was one ofthe earliest practisers ol Line Engraving,
and did more towards Us progress in Italy than perhaps
any of his contemporaries by his superior knowledge of
design. Mantegna died at Mantua in 1506. t Giulio Giulio and
(Julius) Campagnola, (born 1498,) and Domenico Domenico

Campagnola, of the same family, (who flourished in
Campa-

1517,) the latter one of the best of the early scholars of ^

Titian; the former the undoubted improver and (by

some) reputed author of the dotted method of 1m igraving,

{

contributed jointly with Mantegna to the fame of their

native Padua.

* He is named only as member of an artist's club at Florence,

called " La CompaignH del Paiuolo," founded by lus friend Giov.

Francesco Rustici, about 1511 or 1512. The Society met alternately

at each other's houses, to converse on the Arts, and to *up together*

The works of Hohelta prove him, says Mr. Ottiey, (who gives an
account of twenty-eight Engravings by him,) to have been no ordi-

nary goldsmith. In small draj ed figures he is frequently graceful,

bul is not successful in the naked figure. He also sometimes intro-

a few dots or short curved strokes after the manner of Schon-
gauer into his shadings, which appear finished with close hatch-

ings thrown in various directions. Bartsch enumerates twenty-six

plates -by this artist, hut erroneously dates their execution so late

as the year IS 0, contrary to Huber, Otfley, and others, according

to whom he flourished about or before the time, of the Society of

artist*, above mentioned.

f In those days nothing hitter was expected in an Engraving
than that it should perfectly resemble a pen and ink drawing: and
this imitation seems to have been the utmost aim of Mantegna,
His plates are generally shaded by single strokes or parallels in a

diagonal direction across the plate, without cross-hatchings. In

this respect they are like those of Pollajuolo, but with figures still

better drawn, and are executed in general after admirable designs
of his own. His works do honour to his instructor and patron,

Francesco Simarcicne, of whom the Abbe Lanzi observes, that if he
was not himself the best artist of his day throughout the State of

Venice he was certainly the best qualified to teach others. M.
Bartsch gives a catalogue rnisonnce of twenty-four subjects by
Mantegna. and his authority is quoted by Mr. Ottley, who states

his opinion that Mantegna was early initiated in the Art, and
engraved several studies of his painted works some time previous to

their appearance on canvass.

I Of Giu/io only nine pieces are recorded by Mr. Ottley, and of

Domenico twelve, M. Bartsch, {Anlritung, 8;c. sec. 380, .VJl. Ed.

1821, describing certain works executed by dots, (nut tiergofdsmieds-

punzf^ ) records a plate executed in the finest style of punching,

the work of Giulio Campagnola, and Bays it may he considered the

first attempt at this style. Giulio, he adds, composed it after another

copper-plate from the burin of Girolamu Mocetto, (Art. 27.) but has

reversed the figures and substituted a new back-ground. A fac si-

mile of this plate, which represents " John the Baptist in the Wilder-

ness,*' is given opposite page 7fiS of Mr. Otth-y's Hut. ofEngraving.
Another earlier print in this style, with the initials 1*. P, is noticed

in Mr. Ottley *s Enquiry, $c, p. 474. The Catahgue ofanAma-
teur, however, alludes to an Engraving of the " Virgin and Child,"

described as a dotted specimen of the early German School, which

I

erhaps may claim precedence of both the plates first mentioned
;

though GiuUo Campagnola seems undoubtedly the first who brought

this method of operating to any degree of perfection.
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Engraving,

Bramante
d'Urbioo.

Mooetto.

B. Mon-
t.tgna.

Altobello

and others.

Advance-
ment ui'

Engraving
coeval with

tnat of

Pointing.

Mate Au-
tunio Kai-

uiundi.

In the State of Milan. Bramante d'Urbino, best known
as an architect, directed his powers to fresco Painting,

and the use of the graver, lie died in lol4. Verona

•rave birth to Girolamo Mocetlo, whom we have before

mentioned, (Art. 27.) and Vicenza, nearly at the same

time, to UenedHto Monlagna, who flourished about a. d.

1500 : also, probably, to Marcello Fogolino
*

Other names might be added to complete the early

School of Italy, as Altobello, a scholar (according to

Padre Testa) of Bramante, and whom Vasari relates (o

have painted with considerable ability a life of Christ

conjointly with Boccaccio Boccacini in the Dnotnoofhis

native city Cremona ; Ntcoleto da Modena ; Giovanni Ba-

tista del Porto; Giov. Maria da Brescia ; and his brother

Giov. Anlonio.f Beccafumi, the Wood Engraver, (Art.

2S.) also performed occasionally on copper and with the

graver only. We might here also mention, if our limits

permitted ns, various unknown Engravers of Italy

whose works are distinguished only by ciphers and

monograms.

J

(36 ) We now arrive at a period (the With Cen-

tury) when the Art of Copper-plate Engraving was to

receive and to deserve greater encouragement in Italy,

and when its progress became in some degree propor-

tioned to the advancement which Painting at the same
time manifested under the great founders of the Ita-

lian Schools. A celebrated Bolognese goldsmith named
Francesco Ruholini, but oftener Francesco Francia,

who engraved medals admirably, as well as some fine

productions in niello, had also practised Painting with

success in his native city. Among his principal scholars

were his son Jacomo.§ and Marc Antonio Raimondi,
born likewise at Bologna a. d. 14S7 or 1488. Marc
Antonio became, as Vasari relates, a more skilful de-

signer than his master, and was an invaluable assistant

in such works of niello as were fashionable at that time for

ornaments in dress, etc. He quitted, however, the service

of Francia to try his fortune at Venice, where we have al-

ready traced him copying upon plates of metal some wood-

cuts of Albert Durer.|| (Art. 29. Niiremburg.) From the

* A specimen of this master's rare, and almost unattainable pro-

ductions is recorded (Catalogue of an Amateur, p. 37.) in the col-

lection of Thomas Wilson, Esq., a gentleman proud to claim and
worthy of claiming kindred with our celebrated Countryman liich.au

Wilson, for whom see Painting, p. 496.

f Giovanni Maria flourished, as appears from his few prints, a.i>.

1502. He was a goldsmith, a Painter, an Engraver, and an Ec-

clesiastic of the Order of Carmelites at Brescia, and, according to

Orlandi, enriched the cloisters of that Convent with several fresco

pictures. His brother Antonio is remarked as being more of a

professed artist ; and in his early works (some executed be-

fore a. r>. 15001 adopted the style of Andrea Mantegna, but in some
of his later productions imitated Marc Antonio Raimondi. Ha
sometimes copied in reverse the prints of the latter, sometimes those

of Albert Durer, and seems to have engraved frequently alter

drawings or pictures by Raffaelle d'Urbino or his School.

J SucJi works as are extant, both of these and the befme-men-
tioned artists, are carefully described in the fifteenth volume ofM.
Bartsch's Peiutre Graviur, and in Mr. Ottiey's History of En-
graving, p. 511—593. Among the " unknown," fur example, is

the " Master of the Caduceus," so called from his monogram, of
whom twenty-four pieces, in a style resembling the School uf cci-

rara. are recorded.

§ To Jacomu Mr. Ottley attributes eight Engravings which lie

describes, Hist, of Engraving, p. 772.

j|
" It happened," says Vasari in his Life of Raimondi, " that at

this time certain Flemings came to Venice with a great many
prints engraved both in wood and copper by Albert Durer, which
being seen by Antonio in the Piazsa di S. Marco, he was so much
astonished by their style of execution, that he laid out upon these

prints almost all the money he had brought with huu from Bo-

handling of Durer, Marc Antonio, already an expert bu- Chaleo-

rinist, was not the less eager to derive new lights. His BraPnv

object was to improve himself in every department of his
^""msSmm'

Art; and when a print, very neatly engraved by him at

Rome, '• Lucretia," after a design ofRaffaelle, became the

means of introducing him to that irreat master, he was
placed in a situation which every Engraver since must
have envied him, and which of all others was the best
and hai piest for his purpose. During the short lifetime

of Raffaelle, (born a. i>. 14S3. abnit eight years before
him,) Marc Antonio was employed continually by that
eminent muster, who despatched to Albert Durer many
of bis prints as presents, and who frequently corrected
his designs on the plates, or perhaps even assisted in

i heir execution. Otherwise there seems no accountiii"-

for the exquisite identity with which the character of
RafFaelle's pencil is preserved.* Among the numerous His pupils,

scholars of Marc Antonio, Agostino Venetiano and Marco German at

di Ravenna were the two most celebrated. From the we" as Ila '

School, indeed, of this remarkable Engraver went forth
llan "

professors who established his principles, not only in

Rome, Venice, Parma, .Mantua, Bologna, Ravenna, and
other cities of Italy, but in some parts of Germany and
the North of Europe.

t

logna." The attention, indeed, of artists in Italy had for some
time been drawn to the progress of their German and Hutch rivals,

who, though inferior ta them as to graces of contour and chastesim-
plicity of design, yet went far beyond them in execution, and what
is termed '• delicacy of burin."

* These corrections might easily be made by Raffaelle with a dry
point marking the intended course of the graver. Mr. Ottley con-
cludes his Hist, of Engraving withan enumeration of three hundred
and fifty-nine subjects engraved by Marc Antonio, and M. Bartsch,
in vol. xiv. of his Peinire Gravear, (from which the catalogue is

formed,) gives a description both of these Engravings and of the vari-

ous copies of each print, together with a similar account of the nu-
merous works of Agostino Venetiano and of Mateo di Ravenna, his

celebrated pupils.

t Among the foreign scholars of Marc Antonio, George Penci,
v.h » passed his youth at Nuremburg, and his latter vears at Brescia

a former pupil of Albert Durer, was so far converted to the style of
his new master as to be the author of works that resemble the best

maimer of Raimondi. The Heliums, Bartholomew and Hans Se-
bald, (the latter a nephew and pupil of the former,) conveyed simi-

lar lessons in Italian Chalcography to Frankfort and Nuremburg;
while James Hmk, another German pupil of Marc Antonio, and na-
tive of Cologne, dispersed the same precepts as far as Konigsburg
and the Court of Prussia, where he latterly resided. Of Bmk,
however, it is recorded that he never entirely relinquished the man-
ner of the German masters.

But our business here is chiefly with the Italian pupils and fol-

lowers 'it Marc Antonio. Giulto Bonasone was born at Bologna
about a. n. 1498, and Agostino dr Musis (above alluded to under his

ai name Venetiauo) at Venice about 1490. Strntt particu-

lurizes seventeen of Agostino' s principal performances, and repre-

sents him as tiie introducer of that method of Engr.u ing which is

performed by dots only. So that he as yet divides the honour of

that inventii a with Uiulio Campagnola. (Art. 35.) Instead of

lines, \ enetiano frequently uses doited shadings on the

naked parts of his figures. With whatever artist this practice ori-

ginated, it w.is evidently the foundation of what moderns term

,:, OI the chalk manner. Vencti.mn left two sons. Lorenzo

and Gtaiio de Must*, who imitated, but with no great success, the

style of their father. Marco Ramgnano, so called from bis bath-

place Ravenna, (born about a. i). 1496,) but whose family name
the indefatigable Abbe Zani discovers tube Dante, was an ear,j

i;,t in ite and fellow-student with Venetiano. Dunne the life t t

Raffaelle, Marco di Ravenna and Venetiano worked jointly under

their preeeptor Marc Antonio, hut after Rattaelle's death their

plates are separately m. irked and dated, and show each to have

1 till employed from that time "ii his own individual account. Of
Di Ravenna it is observed that he marked but feebly the extremi-

sts figures. He died at Rome about 1550. 'Giov. Giacom
. was an Engraver worthy of the Marc Antonio School.

He was born at Parma about a. d. 1500, but subsequently settled
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Engraving. (37.) When it is considered that the principles of chia-

^-^v—*-' roscuro and the representation of local colour, as con-

nected with Engraving, were at this time unknown, the

progress of Marc Antonio Raimondi entitles him to

our unqualified admiration. Italy, indeed, was now to

become, in the eyes of applauding Europe, the only pro-

per theatre for pictorial study; and a kind of mania,

upon which we made remarks in another place, (Paint-

ing, p. 4S0.) prevailed among foreign artists, especially

of the Dutch and Flemish Schools, for visiting this uur-

sen of genius, and for being rocked in the Italian cradle.

The result was fortunate for the Italian School of En-

Corneiua graving. Cornelius Cort, born in 1536 at Hoorn in

Cort. Holland, whose first instructor in the Art appears to

have been Jerome Cock, an Engraver and Printseller at

Antwerp, (and who engraved in early life several plates

published there under the name of his master, as well

as several others afterwards from various Flemish mas-

ters on his own account,) caught the general rage for

travelling ; and, ambitious of extending his artistic

knowledge, undertook a journey to Venice, where for

sometime he resided in the house of Titian, and en-

graved some of Titian's finest pictures. He now rose

superior to his former efforts, and adopted that charac-

teristic breadth of manner to which chiaroscuro, neglected

by his predecessors, was indispensable. Subsequently

he settled at Rome, and established there a School which

opened new means of improvement to the burinists ot

Italy.* Of his plates (more than one hundred and titty

at Verona. Enea I'ico, also of Parma, whose history we have

abridged, ( Art. 'J7. ]>. 7j*8.) was another student who passed some

time under Marc Antonio at Rome. M. Bartsch, who give* a de-

Kftptive list of four hundred and ninety-four pieces by Vico, con

tends that this artist confined himself to Engraving on metal ; that

lie adopted at different times the several styles of the four last-

mentioned artists, and that only about a.». 1550 he formed aman-
ner of his own, which was distinguished by delicacy and neatness

even to excess, but that he never, as Huber reports of him, engraved

at all on wood. He died about a.d. 1570, Of the same period

and of the same School with Vico, were four remarkable Engravers

irom the family of Ghisi of Mantua : Giovanni Batista Ghisi, Diana

his daughter, together with Georyio and Adamo, believed to be his

sons. The Style of (ihisi, the father, bears, in the opinion of M.
Bartsch, an especial resemblance to that of an anonymous Italian

Engraver who marked his plates with the letter B upon a small

tube; and is thence called the Master of the Die, Some of his

plates have the letters B V without the cube, and the V has been

thought to stand for Yenetiano. The prints by this (t inconnu''

are admirably designed and beautifully engraved. His burin is

extremely like that of Marc Antonio, whose disciple he probably

Was; and the only fault imputed to him is, th.it his figures want

height, 90 that tin ir beads look too large and their limbs too strong

and muscular for their budies.

* He engraved at Home the greater part of those prints which
have been called with truth the delight of even judicious col-

lector. The Art hitherto had nearly been confined tu small plates,

but t he style of Cort, open, grand, and forcible, in which boldness

and freedom are seen combined with delicacy and clearness of ef-

fect, was adapted peculiarly fur "subjects of large dimensions."

Not only is his outline vigorous and correct, but his masterly hand-

ling has called forth from Basan (Utrttonnaire des Giuveurs) the

affirmation that Colt was the best Engraver with the burin only

that Holland ever produced. St rutt, however, says of him, that his

burin was unequal and sometimes even slovenly ; outhecannot with-

hold his praise from Corfs "lightness of touch" in engraving
landscapes without the assistance of the point. In a '* Transfigu-

ration" after Raffaelle, Strutt remarks, that this Engraver has
greatly failed, and that the character and expression of the heads,

so admirable in the picture, are quite lost in the Engraving. Cort
also engraved after Michael Angelo, Andrea del Sarto, M. Hems-
kirk. Franc. Floris, and others. His first works before he left Hol-
land appear to have been after Hemskirk. Bible subjects, very in-

differently executed.

Until the time of Cort, says M. Bartsch, (Jntatung-, Sfc. vol. i.

in number) M. Ileineken gives an ample account. He Chalco-

died at Rome at the age of only forty-two, when his re- Sra l
n y*

putation was at its highest] a. i). 1578.
v~^v—"""/

The most remarkable pupil of Cornelius Cort in Italy ™ pupil*

was Agosti/io Caracciy born at Bologna a. d. 1558, the
r
£s . iUl \

eldest of three celebrated brothers brought up under others.

their extraordinary cousin Ludovico. (Painting, p. 476.)

AgOStino was intended by his father for the business of

a goldsmith, a business in that age connected, as we have
seen, (Art. 36.) with the Art of Engraving; so that the

young Engraver, when only fourteen, contrived to exe-

cute, in the style of Cort, some plates, at sight of which
his cousin persuaded him to study Painting. M.
Bartsch reckons the engraved works of Ludovico to

amount in all to more than two hundred and seventy,

lie died in L602. Of his pupils and followers, the two
best were Francesco Brizzio, his fellow-townsman and
friend, and Giacomo Franco, born at Venice about A. d.

L500 ; but Agostino for beauty, for outline, and for ex-

pression, left no burin behind him to be compared with

his own.*

sec. 400.) Engraving had only been executed in closely compacted
lines. Cort was the first who introduced a broad style of handling
for the representation of drapery intelligibly, and according to its

texture. (Art. 18.)
* slgostwo, following the advice of his cousin Ludovico, stu-

died painting some time at Parma, with his brother Annibale,

and thence proceeded to Venice, where he perfected himself as

an Engraver by the instructions of Cornelius Cort. He adopted

the bold and free method of bis preceptor, hut in drawing was
beautifully superior. His heads, observes Strutt, are admirable,

and the marking of his extremities the most accurate and masterly;

but his draperies are often stiff' and crossed with a square second

stroke which gives them an unpleasing effect. But perhaps las great-

est defect is the prevalent fault of that Age, namely, the little atten-

tion paid to the chiaroscuro.

Another Italian scholar of Cort was Francesco f'iffamcnn, bom at

Assisi about a. d. 1560, who died at Rome a.d. IG'Jfi. He seems,

B&yiM Bartsch, to have been too sparing of his graver; forhisprints

give the idea of sketches rather than of complete pictures. His

fights being diffused too equally over a whole subject produce a
Blight and unfinished appearance : so that he may be said to be clear

rather than powerful.

Batista and Guicoma da Parma might here he mentioned, (the

former born at Parma about 1530,) an imitator of Cornelius Cort

;

the latter somewhat resembling Caragho. (See last note to

Art. 36.)

Martina Rota, horn at Sebenico in Dalmatia about a.d. 1540,
seems to have taken Cort for his model, and has copied the
*' Christ tempted in the Wilderness," from an Engraving by that

master. He resided chiefly at Rome and Venice. His figures are

correct in their design, but their extremities are not always duly

marked. Beauvoup de ses estamprs, says M. Bartsch, ne font pus

ttffti ili-sire a ftyard du c/air obscur, parceqac suivunt ie yout dt /a

gravure dr son temps, il na pas assrz soigne let demiAeintC9
}

et les

degraitationM duns /es tons. His print of the ''Last Judgment''
after M. Angelo is his chef-d'oauvre, and would, if he had engravt d
nothing elst*, suffice to rank him among the ablest Engravers of his

time. But his portraits, among which may be particularized those

of the Emperors Ferdinand I. and Hodolph II., leave fai behind all

that had been done before in this way by Beham, Pencz, Alde-
giever, and the other old masters.

We doubt whether to this list of Italian names in simple Chal-

cography we need subjoin that of an inferior artist, Gwv. Bat. Bona-

cinij a native of Milan about a. d. 1520, who seems to have toiled in

the School of Cornelius Bloamaert ; or the names of Lucas and
Cristofolo BtrtflU and their kindred at Moduli a, a tribe of dry and
laboured and unsuccessful imitators of Cort. Two descendants of a
family at Strasburg, the Greuters, father and son, had some repu

tation at Rome, where the latter was born about a. d. 1600. But
we conclude with a name, mentioned by M. Bardon with some
praise, namely, Giovanni Marco Pitter't, born at Venice in 1703, a
pupil of Giov. Antonio Faldoni, whose style he did not adopt but

contrived a method of his own quite distinct from the whim of

Mellan. (See Note
K
G.) at the end of Engraving.) His style is

somewhat mannered, but, being a learned draughtsman, he haJ
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Old Ger-

man Sr/lOOl

of Chalco-

graphy with
the burin

imly.

(3S.) The German School of c;irly Chalcography

has handed down to us impressions so superior to the

Italian, that many writers on the subject, whose criti-

cism (and such is the criticism of Strutt) being unin-

cumbered bv national prepossessions seems impartial,

have ascribed to Germany a simultaneous il not prior

discovery of the Art. The year 1460 is mentioned by

Vasari as ahout the date of Finiguerra's invention.

(Art. 35.) The German School commences, however,

with an anonymous Engraver, who dates so early as

a. u. 1466.* The wonderful ease of execution to be

remarked in these prints from the burin of the blaster of
1466, as he is generally styled, leaJs to an inference that

a number of anterior prints must have proceeded from

the same hand in order to the acquirement of so much
experience and facility.

t

It is considered that the style of this Master of

1466 had several followers. Of these we shall speak

anon alter mentioning another original artist who has

been regarded also as the introducer of a peculiar and

separate style ; namely, Martin. Schon, or Schongauer,

horn, as it is now well ascertained, at Colmar, a. d.

1453, where he died in 1499. His family, however,

were from Augsburg. He was a painter of great cele-

brity in his time, and according to Sandrart was the

intimate of Pietro Perugino, the master of Ralfaelle. The
Story too, which Vasari narrates, that Michael Angelo,

when a boy. copied in colours, as a chef-d'oeuvre, one of

Martin's prints, the "St. Anthony tormented by Devils,"

lias been told in compliment to this Engraver. The
style of Schongauer, notwithstanding its Gothicisms, has

been awarded due praise for great powers of expres-

sion.

t

made it answer liis purpose. Instead of working in the usual mode
by lines crossing each other in various directions, he covered his

plate with one course of thin lines in one direction only, either per-

pendicular or diagonal, which he afterwards strengthened by re-

touching them in such parts as were necessary for giving form and
prominency, and light and shadow to each object represented.

[Anleitungi ifc. vol. i. p. 173.) His plates possess considerable

merit. He engraved several for the collection of the Dresden Gal-
lery, and others after various masters.

* Several of his prints bear this date, and several others the date

1467, with the addition of the two letters E and S in Gothic cha-
racter, and sometimes the letter E only. Strutt gives in his Dic-
tionary a remarkable fac simile of this artist. It bears the mark
1461, which Mr. Ottley (Hist, of Engraving, p. 604.) conceives to

be an alteration of some later date.

f Our wonder at the skill of this early burinist diminishes, when
we consider that the first Engravers were all or most of them skilful

goldsmiths or enamellers, to whom great dexterity of burin was
essential long before a single chalcographic print appeared, or was
even dreamed of any where: so that from the moment such a dis-

covery as Finiguerra's came to be known there were numbers of
expert burinists in the great commercial cities ready to make imme-
diate use of it ; and the only circumstance wanted to give the Ger-
man prints tile sort of superiority which they very fairly claim was
some mode (which doubtless they adopted) of superior mechanism
to the Italian for obtaining copper-plate impressions. M. Bartsch
(Peintre Grave hi; vol. vi. p. 1.) ascribes to the Master of 14GG
one hundred and thirteen pieces which he himself has seen, be-

sides eighteen which he mentions afterwards on the authority of
other writers.

I See Ottley's Hist of Engraving, p. 646. and Bartsch's Peintre

Graveur, vol, VI. p. 111. Schbngauer's facility of execution, and
the equality which pervades his handling, are ascribed to his long
previous skill and practice as a goldsmith in engraving ornaments
on plate. M. Bartsch enumerates one hundred and sixteen pieces

of this artist, and adds an account of seventeen others erroneously

ascribed to him. Mr. Ottley has given a very interesting fac
simile (Hist, of Engraving, p. 646.) of a Madonna by Schongauer

;

and Strutt, in a similar spiritof kindness to bis reader, has presented
us with an imitation of another Madonna by the Master of

Among the followers of the Master of 1466 Strutt

reckons Israhel van Mechen, or Mecheln. M. Bartsch,

however, who gives a list of two hundred and thirty-three

undoubted pieces by this artist, includes among them not

less than forty copies from the plates of Martin Schon-
gauer. Of Israhel van Mechen, he observes, (Peintre

Graveur, vol. vi. p. 196.) that ' his works bear the Gothic
stamp of his times without any redeeming beauties ; that

he stands therefore below Schongauer and his other

contemporaries, whose works show an originality and a
fire which shine forth frequently through a crowd of
awkward and disagreeable particulars; and that no
artist has ever copied one of Israhel van Mechen's
plates." Strutt, however, maintains that Israhel had
several disciples ; and amongst them instances an artist

named Zwoll, or Zwott, whom M. Bartsch identifies

with an anonymous Engraver called, after his mono-
gram, the Matter of ike Shuttle. He enumerates
eighteen pieces by this master, which, if they answer
Strutt's severe description of them, prove Zwoll to have
been at least a faithful disciple of Van Mechen.*
The other class of early copper-plate Engravers, fol-

lowers, according to Strutt, of Martin Schongauer, arc :

first an artist whose mark B. S. in Gothic character he
interprets Bartholomew Schon.t After him Schanjflein

the elder;{ Franz van Bocholt ;§ Bosche, (or rather

1466. Strutt considers these two artists as founders (by means
of their numerous imitators and pupils) of two distinct classes in

the primitive German School ; both which classes, however, died

at length away, and became absorbed in the superior claims and
attractions of Albert Durer. See ch. v. p. 21. of Strutt's Essay on
the Origin and Progress of Enaravmg at the end of vol. i. of his

Dictionary.

* There is an Israhel van Mechen the elder, who is regarded as

the father of this artist. He was a painter and goldsmith, but it

is doubted by some whether the Engravings imputed to him are

from his hand. M. Bartsch's opinion is, that the father and sou
worked together on the same plates, which when worn were re-

touched by the younger Mechen. The author of the Catalogue of
<m Amateur observes, that there is no account of the death of the
elder Mechen; but the death of theyuunger took place in 1503, as

appears from a document in the British Museum copied from a mo-
numental brass.

The Mechens, though decidedly inferior to many of their con
temporaries, and possessing no common portion of Gothic stiffness,

have, continues this writer, considerable merit in the execution of

many of their pieces. The *• Lite of the Virgin" may be fairly quoted
in support of this. A fac simile is given by Mr. Ottley ai p. 660 of his

Hist, of Engraving, from a specimen of Israhel van Mechen, which
ought certainly to have softened the severity of M. Bartsch's cri-

ticism. It is a small print representing •' Hares roasting the

Huntsmen and boiling the Hounds." Among the disciples of
Van Mechen. Slrutt records Michael Bogner, and eveu Lucas
Jacobs, culled Lucas fun L'ydcn. ^Art. 29.1 Of Bogner ^who nou-
rished in 14S7 , he records only a small piate representing a coat of

arms. He auds to the list several anonymous Engravers, and
gives their monograms. (E<suy on the Origin and Progress of
Engraving, p. 21.)

f Strutt supposes him a brother of Martin Schon, or Schongauer.
But Martin, as M. Bartsch shows, (Peintre Graveur, vol. vi. p. 68.)

had no brother of that name. He had four brothers, Gaspar, Paul,
Louis, and George, but no Bartholomew.

J Ce one Strati avarice dc deux maitres de ce num. d'un aint et

d'an fdus June, nf sintfde etre qn'une simple conjecture.
| Peintre

Graveur, vol. vii.p. 245.) Hans SchuurHein, from the similarity of

his manner to that of Durer, is considered to have been his pupil.

§ Mr. Ottley regards the works of Bocholt as bearing strong

resemblance to those of the Master of 1466 ; a fact which Strutt

acknowledges, and must therefore wave in this instance his dis-

tinction of the two classes. Van Bocholt was a native probably

of the town of that name in the Bishopric of Minister, where lived

also his contemporary Van Mechen above mentioned, of whom,
according to M. Bartsch, he was the instructor. Thirty-eight

] ieccs bv Bocholt are described in the Peintre Graveur, voL vi.

p. 77.

Chalco
graphy.

Israel Van
Mechen.

The Master
of the

Shuttle

Schaufrlein,

Van Bo-
cholt, and
others.
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Engraving. Alert van Hameel,) for whom aee (he Dutcl
v-*^^—' fPencuLtt von Olmutz; Pleydentourff'; (Art

Woleemuth; (Ibid.) Maithnr Zagel, (whom some call

Martin Zatzinger, others Martin Zinck;) Mair ; and

lastly, an artist whose monogram (the Gothic letters

V.G. <>r V placed within ii) Stmt t reads Van Gam-
•pertin*

The Muter The Master of the Anchor, also so named from his

of the An monogram, was of this period. Five pieces from his

chor. burin are diligently recorded by M. Rartseh. {Peintre

Graoeur, vol. vi. p. 894.) We might here mention as

Culmbach. a follower and COpyisf of Scliiui^aiier Johan von Cutm-

hach, a pupil, according to Doppelmayer, ol Jacob

Welch.f Three of the font teen prints attributed to

Culmbach by M. Bartsch are copied from plates by

Schongauer. But Culmbach is thought to have been

an associate in the Art, if not a pupil of the renowned

artist with whose name we commence the nexl

Glockenton. j^raph. Albert Glockenton also is recorded (It

344.) as a copyistof Scb6ngauer and Engraver of twenty-

seven pieces.

J

* Wencetlas von Olmutz, the above-mentioned cop\ist of

Schongauer, was a goldsmith, and, as his name imports, a citizen

of Olmutz in Moravia, lit* also copied Albert Durer, and

times engraved after the designs of Mair. He copied also Israhel

van Mechen. or perhaps was copied by him. {Peintre Graveur,

voi. vi. p. 337.) But from nut being a painter, Wenceslas is con-

ceived by M. Bartsch never to have engraved after his own d<

The great inequality, indeed, buth as to composition and design, ma-
nifested throughout hisEngravings arguesa great numberofdifferent

d a goers. Hia monogram, a \V, has Bometimes been asserted to stand

for VYolgemuth; but M. Bartsch insists upon the improbability that

Wolgeiuuth, from whom Durer learned to engrave, Art. 29.) would

make inferior copies such as these marked W, from the prints of h a

pupil. Mr. Ottley, however, alluding to a print marked \V attri-

buted by M. Bartsch to VVeucesUs of Olmutz, and entitled the
*' Effects of Jealousy," consider* it an original production of Wolge-

muth. (Hist of Engraving, p. 681.) Mair, the fell \

of VYence»las and a painter, was a native of Landshut in \.<

and has lefl twelve Engrai ings, di scribed in vol. \ i. of the Peintre

Graveur. Pleydenumrff, it be engraved »t all, (Art, 29.) was not a

Cha pher ; and h tth regard to such prints a* p iss under the

name of Martin Zinck, or Zagel
t
the artist is in fad unknown : but

ne of his works, " Ai: Entertainment at Munich," he is ima-

gined t" have inhabited that city.

f The name Welch is not recognised by M. Bartsch, but the

monogram asa gned by Strutt to this artist will be found in vol ri.

p. 56. o. the Peintre Graveur, accompanied by a list of thirty-one

cupper-plates w it li this introductory observation : Ic maitrr est re-

marauable parce qu'tl est auteur original. Im perte de son nam est

a regrrtter,

Various other burinists of this ancient period might be added.

Lu*m Kranach, see Note (\Y.) at the end of Enoravino,) whose
copper-plates are extremely few and scarce, born in 14TO at Kro-

. in the territory of Bamberg in Franconia, who became painter

t" the Court of Saxony, and died at Weimar a. i». 1553 j //. /.'.

fS/wi,
\ Iintl.) who flourished about 1516, and whose pai

according to Huber, are numerous in Swisserland and
and adorn the t if Friburg: Une Graf, (Ibid

engraver and goldsmith of Basle; the Master of the Crab, Peintre

' ' iir, vol. vii.
i>.

5*27. Engraver ol* twenty-four pieces, one of

them etched; Ludtoig Krug, Ibid. p. 535.) or Kruglein, a gold-

smith of Nuremburg, supposed to have died there about A.D.

The del ic krug. a jug, of which Kruglein is a diminutive, placed

1 etween bis initials, forms bis monogram. Twelve copper-plates

are ascribed to him. Of three HopferSj David, or Danul
f
the first

mentioned, (Ibid, vol. viii. p 473.) has executed one hundred and
thirty-three copi er plates, two of them etched i:i a peculiar manner
similar to aquatiuta ; Jerome, the next. (Ibid, p 506.) seventy-seven

plates, more than half of them ctipies from prints by Durer. Lucas
Kranacb. Marc Antonio. Andr. Mantegna,Agostiao Veuetiane>&c.

:

and thirdly, Lambert, (Ibid. p.5*26.) thirty-four plates, chiefly copies

Durer and Ant. de Brescia, Nothing is known of the birth-

place, or residence, or exact period of the Hopfera, or bow they

were connected. Their monogram, a hop. hopfer, has been mis-

!~keu for a candlestick, and they have been called the Matters

(39.) Albert Durer, (see Painting, p, 1S5.) whose Chalco-

celebrity we have already noticed in another branch of
t

S^Pty'

Engraving, (Art. 29. p. 79u.) was no less conspicuous
]}

and influential in that now under consideration. His

works seem to have been universally held as models

among his contemporaries, and to have superseded all

former graphic attempts among his Countrymen. "Great
as was the fame of Durer as a painter," says the author

ol* the Peintre Graveur, " his productions as an Eu-
graver do him no less honour. His plates show a free-

dom, delicacy, and facility of burin to which none of his

predecessors can make pretension." Indeed, as to neat-

ness and clearness of execution, together with all other

mechanical qualifications for the Art, he has never been
exceeded ; but it has been the regret of all his tasteful

admirers, that Durer, with such fertility of invention,

such judicious arrangement, such variety and power

of expression, (see Painting, Art. 279.) should have

been deficient in that graceful flow of outline which

distinguished his Italian contemporaries, and with which
his visit to Italv unfortunately failed to inspire him.*

Durer had, as may be concluded, numerous pupils and
followers.!

IIi> pupitS

and fol-

lowers.

uf the Candlestick. Twenty-three plates, thirteen of them etched.

have been ascribed to Justus Amman, ( Ibid. vol. is. p. 351J Of
Firgitius Softs, no le>s than five hundred and fifty-eight copper-

ed, (Ibid. p. 242, Bee bIku Art. 29.) and among
them two pieces etched, representing "The Deluge;" of Hans
Sebatd Lautensach of Nuremburg (Aid. y 208, also see Art -

fifty-nine copper-plates ; and of Sietckwr Lorich (see Note (W.) at

the end of Engraving i oixteen.

* Of his Engravings un metal the author of the Peintre Gra-

veur particularizes one hundred and eight pieces. Three of them,

he remarks, aw engraved on plates of tin, two of which have been

etched ; and four others have been etched on plates of iron. Mr.
i Ittley, however, is u( opinion, that these last-named prints, from

one of which he given a lac simile, are not etchings upon iron, but

were executed upon plates of a somewhat softer metal than copper

and with the dry p tint.

The Catalogue of an Amateur includes eleven choice copper-

plates by Durer. Among these is the t; St. Eustachius," a plate gilt

by the Emperor Kodolph in compliment to the artist. ' Ad.un .1 id

Eve,
1
' a. i). 1504. '• Melancholy," a. d, 1514. " Fortune," called,

to distinguish it from a smaller print, the u Great Fortune."
'1 hi se three ire also selected by M. Bartsch. (Anleitung, tifa vol. i.

p. 164.) ReHpecting another remarkable print in the Catalogue,

entnleii the " Prodigal Son.'' the amateur records a ludicrous mis-

take of a contemporary KncyclopsdUt "In describing the works

of Albert Durer under the German School of Engraving in the

E/icyrfapteilia of Rees, among other prints is noticed, the ' Infant

Prodigy.' a kneeling figure in folio : some pretend that this is a /< '-

trail of' Durer himself. This Infant Prodigy is doubtless no other

than the * Prodigal Son' by our artist, so translated by the com-
piler trum the title fenfant prodigue in the Work of Bartsch. or uf

some French writer."

f The undermentioned artists, followers or pupils of Durer, have
been called, from their works being generally of sm<tll size, the

Little Masters. Several of them practised also Engraving on
wood. (Art. 29.) Albert Attdorfer. (See note (W.) at- the end of

ENGRAVING.) Henry A/degrevcr, (Note (U.) Ibid.) nomnic par

erreur Ald'graaf, (Pxixtish. p. 485. ) one of the first who improved
the method of representing flesh by dotted lines, (Art. 1G.) since

brought to beautiful perfection by the French School. Hins Bro-

samer, (see note (W.) at the end of Emghu.wg,) together with

these four who completed their studies under Maic Antonio: (Art

36.) the two Behams, uncle and nephew, of whem the former, Bar-

thole/mew, a painter, has sixty-four copper-plates ascribed tu him,

(Peintre Graveur, vol. viii. p. 81.) and the latter, Hans Sebald, (Art.

29.) no 1 ssthan two hundred and fifty-nine. (vol. viii. p. 1 12. 1 thir-

teen of them etched, and one of them a teau forte surfer; George
J
J
' ncz sometimes called Gregory Perns, who was born at Nuremburg

about a. i>. 1500, and died iu 1 550 at Hreslau. t*»whom one hundred
and twenty-six copper-plates are attributed, to the exclusion of a plate

as spurious, I Ibid. p. 361.) containing portrait! of himself and his

also, fourthly, James Bunk, born about 1490 or 150-1, whose
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menl in

chiaroscuro.

Engraving. Of the later German burinists we must here take some
^—v^—' brief notice. They had now drawn from Italy much
Gradual improvement in respect of graceful contour. They were

nevl to benefit by the example of their neighbours botli

in France and in Flanders, amongst whom pictorial

effect became at length a peculiar study. The advance-

ment, however, towards a proper introduction of light

and shade into engraved works was far from immediate;

and chiaroscuro, as to Line Engraving must, perhaps, date

its origin from the time when the etching needie was

received as a judicious auxiliary to the graver.*

But our present business is with simple Chalcography.

Lucas Kilian, born a. d. 1547, at Augsburg, died there

in 1637, after passing many years in Italy, and especially

at Venice. His first instructor was his stepfather, Do-

minic Gustos, a printseller and indifferent artist, native

of Antwerp, who had established himself at Augsburg.

Kilian seems to have formed his style from the works of

Egidius Sadeler, (Art. 40.) Henry Goltzins, (lb.) and

Muller, pupil of Goltzius. He maybe called the pa-

triarch of a family of artists ; for an account of whom
we refer our readers to more copious biographical sources.

Wolf-gang Kilian, his brother, we may pronounce

neater in execution, but both are thought deficient in

accuracy.f Jacob Sandrart, who flourished at Nurem-
burg in 1660, nephew of Joachim the celebrated Biogra-

pher, engraved in a neat clear style a number of por-

traits, and among them that of his uncle.

George Frederic Schmidt, born in 1712 at Berlin,

(where he died in 1775,) after a course of academical ap-

plication until his twenty-fourth year in that Capital, had

the further advantage of studying under the celebrated

burinist of that day, Nic. de Larmessin, at Paris, where

he so eniirelv profited by the instructions of that able

master as to be admitted, in 1742, (although a Protes-

tant, and living in very bigoted times,) into the French

Academy of Arts, bv an express order from the King

of France. He atrain visited Berlin, and was there

honoured, in 1757, by a request from the Empress
'Elizabeth) of Russia, to visit Petersburg and engrave

her portrait. This commission he executed with admi-

rable skill, in addition to the number of excellent por-

traits already from his burin. His last works were

birthplace is by some fixed at Nuremburg, and by others (from his

inscribing himself Coloniensis) at Cologne. (See note (U.) at the

end of Kngi wing.) Residence at Rome has sometimes obtained

for Binck, together with the other German pupils of Marc Antonio,

a place in the Italian School. M. Bartsch, however, conceives

that Binck might never have been at Rome nor under Marc Anto-

nio. (Pemtre Graveur, vol.viii. p. 256.) He painted fur some time at

Koiugsburg, was iu the service of Albert of Prussia, a. d. 1551, and
died at Konlgsburg about a. o. 1560. The great inequality among
the various works bearing the monogram of Binck, makes it diffi-

cult to ascribe them to one and the same hand. Among the ninety-

seven copperplates ascribed to him in the Pemtre Graveur are

copies from Albert Durer, from the Behams. and from M. Antonio.
Some authors extend the number of these Little Masters by

adding many artists who were not Germans nor pupils of Durer.
* " While the etching point,*' says Strutt, "remained in the hands

of the painters only, no great improvement could be supposed to

take place. Their atteution was necessarily turned to objects of

greater importance, and etching was considered in general by them
as an amusement. By Kngravers, too, the point was too much
neglected. They seem to have regarded it as a thing of small

consequence till such time as Girard Audran, by uniting it with
the graver, produced those performances which have done his

Country honour." Strutt's Essay, p. 10.

f M. Bartsch remarks of the portraits engraved by Lucas, that

they are characterised hy beautiful simplicity, and that his works,

chiefly portraits, show boldness and facility. The plates of Lucas
amount to two hundred and thirty.

VOL. V.

J. G. Will*

beautiful etchings a la Rembrandt* Contemporary Chaleo-
with Schmidt was John George IVille, who, from re- graphy.

siding chiefly at Paris, has been frequently classed v-^^"~->

among the French Engravers. Born at Konigsburg
a. d. 1715, he originally followed the business of an ar-

mourer, and came to Paris in 1736, where, at his arrival,

he was so poor as to be glad to accept some miserable
situation at a watchmaker's. This, however, he soon
quitted for his ordinary occupation at a gunsmith's.
But his passion for Engraving was not to be restrained

by poverty : he at length devoted himself wholly to the

Art, and was first employed by Odieuvre, the printseller,

to engrave portraits. Schmidt, with whom he became
formerly acquainted at Strasburg on his way to Paris,

and Hyacinthe Rigaud, the great portrait-painter, who
assisted him with his purse and advice, were his fast

friends. His powers of graphic representation were
adapted with peculiar skill to the appropriate texture of
objects, and his burin has been most happily illustrative

of the highly finished paintings of Uouw, Mieri-, Metzu,
Netcher, and Terburg. These talents, together with
those of his friend Schmidt, and of Juhn Martin Preisler

(Schmidt's pupil) of Nuremburg, rendered Paris at one
time the finest graphic School in Europe. He died at

Paris in 1808. His instructions and example produced
several excellent followers.t

* Of Schmidt, it is observed by Watelet, that he not only guided
his burin with singular ease and grace, but handled his etching
needle also with all the lightness and playfulness of a Castiglione
or a Rembrandt. No artist of modern date has approached nearer to

Rembrandt, and this approximation he accomplished, says M.
Bartsch, not so much by means of Rembrandt's thickly repeated
strokes of the dry needle, in order to conceal each separate stroke of
his point, as by the apparent disorder under which, uniting every
style of handling, he hides from obvious view the source of so much
spirited and tasteful effect. A force of chiaroscuro is thus obtained
superior to that of any other ariist of the same class. His works
consist of two hundred and seventy-three plates.

f Among the distinguished pupils of Wille was Jacob Schmulztr,
born at Vienna a. d. 1733. He belonged to a family of Engravers.
His two uncles, Joseph and John Adam Schmutzrr, together with
his father Andrew, were all more or less handlers of the graving
tool, the use of which descended to them likewise from their \ arer.t.

the s >n of a General in the Imperial service. The General, ruined

by the vicissitudes of war, left that son no other inheritance but the
faculty of contriving to live. The heir to this faculty, however,

found means of subsistence, by having learned to engrave in iron

or steel the ornamental partsof locks, sword*, and fiie-arms. To the

same occupation all his above-named progeny were reared, and to

this has been attributed their great facility as burinists. Jacob
Schmutzer, at his return to Vienna, he died there in 1S06.) was
appointed a Director of the Academy established by the Empress
Maria Theresa in that Capital. Here lie superintended the educa-

tion of numerous students, and became as great in his native me-
tropolis as Wille his master had been at Paris. Jacob Schmutzer's

free yet judicious handling and firm outline well suited him for an
Engraver of Rubens, whose works he chiefly selected. The broad
effects of chiaroscuro and bold tournure of the figures characterising

that master were transferred with congenial spirit from the can-

vass of Rubens to the copper-plate of Schmutzer. Had he chosen
Raffaelle, whose noble simplicity, observes If. Bartsch, his nnnd
was imt formed to appreciate, he would have failed. Another emi
nent pupil of Wille is Johan Gotihardt Mutter, born a. d. 1747 at

Beruhausen, in the Duchy of Wirtemburg. The Duke became his

patron, and sent him at the age of twenty-three to complete his

studies at Paris, where, iu 1776, be was admitted a member of the

French Atademy. He returned soon after to Stutgard, anil became
Professorof Design in the Ducal Academy there. He died in 1814.

His works, which in History and in Portrait are equally admirable,

evince excellent drawing and distribution of chiaroscuro, together

with the neatest execution and most judicious handling. A full

length of Louis XVI. of France, after Dupk - ig the most
esteemed and perfect of his portraits. To this list of modern bu-
rinists in Germany we may subjoin from the Antcitung of M.
Bartsch the name of another pupil of Wille Sebastian Igna:

Ktauber, born at Auasburg in 1754. He had resided and studied

5 L
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Engraving.

Dutch and

Flemish

School*

with the

lutm only.

Lucas van
Leyden.

(40.) The Dutch ami Flemish masters in simple

Chalcography next claim and deserve attention. Their

perseverance and their success in this peculiar depart-

ment of the Art place them among the best exam-

ples for the imitation of all future artists. But, pro-

bably, no period will ever again occur so prolific in able

burinists as the latter half of the With and first

half of the XVlIth Century. Of these graphic ge-

nenitions of men, the Engravers of the Low Countries

are unquestionably among the ablest and most nume-

rous. Leyden, Amsterdam, Brussels, Utrecht, and

Antwerp, hut especially the last-mentioned city, poured

forth reams of copper-plate, and from the hands ol

beautiful contributors. From Leyden came Lucas

Jacobs, the father of Flemish Art, (Art 29. and Paintisg.

p. 4S0.) and longo ttmporit inli rrallo,Johii Saenredam.*

From Amsterdam and Haerlem, the School of Henry

at Rome a considerable time before his visit to Paris, where he

became a member of the Academy, and received the title of En-

graver to the King. He was living in 180G at Petersburg. His

print after Polemberg, Le petit trotter de Haertem, and another of

the " Saviour,"' after Stella, would do honour to the burin of Wille

himself.
• Lucas Jacobs, the contemporary of Durer and of Marc Anto-

nio, is better known by the name of Lucas van Leyden, the city

in which he was born, A. r>. 1494. His life, like Raffaelle's, was

short, and did not reach forty, but like that of Raffaelle (who was
his junior by eleven years) comprised enough occupation for many
lives. The Petnlre Graveur records (vol. viii. p. 339.) one hundred
and seventy-four pieces of this master, three of them etchings, and
two others partly etched and partly completed with the graver.

Other etchings by some inronnu in the style of Lucas are men-
tioned. All his works are from designs of his own, many of which
are scriptural subjects, commencing with a series of six from the
creation to the murder of Abel. Five others represent the History

of Joseph, and a set of fourteen the History and Passion of our
Lord. A repetition of the latter subject in a series of nine
prints was designed for painting on glass. According to Vasari,

Albert Durer was so much struck by one of Lucas's works, that

as an effort in competition with it he designed and engraved the
print called his " Horse of Death." Durer came to visit his com-
petitor at Leyden, where, in token of their mutual esteem and amity,
they painted each other on the same canvass. The excessive -d\ lo-

cation of Lucas so impaired his health, that for the last six years

of life he scarcely left his bed, and his mind, which in his early days
had been gay and cheerful, lost all its natural tone, and was
haunted by suspicions of poison. So that this declining period
was a melancholy contrast to former gaiety, when in a handsome
vessel of his own he made a voyage to the Netherlands, and feasted

all the Flemish painters, with his friend John de Mabuse, attired

in cloth of gold, a* their head, on four magnificent occasions, at

Middleburg, at Ghent, at Mecklin, and at Antwerp, expending
sixty florins for each repast.

From the burin oiJohn Saenredam, born at Leyden, about a. d.

1570, a catalogue is given in the Peintre Graveur (vol. iii. p. 219.)
of one hundred and twenty-three pieces, of which only twelve are
after his own designs, anil the rest after P. Veronese, M. A. Cara-
vaggio. Abr. Bloemaert, Lucas van Leyden, &c. He was a pupil

of Henry Goltzius hereafter mentioned.

f Henry Gnllz or Go/izius was born a. d. 1558, at Mulbrecht in

the Duchy of Julien. On his return from Italy, where he studied

and engraved under some of the best early masters, he settled in

the neighbourhood of Amsterdam at Haerlem. At the age of forty,

two he commenced Painting. (Painting, p. 481.) His family
had already become illustrious in the person of Hubert, the learned
antiquary, entitled Painter and Historian to Philip II. of Spain,
and no inconsiderable Engraver. But Henry, though not equally
profound, was an artist of more genius than Hubert. His ambi-
tion was to attain the " sublime'' by the study of Michael Angelo
and Raffaelle. He was, however, betrayed, like other imitators of
Angelo, into the '• bombailia." But he was a perfect master of
anatomy : he drew the extremities of the figure with irreproachable
precision, and his burin, notwithstanding the affectation we allude
to, charms every eye by the beauty and freedom of its execution.
He had sufficient command of this instrument to be able, by the
labour of a few months in 1593 and 1594, to complete six pieces in

such perfect imitation of the old masters, Durer, Lucas van Ley-

Goltzius, came the Midlers, the Wicrinxes, and the Chaico-

VisschersA From Utrecht the Count de Goudt, the K»»i>by.

den, &c. (hence called his master-pieces?) that he passed his conn- The Mul-

terfeits for some time as originals, and enjoyed ever afterwards a lers, W ler-

signal triumph over such virtuosi of bis tune as were loud in pio- uiies. and

claiming the universal degeneracy of the Art, and accused bun and Viswhen,

others of introducing a new style of Engraving, only through ina- Goudt,

ability to match the old. M. Bartsch enumerates two hundred and

twenty-live copper-plates engraved by Henry Goltzius from his own
designs, and seventy-seven from designs by mhers. His pupils

Saenredam (for whom see last Note) ami Matham sometimes re-

sembled him so closely that it is difficult tu assign each Ins due.

By James Matham, who was the son. in-law as well as pupil of

Goltzius, we have on record three hundred and fifteen plates. Of

these about two hundred and forty are spoken of as being certainly

his: the remainder (among which are lour i /'au forte) have been

attributed to him, or had been engraved under his directions.

{I'emtre Qraveur, vol. iii. p. 193.) Another scholar of Henry

Goltzius was John Mutter, born at Amsterdam about a. d. 1570, to

whom are assigned eighiy-seven pieces. (AW. p. 265.) He had

the art of economizing the strokes of bis graver so as seldom to exceed

twocourses of lines. On est etonnc, says M. L'Eveque, ite voir aoec

quelle adresse it obtiye une meme tuit/e a tut srrvir de premiere ou de

seconde, pour rendre uneJit/me entiere. It fait tres-rarement usage

(tune troisicmr tattle, et ce que n'est jamais que dans une partie.

de peu iTetendue et quit a voulu sacrijier. Avec cette savante econo-

mic on ne tut pent reproeher ni monotniiie dans t'effet yejunit, m uni-

formity dans la manoeuvre. ( Eticychpedte Mclhodique, Beaux Arts,

p. 370.) Herman Mutter, a supposed relation of this artist, was

likewise his Fellow-student, partaking more of the laboured style of

that period of Flemish Art, but with a tolerably correct outline. He
engraved several plates at Antwerp in conjunction with Cornelius

Cort (Art. 37.) for Jerome Cock, and also in conjunction with the

G .dies, the Sadelers, and others, several subjects from the Bible after

John Stradan, Martin de Vos, and other masters. Among the dis-

ciples of Goltzius we must not omit James de Gheyn, (called the

elder, to distinguish him from an Engraver of the same name,; bom
at Antwerp in 1565. His prints, which show great command of the

graver, are in high esteem.

Amsterdam gave birth to three brothers of the family of llirrix

or H'lennr, all of them designers and Engravers. John, the eldest,

born in 1550, uin-t have formed his style uiion that of Albert Durer,

who«e works he studied and followed with the servile minuteness

of the most implicit copyist. He engraved also from his own de-

signs, which betray poverty of invention. But his prints are much
sought by the curious : his execution is neat and finished ; and his

drawing generally corect. Jerome, the next brother, born a. d.

1552, was probably the pupil of John, whose prints would not be

known from Jerome's but for the Engraver's mark. The same
neatness, the same quaintness, the same undeviating formality, will

he seen in both. The youngest brother Anthony, born about two

years after Jerome, executed some small plates in the style of his

brothers ; but his larger productions show greater freedom and more

facility. The subjects fur Engraving undertaken by the three

Wieriuxes, who frequently worked in conjunction, are in the depart-

ments both of Portrait and of History.

Cornelius Fisscher was born at Haerlem abcut 1610. His in-

structor in Engraving was Peter Soutman of the same birth-place,

born about the year 1590, a Dutch painter, and pupil of Rubens.

Visscher, however, rejected the style of his master Soutman. and

adopted one for himself, in which he became unrivalled. Besides

tasteful and correct drawing, his works, especially those from his

own designs, are replete with originality and inventive genius. In

his plates, indeed, after designs of the Italian and Flemish masters,

and in particular after Rubens, he is confessedly inferior to the

brilliant triumvirate, consisting of Vorsterman, Bolswert, and Pon-
tius. No artist, we may here add, has ever surpassed Visscher in

the talent of harmonizing the operations of the graver with that of

the point to which he occasionally resorted. His younger brother

Jan or John, who flourished about a. d. 1650, adopted the point

more frequently. He also was an admirable artist, though without

the extensive talent of Cornelius, and sometimes without accurate

delineation of the figure. Cornelius van Delen of Antwerp, an En-

graver in History and Portrait, is mentioned as a disciple of Cor-

nelius Visscher. But a much more eminent Dutch artist of the

Schools of the Visschers was Abraham Btooteling, born at Amster-

dam in 1634. He lived for two or three years in England. His
chief works, however, are not from the graver only, but are either

etchings or in roezzotinto. (Art. 61.)

Besides Cornelius Visscher, there was another scholar ot Sout-

man also among the ablest burinists of that day, namely, Jonas
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Engraving, family of De Passe, and Cornelius Bloemaert* From
s—vr—' Brussels the Sadelers,f and from Antwerp their scholars.

Bloemaert, From Antwerp also came De Gheyn, a fellow-student

"l'll
F™

mlly '» the School of Goltzius, with Saenredam, already
of De Passe.

'

The Galles,
— " "

the Voster- Snyderhoef, burn at Leyden a. n. 1600. He pursued the style

mans, the which his master had adopted, but with a delicacy and finish pecu-

liarly his own. Together with great neatness he combined great

force of colour, and to repeat the eulogium of Strutt, he harmonized

the light with the shadows so as to produce a fine effect. Strutt

complains, however, that his drawing of the figure is sometimes

faulty, and M. Bartsch, that his handling is not always clean, but

the latter critic distinguishes him for extraordinary warmth, truth,

and power of expression.

* The family of De Passe has given celebrity to Utrecht their

native city. Crispin de Passe the elder, born there about a. d. 1560,

is said to have learned Engraving from Dirk (Theodore) van Cuern-

hert of Amsterdam, the instructor of Henry Goltzius, but more
celebrated as a controversialist than as an Engraver. Like Cuern-
hert, De Passe was a man of letters, but was far beyond him both

as an artist and as a patron of Art. He published at his own ex-

pense Holland's Horologia, and in his latter days a Drawing-book
of his own for the advancement of students, printed in Italian,

French, and Dutch, at Amsterdam, in 1643, alter his return from
England. This Work, entitled Delia Luce del Depingere e Desi-

gnare, is prefaced with some account of his life and studies, and
mentions Rubens, Blomaert, and other distinguished contempora-
ries, as his friends and encouragers. It contains the experience of

more than seventy years passed from earliest youth in assiduous

cultivation of the Art ; treats of Geometry and Perspective ; of the

proportions of the human figure ; of studying by lamplight ; of ad-

justing the lay figure tor draperies ; and of comparative anatomy
for drawing quadrupeds, birds, and fishes. The prints of this artist,

which are very numerous, possess clear, neat, and original execution,

and his drawing is correct, but sometimes formal, and sometimes
lending to the bulky forms of Rubens. His portraits have great

nierit, and, together with those by his three sons, Crispin, IViflium,

and Simon, as well as by his daughter Magdalen, are interesting to

us not only as works of Art, but in their connection with an im-
portant era in European, and particularly English History. Wil-
liam, born at Utrecht about 1590, and Simon, the youngest son,

were the most remarkable of the four. Magdalen de Passe en-

graved after Elsheimer, in imitation of (but in a style inferior to)

Count Goudt.

This distinguished gentleman and artist of Utrecht, and of a
noble family of Holland, Henry Count de Goudt, was born in 1685.

He went early to Rome to study in the Academy, where he be-

came the associate and friend of the celebrated but unfortunate

Painter Elsheimer, by whose instructions he profited, and whose
pictures he liberally purchased. He thus enjoyed the twofold gra-

tification of relieving his preceptor from indigence, and of obtaining

those originals after which he employed his burin, and has so hap-
pily imitated the delicacy and peculiar finish of his industrious

and ingenious master. The style of Goudt was quite his own,
but was perhaps the best possible for expressing the remarkable
chiaroscuro of Elsheimer. It was not by the usual mode of deep-
ening ar'l strengthening the strokes, but by delicately crossing

and recrossing them in the shadows that he accomplished his

purpose.

Another native of Utrecht was Cornelius Bloemaert, born there in

1631, who died at Rome in 1680. He belonged to a family of
aitists. Abraham, his father, a painter of eminence as a colourist,

and whose prints in chiaroscuro, by the joint use of wood blocks
and copper-plates, (last Note to Art. 12.) we shall have occasion to

mention, had four sons all of them Engravers. But Cornelius, the
youngest, was the only distinguished hiirinist among them. The
softness of his transitions from light to shadow, roeethet with the
truth and beauty of his aerial perspective, by which be suited his

tints in delicate gradation and infinite variety to the different dis-

tances of any required representation, have never been exceeded.
Before his time harmony was often disregarded; lights were left indis-

criminately clear ; and in general a patched and spotty effect was
the natural cousecpience. But Bloemaert reformed these errors,

and may be regarded as the founder of that style which was after-

wards to distinguish the great masters of the French School, Audran,
Baudet, Picart, and Poilly. M. Bartsch complains of Bloemaert
that a general weakness of effect exists in his Engravings, from the
absence of powerful shadows, a deficiency which is most observable
in his draperies, and which arises from a sameness in the direction of
his hatchings throughout the work. He says of him, however, that
although his burin is generally somewhat cold, yet in working after

named ; and from Antwerp the Galles, the Vostermans, Chal«v
the Bolswerts, together with Paul Pontius, and a host of graphy.

pupils.J ^^w~m>

any able colourist, he was quite competent to produce sufficient

warmth of effect, such as we see exemplified in the most celebrated
of his plates, "The Raising of Tabitha," after Guercino. Among the
pupils, followers, and associates in Art of Cornelius Bloemaert were
Theodore Alatham, son of James mentioned in our last Note, Mi-
chael Nuttilis, Reynier de Persyn, and others. These engraved to-

gether at Rome the Statues of the Giustiniani Gallery. A Flemish
pupU of Bloemaert, and also of Spierre, (for whom see the French
School; Art. 41.) was Peter C/ouet, born at Antwerp in 1606. On
his return to settle in his native city lie engraved many subjects in

the style of (but unequal to) Pontius. His example was followed

by Albert his nephew.

t The progenitor of this family was an ornamental workman at
Brussels, who engraved steel and iron to be afterwards inlaid with
gold or silver. His sons, John and Raphael Sadder, born at Brus-
sels in 1550 and 1555, were brought up to their father's business,
and their mechanical education may account for the numerous
plates which their facility of handling enabled them to execute

:

although John, the elder son. was nearly twenty years of age
before he commenced Engraving on copper. The success of John
induced Raphael to become his pupil, and the two brothers travel-

led through Germany together for improvement, «nd to Venice,

where they settled, and where they died. Their drawing of the
human figure is generally correct, and the extremities are care-

fully marked. The expression of John's heads has been much
admired.

It is Egidius Sadeler, however, a nephew of the foregoing, bora
at Antwerp in 1 570, that ranks among the best of Flemish burinists.

After being well grounded in the principles of Design, he acquired,

with the assistance of his above-named relatives, such command
of the graver as even to surpass his instructors. His execution is

remarked to be as dexterous and happy in works requiring the
utmost neatness and delicacy as in others that demand strength

and boldness. Portrait, Landscape, and History exercised alternately

the powers of this gifted and inexhaustible artist. Some plates

are from his own designs, which are highly valued, especially his

portraits. The Emperor Rodolph II, invited him to Prague, where
he received the substantial honour of a pension, and enjoyed the

favourof the two succeeding monarchs, Matthias and Ferdinand II.,

and where he died in 16*29. Peter Furmus, resident at Antwerp,
a contemporary of the Galles and Sadelers, and who furnished them
with several designs, may here be noticed.

I Philip Guile, native of Ilaerlem, born a. d. 1 537, settled at Ant-
werp, and with his sons Theodore and Cornelius became eminent in

Engraving ; but particularly Cornelius- The latter greatly surpassed

his father and brother, and had acquired at Rome, where he resided

several years, admirable correctness of design, united to freedom

and facility of execution. At Antwerp he finally settled and car-

ried on the business of a printseller. His son, called Cornelius the

younger, born a. d. 1600, does not appear to have had the advantage

of studying in Italy, which may account for an inferior degree

of correctness in his drawing to that of his father and uncle.

His portraits, chiefly from Vandyke, are among the best of his

works.

Lucas I'orstermann, born at Antwerp a. n. 1 580, studied painting

in the great School of Rubens, by whose advice he exchanged the

palette for the graving tool. Among the several able artists who
profited by the assistance of that judicious preceptor, no Engraver
was more successful than Vorstermann. A print in his hands be-

came a picture, for he was more attentive to general effect and
intelligent discrimination of objects than to neatness and regularity

of execution. At the same time he glided his burin with the hap-

piest facility ; his outlines are perfect, his beads full of expression ;

and his graphic transcripts of Rubens are faithful, spirited, and
worthy of his master. He was called the elder Vorstermann, to

distinguish him from another Lucas, his son, who. with all the

benefit of paternal instruction, never rose above mediocrity.

Two brothers, naiiied Bo/swert or Bolsuerd, from the place of

their nativity in Friesland. ffrtre contemporaries of the elder Lucas,

and removed to settle at Antwerp as printsellersand Engravers. Adam
Boelms a I'oUicrt, horn about 1589, is remarkable for the finish

and fullness of colour with which he engraved from Rubens.

Srheltius a Bolsurrl, however, the other brother, (about six years

younger,) was decidedly superior. He was the intimate friend of

Rubens, who not infrequently retouched his proofs, in the progress

of an Engraving, with chalk or with pencil.

Paul Pontius, or du Pont, another artist who engraved under the

superintending eye of Rubens, was born at Antwerp about a. d

5 I. 2
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School in

Cornelia* I'ermntlen, is placed by M. Bartsch, (Anlei-

tung, 8fc vol. i. p. 187.) perhaps from the circumstance

of his having worked for French booksellers, or of having

lived some time in Frmue, among the French En-
gravers ; but he resided principally in his native city

Antwerp, where he died a. d. 1702, at the age of fifty-

eight. His portraits are much admired, and some of

them engraved for Isaac Larrey's History of England,

4to. 1697, have given its chief value to that book ; but

in historical compositions, from his defective drawing of

the figure, he was not successful, nf. Bartsch concludes

his list of modern burinists of Holland {Ibid. vol. i.

p. 182 ) with the name of Jacob, son of Arnold Hou-
braken, a Painter and Biographer of Dutch artists.

Jacob was born at Dort a. d. 1698, and died there in

1780. His instructor in the Chalcographic Art is not

known ; but he |>robably was most indebted to his own
genius. He evidently studied Edelinck and Duvet and

the French School. (Art. 41.) He is considered not

inferior in delicacy to Duve.', and sometimes exceeds

him in boldness of handling and strength of colour.

The glossiness and lightness with which in his portraits

he represents the human hair are inimitable ; and by
introducing rough lines among his draperies and acces-

sories in bold contrast with the delicate tints of his car-

nations, " he produces," says M. Bartsch, " a most
artist like effect:" in proof of which we are referred to

the -"Four Burgomasters of Amsterdam," after J. Wan-
delaar.*

The reader will perceive that our limits imperatively

oblige us to pass over numerous minor artists, since we
have been compelled to refer him for a short account

ofeven the highest class to our Notes, in which the small-

ness of the type enables us to comprise a few remarks
on each within a smaller portion of our passes.

(41.) In FrahCB,the early period of this Art is clouded,

as might he supposed, with uncertainty and barbarism.

1596. He was the pupil uf Lucas Yorstermann the elder, but de-
rived his chief improvement from their common friend and instruc-

tor His hand, indeed, seems to have obeyed no other mind but
that of Rubens ; and his portraits, after Vandyke, are no less esti-

mable.

In the above triumvirate, as it is sometimes called, of the Flemish
School, the peculiar excellence of Pontius has been prononnced to
consul in pictorial force and general effect : that of Scheltius a
Bolswert in facility and expression : that of Vorstermann in deli-

cacy and \ariety. Some Flemish followers and pupils of Pontius
may here be mentioned. Nicholas Lautcers, a historical and
portrait Engraver, was born at Leuze near Tournay about a. d. 1620.
He studied at Antwerp, and has engraved after various masters,
but his best prints are after Rubens, in the style of Paul Pontius,
whose manner he successfully followed, but followed of course at
some distance behind his master. Nicholas liyckman. born also
about a. d. 1620 at Antwerp, adhered to the same School with a
neat but formal and stiff burin, and in general an incorrect outline.
Conrad Lauwers executed in the same style as his above-named
brother Nicholas, but not so successfully, several plates after the
Flemish masters. Alexander f'oet, born 1613 at Antwerp, is ano-
ther supposed pupil of Pontius, but drew incorrectly. Matthew
Borrekem, born about a. d. 1615 in the same city, also imitated
Pontius, but not successfully. He was much employed by print-
sellers in copying the plates of eminent Kngravers.

* The Catalogue of an Amateur, to which we have frequently
referred, observes, concerning the great Work of Houbraken. entitled
Portraits of Illustrious Men, that the ornaments which surround
the portraits were designed, as well as chiefly engraved, by Grave-
lot ; and adds a belief that the greater part of the portraits, as
well as their accessories, were sent by Knapton to Houbraken in a
very forward state, the work of Gravelot. This is the case, for
instance, with the beautiful plate of Anne Buleyn, which the
writer (• the Amateur") himself possesses in different states. The
first, though very forward, has noue of the work of Houbraken.

We have already noticed the earliest attempts in that

Country at Xylography, which probably were made
by German emigrants or settlers. (Art. 29. and Note
(W.) at the end of Engraving.) The same ma] he

said of early prints in France from metal and copper-

plate, some of which, such as the plates for a book pub-
lished at Lyons, a. d. 1488, An Emigration beyond 8ea
to the Holy Land, (compiled from the Itinerary ol Ber-

nard de Brevdenbach,) are copied on metal from the

wood-cuts of the original Work. The original had ap-

peared some years before at Mentz.*
The first Frenchman whom we can positively name in

the French School of Chalcography is Jean Duvet, called

the Master of the Unicorn, not from the cipher he used,

but from his frequent introduction of a unicorn into his

designs. He was a goldsmith, born a. d. 1485 at Lan-
gres, who continued to exercise his graver, as appears

from his dates, till he attained the age of seventy-nine.

His style, however, did not require (according to M.
Bartsch, who describes forty-five pieces) a stronger eye-

sight than was compatible with that advanced term of life.

Our next names, with which we proceed to fill up the

following century, are Etienne de Laulne, Noel Gamier,

Solomon Bernard, Voeiriot, Boivin, and Philippe Tho-

massin.f The last of these was the instructor at Borne

of Jaques Callot, whose judicious combination of the

point with the graver we shall hereafter notice.

Leonard Gaullier, or Gaiter, who flourished about

a. d. 1610, imitated Crispin de Passe and the Wierinxes.

(Art. 40.) His designs were chiefly his own, but he

sometimes engraved after Raflaelle and others. His
burin has the fault of stiffness, but the precision and the

neatness are not less remarkable than the surprising

number of his works, amounting in the collection of the

Abbe de Marollesto upwards ofeight hundred. The name
of Audran is also famous in the annals of French Chal-

cography. We do not here mean to include Girard,

who claims a place hereafter as uniting the point with

Chalco-

graphy.

Duvet, the

Ulster of

theUnicuiu.

De Laulne.

N. (ranuer,

S. Bernard.

\ oeinot,

Boivin. al.d

P. Thomas-
sin.

L. Gaullier

Claude and
Charles

Audran.

* The plates only differ from their wooden original in being

more incorrectly drawn, and in the addition of some vessels and
figures to the respective views of Oriental ports and cities described.

The execution is neat but barbarously stiff and hard.

t Etienne de Laulne was born at Orleans in 1520, and died in

1595 at Strasburg, where he is supposed to have learned the Art,

but from what instructor is not known. His plates, amounting to

three hundred and ninety, are chiefiy from his own designs. Some
are very excellent copies from Marc Antonio. His designs are often

well imagined, but his drawing of the figure is defective, and his

chiaroscuro, like that of his contemporaries, almost nothing. Not
or Noel Gamier, already noticed as an Engraver on wood, (Art. 29.)

was bom about 1520. He has been called, without any authority,

the first introducer of the burin into France. He was probably a

goldsmith, and has engraved in the rudest style possible forty-eight

plates, representing Arts, Sciences, and Trades ; together with some
grotesque ornaments, and an alphabet of capital letters, eleven of

which we find accurately described in the Catalogue of an Amateur.
Solomon Bernard, called le petit Bernard, from the small size of his

works, was a native of Lyons, and contemporary with the preceding

artist. He was a pupil of Jean Cousin, a father of the French
School, (see Painting, p. 490.) and he transferred both to wood
and to copper many tasteful designs, which show much improve-
ment in the Art.

Pierre f'oeinot, or Woeiriot, was another goldsmith, born in 1525,

whom we have also named among our Xylographers. (Art. 29.

p. 791.) His works on copper are not discreditable for that tieriod.

The copper-plates of his contemporary, Bene Boivin, who likewise

divided his time between wood and metal, have been remarked to

bear some small resemblance in their style to Cornelius Cort, (Art

36.) of whom Philippe Thomnssm, born at Troyes in Champagne,
a. D. 1536, was a disciple, and engraved at least two hundred plates.

The style of Thomassin is pronounced by Strutt to be clear and
firm, but stiff and mannered, and with a total absence of effect.
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Engraving, the burin, but we must notice Claude his father, and
^-~^>"—^ Charles his uncle, from each of* whom he received

instruction, and who. as burinists,* emulated the style of

Cornelius Bloemaert. (Art. 40.) Pierre Lombart, the

Davids, and Michel Lasne are of this period.t Jacques

Blondeau, of later date, engraved, in conjunction with

Bloemaert, Spierre, C'louet, &c, a series of plates from

the Pictures by Pietro da Cortona in the Palazzo Pitti

at Florence. The Prints of Blondeau are cold and sil-

very, and without much effect. His drawing too was
Delallaye. defective. Charles de la Haye, who assisted in the same

Work, was a better draughtsman but a worse burinist.

The XVIIth Century was prolific in French burinists

of the highest class. Mellan and the family of De
PoillyX were followed, the former by Nanteuil, Frosne,

* Charles Audran, born at Paris in 1594, was the younger
and more eminent of the brothers. He studied at Rome, and
seems to have been inclined to ailop* the manner of Lucas
Kilian and the Sadelers. (Art. 39. 40.) The Abbe Marolles, who
gives him high praise, ascribes to him one hundred and thirty

pieces. He lived to the age of eighty, and saw the fame oi his two
nephews and pupils Germain and Gerard arrive at full maturity.

An early artist, whose name is unknown, remarkable for delicate

and el. (borate finishing, and called from his monogram le matire

a fecrevtsse, or the Master of the Grab, may here be noticed. The
Pmttre Gravcur (vol. vii. p. 527.) records tour and twenty pieces

from his graver, chiefly sacred subjects. Thomas de Leu, born at

Paris about 1570, may be also quoted for neatness of execution.

f Pierre Lombard or Lombart was born at Paris about a. u. 1 6 1 2.

From whom he learned to engrave is not known, but he was a

scholar of Simon Vouet. (Painting, p. -490.) The lines of his

graver are neat but laboured, and his style is without much taste.

*' His dark shadows," in the words of Strutt, M want force and
boldness, and his lights are too evenly covered, which gives a flat-

ness to his figures and prevents their being relieved from the back-

ground with any striking effect.'* This fault pervades even his

twelve celebrated half length portraits called the '* Countesses of

Vandyke," which he engraved in England, having repaired to this

Country shortly after the Restoration, where his chief employment
was for the booksellers. For this reason some have placed him
among English Engravers.

The two brothers, named David, with the Christian names of
Charles and Hieronymus, or Jerome, were born at Paris about a. d.

1605. Both pursued the same style, a style tunned upon nume-
rous preceding models; but Charles, wh>>se works are in much
estimation, was the better Engraver. His outline of the figure is

in a great degree correct, but he overcharges it by marking his

muscles too powerfully. " His lights," saya Strutt, " are scattered

and too equally powerful, like those of his contemporary artists,'*

and his work is rendered disagreeable by " crossing his second
strokes too squarely upon the first."

Michel Lasne was a dexterous Parisian follower of Bloemaert
(Art. 40.) and Villamena. (Art. 37.) Ehenne Baudet, his con-

temporary uf Blois, quitted the manner of Bloemaert, and became
eminent fur uniting the point with the burin in the style of J.B.
Poilly. (Art. 56.)

I Claude Mellan was born at Abbeville in 1601, and died 1688,

at Paris, where he received his first instruction. He visited Home
at the age of only sixteen, and meeting with his Countryman,
Simon Vouet, (Painting, p. 490.) he studied Painting under that

master, but quitted Painting for Engraving, to which, for the

remainder of a long life, he applied himself; working chiefly from
his own designs. His plates, engraved at Rome, are numerous
and much valued : particularly those after " busts and statues in the
Giustiuiani Gallery ;'" a portrait of the '"Marquis Giustiniani ;

M and
another of*' Pope Urban VIII.*' He is said by Florent le Comte to

have declined an invitation from Charles II. to visit England : pre-

ferring to remain in his own Country, and under the patronage of

his own King, who assigned him apartments in the Louvre, where
lie died universally honoured and beloved at theageoi'eighty-seven.

His Prints, engraved at Rome, are executed in the usual manner.
but he afterwards adopted the novelty for which his name has been

notorious, of representing objects by single ranges of lines* instead

of crossing the strokes. His shadows are expressed by the same
strokes being made stronger and brought nearer to each other.

The effect produced by this method of Engraving is suit and clear.

In single figures and small subjects he succeeded ^ery happily;

Thiboust, &c, and the latter by Pilau of Antwerp, Chalco-

Chateau, Nollin, Scotia, Rouillet, Spierre, and several graphy

others.*

but in large compositions where great depth of shadow is required

he has failed in proportion to the foree of colour wanted.

His u Face of Christ." or " Sudariura of St.Veronica," is executed

entirely by a single spiral line, begun at the extremity of the QuSt

and continued over the whole face and background without a

single break. The subject is an old Romish legend, that a hand-
kerchief was presented to the Saviour on his way to Calvary by the

Saint Veronica, which, after having wiped his lace, he returned to

her with a representation of his countenance miraculously impressed
upon it. It is difficult to say which uf the two things is the more
whimsical : the legendary subject, or Mellan's graphic treatment of

it. We cannot help associating this performance with those

wonders of art in which a frontispiece engraved by John Stur of

London represents the head of George I., composed of lines written

so small that the reader uses a microscope and finds them to

contain the Lord's Prayer, the Commandments, the Prayers i\>r ihe

King and Royal family, and the twenty-first Psalm! Or, to go from
follies of the eye, to those of the ear, our thoughts wander irre>i>ti-

bly to a deservedly celebrated Violinist and Musician of our
times, who sometimes catches at ignorant applause by tricks, lucra-

tive enough certainly, but uuworthy of his taste and skill. Mellan
is the Paganini of Engravers. (See Note (G.) at the end of En-
graving.) According to Le Comte the works of Mellan amount to

three hundred and forty-two pieces.

Mellan left no son to inherit his eccentricities or his ability ; but

from Abbeville, his native town, arose the famiy of De PuiUg, of

which two brothers, Francois and Nicolas, were excellent burinists.

From their father, a goldsmith, they early acquired the mechanical
facility for which the Art in the XVIIth Century is so much in-

debted to that occupation. Francois, the elder brother, is one of

the most skilful handlers of the graver that France has ever pro-

duced. Boldness, firmness, clearness, brilliancy, and accurate

finishing characterise his prints, which amount, according to M.
Bartsch's Guide to Engraving, (Anleitung, ifc. vol. i. p. Itt-t.) to two
hundred and twenty-six. But he is monotonous, and betrays a pecu-

liar coldness and lifelessness, which, indeed, belonged to Pierre

Daret, the master under whom, for three years, he studied, and
who (though a pupil of Bloemaert) is more kuown by the number
of his works (two hundred and ninety-six Engravings) tlian by their

merit.

* A renowned follower of Mellan was Robert Nanteuil, born at

Rheims \.d. 1630, who died in 1678 at Paris, and whose Works
during those forty-eight years of life amount to at least two hun-

dred and eighty Plates, (the number in Manette's collec ion.) exe-

cuted with almost unexampled care and precision, and by uu artist

whose learned education and conversational talents drew him fre-

quently into Society, both among the courtiers of the H Grand
Louis," and among men of Letters ana Science, his contemporaries.

Louis XIV. seems to have created the place of designer and En-
graver to the Cabinet purposely to confer on Nanteuil a yearly

pension of 1000 livres. The progress of genius in this admirable

burinist is traceable throughout his Works. At first, like Mellan,

he appears to have worked with single courses of lines : a process

exemplified in his portrait of *' Louis Hesselin, Counsellor of

State." To represent flesh in his portrait of " Christina, Queen of

Sweden," 1654, he used stippling only : while for that of '* Edward
Mole, President of the Parliament," he employed only unbroken

lines. In his subsequent labours, Nanteuil appears to have brought

together into jwweiful union the elements of which he had now
ascertained the properties peculiar to each. It was to the inven-

tion of Nantueil that the Art is indebted for such a combination of

lines with stippling. | see first Note to Art. 16.) as has enabled him
to express, throughout his carnations, the qualities of softness

and firmness, whether in light, shadow, or middle tint ; in his

representation of human hair, the glossiness and lightness, together

with the effects resulting from each variety of colour or of form

;

and in his draperies, whether furs or silks, linen or woollen, the

peculiar texture of every garment. With all this attention to

minuter points he was a perfect master of expression. He drew

correctly, and his excellence as a portrait-painter in crayons intro-

duced him to his Royal and munificent patron, of whom he painted

a portrait. The Art of Engraving he learned, according to some
French writers, from his brother-in-law, Nicolas Regnessnn, of

Kheims, who, from being only five years utdei khan Nanteuil. was,

in Strutt's opinion, more probably the pupil thau the preceptor.

Their styles eerfaiuly correspond: and NanteuiTa early predilec-

tion for Chalcography is evident from his having engraved, while

yet a youth at College, his Thesis in Philosophy.
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Engraving- Antwerp contributed a portion of her Bona besides—-V-—" Pitau to the French School of Engraving. Van ScAup-
Va:i Schup- .

pen.
Jean Frosne, Inirn at Peris about a. d. 1630, was a very indif-

ferent iinit.it. ir of Nanteuil. Forty-three portraits, however, en-

graved In him were thought worthy of a place iu the collection of

the Abb* ile Manilas,

llenoit Tniboust, whose slight, open style resembles that of Mellan,

was a French Engraver ofthis period, whu wis employed some years

at Rome ; but he followed Mellan in a very different manner from

Nanteuil, and his Plates are miserably defective in taste aud cor-

rectness.

The family of Thoiwutin also was remarkable at this period.

Simon Thomussin, a descendant of Philippe abuve mentioned, was

a burinist who bad studied with some reputation in the Academy

founded by the French King at Rome. But Ins style is heavy and

laboured, "and that of his sun Henri Simon Thomassin, born at

Paris in 1688] not superior. Pierre .Simon Thomassin, born at Paris

a. i>. Hi40, was a successful follower of Nanteuil

Fr.im the School of Mellan we turn next to that of De Poilly.

The style of Fr.mc.ois de Poilly does not sufficiently distinguish

drapery from flesh, nor relieve either from his backgrounds. His

Plates are covered with rectangular crossings, where powerful

second strokes exactly at right angles to the first form a small

square between the intersections of almost every four lines. He
resided seven years at Rome, where he died at the age of seventy,

a. D. 1693. Among his pupils and followers are Gerard Scolin,

another Parisian, born in 1642. (whose nephew, the younger Gerard,

in conjunction with Baron and Ravenet, engraved for Hogarth the

plates of Marriage ri la Mode.) Jean Haplisle Nollm, also born at

Paris in 16SS, has the credit of being one of the best scholars of

De Poillv. From Paris, likewise, came Giles or Egidius Rounekt,

born a. i>. 1614, who is also reckoned among the followers of

Blnemaert. Francois Andriot, born a. d. 1655, whose style is

much inferior to De Poilly, yet who scropled not to engrave alter

the greatest French and Italian Painters ; and Elienne Picart,

called the Roman from his long residence at Rome, whose son

Rernnrd became celebrated for a similar contrivance to that of

Henry Goltzius, (Art. 4ft.) by engraving a set of seventy-eight

Plates in imitation of the old Engravers, under the title of Les im-
postures Innneentes. They were published in one volume after his

death, in 173-1. Jam Bouianger, who was horn atTroyes in 1613,

and whose father, a Painter, was a respectable pupil of Guido, for

some time followed the style of Francois de Poilly, which he quit-

ted for the dotted system of Jean Morin.

An able scholar, perhaps the ablest of Francois de Poilly, was
Jtan Louis Rouillet, born at Aries in Provence a. d. 1645. He
had studied previously under Jean ''Enfant, a disciple of Mellan,

and subsequently qualitied himself by ten years of application in

Italy to put forth performances worthy of the great masters after

whom he employed his o*aver. His print of the " Marys with the

dead Christ," after the celebrated Painting by Annibal Carracci,

(which has passed from the. Orleans' Gallery into the possession of

the Earl of Carlisle,) is one of the most admirable productions of

the graphic Art.

But an equally eminent artist, and likewise pupil of De Poilly,

was Francois Spierre, who was born at Nancy in 1643, and died at

Marseilles only in his thirty-eighth year. He was a Painter of

History in something of the style of Pietro da Cortona, (Paint-

ing, p. 474.) but the Works of his burin establish his claim to

admiration. '• When Spierre," says M. Watelet, " came to Rome,
Cornelius Bloemaert was in the full vigour of his powers and the

meridian of his fame. Spierre occasionally imitates him. But
both Bloemaert and De Poilly confined themselves to one style

;

whereas Spieire could vary his at pleasure. He sometimes em-
ployed only a single course of lines, which he managed with a

degree of ease and freedom superior to Mellan, so that he may be

said to have beaten thiee of the greatest historical Engravers of

that Age, each at bis own weapons."'

M Iv.as Pitau, liorn at Antwerp a. d. 1633, is included by M.
Baitsch amoni; the followers of De Poilly, and is supposed to have

been a disciple of that master. But Pitau's burin is remarked to

be more vigorous and spirited in its execution than De Poilly's.

Pitau's a Holy Family," after Raffaelle. is a theme of universal

praise fur its beauty of handling, purity of drawing, and harmony
of effect. His portraits and historical pieces are equally admira-

ble, lie died at Palis ill 1676.

Gmllaiime Chateau, or t'hasteaii, born at Oileans in 1633, was
employed and patronized by M. Colbert and the Court of France.

He bad b.en a pupil at Rome of the younger Greuter. (Second

note to .Art. 37.) The Prints which he executed entirely with the

Chalco-

graphy.

The F.de-

lmck".

pen, the successful pupil of the celebrated Nanteuil, was
from Antwerp, as also were Gerard and John Edi thick,

whose talents M. Colbert and the then Court of France
were not slow in appreciating and attracting to Paris.*

A formidable rival of Nanteuil as a burinist was
one who seems to have been bis own master in Art,

Antoine Motion, born at Louri near Orleans, a. D. 163G, Mass

whose hand was of necessity made familiar with the

graving tool by his having been brought up to the oc-

cupation of u gun Engraver. He introduced himself to

the Parisian Public as Nanteuil did, bv painting por-

traits. Like Nanteuil, too, he became Engraver 10 the

king- ; and it was with his Imrin that he cut out for him-

self a path to lame entirely new, such as only genius

like his could have attempted successfully. t At the

graver are in the style of De Poilly and Bloemaert ; (Ait. 40.)

but he was more successful in his later manner. Few ever handled
the point with more picturesque freedom, taste, and spirit.

* Pierre van Schuppen was born at Antwerp in 1623, whence,
after obtaining the rudiments of his Art, he removed to Paris

and became the pupil of Nanteuil. At Paris, ill the style of

that master, he engraved several portraits from bis own designs,

not inferior to the best productions of that time ; (a season of splen-

did patronage from the Court of Louis XIV. ;) and at Paris brought

up his son of the same name, called Schuppen the younger, to the

profession of an historical and portrait-painter. Schuppen the

elder died at Paris a. d. 17ft'-'.

Antwerp likewise gave birth to Gerard Ede/inch, who, as an ap-

proved disciple of Cornelius Galle, (Art. 4ft.) was eminent in his

own Country before be was drawn by the irresistible solicitations of

the French Minister, in 1065, to the service of the Court of France.

Louis XIV*. gave him apartments in the Gobelins, a pension, and
the honour of Knighthood, which was conferred soon after his ad-

mission into the French Academy- Strutt remarks a union of

freedom with delicacy in the style of this artist; and Watelet ob-

serves of him, that his execution, at once bold and finished, gives a

profound feeling of colour ; that he is more detailed and perfect

(pixrieux) than Bolswert or Pontius, (Art. 4ft ) without being less

picturesque, and that he never produced a Work of mediocrity. Le
l'ron. therefore, some of whose finest Paintings he engraved,

must be prunounced not less fortunate than Rubens. John Edetinck

was a close but not successful imitator of his brother Gerard ; and

a son of Gerard, named Nicolas, who engraved for the Crozat col-

lection, though not totally discreditable to his father and instructor,

was quite unequal to him.

+ Iiis Plates reach the number of one hundred and fifteen.

" M.issun seems," says Strutt, " to have had no kind of rule to direct

him with respect to the turning of the strokes ; but twisted and
twirled them about without the least regard to the different forms

he intended to express, making them entirely subservient to his

own caprice. Yet the effect he has produced in this simple man-

ner is not only far superior to what one would have supposed, but

is often very picturesque and lieautiful." In his famous Print

after Titian, *• Christ with the two Disciples at Eramaus," the eccen-

tricities and originalities of this Engraver are combined with pas-

sages of the finest effect. The arms of the figure to the right of

Christ, the hat and drapery of the figure on his left, the clouds

at the top of the Picture, and under the table a dog which looks,

says Watelet, as if made of straw : all these representations seem
to dety any prescribed rule. But yet, throughout the Work, so

judicious is the keeping, so harmonious and Titian-like the tone of

the whole, and so varied the apparent texture of the different ob-

jects introduced, that this Plate has been regarded by all subsequent

Engravers as an admirable study and model for their guidance.

The cloth on the table in this Engraving is so peculiarly finished

that the Work has the name of " The Table Cloth ;" and a similar

circumstance is remarkable with regard to another famous Print,

called •' The Grey-headed Man," which derives its popular ap|>el-

lation, not from Gillaume de Brisacier, the Secretary to the Queen
of France, and the subject of the portrait, but from the admirable

execution by which we recognise the white hair and aged com-
plexion of the original. So also the portrait of the Count d'Har-

court is called " Le Cadet dela Perle," on account of the pearl

hanging from the warrior's left ear. Masson engTaved several

heads, the size of life, but in these portraits he has been less

nappy than in the ordinary operations of bis burin. (See Art. 22.

and its note.) Uis daughter, Madeleine Masson, born at Parij
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Engraving, close of the XVIIth and commencement of the follow-
v-"^^~-/ ing Century the Drevels, father and son, are conspicuous
The Dre- aln0ng French burinists. Pierre Drevel the elder was
ve,s"

born at Lynns in 1664, and died in 1739 at Paris. In

his nati\e city he received instruction from his towns-

man, Germain Audran, and afterwards removing to

Paris for improvement probably became a student in

Engraving under Gerard Edelinck. His masterly com-

mand of the graver; his touch firm, yet communicating

the most delicate softness ; his perfectly correct outline
;

and a style highly finished as well as implicitly faithful

to nature, enabled him to increase and to participate the

celebrity of Hyacinthe Rigaud, the great portrait-painter,

after whom he engraved. His son, Pierre Drevet the

younger, was born at Paris in 1697, and died there the

same year with his father, of whom Watelet observes,

that the elder Drevet, if his son hud not exceeded him,

might have been regarded as the finest portrait-Engraver

lhat the world has seen.* Claude Drevet, a native of

Lyons, who died at Paris in 1768, was a cousin and

pupil of Drevet the younger. He engraved some highly

finished portraits after Rigaud.

n
AI

\\(-
^ean ^auil^' k°rn A - D - I703 at Abbeville, was re-

ceived into the Academy at Paris in 1742 ; an honour

to which his graphic merits fully entitled him. In

the mechaniqi/e of his Art he may compete with almost

any of his predecessors ; but his drawing does not equal

his handling. Watelet highly praises his " Countess of

Feuquieres" after P. Mignard, who was the lady's

father, and who represents her in the picture holding

his own portrait.

John George Wille has been sometimes classed among
French Engravers, but we have already spoken of him
in the German School. (Art. 39.) M. Bartsch, enu-

. . merating the modern burinists of France, instances

Piquet.
the Works of Eiienne Fiqvet as being delicately and

tastefully finished and highly valued, consisting of

several small portraits. He was born at Paris a. d.

about A. d. 1660, engraved some portraits very neatly in her

father's style, and some also of the natural size, which latter show
the same imperfect and unsatisfactory result, and the same mis-

direction of valuable time and labour wasted upon the whimsical

rage of that day for these colossal performances.
* Drevet the younger, at the age of only thirteen, produced a

Plate which was the surprise and admiration of his times ; at

nineteen he engraved his folio Plate of the " Resurrection," and
at twenty-six his celebrated whole length portrait of" Bossuet, the

Bishop of Meaux," which is thought his master-piece in portrait,

though some prefer his portrait of the " Conseiller d'Etat, Samuel
Bernard." This chief of burinists is remarkable for expressing

(without any affected display of dexterity in handling his instru-

ment, and yet with exquisite finish) every peculiarity of texture in

the surfaces of natural objects. In delicacy he stands unrivalled,

though in boldness and picturesque effect others may have sur-

passed him. Among bis historical Prints the "Presentation in the

Temple," after Louis de Boullogue, ranks first.

Jaques Lubin, a native of Paris, was a successful follower of

Gerard Edelinck, and a contemporary with the elder Drevet. The
style of the Drevets seems to have been emulated by Francois

Chereau, who likewise studied in the Audran School. Correct de-

sign and beautiful execution distinguish his Works ; but they betray

at the same time a degree of metallic coldness which perhaps the

etching needle only could have prevented. His brother and pupil

Jitqurs, who died at Paris in 1757, was an estimable artist in the

same style, who, in later life, quitted the management of his burin

for that of a Print-shop. A'iolas Gabriel Dupuis, finding his

health impaired by the steams of aquafortis, quitted etching for

the use of his graver only. Another pupil of the Audran school

was Nicolcs Dauphin de Beauvais, a native of Paris, who engraved

a Plate from Sir James ThomhiU's Paintings iu the dome of St.

Paul's, (Painting, p. 485.) and whose style, much applauded by
Huber, resembles in his best Plates the style of Edelinck.

1731. Pierre Savart, born A. D. 1750, in the same city, Chalcc-

follows Fiquet in the same style and with equal success.* graphy.

Jean Jacques d'Avril, another eminent Parisian, born in
K"m^/,~~^

1756, was a pupil of Wille.
j'j'd'V ril

(42.) We were next to consider Spanish Chalcogra-

phers. For these we search the pages oftheir Courtryman,
Cean Bermudez, in his Diccionario deltas Bellas Aries,

but we search in vain for burinists worthv of mention But few bu-

in the same class with those we have just been enume- rimsts,

rating. Minor artists, whose chief employment was to 6™r'y so

engrave ornamental work, coats of arms, head-pieces, *j? 1
f

'

tail-pieces, and frontispieces for books, were to be found

in Spain as early as the beginning of the XV lth Cen-
tury ; and the number, whether working with the burin

or with the etching tool, or with both, might, through-

out the two next centuries, amount to about a hundred,

principally from the cities of Madrid, Seville, Valencia,

and Zaragosa.f But, on the authority of the Spanish

writer alluded to, the Art of Engraving may be pro-

nounced to have scarcely had existence in Spain until

after the foundation, a. d. 1744, of the Academy of San
Fernando at Madrid: when iu a later era simple Chalco-

graphy had given place to the modern union of the point

with the graver.

(43.) Of English burinists in the practice of simple or of Eng-

Chalcography we are constrained to make a similar '«»</•

remark. Their number and their merit have been so in-

considerable lhat we pass them over. In the compound
process, indeed, uniting the point with the graver, we
shall presently have the agreeable duty of recording

them as eminently successful. " The English," ob-

serves M. Bartsch, " have not a single master of any

great importance who has used the burin alone : but in

compensation for this, the number in England is so

much the greater who have combined, though often very

slightly, the use of this instrument with the previous

work of the etching needle, and who in the latter (com-
pound) branch of Engraving have produced the finest

specimens of the Art."J

* Charles Clement Bervic, another Parisian, born a. d. 1736,

was a pupil of J. G. Wille, and was received into the Koy.il Aca-

demy of Paris in 1784. He was also a Member of the Institute

and Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. With the fault of occasional

fondness for gloss and glitter he is designated as lieing confessedly

the ablest burinist of his day and an excellent draughtsman. His
Louis XVI. after Callet ; his " Nessus and Deianira" after Guido
Reni ; and above all his Laocoon from the Musee Napoleon will

always remain chefs-d'oeuvre among the chalcographic specimens

of France. Maurice Biol, born at Paris a. d. 1754; Pierre Au-
rloum, famed both for historical pieces and for his portrait of Louis

XVIII.; R. U. Alaswrtl, celebrated for his peculiar talent of En-
graving from sculpture ; and ,-iuguslin Buucher Desnoyers, of whom,
as still living, we prefer to repress our criticism, are names worthy
of the Art and of.their Country.

j- See Note (Z.) at the end of Encihavinq.

I Although the art of taking impressions from metal Plates was
not known or practised iu this Country till long after its in-

vention, yet the use of the burin for engraviug plate, armour, jewel-

lery, &c. is of very ancient date in England. The engraved Plates

on some of the oldest tombstones and monuments in many of our

Churches, testify no ordinary skill of the burinist considering the

early period of those performances. Specimens are not unfrequent

of which the workmanship may be traced to the first half of the

XI Vth Century. But the best of these seem to bear no compari

Baa with Works long previous by Anglo-Saxon artists, as appears

from the relic preserved at Oxford, termed Alfred's jewel. That
enlightened person was an encourager of Works of taste; but the

intlux of Danish barbarism which followed his reign soon swept

away almost all traces of refinement. The superiority of Saxon
artists in the kindred Art of Coining has already been noticed.

(Note (A ) at the end of Engraving,
i

On the subject of ancient

graphic Works in Britain we refer the reader to Strutt's Essav
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Meldolla.

The Dry Point.

(44.) The second simple process in Chalcography

(Art. 34.) is performed by the Dry Point. (See 2d

note to Art. 19.) For this process the preparation ot*

the outlines on the copper-plate is the same as for

working with the graving tool or burin.* The forms

outlined on the copper are then filled in with shadings

cut into the metal by means of B sharply pointed nee-

dle, which, when ground in a groove on the whetstone,

must be carefully preserved in its conical shape, and free

from any angular edge; otherwise it will not mark the

plate evenly, but must produce irregularities and rough-

nesses. As soon as one course of strokes for shading is

completed, the bur which has been raised in making

them is cleanly scraped away. A second course of lines

is then proceeded with ; and afterwards, if necessary, a

third, in a similar manner.

t

The first introducer of the dry point upon plates of

metal for the purpose of obtaining printed impressions

,s unknown, Andrea Meldolla, who, according to the

Abbe Zani, (Materially p. 207.) has been by all previous

attached to his Dictionary of Engravers. The fifth vo'utne of

Wa'.pole's Antedates of Painting is devoted to English Engravers,

Commencing in the reign of Henry- VIII. with Thomas Geminus,

or Genuine, a. d. 1545. whise anatomical Plates for a new edition

of Vesalius are. Bays Ames. (Typographical Antiq. p 218.) " some

ofthetl i examples of rowling press printing in England." A
subsequent Edition in 1 552 was dedicated to King Edward VI. A
former engraved Work, however, had been already published by

Thomas Kaynalde in 1540, entitled The Woman's Book. In the

succeeding reign of Elizabeth, Archbishop Parker is distinguished

as a patron of the Art, giving employment to a Printer and two

Engraven in his Palace at Lambeth. The Archbishop's portrait,

by Realigns Hogenburgh, was the first Engraving of the kind,

according to Vertue, that has appeared in England. Wenceslas

Hollar, Francis Bartow, .in. I William FaUharne the elder, in the

reigns ot Charles I. and II., Nicholas Dorigny, knighted by

George I . and George Fertile the antiquary (from whose papers the

Walpole Anecdotes ofPainting are compiled) are well-known names

creditable to the progress of Engraving in this Country. The nume-

rous portraits by Faithorne, executed almost entirely with the graver,

are admirable performances, and in deservedly high estimation.

* See Note (A A.) at the end of Engraving.

f The number of impressions which can he taken from a Plate

executed with the dry point depends (as in every other kind of

Engraving") upon the delicacy of the work. But it seldom yields

above one hundred and fifty good impressions; and requires to be

hot-pressed, as well as to be under the management of acareful and

skilful pressman. The use of the dry point in the first instance

calls for great practice and much ability on the part of the En-

graver. He may with tolerable facility produce strokes in a straight

direction, but be will find bold curved fines very difficult, as the force

which be must employ for entering the metal is scarcely compati-

ble with freedom of handling. Plates, therefore, thus executed

can be onlv scratched in a superficial manner, and can never give

effect to s'tr.ng tlark shadows. On this account the dry point is

suited onlv to Prints of small size : or if employed on larger Plates

the strong' shadows should be previously etched. (Art. 45.) Some
artists, in order to accomplish dark tones, omit to use the scraper,

and leave untouched on the copper the bur (Note (AA.) at the

end of Em.having thrown up by the needle-point. A neb

velvet-like black is thus produced by the quantity of printing ink

which clings to the lines in this rough state; but the effect is of

short duration, bee,.mini necessarily fainter every time the press-

man wipes the Plate, Note to Art. 32.) until the tone originally

given is quite lu-t. In small heads and figures, the dry point, by

its thin delicate lines, gives admirable softness to the carnations.

The lines scratched by this instrument come out as clear in the im-

pression as tho,e cut with the burin ; but have a wiry appearance,

are seldom free, and their delicacy approaches often to feebleness.

S'rai^h; lues, indeed, or lines but slightly curved, may be well

marked and made scarcely distinguishable from those cut with the

graver. Dots with the dry point are discernible by their perfect

roundness and clearness; whereas dots made with the graver

are pointed. 'Notes to Art. 16.) Dots in etching are of an oblong

torn1
, and rough.

biographers confounded with Andrea Schiavone, is Chalco-

represented by M, Bartsch as having been the earliest h'
r ' lPny-

who brought this mode of operation into frequent
v"—"**

practice.*

The dry point (so termed to distinguish it from the

etching needle, w hich it only differs from in being used on
the dry, naked, or unvarnished copper) has seldom, except

by some remarkable artists, been used alone. The use,

indeed, of this instrument as an auxiliary is now universal.

It has been chiefly employed in combination with

the graver, with the process of etching, or with both.

Of the celebrated Rembrandt, (^ee Painting, p. 482.) Rembrandt

six pieces are enumerated by M. Bartsch as being

produced by the needle onlv, unassisted by the action

of aquafortis or etching.! Of the dry point alone,

a landscape called " The Canal" may be quoted as one of

the mo-t remarkable specimens. For the simple pro-

cess of etching only, to Which we shall presently Come,

"Joseph relating his Dream" may be referred to as most

admirable: and thirdly, for the perlections of etching

and of the dry point united, we turn to his chef-d'oeuvre,

the '• Hundred Guilders" Print, so called from that

sum (about £10) having been the price of an impres-

sion soon after its publication. It repre-ents the Saviour

healing the sick multitude. A portrait of Rembrandt's

munificent palron, the" Burgomaster Six," combines, it

is thought, all the various modes. The death of Rem-
brandt is dated by Strutt a. d. 1764 ; by Bartsch 16C8.

The last-mentioned writer published at Vienna, in 1797,

a complete catalogue, which no collector should be with-

out, of the prints of Rembrandt.
Among French artists, an amateur and able writer

upon the Fine Arts, Claude Henri rVatrlet, born at Paris Claude

a. d. 1718, whose pages in the Encyclopedie Milhodique Henri

attest his good taste and extensive research, made several ^ atelet.

not altogether unsuccessful attempts to execute with his

own hands some large Plates by means of the dry point

only. He died A. d. 17S6.

In England, two names are conspicuous in modern

* See Bartsch's Ax/eihuig, Sfc. vol. i. sec. 440. Son chef-d'oeuvre,

sa\s the Able Zani, speaking of Meldolla, qui reprisenle fen/eve-

ment ef Helene en deux feuitles, est marque A. M. et de ses noms de

baptime et de famille. The greater part, if not all the Works attri-

buted to Meldolla, show his use of the dry point ; and though

some evince a few superadded touches of the burin, none of them
have been etched. He apparently worked, says our author,

( Peintre Graveur, vol. xvi. p. 38.) upon tin plates, of which the few

perfect impressions that could lie taken (rarely more on copper

than one hundred and fifty) make good specimens from the hand
of this artist very scarce. They appear, with few exceptions, to

be after designs of Parmegiano, for whose Works they have some-

times been mistaken; but the drawing of Meldolla, compared with

that of his model, is often faulty and almost always betrays care-

lessness. The difference, however, is so little between Meldolla

and Schiavone that they are still regarded by good critics as one

and the same person.

f The following PUtes, seven in number, by Rembrandt, are

entirely wrought with the dry point unassisted by etching; namely,

the " Ecce Homo," dated 1655 ; the 'Three Crosses," 1658 ; the

'•Skater;'' the " Canal,'' a landscape ; the " Group of Trees," a

landscape ; a portrait of the " Elder Haaring ;" another of the

"Burgomaster Six;" and " The Painter after the Model." In

the two last mentioned pieces the burin also is introduced, but not

etching. Perhaps no artist has used the dry needle, even upon

previously etched Plates, so frequently and so successfully as Rem-
brandt. A great number of his Plates are very lightly etched,

oiten only etched in their outline, and afterwards finished with the

dry point, and having even the strongest shadows put in by the

same instrument. As examples of this we refer to his " Hundred

Guilders'' Print ; to his " Faustus ;" and to his portraits of
• Abraham France," of " John Lutma," of " Ephraim Bonus,"

and of " Johann Sylvius."
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Worlidge.

Engraving. Art for this style of Engraving. Thomas Worlidge, a
v-»v^~-/ native of London, flourished about A. D. 1760. He was

Thomas a painter of miniatures, and his drawings o-n vellum in

Indian ink and black-lead are held in great estimation.

He attempted portraits in oil, but not finding the en-

couragement he expected, he applied himself wholly to

Engraving. He published and became celebrated for

several half-lengths scratched in the style just mentioned

of Rembrandt with the dry point, to the number of

about fifty, one of them a copy of the " Hundred
Guilders" print. A complete set of his numerous simi-

lar EncTavinirs (a series of one hundred and eighty

plates) from antique gems, is also very valuable. He
likewise executed some larger historical prints, to which

M. Bartscb concedes the praise of considerable ability.

He died at Hammersmith in 1766, aged about sixty-five.

Inigo Spdsbiiry, the next example to be mentioned, was

born in 1730, and was residing as a printseller in

London about a. d. 1760. Besides some works in

mezzoiinto, he engraved and published in numbers a

set of fifty plates of gems. But he is chiefly to be here

noticed for several small halt-lengths and heads to the

amount of about twenty-lour, in Worlidge's manner,

though bv no means equallv tasteful and artist-like with

those of Worlidge. Among our own amateur En-
gravers to compete here with Watelet we must not

omit to mention a distinguished native of Ireland,

William Baillie, born about a. d. 1736, who alter re-

tiring from the army with the rank of Captain of Cavalry

devoted his remaining lite to the Arts. Captain Baillie

engraved about one hundred Plates in various manners,

but his most admired productions are after Rembrandt
in the style of that master.

Iniu'o

Spilsbury.

Captain

Baillie.

Etching, a

third sim-
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taut is by
Durer.

Etching.

(45 ) Etching, the third Chalcographic process, which

we have denominated simple, (Art. 34.) is in fact less

so than either of the two foregoing, and comprises many
essential as well as adjuncti\e particulars. It is called

etching from the German atzen, signifying corrosion
;

and the (iermans, accordingly, who were among the first

to practise it, give the term alzwaxser. or etching-water,

to the dilution of aquafortis employed for the purpose.

Leaving to a note (see (BB.) at the end of Engraving)
our description of the process, we proceed to an enume-
ration of our examples in this branch of the Art. On
the subject, however, of etching, the same remark must
be premised which was made respecting the drv point

;

namely, that it is seldom practised singly, but is almost

always auxiliary to or assisted by other processes.

The origin of this ingenious substitute for the work
of the graver was probably German. Parmegiano
(Painting, p. 477 ) seems to have introduced it in'o

Italy, previously to whom Albert Durer (Ibid. p. 485.)
practised it in Germany, as appears by the Print by
Purer of St. Jerome, bearing date A- D. 1512: but that

Durer was therefore the inventor, according to M.
Bartsch's assertion, (Anleitung, Sec. vol. i. sec. 445.)

does not necessarily follow. Like most other inventions,

its object was to accomplish with greater facility what
had been perlormed already with much labour by other

means. As by the discovery of Printing nothing was at

first contemplated beyond a shorter method in imitation

of writing ; so the first Etchers, whoever they might be,

aspired onlv to the most perfect resemblance of engraved
Plates from the hand of the burillisL This idea pre-

VOL V

vailed even in the time of Abraham Bosse, a French Chalro-

Emrraver of considerable merit, who, in a very useful (Why-
Treatise on Etching, published towards the middle of

**"*~v-—-^

the XVIlth Century, declares the perfection of Etching
to consist in its approximation to the work of the burin.

To obtain, therefore, as nearly as possible, the cleanness

and sharpness of lines cut by the graver, a hard kind of

ground or varnish was used, now long since exploded,

through which the lines drawn by the Etching needle

might exhibit the cleanest and firmest edge possible for

resisting impenetrably all action of the acid poured
upon them, and for confining the corrosive liquid rigidly

within their channels. A more tractable sort of varnish,

however, called soft ground, (note BB.) and more easily

penetrable by the Etching needle, was subsequently
introduced. Etching was found, in process of time. The needla

worthy of being classed separately, and to possess some ;

,l3'•ren, >a

intrinsic excellences to which few but the most practised
}>om^

burins could attain, yet attainable by every good burin,

draughtsman or skilful handler of a crayon pencil.*

There is a ] eculiar charm of freshness in the first

thoughts of an eminent designer, which the simple pro-

cess of Etching has been frequently the happy means of

preserving and multiplying. Many excellent Painters

have employed their leisure in playful touches of the

point or Etching needle. M. Bartsch, in his Peintre

Grateur, instances several characteristic perlormances

more or less finished of this kind. His first live volumes

contain some extremely clever fac similes executed bv

himself after the masters of the Flemish and Dutch
Schools. The same author particularizes in his Guide
to Engraving the following names of artists whose Plates

have been entirely wrought with the Etching needle, or

in which the additional touches and finishings by the

graver or the dry point are so slight as to be considered

next to nothing, fnun the German School he selects

• Tiie characteruuc . i Engraving from the burin only, Mr.

Gif in well describes lo he strength, thoiigu seldom unincumbered
by Btifihess ; while the peculiarity of Etching is freedom, though
at the risk of losing force and wanting harmony, or of being less

correct in outline than ihe slower and more deliberate motions of

the graver. " From the shape," sayshe, " oflhe Engraver's tool (the

bunn) each stroke is an angular incision, whieh fbftu must of course

L'lve the line strength and firmness, if it be not icrv tender. Fran
such a line also, as it is a deliberate one, conectness niav be ex-

pected, but no great freedom ; for it is a laboured line, ploughed
through the metal, and must necessarily in a digree want ease.

Unlimited yrrttfom, on the other hand, is the characteristic of Etch-

ing. The needle gliding along the surface of the copper meets no

resistance, and takes any turn the hand ('leases to give it. Etching,

indeed, is mere drawing, and may be practised ith the same facility.

But as aquafortis bites in an equable manner, it cannot give the

lines that Btreagth which they receive from a pointed graver cutting

into the copper. Besides, it is difficult to prevent its biting the

plate all over alike. The distant parts, indeed, may be easily co-

vered with wax,*' (stepping mixture, see Note BB.) w and the grand
effect of the keeping preserved; but to give each smaller part its

prober relief, and to harmonize the whole, requires so many different

degrees of strength, such easy transitions from one into another,

lhat aquafortis alone is not equal to it. Here, therefore. Engraving
(with the burin) hath the advantage, wh-'ch. by a stroke deep or

tender at the anis;'s pleasure, can vary strength and faintness in

anv degree." Gilpin, Essay on Prints, p. 48.

The value, says M. Bartsch, {Anleitung, ^'C. vol. i. Sec. 4-15.) of
Engravings

i
roduced by Painters and Etchers, conscious of greater

powers in design than in execution, must not be sought tor in their

style of handling; (that is to say, in any regular adaptation of
peculiar lines and cross-hatchings, or in the production of a clear

effect by carefully attending to the action of the acid on the metal :)
their merit consists chiefly in the drawing, iu the expression, or in
the grouping: and certainly no style of Engraving could tie letter

suited lor such slight drawings as require no great effect of light

and shauuw.

5u
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only two artists, Jonas Umbarh, a native of Augsburg,
bom a. i). 1620, who died in 1700; and Christian Ber-

iiard Rodf, born at Berlin in 1723, who died a. d.

1797, both of them Painters.*

Among Flemish artists we might particularize Tho-
mas fFyrk of Huerlem, who came to England about the

time of the Restoration, and was much employed. He
painted sea-ports and shipping with small figures.t

In Italy, Guido Rent, whom we have already noticed

as of the Bolognese School, (Painting, p. 474. 476.)
one of the greatest masters of graceful design, executed

a considerable number of charming Etchings. They
unite masterly freedom and boldness with the same
beauty of expression in the heads, and the same correct

drawing in the extremities, as are known proverbially to

characterise the Paintings of Guido. He died aged sixty-

eight at Bologna, his native city, a. d. 1642. He was
emulated very successfully in the use of the point by a

contemporary Painter, for some time his pupil, Simone
Cantarini, called from his birthplace Simone daPesaro,
who in Painting as well as in Engraving is allowedto have

approached nearer to Guido than any other of his nume-
rous imita'ors.+ The Etchings of Simone, in the style

of bis master, would not be easily distinguishable from

Guido's, but for their comparative deficiency in that

correctness, (particularly as regards the marking of the

extremities,) and in that taste for which the Etchings of

Guido are pre-eminent. Strutt mentions Giulio Car-

pioni, born 1611, a Venetian Painter, in the style of

Paul Veronese, (Painting, p. 476.) as a tolerably suc-

cessful follower of Guido in Etching. Pietro Testa, born

at Lucca, a. n. 1611, and thence called II Lucchesino, a
pupil first of Domenichino and afterwards of Pietro da
Cortona, is another Painter whose Etchings, to the num-

* Jonas Vmbach, of whom mention is made by Baron Heinekeni
etched with a light and spirited point several landscapes containing
cattle and figures. His Plates, of which are extant upwards of one
hundred and twenty, are mostly of small size and of an octagon form.
Rode, the next named artist, who had been successively a pupd of
Charles Vanloo and John Kestout at Paris, and afterwards a student
in Italy, brought back with him to Berlin the power of enriching
the Churches and Palaces of his native Piussia with several highly
valued Works. He etched a considerable number (upwards of two
hundred Plates) after his own historical designs; several of them
after the Pictures which he painted for various public edifices. He
is described as working the needle after a peculiar manner of his

own, rather using it as a brush than a pencil. His Prints are con-
sequently free and spirited, but show marks of haste. It is observed,

also of his historical figures, particularly of his females, that they
want dignity. His younger brother Henry, who died prematurely
at the age of thirty-two, was a professed Kngraver, and a very credi-

table disciple at Paris of the famous Wille. (Art. 39.)

+ Quuiijue im eslamprs, says M. Bartsch, smt graven rCune poinle

Mgerr it yK'i/ n'y ail mile ni burin ni pomte serlie, etfes ne luissent

pas d'offrir un Ires-belle ejfet de c/air obscur. Sa /aeon de graver
est rec<nn«issable aux petits traits entrecoupes qui se suivent d'une
MOfliere s'lvante tes dtffcrentes formes. Crs traits sont plus ou moms
serres mats raremertt couverH <Cune contretaille. Ses estumpes sont

tris-nres. (Peintre Graveur, vol. iv. p. 137. et seq.)

\ Giovanni Batista Bologmni, born at Bologna in 1611, was a
pupil and imitator of Guido. (Peintre Graveur, vol. xix. p. 187.)
Giovanni Andrea Sirani and his daughter Elizabetta, (Ibid. p. 147.

151.) of Bologna, were also successful followers in this School. He
was a favourite scholar of Guido. and etched likewise in a free,

spirited style. {Ibid. p. 161.) Giulm Carpioni of Venice, who in
Painting followed the splendid style of Paul Veronese, is recorded
likewise by M. Bartsch for bis Ktchings <i la Guido. (Ibid. vol. xx. p.

175.) Also Domenico Mini Camili, of B .logna, a distinguished
disciple of Guido. etched several Plates in the manner of his'master,
which, though less spirited in execution, are neater and more
finished. Dom-nico Maria Bonnvera, of the same city, nephew and
pupil of Canuti, followed in the same style. His Etchings are
finished with the dry point (Ibid. vol. xix. p. 2220

ber of about thirty-nine, are held in considerable estima- Chnleo-

tion. They have the merits as well as delects of his Kr"l'">'

Pictures, and, while they discover surprising variety and
~*~

' '

powers of invention, are too often deficient in expression,

neither portraying female grace nor manly beauty.

They resemble the mannered style of Antonio Tem-
pesta, but are of superior execution. A Neapolitan

Painter, (born a. d. 1632,) Lurra Giordano, (Painting, l, Gior-

p. 478.) is another pupil and assistant of Pietro da dano.

Cortona, who has left some masterly and very spirited

Etchings. M. Bartsch (Peintre Graveur, vol. xxi. p
173.) records six specimens in the style of Spagnoletto,

the artist's first instructor. Giuseppe Diamaiitini, born Diamantini.

about a. n. 1600, in the Province of Komagnn, is another
Italian Painter whose Etchings, to the number of about

forty Plates, are much esteemed and possessa rare union
of grace, correctness, and spirit.*

Compound Ciialcographv

Compound
Chalcogra-
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Wood Blocks applied to Copper-vlate hnpressions.

(46.) Having now given some account of three dis-

tinct methods of Engraving on metal ; which methods,

from the circumstance of each beingsometimes employed
singly and unassisted by the others, we have called

simple processes : we proceed to mention several com-
binations of these either among themselves or with other

methods.

The first of these compound processes to be mentioned
is the union of Wood-Engraving with Chalcography; a

method alluded to (Art. 30.) as being considered the

characteristic of chiaroscuro printing in Germany. An
ancient German master, whose name Mair, with the

date 1499, is affixed to his productions, has already been

mentioned, (Note (W.) at the end of Engraving.)

M. Bartsch (Peintre Graveur, vol. vi. p. 367.) calls him
a native of Landshut in Moravia.t The subject being

first outlined on metal was then printed and the impres-

sion afterwards shaded by means of different blocks.

Papillon, however. complains of this outline from copper-

plate as greatly inferior to an outline from wood. He
calls it poor and scratchy. Maigre el egratigne, says

he, il n'a ni Vexpression ni la beanie de celui qui est

uravi: en bois. He mentions a chiaroscuro Print in his

possession from the hand of Abraham Bloemaert, of Bloemaert.

which the outline had been etched. But, in general, the

Prints of Bloemaert thus executed are very spirited and
produce a good effect. Among others, we may instance

a " Holy Family;" a " St. Simon," with the instrument

of his martyrdom ; "The Woman with a Veil ;" a "St.

Jerome," alter Parmegiano ; and a " Naked Infant,"

after Titian. M. Bartsch, by some mistake, (Anleitung,

eye. vol. i. sec. 63S.) names Cornelius Bloemaert as the

55 M. Bartsch gives the names of two modern Painters of Italy,

both living in 18"21, whose Ktchings are remarkable: Ludovico

Sabatelli at Florence, and Bartolomeo Pmelli at Rome. (Anleitung,

ifc. vol. i. p. 196. sec. 452.)

f "His mode of operating," says Strutt, " was extremely simple,

lie first engraved the subject proposed upon copper, and finished it

as much as the artists of his day usually did. He next prepared a

block of wood, upon which he cut out the extreme lights, and then

impressed it upon the Print, by which means a faint tint was added
to all the rest of the Work, excepting only to those parts where the

lights were meant to predominate, which appear as if heightened

with white paint. The Prints performed in the style above-men-

tioned,'' continues Mr, Strutt, " are extremely good representations

of such drawings."
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Engraving, first who atlempted works of this kind. Cornelius was

^-"•v—^ certainly eminent, but not as a Wood-Engraver. He
was the youngest of four sons of Abraham above-men-

tioned, and has undoubted claims to originality on cop-

per, as the introducer of a style afterwards perfected by

the great Engravers of the French School, Audran,

Baudet, Picart, and De Poilly.

A learned antiquarian Work by Hubert Grotius, (Art.

40.) of which Papillon possessed the first volume on

Roman antiquities, contains, he says, a portrait of

Hubert in the frontispiece, outlined similarly to the

above. Le trait est grave a I'eait forte el la ptanche de

rentree en hois. The same mode of execution is also

adopted by Hubert for representing one hundred and forty-

one medals of the different Roman Emperors. Papillon

further states himself to be the possessor of a " Death

of Lucretia," similarly performed, and bearing the date

1612, by Paul Moreelze, a distinguished Painter of

Utrecht; and particularizes two amateurs and collec-

tors of great celebrity in his day, M. Crozat and the

Count Caylus; the former as having patronized and the

latter as having practised this style of Compound Chal-

cography.* A French artist namod Paul PontiusAn-

toine Robert, born at Paris about 16S0, is mentioned by

M. Bartsch as having etched several of the subjects

which were executed in chiaroscuro by Nicolas and

Vincent le Sueur (Art. 29. 31.) for the Crozat collec-

tion.

We may here subjoin the name of an ingenious

Englishman, Edward KirkaU, (Art. 30.) who invented

a mode of producing Prints in chiaroscuro by a mixture

of etching and mezzotinto (Art. 62.) with the assistance

of wooden cuts. The outline is boldly etched; the dark

shadows are then worked on the copper with the grain-

ing tool, and the remaining process for producing de-

mitints and for leaving the high lights is effected by
separate blocks of wood.

(47.) Being drawn once more to the subject of En-
graving in relievo, we may be excused for introducing to

the reader in this place a method practised by Mr. Lizars

,

of executing Engravings on metal so as that the lines

of the work may, like those of type or of woodcuts, form

a raised surface. t This invention is so recent, as to

require every indulgence from criticism, but it promises

the means of combining the facilities of copper-plate with

the durability of Engravings on wood.

* TrmU de la Gravure, Sec. vol. i. p. 396, 397. 400. 40G.

f On a well -polished plate of copper (a preferable material to

lead, pewter, type-metal, zinc, or brass, all of which have been tried)

tht> drawing fur the intended Print is made with a pen or hair pencil

dipped in turpentine varnish coloured with lamp-black. Let this

drawing of varnish be perfectly dry, and then proceed as in etching.
(See Note 13B.) The acid, poured upon the plate, will remove by
its action on the uncovered parts of the copper all the interstices

intended to be hollowed out between the lines of the drawing. In
dark shading, where the lines are numerous and closely drawn, and
the interstices few, this operation is performed without much risk

of accident ; but if the distance be considerable between the lines,

it will be necessary, by a subsequent process, to employ the burin

for cutting away the parts which surround them in order to prevent
the dabber of the pressman from reaching the bottom, so as to

charge it with ink and cause a blurred impression.

The ingenious contriver of this method recommends from expe-
rience that the common etching ground be, in the first instance,

laid upon the copper ; next that with an etching needle the first

course of lines, or rather interstices, be removed ; and, lastly, that

over these the artist should put in his cross lines wilh the varnish.

In such parts as require more freedom of touch the etching ground
may Le scraped away, and the drawiug completed with the varnish.

[fork of the Burin combined with that of the Etching Chalco-

Needle and Dry Point. graphy

Prints from
ruised work
mi metal.

(48.) But the 'Wirt of compound process, which in

modern Ait has gained most admirers, and has engaged
the attention of the most considerable number of artists,

requires next to be remarked upon; namely, the con-
junction of etching with the work of the graver and of
the dry point. (Art. 33. 44. 45.) According to this

combined arrangement, each of these three modes of
Engraving is made available, on one and the same cop-
per-plate, to the representation of such objects as each is

best adapted to delineate.*

(49.) To give more than a very select number of the
artists who have been distinguished in the compound
process now under our consideration would be to tran-

scribe a whole Dictionary of graphic biography. We
shall therelore limit our attention to comparatively a few
in each ot the European Countries before mentioned, and
we propose to divide works of this kind into two classes.

1. Works in which etching is merely a basis or ini-

tiatory operation, and of which the remainder is com-
pleted, partly with the dry point, but chiefly with the

graving tool : so that a copper-plate thus executed, pos-
sesses all the strength and harmony of an Eno-ravinn-

performed from its commencement with the burin alone.

This style of the Art arose only in the beginning of the

XVIIth Century.

2. Works in which etching predominates, but in

which the Plates, after the process of etching, are more or

less retouched and strengthened for pictorial effect by
the graving tool and dry point. These Prints resemble
drawings of which the merit depends on a proper ma-
nagement of light and shade. t They have sometimes

* A peculiar excellence of etching consists in its admirable ex-
pression of the picturesque in ancient or ruined buildings, in cot-
tages, in rocks, and uneven ground, in the broken trunks, and par-
ticularly the foliage of trees, and in its general aptuess for por-
traying vegetation. To characterise such objects, an agreeable
roughness, when the acid is permitted to bite freely, is produced

;

and on the other hand, any required degree of smoothness is

equally attainable by reason of the uniform action of the corroding
liquid when left to bite the lines evenly and alike. (Art. 19.) The
hand also of the operator h.is the inestimable advantage of applyino-
his etching needle with the same freedom as in drawing with a
black-lead pencil.

Ktching alone, however, would be feeble and often incorrect.

Wherever precision and strength are required the burin is indis-
pensable ; and the latter instrument (more especially in portraits,

where the most minute parts must he faithfully given") is employed
for re-entering the etched lines to give them the requisite sharpness.
For engraving also such lines as swell by insensible gradation from
a fiue extremity to greater thickness, it Dies verso, although seve-
ral etching needles differing in breadth may, oue after the other,

be used for re-entering the same line ; or, although the instrument
which Bosse terms an rchoppc t see Plate i.) may be applied

; yet
no line of this kind can ever equal in clearness, exactness, and firm-
ness aline cut at one sweep with the graving tool. The now uni-
versal practice, therefore, of modem Chalcographers, whether
executing the largest or the most minute Works, is first to bring their
Plates to a state of considerable forwardness, and to produce all the
producible effect by means of etching : then, with the graver, to
harmonize the different masses, and with the dry point to tint the
lights and mure delicate portions ot the Engraving. So that Plates
professedly wrought by the burin are scarcely to be found without
some assistance Irom etching : while, on the other hand, few copper-
plates under the title of etchings are committed to the press
without some touches from the graver and dry point.

\ Anleitung, Sec. vol. i sec. 445. M. Bartsch has included this
class of Prints among his examples of etching; but as in most of
them considerable use of the graving tool or burin is introduced,
we must, to be consistent, include them among specimens of Com-
pound Chalcography.

i> si 2
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Eofiravin,;. been classed with etcliiii!rs. Their execution, however,

"-^V*—' advances a degree Further than in the Prints we have just

mentioned, (Art. 1") ) by Rode, Guido, Cantarini, Testa,

and others: and which latter may be compared to slight

sketches where no peculiar effect from shading is ex-

pected or intended.

(50.) Respecting the first of these classes of the Art

it is to be remarked, that although such a complete union

in the operations of the graver with those of the etching

needle was not accomplished in the XVIth Century, as

was afterwards effected by Gerard Audran, and the

French School, towards the end of the XVIIth; yet

that the attempt was made long before, and not alto-

gether unsuccessfully in Italy : and as the invention of

etching was at first introduced only in the light of a

substitute for the work of the burin, no doubt the burinist

would more often deem it expedient to retouch his etching

with the graving tool, than afterwards ; when the peculiar

virtues of each process came to be better understood

and appreciated. We have already included Agosiino

Cararci (Art. 37.) among the most eminent burinists of

Italy. Three others of the same name and family, Ludo-

•:iro, born a. d. 1555, the celebrated founder of their

School in Bologna, (Painting, p. 476.) with his cousins,

Annibale and Francesco, (but more particularly Anni-

bale,) younger brothers of Agostino, have left us several

free and masterly specimens of historical Engraving,

partly etched, and then finished with the graver Their

contemporary Federico Baroccio, of the Roman School,

(Painting, p. 474.) was another peinlre graveur whose

Engravings, not, certainly, examples of delicate execu-

tion, possess the yet higher claims of correct design

and beautiful expression. He died in 1612. An exact

account of the Prints by these artists is given in M.
Bartsch's seventeenth and eighteenth volumes.

We must here, as before, considerably abridge the

mat rials, which with some care we had collected : and

in order to preserve our prescribed bounds, can otdy

<x'\\e in nearly chronological order a few of the names
which belong to the succeeding centuries. Such re-

marks as our space affords will be found occasionally in

a nole below.

Artists* Names. Where bora aod when. Died at A. D*

PietroM P Palermo ..1610 Naples 16<J2

Pietro Testa* Lucca ... .1611 Drowned in the Tiber 16f>0

Carlo Ceua\ Antroduco. 1626 1086

1
1

j From c<c Aqmla Palermo. . 1676
== \ Pietro Aquilat settled with his brother at Rome about . . . .1700

* Del Po ami Testa wire pupils of Domenichino. Engravers of

some celebrity, the former alter his master, as well as alter the

Caracci and Nic. Hous^in : the latter alter his own designs. Testa

studied some time under Pietro da Cortona. (See Roman School,

Paintino, p. 474.) The Works of Testa have been sometimes

classed and compared with those of Tempests, (Art. 45. 51.)

but those Print- to which we now allude are more finished, and
possess superior execution. For an account of Testa as well as of

Del Po, ste vol xx. of the Peinlre Graveur.

+ Cnio, another disciple of P. da Cortona, is recorded by M.
Bartsch (Peinirt Graveur, vol. xxi. p. 101.) as the Engraver of

ninety pieces, (sixty-four of them subjects from the Farnese Gal-

lery,) qui ofrent un dessein pur et ferme, ainst nu'une pointe legerc

melee Wouvrage de bunn tres-intelligente.

J Pietro was an Ecclesiastic and a Monk, but found leisure in

his seclusion to become, according to Baldinucci. a respectable

Painter. As an Engraver he is better known. His drawing is

extremely correct: and his Prints, the best of which are after the

Caracci, possess admirable boldness and freedom. Each of the

brothers engraved several Plates after P. da Cortona. Ciro Fi-rri,

and Carlo Maratti, (Paintino, p. 474.) and Pietro was engaged
with Cesare Fantelli in a se> of fifty-six Prints from the series of

Pictures in the Vatican called " Katfaelle's Bible." The first

Secant

Citttt in

hu/ij.

Parma-
zianu.

Artiita* Namei. "Where bora and when. Died at a. D. Chalcn-

Cesare Fantelli Florence 16(10 Rome 1/5J gra l
hy

Carlo Gregort • Floience 1719 s^^y— *

Giacoma Frry\ Lucerne 1681 Rome 17T>2

Giuseppe H'agnrr\ . . . .Thalendoif . ... 1 706

Domemco Cvnzgok . . . •Verona 1727 , 1800
stftivsis 1 , . . -

( 1757* 3 >hin sons \ erona { , -eAGiuseppe
( [ I / tilt

Francesco ll.,rtot»zz\\\ ..Florence 1730 Lisbon 1812
Giovanni Irolpaio Bassano, about 17.'tS lbUO
Raphael Morghen Naples 17*>5

(51.) Our second class includes a host too numerous
for detail. A number of Painters in the different Schools

of Italy have been distinguished in this class as etchers.

Most of them will he found in the sixteenth and five

following volumes of M. Bartsch's Vviulre Graveur.

Francesco Mazzuoli, or Parmegiano, (Painting, p, 477.)
,

whom we have remarked upon as the introducer oft

etching into Italy, claims to he first mentioned, fie was
;

born a. d. 1503, at Parma, as his popular name imports.

We next find ourselves among the Italian artists whom '

the munificent Francis I. invited to Fontainebleau.

(Painting, p. 490. French School.) Lucas Pen/It, (a L.pCnni
fellow-pupil with his brother II Fattore under Raflaelle,)

thirty-six are by Fantelli] but are much inferior to the remainder
from the hand of Pietro Aquila.

* A Work entitled Museum Florpntmum^ portraying, as its

name imports, the treasures of Art at Florence, called forth the

graphic talents of several distinguished artists, and among others

of Carlo Gregori, a pupil of the celebrated Giacomo Frey, above

named. Carlo left a son, Fertlinandoi burn at Florence iq 1743,

who studied at Paiis in the School of J. G. Wille, (Art. 39.)

and has engraved several Plates of considerable merit.

f Frey has been generally put down among the German School,

although he must have passed his life at Home from the age of

twenty-two, until his death at the age of seventy-one ; and although
he was regarded as one uf the ablest masters in that city. He left

his native Swisserland to become a pupil at Rome, for some time
of Westerhuut. but afterwards of Carlo Maratti, under whom ho
was a fellow-student with Van Audenaerde, a future ornament of
the Flemish School. .Maraiti is said to have remarked to his

pupils, that a common fault of historical Engraven was to cause
hardness in their contours by too frequent use of the burin; that

Dorigny in his best Prints had escaped this error ; and that by
familiarizing their hands to the etching point, they would find it

to exceed the graver in delineation of picturesque objects. By the
advice of their master, Audenaerde and Frey pursued the same
style of Engraving, but Frey with so superior success, as to be

sometimes remarked upon as the Gerard Audran of Italy. Raflaelle,

Guido, Domenichino, P. da Cortona, and Maratti are the Painters

after whom the principal Eugravings are executed by this correct

and tasteful draughtsman, as well as perfect master of harmonious
effect. Few Prints approach nearer to the style of their originals.

Good impressions are extremely rare. His son and publisher

P/tifip is said to have retouched most unskilfully the worn Plates,

and to have destroyed ali the harmonious sweetness and delicacy

of Giacomo-

I This equally celebrated native of Swisserland established him-
self at Venice. His Works, like those of Audran (Art. 56.) and
Frey. show how admirable is the union, judiciously and tastefully

made, of etching with the work of the burin and dry point. From
his School at Venice have come forth some of the ablest moderns,
Bartnlozzii F/ipart, Berardi, Capetlani, and others.

$ I'nip'.'ii. with Capellani and others, worked for the Scuola
Itu/tca of Mr. Hamilton. He afterwards came to England, where
he engraved some Plates for the Boydell collection.

j| Dr. Johnson's Epitaph on the Poet Goldsmith may be parodied
with strict truth in reference to the indefatigable genius of Barto-
iuzzt %—that he left scarcely any species of Engraving "untouched
or unadorned by his hand ;'* but it is to his Works in the class of

Art we now consider (such as his t( Clytie repulsing the God of

Love," after A. Caracci) that he is indebted for his settled repu-

tation. His pupil f'olpafo, whom he taught at Venice, has distin-

guished himself by several Prints from KarTaelle not unworthy of

such an instructor; and from Volpato the same instructions have
descended with undiminished force to Raphael Morg ken , the di»»

ciple and son-in-law of the latter.
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Engraving, Leon Davent, and Domenico del Barhiere were of that
v—v—s number. The Prints ol these Engravers, chiefly atier

the Works of II Rosso, Niccolo dell' Abati, and Prima-
ticcio, are the more valuable ever since the barbarous

and vvantoti demolition, in 173S, of the magnificent

frescos at Fontainebleau, executed by Dell' Abati, (a. d.

1552, et seq.) from the designs of Primaticcio An-
Fantuzii. tonio Fantuzzi of Viterbo, a pupil of Primaticcio, has

likewise left some bold and scarce etchings from the

Works of that master, as well as of II Rosso. Giovanni
G. B. Fran- Batista Franco* was a celebrated contemporary of these
co -

artists.

In the Venetian School, the etchings by Paolo Caghli-

IWeroiiese. ari, (Painting, p. 476.) known better as Paolo Vera-

Fi.iletti. not ; also by Odoardo Fialetli, of Bologna, a pupil of

fa. Palma. Tintoretto; and by Giacopo Palma, (born at Venice in

1 544, and surnamed // Giovane, to distinguish him Irom
the elder Palma, his great uncle,) are in great esteem

among the curious.

Artists' Names. Where born and when. Died at ad.
Oher Gw. Bui. D' Angeli, alias),, ,.,.,
ptistH. DelMurof. ..: f

Verona ,al2

Antonio Tempcsia\ Florence .... 1 555
Batista Fitentino, flourished at Venice about a. d. 1540.

Rrmigio Cantagaltma^ Florence .... 1 582

Died at A.Dw

1682

.1656
Jose/ RibtTa, alias II Siia-lXativaiuYa-l , * on «T ,J

, ., |, * >
,

Vlo89 Naples
gnuletto

|| J lencta. . .

.

)
r

Giuv. Fran Barbieri, alias!.-, , ,.,.n tact*
,. m VCento l.)90 16b6
GuercinoTi J

GiacomoCat/ot** Nancy 1593 1635

* Franco formed his style of Painting upon the study of Michel
Angelo Buonaroti, and though not successful as a Colourist, is con-

sidered by Lanzi as one of the ahlest examples of Florentine Art.

His Plates, to the number of about ninety* are carefully divided liy

M Bartsch into four sections, all of which he considers to have
been more or less eiched : the first section very little ; the three

last evidently su J
and in the fourth he considers the buriu only

applied to lengthen out into fine points, those lines which the aqua-

fortis would necessarily leave in a blunted st.ite.

f Styled Del AJoro, from having been the scholar of El Mora.

f Francesco Torbido.) D'Angeli was in Painting a successful com-

petitor of Paolo Veronese. His slight and spirited etchings are

remarkable for delicate and masterly drawing in the extremities

of the figure. In conjunction with Batista \icentino, he engraved

fifty landscapes, chiefly after Titian. His son Marco is likewise

chronicled by M. Bartsch among the etchers.

I A Painter of battle-pieces, whose inventive powers and great

fertility are manifested in his numerous etchings, consisting of

more than eighteen hundred.

§ Pupil ot the Caracci, though not distinguished as a Painter, and

instructed m Engraving by Giuiio Portal, jointly with whom he en-

graved some plates of opera scenes. The School of Canta Gal/ina

at Florence became celebrated, as Gori relates, for producing Stefano

delta BelfOj and Jacques or Guxoomo Callot,

|| Spagwdettu, and his sometime pupil Sutvatnr Rosa, (Painting,

p. 478.) gave celebrity to Naples in this Art. The former has left

about twenty etchings, producing, in a bold and free manner, the

finest effect. The latter has left about ninety, of which the masterly

chiaroscuro and characteristic expression, particularly ill the heads

of his figures, are admirable.

f A tew etchings from the hand of this Painter, one of the lights

of Bologna, (Painting, p 477.) show great tattle and spirit.

** His Prints amount to upwards of fifteen hundred. CaJiot is

most successful where he has confined himself to small figures. He
used for his Plates the hard varnish, which soon after his time was

abndoned for the modern more convenient material. (Note ( Bfi. at

the end of Engkaving.) His powers of invention were extraordi-

nary. His practice was to make several designs for a subject

before lie could engrave it to his satisfaction. Watelet declare*

tluit he saw four different drawings by Callot., for his celebrated

Plate of the " Temptations of St. Anthony." A courageous reply

made to Richelieu, the powerful and resentful Minister of Louis XI 11.,

is recorded of this Engraver, after he had been employed sometime

at Paris to engrave the principal sieges and battles of the French,

particularly those of Rochelle and Rhe. On being pressed bv

threats, after he had made several requests to be excused, to furnish

a drawing, and engrave a similar Plate of the siege of Nancy, his

Artist^' Names. Where bora and when.

Claude Ge/ee, anas Claude] Champagne |i ht,n

Lorraine* J in Lorraine
J

Gio, Fan. Grbnatdi\ Bologna 1 GOG HJSO
i'-ttro Fran. M»t,i\ < aldra 1609 Rome 1665

Stefano Helta Bcttu§ Florence 1610 lb"64

Qo^rDuchei alias Uas-l
Rome |6U Rome ^

par roussin|| I

Satvatur Rosa Naples 1615 Rome . . ...1673
Giov. Benedetto Cast igttone . Genoa 16 lb 1670
Bartolameo Bixcainu*^ Genoa 1632 Of the plague 1657
Pietro Sante Bartoli, called! p . .-«.

bv some II Perugino** .J
*

Marco Rica Belluno 16S0 Venice 1730
Giov. Batista T<epolo\\ Venice 1697 Madrid .... 1770
Francesco Londtnio Milan 1 7'23

Bemgno Busst\\ Milan.. .... A7'17

(52.) Turning next to Germany, for a first class of
Chalco";raphers (Art. 49.) in this mixed process, we
find the name of John Frederic Bause, in a list bv M.
Bartsch, (Ariltititug

t $-c. vol. i. p. 223.) next to the name
of J. Frey, whom we have already mentioned, (Art. 50.)

Bause was born at Halle in Saxony, a. d. 1738. He

native city, taken by the French in 1631, he replied, I will

sooner cut off my right hand, than employ it in any act disrespect-

ful to my Country, or disloyal to my Prince;*' alluding to the

Duke of Lorraine, whose dominions were not then formally

appended to France, but had been overrun, together with Nancy
the Capital, by the French armies during Richelieu's darling contests

with Austria. Louis, more generous than his Minister, was so

struck with this patriotic answer, that he offered Callot a handsome
pension, which be nobly declined. Notwithstanding this plain

refusal of (allot himself to be deemed a Frenchman, his chroni-

clers have enrolled him among French Engravers, together with
his inimitable fellow-countryman, Claude Gelte, or Claude Lor-

raintj who also passed his best days in Italy, and died at Rome in

1682, before his native Province was ceded to France. (Painting,

1> 491.)
* Claud* e'ched several landscapes and seaports, to the number

of about twenty-eight Piates. They are, in general, good composi-
tions, but are indifferently executed.

f Called // Bu/ognese, from his native city ; an admirable Painter

and Ktcber ot historical landscape.

I This distinguished Painter of History, and more particularly of

landscape has left some spirited etchings on historical subjects.

He settled at Rome.

§ His Plates exceed fourteen hundred. He imitated at first the

style of Calljt, his fellow-student under Cantagallina, but aban-

doned it for another of his own, of which a brilliant and clear exe-

cution, as well as tasteful and spirited design, are the general cha-

racieristics i

|| He acquired the appellation of Poussin from the marriage of

his sister with Nicolas Poussin. The few slight etchings from this

great master of landscape are precious to ever)' collector. His
younger brother, Jn/tn Duchet, devoted himself to Engraving, but

not with much success.

*([ Biscamo and Castigttone were both eminent Etchers ; they

bear some resemblance in style to each other. Castiglioue, in [-arti-

cular, approaches to the magical chiaroscuro of Rembrandt. He
was at one time apprenticed to Vandyke, during the stay of that

great master at Genoa. The etchings ol Biscamo, who unfortunately

died young, are full of intelligence and graceful expression.
** He quitted Painting for Engraving. His Plates are numerous,

are chiefly etched, and are distinguished for dexterous and masterly

handling of the point.

ft Ricci and Tiepolo were eminent in the Venetian School.

The former, a nephew and pupil of Sebastiano Kicci. (Painting, p.

476.) etching landscape from his own designs. The latter, toge-

ther with his >on Giovanni Domenico and grandson Lorenzo, etched

as well as painted with much taste and spirit. The frescos by the

elder Tiepolo, in the new Palace at Madrid, are splendid specimens

of his powers as a machinist, and even gave alarm to Mengs, the

popular Court painter.

** Of these contemporary Milanese artists, the former, Londtnio,

a Painter of history and landscape, has etched about seventy land-

scares in a very pleasing style. The latter quitted Painting by
the advice of Mengs, aud devoted himself to Engraving. Under
the patronage of the Duke of Parma, Boss* performed several

spirited Works, some of which entitle him to rank among the pre

ceding class of Engravers.

Chalco-

graphy.

Germany.
First class

in com-
pound Chnt
cographj.

Bause.
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Enerraving. is said to have been a self-taught artisl, and to have

-~v^»-' acquainted himself with the Art. l>y a careful Stud) ill'

the worksof J.(i. Wille. (Art. 89 and 41.) His 1'rmls

have considerable merit, and evince both in portrait,

and in several historical Plates, a complete and firm com-
mand of t lie graver. Earlier combiners, however, of

thr burin with the etching point in Germany might

M KuwlL be named, such as Matthew Kusell, born at Augsburg,

Kraui A - " I6--; ;l,,( ' John Ulric Kraut, of the same city,

bom in 1645, a pupil of Melehior Roos, (Art. 53.)

whose daughter he married. He completed tliree sets

of Plates for three successive editions of the Bible, and

followed with some success the style of Sebasticn le

Clerc. (Art. 56.)

C'uttenburg. Chattel Gulttnburs was a pupil of Wille at Paris,

and has produced several Plates in the style of his master.

He was born at Nuremburg in 1744. lie engraved for

the Work of the Abbe St. Nun, entitled Voyage Pitta-

resque dti Royaume de. Naples. There is a neat copy

by him of Woollet's celebrated Print, the " Death of

General Wolfe." Another artist, one year younger than

Guttenburg, and who adopted the manner of Woollet,

Gmelin- was Frederic Gmelin, a native of Dadenweiler on the

Rhine, in the neighbourhood ol Fribourg. He is dis-

tinguished by M ISartsch as having engraved land-

scapes after Claude Lorraine.

The Preis- The family of Prettier, natives of Nuremburg, have

been industrious in the Art. Three brothers of this

name, born between A. D. 1698 and 1716, sons of an

obscure Painter, became respectable artists, but particu-

larly the youngest of the three, John Martin PreUler,

who in 1739 visited Paris and received instructions

from Geo. Fred. Schmidt. He afterwards became En-
graver to the Khnr of Denmark, and member of the

Leybold. Academy at Copenhagen. His son John George was a

creditable pupil of Wille, and in 1787 a member of the

Academy of Paris. John Frederick Leybold, (horn at

Btutgard in 1756,) Prolessor of Engraving in the Royal

Academy of Vienna, is celebrated tor a "Death of Mar-

cus Antonius" after Pit/..

.53.) For the second class of German artists in this

, wav. we have already named some examines ol ear vincompimmt - I J

Cha/coara- etching. (See Note (U.) and Note (W.) at the end ot

jihi/. Engraving.) The lew etchings of Albert Diner are

not equal to his Engravings with the burin only. (Art.

The 39.) In the citv ol Frankfort arose the family of Me-
Merians. rian* whose contributions are highly celebrated and

* Matthew Merian the elder was born at Basle in 1503. He
married the daughter of his eminent graphic instructor Theodare
tie Bry or Brie, and had for his disciple the celebrated Hollar,

whose talents afterwards promoted and advanced, if they did not

rather originate, our English School. His typographical Plates,

like those of his pupil, are exceedingly valuable and faithful re-

presentations. He died in 1651. Matthew BfefUtu the younger,

las son. was a respectable Painter, and studied successively, it is

said, under Sandrart, Rubens, and Vandyke. He engraved the

portrait of Dr. Donne, prefixed to an edition, in 1640, of that au-

thor's Sermons. Caspar Merian. a younger son, also engraved.

Hut Maria Sybitta, their sister, wasthe most eminent of the family.

To gratify ber enthusiasm as a naturalist, she undertookavoyage to

Surinam, and returned (but not until forced by injury to her

health) with numerous drawings and s| ecimens of insects and

p ants peculiar to that climate. Of these she published an account

:ii Amsterdam in 1705. Previously to this remarkable voyage, she

had published at Nuremburg. in 1679, her interesting history of the

insects of Europe, accompanied with Plates from her designs, and
partly etched by herself. Two large volumes of the drawings for

these Wuiks are preserved in our British Museum. She engaged
her two daughters, who, like herself, were admirable flower-painters,

valuable in this class of Art. Rom da Tiroli, horn at Chalco
Frankfort in 1655, whose real name was Philip Roos, graphy.

found leisure from painting to contribute some rate -""v**"'

specimens. The family of Roos were admirable etchers.* Rosa da

Among celebrated modems we have mentioned the
°

name of Sandrart. (Art. 39.) That family was also

eminent in this department.t Their contemporary at

Nuremburg, John Jama Ermels, imitated as a Painter Ermei*.

the style of John Both, (Painting, p. 484.) and etched

very tastefully a lew landscapes.

The laiinK ol Kiisrll at Augsburg (Art 52.) has been The

creditable to the Art. J Jonai Umbach, of the same dale jtnsella,

and birthplace, ranks with some in considerable estima-
lJml)ttCn •

t ion. An eminent contemporary Painter, John Elias

Itidimrer, who established himself in that city,§ has left Ridingcr.

several unrivalled etchings ol wild animals. John ll'il-

liam Maur\\ of Strasburg was another Painter of some Maut.

eminence whose Engravings deserve attention.

We have had occasion to remark the progress of

Dresden in the Fine Aits. Samuel Botsi l/t/d and John Botschild.

Alexander Thiele were Saxon artists, patronised by the Thicle.

Court of Dresden at I he end of the X\ Mill and towards

the middle ol the XVII 1 til Century. Dietrich, a pupil Dietrich.

of Thiele, was another Saxon who has done honour to

the same patronage.*}

in the s une labours, ami they contributed after her death to com-
plete them.

* Philip Rons, during his term of study in Italy, kept a kind of

menagerie of animals- at Tivoli for the pupuse of drawing them
with the greater correctness : heme his Italian sobriquet. He was

a judicious and tasteful Painter of landscape and* animals. His
few etchings of pastoral subjects are extremely rare. He found a

libera] patron in the Landgrave of Hesse, and died at Rome in 1 705.

Ilis father. John Henry Jiuos, was eminent in the same walks of

the Art. From anxiety to rescue Sume valuables from fire out of

his house at Frankfort, Henry tell a victim to the llames. Theodan
was another son whose etchings are as beautiful as they are scarce.

John Metchior, a younger son, has left oue etching of which M.
Bartsch praises fa i/mniere savante.

t John James Sandrart (a great nephew of the Painter and Anti-

quary) contributed, together with his sisier Susanna Maria, to

embellish with many spirited etchings the publications of their

learned relative Joachim. John James died at Nuremburg in 1708.

; Mr I, /,,,,/ Kuselt, born at Augshurg a. d. 1622, was a pupil of

Matthew Meriau. About one hundred and forty-eight etchings.

representing Italian seaports and views, Jvc, together with a variety

ot subjects alter William Baurfrom the '• Life of Christ,*' comprise

the chief of his performances.

§ His ability has been seldom surpassed in the numerous excel-

lent etchings which he has left, chiefly of wild animals and hunt-

ings, most appropriately grouped in the wildest forest scenery of

his Country.

I

1 Afaur, who had passed some years at Rome under the pa-
tronage of the Prince Giustiniani and the Duke of Bracciann, was
taken into the employment of the Kmperor Ferdinand III. at

Venice, in whose service he died in 1740. His Plates from the

.1A tnnorphuses of Ovid are respectable performances, and much
resemble the manner of Callot.

Sj| Botschiid was born at Sangerhausen in 1640. His reputation

gained him the appointment of Painter to the Court of Dresden,

and Keeper of the Electoral Gallery. He founded in that city an
Academy for the young artists of his Country. His etchings on
historical and emhlcmatical subjects are from his own designs.

His Countryman Thiele composed landscapes from the charmingly

picturesque banks of the Sala and the Elbe. Many etchings of

these views, dated from 1726 to 1743, (the latest are the best,) re-

main from the hand of Thiele. Dietrich was horn at Weimar in

1712, and in 1742, under the patronage of the Court of Dresden,

visited Italy, where he studied some time at Rome and Venice.

Ilis stvle, however, remained entirely German. He was an excel-

lent colourist, and could imitate with surprising facility and ad-

dress the Works of Rembrandt, Ostade, Polemberg, Salvator, &c.

His etchings in imitation of these masters are in high esteem, to the

number of about two hundred Prints, some of them extremely scarce,

from the circumstance of his having frequently destroyed an
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Engraving.

Crodowieki,

Weirotter,

Gessoer,
ami others.

Fir*i class,

in Flanders

and Hoi-

kind.

Aude-
naerde.

Westerhout.

Daniel Crodowieki, born at Dantzic in 1726, is one

of the most remarkable moderns in this species of En-

graving. Weirotter, Gessner, Ferdinand and William

Kobell, and Charles Weisbrod, are also well-known

names with which we here conclude our German list.*

(54.) From what we have recorded of the Flemish
and Dutch School, (see Art. 40. and Painting, p.

479, 4S2, &c.) our readers will anticipate (as a natural

consequence of the indefatigable genius which presided

in that numerous fraternity) no less industry and origi-

nality in this than in every other arena of pictorial am-
bition. In our first class, however, now to be con-

sidered, (Art. 49.) only two artists have drawn the at-

tention of M. Bartsch, (An/eilung, Sfc, vol. i. p. ?28.)

Robert van Audenaerde and Arnold van Westerhout.^

Several others antecedent to them might be named.

J

Engraving (after taking a certain number of impressions) in order

to use the same plate again.

* " Crodowiehi,'' says M. Bartsch, "has been to Germany, what
Gravelut, Eisen, and Nicolas Cochin have been to France, an ad-

mirable illustrator of printed Works. (Anleilung, Sec, vol. i. p.

200.) His peculiar merit lay in delineating character (even in very

diminutive figures) through every variety and degree, whether of

quietude or of emotion : and he is excellent, like Hogarth, in the

choice and disposition of judicious accessories." M. Bartsch pre-

dicts also that his Works, like those of Hogarth, will command ad-

miration long after changes in modes of dress (often a great essen-

tial towards marking character) shall have arisen to diminish po-

pular interest. Crodowieki died in 1800.

Francis Edmund ft ctrotter of Inspruck exercised his etching

point on the most picturesque and appropriate subjects with great har-

mony, beauty, and force. His figures are well designed and cleverly

introduced. He died at Vienna in 1773, at the age of forty-three.

The poet Gessner was likewise a pleasing and very finished

etcher of landscape. He etched for his celebrated Poem, the

Death of Abel, several vignettes and ornamental pieces. One set

by him often landscapes is dedicated to Watelet.

fl'illiam Kobell was the son of Ferdinand, and was born at

Manheim about a.d. 1766. Both have etched some most desirable

Plates of landscape, but especially William, whose graphic produc-

tions have most successfully characterised the principal landscape-

painters of the Dutch School.

ftetsbrod, horn at Hamburgh in 1754, was a pupil of Wille. The
landscapes are very numerous from his hand, in the neat clear style

of his master. He also engraved after Pynaker, Ad. Van de Velde,

Ruysdael, lie. (Painting, p. 483, 484.) and assisted in some Plates

for the Cabinets of Poullain, Choiseul, and Prasin.

f Audenaerde has been already remarked upon as a fellow-student

at Rome with James Frey (Art. 50.) under Carlo Maratti. He
became, by the instructions of that masi r. a respectable Painter

of History ; and painted several Pictures for the Churches and Con-
vents of Ghent, his native city. He died in 1713. His Works as

an Engraver are chiefly after Maratti, and are unequal in their

execution. Those in which he accompanies the graver with the

etching point are decidedly his best. He was an admirable

draughtsman, and has shown a perfect acquaintance with the hu-
man figure.

IVcsterhnut, who pursued the same style of Engraving, is said to

have sometimes worked with him on the same Plate. But. although

Westerhout chiefly used the graver, he wants fotce, and fails of auy
powerful effect. He was a native of Antwerp, but established him-

self at Rome, where he engraved portraits and History aa well from
his own designs as from Works of Italian Painters, and tiled a. d.

1725.

I Without going hack to Lucas ran Cryden, the founder of the

Art in Holland. (Painting, p. 480. and see Art. 40.) we might
again mention Peter Soutman of Haerlem, the scholar of Rubens,

| Ibid. p. 4SJ. and Art 40.) and his pupils Cornelius I'isachcr, also

of Haerlem, Peter van Soinpet of Antwerp, and Jonas Suydtrhorf
of Leyden : together with their contemporaries at Haerlem, Peter

Holstein and his son Cornelius, bora at Haerlem about a. u. 1626
;

and Theodore Maihom, about ten \ ears earlier. Abraham Conrad,

of somewhat later date, a successful imitatorof Vostermanps, (Art.

40.) is eminent for some very fine portraits.

Other Dutchmen might be added, as Hmcjj Goltzms of Mabn cht

;

(Ibid.) Simon Frisius of Lewarden in Frieshind. bum A. o 1590,

oue of the first who brought etching to perfection ; liomeyn de

In Flanders, the cities of Antwerp and Ghent pro-

duced some able Engravers whose talents as bnrinists

gave them facility in this compound process. Antwerp
gave birth, in 1610, to William de. Leeuw, and in or

about 1630 to James Xecfs. Their Prints after Hubens,
Vandyke, and other Painters of that School, are highly

characteristic, though Neefs is occasionally mannered
and rather extravagant, and De Leeuw sometimes
coarse and inharmonious. Westerhout was of the same
city, born in 1666. From Ghent, the birthplace of

Van Audenaerde, came likewise Francis Pilsen, his pu-
pil, born a. d. 1676.

(55.) The second class in this species of mixed Chal-
cography i--, as might be expected, much more nume-
rous. M. Bartsch, however, particularizes only those in

the ensuing list, of whom, with their principal disciples

and followers, the reader will expect some mention.

Artists' Name. Where born and when. Died at A. D,

Paul Rembrandt van) ,. , . ,,.«,. * L , ,,.-,

jini/n t \
Near Leyden 1606. Amsterdam, 1674

Hooghe (Art 55.) whose well-known Print of the deiuge at Coever-
den is well described by Mr. Gilpin; (Essay on Prints, p. 208.)
and Jacob Houbrai.cn of Dort, who with his father was established
at Amsterdam. (Art. 40.) Amsterdam was the birthplace, in 1634,
of Abraham Bio deling ; in 1635 of Solomon Savery ; audio 1670
of Matthew Pool ; all of them eminent Engravers of this class.

The same city, in the following century, gave birth to John Punt
and Jacob Pander Schley.

* Rembrandt Gerretz, or Rembrandt tan Rhyn. was so called from
the house of his birth, where his father, a miller, resided on the
banks of a canal supplied by the waters of the Rhine between Ley-
endorp and Hoerke near Leyden. We have already (Painting,
p. 162.) invited attention to the merits and singularities of this great
master of chiaroscuro. Theeugraved Works, according to M. Bartsch,
of this extraordinary artist amount to more than three hundred and
seventy pieces. Among these he distinguishes the " artist's own
portrait with a sahre ;" (his portraits of himself are twenty-seven in

number;) the "Raising of Lazarus;'' the " Hundred Guilders''
Print already mentioned; (Art. 44.) the "Good Samaritan ;'' the
' Skaters ;'' and aliout seventeen others. It may be affirmed, how-
ever, of his Engravings as well as of his Paintings, that his most
admirable productions are portraits. In execution thev areamong
the happiest efforts of the Art, and in characteristic expression are
unrivalled. Among his numerous pupils, John George van Ultet,

boru at Delft in 1610, has left several Prints in the same style,

which have been much sought after notwithstanding defective draw-
ing and clumsy draperies. His practice was to etch his Plates
with a very delicate point, and afterwards, by febiiing, and the use
of the graver, to strengthen such parts as required. John Lievent
of Leyden, a pupil of Rembrandt's reputed instructor. Peter
Lastman, was no less celebrated as an Engraver than as a Painter
of History. Among his portraits, to the number of about sixty, are
some excellent compositions, executed in the style of Rembrandt,
but somewhat coarsely, as Lievensmadeno use of the dry |>oint. His
" Raising of Lazarus" is thought a superior composition to Rem-
brandt's, and is equally well engraved. Ferdinand Bol. (Painting,

p. 483.) born at Dortin 1610, having settled in early youth with his

family at Amsterdam, attended there the School of Rembrandt.
His etchings evince ^reat merit, and most judicious management
of light and shade, but want the playful airiness which belongs to

the touches of Rembrandt. Simon llieger, a contemporary land-
scape-painter of Amsterdam, who taught the younger Vandevelde,
(Path i ing, 484.) etched some spirited views, adopting the style of
Rembrandt. Solomon Koninch. born in 1609 at Amsterdam, is

another successful imitator, both on canvas and on copper, of his
great contemporary He learned Painting under Nicholas Mo.
jaert, but appears to have formed his style from an attentive study
of the small Pictures by Rembrandt. His compositions are excel-

lent, and are executed with all the richness and clearness of his

prototype. Other pupils of Mojaert were likewise Etchers, Jacob
Vandrrdoa the elder, (Pemlre Graveur, v .

. i . it. p. 189 and the
elder llcenmr, (Ibid. vol. i. p. 339. and see 1'aimimi, p. 484.) I ut in

a different style. Their etched landscapes with cattle and animals
have the masterly air of their painted Works. Marc de Bi/e, a
di-ciple of Vanderdoes, followed his master with less celenrity as a
Painter than as the producer of some excellent etchings of animals
alter Paul Putter and Marc Gerard.

Chalco-
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Engraving. Artist*' N,im#i. V«>t*v bom noil when. DM el a. r».

-_^..—!_* Adrum van Ot/oAe* Lubeck 1 <3 1 1685
Rewr NoQWU* alias 1 . . , tarn
„ ,. , - Amsterdam 16 1

J

Keiuer Zceniaii.t J

. . ... . . » J Utrecht or Amster-1 .-.„
Anthony fhitrri»it,l \ \ » V loloy

\ nam about J

Hermann S«wn-iv//,j Woerden 1620 Rome ....1690

* (See PaiNTIMQ) p. 483.) Ostadr merits a place next to Kem-
bra nit foi profound delineation oi' character, and of character

really a<Iatt. d to the scenes he portrays. His
j
ersun.tges, like

Rftiilr. unit's, are drawn from the h units of gross vulgarity ; Imt

are not made to act "high lite below Stair*/
1 nor forced pile mSic

t

like Rembrandt's, into tire suhlimer walks of Historic Painting.

They r. tain, under Ostade's management, their proper station Hi*
etchings, amounting to upwards ni fifty, are in gre.it and well-de-

served estimation. ComeKu* liegn and Cornelius Diuari
t both of

Haerlem. were d Bciplee of A. van ( Made, and painted in the sa ne

style. By the former of the two we have about five and thirty ex-

cellent P.ates of Cottage interiors, hours regaling, &c. ; and Ity the

latter a number of similar etchings, also very spirited ; together

with a lew Works m mesxotinto. (Peintre Graveur
t

torn. v.

p. 251,463.)

f Renter Zeemnn, (seaman,) so styled for his sea pieces. His
shipping and figure! in these marine Paintings are admirably

drawn and spiritedly touched. The same praise is due to his etch*

ings, and we only lament that such minute correctness, as well as

freedom of hand, should be confined to the monotony of Dutch por-

traiture,

I Waterloo is the glory of the Dutch School in this kind of En-
graving. His Painting* are rare gems of Art, and their scarcity

arises partly from his having engiaved so much ; ami partly, it is

said, from habits of intemperai ee, to winch he tell a victim in the

prime of life. His Works, as Mr. Gilpin justly remarks, do not dis-

plav much variety, nor seem to have cost him much stre'ch of
fancy- *' He selects a few striking objects ; a coppice, u c I oi

a forest, a winding road, or a stiagglmg village is gem
)
the

extent of his view ; nor dues he always introduce an offskip His
composition is generally good, and his light often well distributed;

but his chief merit lies in execution, in which he is a consummate
master. Kvery object that he touches has the character of nature."

His etchings consist of about one hundred and fifty views after

designs of" his own. (Peintre Graveur, vol. ii.p 1.) Xo Works of

graphic Art have perhaps been more instructive to artists than
those of Waterloo. He combined with the utmost spirit and faci-

lity of handling a marked attention in the foliage of his trees and
plants to their several species. Iu trees he is probably without a
rival. " His only defect," observes the author ol the Catalogue of
im ^fflff/rsr, " seems to he want of management iu the chiaroscuro,

as his lights are occasionally too scattered Having bitten in his

plates delicately, he never repeated this operation with the auua-
iorlis. hut by stopping out in some cases with a judgment peculiar to

himself, he attained the required gradations ; and in others, having

HUtrered the aquafortis to bite equally, he arranged and perfected

the harmony of his Plates, and added the strongest shadows with
the burin. In consequence of this process, however, when his

Plate* began to wear, the delicate etching soon disappeared, leaving

only the coarse work of the burin ; and such impressions are im-
properly considered as retouched. Good impressions of his Works
are scarce.*'

§ 8wanevdt
t

like his master, Claude Lorraine, TPaintino. p.

483-485.
|
was a diligent observer of nature and of Italian nature.

His studious and solitary walks for this purpose among the ruius of
Tivoli and Krescati procured him the name of Hermann or hermit.
He etched in the manner of Waterloo, but with less freedom.
Hi-, trees, gays Mr. Gilpin, bear no comparison with Water-
loo's

; but he adds another material point of difference in which
Swanevelt is far superior, namely, dignity of design. Waterloo
saw nature only with a Dutchman's eye, and seldom quitted the
plain simplicity of a Flemish scene. But Swanevelt had imbibed
ideas of gi audeur and beauty from the classic fields, and skies, and
mountains of Italy. His engraved Works consist of one hundred
and fourteen piece**, II avoii une maniere tie graver, observes M.
Bartsch, qui Im etoit particuliire,, et a exprtme

4

Its /cuttles dc ses

arbres par un assemblage de petits traits hortzontaux tin peu courbcs

f/ut tont tres propres a rrprtsenter la situation naturd/e sur tes

branches, It «*« tract det contours plus dttrrmmcs que quand il en
a en besom p»ur degager let parties. (Peintre Graveur, torn. ii. p. 250.)
His pupil and brother-in-law. James Rousseau. Art. 57'.) a French
refugee Protestant, dismissed tor his heresy from the Academy of

and expatriated on the Revocation of the Edict of Nantz,
reared tu Holland. Rousseau was a Painter of considerable merit,

Artists' Name*. Where born and when. Pk*d at a. d.

Nicholas Berghem* ..Haerlem 1624 1683
Paul Potterj Knkbuysen...l625 ln"54

Carl du Jardm* Amsterdam ..1635 Venice 1678

Chalco-

graphy.

and made a visit from Holland to this Country at the invitation of

the Duke of Montague, who employed him, in conjunction with

Charles de la Fosse (Paintinu, p. 49J.) and J. B. Monnnyer,
Ibid. ) to decorate Montague House, now the British Museum.
\lr afterwards painted landscapes for the Palace at Hampton
Court. His Plates are not numerous, but are beautiful, and etched

with great spirit Another landscape-painter, whose trees are

admirably managed, is Adrian fonder Cabe/t, burn near the

Hague in 16;J1. His subjects, like those of Swanevelt, are quite

anti-Dutch or anti-Belgian, and his style has been thought some-
times to resemble Castiglione. (Art. 51.) and sometime* Salvator

Rosa. (//>!'/. ) His figures are correctly drawn, and his animals

touched with great spirit. In shipping and marine subjects he

had been preceded by Zeemsn, and iu architectural by Nieulant,
Bieeinberg. and others.

\anrgnx % horn at Utrecht in IC'20, may be noticed here. He
was a landscape-painter in the style of Waterloo. His few etch-

ings are charmingly picturesque and highly valued. Another fol-

lower of Waterloo in landscape was John aackaeri of Amsterdam,
who, like Swanevelt and others, was not satisfied with the con-

tracted scenery ,,t Ilol.and. but delighted in wild woods and moun-
tain torrents. He viited the must romantic parts of Switzerland

and Germany; and on one occasion, says M. Bartsch, was seized

is a conjuror, and dragged before the chief magistrate at Zurich
by smue simple natives, who mistook the lines ot his sketch-bouk

for characters of magic. (Peintre Graveur, vol. iv. p. 77.)
* He was for some tune instructed in Painting by the eldf"

Weeninx, (Paintisi;, p 484—488 hut had previously been

scholar of Van Goyan, under whom he obtained from his fellow

pupils the nickname of Berghem. The story is, that his fathe

on some occasion being angry with the youth, came to seek him .

bis master's, who, to hCXeen the favourite pupil, called out to th

Others, "berg hem"1—hide him. His etchings, to the number i,

fifty-three, (of which au account was pul lished by Henry Wintt
at Amsterdam in 1767.,) represent landscapes and cattle, with OCCfl

sionai figures in a style of more finished execution than is usua

with Painters. John and Andrew Both, his contemporaries an

rivals in landscape painting, have left several charming etchings o

Landscape. The)' were of Utrecht, and pupils uf Abraham lif"t

iiuart m that city, already named as a Painter (P\imin<., p. 481.

and an Engraver in chiaroscuro, (Art. 46.) but who also etched ;

number of Plates with a bold and masterly point, gome iu imitation

ot pen and ink drawings,

Berghem had several meritorious pupils and followers Dm
(Thcodoric or Roderic) Afoot of Haerlem was bis pupil, a Paintei

of some reputation, who in the reign of William III. visited

England, and painted the " Battle of the Boyne*' lor the Earl of

Portland. Haas etched with great spirit some few scarce Plates.

John Pander J\feer the younger (Pemtre Graveur, vol. i. p 'J'29.)

was one of the best scholars of Berghem. He painted landscapes

with cattle in the style of his master; and a few beautiful but

scarce etchings attest his ability in handling the point, John
Glauber, (Ibid. vol. v. p. 377.) of German extraction, hut born at

Utrecht in 1646, was unother (leve of Berghem, and became after-

wards celebrated at Amsterdam as the friend and coadjutor of

Gerard de Lairetse, the Flemish Poussin ; (PAINTING, p. 484.) the

former painted the highest order of landscape, which the latter

adorned with classic figures. Both Glauber and Lairesse have pro-

duced several interesting etchings, m which each illustrates his

own kind of composition. Among the happiest graphic translators

of Nicholas Berghem, Mr. Gilpin distinguishes John I'isschrr,

younger brother of Cornelius, (Art. 40.) and. Danker Dankerts of

Antwerp. But !he ablest of Berghem's scholars was Karel du
Jardin, hereafter mentioned.

f Painting, p.484.) Paul Potter's indefatigable devotedness to

his*Art overpowered a naturally feeble constitution, and carried him off

at the age of only twenty-nine. His etchings are greatly admired for

their execution, a.id, in general, for their correctness. Mr. Gilpin

praises his cows and horses, but regards his sheep as indifferently

drawn and inaccurately characterised. John le Ducq, who studied

Painting under him, and pursued for some time very successfully

his style, has left some good etchings : in particular eight Prints of

dogs, spiritedly drawn and neatly executed. (Peintre Graveur, vol. i.

p.197.)

l Painting, Ibid.) The well-known etching by Du Jardm, to

tlie number of fifty-two, with figures and animals, show the same
master h.i:id as Ins admirable Pictures. His taste was decidedly
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Engraving Artists' Name. \Vht»rf bora and when.
Rum'-'jn de Hooghe* At the Hague abuut 1638.

The Prints of the two fust of the above-named artists

portray similar subjects to those of their Paintings.

(Painting, p. 492, 483.) The remaining number ex-

celled in Prints of landscape, with animals, trees, figures,

buildings, &c, or in marine pieces and seaports with

shipping and appropriate accessories We outfit to

add that anions Painters and Etchers of architectural

ruins and historical landscape William Van Nieulant';

Paul Brilj born at Antwerp in 15S4; BarL Breemberg,

born at Utrecht 1620; and Bonavtnture van Over-

beck* a supposed scholar of Lairesse, born at Amsterdam
in 166*0, deserve a distinguished place in the list.

(56.) The Frenxh School in this department is dis-

tinguished by many eminent names. The encouragement,

indeed, which the Court of France in the XVlIth and
following Century bestowed on graphic talent has been

well rewarded. A prejudice, however, prevailed among
French burinists against etching; and tliev seem to have

surveyed its progress with a jealousy that retarded its

introduction into the higher walk of Art, and prevented

their deriving advantage from the powerful helps pecu-

liar to the etching point. Several Works of Chaveau,
for example, one of the best handlers of the French

more Italian than Dutch. To the truth and finish of Paul Potter

he adds ihe graces of a more cultivated imagination. Mr. Gilpin
(Essay on Prints, p. 132.) institute* a comparison between Du
Jardin and Abraham Bondiue, his contemporary uf Rotterdam, and
contrasts the sublimely savage anil furious animation of the hunt-

ing pieces etched by the latter artist with the Arcadian quietness,

the refined and pastoral repose of Du Jardin. Hondius, like John
Fyt of Antwerp, was an excellent Painter of animals. Fyt also

etched a few Plates uf animals drawn with his accustomed spirit,

Antwerp had given birth about fifty yeais before, in the preceding

century, a. n. 1579, to t'roncis Sngders, an eminent Painter of
similar subjects, (Painting, p. 482.) whose etchings about sixteen
iu number, are very interesting specimens in this class. A lew

etchings likewise of animals by Albert Cuyp : Painting, ibid.') are

preserved by the curious, as admirable examples of composition,

drawing, and expression. Peter de Ijter, {Ibid. p. 483.) styled

Bamboecio, from his favourite subjects bambocctate^ such as lairs,

festivals, masques, processions, &c, lias executed some bold and
masterly etchings of horses and oilier animals. \\ ith True feeling

for the Art, Mi. Gilpin laments the want of suitable Engravings
after the grand hunting subjects painted by Rubens.

* Already noticed in the preceding class, (Art. 54.) he claims a

place together with his successful follower, John Luyhin, (called

the Callot of Holland,) among the best etchers of historical land-

scape. Albert fan Everdingen and Francis de Neve are worthy
of the same tank. Everdingen was an admirable Painter of stormy
and rocky scenery, to which talent the accident of his shipwreck on
the coast of Norway, and detention for more than a year in that

Country, seems to have contributed. He obtained the appellation of
the Salvator Rosa of the North. His Prints of landscape, to the
number of about one hundred, are fine compositions, but not a'l

equally well executed. He is well known for a series of fifty-seven

etchings, illustrating the •' History of the Fox/ 1
a satirical Poem

imputed to Henry Von Alkmaar. for an account of which see

Roscoe*s German NoveKsts
%

ed. 1826. Ludolph Baekbugeen^ a
pupil ot Everdingen, also painted sea storms with splendid success,

and has left some Plates with views of shipping on the V, a small
arm of the sea near Amsterdam. He died in 1 70'J. De Neve, the
content] orary of Kverdingen, was born at Antwerp in 1627, where
he studied the Works of Rubens and Vandyke, and afterwards

resided and studied some years at Rome. He painted and etched
with great fertility of genius and fine taste. Awe tottfe feleyance,

says .VI. Bartsch. du sitie noble de FieoU tfltalie. His Prints
consist of forty landscapes, into which fabulous characters are

introduced. Of Luyken, born at Amsterdam a. d. 1649, it is ob-
served that he resembles Callot rather in the infinite crowds of
figures which cover his Prints than in the neatness or spirit of his

etching point. But his Plates have great merit, though not equal

.

to the master touches of De Hooghe. Among the Dutch imitators

of Callot, Peter Quasi, of the Hague, his contemporary, deserves

creditable mention.

VOL. Y.

graver at the most brilliant part of the period alluded Chako-
to, exhibit the utmost dexterity in the use of his favourite B1

instrument ; but would have attained a far superior effect,
^^^ ~~*

and have risen to a much more faithful representation
of the original Pictures, had he condescended to intro-

duce etching in that portion of his Plates for which it ij

best adapted.

In the following lists, as well as in our former
columns, the reader will perceive how well the Parisian
atmosphere* was for a long period suited to the culti-

vation and progress of this difficult and laborious Art.
The best Engravers of France were either born at Paris
or at Paris they settled, and at Paris they died. To
begin with the first class. (Art. 49.) Firtt class

Ariists' Names. Wh._>re born and when. Died at a. o.
tn ^rance'

Etienne Baudet\ Paris 1598 Paris... 1691
Francois Chaveau\ Paris 1618 Pans . . . lG7o
Gabriel Perelle Paris about . . . 1620
Pierre l/mdryy) Paris about ... 1 630
Guitiaume Chdteau\\ Orleans 16*3 Paris ... 1 6 S3
Claudtne B. Stella^ Lyons 1(334 Fans ... 16i>7
Guillaume Pallet Paris 1(134 Pans . . . 1704
Sebastien le Clerc** Bletz 1637 Hans . . . 1714

* Engraving seems at one time to have been a fashionable ac-
complishment at the Court of France. Pompadour, Louis XVth's
Marchioness, amused herself with this Art, and executed several
Piates alter Boucher, Eisen, and others. She also engraved a set of
sixty-three Prints after gems by Gay.

f The early works of Biudet, and of several others in this
list, are executed with the burin only. In their future and mure
Bucceral'ul efforts they called in the assistance ol the etching point,

Baudet's former attempts seem in the style of Cornelius Bloemaert:
(Art. 40.) his Liter productions, at his return to Pans from Rome,
where he studied, bear a strong resemblance to the manner of J. B.
de Polity, of whom, however, he could nut have been an imitator.

as De Rally must have been a child when Baudet's best Prints
were well known.

I Chaveau, likewise, quitted the sole use of the graver to intro-

duce the etching point. His Works betray haste, hut are full of
spirit and force. Nearly three thousand Prints are from his hand,
chiefly for booksellers. His best are some sma.l Plates iu the Style

of Sebastien le Clerc. He had studied Painting under Laurent
de la Hire, (Painting, p. 490.) and painted small Pictures in the
style of that master.

Gabrieile Pere/le ranks high among the landscape Engravers of
France. His Works, in which he was assisted by his sous, Adam
and Nicolas, are very numerous, both from designs of his own
and from those of Paul Brill, GasparPbussin, Asselyn.and S.Uestre.

There is a satirical Print, by the Pereiles, from a design of Richer,
caricaturing the surrender of Arras to the French in 1642. The
citizens had inscribed on their gates,

Quand les Francois prendront Arras
Les sourts mangeront les chats.

Their enemies, however, Bouk the place, and only erased the iettei

p from the inscription.

§ Some portraits by Landry have merit. He was much employed
by booksellers.

|| A pupil at Rome of J. F. Greuter. The Prints by Chateau,

in which he intromited the point, are excellent. His early style re-

sembles that of Bloemaert. lie enjoyed till his death the patronage
of Colbert at Paris. Benoit Trajat, born at Lyons in 1646, was-

a

scholar of Chateau, whom he surpassed in freedom of touch, neat
nesS] and mellowness, though not in other respects. Frajat settled at

Rome.

•jf The Prints by this female artist, after the designs of her uncle

and preceptor Jacques Stella, (Paintim., p. 490.) and of his friend

Nicholas Poussin, are very Hue. Probably no Engrai
PoUSSin have been more successful. Her uncle Jacques, a Painter.

highly patronized by Uicheiieu, has left some etchings. Her sisttis,

Antoinette and Franeoi^e, were likewise excellent etchers.

**This is another native ot Lorraine, whose Works, l:ke those of
his fellow-countryman Callot, are of great numerical extent anal

deserved celebrity. Nearly three thousand Plates are from the

hand of Le Gere, But then, as Mr. Gilpin observes, his hunts

Seldom exceed six inches; and within these limits he can draw up
with admirable dexterity twenty thousand men, and confer iminor-

tality in miniature on Alexander and Louis XIV. He advanced
his Engravings considerably with the etching point. Grace and

3 N
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Engraving. Artists* Names.

Charges Simnnnmu

/ ! de CkStiihm.

Germain Jnilran . .

,

Qtrard .lufiran* .

.

Jean Audtan
Benoii A'ldmn ....

V j< D<>rtgny\ .

.

Antotne Coypel . ..

When- born nnd when. Died at

. Lyons 1039 Pans...
rSt.Mwhould,i

l63fl Pans<(>
(in ( hampagne )

. Lyons 1631 P.iris...

. . Lyons 1640 Pans...

. Lyons 1667 Pari*...

. . Lyons 1661 Paris...

. . Paris lH'i 7 Paris. . .

. . Pans 16G1 Paris...

17JS

I7.il

17IU

1703
17.-.6

1721

17114

1722

elegance in the forms, and noble expression in the hinds of his

figures, distinguish this artist: and where landscape with build-

ings or other accessories is introduced, his tasteful arrangement and

execution charm every eye ; though in lightness Jand playful ma-

nagement of the point Delia Bella is considered his superior, (Art.

51.) and his stroke is pronounced by Mr. Gilpin to he not so firm

nor so masterly as that of Callot Le Clerc was likewise an engi-

neer, an architect, and a mathematician. His father, a goldsmith,

intended him for a military life, and with the hope of a commission

for him in the French service sent him to Paris, where, by the ad-

vice of Le Brun, and under the liberal patronage of Colbert, he

became one of the most successful in his class of Art.

* This artist contributed to immortalize Le Brun hy his admi-

rable " Battles of Alexander " This superb set of Prints is com-

pleted by a Plate from the hand of Gerard Eilelinck, " Alexander

entering the Tent of Darius." In large Plates of historical subjects

no Engraver in this class has been more distinguished than G.

Au.lran. He was the sun of Claude Audran, (Art. 11.) and nephew

of Charles.
(
IbiA) His brother Germain was of inferior merit,

but his nephews BenoilanA ./•«», sous ofGermain, profited largely

from bis instructions. Charles and Louis Simanneau and Louis

de Chaltltnn f.rmed themselves by the study and imitation of the

fine style of Audran. Charles Simonneau was a pupil of Chateau,

and at first worked in the manner of Francis de Poilly with the

graver only ; but afterwards introduced the point into his demitints

and distances, reserving the graver for such parts as required pro-

minency and vigour.

A guud many of the artists in the above list were pupils or

followers of the Gerard Audran School. On the merits of Anioiw

Coi/pel as a Painter we have already made some remarks,
|
Paimtinu.

p. 492.) in which M. Watelefs judgment concurs with our own,

and condemns the practice of Frenchifying the heroes of antiquity,

We wish we could call our own artists altogether free from the use

of English physiognomy on similar subjects. A. Coypel etched

several of bis own designs. Mr. Gilpin praises an •• Ecce Homo"
by this artist, which, as well as some others, was finished by Simon-

neau. "" Changeresembles Jean Audran. His Plates after Coieggio

are worthy of that Painter. Charles I inputs, his pupil, combined, in

like manner, mellowness and harmony of execution with admirable

drawing and heads full of expression and character. Nicolat

Gahrtel Dvpuii, the other brother of that name, was also a pupil of

Jean Audran. V. Henri Tar,lnu was a scholar of P. le Pautxe,

and afterwards of Jean Audran. His son Jacques X. Tardieu used

more of the graver and less of the point than bis father, to whom he

is inferior, though an artist of considerable merit. Jacques P. le

lias was his fellow-pupil under N. H. Tardieu, and excelled in

landscapes with small figures, which are beautifully touched, etched

with great fire and spirit, and then harmonized with the graver

and dry point. Louis Detptaen adopted in several of his numerous

Plates (the best of them after Jouvenet ) the style of Gerard Audran.

Jacques Aliamel was a pupil of Le Bas. and distinguished himself

HVeral good Plates of landscape after Verncl. His brother,

Francoi* Aliamet, matt for some time under Sir Robert Strange in

London. Bernard Leptcit was a respectable |arti»t though not

verv correct draughtsman, and is regarded as a successful imitator

of Jean Audran, whose pupil he probably was. His wife Rente

Bluabel was also a neat Engraver. Fine specimens from most of

these artist, ol the Audran School are to be found among the En-

gravings foe the Crozat collection.

t The family of Uorigng is conspicuous in graphic biography.

The father, Michel, horn at-St. Quentui in H117, studied P
under Vouet, and his son Louis under Le Brun. Michel is better

known as an Engraver, but his Work is heavy from being over-

charged with the burin; and Louis, who lived and painted chiefly

and with some reputation in Italy, and died at Verona in 1742, has

left several free painter like etchings. Sir Nicolas, a younger son

of Michel, knighted by George I. on the occasion of engraving

the Cartoons of Raffaelle, resided thirteen years in England. He
did not succeed in Painting, for the study of which he quitted at

thirty the profession of the Bar : but his later and best style as an

Engraver, modelled after that of Gerard Audran, to whom, however.

1G84

Arti it-,' Names. Where born and when, i»,.-.iat a. d.

Gatptr Duchangt Paris 1662 Paris.... 17.VJ
.'. n Bapl. de Paiilg* ...Paris 1669 Paris 1728
Nicolas Henri Tardieu ... Paris Ki74

Nicolas Tardieu . Pans \7 B

Claude Duflor\ Pans 1678 Paris 1747
Louis Desplaces Pans 1682
Nicolas ,lu Larmestin \ -p

the younger] j

Charlet Dupuis Paris I68S Pans.... 1743
v it Gabriel Dupuis.. Paris 1696 Paris.. . 1770
Frederic Hortime/sfy .... Paris 1688
Bernard LrpicU Paris Hi'.lO Paris 1755
Jean Jacque* Flipart || ... Paris 1723
Laurent Cars% ....Lyons 1711.' Paris 1771
Jacques Bar.. Paris 1708 Paris.... 1782
JacquesFirmin Beaavar-\ ... .,, ._„_

JJ J
Abbeville 1733

Chtlco.
graphy.

France.

Second class

tn compound

Chalcogra-

phy.

Early

Vrench
artisti.

Jacques Aliamel Abbeville 1727 Paris.... 17S8
Francois Aliamel Abbeville 17.

M

Pierre le Pautre Paris 1714

( j~.) In the second and more numerous (lass BOme
of the above names might be repeated ; and some, such

as Le Clerc and others, may perhaps be considered out

of place in class the first. (Art. 56.) But besides that

the precise degree in which etching- combines with the

burin is, in most ofthe works now under our consideration,

by no means easily determinable, our space lias not per-
mitted ns to make mote than a very general arrange-
ment.

We have had occasion to mention among the Wood-
Engravers of France Jacques Peririn, or Perrinut, as

be sometimes inscribed himself. He executed some
Plates coarsely etched and not correctly drawn, in con-
cert with his contemporary ./. Tortorel, representing the
Wars of the Hugonots. The Work ol these artists, who
flourished about a D. 1570, is Only remarkable as ex-

hibiting the earliest specimens recorded of etching
among French artists, ah hough the process had been
almost half a century in use among their neighbours.
There is, however, a spirited etching of this period,

"The Departure of 1 1 agar and [shmael,"byiZe7t^BotW7i, Brovin.
who was also a b'trinist, born at Angers about A. D.

1530. Antuine Garnier was one of the Engravers at Gamier.
Fontainebleau, (Art. 51.) after the Paintings by I'rima-

he was much inferior, obtained him great and deserved reputation.
The particulars of his history, some of them collected by Vertue
from his own mouth, will lie found in Walpole, Catalogue of Eng-
lish Engravers, p. 207.

* This was the son and pupil of Nicolas de Poilly. (Art. 41.)
but his style diners remarkably from his father. His Plates, both
in history and portrait, are specimens of good drawing and fine
expression. A pupil of his. Peter Areline, born at Pans in 1710
had considerable talent, which would have been more conspicuous
if more nf the subjects had been better chosen, and not sketchy trifles.

f Dujhs resembles Francois de Poilly, (Art. 41.) but occasionally
called in the assistance of the point. There is great neatness and
finish ill bis numerous Prints.

J A pupil and son of the burinist Nicolas Larmessin the elder.
(Art 41 i His Engravings for the Crozat collection gained him
great celebrity, but his Works deserve not to be quoted for design
nor for effect.

§ The Plates by 6Tortime/i. in this class, have considerable merit.
His best are for the Crozat collection. His daughter, Mana Ma-
deleine, the wife of Charles Nicolas Cochin, engraved senr.il
Plates in the style of her husband, who, in 1 7.'i8. published reflections
on the Paintings and Sculptures of different European cities he
had visited : a Work very favourably received.

J|
He greatly surpassed his father and instructor Jean Charles

Flipart. the burinist, (Art. 41.)and produced by a union of etching
with Kngraving many estimable Works.

•| Cars ranks as one of the best Engravers in the XVII Ith Cen-
tury for the kind of subjects, both in history and portrait, nl'icr

Kigaud, Vanloo. Le Moine. Boucher, Watteau, and other designers
which he selected. His •• Hercules and Omphale," after Le Moine,
is a chef-fceurre.
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Engraving.

Perrier.

ticcio. He flourished at Paris about a. d. 1560. Fran-

cois Perrier, born at Macon in Burgundy, who studied

in Italy, and Italianized his name to Paria, was a

Painter of some celebritv, (Painting, p. 490.) and has

left etchings in the manner of Palma, which Mr. Gilpin

looks upon as successful imitations of that master; but

they are slight and hasty performances, and often incor-

rectly drawn. He died at Paris in 1060. Claude

Fig/ion, born at Tours in 1590, is another Painter who
has left some specimens of masterly etching. Simon

Guillam, a French Sculptor of about the same date,

etched for his amusement several plates in a very spirited

style. Pierre Brebiette and Nicolas Chaperon were

provincial artists, born in 1596, who established them-

selves at Paris. The former, whoe Paintings are little

known in this Country, etched with considerable ability

some clever designs from his own pencil. The latter

was a pupil of Vouet, but made no progress, and after-

wards at Rome betook himself to engraving the Pictures

in the Vatican called " Ratfaelle's Bible. " It is re-

corded to the credit of this performance, that his work

is, perhaps, the least faultv of the numerous graphic

transcripts from those invaluable Paintings.

The names that follow belong to the XVI I th and

subsequent Centuries:

Artists' Names. Where born and when. Died at A.D.

Jacques Blanchard* Paris 1600 Paris 1633
Michel Corneille the elderf .. Orleans 1603 Paris 1664
Henri Maupetche Paris 1606 Pans l6fi G

Laurent tie la Hire P-ins 1606
Israel Hennet Nancy 1607 P.iris 1G61

Nicola* Mignard ITS?**
m

f
1608 Paris 16683

\ Champagne . J

Petn- Mignard Ditto 1610 Paris 1 695
Abraham Bosse\ Tours 10 10 Paris 16US

* Several distinguished Painters of the French School were
excellent Etchers, and many names in this list will be found in our
former pages ; as Jacques Bianchard. (Painting, p. 490.) Sebas-

tian Bourdon and Charles le Brun, (Ibid. p. 491.) JS'iculas Mtanurd,
Jean le Puufre. father of Pierre, (Art. 56.) Jacques Courtois, or

Bourguignon, Ratjinniul de fa Faae. Joseph Parrocel, Antotne If'al-

teuuy and Pierre Subieyras. (Ibid, p 49J.)

f The elder Michel CorneiUe. was a pupil of Simon Vouet,
(Painting, p. 490.) in whose style be executed several Paintings
tor Churches. He was one of the original twelve Members of 'he

Koyal Academy at Paris. His son, Michel the younger*, had the

advantage of the Kind's pensiuii to enable him at Rome to com-
plete his studies, which he prosecuted with becoming industry and
energy. He was much employed by Louis XIV. Both artists left

many fine etchings after RaHaelle, the Caracci, and their own de-

signs. The name of R.iffaelle was affixed by a cunning' pnntseller

at Rome to a set of Plates designed by th« younger Michel Cor-
neille. Jean Bapt. CorneiUe. bis brother) born at Paris a.m. 1646,

was also a Painter of some reputation, but interior to Michel. He
also etched with great spirit several Plates from his own designs and
after the Caracci. Claude Gillot was his pupil, and Watteau a

scholar of Gillot.

Another pupil of Vouet may be mentioned here. Pierre Mignard,
who relinquished for the instruction of that al!e master the profes-

sion of Medicine. He then studied Painting at Rome for Iwenty-
two years, and was much patroni-ed by Urban VIII. and succeed-

ing Popes, Buth he and his brother Nicolas were too much en-

gaged in designing to engrave more than a few Plates. They are

bold, painter-like etchings. The family name and origin, says

Watelet, were English. Some fine young Englishmen named
More, serving in the army of Henri Qnatre, were presented to that

Monarch, who observed. Ces ne sont pas de§ Mores (negroes) mats
de* mignards (handsome fellows.) Jacques Brllnnqp was also a
scholar ot Vouet. His Engravings have the merit of tolerable exe-

cution and excellent chiaroscuro, but his drawing of heads and
figures is, as Mr Gilpin observes, ;ttfected and bad. Samuel Brr-
nard and Louis 't'rsie/m were likewise under Vouet.

* Author of a Treatise entitled La Mani&re de Qravcr a I' Eau
forte, republished afterwards by Cochin with additions, liosse

Artists' Names. Wre born and when. Died at

Jacques BeKange Chalons, about .1610 ....

Claude Dervet
|NancyinLur-1

fi j
I raine .... f

Jean Mann* Paris, about ...1612 Paris

J. R. de St. Andre Paris 1614 Paria
Samuel Bernard Paris 1615 Paris
Louis Tesieln Paris 1615 Paris
Sebtutian Bourdon} Montpelier 1616 Paris
Jean le Pauire Paris 1617 Paris
Charles le Brun Paris 1619 Paris

Xicolas Cochin J
T;.">'es in

{ Champagne

Jacques Courlois, alias Bour-
guignon

}

{St. Hyppolytet
in Franche>l62
Compt6 ...J

1642

1666
1677

1687
1655

1671

1682
1690

Chalco-
graphy.

1619 About 1700

1 Rome 1676

Israel Silvestrt Nancy 1621
Alexandre Sitvests e Flourished about 1700
Francois Colignon Nancy, about . .1621
Doinemqiie Bamere Marseilles 1622
Jean Peine (II Penna) Rouen 1623 Paris
Nicolas Loir 1 aria 16J4 Paris
Alri>-i Loir Paris 1630
Elienne Gautril Paris 1626
Jacqurt Rousseau* Paris 1626
Noel Co,JV el pdns ] 628 Paris

1700
1679

1707

worked chiefly from his own designs, but among his Prims, which are
numerous, will be found many alter other ma>ters. His style is

free and spirited, and finished with the graver in a masterly man-
ner. His instructor in the Art is unknown, but he seems to have
taken Callot Gn his model in those Plates on which the latter be-
stowed less finish.

There are m this list several other imitators of Callot (Art. 51.)
who may here be mentioned. Francois Colignon was instructed in
the Art by (-'allot. Claude Dervet, who was a pupil of Claude
Hennet. a Painter little known, W\ed in habits of intimacy with
Cailot their fellow-countryman, ana adopted the style of his friend.
Israel Ilenriet, the son ot Claude Hennet, studied some time at

Rome under A. Tempests, but was imitator of Callot. He became
a pnntseller at Pans, and published Ins own Piates as well as those
ot Callot, Delia Bella, and Israel Srivestre, to all of whom he occa-
sionally ^^v. employment. Another scholar of Claude Hennet
w as Israel Silveslre, who formed his style from the study of Delia
Bella and Call jt, and seems, in his turn, to have been sometimes
followed by Le Clerc. (Art. 56.) His son, Alexandre Silveslre, pro-
duced some got d Prints, though inferior to those of Israel.

Nicholas Cochin was another follower of Callot, of whom he is

supposed to have been a pupil. Like his master, he succeeded
better in small figures than in those of larger dimensions.

* The best Prints of Marin are his (ortraits. and these are ad-
mirable productions. His Cardinal Bentivogno, alter Vandvke. is

worthy of that inimitable Picture. His execution is peculiar. He
stippled his heads with the graver, intermixing lines and dots so
harmonized as to produce a very pleasing effect. His Works ex-

tend, says M. Bartseh. to one hundred and twelve Plates. He had
been a pupil of Philippe de Champagne, (Painting, p. 492.) but
abandoned Painting lor Engraving.

+ Board n's P. ates. which are numerous, and etched with a mas-
terly poiut, are precious to every collector. They give a perfect

idea of his manner ot Painting. A kind of union, in landscape, of
Titian with Poussin, picturesque backgrounds, and judicious ma-
nagement of light and shadow are the characteristics of this artist.

It is to be regretted thai ins drawing is often faulty. Two of his

pupils, .\; lot Loir and Jacques Prmi. are in the above list. The
etchings of N. L<> r. to the number of nearly one hundred and fifty,

are slight but spirited. His brother Alexis was an Engraver of
considerable merit, after Hulieiis, Le Brun, Mignard, N. Poussin,
Jouvenet, and his brother's designs. Their father was a gold-
smith.

* Rnuncau ma B refugee Protestant who fled to Knglaml from the
V i -i cation under Louis XIV. at the time of the Revocation ot the

Ed ct ofNantl. He married a sister of Herman Swanevell (Art
and profited by his instructions. L'nder the patronage in England
of the Duke of Montague, Rousseau contributed to the decoration
of Montague House with his paintings. Mr. Gilpin, after remark-
ing on Ins faults as an artist, subjoins that he was an excellent
man. " Having escaped the rage ol Persecution himself, he made
it bis study to lessen the sufferings of his distressed brethren by dis-

tributing among them the greatest part of his gams. Such an
anecdote, he adds, should not be omitted in the life of a Painter
even in a short review of it." His etchings are beautilul.

5 n 2
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Engraving ArtUls' Names. P Where born and when.

Jaequa I'ruu Paris 1 (i:i'.»

Jean Dolivar* Sarngoza 1641

Michel Conuilh the younger .

.

Paris 1642

lean Bapl. Corntille Paris 1648

,, u. (Brignoles in I _
Joseph Parrocet\

] Provence . . J
164S

Baimond de la Page Toulouse 1648

4 1 1
Hnn Boullogne\ Paris I * -4 <

'

== \ Louit BoutUnjnc Paris 1654

Bernard fieartb Paris 1663

/. Bapl. Beyer (Marquis d'Ai-1 .
\f\(,e,

*uiHeii) J"
Jutuuir Trouvain Montdidier ....1666

Antoine Bivalx\\ Toulouse 1 667

Claude Gi/lul Langres 1673

Antoine Watleau Valenciennes . . I 6c I

Chas. Aico/aJ Cochin the elder Paris 1688

Pierre Subleyras j guedoc J
1699

Nicolat Chas. Silvatre% Paris 1700

Quenlin Pierre Chcdct Chalons 1705

Died at A. D.

(Settled at

I Paris.

Pans 1708

Paris

Paris

1695

1704

Pans 1C90

Pans 1717

Paris 1734

Anist. )7o3

.... 1735

.... 172)

Rome 1744

Paris I7G7

176-2

Chas. Nicolat Cochin tin-

1

younger'* J

Bartholomew Jiivttlz Ti

Paris .1715

Jean Jacques lie Ilvissieu\\

louse 1724

Lyons 1786 Pans 1h<1.->

* Dolirar has been ranked with Chaveau and Le Pautre, hut is

inferior to both.

I Parroeel painted battles for Louis XIV. His lest etchings are

some small Plates of battle-pieces very scarce. Afree, bold, and mas-

terly style, and an admirable knowledge of chiaroscuro, pervade his

productions. His Lite of Christ,'1 in a series of numerous Plates,

is considered inferior to his other Works. There lived in the fol-

lowing century another Parroeel, Etienne, probably cf tbe same

family, who executed some spirited etchings after De Troy, Subley-

ras, and others. Joseph Parroeel had been preceded in battle-

painting by the famous Jacques. Courtoit, surnamed Bourguignon,

(Painting, p 492.) whose style he seems to have studied. I our-

tois has left some etchings ol battles executed with masterly skill

and effect Ills custom of attending the army, and sketching on

the spot during skirmishes and Bieges, obtuiued him great facility.

His name, Italianized in Italy to Curiae, oi II Borgognone, is well

known by many splendid effusions of his pencil in that t ountry.

J
The Boullognet wen- pupils of their father, the elder Louit

Bouliogne, Historical Painter and Professor in the Academy at

Paris, by means of which his sons were sent to Rome and became

Painters of considerable eminence. Son was celebrated for pas-

ticcio painting, and his brother Louit for a more vigorous tone of

colour than generally prevails in the French School. There are

Several historical etchings by the sons and three by the father, one

of them alter Guido.

t) We have already noticed the l'icarts under the School of De
Poilly. (See sixth Note to Art. 41.) They have left numerous

etchings among their engraved Works. Those of Bernard are

chiefly book Plates. Antoine Trouvam pursued the style of Ber-

nard Picart.

||
Hicalz was a follower of La Fage, and has left many spirited

etchings as well as drawings in the style of that master. Of La
Page's drawings, Carlo Maratti. with whom he was intimate at

Home, observed with characteristic enthusiasm, that he ( Maratti)

would abandon the Art if La page's Painting equalled La Page's

drawing. Many of La Page's beautiful designs, some of winch lie

etched himself, are engraved by Audran, Vermeulen, Simonneau,

Ertinger, and others. Bartholomew Bivaiz was a nephew ami

pupil ol Autoine Rivals,

•jf Grandson, according to Basan, of Israel Silvestre before-

named. Susannah Sihettre, a lady oi the same family, engraved

some heads anil portraits after Vandyke.
** Charta ffii o/ai, the father, abandoned Painting at the age of

nineteen fax Engraving, and has left many graphic specimens of

taste, spirit, and correctness. He is most successful in figures of a

middle size. The Plates of Charles Nicolas, the son. extend to

upwards ol fifteen hundred, many of them vignettes, frontispieces,

&£•, but the latter are so well executed as to have been sufficient to

establish his fame.

\\ Four Prints by this* admirable artist are mentioned in the

Catalogue ofan Amateur, three landscapes and one interior in the

style of Kenibiandt. His friends designed hnn tor the profession

of the Law. hot he devoted himself to Painting and Engraving,

chiiHy to tile latter.

(57.) Out of the names of Spanish Chalcographers Clialco

giveninaprecedingNote (Art. 4;.'.) (Note (Z.)attheend K r"i>»y-

<ii Engraving) we had intended to select some for par- '
"'

tic-tilar observation here. Hut we must confine our-

selves to a quotation from I). Cean Bermudez in Ins

account of the establishment at Madrid of ihe Academy Academy of

of San Fernando. It is to be found under the name
Olivieri, in the Diccionario dellai Hellas Arks. " The
art of copper-plate Engraving in Spain may he truly

said to date its rise from (he Academj of San Fernando.

The fathers of the Art in that Country were Directors

of the Academy* It i^ true that the appointment of

Engraver to the King's Cabinet had been previous!} held

by meritorious artists, but their manner ot executing

copper-plate was more the result oi their own genius

than nt any received principles of their Art. The first

teacher of the elements of Engraving was D. Manuel
Salvador Carmoita,i one of the students under an Carmona.

Association preparatory to Ihe foundation <! the Aca-
demy, who was seiit to Paris with a pension from the

King to learn Engraving. At the same time, and with

the same encouragement, D. Juan de la Cntz and 1>.

Totnas Lopes were at Paris learning to engrave archi-

tecture, geographical maps, and ornamental 1'latcs. lie-

sides efforts abroad, the Academy received every pos-

sible benefit from one of its Directors, D. Juan Bariiabe

Palomino, who, wilhout quitting Spain, had acquired for Palomino.

himself the Art of Engraving in a style winch com-

bines correctness with great clearness and lightness. He
distributed to each of three pupils out of the number un-

der his tuition an annual prize of one hundred and fifty

ducats, to be conferred alter a fair competition among
the candidates; and he added, in L760, a geueral pre-

mium, according- to the advancement of the Ait in lis

application to Works of Painting', Architecture, and
Sculpture. Lastly, that no advantage should be want-

ing to give full effect to these arrangements, and to the

* Under the auspices of Philip V.. who, from the moment of bis

accession t» the throne ol Spam, applied himself with laudable

anxiety to tin- revival of the Aits in that (ountry, by inviting to Ins

Court several distinguished foreigners from France and Italy, One
of these was 1). Juan Domingo Oiivieri, a Genoese sculptor, who,

by the success of bis School at .Madrid, showed the practicability of

establishing a Royal Institution. At his instance, the King, in

1741, gave his sanction for that purpose, and assigned as an appro-

priate edifice the Casa de la Panadana. The death of Philip, how-

ever, in 1746, suspended lor a time the completion of the establish-

ment, but his son and successor Fernando, (Ferdinand V.) whose

name the Academy bears, completed tbe undertaking with truly

Royal munificence. Charles III. was a further contributor to us

advancement, and among other privileges he granted, in 177S, to

the Professors of San Fernando the honour of ranking with the

Noblesse and Centre of Spam. His son Charles IV. took great

interest in the proceedings of the Academy, and himself frequently

presided for tbe distribution of premiums.
Among the foreign artists invited to the Court of Spain was tbe

family of Trepolo already mentioned. (Art. 51 )

f This eminent Engraver was born at Madrid in 17-1(1. He
was a pupil at Paris ot' Charles Dupuis, (Art. o(i.) and was re-

ceived intothe Academy of Paris in 1761. His Punts alter Soli-

meni, Velasquez, Murillo, \ andyke, Guercino, Mengs, and others,

are very tine. His pupil, Fernando Selma, engraved some admirable
Plates in the same style afier Ratlaelle. Among the tew Spanish

Painters who have excelled in the use of the etching point, D. A'i-

cente Victoria ought to be mentioned, horn at Valentia in 1658.

He enriched the Cathedral of Ins native city with several Hue Pic-

tures, lie was n man of taste and erudition, a ('anon of S. Felipe,

a distinguished antiquary, an acute writer on the Art, and a cele-

brated Poet, the intimate of Palomino, and of most of the able men
of bis time, both in Italy and in his native Country. Bcrmudei
mentions aWork I y him. llisiurm Pictorica, the publication ofwhich
was pi, vented by his death at Home in 1712. He was a scholar of

Carlo Maratti
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Engraving, progress of the students, two of the Academy were in

*—~s/-—
' 1763 sent to Paris with a pension from the King', to

learn the mode of printing from copper-plate and of

preparing and manufacturing every requisite for this

important and long neglected object."

(5S.) Approaching the English School in that depart-

ment of the Art for which our Countrymen have been

most celebrated, we are bound in honesty to remark, that

however successfully native genius and energy have

brought the united exercise of the point and graver to a

decree of excellence never surpassed, we are much

indebted to foreign aid for the foundations of our graphic

fame. We have already noticed (Art. 43.) that no Works

with the burin only have been executed in England that

will bear comparison with the chefs-d'oeuvre of our

Gallic and Flemish neighbours. Some British critics,

indeed, have in former times, with a very natural and

by no means unpardonable patriotism, withheld this

acknowledgment, but the British School of Engraving

may now very well afford to make it.* As it was truly

observed, during t he last long war with France, that

most of our best ships were taken from our maritime

rivals, so may it be as truly affirmed with respect to

the laborious and ingenious productions now before

us, that the industry and talent of Great Britain have

profited by the progress of foreign Engravers, and with

honourable rivalry have not only made the labours of

foreign hands their own, but have improved upon the

. inventions of their competitors. Our following list in

the first class (Art. 49.) was much longer, and included

at least eighty names, but brevity constrains us to men-

tion only the leading artists.

Artist's Name. Where born and when. Died at A. n

Wenceslaw Ho//ur\ Prague 1007. .Lumlun ..167/

* Evelyn, in his Scu/pturn, (p. 91.) compares Thomas Cecil, an

artist certainly of some merit, to the best Engravers of lus tune

—

the time of Nanteuil 1 (Art. 41.) Also William Lightfoot, of whom
as an Engraver nothing is known, and who was employed as an

architect at the building of the Royal Exchange, Evelyn considers

little inferior to IVierinx. (Art. 40.) In a subsequent reign too, the

reign of Hope and Addison, and literary taste, we wonder how
those lights of our Augustan Age in England could lavish such

injudicious praise on mediocrity in the Fine Arts. The Works of

Jtttiac Fuller, who has left some very indifferent etchings, and
whose portrait-painting was his only merit, called forth an Addisonian

Poem in Latin: and Charles Jervas, who it is said instructed Pope
to draw and paint, but whose Pictures have no drawing, nor

colouring, nor composition to recommend them, received a well-

known complimentary Epistle from the great Poet : where the

growing beauties of some of his young friends are compared with

the productions of this Painter.

Oh ! lasting as thy colours may they shine,

Free as thy stroke, yet faultless as thy line,

New graces yearly, like thy works display,

Soft without weakness, without glaring, guy, &c.

It was Jervas who, having copied a Picture by Titian, was so

delighted with the superiority, as he thought, ot his cop}' to the

original, that he could not resist exclaiming with some degree of

pity for the gone by Venetian :
" Poor little Tit 1 how he would

stare I"

f This meritorious designer and Engraver was of an ancient

Bohemian family, and was brought up to the profession of the Law :

tint the capture and plunder of his native city in 1619, during a

Civil war, and the consequent poverty and dispersion of bis con-

nections, reduced him to take refuge at Frankfort, where, following

his predilection for the Art. he became a pupil of Matthew Merian.

(Art. 50.) The Earl of Arundel, on bis embassy to Ferdinand II

,

met with Hollar at Cologne, became his patron, attached him to

his suite, brought him afterwards to England, and introduced him.

it IS said, to the notice of Charles I , who had already testified his

zeal tor graphic improvement in this Country byappuinting Fonder

Voerst, a respectable Flemish artist, to the place of King's Engraver,

and by giving employment in England to the famous Lucas Vor~

Artists' Names. Where born and when. Died at A.D.

William Failhorne the e/<fer*London Loudon . . . 1691

David Loggun\ Dantz.c, about . 1 630

stermann (Art. 40 ) from the year 1623 to 1631. It does not

appear, however, that Hollar's style was appreciated according to

its merits by his contemporaries. But whatever impression he

might have made on the Public or his employers was soon effaced

in this Country by the miseries of Civil war. His attachment to

the Royal cause procured bun the honour, in 1645, of being made
a prisoner at Basinghouse, in Hampshire, whence on his libe-

ration he repaired to Antwerp, and there continued to engrave

from the collection of Earl Arundel, who had succeeded in removing

to that city. The death of his patron, however, in 1646, drove

Hollar into great indigence, and into the employment of book-

sellers and prmtsellcrs, from whom his utmost industry could obtain

but very scanty remuneration. He ventured in 1C52 to revisit

England, and was employed, (jut earned barely a subsistence. The
return of his friends at the Restoration somewhat bettered his cir-

cumstances ; but the Fire of London and the Great Plague were

necessary obstacles to every pursuit of Art, even if the Court of

Charles II. had been less dissolute and less neglectful of modest

and deserving men. He was, however, commissioned by the

Government in 1568, and the following year, to make drawings of

the forts and town of Tangiers, which he afterwards engraved. On
his return frum this expedition in the ship Mary Rose, Captain

Kempthorne, the vessel was engaged by seven Algerine corsairs,

off Cadiz; but continued her voyage with the loss of eleven men
killed and seventeen wounded. Hollar escaped unhurt, and aftei-

wards commemorated the gallant action in an Engraving For his

two years* service in this undertaking he received only one hundred

pounds, which was paid after long delay and many humble solici-

tations. No life of an artist has, perhaps, been more eventful than

that of this industrious Engraver. (In his death-1 ed, at the age of

seventy, lie is said to have requested the bailiffs, who came to seize his

only piece of furniture, namely, the bed on which be lay, to spare

him the use of it for a tew hours, and then to remove him to

the prison of the grave. His Winks amount to nearly two thousand

four hundred Prints, in every department of the Ait, portrait, his-

tory, costumes, antiquities, entomology, landscapes, and views, in

which latter he particularly excelled. The characteristic of his

point is freedom and playfulness, united to gieat tirmness and
finish.

Among the pupils of Hollar (none worthy to succeed him) were

Thomas Dudley, William Howard, and Robert Gaywood ,* (they

rlouiished a. d 1645 or 1650.) Gaywood was whollj a portrait-

engraver, and did not confine himself to the style of his master,

but studied also, and with some success, Voerst, Vorstermann, and

the Vandyke School. Edward Marmion is mentioned as a follower

of Gaywood. Other imitators of Hollar were Thomas Cross, wli .

nourished about A.D. 1658 J Tkomat tfeaie, Daniel King, and

Balthazar Moncornet, about a. n. 1650; and John Dunsta/l about

a. i>. 1660. Nearly all these names will be found in Lord Orford's

Anecdote*.
* This artist was pupil of Robert Peake, a Painter and Printseller

;

afterwards knighted ivy Charles I. Peake. dining the Civil war.

obtained the rank of Lieutenant-colonel in the Key al army, and per-

suaded Faithome to enter the service. Faithnrne and his Colonel

were made prisoners at Basinghouse ; and Faithorue obtained his

liberty on condition of leaving the Kingdom. He retired to Paris,

where, under the instructions of the celebrated Robert Nanteuil,

(Art. 41.) he greatly improved himself. Obtaining permission,

about a. d. 1650, to return to England, he established himself near

Temple liar as a Piintscller, and afterwards resided in Printing

house Yard. Blackfriars, where he continued to engrave and paint

portraits in crayons, an Art which he had learnt dining his exile in

France. His circumstances were straitened, and bis death, it is

said, was hastened by the dissipation ot his sun, William Failhorne

the younger, who practised Engraving in meuotinto, but did not

outlive bis thirtieth year. The Works of the elder Failhorne are

numerous, chiefly portraits, many of them admirably executed,

clear, brilliant] and full of colour.

John 1'i'turi, who nourished about \. d. 1676, was a pupil of the

elder Failhorne. He did young ; but executed a few portraits.

j- David fjoggan, savs the noble writer of the Anecdote*, is re-

potted to have been taught Engraving by Simon de Passe in Den-
mark. Passing through Holland, he studied under lloudius, and

came to England before the Restoration, bringing over with him
Abraham blooteling and Gerard laic/;, who worked for him in mez-
7i t into. Be distinguished himselfby Plates of the public buildings

at Oxford: ami afterwards at Cambridge. He lived latterly in

Leicester-fields. His best and most numerous Works are portraits

Chalco-
graphy.
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Fu ji i\ m". Artists' Niibm. Where liom sad ud.-n. Dbd it a. n.

'_^__
*\ Michael Pander Gurht Antwerp 1660

George f'ertue* London 1 f>s4 1756
Simon Frami* Raoenet\ . . .Paris 1706 England. . . 17," \

J. II f3wteiain\ England, about. 17 10

Francis Fivarct Munipelier 1712 London . . .1782

engraved in a neat but formal style. According to Lord Or ford

and Vertue, Fonder Gurht was a disciple of Loggan.
Edward fc Daou, a native ofWafee, who flourished in 1670,

and Robert White, a portrait-engraver, born in London in 16-15,

were pupils of Logman. White, in 1764, engraved the first Oxford
Almanac. His BOO and pupil, George White, etched some por-
traits in the style of his father; but his test are in mezzotinto.

* The instructor of f'ertue was Michael Vandcr Gurht. who studied

for some time under one of the Boutata, and afterwards settled in

England, but in what year is not ascertained. Vender Gucht
engraved portraits, book-plates, and anatomical figures, and was
succeeded by his sons Gerard and Thomas, in the same line.

Vertue passed seven years under Vender Gucht. and in 1709 set up
for himself, and became an excellent draughtsman by studying for

several years in the Academy of Painting instituted in 1711, with
Sir Godfrey Kneller at its head. His taste led him to antiquarian
researches, and to indefatigable inquiry after every object con-
nected with his Art. The Anecdote* of fainting, compiled by Lord
Orford from the papers of Vertue, fully attest the diligence and
fidelity of the latter as a biographer His engraved Works aredis-

tinguished for truth, care, and accuracy, but want force. They
are extremely numerous, consisting of portraits, historic Pr nts, and
antiquities of every description. Me engraved the Oxford Almanac
for many years. He was employed by the Knaptons to engrave the
Rings of England for Rapin's History, and afterwards upon several

ofthe " Illustrious heads," most of which, however, are by Houbra-
ken, (Art. 40.) and much superior to those of Vertue.

f Ravenet settled in London about a.d. 1750, and became a power-
ful acquisition to the English School. He was one of Hogarth's ablest

coadjutors. He engraved several portraits after Reynolds and
others, and a variety of historical subjects alter Titian, 1\ Veronese,
Guido << rcino, A. Carara, N. Poussin, L. Giordano, Rembrandt,
Carlo Cigu.tni, Le Sueur, ftc His Prints are remarkable for

r. brilliancy, and \ reasion. His son and pupil,

Ravenet, visited Pans, continued his studies under F Boucher, and
finally settled at Parma, where he conceived and exe il .1 between
the y.ars 1779 and 1785, the magnificent project of Engraving the
whole of Coreggiu's Works in that city.

Among the pupils of S. P. Ravenet in this Country were
William Wynne Roland and John Hall. R\land al-o studied for

five years at Paris successively under F. Boucher and P. le Has.
\i\ .'in.) On his return to England he was appointed Engraver

to the King, and engraved portraits of George III. and L- rd Bute
after Ramsay

;
and of Queen Charlotte after Coates. lie engraved

also some historical subjects after P. da Cortina, Vandyke, Boucher,
Sec.; but latterly applied himself to chalk Engraving, (after the
designs of Angelica Kanffman.) which he greatly improved, and
of which, jointly with Bartolozzi, he was the introducer into this
Country. Ryland Buffered for forgery, August 29, 1783. J An
Hill, his fellow-pupil under Ravenet, was likewise a highly merito-
rious artist. His Plates are fine specimens of boldness and clear-
ness His principal portraits are after (

'. Maratti. Reynolds, and
Gains! orongh ; and his best historical subjects after Dance. \\ . #,
ftc. His w Wdhaiii Penn treating with the Indian*.'" and Crom-
well dissolving the Long Parliament.'' (both after West.) are well
known. Hall, on the death of Woollrt, succeeded to the appoint-
ment of Engraver to the King His father, Charles Hal
about a. i). 1720,) was a respectable Engraver of jiortraits, and was
also much employed in prints of coins, medals, and other an-
t;quities.

H'nry Brtjer, a pupil of Ryland, and his partner as a Print-
seller, engraved a lev Plates "chiefly from designs of Angelica
Kauffbaan.

I This artist, a Briton born, was endowed with abilities of the first

order: his designs are full of genius, and his Works show uncom-
mon facility. But he was idle and dissolute, and seldom exerted
himself until compelled by necessity. It is to be regretted that his
peculiar and surprising talent for designing and engraving laud-

either from nature or from his own fane v. was not more regu-
larly employed. He engraved chiefly afterGaspar Poussin and others
for the collection of fine landscapes published bv Boydell in 17-44.

We may here notice afew other Engravers in this class employed
by that spirited publisher. Thomas Chamoers. born in London
about a.u. 1724. whose style though firm is not pleasing; Joan
h oJ. whose landscaj>es after S. Rosa G. Poussin, CI vide, Rem-

Artists' Names. When burn and when. Died «*. a ft /!, '

John Browne* Oxtord 1719 ' nai™
Sir Robert Strange\ Orkneys I7J1 London... )7'tJ PW«
Gtov, Hiinsta Cipriani* .. . Florence, about 1728 London... 1785

^^-"^^
tin,. Wynne Ryland London 1732 1783
William Wuoltet§ Maidstone 1735 1785

brand?, Wilson, &c, have considerable merit ; Carlo Faurci, a
Florentine, and pupil of Carlo Gregori ; he engraved after I

Dolce. P. da Cottoo&j Rubens, Guido, &c. ; Alexander Bannernum.
born at Cambridge about 1730; J"hn Hall, a distinguished scholar

of S F. Raveuet aUive mentioned; ami Giovanni Pitalbi, a pupil

of \\ agner, Art. f>0.) and who worked for Boydell in 1765. Wag-
ner himself had visited England about thirty years before, when
among other Plates he engraved portraits of the three Princesses,

daughters of George II.. to Venice*

A celebrated pupil of Chatelain was Francs Ptvarti, who im-
proved upon the style of his preceptor, and became one of the beet

landscajH* Bngmveri of his time. His happiest BJXorta are after

Claude Lorraine ; and when it is considered thai in some instances

he had actually no opportunity of seeing the original Paintings, it

U extraordinary with what truth and ability lie Eai porl rayed the

airy softness and freshness of that Painter. Vivares engraved
likewise marry fine Plates after G. Poussin, Gainsborough] Yander-
neer, Smith of Derby, the Smiths of Chichester, fee. Damsel da
Lerpiniere, a supposed pupil of \ ivi res, engraved many line land-

scapes anil views id' sea-fights, &c in the same style, winch have
great merit. The name Ox another English scholar of \ ivares, P.
Paul Benatech. will lie found in the above list, who, according to

Etas in, worked some time at Paris, but returned to England. He
engraved landscapes and other subjects after A. Ostade, Yernet,

Dietricy, &c.
* This was another masterly Etcher and Engraver of landscape.

His Works after Gaspar Poussin, Teniers, Hobhima, Rubens, Sal-

vator Kosa. Claude, Both. Ac. are excellent. Browne etched some of

the Plates which were finished by Woollet.

f- Strange may be regaided as the father of his branch of the

Art in England. It is remarked of him that he seems never to have
known mediocrity ; that his very beginnings are perfect ; and that

throughout his Works no steps can be traced of gradual progress as

in the labours uf other artists. His early proficiency under Cooper,

a drawing-master in Edinburgh, is as highly honourable to his in-

structor as it afterwards was profitable to himself. The Civil war,

however, on the landing of the young Pretender in Scotland, in-

terrupted all artistic studies : and Strange risited Paris, after pars-

ing some time in London. On his way to the French metropotii

juented for a while the Academy at Rouen, and obtained an

hi nurary prize for design against numerous competitors. At Paris

he became a pupil of the celebrated P. le Bas, and acquired under

that mister the management of the dry point. His own admirable
productions, consisting of about fifty Rates, show with what suc-

cess he has improved upon the suggestions and practice of his in-

structor in the use of that instrument. In 1751 he returned to

London, and ten years after repaired to Italy, whither his reputa-

tion had already preceded him. In this tour he was greeted every-

where with honours, and made successively Member of the Acade-
mies at Home, Florence, Bologna. Parma, and Paris. Strange
held the appointment of Engraver to Geo. III. The honour of

Knighthood, which was conferred upon him in 17S7, he did not

lung survive. The peculiar excellence of Strange is the delicacy of

effect with which he expresses the softness, roundesa, elasticity, and
transparency of fle«di. No artist, with the exception of Bartolozzi,

has been worthy of comparison with him in this very rare graphic

quality. His constant practice, it is thought, of making drawings

'chiefly m red cha k from the best foreign masters acquired him
this valuable peculiarity.

Pierre M-iteuvre, a neat Engraver of the French School, born at

Paris in 17-lf). was a pupil of Sir Robert Strange; and F. Legat„

who resided in London about A i>. 1780, in the employment oi

Boydell, was a follower, certainly non pasubus &qtus,\i\ii yet re-

spectably.

J This artist, says Lanzi, formed his style by studving the works
of A. I). Gabbiani, a Florentine Painter. He went to Home in 1 750,

passed two or three years there, and then came to settle in Eng-
land, where, jointly with Bartolozzi, (Art. 50.) his designs became

mulshed throughout Europe. He was one of the Members of

the Royal Academy at its foundation in 1769 He painted Jew

large Works j but his drawings, which are admirable, arenumerou-.

He engraved a few portraits, and some Plates after Gabbiani, B.
Ce.ini. and his own designs.

t Tlie peaceful life of this great artist exhibits a strong contrast

to the wild and adventurous career of many of his graphic brethren ;
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IFnnM«in-»
Artists' Names. Wiere bora ami when. Died nt a. p.

ungravmK. John Ha// ^^ Colchester 1 739 Loudon . . 1 797
v-~N^fc"' William Byrnr* London 1743 1805

Peter Paul Benaseck London about.. 1744
John fCeyse Sherwin\ In England. . . . 1746
Anthony Cardon the younger\ Brussels 1773 London.. 1816
Simon Havenet London about. . 1755

England. (59.) Our second list, selected from the more mime-
Second rous c | asSi must be still more abridged ; and will be

(Art 49
"i

found to contain many names equally illustrious with

those in the first. In some cases we find no small diffi-

culty, as was before observed, in determining whether

the etching needle or the graver predominates in Works
of this kind. The connoisseur reader will also observe

that many Engravers require in strict justice a place in

both classes, but our limits preclude the repetition.

Artists* Names. Where born anil when. Died at A. r>.

Peter Oliver^ London lbOl 1660

John Eve!yn\\ Worton, Surrey . . 1620 1706

Abraham Honduts Rotterdam 1638 London . 1695

such as Hollar, FaHhorne, and Ryland. fi'oollet's life is best

known by bis Works. He was taught by an obscure artist named
Tinney, and had not the advantage of any other master. He ex-

celled in every department ; in portrait, in history, and in land-

scape, but particularly the latter. His well-known historical Print,

"The Death of Wolfe" after West, gave a greater name to the

English School on the Continent than it had ever before obtained.

But his landscapes after Wilson are standard models of excellence.

No artist has been happier in the judicious arrangement of lines

(Art. 14—22.) for distinguishing the varied surfaces of objects,

though it must l*e owned th.it in representing the softness of flesh he
was less successful. Engraving, however, according to modern prac-

tice, admits of the joint efforts of several artists on the same Plate,

so that each may direct his own talents to those parts for which

they ;ire best suited; and we now hardly ever meet with an En-
graving the entire work of one hand, VVoollet held the appoint-

ment of Engraver to George III.

A very able contemporary of this artist wis William Ellis
}
who

engraved some Plates in conjunction with Woollet, and from whom
we have also several fine Prints of landscape from designs of Paid

Sand by and Thomas Hearne.
* Byrne was successively a pupil at Paris of Aliamet and of J.

G.Wille. (Art. 39 and 56.) He was an eminent Engraveroflandscape,

and executed many considerable Works after Domenichino, Claude,

Zuccherelli, Claude, Both, Dirtriey, Wilson, Hearne. Farrington,

Smith, &c. Bartolozzi occasionally assisted him in the figures of

his pieces.

f Sherwin was appointed Engraver to the King. He flourished

from 1775 to 1795. and engraved many fine portraits after Gains-

borough, Dance, Reynolds, &c as well as historical subjects after

N. Poussin, Reynolds, Stodhart, &c.

\ This Engraver took refuge in England a. d. 1790, in conse-

quence of the insurrection in Belgium. He worked for Colnaghi,

and was employed in various contemporary publications. His best

Plates are alter Stodhart, and a Salvator iWundi after Carlo Dolce.

ilis tleath was premature and hastened by intense application. His

father, the elder Anthony Cardon, a Flemish artist, engraved at

Naples tor Mr. Hamilton.

§ His father and instructor, Isaac Oliver, was a celebrated Painter

of miniatures. (Painting, p. 403.) Peter Oliver, according to

Yertue, etched some small Plates of historical subjects. John, a

supposed nephew of Peter, both etched and engraved in mezzo-

tinto.

|| To this gentleman the Art of Engraving in England is in-

debted for one of the earliest Knglish publications on the subject

entitled Sculpture* Bis Work is rather a pedantic performance,

but contains much learned information, and has probably tended

in this Country to introduce graphic amateurship among persons of

rank and of literary leisure. Evelyn etched five Plates of his jour-

ney from Rome to Naples about a. d. 1649. Contemporary with

Evelyn was another gentleman of considerable graphic talent,

Francis Place, who was bred to the Law, hut took advantage of the

Great Plague in London to quit the profession, and exchange the

quill for the pencil. He was a man of genius, but without applica-

tion equal to his abilities. He painted, etched, and engraved in

meszotinto. According to Lord Orford, Place was "offered i'500 a

year by Charles II. to draw the Royal Navy, bill declined accept-

ing it as he could not endure confinement and dependence.'' His

etchings utter Barlow are very fine. He likewise engraved p >rtra;ts

Artists' N irnri. \Vh»*re born and wben. Died at

John Grijfier* Amsterdam . . . 1645 London .

William Lodge Leeds 1H49
Jonathan Ri'hard&on 1665
Sir James Thomhill Weymouth .... 1678 1 734
William H«garlh\ London 1697 London . .

.

George Knapton * 1698 Kensington

17 -

1689

1764

1788

Chalco-

graphy.

after Kneller. Vandyke, Greenbill, &c, which are scarce, as he
wrought for his own amusement.
An intimate friend of Place was William Lodge, whose father, a

merchant at Leeds, was one of the first Aldermen of that town in
1626. Lodge having finished his academical education at Cam-
bridge, and made a commencement at Lincoln's-Inn, attended
Lord Rellasis, afterwards Lord Falconberg. on his embassy to
Venice, where, meeting with the Wtaggio Pittoreaco of Giacomu
Barri, he was so delighted with the Work that he translated it

into English, and added, of his own Kngraving. heads of the most
eminent Painters and a map of Italy, published in Svo. 1679. He
also etched several of his views in Italy, anil other Works. Piace
and his friend Lodge were Members of a Club of virtuosi at York.
(See Walpole. Catalogue of Engravers, p. 100.)

* Honduts and Giijffier were Painters, the former of animals. 'of
which he has left some fine etchings,) the latter of landscapes and
views. Some of Grtjfier's etchings ot views on the Rhine and on
the Thames are very pleasing.

Other Painters will be found in the above list. Oliver, already
mentioned, was a peintre graveur ; also Jonathan Richardson, a
pupil of John Riley, (Painting, p. 494.) and a valuable writer on
Art; likewise Sir James Thornht/l, who executed a few etchings
in a bold slight manner ; and his renowned son-in-law, William
Hogarth. {Ibid. p. 495.) F. Zucchrrelti was one of the original

Members of our Royal Academy, who. in early life, amu>ed himself
with the etching point. The Smiths of Chichester, whose land-
scapes, particularly those of George^ have employed the ablest En-
gravers, have left several small sets of etchings after their own
designs. George StuObs, the (in his day) inimitable painter of
horses, etched the Plates for his ' Anatomy of the Horse." George
Barret, an excellent Painter of Irish and Knglish landscape scenery,

has left a few spirited and picturesque etchings Joseph Goupy
t
an

eminent Pointer in water-colours, etched after Suliniene. Rubens,
P. da Cortona, N. Poussiu, and his own designs. Sawrey GU-
pin, R A., etched animals after his own spirited and masterly
designs ; as likewise some heads for his brother's book, The
Lives of the Reformers. Alexander Runnman, who painted, among
other Works, " The Ascension," fur the Episc- p<»l Church at

Edinburgh, where he presided over the Scottish Academy of Arts,

engraved and etched a few Plates from his own designs. J. H.
Mortimer (see Painting, p. -lyG.) etched in a bold, free ityle seve-

ral studies after S. Rosa, Lairesse, ftc. Maria Angelica Kauffmnn,
R. A ., has left several tasteful and spirited etchings ; some after Co-
reggio, but chiefly from her own designs; and, lastlv. L. SdkUtvo-
netti, the disciple and coadjutor of Bartolozzi in England, claims
distinguished notice, whose Engravings, after Michel Angelu,
Lontherbourg, Stodhart, &c. are well known.

f We have already ran arked upon Hogarth as a Painter.
i Painting, p. 4 (J8.) His style of Engraving is not distinguished
by any remarkable dexterity in laying his lines or by delicacy of
touch, but by strong characteristic delineation. The unexampled
demand for his Works required the assistance of several other hands.

Among his foreign coadjutors were Scottn, Baron, and 5. Ravenet,
(Art. 58.) who worked tor him in the '* Marriage a la Mode ;" C.

Grignon, who completed his " Garrick" in Richard III , and who,
with Ije Cave and Aveltne, assisted him in the four Plates of " The
Election.'" But he employed also some able native arlists. H'oollet,

in 1759, assisted in some designs from Tri*tram Shandy ; and Luke
Sullivan, a native of Ireland, who had been a pupil of Thomas
Major, and who was of a kindred temperament, well suited to catch

the humotous conceptions of Hogarth, gave him his best aid. when
not engaged (for he was idle and dissipated) in following his own
inventions.

Thomas Major, the master of Sullivan, had studied some
years at Paris. He engraved in a neat firm style after Berghera,

Wowermans, Munllo, G. Poussin, Rubens, Claude, Teniers, \c
Also twenty -four Prints of the " Hums ofPsBstum," published in 1 768.

J A scholar of Jonathan Richardson and Painter of portraits in

crayons. In conjunction with Arthur P>nf, a Painter also of por-

traits in oil and crayons, Knapton engraved and published a set of
Pi bits from drawings of celebrated Painters, chiefly landscapes after

Guercino, a very creditable performance. Knapton. likewise, among
other Works, was engaged in publishing the " Heads of Illustrious

Persons,"' engraved by Houbrakeii, &c. I, Art- 40.) Pmut etched
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Kngiaving Anisla' Names.
Francis Zneclirretli Tuscany . . .

:
)
William Smith Chichester..

i >Onrge Smith Chichester.,

£ ' Jti/in Smith . .

.

\\ i born nnil when. Died at

, 1 702 Floreuce

1707

. 1714

Chichester.

.

171?

Edward Rooher* London about .

John Boydetlf Dorrington 17 19 London .

i, Stul • Liverpool 1 7- *

William Elliol\ Hamilton Court . . 1727

George Barret Dublin 172M London .

Joseph Ooupg Anvers 1729

ij Gilpin Carlisle 1733

, / rander Runciman, settled in Edinburgh . 1773

Jnhn Hamilton Mortimer^ Eastbourne, Sussex 17:19 London .

Junes liastre\\ London 1740

Angelica Kaujfman,% settled in England 1 765 Rome . .

,

1788
1764

1766

1 76

1

1804
1806

1766

1784

1763

1807

1780

1779

1807

\ i
!

i
.1 ' Vuiiet.

Hamlet Wualantry*
l.itnn S< hiavoni to .

^ lion bora ind when. Died »*.

Uassanu 17ub London
1760
1*10

Chalco-

graphy.

several caricature Prints, nod some Plates in imitation of Rembrandt]

in a very tasteful and spirited manner.
* An admirable Engraver of architectural views. Among his

other Works is s Plate with sections of St. Paul's Cathedral, and

views after Wilson and Paul Sandhy. His son, Michael Rooher,

acquired considerable celebrity in the same way, and engraved

head-pieces to the Oxford Almanacs Cur many years. Michael was

one of tin first Associates of the Royal Academy.

| Few men by individual energy and ability have contributed

mure in any Country to the promotion of the Arts than this estima-

ble Englishman towards their advancement in his own. He was

brought up by Ins father, who was a land-surveyor, to the same

business, but was so attracted by a book of Prints containing views

in England, particularly some b\ /'"/is, a respectable Engraver of

architectural subjects, that he came to London at the age of twellty-

one to bind himself 8 pupil to that artist, and for six years applied

himself assiduously to tire Art. After leaving Toms, Boydell en-

graved and published several views of his own near L Ion and

throughout England and Wales, a popular Work in one volume, for

five guineas. From this beginuing he rose to considerable wealth

and reputation. He often spoke in after-times of this Work as the

'first book that ever made a Lord Mayor of London.*' His judi-

cious anil liberal management of an extrusive commerce in Prints

throughout Europe gave htm means and opportunity of employing

the ablest artists of his lime, and of exporting to advantage what

hod formerly been an article of constant importation from the Con-

tinent. Boydell's property, however, was so greatly injured by the

French Revolution, that his celebrated Shakspeare Gallery, which

he had intended to bequeath to the Public, was disposed of by lot-

tery. He was elected in 1770 Alderman of his Ward, audio 1791

served the office of Lord Mayor.

Under our former list (see Note on Ohalelain, Art. 58.) we
mentioned some names of Kngravers employed by Boydell. We
may here ado T. Taylor, who worked alter S. Kosa and Van
Harpe, and from vignettes designed by .1. Gwynj James Peak

after Claude, Wilson.. I. Smith, Borgnguone. &c. : Anthony Walker

and bis brother Williami the former ia fellow-pupil with Woollet

under John Tinney) engraved after P. da Cortona. Holbein, Rem-
brandt, Chatelain. and others ; the latter after Vandyke, Le
Moine, Rubens, Trevisani, Van Harpe. &c. William is said to

be the inventor of an expedient for rebiting etched Plates, by the

application of fresh varnish with a dabber, i Note illll.) at the

end of Knouw nvo.) a most useful discovery, of which Woollet oc-

casionally availed himself: and whenever it succeeded to his mind
would usually exclaim, "Thank you. William Winker.

'"

Among foreigners who settled m England under Boydell's en-

couraging support were Pielro Antonio Minimi, born at Parma
1739, who had etched for Le Has at Paris; Matthew liart and
Jean Baptiste Michel, both Parisians ; and Victor Maria 1'icnt. born

at Abbeville in 171 1. and employed by Boydell about .v. l>. 1770.
* A Hue landscape Engraver with a freeand tasteful point, after

Cuyp, Rosa da Tivoli, and Polemberg, hut chiefly after the Smiths

uf Chichester, for whom see the above lis*.

vS A very clever pupil of Mortimer was Robert Blyth,who has etched

uf that master's drawings witha spirit such as the) well merit.

f|
lyiiiire engraved after Reynolds, Wilson, West, &c, and is

remarkable for producing the largest Print ever executed mi one

Plate about 27 inches DJ 17, from the Picture at Windsor,

representing '• The Field of the Cloth of Gold." John Green, a

pupil of Basire, engraved several landscapes and views and a few

portraits. Green likewise engraved the Oxford Almanac* for many
years.

"j We might mention other ladies who have contributed to adorn

the English School ofEngraving, but ought not to omit our Country-

woman. Miss Hartley, a charming etcher, who flourished about 1764,

Opus Mallei, or Method of Engraving by the Punch
vnd Malld.

(61).) This old method of Engraving, which is now .Method

nearly exploded, and which "as in some measure catcu- styled

lated to imitate chalk drawings, is a tedious operation. '..' ',''"*,.

i .i i
•

i . i r ii Mallei,

'

and must nave poorly repaid the lew artists who have _
attempted il for their time and trouble,", since no more i, Sl.;i.

impressions can lie obtained than from a Plate slightly

etched.

James or John Liilnui, a Dutch goldsmith, born at Lulma.

Amsterdam about a. d. 1629, is usually mentioned as

the best performer in tins way. M. Bartsch, however,

enumerates four others, beginning with Giulio ( atnpa- (jiuiioCam-

gnola, who flourished about 1500. (Art. 85.) A print pagnola.

of ''John the Baptist holding a Cup," by this artist, is

certainly a curious proof of the antiquity of doited En-
graving. The background is expressed by dots to all

appearance executed with the dry point, and the outline

ol the figure is put in with a deeply engraved stroke

finished within with dots.}

Of Scraping in Mezzotinto.

(61.) This ingenious invention was for some time Invention

attributed to Prince Rupert, on the authority of Lord of mezzo-

Orford and of Vertue ; § but Baron Heineken, with more f
m,° 5crH

l
-

probability, traces il to Ludtrie von Siegen, who was ''' u' '-

1 ?

'

.° Siegen.
a Lieutenant-colonel in the service of the Landgrave of

Hesse, and by whom a portrait is extant of Amelia

Elizabetha, Princess of Hesse, dated 1G43, seventeen

years before the Restoration in England, when the dis-

covery by Prince Rupert is said lo have been made.
Heineken maintains that Prince Rupert, when in Hol-

land, learnt the secret from Von Siegen, and brought it

into this Country, when he came over the second time

to England In the suite of Charles II.||

Some writers have ascribed to Rembrandt the honour

of this discovery; but M. Bartsch, referring to six or

seven of the Plates by that artist adduced in proof of

the assertion, observes, that although the impressions

* A pupil of Sir <i. Kneller, on leaving whom he visited Italy

and afterwards returning to Lowland devoted himself entirely to En-
graving. He etched a set of Pilots from the Paintings of Sir \V.

Tliorolull in the cupola of St. Paul's; also about twenty Plates

from the collection of the Earl of Derby, after Titian, Tintoretto,

P. Veronese, H issalln, Goido, t'astlglione, Spaguoletto, t'. Maratti,

Rubens, Vandyke, Rembrandt, iVc. His fattier, Henry Wmstanley,
was the unfortunate projector and builder of the Kddystone Light-

house, and perished in the ruins during the storm in the year 1 703.

Henry Winstanley designed and etched several views, dedicated to

James 11.. with a complimentary address to Sir Christopher Wren.

f See Note (CC.) at the end of Kmuiavino

J
In the year 1560, an artist at Bologna, Gemnyvm Fagivoli,

produced so ne punched Plates after the drawings of Coreggio,

C. del SalviaM. and Francesco Mazzuola. He superadded, how-
ever, tie- Use uf the graver.

a See Walpole's Catalogue nf Engravers, in the fifth volume of

the Anecdotes, p. 137. Kvelyn, at the head of chap. vi. of bis

Sculpturtl, c ills niezzotiiito the nnt> naif of Engraving invented

a'tit communicated by km Highness Prime Rupert, Count Palatine

of the Rhine, Sec.

||
See Heineken's Idee generate tVune Collection complelle <PEs*

tnmpcs. A mezzotinto Priut is extant by Lieutenant-colonel van

Siegen, representing the '-Holy Family," after Caracci, and in-

scribed with the following dedication: Eminentitstmo Principi

Domino I), Julio Mazarino S. It. E, Cardinali, S,-c. Nbvi kujns

Seidptura modi primus inventor LudovicttS fl Siegen liumitiiiime

offert, dical, et consecrat, Anno 1G57.
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ng. from them bear some resemblance to Prints in mezzo-
— Unto, they have evidently never been prepared by the

instrument called the cradle, (see Note (DD.) at the

end of Engraving,) on the use of which the velvet-like

appearance peculiar to this method depends.*

Among the German followers of Von Siegen, Bartsch

enumerates Johann Friederich von Ellz and his pupil

Johanri Jacob Kroner; Martin Dichtl, a Painter and

Engraver of Nurembiirg; Caspar von Fvrslenbitrg, who
flourished in 1656; Johann Fran: Leonart, at Nurem-
biirg in 16S7 ; Benjamin Blocke, Painter, born at Lubeck,

1631 ; also in the following century, Johann. Jacobb. bom
at Vienna in 1733, who died in 1797 ; and Joh. Piehler,

born in 1766, at Botzen in the Tyrol, who died in 1806.

He concludes his list with the name of a Professor of

mezzotintoin the Academy at Vienna, Vinzenz Kininger,

Anions' Dutch and Flemish artists are :

Artists' Names. Where born and wheu. Died at A. D.

Johann Thomas. .. .Y]ieta 1 G 1

VValleranl l~mllunt\ Lisle 1623 Amsterdam . . .1677

Johann van Homer .Flourished abuut . 1625 An indifferent artist.

Paul van Somer, settled in England, and died in London 1694.

AbrahamBlootelinglAm^texdam 1634

Gerard Faleh Amsterdam 1 606

Johann van Gole. , .Amsterdam, about. 1660

Johann f-'erho/iel) . .Amsterdam 1650 1693

Nicholas Jertolie . .Da\tl 1673 Amsterdam 1746

* The seven Plates alluded to are " etched,*' says M. Bartsch,
u in the ordinary way, and the apparent washes for his ground, &c.

as well as the soft velvet-like masses for his draperies, &c. seem
the result of a peculiar method of printing. Rembrandt himself

placed the black colour on his Plates, and previously to impression,

only cleared those parti of them which he intended to be in clear

light. The degree of depth in the black, which was to appear in

the impression, depended upon the greater or less quantity of

colour left upon the copper. Hence we m.iy trace the cause why
several impressions of the same Print by Rembrandt are so dis-

similar, and why scarcely any two of them are alike perfect."

Anleitung, Src. vol. i, sec. 528.

f* A Painter of some reputation, who, it appears, came to Kng-
land with Prince Rupert, and was instructed by the Prince in the

Art of mezzotinto scraping. Vuillant was taken to Paris by De
Grammont, where he was much employed and enriched by his

success in portrait. His brother, Bernard Faillant, a portrait-

painter in crayons, has left some mezzotinto Plates in the same
style of execution.

t Blooding visited England in 1672, or 1673. He was
brought over by Loggan, (Art. 58.) together with Gerard Fatck,

his brother-in-law, whose Engraving of the " Duchess of Mazariu,"
Lord Orford pronounces to be " one of the finest Prints we have."

Blooteling was an able and indefatigable artist, and excelled both

in etching, Engraving, and mezzotinto,

§ A Painter of small portraits, well coloured and delicately

finished. His son Nicholas Verkolie followed for some time the

same line of Art, but afterwards painted some very able and justly

admired historical pieces. In mezzotinto, he improved upon his

father's style, and was much distinguished.

M. Bartsch might have named others equally worthy of men-
tion with those in the above lists, both among his Countrymen
and in the Flemish and Dutch School. Among Germans, Chris-

topher Weigrl, who flourished about a. d. 1650; G. I'. Rvgendas,
born at Augsburg in 1666. celebrated for skirmishes and lion-hunts,

together with his son Christian ; C. Heiss, a Painter horn in Suabia,

about a. n. 11,70, some of whose Prints are three feet by two, and up-
wards; Bernard Vogel, born at Nuremburg, 1683

J
John Jacob Haul,

of Wirtemberg, born 1703. a Painter and pupil of Ridinger; (Ids

sons Gottfried and Etias. born in 1730 and 1740, at Augsburg, the

eldest of whom worked for 1'oydull. were respectable artists in this

way;) G. B. Goetz, a Moravian Painter, born ,\. i>. 1708; J. V.
Kauperz, born in Stiria \. i>. 1741, a scholar of James Schmutzer;
and lastly, the two Preisllers, from Vienna and Nuremburg, whose
works in this line are. it is true, inferior to their other productions.

Among Flemish and Dutch scrapers, John van Huglenburg
t

horn at Ilaerlem A. i>. 1645, who died in 1733, was an admirable
btittle-painter, and has left some fine graphic specimens ; Fonder
ll'i/t and D. Koedych flourished about a. d. 1680; Cornelius
Travel, styled the Dutch Watteau, was bora at Amsterdam a. d.

VOL. V.

The Italian and French artists in mezzotinto are so

few, and have made so little progress, that M. Bartsch

has omitted them altogether. Among Italians, how-

ever, we may mention Giuseppe Marchi, who was

brought from Italy by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and em-

ployed by him in painting his draperies. In France,

the earliest attempts in mezzotinto were by Jean Sar-

rabal, born at Andely a. d. 1680, They are coarsely

executed. We may add Charles Mavcoitrl. born at

Paris about A. D. 1743, who died in London in 1768;
and Nicolas Bovnieu,a native of Marseilles, a. d. 1744,

and a Member of the Academy of Paris in 1775, whose

Paintings are not much known in England. He scraped

in mezzotinto from his own designs. Boyer, Marquis

d'Aiguilles, was an amateur performer of some ability in

this way as well as in Painting.

(62.) In our English list we include only the follow-

ing names of remarkable artists :

Artists' Names. Where born and when. Died at A. D.

John Oliver* 1616.

IVit/iam Faithome the yointirer. (See Art. 58. for his father.)

Henry Lutterel f Dublin 1 650

Isaac Bccket 1 653

Edward Kirka/I. (Art. 46.) about 1695

James M'Ardell\ Ireland about . . 1710 1 765

Richard Houston^ 1775

Thomas Frye born about .... 1724

J. Finlayson about 1 730

Chalco-

graphy.

Very few

Italian or

French
artists in

mezzotinto

English
artists m
mezzotinto

John Blackmore

.

Robert Laurie .

.

.about 1740

.about 1740

1697, and died in 1750; Peter Schench. who scraped portraits of

British Sovereigns, and one hundred views near Rome, and A*, van

Haeftrn, (see Pemlre Graveur, vol. v. p. 445.) flourished about

a. d. 1700; I', van Bleck, about A. D. 1730; and F. Pander Cam,
about a. d. 1750.

* Nephew of Peter, (Art. 59.) and a much admired Paiuter on
glass.

f
" Was bred," says Lord Orford, " at New Inn, but aban-

doned the Law. He set himself to discover the secret, for so it

then was, and laid his grounds by a roller, (roulette, see Note
(GG.) at the end of Enohavino,) which succeeded tolerably, but

not to his satisfaction. He then persuaded his friend Lloyd, who
kept a printshop near the Strand, to bribe one Blois (who laid

grounds for Blooteling, and was returning to Holland) to disclose

the mystery. Lloyd for forty shillings purchased the secret, but

refused to make it known to Lutterel, on which they quarrelled.

Meantime Isaac Becket, a calico-printer, found means of inducing

Lloyd (who was ignorant how to put his knowledge into practice)

to accept of his services ; and Lutterel having made the acquaint-

ance of Paul van Somer, (Art. 61.) learned from him the whole

process. Becket getting into difficulties was assisted by Lutterel,

and they became intimate ; but Becket, on his marriage afterwards

to a woman of fortune, set up for himself, and employed Lutterel,

who was the better draugh'sman. to assist him. This was the in-

troduction of mezzotinto into the English School.

I One of the ablest artists in this kind of Engraving. His

Prints are very numerous. He scraped some admirable Plates of

historical subjects after Rubens, Vandyke, Rembrandt, Murillo, &c,
but chiefly portraits afier Hudson. Reynolds, Zoflany. Vandyke,

&c. Other natives of Ireland were popular artists in this line.

Thomas Beard, who flourished about a. d. 1728, and John Brooks

about 1742 Charles Spoon.r, an Englishman, resided in Dublin

and scraped several Plates, dated from 1752 to 1762.

§ Another of the first rank in mezzotinto. His portraits after

Reynolds are excellent, and his historical productions, chiefly after

Rembrandt, very fine.

||
Was bred to the Law ; but after two years' study gave up the

profession, anil without the aid of an instructor arrived at a profi-

ciency in mezzotinto which t'w have attained. The Prints after

West of Hanibal and Regulus raised him info general admiration.

His Works after West and other masters are numerous; as also

portraits after Reynolds, Bomney, Zoflany, \c. : and he shares the

honour with M'Ardelt and Ear/om of giving consequence and va-

riety to the particular style of Engraving to which these ingenious

men devoted themselves. Green's Works amount to nearly four

hundred Plates, the labour of about forty \ cars. In 1774. he was

elected one of the six Associate Engravers to the Royal Academy.

5 o
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! :_;r tving,

The Fabers

Karlom.

Artists' Name*. Whan bora sod whan. DisdsJ * "
Tkomat Watmi* London 1750 1781

John li.iphael Smithf Derby •bout 1750 lsll

A lew other names will be found below of artists

equally eminent, but whose date of birth is unknown. J

John Faber the elder, from Holland, settled in England

about a. D. J69ii, and scraped many portraits highly in-

teresting to the English collector. His son, John Faber

the younger, surpassed his lather, and was the ablest

portrait scraperoi' his time, except John Smith. But the

great modern improver of mezzotinto is our venerable

Countryman, Richard Earlom, whose portraits alter

Rembrandt, Vandyke, Reynolds, and West, are in every

rood collection, together wi:h historical subjects alter

numerous ancient and modern masters ; and whose

Works are well appreciated by M. Bartsch, as exhibiting

considerable advancement in the Ait by a judicious in-

troduction of lines and dots never before attempted with

success. (Note (EE ) at the end of Engraving.)

Method of Le Blon, by Printing Mezzotinto in

Colours.

Method of
Le Blon.

(63.) The impressions for Plates executed in the me-

thods we have hitherto been considering are calculated

more or less for giving effect to the chiaroscuro ofa Pic-

ture; butasthechief excellence of many Paintings consists

in a judicious arrangement of different colours, there was

still wanting some discovery by which colour as well as

form and shading might be transferred to chalcographic

Prints. Mezzotinto, above all other methods, has the

peculiar property of imitating the soft gradation of tint

produced in shading with a brush ; and this advantage

must of course be still greater if a diversity of colours

be superadded. The method of Lelilon (see Note(FF)
at the end of Engraving) seems ingeniously calculated

for obtainingthis desideratum, and for multiplying copies

of any Painting so as to correspond with it in every par-

ticular, and to present to the spectator's mind a perfect

idea of the original.

M. Bartsch mentions several prior attempts at co-

Lastmann. loured Engravings; namely, by Lastmann ol Haerlem,

Its fitness

for grada-

tions of

colour.

Chalco-

graphy.

Schenck.

Taylor

and others.

Their at-

tempts witll

one plate

unsuccess-

ful.

* His Prints are numerous and excellent hi this way, though he

died at the premature age of thirty-one. He employed his scraper

on portraits alter Reynolds, Lely, Dane, West, &c, as well as on
various subjects after Rembrandt, Coroggio, and other masters.

Jamet Walton.) his relatioo, (a younger brother, according to M.
Bartsch,) was no less distinguished. His Prints after Reynolds

are in great esteem; as likewise other portraits after Vandyke,

Gaiuaborough, Romney, &c.

f Son of Thomas, the celebrated Etcher anil Painter of English
landscape, called Smith of Derby, to distinguish him from the

Smiths of Chichester, his contemporaries. The portraits by Raphael

Smith, after Reynolds, Northcote, Gainsborough, and Sir Thomas
Lawrence, are particularly admired.

J Artists' Names. Flourished A. D. Subjects and Masters.

i Fine portraits after Knel-
John Smith About 1700 < ler, and various subjects

1 alter t'oregglo, &c.

Robert m/liam, of Wales, About 1715
\

V"rtr
f* f" Vandyke,

I Kneller, &c.

George While About 1720 See Logg.m. (Art. JS.)

Edwari FUher About 1765 {
«"« I»rt'«;»«. <&**! «'"

I ter Reynolds.

Charte, Phillip, About 1765 (**** Mola
"
R""1™"' 11 -

I etc.

John D,xon About 1 770 {
K,ne P"*™ ts

.
<*><*, af-

( ter Reynolds.

HV/mm Pether About 1770 P'
ine

P'"*"
after Kem "

I brandt, &c.

em, Dawe About 1771 i ^veral subjects af.erMor-
r

I land, &c.

as early as the year 1626; by Peter Schenck of Am-
sterdam in 168d; and by Taylor, an English engineer in

the service of Frederic theGreat : but these attempts were
made only from etched lines, and by means of one and the

same Plate. Coloured mezzntinlos have been also tried

by means of one Plate; but these, like the former, have

proved tailures. Impressions so obtained do not pos-

sess the proper combination of tints, especially in the

lights, where many traces of white paper may constantly

be delected. The Prints, consequently, from such co-

loured single Plates continually require retouching by

the artist; whereas those obtained in Le Blon's manner
by means of three and sometimes four successive Plates,

are almost wholly and uniformly covered with colour.*

French Method for C'hai.k Engraving.

(64.) This method, in imitation of drawings in chalk French i«"-

of academic studies and subjects, is an invention shared '""<"' "f

by three French artists : G. E. Demarteau. born at
'

Liege in 17:22, t who died at Paris a. i>. 1776; Jean

Jacques Francois.} born at Nancy in 1717, who died

A. r>. 1769 ; and Louis lion net, a native of Paris, about

A. l). 1735. Iiouuet executed several Prints in this way
chiefly alter Boucher.

The means and instruments employed in this style

of Art (see Note (Gti.) at the end of Engraving) are

not adapted to express the delicate details of a Picture,

and are employed rather for producing bold broad lines

and coarse shadings, than for imitation of drawings finely

executed or highly finished. There are, however, lew

or no methods of Engraving so successful as this in ac-

complishing the purpose intended. Many Prints of this

kind so closely resemble drawings in red chalk thai they

might almost be mistaken for their originals.

Perhaps the most deservedly celebrated artist in this

way is an amateur gentleman ol Amsterdam, born there

in 1732, Cornelius Ploos van AttUtel,Vtho has executed P. van

a numerous anil interesting collection of Plates imi- AmstcL

* James Christopher le Blon. horn at Frankfort in 1670, is saiu

to have been a scholar of Carlo Maratti. He accompanied Bona-
ventura van Overbeck to Amsterdam, and was there employed in

painting miniature portraits. He visited England and periected

many large Pictures according to his new method, which may be
allowed, says Lord Orford, who knew him, to be ''very tolerable

copies of the best masters.'
1 But this ingenious projector was un-

successful with the British Public. He published, in 1730, a de-

tailed account of his process, and died ten years after in an hospital

at Paris.

M. Bartsch mentions Jean Fabian Gautier of Marseilles, and his

son Edouard Gautier Dattoty, born a. ». 1745 ; together with Jean
tAdmiral at Leyden, and Carlo Lasinio a Venetian, as successor

to Le Blon in prosecuting this ingenious discovery. Le Blon, how-
ever, the discoverer, has produced the best specimens, but better

might certainly be executed. He employed a number of Engravers
for completing his Plates who did not always come up to the con-
ceptions which we take for granted Le Blon as a clever colourist

entertained. In most of his pieces some fault appears in the
drawing, or in the chiaroscuro, or in the harmony of colour, and
often in all these three particulars united. If any good Painter, us

skilful with the scraper as in the use of his palette, shuuld under-
take a similar enterprise, far superior results might be attained,

f Giles Demarteau the younyer, a nephew of the above, born at

Liege about a. d. 1 750, fullowed the style of his uncle and pre-

ceptor with some success. D. P. Pariset, born at Lyons in 1740,
another pupil of the elder Demarteau. was employed in England in

1767 by Ryland, and engraved the Plates from drawings by the
great masters published by Rogers. He also engraved " Portraits

of English artists'' after designs by Falconet.

I Franrois is said to have been the first who engraved at Paris
in this style, and to have been rewarded tor his ingenuity by a
pension of five hundred livres from the French King.
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'ln £- tating crayon drawings by tliemosl distinguished Dutch
masters.

Englisk Method by Dotting.

(65.) This is an improvement on the preceding- me-

thod, inasmuch as it imitates with perfect accuracy and

clearness the most highly finished chalk drawings. In

respect of graphic execution it is tar prelerable, since tile

needle and the burin can be much more conveniently

and dexterously managed than the roulette. (See Note
(HH.)at the end of Engraving.) The dots also are

much finer, are more closely ranged together, and if

worked judiciously on the metal have a clearer effect

than in the French style. The whole work has the ap-

pearance of a finely stippled miniature ; and attempts

have been made, not unsuccessfully, to take coloured

impressions from Plates of this kind, which have all the

finish and delicacy of miniature-painting.

The discovery of this method of Engraving, winch is

traced to the year 1760, originates properly, says M.
Bartsch, from Jacob Bylaerl, a Painter and Engraver

at Leyden, who has published in a little Treatise the

elements of this Art. But as Barlolozzi, (Art. 50.)

who then resided in London, was one of the first to

practise it, and to enrich the invention with improve-

ments of his own, exhibited in numerous fine specimens

which he shortly after published, he has been regarded

as the inventor. Not all the dotted Engravings, how-

ever, which bear his name are entirely from his hand. On
account of the unexampled demand for his performances,

lie could not complete his numerous orders without as-

sistance, and without employing several of his scholars,

whom he allowed to complete many Plates (previously

etched by himself) by the process of dotting. Among
them was B. Pastorini, an Italian employed by Barlo-

lozzi in 1770. Also Schiavonelti already mentioned.

(Art. 59.)

William Wynne Ryland, whom we have already men-
tioned, (Art. 58.) was eminent in this way, and pub-

lished upwards of two hundred Plates, which for delicate

finish exceeded all former attempts. Some of Ihem,

printed in coloured inks, were, according to M. Bartsch,

not inferior to miniature-painting, Gabriel Smith, who
had learned Chalk Engraving at Paris, practised it in

this Country, with the assistance of Ryland, after the

improved manner. Robert Menageot, born at Paris

a. i». 1748, worked for Boydell after Coreggio, tluido,

Loutherbourg, &c. Thomas Ryder flourished about

1790, and engraved in tins style after J. Wright, West,

Opie, A. Kauff'man, Shelley, &c. Not to omit Joseph
Strult, born about A. D. 1745. aulhor of the Dictionary

of Engravers, who has executed several neat and delicate

prints of this kind.

Thomas Burke, whom M. Bartsch styles a "firm
draughtsman," published between the years 1770 and
1780 several beautiful specimens in this (then novel)

style. M. Bartsch names among his own contempora-

ries in Germany Henry Sinzenich of Manheim ; Charles

Hermann Pfeijfir of Vienna; together with F. John, a

pupil of the latter.

Aquatinta, or Imitation of Wushid Drawing* in

hmlalv.n of Bistre.

drawing in
,

pater- C'6 ) I his is another graphic invention for the pur-

roiourt. pese of imitating another kind of drawings; those,

namely, which have been executed with brushes of Chalco-

camel's hair in Indian ink or bistre, by the process tech- P*Phy-

nically termed washing. There has been much dis-

puting among artistic biographers as to the inventor of

this Art. M. Bartsch inclines to the opinion, that it

originated in France with a distinguished author and
amateur Engraver, the Abbe de St. N071, who, careless St. Nun and

of any gains to himself by the discovery, communicated oth"*-

it to his friend, Jean Bapliste le. Prince, a French Painter

of some celebrity, with a view of benefiting that artist.

Le Prince, during his lifetime, published in 1780 an
advertisement, offering for a specified sum to give in-

structions in the unknown process ; and at his death,

which happened in the following year, he bequeathed the

secret to his niece and heiress, from whom the French
King, (see Note (II.) at the end of Engraving,) in

order to impart it generally to the Academy and to the

Public, purchased it by granting her a pension. Beside

St. Nou and Le Prince, several artists, both of France
and other Countries, have been named as the inventors;

but their methods of attaining the same object have

been considered so inferior to that ofLe Prince, as to be

superseded by the latter, as soon as it became publiclv

divulged.*

The most distinguished names in this style of aqua- Artists in

tinta are ounaiinta.

Aili.ls' Names. Where born and when.

Richai d Abbe tie Non . . . Paris 1 730
Paul Sandbyj Nottingham 1 732

* M. Bartsch, quoting from Rost's Handbueh, (band viii. s. 230.)

mentions three Plates engraved by Si Aon after Robert, in washes
of black and brown, as early as a. d. 17G6, consequently two years

earlier thun any of Le Prince's productions : also five series, con-

sisting of one hundred and fifty Plates, executed by the same hand,

in Le Prince's best manner, entitled Fragment choisies dans les

Peintures et les Tableaux les plus interressans Ues Palais et des

Eglises tCltnlte, which were published between a.d. 1772 and 1775,

nine years before the death of Le Prince. Hence the doubt arises

whether Le Prince really was the inventor, and the certainty that

if he was he did not conceal the secret from St. Non.
Writers upon Ait also bring forward the French artists, Barabe,

Delafosse, P. F. Charpentier, together with P. Fludmg, a Swede
;

A. Pond and C. Knapton, our Countrymen ; J. A. SchwrUard of

Nuremburg, and Pious van Ainstet of Holland, as claiming the

discovery. These artists, however, either made ingenious combina-

tions of methods previously known, or what they did invent fell

very short of Le Prince's method. Pond and Knapton, in 1734
and 1735, published imitations of drawing in bistre ; but in these

the outlines alone are etched upon the copper, and the washes have
been put in by means of two, three, or even four wooden blocks in

the style of Prints in chiaroscuro. (Art. 28. and Note (P.) at the

end of Engraving. ) In the years 1758 and 1759 several Plates

were executed for the Work of Ant. Dom. Gabhiano, at Florence,

entitled Runulta di Cento Pensieh, fol. 1702. These Prints repre-

sent lightly washed drawings, put in with one, or at most with

only two weak tints. But these tints are produced without any
intervening substance, and by pouring the solution of aquafortis on

the pure copper. A few dark shadings are introduced with the

burin or dry point, and occasionally with small rasps or graining

tools. These Prints were executed by J. A Nchweikard, in con-

junction with Santi Pacini, Carlo Gregori, Antonio Cioci. Amir.

Scacciati, Gio. Bat. Galli, Ignaz Hugford, and Yinctnzio Vange-
listi, Peter Floding and Pious van Amytal, in one or other of the

two methods last mentioned. Stapart, an amateur, published at

Nuremburg, in 1773, a Treatise entitled The Art of Engravtng with a

Brush on Copper. (See Note ( It.) at the end of Engkavinu.)

f Paul &ifu?6y is a truly British artist, one of those who first

convinced Englishmen that the features of their own native island

are quite as capable of pictorial efi'ect as the scenes on any foreign

clime whatever. At the age of sixteen he was employed as draughts-

man under Mr. David Watson, to complete a survey of the North

and West parts of the Highlands of Scotland, at the instance of the

late Duke of Cumberland. Here he occasionally obtained leisure

from drawing plans to sketch the wild and terrific scenery around

him. These coups d'essai he afterwards etched in small Plates.

5o 2
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Engraving.

Improved

imitations
»./' drawing
in witrr-

co/uttrs.

Artists' Names. When oorn and when. Iiicd.it a.d.

J. Bapt. le Prince* Paris 17.1:1 Paris 1781

Jt,ti,m Qallieh Preitel... Qrunebachin Swahia 1 739 Frankfort 1 80S

Maria Catharine Pre»ler\ Nuremburg 1747 1794

William KobrlU Manheim 17fiG

( '.<./ A"«/i:,"> Manheim 1770

Thomas Girtin\\ London 1775 1802

AQUAiui.LAtor Imitation of Drawings washed in different

Colours.

(fi7.) This style of Engraving is a further attempt to

imitate the brush of the painter in water-colours. Like

ihe invention of Lie Plon, (Art. 63.) it requires as many

Plates as there are simple colours to be used. (See

IIis talents and rising reputation introduced him soon alter his

Northern expedition to the notice and patronage of Sir Joseph

Hanks and Sir Watkin Williams Wynne, liy Sir Joseph he was

invited to accompany him in a tour through North and South

Wales, and by Sir Watkin was employed to design the most in-

teresting parts of Welsh landscape. He subsequently engraved

these \iews in aquatinta. Sandhy was one of the original Mem-
bers of the Royal Academy in 1768, and was the same year

appointed chief drawing-master to the Royal Military Academy a:

Woolwich, an office Which he held until his death.

* Lr Prmre studied Painting under J. M. V'ien and F. Boucher.

He obtained some reputation at Paris, and travelled to Russia,

where, during a residence of several years, he employed himself to

design the various costumes of that vast Empire, and returned to

Paris with a numerous collection of drawings, from which he either

completed Paintings or executed Prints. His designs were much
admired, ami gave exercise to the talent of several other Engravers,

his Countrymen.

f This lady was the wife of the preceding artist and aided him

in some of his best Plates, particularly in landscape. Some disagree-

ment occasioned her to separate from him and cometoKnglaod in

1780, where she executed some Plates, which in this style have not

been surpassed. They are spiritedly etched, and finished in aqua-

tinta with delicate and picturesque effect. Her husband had

studied Painting at Venice 'under Giuseppe Nogari, and Engraving

under Wagner. (Art. 50.) He resided chiefly at Nuremburg,

where he worked in various styles. His Prints in aquatinta are

numerous.

William Kbbelt was a pupil of his father Ferdinand, from whom
he learnt to engrave and paint in landscape. Both were eminent

n. the line they adopted ; but William was particularly happy in

representing the peculiar style of the principal Dutch masters, alter

whom he executed a variety of Plates. He also engraved in

the crayon manner.

§ Painter of cattle and landscape, and distinguished for many
clever Kugravings in this style, particularly for three large cattle

pieces alter Henry Rons, Paul Potter, and A. Vandevelde : chefs-

d'ernvre in this way.

||
Future writers on English Art will have the duty of recording

the rise and advancement of water-colour Painting in this Country,

to a degree of excellence not hitherto considered attainable, until

the talent and perseverance of a numerous School among the con-

temporaries or fellow-Students of Thomas Girtin, called it forth. No
true lover of the Arts in England hut, must he familiar with the

names and merits of the " Society of Painters in Water Colours."

We purposely abstain from remarks on living genius, but must

observe of Girtin that he was one of the earliest and most success-

ful improvers of the Art in question, For this purpose he found

no necessity for foreign travel, hut studied nature, English nature,

at home. Like Rembrandt, Cuyp, Ruysdael, Hobbima, Paul

Potter, and other great colourists of the Flemish and Dutch Schools,

he found abundant exercise for a powerful mind, in scenes which

pass unheeded before the vacant eyes of ordinary men. He visited

Paris for bis health in 1802, and made sketches of certain streets

and public buildings of the French Capital, which, at his return to

London, he etched and engraved in aquatinta. His death, how-

ever, that same year, removed a valuable contributor to this depart-

ment of Engraving, and deprived water-colour Painting of one of

its ablest founders.

Among other Eng'.i-h artists, distinguished in aquatinta, we
might mention James Hrelherton, who flourished from 1770 to

^ 790, and whose son Charles, an early victim to consumption, exe-

cuted several Plates of great merit, and many charming designs.

About a. d. 1 790 likewise flourished J. Bnitij, whose landscapes and

views in this style of Engraving are highly creditable.

Note (KK.) at the end of Engiuving.) Itischarac- Litho-

terised liy a decided superiority over the last-mentioned graphs,

process, ill one remarkable particular, namely, in being
^~"^^~-/

capable of .representing those shadows of a drawing

which vanish imperceptibly into lighter and thinner tints,

or which gradually disappear in the lights: an effect not

producible by any other method of imitating washes in

water-colours, The discovery was made in 1762, by

Pierre Francois Ckarpentier, an Engraver at Paris, born

at Biois in 1730. It remained for a long time the sole

property of French artists lew of whom have been in-

duced to communicate their modes of working. Among
the most remarkable are Francois Janinet, born at

Paris, in 1752, and his pupil Charles Melchior Descourlis,

a native likewise of Paris, in 1753. Charles Benasech,

who was born in London, but resided chiefly at Paris,

anil whose profession as a Painter qualified him pe-

culiarly fur executing Prints of this kind, has produced

several highly skilful specimens.

LlTtlOGKAl'HY.

(6S.) Having enumerated and remarked upon the Lithogra-

various kinds of Prints from wood and from metal, we P"v '

now come, in conclusion, to the third material which

modern Art has called into similar use ; and proceed,

as was proposed, (Art. 12.) to give some account of im-

pressions from stone.

Alois Sine/elder* whose name will long be conspi- Senefe'.dei

cuously memorable in the annals of modern discovery,

* Peter Senefelder, the father of the inventor, was an actor at the

Theatre Royal in the city of Munich, and intending to bring up
Ahis to the profession of the Law. placed him at the University of

Jngolstadt. The dramatic inclination, however, of young Sene-

felder displayed itself in private theatricals ; and a little Comedy
entitled Die MUdchenAenner, which he composed in 1789, gained

him some applause and profit. This success, and the death of bis

father, which straitened his circumstances, determined him to quit

the University and attach himself to the Theatres. In this preca-

rious pursuit he passed two years. His second publication of a

Play being too late for the Easter book fair at Leipzig, produced

but barely sufficient to pay for the printing, during which he had

passed much time at the printing-office in anxious endeavours to

accelerate the Wi ik. His active mind was here first directed to

the business of the pressman. "I thought it 9(1 easy," he observes

in his Work on Lithography, " that 1 wished for nothing more

than to possess a small printing-press, and thus to be the com
poser, printer, and publisher of my own productions." After a

variety of experiments, during which he was obliged to try methods

which he found less expensive and more manageable, he em-

ployed, among other materials, blocks or slabs of Kelheini stone,

and on these endeavoured to etch his composition, but with very

imperfect success. " I had just succeeded," says he, " in my little

laboratory in polishing a stone plate, which I had intended to

cover with etching ground, in order to continue my exercises in

writing backwards, when my mother entered the room, and desired

me to write her bill for the washer-woman, who was waiting for the

linen. I happened not to have even the smallest slip of paper at hand,

as my little stock of paper had been entirely exhausted by taking proof

impressions from the stones ; nor was there even a drop of ink in the

inkstand. As the matter would not admit of delay, and we bad

nobody in the house to send for a supply of the deficient materials,

I resolved to write the list with my ink prepared with wax. soap,

and lamp-black, on the stone which 1 had just polished, and from

which 1 could copy it at leisure. Some time after this I was going

to wipe this writing from the stone, when the idea all at once

struck me to try what would be the effect of such a writing wilh

my prepared ink. if I were to bite in the stone with aquafortis
;

and whether, perhaps, it might not be possible to apply printing

ink to it in the same way as to Wood Engravings, and to take im-

pressions from it."

The result of this incident was the discovery of the Art of Print-

ing from stone. Unable, however, from the want of pecuniary

means, to prosecute his invention, Senefelder took the resolution of

enlisting himself in the service of the Elector (afterwards King 1

* of
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Engraving, was the ingenious originator of this new opening for the

~^.y-m* exercise of graphic talent. The comparative cheapness

of the materials used, the rapidity of Lithographic exe-

Bavaria, as a private soldier in the artillery, for which he was to

receive a bounty of two hundred Horins. With this small sum his

enterprising spirit led him to imagine that he would ultimalely

bring his new Art into practice, and secure himself an honourable

competency and reputation. Not being a native, however, of Ba-

varia, be was disappointed in this object, and was still suffering

from the disappointment, when he met with a musician of the Elec-

tor's band, a former acquaintance, named Gleissner, about to pub-

lish some music. Senefelder induced him to produce it ac-

cording to the new method. In less than a fortnight the composing,

writing on stone, and printing of twelve songs was accomplished,

and one hundred and twenty copies taken at the expense of about

thirty florins. The entire impression in a short time sold for one

hundred florins ; thus leaving a profit of rather more than two

hundred per cent. As a further encouragement, a copy of the

Work was laid before the Elector Charles Theodore by Count Tor-

ring, and Gleissner received a present of one hundred florins, with

the promise of an exclusive privilege for this method of printing.

This privilege, in i 799, was at length granted to Senefelder for

fifteen years, who now employed his two brothers, Theobald and
George, and two apprentices, and no longer made a secret of the

process. In 1800, a circumstantial description of it was lodged at

the Patent office in London, and in 1803 with the Government of

Lower Austria. M. Antoine Andr£, an extensive music-seller, was
among the foreigners who visited Senefelder's establishment, and
a partnership was begun between them, in consequence of which

Senefelder visited this Country about 1802 with M. Philip Andre,

brother of the preceding ; hut the result was not answerable to ex-

pectation. During a residence, however, of seven months in Lon-
don, Senefelder set himself to acquire a fundamental knowledge of

Chemistry, in addition to that of several contrivances which he

found subsequently valuable towards the improvement of his dis-

covery. Some attempts in London at printing a few pen-and-ink

sketches drawn on the stone by West, Fuseli, Stodhart, and other

Academicians, were published ; but no further progress was made,

except in the application of the Art to military uses by the late

Colonel Brown, then Quarter-master General, authorizing the pur-

chase of the secret for £100 from Volweiller and Kergenrader,

two Germans, who bad been equally unsuccessful with Andre in

their endeavours to introduce Lithography among the Arts in

England. By the assistance of a pressman, whom these persons

had employed, a Lithographic press was established at the Horse
Guards ; and the first map (a sketch of Bantry Bay) was produced

in the beginning of the year 1808. Since that period Lithography
has rapidly spread in tliis Country, not only for the official pur-

poses, as well nautical as military, just mentioned, hut for those

also of the Fine Arts; and the establishment of Hullmandel in

London has maintained a more or less successful rivalry with that

ofEnglemann and Coindet at Paris, into which latter city it had
been introduced by M. Andre in 1807, from whom the secret was
purchased by several artists. We refer our readers to M. Engle-

mann's Manuel du Dcssinateur I.ilhngraphione (8vo. Paris, 1824,)

for many able specimens, together with a very interesting expose of

the Art ; and we only venture to observe, that if the French Litho-

graphers have sometimes exceeded us in prints of this kind, our

failure is attributable to a yery superior command of the pen or

crayon among the generality of French draughtsmen.
But to return to Senefelder. After endeavouring, with the as-

sistance of his above-named brothers, to establish himself at Offen-

bach, where, in conjunction with Andre, he hail availed himself of

the Electoral patent, he found himself at his return from Lon-

don necessitated to break up his partnership with Andre, and
he removed with his bromers from Offenbach to Vienna, in hope of

better fortune. At Vienna, in 1803, he succeeded in obtaining a
simdar patent throughout the Imperial States ; but at Vienna, also,

his expected resources failed him, and to clear himself from debts

he sold his patent, in 1806, to M. Stein. Havinir thus honourably
satisfied his creditors, he returned to Munich, where, in ItiOU, he
received to his own great satisfaction, as well as that, we think, of our

readers, the appointment of Lithographer to the Royal Commission
of Customs. Thus removed, says M. Hartsch, from scenes of con-

tinued failures and crosses to a condition of comparative prosperity,

he has employed his leisure to make fresh improvements in his

Art, and to publish a complete manual of Lithography, in which
(most disinterestedly, and, in a mercantile sense, to his own disad-

vantage) he has imparted every particular relating to the develope-

ineut and practice of hb» invention.

cution, the facility with which the hand of any good Litho-

draiightsmatl, accustomed to the proper use of a pen or graphy.

crayon, may transmit his efforts to the press, and obtain "-""'/'""'

a faithful and identical delineation, together with the

almost inexhaustible number of impressions, render this

form of Engraving worthy of even greater and more

general cultivation than has hitherto been bestowed

upon it. (See Note (LL.) at the end of Engkaving.)

It would be absurd to say that Engravings of the Litho-

graphic School are ever likely to supersede those upon

wood or metal. Each of these three departments in the

Art has its peculiar charms, perfections, and advantages.

As well might it be maintained that the several walks

of Poetry interfere with or supplant each other; that the

sonnet, for example, or the elegy, or the ode, or the

wood-notes wild of Shakspeare, or the fascinations of

Byron, are calculated, with readers of taste and judg-

ment, to displace the grand and regularly sustained

epic of Milton, and his great models in ancient song.

The Lithographer of talent, in like maimer, Maims our

admiration, without in any degree diminishing our at-

tachment to Vostermann, Pontius, Durer, Nanteuil,

Masson, Audran, Woollet, or Strange.

We have here again to observe, as we did in allusion

to Painting in water-colours, (see last Note to Art. 66.)

that since Lithography is one of the " marvels" of our

own times, and since those Lithographers who have

raised it to eminence among the Fine Arts are our

own living contemporaries, we forbear comment on

their productions, and must leave to future Encylopse-

dists and biographers the duty of recording the ingeui-

ous and meritorious labours of a large class in tins

modern department of Engraving. In accordance, too,

with that brevity to which our limits constrain us, we

can make only a few remarks on the rapid progress of

the Art, and state the several purposes to which Litho-

graphy has been applied.

1. Imitation of chalk drawings.*

2. Imitation of drawing with a brush or hair pencil.

3. Imitation of wood-cuts.

4. Imitation of prints in chiaroscuro, for which several

stone plates are employed. ,, .

i ,.
l

.
• ... Various bt>

5. Imitation ot prints in inezzotinto.
plications

6. Impressions in gold or silver. ofLitho

7. Transfer of wood or metal Engravings and of let- graphy.

ter-press to the stone for Lithographic impression.

8. Transfer of manuscript or autography.

9. Methods of indentation, where the stone is cut or

engraved.

10. Method by the use of a point or needle, as in

etching.

11. Method resembling aquatinta. (Art. 66.)

The ingenuity and perseverance of S>enelelder are

sufficiently manifest from the number and variety of

these several applications of his discovery, all of them

originating with himself. With the modesty of true

genius he makes no boast of having perfected his Art,

but in his book on the subject describes it as in an in-

fant state, capable of being matured both in utility and

beauty by the fostering industry of future hands. Sene-

felder being much better versed in chemical than inpicto-

rial affinities, his labours reler to the sort of materials to be

used rather than to the niceties and delicacies of graphic

execution.

* For some account of the peculiarities in this and the following

processes see Note (MM.) at the end of Engraving..
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EugTaving.

Progress of

the 'Art,

notwith-

standingthe

obstacles

at its com-
mencement.

The principal obstacles to tlic progress of this Art at

it- comiuencemeul have been, I. The opposition of pro-

fessional pc-rsniis jealous of its advancement. 2. The

disappointment of practitioners who, from inexperience,

have failed in their first attempts. 3. The numerous

impressions taken by incompetent printers, which have

been regarded by the Public as specimens of the Art.

All of these obstacles are surmountable by skill

and perseverance, and disappear in proportion as the

number of Lithographic establishments have increased

throughout Europe. In 1809 there were six Lithogra-

phic printing-houses at Munich besides SenefehUr's,

notwithstanding his patent from the King of Bavaria.

M. von Aretin and M. von Mannlich, Director of the

Gallery at Munch, together with Professor Mitterer, of

that city, have been early instrumental in leading the

new discovery nearer to the precincts of Science. Pro-

lessor Mitterer, in particular, has been distinguished for

introducing; a method of giving additional firmness to

the Lithographic crayon, and by his invention of an im-

proved Press, which Senelelder pronounces to supply

every thing that can be desired in regard to power,

despatch, and convenience. In 1807 M. Delartm 1

. of

Munich, had founded Lithographic Presses at Kome,

Venice, and Milan ; and M. Andre introduced the Art

at Paris : but it seems not to have obtained popular

notice in France till after the more recent exertions of

the Count Lasteyrie and M. Englemann in 1814, at

which time it was adopted in this Country for despatch

of business in most of our Government offices. From
the Institution under Englemann at Mulhausen, also, in

1814, called la Hociete Lithographique de Afu/Ztoi/sc,

Lithographic Printers were supplied for the Royal

establishment at Madrid, for that of Messrs. Conslans

and Motte at Paris, and for that of Hullmandel in Lon-

don. The cityofLyons also obtained its Lithographers

from the same School. In Vienna, observes M. Bartsch,

Senefelder's patent (obtained from the Emperor in 1803)

was purchased by M. Stein. "A large Press in Berlin

was established by Major von Reiche. Another has

existed in Petersburg for many years, but is now parti-

cularly cultivated by M. von Schilling. The Art has

reached even Philadelphia; and, what is yet more remark-

able, has travelled to Astrakan, where it has met with

a favourable reception "*

Litho-

graphy.

* Lithograph} mi introduced into Studtgard by Strohho/rr, assist-

ant of Charles Senefelder, brother to the inventor. He became ac-

quainted with M. Cotta, and through him with M. Rapp, author of a

Work entitled The Stent of Lithography, in which the importance

of the Art to the Public was first fairly estimated. Since 1803 the

Chemical Printing-press of M. Stein, and since 1816 that of M.
Geruld. have been established at Vienna ; but are surpassed, in the

opuiuin of M. Bartsch, by that of the General Quarter-master

Staft", under the directiun of the Chevalier Joseph von Kohl.

Paw
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Note (A.)

When, in this manner, the device of the medal or coin has been

given to the matrix, the artist [iroceeds to engrave the letters of the le-

gend, &c. by means of small steel punches very sharp and well tem-

pered. He finishes, by the same means, the mouldings of the border, the

engrailed ring, &c. The matrix for coins being shallower than that

for medals, is sometimes made, like the crenx of a seal, (Art 2.)

without punching, except for the letters. Coins have, consequently,

less relievo than medals, and counters less than either.

The expression matrix, or womb, is sufficiently indicative of the

ultimate process of coining, by which the ptanchet, or circular plate,

of precious metal is received within a steel ring or collar of a cor-

responding diameter, and becomes forcibly stamped and moulded
into its intended form by pressure on all sides against the steel in-

taglio. (See Numismatics, p. 619.) By the foregoing statement

it is by no means pretended that the first artificers would not be far

inferior in point of mechanical accuracy and facilities (though nut

dissimilar in the general result of their process) to those of future

Ages.
Alberti's definition of intaglio, (see Dictionnaire Ilalim-

Francois,') which appears to correspond with ours, (see Miscel-

laneous Division, for the words Entail, Intaglio,) seems at vari-

ance with his other terms intagliatore, and intagliare, in reference

to the graphic Art ; signifying by intagliatore not only an Engraver
en creux, but also quel professore che intaglia in legno dtsegni

per istamparli, consequently signifying an Engraver, also, of

raised work, or camel : while intagliare, the verb, he defines

formare ehechessia in legno, o marmo, o ultra materia col taglio

degli scarpetti, &c. It is to be lamented that artists are seldom
linguists, and that with respect to a distinction, like this before us,

so palpable and so decided between two methods of working dia-

metrically opposed to each other, no absolutely precise terms are to

be found. If we could muster up the same courage for coining

English words as our brethren literate and illiterate of America,
here would be a fine opportunity. We will only venture, however,

to suggest the general use of a Shakspearian term, (see Miscella-

neous Division tor the verb Cave,) and would recommend Eu-
graving en creux to be called caved work ; Engraving iu relievo

raited work.

To the reader who has opportunity, and is curious fo see the mo-
dern advancement of the Art of coining by means of machinery, we
recommend a visit to the Royal Mint of Loudon. For some account
of English coinage, we refer him to our Essay on Numismatics, p.
643, 644. Mr. David Macpherson, in his able Work, the Annals of
Commerce, vol. i. p 266, enumerates various towns (to the number of
more than eleven) in England to which the privilege of coining was
restricted by King Athelstane. He remarks that at that time
(about a d. 930) artificers would of course be found in each town
capable of working in silver and engraving the dies. " We find,"
says this author, " even in the more remote Kingdom of Scotland at
this time a case for containing the Gospel at St. Andrew's. It was
covered with silver, most probably by a native artificer, and had two
Latin verses inscribed upon it by a Scottish Engraver."

Canute increased the number of coining places to thirty-seven.
In ad. 1207, during the reign of John, Mr. Macpherson enume-
rates sixteen cities and towns for this purpose, but subjoins in a
note, that so many mints were established iu many other places
that a complete list would perhaps be impossible. The Yutes,
Saxons, or Angles, surpassed all the other Northern nations in the
Art of Coining: an important point in the progress of civilization
to which the Scandinavians had not attained in the Xth Century.
In the reign of our 1st Richard, and of John, the Germans were
distinguished for this Art. Those Monarch*, with the design of
improving the coinage of England, sent for artificers from the East-
Country, or Germany, called Easterlings, and hence the well-known
term sterling, applied to English money ever after. The coinage
till Edward III. was chiefly of silver. In that reign, (Jan. 22.
1344,) money of three sizes was ordered »y the King and Parlia-
ment to be coined of gold. Annals of Commerce, vol. i. n. 283
307. 374. 530.

v

Note (B.)

A description may be proper here of the instrument itself. It is
of steel, more or less tempered according to the material to be en-
graved by it. For Engraving on steel, for example, the burin
must be of softer metal than for working on copper : because if
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too hard, the point will snap and break off continually. The Italian Tne ouri»
name l/olmo, or butino, for the graving tool, may, as a diminu-

"tetnbcd.

tive, be possibly derived from the Teutonic beyel, beil ; Belg. bijl ;

v"^"*/~~-'

A. G. bill, which Skinner translate* sccuris rostrata ; denoting the
well-known instrument of the woodman, called a oitf-book. To the
beak of a \vng-billed bird the bu/mo certainly bears remarkable re-

semblance ; as does its wooden handle to the shape of the bird's
head. Also the ancient bulla, bulla, or seal, which would doubtless
exhibit the work of the bo/mo, or graver, may have the same com-
mon Teutonic origin. (Evelyn, Sculplura, p, 22.) Likewise bill,

or billet, for a small engraved tablet or note. (See Miscellaneous
Division, in loc.) That the French name burin for the graving
tool, as well as the Spanish and Portuguese boril or bunt, have the
same etymological source with the Italian bo/mo or bulmo, will be ad.
mitted, from the frequent substitution of r for /.

( V. Skinner, Prolego-
mena, in loc.) The burin may be considered as a kind of chisel,
having its handle rounded, so as to lie conveniently in the hollow
of the hand. Its other extremity, or blade for cutting lines in the
metal, is a small quadrangular steel bar, from three to five inches
long, of which a transverse section would sometimes be square, but
would commonly have the shape of a lozenge, with two equal and
two unequal angles. One end of this bar is firmly fixed in the
handle, the other end is sloped to a point at one of its edges, and
the angle both of the slope and of the edge made more or less acute
in proportion to the depth or to the breadth required for the lines

on the metal. The instrument is held as shown in plate i., while
its point with its slope upwards is inserted into the copper, silver, or
other surface, and forced forward in a direction nearly parallel to
the plate. During its passage alung the metal, the burin cuts out a
thin, thread-like portion of the engraved substance, which, like the
shaving before a carpenter's plane, curls up before the edge of the
tool. The thread of metal varies mure or less in thickness accord-
ing to the breadth and depth of the line or furrow ploughed by the
graver, and there will always be left on the side of this furrow a
certain portion of the metal which has been forced up. and remains
in a rough state above the surface. This is called the burr, and must
be smoothed off by means of another sieel instrument, termed the
scraper, (see plate i.,) in a prism-like form, having three sharp
edges. The scraper is also useful for erasure of errors. After the
effectual application of it the erroneous lines entirely disappear, but
an excavation, sometimes considerable, will have taken place in the
scraped part ; which must again be restored to a level with the sur-
rounding surface, and beaten out by the strokes of a small hammer
on the back of the plate. It is evident, with reference to the future
print on paper, that the more deeply the lines are engraved on the
metal, the greater must be the quantity of colour required to fill

them, and consequently, the richer will be the impression. The
Engraver, therefore, varies the form of his burin according to his
fancy and the nature of his work. If deep, narrow lines are to be Tbe site an
engraved, the blade used is proiHjrtionally thinner, according to the angle of the

depth required, and its point mure sloping, according to the fineness
J"j"?

7
e
.

gu."

of his lines. On the other hand, if broad, shallow lines are to be jfipj of wort
drawn, the blade used is of proportionate thickness and of rectan- to be exe-

gular appearance, while the slope at its point must terminate less ™ted.

acutely. It is asserted by Adam Bartsch, io his Guide to Engrav-
ing, (Anleitung zur liupfrr-stickkundr,) 8vo. Vienna, 1821, that
plates wrought with high burins (by which he means such as ter-

minate in an acute slope) produce spirited, rich, and splendid im-
pressions ; whereas those works on which only obtuse-angled blades
have been employed, come out, even in the proofs, grey, flat, anil

inanimate. " The commonest burins." observes this intelligent

artist and useful writer on Art, "are neither quite rectangular nor
very rhomboidal, but are what Engravers term half-high, i. e. with
an angle of 70°. The burin during the operation of Engraving
requires to he sharpened frequently on a fine whetstone, used with
oil : for if its point and edge be not perfectly sharp, the operator
can neither produce a clean nor a fine stroke, nor enter the copper to
a sufficient depth. Sometimes this instrument takes a curved form,
with the concave side of the curve towards the plate. This sort of burin
is used for dotting. Note (GG.) Othei wise the curvetakes, in general,
a quite opposite direction, namely, with its concave side upwards,
in order that the instrument may pass with facility along the cop-
per, and that such lines as terminate insensibly in a point, may be
well executed. Sometimes its lower edge (viz. that employed next
the metal) is rounded. Sometimes it is chisel-like and squared."
vol. i. p. 5— 7. (See plate i. for sections of different gravers.)

Our English name for this instrument takes its derivation, like
the German grabelstich, from the Greek jfifm : yet it is remark-
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N aoa able thai do Greek name fur it is extant similarly derived. Its

Bagmvtag (i reek appellatives are yXv-TTr^at. jrlymJrtvt- It may here be
,-^^^^^ worth observing that in our authorized translation ul Scripture,

the expression "graven image" should frequently he "molten

image."

Note (C.)

The Ancients must have known fully as well as any artist of the

XlVth or XVth Century, or of our own times, the difference between

eal and the impression ; between the die and the coin ; between

ordevice mink and hollowed into any substance^ and the tame

figure or device raised and in relief. And yet the Ancients, like

their successors, seem t<» have used their terms of Art at random.

Indistinct- The same word y\o$v, (in the Septuagint translation of nriS,)

Jf**.™

1' which literally means / plough up, is used to express the action of

the graver, whether employed for cutting weals and signets, (Fx»it.

XXviii. 9— 1 1.) or for carving images and works in relief. (Judges

n 2. 2 fCirya xxi. 7. Habb. ii. 18.) In Ez>k. iii. 9. of the Sep-

tuagint version, the verb e^iww, 1 dig, is used instead of y\v$u->

/ ptoughi and the substantive p/tor, a cb'/cA, instead of yXitftpm,a

farrow, to express the operations of the graver. See our Mist-el-

in Divition tortlie Etymology of Guave.
The Ancients aiso must have known that an impression upon any

Substance is the reversed image nf the seal, die, or other instrument

from which the impression has been taken, and not onlj reversed

with respect to the direction ofthe lines of the impressing surface,

but reversed also with respect to the workmanship (raised or sunk)

o! the surface itself. Thus of a diagonal drawn on the impressing

surface from I- fl to right they could not fail to discover the impres-

sion to be from right to left. Thus also they would ascertain,

(without the exercise of extraordinary perspicacity.) that the impres-

sion of a relievo or cameo would be en creux—as in the operation

of sinking or punching a die ; and vice versa they would see an

opposite result in stamping the coin. They would moreover be

equally in the habit of taking both kinds of impression, and would

be familiar with the different substances most suitable for receiving

impressions. Not only metals for this purpose, as in coins, medals,

and counters ; but terra sigillaris, cement, paste, and wax, would be

constantly in requisition. (See Beckmann, Hist, of Inventions, on
the Article S,-<iltng-wax, 8vo vol. i. p. 203.) The Roman potter

stereoti/ff't bis vases. The Greek or Roman slave-owner branded

his slaves ; the Greek or Roman conqueror his captives. The
soldier, too. whether of Greece or Rome, received a stamp to mark
him for a military conscript.

On sail, says M. Jansen, qw let Romatns avmmt coutume de

•narquer leurs vaies. On trouve unr infinite fie ces vases de terre

rh>tr<>e* iCinscription*, $ui Inqueft "" pent voir Its rerueils <Canti~

quiti* de M le Comte de Caglue. Yasa signare veut nature/lement

due cacheter dee vases, des bouteilles, ei cV#/ ce qui « praiiquoit.

On mettoit > nam du const// sur le bouckon de la bouteitle, pour faire

v<nr de quelle annt'e &oit le vin qtron y conservoit, fyc. De fifteen*

Bptctmem of tto/i de I' Impnmerte, Paris, 1809, 8vo. p. 190. In the Hamiltonian
ancient *tc- Collection above alluded to, at the British Museum, a variety of

stamps or brands found in the ruins of Herculaneum and Pompeii

is preserved See the lid Volume of Strutt's Dictionary of En-
graoertf to which, among other plates, is prefixed one (plate v.)

lining mm representations of this ancient kind of letter-press, the

same size as the originals, which latter have the appearance of

ig first cast, in a kind of mixed metal resembling brass, and
afterwards repaired or sharpened with the chisel. The letters in

rive of the examples given are raised from their ground like our

metal types, anil consequently would print black ; in the sixth

example they are en crewe, (Art. 6.) and consequently would print

the Letters white, if an impression of the stamp were given with ink

upon paper Upon one, which is in the form of a fish, the Greek
word UAVMAI in rever-e is distinctly legible. Another takes the

form of a shield ; a thud that of a sandal. Sec. Some have inscrip-

tions at full length : others only monograms. In one instance,

three Lines ^t tlereoitjpe occur following each other. So that the

discovery of Printing was actually made, though not practised. as it

should seem, upon paper, nor improved upon by movable types,

.-barged with ink * Mankind," Bays Mr Ottley. referring to

an observation ol the Abbe Lanzi, " ha\e walked for many suc-

ceeding centuries upon the borders of the two threat inventions of

Typography and Chalcography without having the luck to discover

either of them ; and the stamps of the Ancients and the seals of the

Low Ages appear neither to have had any influence upon the origin

of those ,Un. nor to merit any place in their Histon.'' Hist.

of Engraving, 4tO. 1816, p. 59. Other learned persons look upon
the f>rimr> Uteritrnm of Cicero, {de NaturA Dcorum, lib. ii. 37.)

by which he certainly meant separate letters made of metal, as a

sufficient hint to the first type-founders. Others more fancifully ImpreMiu*

trace the same idea to the Sylid's leaves, which ' u 1411tWu '1*

Mni'ttt itnmota torts negue aborduu cedunt, * '

until the wind separates and scatters them. Virgil, Mneid, lib. iii.

1.447.

The reader, possibly, will recollect the words of our Form used

in Baptism. The baptized Christian, on being received into the

society or communion of the Church, is signed with the sign of the

CrOSS in token of having entered (lie service, and of becoming an

enlisted soldier of Christ. See Wheatle) on the Common Prayer,

ch. vii. 7. p. 334. Vegetius, lib. ii. cap* 5. Dt re nu/i/an, says of

the tironex or young Roman conscripts, victurii in cute punciii

milttts tcripti et matriculit interti jurare tolent: thus signifying) Ancient

according to the received sense of the pasaairje. thai previously to practice of
... 6 ., - ,,

' B
,

' ,
J

, branding oi
tnetr tacramenium^ or oatn ol allegiance, tnej received some outward ^amatixing.
indelible mark, and were enrolled or matriculated Aetius, in lib. viii.

C l*2i describing the criypara, says, ffriyuara KxXoutri rk :t1 nu
TPMb/vw n aXXay rivo; ptgws rov a&iparo; ivtygotfiopiva, em tffn ruv

ffr^artucftivtuv iv Tottt %tpe-*v. LipBlUB conjectures that this mark
upon the hand of the soldier might have been the Kmper.K tf name,

but professes bis ignorance of the nature uf the stamp. The
branding of slaves is distinctly and fullv mentioned in Juvenal,

Sat. xiv. 'J I

—
'_'.'>, and not to multiply authorities, Cicero, tU O'lirux,

lib. ii., meuiions, Barbarum compunctum i »/u Threicii* ; to whom
a little after he applies the Greek term tligmaiiam (ffnypariav) for

a branded person. Captives, also, were marked in this manuei : as

was the fate of some Athenians (v. Plutarch \nNiced) taken captive

in Sicily- and branded on their foreheads with the sign of a horse

bv their conquerors, o-n'yovrts ivtov tU to ptiraivsv. lid. St« phani Lex.

in voc. o-Tiypa.. These ttigmata seem to have been variously made,

perhaps often by puncture ur tattooing, like those with which our

common sailors mark their breasts and arms. The practice of

stigmatizing seems to have prevailed through many Ages down
to the present, ,is well for honourable distinction as for a sign of

punishment, degradation, or servitude. Very nearly allied to this

practice was the custom of painting the skin among our forefathers

of Britain ; under this form it prevailed, according to Mr. Macpher-

son, almost down to the Norman Conquest, and among the Saxon
Nobility. ( See Annals of Commerce, vol. i. p. 298, where the worthy

North iiritish Chronicler complains, in a note, of the erroneous ap-

plication in England uf the Roman term I'tct.t to our Northern

ancestors onlt/.) For an amusing description of the mode of exer-

cising this branch of Art at present in New Zealand, see Mr.
Augustus Barle's Account of Nine Months' Residence in that Couu-

try, 8vo. Lond. 1832, p. 13fi— 139.

It has called forth the surprise of all who have explored antiquity

on this subject, that the Ancients, so near as they were to the dis-

covery uf taking impressions with ink upon paper or parchment,

were never stimulated to contrive this ready method of multiplying

copies, and thus of preserving their inestimable literature. The story

of the ingenious Spartan Kins; Agesilaus, tempts every modern Ancient ink

reader of Plutarch to believe that the elements, at least, of the Ait {™
k
p
tf

"™'0n

now under our consideration were not unknown to the initiated and Ageai)»a».
civilized of Asia and Greece. That monarch, during a campaign
in Egypt] whither be had repaired to the succour of the Kgvptian
King, found himself opposed to a force so disheartening and so

disproportoned (two hundred thousand men) to the army under
his command, that for the purpose of reanimating his brave and
superstitious troops he had recourse to the following expedient.

A sacrifice had been ordered, at which, while the Priest was pre-

paring the victim, Agesilaus contrived to withdraw a moment, and to

write within the palm of his left hand the characters HMIN, being

the reverse of NIK.II, the Greek word for victory. Returning to

the altar at the instant uf opening the body of the immolated animal,

the King immediately took up the liver of the victim, and placing

it in his left hand, seemed for a while lost in abstraction. All at

once awaking from bis pretended trance, and looking upon the

sacred object, he affects surprise, and produces with seeming ecstasy

the word NIKII imprinted on it, as a propitious answer from the

Gods. The astonished and delighted bystanders hail the omen,
which is spread instantly through the rest of his army, and actually

animates them to the victorious achievement of his next battle.

If this anecdote related uf the Laceda?monian hero of his day (his

day was about 400 years before the Chribtian era) be true, we are

disposed to think that, great as was the genius of King Agesilaus,

and simple and unlettered as were his Spartan people, he might
have learnt sufficient bints I'm this contrivance in his many visits to

Asia Minor. Persia, and Egypt. Hut if, on the other hand, this

story be only an amusing fiction : and if the relater of it in less

than J00 years afterwards 'Plutarch was born about a. d. 50) has
quoted, which however there is no reason to suspect, a traditionary

fable, we cannot believe 'hat Plutarch himself, or any except the
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most stupid of his readers, should never have heard or thought of

some experiment tor taking impressions with ink, which would
imitate, or at least might verity, the ingenious trick imputed to

Agesilaus.

From the original we extract the following portion: \TopiC6n

o ' AyuriXetof tis Alywrrov f&iTCtTif&tpllus vto tov fiatriXJas AtyuTTtuv
it) fiif0to.—'Evti Ss to'u; Ttno' avrui TcceaffrwttrQctt ftiXXovra; luoa

otoioret; tov iTtovrat xiv^vvov 5/« to tuv To\tp,'mv tXMo; (itxoo-i yap n<ra,v

fiVfflO ,u Tuv Ttpi a.vTov oXiyorn'Toi, Tot T»> Ta.oa.Tu\%(t}; tyvt

TpoStif&Yiirio'Qcu aiffvviidri-T&S TOti aXXoti' xa.) ITi Tyv ctoiffTioav vTlffTpajfjt.ivr}

Tr,
x,

ltDt ^»1KHN Tpofftygcciii' Xetfseuv oi wapa. tov (jlo.vtiu$ To rTCtp,

iTtfinxt (*iv »xi Tnv vToyiyoetftftivtiv %Ufia' xoaruv di \$' Ixavov %oovov

tTi r*«iv;, oiffTccXfiiv xai •jpco'Totritriv C'sliv aTOoouvros- f^^X^* TV ^l"Ta 'Tl

<Tvvava\r}(phvTis, iTUT^njav ol tuiv yuec^utdru/v ^apaxTtjpti' xcti t'oti

roi; ffwayitnn^ta-^ai (iiWotviv tottZVt/S, (f)etpttvo$ tov: Hovs diet r&v ytyoafA*

ftivcuv &x<pavKi NIKHN. ao-tyotXi; ovv TtttfAfiglW 3<J£«vt(j 'ix,uv 'ro^ xpecrn-

otu i$aj>pn<Ta* too; rhv ftoi%v}v. Plutarch] Laconica Apothegmata. Age-
si/ui, adJin.

Note (D.)

" Although the Engraver," says M. Bartsch, " has not the

Painter's power ofcharacterising different bodies by the appropriate

Colours of each, he possesses abundant means of representing their

surfaces so intelligibly, that hard bodies shall he distinguished from
soft, smooth from rough, shining from dull, and that the copper-

plate may often rival in truth, fidelity, and beauty the coloured

painting. For this purpose attention must be given to the different

im^rtancc modes of handling as well with regard to the choice of strokes
ofgood band* (fine or broad, deep or shallow) to be engraven, as with regard to

the judicious direction and distribution of them. If this handling
be entirely of the same sort throughout the plate, such a work will

evidently possess less distinctness, and strike the eye less forcibly

than a work in which each substance of the composition is appro-

priately executed, leaving us in no doubt of its individual character.

An Engraving is always defective when, through the unintelligible

handling of the graver, certain bodies represented are only to be
guessed at by their outline, or by merely the light and shadow
thrown upon them. The various substances and objects engraved,
such as carnations, cloths, silks, metal, stone, &c, ought, with
very few exceptions, to be distinguishable from each other by the

handling alone." It is, therefore, by no means a matter of indif-

ference, whether the lights and shadows are represented by lines

drawn at random, but the strokes or dots used to mark the surfaces

of different bodies must alternately be straight and curved, smooth
and rugged, free and stiffs charged sometimes with more, and
sometimes with less colour (literally rich and meagre, genilhri und
mager,) sometimes delicate, sometimes strong, sometimes in broad
and sometimes in slender lines, but always judiciously adapted to

the form of each body represented, and to the natural direction of

muscles, folds, and every kind of surface raj.* nd or hollowed. An-
ieitung zur Kupft-rstichkunde, vol. i. p. 83. sec. 252, '253. ed. 1821.

Sharp, clean strokes serve to represent polished surfaces ; rough,
wavy, crooked, and abrupt strokes and dots are adapted for (lull

and uneven surfaces. These strokes may be so placed as not to

cross each other, in which case they are usually termed a single

course of lines. In other cases they intersect and form various

angles according to the peculiarities of the surface represented.

One course of such shadings conduces to smoothness. Two or more
courses represent, by their crossings, roughness or abruptness.

One course of lines, cleanly and evenly cut, produces the highest

degree of smoothness, polish, and glitter. A triple course of wavy
or abrupt strokes produces, on the other hand, the highest degree
of roughness. Between these two extremes lie innumerable va-

rieties of handling which the genius of the artist must select and
arrange. A double course of Hues forming squares or trellis-work,

that is, crossing each other perpendicularly, present a harsher and
less agreeable effect to the eye than such an arrangement of

courses as will form whole or half lozenges. This latter treatment
is preferred for representing soft bodies, and is more or less de-

parted from in proportion to the comparative roughness of the part

delineated; it is, therefore, a treatment seldom introduced for

drapery, but is successfully employed for the surface of the human
skin, to which, equally by painters and Engravers, the same artistic

synonymes are applied, it:, the flesh, the naked, or the carnations.

On the subject of hatchings M, Bartsch draws a comparison be-

tween the works of Gerard Edelinck and Scheltius von Bolswert to

the advantage of the latter, who, he conceives, should rather rank
before than after Edelinck as far as regards manual dexterity in

handling the graver, and who has executed some plates with such
lightness and freedom as leave nothing to be desired. " But
this freedom," adds the author, " has its origin in a judicious

direction, union, and ultimation of the lines ; important particulars

VOL. V.

id which Edelinck was remarkably deficient." The most expert

Engraven have committed errors as to the location of their hatch*

ingSj by carrying them in a trellis-form over the whole plate. And,
perhaps, the greatest evil resulting to the Art has been the unjust

blame attached by obstinate and prejudiced people to the burin

itself, which has been accused of producing, even in the most
experienced hands, an effect of stiffness. To the surprising works

of Edelinck was the palm of excellence fairly adjudged, for entire cor-

rectness of outline, perfect observation of light and shade, and
clean execution ; and yet some stirfiif-s was lo be discovered, a
fault, it was conceived, not attributable to want of judgment in ihe

artist, but inseparable from the use of the graver. This apparent

stiffness, M. Bartsch contends, has its rise solely in a careless

and injudicious arrangement of the strokes ; in an over-anxiety to

produce a metallic lustre through the exactness of their position
;

in the monotony also of their effect, and tuo frequent repetition of
the same class of lines. Ibid. p. 97. sect. 284. and p. 94. sect. 278.

Note (E.)

The same handling serves to engrave watered damask, and other
shining rich silks, especially where dark flowers are thrown up
over a light ground ; only here the lines must run more closely

together, and the intermediate strokes be drawn only in the shadows
instead of being carried through to the light. Examples of beau-

tifully executed velvet are to be found in portraits engraved by
Wille, as well as remarkable specimens of flowered damask. M.
Bartsch quotes also Wille's Engraving of" Cleopatra" after Gaspar
Netcher, as a splendid imitation of white satin, so also is his " /n-

struction pattrnelW y
after G. Terburg.

Various other draperies used for dress are likewise worked in so

many different patterns of Engraving suited to each. But this di-

versity does not so much consist in selecting the strokes as in placing

them more or less apart ; or as in expressing accurately and suitably

by the direction of them the shape of the lights and shadows which
they serve to delineate. Draperies light-coloured, or perfectly

white, should, indeed, be represented by strokes of delicate fineness,

while others darker or quite black require stronger lines. But a

distinction is also to be made between thick stuffs, such as broad-

cloth and other woollen draperies, and finer materials, such as linen,

taffeta, and other silken fabrics of thin texture ; by following with

the burin the large round folds of the former, and the narrow sharp

plaits of the latter, rather than by any difference in the application

of the instrument.

It hence appears that the Engraver who works according to rule,

is not always obliged to vary his handliug (Art. 15.) with every

change of drapery, but that in some cases the form of the lights

and shadows in his original will suffice, with judicious management,
to give his work an air of truth and nature. " But it is evident,"

adds M. Bartsch, " that no expertness in the artist can enable him
to represent with the burin such draperies as have been badly

painted, and are imperfect either in respect to shading or outline.

Defects in many Engravings are unjustly charged upon the Engraver,

whose only fault, perhaps, is a too faithful copy of his original."

If a dress of white stuff' and one of white linen be worked with

the same class of strokes, yet a difference between the two textures

will be readily discoverable by the characteristic disposition of the

folds. The folds of woollen cloth are few and large: those of linen,

on the contrary, are numerous, and hang almost perpendicularly.

(See Painting, last note to Art. 264.) Fine linen, in Engravings,

bears a near resemblance to taffeta, for both of them hang in small

folds. But a nearer examination will show the folds of tatieta to be

sharp, abrupt, and flowing; those of linen rounder, and hanging more
perpendicularly. The same arrangement, too, of lines is adapted to

satin as to taffeta and linen
;
yet the former of these materials (satin

being thicker and heavier than the others) is readily distinguishable

by hanging in fuller, larger folds. Satin, too, is easily discernible

by its gloss, which can be imitated only by a strong contrast of

light with darks. TafFeta exhibits very little of this appearance, and
linen still less. For specimens of judicious handling, in represen-

tations of fine white linen, we are referred by M. Bartsch to a boy

holding a torch in Jacob Schmtttzer's Engraving of " Theodowns/'
after Rubens: in Wille's H Devjdeuso" and " Liseuse,'' both after

Gerard Douw. Wille, he observes, has been less happy in his re-

presentation of linen in his a Ij\ Tncoteusf Hofiandvise** after F.

Mieris. The strokes for ihe linen should have been mure delicate,

instead of the handling being similar to that of the other draperies.

See Anleitwig
t
&c. vol. i. p. 8*. sec. *Jo5—267.

For thick and rough woollen stuffs, waving lines may be used

with advantage : they serve for a groundwork, and form the first and

narrowest series of strokes ; and are afterwards crossed by two

series of other strokes cleanly cut and wider apart. The smaller

the waves of the foundation lines or groundwork, the rougher and

a p
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Handling of
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Stony sub-
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dldlng*.

NntMOQ more woolly will the stuff appear. The coat of Willc's ' Cnsimrr

Bi„tittftnf. tffflfamfott" after Metau, exemplifies in perfection this kind of

_ * handling. For carpets and other woven materials of still greater

roughness, small detached strokes resembling segments of circles

are substituted for the waving lines. Their eaecl may be teen in

Wdle's admirable carpet of " §2 Obsrrvateur distrait,' after .Miens.

Note (F.)

In order to increase this effect of uneven and rough (pound, small

dots are introduced with the graver into the interoticea of the batch-

ing, litey must lie placed quite freely and irregularis and sometimes

are even attached to the lines. As an example of this effect, M.
Bartsch refers to a small space of excellent foreground in the En-

graving before alluded to, (the "Theodosius" of Jacob Schmutser,)

and complains of Woollett ami Bome of liis followers for representing

earih by a peculiar and quite different method which he allows to

be pleasing, but denies lo be natural. ''The whole handling,'*

says he, '• is too broad. The strokes employed have too much of a

serpentine character, and the whole effect is overlaboured and
forced. See, for example, Woollett's celebrated Engraving, the
4 Death of General Wolfe,* as well as most of his other works."

Ibid.

The stems and leaves of trees and plants require also free touches.

In trees, the bark of the trunk has great similarity with the un-

evenness of broken ground, consequently it requires nearly the same

handling. But as the bark is hard, and. in many trees, smooth,

the strokes must be finer, ami proportionally closer than for

ground.

When stones are in a natural, unhewn state, and necessarily have

a tough surface, they are engraved ID the same manner as ground.

For sharp ami craggy objects the strokes ought to he frequently

discontinued and broken. On the contrary, smooth stones must he

expressed by straight lines cleanly and evenly cut in proportion to

the degree of smoothness, in Architecture, the curved lines which

shade round objects, such as pillars, &c, must be drawn carefully

in good perspective. Each must tend to the centre of the vanish-

ing line of its plane : namely, to the centre of the picture

whenever the pillar or other cylindrical object has its axis parallel

to the perspective plane. (Painting, Art. 118, 111), 120.) Upon
entire standing columns the shading should, as much as possible, be

effected by perpendicular strokes. If hatching be attempted, it

should be at right angles to the first series of lines, and also much
wider and thinner. Architectural work should never be black, except

in representing old and ruinous buildings. New and handsome
edifices built of stone or white marble, reflect light and colour on
ail sides, and cannot, like other substances, exhibit dark shades.

Distant objects, as they approach the horizon, must be bundled
verv tenderly. Calm and still waters are represented by strokes

parallel to the horizon interlined with finer strokes, and having
some parts untouched, where gleams of light appear, in reflections

from the watery surface. Objects reflected from the water, which
stand at a small distance from it, or on its banks, are expressed by
retouching the horizontal strokes more or less forcibly, according to

the aatnre and position of the reflected object. Sometimes these

reflections may require lines even perpendicular to the horizon. To
represent agitated waters, such as waves of the sea, the first course

of strokes should follow the figure of each wave, and may be inter-

lined : the second course, or cross strokes, ought to be very lozenge,

i. e. ought to cross the other at a very acute angle.

Note (Q.)

It is not enough that shadows and reflected lights be merely
expressed by an alternation of broad and fine strokes ; or by hatch-
ings that contain one or more courses of lines. The courses them-
selves must also be so drawn as to show at once the requisite degree
of roundness, protrusion, or prominency in the body they are de-
signed to shade. Inall hatchings, the first layer or foundation must
be of broader lines than the rest, firmly drawn, and more closely

ranged: the second rather thinner, and further apart : the third

still more delicate. The first, being employed to describe the course

Of the muscles and the forms of bodies, should be marked the most
strongly and decidedly. The others which cross it are added only
to give more colour to the figures or bodies in question : the first

only delineate ; the others paint : the first serve for determining
the form; the others are serviceable in imparting the due effect of
chiaroscuro. To give the effect of distance, the detail of distant
objects must have less distinctness as they recede from the eye:
their minute parts should be omitted: their larger divisions shaded
indistinctly and in rnasset. Or again, when the principal course of
lines, in marking the direction of the muscles, and of folds in dra-
pery, are drawn more faintly as they approach lights and reflexes

;

but deepened and made to swell out in positive shadows : the result

Pittances.
Water

Flint layer
- ill hatch-

gs tn be

Specimen*
K;el t.uhU-

I'li.'.

will be both wnrmth and n"rhnt-ss of colour. This gradual enlarge- flu

nieiii of lines in places that verge gently and gradually into shadow ^—^,—*-
pares the necessity for a second or sometimes a third series, which
must otherwise have been wanted for producing the required effect

of colour, but would not have produced it so agreeably.

Kvelyn in his Scu/ftitra, p. 108. mentions an ingenious expe- Conti

dientj for which he refers to the Treatise of l)u Bosse to assist the forrteter-

HWraver in determining the direction of his batchinirs accordinir
ro,n,,1

)<
*''*

o n n (1 1 f IT 1 1 ii ii ill

to the form of any engraved object. He supposes a square frame, n„. nr . t

BUch as we have represented in plate i. fig. 7, to have several hutching*,

threads or wires tightly stretched across it, parallel to one side, and

a single thread so placed as to cross the others perpendicularly

about the middle, and to show the direction of square hatchings* A
model of the object to be engraved is then placed in the sun. and
the frame is held between the sun and the model in such a position

that the shadows of the parallel threads may fall upon it. The
shadows lake a direction perfectly conformable to the surface of the

figure, and enable the artist to adapt his lines with sinsjlur fidelity

to the representation of a similar surface.

To convince anyone (Bartsch, Anleituny, 8{c. vol. i. sec. 281.

p. 93) of the disagreeable efiect occasioned by a departure from this

rule, let some Engraving, the work of the Italian artist Giovanni

Marco Pitteri, be examined. This Engraver, in many particulars

a respectable one. finished most of his plates by means of one

course of Hues alone, which run parallel from the top to the bottom

of the point over almost all the shades and lights ; and are strength-

ened in the shadows as occasion requires. His knowledge of

chiaroscuro enabled him to mark some apparent distinction between

the parts of his picture represented retiring and other parts repre-

sented in relief. But on examination, their markings will be found
in most cases exceedingly feeble and inefficient, merely from the

lines which contain them having a contrary direction to the form of

the engraved object. Another remarkable offender against tins

rule, who has almost totally disregarded carrying the strokes of hi*

burin in a direction conformable to his outline, is an eminent French

artist, Claude Mel I an. Most of his Engravings are executed by a

single course of parallel lines passing over the whole plate, and
expressing the shadows by being made in some parts stronger or

broader and consequently nearer to each other. A head of Christ

by this artist is executed witli even a single series of spiral lines

Commencing at the tip of the nose. '* We may easily imagine,"

says M. Hartsch, " without seeing this punt, the disagreeable, con-

strained effect of this endless continuity of curves, quite independent

of the several given forms to be represented by them : not to men-
tion the flatness of the shadows, the unpictorial monotony, and
the universal confusion inseparable from such a burlesque upon

the Art of Engraving." The severe justice of this criticism we me
not prepared to dispute : but we are at the same time wickedly in*

clined to suspect, that had these offenders been of the German or

even of the Flemish School. M. Hartsch would have been more
merciful to their ingenious eccentricities

If the first and second course of lines cross each other in such Hatchings

a manner as to form squares, the third course or series should make tftner lo-

with one of them a lozenge. Or, if the first two form a lozenge
Jg"JJe°o r

the third should make a square. The latter method of handling mating both,

has a superior effect, and is consequently preferred to the former.

Lines for drapery must vary according to the shape of the folds.

The first course must here be used (as for flesh) to delineate the

form and direction of the folds. If this one course he insufficient

to characterise them properly, a second or even third series must be

employed ; each always less marked than the course whicli pre-

ceded it. Lines in a naked or other figure which terminate at right other rules

angles with its outline have a very bad effect ; all such lines should for the dlrec

take a sweeping direction, conformable to the outline, and should "on of en"

lose themselves in it softly and imperceptibly. Respecting distant

objects, M. Bartsch recommends that in order to give them less

distinctness, all lines in the distance should be delicate, and its out-

lines as well as shading less defined. Shadings off* must be very

gradual : objects, in proportioa as they tend to the horizon, must
have finer and thinner strokes : the smaller portions of distance less

and less marked ; the larger portions more and more indistinctly.

and in masses. Harshness is to be avoided generally throughout

any picture by due attention to keeping and harmony. (See Paint-

ing, p. 576.) Much depends on the strength of the lights.

Where strong lights appear, the shadows are more marked and

bolder: but where the light is feeble they have greater softness.

The chief difficulty, therefore, is to avoid harshness in strong lights,

because here all shadows terminate abruptly.

Note (H.)

See the remarkable passage in that most ancient r^ltr of patri-

archal literature, the Book of Job, ch. xix. ver. 23, 24- <juotcd bj
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Reference m
Jj!.-. xix. 23,

24. tu ancient
Kngraviuu.

Evelyn,(Scu/ptura, p.20. i and after him by Strutt, (
Essay On Origin

of Eng raving
^ p, 8.) uf which the hitter gives the fulluwing literal

version. It ho shall give 'or ordain) now, that my words shall be

drawn (or written:) who shall give Ihat in a booh, (or memorial,)

they shall be de/ineated : that with a pen of iron and lead they shah

be hewn out in the rack fat ever f Better explained by Bishop

Patrick's paraphrase : Oh that my protestations and appeals might

remain upon record, registered in the public acts, and that they might

he graven upon a plate of lead with an iron pen, nay cut into a rock

or marble pillar, to continue to all posterity ! Of this passage in

Job, Evelyn observes, that it
u comprehends all sorts of ancient

writing or Engraving, *' the use of the stylus and of books, the use

of plates and of stone. The Septuagini version of it is as fol-

lows : T/j yao ecv %oivt yoe&tprjvcct to. ftp.a.TO. u-ou, Tifhva.1 Se ctvra iv

(iiCxiaj tig rov a'tuvoi ; iv ypa$u-*> (rtdrjocp, xut fto&tGSiw, % iv •xirfo.t; lyyXvffi-

vol*. To this we add another quotation from a much later scriptural

authority, Isaiah, ch. xxx. ver. 8. Nov ovv xatlUot; y^d-^ov Urt vrv\tov

rrtvrce, KCt) it; fiiGxiov on 'iffTexi ti; np-'i^a; xaipov tccutcc xcti lev; US tov

etiwvet. flow go write it before them in a, table, $c. Here the word
vv%Uv, which we translate table, means tahfllu scriptoria, or more
literally, a tablet of boxwood, being made oul of the tu%1;, or bux-

tree. Tlvs}s seems as fair a derivation for our English ur Saxon
word Book : as papyrus for paper ; or as /3/fo.*s (another name for

papyrus, the Egyptian plant or reed that furnished paper) for bible.

Liber, in Latin, took its name likewise from the material used fur

writing on; viz. the inner bark (Jiber) of trees, Adams, Rom. Ant.

p. 50G. We have already observed (see Biographical and His-

torical Division for Confucius, p. 491.) upon the custom, pro-

bably familiar to the Chinese, of using the bark of trees before the

invention of paper: and have alluded to manuscripts of the kind

preserved in several Libraries of Europe M. Klaproth, in his

Tableaux Histortques^ 4ut. 1821, dedicated to M, Humboldt, thus

chronicles the acts of a Chinese conqueror and Emperor, Thsin- chi-

houang-ti, whom he stylesfondateur de la dynast ie Thsin qui a donne"

a hi Chine ie nom qu'elle porte duns /'Occident. Ileitt sans cesse a /utter

centre /es grands qui auraient lou/u de nouveau morceler /'empire,

el qui n'oubltuient rien pour rctablir le systeme ftodal des Tcheou en

s'appuyan! sur /es a/ictens /ivrcs et sur C/nstoire. Excedc des repre-

sentations importunes et repetces, qui contenaient des passages et

des principps extruita de ces livres, \/ commando de br&ler tuus /es

anciens ouvrayes histortques, et principa/ement ceux de Confucius,

qui avoit v£cu environ 300 ana avani lui. Ces ordretfurent executes

avec /a plus grand* rigueur. Cest cette tnesure vio/ente que /es

/ettres Chut as rCont jamais pardunnts a I'i/lustre fondateur de la

nouvetle Monarchic. Cette execution es! la cause il est vrai de Cetat

incomp/ei dans leouel /es notions histortques sur fantiquity Chinoise

nous son/ parvenues. Atanmoins elles n'ont pas etc tout a fait
perdues ; car duns un pays oil Ptrriturc est si repandue, il etait

presque impossible que toutex Irs copies trouvrages universeflement

respectes piissent etre aneanties, surfout a un epoque oil la mature
sur laquelle ,,n tcrivait etait ires durable. Les carac/ires etaient en

effet grave's avecunstyfei sur des tab/ettes de bambuu, on bien i/sy

etaient truces avec du verms, d'une cou/eur foncee. Cependant si

f'empereur t/es Thsin a fait essuyer une perte irreparable aux sciences

par /a destruction des /ivres anciens; son grand genera/ Moung-
thiau /es en a (implement dedommagees par /a de"convert? du papier
et du pinceau. Klaproth, Tableaux Historiques. p. 35.

A yet more ancient downfal to literature by removing the means
of spreading knowledge through printed signs, must have taken

place at the destruction of Babylon. Mr. Hansard, quoting (rum
Mr. Maurice's limns of Babylon, describes the substance used
by the Chaldeans to preserve public records of whatever they de-

sired to commemorate. A composition was prepared of clay mixed
with reeds and formed into the shape of bricks. While yet in their

moist state, the device or inscription intended to be published, was
stamped upon them from some surface (probably of wood) with
raised characters engraved on it for the purpose, and the stamped
material was then subject to induration either by the Sun or by
fire. The corroborative evidence of Mr. Hansard, a distinguished

printer, (Tgpoyraphia, p. ti.) is extremely valuable as to the mode of

stamping that must have been used. Of this substance <l cTi-ns

tX<V#w of burnt brick, formed intosquare masses and impressed with
mystic characters, the walls and palaces of Babylon were for the

most part constructed. Three specimens are preserved in Trinity

College, Cambridge, (one of them a cylindrical fragment covered

with characters imprinted in longitudinal lines.) two or three En

the British Museum, and several in the Library at the India House.

The opinion of Plinv in his chapter of inventions, (Nat, Hist. lib.

vii. cap. 5G.) Ijtteras skmpeu Assyria* ju\*se% bears a very striking

reference to the Oriental origin of language, and of the arts of

hum,in intercourse by signs written, engraved, or \ rinted.

Note (I.) '

Block

J'ai vu, says Papillon, whose authority as an honest witness P iUt D8-

is n nimpeac liable, des /hires Chniois chez M. Founnont Cuine, "'^^'-^ •^'
do/it /a gravure est admirable, Les liaisons des caracteres sont
si de/iSes et si nettes que nous aarions peine a /es graver aussi p. - • ,

p'oprement. A great acknowledgment from the best xylographic opinion of
arlist of his day. IXaiUeurs /a beuute" de /''impression et ia b/anchtur l blm
du papier sont si purfaiteg, que je nui em ore vu tn /ettres yravtes Engraving

ni aucune impression d*Europe qui merits de /ear etre comparer.
Tous ces livres sont imprimis foncierement avec rejicre de hi Chint

.

(car dans ce pays-la on «' use point I'em re ii I' /mile.) lesfeui/lets ne
sont imprimes que d'un cote, en sorte qu'i/s sunt pOcs COmme no* penis
agenda de poche, et que chacuri dr& aits feui//eis sont doub/es ; cepen-
dant le papier est si mince qu'on a peine a s"en appercevotr. V. Traiti
(A- /a Gravure en Bois, torn, i ch. vi. p. 59. He assigns also (he Method of

thinness of the Chinese paper as the reason why it is never wetted, primmg ii

It is, indeed, too delicate and fragile a material for an ordinary
*"

printing-press ; but from the circumstance of not being sized with
alum, it has only to be brought into contact with the ink to take
an immediate impression. The block (a not very thick tablet of
pear, or apple-tree, or other hard wood) must first be firmly fixi-d

in a horizontal position. Two brushes, une of a stiffer kind, (which
may be held in the hand and used at either end.) the other softer and
ot .ni oblong form, must be provided. The stiti brush is dipped in the
ink. and the block sufficiently rubbed wilh it to give an impression

;

but not so wetted as to blot and slur the characters. The block be-
comes gradually saturated, and in a state to print three or four sheets

successively without a fresh supply of ink. But notwithstanding this

advantage in saving time, it seems incredible that une man, according
to DuHalde, can, without fatigue, print three thousand sheets a day.
The softer brush is applied to rob the paper on the block with suf-

ficient pressure to receive the impression. Du Halde, Description de
fEmpire de /a Chine, torn. ii. p. 'J

n 9. Mr. Hansard, in his Typogra-
phm. Svo. London, 18'J5, gives a must ingenious fac-simile ofChinese
printing; it in executed after an uriginal bluck, frum which probably
a mould was taken for casting it in type-metal. The original, which is Speclmeos o

five-sixths of an inch in thickness, being engraved on both sides, Mr. *be Llbrarj

Hansard prefers to call a wooden leaf This authur mentions hav- £,
India

ing seen in the Library at the India House, " several specimens in

various stages of the process : some having the paper with the cha-
racters traced, ready glued to the board : some engraved but never

printed from : others showing signs, like the original he has had
Copied; of much wear; and one very large block of a picture in out-
line. But all these are only engraved on one side and have a dove-
tail at each end to slide into larger blocks, by which they are held
firm fur the workman's use. Several of their engraving and print-

ing tools are also in the same Librury, and confirm the account
given of their workmanship " See China, Miscellaneous Divi-

sion, p. 5S9.

Note (K.)

The writings of Marco Polo, after his residence for eighteen

yearn in China, resembled, in their reception among his contempo-

raries, the travels of Bruce, the celebrated txplorer of Abys-
sinia. Marco Polo, says Mr. Uttley, preferred instructing his The ' mar-
Countrymen in matters with which they were not hitherto ac- vels*' of

quamted, and relating wonders, which, until corroborated by other -^ art"'

testimony, were not believed His book for a long time was £°"°t'"'r
'
U

considered little better than a collection of fables of his own .Ar i-, .-

invention; later travellers, however, confirmed the truth of some of

his accounts : but that which most of all established Ins veracity

wis i he publication of The Travels nfihe Two Arubs in the IXth Cen-

tury, who at that very remote permd maintained and recorded their

intercourse with the Chinese A French translation of this Arabian
author by Eusehius Renaudot a learned Jesuit and Orientalist,

appeared at Pans in 1718, 8vo. The writer of this narrative

informs us, that all the CAinwr, &»M rich and poor, learned to read

ami in it? ; from which ciicunislance Mr. Oitley builds a very

rational presumption that Printing was even ihen common m China.

Manuscripts can never in any Country be a siifhcienily cheap lite-

rature to be available lor the poor, and least of all Chinese maoii-

sciipis. Sec Tu'.ibi.schi. Slona iM/a Letterutora Ital. tool. iv. p.

1U3. and Otiley's History of Enyravini), p. 51). 55. .Marco Polo is pvi.A

not altogether silent upon Chinese Printing. He describes the '

process of stamping paper-money in the city of Cambalu, (Khau-
j

balek.) since called Pekm : to which process we have alluded in

our biography of Confucius, p. 504. It is manufactured, says he,

from the inner rind of the inultierry-tree made into a pulp, and

reduced with size into the form of paper. Jt is quite black, and is

cut, when finished, into large and small square or oblong pieces \

according to the intended value. Public officers, deputed for tho

5 p •&
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purpose, write first their names, and affix each one his mark ; after

which a principal commissioner) appointed by the Cham, tmbralta di

cinaprio (ctnubru) la boll" cOttCfSM glt\ < /'unpronta sopra la tnoneta,

si che la forma del/a bulla tinta di rinaprio, vi rimanf impressa.

(Smears with cinnabar the seal consigned to him, ami imprints it

upon the money, so that the figure of the seal coloured in cinnabar

remains impressed upon it.) Navigation! et Fiaggi. Haccolto di

Ramusio, torn. ii. ftil. 29.

We have giveu, in the note immediately preceding this, a descrip-

tion of the Chinese process of Printing, compiled from Mendoza, the

Jesuit Ambassador to China in lf>84, by I)u Halde. We now give

fr«m Breitkopf, (Unsprung der HoiztchkcitU kunst, 2 theil, p. 160.) as

quoted by Mr. Singer at p. 83 of his History of Playing Cards,

a description of the method used in Germany by the early Form*

German Schneider, or Wood Engraver* " The artist." says M. Breitkopf,

method of ** planed a plank of pear-tree wood, and after neatly shaving
printing from anj polishing it with a piece of sharp iron or glass either pastedwim i Hlmil.ir * i r i i 4 f i -r \

t Mi.r dilutee aQ mverted copy ot his design upon the wood, or it he were an

n.ethod. adept in his Art rubbed off the pencilling of the original upon
the plank. In the former case the drawing was entirely de-

stroyed, since he must cut through it into the block; in the

latter, the drawing was preserved, and it remained in his power to

correct whatever was not distinctly expressed. He then with a

small sharp instrument cut away the wood on each side of all the

lines in the design before him, and leaving whatever space was
marked with colour, chiselled the remaining wood away with other

instruments. His labour thus completed, all the lines forming the

object represented in the drawing would stand out in relievo. To
make impressions of his work, he mixed lamp-black in water to the

consistence of a paste ; or used the common black ink, still some-
times employed by card-makers

;
poured some of the liquid upon a

wooden trencher and filled a long-haired brush with it, which he
passed over his wooden plank or block. In this manner he covered
the prominent lines of his wood-cut with as much colour as was
necssary for an impression. He next laid wet paper upon the

coloured surface, passed over it a smooth broad piece of wood, or a
thick horse-hair brush smoothed with oil, and continued this ope-

ration to and fro, until he perceived that all the lines of the wood
plank were imprinted on the paper; which was then removed from
the block, and his work finished.'' So numerous are the points of

resemblance between this method and that practised by the Chi-
nese that it seems obvious, almost to demonstration, that the Art
of Engraving and Printing from wood was conveyed to Europe from
China. See Palmer, History of Printing, p. 5.

Note (L.)

The earliest mention of the term kartenmacher (card-maker)
in Germany, is found in the records of the city of Augsburg, which
in the XVth Century, and some Centuries earlier, was one of the

great depots of the Venetian merchants, through which, by land
carriage, they furnished the Southern parts of Germany with articles

of commerce and manufacture. Buxheim, at no great distance

from Augsburg, is renowned in the annals of xvlographic printing,

J'lscovery by for the discovery there, by Baron Heineken, of the earliest Print
Heineken or bearing a date of which at present any certain knowledge exists.

(Uted \ d It is the wood-print of Saint Christopher, dated 1423. It is pre-

142J. served in the splendid Library of Earl Spencer in the same state as

when Heineken discovered it, pasted in the inside of one of the

covers of a Latin MS. of the vear 1417 : within the other cover of

the same MS. is pasted likewise another wood-cut, " The Annuncia-
tion of the Virgin," but without a date. Both of them bear less resem-

blance to the angular stithies* of the German School than to the Ita-

lian style of Art, and though in both of them the explanatory Latin
inscriptions are in the German or black character, yet that Gothic
character, as observed by the Abbe Lanzi, (Storm Piltorita, tom.i.

p. 72.) prevailed in Italv for inscriptions on Pictures till towards the

close of the XVth Century. Neither of these Prints appears to have
revived the impression by the stroke of a soft brush on the back of
the paper, according to the ancient method described by Breitkopf.

Both, as Mr Ottley observes, are printed with a press upon a paper
rather thick than otherwise, with black oil-colour, or what is com-
monly termed printing ink. It seems to us to combine the labours

of an artist from Italy with those of a German pressman.

Note (M.)

Mr. Savage, in his Practical Hints on Decorative Printing, ob-
serves truly of the roller used by Chinese artists, that it was one of
the most ancient modes in Europe of taking impressions ; and in-

forms us that a hand-roller is sometimes used at this day by our
Engravers on wood to obtain good proofs from their blocks.
The simplicity of the method by a hand-roller would facilitate

Sane kind of

Uislrumeut,
the roller,

naed in

F.uripe as In

China for

printing from
wood.

taking impressions in the private manner in which the Art, at First Print*

first, was anonymously practised by European craftsmen. Th?re from Wood.

would be no noise to excite curiosity, m.r any cumbrous machinery '
- ~ v _l— *

to be concealed from the public gaze: id' which Guttenburg, its «e
know, was extremely jealous. The probability is, that the hand-

roller suggested the idea of the rolling press for taking impressions

from metal plates.

On the subject of ink, Mr- Savage considers that the oil-colom, \ n improve*)

or printer's ink, used for impresv.uiis lias frequently been injurious, printing *k.

and more especially to works printed in dirlerent shades or colours

after the method called chiaroscuro. He looks upon the oil as not

only producing changes in the colour used, but also stains in the

paper, by separating itself from the colouring matter. He gives

(at page 100 of his book above mentioned) a receipt for black

printing-ink as follows:

Ounce*.
Balsam capivi U

Best lamp-black 3

Prussian blue 1 i

Indian red £

Turpentine soap dried 3
11 ground on a marble or stone slab with a muller to an impalpable
fineness." Instead of the lamp-black, Prussian blue, and Indian
red, other colours may be tried, and impressions obtained of
coloured works in chiaroscuro, which, Mr. Savage maintains, will

not exhibit the defects of common printing-ink.

Ink appears an ancient Roman invention, a pawt. (See Ink, German ink
in the Miscellaneous Division.) Mr. Ottley observes, that a excellent, M
proper black ink for printing made its appearance in Germany tllL' ftr " 1 "P*

simultaneously with the introduction of the Press ; and the first
ttri9 Art.

Bible that issued from the Presa of Guttenburg at Mentz, soon after

1450, is printed with ink, which in blackness and consistency has
never been surpassed. History <•/ Engraving, p 92. Mr. O. nj>-

pearsto infer that the Italian style of the Buxheim Prints of 1423.
mentioned in a former note, which are printed with black printing
and in a press, might claim for the Press also a Venetian origin.

Note (N.)

The date of this dedication must, of course, be limited to the
period during which Honorius IV. held the Papal chair : namely, be-

tween April 2, 1285, when he was elected, to April 3, 1287, when he
died. The Baron Heineken joined the Parisian dilettanti of his time
in endeavouring to laugh tuscornPapillun's sentimental story of the
Cuniu : but Heineken, though he bears testimony to the upright
character of Papillon, and expresses his confidence that he did not
invent the story, is himself severely observed upon by De Murr, as
guilty of palpable misrepresentation. Je nesfai pas pourquoi M.de
Hemeken cite st faussement ce trait si curieux et remarquable, fal

biding to Papillon's narrative.) Au lieu cC Honore ii mil Urbain.
II d\i que AL Papillon etoit alors M arts, mats il en uvoit au moins
2lj ttant nr Pan 1698, Murr, Bibliuthtque de Petnture, 8fc, 12mo.
Frankfort, 1770. Heineken likewise asserts that no Count Alberico
Cunio existed in the time of Pope Honorius IV.: but the Abbe" The Anne
Zani (Muteriali, §c. p. 233.) quotes Tonduzzi's History of Facnza, Zaol's In-

printed in;i675, which records, from a. d. 1149 to a. i>. 1285 inclu- qulry reject,

sive, many interesting particulars of theCunio family, and of succes-
1<l8 e un °

sive Counts, Guido,'Bernardino, and Alberico. The character, too,we
must here add, of Honorius IV. was that of a cultivator of Literature,

and peculiarly favourable to the tasteful pursuits of his young re-

latives. He is thus described in vol. i. p. 306, of VArt de verifier

Av Date$, fol. Paris, 1783: Honorius IK aimoit les /etires, et pro-

j< tta, pour les faire revivre, des ttablissements que la britvete de
son Pontifical, et les conjunctures oil il se trouva, ne lui pernnrent
point d'extcuter.

The following is the translation given by Mr. Ottley (Hist, o Further par-

Etigraving, p. 13.) of Papillon's French version of the dedicatory
irular8 -

inscription at the beginning of the Work. u The heroic actions,

represented in figures, of the great and magnanimous Macedonian
King, the bold and valiant Alexander ; dedicated, presented, and
humbly offered to the most holy Father Pope Honorius IV., the

glory and support of the Church, and to our illustrious and gene
runs father and mother, by us Alessandro Alberico Cunio and
Isabella Cunio, twin brother and si>ter : first reduced] imagined,
and attempted to be executed in relief, with a small knife, on Mocks
of wood, made even and polished by this learned and dear sister

;

continued anil finished by us together, at Ravenna, from the eight

Pictures of our invention, painud six times larger than here repre-

sented ; engraved, explained by verses, and thus marked upon the
paper, to perpetuate the number of them, and to enable ub to

present them to our relations and friends in testimony of gratitude,

friendship, and affection. All this was done and finished by in

when only sixteen years of age." The originalinscription is stated
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;-."otoson by Papillon to have been in Latin or ancient Gothic-Italian : an in-

RQjrariui;. terual evidence of which fact is, as Mr. Ottley observes, the cramped
*»m ^ "^ ' style of Papillon's, or rather M. Greder's, French translation. It

proves itself to have been " done into French" bona file, and

literally, from a Latin original. (V. Papillon, Traite de la Gravure

en Bois, torn i. p. 84.) Mr. O. also remarks, that although the

scholarship of Papillon might be insufficient for deciphering this

ancient dedication without assistance, he must at least have been

able to make out the proper names, Alexander, Pope Honorius IV.

and those of the two Cunios. Then as to his competency on

artistic points, it cannot be disputed. He mentions a memorandum,
written probably by one of the Cunios, (for the copy in question

was preserved in their family,) on the margin beneath one of the

Prints to this effect : " The ground of the wooden blocks must be hol-

lowed deeper, that the paper mar/ not touch it any more, so as to be

smeared, m receiving the impression." He says the blocks appear to

have been printed by means of the pressure or friction of the hand,

with a light tint of indigo in distemper, and describes the impres-

sions to be granulous, as if the paper had been applied to the

engraved block without being first damped. This is, says Mr. O.,

exactly a circumstance usual with very early wood-prints. They
were printed without any mixture of oil in the colour used for the

purpose : and there is good reason to presume, from the shining

appearance of the backs of old Wood Engravings of this kind taken

offby friction, that the paper was commonly used dry. Wet paper

would not have withstood the friction which appears to have been

applied.

The fate of these amiable twins was untimely : the youth,

trained to war, (a chief employment of Italian gentlemen in those

days,) followed his father, the Count Cunio, in one of the expeditions

which then so frequently embroiled the petty States of Italy. It

was after signalizing himself so as to be knighted in the field, for

his courage and conduct, and during the subsequent interval of his

being ordered to Ravenna for the cure of his wounds, that he began
to compose and engrave with his sister the Work in question. They
continued afterwards to employ together the few seasons of respite

from Civil warfare in this peaceful occupation : but in a fourth cam-
paign with his father, the brave young cavalier fell covered with

wounds, and the affectionate Isabella, broken-hearted by his loss,

died not long after. It is to be regretted that Papillon lust sight of

this curious Work upon the death of his Swiss acquaintance. The
Library of the Vatican is said to have been searched, but hitherto

in vain, for a supposed presentation copy to Pope Honorius IV.
Zani, in the passage of his Work above alluded to, observes of

the notices which he was so fortunate as to collect from Tonducci's

History of Faenza, that although no mention is expressly made
respecting the two twins of the family of Cunio, nevertheless there

is great probability that a Count Alberico Cunio (spoken of as a
celebrated character in the same year when Honorius IV. was
elected Pope) was the father of Alessandro Alberico and Isabella.

Note (O )

The first-mentioned of these compound or mixed modes of

blockwork was one of the earliest, and was practised by the karten-

tnacher, and by the manufacturers of movable altar-pieces called

ancone by the Italians. The word is conjectured to be a corruption

from i'ikmt, icon, an image. Jansen adopts the opinion of Breitkopf,

that the kartenmacher were subsequent to the illuminists. Through-

Marred out ancient Christendom the use of these sacred dyptics was very
dyptics. general. The oldest Print extant with a date, called the Buxheim

Print, of which we have already spoken, (see note (L.) above,)

was coloured in tins manner, as likewise its companion, '• The An-
nunciation." Both, it is prubable, were originally designed to fold

up in a portable form facing each other, to be opened on occasions

of devotion, and when the Mass was to he celebrated. Probably
many more of these (not treasures of Art, but rather) biblical relics

remain vet undiscovered in the Keligious Houses of Germany.
Excellec Tac-similes of the two Buxheim Prints, and of another
considered still older, representing St. Bridget, are given in Mr.
Ottley's History of Engraving. The colouring, or tinting, however,
is purposely omitted, in order to show with more distinctness the
lines of the Engraving. The colouring of the original St. Bridget
is not laid on by means of stencils, but by the hand. (History if
Engraving, p. 88. note.) Both the original St. Christopher anil

the "Annunciation" are stencilled, and both with the same
colours, and both appear to have been printed on the same paper.

rh,., ,_, (p. 91.) Lanzi describes the uses to which these sacred Pictures,

dyptics, or movable altar-pieces (che in pur paesi d Italia si nomi-
navano ancone) were applied, and thus quotes from Buonarotti :

Uso antichissimo de Cristianesuno fit tenere sopra gli altan nrl

sacriftcio delta messa i dittici d'argento o di avorio, che, ftmta la

sacra funzione si ripiegavano, come un libro, e si recavano a/trove- Woc<-cuti.

Ritennesi la stessaftgura anche introdotte le tavole piu grandi. che ' ^ / ^i *

similmente erano due ed amovihili ; e questa usanza di cut poche
retif/uie ho vedute in Italia, si e conservalu tungamente netla chietu
Greca. Fmalmente a poco a poco si comtncib a dipmgere m una
sola tavo/u mute, (V. Storia Pittorica, vol. i. p. 72. note.) The
ancone are particularly specified in the Venetian decree of 14-11.

(See fourth note to Art. 25.)

Note (P.)

The phrase printing in chiaroscuro, or in cameo, has been ex- Proves* of
clusively applied to this compound process of Engraving, although Engraving i»

it must be evident that all engraved works, except mere outlines,
chi*l,SCul °-

imply the knowledge and practice of chiaroscuro. ' It is supposed
that at first only two blocks were used ; one to give the outline and
the shaded parts, and the other the coloured ground out of which
the lL'hts were cut, to imitate their being put in with white ; and
this effect was produced by impressions on white paper. In a very
few years the process was carried further, so as to imitate drawings
in chiaroscuro, and with such success as to induce some of the
greatest artists to encourage it by their assistance in drawing the
subjects on the blocks. These early productions were confined to

three or four blocks printed wiih different gradations of shade
of the same colour which produced the eriect of what is termed
chiaroscuro. Their general colours were dull ochry yellow or
brown ; sometimes they used a grey ink ; sometimes a reddish
colour ; sometimes dull blue or purple ; and they occasionally varied
the colour of one block ; so that we meet with the same subject
printed in a variety of ways, and producing different effects. In
many instances they did not engrave an outline, but produced their
imitation of drawing by gradations of tints, the termination of the
tint being the termination of the subject ; while different depths
produced the draperies and shaded parts." (Savage, Practical
Hints.) The same distinction is made by Bartsch, (Anleituny, Sfc.

th. 1. sec. 118— 120.) between 1. the process by means of two
blocks for imitating drawings on coloured paper touched up with
white ; and 2. the imitation of drawings in bistre or such as contain,
three, four, or even five tints laid on in flat masses. To this second
style, requiring at least three and frequently four separate blocks,

he gives the name grau in yrau, 'grey upon grey,) or amayeur,
because intended to imitate Paintings known by that name. For a
further account of these processes, see Papillon, Triuti de la Gravure
en Bois, torn i. ch. ii. lii. and iv. To these methods Mr. Savage adds,
in the Work just quuted, a further attempt in which he has succeeded
but indifferently to imitate coloured drawings. He introduces
various specimens from Paintings and Drawings by Callcott,Neale,
Craig, Varley. and Brooke, some in a suite of seven blocks, one of
thirteen, one of fourteen, and one (a sad failure I) of no less than
twenty-nine blocks.

Note (Q.)

The card-makers, according to Adam Bartsch, were the original Card-maJnv
cutters in wood, (formschneider,) but probably only became a dis- **"* earliest

tinct Corporate Body in Germany after they had laid aside the
*> loS"»'h«»

manufacture of cards, and were solely employed in engraving
Pictures. This epoch, however, is not ascertained. We only know
that they assumed the name of formschneider about a. n. 1449.
In proporiion as printing-offices in the XVth Century became
more numerous, and the demand for liooks increased, (which, in
imitation of the MSS. of that period were crowded with Prints and
pictorial illustrations,) the number of craftsmen in this profession
multiplied : and. as happens with a multitude of professors in any
Art or Science, divided their labours, each taking a peculiar depart-
ment. Hence arose numerous distinct branches, more particularly

in Nuremburg and Augsburg, between the years 1459 and 1486.
But the formschnritbrs separated themselves into a higher class as
soon as their connection with the profession of Painting raised their

Art beyond a mere mechanical trade.

It has been a question whence the grotesque figures on modern
court cards could have been derived. They bear no distant resem
blance to some of the representations of the human figure among
the Chinese, and it will be seen that their modern cards are charged
with similar designs, but we have no certain clue to guide us in

ascertaining whether ours were thence derived. V. Kngravino,
pi. i.) The figures in Mexican hieroglyphic Paintings also afford

objects very resemhlant to those on our court cards, but there is

not any reason for supposing that with them they have any con-
nection. Perhaps we ought to seek no further than the rude oitg
of the XlVth and XVth Centuries, many of which are as remote
frombeingcorrect imitations of humanity, as are the similar objects

depicted on the figured cards of the present time. Singer's Hit.
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y.-fy Cardt, -It j. p. -15. Heineken proves the manufacture

of playing card* in Germany to h.ive existed as early as a. d 1376.

Daitacll gives a bog list of the dirlereut divisions of labour

resulting from the increased quantity ut' work, and the consequently

increased number of workmen. He mentions the kartrmnatker,

(card-makers, kuttrnmahter, (card-painters, bru/mnb/rr, letter-

painters,) brie/iimcker
t |

letter-printers.
|

f-rmschnrtdtr, block-

cutters,) modelSchneider, (model carvers.) modisten, (modelers,,

patromsten, (stencil or pattern-makers,) schachtetmahler, box-paint-

ers,) ittumtmstrn. : illuminists,)' and schbnmahter, gilders.) He then

proceeds to a brief history of each department. The old letter-

painters and pattern-makers still continued their occupation, and

have existed to the present day through van.. us stages of improve-

ment The model carvers went over tu the manufactories of printed

cottons and linens ; and the illuministcn and trhonmaUr to the

Engravers on copper, in whose service they are still partly engaged.

But the block-cutlers, or_/orwut7m«i'/"r,separated themselves entirely

into a distinct Body, continuing gradually to improve their Art, as

it more and more became couuected with Fainting and Design.

A/t/*ttung
t
$c. th. i. sec. 594.

Note (R.)

To instruct those who could not afford MS. copies of the Scrip-

tures or of religious books, which were sometimes expensively and
magnificently illuminated, and which, even when cheapest, were too

costly for the common people, a small folio, entitled Historic? wetent

BlbUi Pxu- et Novi Tfstamcmli $eu Btbtia Pauperum, was published. Copies of
•

it have lung been among the literary rarities of our times. The
Bibliofheca Spencriana of Dr. Dibdin may be referred to as pecu-

liarly rich in treasures of this kind. Mr. Ottley. whose History of
Engraving contains much curious matter concerning the Bibiia

Pauperism, describes it as a small folio of forty leaves, printed on
one side of the paper only, by means of friction, from the same
number of blocks of wood, or, more probably, from twenty blocks,

in which case each block would contain two engraved pages. The
blank sides of the paper were then pasted together, so as out of

every two to form oue leaf, *vith the appearance uf being printed on

both sides: in which respect, observes Mr. w.. as well as in its

brown tint, apparently unmixed with oil, it resembles must of the

early block books, (p. 112.' Each Print or page being from y£
inches to 10J inches in height, by about "^ inches in breadth, fur-

nishes three subjects from Scripture history, disposed in compart-

ments side by side, across the middle of the page. The space

above the central subject is occupied by two half-length figures of

prophet-*, patriarchs, or holy men. The space below is similarly

occupied, ai.d the remainder of the page at its four corners is taken

up by rhythmical and other inscriptions in Latin, explanatory of the

events and persons represented. These pictorial representations are

coloured in a rude manner, unworthy, in many instances, of the

Engraving. The Work passed through several editions, which

Heineken is very careful to particularize, as did also the Vision of
St. J •hi, published in a similar manner about the same time. This

Btbtia Pauperum, or Hour Man's Bible, excited in those days no

peculiar interest beyond its being thought a cheap compendium of

us knowledge. Modern estimation, however, entitles it to the

name of Btbtia divitum. Mr. Hansard (at p. 36 of his Typogra-

phy) thus states the prices that have been given in the XVilith
an! XlXth Centuries for the Poor Mans Bible of the XVth :

£. *. d.

17.->i at the sale of Bide B >**, 1000 livres, -13 15

17 I M. Uaiguar, 330 livres, 36 6

1791 M Pans 51

1813 M. Willett 257
; 3 or 1819 Duke of Marlborough . . 52 10

Note (S.)

great step [says. Mr. Hansard, quoting from Home's In-

troduction to Bibliography) towards perfecting the Art of Printing,

namely, the inveutiuu of fusil tyiies appeals pretty well ascertained

to hate been in th«- year 1456. Twenty-five of the leaves of the

Invention of Speculum Humana? Satvationit were priuted before that invention;
fu,.: typM a id the remaining thirty eight leaves, together with the Preface to

C implete the booK, had the advantage of cast type. The second
Latin edition differs from the former, in having the whole of the

explanatory t»xt printed with fusil type, exactly resembling those

employed f>>r part of the letter-press of the first edition. In the
Flemish or Dutch editions, the text is printed entirely with mov-

The chronological order in which the discoveries in Typography
succeeded each other, has been put down thus :

Kiecntiiif. ci

Printing from blocks, alout a.d...14J'2

Letters cut separately of wood. . . .1-138

!>'.. do. of metal. ... 1450
Do. cast in moulds 1456

So that little more than thirty years elapsed from the state of the

Art at the time of printing the Btbtia Pauperum, to the time of

casting the first metallic type trom the foundfry of Gutenburg end
SchoenVr.

Mr. Otttey maintains that of all the block-work SO elaborately

described by H» meken, only three, viz. the Bibiia Pauperum, the

Canticles, or Hut. f'irymi* Marite, and the Speculum Humanet
SaA a/iomt, can claim any distinction as works of Art ; and on this

account considers, these three as rather appertaining to the ancient

Schools of Holland and Flanders, thau to that of Germany.

Note(T.)

The mysterious concealment which attended the early perform-

ances in the Art i>t" Printing, as well from blocks as from types, has ^"
t ^ v ,.

(

|"[,'
"

left almost every thing to antiquarian surmise, especially respecting mystery snd

the original projectors. Inventors seldom foresee the utmost kepi »«r«t.

value of their X r.<%. Their only aim at first is to do something

better or cheaper than what they see already done. The first

object in printing figures of Saints, ftc was tu imitate Drawings,

as the first in printing books was to imitate HSS-, and the care

and accuracy necessary for this latter process accounts for the ex-

cellence of early Printing. Such, observes M. Beckmann, is the

usual progress of inventions. After the invention of Printing, people

endeavoured to make printed books as like as possible to manu-
scripts, because they imagined that this invention was to be ap~

proved only so far as it enabled them to imitate these, without

observing that it could far excel the Art of writing. So when
itisfal Wished to make mirrors of glass, they would try to imitate

the only mirrors known : those, namely, of natural glass or vitreous

stones. History of Intentions, vol iii. p. 183. We conceive it al»0

probable that the number of persons who obtained a com fur'

subsistence by transcribing and copying and illuminating most

have looked with so much jealousy upon this new croft, as often to

make obscurity and secrecy essential to the safety of the craftsman.

M. Bartsch seems to think that the names uf these who engraved

such Works as we have just alluded to, viz tie Jiibiiu Puvpervm,

deserve oblivion. He deems them to have displayed in these mere

outlines such total absence of Art and ignorance uf design, as to be

unworthy of mention as artists ; and even estimates them below

the most insignificant cutter of models for cotton-printing. Anl< i-

tung, fl}c. vol. i. sec. 598. Our Countryman, Mr. Ottley, has made
a different estimate; and has been at the pains, in his valuable

Work, to give several fac-similes, of which he speaks highly as com-

positions, as possessing agreeable and gracelul design, admirable

draperies, sober dignity of style, and often a considerable share of

grandeur. Hist, of Engraving, p. Ill—171. We so far agree

with M. Bartsch, however, as to regard the very early performers

in wood (whether Italian or German) in the light of only a very

dexterous description of mechanics employed to work upon and

carve out a design already traced for them by a superior hand.

Hence the name uf the designel only has been sometimes trans-

mitted, and mention very rarely made of the Engraver. The

examples are numerous at the beginning of the XVth Century from

the Presses of Mentz, Straaburg, and Haerlem. In Bartseh's

Peintre Graveur will In? found u multitude of names and mono-

grams, which that author has rescued from the hiding-places tu

which antiquity had consigned them.

But, at the same time, we cannot imagine that any designer,

conscious of superior skill, and jealous of his reputation, would in-

trust his labours so entirely to this executioner, as never to concern

himself further. On the contrary, it may have frequently happened,

that the employer was a far better workman than his empluyi, and

it would always happen that the genius aud inventive powers of the

master-mind would be incessantly active in endeavours, by improving

the mcchamque ot the Art, to give his printed works the be-t picto-

rial effect possible. And, indeed, so apparently difficult of execu- Greatmanua.

tion are the cross-hatchings in several ancient specimens, that *fM***}}*'
, r. » i , T.-

shown in
many authors, writers on hngraving, and themselves Engravers. ,m ,. Ilt

have expressed a belief that the work was not performed by xyiogmpbr.

manual labour and care only, but must have been assisted by

some unknown process. The cheapness of labour, however, in the

days of Albert Durer makes this latter hypothesis unnecessary

besides that many admirable xvlographic works in our own time-

prove the practicability of the manual process, which to an hr»-

graver only on copper might seem uext to impossible.

Note(L\)

In the Peintre Graveur, toL ni. p.245, Striitt'* opinitn a'i.u
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follows Heineken) respecting two of 'Ins name, a senior and a

junior Schaeufflein, is treated as merely conjecture. A mark of

Schaeufflein was two baker's peels crossed. Sckacufel means in

German a peel, Schaeufettn a little peel.

Several other Wood Engravers and designers connected with

Nuremberg have their works both on wood and copper particu-

larized in the Peintre Grareur ; e.g. of Henry Aideg rever, (vol. viii,

p. 455.) the pupil of Durer, are mentioned one wood-cut and 289
copper-plates one of them etched

;
(vol. viii. p. 362.) of Wolfgang

Resch, (voL vii. p. 473.) who designates himself Formschneider^

one specimen in wood; of Erhard Schoen, {lb. p. 476—4*1.)

painter, at Nuremberg, who died about 1550, 40 cuts; of James
Binck (vol. vui. 249.) one wood-cut aud 97 copper-plates, one of

them £ Ceauftrte sur fer. To these add Sicholas Meldemann (vol.

vii. p. 482.) and Hans Guldemund, (ix. 150.) both of them card-

makers or card-sellers (cartim) of Nuremberg, and Stephen Hamer
t

rib. p. 151.)

Of the cuts in a Poetical Work under the title of Tewrdanck,
fol. Nureinburg, 1517, reprinted 1519, Bartsch observes, Ces cs-

tampes, au nombre de 118, ne sont pas d'une perfection egale. La
difference qui se mantfeste dans /cur execution, prouve qu'elles ont

etc faite$ par (Uffci'cns graveurs. Crfiendant it est certain qu~elles

ont etc toutes gravies ttapra les de$$?im de Hans Srhaujelein qui a
marque huit pieces de son chtjfre: qui surpassent pour la fermete
du dessein toutes les autres ; it est a croire que Schaufelein lui-meme
en a trace le dessein sur les planches. {lb. vol. vii. p. 272.) In another

passage the same author enumerates various causes lor the great

inequality of merit to be found in wood-cuts bearing the same
cipher. Some of them, says he, are very fine, because the designer

has himself drawn his own composition on the block, and the En-
graver has had only the labour of cutting away with proper accu-

racy the intervals between the lines and hatchings of the design.

Other prints, again, are of au inferior kiud, because the Engraver
has been only guided by a counter-drawing, (Painting, last note to

Art. 216.) where the lines, after tracing, lose a portion of their origi-

nality and spirit. Other*, likewise, are faulty, because the Engraver
spoils the etfect of some fine picture by working after an ill-drawn

copy, of perhaps his own doing. Other prints, too. with even the

advantage of good original composition, are sometimes but lamely
executed, because only executed after slight sketches in bistre, to

which the hand of a mere mechanicial Xylographer has been inca-

pable of supplying the occasional imperfections of contour, together

with the appropriate hatchings for parts shaded by a wash of

colour, or by a stump. Lastly, a piece may be engraved with

perfect neatness by au artist well practised in the use of his tools,

and yet be quite defective in drawing; or, on the other hand, it

may be admirably drawn, but executed in coarse and laboured en-

deavours by au unskilful hand. V. Peintre Graveur, vol. vii. p. 26.

Note (V.)

For our further account of Holbein, see Painting, at p. 485.
Mr. Ottley remarks upon the statement of Bartsch, quoted in the

foregoing note, that a 1 trge proportion of the wood-cuts bearing
the monograms or initials of Durer, and other eminent designers,

may be fairly considered as engraven upon the wooden blocks

by other hands; but, continues he. I can by no means persuade
myself that the abilities of the ordinary Wood Engravers, woo
abounded in Germany at the close of the XVth Century, could

have been such as to render them iu any material degree instru-

mental in bringing about that sudden and almost miraculous im-

provement which took place in their Art ar that period. They were
uninstructed iu the rudiments of design, and had been accustomed
from their infancy to manufacture the barbarous wood-cuts used by
the illuminists and venders of cards and devotional images, in

which scrupulous exactness in the copyist would have been a mere
waste of time ; they must have been utterly incapable of compre-
hending or appreciating those delicate, but free and masterly

touches which characterise the designs of a great and finished

artist like Durer ; and of consequence wholly unqualified to represent

them upon the wooden blocks with any tolerable degree of fidelity.

We may, indeed, suppose them to have handled the tools then

used in their Art with that dexterity and ease which long practice

ensures ; but that is all ; and it i* probable lhat these tools were few

in number, and but ill adapted to the complicated and delicate kind

of workmanship that was required in Wood Engravings of so much
more finished a character than those which they had hitherto been

called upon to execute. I therefore consider it as certain that the

numerous and flourishing School of Wood Engravers which we find

spreading over Germany, and from thence to Italy, in the early

part of the XVlth Century, owes its excellence to the great de-

signers of that time; fcnd especially to Albert Durer. who, 1 have

no doubt, assiduously applied himself in his youth t j the practice

and improvement of the Art ; and, afterwards, perceiving the advan-
tages likely to be derived from it, taught it to numerous pupils,

who, already grounded in the principles of design, and working
constantly under his own eye. by degrees became qualified to assist

him greatly In his numerous works sf this kind, and, at length,

perhaps, competent to the task of engraving the designs of their

master even without his superintendent'--. My opinion is not a little

strengthened by the circumstance of Durer having been himself
the publisher of all his chief works of this kind ; added to the
fact, that of the years 15U9. 1510. and 1511, in which so large a
portion of his Wood Engravings were executed, we have scarcely

anything by his hand engraved on copper. What has here been
said of Durer will. I think, be found more or less applicable to

other great artists of the German School, bis content] oraries

or successors, of whom we have numerous wood-cuts ; aud especially

to Holbein, whose admirable designs, engraved with incredible

delicacy on wood, adorn so many of the books printed at Basle
and some other places, between the years 1520 and 1540. Among
the productions of Holbein in this way is the justly celebrated series Holbein's
of the Dance of Death, of which the edition commonly thought to "Dance of

be the first was printed at Lyons, 1538, in small 4to., under the 1,calh "

title of Les Svnitlachres et Htstori des Faces de la Mart : the cuts are

forty-one in number. Each cut is surrounded by a Latiu text,

taken from Scripture, and has underneath it four French nroes.
Mr. Ottley then goes on to show that the artist employed under
the direction of Holbein to engrave most of these his uV-dgns in

wood, and who, as appears from the first dedication of the work,
died before their completion, was named (according to Jansen,
Essai sur la Gravure, torn. i. p. 120.) Hans Lutzelberger. fight
additional pieces appeared in the edition of 1547, seven years before

the death of Holbein. The original drawings for these eight, to-

gether with those for thirty-eight of the prints in the first edition,

were in the possession of Jan Brockhorst, the painter, a contempo-
rary of Vandyke. These drawings (executed with a pen) found
their way, forty-six in all, into the cabinet of M. Crozat, and were
disposed of at the sale of his collection. They were lent to Mechel,
of Basle, who published Engravings from them in 1 "80. They are

now said to be in the cabinet of the Emperor of Russia.

Note(W.)

Strutt particularizes a singular chiaroscuro print, by the elder Famtiyot
Mair, of the Virgin and Child, with Joseph holding a candle, and Mair.

the date 1499. Respecting the later artist of this name, he regrets

that he did not exercise hiN talent on any better subject than
vignettes for books. Bartsch, in vol. ix. p. 597. of his Peintre

Graveur, mentions Alexandre Mayer, but not as a Wood Engra\er.
Strutt, however, styles him such, as also a Paul Mair, supposed to

be of the same family* but born at Nuremberg.
We might here introduce some others of the ancient School. Schnitzer

Johan Schmtzer, of Arnsheim, engraved maps for the edition of

Ptolemy, published at Lira in i486. Lucas Kranach is recorded L. Kranach.
by Bartsch {Peintre Graveur. vol. vii. p. -79.) as the author of 154
subjects in simple Xylography, the earliest dated 1505, the latest

1561. Six copper-plates, five of them portraits, are likewise

ascribed to him. Of Urse Graf, who flourished at Basle in 1508, UrseGraf

he records 17 pieces, (Jo. 456.) and but one copper-plate. Of Hans H. Brosamr
Brosamer, a painter, who lived at Fuida between 1537 and 1550,

he describes 15 Xylographic pieces, and -4 cupper-plates, (vol. viii.

p. 455.) To Hans Baldung Gr'iin he assigns (vol. vii. p. 305.) a H. b. Grft»,

selection of fifty-eight subjects. Baldung was also a painter in

the style of Albert Durer. bis contemporary ; his drawing is not very

correct, but there is fine expression in his heads. Le chiffre com-

pose (Tun G au milieu d'un H ft a"un B attache' ait dernierjambage est

exptique par quelques auteurs Hans Bresang, par d'autres Hans
Grunewald ; et par d'autres encore Hans Baldung Grun. // it'est

pas vraisembtable que trois artistes qut vivutent dans un mime temps

se soient designes par un mente monogramme. Peintre Graveur,

vol. vii. p. 301. Bartsch then goes on to prove that his nom de

famille was not Bresang nor Grunewald. but Griin. His ordinary

appellation, however, appears to have been Hans Baldung. lie is

said to have engraved on wood only ; two copper -plates, however,

are ascribed to him. {Ibid.)

Albert Altdor/er, of Altdorf, (in Bavaria,) is among the reputed Alidcrfe*.

scholars of Durer; of his wooden cuts it is remarked, by Strutt.

that Hans Holbein must have derived great assistance from them,
since evident traces of Altdorfer's style appear in Holbein. Bartsch

ascribes to Altdorier sixty-three pieces in wood. He became a
Senator of Ratisbou, where his family had been established; was
appointed architect of that city, was highly respected, and died

there, a. d. 1538. His copper-plates amount, according to the same
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HotMoo authority, to 96 puces. 13 of them « Pent forte. Bfefchior hnich,

Bngrvrtng, or Lurch, born a d 1527, at Flemburg, in Holirtein, a Painter,

-»— a n ' Kngraver, and Antiquary, is noted by Bartsch aa the author of

four works in w I, the lait of which comprises a scries of I 27 ctita.

The same author describee 16 copper-plates by Lorieh, one of them

etched, (Peintre Graveur, vol. ix. p. 500.) We may here subjoin

the name of a auppoMd German artist, Wendei iirun. a Wood
Engraver who Uvea and worked at Lyons, a. d. 1515. Critpin

f'anim lirucck
t
a Flemish painter, born at Antwerp about 1530,

engraved creditably both on wood and copper from his own designs.

Note (X.)

A " Knight-errant mounted and in complete armour, with his

attendant bv his side on foot,*' is the last of the ten described by
Bartsch. The print is highly praised by Papillon, (torn. i. p. 387.)

who ascribes it to some early German artist unknown to him.

The ninth volume of the Peintre Graveur mentions (at p. 407.) a

specimen de trots planches on the subject of M Absalom slain by
Juab," by an unknown master, whose style is thought to resemble

th.it of Martin Van Veen, called Martin Hemskirk, from the place,

neai Haerlem, where that painter was born in 1498. The same
volume, at p. 426, records a chiaroscuro by George Mathrm, whose
name appears in white characters upon the print thus,*' JorgMatheia,

Furmschneider*" (here a word is imperfect) " Angspurgr,." The
execution is commended as extremely good, and the style as resem-

bling the Italian School. Various other artists in chiaroscuro are

enumerated by Papillon, but it seems doubtful whether they were

the Engravers or only the designers.

Bryan (Dictionary of Painters and Engravers^ 4to. 1816)
ascril>es a chiaroscuro, "The Kings of Israel," to Lucas von Leuden ;

and three cuts in chiaroscuro to Lucas Cranach, but does not give

his authority, (probably Heineken.) This latter artist is hinted at

tinder the name Lucas Crams by Papillon, Mom. i. p. 39'2.) who
mentions a chiaroscuro in his possession, dated 1503, with themub
of Hans Burghmair. Cette estampe, says he, n'a que deux planches

ainsi que les premiers camateux. (torn. ii. p. 390. see also Bartsch,

Peintre Gmvur, vol. vii. p. 198.) Papillon adds afterwards the

names of several others. {Ibid. p. 400—407, and the whole of the
following ch. iv.)

Note (Y.)

FSpllLon's ia. His principal implement seems to have been a kind of knife,
irumeot. the blade of which he describes to be about four or five inches

long, formed of the same material as the springs for watches,

and duly tempered. This blade was separable from the haft, and
inserted through a longitudinal groove or slit, along the middle of

a cylindrical wooden handle, of the same thickness as the breadth

of the blade. The end of this handle, where the slit admitted

the blade, was bevelled off on three sides, round which were cut

9everal notches, for securing the blade firmly with a strong waxed
thread. The remaining side of the handle was kept level with

the edge of the instrument. The part of the blade intended for

use was made to protrude about an inch and a half beyond the

handle, and to be sharpened and pointed somewhat like a common
penknife. When this part was worn away by use or broken by
accident, the waxed cord that had been wound along the entire

handle was loosened, and the blade drawu out to the same length

as before, to be again sharpened, and agaiu tied and adjusted for

making incision on the wood. For cutting out any part two in-

cisions at least must be made. The first of them Papillon calls

la coupe, the second la recoupe. The former follows the direction

of the line : the latter in the same direction cuts out a slice

entirely from the block. And as two such slices must invariably

be cut away on each side of every line in the work of the W ood

Engraver, a great difference is manifest between his labour

and that of the Engraver on copper* To produce a line which

an Engraver performs on copper-plate at one stroke of his burin,

requires on wood no less than four separate incisions. And the

patience of the Xylographer is yet more put to the proof when
he endeavours alter cross hatching, which in Xylography has

seldom, for ordinary* purposes, been extended beyond two courses of

lines.

Less time, however, is required for executing several courses in

cross hatching than for a smaller number. In some instances

(such as in many of the works of Thurston, mentioned in our last

note to Art. 31.) every line of the hatchings has been first drawn
by the designer with a pen or pencil on the block, and no more
remains for the Engraver than the process (a process certainly that

requires the utmost accuracy) of picking away those parts which

Bust come out white in printing; namely, all the parts between

Abb6Langbrs
intention.

EncJtion of
broad strokes
on copper*
plate-

Scraper.

Bonu-l.fr

the lines. The greater, therefore, has been the multitude of
crossings, the greater will be the portion of surface to be ltft

black, and the tewer interstices he will be required to pick out.

Concerning tome of the instruments for simple Chalcography,
such as the hurtn, and the dry point, and the scraper, some account

has been already given. See tacond note to Art. 19, and Efote li. i

In Chalcography, as m Woud-Kngraving, the form and thickness

of the graver must be Suited to the kind of line to be drawn. It

has been the practice to support the copper-plate, during the
work, upon a round cushion, or leather bag filled with fine sand,

and varying in size according to the dimensions of the copper, so

as to be generally Shout nine inches m diameter and three in

thickness. Resting upon this sandbag the plate of copper or steel

is held in the left hand, and cither kepi steady, as in cutting

straight lines, or turned ahout in a direction to meet the course of

the graver, as in forming curves. The Abbe Longhi invented a
movable table, (pi. i. fig. B.) in which the copper-plate A is at-

tached to a movable board li by screws. The board that sup-
ports the plate may readily lie inclined at any given angle by
means of the resting table C and support 1). Immediately be-

neath A is placed a strong iron axis, on which the plate is also

made to revolve : and in order to diminish the friction which
would otherwise arise from the weight of a large plate the board
is supported by friction rollers. A number of holes maybe made
in the board, to receive, alternately, the iron axis; so that the

centres are readily changed fur the various lines that may be

required.

Very broad strokes should be made of several lines very close

together, and cut till they are a little below the general surface of

the copper. By this means, the bottom or channel of a broad

stroke is sufficiently rough to retain the ink, and not so deep as

to overload the paper with it. As depih of lines depends upon
the degree of pressure from the hand, so clearness of lines depends
upon the habit of producing them at one cut. Observe, in using the

scraper (Note B.) for removing faults in the work, to incline its edge
to the copper, so as to scrape it evenly, and that no false strokes or

scratches may be left upon it. For removing these, another instru-

ment is necessary, called a burnisher. (See pi. i.) When rubbed

upon the copper, it clears away all roughnesses, polishes the sur-

face, takes out such lesser defects as do not require the scraper,

and reduces such lines as have been cut too deeply. Another im-

plement is the nil rubber, (Jb.) consisting of a roll of felt or linen Oil rubber.

doth dipped in olive oil, which, tinged with a little lamp-black,

sinks into the strokes, and gives them a blackish appearance, that

the artist mav from tune to time form a judgment of his work.

The oil rubber, however, must be used gently, and as seldom as

convenient, since whatever takes off the sharpness from the edges
of the engraved lines diminishes the sharpness of the impression.

An anvil or punch (lb.) is also occasionally wanted to place the Anvil

plate upon in hammering out the hollow parts or erasures made by

the scraper. When the surface is made as level as Ihe hammer
can make it, the burnisher is next applied, and the whole polished

with a piece of good charcoal* The burin is sharpened from time

to time in the same manner as a chisel, by rubbing the lozenge or

bevelled surface on a proper oil stone, which must be made of the

best Turkey hone. The temper of the steel is generally too hard

in a new burin just bought, but improves and softens after a little

grinding and whetting. A screen, formed of tissue paper pasted Screen,

upon a slight frame, is generally placed in a sloping direction

before the window at which the artist sits, to keep off the glare of

light, which, falling otherwise upon the metal surface, prevents

him from seeing properly his work. In order, too, that his print

may come out creditably Irom the press in the spirit of its original,

every line must be represented in reverse with perfect exactness.

He places, for this purpose, the original opposite to a mirror, so Mirror,

that he can see the reversed picture, and compare with it i is en-

graved representation on the copper. This mirror, it is obvious,

must, throughout every branch of Kngraving, be often necessary.

Note rZ.)

The following are among the principal, with the dates when they Spanish Ko

flourished.

a. d. At Madrid.
1524. Juande Diesa.

1583. Vicente Campi, of Cremona, painter.

1603. Francisco Lopez, painter, etched.

1609. Diego de Jstor
t oi Toleilo.

1615. Patrtcio Cases, or Caxeie, of Arezo.

Horacto Borgiani, of Koine.

1619. Pedro Ferret, of the Low Count tier oupiI,at Rome, of Corn.

Cort. fArt 36/1
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painter, of Florence, etched and

1626. Alardo de Popina.

1629. Mirtin Rodriguez.

1630. Vmcencto Carducho,
engraved.

Juan Schorquens, of Flanders.

1634. Juan de Courbes.

1640. Pedro de Obregon, pupil of Carducho, etched.

1642. Francisco Nararro.
1643. Maria Eugenia Beer, pupil of her father, a Flemish

painter.

1646. Francisco Fernandez, painter, pupil of Carducho above
named, etched.

1650. Cornelius Schut. of Antwerp, painter, pupil of Rubens, etched.

1660. Pedro de Villufranca Malagon, pupil of Carducho above
named.

1671. Martin de Rossvood, of Flanders.

1680. (>reqorto Fosman, of Flanders.

1691. D. Josef Garcia.

1692. Luca Jordan. Giordano,) of Naples. (Art. 45. and Paint-
ing, p. 4,-s

j

1697. D. Marcs Orozco.

1734. D Andreas Procacini, of Rome.
1 740. Fr. Matias Irala Yuso, a Franciscan friar, and several pupils.

1748. D. Vicente de la Fuente, pupil of Irala.

1752. D. Juan Bernabc Palomino.

Manuel de Chozas, \

1754. Memesio Lopez, \ his pupils.

D. Juan Mmquet, J

1770. P. Carlos Casanova.

The three Tiepoto, of Venice. fArt. 51.1

D. Tomas Francisco Prieto, anu his daughter, Donna Maria
de Loreto Priett.

1776. D. Josef Murgma, pupil of Palomino.
1778. D. Francisco Casanova, sou of I). Carlos above named.
1793. D. Juan Fernando Pa/onuno, son and pupil of D. Juan Ber-

nahe above named.
1795. D. Simon de Brieva.

1797. D. Carlos Josef Fliparl, pupil of Wagner. (Art. 50.)

At Seville.

1584. Mateo Perez de Alesio, of Rome, painter ; (a pupil of Michel
Angelo, Painting, p. 471.)

1627. Juan Mendez,
Bartolome Arteagu.

1634. Isaac Lievendal.

1647. Francisco H*ylan, of Flanders.

1660. Pedro de Campolargo, painter.

1672. Francisco de Arteaga, son of Bartolome above named.
1689. D. Juan de I'aldez Leal.

Mutcas de Arteaga, his pupil.

1698. Juan Perez, pupil of M. de Arteaga.
1 724. D. Lucas de Valdes, son and pupil of D. Juan above named.
1777. D. Manuel Lopez Patma.

At Valencia.

1654. Juan Felipe,

1712. D. Vicente Victoria, painter, pupil of Carlo Maratti. (Paint-
ing, p. 474)

1746. D.Juan Batista Ravanals, engraved portraits.

1752. D. Francisco Giner.

1762. D. Hipolito Rovira Brocanjfl.

Vicente Galceran, pupil of Rovira and of Ravanals above
named.

1773. Tomas Planet,

1784. D. JosefEtpin6s, painter.

1793. D. Pasqual Cuco.

At Zauagoza.

154«. El Maestro Diego.

1629. Josef Valiit.

163s. Juan I'alles, brother of the preceding,
1666. Juan de Renedo.

1737. Fr. Angel de Huesca.

Note (A A.)

In our comparison (Art. 32.) of Wood-Engraving with Chalco-
graphy, we omitted mention of the accessary prei>ara'ion of the

copper-plate before the burin can be applied to it. The plate, after

being well hammered, is carefully polished with the following stdx.

VOL. v.

stances: 1. with pumice stone, till the inequalities caused by blows Ktchina.

frum the hammer disappear ; 2. with a kind of slate called water of v-^~s/'™~-'

Ayr stone, which removes the scratches made by the coarser ma-

terial ; next with smith's coal or charcoal, which eflaces the finer

scratches made by the slate stone; (water in considerable quantities

is used with the alove-named materials;) and, lastly, the final

polish is given with an oil rubber. Plates for aquatiuta requiie a

higher pulish than tor other kinds of Engraving.

Next, for transferring the outline to tins smooth surface, a tracing The tr»ci»#

ground or varnish must be spread over it. Among the many va- ground.

neties of varnish for this purpose, not differing essentially from

each other, the following recipe is given by M. Bartsch : 2 ounces

of virgin wax ; 1 ounce of asphaltum ; { ounce of colophonum, or

black pitch ; 4 ounce of mastic, or Burgundy pitch. After these

materials have been well boiled, roll the mass into slicks or balls,

and tie up these closely, when quite cold and hard, in lags of

taffeta or fin.- linen. To spread the varnish on the plate, let the

latter be warmed over a pan of buruing charcoal The ball being

applied to the surface of the warm copper, discharges through the

bag the melted varnish ; to spread which evenly, use another ball

sturled wiih wool or cotton, coveted wiih taffeta, till, by dabbing the

mixture m a liquid state, a smuo'h thin coat is laid over the whole.

This coat, when quite cold and hard, may be coloured either black

or white, thus : for a white ground, prepare a wash of Kremlin

chalk, ground perfectly fine in gum water, and pass it over the

varuish with a large brush ; for a black ground, tie four or five

yellow-wax tapers in a bundle, and, while the plate is still hut, hold

them lighted under the varnished surface so as that their smoke

.shall ascend to and touch it, incorporating itself with the varnish.

The lack of the drawing (of which only an outliue is necessary) Transfer of

is next nibbed with the dust of red chalk, and the paper fastened
,„ ;h

'^,"*.

at each corner with bits of waxed pitch (cobbler's wax) to the

plate. The artist now traces his outlines with a blunted steel or

ivory point, and. on removing the paper, finds them transferred in

red tn the varnish. This transfer answers equally weil for a black

or for a white ground. But he may, upon a black ground, vary the

process so as to obtain an inverted copy of his drawing, by wetting

the paper thoroughly, and laying the other side, which contains the

drawing, (outlined in red chalk or black.lead pencil.) upon the var-

nished surface. He then passes the whole through a rolling press.

The damp penetrating the paper discharges during this pressure

the chalked or pencilled outline, and transfers it to the plate ; the

chalk keeps its natural colour, but the pencilled lines have a

shining, silvery appearance, sufficiently distinguishable upon the

dark ground. Afier the drawing has been thus outlined upon the

varnish, the strokes are retraced by the artist with a sharp etching

needle, (Art. 45.) so that the cupper becomes slightly indented or

furrowed. This done, the plate is again warmed upon a charcoal

fire; and, being cleansed from the varnish, shows the outlines,

within which the Engraver proceeds to employ his burin (Note B.)

nud to begin his shadows and hatchings.

Note (BB.)

In etching, the strokes and dots, instead of being cut by a tool,
j,

1

)! J|.

,W
**J

are corroded by an acid, generally nitric acid, diluted with an equal rorcorrosioa

quantity of pure rain water. The admixture, however, of water to

the amount of four times the bulk of the acid is most convenient.

It must be well secured in bottles with a glass stopper. For

etching on steel, a mixture, containing equal parts of corrosive sub-

limate and of powdered alum, (about one quarter of an ounce of each.)

dissolved in half a pint ofhot water, has been successful!) used. The
plate is first covered with a resinous substance called the ground,

impervious tutheaciil employed, and the lines intended fi r corrosion

are made by removing the ground with pieces of steel wire called
J^.jJJ

etching needles, of several thicknesses, according to the fineness of

tbestrokes required; of about two inches long, inservu into handles

the size of a common lead-pencil, and made of hard wood. For

strong coarse lines, oval pointed needles are used. The instrument

called the dry point may be used as an etching needle, or vice i • '-a.

only that in etching the point seldom requires to he forced so

deeply into the metal.

The pla'e being polished as described (AA.) is heated over char-

coal embers, or in a common oven, and the resinous mixture or

ground spread over it, s milarly to the mode stated in the above

note. We may here observe that, for holding the metal in any

case where heating is required, a hand vice or pair of pincers will I*

Qpeessary, which may be applied on the margin of the plate, s.> si

to keep clear of the work. To prevent scratches, put a slip if pajier

next the plate. Three sorts of ground have been in general u**,

the hard, the soft, and the common ground.

5q
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For the hard ground, used by Callot, (Art 51.) and called the

Florence varnish, take four ounces of very cieet linseed oil, such as

is required by Painters ; heat it in a clean earthen pipkin ; then

add to it tour ounces of powdered gum mastic, and stir the mixture

briskly till the whole be well combined. After this, press the whole

BUM through a piece of fine linen into water, and form it into balls

about the size of walnuts, or a little larger. The balls may be then

tied up in readiness for use, as described above. For a soft ground,

take one ounce of white or bleached bopV wax, one ounce of asphal-

tum, half an ounce of common pitch, and half an ounce of Burgundy
pitch. Melt the wax uver a slow fire in a pot of glazed earthen-

ware ; add to it, by little and little, the rest of the ingredients,

stirring the mixture all the time it is on the fire. It must be kept

carefully at a low heat, to prevent its burning. When the compo-
sition is thoroughly melted and incorporated, take it off the fire,

(Hiur the entire mass into a vessel of clean warm water, and knead
it into balls of the size already described. Observe that the ground
must be made rather harder in summer than in winter. It is

hardened by increasing the quantity of asphaltum, or by letti-ig it

c mtinue to boil some time after the ingredients have become incor-

porated. For what is called cmmon ground, as being most expen-

sively" used, the celebrated Lowry. whom we have mentioned last

note to Art. 13.) composed a common ground with three parts of

asphaltum, two of Burgundv pitch, and one and a half part of

white wax. The asphaltum must be melted first, and the other in-

gredients added as sonn as it i> m a st.ite of fusion. The whole,

v\ hen thoroughly mixed, is poured out into warm water, and kneaded
into balls. This ground is excellently adapted to a temjierate at-

mosphere. F->r vvrv cold weather, the composition may be softened

by increasing, in a small degree, the proportion of pitch. Fur very

hot weather, it may be hardened I y longer boiling than usual. Le
Uosse, a celebrated etcher of the French School, recommends in his

Tkeatiae on the Art the following common ground : one ounce of

whitest virgin wax, the same quantity of powdered mastic, and half

an ounce of calcined asphaltum. Let the mastic and asphaltum be

ground separately, and pulverized as fine as possible ; and let the

wax be melted in a glaied earthen vessel. Sprinkle the m.^tic

gently into the melted wis. stirring the mixture that it may incor-

porate thoroughly : then sprinkle the powdered asphaltum into it,

and continue the stirring over the fire till this ingredient likewise

is completely dissolved. Remove the vessel that the composition

mav cool, and then pour it into warm water to be kneaded as before

described.

To spread the etching ground, the etcher proceeds in the same
manner as the burimst for tracing bis outline. (Note AA.) A
dabber, consisting of a little cotton tied up in a piece of silk stuff in

a hemispherical torm.of about two inches in diameter, is here also

requisite. To preserve its shape, he sometimes encloses behind the

cotton a circular piece of pasteboard. Let us now suppose the

ground spread and cooled on the copper ; the next step is to transfer

the drawing: this may lie done as described above. (Ibid.) If

transparent paper or oiled p*per be U*ed, let the outline be drawn
upon it with a pen dipped in Indian ink, mixed with & little oxgall.

A piece of thin paper, the same size, may then be rubbed entirely

over with red chalk, and placed under the drawing, with the

chalked side next to the plate. If the drawing be laid with its

inked side downwards, the outlines may be easily traced on the back
of it. as the inked lines will lie distinctly visible through the trans-

parent paper ; in which case, the design on the ground will be re-

versed, and the future impression from the plate will resemble the

original. If a contrary effect be desired, the artist needs only trace

his outline over the drawing itself

The etching needle is next to be used, and the outlines and
shadings scratched through the varnish, which, having l>een

blackened in the manner above stated, (Ibid.) shows every

stroke distinctly on the bright copper. As the heat of the hand
would injure and dislodge the ground, a bridge or rest is placed

across the plate, and supported by a thin puce of wood at each

end. During this stage of the process, whatever portions of

the varnish are raised by the needle must be carefully brushed
awav, and not suffered to stop the lines. And if. on examination

previous to the use of the acid, any mistakes or improper strokes

have been made, or the ground any where brokeu up, a composition,

called the stopping mixture, may be applied. It is composed of

turpentine varnish and lamp-black. M. Bartsch's recipe, who calls

it covering varmsii, deekjtrmmf
\ is grease, yellow waXj and a tew

drops of olive oil, boiled well together, and mixed with a little lamp-
black. For etching oa cop(>er as well as on steel, the common Bruns-
wick black of the shops, diluted when necessary with a little turpen-

tine, is employed. The stopping mixture may be applied to the ground
with a camel's hair pencil; and, when dry, answers the same purpose

as the original ground, being capable either uf wholly resisting the

acid, or of being traced upon with the needle so as to admit the Etching,

acid partially. *.^ v ^» /

The work of the etching needle is now over ; and the etcher

next surrounds his plate with a wall or border about an inch in Wall of bar

height, composed of bees' wax, softened by the addition of one- deri,18 wax

third of Burgundy pitch, or tallow. This mixture, after having [J^dg^oJ*
1

been melted over a slow fire, and increased by a gill of olive oil, is the work.

poured into water, and preserved for use in balls or rolls. When
applied to the plate, the bordering wax will not work freely until

softened in warm water ; but may then be easily moulded by the

fingers into a ribbon-like shape, for surrounding the margin of the

work. The nitric solution being now poured upon the plate to the

depth of about half an inch, the acid will speedily begin to bite or

corrode the metal in those parts which have been laid bare by the

needle. The moment the acid begins to act, bubbles will rise;

which, as fast as they appear, must immediately be cleared away
with a feather, both from the surface and from such of the strokes

as they adhere to. In etching on steel, the peculiar acid used
gives out no bubbles, and, therefore, greater care is taken to pro-

portion the strength of the-li^uid to the exact time for it to remain
on the plate. When all the liner lines are bitten to a sufficient

depth, the nitric acid is poured off by a spout, which has been .wit

fur that purpose at a corner of the border, and stopped for the time
with a separate piece of wax. The plate is now washed with water,

and the parts which are supposed sufficiently bitten are covered as
soon as dry with the stopping mixture.

The work of corrosion is then resumed; the spout again filled

up ; the acid poured again on the plate ; and these operations re-

peated until all the shadings, according to their respective degrees

vt strength] are bitten into the metal. The plate, after washing, is

next heated ; the waxen border taken off; and some drops of olive

oil rubbed on with a linen rag, and alterwards with the oil rubber,

(Note Y.) to remove the ground. Whatever dirt remains in the
lines may be cleaned away with spirit of turpentine.

Todetermine how long the acid should remain on the plate, it is Time re-

usual, during tho intervals for washing the work, to scrape off' a Q l»ired for

small portion of the ground to examine the bitten lines ; but the
Cnp

n

p̂ r
[*

"*

better and surer way is to make a previous trial with the same yiaiv».

liquid, to corrode similar lines on a small separate bit of metal,

minuting the process from the moment the bubbles appear. Fine
delicate work is quickly etched, but the aquafortis requires longer

time to eat into broad strokes. For fine lines, the usual time

allowed is from half an hour to one hour. But some etchings

require a day, or even several days. The influence of weather is

remarkable. The same acid on the same copjier, in different tem-

peratures, will have different effects. Cold or damp will materially

weaken or retard its action ; and a cha ge is discoverable even
from the sky being overcast with clouds during the process of

corrosion.

On examination of the work, either before or after a proof-im-

pression, such lines as are too strong or overbitten may be reduced

with the burnisher ; or if much too deep, may be rubbed down
with charcoal. On the other hand, such lines as are too feeble may Walker's m»-

be rebitten in the following manner ; discovered, it is said, by Wil-
JJj^

of «
liam Walker, who, with his brother Anthony, flourished in London bumS-

about a. u. 1760, and engraved jointly with him for the Boydell

collection. William, on being one day taunted by his brother and

instructor for defective colour in his etching, conceived the project

of laying on the coat of varni-h, or etching ground, a second time,

so as that it should not enter the sunken lines, but only lie as

before on the polished surface of the copper. Regarding his ex-

periment as similar to the process by which printers blacken their

type, he employed like them his dabber ; and this expedient, to his

infinite delight, and that of YVooUet, to whom he communicated it,

succeeded beyond expectation. The operation, however, is ex-

tremely hazardous, and requires a delicate and well-practised hand.

A little of the etching ground being melted on a separate piece of

copper may be taken up by the dabber, and dabbed lightly upon

the part to be rebitten in such a manner that it may not enter the

former strokes, but merely adhere to the uncut portion of the plate.

The dabbed part is then surrounded with a wall of wax, and the

acid used in the customary manner. The strokes to be rebitten

must first have been entirely cleansed with spirit of turpentine, and

rubbed afterwards dry with bread crumbs.

It is calculated that ten etched plates can be executed in the Etchloj

space of time required to complete with the burin a single one. The J^Jui'nan
number, indeed* of impressions that can be taken, must depend on work with toe

the depth of the etched lines. Acid, much diluted, and applied for graver.

a short time to delicate work, can only bite superficially. Coarser — - J
. , ... , -» v ... % i , dumber of

and broader lines, having necessarily been submitted lor a longer
impre»iioDi.

period to the action of the aquafortis, are not so soon effaced in

printing, must be deeper, and may t»e therefore more deeply charged
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with colour. In general, a well-etched plate is reckoned to furnish

500 strung and good, and the same number i»f weak, impressions.

Etching on Steet.—The principal difficulty in etching upon steel,

at its first introduction, was to Hud an acid which wutild corrode the

lines smoothly, and to a sufficient depth. We need scarcely re-

mind a chemical reader that lion is subject tu two states of uxyda-

tion— the protuxyd and the peruxyd ; and that each of these will

combine with acids forming two genera of ferruginous salts—the

protosalts, and the persalta. The protosalts contain a larger pro-

portion of oxyd than the persalts ; and being liable to pass into

this latter state by exposure, for even a very short time, to the air,

they become turbid, and deposit peroxyd of iron in a state scarcely

at all soluble, except by being digested in hot acid, combined with

some deoxydating substance. Hence it is that the action, on

steel, of nitric acid diluted with water will not give the same satis-

factory results as on copper. For, although it acts very properly at

first, while the iron is brought merely to the state of protoxyd, yet,

during the necessary exposure to the air, it passes to the state of

peroxyd ; a portion of which precipitates and fills up the lines of

the etching, covering the surface of the steel at the bottom of those

lines, and thus impeding and rendering irregular the process of

corrosion.

In 1824, a menstruum for biting in on soft steel was communi-
cated to the Society of Arts by Mr. Edmund Turrel, consisting of a

mixture of pyroligneuus and of nitric acid, combined with a portion

ofalcohol. This artist, with scientific sagacity, conceived that the

nitrous aether resulting from such a combination would retain the

nitrate of iron in its state of protonitrate, and, consequently, pre-

vent the precipitation. His judicious experiment obtained the

wished-for result. The proportions of his menstruum are, four

rarts (by measure) of the strongest pyroligneous acid (chemically

termed acetic acid) and one part of alcohol, or highly rectified

spirits of wine : mix these together, and shake them gently for

about half a minute : then add one part of pure nitric acid. A
menstruum, compounded in these proportions, corrodes very light

tints in about one minute, or in one minute and a half; and

considerable depth and force are attainable in about a quarter of an

hour. The process may be quickened or retarded by the greater or

less proportion of nitric acid. The plate, when the mixture is

poured orT, must be instantly washed with a compound of one part

alcohol mixed with four parts water. For stopping out on steel,

the best material, according to the last-mentioned discoverer, is

pure asphalium. sufficiently dissolved in essential oil of turpentine

to flow freely from a hair pencil. The foregoing menstruum, as

well as others since tried, will succeed with hard steel ; but they

are by no means so effectual as upon very soft, or nearly decar-

bonated steel. Engraving, indeed, on steel (so as to compete suc-

cessfully with copper-plate) must date its origin from the intro-

duction by Mb. Perkins (see last note to Art. 32.) of means for

softening steel plates.

In 1825, an improvement of this menstruum was brought for-

ward by Mr. \V. Cooke, jun., who was rewarded by the Society

with their gold Isis medal. Mix, by gentle shaking, six parts of

acetic acid with one part of nitric acid; let this remain only half a

minute on the plate, which must, immediately after, be well washed

with water, and then dried, but not with the assistance of heat.

Stop out the light tints, as on copper, with Brunswick black varnish

;

and then, for the purpose of washing the oxyd out of the lines,

pour on the plate a mixture of six parts water and one of nitrous

acid. Let it remain two or three seconds. When it is taken off,

let the former mixture be re-applied immediately, without the inter-

mediate ablution in water. Repeat this process for each tiut. A
temperature of 60°, or higher, is required for the o]>eration.

In the following year, a similar premium was adjudged to Mr.

W. Humphries for his menstruum, as follows : dissolve a quarter

of an ounce of corrosive sublimate powdered, and the same quantity

of alum, likewise powdered, in half a pint of hut water. Let it cool

before use; and, while using it, keep it stirred with a camel's hair

brush, taking care to wash the plate thoroughly after each biting.

As this acid becomes turbid, it may be prudent, says the inventor,

never to use any portion of it a second time. See Transactions of
the Society of Arts, vol. xlii. p. 55. xliv. pp. 48 and 53.

Etching on Glass.—Although this Art has no connection with

printed impressions on paper, it has been usually included by Ency-

clopaedists in the same article with the process we have been detail-

ing above. The discovery appears to have been suggested towards

the close of the last century by the experiments of the French

Chemists. M. tlfl Puymaurin having covered a piece of glass with a

coat of wax, and drawn some figures on it, applied fluoric acid over

his performance, and expo-ed it to the sun. He observed, soon

afterwards, that the lines he had traced were covered with a white

powder, indicative of the dissolution of the glass. Alter four or rive

Etching,
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Instruments
for punching

hours, on removal of the coat of wax, he found an etching perfectly

formed on the glass. M. de P. tried several varnishes for a ground,

and found a strong varnish composed of equal quantities of drying
oil and mastic the best. The glass, before applying it, must be

thoroughly cleaned, and heated until the hand can scarcely be held

upon it. The varnish is then applied lightly, to cover the glass,

and laid smooth by the dabber, as in etching upon metal. The
smoke of wax torches is next used, to blacken the ground ; and the

intended etching traced upon it. But in tracing the design, the

glass plate must be supported on a glass pane, fixed like a desk, so

as that the light may show through the lines made by the etching

point. The fluoric acid is not applied in its simple fornix, but is ex-

hibited as found in the fluor or Derbyshire spar, finely pulverized,

and is expelled from the spar in a gaseous state by the addition of

a little sulphuric acid. The fluor spar must, therefore, be enclosed

in some vessel capable of resisting the acid. The fluoric acid, for

instance, which is distilled in a glass retort, loses its strength, and
bites unequally from the admixture of the silicious earth of the

retort with the sulphuric acid. An improved silver apparatus,

therefore, is recommended. Also, the glass to be corroded ought
to be placed under some apparatus which will prevent the escape of

the gas. The appearance of the etched parts is like that of ground
glass, and forms an excellent contrast with the remaining polished

surface. All sorts of glass will not serve equally well for etching.

English glass, in the composition of which there is a large propor-

tion of lead, is easilv acted upon t y the acid ;
but the smallest

defect in the varnish admits the corrosive matter, and. by solution of

the calx of lead, a disagreeable tinge is given to the glass. Plate

glass is the fittest material : not that with a green but with a white

reflexion. When the weather in summer is clear and serene, a piece

of plate glass, varnished, traced, covered with the acid, and exposed

to the sun, is completed in four or five hours. In winter, the ope-

ration of biting requires four days, and must then be assisted by a

moderate and regulated heat, like that of an oven or stove.

Note (CC)
The process, as described by M. Bartsch, {Anleitung, Sfc. vol. i.

sect. 62.) is as follows: After the outline has been traced on the

copper, according to the method already stated, (Note AA.,) the

operator is provided with small rods of hardened steel, three or four

inches in length, and about one-twelfth of an inch thick, having one

end in the form of a truncated cone. This truncated extremity is

either provided with small pointed teeth, placed close together, or is

indented with small holes; but in some, the instrument terminates

in one sharp apex, like the dry point. With these small rods of

steel, which are termed punches, the intended shadings and lines of

the work are beaten by the strokes of a small hammer into the plate.

The number of prints which may be taken from a plate, wrought

in this manner by punching, depends upon the depth of the holes

or indentations ; but it will be scarcely ever found to yield as

many impressions as a plate slightly etched. There are very few

specimens of tlws kind of work. The prints are distinguishable by

being composed entirely of dots, greater or less in magnitude, and
round or oblong in form, but never so sh.irp and clear as those

from the dry poiut, since the printing ink must adhere unequally to

the rough surface thrown up by the punch.

Note (DD.)

The cradle, or grounding tool, is an instrument in the form of an instrument

axe, (plate i.,) having teeth placed close together, like those of a formers©.

small-tooth comb, in lieu of an edge. The term bercruu, or cradle, l,,ll°*

is given to this instrument, from the similarity of its motion when
in use to that of a cradle when rocking. The supports of a child's

cradle must, for the purpose of rocking, take a curved form like the

edge of this instrument, oi of an axe. The curve of the graving

tool should be a portion of a circle, of which the radius does nut

exceed six inches. If too much curved, the cradle would dig too

deeply into the copper; if too little, the plate would not be suffi-

ciently indented.

By referring to our remarks on chiaroscuro (Painting, p. 580,

Art. 290, et seq.,) the reader will perceive that the expression mezzo-

tinto, or middle tint, is only applicable to this method, as providing

means by which the really iniuule tints may t>eobtaiued through the

subsequent use of the scraper. The first and the peculiar part of the

process is to cover the plate with the extreme dark. No. 5. (Paintino.iA.)

The plate, after being polished and prepared as for other work, is

divided equally by lines drawn in solt chalk, parallel to each other.

The interval between the lines should be about one third the length

Of the face of the cradle or grounding tool, which is then to be

placed between the two first hues at the top of the plate, and

passed forwards m the same direction with them. The operator

must hold the tool as steadily as possible, and quite upright,

5 Q 2
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pressing upon it with a moderate force, ami rocking it from end to

end| parallel to these two guiding lines, till he has completely

hacked all that part of the Plate between them. lie next repeats

the same operation with respect to all the other lines and intervals,

till the instrument has passed over the whole Plate, rendering it

Uniformly rough throughout. Other lines must now he chalked

upon the Plate at right angles to the former, and proceeded with in

the same manner They will form squares with the lines first

drawn. When the Plate has been again passed over by the

cradle in this direction, it is next to be proceeded with in the same
manner, diagonally ; the diagonals being drawn to the squares in

question. This done, the Operator next employs his instrument

upon the diagonals drawn, as follows : Let each square be supposed

divided into three equal parallelograms, as in pi. 1, fig. 9. The
diagonals to these parallelograms will then form two other sets of

line* for the guidance of the grounding tool : and to obtain them,

nothing further is required than a division of two opposite sides of

each square into three equal parts, with lines intersecting them, as

expressed by the dotted lines in fig. 10. A Plate, entirely covered

with these several crossings worked by the cradle, is said to have

undergone one turn. But, in order to procure a very dark and uni-

form ground, the Plate must undergo a repetition of all these several

operations for above twenty times; for which purpose, the Artist

must always begin each turn by starting from the same point mu\
in the same direction, that is to say, between the same parallel

guiding lines as at first; so that this preparatory work employs

much time and pains. According to M BsrtBchj a Plate of two

feet long and eighteen inches broad requires the labour of thr»e

weeks to produce a fine jet black impression ; and, for a larger

Plate, even a month or more is required. We are disposed to think

that, in this age of mechanism—the '• age of steam"— some me-
thod might be devised for abridging this manual labour, and ac-

complishing with equal, or perhaps superior, accuracy the same
results.

The fineness of the grain thus obtained depends upon the size of

the teeth in the graining tool. Cradles, having broad, coarse teeth,

enable the Plate to furnish more impressions, and give the dark

shadows a softer black: but then the dots at each crossing are, in

such a case, visible in the lighter tones; and produce difficulties,

or, at all events, a disagreeable effect in the minute details of a

picture.

In describing former methods of Engraving, we have considered

the Plate of copper or of steel (previously to any lines etched or en-

graved upon it) as resembling a sheet of white paper, on which the

Artist is to draw and work up his intended effects by lines of

various strength or delicacy, leaving only those portions of the sur-

face blank or untouched which are designed for extreme light.

(Painting, p. 580, art. 290—294 ) The method we are now consider-

ing is the complete reverse of the former. He must now look upon
his Plate as if it was a sheet of drawing paper totally black- His bu-

siness, therefore, now is to arrive at the middle tints, and extreme

lights, by removing, more or less, the graining ground from the

Plate; and this he effects with scrapers, similar in form to the

instrument before mentioned, (Note B.) but of different sizes,

that is to say, with lancet points of different widths, according

to the degree of nicety or minuteness required. The masses of

strongest light are first scraped and rendered pretty smooth ; and
some parts, such as in a head, the tip of the nose, &c. are bur-

nished. The burnisher is likewise applied to such gradations of

shading as go off' into extreme light in their upper part, but are

brown (that is to say, scraped to a middle tint) below. The next

degrees, or rather diminutions, of shading are then scraped; and
after them, the reflected lights. At this stage of the work, the

Plate may be blackened, to ascertain the effect, with a printer's

blacking ball; and then the operator is to proceed again with the

scraping tool, taking care always to begin from those parts of an
object where its strongest lights are to appear.

If the graining of a scraiied copper-plate be not particularly fine,

it will furnish one hundred, or even one hundred and fifty im-

pressions ; but after the first one hundred and fifty impressions

have been taken from it, the practice is to work it again partially

over with the graining tool, and afterwards with the scraper. In

this way, impressions by fifty at a time may be repeated in suc-

cession] so that the same Plate, says M. Bartsch, has frequently

yielded three or four hundred impressions.

Afezz'-ttn/o on Steel. This discovery enables the Artist to obtain

for his work eight or ten times the number of impressions as from

copper-plate. The same mode of operating is adopted as on copper-

plate ; only, greater strength must be used for laying the mezzotinto

ground. A greater numlier of u-arjs is likewise required. A way
is the technical word for «oing entirely over the plate with the

grounding tool. Mr. Luptou, who obtained in 18-2 the gold Isis

totloti
teel.

iU ndvan-
Ugv*.

medal from the Society of Arts for an engraved portrait on steel, Mezzotinto,

remarks, m his letter to the Society, thai be DAI used as many as '
-^" y~"

'

ninety ways un some steel-plates ; whereas, on copper, the usual

number is from twenty- four to thirty-six or forty. Great care is

necessary tu prevent the Plates taking rust.

The suggestion of mezzotinto from steel was made in 1812 by the Origin of

late Mr. James Watt to one of our most eminent living Kugr.ivers, '"

who subsequently communicated in a letter, published by the
0I

Society of Arts in their Transactions, (vol. xhi. p, 55,) some inter-

esting particulars on the subject. The writer remarks that his at-

tempts upon hard steel, in consequence of Mr. Witt's suggestion,

were unsuccessful; but the subsequent production by Mr. Jacob
Perkins of Plates of steel, sutliciently decarbonized and softened to

receive impression from the grounding tool, enabled him to accom-

plish every thing required. He adds that, in Engravings upon
steel, u the tones are far better defined than those obtainable from
copper: the clearness of the lights carried to much greater per-

fection ; and the darks distinguished by superior richness* Al-
though the process is much longer and more tedtOUS 00 steel than

OS copper, yet, when completed, it is so perfectly Satisfactory as

fully to reward the additional labour." See Letter from Mr. ('.

Turner to Mr. Solly, published as above stated, and bearing date

Oct. 14, 1824.

Note (EE.)

The advantage of mezzotinto Engraving consists in the soft gra-

dations of light and shade. As no lines nor strokes are visible,

Prints of this kind appear executed with a brush, and finished with

the most delicate softness. Naked figures, and every soft or smooth

object, like hair or fine drapery, may be faithfully and perfectly ex-

pressed. The only difficulty consists in representing the lesser

details, for which purpose the scraper is insufficient, especially in a

coarsely ground Plate.

Some Artists have endeavoured to give the requisite decision to

the outline by means of the burin or by etching ; but their at-

tempts have been unsuccessful, since the usual harshness of the

lines thus superadded forms too strong a contrast with the softness

of the mezzotinto, and, consequently, cannst easily be brought to

harmonize with the rest of the performance. The only person,

according to M. Bartsch, who has successfully introduced a series

of lines and dots into some Engravings of this kind, is our vene-

rable Countryman, Richard Earlom. But his lines and dots are

not so much employed to define the outlines (especially in the

masses of light) as here and there to give greater force where the

representation demands it, and to produce a deeper black, for which

the graining alone, even when left quite rough, is insufficient. For

this purpose, his series of lines are not, as might be supposed,

deeply cut with the burin, but etched in so light and easy a manner,
that their masterly freedom admirably harmonizes with the velvet-

like softness of the mezzotinto.

Soft n pun thi

character-

istic of mo
zotinto.

Clearness
nut always
easy ot at-

tainment.

Earlom's me
tliod clear
and hoxmo
niouB.

Note (FF.)

As mezzotinto is better calculated than any other style to imitate Method of

the gradual blending of colour produced in Painting with a brush, Le iilon.

this advantage must be increased if a diversity of colours be super-

added ; ami thus, the highest aim of the Engraver, namely, a per-

fect imitation of Paintings by renowned Artists, be obtained. This

additional property causes the preference which is awarded to Le
Blon's method. The methods of Chalcography, by means of the

burin, the dry point, the etching needle, or the mezzotinto scraper,

hitherto described, are certainly capable of expressing in a consi-

derable degree the beauties of a Picture. We admire, in many
works so executed, a subject judiciously chosen, a composition

cleverly arranged, an outline tastefully and correctly drawn, an
effect of chiaroscuro beautifully given : but we miss the charm of

varied colouring, which not (infrequently constitutes the chief ex-

cellence of a Picture,—an excellence which, in flower painting, or

subjects of still life, is indisjiensable Le Blon's system seems cal-

culated for supplying this desideratum. Jt multiplies the original

Painting in every particular.

Attempts were made at coloured impressions of Engraving by Previous at>

Peter Lastmann, the sometime instructor of Rembrandt, even as tempts ut

early as the year 1026 ; by Peter Schenck, an Engraver of Amster- eoluur/hr
dam, in 1G80; and by an English engineer, named Taylor, in the means of

service of Frederic the Great : but, a* these performances were only on*

merely etched in lines, and were executed by transferring the colour
"
Iate*

to only one and the same Plate, they could never attain the rich

effect of a Picture. For this reason, no further endeavours of this

kind seem to have been made. M. Bartsch, indeed, alludes to

some mezzotiutos, published some years since, that bear some re-

semblance to those of Le Blon. But as these were executed by

means of only one Plate, previously painted over with the different
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colour'! required, the dots or little crossings of the mezzotinto (see

Note DD.) appear uniformly of one colour, (namely, that which the

Printer has given to each portion of the Plate before printing.) in-

stead of exhibiting that variety, richness, and transparent effect,

ivhich we proceed to describe in the method of Le Blon. Such
Prints as the above do not blend their tints effectually, especially in

the lights, where many traces of the white paper may be detected,

and are seldom so perfect but that they require re-touching here and
there with a brush ; whereas Le Blon's impressions, on the other

hand, are almost wholly covered with colour, and, if properly exe-

cuted, come out in a perfect state from the hand of the pressman.

For every Picture to be imitated in Le Blon's style, at least three

Plates are requisite,—one for red, another for blue, and the third for

yellow. In some cases, a fourth Plate is also wanted for black.

The mixture of these three primitive colours produces other three
;

red and yellow make orange ; red and blue make violet or purple
;

blue and yellow make green. The mixture, moreover, of the three

primitives—red, blue, and yellow—together in equal proportion*,

produces black ; and their mixture, in different proportions, produces

every other possible colour. (See Painting, Note to Art. 285.)

The degree of strength or of paleness ( lb. Art. 284) in the tone of
the primitive colours, or for that of the compounds produced by
them, will depend upon the graining of the Plate, and whether it be

deep or shallow. In places, for example, where the graining is

left quite rough, and, consequently, where the colour sinks in

deeply, a darker and stronger tone is produced in the impression.

Where, on the contrary, the Plate has become smoother by the ap-

plication of the scraper, and the colour but superficially imbibed,

paler, lighter, and softer tones will be obtained. It naturally follows

that each of the three Plates in question must be differently worked

by the Kngraver. For instance, the Plate intended for blue must

be left quite rough in those places which are to appear perfectly

blue ; or, secondly, the Plate must be more or less scraped in parts

where the blue is to blend with the colour of another Plate ; or,

thirdly, the Plate must be polished to a degree of perfect smooth'

ness where the blue is not to appear. The same rule is to be

strictly followed for each of the other Plates.

The colours used for printing must, says M. Bartsch, be transpa-

rent, so that one may show through the other. They may be

ground with nut oil, but poppy oil is preferable. Both kinds should

be mixed with one-tenth of drying oil. Prussian blue, yellow

ochre, and red lake, (the latter mixed with two parts of carmine,)

are the colours employed If a black Plate is necessary, printing

ink is used. The blue Plate is used first, the yellow next, and,

lastly, the red. The impressions may either all be coloured blue,

then yellow, and afterwards red ; or each sheet may be separately

printed off at once. The latter method is preferable, as the colours

then succeed each other in a damp state, and are more readily

blended.

Note (GG.)

The preparation of the Plate, by laying the ground, tracing the

subject, &c, is the same here as fur etching. (Note BB.) This
style may be considered a method of etching in dots, instead of

lines. The dots are intended to resemble the grain produced by a
chalk crayon upon paper. For the strokes made with the chalk

will be found to touch the paper only at certain intervals, and on
certain eminences, more or less apart, according to the description

of paper usvd. According, therefore, to the quality of these strokes

in the drawing to be engraved from, the size and distance of the
dots or points made through the etching ground must be determined.

In representing the hatches of the drawing, and in giving to each
object its proportion of light and shadow, a distinction also must be
preserved between those hatches which mark the perspective of the
object, and those which characterize its surface. The principal

hatches require, of course, to be more strongly marked than those
which are subordinate ; and the fainter or middle tints, if etched,

must be marked lightly. But these latter may be left to be finished

with the dry point or graver after the etching ground is taken off;

and by this method greater softness and clearness will be obtained.

Great care must be taken not to corrode the lighter hatchings too

deeply. When these are sufficiently bitten they may be stopped
out with the stopping mixture, ( turpentine varnish and lamp-black,

Note BB.) and the solution of aquafortis again applied, to bite m
or corrode the stronger parts. At this stage of the process, if the

dots which compose the shading burst into each other, the operator

need not fear that they vt ill injure the work, unless they form too

hard a spot, or too deep a black. When the etching ground is

removed from the Plate, it will be necessary to interstipple the flesh,

or softer parts of the work, with points made on the pore copper by
means of the burin or dry needle. The strongest shade will also

require additional strength, and must, therefore, be deepened by

CbaUtEn.
graving or
foiled EtcDj

Variety of
tools used by
French ar-

tists.

slight touches of the graver. For making dots with this latter in-

strument, (Note BB.) a common practice is to change its situation
in the handle, so that the belly or convex part of it, which was
lowermost for cutting lines, becomes uppermost for dotting. Then,
by having turned the handle to fit the hollow of the hand as be-
fore, the point of the burin acts upon the copper from a greater
elevation, or, as mechanists term it, with a better purchase. As
dots only, and not strokes, are required, the tool is managed in
this position with greater ease and freedom. In this manner 'he
Plate is to be worked and dotted throughout, and, when one cover-
ing of dots is completed, and cleaned off with the scraper, another
covering must be inserted, until, by this operation, (repeated as often
as is necessary for a perfect imitation of the drawing.) a proper
grain and sufficient masses of shade are produced.

Great patience and much practice are necessary to success in
this way Many expedients and contrivances to save this trouble
have been ,'n use. Fov zarge subjects, and also where only a
general effect is wanted, and where great exactness is not required,
various other instruments have been used, such ao wheel*, having
single or double rows of teeth at their edges, or cradles resembling
a grounding tool for mezzotinto, (Note DD.) only made with pecu-
liar teeth, so as to produce points or dots. Numerous tools were in-
vented by the chalk Engravers in France, where chalk Engraving
originated. A complete set of them is said to amount nearly to
forty different articles. Of these, however, M. Bartsch mentions
only the following ; 1. an etching needle, in order to dot the outlines
and parts intended for etching; 2. a double needle, or one with
two points ; 3. a triple needle, with which three dots may be made
at once,—this instrument, together with Nos. 1 and 2, may be
made with points differing in thickness, according to the size of the
dots required : the points must be rather blunted; 4. the mnttoir,
a sort of punch, (Note CC.) one end of which, in a cubical form,
is furnished with small uneven teeth, irregularly placed and
blunted: it is fastened to a wooden handle; 5. a similar mattoir
without a handle, to be hammered upon the Plate after it has been
etched, and the etching ground cleaned away; 6. the roulette, a
small roller or cylinder of steel, (between one-eighth and three-
sixteenths of an inch in diameter,) which is covered wilh small,
closely compacted, delicate points or teeth, and which revolies
upon an axis attached to a handle of wood : this instrument also
varies in its breadth and thickness, and in the fineness as well as
closeness of its teeth ; 7. a double burin, with which two dots or
pecks may be made at one time.

It will sometimes happen, in etching the work, that parts intended
to be dark will fail of their proposed effect, and the failure be un-
perceived until the etching ground has been removed. In such
cases, the process of re-biting (Note BB.) may be advantageously
practised.

Plates, engraved in this style, commonly yield about five hundred
or six hundred impressions. Common printing ink is used for
black, and burnt sienna for red : this latter, as also the various
mineral colours employed for imitation of chalk drawings, should
be ground in poppy oil. Drawings, made with chalks of different
colours, may be imitated, if a separate Plate be provided for each
colour. There are several excellent French imitations of chalk
drawing on blue paper, by using two Plates, one to print the black
chalk effect, the other to give that of the white chalk.

Note(HH.)

This method only differs from the last in the superior neatness of Difference
Ms execution. The English style, says M. Bartsch, is distinguished between ibe

from the French by having its dots small, round, and closely placed *:nRl'«h and

together like those executed with a punch, (Note CC.) but much
Fre"cb st y'°-

more distinct. In the French Engravings, the dots are irregular
rough, sharp, either coarse and too far apart, or they take the oppo-
site extreme, running into each other from being loo close.

Plates, engraved in the English manner, furnish nearlv five

hundred good, and the same number of weaker, impressions. Th*-y
are hot-pressed, and receive the same colours similarly prepared
with those fur the last- mentioned method.

Note (II.)

The bistre, or aquatinta style, called Le Prince's method, is Method of
wholly etched. The outlines are first etched in the manner before Le Prince

described. (Note BB.) After this operation, the Plate is tho-
who11 !'

roughly cleansed, and again washed slightly with common etching
elc'"d-

varnish. When the varnish is dry, those portions of it, where the
shading in aquatinta is intended, are to be cleanly removed from
the Plate by the application of a sharp fluid, composed of olive oil
and spirit of turpentine, mixed with lamp-black or finely powdered
pine-tree soot. This fluid, which is laid on with a brush over th~
shaded parts, and which is mixid with the black in order to make

Number of
impres&iui.J.
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the confines of shadow more visible anil more distinctly executed,

so completely removes the varnish, that it may be immediately

wiped off' with a clean linen ra^. The whole Plate is next covered

with finely powdered white lesin, silted all over it through a tine

heir sieve. In order that the powder may nut be adhesive, it should

be previously wetted with a mixture, composed of Boepj sugar, and

water. The superfluous resin is then shaken off, and the Plate held

over a charcoal fire until the small particles of resinous dust dissolve

and adhere to the bare copper. This change is observable as soon

as the dust, which was previously white on the places covered with

varnish] begins to turn brown, and also when the outlines previously

concealed by the dust begin to be visible. As this change takes

place, the Plate must be removed from the fire, and allowed to

cool; otherwise the little grains, instead of merely adhering to the

topper in a granular form, would spread and liquidate into a sort of

varnish, and impede the progress of the aquafortis, fox which the

Plate is DOW ready. The Solution should not be very strung, else

the innumerable small grams would be detached from the cupper,

and the work be spoiled. The first tone of shading being com-
pleted, the Plato is cleaned, washed over again with varnish as

before, and the second tone worked into it. This process is tu be re-

peated until all the requisite tints are produced. The artist may,
according to bis fancy, either Degin with the strongest shades,

adding the weaker ones by degrees, or may first tich i« the more
delicate tints, and afterwards go over them until he obtains the

darker shadows. The first of these modes is generally preferred.

Some variation in the manner and routine of these operations is

occasionally practised. The powdered resin, for very fine work,

may be enclosed in a bag of fine muslin, and shaken against a

piece of stick at a considerable height above the Plate, in order

that a large cloud of the resin dust may be formed, which, in de-

scending, may spread uniformly over the surface previously to

heating the Plate : and the heating may be more gently and gra-

dually effected by holding under it some lighted pieces of brown
paper, and moving them about till every part of the powder shows
itself sufficiently melted by changing colour. After the Plate is

cool, such parts of the work as are to come out perfectly white are

covered or stopped out with the stopping mixture, (Note BB.) di-

luted sufficiently with turpentine, so as to work freely in the hair

pencil. The margin of the Plate must also be stopped out. Then
follows the process of biting in, which is repeated according to the

number oftints required.

There is extreme difficulty, however, in some cases, of stopping

out, round the finishing touches, leaves of trees, and light sharp

projecting edges of other objects, by only the mode just stated.

Another wry ingenious process has been contrived to overcome

this difficulty, so as that the finishing touches of the drawing may
he perfectly imitated and copied on the Plate with the same ease

and expedition as they were laid on at first in the drawing itself.

Fine washed whiting is mixed with a little treacle or sugar, and
diluted with water in the pencil so as to work freely ; and this is

laid on the Plate when covered with the aquatint ground, in the

same manner ami on the same parts as ink in the drawing. When
this is dry, the whole Plate is varnished over with a weak and thin

varnish of turpentine, asphaltum, or mastich, and then suffered to

dry: when the aquafortis is poured on as in etching, (Note BB.)
the varnish, by the action of the corrosive fluid, will immediately

break up in the parts where the treacle mixture was laid, and ex-

pose all those places to the action of the acid, while the rest of the

Plate remains secure.

There are disadvantages, it must be owned, which attend this

mode of engraving aquatinta, and cause it to be only occasionally

practised. Plates, thus engraved, do not print many impressions

before they are worn out ; and as different degrees of coarseness or

fineness in the grain are frequently required for producing a com
plete effect, the process hitherto stated is often insufficient. A se-

cond method, therefore, of producing the aquatint ground is very

generally resorted to. Some resinous substance, as common resin,

Burgundy pitch, or gum mastich, is dissolved in spirits of wine, and
this solutiun poured all over the Plate, which is then held in a

slanting direction until the superfluous fluid drains off'. The Plate

is next laid down to dry, which it does in a few minutes ; and if the
surface be examined through a magnifier, the observer will find

that the spirit, in evaporating, has left the resin in a granulated state,

or rather that the latter has cracked in every direction, still adhe-
ring firmly to the copper. The spirit of wine used fur the solution

must be hijrhlv rectified, and uf thebtJst quality. Kesin, Burgundv
pitch, and gum mastich, when dissolved in spirits of wine, produce

grains varying in appearance and figure, and are sometimes used

separately, and sometimes mixed in different proportions, according
to the taste of the operator. In order to produce a coarser or finer

groin, it is necessary to use a greater or smaller quantity of resin

;

to ascertain the proper proportions, several spare pieces of coppsr
are provided, on which the liquid may be poured, and the grain ex-

amined before it is applied to the Plate for engraving. The liquid,

after the solution is made, must stand undisturbed fur a day or two,

until all the impurities of the resin have settled at the bottom.

Straining it through linen or muslin will not answer, as, in strain*

ing, it becomes filled with hairs or other obnoxious matter, which
ruins the grain. The room also in which the liquid is poured on the

Plate must be perfectly still and free from dust, which, wherever it

falls on the surface a moist) uf the Plate, causes a white spot,

which it is impossible tu remove without laying the grain afresh.

The Plate must likewise have been previously cleaned with the

greatest possible care by the application of a rag and whiting, as the

smallest particle uf grease will produce si me streak or blemish. In

shutting the Plate, to draw off' the sunt rfluous fluid, there will na-

turally be a greater body of the liquid towards the lower than at the

higher edge of the Plate. The grain, therefore, is always coarser at

the side of the Plate which is held lowermost. The coirser side is

usually kept for the fore-ground, as being that portion of a drawing
which has generally the deepest shadows. In large landscapes,

sometimes, various parts are laid with different grams, according

to the nature of the subject. Moderately coarse grains better answer

the purposes of this art than very fine ones, since the particles,

when very small ami near each other, are liable to he soon disturbed

by the aquafortis, which of course COTTOdet laterally as well as

downwards, Indeed, in any case, the acid, if left too long on the

Plate, will eat away the gram entirely. Let the artist have several

bits of copper laid with aquatint grounds, the same in kind and
ingrain as those to be used, and let the aquafortis remain for dif-

ferent lengths of time on each. He may then examine and judge

of the tints produced, in one, two, three, four minutes, or longer;

and may vary the strength of the solution according to circum-

stances. A magnifier is useful to examine the gram, and to ob-

serve the depth tu which it is bitten in. No proof uf the Plate can
be obtained till the whole process is finished. In re-biting, or

etching over again any part already subjected to the aquafortis,

the new grain to be hi id on should be cuarser than the first, other-

wise it will be apt to lodge only in the dots or holes previously

etched, and not upon the heights only, as is necessary in order to

produce the same grain.

This style of engraving is, as we observed, chiefly adapted for

imitation of sketches, washed drawings, and light subjects j but is

not at all calculated to produce Prints from highly finished Pic-

tures. Its resemblance to drawings, however, only extends to the

imitation of abrupt shadows boldly executed : it dues not succeed

in those which are softly shaded off" as they approach the lights.

The Plates seldom give more than two hundred good impressions.

Thev must be hot-pressed and treated with care.

The Treatise by Stapart, published in 1773, (referred to in the first

note to Art. 66.) and entitled "The Art of Engraving with a Brush
on Copper," gives the following account of his process; ,( After

etching bis outline he covers his Plate with a transparent varnish,

through which the etched outlines are to be distinctly visible. The
varnish, while yet in a fluid warm state, is then strewed with rock-

salt, sifted over it through a fine hair sieve. The Plate is next held

overa charcoal fire, till all the grains of salt penetrate to the copper

through the varnish. The Plate is now cooled and dipped in

water to dissolve the salt. An infinite number of small hides will

be perceivable through a magnifying glass; and through these

holes the solution of aquafortis is to find its way lor corroding the

Plate as in etching. The lights, however, must be first stopped out

by another substance, which the writer terms the colophon varnitr..

(such as is used for lackering,) mixed with a little pine tree soot.

When the weakest shadings have been bit in sufficiently, the

aquafortis is poured off', the Plate dried, and the first or weakest

tone of shading stopped out preparatory to a second application of

the corrosive liquid. This operation of alternately stopping out and
etching is then repeated, till all the proper gradatiuns of shadow
are completed."

The true discoverer, says M. Bartsch, of the above method de-

scribed by Stapart. appears to have been Peter Finding, by whom
two Plates after Monet and De la Rue, published in 1762, are etched,

as M. B. conceives, with seasalt or rocksalt, and who styles himself

Aeei hujus primarum delmeationum conservajidarum^ et wulnp't-

amdarum mrthodi auctoretn.

By some artists, a mixture of seasalt and rocksalt, with sal-am-

moniac and syrup of old honey, has been used. This mordant,

being applied with a brush, either to the clean copper or to the

varnished surface after perforation by the salt, produces gradations

of shadow delicately rounded off; as may be observed in the clouds

of some of the Plates of P/ons van Amttel, This composition has

been likewise used after the first two tints were produced by the

AquMlntA.
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solution of aquafortis, in order to add the third darkest tint. To
make the latter still darker, some have used a solution of silver in

spirit of saltpetre or iff copper ; or, thirdly, aqua regia, any ofwhich

guidances may be applied with a brush. Hut the process called

Le Prince's method has been preferred to every other.

Note (KK.)

For this style of the Art, as well as for that of Le Blon, (Note

FF.) as many Plates are required as there are colours to be used.

These are generally black, blue, yellow, and red ; and from these

may be derived the other compounds. Etching is here only em-

ployed to define the outlines of the figures. When this is done,

and the Plate cleaned, it is worked upon with rollers, (roulettes,)

whi.-h, as respects the graining only, differ from those used in

chalk Engraving. (Note GG.) by being altogether finer, in conse-

quence of the difference in the teeth of the instrument. Some En-

gravers use another instrument resembling a common thick etching

needle, but having, instead of the point, a little wheel with spikes

affixed to it. This tool is used with both hands : the right hand

keeps it in a perpendicular position, while the middle finger of the

left hand turns the wheel. The tools are worked uu the metal in

a dry, that is, unvarnished state.

As the rollers employed for this work may be pressed much or

tittle, according to fancy, their operation possesses an advantage

over the last-mentioned or aquatinta style. Not only the abrupt

tones of shade, as in aquatinta, (Note II.) but also the soft grada-

tions of light may be produced, and, consequently, a perfect imi-

tation of finished drawings. The softer shadings appear as delicate

in the impression as if they were washed in with Indian ink. They
much resemble those of aquatinta, only traces here and there may
be detected of little furrows, almost like those we meet with in a

finely grounded mezzotinto. In the dark shadings, the dots of the

coarser grained roller are distinctly perceivable. But ihe distin-

guishing characteristic of this style appears in those shadows, as

before observed, which vanish and disappear by in-en>ible grada-

tion into the lights, and which cannot be represented on metal

Plates by any of the other methods in imitation of water colours.

When the drawing to be engraved is of but one colour, a single

Plate will suffice, but four or five Plates may be requisite for co-

loured drawings. Plates executed in this manner furnish about

two hundred good impressions.

Note (LL.)

Nearly all kinds of stone imbibe both watery and oily fluids ;

but the portion of a stone occupied by one of them of course pre-

cludes the admission of the other: consequently, where a slab on

any part of its surface has been greased, it ceases to soak up water,

and vice vend. Upon a stone partially greased, and having its re-

mainder saturated with water, a greasy application can only take

effect where grease has been before : let, therefore, an oily sub-

stance, such as printer's ink, be rubbed over a stone so prepared,

the applied substance will adhere only in those places to which it

bears an affinity ; and whatever lines or forms may have been ori-

ginally traced with the greasy material will become more distinct

and protniueut, and may be charged with a sufficient quantity of

colour, to be again taken off the surface hy means of pressure, and
transmitted to paper. On these few and simple principles is founded
the art of printing from stone, or lithography.

Preparation and quality of the $i»ne.—The stone should possess a
perfectly level surface, with a fine uniform grain, and should readily

imbibe moisture. The best sort is a species of limestone, or calca-

reous slate, generally cut into square slabs, smoothed on the upper

side, and employed in Germany for floors of churches, cloisters,

courts of palaces, as well as private houses, &c. It is known in

Germany by the name of Kehlheim stone, having been brought

from quarries near a town of that name on the Danube. It abounds
in the district between Dietfurt and Pappenheirn, and along the

Danube down to Kehlheim. The quarries at Kehlheim, it is said,

are exhausted, and the traffic in lithographic stone now chiefly

centres in the village of Solenholfen, in the district of Monheim.
three leagues from the town of Neuburg. on the Danube. When
the ground is uncovered to the depth of from ten to fifteen feet,

the stone appears in horizontal strata, of various thicknesses and
qualities. The stone Plate requires to be from two to three

inches in thickness. It is composed of carbonate of lime, in which
a small portion of iron is present, and the best is generally to be

found in the vicinity of iron mines. Oxide of iron appears to bear

a strong affinity to grease, since the best impressions have been

obtained from stones whose yellow colour indicates the presence of

iron. A solution of iron has been consequently used by French
lithographers for washing the stone, called by them, la preparation

qm fait jiMtme, and by us "yellow facing;" but it causes too Lithography
strong an affinity to the grease, clogs the Plate with colour, and _- --

_

'

produces what are termed smudged Prints. In colour and texture,
Bath stone more nearly resembles that of Solenholfen than any
other to be found in England. But it is inapplicable tor any but
the coarsest work. An extensive search was made between a. d.

Other conn-

1817 and 1819 by M. Engelmami and the Lithographic Society, m£ yie
't

throughout the Volges and Jura, m the hope ot discovering quarries
; stone, out

but, though these mountains, and the Jura in particular, are princi- not in Plates

pally calcareous, and might furnish great abundance of the kind of
of PruPer

stone, yet it was found so unequal in formation and colour, and so
Si2e'

interrupted by fissures, crystallizations, petrifactions, and other
blemishes, as to furnish no Plates of sufficient dimensions to recom-
pense the labour of extracting it. The same objections apply
equally to the lithographic stone of Swisserland, France, Italy, and
the British isles. The Lithographers of Europe depend for their
supply upon Bavaria alone, where, however, no want of the ma-
terial for centuries to come need be anticipated.

From the difficulty and trouble attending the safe and ready Substitutes
conveyance of stone Plates, other contrivances more portable and for stone at*

available have been attempted. The ingenious Senefelder has in-
temPted -

vented various substitutes and compositions in imitation of the
stone, some of which have been employed in Germany ; but, al-
though useful as temporary expedients, they yet call for much im-
provement, and are still inferior in point of consistency and ma-
nageableness to those from the laboratory of Nature at Solenholfen.

For preparing the surface of the stone tablet, M. Bartsch, to Preparation
whom we are indebted for most of our technical details, gives the oftheitoae

following directions: Two slabs with their flat surfaces laid to- *>late*

get her, and having some clean silver sand and water between them,
are rubbed backwards and forwards, until the sand is crushed, and,
by wearing away the stone, becomes a thick paste-like substance

;

more sand must then be added, or the old unite washed ofTi and
fresh sand and water applied. The rubbing must be continued till

both surfaces are perfectly level. Two stone Plates are thus po-
lished at the same time. Tne polisher, according to the sort of
work to be finally printed from the stone, makes the surface more
or less rough , and to produce a finer grain, strews fresh sand, con-
tinuing to rub the stones till the larger particles of the sand become
rounded, but not quite crushed. Wheu ]>erfect smoothness and
glossiness are required, the foregoing operation is persevered in, and
ceases only when the sand meets no longer with any resistance

from the stone surface, which is then rubbed with pumice and
water till it shines and reflects the light. Upon the accuracy of
this work of the polisher, the future success of the Lithographer in

a great degree depends. No inequalities must remain on the sur-

face, otherwi>e no clear impression can be taken, or the stone may
be fractured in the press. The smoothed face of the stones after

graining or polishing should be carefully washed with a sponge in

pure water, to remove the grit, and then left to dry.

Materials for drawing on the stone.—The materials for inscribing Lithoeraphio
the stone are, either a preparation of chalk, to be laid on in a dry chalk,

state like a crayon on paper, or a kind of ink to be used with a
pen or hair pencil as in writing or drawing. Among the various

receipts given by Senefelder for Lithographic chalk, tie considers

the best to consist of eight parts wax, four of soap, and two of

lamp-black. These ingredients, after sufficient concoction, should
be poured slowly upon a marble slab or iron plate, to form a mass
about as deep as the thickness of the intended crayon. This sub-

stance is next pressed under another Plate, to render it sufficiently

hard and compact; and then, while it is yet warm, divided into

strips, which are afterwards separated when perfectly cold. The li-

thographic chalk may be made harder by a greater proportion of

wax, or softer by increasing the proportion of soap. Very good
crayons, of a medium stiffness, may be made of four ounces of

wax, four of chalk, four of soap, and two of lamp-black.

The composition fur Lithographic ink is composed, according to Lithographic

M. Bartsch, of two parts or ounces of common soap, five parts or ink.

ounces of pure white wax, one-fourth part or one quarter of an
ounce of grease, and one part or ounce of lamp-black ; the latter

ingredient to be greater or less, according to the fancy of the de-

signer. Another recipe in frequent use has somewhat different

proportions. Take of white bees' wax half a pound; of common
yellow soap two ounces and a half; and of lamp-black one ounce.

These substances, with the exception of the lamp-black, are then
mixed and made to burn over the fire in an iron vessel ; that is,

suffered to remain till ignition has taken place, and at least one-

third of the wax and soap has been consumed. The lamp-black is

then added, and the whole well stirred. The mixture must be

poured out slowly on on iron or stone plate, and left to cool. When
wanted for use. a portion of it is to be mixed with water in the

same manner as Indian ink, and made of sufficient consistency to
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during U\S

Three modes
of working.

1. Lithogra-

phic crayoti.

Tracings and
Transfers.

Method of

working tn

chalk.

run freely from the pen, but ahouM always be somewhat thicker

than common ink.

Lithographic instruments.—These are a port-crayon, aswanqnill,

an etching needle, a scraper, (such as for mi-zzutinto. Note 1)1)

)

a steel pen, a slab and muiler, a pallet knife, camel's hair pencil*,

and daubers. The latter are made of ,-aik or soft glove leather

'white kid leather is preferable) stuffed with cotton. The dubber

is fixed to a handle about sixteen inches long, and is used like a
hummer, that each stroke may bring the smooth leather surface in

Contact with the stone.

Precautions in drawing —The Lithographer, while his drawing is

in progress, must above all things be careful that nothing either

wet or greasy touches his work
;
grease of any kind will be sure to

print, and moisture will prevent his chalk from working with pre-

cision ami clearness. Dampness even from breathing should be

prevented, for which purpose a kind of fan made of paper may be

placed before the mouth and nostrils to turn the breath in a dif-

ferent direction ; or the stone, as M. Kngelmaim advises, maybe
moderately heated before it is drawn upon. The stone likewise

must be kept quite pure from dust, and cleansed throughout with a

perfectly clean dry camel's hair brush, otherwise the pellicules of

dust entering the cavities in the grain of the plate will intercept the

touches of the crayon. Any substance also of the nature of gum
or glue must manifestly have the same injurious effect. The fin-

gers must never touch the work. It is useful for the Draughtsman
to support his wrist upon a bridge or rrst about four or five inches

wide, made to rise, at its lower surface, about one-eighth of an inch

clear of the stone ; and a margin of at least an inch wide must be

left round the work for the necessary space required to lift or move
the stone. The brush of camel's hair must also be repeatedly

applied to sweep away the smallest particles which must unavoidably

escape from the hair of the Designer while leaning over his work.

Neither India rubber, nor crumbs of bread, must be used for ef-

facing any errors which may be made by the lead pencil in sketching

his outline; clean white leather maybe employed ; but these errors,

unless the grain of the stone is injured by them, and unles* they

have been repeated by the afterwork of the crayon, or lithographic

ink, are quite harmless, and will not come out in the impression.

The face of the stone, when not in use, should be lightly covered

with clean paper.

Practice of Lithographic Drawing,

The methods of working on the stone have been sometimes classed

under two heads, according to the material used, namely, either the

crayon above described, or the lithographic ink. In the use of the

latter material, however, a third division of the Art should be added,

called Dabbing. These three methods may be either practised

singly or conjointly, according to the effect intended.

1. Crayon drawing.—The Lithographic chalk should be kept dry

and excluded from the air. If the subject is to bepreviously traced on

the stone, French tracing paper should be used, not such as has been

prepared with oil orvarnish. The tracing, being completed carefully

on the paper with a soft black-lead pencil, is next laid with the pen-

ciling downwards on the stone surface, and fastened at its edges

with strong gum-water or a few wafers, to prevent slipping. A sheet

of soft paper is then placed above, and rubbed with a smooth piece

of ivory or ebony. In this manner the lines of the pencil are trans-

ferred to the grained surface. Or the transfer may be accomplished

by placing, as in Chalcography, (Note AA) between the tracing

paper and the Plate, a piece of white paper robbed all over with the

lead, (the rubbed side being laid downwards next the stone,) and
then by going over the traced lines with a blunted steel point or

etching needle. Tracing is recommended in preference to sketching

on the stone with the black-lead pencil, as too much care cannot

be taken to preserve and protect the grain of the stone. This
grain for chalk drawing should be coarse rather than fine; parti-

cularly for portraits, otherwise the stippling of flesh will have a
heavy and hard effect. A surface moderately grained is the best

for the Liihographic crayon. Should the stone not be free from

veins, care must be taken that the more delicate parts of the draw-

ing do not come where the lines or spots appear. For delicate

touches, the crayon should have a lung and slender point, and
should be used in a swan quill, which, by its lightness and elasticity,

assists the hand in ihe operation. For strong touches, a firmer and
shorter point is necessary, and the chalk shou'd be placed in a
port-crayon, which enables the hand to give firmness and precision

of touch in the darker masses of the work. As the Lithographic

crayon is apt to soften by much friction, a steady and rather slow

motion of the hand is requisite to prevent -.jiecks and unevennesses

in the work. These specks will cause infinite trouble to a hasty

Draughtsman, as they must afterwards be carefully picked away
with the etching needle, and swept from the surface with the brush.

A finely-pointed crayon passed repeatedly backwards and forwards LlthnflTaphv

with a uniform steady motion, but not with heavy pressure, produces -^y^^ '

very fine dark lines. Soft chalk produces the greater depth of

colour, but for more delicate parts, such as flesh, &c. a firmer kind of
crayon is required. Dark masses are not to be obtained by heavy
pressure, but by repeated hatching and stippling. Strong touches

sutficiently broad to admit of a bluntmh or firm point are procured
by driving the chalk firmly against the grain of the stone. Any
required depth of tone may be produced m this way. Sharp
catching lights may be scraped out with the mezzotinto scraper,

or fine light lines may be scratched with the etching needle.

These latter operations must be performed with the utmost care and
precision. -since the scraped parts of the surface Income too rough
to take the chalk a second time, or too uneven to print with cer-

tainty. Some Lithographers soften their tints into each other by
means of a mezzotinto cradle ur grounding tool, (Note DD.) but

this practice is unnecessary if the drawing be carefully executed;

and the work will print much better without it.

The Artist will not fail to observe that the colour of the stone

being darker tban common drawing paper, his drawing will have a
more finished appearance on the stone than when printed. He must
therefore calculate accordingly, and not consider the colour of the

stone as giving him any assistance by way of a middle tint, but

must lay a proportionate tint over the lighter parts of his work.

2. Ink drawing.—The surface of the stone for ink drawings 2. Method o»

should have a delicate polish, which has been produced by finely M.°.
,,(ilur

'.'!

powdered pumice-stone used after the tine sand. Ihe process of j,^ W nlia
tracing is similar to that for crayons above given, but is usually penorbrush.

made with common red chalk. The ink is then made ready by

rubbing the stick (like a cake of Indian ink) in a little warm or

cold water; rain water, or distilled water, is the best. The ink for

the pen should be less diluted than for the camel's hair pencil.

The pens should have nibs of different breadths, according to the

sort of lines to be drawn ; and the hair pencils should be of the same
kind, and in the same variety, as th.se used by Painters in minia-

ture. Ink drawing requires more study and practice than crayon

drawing. In laying on the colour with the brush, care must be

taken that the greasy or soapy particles are spread uniformly, since

on thin, and not on the evenness of colour merely, depends the suc-

cess of the future impression. A wash of the mere colour may
have its proper tone, and look admirably well on the stone, and
yet be utterly useless for printing: or the wash may be quite

colourless
;
yet if a sufficiency of the greasy material be evenly

imbibed, the impression will come cut perfect. M. Engelmann
recommends the practice of stippling, hatching, or dotting, when-
ever the pen or hair pencil are used. A union of pen-work with

that of the hair pencil produces very agreeable eflects; touches

sometimes of the crayon may be added. Ink lines may also be

put into a chalk drawing. The work of the hair pencil is less diffi-

cult than that of the pen; producing touches of greater delicacy

and softness, and fewer blots. The progress, however, with the

pencil is slower, the touches are sometimes not sufficiently charged

with ink, and there is, on the whole, less freedom of execution.

Architectural designs, or such as require great nicety, are sometimes

outlined in ink, and finished in the crayon manner. The architec-

tural Draughtsman will find his drawing pen of occasional use, but

must be careful frequently to clear the point, and prevent it from

being clogged with ink.

If ink drawing, however, requires more time and pains than the

work of the crayon, the operator will be rewarded with a greater

number of impresMons. M. Engelmann remarks, that ink deigns
well executed on stone arealmust inexhaustible : and that thirty thou-

sand or forty thousand impressions from them have been taken with-

out any perceivable difference between the first proofs and thelast.

The following method, invented by Mr. Joseph Nethercleft, for Mr. Nether
transferring designs (drawn first on paper in lithographic ink) to the cleft'*

surface of the stone, was rewarded, in 1829, by a premium from the method °f

Society of Arts. The paper for the design receives first a wash of

common size laid on with a camel's hair brush, and afterwards three

coats of paste laid on in a similar manner carefully and evenly. The
paste is made by boiling in separate vessels a quarter of a pound of

tapioca, and the same quantity of arrow root, till each forms a paste.

Let them ihen be united and mixed with a sufficiency of hot water

to make a thin paste to be strained through a piece of muslin. Then
add a quarter of a pound of flake white, previously well ground in

water, and stir it in with the paste. The paper, when dry, should he

either cold-pressed, or sent to the glazing-mill and flatted between

two rollers. Two sheets, with their pasted sides contiguous, may be

glazed together. The ink recommended by the inventor consists

of equal quantities of yellow soap and shell lac boiled and burnt

together, with sufficient lampblack to give it colour. In order to

transfer the writing or drawing made with this ink with a steel or
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Note on crow-quill pen on the prepared paper, let the stone be moderately

^
rav ' n ^'

y warmed. Damp the back, of the prepared paper till it lies perfectly
ji- y gal^ an(j ^e care fu ] (nat n0 we( touches the prepared side containing

the drawing or writing. Next lay the paper carefully on the

warm stone with the wetted side upwards, and lay over it a sheet of

soft paper, such as will absorb the wet. Pass the stone through the

press three or four times with increased pressure, after which the

paper will peel off, leaving the composition or paste, as well as the

drawing, upon the stone. Wash otf' the paste, and lay a strong

tint of gum arabic and water over the surface. When dry and cold

the stone is ready for printing.

3. Use of the 3. Dabbing.—The stone for dabbing should be polished as for

clabber. pen-work. After tracing the design upon it, according to the me-
thod above given for crayon drawing, the artist stops out his mar-

gin, and all the places where pure lights are to be left, with a mix-

ture composed of gum-water, to which a little candied sugar pow-

dered and a little gall have been added. This composition should

be diluted sufficiently to work with tolerable freedom in the pencil,

and the stoppings should be firm and decided. When the first

stopping for the pure lights is completed and perfectly dry, he

charges the dabbers with the Lithographic ink, dispersing it evenly

over the surface. The first tint required is usually very light ; the

dabber therefore should be sparingly charged with colour, and tried

by striking it on the surface of a spare piece of stone to ascertain

what depth of colour it will give. If the tint be too light, it may
be strengthened by repeated dabbing. Having obtained an even

tint of this light kind over the surface of the plate, the Lithogra-

pher proceeds to stop out the light tints, taking care not to stop

out more than is necessary. After this second stopping, he conti-

nues to ply his dabbers as before till he obtains the strength of the

second tint ; and in this manner alternately dabs and stops out

until all the tints of his drawing, according to their due gradations,

are completed. Minute markings and touches are .obtained with

difficulty by the dabbers alone: the chalk or pen therefore may be

resorted to ; and in cases where any stoppings have been omitted,

the mezzotinto scraper or a sharp penknife may be used to lighten

the tint in the faulty parts. Sometimes a mezzotinto grounding
tool is useful to soften the tints after the process of dabbing. The
reader will have probably observed that this process, called the
M dabbing system,'* is admirably adapted for white ornaments on
black or dark grounds.

Lithographic Printing.

Printing. yye now comej lastly, to another series of operations which re-

quire perhaps more care than any of the foregoing. For printing

from stone, a Press of a peculiar construction is required. A de-

scription of the Lithographic Press is attempted by M. Castellan

in his Report to the Academy of Fine Arts at Paris, in 1S16, who
Report of M. at the same time details the process of Printing as follows: Le
Castellan on

7ngcan jsme ({e (a presse (Lifere de tonics ce//es qu'eniploient les im-
tbie subject. *% * „ , , * • , , .

prtmeurs en caracteres, en taule douc, les duminotiers, et *es impri-

meurs cCttnffes. Cette presse constste en une table creuse terminie a
Cune de ses extremites par des montatu qui supportent un rouleau a

moulinet ; la table est recouverte tPun chdssis garni d'un cuir forte-

ment tfndit. On place la pierre dans le creux de la table et on Vy
assujetit au moyen de calles et de coins, puis on la mouille avec une
Sponge et de frutt pure, jusqu'd ce qit'elte en soil hen saturee. En-
tuite on charge la planclte de nuir au moyen d'un rouleau de bois ou

manchon recouvert ePun cuir, et qui est lui-mime tmpregne' d'un noir

d'impression extremement Jin et cojnpacte quil a pris en roulant

sur un marbre charge de cette matiere ; on promene ce rouleau
plusieurs Jois, et en tous sens, sur la pierre. La pierre £tant done
chargce de notr, on Hend dessus un papier ^impression, bien mains
humide que celui qu'on emploie pour ecl/e fie la faille douce; alors

le chdssis retombe sur la table, et par dessus ce chassis une racle ou
regie en bois qui, au moyen a*une bascule Juisant agir deux leviers^

exerce une pression de plus d'un millier de tivrcs : enjin on met le

moulinet en mouvement ; la sangle attaches, par son autre exhcmitc,
a la partie mobile de la table dans laquetle la pierre est places, sVn-
roule sur le rouleau, et Jail glisser sous cette regie la suptrficie du
chdssis, qui serf d'intermidiaire entre elle et la pierre, et I'cpreuve

est imprimfe. On reltve alors la regie, on ouvre le chdssis et on
retire cette premitre epreuve, pour en /aire sur-le-champ une se-

eonde de la mime maniere, et sans deranger la pierre qu'on mouille
a chaquefois. Pour conserver les planches lorsque le tirage est fait

on les endutt d'une conehe de gomme aralnque, qui les met a Cabn de
fatteinte des matieres grasses et du frottement qui pourraimt qdter
le dessin. We despair of giving a better description of the Litho-
graphic Press and its uses. To such of our readers as have never
seen one, we recommend a visit to the establishments of some of
our Lithographic Printers. That of M. Hullmandel is, as we
before said, one of the earliest in London, and has met with de-
eerved encouragement and success. The machinery of the Litho-

VOL. V.

graphic Press has undergone Beveral improvements since the ac- Utfatgnpbr.
count above quoted as given by M. Castellan. The improved Press of V^ ^^
Messrs. Taylor and Martineau, of London, is one of the simplest in Improved
construction, and must convenient for use. Two cast-iron u\ rights PreB ' D >*

(sec pi. L fig. 11) form the sides of the Press, and are firmly attached JJJJJJmST
to the base and table beneath. A carriage below containing the stone tioeau.
is supported by small rollers which considerably diminish the friction,

and which move along a railway at the bottom of the table. The
carriage is put in motion by means of a cylinder, to which a strong
handle is attached; and the scraper (called in the above descrip-

tion by the French term racle) is depressed towards the stone by
means of a spiral placed at the extremity ot a handle for the pur-

pose. A regulating screw is added for adjusting the Press to the
various stones employed in the several branches of the art,

Before the Pressman submits the stone to the Press he must per- Process of

form two very essential operations: first, he washes the stone with priming.

aquafortis well diluted in water. This solution prepares the stone to

receive more readily the aqueous particles in the parts not intended
fur impression, and cleanses the surface likewise from dirt. A
very weak solution, and such as will not excite effervescence, is re-

quired. When the whole surface has been wetted, fresh water is

immediately used for rinsing it ; and, when a sufficiency of water
has been imbibed, a thin coat of gum arabic and water must be
passed over it.

Secondly, the Pressman proceeds to the operation of charging
the stone with printing ink, and applies his colour with a stuffed

leather ball, pressed or dabbed perpendicularly on the surface, or

with the common inking roller. For fac-simile of MSS. the roller

is preferable. The printing ink must be applied carefully, and not

too thick; otherwise, the lines will print broader than in the de-

sign, and be apt to spread over the stone by the pressure given in

printing. The first impressions are generally feeble, and the ope-

rator must not expect a satisfactory result all at once, but must
patiently repeat the process till a good impression is produced.

The Plate, between each new application of the printing ink, must
be thoroughly saturated with water. When signs appear of the

Plate being clogged or overcharged with colour, (an accident which
arises from a portion of the printing ink being left on the Plate

after taking an impression,) the Plate must be cleaned by means of

the following mixture : one part linseed oil, (or two parts olive oil,)

two parts oil of turpentine, and three parts of water, shaken
strongly together in a phial till they produce a foam. A small

portion of the liquid well shaken is poured upon the Plate, and
spread rapidly with a sponge over the entire surface. By means
of this process, the black lines or shadings dissolve and become
entirely obliterated: the oil of turpentine removes all greasy su-

perfluities, while the linseed oil of the mixture supplies fresh nou-

rishment to the drawing, and the water or third ingredient of the

composition is drawn only to the parts where water has already

been absorbed. The face of the stone, being now perfectly cleansed

with a large sponge and fresh water, becomes as white as before

the drawing was made, and the work, being no longer discernible

on its surface, presents to the eye of a novice the appearance of

being utterly spoiled. It must be left in this state for a short

time, and is then to receive a thin coat of gum-water previous to

the renewed application of the Printer's ink. AU the original lines

and touches of the drawing then reappear, and seem sharper and

more distinct than ever. If, after an impression, the printing ink

still shows a tendency to remain on the stone, a little diluted

nitric acid may be carefully applied with a sponge to remove it.

The operator must be careful not to use the same sponge indis-

criminately for these several liquids, but must keep a separate-

sponge for each.

Riper.—The paper for Lithographic impressions should be con- Paper.

siderably thicker than for ordinary printing. If thin paper be

used, intermediate layers will be necessary, that the scraper in

printing may not come too near the drawing itself. Unsized thin

paper is on this account unserviceable ; since the printing ink. if

very tenacious, will make the paper adhere to the Plate. All

papers, in whose composition chalk or alum is present, are, says

M. Bartsch, Injurious to the stone.

Printing ink,— M. Bartsch's recipe for printing ink is linseed Printing ink

oil well thickened by boiling, into which a sufficient quantity of

lamp-black i> ai'tei wards well ground, till the whole mass is smooth

and adhesive. Another recipe, which we copyfrom the Encyclopeed,

Edtnenm, recommends * v one part grease or coarse soap; four

parts whit!- wax; one part gum lac; and one part lamp-black,

bruised and very dry. In mixing these ingredients, the grease or

BOap is cut in small pieces, and put on a strong fire in an iron pot :

tliis being well heated, the wax, also in small pieces, is introduced.

After stirring it al out, it is then set fire to with a match, and, while

burning, the gum is added. When dissolved, extinguish the flame

by covering up the pot ; and, while the mixture is boiling, add

5 R
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the lamp-black, still stirring it, till the whole i« completely incor-

porated. It in then taken o:l the fire, and poured out on a plate

of iron to cool. It become! completely solid, and may be preserved

in cakes. When wanted for use it will be cut into pieces, and

dissolved in spirit of turpentine, or linseed oil. to a due consistency.

It must nut be ground very thin, as the lines will then be unequal

and weak in their crlectV'

Tempo-atari:.—The temperature of the printing room is of much
importance to the Lithograj her. No season is so dangerous as

hot weather, causing a rapid evaporation from the Piatt, which

cannot be too moist. On the other hand, in very cold weather

impressions are not to be obtained till the Plate has been a little

warmed, and the chamber well heated.

Note (MM.)
Among these several varieties in the practice of Lithography,

some may require no further explanation than is to be collected

from the foregoing Note ; such are Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, and 11. The
rimpound method No. 4, for which several Plates are employed, and which
LlibograpbT. we should call compound Lithography, ("Art. 1.'.; differs only

from the processes which we noticed under Wood Engraving,

(Art. 28. and 30. Note (P.) or under Chalcography (Art.

and 67. Notes (FF. and KK.) by the peculiarities already stated,

which distinguish Lithographic Engraving and Lithographic

Printing in general from Engravings on wood or metal. M.
Bartsch remarks, that during the process of preparing the stone

Plate for the Press by ablution in diluted aquafortis, the delicate

tints of a crayon drawing sometimes become enfeebled and some-

limes quite disappear; and recommends the use of a second stone

Plate, on the surface of which the highest lights are left untouched,

and the middle tints restored hy some colour, either a yellow-brown or

greenish-grey. This he terms the toning Plate. A moderately good
stone (for the best kiud is not necessary) is selected, and grained

as for a chalk drawing ; its whole surface to be covered over with

an ink composed of four parts wax, one part soap, and two parts

vermili n, not too thick, yet sufficiently strong to resist the action

of the aquafortis. This ink, dissolved in rain water, is applied to

the stone or toning Plate in a liquid state with a brush. When the

reddened Pla'e is perfectly dry, a full impression from the original

stone is taken, and this proof immediately applied for reimpression
to the reddened stone. The red ground, being chiefly of wax. is

easily scraped off in places where the drawing indicates that lights

should be left. The same Plate is then washed with a solution of

aquafortis, about twenty parts water to one of the acid,) and,

finally, coated with gum. It is then ready for giving impressions.

The discovery of a method for retouching, on the stone, any
given portion of a Lithographic drawing, supersedes in some mea-
sure the process last mentioned. The honour of the invention is

said to be divided between M. Hullmandel, of London, and M.
imann, of Paris, neither of whom, however, have published

their tecret, so that the claims of each competitor must remain tub

jmdice until the disclosure of further evidence.

For imitation of mezzotinto, (No. 5.) the entire stone Plate (its

margin of course excepted, which may be stopped out,) is to be eo-

lith a coat of Lithographic ink (Note (LL.) dabbed uni- Lithofrapny

forrnly over if, and care must be taken not to leave the substance ' ^ v
too thick on the surface. A coat of thin varnish, or of gum arabic,'l<nit>>tlou „r

is then passed over the plate, and after transferring the design, lu*,IoUn,<> -

the Artist proceeds to remove the lights with his etching point or
mezzotinto scr.qier. These instruments must 1* sufficiently sharp
to clear away the ink, otherwise they will only serve to spread the
oily or resinous vehicle, and cause extreme darks instead of lights,

rections under Dabbing in the last Note.)

No. 6. dillers little as to the vehicles used from the ordinary

methods of this kind of printing. No. 7 requires only a good clear

impiession of the letter press or copper-plate to be taken, and
then, while yet wet. to be laid on the stone, which latter being

netted through the press, raceme «n exact transfer of the printed

matter. No* '* is, we believe, seldom resorted to but where the
or the needle has failed of the etiect intended, and consists

in removing, by means of the graver, such portions of the surface

as are required to be perfectly free from colour.

IM the method No. 10. the following account has been given.

Let the stone Plate lie covered with a solution of gum arabic co-

with lamp-black W hen perfectly dry it is ready to receive

lign. which isto be carefully proceeded with by means of etch- Method for

ing needles of different thicknesses, according to the breadth of "J,*^ "^\o-
the several lines. The operator merely scratches off the coating of sous to eur>
gum from the surface without making any incision into the stone. * a S-

The analogy between this process and that of etching (Note BB.)
is evident. The gum answers to the etching ground, and as the
latter protects certain parts of the copper-plate from corrosion by
the acid ; so the former, in the present instance, preserves the
stone from the action of oily or resinous matter. The Lithographic
or resinous ink is now well rubbed over the stone, which is defended
from it in every pari but where the scratches have been made.

ne is then well sponged with water, and the ground of gum
and lamp-black being thereby washed oil the surface, the lines of the
ink remain where tne designer had rubbed them in. This process

may be repeated till the operator is satisfied with his work. In-
stead of the resinous ink, the scratches may be filled up with copal
varnish, which renders the design more durable, as the varnish

when dry becomes very bard, and atlonls effectual resistance to

alkalis, weak acids, oil of turpentine, or to alcohol ; so that during
the operation of printing the stone may be cleansed without injury

by means of any one of those substances. The copal vnrnish. how-
ever, is only available for the rubbing process just stated ; it is not
sufficiently fluid to be manageable with a pen. M. Englemann
remarks of this process, (Manuel du Deumaleur Lithography p.

- mode {tint dans son execution pretauc ausu tong, presque
aussi difficile que la gravure a Ceau forte; on y a renoncf, et il

nest employe mamtenant qite par let pertonnet qui n'ont que det

eomuitmtneet incomplettet dam le travail de la plume. Le seui cat

o£ Poh peut recourir arec avantagc a ce genre de gravure. e'ett lors-

qu'il s'agit de tracer det partiet extremement ftnet, ielles que let cxelt

et let lointains. que la plume ne rendruit certainement pat nvec av-

ian! de delicatrtse : en dffimtif, celte etpece de gravure offre det

n rapprochement avec celle a la potnte ttche tur cutrre.

Reference to Plates iii. and iv. of Monograms used by some of the principal Engravers
of French Engravers : 19—56 of German : 57—93 of Flemish and Dutch : aud 94—126 of

No.
Agostiuo Venetiano 95
Aldegrever (Henry) 34
Altdorfer (Albert) 24
Amman (Jost, Justus, or Jodocus) ... 47
Andreani (Andrea) 112
Antonio (Marc; see Raimondi 99
Assen (Walter van) 59
Audenaerde (Robert van) 89
Barbiere (Domenico del) 102
Barnere ''Dominique) 15
Baur (John William) 53
Beccafumi Domenico) 96
Beham (Hans Sebald,, 30
Beham (Bartholomew) 32
Berghem (Nicholas) 83
Bernard (Solomoa) 7

Binck (James) 36
Bleck or Bleeck (Teter van) 91
Bloemaert (Abraham) 78
Boivin (Rene) 8

Boldini (Nicolo) 107
Bolswert (Scheltius a; 81
Bolswert (Adam a) 82
Bonavera (Domenico Maria) 1 26
Bonasone (Giulio) 101
Bos or Bosche (Jerome) 57
Brebiette (Pierre) ]

Brie (Theodore de) 39
Broeck (Crispin Vanden) 63
Brosamer (Hans) 35
Burghmair (Hans or Johan) 31
Callot (Jaques or Giacomo) 123
Car.ta_'a!liua (Remigio) 121
Caracci (Annibale) 113
Caraglio (Giovanni Giacomo) 110
Castiglione (Benedetto) 121
Chaveau (Francois) 15
Cock (Jerome) G4
Cort (Cornelius) 71

Cranach (Lucas) 28

Observe: the names numbered 1—18 are Monograms.

Italian.

No.
Daret , Pierre) 12

Jerome) 11

Da. in, Dans, or Daret (Leon) 98
Dellabella (Stefano) 122
Durer (Albert) 25
Duvet or JJanet (Jean) 2
Fantuzzi (Antonio) 109
Fialetti rOdoardo) 115
Galle (Philip) 70
Garner (Antoine) 13

Gamier (Noel) 3
Gaoltier (Leonard) 5

Ghein the elder (James de) 76
Ghisi (Giovanni Batista) 1 04
Ghisi (Georgio) 105

Ghisi (Adamo) 106

Glockenton (Alert) 23
Goltzius (Henry) 58
Guido, v. Reni.

Holbein (Hans) doubtful 26
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No.
Hulbein (Sigismond) 27
Hollar (Wenceslas) 52
Hopfer (David) 41
Hopfer (Jerome) 42
Hugtenl.urg (Johan van) 90
Jacobs (Lucas) van Leyden 60
Jegher (Christopher) 51

Kilian (Wolfgang) 48
Kilian (Lucas) 49
Kraus (Johan Ulric) 55
Kramer (Lucas) 29
Lairesse (Gerard) 54
Larmessiu (Nicolas de) 18

Lasne (Michael) 4
Lautensach (Henry) 37
Lautensach (Hans Sebald) 38
Leeuw (William de) 92
Leyden (Lucas vau), v. Jacobs.

Lombart (Pierre) 16

Lorich (Melchior) 44
Mantegna (Andrea) 94
Marco Ravegnano or di Raveuna .... 100
Matham (James) 75
Maurer (Christopher) 46

No.

Merian (Matthew) 50
Mocetto (Hieronymo) 97
Moreelze (Paul) 73

Muller (Herman) 93
Natalia (Michael) 80

Ostade (Adrian van) 56
Palma (Giacomo) Ill

Passe (Crispin de) 61

Passe (William de) 62
Passe (Magdalen de) 65
Passe (Simon de) 66

Penni (Lucas) 103
Penz (Gregory) 33
Perrier ( Francois) 9

Quast (Peter) 84
Raimondi (Marc Antonio i 99
Ravenna (Marco di) 100
Reich (Wendel) 1

Reni (Guido) 117

Ribera (Giuseppe) ii Spagnolelto 118
Rosa (Salvator) . 120
Rota (Martino) 108
Sadeler (Johan) 69

Saenredam (Johan) 77

-

Schaufflein the elder (Hans) 20 >-»>^-—

•

Schaufflein the younger (Main 21

Schoen (Martin) 19

Sichem (Christopher van ) 67

Sichem (Cornelius van) 68

Sichem (Karl van) 74
Solis ( Virgilius) 45

Somer (Johan van |
88

Spaguoletto, v. Ribera.

Stella (Jaques) 17

Stimmer (Christopher) 40
Stimmer (Tobias) 43
Swanevelt (Herman van) 87
Tempesta (Antonio) 1 14
Testa (Pietro) 119
Uliet (Johan Jorg van) 85
Venetiano, v. Agottino.

Villamena (Francesco) 116
Vorstermann (Lucas) 79
Waterloo (Antoine) 86
Wierix (Jerome) 72
Woeiriot (Pierre) 6
Zagel (Martin) 22
Zasetti (Antonio Maria) 125
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